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Your

bi^est
heart-picture
this year...

presents the amazina
of Tauny Herself by

story
y

EdnaTetrbeV, directed by

Tod Browning

117/.

i

E

T

THE NEW YORK
PAPERS SA V:
Tribune: "Going

to

be

a great

XHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW

says: "It grips and tugs
one of the most interesting and
entertaining photoplays of the season. A beautiful
love element mother love, filial love, and faithful
love of boy and girl are all) interwoven into one of the
at the heart-strings

greatest

success."

human documents

ever screened."

Telegram:

made

''A wonderful story
into a picture classic."

Post: "Packed with heart interest.
Will accomplish its purpose
of touching many hearts."

Evening World:

"A

pictorial

triumph."
Globe:

"A

MOTION
about
A

NEWS

PICTURE
says: "There is no question
this picture being one of the best sure-fire
box-office bets of the season. In fact, the exhibitor
who books it is certain to put up his S. R. O. sign.
picture of pathos, kindled with the light of human

understanding.

The acting

is

highly

'commendable— the

types are perfect."
plaintive

picture of

self-sacrificing youth."

World:

"A

rush

and

a

stam-

pede."

i6oo Broach/ay.

New York

A
Continued

Feature
Authentic, red-blooded American History.
Clean, wholesome, big, true drama, filled

with natio'nally historic figures, and

made

in 18 thrilling episodes for every theatre in

the land.

Featuring

KIT CARSON
that famous hunter, trapper and western guide, long the idcl
of every American school-child. A serial figure that teachers
and parents everywhere will thank you for putting on the
screen, in a great series of true adventures surrounding

GENERAL FREMONT
one

of the
in

most daring, dashing, romantic heroes

in our national history.
his famous trail-breaking
expedition to the California gold-fields in 1848, accompanied by Arthur

Shown

"WINNERS OF THE WEST,"

in

Standish, plaved bv

ARTACORD
in 18 thrilling episodes showing one of tbe biggest events in our national life
which you can show to men, women, and children of every age, without the
slightest fear of censorship or anything but praise. A continued feature that
will set a new standard in episode pictures, and fill any house, anywhere in the
land to capacity, for every week of its engagement. See this continued feature
without fail, now, at your Universal Exchange.

DIRECTED BY EDWARD LAEMMLE

WINNERS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Ernest Shipman
presents

October

1,

1921

GOD'S
^jfrom

RALPH CONNOR'S
Great story The FOREIGNER
'Directed by

HENRY MACRAE
TJJith

==

an ^All-Star Cast Including

thru

PATHEEXCHANGE-Ine.

=====

bigelow cooper

Octcober

1,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

CRUCIBLE
The Drawing Power of
This Cast Means Big Box
Office Returns
Wid

,

"A

says:

very capable cast of

KNOWN

WELL

PLAYERS."

Screen Opinions says:

"The

cast

is

throughout
good
~

—

ALL STAR."
Morning Telegraph

"A

good

cast of

says:

WELL KNOWN

PLAYERS."
Exhibitors Herald says:

'A splendid cast— EXPLOIT IT."
Moving Picture World

"The

cast

is

says:

excellent

— MANY

POPULAR PLAYERS."
The Cast plus the large sale of the Book
plus the world-wide popularity of the
Author makes "God's Crucible" one
of the great money making possibilities of the year.

—

r

f

WILTON
LflCKAYE

!!

f

ADOLPH
ZUKOPo
PRESENTS
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THOMAS MEIGHAN
\i

wn

\

^•1

VV

CAPPY

\

RldCS*
Irom. the novel by Peter ft'I^rne

Edward E Rose
by TomFormaurt

and the plaif
Directed

Photoplay bij
Albert Shelby LcVmo

Remember the Good
Luck

star

in

"City of

Men"?
100%

Silent

I

it's

lere's

his next.

And

even better than

his

last!

A guaranteed box-office
knockout
Cast includes Agnes Ayres

a
^paramount
^picture

d
(

\

intervals a
spectacular big

.At

"flash"

picture

with

and a lot of
thrilling melodrama comes into the
market and "cleans up" for every exhibitor who books it.
"Good and
Evil" in its swiftly moving six reels
will score this kind of record everyscenes

where.

Herz Film
Corporation
presents

J^^%J
<J

in the gigantic

society

arama

Good ^evil"
with a cast of
10,000 persons
As soon

as

you screen this big colorful
Warren branch you

picture in the nearest
see all

will

of the

angles of advertising

and exploitation that will set your patrons
talking.
There are thousands of persons
in the four great episodes taken in Paris.
Monte Carlo, Versailles, Naples and \ ienna.
Released
F.

B.

WARREN
540 BROADWAY
1

/"V

8
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October

1921

I,

Quo Vadisls A
Showman's Picture/
a clean-up picture for the exhibitor

It's

who

do niih it: It's the kind of
picture with which the sure-fire old-timers
made fortunes and paid for their theatres.

knows what

To-day

to

—

it is outstripping
ductions enacted by stars.

many

costly pro-

Re-edited, re-titled, re-advertised as a giant
pictures that it truly
is
"QUO
VADIS" is playing extended engagements in
the largest cities; is booked again by the

—

among

important circuits;

some

being road-showed in

is

territories

AndThe only
that

is

playing in America today

revival

making

profits for exhibitors.

GEORGE KLEINE
presents

HUD
VADI5
Whither Coest
By

Henry Sienkiewicz

Edited by

Art Titles by

If

Thou?'}

-

-

-

DOTY HOBART

WARREN NEWCOMBE

you are a good exploiter of
big
is one that will deliver

pictures,

this

Released
F.

B.WARREN
1540 BROADWAY

results.

by

CORPORATION
NEW YORK

CITY

October

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

NELL
SHIPMAN

WH.Clune
presents

The GiflFrom^ ^

God's

Country^^

1
\

*v

Written By Miss Shipman
Directed 6y "Nell Shipman and Bert VanTuyle
The

nation's biggest first-run accounts, remembering the drawing power of
the previous Nell Shipman successes, are immediately booking "The
Girl From God's Country."

These,
Jensen

The

& Von

For Example

Herberg Circuit

entire Poli Circuit

Alfred Black Circuit

Palace Theatre, Buffalo

&

Wizard, Baltimore
San Francisco
Broadway, Los Angeles
Wells Virginia Theatres

Strand

Rialto,

Turner & Dahnken Circuit
Gore Bros.. Ramish & Les9er
Released
F.

B.

WARREN
BROADWAY
1540

CORPORATION
NEW YORK

CITY

>/

J

J
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t

One of

the most eX<Juis/te
creations the screen or stade
o

or the entire art uxorId itself

—

—

has ewer seen

Mary
Pickfodd
in

jCord

"jCittfo

c7<auntCor
(T^yf ptcturQ that will ewer

delidht lowers of things beautiful
Jrom ranees Mfoddson J3urnett's

y

famous

story

SCENARIO BY BERNAQD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUAPLES POSUEP.
DIRECTION BY JACK PICK'PORD AND

ALTPED

E.

GPEEN

OQQC

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY D1CKTOR.D
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ADIiAMS

CNAPLIN

CUAQ.LIL
D.

V

GR.irriTI-1

D teE S D ET NT
I

1921

October

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

sweep acrojr

^/f clean
uVear

t/orlc,

LI

the country

/

JSosfon Chicado. jCos jfndelej"

and Jan

J7ranc/u~co all report

AN OVERWHELMING AND J~ENJATIONAL
success for.

DOUGLAX FAIRBANKS
superb production

ON THAT IM MORTAL NOVEL
BY ALEXANDRE DUMAJ*

QA.TED

i

Od option, CostuminG,
Research under

EDWARD KNODLOCK
Direction under
P"RED NIDLO

PhotoOraphu under
ARTHUR. EDE-TON

UNITED A&TIJTJ"

CORPORATION
MARY DICKFORD CWAR.LIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLA-T EA! DANKJ" D. W. GfiirriTW
12.

UlliAM ADflAMJT

PRESIDENT

EXHIBITORS HERALD

12

October

.W. GRIFFITH/

WAY DOWN EAST"
offeix

you this opportunity too-

1921

_

A

ft v

president,

Avenue,

68Die

proved

**ftl>e
„ our full
a8
«
g^. lBjf*;erti6Ba»

personally
L..P.8.
"°U8e8,

*£
*f
ar e

UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY

DICKTOI2.D

CHARLIE CUADLIN
DOUGLAJ" STAiaCANKf
d. v Griffith
HIRAM ADQAMj; PRESIDENT

W
f

.
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CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram

Day

Letter

Blue

Night Message

NIte

Wight Letter

N L

If none of these three symbols
appears alter the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwiseits character is indicated by the
symbol appearing alter the check.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

WESTEjm UNION
NEWCOMB CARLTON, president

GEORGE W.

AM

E. ATKINS",

rust VKOnteMOOft

13

CLASS OF SERVICE
Day

Letter

Blue

Night Message

NIte

Night Utter

N L

none «f these three symbols
after the check (number ol
words) this Is a telegram. OtherIt

appears

wise Its character

is

symbol appearing

aftei the check.

RECEIVED AT

1921 SEP 10 PM 3

A573CH 53 NL

MX CHICAGO ILL 10
HIEAM ABRAMS

^=z^^^p

PRESIDENT UNITED ARTISTS CORPN 729 SEVENTH AVE WftO.
IT IS MY HONEST OPINION THAT GEORGE ARLISS IN DISlfltELI IS ONE

OF THE FINEST HIGH CLASS PRODUCTIONS IT HAS EVER /BEEN MY GOOD
FORTUNE TO VIEW THE PUBLIC AND CRITICS HERE IN C IICAGO ARE ALL

UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PRAISE AND ARE HOLDING THE PI

EXAMPLE FOR OTHER PRODUCERS CONGRATULATIONS
AARON JONES...

SYMBOL

Telegram

UP AS /N

Indicated by the

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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October

1,

1921

George Arliss
*

'Disraeli"
"THE motion
Mr.

picture version of "Disraeli," starring
George Arliss, has been accorded a measure of

praise seldom given to a screen production.

T^HE

reviewers and critics of the trade and lay press
have echoed the unified praise lavished by the
public upon this production, emphasizing the dignity,
charm and artistry of the work

|^)1SRAELI" has commanded the respect, not only
of those who consistently follow motion pictures,
but also of vast numbers of persons who never before
trusted themselves to seek profitable amusement in
motion picture theatres.

TN

view of this it is a privilege to express my gratitude to Mr. Henry M. Hobart, President of Distinctive Productions, Inc., for his master work as the
producer of "Disraeli"; to Mr. Arliss, who steps

among the screen's greatest
Mr. Henry Kolker, the Director,

gracefully into a position
personalities; to

achievement: to Mr. Harmon
Weight, Mr Kolker's skilled assistant, and to Mr.
Forrest Halsey, who translated Mr. Louis N.
Parker's play for the screen.
for

his

individual

"J^)ISRAELI" was undertaken
utmost

in

a spirit of

the

executed in a spirit of dignity
and presented to the public without clamor.
sincerity,

APPRECIATIVE

duty owed to lovers of
motion pictures,
and to the large following won by Mr. Arliss, we shall
continue to make distinctive pictures, and shall offer
the public nothing less than distinctive productions.
that which

is

of the

best in the art of

(Signed)

New

York, September 15.

iqn

ARTHUR

S.

FRIEND.

October

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

NATIONAL JOY WEEK —

October

15

1

6-22,

1921

introducing

DORIS
To

MAY

in

"THE FOOLISH AGE"

spread the spirit of happiness and good cheer throughout the entire country, make young and old forget the
past depression and drive away the "blues," Exhibitors unite with Doris May in celebrating

NATIONAL JOY WEEK HftftSi&S:*: "THE FOOLISH AGE"
AN HUNT STROMBERG PRODUCTION

r-C

Arrange now with nearest exchange for play dates

PICTURES
723

~

CORPORATION

SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

~

"

—

a

New

"Home Talent" played to a good attendance for three
days" writes William Noble, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City

MACK SENNETT'S

narrative

York

told

Herald.

in

terms

— "action

of

action"

sparkles

says

with

the

lifelike

touches" says Seattle Times of

"THE TEN

DOLLAR RAISE"
Produced by

Five

reel

hilarity special

"HOME TALENT"

J

L

.

a

marvelously successful picturization

of

the

story

All the Sennett fun-makers and
the

Sennett

beauties

in

an

of

famous
the

Peter

"white

B.

collar"

Kyne
man.

all

up-

roariously comical box office success.

Distributed

Frothingham

.

through

First National Exchanges

Distributed

through

First National Exchanges

"
"

— the

action

never drags

— the

convincing" says Motion Picture

logic

sound and

is

—

get

will get

the

money

fullest

for

any exhibitor

publicity

values

—"

who

goes out to

reports

critical

Variety of

News of

LOUISE GLAUM

MAURICE
TOURNEUR'S

in

GREATER
THAN LOVE"
"

A J.

Parker

Read

Production

FOOLISH MATRONS"
It

is

playing to big business in

the biggest and

A

drama of

daring

produced

with

Man" and

the

the

zip

New York
punch
of

Distributed

of

life,

"The

"The Gold

finest

theatres.

lavishly

Miracle
Diggers."

through

First National Exchanges

Distributed through

First National Exchanges

)<ATTEItGO>D
Eight years
popularity in

_

AMERICAS
\ GREATEST
1

'AGAZ/NE

5
now read^

no^ playing at the J/evi <ljorh
Jiippodromc, where it is a part of the big hit
yet Oogether^ the first picture ever usea iro
the regular short at the great ^¥e\tf fljork
playhouse.
£/lus picture

is

William Fox
presents

CLYDEr

COOIC
c

joreador

^

(

yj Clyde Cook
Special Comedy
Directed by

^Jack Bl^stone

n

Selznick Stars
attract

Capacity
audiences
Book

the

1921-22

SEUNI
PICTURES
VJ

CONWAY
TEARLE
NEW

BEGINS HIS

SERIES

WITH

AFTER MIDNIGHT
BY JOHN LYNCH

A RALPH INCE.

PRODUCTION

October

1,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

CAMEO

23

CLASSICS

presents
//

HOME-KEEPING HEARTS
FROM THE STORY 'CHAINS 4y CHARLES BARREL!
CARLYLE ELLIS
PLAYGOERS PICTURES

Directed by

Distnbuted bg

THROUGH

PATHfc

EXCHANGE INC

mun »i»uiI"«utivi

to

4

SIDNEY GARRETT

J,

I

II

,

I

rrttfrrgt

CX-H I BIT O R

24

S

HERALD

October

'ONLY A
could

sit

1,

1921

WOODEN INDIAN

through Harold Lloyd's

newest comedy,

'I

and not

Do',

double up with laughter."

— Port-

land Oregonian.

"As

the

Lloyd

is

young newly-wed

in 'I

Do'

funnier than ever before."

— Louisville Herald.

AND EVERY OTHER NEWSPAPER
IN THE UNITED STATES
AGREES WITH THEM.

HALpresents
ROACH
Associated Exhibitors

HAROLD LLOYD
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
FOR ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

SIDNEy GARRETT

I

DO

//

PATHE

DISTRIBUTORS

October

1,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

A

Pair of Eyes in a Passing Motor
quick decision
astonishing nerve
explanations
a
speedy getaway
angry relatives
desperate chase
nara

row

—
—
—
—
—
—
— complications —
beauty — runaway match —

escapes

yielding

strategy

then a tremendous jolt and a delicious
solution.

presents

BRYANT WASHBURN
122

\\

THE ROAD TO LONDON
BY DAVID SKAATS FOSTER

BY ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS. Inc..
DISTRIBUTED
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE SIDNEy GARRETT.
THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE INC.

II

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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CARMEL MYERS

w

October

and

BREAKING

Get away

to a

good

start early this season.

touch with your nearest Vitagraph exchange now on

Get

in

this

new Vitagraph

serial.

VITAGRAPH SERIALS have always made money for ex"BREAKING THROUGH" will set a new record.

hibitors.

Action,
|

love

interest,

Western atmosphere

mystery, romance, the unexpected, the heroic,
the get-there spirit,

thrills

surely

to

1

You'll

find

I

"BREAKING THROUGH."

jj

all

these

every audience everywhere.

appeal

all

of

these elements

in

A VITAGRAPH
(OCTOBER

RELEASE)

SERIAL

1.

1921

October

1,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WALLACE MAC DONALD

in

THROUGH"
PH SERIAL
(OCTOBERx RELEASE)

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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^fie

most valuablepiano

October

in the

world

When

you choose the superb Steger do so with absolute
assurance that you are securing the highest musical quality,
guaranteed reliability and lasting service.
You will have
pride in the beauty of the Steger's marvelous singing tone
and its grace of form. Through long ownership you will
appreciate the fine qualities of tone, construction and design
for which every Steger Instrument is noted.
Write for the Steger Piano and Player-Piano Style Brochure
and convenient terms. Steger dealers everywhere.

STEGER & SONS
Piano Manufacturing
Founded by John
Steger Bldg., Chicago
If

it's

a

Company

V. Steger, 1879

Factories, Steger, Illinois

Steger — it's the finest reproducing phonograph

in the world

1,

1921

October

1.

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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cms
The Big Success in Motion Pictures
is Being Won Through Arrow
Independent
Productions*

SUCCESS
Arrow

Pictures

Are Carefully

Progress in the business of

motion

pictures

began with the birth of independent

really

Selected

Independent
Productions.

Arrow

Pictuies

Are Priced
on a Logical
Basis
Never
Forced on

—

Exhibitors at

Outrageous
Figures.

pictures.

Arrow

dents. For

independent

making

Arrow
isfy

Pictures

Otter the Opportunity to

Show

Your Independence.

Show

it.

more than

first

big indepen-

six years

Arrow has

led. the field, offering the exhibitor

They

and the

exchange successful,

profit -

pictures of the very highest class.

Pictures are produced, never to sat-

the

a star.

Arrow

Pictures were the

whim

They

of a director or the fancy of

are

made

to please the public.

do, without exception,

and therefore

they are money-makers.

Arrow Film Corporation
220-224 West 42nd

Street,

Distributors for United

New

York Citv

Kingdom

Inter -Ocean Photoplays, Ltd., 162

Wardour

St.,

London

More Big Arrow News on Next Pages

EXHIBITORS HERALD

30

October

1,

CQXg
Tony" Luchese De Luxe, Philadelphia,
says: "I wouldn't sell my Arrow Comedy
Franchise for $100,000.00."

MXAnUANXOM BVTLER
Arrow- Broad way Comedy

—

first release in the series of 52 rip-roaring short
subjects recently announced.

Features the former Christie stars

EDDIE BARRY

Book These

HARRY GRIBBON
HELEN DARLING

Produced by Morris Schlank.

Arrow Comedies

—
520/ them —
as a

One

Unit

a

Week

for a Solid Year.

An Arrow

-

Cruelly - Wed

Comedy

Guaranteed to coax a laugh from the meanest
man in town. Paul Weigel and Lilie Leslie are the
stars.
Produced by S. M. Herzig.

1921

October

1,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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booked Arrow-Sport Pictorials
into 154 leading New York Theatres, including,
The Capitol, The Strand, The Rialto, Loew and
Fox Circuits.
I.

E. Chadvvick has

An Arrow-Speed Comedy
Here's a roar from start to finish. Talk about trouble! Talk about
fun! Wait till you see it. Featuring Keely Edwards, with Charlotte Merrian, Margaret Cullington, Eddie Baker and Jack Barry.

52 Comedies

Reggie Morris produced

it.

GRANTLAKP MICE

Released by Arrow,

One Each Week,
Furnish a

Convulsing

Program
for the

Next

A

series of up-to-the-minute, red blood sport stuff, titled and
edited by the greatest of all sport-writers, Grantland Rice, cooperating with Jack Eaton. Produced by Town ck Country Films.

SEE

ARROW

YOUR INDEPENDENT EXCHANGE

FILM CORPORATION"

220-224 West 42nd Street

12 Months.

New York

City

Distributors for

Vnued Kingdom

Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd..

162

W ardour
London

St.,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October

Exhibitors and Exchange

Us We're

1,

1921

Men Tell
on

Hitting the Nail

the

Head*

DO YOU REALIZE THESE
Remember
This About

Arrow

Pictures:

We Can Supply
Every Type of

You
Want at Any
Subject

IMPORTANT INDEPENDENT PICTURE FACTS?
When

you make independent pictures the
backbone of your programs you display
mighty good pictures and mighty good

judgment.

You

Independent

what you want.
Y'ou can get your subjects at prices you can
afford. You get out from under the dictation of any given group. You do your own

Exchange.

deciding.

Time.
See Your

are free

to choose

You conduct your own

as you, yourself,

words of the

own

want

man

it

business
In the

conducted.

in the street

you

re

your

boss all the time.

Yours for Independence,

Arrow Film Corporation
220-224 West 42nd

Street,

Distributors in United

Inter- Ocean Photoplays, Ltd.,

New York City

Kingdom

162 Wardour

St.,

London

WISE MEN ALL
C. O.

HAWXHURST

Blaine Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah

1918

COLORADO

UTAH
WYOMING

NEW MEXICO

AND

STILL

THEY COME!

SOUTHERN IDAHO
PEARCE FILMS, INC.
60*

Canal Street,

New

Orleans, La.

LOUISIANA
MISSISSIPPI

C. O.

HAWXHURST BUYS

R. D.
First
12
146

CRAVER

Xational Exhibitors Circuit

South Church Street, Charlotte, N. C.
Marietta Street. Atlanta. Ga.

NORTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA

"ADVENTURES OF TARZAN

GEORGIA
FLORIDA

ALABAMA
FINE ARTS FILM COMPANY

STARRING

EASTERN MISSOURI

Elmo Lincoln and Louise Lorraine
FOR

COLORADO
WYOMING
UTAH
NEW MEXICO
SOUTHERN IDAHO

SAM

Commonwealth Film
729

BEN AMSTERDAM
Masterpiece Film Attractions.
132S Vine Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY

Gclden Gate Avenue. San Francisco, Cal.

CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA

FILMS, INC.

NEVADA

A. A.

THE WILD ANIMAL SERIAL SUPREME
FOR

WEILAND

Standard Film Exchange,
119 Ninth Street. Pittsburgh. Pa.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIA

ALFRED

A.

RAYMOND

Ray-San Film Company,

and MISSISSIPPI

APPLY

1913

Commerce

Street, Dallas, Texas

TEXAS.

OKLAHOMA

ARKANSAS

Your Name Be Advertised Next Week?
NOW TO

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL
SALES CORP.
Suite 908

New York

Federated Film Distributors.

BUYS

Will

Corf.,

Seventh Avenue.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
GREATER NEW YORK
NU-ART FILM CORP.
221 Franklin Street. Buffalo. N. Y.
UPPER NEW YORK STATE

90

LOUISIANA

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
ZIERLER, President

MARION KOHN

AND

PEARCE

Louis. Mo.

261S Olive Street, St.

1540

Phone: Bryant 3271

BROADWAY. NEW YORK
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TJw Blue Fox

THE

I

"A
Many
the

October

Bill*

1,

1921

rOK

SERIAL

01

Exhibitors fear to buy a serial because of the gamble

b ank, because

it

—

the,

HAS EVERYTHING THE FANS WANT

,

DIRECTED
BY

IT IS

BEN
WILSON
It is

an Outdoor story from begim

to end.

Trie

scenes

from West

shift

to

J

with perfect story continuity.

Every inch
steadily
If

on

of

drag has been cut
to

a

satisfactory

ever there was a certainty,

WRITE US TODAY FOR

PROGRESS
"THE

808 So.

Wabash

Ave.,

CHICAGO,

ILLS.

it is

s\

I

PRICIi

I
GOLDM

October

1,
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The Blue

FOX

Fox'.

35

99
The Blue

fox',

CERTAINTY"
not
•lals.

all

ten strikes.

But here

is

one that

is

as safe as

money

in

Read These Absolute Guarantees.

THE CHARMING STAR

ANN
LITTLE
opens in the North
The Blue Fox lives.

Woods where

he action changes from racing horses
) airplanes and parachute drops.

shat

remains

is

tense and thrilling action, with an engrossing story carrying the plot

gical conclusion.

The Blue Fox"

\ND

will

break

all

your house records for

serials.

TERMS—DONT DELAY

tCTURES C
*ULE SERVICE"
144
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN^

W. Vermont

St.,

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Cast Includes
Pete Morrison, Ruth King, Carol Holloway, Harry

Von

Meter, Jack Richardson, Spottiswoode Aitken

Now

Playing

Casino Theatre, Loop, Chicago
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR

ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
FOR THE FOLLOWING PICTURES

Wakefield Case with Herbert Rawlinson

Headin'

Home

with Babe Ruth

Whispering Shadows with Lucy Cotton

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
83

1

So.

Wabash Avenue
Ch icago

Telephones
Harrison 7971-7972

October

1,
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§

^

r

"THE

I
1

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

^

EDUCATIONAL
PICTURES
ARE-*
The Only Nation-

"Every One

A Feature!"
Comedies
Campbell Comedies
Animal Comedies
Punch Comedies
Mermaid Comedies
"Torchy" Comedies

§

ally Advertised

1

Short Subjects*

I

Motion Pictures Must

Christie

From SeweV Ford

1

Have

REAL MERIT;

Otherwise They Cannot Stand National
Advertising*

Stories

Toonerville Comedies
By Fontaine Fox
Selig-Rork Photoplays
Short Reel Features

"Scenics Beautiful"
By Robert C. Bruce

"World Wanderings"
Slow Motion Specialties
Sketchografs-Cartoons

Kinograms-News Weekly

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

1

E.

W. Hammons,

President

Inc.

t
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Are You Ready?

You know what makes
athlete

a great race horse, a great

— a Winner?

Of course

there's breeding

strength and speed

But most of
doesn't

behind him

— the right training.
the big heart — a

all it's

know how

— natural

heart that

to quit.

him under the wire

the Will-To-Win that puts
ahead!

It's

YOU'LL GET A FLYING START WITH THESE!

CHARLES RAY

COX STANCE TALMADGE

in

in

"A Midnight
You'll

see the
different love,

—

popular

humor,

"Wedding

Bell"

star

thrills.

in

something

Adapted from

Charles Hoyt's stage success by Richard
Andres. Directed by Charles Ray and presented by Arthur S. Kane.

The winsome

screen

Bells"

comedienne

in

one of

and wittiest comedy dramas.
by Zclda Crosby from Salisbury
Field's play.
A Chet Wither Production,
presented by Joseph M. Schenck.
her snappiest

Adapted

Cast your eye over

Richard Barthelmess

this list!

in "Tol'ble

David"

Katherine MacDonald in "Her Social Value"
Buster Keaton in "Blacksmith"
Constance Talmadge in

A

"Woman's Place"

special production, "Alf's

Button"

Nothing Can Touch First National's Big Fall

October

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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And Go Strong/

Go!

Let's

make

this Fall a

We've got the

stars,

41

Winner — the

biggest yet!

the directors, the producers

behind us!

We've got the goods — the

right kind of pictures!

Yes, and we've got the Heart

Go!

—the Will-To-Win!

We're Off!

YOU'LL KEEP IN THE LEAD WITH THESE!

NORMA TALMADGE

The John M.

"The
The

Sign on the

Door"

favorite screen star in her best picture

Joseph M. Schenck's presentation taken from
the play by Channing Pollock and directed by
Herbert Brenon.

Stahl Production

"THE CHILD THOU
GAYEST ME"

in

A

great audience picture, one that will bring
tears to every eye
a strong cast and a wonderful child actor.
Written by Perry X. Yecroff

—

and directed by John M.

Stahl.

and take

a look at this one!

Charles

Ray

in "R. S. V.

Anita Stewart in ''Her

P."

Mad Bargain"

Carter De Haren in "My Lady Friends"
Norma Talmadge in "The Wonderful Thing"

Mr. and Mrs.

Marshall Xeilan

Line-up!

Every Picture's a Winner!
Hherell[be. a Franchise every whei

s

"Bits of Life"

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Keep Your Eye on This One!
Whitman

Bennett's

You Can 't Afford to Miss It!

October

1,
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Tins Be a Lesson
MARTIN

By

p HE

r

industry right now is paying- a heavv
penalty for the indiscretions of one of its
conspicuous figurantes.
The individual himself is very much the
victim of his prominence, his assumed wealth

*

and

his

supposed habits.

The

public, or a great part of it. is wallowing gleefully in every bit of scandal, rumor and
falsehood that is being spread in connection

with the tragedy by the yellow press.

And
pected

all

of this

is

the inevitable

—and

ex-

—result which would one day come as a

for the conduct of persons who
have become light-headed in their positions of
prominence and popularity and who have
played loose and wild, apparently on the theory
that they are little kings who can do no wrong.

retribution

*

\JO

good purpose

is

*

*

to be served in attempt-

ing to evade the facts: There are a few
persons who have been thrust by the motion
picture into positions of especial prominence
who have utterly declined to reckon with the

which this prominence entails.
It is by no means a secret that they have occasionally, if not regularly, pursued a course
of conduct which has kept the good repute of
responsibilities

the industry in constant jeopardy.

That a day of reckoning with public opinion could not be definitely forestalled has been
both the private and public opinion of many ob-

servers in the industry and consequently the
thunderclap of public protest and criticism that
has followed the San Francisco incident is a

matter of

little

surprise.

any moral considerations
involved, the developments of the past few days

Without respect

to

make very

plain the extremely delicate position
of the motion picture before the public. This
is simply the natural result of the intimacy of

the motion picture and the prominent people

with the lives of the general public.
During the past week it has been seen that
newspapers, particularly of the yellow type.

in

it

J.

QUIGLEY

T1 LOEN

FOU«D*Tl°" S

have plunged into series of sensational articles
which of course bear the customary small relation to the truth that usually

is to be found
These, however, show
the desire and determination that exists in
many quarters to paint the personnel of the
whole industry in lurid colors and charge an
individual's indiscretion to the account of the

in

such generalizations.

whole business.
It will be recalled, for instance, that a few
months ago the head of a great financial institution was involved in charges of a most sen-

sational character, yet the press did not set
a cry for an investigation of the banking
business neither did it predict that the banking
business must "clean house" or lose its patronage. But this is just the attitude that the

up

San Francisco incident has brought about with
reference to the motion picture industry which
is just as ridiculous as it would have been in the
case of the delinquent banker.

—

screen celebrity
the
THE
tragedy represents a pathetic

West Coast

in

figure.

Repre-

hensible as his conduct may have been it takes
a far stretch of the imagination to feel him
guilty of the enormity of crime that has been
charged against him. Had he been an ordinary
citizen the events would have proceded along
a different course.
His prominence has rendered him subject to a gravity of procedure that
is more attributable to his position than to his
alleged crime, which makes very plain the fact
that the responsibilities of prominence cannot

be ignored with impunity.
There is one incident in connection with
this regrettable happening which will be remembered even after the leading character has
paid the one inescapable penalty which is over
the road to oblivion as far as pictures are concerned.
This incident is concerned with the
mawkish, ill-timed and ill-tempered outbursts in
the public press of one who projected himself
into the matter and who, it is not unlikely, will
find himself the target of legal inquiry which
again will afford the industry no comfort.

—
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manufacturer continues to be one
major interest throughout the
trade and is the occasion for much
speculation as to whether the re-

1921

1,

Re -Takes

of

M.

R.

J.

ported settlement of the differences
that have existed
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Definite advice at

hand indicating

approximately
throughout
theatres
two hundred
may
Canada
and
States
the United
one
just
meaning
as
interpreted
be
thing That the machinery to bring
of

re-opening

the

*

query proposed by

At

this publication

matters of general welfare leaves
no doubt that such a course is the
course of wisdom and that there
only remains now to be set up the
necessary machinery to carry it into
in

*

*

of exporters

evidence

is

that

warranting the

there

is

belief

that a substantial improve-

backed by com-

and the result, if
petent and zealous

effort,

is

inev-

in this

sight.

velopment of foreign film trade
through the enactment of tariff
legislation which would threaten
the whole export business with dis
ruption.

itable.

*

*

*

*

There

will

*

*

be those

who

will con-

tend that the immediate elimina-

ciated Motion Picture Advertisers,

tion

election of

Mr.

C. L.

presages definite progress for
organization in the
aggressive
that
year to come and also renders the
organization properly subject to
Inc..

this

word

The

of congratulation.
*
*
*

situation concerned with the

laboratories

and

the

raw

stock

by exhibitors of Arbuckle pictures from their programs was a
hasty action in view of the fact
that no guilt has been established.
However, exhibitors generally have
had no choice in the matter, in that
they simply obeyed the dictates of
the public which re-acted over night
to the report of the tragedy.

IN THIS ISSUE
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Review of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" 53
in England," by

"My Four Weeks
H. L.

R
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Remember

the Censors

Don't forget this

fall

say

to

it

with

votes.
*

Lines That Stagger

"A

on the trackless blue
immensity of the eternal sea."
(Universal^ press book on "The Rowdy.")
"Handsome Driftwood caught in the
tendrils of the Love Vine with Tides of
Irresponsibility
reaching to tear him
away."
(Metro "A Trip to Paradise.")
slip of a girl

*

exhibitors
I
see
are going to entertain the inmates of the
state's prison during their October convention.
"

Raw

for Billy"

Sunday, the champion soul saver,
out to save the picture industry, from
the censors.
Well, if he can get a
strangle hold on a couple of those birds,
we're for him.
Hilly

is

«

Down

New

Jersey the "cops" are
passing resolutions asking the producers
to stop "kidding" policemen in pictures.
Just

in

them

let

act natural and

it'll

si

88

94
96

get a

laugh any time.
»

Made

Bert

Bert Lytell's stuff in
dise," are vou, Hunt?
»

the Trip

"A Trip

picture
stealing
to

Para-

Gluttons for Punishment

Bernhardt is coming back to
America to tour in the two-a-day, and
Georges Carpentier has arranged for anMust be someother bout in October.
thing attractive about the American dollar that the French hover around it so.
Sarah

*

Easy Picking
Buster Keaton gets his name

in

the

papers because a burglar stole $250 from
After seeing Buster in "The
his bureau.
Goat" (remember where he stood in the
bread line behind a couple of clothing
store dummies), we're surprised the thief
didn't take the bureau too.

Got

Ballot for Delegates to Attend First

48

Manufacturing People Join Indus45
try in Taxation Fight
Morosco Estimate Places Theatre

*

a

Kick

in

It.

Bootlegconvention
miles off Sandy Hook, next
month. They are preparing a new drink
agents
the
dry
invited
guests
for
Two drinks
It's called frog whiskey.
and you croak.

The National Association

Vrlmekle t'ase Seized as Ammunition

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

back.

all

Hunt Stromberg's making a
Not
called "Eden and Return."

Yearsley to the presidency of the Asso-

The

they're

*

branch of the business
This is encouraging
is in
news to the whole industry and it
renders doubly objectionable any
possible interference with the de-

ment

normalcy.

to

Who's in There?
where the Michigan

:

the industry back on a basis of normality has been put in operation

least

execution.
*

back

office staff is

*

as to the possibility of the creation
of a central committee to afford

competent and comprehensive representation of the whole industry

over.

all

*

The

No. 14

1921

Hurrah!

*

The overwhelming unanimity that
has been expressed in answer to the

The opinion
Vol. XIII

*

Vacations are

Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Qulgley.
Editorial ano Executive Offices! 417 South
Dearborn »treet. Chicago. UUaola. (Telephone Harrison 9248-9240.)

New

*

one of perma-

is

gers is
twelves

going

hold

to

of

a

—

We

received a cute

Hope Hampton

little

poem from

censors
they permit her to go in bathing, etc. but something must be wrong
with Hope's meter perhaps she forgot
cause the darn
to put a quarter in it
thing don't scan, track, or even rhyme,
and as the swimming season is almost
Better
over anyway, we didn't use it.
luck next time Hope. Let the office boy

and

all

about

will

— —

try his

hand

at

it.

the

October

1,
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One Reason for
Forming Public
Rights League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LEXINGTON,

KY., Sept. 20.— The ElkAssociation, comprising 33
churches in the rich bluegrass counties
of Central Kentucky, decided by unanimous vote at the annual meeting in Woodlawn church here to launch a vigorous
campaign against motion pictures, dancing,
immodest "undress," mixed bathing, divorce, Sunday baseball, card playing, horse
racing, gambling, violation of the prohibition laws, and "all forms of worldliness."
horn

Manufacturing People Join
Industry in Taxation Fight
Agree to Advocate Passage

will

commence cn Oc-

2.

The vote was taken following the reading
of a report by the Rev. Arthur Fox of
Paris, Ky., on "Prohibition and Public
It said in part
"Motion picMorals."
tures are the outstanding evil of the minThey are the greatest evil in existence.
ute.
Everything seen in them is evil. Xot one
picture in a thousand is decent. Their advocates say they educate, but they educate
the wrong way, appeal to all that is low,
:

and devilish. They advertise divorce and unfaithfulness, and those evils
begin with moving pictures. The devil has
captured this wonderful invention, and you
cannot afford to let your sons and daughters
sensual

YORK,

—

In the fight being waged by the National
Association for the removal of the excessive triple taxation now being
imposed on the industry, the association has joined forces with the National Association of Manufacturers and other manufacturing interests.
Last week Chairman Rogers of the association's taxation committee
and President Brady attended a conference in Washington with officials
of the manufacturing organizations, whose membership totals 100,000,
and whose employes number in excess of 5,000.000.
Sept. 20.

Advocate Passage of Smoot Measure
was agreed unanimously to advocate the passage of Senator Smoot's
bill, which provides for a flat tax on all manufactured articles not to exceed
3 per cent to replace the present special discriminatory war taxes.
It

A

brief on the taxation question has
just been filed with Boies Penrose, chairman of the finance committee of the

BULLETIN

Musicians Are

NEW YORK, Sept. 20.—The

New York

National

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 20.— The return
of the symphony orchestra to the Strand
theatre yesterday marks the end of the
discord which has been in existence between the big Broadway picture houses
and the musicians' union since July.
With the restoration of the Strand orchestra, practically all of the Broadway
programs are being conducted as before
the trouble originated.
Manager Joseph Plunkett says that 96
per cent of his musicians are his old
men.
They are members of the newunion, a local affiliated with the American Federation of Labor. The settlement
was by mutual arrangement, each side
conceding some points.

Offer Eastern Capital

Community

the

of

been notified that the senate
finance committee at Washington has eliminated from the
house revenue bill the 10 per
cent admission tax.
Action
has been deferred on the 5 per
cent rental tax.

L'nited States senate, by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
The
statement recites the reasons tor the opposition of the theatre men to the triple
taxation. The brief reads ki part:

Taxes, Additional Burden

"The owners

of the motion picture
all the taxes, national,
that are paid by other
people in each community and three additional national taxes.
Ten per cent on

now pay

theatres

and

state

In

Association

Motion Picture Industry has

Pits

local,

Project

Indianapolis, and Don
Strode of Kokomo, have petitioned the board of park
.

commissioners for permission to erect a
$350,000 motion picture community theatre on the north side of Fall Creek
parkway, between Delaware and Talbott streets. The property is in the best
residential part of the city. Eastern capital is said to be interested in the project.
The promoters of the project say they
contemplate obtaining an entire block
of ground and of erecting the theatre
in
the
middle of the block leaving the remainder of the ground for
parking purposes.
The theatre would
seat 2,000 persons.

MO..

Sept.

20.—

Richard Melvin has been appointed as-

manager of the local Fox office.
He formerly was in the company's con-

sistant

tract

department

in

New

York.

F.

Hence, the following appeal
Ga.
by mail:
"Will you kindly make immediate
note of my change of address and
mail

my HERALD

have
'Little

missed

two

loss

in

come through congressional

Time

for Action Here.

"With war

activities ceased for over
three years, we feel that the time has ar-

rived for congressional action to afford
the theatre owners relief from these excessive levies and we respectfully ask
of your honorable committee that such
action be taken by you in the consideration of house bill No. S245 known as
the general revenue bill as will relieve
theatre owners of the 10. per cent admission tax, 5 per cent film tax and the tax
upon theatre seats."
The brief further calls attention to the
work of the motion picture theatre during
the war.
It points out that the motion
picture is the amusement of the great

—

—

mass

of American people and should not
be burdened to such an extent that it
no longer will serve in this purpose. At-

Explain Measure Advocated.

Mack, well known
southern film man, recently moved
from Columbia, S. C, to Atlanta,
Carl

accordingly.
issues

Stand-by' and

I

of

feel

all

I

the
at

sea."

On

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CITY.

s.

page 49 under the heading

"What Exhibitors Are Saying

Promoted by Fox
KANSAS

o.

s.

the hope that relief will will
action and
in the main have had a general demoralizing effect upon the business.
a

tention also is called to the fact that the
screens of the nation, through the bureau
of commercial economics, are being utilized for vocational work.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.. Sept. 20.—
W. T. Petty and John H. Bookwalter of

gross admission receipts, 5 per cent on
gross cost of picture films (practically 15
per cent because of the increased cost
of films) and the special tax on each
also pay in some states censeat.
sor levies, seats taxes, and in one or more
states, a gross admission receipts tax.
"In the aggregate, these additional
taxes on our business reach up to over 20
per cent of our gross receipts and have
resulted in the failure of many theatre
enterprises, causing some to operate at

We

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

in

Smqot Bill— Exhibitor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

see the result of his work."

Again Back

of

Organization Files Brief with Finance
Committee of U. S. Senate

Baptist

The proposed crusade
tober

45

about Exhibitors Herald" will be
found other convincing proof that

HERALD is—
THE PAPER THAT

the

IS

READ

President Sydney S. Cohen. D. A. Harris of Pittsburgh: W. A. True of Hartford. Conn.; C. L. O'Reilly of New York;
E. H. Bingham of Indianapolis; J. C. Ritter of Detroit: H. E. Skinner of Ogden,
Utah; J. G. Rhode of Kenosha. Wis.;
H. B. Yarner of Lexington. N. C. R. G.
Liggett of Kansas City. Kan., and F. C.
Smoot of Parkersburg, W. Ya., signed
:

the brief.
The basis of the measure advocated
by the manufacturers and national association would be embodied in one section
providing that there shall be levied, assessed, collected and paid upon even,'
commodity manufactured, produced or
imported, when sold, leased or licensed
for consumption or use without further
process of manufacture, a tax equivalent
to (rate not specified) per cent of the
price for which such commodity is sold,
leased or licensed; such tax to be paid by
the manufacturer, producer or importer.
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Morosco Places Theatre Total
20,000 by 1922

1,

1921

at

Now Has

United States

to

TWENTY
operating

October

Silent

17,824 Houses Devoted Wholly
Drama, Says Producer

thousand theatres devoted exclusively to the silent drama
United States by the end of this year.
That is the estimate made by Oliver Morosco Productions, the
figures being based upon present building activities and upon available
data relative to houses now standing.
in the

Morosco statement
THE
present
of motion
total

places the
pictures at

17,824 with 200 other houses presenting
combined bill of photoplays and vaude-

The number or nouses In
each of the states, as compiled by the
producer, also are given.
panying box.

*

a

According

ville.

*

In

these

citing

*

*

enormous

figures,

the

Porto
830.
In

commenting upon these
Morosco says:

ment world.
Listing the theatres by cities and states.

Greater New York
leads all other cities with a total of 604
theatres, while New York state holds first
Two hundred
place with 1,695 houses.
and sixty-four of Greater New York's
houses are in Brooklyn and fifty-one are
in

Queens.
Chicago

that

order, with MS
theatres, with Philadelphia third. Detroit
The first
fourth and Cleveland fifth.
twenty-nine cities in the country from
the theatre standpoint, according to the
Morosco figures, are given in the accomis

second

in

enormous

seems

production

decreased

make

the predicted picture
certainty this winter."

Long Kiss

According to figures compiled by Oliver
Productions there are 17.824
theatres in the United States devoted
wholly to picture presentations. Follow,
cf

states
in each:

a

list

houses

Alabama,

of

Illinois,

and the number

Nebraska, 481
Nevada. 30
New Hampshire, 132
New Jersey, 370
New Mexico, 84
New York, 1.095
North Carolina. 2t3
North Dakota. 315
Ohio, 1,095
Oklahoma, 343
Oregon. 249
Pennsylvania, 1,£83

19fi

Arizona, 93
Arkansas, 239
California, 673
Colorado, 260
Connecticut 122
Delaware. 35
I lorida,
15$
Georgia, 219
Idaho. 158
1,027

Indiana, 602
Iowa, 359
Kansas, 429
Kentucky, 252
Louisiana. 241

Rhode

Island, 49

South Carolina, 119
South Dakota, 246
Tennessee, 198
Texas, 839

Maine, 255
Maryland. 177

long kiss

in

West

Virginia.

191

C7

Following are the larger cities of the
country and the number of theatres ope rating in

meeting of the

New York. 604
Chicago, 345
Philade'phia, 194
Detroit, 168
Cleveland, 157
Pittsburgh. 121
Los Angeles. 102
St. Louis, 100
Baltimore, 96
P.utTaIo, 89
San Francisco, 86
Minneapolis, 75
Milwaukee. fC

Portland, Ore.,
Newark, 51
Syracuse. 51

Indianapolis, PI

Omaha. 35

New

Orleans, 48
Columbus, O., 45
Seattle, 45

Oakland. 44
Cinc'nnati. 42
St. Paul, 42
Rochester, 42

Denver, 40

Boston, 00
It

is

the belief of
20,000

Mrs. Rns> was asked

the

mark

the Morosco comof theatres will
before the end of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

if

interest

The council requested that the indorsers take a stand against Sunday motion

pictures.

Keith Chain Will Play
Independent Pictures
Warner

latest

of

"Why

production,

taken as an indication that

cirJ. J.

Murdock, general manager of United
Booking Offices, has opened the Keith
chain

of

theatres

to

The

Warner

independent

on September

picture

had

pro-

theatre

Goulette, the leading exhibitor of Manila,
with a chain of houses in the Philippines,
is in New York.
He says that business
depression caused a number of his houses

in

the

islands

to

close

tem-

The two houses he operates

Manila were but

little

British trade

Mr. Christie assured the British
that he did not believe a duty on foreign
pictures

was demanded or even sought by

He

the leading American producers.

pressed
in this

it

ex-

as his opinion that the agitation

country was

artificial

and created by

the fact that film players have been

unem-

ployed during recent months.
He also assigned the success of two or
three foreign made productions
this
in
country as one of the causes of the agitation.

fostered the trouble,"

tures

picChristie.

said

"There was undoubtedly an element of patriotism at work trying to keep out pictures
from the same source. But the American
people and exhibitors have no desire to bar
If the politicians
good British pictures.
have their way. however,
ers will be helpless."

American produc-

Universal to Establish

Branches

to

throughout

from

returned

In interviews published in

19.

Manila Exhibitor Says
Slump Hit Philippines
Exhibitor; Herald)
(Special
NEW YORK, Sept. 20.— Frank H.

porarily.

just

initial

its

Moss Broadway

presentation at

who has

"The success of a couple of German

20.— Booking

Leave Home," over the Keith

cuit, is

tariff

journals,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

20.— The

England, according to Charles

in

H. Christie,

the board could

kiss.

YORK,

Sept.

question continues to be one of absorbing

London.

long kisses, which were characterized as
"very objectionable, very demoralizing and
terrible."
She said the board had objected
to such a feature in a picture recently, and
the exhibitor had cut several feet out of the

51

Kansas City, 49
Washington, 48

pany that the number
reach the
the year.

work of

ducers.

each:

British That Leading
Producers Don't Want
Duty on Films

was the subject of a

behalf of better pictures.

in

Girls

Wisconsin, 498

Imbroglio Artificial
Tells

not do something to stop the showing of

the

3?e

Wyoming,

Christie Says Tariff

Sewall
State
Council of
following a report by Mrs. David

NEW

Washington. 343

film.

IND., Sept. 20.— The

pictures

BRUCE,

pioneer of moscenics and producer of
Robert Bruce Scenics released by Educational.
He has completed his 100th
C.

picture

tion

Wright

board

Vermont, 53
Virginia,

ROBERT

to
a

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,

I'tah, 157

Massachusetts. 5aiS
Michigan, 459
Minnesota, BIS
Mississippi, 118
Missouri, CiSl
Montana, 161

certain

shortage

Ross, president of the Indiana P>oard of In-

Morosco
is

an
re-

in Pictures

dorsers of Photoplays, on the

ing

such

must

Women Oppose

Indiana

Women

Says Morosco

S.,

Mr.

quire an amazingly large number of pictures in anything like normal times. The

May
17,824 Theatres in

figures,

significant that
number of theatres
is

it

lively discussion at a recent

U.

has

theatres; Hawaii, forty-four;
Rico, thirty-three, and Canada,

"And

finds

Alaska

twenty-six

producer stresses the fact that they place
new emphasis upon the popular position
held by motion pictures in the amuse-

Morosco

*

*

Morosco,

to

affected.

in

Argentina

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
and
to

YORK,

Sept. 20.— Monroe Isen
are en route to Buenos Aires
supervise the establishment of exstaff

changes for Universal Film Manufacturing Company in the Argentine.
George
E. Kann, director of Universal's foreign
business, states that five or six branches
will be maintained.
Mr. Kann is negotiating for the services of a prominent
film
in

man to
new

the

act as general sales
territory.

manager

October

1,
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Twelve Million Paid
In Delinquent Taxes
Amount Includes Collections
From All Forms of
Business

Independents Plan to Spend
Ten Millions on Production
Activities of Coast Units

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

Companies Are

lections of additional taxes aggregating ap-

proximate $12,000,000 are reported by the
commissioner of internal revenue as a result
of the two months' campaign inaugurated
in July for the cleaning up of delinquent
taxes due from motion picture exhibitors,
retailers and others who are required under
the revenue law to make monthly returns
of tax.
is

Visited.

Every city of importance in the country
was visited during the campaign, in which
1,725 deputy field collectors were engaged.
Announcement has been made by the bureau that, while the special campaign will
be discontinued, the work of rounding up
tax evaders will be continued indefinitely
under the direction of district collectors.

Says Results Satisfactory.

"The

results of the drive were very satisfactory," said Commissioner of Internal
Revenue Blair. "Prior to government investigation, hundreds of amended returns
filed showing additional taxes due.
Few attempts at deliberate fraud were discovered. It is recognized that in the making of monthly returns mistakes are apt to
occur, and where there is an honest error
on the part of the taxpayer no penalty accrues. While, from the preliminary report,
it is believed such action will be necessary
only in isolated cases, evidences of fraud
discovered in the final checking up of returns will be followed by prosecution."

were

Chaplin Wins Skirmish
In Fight to Bar Three
Discarded Productions
(Special

NEW

to

YORK.

Exhibitors Herald)

—

20.
An injunction
has been granted by Judge Hough of the
United States district court here, restraining
Rollo Film Corporation from showing three
Charley Chaplin pictures, made from cuts
and discards of old pictures.
The complaint was filed by Chaplin before
he sailed for England, and recited that the
Rollo corporation had obtained from Lone
Star Company, a branch of the old Mutual,
which concern formerly starred Chaplin, a
lot of discarded film for the purpoes of
patching it together into complete pictures.
According to the evidence brought out at
the injunction hearing, the cuttings had been
assembled into three pictures and were to
be shown under the titles. "The Bootlegger," "Dollars and Doughnuts" and "The
Movie Nut."

Sept.

At Operators Demands
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY. MO..

Sept.

30.— A

set-

tlement with the operators' union has been
reached by nine suburban theatres following two weeks of dispute. The operators, in
conjunction with the musicians, demanded
that a head organist or pianist be employed
where two or more were maintained in a
theatre, and demanded also the continuation
of the 1920 wage scale.
The exhibitors refused to be burdened
with the expense of a head organist, but
agreed to the wage scale. Several theatres,
however, have refused to sign the wage
scale contract and have employed non-union
help.

—

Several
Active

Now

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Sept. 20.— Indications here point to 1921-22 as the
greatest year in the history of independent producers.
Estimates place the total expenditure on independent productions in
the next few months at S10.000.000. One company announces it will spend
more than SI. 500.000 on product.
Big studio leasing organizations claim
they have had more calls for studio
space than ever before. The Hollywood
studios, with ten stages, have had as
many inquiries for space this week, according to its manager, John Jasper.
This opinion was reiterated by Sigmund
Moose, of Universal City.
Western Pictures Exploitation Company plans a great program for the comAccording to Irving M.
ing season.
Lesser, his film productions for distribution will total in cost nearly $2,000,000.
Among these productions are five fivereel Jackie Coogan productions, eight
productions,
Cuneo
Lester
five-reel
twelve two-reel Edna Schley "Scattergood" productions, six five-reel David
Butler productions, twelve five-reel Dick
Hatton prairie stories, twelve two-reel
Webster Cullison Philo Gubb detective
stories, and a big series of "Missions of
California" films.

Hampered

Past

in

"Last year was an exhibitor's year.
This year is to be the producers year."
said Mr. Lesser.
"More than 2,000 theatres are opening.
They will need new
and better pictures. I look for a shortage
of good pictures." he added.
a list or independents
now in active operation on the Coast.
At Brunton studios Jackie Coogan.
Rauol Walsh and Frothingham. At the
Berwillo studio Ann Little. Jack Hoxie

—

is

making

erns.

started a

Everywhere on
studio

offices

the

film

row and among

prediction

"It looks like a big year."
ing of hundreds of theatres

is

voiced:

The reopen-

one factor
which has spurred the independent prois

West-

of four five-reel

Peter
is

also

Two

additional

corr.oanies are expected to
at this studio soon, according to
President Wilson.
Another big independent company just
started is Texas Guinan's organization
which will make a series of twelve
Westerns starring the former stage
start

old

City where most of the disorganizations had their main
Western Pictures Exploitation
offices.
Company eliminates this, he says, and
permits the independent producer to distribute his products from the place they
are produced.

series

Kyne Pictures. Neva Geber
making a series of productions.
B.

celebrity.

New York

a series of six five-reel

Roy Stewart and Marjorie Daw have

ducer has been somewhat hampered
with his product when it came to distribution because he had to take it to
tributing

is

—

to Mike Rosenberg, Mr.
Lesser's associate, the independent pro-

According

Work

Units at

Lists

Following

"A big year" is on the lips of all.
Studios seem to be humming at their
pace.
Producers, stars and extras
have their smile back again.
Business
is picking up and the fifth greatest industry in the world is once more hitting
at top speed.

Atmosphere of Europe
Call Doug, and Mary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

-YORK. Sept. 20.— Mary pickford and Douglas Fairbanks sail Satur-

ducers.

day

The need for more and better pictures
was emphasized by Sol Lesser, vicepresident of West Coast Theatres. Inc..

taking in all the principal cities and making personal appearances at premieres of

for

an

extended

European

tour,

operating a chain of forty-four theatres

"The Three Musketeers" and "Little
Lord Fauntleroy." The date of their re-

throughout Southern California.

turn

has not been

set.

Government Figures Show Extent
of Depression During Hot Months
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

Suburban Houses Balk
KANSAS

Would Indicate Return

to Prosperity in Industry

D. C, Sept. 20.— Col-

Every City

47

WASHINGTON.

—

D. C, Sept. 20. With the theatre business
nearing a normal basis it is significant to note the extent of
the depression during the summer months as revealed in figures just
made public by the internal revenue bureau.
The bureau's report shows that admission tax collections in
July totaled $5,822,972.80 as against $6,463,417.41 a year ago. Collections for July this year from the film tax aggregated $503,431.51.

now

and collections from the
For June admission
amounted to $621,153.50.
a net loss in July from

seating tax amounted to $796,926.79.
taxes totaled $7,362,487.61, the film tax
and the seating tax returned $307,643.06,
these taxes of approximately $1,250,000.

figures are the first in many months which failed to
increase over those of the preceding month.
The August and September figures are expected to
decided trend toward more prosperous conditions.

The July

show an
show a
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My

The Second

of a Series of Articles in

Known

HAVING

a good job in the publicity

me

to be

being out
in
Boston,

like

work

of

only more

Upon arrival
England,

Mr.

man

the

of

Renter

in

FredFilm

suggested

that

tisers

through

medium
at

of a

which

I

the

luncheon
to be

was

the guest of honor.
Irrespective of surface appearance, and
irrespective of my ten
film work,
in
wherein I rarely noted
modesty, in any form.

years

I did
I
felt reticent.
nQt want tQ J,e the
guest at a luncheon,
Consequently on
but was persuaded.
June 24rh, I met the heads of the various
film concerns' advertising bureaus.

Harry Reichenbach

*

w

Topics

were many humorous experistore

in

me.

for

I

knew

there

would be some opposition on the part of
exploitation men, but 1 hardly anticipated
opposition from trade papers, which are
expected to tolerate pioneers.

at least,

However, as

meet British adver-

I

Many

week ($750) which I understood
quadrupled the largest salary ever before paid a publicity man.
There

periences,

I

I

want

to relate a

read thus:

few ex-

noyances and get to the meat of

the

matter.
*

*

*

"The Bigamist" written and directed
and co-starred in by that rare actor, gentleman and friend Guy Newall, was my
subject and the Stoll Film Company, remembered for its mighty explosion in
America, was the distributing channel.
Channel is right. Guy Newall, nearest
approach to our own Griffith in matter
of direction and detail, gave me carte
blanc. Alex Stuart was appointed assistant and proved to be valuable. We were
off.

Poor old Christopher Columbus had no

*

There were a number

of university
men among the thirty diners, who, one
after the other, arose and said nice things
about my style of work, etc. After which
I stood up and responded in the most unassuming manner possible. I was then
offered a position through Miss Leila
Lewis on behalf of the George Clark Productions, who had just completed a big
film and thought they would like a few
numAmerican advertising touches.
ber of the advertisers present insisted
that I accept the position, if for nothing
other than to demonstrate just how we
I accepted the place
exploit films here.
at a compensation of two hundred pounds

A

time launching his ships
did my campaign. It was all new.
Not that local men were not capable
perhaps they are I witnessed nothing in
the way of novelty, punch, attractive or
unusual in advertising, and no effort
made to help cither producer, distributor
Continual haranguing and
or exhibitor.

more

difficult

than

—

haggling between various elements in
tilmdom, followed by visits to barristers
and solicitors, seemed the uppermost
thought in British filmdom.
When I left there was a controversy
between Robb Lawson of F. B. O. and
an exhibitor who came out flat-footed
and accused local publicity men of lack-

L. R.

Are the theatres run well over there?

Where did you go on your trip?
T\uropc and abroad.
part of Europe?
The spare parts.
Did you see the film industry in Europe?
Yes.
What part?
The devastated regions.

How

is

Who

How

short subjects.
tradespaper over there?

five-reel

Film Renter,

The

the worst?

The other

How

the

advertisements

in

the

inter-

British.

I can't

daily-

they think of the film tariff?
use that kind of language in this paper.
good field for American press agents

Is there a

papers?

One of them was good,
Which was good?

the other bad.

in

if

they are fond of grazing.

What American

films

are

the

most popular

over there?

—

—

Europe?
Yes,

Mine.

Are the English friendly?
Yes at tea time.
How are the Germans?
Very nice that is, the ones
France.

over

What do

three.

were

business in France?

is

Are you going back?
That depends on whether they read this
view or not.
What is Paramount doing over there?

Did you see any good foreign pictures?

And

has never failed.

He came back on the Olympic.
Are the daily papers hard to handle
there?
Yes, except in the matter of want 'ads.

What are their names?
Guy Newall.
the best

—so

rope ?
there?

directors

Yes, lots of them.

is

has a position

Those made in England with British
Have you nothing more to say?
I

saw buried

in

Yes.

actors.

Needless

Thank

you, then

I'll

close the interview.

forced to ask

to

London

say,

barristers

—

are.
*

*

*

Twenty thousand

posters were put out
offering a reward for the apprehension of
Herbert Arnott, and the police claimed
later that they were kept so busy answering queries and complaints that we were
requested to cover the posters. Use your
own judgment as to whether we did or
not.

Later Inspector Sir Basil Thompson,
head of Scotland Yards, found that the
printer, having left his imprint off, was
liable to a fine of fifteen dollars for each
The posters
poster (old English law).
then disappeared over night.
I
bought the front page of Kinematoqraph and Film Renter and ran trick
ads, such as "Soak this in cold water,
then hold to light and read." I used what
had been effective here, but failed to discover a ripple of response, except in
abuse from Cinema in which I did not
advertise, considering it a tobacco trade
journal, rather than a film paper. However, the industry was talking about "The
this

to

was
a

office,

my

main

object.
Sir

conference at

where

it

was deAlham-

bra, from which "Humoresque" had just
been forced because of poor business.
*

*

*

Jeffrey Bernard, director general of the
Stoll Company called in his sales manager and asked him about possible bookings on "The Bigamist."
I can't in"It's too hot to sell film.
terest the exhibitors.
They won't buy
anything now. There are no open dates.
They are booked solid. Anyhow it's too
This
hot to sell film or do business."
from the sales manager and Bernard

agreed with him.
When asked my opinion, I told Bernard that if I were in his place, I would
force that sales manager to put on a fur
coat and visit every exhibitor in England,
just to prove it wasn't hot.

my

The sales manager resented
suggestion, but I think he had to put the old
coat on. In the one house in which Bernard said we could not get a booking
until 1922. or later, we booked the film to
open

•

am

cided to open the picture at the

in Paris do well.
are theatres conducted in Paris?
I don't kaew, they wouldn't admit me without a diplomatic passport.
Who is the greatest advertising man in Eu-

not to do publicity in England.
did they accept your style?

Which

Europe?

Both theatres

What?

Yes, several

it?

How

Demonstrating.

How
How

is

the best press agent in
Clayton.

"Cinema" a good advertising medium?
Yes. If you want to give up the film business.
Do they take American pictures seriously?
Depends on the price.

Did you get a job over there?
No, I had a position.
What kind of work?

They absorbed it.
Are there any good

—how

is

I

were a busy lot that week.
One man, a member of Parliament, was
accosted by his wife, who told him she
had long suspected him, etc. There was
the usual disturbance and then came the
package.
It was copies of Film Renter,
so pasted that it could be opened no
where but at the Bigamist ad. A lock
was put through the edge and there you

Is

it?

such that

was called
Oswald Stoll's

Fletcher

Why?
He never

Yes.

is

sake don't betray me.
Lovingly,
B. G.

for

I

distribution?

bite

I'll

E.

predicament

•me now. Enclosed you will find a key. If
you do not hear from me by Saturday, you
will receive a locked package, open it, but

Bigamist" and

should say well walked.

I

How's

What

Dear Charlie:
During all our long and intimate friendI have never asked you a favor but my

ship

I

INTERVIEWING REICHENBACH
By H.

*

»

wrote letters to every exhibitor
in England, asking them to watch out for
one Herbert Arnott, known as "The
Bigamist" and wanted in France, I suggested that Arnott was a patron of their
house, etc.
The response was satisfactory.
Following this, I had several detectives visit each theatre, as a follow-up.
Various managers wrote in expressing a
wish to co-operate and others admitted
having seen Arnott.
Later I sent the
same form of "love letter" to big film
men that I used on "Tarzan" here. It

over the petty an-

will pass

helpfulness

in

exhibitors.
Lawson was spluttering
and shooting rows of platitudes, but the
exhibitor proved his case.
to

*

per

ences

so.

1921

1,

First, I

Which America's

Views on

Publicist Gives His

department of a British Film con-

cern seemed to

England"

in

HARRY REICHENBACH

By
Well

ing originality and failing

Weeks

Four

October

in

November.

This booking was

(Continued cn page 54)

October

1.
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With

Closer Relationship

Off for Europe

Theatre
New

Men Aim

of Clubs

Film Board of Trade Organized by Exchange

Managers

Chicago— Association
Louis Announces Objects
of

in St.

Establishment of a better understanding and a closer relationship between exhibitors and exchange managers comprise the aims and purposes
of the F. I. L. M. Clubs of both Chicago and St. Louis, according to announcements just made public.
Although no statement has yet been issued to exhibitors by the newly
organized Chicago club, the St. Louis body has just forwarded to all
exhibitors of that territory a letter detailing' its aims, objects and hopes
and giving complete rules under which it functions.
Maberry President of Chicago Club
Cecil E. Maberry, manager of Goldwyn's Chicago exchange, is presirent of the local club which was organized only a few davs ago. I. Leserman. Universal manager, is secretary, and Clyde Eckha'rdt, in charge of
the Fox branch, is treasurer. Twenty-four managers are members of the
Chicago club.

The Chicago organization meets every
Friday

for

luncheon

One member

hotel.

at

the

Congress

of the club stated

Herald representative that the
managers of the city had organized to
a

to

protect the

and

by Underzvood

YORK,
NEW
woman

&

Underwood.

20.— Lois Weber,
producer,
whose
great
American drama, "The Blot," published
by F. B. Warren Corporation, has proved
a hit, sailed last Tuesday on the Aquitania for a tour of the world with England as her first stop.
She is accompanied by her husband, Phillips Smalley.
The accompanying photograph shows
the two taking their last look at America
Sept.

as the steamer pulled out of the harbor.
The couple will return to Hollywood
by way of China in six or eight months.

Musicians Capitulate
to Theatre Demand
Wage Reduction in Indiana

Contract Must Be Written.
rules of the St. Louis organization,
as contained in the letter to exhibitors,

The

lay particular stress on the fact that
verbal agreements will not be recognized
and exhibitors are urged to read every
line of their contracts before putting
their signature on same, and insist that
any special consessions be reduced to
writing and attached to the contract, as
they will be expected to live up to the
letter of the written agreements.
The letter points out that much of the
recent work of the grievance committee
of the club, composed of both exhibitors
and exchange managers, originated from

improperly made.
Club Is Incorporated
Exhibitors are urged to take full advantage of this grievance committee. They
sales

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

body.

The

strike since

September 3, have reached an agreement
with theatre managers under which the muaccept

a

wage reduction ranging

7 to 9 per cent.

not to buy any more

St.

Louis club

The members

J.

McManus. Para-

mount: Florence Patke, Peacock Pictures: E. P. Pickler. Select: Barney Rosenthal, Universal: J. A. Steinson," Vitagraph:

Jack Weil. Goldwyn; Charles
Werner. Metro, and Sam Derner, United
Film Company.

Robbers Fail to Crack
Safes of Two Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Sept. 20.—
Two armed robbers recently broke into
the Ohio theatre and attempted to rob
the safe. They fled without accomplishing their purpose. Before entering that
theatre the same two broke into the
Murat theatre where after an unsuccessful attempt to break open the safe they
took $225 from the money box used by
the proprietor of a candy stand in the
foyer of the house.
At both theatres they bound janitors
to seats before attempting to open tht

They have not been apprehended.

safes.

New

Film Colony Grows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

is

an incorporated

are: Sidney Baker,

First National: D. E. Boswell. Independent Producers; E. H. Brient. RobertsonCole; P. E. K. Collins. Enterprise; Joseph Desberger: Assocciated Producers:
F. J. Fegan. Independent Film Exchange
of St. Louis; S. J. Hankin. Fine Art Pic-

KANSAS

CITY. MO., Sept. 20.— As a
result of high rents in the twelve-story
Film building at Seventeenth and Main
streets, a colony of two and three-story
buildings is being erected in the same
block by distributors, including structures

being erected

by Metro. Realart

and First National.

All of the striking

musicians, about 100, have returned to work.

A. Hammerschlag. secretary of the union,
when the union re-

said the strike started

fused to accept a proposed wage reduction
ranging from 20 to 25 per cent. He said
the new wage scale is from S35 to S45.50 for
a seven day week, as compared with the old

Keith's theatres maintained

orchestras during the strike, although

"W/tat Sxhibitors

are saying

n

^0Uj/fL

1

"The Herald, m my opinion, is far in the lead of other picture magaand I can't see how any small exhibitor can book pictures without it."
E. A. Armistead, Alamo and Dixie theatres. Newnan, Ga.
zines

scale of $35 to $50.

The Lyric and

Tom

McKean. Fox: R.

film than they can use.

IND., Sept. 20.— Union

who have been on

both exchanges
bicycdling

eliminate

of films, to obtain play dates on contracts
after September 15, and to enforce the
playing out of contracts.

are also advised

INDIANAPOLIS,

from

to

Ranges from 7 to 9
Per Cent

musicians,

sicians

interests of

exhibitors,

tures; Frank Harris, Pathe. C. D. Hill,
F. B. Warren Corporation; Floyd Lewis,
Realart:
Leonard, Pioneer; George

it

is

"I will have to have the Herald as long as I am
Forsythe, Temple theatre, Standish, Mich.

said they did not reach an agreement with
the union men as to a wage scale for the
coming year. The Colonial theatre and the
Murat were not affected by the strike because of separate agreements with their

—W. A.

regular musicians.

it."

"The HERALD

—

is

the best picture magazine.

F. J. Kozuch, Dixie theatre, Wallis, Tex.

in the picture business."

Every exhibitor should take
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Even
Billy

Sunday
Doesn't

Like

Censors
Sunday,

Billy

the

copy for slide No. 22. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of

This

distinguishesd

evangelist, is no longer in accon^
with the other evangelists of th<
country in advocating censorship o

motion pictures.

The

is

the motion picture.

ha18
given his pledge to Cecil B. DeMille
that

greatest evangelist of

"I'll

industry

all

Help" the motion picture
in its campaign against

Sunday's aid

behalf of the in-

in

comes when the business

dustry

this oppressive legislation.

needs every friend

"There is no more justice in allowing a few people to say what
shall be seen on the screen," said
Sunday, "than there would be in
setting up a policeman to teach a
Sunday school."

tails

would not listen to the prominent
statemen, professional and business

men who have condemned

Deit can get.
renewed activities of reformers appear on another page ir.

ship as un-American and unfair.

this issue.

RIGHTS LEAGUE

of

The

particular value of Mr. Sun-

day's stand

is

that his opinion will

be accepted by

many

people

who

Members

of

the

censor-

PUBLIC

should take advantage of the opportunity offered
to present Mr. Sunday's stand to
their audiences.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen. /

MYSELF TO THE €AUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD.
Chicago.

You

a member of

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

Clip Out!
Sign!

Motion Pictures"

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
in this manner do my part in arousing

And Become
a

Member
League

of

October

1.
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Nazimova Organizes

Own Producing

Unit

Possible United Artists Will
Distribute Star's Next

Productions
( Special

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

to

YORK.

Sept.

20.— Madame Xazim-

ova, accompanied by her husband. Charles
left Sunday for Los Angeles and
once organize her own producing
company, "Camille." being her final picture
under her contract with Metro. It is prac-

Bryant,

will

at

tically settled that distribution

company's product
United Artists.

will

be

of the new
made through

To Produce Two Films
Xew York, Mr.

Before leaving

Brvant

said

"Our immediate plans include the production of two more pictures, the first of which
is now shaping itself into a double bill
composed of Oscar Wilde's 'Salome' and Ibsen's
'A Doll's House; There have been so many
urgent requests for picturizations of Xazimova's stage productions of Ibsen's plays,
in which she first won prominence on the
speaking stage, she wishes to bring these
characterizations before the motion picture
public.

Several in Party
" 'A

Doll's

another Ibsen play, with possibly a comedy
or pantomime on the same bill."
In the Xazimova party were Rudolph
Valentino, her leading man in •Camille.' and
Xatacha Rambova. the young Russian artist
who designed the settings.

Rush Reel by Plane
To Complete Showing
to.

Exhibitors Herald)

HOUSTON,

TEX., Sept. 20.— When
\\ illiam
Sachtleben was preparing to
show "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalyse," the Rex Ingram-Metro production, at his Majestic theatre here he
found one of the reels missing.
With
only a few hours left before the opening
performance he telephoned to Dallas
where the picture had just finished its
run and arranged to have the missing
reel shipped by airplane.
The hundreds who packed the house
never knew that when the first scene
flashed on the screen a part of the picture was missing.
The reel arrived a

few minutes before

Midnight banquet at

it

was needed.

first

joint

Better Business Heightens
Activity of Organizations
Local Associations Are Formed— Michigan League
Plans Rousing Convention— Kansas-Missouri
Conclave Proves Great Success
During the summer months when many theatres were closed, exhibitor organizations considered it inadvisable to call conventions despite
the urgent need for such gatherings. With the return of cooler weather
and better business, however, immediate activity is noted among organized theatre men in many states.
Leagues of Kansas and Missouri report that their first joint convention proved so successful that sentiment favors a like meeting each
year.
Michigan Issues Call for Convention
In Michigan, which is one of the most thoroughly organized states
in the Union, a convention has been called for October 4 and 5. to be
held at Jackson.
The Nebraska and Iowa unit of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America

A new
just been

unit of the

formed

M.

is

meeting

P. T. O. A. has

Joseph, Mo. The
present exhibtor actitives are strong indication that the theatre men are confident of the success which will be accordat St.

Michigan Simplifies
Convention Travel

DETROIT.

MICH.,

Sept.

20.

— In

order that the largest attendance possible
may be attained at the state convention
of the Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors Association to be held at Jackson on October 4 and 5 arrangements
have been made for automobile parties to
pick up exhibitors on the road to Jackson.
If an
exhibitor does not drive a car
plans have been made whereby he can
join some party at a specified point.
Convention headquarters will be at the
Otsego hotel. It is confidently expected
that 300 theatre men will attend. At the
present time the league has a membership of 581 theatres of the 612 in the
state.

H. M. Richey, who succeeded A. J.
Moeller as business manager, has charge
of
convention arrangements. He announces that Xational President Sydney
S. Cohen, Senator James J. Walker. Mr.
Moeller,

Lieut.

Governor Thomas Reed

convention of Missouri- Kansas exhibitors in Francis
Mo., on September 12.

this

week

at

Omaha.

and possibly Governor Grossbeck

will at-

tend the second annual meeting.

Missouri League to
Test Deposit Law

KANSAS

ed their efforts this winter.

House' may be followed by

(Special

51

CITY. MO.,

Sept.

20.— The

Missouri deposit law and the music tax
question occupied much of the time at
the business meetings of the joint convention here of the Missouri and Kansas
associations.
Many exhibitors complained that exchanges are violating the new
deposit law, claiming that in some instances the distributors have failed to
deposit money, while in other cases the
deposits has been withdrawn following
the showing of the first picture of a
series.

The Missouri league decided to finance
a test case and if the law is found to be
flawless to force the exchanges to abide
by its provisions.
Organization finances proved to be a
vital issue.
A plan devised by the ways
and means and finance committee of the
Missouri association called for a 6 per
cent assessment on each exhibitor according to population.
Cities were to be divided into districts. An alternative clause
allowed the exhibitor his choice of the
6 per cent taxation or the entire receipts
for one day during a good business
month.
Final arrangement was left to
the executive committee.

I

room, Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City,
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Old

October

Man Slump
Blow

in

Business Fast Reverting

Given Knockout
Michigan Ring

to

Here's Why They're
Smiling in Michigan
Ford

—Exhibitors are Building

laughs last laughs loudest.

"OUT

business in the Wolverine state is
Figures
fast reverting to normal.
compiled following a survey made by
Associated First National show that the
theatre business in the state has staged

remarkable comeback. This has been
made possible through the resumption

a

of business in other fields.

of all the labor situation

is

improving.
*

*

*

condition
theatre

has

build-

nearly a score

completion

in

Detroit alone, while others are being en-

larged or remodelled.

The
is

largest theatre project in Detroit

John H. Kunsky's new Capitol which

Present plans call for
seat 4,200.
formal opening of the house on DecemOther new houses in Detroit
ber 15.
will

are the Tuxedo, 1,800 seats; Harmony,
1,800 seats; Cinderella, 1,500 seats; Grand
River, 3,500 seats; and Northern, 2,000
seats.

again.

Nearly twenty new theatres nearing completion in Detroit.
Kunsky plans to open the Capitol, a 4,200 seat motion picture pal-

theatres seating between 500
and 1,000 arc also being erected.
The same condition prevails outside
of Detroit.
In lit Clemens Bert Williams is erecting a 2,500 seat house to be
called the Macomb.
Angell & Codd are
remodelling their house at Adrian at a
Fitzpatrick & McElroy
cost of $30,000.
announce plans for a new theatre at

December

ace,

New

15.

motion

picture

theatres

under way in many cities
towns throughout the state.

and

"Best for America,"

fac-

again are operating, big agricultural crops are forecast, the copper industry is coming into its own again and

This hopeful business
brought a resumption of
ing.
At the present time
of theatres are nearing

the depres-

Smaller

tories

result

Crops biggest in the history of
Wolverine state.
Copper production on the rise

the

Benton Harbor.

Automobile plants and furnhure

as a

report

line.

During the recent dull period Michigan couldn't force a laugh.
Owing to the fact that its greatest industry, the manufacture of
felt

Detroit

in

production
in
history;
months behind on orders.
General Motors and Durant organization announce plan for material expansion.
Furniture business shows substantial improvement all along the

Normal

automobiles, was at a complete standstill the state probably
sion as acutely as any state in the Union.

plants

largest

Large Theatres Throughout State

HE WHO

1921

1,

At Laurium
Lyric theatre

W.

in
is

S. Butterfield

being remodelled, while
announces that he will

eliminate vaudeville at his Jackson and
Battle
Creek houses, giving Jackson
Butterfield has
three first run houses.

opened his new Strand at Lansing and
has improved his other houses.
over the
J. W. Goodspeed has taken
Powers theatre at Grand Kapids and will
play

first

run pictures instead of

legiti-

H.
in the future.
of Grand Rapids
Upper
in
theatre
$300,000
will erect a
Monroe avenue. The Regent at Grand
Rapids, under construction for the last
two years, will be completed within a
This will give the city
few months.
four downtown first run theatres.
Herbert Weil will build a 2.000 seat

mate attractions

G.

Sommers & Company

Port Huron. At Midland W.
A. Cassidy will erect a 1,700 seat theatre.
Kunsky announces plans for a new house

house

in

Say Laboratory Men

the mining district the

Statements

(Special to Exhibitors

NEW

YORK,

confirming

The foregoing gives a clear conception
of present conditions in Michigan.

the

HeraU)

20.— Statements

Sept.

settlement

reached

be-

tween Eastman Kodak Company and AlLaboratories

ied

Herald

Association,

Inc.,

as

week, have been
issued by both parties to the agreement.
Under the terms of the settlement,
members of the Allied association agree
to use only American made film and the
Eastman company agrees not to operate
told in the

its

own

last

laboratories.

at

Highland Park.

Settlement

of

Confirm Story Carried
by "Herald"

Allied Issues Statement
In
says:

statement, the Allied association

its

"With the active cooperation of the
Eastman Kodak Company, we are proceeding upon the basis that the American motion picture industry must be preserved for America and Americans, and
that in maintaining the supremacy of our
industry's position of today, the motion
picture industry of the world will be
benefited.

"We

were pleased

find

to

Eastman Kodak Company's

that the
interest is

not confined to the betterment of its own
product, on which it is spending huge
sums, but extends as well to the theatre
and practically every other branch of the
industry."
Powers Wants Relief
P. A. Powers, president of Powers
Film Products, Inc., has written to Boies
Penrose, chairman of the senate finance
committee, asking that some action be
taken by congress to protect the interests
of the manufacturers of sensitized film.
Mr. Powers states that German concerns
have been delivering and selling this film
in America at $.0135 a foot, whereas it
costs American manufacturers $.021 a

foot to

make

the product.

New One

for

Bronx

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
HARRY CAREY

and his wife pose in a fond embrace at Universal City, while the
Five
visiting censors hold watches on them to see that it is the proper length.
foot kisses are all they allow in some states including the matrimonial state.

YORK,

Sept.

20.—The Bronx

have another big picture theatre.
Brown's Palace Theatre, Inc. will erect
a $400,000 house in 137th street at Brook
is

to

avenue.

made

last

The

transfer

week.

of

the

site

was

October

1,
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Lord Fauntleroy" Triumph
pictures like "Little

Mary Pickford

Lord Fauntleroy" and more

them, motion picture
censorship would have to go out of business because of natural
artistes

like

to

interpret

decay from want of use.
Truly, Mary Pickford rightfully is entitled to the sobriquet of
Even though she has not always hit the
"America's Sweetheart."
mark, as. she surely does hit it in the dual role of Cedric Errol and
"Dearest," his mother, in Frances Hodgson Burnett's tenderly fanciful
story, she so completely atones here for any lack of judgment in the
past as to completely disarm criticism.
Should there be any among Miss Pickford's critics who believe
the time has arrived, of necessity, for her to do a "come-back" and
this might be a pardonable belief when "Suds" and "Through the Back
Door" are recalled they may go to see Mary in "Little Lord Fauntleroy" fully assured she comes back stronger and more beautiful and
more gifted than ever before.
This picture is a story for children of all ages, from seven to
Ii is clean and whoiesome and filled with the eternal spirit
/seventy.
of youth end happiness and a belief in the eternal goodness of things.
It is the story of a little boy, Cedric Errol, heir to the title of Lord
Fauntleroy through the death of his father, who has had an unholy
alliance with his mother; unholy at least in the eyes of the grandThe little boy is called from his playgrounds in New York
father.
Here
to assume his title and estates at Dorincourt Castle in England.
he manages to break down the bitterness his grandfather holds toward
him, and the two the mite of a curly haired boy and the old and
The coming of May
crabbed grandparent learn to love each other.
and sunshine into the life of December and bleakness has the inevitable

—

—

—

—

THE CAST
Cedric

Errol (Little Lord]

Fauntleroy)
Dearest (his mother)
Earl of Dorincourt (his

J-

Mary Pickford

J

grandfather)

Claude Gillingwater
Bevis Errol (eldest son of the Earl) .. .Colin Kenny
William L. Havisham, the Earl's solicitor
Joseph Dowling
Kate Price
Mrs. McGinty, the applewoman
Dick, the bootblack
Fred Malatesta
Hobbs. the grocer
James A. Marcus
Minna
Ross Dione
Her son
Francis Marion
Rev. Mordaunt
Em met t King
Mrs. Higgins
Madame de Bodamere

—

result
the
selfishness.

sunshine of love melts the ice of

Another son bobs up to lay claim to the
is proven to be an intrigue, and
the little Fauntleroy lord becomes established
estate, but this

in

his

rightful position

as heir to the Dorin-

lands and castles.
Mary Pickford appears both as Little Lord
Fauntleroy, a child of about six years, and as

court

title,

that child's own mother, familiarly called, as
Considering there is a
in the book, "Dearest."
difference in the ages of the son and his mother
of about, at least, twenty-four years, and the
explanation that Miss Pickford appears in both
parts throughout the picture, it might be
imagined her skill and assumption of youth

and middle age compose line accomplishment.
If you can imagine Mary Pickford as a boy
of six and a woman of thirty, at almost one
and the same time— for she appears alternately
.ilmost every other second throughout the
entire story
you can draw a mental picture

—

work of this greatest of youthful
screen artistes.
Mary Pickford, as the child of the New York

of the fine
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streets, and as the mother of that same
child, as the little lord who lives at Dorin-

By Harry Reichenbach
(Continued from page 48)

made by Mr. Newall. Tradition is grandpa and grandma with the Stoll people and
Bernard

to

I

work

talking to each other, their glances are
so perfectly timed and placed that an
expert could not detect a single flaw.
This feature alone is worthy of special
praise and reflects great credit upon
Cameraman Charles Kosher, who was
responsible for bringing it to such perfection.

In several instances the direction of
the picture is not all that it might have
been: al times the action seems needlessly slow.
But there is so much that
is good in the picture, and so little that
is bad, it must be set down as one of the
really big productions of the year and
one which should win many additional
admirers to the little star herself, whose
work throughout is as pure as her own
curls.

settings are extremely lavish, especially those showing the castles at Dorincourt, and the spacious grounds.
The
photography throughout is as good as
the best.
Every member of Miss Pickford's company acquits herself or himself with honJ.

Kenny, Joseph

Colin

Dowling. Kate Price, Ered Malatesta,

James A. Marcus, Rose Dione, Francis
Marion, Emmett King and Madame de
Bodamerc. Jack Pickford and Alfred E.
Green directed it and Bernard McConprepared the scenario.
The musical setting, composed an(
selected by Louis F. Gottschalk, is at all
times in keeping with the spirit and

—

J.

S. S.

the open-

for

important,

readily

lowing Wednesday.
Later, in announcing the
sorted to rather large type.
Mail refused the ad, saying

much

tract too

title,

re-

I

The Daily
it

would

at-

They changed

attention.

the ad greatly reducing

effectiveness.

its

The advertisement ran in its changed
form.
The success of "The Bigamist"
did not depend on advertising nor stunts.
It was one of the best dramatic films
ever shown in Europe, extremely luxur-

JUANITA THOMAS.
Moines,

girl

la.,

who

16-year-old Des
won the beauty

contest conducted by "Des Moines
Capital" in conjunction with A. H.
Blank, First National franchise holder.

ious in settings with the most beautiful
actress I've ever seen, Miss Ivy Duke in
the leading role. But it was far too long,
at least three reels, but despite this, the
first week's takings at the Alhambra exthat

Whether

Airplane Carries Film
Over Mountain Ranges
To Keep Theatre Date
20.— Enterfilm was dis-

Sept.

O.,

the shipment

of

almost

of "Humoresque's" best week.
the advertising did it or not,

never be known.
During the first week's run, the Stoll
Film Company came out with an announcement that they were in no way rewill

sponsible for the advertising or publicity
This anattending "The Bigamist."

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND.

pounds,

thousand

one

ceeded
triple

played here recently when Pathe chartered an airplane to carry a print of
Hodkinson's "Man of the Forest" over
two ranges of mountains to fulfill a play
date at the Orpheum theatre at Baker
City, Ore.

The print left Portland at 2:10 p. m.
and reached Manager K. L. Burt at
Baker City at 6:15 p. m. in time for the
performance.

nouncement was unnecessary for I had
seen some of their efforts and there was
no danger of their being held accountable.
*

Now

*

*

few of the humorous

for a

epi-

sodes.

One man called at the theatre and
to know if l.e would be paid for

wanted

suggestion if the idea was accepted.
given an answer in the affirma"Why, put five hundred sandwich
tive.
men on the street" he ventured. When
vou know that hardly a theatre or cheap
commercial institution is without its
quota of sandwich men, you will appre-

a

He was

humor.

ciate its

ville

tempo of the proceedings.

campaign

that a title could not
be chosen but that it would be
announced in the daily papers the fol-

and

prise in

The

my

started

Alhambra by inserting an ad,
in which the title was not mentioned, but
which advised that the film was so big

done with an accuracy at once
It
is
amazing and uncanny. Even as the boy
and his mother (both played at one and
the same time by Miss Pickford) stand

among them

favorite grandchil-

its

ing at the

old ruffian with the gout, .and again as
the gentleman into whose heart has come
a breath of love and youth through association with the little boy of his household.
Mr. Gillingwater's work is one of
the outstanding characterizations in a
company whose ensemble work is of the
highest perfection.
From a mechanical viewpoint, "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" also must be praised.
The double exposure is here perfected to
the nth degree, especially in one scene,
where Mi>s Pickford as the child hands
a letter to Miss Pickford as the mother.

ors,

one of

is

dren.

Miss Pickford is the deof Claude Gillingwater as
the Earl of Dorincourt, at first a crabbed

golden

in

England"

achievement.

Second

1921

1,

"My Four Weeks

court and the gracious mother transplanted, as it were, with him to the
regal surroundings of the new order of
things, never for a single moment causes
the audience to feel the slightest suggestion of the artificial or superficial throughout the whole. Her illusion as youth and
middle age is remarkably sustained, and
it is doubtful whether any other actress
of the stage or screen could equal her

lightful

October

I

posted

thousand six sheets

several

thus:

Coming

"Film-Shock" Kills
Assyrian Sheep

to the

Alhambra Theatre

XSIKV!)IH 3HJ.
with

Hodkinson to Publish
Four Hampton Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

20.— The W. W.

Hodkinson

Corporation has four more
Hampton productions to distribute, "A
Certain Rich Man," "Heart's Haven,"
"The Mysterious Rider," and "The Grey
Dawn," before Goldwyn takes over

Hampton

productions.

"Our organization wishes Mr. Hampton every success," said Mr. Hodkinson,
in commenting upon the new arrangement.
"It is in itself an encouraging
indication when an independent producer
of Mr. Hampton's ability is called upon
to strengthen the product of existing or-

ganizations."

Two

E. Stone made a motion picture in
Assyria, showing all the stages of
the making of an oriental rug,
from the clipping of the wool to
It was pubthe finished product.
lished by Prizma under the title of
"Hagopian, the Rugmaker."
Captain Stone returned to Assyria recently and paid a visit to
the farmer whose sheep he photoThe farmer mournfully
graphed.
tcld him the sheep had died.
"The shock killed him," he explained.

Captain
his

Guy Newall and Ivy Duke

years ago, Captain George

Stone

surprise

much?"
The clink

recovered

and

said,

from

"How

of the coins dispelled
the farmer's melancholy.

The

first

morning

after

they

were

posted, a coterie of union men, friends of
the house advertising manager, called on

him and

is

to hustle out

subdued tones warned him
and cover the mistake be-

We received
the boss got wise.
dozens of letters telling us our posters
were upside down.
Other friends of Mr. Newall called him
fore

up to

tell

him

his posters

were mislead-

ing, etc.

After the posters were up a week, one
of the leading advertising men called me
personally and told me in a friendly way
that evidently someone was spoofing me.
for he had noted a number of instances
where "The Bigamist" was posted the

wrong

side up.

Next week, some

of

my

at the theatre will follow.

experiences

October
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Denies Boycott of
British Productions
Rogers Replies to Statements

by Motion Picture Men
in England
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Sept. 20.
Saul E.
Rogers, chairman of the taxation committee of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, has written a
vigorous letter to the London Times
denying the existence of any attempt by
American producers and distributors to
boycott British films.
Replies to Britons
His letter was in reply to statements
by several British film men. published in
the London Times, alleging that the 30
per cent ad valorem tariff on foreign
films, contained in the house of representatives revenue bill, was inspired by
American producers who used the Actor's
Equity as a cat's-paw in trying to effect
a boycott against British films.
Takes Issue With Adams
One of the British film men with whom
Mr. Rogers takes issue was F. E. Adams,
managing

director

of the Provisional
Theatres,
Ltd.
Mr.
Adams in a recent open letter in the
London Times wrote that the success of

Arbuckle Case Seized as
Ammunition by Reformers
Radical Element Attempts to Capitalize San Francisco
Trial to Further Aims Foment Agitation
for Censorship and Sunday Closing

—

Seizing upon the Arbuckle case as a golden opportunity to force their
points, reformers in all parts of the Inited States have opened a series of
drives for motion picture censorship, the Sunday closing of motion picture
theatres and other regulation.
Their hope, apparently, is to indict an entire industry for the acts of
a few individuals.

Newspapers Treat Business "As Usual"

With the edge off the news features of the case, newspapers have been
devoting columns to "manufactured news" reflecting upon the motion picture business
listing old scandals participated in by anyone remotely connected with any branch of the picture business stories of "mysterious drug
peddlers"' said to cater to the "picture colony" and similar yarns.

—

;

The treatment accorded by
is

Voluntary Action at
Universal Laboratory
Cuts Workers Wages
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK."

Sept. 20.

—A

joint sen-

and house bill has just been adopted
by the employes of the Universal laboratory at Fort Lee, N. J., under the Industrial Democracy plan, which results in

ate

an 18 per cent reduction

in

the plant's

payroll.

The action of the employes was voluntary and followed a mass meeting which
was addressed by R. H. Cochrane and
Edwin F. Murphy, who explained the
laboratory situation from the standpoint
of labor.
Following the gathering, the
employes vpted to cut their working
hours from forty-eight to forty-three,
thus eliminating all Saturday work, which
results in the reduction in the payroll.

Blumenstock Manager
of Sheridan Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

20.— Milton

B.

formerly advertising
the Mark Strand theatre

di-

Sept.

Blumenstock,
rector

at

Brooklyn,

in

now house manager

of the
theatre at Seventh avenue
and 12th street. He is succeeded at the
is

new Sheridan

Strand by Herbert Feldman.

Managers Hold Meeting
The

managers and heads of all
departments of the Ascher brothers thecity

atre chain, Chicago, held a get-together
luncheon at the La Salle hotel. Sept. 16,
at which the following talked: L. M.
Newhaver, general manager; E. L. Keller, auditor; Gus Greenebaum, in charge
of real estate; Harry Beaumont, booking
department, and Hill Burnstein, publicity
director.

the press

that usually given the business under

similar

Cinematograph

several German pictures in the United
States was used as a pretext to stir up
the cry of "foreign invasion" and that
the real motive of the proposed 30 per
cent tariff was the exclusion of British
films from the American market.

55

circumstances.

Films Are Not

Shown

Aside from brief dispatches, little publicity has been given in the press to the
remarkable conduct of the theatre ownActing on
ers of the United States.

own

their

initiative, individual exhibitors

almost overnight withdrew from showing all motion pictures starring the
principals in the San Francisco tragedy.
Within twenty-four hours of the publication of the complete details of the

and state exhibitor organizations had adopted resolutions against
showing of the films and the
the
M. P. T. O. A. had started a drive to
prevent any theatre from exhibiting

the highest type of citizenship in this
country, which is evidenced even in the
smallest hamlet by the respect in which
they are held. The industry at large is
made up of the best executive minds, the
greatest artists and the best mechanics,
and it is high time they were accorded
that same fairness and justice that is so
freelv given to men in every other walk
of life."

Theatre Men Would
Automatically Cancel

"Arbuckle" Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

case, district

PITTSBURGH,

which had signed contracts prior to
September 11 and which do -not exploit

PA., Sept. 20.— Exhibitors attending a meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania adopted a resolution requesting film 'companies to insert a
clause in future contracts providing for
the automatic cancellation of play dates
on films featuring stars "who bring the
industry into disrepute."
Concerning the resolution, Henry W.
Gauding of the Lincoln theatre here said:
"If stars cannot realize the duty they
owe the screen and the exhibitors, we
are going to force them to play the game

a sensational way the personality of
the actress for whose death Arbuckle is

to

them.
Simultaneously, the two
organizations owning the

distributing
films,

which

represent a tremendous investment, took
the following action:
First National notified all exchanges

withdraw all pictures in which Miss
Rappe appears, except in cases of thea-

to

tres
in

held.

Famous Players-Lasky announced

that
exhibitors who wanted to cancel contracts for the showing of Roscoe Ar-

all

buckle films would be permitted to do

so.

M. P. T. O. A. Asks Fair Play
The Committee on Public Welfare of
the M. P. T. O. A. has issued a statement which reads in part as follows:

"We keenly resent the indictment
hastily and unthinkingly made against
the entire motion picture industry because of this most unfortunate occurNot so long since, when a minrence.
ister of the gospel was charged with a
heinous crime, no one ever thought, and
very properly so, that it cast a reflection
upon all those distinguished gentlemen
the

of

cloth,

nor

yet

when

one

of

America's foremost bankers played an
important part in a sensational domestic
controversy, did the public look with
suspicion upon the entire banking interAnd so, we might recount inests.
stances in every profession and every
industry known to the civilized world

and

picture

100,000 People See
"Affairs ofAnatol"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

theatre

are modest, industrious family

owners

men

of

YORK,

Sept.

20.—The

total

paid attendance at the Rialto and Rivoli
theatres where Cecil B. DeMille's special Paramount production, "The Affairs
of Anatol," is now in its second week of
a

simultaneous run is 99.701. according
statement just issued by the man-

to a

agement of the houses.

Elinor Glyn Going to

Europe for Vacation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
is

YORK,

Sept.

spending a week

in

England

20.— Elinor Glyn

New York

before

for a vacation.
She
from the Coast
after having finished "Beyond the Rocks"
for Gloria Swanson.
sailing for

arrived

find exact analogies.

"Our motion

and square by making it impossible
dispose of their product."
The organization also adopted a resolution to discontinue exhibition of the
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle pictures.
fair

last

Saturday
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Delegates

Ballot for

Attend

to

October

1,

1921

held in Chicago, the delegates
there on October 19.
* * »

going

Although the day and place are subject
to final action by the executive committee franchise holders have been assured
that the city selected will be centrally

National Conclave

First

Detroit Tentatively Selected for "Get-Together"

Held Probably Between October

1

— Will

Be

7 and 20

FRANCHISE

holders of Associated First National will begin balloting
the latter part of this month for the selection of delegates to attend
the "Get-Together" which in all probability will be held in Detroit,

October
the

The distribution company has issued "a call for volunteers" to obtain
names of all franchise holders who wish their names to be placed in

nomination as delegates. This call for volunteers will be closed on September 20 for all franchise holders residing East of the Mississippi, and on
September 25 for those operating in territories west of that point.

A

names

the

of

nominees have been tabulated,

all

hallot.s

he mailed to every franchise holder
the United States and Canada, each

will
in

franchise member to vote for three delegates from his territory. Ballots will be
returned to a committee of three in each

exchange

center.
*

The

*

*

and the count
October 1 in exchanges East of the Mississippi and on
October 3 in exchanges west of the river.
polls will be closed

of the votes taken on

Following the count of votes a tabulated
will be prepared by each exchange
manager showing the number of votes
cast for each nominee.
In case of a tie
the ballot committee will be authorized
list

to cast the deciding vote.
It

the

is

intention

of

executive

the

committee which has called the national
'"Get-Together" of franchise holders to
Delegates
hold a four-day conclave.
chosen will represent the franchise holders of their territory in all business matIf
ters coming before the convention.
the convention is held in Detroit it has
been suggested that a final meeting be

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Which Have
Exhibitors

to

CHARLES

By

(Manager,

One

RYAN

H.

ways

the

make

to

your theatre an institution is
by way of an editorial on the
front page of your weekly
program. It can be any of the
following:

message
terse

personal

a

(a)

to the patrons

little

sales

;

(b) a

argument

;

(c)

an editorial that strikes home
with some good philosophy
that rings true
little
is

;

(d) a

clear that your house

ways

J.

EARL KENNEDY
111.)

I

played

North"
through

is

between

franchise

hold-

Warren Will Present
First Hungarian Film
For Publication Here
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

back

it

worth
"al-

good show" line of
argument, but the why of it.
Be unaffected and natural and
you'll
be more convincing.
Use your head and scrutinize
magazines, books and news-

copies

went
of

to pick out good
comments upon the
Mounted these, cut

a

the
exout,

that in the

center of a big black board and

stood

it

in

the middle of the

lobby, with heavy blue pencil

markings around each report.
You'd be surprised at the

way

people stopped to read
them, and I know that a great

deal of the business for "Nomads of the North" was drawn
in this

way.

signature

The

theatre man's

certainly

carries

weight with the public.

Sept.

English

20.— We have had

and

Italian

pictures

but it remained for F. B. Warren Corporation to bring to this country the first
This is a
big Hungarian production.
spectacular society

melodrama made by

The
Sascha Productions in Bohemia.
concensus of opinion of those who witnessed a prc-view at the Warren proroom last week is that the piccompares favorably with the best
of the foreign films shown here.
The title of the picture is "Good and
Evil" and it introduces to this country
Lucy Doraine, a clever European star
whose work in this picture gives promise
of her becoming as popular as is Pola
Negri in her several American shown
The picture will be issued by
films.

jection

ture

Warren next Saturday.

Jeffrey to

Remain

On Lichtman

Staff

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 20.— Al Lichtman
announces that George S. Jeffrey, who
has been manager of the Boston exchange
for Associated Producers, will remain on
his staff in the amalgamation of A. P.
and Associated First National. Jeffrey
men in
is one of the best-known film
the New England territory.

Cohen Claims Rappe
Film Not Withdrawn
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

pic-

white cardboard back-

mounted

YORK,

German,

the

of

and

recently

ing; then

Make

"Nomads

Hkrald
hibitor

upon

This does not mean
a

By

(Manager, Empire theatre, Aledo,

which

Write these weekly messages
up in a man-to-man way with
no obvious straining to en-

while.

case.

ture.

talk along a subject

business.

and when you find
something good, rearrange it
and make it fit your particular

chummy

interesting to fans.

courage

understanding

papers

Chi-

Garfield theatre,
cago, 111.)

of

Following the return home of the delegates, territorial "Get-Togethers" will be
held for the purpose of announcing the
full results of the national sessions. This
proceeding, First National officials believe, will make for greater harmony and
ers everywhere.

17 to 20, inclusive.

-rMMEDIATELY

located.

X FAY YORK,

Sept.

20.— Sydney

S.

Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, yesterday
charged First National with bad faith in
not withdrawing Yirginia Rappe pictures.
Cohen charges First National's New
York office with sending out letters to
exhibitors exploiting the great advertisand money-making possibilities of
the Rappe pictures owing to publicity in
connection with the Arbuckle case.
National in reply declares a
First
prominent official of the M. P. T. O. A.
is showing the film and would be asked
to withdraw his show. The company also
declares that other members of the M.
P. T. O. are using films on contracts
made prior to September 11 and had
threatened First National with suits if
the Rappe films were not supplied ac-

ing

cording to agreement.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
"What
EXHIBITORS
"What The

writing

have shown during recent months, particularly during
lication

period of lax theatre attendance
induced
warm
by
weather, increasing dependence
upon exploitation as a business
the

Each week more contribu-

have included in their comments mention of the advertising
done in connection with the attors

tractions reported.

many

In

vertising

instances "What AdDid For Me" might have

been applied quite as properly as
the established

hibitors

presented herewith as indicative
of the general prevalence of a
practical

exploitation

policy.

Earthbound, with a special cast.
Gave a private screening on Earthbound and made up our own heralds
with comments from those who saw
it.
Packed the house and broke box
office record without advance prices.
The best special I have ever shown.

— Wm.

B. Stubbs,
Erick, Okla.

Libertv

theatre,

Once to Every Woman, with DorPhillips.
An excellent picture
that gave very good satisfaction. Used
a singer that added much to its entertainment value.
Will go good anywhere at advanced prices.— Earl 0.
Peeler, Pastime theatre. Protection,

of
profitably

who

exex-

change box office confidences
weekly in the "What The
Pictures Did For Me" department of the HERALD
a progressive group has set
a commendable example recently in combining with
business reports comment regarding the
advertising responsible for
the results set down.
Other exhibitors, quick to
see the value of such additheir

strictly

comments, have indicated approval by responding promptly with reports of
tional

like nature.

The
is-

sues, exclusive of the present, are

result

is

that the best

department of its kind in the
field has been made an even

A

better department.
work
of but very slightly second-

ary importance
begun.

has

been

It is to encourage exhibitor readers of this department not actively participating in this work to do so,

and to encourage those thus
engaged to continue along
the line indicated, that the
reports upon this page are
reprinted.

—

othy

Kans.

Go and Get it, a Marshall Xeilan
production. A real thriller with unlimited exploitation possibilities. Business good. W. Ray Erne, Arcade
theatre, Charlotte. Mich.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe

—
—

Daniels.— A good
an average puller.
sories

Grimes,

but only
Advertising accespicture,

—

money getters. J. S.
Dream theatre. Corydon, Ind.

not

The Servant in the House, with
Wonderful picture
Willie
Collier.
Advertise it,
with a good thought.
tell the people what kind of a picture
when you get them they
it
is, and
Suitable
will be more than satisfied.
Louis B.
for any class of theatre.
Frankfort.
theatre,
Goulden. Blinn
Ind.

—

—

A

are so

Of the thousands

title.

Reports selected from recent

sound,

You had better pass
many better

the

Picture Did For

Me'' department of this pub-

aid.

Small

Town

Idol,

a

Me"

Advertising Did For

Mack

Sen-

nett production.

Good
flashy

Fair

and

—Very

Week

good comedy.
Paper very
good flashes for

picture.

makes

country people.— Louis B. Goulden.
Blinn theatre. Frankfort. Ind.
Dinty, a Marshall Xeilan producPainted five coal oil cans, then
tion.
lettered them with same letter on all
four sides. The five cans spelled out
Suspended them on rope
Dinty.
across street, thus making a unique
attraction. Everybody in town passed
Result,
under and asked questions.
we "put the din in Dinty" two nights.
Piano and drum. The play was very
Don't miss it. Philip Rand.
fine.
Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
The Man of the Forest, with a
Drew a good crowd at
special cast.
and
advance in admission
small
pleased with the prologue as suggested in the press book. E. Dewhirst, Beverly theatre. Beverly, Kans.
The Cheater, with May Allison.—

—

—

—

—

ever, if you have
be afraid of it. It

it

is

this up. as there
specials.
How-

booked, do not
produced lavishly

and May Allison is splendid. We undoubtedly put this over with a fine
violinist and pianist and packed in a
full
house the first night and had
hardly anyone the second night.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

Treasure
production.
will

Island,

—This

appreciate.

is
I

a Cosmopolitan
a picture anj-one

consider

this

a

good feature and it pleased SO per
It
Did only fair business.
cent.
would be better to play in connection
a
give
them
with public schools and
per cent to help boost it. Joseph F.

—

Spangler, Globe theatre. Beaver Okla.
The Inside of the Cup, with a speA fine production. Some
cial cast.
Invite
said the best they ever saw.
Ernest Montet, Pasthe ministers.
time theatre. Gloster, Miss.

—

—

The

Stealers, with a special cast.

While used by me as just an ordinary
program picture. I should have used
it
as a special at advanced prices.
Lon Burton, Marion theatre,
Great.
Live Oak, Fla.

—

Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.
operator, with a can of white
paint and brush, plastered the mere
words. "Fire Cat" on the sidewalks
All one saw that day
all over town.
was "Fire Cat." It brought them

The

— Our

m

strong for this dull month. Play satis-

—

Philip Rand. Rex theatre,
Salmon. Idaho.
Dinty, a Marshall Xeilan producEas'y to advertise and backs up
tion.
anvthing you can say about it. It is a
different sort of a picture and will
please old and young. Marshall Xeilan
He gets that
is a wonderful director.
something that so many strive for but
factory.

—

to get. Used reports from "\\ hat
the Picture Did for Me" department
in advertising. You
of the
can hardlv find an adverse report on
Dinty— Sudie E. Haney. Liberty thefail

HERALD

atre.

Des Moines. X. M.

The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. We know this is old. but that
doesn't get away from the fact that

—

a prestige builder. If you haven't
played it, book it. Invite all the G. A.
R. vets, put on a prologue, and then
count the money. W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre. Cullom, 111.
The Lost Battalion, with a special

it's

—

—

American
for
this
Played
Legion and. although this is an old

cast.

It's truly a wonpicture, it pleased.
derful thing, and a picture that every
true American should see. It's a picPlay this
ture that will live forever.
one and give them a chance to see
something worth while. Chas. Holtz.
Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.

—
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ougge suons

One Arabian Night"

in

1,

1921

otins

i.tie

"An Arabian

suggesting settings for

stills

October

Night's Entertainment."

"One Arabian Night"
JMHMNMHIH^Mpnw:!!!'

AN

<<

I
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:

Harem

Interlude," practical play-

Jilets here given in script, were written by Bob Dexter, of the press book
department of Associated Eirst National Pictures, Inc., especially for this department. Both are intended for exhibitorial staging as presentation for "One Arabian
Night," Ernst Lubitsch production featuring Pola Negri
Practically every exhibitor using the attraction will find it possible to use at least a portion of Mr.
Dexter's scripts, the best prologue writing yet produced."
niiiintiiMii.miniH mi iiiimtMii:

Distant view of the city of Bagdad as reconstructed by Ernst Lubitsch for "One Arabian
Night." A scenic artist caji produce at little
expense a drop copied directly from this still
which will serve admirably as the setting for
the prologue described herewith, "An Arabian
Night's Entertainment."
Where house capacity and the admission scale permit, especially where protracted runs are given, the
more elaborate settings suggested in the stills
reproduced at the top of this page may be
approximated. These may be used as models
for the construction of a false front also, if
this type of advertising is contemplated.

imrn

Arabian Night's Entertainment" and "A

iiM'iriimMiMimuttMmaMHnBHMHMM

"An Arabian

ramimnm'iniimi:iiiriMi

ii>i'iiii'iiii:!iii!iiiii:itn»iiiiiir

Night's Entertainment"
BOB DEXTER

By

A

Bagdad, a desert scene, or just black tableau curtains.
dancer, feminine, in typically Oriental costume.
A singer, male, in
Arabian costume. -A clown, male, hunchbacked and dressed like the jester in
"One Arabian Night." who plays a banjo or guitar. A few extras, if you desire
them, men, women, and children, in ragged eastern costumes.
Lighting: Blue, indicative of night.
At curtain rise the principals are spotted in
the center of the stage, with the supernumeraries grouped in a semi-circle
behind them. The clown, after tinkling a few bars on his banjo, leaps grotesquely to his feet and prances up and down the stage, speaking:

Setting:

street in

A

Principals:

"From

out the desert,

humble strangers we

But come to entertain 'neath crescent moon,
That you, oh great effendis, may be free
With ycur baksheesh, for we must onward soon
To Bagdad, where the fairest lilies grow."
Indicating the dancer:

"The sheik awaits her and

—

Voice from the crowd behind the performers:

"On

with the show!"

Babel of voices from the crowd:

"Yalla!

Imshi Yalla!"

Yalla!

Clown:

"That being Arabic for 'Letta
Sits

down

again,

and as the male singer

arises,

go.'

"

clown makes a remark

to

audience:

"He loves yon desert dancer. You can't doubt
And so do I. But I don't sing about it."
or

it!

Singer makes a threatening move towards the clown, who wriggles to one side as man sings.
(Suggestions for suitable songs here are "I'll Sing Three Songs of Araby," "Less Than the Dust."
lyrics
"Bedouin Love Song," "Where Mv Caravan Has Rested," "Oh,

—

any other of the Indian love

Moon

of

My

Delight.")

At conclusion clown mocks:

"Ah me! I know not why you praise his foolish yells.
Yon voice he got through yodeling to harem belles."
Singer (menacingly)

:

desert rat! A civil tongue you'll keep!
Canst thy voice make a harem maiden weep?"

"You
Ernst Lubitsch has the role of a hunchback in
the picture, in which Pola Negri is starred.
The still shows the director-actor in an im-

portant scene. A similar character is provided
for in the prologue outlined on this page.
The still may be followed in costuming the
part.

Clown

(starting to

twang on guitar or banjo)

"Not

so!

But thus

I

:

send them

all

to sleep."

selection, preferably some recent and Oriental fox-trot,
accompanying it with foolish lurching or eccentric steps up and down the stage.
At conclusion he advances to the dancer with the apparent intention of introducing her to the

Clown here follows with instrumental

October

1.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Harem

interiors

from "One Arabian Night" suggesting settings

audience, but the singer pushes him to one side for a fall and leads the girl forward.
drops the rabble at the back jeer and make grimaces at him.
Singer (half turning to fallen, and speaking threateningly):

(Turning

to

"Wouldst thou, a hunchback,
audience and introducing the dancer)

mar

As

for
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"A Harem

Interlude"

the clown

her beauty?"

"See!

The

fairest

moonflcwer

in all

Araby!"

Dancer performs an Oriental dance, during which she approaches both the clown and the singer
alluringly.
It is apparent that there is no love lost between the two men. each of whom resents the
attention the girl pays the other. At the conclusion she sinks in the center of the stage, and the singer
goes forward to pick her up. The jester rushes at him to prevent the usurpation of that honor. Anger
is pantomimed, and. during it. the dancer rises, assumes a scornful attitude towards both.
Dancer:
I'd wed a such as you
charms, and live life through,
A wand'ring mountebank in this hotch-potch?
You fools! The ruler's harem calls me. Watch!"

"Poor

And

fools!

You'd think

languish, lose

my

While she is speaking, the rabble at the back moves off-stage. On the word "watch" she imperiously points to the screen. The two men have stopped to listen to what she is saying and now turn to
gaze up in the direction she is indicating. For a moment the lights hold them and then fade out to
black, during which they leave the stage and the picture comes on.
XOTE: If you don't zrish to go to the expense of the supernumeraries, the line "On with the
short/' can be spoken by the singer, and the next line, "Yalla! Yalla! Imshi Yalta!" can be shouted by
the men in the orchestra pit or by a stage-hand from off. "Yalla" is pronounced "yaller," and "imshi"
"im-shee." In Arabic 'he phrase means "Get a move on."

—

"A Harem
By

Model

the dancing costume worn in "A
Interlude." the second suggested pro-

for

Harem
logue.

Interlude"

BOB DEXTER

Still another suggestion is the harem of the Sheik as the setting for your prologue.
few girls in Eastern costumes can be lounging about on cushions or
He is a bulky
divans, while in the center of the stage so.uats the Sheik himself.
person, made up with pointed beard and dressed as is the Sheik in "One Arabian
smoke at first.
blowing
great
clouds
up
of
smokiiig
his
hookah
and
Xight." He sits
These gradually become smaller, denoting he is falling asleep.
Around" and before him dances a girl, his favorite wife, executing an Oriental
movement. Towards the finish of her performance the Sheik lolls over his cushions.
One prop on the stage should be a carved chest such as the eunuchs use to bring in
the finery purchased by the harem wives in the picture.
Immediately the girl notes that her master is asleep she runs over to this chest
and opens it to allow a man dressed as an Eastern prince to emerge. She caresses
As if in fear of the conhim. but turns her eyes toward the sleeping master.
sequences, she breaks away frcm the man presumably her lover and takes up a
them. The newcomer
potentate
separates
position left of the Sheik so that that
A suitable numstretches his arms oat to her appealing!}- and commences to sing.
Delight." "Till the Sands of the Desert Grow Cold."
ber would be "Oh, Moon of
or an Indian love lyric.) The pair gradually approach one another, and the_ last
lines are sung in a clinch and fade cut center stage in front of the master of the
harem, who sleeps on. Red should be the predominant lighting in this prologue.
Advertise it as "A Harem Interlude."
*
»
»

A

—

—
I

My

A

dramatic variation to the above would be to place your singer somewhere in
Let him comthe audience, in one of the boxes, if there are any in your theater.
mence immediately the Sheik falls asleep and while the girl is actually dancing. She
stops, registers surprise and joy at the sound of the voice, and stands looking
appealingly to the singer. Thus she does not notice the fact that the sleeper is
awakening, and he. too. fails for a moment to get the significance of the thing. He
watches the girl and advances on her without her seeing him. At the last lines of
the song he seizes her by the arm. drags her back to the center of the stage, throws
her on the cushions and stands over her threateningly. Fade out on that and into
the picture.
S'OTE: Your costumed ushers can act as supers in this harem scene, and can also aire an extra
touch of tensity by huddling back and clasping one another in their terror zvhen the sheik avkes up,
and in subsequent ex cuts.

Players in "An Arabian Night's Entertainment"
may be costumed as are the characters in the
stills, above and below, from "One Arabian
Night."

^
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The

First
.

THE T GREAT

.M

glorious
TIE

MlSSfl

MOMENT"

ISF.MENDOl,s drama
GLORIA SWANSONsvss
21;

^MISSOURI THEATRE ssSEPl

Company erected a 258-sheet poster for
the Missouri theatre, St. Louis, Mo., the
first of that magnitude in history, according to the company that made it.
Compare the men and the automobile
with the board in the illustration for
relative size.
The figures given out arc interesting:

Width— 93

ft.

Height— 20
Weight

To

of

dents of Newark, N.
copies

asked

of

the

Xcuark

women

voting

of

J.,

fair."

resi-

recently carried

and

Star-Eagle

apparently

"Do you know why

in

girls leave

Gloria Swanson's first starring ve"The Great Moment," was the attraction thus advertised.
It
was the
intention of Charles Raymond, Paramount exploitation representative, to introduce the new star under the best possible circumstances and the mammoth
billboard previously used for the joint
display of many 24-sheets gave him the
The contract for the making of
idea.
the "world's largest poster" followed.
hicle,

Record

ft.

paper— 35

performances arc important
theatre advertising. That which establishes a new mark for advertisers
to
While
shoot at is directly stimulative.
few have at their disposal boards which
will accommodate a poster as big as
the St. Louis product, it is probable that
available space will be more advantageously used as a result of the recorded
in

lbs.

the posters two Miehle
on which the 84 double sheet
blocks were printed, and two medium

execute

presses,

presses for the 90 single

were required.
Four days were required

mount

1921

"None but the brave deserve the
The more courageously inclined

distress,

The 258-sheet has arrived.
The National Printing & Engraving

1,

"None But
The Brave
Deserve—"

258— Sheet

""'"'""ir" LARGEST POSTER

Hint
Cl£ J, J.
turn .y-ic/ures

ELI

October

sheet blocks,
to print

and

accomplishment.

the paper.

home?"

To

person

the

who addressed

himself thus to the proper girl a prixe
of ten dollars was donated by the newspaper.

The stunt was engineered by Sidney
Ascher, of the Halsey theatre, where the
Warner Brothers' production, "Why Girls
Leave Home," was being exhibited.
Identification

was made the more

diffi-

by the presence upon Newark streets
of the young woman seen in the accompanying illustration.
She went about
cult

business district daily, giving conspicuous evidence of deep grief and stopping at intervals seemingly to stem the
the

flow of tears.

DEMILLEPLAY

PHENOMENA

9 stars visible daily
Scintillating 10:30 a. m. till midnight
Never before have stars
been grouped in this manner

Free Inspection
That message on a card attached to
a telescope placed at a prominent intersection in Washington, D. C, by Albert
Boasberg. Paramount expuoitation man,
drew the astronomically and curiously
inclined.

Those who accepted the invitation to
view the "demilleplay phenomena" saw,
on the top of a building ten blocks distant, the layout shown in the left panel
of the accompanying illustration.

They

learned that

Cecil

B.

DeMille's

Paramount production. "The Affairs of
Anatol," was to be shown at Loew's Columbia theatre, and that Wallace Reid,
Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, Wanda Hawley, Agnes
Ayres, Bebe Daniels, Monte Blue and
Theodore Kosloff were members of the
cast.

By day

the

shown above.

chart appeared as
night the stars drawn
faces of the players

star

By

about the cutout
were illuminated.
Mr. Boasberger and E. J, Stutz, manager
of the Columbia, cooperated in the production of the stunt, one which should
be found effective in exploiting the attraction anywhere.

Those who commisseratingly gathered
about her on these occasions were disillusioned

when

the side of the suitcase

which she carried was revealed and the
data of the picture engagement made
public.
In his
for the

newspaper advance campaign
engagement Mr. Ascher .took
chances that would give pause to many
and gained results. A teaser campaign
was started with the simple question,
"Do you know why girls leave home?"
This was elaborated in subsequent issues
with the names of prominent people
There were
addresses.
included
as
proterts, but no serious objection was
encountered and much interest was thus
brought to bear upon the production.
Capacity business was the report on
the opening

day.
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Capacity Around the Clock

PLACE — The

Randolph

theatre,

in

downtown

Chicago.

TIME— 8:30

a.

m. to 12:30

CAST — Chicagoans,

a.

m., Sept. 28 to

visitors, etc., in

At noon on September

28. 1921,

thousands.

when Douglas

Fair-

banks' United Artists production, "The Three Musketeers," was shown for the first time to any public at the
Randolph theatre. Chicago, long lines extended from the
two box offices which open upon intersecting streets.
At noon, in the morning, afternoon and evening of every
day since that time, the same condition has obtained.
Illustrations presented herewith show (left panel)
the State street entrance and (right panel) the Randolph street entrance.

The central panel shows the three exploitation
musketeers, who appeared some days after the picture
had opened, posed in front of the I'nited Artists exchange.
Through consistent newspaper

advertising, Jones,
Schaefer. operating the theatre, drew attention to the opening of the picture. Crowds responded.
Newspaper critics, seldom in agreement upon a
given subject, ransacked their vocabularies to give the
picture praise.
Patrons talked about the picture in a similar vein.
At this writing, newspaper advertisements are
carrying the line "Fourth Big Week.''
And the crowds continue.

Linick

&

"The Paper That

Is

Read"

Announcing
Greatest Picture in cast

The

made

How

and nch

investiture ever

since ihe photoplay began!

would you lie IO see al thne Btf Stan

*

*
*
*

*
*

Wallace Reid
Elliott DeMer
Monte Blue
Theodore Psobem
Theodore Kovloff
Raymo/ld Haitcn

«i

One P<n»r'

*

Cbna Swamon

*

Bcbe Daraefe

*

Wanda Hav, ley

*

Agnes

'

*
*

Poilv

Av^sj

M-rw> 2

Juka Faye^

"The

DeMilleV

Affairs of Anatoi'
<2Stama»w/£%*ee

•

-

r;

S£f§

You Can-In

Cecil B.

51

go

|

1
P.

E3

vOKLAKE
By

LEON

J.

BAMBERGER,

Paramount Exploitation Representative

In the Studio Number of the Exhibitors Herald
there was an exploitation suggestion taken from the
stills of Paramount's "The Affairs of Anatoi" that the
unique group still of all the stars involved should be
given wide publication.
The O'Klare theatre, Eau Claire. Wisconsin, booked
the picture and decided to make use of the Herald's
suggestion.
The still was reproduced on one side of a post card.
The other side named the stars. These were mailed to
over 2,500 families.

at

Minneapolis.

This was an inexpensive stunt, and the management
of the O'Klare has asked me to say a word for the practicability of following trade paper suggestions
especially the Herald's.

—

(NOTE: Announced

publication date for

"The Af-

Prepublication exploitation
fair of Anatoi" is Sept. Zfj.
cports indicate that advertising of a high order zcill be done

The sugin behalf of the picture in general circulation.
gestion referred to aborc, with many others, xcill be found
on pages 46 and 4~ of the July 2 issue of the HERALD.)
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Exploitation Snapshots

A DEFINITE POLICY

of presentation

adhered to by E. L. Hyman, managing director of the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Money is spent
when occasion demands. Consider the
prologue for First National's "The
Golden Snare." The photograph is its
cwn testimony, and the proof of the
is

NEWSBOYS

TRAVEL

which cover the

ROUTES

In Wichita Falls,
Tex., 200 carriers were given a private
showing of "Scrambled Wives," First
National, at the Strand theatre, and
carried banners as shown in return.
city.

BANNER ARTISTRY,
velopment,

worthy of de-

evidence in the photograph of the Rialto, Cleveland, O., as
decorated for Associated Producers'
"The Foolish Matrons," a Maurice
Tourneur production.
is

in

policy.

BALLETS COST MONEY,

and are
you accept the testimony
of
the
Brooklyn Strand's history.
"Wedding Bells" was the attraction
worth

it,

presented
feature

"30

if

in

connection with the stage

shown

— COUNT

in

the illustration.

'EM —30"

girls

turing

CARUSO'S VOICE

preserved in wax,
"My Cousin,"
reported in big demand

his acting in film.

Paramount,

is

is

His

since his death. The picture
display during a run at the
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

won

this

Olympic

AN EARLY

start

amount Week
L. F. Whelan,
tive,

float

in

was made for ParDenver, Colo., when

exploitation representaartistic and attractive
above.

produced the

shown

were employed in "Twenty Minutes at Venice," a prologue for Paramount's "Footlights,"
Ferguson, staged at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles.

Elsie

fea-
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Pictures of Progress

WENT OVER WITH

A BANG," writes Frank A. Lacey, manager of the Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore.,
The panel at
contributing above photographs showing his latest innovation.
the right of the lobby was hung with a purple velvet drop carrying the title
This gave way to the in-set of Richard Barthelmess in the
of the picture.
second panel above, which in turn gave way to the cut-out drop shown at the
right.
Purple lights, broken by white baby spots, were used, the page operating
the drops. Another Lacey "best."

'EXPERIENCE'

OLD SWEET

SONG," widely favored classic, was sung by the quartette
presentation of United Artists' "Way Down East" at the Mark Strand,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Rustic dancing also figured in the prologue, the first reported
for the Griffith production.

'LOVE'S
in

AN OLD INSERT CARD,
the indicated patronage to Gloria Swanson's first starring vehicle for Paramount,

reversed and
decorated, serves the Lyceum, Perth
Amboy, N. J., since F. V. Greene,
Paramount, installed that shown above
Stills
may be
for "Cappy Ricks."

"The Great Moment."

changed

PROLOGUES ARE WORTH ADVERTISING,
of the California theatre,

in the opinion of the
the billing shown

San Francisco, where

management
above drew

at will.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

(A

Lachman
Tie-Ups
Practical

the illustration above, to be filled in with
type with name of theatre, newspaper and
play dates of picture. Make arrangements
to have him run the ad free for you in his
classfied advertising section and in box form
on page one, booming his department, etc.
In return, you will agree to run the same
slide on the screen of your theatre for the
same period that he runs the ad in his pub-

October
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THE W11DERNE5S TRAILS

lication.

We
ad.

will furnish

It is sure-fire

you

free,

matrices of the

and cannot miss

if

you

use good salesmanship with the newspaper,

showing them how the

If

Lucy

/>

U**40mt

I

,.<' ri AJ

ad section
of their paper will be exploited free on the
screen for thousands of fans and readers of
the daily newspapers.

Wm«Ii

classified

Lines

led into

where

That
Linger
director

before

brourfM back
to you bu

MARTIN JOHNSON

and advertising for the

F.

publicity

of

B.

Warren

Corporation, has contributed thus early
in the career of that organization a number of exploitation suggestions that warrant special attention as indicative of the
type of assistance to exhibitors planned.
Mr. Lachman's tie-up with the Parker
pen organization in behalf of "The Blot"
was described in a recent issue, together
with other suggestions made for other
productions.
In every case cooperation
has been the basis upon which the work
Theatre advertisers
has been outlined.
know that there is no more desirable
foundation.
For the exploitation of "Good and
Evil'" the classified advertising columns
of local newspapers are suggested as
especially worthy of attention.
tration and the following are

The illusfrom the

press book:
Consult the classified advertising manager
of the newspaper. Bring him a matrice of

"A page
in a big
"N'cp

out of the book of

life,

man

had never done

i«

Marc Lachman,

lands
wi/hite

done

his

JUNGLE ADVENTURES
presented b|

way."

Woman

Knows."

I'nkvrsal Film Manufacturinq Co.
*

"A

Picture you will always remember."

"Good and Evil."
/". b. Warren Corp.
*

—

full of
"It's like a mint julep
rance, refreshment and punch."
Virginia
Courtship."
"A
Rtoittri Pictures Corp.

First

time anywhere

BEGIMIrtG flEXT

SUNDAY

frag-

'APitoi
mc/nnti mrmnt*

otTicjt

uiuv

*
"

"This picture lives
"Dangerous Curve Ahead."
Goldvuyn Pictures Corp.
#

"A photomarvel."

Make- Up

"One Arabian Night."
Associated First Notional Pictures, Inc.
*

"The best part of the show."
Pathe News.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Produces
Contrast

El

Anybody can write copy.
Anybody can select illustrations.
Anybody can buy space.

Few can combine copy, illustrations
and space to make good advertising.
Few, in other words, are adept at makeup.

Consider the single column advertisein New York newspapers when
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures",
presented by Exceptional Pictures Corp.,

ment used

was represented.

The reproduction

is

slightly wider than the original display.

That
fits

line at the top attracts

the picture below

ture to the next line

exhibitors participating in "Paramount Week" individual advertisements with a
cash value of $12 each. The illustration shows pages 2 and 3 of the September 4 issue,
with the Paramount splash on page 3. The smaller displays carrying the Paramount
trade mark cuts are the newspaper's donation to the campaign.

is

because

From

it

the pic-

a short, natural

there to the end the going
is swift and easy.
The total effect of the display is no less
meritorious than its details. The picture
is odd, the assembly is unique and there
is plenty of white space, little copy.
It looks easy to read, worth reading,
and it is both of these.
Easy to read and worth reading just
about describes any good advertisement.
step.

an arrangement effected by Wm. N. Robson, Paramount exploitaTHROUGH
tion representative at Pittsburgh, Pa., the "Pittsburgh Press" gave to each of 33

From

it.
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Full Pages Blaze

Way

r or Uver the Hill
Operling at Columbus
"Over the

Hill,"

Fox

special feature,

opened at the Grand theatre, Columbus,
O., on Sunday, August 27, preceded by
one of the biggest advertising campaigns
in the history of

On

Columbus

the previous

theatricals.

day page advertise-

ments appeared in the "Columbus Dispatch," the "Columbus Citizen" and in
the "Ohio State Journal." Will D. Harris,

Advancing
Lettering
Technique

proprietor of the Grand, may or may not
have read the exploitation survey of the
production recently printed in this department, but he followed the advice
given therein accurately.
The Harris pages were little short of

works

The possibilities of hand lettering in
advertising are practically infinite. By its
use printer's ink becomes artist's pigment, newspaper becomes canvas, advertising

becomes

art.

managing direcdivision of Shea's
Buffalo, N. Y.,
contributed, among others, the newspaper
advertisements reproduced above and below this story. They are advertisements
typical of the representation given these
theatres consistently over a long period.
It need not be said that they are good.
Look at the single column display for
Paramount's "Experience" and see what
may be accomplished by centering attenLook
tion upon one letter in a word.
above and see what masses of copy may
be readably and attractively confined in a
three column display* representing three
theatres.

Howard

B. Franklin,

Hippodrome
Amusement Company,
tor of the

Could you do

with type?

it

A few
A

of art.

Two

of

them are repro-

duced herewith, the one in this column
having been used in straight white and
black, that in the second column appearing in three colors upon an outside page
Advertisers familiar
with the advertising done by Mr. Harris
in the past will concur in the opinion that
he has at no time surpassed his present
work in artistry or magnitude.
The text page of the newspapers carrying the advertisements contained various
of a special section.

—

ad-

limited
vertisers could approximate it.
few. Lettering brings it within the reach
of all.

The Shea organization is doing pioneer
work in this field of advertising. The
of lettering is being consistwell
is
It
steadily developed.
worth while to watch the progress made.
When the art has been developed to the
high degree of effectiveness which it obviously is destined to attain it will be
found that a few pioneers are responsible, among them Shea's.

technique
ently,

CRrPgaiON
CONT M UOUS
(

NOON ^ ELEVEN

MAT'S. 15/6. 05/
EVE'S. <25K& 50/

PERIENCE
k

with

LRJchard

ESS
BART HELM
picture
Paramount

how good 'Over the Hill' is." It
ends, after half a column of lavish praise,
with, " 'Over the Hill' is one of the greatest pictures of the film age, a picture that
no one should miss seeing."
Similar treatment was accorded the engagement by the other papers, clearly
stamping the showing an event of the
theatrical season.
Report does not include mention of the
attendance experienced, but the amount
of space devoted by the press to laudatory comment, in addition to the pages
given over to advertising, leave little room
for doubt that the patronage was in
keeping despite the admission scale
charged.
An important point there that the
size of the admission fee is of little consequence if the public is thoroughly convinced that the attraction is worth seeing. Advertising campaigns of the Grand
calibre go far toward convincing the public that the attraction is a worthy one.
The Columbus engagement is the first
since the New York run to be reported
to the exploitation pages of this publication.
It is wholly in keeping with the
survey recently submitted to theatre
men and doubtless will be followed by
additional proof that big treatment of
big pictures is to become established
just

important stories regarding the picture.
stills showing scenes from the play
were used for illustration on the theatre
pages, stories relative to the performance
of Mary Carr predominating.
The "Ohio State Journal" followed
through and printed on Monday a review
of the picture with which was combined
a picture of Mr. Harris below which was

custom in 1921-22.
Mr. Harris made "Over the Hill" his
test picture, as advised.
His test was a

The

thorough, sincere one. Only the future
can tell what his conclusions will be.
The twelve Fox special features are
especially important for exhibitor consideration at the beginning of a season in
which big features are scheduled to have
important part.
The whole policy of
long pictures for long runs is in the

written, "The manager of the Grand
theatre has brought to Columbus one of
the greatest pictures of the time, 'Over
the Hill.'"

testing process. Much depends upon the
outcome of that test.
Admission prices, as well, will be materially influenced by the developments
of the current season. There is no more
vital subject for exhibitorial considera-

The review

begins:

"It is unfortunate that all of the meritorious superlatives have been so overworked in the motion picture game, because one feels at a loss how to adequately convey to an interested public

tion.

A thorough test, such as Mr. Harris
has made, should be conducted by every
American

exhibitor.
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DIGESTo/TlCTURES oftAeWEEK
A

FEW

weeks ago Mary Pickford j)assed through
Chicago en route to New York to attend the
premier of "Little Lord Fauntleroy." She was
bubbling over with enthusiasm at the time and said to
an Exhibitors Herald representative she believed this
ten-part feature would prove to be her greatest triumph.
The reception accorded the picture in the East bears

Mary has

out this prediction.

back" and

it is

ior the seeing.

to see

a film every exhibitor can run with

It is

the assurance that

want

meddlesome reformers and censors

are not going to bother him, for

Would

censorproof.

Artists) presents

made from

that

like

it.

(United

comedy

in a delightful

Frances Hodgson Burnett.

It

—

remarkable for three reasons the fine achievement
Miss Pickford in play-'ng both the title role and the
mother of Lord Fauntleroy; the mechanical accomplishment in a series of amazing double exposures never
before accomplished so wonderfully, and the highly
artistic settings, with rare bits of photography raising
the standard so high as to give the impression of great
moving canvasses that might have been painted by a
world master. (Review on page 53.)
is

of

"AFTER THE SHOW"
sidered by many, William

(Paramount)

will be con-

DeMille's best production.

Lila Lee,
It has story, acting and splendid production.
Jack Holt and Charles Ogle, central figures, give dis-

human

tinctive interpretations of brilliantly

A

story worth telling and well told,

of the

money

it

characters.

should prove one

pictures of the month.

"THE GIRL FROM GOD'S COUNTRY"

(War-

with Nell Shipman in the leading role presents
good, clean melodrama, with many thrilling situations
well handled. The scenes of this story are laid in Canada and California and it is undobutedly one of the best
melodramatic offerings of the season.
ren)

"AFTER MIDNIGHT"
way

Tearle,

is

built

(

Selznick) starring Con-

upon familiar

lines.

It tells

a fairly

good and the
other bad and of the ultimate triumph of the good
brother.
Scenes in Chinatown and a terrific fight are
the high points of interest. Zena Keefe appears in supinteresting story of twin brothers, one

port of Tearle, wdio plays a dual role.

GREAT

"THE

IMPERSONATION"

mount) with James Kirkwood

(Para-

in the

It was adapted from a story by
Oppenheim and directed by George Melford.

entertainment value.

Settings and photography are in keeping with other features of this high-class production.

"DEVOTION"
Hazel
of

Dawn

(Associated

presents

as leading character in a complex story

metropolitan

life

suitable

for

program

W

"Twice

is

a typical

by E. Phillips Oppenheim. and tells the
who weds a bounder and
later when she supposes he is dead marries a wealthy
book connoisseur. The return of her husband complied,"

story of a rector's daughter

directed

it

and enacts the leading

Paul Powell

role.

WINNING WAY"

"HER
(Realart) with Mary
Miles M inter, is an adapted play "Ann" and makes a
very acceptable vehicle for the blonde star.
It is a
sound, wholesome story, capably acted and very well
produced.
Gaston Glass has the leading male
Joseph Henabery directed it.

role.

"THE CUP OF LIFE"

(Associated Producers) is
clean and convincing.
Bosworth, Tully Marshall, Xiles Welch and

dramatic,

Hobart

swift,

picturesque,

Madge Bellamy have the four principal roles and make
triumphs of their respective characterizations.
The
picture is the most satisfying Thomas H. Ince has provided in years and should make much money for many
exhibitors.

"BEYOND"
down

(Paramount)

marks a decided

let-

Clayton series and will, in all probability, disappoint many of her admirers to whom it is
shown. It has nothing in common with her previous
vehicles, save her presence as star. The story is more
preachment than narrative. It impresses as an attempt
to prove in pictures the theory of spiritism. Save, possibly, to those inclined to grant the theory a fact, it has
little

for the Ethel

screen value.

"RED COURAGE"

(Universal)

is

a swift moving,

Hoot Gibson in
the role of a rough reformer. The story was adapted
from a Peter B. Kyne tale and makes the second of Hoot
Gibson's screen successes in five reels. Reaves Eason
pleasing

little

directed

it

story of the West, with

and a very capable cast surrounds the

"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"

(Exceptional

star.

Pic-

made by Martin Johnson in British North
Borneo, presents some remarkable pictures of jungle

in their native. environment. Clear photography
and many gorgeous color effects in the jungle greatly
enhance the value of these pictures.

animals

"A CERTAIN RICH

purposes.

MAN"

(Hodkinson)

is

an

excellent adaptation of William Allen White's novel-.

McKim

has the leading role and gives a splenis accorded good support by Claire
Adams, Lydia Knott, J. C. Davis, Joseph Dowling and
Harrv Lorine. The feature is in seven reels.

Robert

Producers)

LIES" (Paramount)

tures Corp)

leading role, is an
exceptionally interesting story with more than ordinary
E. Phillips

"DANGEROUS

English novel done into photoplay. There is nothing
exceptional in plot.
It was adapted from the story

cates matters until he dies of heart failure.

FAUNTLEROY"

Mary Pickford

the novel by

declared to be

is

it

we had more

LORD

"LITTLE

"come

real

man, woman and child,
and will be better

a picture every

especially the latter, will

staged a

Elaborate settings and brilliant photography prevail
throughout, and performances are uniformly good.
Laxity of coherence counteracts in some degree the
better points of the picture. E. K. Lincoln stands out
from the supporting cast in a capable portrayal of a
husband who does not appreciate his wife's devotion.

did portrayal.

He

NELL SHIPMAN

SPECIAL CAST IN

A

A CERTAIN RICH MAN

"LITTLE LORD

FAUNTLEROY"

(HODKINSON)

will

Mary

United Artists
be found on page

latest

Adapted William Allen White story
makes acceptable screen material.
Picture has forceful lesson back
Character drawing espeof it.
cially fine and all parts well acted.
It is a Benjamin B. Hampton production.
Seven parts.
William Allen White's popular novel
has been given a good production. Benjamin B. Hampton has chosen his players

review of

Pickford's

RED COURAGE
(UNIVERSAL)
Western story crammed

A

full of
You'll like Gibson as the
rough stranger who runs a gang
of crooked politicians out of town
and cleans up the place.
The
plot, while not new, is excellently
developed and will prove enjoy-

action.

able.

Directed by Reaves Eason.

grown
become

wealth}-.
Molly's husband has
Bob, still
the town drunkard.
loving Molly, endeavors to persuade her
to leave her husband, but she turns back
note written by
when at the station.

A

of Bemis.
Bemis
There is
ten years.
has become powerful and wealthy, with
The town paper,
Barclay's assistance.
being edited by Molly, threatens to expose the water company's methods for
Typhoid
failing to provide pure water.

Bob

falls

into the
a lapse of

hands

breaks out. Bemis shows Bob's letter to
He
Barclay, also to Molly's husband.
comes upon Bob near his home and
Barclay's wife becomes a
shoots him.
And
victim of typhoid fever and dies.
"certain rich man" endeavors to
make reparation for his past deeds by
helping the poor.
McKim never appeared to better advantage upon the screen than in the role
He plays with a fine feelof Barclay.
ing and restraint a role that could
easily have been spoiled by overacting.
the

situations

excellently

handled and excellently photographed. Scenes are laid in the

Canadian Northwest and in California.
Difficult and dangerous
role portrayed by Miss Shipman
in an unusual entertaining and
convincing manner.
Double exposures exceptionally deceptive.
Quick action

mark

the

latest

and exciting
Nell

situations

Shipman produc-

for F. B. Warren Corporation distribution, and these, together with splendid direction and equally good photography, make this picture, which has its
start in the Canadian wilds, one of the
best melodramatic offerings of the season.
tion,

consisting

cast

marry the dissolute editor of the town
paper, to save her father from bankBarclay has
ruptcy.
Six years pass.

melodrama with many

of

Carslake,

a

millionaire

aeroplane manufacturer, his daughter,
Marion, and the latter's fiance, Owen
Glendon.
Years before Carslake's brother, an inventor, had eloped with Neeka's mother,
disappearing after Neeka's birth.
The

McKim

to

WARREN)

The story opens with Neeka, the
granddaughter of Pierre LeMort, a trapper and guide, meeting a tourist party

scenes.

Kansas city, where John Barclay almost
wrecks the local bank, borrowing money
for his wheat promotions.
Molly is engaged to Bob Barclay.
The latter is
sent to Boston to raise money for the
bank.
During his absence Molly is forced

clean

thrilling

reproduced.
To those who have read Mr. White's
book, the picture will undoubtedly prove
doubly interesting, so skillfully has the
director followed the original tale. It is
an absorbing human story for the most
part with touches of humor which relieve the tense and more dramatic moments. Certain liberties have been taken
with the story in handling the comedy
is an excellent one.
Robert
gives a very fine characterization as the rich man, John Barclay;
Claire Adams is a pretty and demure
Molly Culpepper, Joseph Dowling a fine
Col. Culpepper, J. C. Davis a typical
Ed Bemis, while the other roles were
entrusted to players well suited to the
parts assigned them.
The story opens in 1901, in a little

B.

(F.

IN

COUNTRY

GOD'S

production,

Good

well and the picture as a whole is one
that will give immediate satisfaction. Mr.
Hampton has been successful, too, in retaining the human appeal and dramatic
power of the book in adapting it to the
screen.
The atmosphere, modes of living and dress of twenty years ago, in the
early part of the picture, are faithfully

The

THE GIRL FROM

53.

HOOT GIBSON

IN

mother later dies and the child is raised,
wild and untamed, in the North woods
by LeMort, her grandfather. LeMort,
Hoot Gibson

in

"Red Courage" (Universal)

"Action" established Hoot Gibson as a
own right, and "Red Courage,"
an adapted Peter B. Kyne story, "The
Sheriff of Cinnebar," is a worthy successor to that Universal feature.
In it
Director Eason does some of the best
work of his directorial career. He has
carefully weighed each scene and in editing the picture has cut away all surplus
star in his

footage.

Gibson gives a clean-cut performance
Pinto Peters and is ably seconded
by Joel Day, Joseph Girard, Arthur
Hoyt, Joseph Harris and the beautiful
Molly Malone. Joseph Cummins in the
role of a small town judge plays with
as

Mary
rare judgment a difficult role.
Philbin appears in Gibson's support as
A fine cast.
the judge's daughter.
Pinto Peters and his chum Chuckwalla.
ride into town just as the editor of
the local paper is being urged to leave
by a gang of toughs led by one Mr.
They give the editor a hunReedley.
dred dollars and get a bill of sale for
the newspaper, only to find out later that
Reedley holds a mortgage for $200
This they pay off and start
against it.
They
a campaign to clean up the place.
meet with considerable opposition until
they enlist the services of the Judge and
when Pinto runs for Sheriff and defeats
the tool of Reedley, everything is smooth
They run the crooks out of
sailing.
town, restore money about to be stolen,
to Reedley's ward, and Pinto after several hard fights wins the girl's hand.

thinking Carslake is the man who deserted Neeka's mother, seeks revenge,
and the millionaire's life is saved by the
girl at the risk of her own.
Carslake adopts Neeka, unaware of
her real identity, and tak;s her back to
California with his daughter, Marion.
The latter becomes jealous of her father's interest in the girl from the woods,
and also resents the attentions paid to
the girl by
Marion's fiance.
Neeka
leaves Carslake's house and is persuaded

to join

Carslake

forces with Kraus, a rival of
in building airships for a trans-

Atlantic race.

With Kraus' assistance, Neeka steals
from Carslake the formula for "solidified
gasoline," which is believed to furnish
the deciding factor in the transoceanic
air race.

Realizing what she has done,

Neeka, accompanied by a blinded war
hero as pilot, follows Kraus in a wild
air race for the recovery of the formula.
During this Kraus' airship is disabled
and falls into the ocean after a thrilling
mid-air
tional

battle.

Neeka makes

a

sensa-

parachute leap and recovers the

papers.

Later Neeka discovers that her father,

who had

lost his reason,

was the

real in-

ventor of the "solidified gasoline,"
secret of which had been stolen
airship manufacturer.

The
father's

story

ends

pleasantly

mind restored and two

the

by the

with

the

pairs of

made happy.
The picture was directed jointly by
Miss Shipman and Bert Van Tuyle from
"The Girl
a story by Miss Shipman.

'.overs

JCX

68
from God's Country"
most pretentious and
done by this popular
derful animal
the thrills and

undoubtedly the

thrilling thing yet
star and her wonactors.
It could lose half
still be a picture presenta-

away above

tion

is

the ordinary.

I

15

TO K

1
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feature.
The serial is written around the
adventures of Capt. John Fremont, pioneer of the West, and presents an authentic story of the trials through which he
and his little band of followers passed
in the gold rush to California in the days

of

CONWAY TEARLE

H

'49.

The serial was directed by Edward
Laemmle and the various historic Ameri-

IN"

AFTER MIDNIGHT
(SELZNICK)
Fairly interesting story with Tearle
in a dual role. Well up to Selznick
standard in both direction and excellence of performance. Directed
by Ralph Ince.

can characters to whom some of the most
thrilling adventures in history happened,
are enacted by a very competent cast.
Myrtle Lind appears opposite Art Acord,
while Burt Wilson, Burton C. Law,
Jim Corey and Percy Pembroke have important roles. Acord is cast as a young
Missouria.i who accompanies the venturesome Capt. Fremont.
Aside from its value as theatre entertainment "Winners of the West" should
prove valuable in the classroom as a historical
tory.

October
A SPECIAL CAST

THE CUP OF

I,

1921

IX.

LIFE

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
Dyed-in-the-wool drama with box
office appeal, entertainment value
and dramatic strength masterfully combined. A picture to look
at, to book for a run and to advertise with conviction.
Thomas
H. Ince's best in years.

chronicle of early American his-

A SPECIAL CAST IX

AFTER THE SHOW
(PARAMOUNT)
DeMille

William

A

scene from "After Midnight"

(Selznick)

Admirers of Conway Tearle, and they
legion, will have no cause to find
fault because he does not appear enough

are
in

"After Midnight," for

in

this

solute brother.

published

make an

picture

he plays two roles and is pretty much in
It is the old, old
evidence all the time.
story of the twin brothers, one good, the
other bad, and the ultimate triumph of
the good brother.
Zcna Keefe lends her beauty to the
picture, appearing as the wife of the dis-

Others of the cast ren-

der Tearle good support.
Wallace Phillips, following the death
of his father and the loss of his share in
the estate, becomes an habitue of Chinatown. He becomes a party to a scheme
to get some bonds belonging to a man
who frequents the place and who looks
With the aid of crooks, he
like himself.
goes to the other's home and finds a
Mrs. Gordon Phillips, his brother's wife.
She does not discover the deception and
straightway Wallace determines to turn
the tables on the crooks. They lure her
to the den, however, and in the fight
Then
which ensues Gordon is killed.
she discovers the man in Wallace when
the family butler discloses the facts
about the will, and realizes that the fortune she and her husband were enjoying
There is the
belonged partly to him.
usual happy ending.
Some beautiful sets were used representing a wealthy home, and the Chinatown sets were picturesque and gave the
proper atmosphere of the dingy underworld.

at

his

best.

in

six

reels,

should

enviable theatre record.

Lila Lee proves her mettle in "Alter
Charles Ogle gives the •jest
the Show."

of

his

many

excellent

characterizations.

Jack Holt surpasses previous eforts with
the possible exception of his work in
"The Lost Romance."
The result is a convincing story of
stage life and human emotions qualified
to please

William

human

beings.

DeMille

infinitely

careful

rector, establishes his school of
tion definitely with this picture.

Artistically and commercially the proIn lighting,
is
of high rank.
and to even
photography,
settings,
greater degree in direction, the product
of Mr. De Millc's painstaking endeavor
approaches the ideal. In story and locale

duction

meets box office requirements squarely.
should take place among the money
pictures of the month.
Lila Lee, as Eileen, a country girl,
it

It

comes to New York to make a cirecr
upon the stage, is rescued from want
and adopted by "Pop." an aged actor
employed as stage door keeper, md obJack
tains employment in the chorus.
Holt, as a wealthy man-about-town. seeks
win her without benefit of clergy. Shi:
falls in love with him and goes to his
home, against Pop's instructions and
knowing what awaits her there Pop follows and in a dramatically big sequence
to

WINNERS OF
—
THE WEST
(UNIVERSAL)
is

something

entirely

new

in

picture
making that will have a far-reaching effect, both as entertainment and as a
medium for interesting the young in hisserials.

It

is

a step

forward

di-

produc-

which endures for more than a reel
brings about the most desirable ending.
Exploitation possibilities are apparent
and the picture warrants all that maybe done in behalf of its engagement.

ART ACORD IN

Here

A

drawn drama with

excellent
characterizations revealing with
exceptional clarity a story of
human emotions. The stage is
the background. Stage people are
the chief characters. The picture,
finely

in

tory.

"Winners of the West" is based upon
American history and the opening chapter contains enough action for a five reel

A. F.

BRENTLINGER

DO YOU KNOW

WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

Scene from "The Cup of Life" (Asso. Prod.)

"The Cup of Life" is dramatic, swift,
picturesque, clean and convincing.
It
tells a "bang up" yarn in vigorous, forceful incidents snugly strung together on
the single taut thread of the plot.
It
should make much money for many exhibitors.

Hobart

Bosworth

makes

his

swash-

buckling pearl pirate "a man for a' that."
Tully Marshall's wily Chan Chang is
ten-tenths Oriental.
Madge Bellamy, as
his white ward, and Xiles Welch, as the
son of the pirate, satisfy plot and audience demands fully.
The remainder of
the cast is capable but unimportant.
In
the story "Bully"
Brand, pearl
pirate, welcomes his
him his guardian, at
has
completed his

son,

who

believes

when he
schooling.
Chan

Singapore,

Chang,

powerful Oriental and foster
father of Pain, a white girl, covets a
pearl in Brand's possession which will
complete Pain's marriage necklace. Roy,
Brand's son. is given the pearl by his
father and gives it to Pain, whom he has
met secretly and learned to love. Chan
identifies it in her possession, believes
Brand has betrayed her, and arranges an
enforced marriage to which Brand consents to protect his son. of whom he believes the worst.
Roy intervenes, not
knowing his father's identity, and father
and son battle in darkness for the girl's
hand and their respective lives.
The last situation is the biggest of
many that are big. The finish is as satisfactory as it is unexpected.
The whole
constitutes six reels of brilliantly satisfying entertainment.

ETHEL CLAYTOX

IX

BEYOND
(PARAMOUNT)

An

unentertaining story dependent
upon acceptance of the theory of
spiritism for logic.
Ethel Clayton in an ill fitting role and supported by a generally mediocre
cast.
Of little merit as amusement, and unconvincing as propaganda. A picture to be handled

with discretion.

To

those

%vho

spiritism as fact
isfaction.
ical

To

accept

the

theory of

"Beyond" may give satwho do not its illog-

those

developments and awkward construe-

October

1,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

tion, as well as its subject matter, probably will not appeal. It will not convince
many, if any. that its basic proposition is
demonstrable.
In the story, which impresses as having been made in arbitrary adherence to
script, the spirit of her dead mother directs the leading character throughout
the rescue and reformation of a dissolute
brother. The first scene is of the mother's

SPECIAL CAST IX

as

Their best

is

does
not

sufficient to carry the story.

MARY MILES MIXTER

HER WINNING

IX

WAY

(REALART)

A

sound, wholesome story, giving
the star plenty of opportunity to

shine

play

at

her best.

An

adapted

and book, with the usual

Realart excellence in production

throughout.

Directed by Joseph

picture with exceptional story in-

and more than ordinary entertainment value. Centers around
German espionage system in Engterest

land before the World
is
not a war picture.

rooned on an out-of-the-way island and
given up tor dead. Her husband remarShe returns. Her husband's second
ries.
wife dies.
She rinds happiness, and the
spirit of her mother appears to adminis-

Spottiswoode Aitken.

;

(PARAMOUNT)

death.

ter blessing in the final scene.
Miss Clayton does her best,

-

IMPERSONATION

The daughter marries happily.
Her
brother becomes a sot.
She leaves her
reclaim
him,
home to
succeeds, is ma-

Phillips

Oppenheim

War
An

The

story of

direc-

"The Great Impersona-

this

Ragastein performs creditably and is
ably supported by Ann Forest, Winter
Hall, Fontaine La Rue, Alen Hale, and
other
well
known character actors.
George Melford's direction is effective.

The

settings

and

photography

are

in

keeping.

The plot is a
German East

story of pre-war days
Africa, Germany and
England, having to do with the German
espionage system in England. There are
no battle scenes but E. Phillips Oppenheim treats the German war lords with
no kindly hand.
The picture opens in Oxford where
Dominey and Van Ragastein are college
chums and strongly resemble each other.
It then shifts to German East Africa,
where years later, Van Ragastein is in
charge of a German military post drilling natives.
Sir Dominey, injured during hunting, is brought into the camp.

Henabery.

in

Van Ragastein

Scene from "Her Winning

Way"

(Realart)

Edgar Jepson's novel "Ann Annington" which was later made into a play

sees an opportunity to
serve his Kaiser by killing Dominey and
impersonating Sir Dominey in England.
The Kaiser approves.
Sir Dominey reappears in England.

He is seen frequently in German company, causing suspicion. His wife, driven
insane by the harrassing of her govern-

"Ann," has been transferred 10 the
screen under the title of "Her Winning
Way" and makes a very acceptable vehicle
for Mary Miles Minter.
Under Joseph Henabery's direction the
story moves along smoothly and swiftly
from one incident to another, and though
not the greatest of Miss Minter's screen
plays, it is a clean, entertaining and thor-

is

exposed as a German

and furnishes a
climax by proving he

surprising

ante-

Dominey, and
that Van Ragastein, not he, was murdered

is

Africa.

in

but
E.

picture out of the ordinary run of photoplays and places it in
the class of exceptional entertainment
value.
It has weaknesses, inconsistencies and shop-worn hokum, but the main
thread, with its surprising ending, survives and carries it to success.
James Kirkwood in the dual role of
Sir Everard Dominey and Leopold Van
lifts

Dominey

Sir
spy,

HAZEL DAWN IN

DEVOTION

story directed

by George Melford. Cast,
tion and photography good.
tion"

German princess in love with Van
Ragastein, who believes she recognizes
him in the supposed Dominej the half
witted son of the governess; Scotland
yard detectives and other characters figure in the unfolding plot. At the climax.
ess; a

THE GREAT
A

69

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)

A

complex melodrama in six reels
for program purposes.

suitable

Good

effects of lavish production

counteracted in some degree by
laxity of coherence. Hazel Dawn
in a satisfactory portrayal of the

leading role.

A

story with

not

one but many morals.
"Devotion," by A. J. Bimberg,
highly complex story in which
characters

tory

plots

is

a

many

become involved in contribuwhich weaken rather than

strengthens the central chain of incidents.
Elaborate settings are plentiful
and brilliant photography obtains
throughout. Many of the lesser players
give good performances.
The story is
told in action throughout.

The whole of the narrative has to do
with a metropolis and its citizens of lrv
and high estate. The ex-convict and his
pals, the woman who married for wealth,
and her sister who married for love, the
hard working but unsuccessful husband
whose wife longs for pretty clothes, th'e
man of wealth whose kindness is mis;aken for covetousness, all are uresent in
the story. It is due to the involved structure necessitated by their numbers that
the picture fails to impress as forcibly as
the scr pt must have promised.
Modvlated projection speed at the beginning should prove effective in establishing ^identities during the introduction
of the many characters.
The play 'will
benefit by this device.
;

called

oughly wholesome little story. A very
capable cast appears in support of the
Realart star, including Gaston Glass, as
Donald
author:
Eric
Hargrave,
an
Mayne. as a publisher: Helen Dunbar in
the role of Mrs. Hargrave and Grace
Morse, as Evangeline Listconibe, a spinster engaged to Hargrave.
Ann Annington writes book reviews for
a newspaper and when a reporter "falls
down" on an assignment to interview
Donald Hargrave, a noted author, she
undertakes to meet the young man. She
engages a room next door to his workshop and by impersonating a maid soon
wins
Hargrave's
his
good graces.
.

financee breaks her engagement when she
discovers Ann on the premises, and
Ann's finance finds that Hargraves has
supplanted him in her affections.
There is an interesting introduction to
the picture comparing the primitive methods of wooing with the present day,
which ought to get a laugh.

Jack Holt, Lila Lee and Charles Ogle

in a

scene from "After the

Show" (Paramount).

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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PAUL POWELL IN

DANGEROUS

LIES

Vehicle
Robert G. Vignola's first production
with Marion Davies as the star, made for
Cosmopolitan, has been completed, and
is
now awaiting issue through Par-

star.

The title of this production
is
"Enchantment," and was
adapted by Luther Reed from the Cosmo-

amount exchanges.

is
the second E.
story to reach the
screen under the direction of Paul Powell.
It was made at the Famous Players-

Phillips

1921

Robert G. Vignola Completes
New Marion Davies

thriller,
English penny
Typical
conventional in plot and treatBeautiful sets, excellent
ment.
photography and some very fine
Adapted novel, however,
acting.
Directed
offers little that is new.

by

1,

"Enchantment" Ready
For Paramount Issue

(PARAMOUNT)

"Dangerous

October

Lies"

Oppenheim

Magazine story, "Man
Frank R. Adams.

Handling

Lasky British Producers' London studio,
and "like "The Mystery Road," Mr.

politan

Powell's

This production, said to be one of the
biggest in every respect that Mr Vignola has ever made, is held to be the
best thing that Miss Davies has yet done.
Characterized as a light comedy, it tells
the story of a headstrong, self-willed
daughter of rich parents, who has always had her way, and the role of the
heroine is well suited to Miss Davies,
giving her opportunities for the display
of her abilities as an actress.
Supporting Miss Davies in the role of
Ethel is a cast of such players as Forrest Stanley, Tom Lewis, Edith Shayne,

Ethel," by

first picture, contains many exscenes of London and vicinity.
story was prepared for the screen

cellent

The
by Mary H. O'Connor and
under

was published
Wed."

in

the

book form
"Twice

title

the story of a poor rector's daughmarries a bounder and when she
discovers his true character, leaves him
It is

ter

who

to

make

her

way

in

London.

She meets

love with a wealthy collector of antique books and finally marries
him when she reads of the sudden death
Later it develops her
of her husband.
husband is not dead he having caused
the notice to be printed to throw credi-

and

falls

in

—

tors off his track.

She goes

also.

produced for distribution by Western
Pictures Exploitation

Pioneer Film

Manila

Company.

Man

of

At Paramount

Offices

Frank H. Goulette of Manila, a pioneer
in

the film business in the Philippine Is-

Paramount

lands and a

distributor,

is

in

New York
E.

City for a conference with
Shauer, manager of the foreign

E.

department

of

Famous

(EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.)
Many laudable efforts have been made to
portray the jungle animals in their native
environment, but it remained for Martin
Johnson to outdo all that had gone before.
His "Jungle Adventures," which was made
the Capitol theatre,

York, recently, surely ranks as the
is
It
classic among all animal pictures.
more than an animal picture; it is a complete travelogue of British North Borneo,
where Mr. Johnson and his attractive wife
many times risked life and health in weeks
of travelling among the mysterious mazes

Players-Lasky

Corporation, and to attend to other matters in connection with his amusement
interests in Manila.
Mr. Goulette is president of France
Goulette, and is spending several
in the United States studying the
methods of exhibiting and exploiting pictures and making arrangements for his next year's program.
As the owner of the Lyric and Savoy
theatres, first-run houses in Manila, and
a circuit of theatres, Mr. Goulette has
become one of the leading figures in the
The
film business in the Philippines.
Lyric theatre is a first-run house for
Paramount Pictures.

latest

New

of the jungle wilds.
It is in the heart of every normal human
being to love animals and animal pictures,
and, judging from the reception "Jungle Adventures" received during the initial week of
showing, the management of the world's
biggest theatre had a happy thought when
he substituted these remarkable pictures for
the regular feature.
Many of the "shots" are

little

less

Sell

Foreign Rights to
Girls Leave Home"

"Why

foreign distribution rights of
Girls Leave Home," the Warner
Brothers feature production adapted from
the stage play of the same name, have been
obtained by the Apollo Trading Company,

Exclusive

"Why

announced. An unusual
sum is said to have been paid for the
foreign rights, and this is declared to be
due to the general excellence of the picture.

of

New

York,

Goldwyn

than

wonderful, and it is almost beyond belief
that a camera could be placed "to secure
many of them. One of the most amazing
some hairis that of an orang-outang doing
raising acrobatics in the tops of trees.
The beauty of the pictures is greatly enhanced by their remarkable clarity and the
wonderful bringing out of the gorgeous
color effects of the jungle.

it

is

to Issue

Arthur

Rankin,

Corinne

Maude Turner Gordon.

Two

Single Reel Subjects
Goldwyn

Distributing Corporation announces two series of single reel subjects
now ready for publication under the names

"Goldwyn
Spotlight"
and
"The
of
Graphic." Starting this Fall, there will be
twenty-six of each to be issued alternately,
making a one-reel subject a week for a
year.

Barker

and

Among

the outstanding features of "Enchantment" are
its pageant scenes, which are said to be
the most elaborate and costly ever shown
in a motion picture.
They represent the
highest achievement in scenic art, it is
said, and were designed
Joseph Urban.

Visits Shatter

weeks

ADVENTURES

bill at

and Catherine Craig,
scene from "Fearless Dick," being

&

JUNGLE

the feature of a

in a

to his hotel,

a struggle ensues and he falls dead from
a heart attack leaving the way clear for
her future happiness.
Powell plays the role of Sir Henry,
the book connoisseur with fine understanding while Mary Glynne appears opposite him as Joan, the rector's daughter.
The balance of the cast was well chosen.
Several beautiful sets representing the interior of Sir Henry's London home are
used. These compare with anything ever
built in this country for richness of deThe exteriors are espetail and finish.
cially beautiful also, showing old church
yards, a charming orchard and several
Typical
glimpses of beautiful estates.
London street scenes give the picture the

proper atmosphere

DICK HATTON

personally

by

Bookings Pile Up for
Interstate's One-Reeler
An

exceptionally good record has been

made by

the Interstate Film Exchange in
booking its one-reel subject on Chicago's
"Pageant of Progress," featuring the

Dixie
Highway parade.
Practically
every town along the highway has been
booked.

Bamburg, advertising and exmanager of the company, returned this week from a vacation and
left immediately for Springfield and Decatur, 111., to arrange for showings of
Les

ploitation

new

Interstate subjects.

Lois Wilson

New Lead

For "Miss Lulu Bett"
Lois Wilson and not Mildred Harris, as
originally announced, will play the title
role in William DeMille's Paramount production of Zona Gale's "Miss Lulu Bett,"
according to word received from the Lasky
studio where the picture is being started.
Miss Harris, it is stated, is figuring prominently in the plans for a big special production for Paramount which is soon to be
started.

Two Popular

Screen Players

Edith Roberts and Leatrice Joy have
been selected by Cecil B. DeMille to
portray the leading feminine roles in his
Paramount production to follow "Fool's
Paradise."

The

title

of the

new

picture

has not been announced.

Sacred Sells Rights
Sacred Films, Inc., producers of "Great
Narratives of the Old Testament," have
Kansas and Missouri distribution
sold
rights to Skouras Bros. Enterprises of St.
Bud Barsky, of the Pioneer exLouis.
change in Omaha, will handle the pictures
for Iowa and Nebraska.
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PERSONALITIES

MR.
Lois Wilson (right) brings her

Lasky studio

HOPE HAMPTON,

little sister,

Constance, to the

for the first time.

popular screen

star,

AND

MRS.

FAIRBANKS,

otherwise

known

as

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, as they stepped
off the train in Chicago, after one solid year's work on
the coast.

emerging from her

portable bath house at Atlantic City, for a dip in the
ocean. It was the costume that Hope wore which caused
the New York censors such anxiety and they chopped
the scene from the Pathe News Weekly.

TOD BROWNING

and Maxine Tabacnio who has an important role in the Universal-Jewel picture, "No Woman
Knows," adapted from Edna Feber's story, "Fanny Herself,"

which Mr. Browning

directed.
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"Affairs" Establishes

Record on Broadway
DeMille Special Production
Plays Simultaneously at
Two Theatres
Paramount
"The Affairs of Anatol," is now
second week at the Rialto and Rivoli

Cecil B. DeMille's twelve-star

production,
in its

theatres in

New

note that this

York.
the

is

first

It

is

interesting to

time a picture has

played these houses simultaneously, and that
during the first week attendance records
were established at both theatres.

On

Previous Record Beaten
Sunday, the opening day, each house

heat the previous Rivoli record for a single
day, held by John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyl

and Mr. Hyde."

The

paid attendance at
at the
Rivoli
set by the Barrymore
picture at the Rivoli a year and a half ago
was 9,842, made on a Saturday, with two
more hours than were allowed the DeMille
picture last Sunday.
It is estimated that
at least 25,000 people were turned away from
both houses.
the

was

Rialto

9,959.

10,166

Plays

WILLIAM

G. COLVIN, who has gone to Italy to act in an advisory capacity for
Ultra Film Co. of Rome. (Insert) Colvin as "Makaroff" in "God's Crucible," the
Ernest Shipman production being distributed by Hodkinson.

Colvin Sails for

Rome

to

Act

Advisory Capacity
William G. Colvin, who has been acting in an advisory capacity to Ernest
Shipman and associates, sailed for Rome,
Italy, on September 30, to assume a
similar post with Ultra Film Company.
It

was due

to

Colvin's

suggestions

Hartford was given the
direction of "Back to God's Country"
and the supporting company selected.
that

David

P.

Is Confidential

Advisor

Following "Back to God's Country"
Mr. Colvin continued as confidential advisor to the Ralph Connor Productions,

Henry MacRae in the capacity
during the making of these pictures in

assisting

been disCanada,
tributed through First National and W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. In one of
these productions, namely "God's Crucible" founded on Ralph Connor's "The
Foreigner," Mr. Colvin enacted the roll
of Makaroff sharing honors with Wilton
Lackaye, Robert T. Haines, Gaston
Glass, Ann Sutherland and others.
As an actor of the stage and screen,
Mr. Colvin's activities with the Ernest
Shipman enterprises dates back for a
period of twenty years during which
time he managed or directed and enacted the following roles: Colonel Sapt
in
"The Prisoner of Zenda": Sheriff
Blake in "Puddin' Head Wilson": Henry
all

VIII

in

of

which

have

"When Knighthood Was

Flower": and Postie
nie Briar Bush."

in

in

"Beside the Bon-

Directs Burbank Theatre
Mr. Colvin held an owner's interest in
this latter attraction which in the panic
of 1907 sent from its Canadian tour
many thousands of dollars to the New
York office. Then followed many years

in

and

The record

in

Three

Cities

Present plans are to run it at both houses
two weeks, during which brief time, according to present daily attendance figures,
it will be seen by more than 200,000 people,
or 3 per cent of the entire population of
Greater New York.
Washington, New York and Chicago, so
far, are the only cities to see the picture in
advance of the publication date, September
86, and the successes scored in these cities
leads Paramount to believe that it will prove
one of the greatest box office attractions to
date.

to Ultra

Film

managing and direction of the
Oliver Morosco Burbank theatre in Los
Angeles, during which "The Bird of
Paradise," "Peg O' ray Heart" and a
score of other Morosco successes added
to Mr. Colvin's knowledge and pop-

of stage

ularity.

For the past eight months he has
been working with Luporini Brothers
and Ernest Shipman upon the Italian
situation during which time over fifty
books and manuscripts have been read
with a view to selecting the most promising vehicles for the first film productions.

To Confer with Star
While abroad he will discuss with
Pina Menichelli, the famous Italian
screen star, as to the nature of some
of her future productions, carrying with
him options on some noted stories for
He will also enter
her consideration.
into conference with Enrico Guazzoni,
the director of "Quo Vadis" who is
about to embark upon other extensive
productions for American exploitation.
Dr. Francesco Stame, president of
Societe Anonima Ultra of Rome, and
Carlo Amato, director of Pina Menichelli
will be awaiting Mr. Colvin's arrival in the Eternal City. Mario
Luporini who is at the present time making his headquarters in Italy, will meet

productions,

"Flower of the North"
Completed by Vitagraph
Under Smith Direction
The negative of "Flower of the North"
has been shipped from the West Coast
Vitagraph's studio in Brooklyn for
developing, cutting and titling.
The
picture is an adaptation of a story by
James Oliver Curwood, made under the
direction of David Smith.
The company, headed by Director
Smith and including Henry B. Walthall
and Pauline Starke, returned only recently from the woods and mountains of
northern Oregon, where several weeks
were spent in making the big scenes for
to

this special.

Vitagraph says of "Flower of the
North" that it offers an example of the
combination of the three great factors
necessary to a successful motion picture:
A capable cast headed by distinguished
stars; a gripping, worth-while story by
a world famous author and a skillful, experienced director.

Populas Players in Cast
of Next Talmage Film

Mr. Colvin at Naples.

Xate West, casting and assistant director
for Norma Talmadge, has selected distinguished players for the star's next First Na-

Duncan Now Working

tional production, "Smilin' Through," which
In the
Sidney A. Franklin is directing.
cast are these well known and favorite play-

New

in

Vitagraph Western

William Duncan has commenced production on a new Western for Vitagraph
which will follow "Steelheart" into the
theatres.

The actor again

Edith Johnson.

No

nounced for the new

title

co-stars with
has been an-

picture.

ers

:

Little

Battista, who came into
pictures as the cripple child

Miriam

prominence

in

:" Harrison Ford, WyndStanding, Alec Francis, Glenn Hunter,
Eugene Lockhart and Grace Griswald. Wanita Thomas, winner of a beauty contest in
Des Moines, also is in the cast.

in

"Humoresque

ham
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Thomas H.

Ince to Outdo Self in
Production Plans for Coming Year
With Two Features Practically Completed Producer
Will

Have Four Units Active on Lot
Within Next Few Weeks

Immediately following his return to
Los Angeles from Chicago where the
merger of Associated First National and
Associated
Producers
was
effected.
Thomas H. Ince commenced work on
what is declared to be his most important

and his belief in the enlarged
possibilities resultant from the merger of
Producers with First National.

production
Already

restricted

Woman"

schedule.

two
and

features,

"Lucky

"Hail

Damage,"

the
are

nearing completion. Within a few weeks,
the producer states four units will be
active on forthcoming productions.
He
states that his schedule will be increased
as rapidly as is consistent with his policy
of 100 per cent pictures.

Wilson Joins

John

THOMAS

H.

INCE, who announces

greater production activities since the
merger of Associated Producers and
First National.

Selznick

Announcement
for

Theatre

Men

nick."

The booklet, which measures 5 by 6
inches, is being mailed to theatre men in
Should
specially
designed envelopes.
showmen not receive one of the booklets,
they are requested to advise their nearest
Select branches, which will be supplied
with the miniature insert.

Sees Technical Profit
In Foreign Film Study
"A stiff dose of bitters" is the way
Carlyle Ellis, director of "Home-Keeping
Hearts," the photoplay issued by Playgoers
Pictures, characterizes the so-called foreign
film invasion. He adds that it is the most
American picture-makers
salutary tonic.
have had since Griffith woke up the world
with "The Birth of a Nation."
"I'm glad they came and glad we welcomed them," he adds, "not because they are
models for us to follow. They are not.
They display almost as many qualities for
us to avoid as for us to admire. What they
picchiefly do worth while is to show us
ture-makers and public what a conven-

—

we have been

possible that a special star and
and technical men will
film the Wilson stories.
The first picture to be undertaken on
the new production schedule will be
"The Hottentot," the recent stage success in which Willie Collier starred. Although the director and cast have not
been chosen it is believed unusual care
will be taken in the production of this
play owing to the fact that a high figure
was paid for the serene rights to it.
It

Lewis J. Selznick has had the sixteenpage art insert run recently in the Herald
reproduced in booklet form for distribuThe
tion to exhibitors of the country.
booklet announces the initial pictures on
the 1921-22 schedule of "Forty from Selz-

tional rut

Wilson,
magazine
writer, has been signed to prepare a
series of special stories.
His tales of
the Pacific and the South Seas have won
a wide following for him among lovers
of adventure fiction.
The nature of his
screen stories has not been divulged.
is

staff of directors

Reproduced in Booklet

Form

Staff

Fleming

—

in."

Ray Studio Executives
East on Business Trip
Richard Willis and Albert A. Kidder, Jr.,
general manager and assistant general manager respectively of the Charles Ray Productions, Inc., are in New York City on a
brief trip from Los Angeles.
They are
making their headquarters at the offices of
Arthur S. Kane, who presents the Charles
Ray features for distribution through the
First National circuit.
The studio executives declared themselves as more concerned
with making good pictures than talking
about them, but stated briefly that there was
a general spirit of optimism on the coast.

Renews Contract
"The Hottentot" was written by Collier and Victor Mapes and is a comedy
drama which, it is believed, should prove
Sullivan

easily adaptable to the screen.
Mr. Ince announces that C. Gardner
Sullivan, who has written a number of
original scripts for the producer, has renewed his contract to write exclusively
tor Ince productions.
Mr. Ince's big schedule is a direct result of his faith in the independent ex-

Summary

of Ince

writer

and

literary

celebrity, to
stories for

Personally undertakes the final cutting
of "Hail The Woman," his great American drama of today, the final scene of
which have been photographed with a
distinguished cast.
his contract with C. Gardner Sullivan, the famous screen writer, whereby Mr. Sullivan will write exclusively
for Mr. Ince as a member of the studio
literary staff.

Renews

scenes

photographed for
special produc-

"Lucky Damage," the
tion

scheduled

to

follow

"Hail

The

Woman."
preparations for immediate operations for four producing companies
with increased activities as rapidly as
possible consistently with his policy of
100 per cent productions.

Begins

distribution
said.
will

or a

trust

mon-

"Production heretofore

impossible
come to the theatres as
a direct result of the amalgamation.
"The possibility of any restriction or
limitation being placed on the showing
of our productions was one of the factors which decided us to make the amalgamation.
The distribution bogey is
dispelled. The tremendous cost of distribution has kept up the cost of pictures and
made many of our biggest producers
resitate in undertaking productions which
they knew would add greatly to the
exhibitor's profits and to the public's

enjoyment.

Big Theatre Chains
To Play "The Blot"
Warren Corporation Reports
Demand for Shipman
Picture Also
B.

F.

Warren

Corporation

reports

many circuit bookings on Lois Weber's
human interest drama, "The Blot." Some
of the larger circuits playing the picture

& Trinz and Andrew KarChicago; Black Circuit of New England, Jensen & Von Herberg in the
Northwest, and Gore Brothers of Caliare: Lubliner
zas,

fornia.

Published September 18

Reports received from the exchanges,
according to the Warren home office,
show a demand for Nell Shipman's latest
production, "The Girl from God's Country," which was published on September
The production was given its pre18.
release showing at Clune's BroadwayGirl

from God's Country" was

written by Nell Shipman, also the star
of the picture. She directed it with Bert
Van Tuyle.

Announces Another Picture

write a series of original
Ince special productions.

final

no longer be hampered by

will

opoly" he

special.

Signs John Fleming Wilson, noted maga-

Orders

Not Hampered by Restrictions

"We

"The

Will produce "The Hottentot," the WilForces now
lie Collier stage success.
at work on the producer's first big

zine

Associated

theatre in Los Angeles.

Production Plans

comedy

hibitor

One

of the forthcoming publications
of the Warren corporation will be "Good
and Evil." starring Lucy Doraine. September 25 has been set as the date of
publication.
This picture is described as a spectacuIt
lar melodrama of modern social life.

was produced by Sacsha Productions.
is said that 10.000 people were used

many

It

in

of the scenes.

Production Is Begun
On Spanish Operetta
Joseph P. Lamay, 1482 Broadway, New
York, distributor for the world for the
Atlantida Film Producing Company of
Madrid. Spain, states that directors have
started the producting of "La Verbena de
la Paloma." an adaption from the Spanish
operetta of that name.
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TEN NIGHTS

IN A

October

BARROOM" —two

scenes from Arrow's special production, starring John Lowell.
Blazed Trail Productions, Inc., and directed by Oscar Apfel.

It

1,

1921

was produced by

" Ten Nights in a Bar Room Is
New Policy of Serial
Announced for Early Distribution Exploitation Adopted
9 9

Dr. VV. E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow Film Corporation, announces "Ten
Nights

in

Bar Room"

a

for

early

dis-

tribution on the state rights market.

In

the opinion

of

Dr.

Shallenberger,

this picture will take its place as

one of

the greatest independent attractions ever

made.
The picture was produced by
Blazed Trail Productions, Inc., under the
direction of

Oscar Apfel.

Points Out

Box

Office Value

Because of the popularity of the famous old melodrama, Dr. Shallenberger believes that it would be difficult to find a
picture with a greater box office value.
It is a modernized version of the play,
enacted by such actors as John Lowell,
Baby Ivy Ward, Nell Clark, Charles

Mackay, James

Phillips,

Ethel

Dwyer,

Charles Beyer, John Woodford, Kempton Greene, Mrs. Thomas Ward, Harry
Fisher, Lillian Kemble, J. Norman Wells,
Leatta Miller, Thomas Vill, Richard Carlysle and Robert Hamilton.
Few plays and few books have enjoyed a greater popularity than "Ten
Stock comNights in a Bar Room."
panies and road shows have played the
piece in thousands of cities and towns of
the country.
Predict Success for Film

The Arrow

announce

that everyone who has seen the picture predict certain success for it.
The advertising and publicity department of Arrow is actively engaged in
laying out a comprehensive campaign for
exploitating the picture.
This campaign
offices

be nation-wide in scope and will include both newspapers and trade papers.
will

A

special set of paper is now in work
the Ritchey Lithograph Company
which will consist of five special onesheets, two three-sheets, two six-sheets,
one twenty-four-sheet and window cards.
novelty mailing card also is being prepared, the initial order of which is for
100,000.

with

Dear Father, Come
Home with Me Now," on the cover of
which will be an illustration of one of
the scenes and the principal characters,
and this will afford an invaluable tie-up

of the song, "Father,

the exhibitor in exploiting the picture.
In addition to this, the theatre man
will have the services of a specially prefor

pared combination music cue and score.
A special photoplay edition of the novel
is being contemplated by one of the leading book publishers.
This would likewise be illustrated with photographs from
the picture.
Arrangements have been
made for the issuance of a four-page
rotagravure supplement devoted exclusively to '"Ten Nights in a Barroom,"
with one of the leading newspapers.

In First Star Vehicle
Agnes Ayres, Paramount's newest star,
who has just finished her work in George
H. Melford's production, "The Sheik,"
has started work at the Lasky studio on
first

Sir

Gilbert

Arrangements are under way

the

Turning."
Sir

Gilbert in the preparation of the screen
Rollin Sturgeon
version of this story.
supervise production and Victor
will

Fleming

will direct.

DeMille Announces Title
Cecil B. DeMille has announced "Saturday Night" as the title of the new special production he is about to start at
Hollywood for Paramount. It is from an
original story and scenario by Jeanie
Macpherson,
author
"Forbidden
of
Fruit," "Something to Think About" and
"The Affairs of Anatol." and adapter of
nearly all of Mr. DeMille's other big pro-

The two leading
tions of recent years.
feminine roles will be played by Leatrice
Joy and Edith Roberts.

Hirsh Gets "Fidelity"
Nathen Hirsh, president of
Film Corporation, has obtained
right

for

publication of a special photoplay edition

No

Eugene Mullin collaborated with

A

Will Publish Song

starring picture, an adaptation of
Parker's novel, "The Lane

That Has

distribution

Aywon
for state

"Fidelity,"
adapted
a story of political

from "Donna Maria,"
intrigue and love.

Planning to "Sell"
Chapter Plays to

Its

the Public
Amplifying

its

versal

Film

announcement

new form

production of a

of

the

of serial Uni-

Manufacturing

Company

also has adopted a new and
broader policy of exploiting its chapter
states that

it

plays.

Harry M. Berman, general manager,
"Winners of the West," a new Art
Acord production, as a fair example of
the new type of serial to be produced by

cites

Universal

in

the future.

As

for the re-

adopted advertising policy Mr.
Berman announces that in the future the

cently

company

Agnes Ayres Working

her

Universal

intends to "sell" its serials to
the iublic just as it sells its UniversalJewels, or other feature pictures.

Berman

Issues Statement

"Universal is going to startle the film
world with its future serial policy," says

Mr. Berman.

"We

are

making

serials

that are so different from all serials which
have gone before, that we even are tending to get away from the name 'serial.'
Our new chaptered product, 'Winners of
the West' really is a 'continued feature.'
"So that the new form of 'continued
film story' may be properly presented,
we have created a serial exploitation de-

partment.
Fred
engaged to head

J.

McConnell has been

this

work.

He now

is

perfecting plans which will prove a
startling innovation to the present method
of considering and handling serials."

McConnell Tells

of Plans

In discussing his plans Mr. McConnell
states that "Winners of the West" is
"not only a welcome innovation in the
serial field, but it also is censor proof.
"It is the company's intention," he states,
"to create serials which fulfill entertainment requirements and at the same time
afford wholesome amusement for the children."
The chapter play to follow "Winners of
the West," which is woven around historical events in the West, will be based
on the famous expedition of Henry M.
Stanley into Africa to find Dr. David
Eileen Sedgwick will have
Livingston.
the leading role.
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Next Ray Vehicle
Has Timely Appeal
"Two Minutes To Go"
of College Football

Is

Story

— Issued

on October 17
Announcement

is

made

this

week

of

Ray's next production, "Two
Minutes to Go," which is set for publica-

Charles
tion

on October

17th.

Arthur

S.

Kane,

who

presents this star's attractions for
First
National distribution, in making
announcement of the date, stands sponsor for the statement that Mr. Ray's
forthcoming college football story is one
of the most unique and timely films on
any current program of Fall offerings.

Kane Voices Optimism
"Coming as it does at the very beginning of the football season," said Mr.
Kane in his statement, " 'Two Minutes
to Go' goes into the theatres with an
actual avalanche of national enthusiasm
its success.
Nothing in the
advertising
and exploitation
could possibly equal, in psychological
value, the timely nature of the produc-

to

insure

field

of

tion itself.

"The brisk Fall season carries with it
tremendous national interest in everything pertaining to football, and a photoplay story like Mr. Ray's that is built

a

entirely upon this wonderfully infectious
spirit of a great sport is going to prove
a bonanza. For showmen who study the
character of the times and the temper
of their audiences in order to get product
with a popular appeal, there is a world
of suggestion in 'Two Minutes to Go.'
The football season is coming, and here
is a football story without a peer."

Draws "Scrap Iron"
Mr. Kane points out in

Parallel
his

statement

same

accident of timeliness
which brought Charles Ray's "Scrap
Iron" before the public during the feverish international interest in the Dempsey-Carpentier match and which spelled
success for discerning exhibitors who
took advantage of the coincidence will
work similarly in the case of "Two Min-

that

the

utes to Go."

AGNES AYRES

and Rudolph Valentino in a scene from "The Sheik" the George
Melford production which Paramount will distribute.

Finished Production of "The Sheik"
Creates Enthusiasm on Lasky Lot
Paramount Executives Believe New Melford Picture

—

Will Prove Sensation of Year Agnes Ayres
and Rudolph Valentine in Cast
"The Sheik." George Mel ford's Paramount production of Edith M. Hull's sensawhich has been
Lasky studio
Southern Califor-

tional novel of desert love,

Far East Productions
Sending Expedition to
Produce in South Seas

months in the making
and on desert locations

An expedition has embarked from San
Francisco for the purpose of making what
is claimed will be the first photodrama ever
filmed in the "mystic isles of the South
Seas," which hold popular attention because of the amount of fiction woven about
them.
The picture is the first to be made by the
Far East Productions, backed by San Francisco capitalists and members of the Hollywood film center. The organizers are S. M.
Unander. known as both a studio manager
and art director, and W. F. Alder, explorer
and author of several works dealing with
the South Seas and the Orient.
Although Mr. Unander, who is in charge
of the expedition, would say nothing definite as to the distributing arrangements of
the company it is understood that one of
the largest distributing organizations is
directly interested in the venture.

been

Goes Abroad for Adler
Hal Phyfe, well known illustrator for
Realart, Pathe and Universal advertising
departments, has sailed for London, commissioned by Bert Adler to create settings
on the Continental style for the new
Fanchon and Marco show which opens
in San Francisco in December.

nia,

is

completed.

at the
in

The

finished print has

Lasky
them
off their feet with enthusiasm over its magnitude, color and dramatic action.
Jesse L. Lasky pronounced it the most
genuinely enthralling picture he had seen in

shown

studio and

years.

is

to

executives

at

the

said to have fairly swept

we have ever made a
which we were more con-

"I don't think

production

in

stantly confronted with the realization that
we simply had to satisfy the public's expectations," said Mr. Lasky. "The advance interest in the picture has been amazing.

He craves big situations wherein 100, or 200, or even 300, human beings are the actors. If he can have
as many horses in addition, so much the
making "The Sheik."

better.

Takes
So

making good confronting him at all times. Mr. Melford has
produced a picture that will stand the most
acid test. Nobody can help being delighted,
and those who have predicted that "it
couldn't be done* are in for the surprise of
Agnes Ayres, in the role of
their lives.
Diana Mayo, secures for herself a place
among the greatest dramatic stars of the
screen, and as for Rudolph Valentino, he
will be remembered as the sheik, I believe,
even long after his masterful performance
as Julio in 'The Four Horsemen' is forgotten."

George Melford was

in

his

element in

Scenes

—

—

—

rival

this necessity of

Desert

—

Arab

Film Will Stand Acid Test

"With

Big

was

that Melford set about his
tasks with the feeling that success was assured.
In his caravan 300 people set out
for the desert. There were Bedouin horsemen some of them real Arabs and everyone had his horse. There were harem girls,
slave girls, market women, old hags, youngsters.
And there was an oasis a typical
Sahara oasis, for there are no such things in
the California desert taken along on motor trucks.
The Sahara palms were made
in the workshops of the Lasky studios, and
a section of Southern California became
Northern Africa. And there for a month
were filmed battles between the warriors of
it

tribes.

Many

Sets of Magnitude

There were other settings of picturesque
magnitude, also. On the Argyle lot at the
Lasky studio was constructed a mud village
representing the fortified stronghold of the
robber sheik. Ibraheim Omair, who figures
as the villain of the story. And there were
exterior and interior sets representing Biskra, the African Monte Carlo, and a sensational harem scene was staged.

With

all

these unusual scenes as the back-

ground for a love story as romantic as ever
was written. Paramount believes that "The
Sheik" is certain to prove the picture sensation of the year.
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Vitagraph Predicts " Walling ford"
Picture Will
of Wallingford" was shown
completed form to executives of
These officials believe that
Vitagraph.
this production is destined to be the win-

"The Son

in

its

ner for 1921.

The picture was written and directed
by Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph ChesAlthough it took more than one
ter.
year to produce, those who have seen the
picture declare that it was a year well
spent.

Prints Shipped to Exchanges

Be Winner

Prints of the picture are being shipped
Vitagraph's branches in the United
States and Canada. It is a practical commentary on Vitagraph's confidence in
this production that more prints are being made on this picture than on any

Vitagraph

special.

"The Son of Wallingford" is in eight
reels.
So smoothly does its continuity
is said, that it is difficult to beThis
that it is in more than six.
mav be explained, says Vitagraph. by the
fact that it was handled from the idea
to the finished film by just two persons
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester.
Every bit of the work represents the
efforts of the Chesters, entirely unaided
except for the financial backing and picture making facilities of Vitagraph as a

run,

it

Wilfrid

A

1921

Some
size

Gallery portrays this charNorth plays "J. Rufus."

That's "Colonel" Jackie Coogan.
Although the little star of "Peck's
Bad Boy" has had dolls, baseballs,
suits, caps and shoes named after
him the greatest honor has just
been conferred upon him by the St.
John's Military School of Los
Angeles.
He has been appointed
honorary colonel of the school.
Jackie already has inspected his
regiment and given a few orders to

of the other players in a record
Bonner, Antrim
are
Priscilla'

cast

Short,
brook,

Van Dyke Brooke, Sidney D'AlAndrew Arbuckle, Bobby Mack,

Walter Rogers and Margaret Cullington,
Martha Mattox, Florence Hart and Lyla
Upwards of 3,800 players appear
Leslie.
it

has outdone

exploitation matter for this proTwo twenty-four sheets have
duction.
As soon as the
been out for weeks.
finished picture was seen at Vitagraph's
headquarters a re-run of these posters
was ordered. Much interest has been
shown by exhibitors in the version syndicated to newspapers all over the coun-

Story Not a Sequel

Wallingford" has the
running through it
which characterized every Wallingford
story ever written, and there are some
of the same characters, yet the newest

"The Son
same keen

of

satire

—

—

character of all the son, Jimmy is the
dominating one. The story is in no sense
a sequel to any previous Wallingford
story.

1

"The Son of Wallingford"
an honest man, Jimmy Wallingford,

The hero
is

of

who

has the resourcefulness, the likeableness, and at times even the trickiness of
his silken-smooth father, but it is backed

up by the honesty and sincerity of

his

to

show

that

Hollywood where "The Kid" and

itself in

"Peck's Bad Boy" will be screened
for them.

Cuneo

Will Produce
Spanish Picture for

try.

Lesser Distribution

lieve

producing organization.

And now

his troops.

he is a regular "feller" with his men
he has invited them to his home in

some

of the scenes.
Vitagraph states that

Big Title for

a Little Fellow

George Webb in Cast
George Webb, of "Black Beauty" fame,
plays Blackie Daw, and plays it well.

in

to

Tom

mother.
aftcr.

for

1921

1.

Claims Russell Film Will
Give Censors a Vacation
In describing his latest seven-reel produc"Shadow of Conscience," W. D. Russell declares the picture is devoid of all objectionable features and at the same time
maintains quick action and excitement. He
states that so far as this one picture is concerned the censor boards can "take a vacation,

tion."

Russell Simpson essays the leading role,
supported by Barbara Tenant. John P. McCarthy and Francis Powers are responsible
for the script.

McCarthy

also directed.

Santschi Film Scheduled
for October Distribution
I'athe announces the publication on October 2 of "Lorraine of the Timherlands,"

of the

new

series of

Tom

Santschi two-reel

Westerns, with Ruth Stonehouse in the
leading feminine role. This is described as
a picture of unusual dramatic intensity and
human sympathy.

the Western star of
Doubleday Productions, plans to make a

Cuneo,

Lester

Spanish

story

as

his

third

production.

Leo Meehan and Henry McCarty, who
are responsible for "Blue Blazes" and
"Pat of Paradise" in which Cuneo stars,
are writing the

new

story.

for the Cuneo
to go to Mexico for many of
the settings. "Pat of Paradise" will soon
be ready for distribution and will follow
close on the heels of "Blue Blazes."
It

will

necessary

be

company

The Cuneo product is being distributed
by Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company in Los Angeles.

Pauline Frederick Film
Published November 13
R. J. Tobin. general director of production for R-C Pictures Corporation at
the Hollywood, Calif., studios, has announced the completion of "The Lure of
Jade." Pauline Frederick's next starring
vehicle.
It is scheduled for distribution

on November 13.
"The Lure of Jade" is based upon a
story by Marion Orth and was directed
by Colin Campbell. Much of the action
of the story is centered in the South Sea
Islands and is rich in color and tropic
atmosphere. Thomas Holding plays opposite the star.
Richard Barry, Hardee
Kirkland, L. C. Schumway and Clarissa

Selwynne

also are in the cast.

Chandlee and Laub Will
Handle World Publicity
Milton C. Work, president of World Film
Corporation, announces that the advertising
of the new special productions which they
company is distributing to the state right
market, will be prepared and placed by

Harry Chandlee and William B. Laub.
The work of editing and subtitling the
World Film specials recently acquired for
distribution by that organization, has been

done by Chandlee and Laub.

Lesser Gets

New Product

signed between
Webster Cullison and Irving M. Lesser
of Western Pictures Exploitation Company whereby he and Mike Rosenberg

Contracts

have been

on a national basis a series
two-reel comedies patterned
from the famous "Philo Gubb Detective"

will distribute

of

ALICE CALHOUN,

the

popular

Vitagraph
"Rainbow."

star,

in

her

newest

production

twelve

stories

by

Ellis

Parker Butler.

October

1,
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Independents Settle
Territorial Dispute

Completely Equipped Exchanges

W. W. Hodkinson

Offered

Agreement Reached Expected
to

in Several States

XEW YORK

CITY.

Exclusive Distribution Plants

Herald)

— Amicable

set-

territorial
disputed
long
divisions
has
been reached by the
Producers
Independent
newly-formed

tlement

of

and Distributors Association.
Members Expected to Comply
All

members

of the association are ex-

pected to comply with the ruling made,
and it is believed that reputable state
right buyers will accept the rulings. They
are as follows
Greater New York South of and east of and

—

including the counties of Westchester, Ulster,
Sullivan, Dutchess and Orange.
Northern New York Rest of state not included in Greater Xew York territory.
Eastern Pennsylvania Pennsylvania east of but
not including counties of Potter, Clinton, Mifflin,
Huntington and Fulton.
Western Pennsylvania Rest of state not in-

—

—

—
—

cluded in Eastern Pennsylvania.
Southern Xew Jersey Xew Jersey south of
and including Burlington, Ocean counties, the
city of Trenton in Mercer county and the state
of Delaware.
Eastern Missouri Missouri east of and including counties .of Scotland. Adair, Shelby, Randolph, Boone. Cole, Douglas, Miller, Pulaski, Laclede. Wright, and Ozark.
Southern Illinois Illinois south of but not including counties of Hancock, Brown, Cass, Sangamon, Macon, Piatt, Champaign and Vermilion.

—

—

It will be noted Delaware is taken from
the Washington territory and included in
southern Xew Jersey.

Louis Weiss Director
Louis Weiss, who is secretary of Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation, has been unanimously elected a
member of the board of directors of the
L D. P. A. Bert Ennis has been appointed

official

publicity

man

for the or-

ganization.

Praise Follows Private

View

of

Corp.

Hodkinson Branch Managers Wire Messages Showing
Enthusiasm Over Prospect of Operating

End Long Disputes
(.Special to Exhibitors

77

"Enchantment"

Those present at the first private screening of "Enchantment," forthcoming Cosmopolitan production featuring Marion Davies.
are reported "loud in their praise of the
dramatic efforts of the young star." The
play was directed by Robert Vignola from
"Manhandling Ethel," by Frank R. Adams.

What may

be called a secondary reHodkinson's announcement of

action, to

establishment of their own
is to be found both in the

the

changes

grams received from

the

men

extele-

in the field

which are said to be flooding the home
office and from the different exchange
men throughout the country who have
offered to turn over completely equipped
to the Hodkinson Corporation.
P. X. Brinch, general sales manager of
the Hodkinson Corporation, states that
he is in receipt of countless letters and
telegrams all of which tell the same
story.
The sales force cf the W. W. Hodkin-

offices

son Corporation is reported keyed up to
highest pitch of expectancy, every
rrfan up on his toes and ready for the
coming season. To quote Mr. Brinch:

the

Announcement

"We

Is

Welcomed
own

have always wanted our

ex-

changes and were working to the time
when we would have them. Xow that
time has arrived and it finds us correspondingly happy. The spirit displayed
by our men has been nothing more nor
Each one of them
less than remarkable.
has taken occasion to express himself to
Mr. Hodkinson, and the feeling which
has been stirred up can result in only
one thing a vast increase in business.
"A telegram we just received from
R. E. Xehls, our representative in Indianapolis, crystallizes the whole thing
very clearly. Mr. Xehls' wire reads as

—

follows:
"Wire announcing opening of Hodkinson

ex-

wonderful news.
With our line-up
Wish
Sure enat the present time nothing can stop us.
proposition.
over
thusiastic
(Signed)
R. E. Xehls.
Certainly
received.
to extend congratulations.

changes

Moines

C. E. Gregg, our Des
representative, comes another

from

wire, as follows:
"Your message announcing we will be operating
Best news of the
our own exchanges received.
year, regardless of other news of your achievecongratulaheartiest
my
Accept
this
year.
ments
•

'

tions.

us.

(Signed)

Vogel & Meehan.

Predicts Big Season

"The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
even before our new plan was completed
was in an infinitely strong position in the
field of independent distribution.
With
our own exchanges and with the splendid selling force which we have built up
and are continuing to build up, the close
of the next season will see us at the very
pinnacle of success."

Backer Westerns to Go
On State Right Market
Franklyn E. Backer has completed newhereby he will distribute on
the state rights market fourteen two reel
western subjects said to be very much
out of the ordinary. Winther and Reynolds Productions Co.. of El Paso, Texas,
are responsible for the new pictures and
have agreed to deliver one every three
weeks for the coming season.
gotiations

Bert Lubin Will Feature
Allene Ray in "Lady Luck"
Bert Lubin, president of the Western
Corporation, now producing a
series of six feature outdoor-adventure
productions starring Allene Ray. announces that he has purchased the screen
rights of the

magazine novelette, "Lady

Luck," from the pen of Carl Stearns
Clancv for the second of the series.

Norma
Through
Clarke.

Sherer with Apfel
the

Norma

offices

of

George

L.

Sherer has been engaged

.

(Signed)

C. E. Gregg.

read one more telegram from
a vast number of them received and then

"Let

"Congratulations many times over.
Your progressiveness in this step insures the successful
culmination of your ideas. You may depend upon

Tictures

•

"And

am through. This one was received
from Messrs. Vogel and Meehan, who
are handling our Western Division.
I

me

Oscar Apfel's new
Beyer will play the
is
on location.

to play
picture.

the lead

heavy.

The company

Charles

in
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Commonwealth Buys
"Heart of the North"
New York State and Northern
New Jersey to Be Served
By

Organization

With "The Heart

of the North" recently entered on the state right market,

the New
Jersey territory already has been disposed of.
The Commonwealth Film Corporation
of New York, through Sam Zieler, has
completed negotiations with Joe Brandt,
who is state righting this feature,
whereby it will handle the feature in
Greater New York and northern New

announcement is made
York state and northern

Jersey.
In addition

upper

to

New York

this,

that

New

it

is

state rights

announced,
have been

taken over by Nu-Art Pictures, of Buffalo, thereby completing the sale of the

New York

state territory.
Zieler, when signing this picture
for Commonwealth, said that he was
especially pleased at obtaining it for his
territory, and that it was, in his opinion,

Mr.

destined to be one of the biggest boxoffice attractions handled by his company.

Paramount to Distribute
Twenty-Page Portfolio of
All Productions Listed
The
mount

department of Parapreparing for distribution to exhibitors what is considered around the

ANN LITTLE

who

is

being starred

in the Ben Wilson
in Yellowstone

North" a fifteen episode serial, made
by Arrow Film Corporation.

production "Nanette of the
Park. It will be distributed

Sheldon Bases Brady Vehicle Upon
Adventures of White Girl in Orient
When

E.

Lloyd Sheldon, the author,

was traveling

Orient the actual
adventures that befell a white girl in
China were related to him. At that time
he made notes of the tale and upon his
return to America fashioned them into
what is declared to be a thrilling photoThis is the story which Realart
play.
in

now announces
Brady

the

is

responsible

tary to the

Picture Is

Melodrama

Realart says that the story is a meloa powerful current of dramatic action sustained throughout, culmiExciting
nating in an amazing climax.
chases, hair-breadth escapes and rescues
intense
plot.
Uncombine to form an
usual sets, typical of the Far East, furnish a colorful background for this latest
Brady picture. A number of these sets,
garden scenes, etc., were designed from

drama with

photographs which Mr. Sheldon brought
back from China with him.
the

role

of

Roger

Strong,

who

all

of

her

who

woes,

is

Korean ambassador

to

the

United States.

as a forthcoming Alice

Wu

for

Har-

played by Michio Itow. Formosan dancer.
Wu Ting, the wily Chinaman who redeems himself in the end, is portrayed
by Sam Kim, who at one time was secre-

Directed by Griffith

picture.

In "Dawn of the East." Alice Brady
portrays the role of Natalya, a Russian
beauty who, compelled by adversity to
become a dancer in a Tien-Tsin restaurant, later falls a victim to the guile of
Ting, her employer.

In

finally rescues Xatalya, is Kenneth
lan.
Sotan, the scheming Oriental

The remainder

of the cast is composed
of Betty Carpenter, Harriet Ross, America Chedister, Frank Honda, H. Takemi
and Patricio Reyes.
The direction was in the hands of E. H.
Griffith, who is also credited with "The
Land of Hope." Gilbert Warrenton, well
known for his camerawork in "Humor-

esque."
East."

photographed

"Dawn

of

the

Haycock Remodels to
Comply With FireJLaw
CALLAWAY, NEB.— W.
cock,

owner

of

the

Star

F.

theatre,

Hayhas

remodeled his house to meet the requirements of the state fire laws. The theatre will be reopened on October 1.

advertising

is

Paramount offices the finest piece of advertising matter ever issued to the trade
by any company. It is a portfolio of
twenty pages,
by 24 inches, containing announcements of all the Paramount productions which are now completed and ready for issue, in the making
at the studios and in contemplation.
Eighteen of the twenty pages are devoted to the productions, one page to a
general announcement and one page to
service.
Of the eighteen production
pages sixteen are full-page announcements.

Use ''Biggest Letter" to
Exploit "Biggest Serial"

A

twenty-two inches long by
seventeen wide, with the typewriter type
enlarged proportionately, was used as an
advertising
proposition
by Federated
Film Distributors, Inc., of San Francisco
and Los Angeles to sell "Miracles of the
Jungle," the Warner-Federated animal
production in thirty-one reels.
Everything about the letter, even the
An
subject matter, denoted bigness.
idea of this is given in the first paragraph
of the letter addressed to the exhibitors
which reads: "This is the biggest letter
you have ever received. 'Miracles of the
Jungle' is the biggest serial ever produced, the biggest box office magnet in
letter

the history of motion pictures."

Chic Sale in "His Nibs"
Next Sensational Picture
The second Exceptional Picture announced as completed and ready for the
market by Alexander Beyfuss, vice president and general manager of Exceptional
Pictures Corporation, is to be titled "His
Nibs." This production, said to be a distinct departure from the accepted construction of motion pictures, stars Charles
"Chic" Sale, delineator of rural characters on the American stage.

October
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Louis Weiss Tours Exchange Cities
Selling Rights to "Tarzan" Serial
Secretary of Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales
Corporation Will Screen Chapterplay
in Distributing Centers
Louis Weiss, secretary of Adventures
of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation, has
left

New York

for

a

protracted

trip

throughout the United States and Canada in the interests of his organization.
W'eiss will carry with him a complete set
of prints of "Adventures of Tarzan,"
starring

Elmo

Lincoln, the

Edgar Rice

Burroughs' chapterplay which he is
tributing on the state right market.
is

disIt

his intention to screen the entire serial

who have not already
purchased "Adventures of Tarzan."

for those buyers

Carries Exploitation Samples

In addition to the film, Weiss will
carry photographic reproductions of the
various exploitation aids prepared for
buyers and exhibitors, together with
copies of the sixty-eight page campaign
book, which is now off the press.
He

MISS DuPONT

in a classic pose as she
appear in "The Rage of Paris" her
initial Universal starring vehicle.

will

Do"

"I

Is

Hit at
Capitol

New York

Harold Lloyd Comedy Praised
By Press Reviewers
During Run
Harold Lloyd's Associated Exhibitors
production, "I Do," selected as the comedy attracted at the Capitol theatre for
the week of September 12th, is reported
as having made an unusually big hit with
New York's screen loving public and
proving a distinct contribution to all
excellent week's business.
Press

The

daily

Comment

Favorable.

newspapers commented fav-

will visit in turn the following

exchange

centers:
Seattle,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee. Kansas City,
Boston. Washington, Omaha, and Toronto. Canada.
It is stated that deals with leading

state right distributors are pending in
all of the territories mentioned, which
Weiss will close following screenings in
This is the first
these various cities.

road trip which has been undertaken in
connection with the sales for "Adventures of Tarzan."
It is considered remarkable that this
serial has been closed in more than 50
per cent of the various territories without resorting to the use of a road man.
The following territories have been sold
at the New York headquarters of the
organization:
Colorado, Utah.
ico,

Wyoming, New Mex-

Southern Idaho to

C. O.

Hawxhurst,

The Daily
comedy.
Napa, for instance, said. "Harold Lloyd
in "I Do," the comedy portion of this
week's program at the Capitol, deserves
special mention. It is the sort that leaves
you weak from laughing. "The Evening
Post remarked, "Harold Lloyd has taken
the tribulation of married life and turned
them to his farcical purposes."
Following the splendid record of "I do"
at the Capitol, the offices of Associated
Exhibitors stated that it is one of the
most successful Harold Lloyd comedies
Hal Roach ever produced and that indications point to its going way over requirements in every branch office, thus reflecting the tremendous following which
Lloyd enjoys among exhibtors as well
orably

their

upon

the

Salt Lake City;
Utah, Louisiana and
Mississippi to Pearce Films. Inc., New
Orleans; North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia. Alabama and Florida to
First National Exhibitors Circuit, Atlanta;

Eastern Missouri and Southern

New York
poration;

Company

Girl, 11,

Following the completion of his trip
to the exchanges, Weiss will announce
in details the plans of his organization
for the coming year.
These are said to
embrace the marketing of a new foreign
film spectacle which will be handled as
a road show, and the production of a
series of feature films.
It is understood
upon his return to
York next
month Weiss will leave for London,
England, for the purpose of presenting
"Adventures of Tarzan" at an elaborate

New

trade showing in that city.

"The

Papers for
Sacred

Inc., which is putting
Motion Pictures," has conducted a continual newspaper advertising
campaign on these features for two yearsPress stories on the pictures have re-

company.

in

Praise

New DeMille Production
William de Mille's new Paramount pro"After the Show." which was
adopted from Rita Weiman's story. "The
Stage Door," is said to have evoked high
praise from the company's executives when
duction,

shewn

at the Paramount home office. Much
favorable comment was drawn forth by
reason of the excellence of the scenario
which was the joint work of Hazel Mac-

credited with

during recent location work, has
been given the leading role in "Home
Keeping Hearts." to be produced by that

Films,

"The Bible

Paramount Heads

the rescue
Inc.,

in

Two Years

ber publication.

Becomes Star
11.

Bible in Pictures"

Has Been Publicized

"Creation and Adam and Eve," "Cain
and Abel." "Noah and the Ark," and
"The Deluge." The pictures are being
offered to state rights buyers for Septem-

in

from drowning of a technical
man employed by Playgoers Pictures.

of Dallas, Texas.

clergymen are said to fill the files of
the company's exploitation department.
The company holds that the two years
advance publicity on the pictures will
be of inestimable value to the exhibitors,
and believes that all that is left for the
theatre men to do is announce the date
of exhibition on the four initial subjects,

preference to the standard length feature
on the same bill, according to Associated
Exhibitors.

Mildred Ryan, aged

Commonwealth Film CorNew York State to Nu-

Will Announce Plans

patrons.

it

to

Upper

Art Film Corporation of Buffalo; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey to Masterpiece Film Attractions,
Philadelphia:
California,
Arizona and
Nevada to Federated Film Distributors,
San Francisco; Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia to Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, and Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas to Ray San Film

ceived the attention of ministers throughout the country and letters from these

Past performances have proven that
the largest theatres of the country count
a Harold Lloyd comedy as one of their
best drawing attractions and exploit

Illi-

nois to Fine Arts Film Company of St.
Louis; Northern New Jersey and Greater

AGNES AYRES and Rudolph Valentino, featured in George Milford's production "The Sheik" a Paramount Picture.

Donald and Vianna K. Knowlton. These
two young women have been connected
with the scenario department of the Lasky
studio for some time and this is their
first complete work to be produced on the
screen.
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From Readers
on

topics

not be considered.

One patron said to me this morning,
after reading the Tribune
"Arbuckle was
always my favorite comedian, but. believe
me, I am off of him now, so strike me

Suggestion on Taxes

NEWPORT, TENN. — To

the

:

Editor:

Taxes are something that we would all
like to get from under now, and it seems
that the load has been placed heavier on

your mailing list whenever you show
any more of his pictures."
1
wonder
oft

the theatres than anything else.
I

believe that

if

the trade papers, pro-

ducers, presidents of film companies, ex-

changes and theatre managers would all
together and work that they could
get Congress to remove the ticket tax,
film tax and seat tax.
My idea is for the trade papers to give
get

possible publicity to the drive for
the companies to furnish their exchanges
with blank petitions to be mailed to every
all

theatre in their territory, respectively, and
then for the managers of the theatres to

name

secure the

some

date

Why DO They Do

It?

STARKE, FLA. — To the
am writing this letter for the

Editor:

I

purpose of
you think it
worth the space, you may answer through
your valued paper, for I am under the
asking a question and,

if

impression there are other exhibitors who
have often asked themselves the same
question and been unable to find a satisfactory answer.
This theatre has just closed one of the
nationally advertised
Financially,

it

"Paramount Weeks."

has been better than any

week we have had

From

this year.

the

standpoint of giving our patrons satisfaction, it has been the worst week we

have ever had.
Question: Why will an exchange give
the exhibitor every possible assistance in
putting over these special weeks, supply
him with special advertising matter
gratis, spur the exhibitor into getting out

and make his patrons think
be the week of weeks and then
when it comes time for the exchange to
make good, they fall down flat?
One picture I had this week, five reels
in length. "The Dancin' Fool." I want
to specially mention a few of the de-

of the old rut
it

—

will

fects

No

:

title

and half of the

last

reel

was

left

in

Atlanta, probably.
Xo inspection had been of film at the exchange,
coming direct from there with four reels as they
had left the last exhibitor.
One of these reels was in eight pieces.
Two of the reels had been patched reversed:
Majority of titles ranged from one foot to six
in length.

Can

in a scene from "His Nibs,"
an Exceptional Picture:! production.
Chic plays seven different characters.

these

to

set

CHIC SALE

of every person in their

petitions.
Then on
by registered mail send
every petition to the Senator from the
district in which the theatre is located.
I believe that 29,000,000 names can be
secured and that Congress will "listen."
Jay Allen Glenx, manager, Gay Theatre,
Inc., Newport, Tenn.

territory

either the

1921

Wc

of

current interest.
Writers are requested to confine themselves to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will

A

1,

affords the masses.
When we begin to
get the Jones,' Browns and Smiths, just
the plain, every-day American citizens, to
wondering if they should lend their support to actors and actresses who are so
degraded as some seem to be, then look
out for a reaction that means disaster to
us all.
know only too well what
has happened to baseball due to the recent scandal in the game.
Baseball followers are more of a sporting element
than picture fans, but even a good sport
does not care for disgrace in the ranks
of his most favored pastime.

LETTERS
Communications

October

exchange or exhibitor

call

—

week of this a success? I cannot. J. C.
RosiN SON and G. Kirk Lewis, Gaiety The-

a

atre, Starke,

Fla.

The Arbucklc Case

COLCHESTER,

ILL.— To the Editor:
Let's weed 'em out!
I
am certain that
the exhibitors who are endowed with any
sense of decency cannot help but feel a
tinge of shame for the industry that they
are a part of when they finished reading
of the disgraceful Arbuckle affair.
I
for
one have felt it, as my friends and patrons have confronted me about the matter, and it is due time that us fellows,
who have to confront the public and face
the music, did something to make the
producers understand that they should
weed out the actors and actresses who
care nothing for the industry and who
have but one thought in mind: To accumulate the almighty dollar in order
that they may spend it on affairs of the
Arbuckle kind.
I

am

small town of 1,500 and such
more on the order of a "fam-

in a

places are

than the large cities.
Yet, human
nature is the same the world over, and
the small town exhibitor comes in closer
contact with the patrons than the exhibitor in the cities.
For this reason I
feel we smaller ones can feel the patrons'
ily"

pulse.

Public sentiment is indeed much against
such affairs as this of Arbuckle's and, of
late, no sooner does one scandal die out
than another even more disgraceful comes
along to make the public talk. Of course,
if I should have an Arbuckle picture the
day after the newspaper story, it is quite
probable that there would be a crowded
house of curious sightseers. But still I
am sure from past experiences that there

how many more in this country are of
the same opinion as this patron.
This
fan need have no worry about me sending
him a card telling of the coming of an
Arbuckle picture for, like the fan, "I'm
off of Arbuckle," even though the pictures would be given me gratis.
My action would not amount to as
much as a pebble's ripple in the ocean,
as far as the company which owns the
Arbuckle pictures is concerned, yet if the
majority of exhibitors would take the
•.amc stand, it would not take long for
the producers to come to understand that
the public wants "clean" people in the
pictures, as well as "clean" pictures.
The Arbuckle affair gives the radical
censors more food for talk. It will bring
to their fold a few doubtful ones and
it will create doubt in the minds of many
others where doubt never existed as to
the standard of the picture entertainment.
When some player
I-et's weed 'em out!
does something disgraceful enough to
get in print and cause the country to
talk, let's you and I, brother exhibitor,
cancel all pictures that this player ever
played in. It's the only way to keep the
must have clean
public coming.
players, as well as clean pictures. T. H.
Smith, manager, Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.

We

Answers "A Question"
IND.
To the
Answering the question asked

SHELBY VI LLE,
Editor:

—

by Martin J. Quigley in his editorial in
the September 10 issue of the Herald, I
say "Yes." A committee of 50 per cent
exhibitors and 50 per cent distributors
and producers could meet once in a
while face to face and solve all our
economic problems. The meeting must
be for the purpose of mutual assistance
and not for mutual destruction, as we
have had in the past.
A committee such as we have in Indiana, on the outside of the industry
friends of motion pictures called a Board
can do more to protect
of Endorsers
you from fanatics than all of us on the
We have functioned for over six
inside.
Not one adverse law
years in Indiana.
can be found on the statute books of

—

Indiana at the present moment regardIt would be worth
ing motion pictures.
something to the industry to meet Mrs.

David Ross and review what happened
in

the Indiana legislature last winter,
Frank
level and above board.

on the

Rembusch,

F.

Shelbyville,

Ind.

many of
who would

the better class of citizens
stay away.
Patrons who
have children that they are trying to
make desirable and moral men and
women out of have no desire to pay
their money to have them see actors of
This I know from
the Arbuckle type.
what I have learned from past scandals.
The success of the picture industry is
due to the form of amusement that it

—

J.

Rcmbusch

ASCHER BROS.
DO YOU KNOW

WHY

J.

Enterprises,

are

/

all

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

October
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"What

the Picture

81

Did For Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
a co-operative service FOR
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
TELL US
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the

THE

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

every week what the p.cture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Greater Than Love, a J. Parker Read,
production.
Brains behind the making of this picture. High class and enD. E. Fittertaining. Very interesting.
Small
ton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
town patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Played two days
to big business. Regular admission price
and regular advertising, still they came.
Cardina, Kensington theatre, BufJ.
Xeighborhood patronage.
falo, N. Y.

—

—

—

—

—

—

First National
The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.
One of the best I have played this seaEveryone pleased 100 per cent.
Drew fair. M. H. Zoltnes, Huron theaXeighborhood patronage.
tre, Huron. O.
The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.
Another one of the First Xational Exhibitors' great pictures. Will please from
start to finish. Book it, it is worth while.
A box office picture. J. Carbonell,
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, with a special cast.
son.

—

—

—

Good

Book

picture.

—

dianapolis,
age.

Ind.

—

one.

this

strong two nights for us.
picture.
E. M. Stewart,

pulled

It

Sign of a good

My

theatre, In-

— Xeighborhood

patron-

madge. A very good picture that pleased
75 per cent. Xorma doesn't bring them
in for us like "Connie."
W. I. Fish, Gem
theatre, Dumas, Ark.
Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barrymore. Very good production. We liked
it better than The Devil's Garden or The
Great Adventure. Bert and Stecker,

—

—

Pastime theatre,
hood patronage.

—

best.
John Schatt, Gowanda
Gowanda, N. Y. Xeighborhood

Chaplin's

—

Wis.

Kiel,

— Xeighbor-

Man, Woman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Played two days to the best
business of the year. Everyone pleased
and a 100 per cent production. C. R.

—

—

Higgins, Colonial theatre. Buffalo, X. V.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. A gawky country kid picture. The
kind Charles Ray stars in. Very good.
W. A. Xance, White Grand theatre, Conway, Ark.— X'eighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan
production. The bunk. A few more of
these and a person could close their
doors.
Dimond theatre, Oakland, Calif.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Old Dad, with Mildred Harris. A program of average merit. C. A. Jordan,
Opera House, Cogswell, X. D. Small
town patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance

—

—

—

—

—

best

—

—

—

Here is a find! Think this
comedy-drama ever released.

Talmadge.
is

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.
Played two days to wonderful business.
A carnival did not hurt me. This is
theatre,

St. Chicago.

—

Associated Producers
Jr.,

De arborn

S.

People laughed through the entire performance. Constance is a peach in looks
and acting. This ranks with Fair and

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.— Best

—

|

Ten Plays

My

—

patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.— The
from a box office standpoint.

best picture

Held two days fine, but dropped the third
day.
Fillmore
theatre,
Geo.
Rosing,
Buffalo, X. Y.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Scrambled

Marguerite
with
Clark.
Good comedy drama. Pleased
well.
R. Xavory. Liberty theatre. Verona. Pa.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Unseen Forces, a Sidney A. Franklin
production. An unusual picture which

—
—

Wives,

—
—

delighted large audiences.

Empress

ble.

Okla.

— General

theatre.

— William

Oklahoma

XoCity,

patronage.
Gypsy Blood, with Pola Xegri.
all the foreign pictures, a
lemon.

— Like

Half a Chance.

I

2.

The

|

3.

Dollars

|

4.

|

5.

|

6.

|

7.

8.

|

9.

—

for a long time.
L.
theatre, Calmar, la.

The

Woman

J.

Frana, Olympic

Gives, with

Norma

Tal-

|

Broadway, with
prime favorite
here, and packed and pleased 'em here
in this.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
production. A picture that is worth
while to bring back, which I did. Did
very good business on repeat booking
Ray.

Charles

— Ray

—

I

j.

10.

j

§

Prairie Trails.

—

—

—

Louis B.
after a run of three days.
Goulden, Royal theatre, Frankfort, Ind.
General patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart.
Xot Anita's best, but it will
satisfy. Outdoor pictures draw well here

—

—

and the Western atmosphere of this picture suited those that like a few thrills.
H. J. Longaker. Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
Best of the MacDonald pictures we have
shown. However, star is not popular
here, and we have lost on each of her

—

—

— E.

A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
Small town patronage.
Hampton of Placer, a Marshall

pictures.

McGehee, Ark.

Bob

—

—

Xeilan production.- Big picture. One of
the best we have ever offered. Out of the
ordinary. L. L. Connor, Victory theatre.
Cambridge, X*. Y. X'eighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

Love, Honor and Behave, a M.->ck Sennett production, with a special cast.
Title will get business and the picture
gets by. That's about all one can say

about
— Opera house. Cogswell. X. D.
— Small town patronage.
Lessons
Love, with Constance Talour
madge. — Best of Connie's. Connie
—
Berth
and Stecker. Pastime
best
theatre, Kiel, Wis. — Xeighborhood patin

is

j

of the Tollj

ing Bell.

&

—
—

—
—

—

Endrst,

Opera House,
Coal City,

Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan product'on.
One of the best pictures we
All
ever ran.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Xeilan pictures are good. W. I. Fish,
Gem theatre, Dumas, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris. Played this with Keaton's
The Scare Crow to good house. Good
combination. Philip Rand. Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. Small town, patronage.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. Fine picture which held
audience for six reels. Fair business.
Britton
& Lundgren. Me'.ba theatre,
Alexis. III.
Xeighborhood patronaee.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Xeilan

—

Kinds of Love.
Forbidden Yallev.

Jisa

of Placer, a Marshall
production.
Good. My patrons
had more to say on this picture than
they ever did on any Western picture.
R. Xavory, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
Xeighborhood patronage.

Xeilan

ronage.

Two

New

a

star.

The Scuttlers.
Drag Harlan.
The Right to Happi-

The House

is

it.

Sporting: Duchess,
and the

ness.
|

—

town patronage.
45
Minutes from

—

Woman.

The

—

Patrons
Liked Best

1.

|

made-in-America pictures, by American
directors and American actors are good
enough for me and my patrons. J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.—
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Woman in His House, with Mildred Harris. This is a real picture. Best

—

—

Bob Hampton

^niiiuitiuiuiiiuu]iiii[iiiu;uiiiiiiimiiiiiiiim[iiii:tiiiiiiii!iifiiiriii[iuiiiitiiirniit]iuii!iiiiiumiiuiiuiiitiii£^

patronage.
picture he has made. Three days' big
run. Could have run it longer.
Diamond
theatre. Oakland, Calif.
Xeighborhood

Warmer, 23Y2 Hours Leave, and What's
Your Husband Doing? Though I lost
money, it certainly was no fault of this
most excellent comedy. Philip Rand,
Small
Salmon.
Idaho.
Rex
theatre,

111.

§

—

—
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— Small

town
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atre,
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pat-

ronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
House went wild over this one. People
asking more like it. If you want action
and excitement and a satisfied crowd,
book The Road Demon and advertise to
the limit.
D. M. Cannon, Gem theatre,
Kouts, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. This
series is going over fine and will get the
money. C. R. Ruderisch, Casino theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

—

—

ronage.

Goldwyn
Godless Men, with a special cast.
This picture had 'em all talking. Billed
as an all-star, it really developed into a
Russell Simpson picture. It will pay any
exhibitor to give it an exceptional billing,
Harry M.
surely deserves it.
for
it
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,
General patrnoage.
Ind.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.
A college picture and did not take. Small
crowd. Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre,
Cheney, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
One of the best pictures Goldwyn has
ever turned out, and the first Tom Moore
picture I have seen that was worth a

—

—

—

—

—

Okay and

a 100 per cent picture.
Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky. General patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
One of the best of the season and will
please them all. Star's best work. Business very good. J. H. Downey, Savoy
Neighborhood
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
patrnoage.
The Crimson Gardenia, with Owen

dime.

HOBART BOSWORTH
Productions,

—

production. A perfect scream, but didn't
take one little bit.
gave it extra ex-

N.

We

but they just

ploitation,

A.

didn't

come.

Eminence theatre. EminSmall town patronage.

Miles,

—

Ky.
Married

ence,

—

tion.
One
this year.

Life, a

of

the

Mack

Scnnett produc-

best

we have played

A

five-reeler full of action and
Miss
patrons pleased
100
per
cent.
Kozanowski, Rivoli theatre. Buffalo, N.

Y.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Fox

—

Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
General patronage.
His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum.-— This is a good picture. Pleased
C. Cleeton,

—

While

cast.

—

—

—

—

of beautiful settings

Nothing but love.
Estes & Estes, Square Town theatre,
Brooklyn, Mich. Small town patronage.
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin.
This is a very good program picture, but is very dark, which makes it
plot.

—

—

poor

entertainment.

—

J.

J.

Sarah,

Rex

— General patTom Mix. — This

Walsenburg, Colo.

ronage.

A

Ridin' Romeo, with
a good comedy. Will draw a
any theatre. Mix is the best
is

—

crowd in
drawing

Greenhaw, Strand theatown patronage.
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
Pass this by. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.- Small town patronage.
The Cheater Reformed, with William
star here.
L. B.
Leslie, Ark.

— Small

tre,

—

Russell.

—

— Pleased

two days

My

—

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Oh Boy! how Tom does tear through the
If your patrons like lots of
winner.
Idle Hour
this one.
Neighborhood
St. Charles, 111.

reel.

theatre,

Greenhaw, Strand thetown patronage.

New York

book

Thin

like

— Small

— Played

first

only.

They

patrons.

Sleeps, with a speto big busiaudience, made up of six
ness.
pleased.
D. Michnationalities, were well
Plaza theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
aels,
cial

pep,

satisfied

made up

Ark.

atre, Leslie,

and picture

— A picture

my

100 per cent of
Farnum. L. B.

played to capacity houses. First decent
matinee we have had for some time. All
film salesmen admit Mix is Fox's best
bet and so do we.
Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. General patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones.
Won our O. K. Satisfactory picture.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
Get Your Man, with Buck Jones.
Very good. Go after any of his pictures.
His fourth time here. Box office double.
L. L. Connor, Victory theatre, Cambridge, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.

—

Producers.

W.

entire

audience.

—W.

theatre,

A

—

—

patronage.

Number

with George Walsh.
Good mystery play and everyone well
pleased.
George W'alsh well liked here
and his pictures always draw well. A. C.
17,

—

manager, Averill theatre, Petersburg, Mich. General patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. Most
This one
all
Mix's pictures are good.
Miller,

only

—

fair,

—

but pleased.

Dumas, Ark.

theatre,

— W.
— Small
I.

Fish,

Gem

town pat-

ronage.

While

New York

and packed them in. Will
please 100 per cent.
C. D. Di'.lemuth,
Lyceum theatre, Buffalo, X. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Plunger, with George Walsh.
George Walsh at his best.
fine picture.
You will not be disappointed in this picEstes & Estes, Square Town theture.

—

—

—

—

K.

FITZPATRICK
DO YOU KNOW

WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

—

—

— "Owen

Moore, why don't you
you did when you made this
picture?" is the question I would like
answered. Is it your directors or what?
Try something like this again. Will H.
Moore.

act

now

like

—

Brenner,

New Cozy

theatre, Winchester,

Ind.

The

Girl

—A

From

Outside, with a

spe-

Northern picture, with
Pleased a good
the Rex Beach style.
crowd.
If you like an Alaskan picture
Jno. I.
It will please.
grab this one.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
Earthbound, with a special cast. The
only one I played two days and it held
up good both days. A real audience picture.
E. Laczynski, Park theatre, BufNeighborhood patronage.
falo, N. Y.
The Penalty, with Lon Chaney. The
It is
best crook picture we ever ran.
sure a humdinger and makes them hold
Pleased a good house.
to their seats.
Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
cial

cast.

fine

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sleeps, with a special
over the best I have had
Used a 3-sheet, a 1-sheet

— Went

cast.
this season.
and a slide

F.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Big Town Round-Up, with Tom
Mix. As usual, Mix carries off the day.
Admirers more than

produced by Bosworth

in a scene from "Blind Hearts"
Inc., and distributed by Associated

Metro
The Four Horsemen

of the Apocalypse,

—A

great picture
splendidly played and highly enjoyed by
admission
with
large, pleased audiences,
prices ranging from 55 cents to $1.10.
William Noble, New Folly theatre, Oklahoma, Okla. General patronage.

with

a

special

cast.

—

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.
A mediocre subject that will not satisfy
Rather slow by fault of acthe public.
tors.

Monroe theatre, Key
— Fla.Carbonell,
— Neighborhood patronage.
J.

West,

The Misleading Lady, with Bert

—This

Lytell.

one sends them out with a smile.
A dandy program picture and worth an
Lots of compliments and
extra effort.

—

Hour theatre, St.
Idle
business.
Charles, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
May Allison.
Extravagance, with

fair

—

October

1,

—

Nothing
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to it.
D. E. Fitton. Lyric theHarrison, Ark. Small town patron-

atre,

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.— Here
one that takes a slap at most everyone
kidding way, referring to all the socalled war records, but it is done in such
Bert Lyteil
a way that they all like it.
does his part well and also his support,
especially the two feminine leads. Average business two days. W. H. Brenner.
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
is

in a

—

—

Coincidence, with Robert Harron.
highly improbable story of no particular
merit.
Too bad Bobby Harron had to
be cast for his last picture in such junk.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, TombGeneral patronage.
stone, Ariz.

—

The Cheater, with May
good

star

Paramount

—

age.

Allison.

and a good picture.

son well liked here.

— A.

C.

May

Miller,

—

Alli-

man-

ager, Averill theatre, Petersburg, Mich.

General patronage.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
One hundred per cent enterSplendid.
Don't be afraid of this. Poor
tainment.
business, but not on account of picture.
Too much outdoor attraction on. Ida B.
Rowe. Opera House, Eddyville, la.
General patronage.

—

—

Polly With a Past, with lna Claire.
clever picture not of feature class and
for us did not have great box office value.
Picture is good, but not big. A. L.
Harkis, Illinois theatre, Macomb, 111.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Double Speed, with W allace Reid. As
a Paramount Week starter this was a
corker.
Not as peppy, perhaps, as other
Wallace Reid pictures, but with snappy
two-reel comedy on bill it attracted capacity audiences and pleased.
Harry M.
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington,

—

Ind.

—

ronage.
Star Rover, with a special cast.
Fair picture, but not as good as Burning
Daylight.
Played to good business and
everyone well pleased. A. C. Miller,
manager. Averill theatre, Petersburg,
Mich. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

Tiresome

Fitton, Lyric theatre,

E.

— Small town patronage.

picture.
D.
Harrison, Ark.

—

Deception, with a special cast. The
is wonderful, but did not draw for
us.
It is not a money getter, but will
picture

add to the prestige of your house in
showing it. A. L. Harkis. Illinois theatre. Macomb, 111.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Love

Special, with Wallace Reid.
a favorite here and went over
big in this. Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

— Reid

is

—

—

Clothes,
with
Thomas
out of the ordinary
restful on that account.
The
servant stunt is the cleverest thing I
have seen in many a day. Advertise big
and raise the price and you will mop up.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Alive.
Tex. Small town patronage.
Civilian

— Entirely

Meighan.
and very

—
Ghosts
Gish. — A

in the Garret, with
real comedy-drama,

of action

full

is

do you good

— A.

to hear

and thrills.
them laugh.

It will

Drew

—

but

series,

MacLean and May
good program picture at

as the

a

—
Norwich.

H. Talbert, Legion theatre.
Kan. Small town patronage.
Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish. One

that.

J.

—

—

of the best attractions this star has appeared in.
Had support of the highest
duality.
everyone. Princess
. Pleased
theatre, Ames. Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.
One of Wallace Reid's best pictures, with
plenty of action and wonderfully well
played by the entire cast. H. Pitman.
Capitol
theatre.
Clearwater.
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan. Fine picture splendidly played.
Enjoyed good business. William Noble.

—

—

Capitol theatre.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

General patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special

Second run.

Very poor.

cast.

Picture fine.
theatre. Canton,

R. C. Stueve. Orpheum
General patronage.
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
McLean.— Pleased big crowd.
Clean
comedy. Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre,
Tombstone. Ariz. General patronage.

O.

—

—

The
cast.

—

Inside of the Cup, with a special
high-class production that will

—A

please

all

classes.

ment your showing

People will compli-

With

exploitation
did fine business.
A. L. Harkis. Illinois
theatre. Macomb, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

it.

GARETH HUGHES,
to

&

Dorothy
and one

Hareski. Majestic theatre, BufN. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean.

fair.

falo,

—

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.
very
good picture.
Some beautiful
scenes.
Should please most any audience.
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Patronage.

orately produced.

Not as good

The

—

— General
—

The Bronze Bell, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Good photography.
Elab-

that

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.
Xot much of a picture. Metro pictures
do not draw for me. D. E. Fitton, Lyric
Small town pattheatre, Harrison, Ark.

83

—

recently elevated

stardom by Metro, in his latest S.
L. production, "Garments of Truth."

with this picture. Handed it to an audience that is used to Western stuff and
they seemed to enjoy it immensely. But
who wouldn't enjoy a Bryant Washburn
picture?
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.
General patron-

—

—

age.

Sacred and Profane Love, with Elsie
Ferguson. If you get by with this you
will do better than I did.
No one liked
it.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre. Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Behold

My

Wife, with Milton Sills.—
to show.
Pleased:
good business. Picked up second night.

As

fine as

A.

L.

you want

Harkis.

Illinois

theatre.

Macomb.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Market of Souls, with Dorothy
Dalton. — Very good drama.
Took well
with my people. Everyone pleased. — \V.
Baker, Boone Way tneatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. — General patronage.
111.

F.

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast. Got by
the best picture of Paramount Week.
Pleased 94 percent.
Big crowds. Giaconia Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone.
Ariz.

—

—

Humoresque, with a special cast.
got special music for this, which must be
done if you have success. The picture is
great.
I had manv compliments and no
kicks.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

An Adventure

—

in

Hearts, with Robert

Warwick. Had several compliments on
this.
It seemed to give extra good satisPlayed it with Chester monkey
comedy. The comedy drew the crowd,
but the picture rounded out the program
faction.

Behind Masks, with Dorothy Dalton.

Good average program

—

picture.
D. E.
Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
Like all Ray pictures, very good.
Opera House, Cigswell. N. D. Small
town patronage.
Six Best Cellars, with Bryant Wash-

Fitton.

—

—

—

burn.
Bryant Washburn kept the Saturday crowd in a perfect uproar of laughter

BALABAN & KATZ
DO YOU KNOW

"WHY GIRLS
LEAVE HOME?
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Two

scenes from

nicely.

— A.

N.

Eminence, Ky.

new

Christie Comedies, to be distributed thro jch Educational. (Left) Bobby
and (right) Neal Burns and Viora Daniel in "A Pair of Sexes."

Eminence

Niles,

— General

Treasure Island,

theatre,

patronage.

Maurice Tourncur

a

—

production.
Big business, but went badly
as a Labor Day picture.
Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

The Princess

—

New

of
York, with David
Powell. Not entertaining.
Do not run
if you can avoid it.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric
theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Montana,

—

—

When We Were Twenty, with a special cast. — A good picture; had good comWhile

played to
picture is good.
Spaulding Bros., Gem theatre, TaylorNeighborhood patronage.
ville, 111.

ments on this one.
poor business, the

I

—
A Broadway Cowboy, with
Desmond. — A delightful five-reel
Well liked.— S.

drama.

Lone

Star

theatre,

R.

William
comedy-

The

Tiller,

Caryville,

Tenn.

Neighborhood patronage.

The World and His Wife, with Alma

— Story

and photography excelAlma Rubens and support fine.
lent.
Pleased 100 per cent. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. GenRubens.

—

—

eral patronage.

O'Day, with H. B. Warner.
A very good picture. Good business
getter.
H. S. Ladd. New Liberty theatre,
Rouses Point, N. Y. General patronage.
Felix

—

D.

S.

—

So Long Letty, with a special cast.
Nothing extraordinary. Picture is fairly
good clean comedy, but paper on it makes
it out a leg show and people are getting
tired of that line of stuff and would not
turn out.
J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
Norwich. Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

Shams

of Society, with a special cast.
A Jewish picture. Good for towns or
cities where the Jews prevail.
Did not do

—Was

Stealers, with a special cast.
a fine picture and pleased those who
Does not draw, but builds
out.

came
up a

—

Carbonell.

J.

Fla.

Monroe

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The White Dove, with a special cast
real program picture, and should please

A

—

any

Fine.
class of audience.
F.
inger, Cozy theatre, Buffalo, N.

AuchY.

Neighborhood patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Linder.
A regular five-reel clean comedy.
No slapstick and pleased. Don't have to

—

run

a

comedy with

Rowe. Opera House,
General patronage.

—

one.
Ida B.
Eddyville, la.

this

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. Did a better business the second night than the
first and very few pictures do that for
me. Chas. L. Hvde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

One Man
Beban.

in

— Beware

Million, with George
of this one. I had more

a

people walk out on this one than any
picture I ever showed.
C. E. Taylor,
Strand theatre. Port Leyden, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Such

Queen, with Constance
Binney. A very good offering.
Constance Binney very, very good. This litLittle

a

—

Cast was
star is becoming popular.
opened
well selected, excepting one.
this one on Monday night to the biggest
Monday's business since last March, and
our opposition was a Paramount Week
program. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
tle

We

ARON JONES
DO YOU KNOW

WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

—

Such a

—

Little

Vernon

Queen, with Constance

Binney. I must say that this star was
never put in a good picture since 39 East.
My patrons like Miss Binney. but in this
one she fell flat. Asked a lot of my pa-

1921

1.

'Pure and Simple,

in

trons how they liked the picture, and
they answered, "Rotten," and I have the
same opinion about it. R. Navory, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles M inThis picture went over excellently.
It
not only drew the people in. but
pleased everyone.
In fact, the only picture that I ever heard so many comments
on.
Realart pictures are all good.
H. S.
Ladd, New
Liberty
theatre.
Rouses
Point, N. Y.
General patronage.

—

ter.

—

—

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
Good, clean entertainment. W. A.
Nance. White Grand theatre. Conway,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles MinThis was just fair.
Pleased about
50 per cent.
L. J. Frana. Olympic theter.

—

atre,

—

Calmar,

la.

The House That Jazz
special cast.

— Packed

with

Built,

two houses.

—

S.

a

R.

People were satisfied. H. S. Ladd,
Liberty theatre.
Rouses Point,
N. Y. General patronage.

O.

New

—

The

House

That

Jazz Built, with
patrons were well
pleased with this comedy.
D. E. Fitton,
Lyric
theatre.
Harrison.
Ark. Small
town patronage.
The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.—

Wanda Hawley. — My

Good comedy-drama.

—

—

—

Bebe always draws

for us.
D. M. Spade. Theatorium
atre, Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood

—

thepat-

ronage.

The Plaything

of Broadway, with JusJohnstone. Without doubt poorest
Realart picture ever shown here.
Story
punk and star as impressive a* so much
putty.
Giacoma Bros., Crvstal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
The Beloved Villain, with W anda Hawley.
This picture was very good. Pleased
most of the audience. L. J. Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

—

tine

—

Realart

—

The

it.

Key West,

theatre.

with

Blanche
Sweet. Drew about all of this town.
H. S. Ladd, New Liberty theatre. Rouses
Point, N. Y.
General patronage.
Girl

it sent them away satisfied.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
Small town patronage.

theatre, as
Chas. L.

anything with

Pathe
That

October

—

—

Anne
Minter.

—

of

Green Gables, with Marv Miles

— Good

We

play.
lost heavily,
ow;n fault in not advertising it
as a children's special.
Should go well
with children. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town pat-

due to

mv

—

—

ronage.

The Luck
cast.

—A

well here

of the Irish, with a special

good picture of its kind. Took
one day. Not a high-class pro-

October
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duction, but one that will please the
average audience. F. L. Freeman. Grand
General pattheatre, Lake City, Fla.

—

—

ronage.

Two Weeks With

—

Pay,

Bebe

with

Good. Have not played a bad
Daniels.
Realart yet. W. A. Xance, White Grand

—

Conway,

theatre,

Ark.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Judy of Rogues' Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter. About half of the audience
were not satisfied with second reel, but
went over big. Giacoma Bros.,
rest
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
Genpatronage.
eral

—

—

—

Selznick
The

From Nowhere,

with Elaine
This
star is sure holding up her reputation of
never making a failure.
It took well.
Girl

Hammerstein.

— Another

good one.

—

She is one of my best stars. Jno. I.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Girl

From Nowhere,

—

with Elaine

Hammerstein. Very pleasing.
Not a
big box office attraction, but went over
nicely.

— Princess

theatre,

Ames.

Ia.

Neighborhood patronage.

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein. As usual. Miss Hammerstein gives a dandy interpretation.
As
good as most so-called specials. E. A.

—

—

Baradel, Palace theatre,

McGehee. Ark.

Small town patronage.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Couldn't say anything about this picture.
It was used as our regular booking tor
the date was cancelled.
Ran it with a
Bruce Scenic and never heard so many
complaints in my life. H. S. Ladd. New
Liberty theatre. Rouses Point, N. Y.
General patronage.

ALICE LAKE

in her new portable dressing room, which she used while making
scenes for "The Golden Gift" her next Metro picture. Besides a lot of clothes
and a dresser, the bag is equipped with electric lights, hot and cold water and
is steam heated.
It is "something entirely new and nifty in leather goods,"
as the ad man would say.

—

The Valley
cast.

— Held

of Doubt, with a special
up good. Although not one

of the best, still good for any program.
Berth & Stecker. Pastime theatre, Kiel,

Wis.

— Neighborhood patronage.

The Sin That Was His, with William
Here is a program picture
that will make a special if you will study
your music cues. Wonderful ending when
Faversham.

—

put over with proper music.
Business
good. Idle Hour theatre, St. Charles,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.
Very good.
Clean entertainment. W.
A. Nance. White Grand theatre. Conway,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. A good program picture and
one that should please.
Chickens get

—

—
Corning. N.

them

played, which
ciated.

Darling

all.

J.

J.

Y.

Liberty theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

Kelly,

—

age.

Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas.
Darling Mine is a very pleasing picture
and should please any audience. Chas.

—

Mine, with

—

New

—

patronage.

United Artists

— Mary

always a drawing card.
This is one of her best.
If you have
Belgians among your patrons read press
sheet and make extra effort. It will pay.
Idle Hour theatre, St. Charles 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Through the Back Door with Mary
Pickford.
Although this picture was seen
at the Empress theatre several months
ago. its return date was well patronized
with large delighted audiences. William
Noble. New Folly theatre. Oklahoma
City. Okla.
General patronage.

—

—

—

—
—

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. Like
Mary's I have had so far, just good.
And patrons commented how good. Ida
B.

Rowe, Opera House, Eddyville.

Ia.

with

—A

good

picture from every standpoint. All characters are good and comedy makes up
Noble Hearne.
for weakness of story.
Frolic theatre. San Francisco, Cal.
General patronage.

Reputation, with
of the best

Priscilla

box

mier

—
Dean. — One

the star has ever made.

100 per cent production
a

office

theatre.

A

and should prove

—

—

ronage.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.

— Just a program picture. Good for
small house that changes every day.
Spalding Bros.,

Gem

— Neighborhood

theatre, Taylorville.

patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
biggest one I have had this year,
and it went over fine for two days. Book
it
and you can't go wrong.
Don't be

— The
afraid

to

advertise

it.

—

L.

J.

Rappeort.
Neigh-

Lovejoy theatre Buffalo, N. Y.
borhood patronage.

—

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

— Excellent picture. Many favorable
comments. — C. H. Smith. Electric theMorning Sun.

Ia.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Hoot Gibson.

—

—

engendered by a pure girl marrying a
worse than drunkard killed every good
feature that might have been in the picture.
Estes & Estes. Square Town theSmall town patatre, Brooklyn. Mich.

atre.

Universal
Action,

City,

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.
— Not a redeeming feature. The disgust

111.

all

THE
SON OF
WALLINGFORD

seen will be appreNoble. Isis theatre. OkOkla. General patronage.

—

Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.

when

— William

lahoma

Thomas.

Olive

First appearance of this star and did
well.
C. W. Longacher.
Glarus
theatre.
New Glarus. Wis. Transient

—

—

A

Holtz. Princess theatre, Danforth. Me.

Small town patronage.

attraction.
H. Green. PreNeighborBuffalo, N. Y.

—

hood patronage.

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. The
scenes are faithful to life and splendidly

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
I have played this year
for a box office attraction.
Played two

— The best picture
days.

Everyone

pleased.

LUBLINER

&

— F.

Nowak.
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State Rights
Black

Sheep
If
your

(Pinnacle), with
N'eal
Hart.
patrons like Westerns
they will like this one. D. E. Fitton,
Lyric
theatre.
Harrison,
Ark. Small
town patronage.

—

For the Soul

—

—

of Rafael (Equity), with

—
—

Kimball Young. A fine picture
and one that everybody should see. Sure
to
be
appreciated. William
Noble,
Clara

Oklahoma

Criterion theatre,

City, Okla.

General patronage.

Western Pep (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Great Western with star a
comer.
Good business. R. C. Stueve,

—

Orpheum

—

Canton,

theatre,

O.

— General

patronage.

The Struggle (Aywon), with a special
A fair picture. Pleased those who
came, but has no drawing power. Chas.
L. Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
cast.

—

—

Black Sheep (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart
Good picture well liked by all
who saw it. Book it any place. J. J.
Sarah. Rex theatre, Walsenburg, Colo.

—

—

General patronage.

A

Child for Sale (Ivan), with a special
title and advertising possibilities and picture satisfies.
C. A. Jordan, Opera House, Cogswell, N. D.
Small town patronage.
east.

WESLEY BARRY,

the Marshall

Neilan

star,

undergoing the pleasures

mask made of his face for a statue to
"Easy with the mud" admonishes "Wes," "for you
plaster

a

of

having

typify the American boy.
certainly throw a wicked

spoon."

— Good

The

—

Angel (Joan), with Heicn

Devil's

— Fair picture, but failed to draw
— D. M. Spade, Theatorium thePortland, Ind. — Neighborhood pat-

Gardner.
Lincoln theatre,

X.

Buffalo,

Y.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

—

The Wallop, with Harry Carey. Fair
Carey has made better ones. Attendance light. — R. C. Stueve, Orpheum
picture.

ure up to the expectations of the patrons

for

of this theatre.
Production is gaudy in
setting and does not have richness that

atre,

goes with the piece.
too

The home

homely and selecting

is

made

of cast, while

Small town patronage.

changes made would have
benefited the same. For instance, a maid
to a great artist singer a regular "roughneck" that smokes cigars.
Why not a
clever little maid instead? W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Wallop, with Harry Carey.
That's the kind of a picture the fans want
to see Carey in.
Good. C. H. Smith,
Electric theatre. Morning Sun, la.
Small
town patronage.

Every Woman, with Dorothy
see where this is a special.
Not as good as the old program
pictures Phillips made.
E. E. Harman,
Opera House theatre, Elgin, Ore. Gen-

Canton, O.

theatre,

The

Wallop,

— General

with

patronage.

Harry

Carey.—

Slightly

better than last three, but not
what people expect.
Big loss. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

—

The Magnificent
Mayo.

—A

Brute,

—

with

Frank

beautiful rivers, through

covered with snow.
stuff get this one.

If

mountain gorges
you like outdoor

It's a fine

hot-weather

picture that is bound to please.
Devore plays a very pleasing role and is
easy on the eyes. No "mush'' and plenty
of action.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre Neligh, Neb.

—

—

Only Jim, with Harry Carey. Just
Phillip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. Small town patronage.
A Daughter of the Law, with Carmel
If

a fair picture.

—

—

—

Myers. A good, crook story that should
go good wherever sensational stuff is
Noble Hearne Frolic theatre, San
liked.
Francisco Cal. General patronage.

—

—

Skirts,

Another good

Gladys Walton.
Hasn't
Walton picture.
with

the pep that's in the other Walton pictures, but is a good clean picture that any
father or mother will want their children
to see.
C. H. Smith, Electric theatre,

—

Morning Sun,

la.

— Small

town patron-

age.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy Eason.
fine show for anyone.
H. S. Ladd.

—

—A

Liberty

theatre,

Rouses

Point,

— General patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips. —This picture, while rated by
X. Y.

many

Once

to

Phillips.

— Can't

—

eral

—

patronage.

as a great production, did not meas-

The Struggle (Canyon), with Franklyn
Farnum. This is a high-class Western
drama which is bound to please. Give
me more like this one. F. Bush, Opera
House, Red Creek, N. Y.

—

—

Cyclone Bliss (Arrow), with Jack
Good. Fine drawing card. Full

—
— R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre,
Canton. O. — General patronage.
Devi] Dog Dawson (Arrow), with
Jack Hoxie. — This
a Western type of
Hoxie.

of pep.

is

picture, but should satisfy any audience.
Sarah, Rex theatre, Walsenburg,
J.
J.

Colo.

— General

W

—

—

Galloping
Devils
(Canyon),
with
Franklin Farnum. Not much to it, but
good title. Good front brought them in.

—

— R.

Stueve,

C.
ton, O.

— General

—

—

one.
G. A.
Keating, Jubilee theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

waukee, Wis.

The
Joyce.

—

Sporting
Great.

tle.

— Using

&
—Jisa City,

Opera House, Coal

with
Fndrst,

111.

Alice

New

Can-

Lit-

this serial on the entire Sax
Breaking previous serial records,

—

regardless of business depression.
E. C.
Bostick, Sax Amusement Company, Mil-

The Yellow Arm
Duchess,

theatre,

patronage.

Serials

circuit.

—

Orpheum

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Two
days of very satisfactory business, and
one that will please them all.
Would
need no censors if they were all like this

—

patronage.

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.
very good Curwood story. Will please
all classes.
Very good business for two
days.
Geo. C. Witzel, Temple theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Diamonds

Adrift, with Earlc Williams.
Nothing exceptional to this subject.
Just a picture. Played two days to satisfied audiences and Earle
illiams fans.
Did not promise much in advertising, so
everyone said they got their money's
worth. Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.
General patronage.

—

ronage.

—

Vitagraph

down

Dorothy

New

—

Canadian North woods story

with magnificent scenery, canoeing

Short

good, a few

us.

cial

cast.

holding

— On

up

Wallerstein,

N. Y.

the

fine.

(Pathe), with a spefourth episode and

Patrons

Broadway

—

pleased.
S.
theatre; Buffalo,

—Transient patronage.
(Pathe), with George
—Two episodes and seems to be

The Sky Ranger
B. Seitz.

JOE FRIEDMAN
DO YOU KNOW

WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

going over good. Seitz is a dandy actor
and has already captured the audiences.
Action not very peppy as yet. but believe
that it will develop and that this serial
will prove so different as to turn out a
winner. Only one disappointment out of
all the Pathe serials we have used and
that includes most all they have had.
We are not counting this a disappoint-
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Short Subjects
Bride and Gloom (Federated), with
Monte Banks. A fellow can sure live up
to Federated's slogan, "Put Your Money
in Banks." Clean, snappy and peppy. No
slapstick, but still with plenty of tun.
Louis
B.
Goulden, Princess theatre,
Frankfort, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

—

Selznick News. A very good short
subject and as good as any news I have
ever used. A. C. Miller, Averill theatre,
Petersburg, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

From Hand

to

Mouth

(Pathe),

— Harold Lloyd
satisfaction. — Berth
&

Harold

Lloyd.

gives

Pastime

theatre,

Wis.

Kiel,

with

always

(

—

—

—

—

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

Fill in this

blank

now and send

born

St.,

Title

Star

Producer

we ever played of Harold
Sure good. L. J. Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

Remarks

—

Chicago.

The Grocery Clerk

ronage.

Larry Semon.

The Lost City (Warner Bros), with

a
are rather late in playguess every exhibitor
have finished the

— We

special cast.
ing this and

I

knows what

is.

it

—

Cannon, Gem theatre. Kouts,
Neighborhood patronage.

episode and it has slightly but
A. N. Miles.
steadily gained on each.

—

Eminence

Eminence. Ky.

theatre.

—Small

Arrow), with Ann
on the third episode. This
serial is going to break serial records for
different from other series
me.
It is
that I have used." The star and cast are
both good. Henry Imhof. Apollo theWis. Neighborhood
atre.
Milwaukee.

— Now

(

—

—

patronage.

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Plenty
fine all the way through.
of action.
A. Czasnyka. A. C. theatre,
Lackawanna. X. Y. Neighborhood pat-

Held up

—

—

Ind.

Both Barrels (Universal), with Jack
Are you looking- for some good

Perrin.

.town patronage.

The Blue Fox

—

(Yitagraph). with
Larry sure draws the fun

loving crowd, especially children. House
was in a continual scream. Splendid. If
you like to laugh, book Larry. D. M.

We

fourth

Little.

—

— Best

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service

Haunted Spooks (Pathe). with Harold
Lloyd.
Lloyd.

Harry M. Palmer. Liberty
Washington, Ind. General pat-

ment. either.
theatre.

Office Reports Tell the

Story.

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

The Dog Doctor
Universal), with
Brownie. Here is a picture that cannot
help but please old and young. Brownie
is a
"wonder dog," indeed, and draws
better for us than most of the human
stars.
Estes & Estes. Square Town theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

a

Box

Stecker,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Scene from "The Invisible Power,"
forthcoming Goldwyn picture.

USE THIS BLANK

.

—

ones? The best consistent two-reelers I
have ever shown. Plenty of clean action.
Excellent photography and lots of pep.
Lovejoy theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Three Good Pals Fox), with a special
Yery good comedy. Plenty of acAnimals and midgets well liked.
Ran this with The Kid, which made a

cast.
tion.

real

—

comedy show.

i

A

—

riot

of

laughter

Title

Star

from start to finish. Louis B. Goulden.
Royal theatre, Frankfort. Ind. General
patronage.

—

Producer

ronage.

Fighting Fate (Yitagraph). with William Duncan and Edith Johnson. Splendid serial.
on the thirteenth episode.
Good, clean and clear picture. Duncan
Interest susis hard to beat in serials.

Am

—

Remarks

—

D. M. Cannon. Gem theatre,
Kouts, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

tained.

—

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. One of the best serials this house
has had the pleasure of reporting. Profits
from the first episode payed for the en-

—

tire

Each episode getting

serial.

Hoxie as a Western
himself.
theatre,

— F.

&

G.

star

in

Amuse.

better.

a class
Co.,

by

Lyric

Milwaukee, Wis.
Exhibitor

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Best serial I ever ran.
Sensational and
a thriller.
Will get the money anywhere.
Thomas Crosby, Lily theatre. Buffalo.
X. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

ABE BLANK
DO YOU KNOW

WHY

Name

Transient

ronage
City

GIRLS

LEAVE HOME?

of Theatre

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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"U" Coast Branches

WITH

EAST

The

October

Win Bulk

of Prizes

West Coast branches

of Univerclaim three of the four prizes
just awarded for achievements during the sales contest just closed.
The Coast winners are San Fran-

H. E. N.

sal

Seattle and Spokane, Manager C. A. Nathan of the Sar.
Francisco office getting $1,750 for
distribution among his employes.
cisco,

Building under

Carpenter
Gouverneur, N.

difficulties,

of the Gralyn Theatre at

J.

completed his house.
The stage has been enlarged to take care of
the largest road attractions and some of the
biggest features will play at this popular
house this season. Exhibitor Carpenter is
no pessimist, but an optimist, with a capital "O."
Y.,

has

these days and they

Chasm"

*

*

*

*

*

»

*

*

*

Gouverneur, X. Y., the other night. Will
runs the Gauthier theatre at this place and
is ably assisted by Mrs. Gauthier.

Lyon Mountain

soon have a 500-seat
Tentative
plans are under way by Mrs. Hart, owner
of the Strand at this place.
Mrs. Hart is
rapidly convalescing from a recent opera-

house to

cost,

it

will

is

*

*

is

*

*

Jack Mathews.

The house has been thoroughly renovated and a new lighting system installed. Jack now whistles the latest opera arias since Sousa played his
house.
*

The Photo-Play at Keesville, N. Y., is
undergoing extensive alterations.
H. D.
Xicolls, owner, has an eye for the artistic.
The auditorium will have a Venetian garden effect, also an additional machine will
be installed.
*

*

Charles Marshall

*

holding the
Forks, X. Y.
Motor driven Simplex's are to be installed
at the Bridge Theatre in the near future.
The Montreal Highway is sure popular
bridge

down

at

is

Ausable

still

The

results

of

the

drive
the
dull summer months are said by
Universal officials to have been exceptionally good.
sales

which was conducted during

*

•

*

*

The Comstock

theatre at Morristown, X.
Y., has been reopened by the local lire department and will be managed by B. E.
»

*

It's a long way to Alexandria Bay, but
well worth the trip to meet the old Thousand Island king, "Happy" Claude Ellis,

of Convention Hall fame. Claude has had
a vacation this week, as the local Catholic
church is having a bazaar in the hall. Ten
years is a long time to stay in one place,
but Mr. Ellis enjoys the confidence of the
village and is running his theatre with the
same success as in the past.
*

*

P.

Simplex machines
*

will be
*
*

installed.

Orville Southworth, owner of the
Masonic Opera House at Adams, X. Y.,

*

*

E. M. Crawford is in the midst of his
busy season.
A great crowd of summer
have settled at Keene Valley, X. Y.,
and Estes Hall is doing a nice business.
Xew machines have recently been installed.
Post Master Crawford plans to open a new

visitors

theatre in a larger city this
*

*

fall.

*

Rufus Walton, manager
Hour at Lake Placid, X. Y.,

of the Happy
is rapidly re-

covering from an accident due to the falling of a staging. Both ankles were broken.
Mrs. Walton is booking the theatre during
Exhibitor Walton's indisposition.
*

The

paint

is

*

*

flying at the Palace theatre

Tupper Lake, X. Y. Xew scenery is
being installed in preparation for the fall
rush.
Bill Donovan is only running the
house three nights a week for the summer.
at

*

*

Papayanakos, who operates
the Olympic, Palace and Antique theatres
at Watertown, X. Y., is remodeling the
Olympic.
A new screen, scenery and a
general overhauling is the order and new

James

has just received a brand new 1921 model
in the shape of an eight and a half-pound
Goldwyn's "The Old Xest," played
here Sept. 5 and 6.
girl.

*

Attorney Ingram, will
be associated with him in his new venture.
policy
will
feature
pictures.
The
be

*

Seven thousand dollars has just been
on the Plattsburg Theatre, quotes

*

*

*

Charles Ingram of Ogdensburg, X. Y.,
has secured a long-time lease on the Opera
House of his city, and it is understood that

*

spent

*

friend, the editor of the Frceprcss, at

Morgan.

Piblic Rights League.

a

prize of $1,750.

*

his brother, District

*

said that the church of which Exhibitor Ralph J. Henry of the Clinton
Theatre, Plattsburg, N. Y., is a member
has an eye for business. Mr. Henry passes
the "morning offering" plate at church but
Ralph is an ardent worker for the
still
It

his

their staffs.

Gauthier was seen chatting with

said, $85,000.

tion.

*

»

Wm

among

Toronto, Clair Hauge, manager,

was the other exchange awarded

legitimate attractions will play this house.
*

tribution

Russel, the town that S. H. Knox made
famous, has a new theatre. C. A. Locklin,
retired farmer and town supervisor, has
taken charge of the bookings for this 4'Jiiseat house. This theatre is one of the most
complete small-town picture houses in the
state.

*

George Bourke of the
exchange and
Manager
A. H. McMillan of the Spokane
branch each received $750 for disSeattle

*

Mr. Meehan has sold his holdings in the
Grand Theatre Company at Malone, X. Y.,
to Fred S. Kirk, who will manage and
book the Grand. Only the big features and
*

Manager

Clyde Allen, impressario of the local
cheese factory of Antwerp, X. Y., is sending out S. R. O. signals for some good second hand chairs. Business is picking up at
the Casino, and Clyde will install a Skinner furnace and ventilating system.

*

Isaac N. Lyons, owner of the Palace at
Fort Covington, N. Y., and editor of the
Sun assures us that he will throw his editorial column open to the Public Rights
League.

you see the "Awful

at $1.25 per.

practically

*

let

*

*

One needs

a parachute to get in to Glenfield, X. Y., but if you make the grade all
right you will tind a dandy little theatre at
William E.
the bottom of the valley.
Dekin is operating the Glenfield theatre
at this point and has just finished remodelling.
Xew seats have been installed and a
Powers 6-A machine set up. Mr. Dekin's
son, Lansing, is the chief projectionist.

\9

DINNER GIVEN PRESS AND EXHIBITORS

at Buffalo,

N.

Y..

by the Grand

& Warner Film

followed by a private showing of "Miracles of the Jungle," the Federated Exchanges

Exchange, which was
serial.

Equipment

Progress
Up

in Freeport.

111..

John

F.

an

exhibitor well
known in the middle west, is
gambling his money on the
proposition that the small city
—Freeport, of about 25.000
population is as much in need
of and will support as well a
luxurious theatre as the big
He has turned the first
city.
spade of earth, and. according
to press reports, has the interest of the entire county in his
It is up to Mr.
enterprise.
Dittman to keep this interest

Dittman.

—

Ground Broken in Freeport, 111.
For Metropolitan Play House
John F. Dittman, Northern Illinois Exhibitor,
To Erect Theatre to Rival Those in Larger
Cities— Chicago Architects Named
Freeport, 111., is soon to have a theatre
equal in luxuriousness and modern equipment to any theatre in the country according to advices received from John
F. Dittman. veteran motion picture exhibitor of that city and well known to
the industry in the central west.
Mr. Dittman's home town was the
scene of the now famous historical
debates
Abraham Lincoln and
of

Douglas and
the northern

in

commemoration

Illinois

exhibitor

of this,
is

going

man who

Has

does things.
* *

trical

1,400 Seats

devices.

"While I have all the confidence in
the world in the project," said Mr. Dittman, "it is in one sense an experiment.

ing in the larger centers, the
electric sign in front of the
theatre becomes a more important card of introduction
to the public. An electric sign
need not be large but it must
be good.
As a famous wag
once said "Clothes don't make
the man but they have a whole
lot to do with his approach,''
The appearance of your theatre has a whole lot to do with
your attendance. A good electric sign is attractive.
* * *

my

The success of
venture will prove
that the most expensive and elaborate of
theatres are possible in cities the size of
Freeport as well as in the metropolitan
centers."

The opening

:

patronage.

ceremony at which many of the
leading citizens of Freeport participated.
Mr. Dittman on August 29 turned the
first spade of earth on the site of his
future theatre which was a signal for a
corps of excavators to get on the job.
It is said that the entire county in which
Freeport is situated is manifesting a
keen interest in the progress of the newa

plans call for a house of 1,400
seating capacity with every conceivable
sort of modern improvement in the way
of lighting, heating, ventilating and elec-

With the approach of the
abandonment of daylight sav-

A

At

The

*

Xew York state exhibitor
signals his patrons by means
of electric flashlights when to
start for the show. "When it's
time for the feature to start I
show a green light." he explains.
"That means for 'em
to hurry up.
When the picture is going on I show a red
one.
Most of the folks live
near the theatre and they can
send their kids out to look up
the street to see what light's
shining.
Everybody hates to
come in during the showing of
the feature." He's right, and
undoubtedly he has built up his

have designed.

tects

institution.

after his house is completed
and in operation. Undoubtedly
he will do it. Mr. Dittman is

a

for the Lincoln according to the builder's
ideas and it is expected that, when completed, the Lincoln will rank well up
with the other houses which these archi-

date for the

new

theatre

has not yet been set but the large force
of men already at work should seem
to indicate a record spurt to the finish.

Wheeler and Brown to
Build at Rock Falls, 111.
ROCK FALLS, ILL— A new theatre

JOHN DITTMAN
spade of earth for
theatre at Freeport,
to

name

his

future

turning
his

new

the

first

1,400-seat

111.

cinema palace the

the

Lincoln theatre.

The building when finished will be the
consummation of ten years planning on
the part of Mr. Dittman and will include
its every feature the results of the
showman's visits to cities all over the
United States which were spent in the
study of various types of architecture.
Only the best features gleaned by Mr.
Dittman from his tour will be the basis
for the new structure.
in

Chicago Architects Plan

The same famous firm of Chicago
architects who are responsible tor the
plans of such theatres as the Tivoli. the
Riviera, and the newest Balaban & Katz
house the Chicago prepared the plans

—

which is expected to be one of the finest
in any town the size of Rock Falls will
be erected two doors south of the present
Lyric by Arthur \V. Wheeler and Mrs.
Susan Brown. H. B. Frank, manager of

—

Lyric,

will

supervise

construction

and will have charge of the house when
completed.
Although the house will be built fundamentally for picture purposes, a large
stage and two dressing rooms will be installed so that vaudeville may be booked.
Ground for the new building has been
broken.

Lyric, Cincinnati.
The new Lyric

Reopens

theatre at

Cincinnati

reopened last Monday night, following
a thorough remodeling of the playhouse.
It will present Pantages vaudeville and
high-class motion picture features.

KXH
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THE TISDALE MOBILE MOTOR FLEET

At the

left

— one

section

of

the

Tisdale

fleet

of

Camera

Cars, and at
flight lieutenants.

the

right,

Tisdale Motor Fleet Interests
Firm

Film

Industrial
Cooperating

With Both

Exhibitors and Cities in
Popularizing Local Features
The accompanying photographs give
some idea of the big fleet of fast Motor
Camera Cars used by

the

Tisdale

In-

Film Corporation. This is the
and most complete mobile film
equipment in the industry and is specially
dustrial

largest

designed to obtain the utmost
and efficiency.

speed

in

The Tisdale company has taken
place

in

division

its

activities

largely

to the production of Municipal Exploitation subjects, in which they have specialized lor the past ten years, developing this field with success.
Exhibitors
find in these local productions new and
powerful exploitation, as they form an
effective tie-up between the theatres and
local manufacturers, an-d mercantile establishments as well as with the
schools, churches and important civic
bodies.

leading

Fleet a Feature

obtained, the latter contributing in running stories throughout the time the
crews are at work. In this way the filming of each city becomes at once an
event, while the finished product supplies
an accurate historical record of the town.
Hundreds of the leading cities of the
country have been filmed, the pictures
meeting with great favor it is said, and
furnishing added attractions for the theatres using them.
Every unit of the mammoth fleet is
kept busy answering the constant demand from cities and theatres throughout the country for this service Tisdale
declares, and prominent houses are finding these Tisdale productions to be big
office attractions,

known

among them

such

theatres as the Madison,
I'eoria, 111., the Capitol, Davenport, Iowa,
the Hoyburn, Evanston, 111., the Lyceum.
well

on

the "Rue De Cinema" or *04 So. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, from where the activities
of the fleet are directed under the personal supervision of F. M. Tisdale, President oi the Organization.
Its personnel
is complete with a corps of fifty industrial experts, promotion men. directors,
camera men assistants, aviators and
publicity men
who are prepared at a
moment's notice to take anything anywhere. Each camera car carries a complete crew who plan and carry out the
filming campaign from the time the booking arrangements are made until the
picture is completed.

—
—

For Piano and Organ Only
After a year's experience in preparing
musical scores for motion picture theatres, the Synchronized Scenario Music
Company of 64 East Jackson blvd., Chicago, and with offices in all the principal
cities of the country,
makes the an-

nouncement

that in the future their Synchronized Music Scores will be published
in one book form, designed to meet the
requirements of the organist or pianist.

company

Sign
Reelers

A 4H-shcet painted sign, lighted by
eight spotlights and bordered by 300 incandescent lamps, has been erected at
Forty-seventh street and Broadway, New
York, to advertise the Western and
Northwestern pictures starring Texas
Guinan. The sign bears the likeness of
the

star

of

nounces the

these
titles

two-reelers

and

an-

of the series of pro-

ductions.

Merit Film Corporation of New York
had the board erected.
This company
will distribute the short features in New
York state, northern New Jersey, Delaware. Maryland, District of Columbia and

Virginia.

Winn To

Direct Sales

For DeVry Corporation
Homer

undertook the
task of preparing a separate and individual music score for each of the releases
of all standard producers it was thought
the

Two

V. Winn, veteran advertising

sales promotion man, is now sales
director of the DeVry Corporation, Chicago manufacturers of the DeVry port-

and

To Prepare Music Scores

When

The big Camera Cars and their equipment get the interest from the start it
has been demonstrated and the co-operation of the local newspaper is readily

box

General Office Chicago
General headquarters are located

Advertises

ex-army

by

Mammoth Broadway

its

the front rank of the Industrial

— directing

Duluth, Minn., and hundreds of others
almost every section of the country.

in

Unit manned

Aviation

the

able motion picture projection machine.

Romain

Waymel, who was Mr.
for some time, is the

J.

Winn's assistant

new DeVry

advertising and sales producmanager.
Mr. Winn was formerly with the Al-

tion

drcd

& Winn

Advertising Agency of Inwas with
organiza-

dianapolis and for five years
the Maxwell-Chalmers sales
tion.

first

that they would by these publications
render the theatre owner the greatest
service.
Twelve months spent in the
field, however, have proven that it is the
organist and pianist, more so than the
orchestras, that is in need of Synchronized Music Scores so with that knowledge gained after a year's hard introductory work, the company, starting with
Goldwyn's "The Old Nest," will publish
their scores for the organ or piano only.
It is also announced that Fermin Swinnen, organist of the Rivoli theatre, New
York City, will supervise the preparation
of the new Synchronized Scores.
Mr. Swinnen will personally do all of
the registration work in connection with
the preparation of the organ scores. His
knowledge of combination of stops
which knowledge, when possessed by an
organist, is the way he is rated is second to none, it is declared.

—

—

Powers Arc Lamp Is
Tested in Kansas City
The new Power's G. E. high intensity
much testing and experi-

arc lamp, after

menting, has been given

its

first

try-out

Kansas City territory and pronounced a wonderful success by the management of the Isis theatre, one of Kansas City's largest suburban houses.
in

the

Weil Leases Emerald
KANSAS CITY. MO.— The Emerald
theatre. Thirty-sixth street and Prospect
avenue, has been leased by L. Weil and
son, formerly of Sioux City, la.
The

which is a suburban house, wil!
remodeled and redecorated about
October 1. The seating capacity also wil!
be increased.
A large canopy, a new
front and an improved lighting system
are among the improvements planned.
theatre,

be

October

1,
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A New

Booklet on a

"The Motion
Its

91

New

Subject

Picture Theatre,

Interior Illumination and

the Selection
Prepared by

the

of the

Kodak Research Laboratory

Published by the Eastman Kodak

This booklet, the
of practical

Company

long series

result of a

experiments conducted by

Kodak Research Laboratory

experts at the

offers to the trade for the first

information on a subject of
to all

Screen"

time accurate

first

owners and managers

importance
of

motion

picture houses.
It

points the

way

in specific

terms

to

theatre lighting so ideal that printed matter

—a

program

for

example

—can

be read

without eye-strain even while the picture
is

on the screen.
The

booklet

is

jree on request.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Keith officials announce, the building will
represent an expenditure of $1,000,000.

Th eatres
Know

Exhibitors

Quincy. 111.— Reuben Levine of Chicago plans to erect a 2,500-seat theatre
Is

here to cost $500,000.

an

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

New
Detroit, Mich.

Equipment

Thomas Lancaster
Amusement Company will

and

build

will

erect

W

Third

D.
illiams
of
Fcrndale
build a 2,000-

W.

N.

street

W. The

X.

The

Ellwood
erecting

a

Pa.— T.

City,

theatre

in

will

cost

Pittsfield,

Mass.

— The

theatre has been opened

— Cinderella

Company,

Inc., will erect a
cost $200,000 at Jefferson and

Theatre

theatre to
Coplin ave-

nue and Piper boulevard.
*

Dayton, O.

—A

permit has been issued
for the construction of the new B. F.
Keith theatre at Fourth and Ludlow
streets.
Valuation of the structure was
placed at $500,000.
When completed.

"A

«

Mich.— Robert
opened the new Croswell

new

street.

*

tre

—

Youngstown, O. Youngstown's newest
Mahoning, has been opened
with Carl Trunk as manager. The house
seats 1,200.
*

*

Peoria,

— The

Kmpress theaSherman

has been leased by Harrv A.

111.

— The

Hansen Indicators replace part or
cost and locates the vacant seats.
Efficiency that costs nothing.

all

ushers.
It

Inquire,

National Film Co.

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

Fires

—

*

—

Waterloo, la. Owners of the Plaza
theatre, which was destroyed by fire,
plan to rebuild the house. The fire caused

damage estimated

at $53,000.

We are always
Office

:

in the market
Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

less

profit.

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

EXHIBITORS

|

HERALD—

CO.

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

PARIS

for

a decided

SHINES'

I

AND GAUMONT

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

|

I

re-

Parsons, Kans. Fire which destroyed
the Elk theatre caused a loss of $10,000.

Gives better service at

make you

and

28.

536 Central Building, Seattle, Washington

closing.

ECLIPSE

will

remodeled

decorated Hippodrome was opened here

August

installed.
la.

»

—

Akron, O. Charles and Frank Menches
have opened their new Liberty theatre,
one of the largest houses in this territory.

Ferncliff

Main

in

Los Angeles The Wilshire theatre,
being erected in Western avenue between
Third and Fourth streets by West Coast
Theatres, Inc., will be completed for
opening on October 10.
A Wurlitzer
orchestral organ costing $30,000 will be
Des Moines,

P. Codd has
theatre, which

Pawtucket, R. I. A. A. Spitz, general
manager, has opened the new Strand
theatre.
The house has a seating capacity of 2.000.
Special music is furnished
by the Strand svmphony orchestra.

*

—

seats 1,400.

VACANT SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT THAT

Installed without

Com-

—

streets.

Wurlitzer organ has been installed.

*

Mich.

is

Openings
A

$130,000.

Detroit,

Barnes

Y.

Lawrence avenue

Melrose and

house

Stanley

new

theatre, the

*

Fifty-second street
section of the Bronx from plans by
Shape. Brady & Perkins, 220 West Fortystreet.

is

$1,602,000.

One Hundred and

second

and Court avenue
expected to cosi

building

Realty Corporation
the

pany's

pany.

between Fourth and Fifth

a theatre in

Pa.— The

Philadelphia,

offices, will cost $500,000.

—

*

— Tyrol

October.

*

will

Canton, O. John A. Calhoun, president of Continental Clay Company, announces that a ten-story theatre, hotel
and office building will be erected on the
site facing on Cleveland avenue N. W.,

house at Sprmgwells avenue, near
Ferndale avenue.
It will be known as
the Springwells theatre.
York.

in

theatre, the Karlton, will be
opened early in October, according to
Jules Mastbaum, president of the com-

seat

New

B. Allen of Chi-

Superior, Wis.— The Rialto theatre has
been reopened, following remodeling and
redecorating.

Adrian,

Projects

—Theodore

and L.

be opened

will

192)

Lennox avenue, One Hundred and Thirty-ninth to One Hundred
and Fortieth street. The theatre, with

Being Installed

Is

cago and

*

New York— Leopold Weiss

This.

a theatre in

the Latest

of Minneapolis

1,

*

Providing Comfort for Fans
Asset.

October

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Two

Exchanges on
Chicago's Film Row Are Sold
State Right

Zambreno Gets

Superior Purchases
Sells to

Grauman's Exchange

Superior

New

Product for Unity

New

Purchases Film Distributed
by Illinois and Indiana

Wabash Avenue

Exchange

Doll Van Film Company, sold some
months ago by D. M. Vandawalker to
Jack Grauman, again has changed hands.

Frank Zambreno, head of the new Progressive Pictures company and also chief
executive of the Unity Photoplay Corporation, has purchased the product formerly distributed by the Illinois & Indiana Film exchange and will handle
the film under the Unity banner.
Gets Neal Hart Pictures
Mr. Zambreno announced the consummation of the deal early this week,
following negotiations of a few days.
Through the purchase Unity obtains a
series of six Neal Hart features and
"Mickey" as well as considerable other

Company

Occupies Its
Offices at 738 South

This time Superior Screen Service,

Inc.,

Harry Weiss, manager, takes over the
product of the company for distribution.
Superior Takes Larger Office

To meet

the requirements of expanded

business Superior has

from

moved

its

offices

former location in Seventh street
to 738 South Wabash avenue. The company will occupy the entire first floor.
Ben Beadell, who has arranged for distribution of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight
pictures through Superior Screen Service,
its

also has his executive offices at

Number

product.

738.

The Illinois & Indiana Film exchange
has been in business in the Chicago film
district for little more than a year. Since

May Buy Other Exchanges
announcing the purchase of Doil
Van, Mr. Weiss stated that negotiations
are under way whereby Superior will
take over and operate two and possibly
In

three other state right exchanges.
Mr. Grauman will remain at the Doll
Van offices for two or three weeks.
Within that time he is expected to announce his future plans.

Wabash avenue the
company has been located at 804 South
Wabash avenue.
To Distribute Educationals
the exodus to South

Arthur Lowy, general manager of the

JACK GRAUMAN, who
of his interests in Doll

has

disposed

Van Film Com-

pany to Superior Screen Service.
Pep" Creates Record
For Paramount Week Exhibitor Sentiment
hundred and thirty theatres in
territory observed Paramount Week

Five

this
this year as against 245 last year.

the salesmen

who

did

Ask

Nate Ascher of the Ascher Brothers
who was taken suddenly ill at
his office in the Consumers building and
removed to the Great Northern hotel
last week, is somewhat improved.
His
illness was due to overwork.
He was
removed to his home on Thursday.
circuit,

"Four Horsemen" to Close
Metro's "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," which has hung up a record for
long run at the LaSalle theatre, enters
upon its 27th and last week next Mon-

Under the management of Ned
Holmes this picture drew steadily with
two shows a day all during the hot

ties.

Against Screening of
Arbuckle-Rappe Films Jones, Linick

it.

Nate Ascher Recovering

Forty exhibitors attended the meeting
Friday in the Vitagraph projection

weather of July and has never played to
than $8,000 a week in the face of
competition from legitimate show-.

stiff

Open House

last

room of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Chicago.
It was the sentiment of the meeting
that exhibitors of the city should withhold from their screens any pictures in
which Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle or VirThis step
ginia Rappe are in the cast.
some acis considered necessary until
tion has been taken in the Arbuckle case
in San Francisco, where the star is being
held on a charge of murder.
Already exhibitors of the city having
contracts to play Arbuckle and Rappe
pictures have postponed the engage-

ments.

day.

less

in the future distribute eduHe has not as yet obcational films.
tained a new location but already has a
picture on child birth which he will
distribute through colleges and universi-

concern, will

Linick

Jones,
that

their

new

&

in

Schaefer

November

&

Schaefer announce
theatre being erected in

Michigan avenue at One Hundred and
Tenth place will be opened on Thanksgiving Day. A combination bill of feature pictures and vaudeville will be presented.
The house, which will be one
of the largest

in

the city, will seat 5,000.

Greiver Production to

Open

in

Loop Theatre

Greiver Productions has obtained a
permit on the Harry Cary production
"Brute Island" and the feature will open

Band Box the week of September
The picture, according to Mr.

at the

We

see no reason why there should be
any objection to one-piece bathing suits,
provided, of course, the piece isn't too
large.— Columbia (S. C.) Record.
^

25.

Greiver, is not a reissue
structed picture, but one
Cary has made.

reconbest

or

a

of

the
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Labor Trouble Here
Delays Katz Opening
in

Motor Boat

Some Time
November
Till

new
& Katz house, located in Chicago's downtown district, has been delayed until some
time in November.
Workmen are now
busily engaged in putting the finishing
touches to the interior of the large auditorium and foyer, but there is considerablework yet to he done before the wide stairways, high ceilings and immense balcony are

1921

Trip Disastrous

For Joe Wolf— Loses One
Perfectly

Due

to labor troubles, the opening of the
Chicago theatre, the 5,000-seat Balaban

I;

Paramount Salesmen
Cavort at Fox Lake

Chicago Theatre Will Not Be

Completed

October

"Is your husband on a fixed salary?"
"Yes but it's not. fixed exactly to our
liking."
Buffalo Express.

—

*

— Have
Frosh
Frosh — Naw,

you any board money,

Caterer
?

got

I

paper

Good

Shirt

Salesmen

and sales officials of the
local Paramount force held a stag picnic at Fox Lake on Saturday, September

10.

It's wasting words to mention that "a
good time was had by all." Maybe next

year the salesmen will sneak away for
two or three during the summer even
the married men.

—

money.

Prim. Slate Froth.
*

tin i shed.

Jesse Crawford, who was brought here
from the West Coast to play the immense

organ at the Tivoli, will preside at the Chicago when it is opened.
Balaban &- Katz now occupy an entire floor
over the entrance to the theatre, having
moved from the State-Lake building as
soon as the executive offices were finished.
Marshall Field Company has on display in
its Wabash avenue windows some of the
furnishings for the new theatre, which represent the last word of the craftsman's art.
The opening attraction will be "The Sign
of the Door," a First National picture, starring Nora Talmadge.

Okc — Would you be satisfied if you
all the money you wanted?
Owens — I'd be satisfied if I had all the
money my creditors wanted. Boston Transcript.

*

May — Do you
me?
Ray

— No,

May — I've

just

lots of

On

Alleged Infringement

"He always
menu

it holds
exclusive rights on this production and
that the Aliens have been presenting a
program which has led the public to believe it was witnessing the original program. An injunction and damages arc
sought.

It

Ascher Brothers have again adjusted
admissions at their new Roosevelt theatre on State street.
Commencing Sept.
19th the regular admission will be fifty

war tax. afternoons,
evenings, holidays, Saturdays and Sundays.
They have a morning scale of
forty cents.
This is done to avoid confusion caused by having four prices, 40,
60 and 75 cents as formerly.
cents, plus five cents

left hand side of
American Ley ion Weekly.

tell,

says "Farewell."
Vaudeville Xcws.

—

*

—

should die, you
If
I
Strict Father
would have to beg for money.
Son It sure would come natural.

—

*

Aschmann to Handle
Quimby Fight Films
New Manager Not Yet Named
for

Chicago Office
of Pathe

A. Aschmann, long associated .with
Pathe, has resigned as Chicago manager
of the distribution company.
Mr. Aschmann succeeded E. A. Eschmann as
manager of the local branch when the
latter was called to the New York office
more than one year ago.
Mr. Aschmann severs his connection
with the Pathe organization to handle
the Dempsey-Carpentier fight picture for
Fred G. Quimby in the Wisconsin and
territory.

J.

McGinnis has

purchased the Liberty theatre here.

Manager H. W. Given, Branch
Manager Harry Manning, Sales Manager
M. W. Kusell, Assistant Sales Manager
Otto Bolle, Assistant Sales Manager
Neal Agnew. Accessories Manager Milton Gore. Head Booker Bill Hamm,
Branch Manager Al Bernstein of Milwaukee, Sales Manager Milt Hirsch of
Milwaukee,
Head Inspector Herman
Busch, Publicity Director Dan Roche,
and. Salesmen Bradford, O'Brien, WolfDistrict

berg, Goldberg, Stover, Jacobs, Clark,
Carmichael, Washburn, Wolf and Rockabrand.

manager,
local

until

Stars
In "Cursed" for Fox

Dustin Farnum, who celebrated his return as a Fox star by making "The

Primal Law." is at work on his second
The
under the new contract.
is being made under the working
title "Cursed," and is from a story by
George Alen England.
Bernard Durnpicture
feature

directing.
cast includes Virginia Yalli,
feminine lead; Bernard Durning, actor
and director; Nigel DeBrulier. Otto Hoffman, Hazel Dean, Evelyn Selbrie, Jim
Farley,
O'Brien, Kirk Lucas. Bob

ing

A

is

large

Perry and Charles Gorman.

Launch Picture After
Weeks of Preparation
After

many weeks

of preparation, spent

mainly in search of suitable locations
and a thorough investigation of the suitability of scores of applicants for the vari-

ous characters, Vitagraph's special production pf "The Prodigal Judge." adapted

Yaughan

Kester,

the same name by
under way.
have the leading role

of
is

Jean Paige will
Betty Malroy.
Edward Jose is in
personal charge of the production and
of

will

direct

all

the scenes.

of the force.

At the present time R.
the

Farnum

from the novel

Prior to his departure from Chicago for
Minneapolis Mr. Aschmann was presented
with a gold watch and chain by his Chicago staff. The presentation was made
by Jimmie Gillick on behalf of the other

trict

was the loss of
by Joe Wolf during a

trip.

Tom

W.

members

Defeated

Details omitted.
The
bachelors of the staff carried away honors in the baseball game by defeating
the married men, 8 to 5.
Members of the force motored out and
back.
Dinner was served at the Randolph hotel. Among those present were:

Dustin

is

office.

C. Shrader, dis-

directing the

He

will

work

appointment of Mr. Aschmann's
is announced in New York.

successor

COLUMBIA. MO. — Rex

Plays Continuous

of

remain here

Renames Theatre Cozy
NEVADA, MO. — M.

shirt

motor boat

—

exactly pretty, but she has
that indefinable something
"So I hear; her father has piles of
it."
Judge.
isn't

.">()

McGinnis Buys House

one good

Michigan Gargoyle.

"She

Men

feature of the day

Milwaukee Men Present

reads the

first."

Minnesota

Aschers Cut Prices

nickel.

Rocks has

think

money talks
As some folks
To most of us

Action has been brought in the discourt of the United States by Edwards Amusement Company against Jule

Movie Show."
The Edwards company claims

swallowed a

If

trict

and J. J. Allen, owners of the Capitol
theatre at Cleveland. Ohio, for an alleged
infringement on the company's copyrighted
production,
"The
Old-Time

in

money?"

I

Edwards Company Sues

any change

why?

"What makes you

Peggy Hyland Starring in
Cross Country Travelogue
lyland, with her husband. Fred
Granville, as director, is picture making in
the United States again before the camera
of Robert W. Fowler. This trio is producing a cross country travelogue, having
started on the Pacific Coast. The three now
arc filming in the vicinity of the Grand Canyon in Colorado. Miss Hyland is the star
of the production.
Miss Hyland recently returned to the
United States from her home in England,
where she starred in three pictures for a
British concern.
"Old Santa Fe Trail" is
the working title of the travelogue in production.

notice

A

"Topics of the Day" Films.

the

Peggy

Married

had

Barrett of
Pierce City has purchased the Odeon
theatre here and renamed it the Cozy.

Commencing Monday, September 19, the
Fox attraction, "Over the Hill." changed
the policy of giving two shows a day and is
playing continuous from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m.
every day at 50 cents, 75 cents and $1, with
a 50-cent and 75-cent rate for the afternoon.
This Fox feature will be followed at the

Woods by "A Yankee
Court."

in

King Arthur's

October

1.
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Companies Busy

Five

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

pretty muddy last Friday when
for this column of chatter
toured him row. and the girls fortunate
enough to be wearing white hose went home
with polka dots. Ain't nature grand

was

It

collector

the

*

*

Jim Salter came

*

on the local from
the other day, spun a tew
yarns with the boys, booked a couple of pictuxes and caught the five-fifteen back. Jim
says state fairs ain't conducive to good
in

Libertyville

*

*

*

Jack Freeman of the Clermont Theatre
has just returned from Twin Lakes, where

—

he caught a gigantic pickerel gross weight,
22 pounds. After removing a five reel feature,
four sinkers and a dozen gross of hooks, the
tinny member showed a net weight of 4
pounds, 7 ounces.
Jack saved one day's

and got a

start

toward

"Scrap

Iron."

*

*

*

lure of the celluloid has got Arthur
C. Fox, who for the past year has been
selling underwear, and he has joined First
National.
If he gets as close to his customers with his new product as he did with
the old, contracts won't worry him much.

The

*

*

*

Dox Meaxey— no

relation
representative for a

to

Eenie

number of
stars and more lately with Warner Oland,
passed through Chicago last week en route
personal

to

Los Angeles.
*

to

Among

out-of-town

the

showed up

*

*

Cress Smith of L'nited Artists went over
Des Moines last week on business.
* * *

Bill Brimmer of Vitagraph has replaced
Xash with a YVestcott. We got
a westcott, too, but it is durn funny we
haven't got the right kind of trousers and
coat to wear with it.
* * *
his stolen

Abe Tague

of the Strand Theatre, pretry
nearly lost out on the Burman-Smith fistic
ensemble.
He forgot Chub Florine was
doing business on a cash basis. By the way.
Chub, who admits he is the greatest salesman in this world, or any other place, would
like to see the birds who are on his cuff, as
he wants to begin wearing soft shirts.
* * *

Paul De Outo

allows that bootlegging

would be a great game if a fellow knew
where to get booze and where to sell it at
a profit after he got it.
Paul has some

this

the

Saxe Amusements. Milwaukee.
*

*

*

Tommy Greenwood has taken up Midnight Golf. Once Tommy gets to sleep, all
the courses in the country look alike to him.
His latest is Harlem in sixty-eight. Ye ed
would have to have a nightmare to get under the century mark. However, we'll play
him a round if we can give our score last.
* * *
Friend Gruwell, who claims he hasn't
had his name in print since he recited "The
Boy Stood on the Burning Deck" for the

Comedies will predominate in the new
round of Metro pictures now under production at the company's studios m Hollywood.
Five- companies are busy on
stories of which all but one may be classified as comedies.
Viola Dana is working on "Glass
Houses." an original story written for
her by Clara Genevieve Kennedy. Harry
Beaumont is directing. Bert Lytell has
completed "Lady Fingers" and his started

"The Right That Failed." This story, by
P. Marquand. was published
in
the
Saturday Ezcning Post. ( Bayard Veiller is
J.

Advance.

Guess they've taken up a course

FOR SALE: Sew

Rialto

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velasquin"

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

progressing rapidly with his production
of "Turn to the Right," the John Golden
stage hit.

in bibli-

Joe Allman is out hustling in the old
territory formerly covered by Ted Meyers
for Pathe.
*

*

*

Harry Phillips already looks and feels
at home in the F. B. Warren offices. H. P.
jointed the sales staff recently. And a real
booster for the new product.
*

W.

Hill

The Only Way
My

*

«

of

again, out exploitHis
ing some of Universal's late Jewels.
most recent trip was to Elgin, where he
exploitation
out
the
supervised and mapped

L.

is

at

it

which

campaign on "Reputation,"
there on September 25.

p roc cm of co reservation
films and effective

new

assures the

renovating
exhibit

a

etnii'Jtn

film

A.

perfect

TEITEL

«*4Sa.W.bish Ate,

LOW

in

to

his patronage.
Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

opens

WILLEMSEN &

CHICAGO

CO.

ExportersofFilm
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Offke ind Laboratorr, iZi Car: SL, New Orleami

RE.Vr.4L

Third Floor of Famous
Players-Lasky Bldg.

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
PHONE WABASH 7616

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

See Mr. Given on Premises
Possession Immediately

PLUSH - YELOUR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We

CAMERA BARGAINS

Excelsior Film Co.

Hughes will star. They will be Aimed by
S-L Pictures for Metro. Rex Ingram is

J. O. Campbell, one of Sid Goldman's
right hand men, give Springfield. Decatur
and Bloomington the "once over"' last week.
Mavbe some special contracts for F. B. W.
* * *

845

Kineto Organ Blower, never

used, complete with lVi K.P. D.C. Motor.
Theatre. Pecos, Texas.

will direct.
June Mathis prepared
the continuity. George D. Baker is engaged in the preparation of a new series
of iive comedy dramas in which Gareth

"Adam" to a delighted audience at the recent picnic of the sales force at Fox Lake.
* * *

Payable
Charge,

$1.00

Karger

Paramount office.
They say Salesman Rockabrand played

GOOD LIGHT

Word
Minimum

Five Cents per

Alice Lake will have the only dramatic
role in the new round of pictures. "The
Hole in the Wall." a story by Fred Jackson, has been selected for her. Maxwell

cal literature at the local

Entire Floor in the
Heart of the Film Center

CLASSIFIED

directing.

village school board, is in Indianapolis this
week lining up the advertising and exploitation
service in the new Progress
branch there.
* * *

FOR RENT!

great ideas.

in

who

exhibs

week were

R. O. Stevens
Apollo theatre. Princeton, 111.
H. Deardorff of the Standard. Kendalville,
Ind. Carles Lamb of the Palm. Rockford,
and Ellis Bostick, general manager of the

of

Pictures

For Metro Publication

:

business.

booking

Sam Warrick of the Family Theatre,
Sheldon, 111., is branching out. He has purchased the Lyric theatre and also the Opera
House at Areola. 111. The boys are wondering how he happened to overlook the
town hall and the school house.
* * »

On Current

Motion Picture Ctrnni
savin* price*.
discount* on

«t cafe

Special croO ni nrn

BASS CAMERA
h, io» m.

COMPANY

ruisira sc. rwrni.

Moving

l

VERSALS.
DaBrs.

dpi.

specialize in

Picture Theatre work

pa.

The Fabric Studios, inc.
177 No. State St.

CHICAGO
resec ' i _

: -

i

- :

s

-

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Through Pathe Exchanges

Distributed

Their Mutual Child, six reela, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM
Woman's Man,

CORP.
Romaine

featuring

five reels,

Field-

ing.

Love's Protege,

reels,

five

Ora Carew.

featuring

Bitter Fruit, five reels,

all star cast.
Trail, five reela.

The Golden

Bachelor Apartments,
kins.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hcovie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Kubye De

Remer.
Luxury, aix

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

The

cast.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

through Pathe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman,

six reels, with

Geraldine Far

rar.

The Devil,

six

What Women

with George Arlias
Do, six reela. with

reels,

Will

Anna Q

Nilsson.

The Kider
The Road

King Log (Special Prod.).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

of the
to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.

IXC.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept. 25

Who

INC.
INCE PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughea.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.

Mother
J.

Mine,

o'

five

(Cosmo-

reels,

with

JR..

The Leopard Woman, seven

— One

June 19
Lean.

a Minute,

reels,

five

—

—

July 3 The Woman God Changed, seven reels.
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10 Too Much Speed, five reela, with Wallace
Reid.
July 10— The Myatery Road.
(British Prod.)
July 17
Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
July 24
Behind Masks ,five reela, with Dorothy
Dalton.
July 31
The Lost Romance, seven reela (Wm. de
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reel*.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
Aug. 14 Passing Through, five reels.
(Douglas
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of Canaan, seven reela

—

—
—
—
—

4— The

reela. with Ethel Clayton.
five reels, with Roscoe

Marry,

to

Hell

Diggers

(Wallace Reid),

Moment

(Gloria

reels,

with

Louiae

Swanson),

—

Prod.), five reels.
Sept. 18— The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 25— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod ), nine reels.

The Forbidden Thing, aix

reels,

with James Kirk-

wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
Perfect Crime, five reels,
Jacaueline Logan.
Doll, five reels,

with

reela,

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
J. L.

FROTHINGHAM

Raise, five reels.

C. B. C.

FILM SALES

five

of

reels.

Paris,

five

reels,

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE
The Heart

Shame. 8.200

six

reels,

with

Charles

six reels, with

H.

Marguerite Clark.

The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

DAVIS

of the North, six reels.

with

INC.

five reels.

six

Zany

King Arthur's Court, eight

in

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

WILLIAM FARNUH SERIE*
Drag Harlan,

The

six

reels.
reels.

Scuttlera, aix

His Greatest Sacrifice, aix

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger'a Cub,

aix

reela.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reef
Know Your Man. six reela.
Beyond Price, fi»e reela.

Romeo,

five reels.

Big Town Round up, five reela.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Colorado Pluck, five reels.
Children of the Night, 5 reels.
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five reels.

Ill

five

reels.

reels.

reels.

five reels.

CK JONES SERIES

a Finish, five reels.

2 OT II

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.

Scrambled Wives,

Yankee

CENTURY BRAND

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).
six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
Couraee. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

Gypsy Blood,

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

The

Nightingale
Miens.

Conn.
reela.

Thunderclap, seven

To

Donald.

reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

The Victim,

A
A

reels.
reels.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

Man-Woman-Marriage,

The Ten Dollar

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.

six

Ray.

Home

FOX SPECIALS
Over

with

FIRST NATIONAL

with Monte Blue and

DIST.

reela.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

The Primal Law,

INC.
seven

Children,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well, aix

five

all-star cast

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

FILM MARKET,
The House Without

with

reels,

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five

reels.

Ktchard Travers.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

A Small Town

cast

Dangeroua Toys, seven

The Mother Heart,

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

to One, six reels, with Hobart Boaworth.
Love, aix reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

House,

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
six

reels, with all-star caai
reels, with all-star cast
five reela, »itb
an

five

five

the

TOM MIX SEHIK9

six reels.
Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

The Married Virgin,

Stahl

five

A Thousand

The Last

Hearts and Masks,

Ridin'

Great

M.

(John

Norma Talmadge.

Charles Ray.

Bell, with

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

—
—

ford Prod.)

—
—
(Thomas Meighan.)
Aug. 21 — Wealth, five

the Door, with

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reela, with Beaair
Love

Douglas Mac-

June 19 The Bronze Bell, six reels.
(Thomas
Ince-Vance Prod.)
June 26 Sham, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
June 26 A Wise Fool, seven reels. (George Mel-

PRODUCTIONS

Glaum.

A

Midnight

six reels.

PARKER READ,

The Broken

A

star

(Donald Criap

reels.

—The

Homespun
Lying

— White and Unmarried,
Thomas Meighan.
June 12 — Appearances, aix

reels.
Sept. 4

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
H.

reels.

with

politan Prod.)

June 12

Sept.

—

THOMAS

five reela.

The Sign on

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
June 5— The Traveling Salesman,
Roscoe Arbuckle.
June 6— The Wild Goose, seven

Thou Gavest Me.

Child
Prod.)

Young.

ball

Aug. 28 Crazy
Arbuckle

Girl, five reels.
Wait, five reels.
They Shall Pay. five reels.
Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.
The Family Closet, five reels.
Discontented Wives, five reels.

— Women
—
11 —
18 —

From

Straight

—

June 12— The Butterfly
July 10
Aug. 17

The

with Clara Kimball Youne.
Paris, five reeli, with Clara Kim-

five reels,

Prod.)

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush,

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)

Hickville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

What Love
Little

Will Do (Walker-Murphy),
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy),

five reels.
five reels
five reels.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Norman.
The Sang of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a
more Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny,

five

reels,

with

Pauline

1

Ft en

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogera
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in «he Dark, five reels
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will RogerDon't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by GertrudAtherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouver
neur Morris.

Snowblind. five reels, All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.

C abinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels. Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels with Mabel Normaml
The Old Nest eight reels, special.

October

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

1,

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
- ''
P
The Man

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

INC.

Trail. six reels.

JESSE

of the Forest, six reels.

UK \ J AM IN

OweHing Place

of I.ieht.

Winston Churchill.

tiv

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

JH, PRODUCTIONS

foe Brule Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

DIAL FILM

Kenyon.

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman add Lawson Butt.

TRACY PRODUCTIONS

HOBERT BHCXTOX PRODUCTIONS
Flame,

with

reels,

five

hr House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrisran.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

Temporary Wife,

IRVIN

The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

Dowling.

GEORGE

All

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hearn.
J.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

he Broken Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

1

The Breaking Point,

with Bessie Barris-

six reels,

cale.

Woman,

The Other

six reels, with All Star Cast.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.

Up With

Enid Bennett.

Lizzie,

la

— Skyfire,
— Danger

five reels.
Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

1

15— God's

1— Reckless

Woman's Business,

reels.

Man and Woman,
The Amazing

five reels, with Diana Allen.
Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS
uites, six reels, with All Star Cast.
five reels, with Lina Cavalien.

wad Love,

There was.

Honeymoon Ranch,
West

of the

Rio

five reels. State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels. Allene Ray,

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

— Home
— Fine Feathers,

June 6
June 20
July

4

luly

If!

Aug.
Aug.

Stuff, six reels, with Viola Danasix reels, all-star cast.
six reels, with Bert
Lytell.
Over the Wire, six reels, with Alice

— The

— Lake.
—
Darn Funny,
Dana.
le— Big Game,
with
— A Trip Paradise,
19— The M.-tch Breaker,
Viola Dana.

Oct

six reels, with Viola

Life's

1

five

Sept. 5

Sept.

Man Who.

reels,

May

six reels,

to
Lytell.

six

17

—The

Infamous

with

reels,

six

Are No

Villains,

six

Western

Madame Peacock, seven

Fair-

with Nazimova.

'

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Beggar

in

Purple, six reels.
five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

W.

D.

reels,

reels,

with

—

The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 1J The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

TIONS
Wolves of North,
Cheated

Desperate Trails,

Daughters, five reels, with Justine
Sheltered
Johnstone.
Weeks with Pay. five reels, with Bert
Daniels.
A Kiss in Time, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
The Land of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Such a Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
with

Mary

Heart

to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Hawley.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels. Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way. five reels. Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Everything for Sale, five reels,

May

PICTURES PRODUCTIONS

in a Million, six reels, with George
Beban.
See My Lawyer, six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth? six reels.
Good Women, six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special

Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.

Luring Lips._five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Cancel
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.

Open

Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key. seven reels, with special
cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Hayakawa.
of

Society,

six

(Walsh-Fielding

reels.

Prod.)
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
(L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

SALIENT FILMS,

It

six reels, with

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
Jass.

two

reels,

stunt

The

Girl

From Nowhere,

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

five

novelty.

reels.

TLe Prey,

Dorothy

six

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.

Him

In,

six

reels.

five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five
Moral Fibre, five reels.
The Single Track, five reels.

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

Three Sevens,
Billy

J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAM 31 ER STEIN STAR SERIES

Poor. Dear Margaret Kirby mi reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

with

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

&

Mason.

Cowboy

reels,

VITAGRAPH

The Rainbow,

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

six

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Lucky Carson,

cast.

Woman,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

Bring

If

Black Roses, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
K,«fnn mnf reel*, with On* Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Shams

with Harry Carey.

Kiss, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

A

Two

R-C

five reels,

The

Man

five reels,

five reels, with Eva Novak.
Love, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Tamer, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The Man
The Beautiful Gambler, five reels, with special cast.
The Fighting Lover, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Thunder Island, five reels, with Edith Roberts.

six reels, a Taylor production.
reels, a Wtn. D. Taylor pro-

LEWIS

a^orna. seven reels.

The Sage Hen,

— The Love Flower, seven
production.
— The Mark of Zorro. eight

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-

SPECIAL FEATURES

S.

reels,

4

—

William

reels.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

with

H'mh, ni r*r1*. with N'azimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

A

5

Oh: Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

Viola Dana.

I

Adventurer,

The Shadow,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

William

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

A

reels,

reels,

Conway

with

banks.

erick.

Revell,

with Alice Lake.
Junk, six reels, with Bert Lytell.

——There

Oct. 30
Nov. 14

Miss

Allison.

with Bert

with

reels,

Douglas Fairbanks.

six reels, Victor Seastrom.

the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.

One Man

BERT LUBIN

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Wanda

reels.

five

six

Griffith

Beyond

A
A

n«» nf Pride, five reels.

six

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Dec.

Miles Minter.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
o\e Without Question, seven

His,

Sept. 5

Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

Wives.

JANS PICTURES, INC.

•

Daw.

with Margaret

reels

five

Man's

D. N.

STAR PRODUCTIONS

SPECIAL FEATURE

1

A

special cast.

BECK

duction.

INC.

Ambition,

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (AO Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

Conceit.

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

A

of

Faversham.

reels.

Do,

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

All Star Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
VEAL HART SERIES

\

F.

IXC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A Man

After Midnight.

Who Am

Clayton.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
r »at Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End,

Mar.

Will

reels.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fiehter. five reels.

B. Seiti

Butterfly Girl, five reels, with Marjorie

What Women

five

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Tearle.

REALART PICTURES

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

M«r.

six

Divorce of Convenience,

The Sin That Was

PLAYGOERS PICTURES CORP.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

I.n.

reels,

ARTHUR
The Heart Line,

A

SERIES

in the Case.

Red Foam

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

r *e Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.

Keeping

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Chicken

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

In Society, Edith Roberts.

cale

Clay Dollars.

The Road

six reels, with Geo.

six reels.
five reels.

Gilded Lies,

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

INC.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

lix reels, with Special Cast

Star Cast,
"artners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast
•

reels, with Fritzi Brunette

six

PERRET PICTURE*.

The

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Y.

Home, an

»

Blanche

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODCCTIONS
rin

with

reels,

Distributed through Pathe

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
J.

five

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

Warren

J.

I

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,

The Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewi).

The Green
Kerrigan.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

ton.

The

LOUIS

Bruce Gordon

The Fmpire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

with Bruce

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

IXC.

six reels, with Doris

reels,

with

reels,

Half a Chance, seven

HAJ1PTO.N PRODUCTIONS

B.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

97

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Tenia*
Production). All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast
;x
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert

Trumpet

.
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October

GOLDWTJi PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

week, two

every other

two

Easy.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

METRO

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

NEW-WED COMEDIES,

one

two

reel*.

two

two

reels.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

reels.

The
The
The
The
The

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torehy.
Torchy's Promotion.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Bang.
Grief.

Sunless Sunday.

one
one

PARAMOUNT- ARBUCKLE

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Fall

six

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Jockey.

Small-Town

The Happy

Stuff.

Poet.

CO.

two

reels.

oot

Burrud

Scenie

B. C.

one

Pictoriala,

SALES— Screes

reel.

snapshots

one

(bi-monthly).

Original

Vod-a-

Sermonettes.

reel.

Magazine, on*

(weekly).

GREIVER —Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO — Charles Urbsn Movie Chat*.

KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATH E—Topics of the Dsy.
PATHE— Psthe Review, one reel.
PATHE—Aesop's Fsbles Cartoons, two-thirds
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT— Herbert Kaufman

reat

Masterpieces.
Jazz,

two

reels

ADVENTURES OP TARZAN SERIAL SALES
Adventures of Tsrxan (Elmo Lincoln).

reela.

ARROW— Thunderbolt
PATHE— The

Sky
June Caprice).

ens

two

svery
reels.

one

one

reel.

reel.

reels.

PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mons
C. B.

INDIAN
festher,

one

(Geo.

B.

Seitx

sad

Dsrk-

UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileea
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH— The Silent Avenger (Willisst
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Riders (Joe Rysn and
Elinor Fsir).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncan
snd Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Rysa sod
Jesn Psige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Anteaie

NEWS REELS

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondsys sad Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Pathe Exchange.

reel.

SELZNICK NEWS

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

Hutch (Charles Hutchinsoa).
Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

Moreno).

reels.

PIONEER
two

Jungle.

PATHE—The

PATHS

ALLEN SERIES,

Rsnger

PATHE— Hurricane

CORP.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB.

two

Jack (Jack Home).

FOX — Fantomas; Bride 13.
FEDERATED— Miracles of

two

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

change!.

reels.

RU9SELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

FRITZI

ANIMATED CARTOONS
two

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Plsyers).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

reels.

featuring Violet Mersereau,
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

The Sailor.
The Toreador.

Series, on*

Scenica,

PICTURES— Sunset

SPECIALS

STAR DRAMAS,

Don't Tickle.

JOHN SERIES,

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

SERIALS

NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

ST.

reels.

reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

AL

two

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reek.

MAJ. JACK

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

The Kid,

reel.

reel.

Dixie.

Guy.

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

REELCRAFT— Reelcrsft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnaon

Rent Collector.

reels.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Exploration Senas,

reels.

Golf, slow motion.

other week, two reels.

two

(every week).

reel

Bakery.

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

COMEDIES,

red.

Pictures.

FEDERATED— Screen snapshots.
GOLDWYN — Gold wyn- Bray Pictofrapha.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

Series.

one

Holmes Travel

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Psrsmount

DRAMAS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT

(every two

Wanderings,

SELECT— Prisms Color Pictures.
S. * E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy

ARROW FILM

CO.

reel

Bay Travel

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh
two

oat

Scenics,

reel.

EDUCATIONAL,

Hick.

real.

FILM SALES

one

one

COMMONWEALTH— Spsnuth's
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spsnuth's

Sportsman.

reel.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

one

EDUCATIONAL— World

ARROW — Sport

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

The Greenhorn.

Outing

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenict,
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's

reel

JIM AUBREY COMEDIES, two

Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

reel

C.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

Torcay Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hints.
Torcby's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

C. Bruce Scenics Besa-

(every two weeks).

MISCELLANEOUS

VITAGRAPH

two

reel

Stories.

reels.

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CON KLIN COMEDIES,
UNIVERSAL FILM MFO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

Versus Woman.

one

tiful,

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

SPECIAL

two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.

Scrsppily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hat Love.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reel.

COMEDYART.

Nobody's Wife.

SCENICS

PARAMOUNT— Burton

INC.

SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.

Hey Rube.

two

Buster

reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE

Movie Mad.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

two

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two

reel*.

Snooky's Wild Oats.
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky's Fresh Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Buster Keaton.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMRDIES.
RE K I. CRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

INC.

reel.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES,

reels.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel
RADIN PICTURES, INC.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

two

PATHS EXCHANGE,

with Harold Lloyd.
with Harold Lloyd.

two

reela.

Roberta.

reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

AYWOX FILM

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

Think About.

NEIGHBORS,

CO.

(Leonard Chapman), two

reela.

Keaton.

reel.

AMONG THOSE PRESENT,
NEVER,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

reels.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

reels.

Man

to

It

reels.

ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES,

NOW OR

Nothing

Take

two

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES,

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

1921

1,

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Robs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kelleraasa.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

rman Marts New M.
.

,.
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J
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l.U. A. Attack

PUBLISHER

matter, August 10, 1017, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the Act of
shed weekly' at 4lJ South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, Ij.oo a year.

March

3,

:i;o.

O
* B
VjCt.
5,

10'
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A

FTER

producing pictures whose success is known
to every exhibitor in the whole wide world today, Universal
makes this flat statement. You get more for your money in
Universal Special Attractions than in any other brand of features issued
Universal absolutely and cateweekly by any producer on earth.
gorically defies the picture producers of the world to give you for the
fifteen years of

same money,

fifty-two pictures a year whose average quality will even
approach that of your fifty-two Universal Special Attractions.

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

3rd

Carl

w

Laemmie

10th

offers

Hoot
f& Gibson

**'\ff?fr

in a delightful and stirring Western
de I.uxe, at least the equal of "Action,"
which took the whole picture world
We tell you flatly you
by storm.
have a money-maker in this vigorous,
humorous, human young star w ho is
going to crowd your house to capacity
for years and years, and the quicker
you show him the more you'!! make.

—

Red Courage

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

AYS

the New York Morning Telegraph: "While many producers
are shouting about 'super-productions' and 'stupendous entertainment,' Universal goes right along making weekly attractions
many of which have a great deal more merit than more blatantly
heralded offerings."

s

A

pric e is

example

of this superlative quality at a Kve-and-let-live
starring HOOT GIBSON, released September 12th,
COURAGE," featuring that same buoyant, vigorous star,

first-class

"ACTION,"

and "RED

released October 12th.

OCTOBER

Carl

Laemmle

OCTOBER

17th

Carl

offers

Laemmle

24th

offers

Frank

Gladys

Mayo

Walton
The delightful heroine of "PinkTights"
—"All Dolled Up"— "The Man Tamer"
and "The Rowdy," in a kiss-her-orkill-her comedy drama whose title
No youthful
gives you the clue.

inin a whirling outdoor play of great
terest and power. Clean and action-

full— exactly the type of picture in which
become
this virile, striking star has
one of the most popular figures on
the screen of today. From practically
every town in the country has come
the statement: "Frank Mayo is one of
our sure-fire bets." Super-features at

star that

sd

you can think

much praise

for

personality and
The highest quality

of has received

her

charming

spirited

acting.

at a weekly feature

a live-and-let-live price.

rate.

"Go

"High Heels"

Straight"

Directed by

Directed by

WM. WORTHINGTON

LEE

by-

Louise B.

William
Harper

Dean

KOHLMAR
Story

Story by

Clancy

SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

W H. Clime

presents

NELL SHIPMAN
The Girl From
i

God's Country
Written by Miss Shipman
Directed,

by Nell Shipman and Bert VanTuyle

Its JL Hit
Motion Picture News: Such a whirl of action will
delight audiences
Versatile Nell Shipman
does everything in a picture crammed tight with
intrigue, adventure, mystery and beauty.
Exhibitors Trade Review: Lovers of the great outdoors
and adventure will delight in this one; suitable for
young and old. Melodrama at its best. Action every

minute.

The

Everybody

Moving

best work Nell
will like it.

Shipman has ever done.

World:

Full advantage has been
the thrills and romantic adventures possible in this story of the Canadian northwest and California palaces.
Picture

taken to provide

all

CORPORATION

Herz Film Corporation
presents

in the gigantic society

melodrama

with a cast of 10,000 persons

OOD
AND
EVIL
Gorgeous f Showy!
Maqnificent!"
-Say the Trade

Critics

Motion Picture News:
Evil"

"Good and

gorgeous
reaches heights that
American producers still gaze at
with hope and aspiration. Lucy
Doraine looks like a native-born
American and is going to be wellreceived over here.
is

subject.

a

pietorially

It

Exhibitors Trade Review: An elaborate and spectacular production

with an excellent array of principals and thousands of extras.
Some of the sets are marvels of
cinema art. Staged with a lavish
hand.

Moving Picture World: The many
adjectives used by P. T. Barnum
can be applied with truth to
this gorgeous spectacle. Throughout the entire production it is
the stupendous, showy and magnificent

backgrounds which

will

attract audiences.

Released
F.

B.

WARREN
1540 BROADWAY

CORPORATION
NEW VOBK

CITY

^Direct from
its sensational
Jei^ljorh run.

Ivilliam

QqX

presents

A
VIRGIN

PARADISE
picture that Ml
bring neri Faces to

*Jfic

your bqX office^
by

HIRAM PERCY" MAXIM
..

Directed by

J.SEAR.LE DAW LEY

Says the Ne<A?york, Times
(

You

are

Bound to

:

shout witi
joy. Miss White's peiibimana
is a delight. She can act.

/yhe %ce~ track lives on the screen!
William cfyc
presents

The Oieat drama oF sporting- life

THUNDERCLAP
story of Dhrcc Ohoroughbrcds-

a
'Direct

Prom

its

Jey)^or\
riLTi

Cjirl,

a

a Boy and
Jiorsc.

<

'i

uanthj charminq

.NEW STAR
Delightfully fascinatinq 1
I.

,VOVEL story

resents

BEDFORD
Cinderella

of the Hills
Story hy

John Brcckenridge

^Directed hy.

cjUis

JioiOard JCJlitchdl

[

WILLIAM FOX
bresertts

^Jl JulL~of- action setj,
to Jke Untamed

TOM
MIX
in

Might
Hoisemen
Based or^Hax Brandts novel
Wild Geese

R-C PICTURES
t;-v>

•
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CORPORATION
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PHOTOPLAYS SUPREME

1

r-c pictu Res
TRAPS MARK ^stands
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proof is in these

-LATEST RELEASESPAULINE FREDERICKS
tn^HE STINGJ3F THE LASH"

SESSUE HAYAICAWA
iWHERE LIGHTS AHE LOW

DOR.IS^^MA'Y
in^HE

AGE"
FOOLISH
PH.ODUCTI O/V

A HUNT STR.OMBEPLG

-

A WIFE'S AWAKENING"

(

directed

byGASNIEFO

BooktkemnOM/L

29

i

TLe Best
Ever Carried

Picture TliaL
ll?e

Was

SelzmcL XaJemarL

A
MAN'/
HOME"
"

Ofte Photoplay without

a Fault

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
PRESENTS

HH'V

A MAN'S HOME
From thePlay by Anna Sireese Richardson. and Edmund Breese
Scenario by Edward J. Monta^ne

A 3& Subject for ihaBigf^esd Photoplay of the tear

It's

m

a

Ralph Ince

»CG u

5 PAT

QfC

PICTURE

Production
Directed as Ralph Ince alone knows

how

to direct.

He Was Given

a

Story
which has wider and stronger appeal
than that possessed by any other current photoplay.

It

Offers a

Cast
—

unequalled excellence each member with a real part to play, ideally
suited to the part, and a Box Office
Attraction wherever pictures are shown.
of

Harry T. Morey Kathlyn Williams
Grace Valentine
Faire Binney
Matt Moore
Roland Bottomley

Ask

AY

lAchtman

rVlXAJLU he thi2?Ks
LI 11£1U Of
what
^y
1

I

~x

WOORE

^/TLLIAM<

GRACE

ROLAND BOTTOMLEY

FAIRE
BTKNEY"

Ore- Col Film Corporation

presents

The pAMILY CLOSET
From the Saturday Evening Post story "Black Sheep'
Directed by John B.O'Brien
By Will J. Payne

Distributed By PLAyGOERS Pictures
through Pathe' Exchange
Foreign Representative for Playgoers Pictures

Sidnex Garrett

Cameo

Classics

present

Home-Keeping Hearts
FROM THE STORY*CHAINS"hF CHARLES BARRELL
CARLYLE ELLIS
Distributed hp PLAYGOERS PICTURES
Directed

THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE

INC.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR.
PLAYGOERS PICTURES

SIDNEY GARRETT

»} wlST4}~STMEr Ntw yofW CITX

Direct, sincere, inspiring and trully entertaining
"Home Keeping Hearts"
It is a drama of
is bound to please your patrons.
rural America, a story of the lives of real people.
It is perfect in atmosphere, plot and dramatic presentation.
Exhibitors and public agree in declaring that it
"rings true".
It is a feature which will produce profits and promote

Playgoers Pictures
presents

m "^menVho^Ait"
^Mth an All

Star Cast including Marguerite Clayton.
Creighton Hale and George Mac Quarrie

Directed byPhilip\iin Loan
'in-

A

Drama

Colorful

of brave

men who

to the sea

and

fair

go

down

women

await their return. A
story as alluring as the call of
the deep; as adventuresome
as a storm at sea and as
romantic as the star-filled
heavens.

who

Jlllv

"I

Its
//

Be

has

worth

made good on

sure

it

is

proven

is

every program.

on yours.

the face
From the Great Story by

JOHAN BOJTER
featuring

Edward Hearn ^Barbara Bedford
Produced by

Willat Productions

-hH

(\M

'tiVfi

'

m

Inc.

CA.Willat.Ra

t>F

THE WORLD
"Work of Norwegian Author
used in Production that
is well made.
7

DIRECTOR

Irwin V. Willat

AUTHOR

Johan Bojer
Dwight Cleveland and L. V. Jefferson

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Clyde De Vinna

Strikes some high lights in artistic endeavor:
generally splendid production values throughout

STORY

Translated from the Norwegian: an old theme and
familiar but interestingly

DIRECTION

and well told

Handles the story in a way that holds the

attention and

makes

it

interesting despite its triteness

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Excellent
Artistic effects

:

CAMERA WORK
FEATURED PLAYERS

Well judged

Barbara Eedford. very beautiful and
has a good deal of charm: Edward Hearn does good work.

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Types well chosen and

are capable

Good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Well taken care of

CHARACTER OF STORY

Young

when

doctor's wife leaves him
he appears to neglect her; they are reunited where

their

romance began

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
ft

all

5,700 feet

'The kind of Picture
that will please a
large majority

H,

paramount (picture
fAgncs Ayres and Rudolph Valentino

When an Arab

sees a

uoman

he uanls he takes her"
Indent Ptot<tb of Arabia

HAT

was the meaning of love in
the desert until the Sheik met the
English girl.

That is the heart of the plot of "The
Sheik," which in book form is the year's
sensation on both sides of the Atlantic
and which as a Paramount Picture finds
and thrills a multi-million audience.
Don't miss the thrill of seeing the
proud English mad -cap girl snatched
from the sands by the hard riding Sheik
of a hundred tribes.

You will be amazed at her life within
the tented luxury of the Sahara.
You will see love-making by the handsome Rudolph Valentino as the Sheik
which is in the full torrent of Oriental
tradition.

How shall the lovely and aristocratic
Agnes Ayres (aslthe English girl) escape with life and honor?
That

— the

is

the plot of

it,

the shiver of

it

—

odds are so great that is the
drama you see against a background of
infinite desert,

— of a
men with

thousand wild Bedouin horse
long rifles and flowing robes,

—

of the bride-market at Biskra where
the slave-brides are sold,

—and

of desert

fighting

between

Sheik and Bandit, and between their
troops, of a ferocity only equalled by
tigers.

Does love emerge supreme and

glor-

ious at the climax? Is a pure spot found
in the heart of the bronzed Sheik?

The answer to that will make you
draw the deepest breath of all,

—

and recognize that once more
Paramount has given you the best show
in town or state.

—

—

—

JESSE L.LASKY presents

A GEORGE ME LFORD PRODUCTION

"me Sheik*
AGNES AYRES and RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Orom the Novel by Edith M. Hull

- Scenario by Monte M.Katterjohn

The Unbeatable Box-Office
The

novel

is

country — now

And

right

the best seller in
now.

the

right

on the crest

of the

popularity comes the

wave

of

sensational

picturization!

Best selling books have been picturized
But here's the point
before this.
they've always been filmed after the book
had ceased to be a best seller a year or
so after it.

—

—

Never before has the

release of the

Sensation!

picture version corresponded
high point of the book's sales.

Right

now — when

every book store in
rushed with orders: when
edition after edition is turned out as fast
as presses can turn: when everybody is
reading it, buying it, borrowing it, talking about it now comes the picture!
the country

is

And now comes your chance

"The Sheik"

World Will See the Picture

will be advertised to the public

with a double page spread in the Saturday

Evening Post, November 19th.

CC (paramount Cpidure

—

\YE RS IAS KV CORPORATION

JJ

to

make

the biggest box-office clean-up of your
season!

Half the World Has Read the Book
All the

with the

Rupert tiuahei ttart doM* one
nf the ,4 mm, an hnme mmd
tcalk tm mmj l«»t. the family

Dtpmtnt wth

dtlttimmt hmmrnt

io»»

a

Goldwyn presents
Reginald Barker Production

The Old Nest
Rupert Hughes'
Heart gripping story of nome
With the greatest star
cast evfi

assembled

mmd

osoet

nf

mmrtied

Rupert Hughes'
COmi-Jv d

ftrttl •/ lijt
mi „,,.., nil,

life

Coldwyn presents
mirrif<l li^e

Dangerous
Curve Ahead
Directed by E.Mason Hopper

drmmm

4 tkttltimf

%,-all
V oil

•/ Ik,
«i<rA

«

hiidim
ifftml

Mtjmm,

f

Coldwyn presents
Frank Lloyds Production

The Invisible
Power
By Charles Kenyon
Directed by Frank Lloyd

Goldwyn
Pictures
Cnntmininy e+xerj element
lar
audit mt apptut

—

treat

tlnV

Popumilk m

of

and m %.nnderful

f4.lt

Betty

Compson
For Those
By ?*rWy

r.

....

,

Sh##Kui

We Love

NMfrf^

Arthui Roiitn

Betty CompSOllDistributed by Goldwyn

F»..on«Uy proJucrJ by

Current
Showing

Tom Moore
in

Beating The

Game

By Charles Kenyon
Directed by
Victor Schertzinger

§olf

At?//,

Oct 25 to 29

|

deteitiv*

All's Fail-

Love

In.
A.:

i

from

tk*>

mtmf/ futrtff

The Bridal Path hy Thompson Buchanan

Directed by

man

Week

>

1

Goldwyn presents

for the

Goldwyn

nt

tepmrmted hf m hratelil

and remmted by m

Audientei

The itory of a rrottk mho beeame
honeit in ipile of him, elf and
then
discovered
lie
liked
if

Coldwyn presents

The Invert mre imtrodmied

for

E.Macon Hopper

•will

doom

nuho

%eait
to

fall

breathletilf
•#>•» "the

had U*>ed ton lon§"

Goldwyn presents

Ace

of

Hearts
ion
With

CYianry

By Couvcrnciu'

Directed by

Morris

Wallace Worsley

Of Course You're Playing Them Now!

October

8.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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"She proved by her charming, delicate portrayal of the misunderstood daughter-in-law of the Earl of Dorincourt that she need no longer be a small girl in the
movies. The settings were remarkably rich and effective, particularly the substantial interiors of the baronial castle and the lovely exteriors of the park, and Mary
looked like a fragile piece of bric-a-brac amid them."

New York
"The

film is twice as

acterization

is

good as the others which have gone before.

clean cut, intelligent and throbbing with humanness.

Herald.

Each charThe tale has

clung closely to the book. It has been produced in backgrounds of rare beauty and
artistic effect. There are glimpses of countryside so beautiful as to make the heart
of you hurt for a sight of them."

New York
"

'Our Mary' has done a fine thing in
world owes her a debt of gratitude."

this,

Evening Journal.

her newest picture, and the film

New York

Sun.

—

and there are other*!
So numerous have the splendid newspaper reviews been that only a few can be reproduced here.
Others will be found in the current issues of Exhibitors Trade Review. Motion Picture News. Moving Picture World, and Wid's Daily (Sunday issue).

Mary
Pickford
'Xittfo

jCord
11

<D'aunt for'oy
Jkw TRANCES UODGSON BURNETTS fimoos story
SCENABO BV BERNARD l*CONVIU£

oaEcnoN

csv

altqed c green

z.

JACK DfCKTORD
UNITED ADTUTT CORPORATION
tuav SOCTOQO

OMOLC OUCUN

DOuG-as r^OOAW/

—i —

av

aura

iswtf bqctocxt

—
20

EXHIBITORS HERALD

MORE

October

!
8,

1921

EVIDENCE:

See Page 1164
Ochibitors 7rade /zbenow

September

24. igZl

CHICAGO
RANDOLPH
"THE

THREE

MUSKETEERS,"

Douglas- Fairbanks

(United Artists).
Tremendous business; holdout the entire
week, and will remain at the Randolph
for an indefinite run.

—

Exploitation.
Large newspaper advertisements, billboards and three unemployed members of the American Legion
walking around costumed
as
Athos,

Porthos and Aramis.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY

PICKFOR.D

CNAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
CWAP.LIEI
D.

Win>AM

V

GP-irriTU

ADRAMS PRESIDENT

October

8,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

21

UCRC5 PROOF!

See Page

1165

Cxhibitors Jrade Jdsuieou

September

MERRILL
"WAY DOWN EAST,"
(Griffith).

—Excellent.

Lillian

Third

Gish

week and

capacity business.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY

PICKFOR.D

CHARLIE:

CUAPLIN

DOUGLAS

TAIP-DANKS
D. W. GRirriTW
UIR.AM ADR.AMS PRESIDENT
•

24, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Oir

8,

1921

Are as Follows:

Classifications
Class

October

AA— Masterful.
Superior.
—Excellent.

Class A-b
Class A-c
Class A

—

Very good.

Every picture reviewed
to

its

established

in

SCREEN OPINIONS

before

values

arriving

at

a

is

analyzedar

conclu.

.dependent summary in "Our Opinion" is submitted,
ment, because in all cases you must have

A

to selecting the pictures.
a clearer idea of the nature
to judge its money-ma
suitability for your pat

thorough

1

SCREEN
OPINIONS"

GEORGE
AHLLSy
in

"Disraeli
Cfrom his celebrated
stage success by
Jjdoi's

-AC Porker

Directed by Meniy JCb/ker

UNITED Aim/T/

CORPORATION
MARY

DICI<rO&D

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ* TAIP-DANKJ*
D. >M G&IFFITU
HIRAM ADRAMj; PRESIDENT

October

8,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

23
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|

VAMP NUMBER ONE

s
M

has just been completed at our studio. It deals with the
Vamps of today in comparison with the original of the
species

|
=
H

We

— Sampson's

little

friend

sincerely believe that

be proclaimed the most

— Delilah.

VAMP NUMBER ONE will
artistically

humorous

that's a pretty

broad statement when you consider

THE FIRST CIRCUS,
WHY THEY LOVE CAVEMEN, THE ORIGINAL
TOOTH CARPENTER, WHEN THE WHALE
WAS JONAHED, and FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD.
what everyone has

llilillllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllH

said

about

^
=
^

j

short

subject ever produced.

*and

|

^

24

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October

8,

1921

You Can Count On Arrow Pictures.
Every One Is A Sure -Shot Success.

THE ARROW TRADE-MARK
ASSURES INDEPENDENCE,
BOX-OFFICE SUCCESS AND

BEST ENTERTAINMENT
We put independence

first,

for above all

what Arrow stands for. Every
Arrow Picture is an independent picture,
that's

produced to please the public

— never

to please the fancy of a director or a star.

Arrow judges independent productions
for you. You can bank on Arrow judgment. If it bears the Arrow trade-mark,
it's a sure box office triumph and it's
the best in

motion

pictures.

Unparalleled success has come to Arrow
Pictures. And you can be
sure it will continue.

Yours

for independence,

Arrow Film Corporation
220-224 West 42nd St., New York City
Distributors for United

Kingdom

Inter- Ocean Photoplays, Ltd.
162 Wardour Street, London

—

Marjorie Daw, the heroine in Peter B. Kyne's Arrow Saturday
Evening Post success, "A MOTION TO ADJOURN"

October

8,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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— Marjorie Daw and Roy Stewart;
Author—Peter B. Kyne Producer— Ben
Stars

;

Wilson; and

it's

an Arrow

Picture*

Some

Combination !

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

*ro/n

Arrow pictures

i/nfo

The

First

of Four

Special

BEN WILSON
Productions

from the
brilliant

Peter B.

pen of

Kyne
Featuring

MARJORIE

The

first

DAW and ROY STEWART

ROY CLEMENTS

Directed by

of a series of four splendid stories by
the King of American Fiction.

Millions read

it

in

Millions will see

The Saturday Evening Post.
in ARROW PICTURES.

it

ten

7M

"THE SON OF WALLINGFORD"
appear

some of

in

sluiceways;

oil

mere bigness

The

is

derricks; and
not

is

Thousands

a A<£ picture.

the scenes; the sets include an artificial lake, with

its

a complete

city,

modern

in

its

its

of players

dams and

appearance.

But

its

claim to fame.'

pageants; the flaming surface of the oil-covered lake;

mob scenes— all

thrill. [

the frenzied

The types— J. Rufus,

Blackie

Daw, Jimmy and scores of others— make it
Its authors are intera gem of its sort.

famous

nationally

the

as

creators

of

"Get Rich Quick Wallingford," whose name
has been a household word for nearly twenty
years.

:

value

Its publicity

tremendous.

It

Weekly,

as a story in Collier's

book

in

is

has appeared

form,

and

is

being syndicated to thou-

sands of new spapers.

The one

outstand-

reason for the

ing

greatness

of

"THE SON OF
WALLINGFORD"
is

that

it is

of screen

You
as

a different sort

entertainment.

will say this as

you see

soon

it.

/

1*
1

W&m ALICE
'

J

/

'THE MATRIMONIAL

"The

f

Matrimonial

Web"
is

a strong

human

in-

tereststory, well told.

nder the

I

guidance

famous director,
Alice Calhoun lives
up to the predictions

of a

of

every

trade

and

fan magazine which predicted

such a glowing career for her,
is drama and action
"The Matrimonial Web."

There
in

There

is

humor,

too,

attention to detail

and an
that

is

admirable.

"The Matrimonial

Web"

5 Reels

Directed by

EDWARD

JOSE

"One of the most believable girls on the
screen."
-PHOTOPLAY MACAZINl

"Closed
Doors"
tells of

a

man who

of his heart

closes the doors

against his young wife

and devotes himself entirely to business. All the possibilities of a worthwhile story are taken advantage of
by a clever cast which includes
Bernard Randall, known on stage
and screen as the "heavy" of
"Within the Law," and Harry C.
Browne, now featured in a big New
York stage success and other well-

known supporting

players.

"Closed Doors"
5 Reels

Directed by

G. V.

"She

is

SEYFFERTITZ

pretty, unaffected

and she

can act."

—PHOTOPLAY JOURNAL
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HARRY CAREY

/.v

L-;;b7il

October

8, 1921

ULAND"

HARRY CAREY
IN

BRUTE ISLAND
A

Tale

THRILLING

of the

— A 5-Reel
GRIPPING
—

South Seas

—

Production

INTERESTING

NOT A REISSUE OR RECONSTRUCTED PICTURE

Now

Showing

STAR THEATRE, CHICAGO LOOP

BOOK

NOW

WAKEFIELD CASE— HERBERT RAWLINSON. WHISPERING SHADOWS— LUCY COTTON
HEADIN' HOME— BABE RUTH. DANGEROUS LOVE-PETE MORRISON

G REIVER PRODUCTIONS
83

1

So.

Wabash Avenue

Telephones
Harrison 7971-7972

October

8,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"The Child Thou Gavest Me"
the best picture
season, both

and

I

from

have played

is

this

a box-office angle

satisfied audiences.

I

am

^$s^

still

getting requests to bring it back.
C
Wight, Manager Strand
—H. B.
Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

W

You Can Break Records, Too
By playing Louis

B. Maer's

presentation of

The John M. Stahl Production

The Child Thou Gavest Me"
By Perry N. Vecroff
Directed by John

A

FIRST

M.

Stahl

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

34
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Na

First

All Associated Producers' releases are
now booking in First National Exchanges

We

have taken over the following productions
previously released
by A. P. Hxchanges:
The Cup

Thomas H.

of Life

Devotion
Greater Than Love
The Ten Dollar Raise
The Foolish Matrons

J.

L. Frothingham
Maurice Tourneur
Allan Dvvan
Thomas H. Ince

J.

A

Broken Doll
Mother o' Mine

Home

Now

I

Am

Talent
Guilty

First

A
A

National
Attractions

A Thousand

Perfect Crime

Small Town Idol
Lying Lips
to

One

Love

Reel Sennett Comedies

Made

in

the Kitchen

Two

if

Think

Love and Doughnuts

Cop

IVe wouldn't have accepted

Reel Sennet-Turpin Comedies
Love's Outcast

She Sighed by the Sea Side
Call a

Mack Sennett
Parker Read, Jr.
Allan Dwan
Mack Sennett
Thomas H. Ince
J. Parker Read, Jr.
J. Parker Read, Jr.
Maurice Tourneur
Allan Dwan
Parker
Read, Jr.
J.
Thomas H. Ince
J.

The Last of the Mohicans
The Forbidden Thing
The Leopard Woman
Homespun Folks

Two

Ince
A. J. Bimberg
Parker Read, Jr.

these for distribution

we hadn't believed them well worth while

of

Associated

Book Them!

And

Producers
9

Get Behind Them! They
Thus Make Certain the Futi
}

:

October

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Exhibitors

Here are the Associated Producers'
Forthcoming Fall Releases
^O-O^

(Listed in the probable orJer of release)

-----

Pilgrims of the Night
U I jf Vifc'
f

l

iEf

b

Blind Hearts

---------

-----

Molly

-

-

Hobart Bosworth

The

First

Hail the

National
Attractions

^ ne

Mack

-

Sennett

King Vidor
H. O. Davis
Thomas H. Ince

Love Never Dies

Now

Frothingham

J.J,.

Silent Call

-

Woman

Hobart Bosworth

Sea Lion

PICTURES IN THE

COURSE OF PRODUCTION
The Daughter of Brahma
Lorna Doone - Pawned
Lucky Damage {worktiae)
Heart Balm (wi
title)

(porkutie)

-

-

J.

Frothingham

L.

Maurice Tourneur
J.

Parker Read,

Jr.

Thomas H. Ince

--------

Mack

Sennett

Every dollar you pay for an Associated
Producer Picture will support your organization

pictures

as First National Releases

H

Mod!
/

Support Our Independent Producers

Exhibitor Distribution
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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a Lot of Monkey Business
Going on with

BUSTER KEATON
in

"The Playhouse"
He Apes The Ape As No
One Else Can Ape Him

First National will release six

edies during

Keaton com-

the coming year on an inde-

pendent basis (not sub-franchise plan).

They will be in two groups of
You can contract for the first
scries or

three as a

each release separately.

They're features
reels

three each.

in

all

but footage.

Two

with more fun packed into them than

a three ring circus.

Book

Presented by Joseph
written and directed

and Eddie

His

NOW.

M. Schenck;

by Buster Keaton
Cline.

First

First National Attraction

8,

1921

ISSUE OF
October

A

MARTIN

indeed afford much mental comfort
ITtowould
the industry
were possible to get the
if it

world and his wife to respond to an invitation
to quit talking about the Arbuckle case.
Howdesirable
ever
such an eventuality might be.
there is no hope of its attainment until the uttermost dregs of the scandal are drained the pub:

lic's

by the
and the Arbuckle case shall

taste for sensation will be catered to

continue a topic of interminable discussion for

many

1921

Million Dollar Carousal
By

press of the nation

8.

a day.

In the light of this situation and in con-

QUIGLEY

J.

start of the business

and a type of

financial

jeopardy which has caused many investors to
look askance at motion picture enterprises
wherein the big asset of such enterprises was
an individual's personal popularity.
The advantage of the introduction of this
contract clause, the fact that

it

represents a dis-

advance toward rendering certain types of
motion picture enterprises more stable, cannot
tinct

be questioned, yet it is very plain that in the absence of some such occurrence as the recent sensation the feasibility of putting

it

into effect

powerthe
discussion
less to stem
avalanche of
and
criticism it is hardly the course of reason for
the industry to bury its head, ostrich fashion,
and attempt to dismiss the incident by blotting
The effect of the Arit out from its vision.
buckle case upon the public mind and its conse-

would be very remote. And this is one bit of
recompense, however small in comparison, that
has come to the industry out of the heavy blow

quent effect upon the industry constitute things
that should be discussed because of the vast im-

burdened with good health, flexible bank accounts and much leisure. It is not extraordinary that from time to time they have put these
requisites to work to the end of a so-called good
time with practically no consideration of the
consequences that publicity would effect. The
jeopardy of oblivion and financial ruin has not
been reckoned with.
But henceforth there can be no excuse for

sideration of the fact that the industry

is

portance to the industry of the lessons they
carry, which, if properly acted upon, will render
the entire incident not without valuable benefits.

£

WE

are. of course, singly

the

commercial

concerned with

considerations

of

the

it

has suffered.
*

*

*

AMONG the personages of the screen
are a few

who have found

there

themselves over-

case; the financial disaster incident to the riot

neglect or failure to appraise the consequences:

ous assemblage in the San Francisco hotel and
the publicity that has been given it.
One of the constructive things that already

the

has-been accomplished as a result of the industry's experience in this case is the introduction

ing,

of a clause into artists' contracts

which renders

such contracts void in event that an artist,
through personal conduct, becomes involved in

which has a deleterious effect upon the
commercial value of the product with which the

a scandal

artist is associated.

This

new form

stroke, disposes of

of

contract,

in

a

single

what has been an unreason-

able jeopardy for the producer since the very

greater the prominence, the greater the

and the certainity of oblivion.
any basis of figurhas involved a million dollar loss and even

financial disaster

The Arbuckle

among

people

episode, from

who

in

conversation toss about

huge sums lightly, this loss should and will remain a steadying influence.
The Arbuckle case, through the lessons that
are conveyed from its financial aspect, brings
out a very clear definition of the responsibilities
that are imposed upon personalities of the screen

and they may be well assured that producers
will be

as

extremely intolerant of such conditions
the Arbuckle loss possible.

made
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what

only
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considered

be
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a

counterfeit of the Fairbanks success.
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these

facts

in

mind There are upon the market
two distinct pictures, both carrying
the title. "The Three Musketeers."
:

One

picture

an

is

early

Triangle

production which was originally

is-

sued under the title, "D'Artagnan."
The other is the established success,
produced and starred in by Mr.
Douglas Fairbanks and distributed

by the United Artists corporation.
*

*

*

While the slow-moving machinery
of the Federal Trades Commission
into action, the
is being brought
ancient picture which was consid-

—

ered only a very ordinary attraction
may be offered to you.
in its day

—

The underlying motive

of such ac-

tion obviously will be to get

conspire

with

the

you

distributors

to
of

attempt to delude
your public, to bid for patronage on
this

picture

to

We

*

outcome

of the United Artists corporation to

obvious piece of unfair competition.
We do not question that the owners of the "D'Artagnan"' picture
have every right to realize on their
property, provided only that they do
not trade on the advertising and
good-will of other persons' property
and that there is no misrepresentation.

*

*

*

42

ford"
Quarterly Index to Reviews

45
68

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Inquiry Shows No Progress in Big
Distributing Project
Western I nion Reported to Plan
News Wires for Theatre Dae. ...
National Association Announces
Personnel of Committee
Herman Hits First National and
Praises Famous Players

Fairbanks picture.
*

The mind

*

of a child

grasp the fact that

would quickly
is

it

merely

all

a grossly unethical effort to trail the
Fairbanks production, benefiting by
another's advertising and another's
success and very important to the
detriment of the successful picture
and to the deception of the public.
*
*
*

—

—

This case does not represent an
unique instance of the kind. There
have been many other brazen examples of a similar nature but the
rank unscrupulousness of it and its
predecessors calls loudly for an end
to be put to the evil. The practice is
devoid of every principle of business
ethics
try in

;

it is

a disgrace to the indus-

which it is carried on and it
stands for an effort to deceive the
public, which makes it a matter of
pertinent concern to the whole business.

Happy Thought
was a good town in which
open "Kip Van Winkle" wasn't it?

Philadelphia
to

They could appreciate that
years nap that Old Rip took.

twenty

of the

I

.

S.

And
C ecil

ture
give

Bedroom and Parlor
DcMille is going to make a
a

called "Saturday Night."
legitimate excuse for
scene, won't it?

him

room

*

Worn Out
Somehow or other we can't get all excited over the fact that a film company
"rushed a reel of film to an exhibitor by
airplane" any more. The story has been
worn ragged by repeated use.
*

Scant Praise

played

a

short

of the Apocaengagement at

Milwaukee last week. The four local
newspapers' critics (of German -descent)
jumped on the "Four Horsemen" pretty
There was only one line that
severely.
could be used in advertising the show"The Prussian officers
It read:
ing.
were well portrayed."
•

lucky those actors who, according
to the M. P. Nooz, have been "touched
with celluloid" were not touched by diIts

They might
fire at the same time.
explode and then where"d the industry
vine
be.'
*

Our Pet Abominations
Surly doormen.

One

ideas

reel

made

into

five

reel

dramas.

Applauding theatregoers with cast iron
mitts.

Blue vaudeville jokes directed at film
artists.
*

What Do You Mean "Waste?"
"If exhibitors could see the crowds
trying to gain entrance to the Rivoli
theatre where 'The Affairs of Anatol'
is being shown, they would probably not
want to waste any time in booking Cecil
Wid's
production."
latest
DeMille's

—

.Senate

Competition
Ill

40

Michigan Exhibitors Bxpeei R
mil
Convention October 4—5
41
[owa and Nebraska Exhibitors
Strengthen Organizations
44
Public Rights League
Money Making Ideas
Exhibitors Advertising

40
54)

41

Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for

Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

pic-

That'll
a bath

Daily.

40

Cohen nnd J. II. Williams in Exchange of Warm Letters
43
Arthur I.oew May Succeed Rowland

And big pumpkins; big mergers; big
rumors; big pictures.

lypse"

Reviews
Touring the East with H. E.
Letters from Renders

30

Fairs.
*

"The Four Horsemen
*

DEPARTMENTS
30

County

of

»

as Head of Metro Pictures
Will Carry Tax Fight to (he Floor

"The Son of Walling-

*

Month

The courts may

or may not detect a technical violation of the law.
However, the facts to us are sufficiently plain: Only after Fairbanks'
picture is acclaimed a great success,
the distributors of the "D'Artagnan"
picture dig it out of the graveyard
of pictures that have passed, appropriate the title which Fairbanks has
made stand for a big success and put
it in a theatre in New York City to
run in direct competition with the
'

IN THIS ISSUE
of

M.

October.

protect themselves against this very

I

York"
Review

R.

J.

of the efforts

"

OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Introducing "The w eck In Vevf

Re -Takes

*

venture no guess as to what

will be the

1921

8,

Me

N.

.

.

51
65
75

76
76
77
83
86
88

Rev. Wilbur Crafts says its wrong to
Yes, indeed, any
profiteer on Sunday.
profiteer that isn't satisfied with six days
a week ought to be shot.
*

Saving's All Off

and Chicago now have the
time, Manhattan having dropped
back to Standard time last Sunday,
which is the same as Chi's daylight saying time.
In other respects there's still
a big difference in the two towns.

New York

same

*

There's

"You

—

News

for

You

—

are most all of you just human beings." Bill Johnston in the Nooz.
He refers to the motion picture actors.

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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BULLETIN
LOS ANGELES,
of 4 to

2,

the

Sept.

27.— By

Los Angeles

a vote

city council

today voted for motion picture censorship, the measure providing for a comseven

mission of

censors,

three

and four from other walks

Motion

when

representatives

picture

church

and

to Enter Exchange Operation,
Convention of Motion Picture
Owners, are Apparently Abandoned

Elaborate

of

vote

the

life.

hissed

applauded

representatives

the result

of

was an-

nounced.

Plan

News Wires

For Theatre Use
Western Union Said to
Sponsor of This New

Be

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Western Union Telegraph Company.
Would Relay to Houses

the

According to the plan, all world-wide
news is to be flashed in bulletin form to
the Western Union offices throughout
the country, and from there relayed to
the motion picture houses which desire
to displav the* bulletins with slides.
Lieneau, superintendent of the
bureau of Western Union, in speaking of the proposed plan, said:
Official Denies Report
S.

W.

traffic

"It is very interesting and very ambitious, but I do not believe the Western
Union will attempt to put it over.

We

are not as well equipped to gather the
big news events as are the regular newspaper news services. I have no doubt,
however, that some service of this kind
will be worked out by some one."

Metro Closes Plant
Pending Result of
Coast Censor Fight

(

YORK,

nouncement

Sept.

From

27.

Staff Correspondent)

of the proposition.

was

machinery of the industry has
progress to materialization also that those closest to
the original announcement are loath to discuss the matter or either confirm or deny that the proposition has been abandoned.
billed to revolutionize the distributing

made

The

little

;

plans for the fifteen million dollar

distributing corporation were the feature
of the national exhibitors' convention in

June. The plans were disclosed under
auspicious circumstances through a recommendation of the ways and means
committee which suggested the appointment of a committee of five to work out
details of operation and report back to

committee on ways and means.
$15,000,000 Company Proposed
The suggestion of the ways and means
committee was that an organization to be
known as the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Distributing corporation be
formed with a capitalization of fifteen
million dollars. Also that there would be
issued five million dollars in bonds in
denomination of §100. These bonds were
to carry five per cent interest and were
to mature in either five or ten years:
only members of the association were to
be permitted to purchase the bonds and
only members of the association were to
be allowed to profit through the operation of the company.
After many hours of strenuous debate
the

the Minneapolis convention, the following resolution of the ways and means
committee was adopted:

at

"Believing that present conditions of
the producers can be greatly improved
by the cooperation of the Motion Pictu-c
Theatre Owners of America, it is the
sense of the meeting that the principle

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept. 27.— Metro has
Hollywood studio pending the

LOS ANGELES.
closed

its

result of the censorship tight now being
waged in the Los Angeles city council.

Other studios are threatening to suspend production here declaring that Los
Angeles now is no better fitted to be the
film capital than New York, Fort Lee or
Jacksonville.

Pasadena's proposed censorship ordinance has been shelved temporarily.
Possibility of its early revival
pected.

E.

is

not ex-

Chris A. Schumacher, director of
publicity for the Newark theatre,
Newark, N. J., was recently asked
by a distributor what one of the

Sept.
manager for

New

York.

27.— E.

Mack

are

subscribers

them," he replied, "but

HERALD,

choice is the
the clear, concise

way

to

my

M.
Sen-

ways and means com-

mittee be adopted and that a committee
of five be appointed by the chair to confer with producers and to work out details of operation and to report back to
the committee on the completion of their
duties."

No

Statement from Cohen

Investigation and search has failed to
reveal anyone who can tell or will tell
of anything happening beyond the adoption of the resolution. The general impression seems to be voiced by one of the
producers who was active in the Minneapolis discussion who declared last week
that the idea appears to have been "left
at the post." Whether or not the committee of five was appointed seems to be
known definitely only to the higher officials of the M. P. T. O., and they decline
to discuss the matter.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M.
P. T. O., said that the whole thing was
simply a resolution in committee and
that there was nothing to be made public
on the matter at this time. When there
was, he said, he would issue a statement
to members of the organization.
Lewis J. Selznick. who originally favored the proposition with some modifications, states that he has heard nothing
of it since the convention.

Hampton Makes Other Plans
B. Hampton, who in an

Benjamin

address before the convention entertained
the project of issuing his production
through the proposed company, has since
effected a distributing arrangement with
the Goldwyn Pictures corporation.

all

of

Parent League
Is

because of

which they
handle every question they take up
which may be of interest to the exin

HERALD
THE PAPER THAT IS READ

will-

ingness to cooperate in the project, upon
being questioned, appear unable to throw
any light on the status of the proposition.
Marcus Loew. who pledged the support
o>" the Metro Pictures corporation to th;
proposition, declines to offer any comment.

personal

All of which is just another inis
stance of why the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

"We

of the report of the

Other producers who expressed

hibitor."

M. Asher on Coast

Asher. general
nett, is here from

The Usual
Answer

trade papers he took and what one
he preferred.

Shelve Proposed
Censorship Law

%

—What

Diligent inquiry reveals that the big distributing proposition which

NEW YORK,

Sept. 27.— The screen in
competition with the newspapers in informing the public of all world-wide spot
news is the latest innovation, according
The big
to Broadway and Park Row.
idea, which has been agitating newspaper
and motion picture circles to some extent, was said to have been planned by

in

has become of the proposition of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America for the formation of a
fifteen million dollar distributing corporation which received the approval of the Minneapolis convention in June?
This question has been bobbing up in many quarters, particularly
among exhibitors whose enthusiasm was keyed up by the original an-

as yet

Service

Plans

Approved

from the motion picture indus-

selected
try

Inquiry Shows No Progress
In Big Distributing Project

be

to

39

Adopted

Name
in

Kansas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS
Kansas

CITY,

exhibitors

MO.,
have

Sept.

changed

27.—

the
of their state organization, the
Kansas State Exhibitors Association, to
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Kansas, in order to conform with the
parent organization, as well as other
state associations.

name

:

K X H

40

15

I

r

ORS H

T

:

ERALD
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A

ssociation Ratifies
Nat iona 1
Personnel or Committees
New

Bodies Originated to Handle Important Organization
Matters During the Ye ar

RATIFICATION

cf committee appointments has been announced
by the executive committee of the National Association of the MoIn its announcement the executive body
tion Picture Industry.
states that several new committees have been created to handle important
matters which will come before the association this year.

THE

following are newly appointed
chairmen of standing committees:
J. Robert Rubin, Law; Martin J. Quigley.
publisher of the Herald, Vigilance, and
Paul H. Cromelin, Inter-Ocean, By-Laws.
Re-designations of committee chairmen
are as follows: P. L. Waters, Triangle.

Fox;

Robt. Kuhin, Metro; Geo. B.

J.

Van

Clove,

nternational.

1

LAW
Kobt. Rubin, chairman; Albert H. T. BanzArthur Butlrr
rah am,
F.
S.
Hartman,
Gabriel I,. Hess. E. B. Johnson, Karl \V. Kircl.
wey, Ralph A. Kohn, E. J. V. Ludvigh, Charles
C. Pettijohn, Saul E. Rogers, Nathan Vidaver.
J.

laf,

( i

TRADE PRESS EDITORIAL
Arthur James. World, chairman
DannenJ.
Wid's
Wm. A. Johnston. News LoueHa
Parsons. Telegraph; M. J. Quigley, HERALD.
;

Executive: Adolph Zukor, Famous Play-

Finance: Gabriel L. Hess,
Goldwyn, Censorship; H. M. Pitman,
Famous Players-Lasky, Film Theft;
P.
H. Stilson, Famous Players-Lasky.

crs-Lasky,

Transportation;

J.

East-

Brulatour,

E.

man, Fire prevention; Tom Evans, Laboratory, and Watterson R. Rothacker,
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Membership.
*

*

*

members appear this year: R.
R-C Pictures; Ralph A. Kohn

S.

Players; Lewis J.
Enterprises, and J.
sociated First National.
An advisory trade press committee has
been appointed to meet upon call with
The executive
the executive committee.
committee will meet regularly on the
The
first Wednesday of each month.
next meeting scheduled is for October 5.
Following are the committee appointdetail:

EXECUTIVE
L

P

Waters, chairman:

William

Brady,

A.

president, exofficio; W. E. Atkinson, Metro;
I
E Brulatour. Eastman: R. H. Cochrane,
Universal; R. S. Cole, R-C Pictures; P. H.

Gabriel I.. Hess GoldInter-Ocean
wyn Ralph A. Kohn, Famous Saul h. Rogers,
Fox; Lewis J. Selznick, Selznick Enterprises;
Thomas G. Wiley, general division, and J. D.

Cromelin,

;

FILM THEFT

ARTHUR

M.

Pitman, Famous, chairman: Paul 11
Cromelin. Inter-Ocean; J. H. Cunniff, Realart
S. E. Eckman, Goldwyn
Tom Evans, Evans K.
B. Johnson. First National; G. E. Kann, Universal; John Kollmar. Triangle; J. S. McLeod,
Metro; J. W. O'Mahoney. Educational; J. J.
Kotchford, Selznick; I. Schmerz, Fox; E. I. WilH.

;

R-C

liams,

;

Pictures.

;

;

;

Williams. Associated First National.

ADVISORY TRADE PRESS COMMITTEE
OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Arthur James. Moving Picture World Martin
HERALD; William A.
T. Quigley. EXHIBITORS
Johnston, Motion Picture News.
;

St-nnctt; F. M. Brocket), First National; 11
Bruenncr, Biograph; J. E. Brulatour, Eastman
Films: H. P. Carver, International; Tom Evans,
Evans; Will Franckc. Precision Herbert Griffin.
Power: W. H. Hulings, Eclipse; M. Johnson,
Australasian
Wm. Kelly, Goldwyn B. J. Knop*
pieman. Excelsior; Norman Kohn, Realart; John
Kollmar, Triangle; Herbert Lubin, S-L
J. S.
MacLeod, Metro; M. Morna. Inter-Ocean: M.J.
Mullin, Southern Enterprises; Herman Robbins.
Fox F. X. Rothenberg, Wyanoak C. C. Ryan,
Selznick: G. A. Skinner, Educational: J. V.
Ward. Universal
Reginald Warde,
Reginald

H.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Warde.

TAXATION
Saul E. Rogers, Fox, chairman
D. L. Faralla.
Realart; F. A. Gudger, Goldwyn; A. C. Keough,
Famous John Kollmar, Triangle J. E. McDermott, Selznick; J. B. Ohrt, Universal; E. Price.
Fox C. K. Stern, Metro.
;

Zukor.

W.

;

E. Atkinson, E. B. Johnson.

:

;

;

Wm.

A. Johnston.
Sam E. Morris,
News
Selznick; J. W. O'Mahonev, Educational Louel'.a
Parsons. Telegraph; M. J. Quigley, HERALD; Jas.
R. Quirk, Photoplay Magazine; Saul E. Rogers,

grams

;

;

company

in

Arthur James, World
Paul Lazarus, United
;

;

;

To

Carry Tax Issue

To

Floor of Senate

Partial 'Elimination of Levy
on Admissions Attacked
by Saul Rogers
Senator Reed Smoot of Utah has adSaul E. Rogers, chairman of the
taxation committee of the National As-

vised

;

sociation of the Motion Picture Industry,

of his intention to

FIRE PREVENTION
Brulatour, Eastman, chairman
Albert
He Roode, vice-chairman
E.
M. Asher, Mack
Sennett; F. M. Brockell. First National; H. H.
Brueiiner. Biograph; H. P. Carver. International:
Tom Evans, Evans; Herbert Griffin, Nicholas
Power W. H. Hulings, Eclipse John Kollmar,
Triangle: N. L. Manheim, Universal; J. S. Mac
L-od, Metro; E. M. Porter, Precision; C. C.
Ryan, Selznick; Saul E. Rogers, Fox; Erich
Schay, Goldwyn; G. A. Skinner, Educational;
J.

E.

make an open

fight

the senate floor for his proposed

on

manu-

;

;

;

;

Reginald Warde, Reginald Warde.

facturers tax which would wipe out the

three

emergency taxes now burdening

the industry.

The only consideration given the industry by the senate finance committee
was the recommendation

Tom Evans, Evans, chairman H. H. Bruenner,
Biograph
Brophy, Craftsman
R.
W. B.
J.
Cooke, Pathescope
Geo. C. Dobbs, Dobbs
V.
Doublier, Palisades; H. M. Goetz. Erbograph
J. A. Golden. Claremonth; E. H. Goldstein, Universal; T. H. Hardeen. Film Div.; VV. H. Hul
ings, Eclipse; Nicholas Kessel, Kessel
Albert
Lowe, Paragon Frank Meyer, Famous Saul E.
Si. E. A. Tucker, Kineto
Rogers. F"ox
H. J.
;

;

;

;

;

that

theatres

admission be
exempt from provisions of the tax measure.
Relative to this action Mr. Rogers
charging 10 cents or

LABORATORY

less

says

;

;

:

;

;

;

Yates, Republic.

MEMBERSHIP
W. R. Rothacker, Rothacker Film, chairman
Fred J. Beecroft, News Charles Christie, Christie
Films
E. J. Hudson, First National
Sam E.
Morris, Selznick; Thos. G. Wiley, Gen. Div.
:

;

NEWS WEEKLIES
B.

VIGILANCE

;

;

& Com.

at large.

;

Labora-

Printers, Tom Evans
Publications,
Distributors, Ralph A. Kohn
;

A. Johnston

Smoot Promises Fight
"Senator Smoot's taxation program is
apparently our only hope for adequate
Although defeated in the senate
relief.
finance committee, he will carry the fight
to the floor of the Senate and there will
be staged the last chapter of our vigorous
effort

BY-LAWS
Paul H. Cromelin, exporters, chairman
tory

Not Relieved

;

Martin J. Quigley, EXHIBITORS HERALD,
chairman; Fred J. Beecroft, Xews; J. Dannenberg,
Wid's; Paul Gulick, Universal ;' Arthur James,
World
Louella Parsons, Telegraph
Jas.
R.
Quirk. Photoplay Magazine; Nathan Vidaver,
Counsel; C. L. Yearsley, president, A. M. P. A.

Wm.

Situation

"This sop to the industry does not relieve the grave situation that excessive
The
taxation has brought upon us.
number of 10 cent theatres in the United
Their combined
States is negligible.
seating capacity is less than 100,000.
Their exemption from the admission tax
will not be felt by either the industry or

by the public

Hattrick. International, chairman
E.
Cohen. Pathe; L. J. Darmour, Selznick; Herbert
Hancock, Fox; Forrest Izard. Kinograms.
E.

CENSORSHIP
Gabriel L. Hess. Goldwyn, chairman; Jerome
R. S. Cole,
Beatty, Famous; E. Cohen, Pathe
R-C Pictures; Paul H. Cromelin. Inter-Ocean;
L. J. Darmour, SelzJos. Dannenberg. Wid's
nick; Howard Dietz, Goldwyn; D. W. Griffith.
Griffith: Paul Gulick, Universal; Herbert Hancock, Fox; E. B. Hattrick. International; Earl
Hudson. First National; Forrest Izard, KinoJ

Underwood

1913.

;

;

M.
Jos.
Famous, chairman
Schenck, Talmadge. vice-chairman; J. E. BrulaH. Cochrane, William Fox, Samuel
tour. R.
Goldw.vn. R. A. Rowland, and Harry Schwalbe.
Alternates: E. H. Goldstein, Saul E. Rogers, F.
A. Gudger,

fir

former executive of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who is now sponsoring the
series of pictures starring George Arliss and produced by Distinctive Productions, Inc. Mr. Friend's association
with the industry dates back to the

;

;

FINANCE
Adolph

Vnderuood

FRIEND,

S.

organization of the Lasky

TRANSPORTATION
H. Stilson. Famous, chairman; E. M. Asher,

P.

Cole of

of Famous
Selznick of Selznick
D. Williams of As-

in

;

Mack

Appointments of chairmen for the new
committees follow: Taxation, Saul E.
Rogers, Fox; Trade Press Editorial.
Arthur James, editor Moving Picture
World; international Affiliations. W. R.
Sheehan, Fox; Distribution Managers.
Edward M. Saunders, Metro; Sunday
opening, Earl J. Hudson, First National,
and Audit, F. A. Gudger, Goldwyn.
On the executive committee four new

ments

berg,

;

(Concluded on page 55)

;

to

place

the

motion picture

in-

dustry upon the same taxation basis
with other business interests in providing
the necessary revenue for the mainte-

nance of the government."

October

8,
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Michigan Expecting
Record Convention

Berman

National Executives Are to Attend Gathering at
Jackson

Personal Representative of Sydney

And

S. Cohen Retracts
Former Statements About Adolph Zukor
At Buffalo Meeting
By HARRY E. NICHOLS

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept. 27.—With
Sydney S. Cohen of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of America

DETROIT, MICH.,
President
tion

planning to attend,

officials of the

Michi-

gan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association expect to hold the biggest convention
organization at Jack-

in the history of the

son on October 4 and 5.
Besides President Cohen, it is expected
also that Senator James J. Walker, national counsel oi the M. P. T. O. A., and
several state officials will be in attend-

(Staff Representative,

developments
added interThere is a pos-

It is believed that recent

N. Y., Sept. 27.— If Samuel L Berman can be regarded
as the official spokesman for Sydney S. Cohen, executives of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America are planning to shift their fire from
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to the Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

today, speaking at a convention of western New York
attack on First National more bitter
than any public statement I have ever heard him make.

One week ago

in exhibitor circles will give

convention.
sibility that President Cohen will present
several matters upon which the organization may take some action.
Convention headquarters will be at the
Otsego Hotel. Business sessions will be
held in Castle Hall, with a banquet at the
Jackson City Club.

est to the

Arkansas Meets
on October 3
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ARK., Sept. 27.—
Lick, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' of Arkansas, has
called a state convention for October 3
Offiat the Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
cers for the ensuing year will be elected.

FORT SMITH,

A

Berman launched an

Kind Words

company

of the

"rotten."

States

Zukor and Fa-

fighting

"carried in big head lines."

Golden Egg in
"The Old Nest"
The following telegraphed report
on Goldwyn's "The Old Nest" was
received from Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre, Hamilton. O., too late for
classification

in

Picture Did For

"Goldwyn's

the "What The
Me" department.

'The

Old

Nest'

played Palace theatre for seven
consecutive days, the first picture
with possible exception of "The
Birth of a Nation' to accomplish
Total population of town apthis.
proximately 40,000. Total paid admissions in seven days for 'Old
Nest' slightly better than 11,000.
'"Old Nest' by far the greatest,
most talked of and highest praised
Did
attraction ever seen in town.
not increase admission but went
the limit in exploitation. All records
for run receipts and attendance
smashed not only for this but any
'Old Nest' a
other local theatre.
picture every exhibitor must show
for his own salvation irrespective
of the harvest he will reap."
F. S.

MEYER.

criticized

tures and compared them with some of
the prominent stars of Famous Players.
He said he had traveled all over the

A statement from Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation gives the number of theatres
which had booked the second of its big
Rupert Hughes photoplays. "Dangerous
Curve Ahead." up to Saturday. Sep-

Meyer Finds

He

First National's exhibition values on pic-

United

850.

Zukor and Famous Players

Berman in his talk characterized First
National as "the biggest menace that the
exhibitors of the country are called upon
to face," and called the general officers

mous Players and wanted

17, as

for

At the same time. Berman stated that he wanted to retract many of
the statements he had made about Adolph Zukor and go on record as
saying he believed Zukor to be honest and sincere and that Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation would give the exhibitor a square deal at all
times.

850 Theatres Booked

tember

Exhibitors Herald)

BUFFALO.

exhibitors here,

ance.

C.

Hits First National
Praises Famous Players

O'Reilly

Charles L.

his

retraction

Compliments Zukor
president of the

O'Reilly,

league, who spoke before Berman took the floor, stated that
the "controversy between exhibitors and
Famous Players is about over." He
stated that 700 complaints against Paramount had been adjusted; that Adolph
Zukor was giving his personal attention
to each case, and that Famous Players
had taken an important step toward reducing rentals by getting rid of highsalaried employes.
O'Reilly stated that relief from the
music tax and from some of the federal
taxes is probable at the present session
He also announced that
of Congress.
five large distributors had accepted the
uniform contract and would put it into

Xew York

effect

state

January L

Xew York

the state
committee will take a delegation of Xew
York women's club members to Albany
to help put through an amendment legalizing matrons in theatres as bona fide
guardians of children.

In

state,

he

said,

Name

Executive Committee
At the meeting, the western division of
the M. P. T. O. of Xew York selected
the following executive committee: M. F.
Lallv. Dunkirk. N. Y.; Sid Allen. Medina.
X. Y.; A. C. Hayman. Xiagara Falls: J.
Kingston, Salamanca, and George
J.
Welte. Harry Marsey and Jules Michaels,

Buffalo.

President Smith was instructed to appoint a publicity committee to counteract
anti-film propaganda, and to arrange to
bring well-informed speakers to Buffalo
to address the Kiwanis and Rotary clubs.
The repeal of the Daylight Saving law
is

to be asked this

fall,

and a movement

to bar carnivals

Xew York

ern

Those
Exhibitors

from the

cities in

west-

has been started.
in

who

Attendance
attended the meeting

are as follows:

Buffalo— Mrs. M. Allen. Red Jacket;
C. Witzel, Temple; M. Dillemuth,
Broadway Lyceum; B. Yohwinkle. Oriole; George Wilte, Xew Ariel: James
Cardina, Kensington; Paul H. Graf, Palace; H. Green, Premier; Jules Michaels,
G.

Howard J. Smith, Palace: Sam
Carver. Empire: Harold Franklin, Shea's
Hippodrome; James Wallineford, Central
Park: Jack Stevens. Ellen Terry: H.
Lorence. Allendale: Edwin O. Weinberg, Strand; Charles E. Reiner, Grant;
Harry" Marsey, General Theatre Corp.;
J. R. Roth, Eastern Star; T. O. O'Brien,
Orpheum, and Lewis Isenberg. ColumRegent:

bia.

—

Other cities John A. Spiewak. Strand,
and L. E. Barger, Avondale, Xorth Tonawanda: Harris Lumberg, Lumberg. and
A. C. Hayman. Cataract. Xiagara Falls;
A. E. Van Croix, Bijou, and M. S. Wood.
Winter
Garden,
Jamestown;
Judge
Schatt. Opera House. Gowanada; S. C.
Allen. Allen. Medina: Lallv Brothers.
Regent. Dunkirk: A. H. Co'it. Colonial.
Ellicottville.
and William
Rathbone.
Gem, Randolph.

Paramount Will Get
Bookings to Supplant
Arbuckle Withdrawals
(Speciai to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW

YORK. Sept 27.— Members of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce are urged to give Famous PlayersLasky an equivalent amount of business
in
cases where Arbuckle pictures are
withdrawn from theatre programs. This
request is made in an amendment to a
resolution asking members not to play
the Arbuckle films.
In adopting the
amendment it was stated that Paramount
was an innocent sufferer in the Arbuckle
affair and should be deprived of the loss
of revenue.
The T. O. C. C. also adopted a resolution asking members to refrain from exhibiting any pictures in which Virginia
Rappe appears.

:
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OBERT EDGAR LONG

^ Harry

Reichenbach

has accused

spreading

of

propaganda in the ranks of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.,

im^

*

.

*

*

—

M. P. A. Long asReichenbach returned from
dear old Lunnon, there has been an atmosphere of the British Isles all too apparent

Note
Current rumor along
Broadway and east on Forty-second street
as far as Fifth avenue, has it that Charlie
McCarthy of Famous Players was seen
purchasing basket of grapes and a cake of
yeast somewhere in the wilds of New Jer-

in the literature

sey.

known

better

as the A.

serts that since

of the association.

As "Exhibit A." Long submitted at
week's meeting of the A. M. P. A. the
lowing call to the meeting sent out to
bers by the newly elected secretary,

Wiley

:

*
fol-

memTom

—

Dear Friend: This is to notify you of the
meeting under the new administration. Why
not come along and give Bill Yearsley a topping
send-off.
Nothing like starting with a jolly old
party.
Come down, old top, and meet the livest

is

*

*

a moral

in

Wiley.

*

this

:

A New York

foot wear manufacturer conceived an advertising idea of having a number of motion picture stars photographed wearing

shoes
his

his investigating

made by his concern, and whispered
Paul Gulick, of Universal.

secret to

Mr. Gulick immediately wired to Universal
City and asked the stars to send along their
shoe sizes. With visions of nice publicity,
they did so.
This information was passed along to
the shoe manufacturer who sent to each
star a pair of specially made shoes for her
personal use, with the request that she allow
herself to be photographed wearing his
product.
When the camera man had everything
set, it was discovered that every star had
fibbed by about two sizes.
After much
squeezing and other persuasion, the shoes
were finally induced to go on. They photographed like a million dollars, but the stars
couldn't walk. Gulick crosses his heart on
this one.

*

*

*

in

Boston exploit-

Page tried to steal his stuff,
Oh, you all know Will Page.

that

Colonel Selig Signs to
Produce Three Years

For Auerbach Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

commit-

NEW

*

YORK,

Sept. 27.

— L.

Auerbach

has closed a contract between Export

&

George Schor, Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld's
fidm achates, is our greatest little analyst.
In making the announcement that "The
Golem" would not close at the Criterion
last
Saturday night, as scheduled, but
would remain in the Broadway house for
at least three weeks longer, Mr. Schor gets

Import Film Company, Inc., of which
is vice-president and general manager,
and Colonel W. H. Selig, pioneer in wild

rid of this
" 'The Golem' has so far been shown 58S
times, a record which not only sets a new
mark for Broadway picture houses which
gives six performances a day, but also the
records made by two-a-day presentations.
If a comparison were made with special

Colonel Selig shortly will begin production on a new wild animal serial
which he claims will be gTcater than any
other picture of this type he has made.
Although the Export & Import Company will control world rights on the
chapter play no announcement has been
made relative to distribution arrangements. In speaking of this new produc-

presentations, 'The Golem' engagement
to now would equal a 42 weeks' run."
* •*
*

up

by the ravages of war, is recruiting
strength on fattening foods and beer.
*

*

its

*

after much burning of the midnight bulb while delving into
ancient lore regarding weapons of offense,
slips this to a waiting world
"The arrow is one of the oldest weapons
It can be traced back thouof antiquity.
Primitive
sands and thousands of years.
man was, of course, not much of an artificer or mechanic.
He fashioned things
J.

he

animal picture production, whereby the
later

will

make pictures exclusively for
company for the next three

the Auerbach
years.

Mr. Auerbach said:
"Colonel Selig will not rest on his past
laurels.
This serial is going to be
tion

Merritt Crawford denies that he commenced studying the shipping news after
reading that Paris' Fat Men's Club, thinned

Charles Davis, 2nd,

:

,

Bill Yearsley, on reading that Clark
Griffith had invited President Harding to
witness the world series baseball games, expressed his surprise that Washington had
won the American League pennant, as he

asserts

but

tee.

*

*

ing "The Sheik," charges Urbain J. Ledoux, the man who auctioned off jobless
men oti Boston Common, with stealing his
stuff.
Page had the auction thing all
framed up as a P. A. yarn with a tie-up
with "The Sheik," when up stepped Lcdoux,
starring himself as "Mr. Zero," and pulled
the whole works out from under.
Ledoux

Club.
One of the scenes did not show
Mavor Hylan congratulating Senator Meyer

*
for better things.

Tom
There

films

on the success of

«

Will Page, who was

*

showing congested freight
conditions in New York, and made by a
director personally appointed by Mayor
Hylan, were shown last week at the City
Official

live.

Yours

*

last

first

of the

:

for youself.

it

*

this year.

Volstead

1921

rudely and by hand, and the arrow head is
one of the most obvious ways of giving a
sharp point to a projectile. It goes all the
more swiftly and surely to its objective or

finish

thought that had been cinched by the Athletics

8,

target."
Oh, yes, almost forgot. J. Charles is the
P. A. of Arrow Film Corporation and

iiir:iiiirimtiiiiinii::trimiiiiiaiiiuiriririttimiii:^-::itriiiiijiit!f :niiuiiiii*ii.LiJi.uMi)iri;iniiii:iitiiiti::iiim

British

October

radically

different

from anything" here-

The wise exhibitor
that the public is saturated with
the ordinary picture and is now demanding the adventure type of films."
tofore

produced.

knows

Unfriendly Newspaper

Lauds Exhibitors' Ban

On Arbuckle

Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Sept. 27.— The
Milwaukee Journal, heretofore considered
more or less unfriendly to the motion picture interests, published an editorial in a
recent issue commending the Wisconsin
Exhibitors Association and the Milwaukee Exhibitors Club for their action in

eliminating Virginia Rappe and Roscoe
Arbuckle pictures from the programs of

member theatres.
Decision of the two associations to
prohibit exhibition of these films preceded
passage by the Milwaukee Motion Picture Commission of a resolution placing
a ban on the productions.

Weiss Sells "Tarzan"

For Mid- West States
Louis Weiss, secretary of the "Adventures of Tarzan" Serial Sales Corporation,
who is on a tour of the big film exchanges
of the United States and Canada, arrived
in Chicago this week.
He has disposed of

MARTIN JOHNSON

and his wife, and a portion of the party which accompanied
him into darkest Borneo in the filming of "Jungle Adventures" being distributed
by Exceptional Pictures Corp.

the

Northern

diana

Wisconsin and InTarzan serial to
will be handled through

Illinois,

territory

for

the

Spitzer Bros, and it
the Reelcraft exchanges.

October
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Cohen and

D. Williams in
Exchange of Warm Letters

The Paper
That

J.

President of M. P. T. 0. A. and General Manager
of First National Use Sharp Language in
Discussing Virginia Rappe Films

Is

Read

torn

NEW

Here is what the exhibitors say
when they miss an issue of the

HERALD — the
"I

send

am
me

paper that

is

read:

writing this letter to ask you to
another copy of the

HERALD

have never received
This has been a lonesome
this copy.
week, as I cannot get along without the
HERALD. This is the only time that

for

I

Sept.

17,

HERALD

I

on

failed to receive

time."

Haney, manager, Liberty
Moines. New Mexico.

failed to receive

17,

so please mail

will appreciate

—Sudie

theatre,

*
* 4
"A miss-out on a film is
worse than a miss-out on the
I

I.

Des

much

HERALD.

copy dated September
one right away. I

me

it.

HERALD.

ALD

HERALD.

Greensboro, Georgia.

Morality Clause to
Be Signed in Future
By Univeral Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK..

27.— Immediatelv
following the Arbuckle-Rappe affair in
San Francisco Universal Film ManufacSept.

turing Company advised Irving G. Thalberg. general manager at Universal City,
to insert this clause in all contracts
signed with actors:
"The (actor or actress) agrees to conduct
(himself or herself) with due regard to public
conventions and morals and agrees that (he or
she) will not do or commit anything tending
to degrade (him or her) in society or bring

I
1

'

I

I

(him or her) into public hatred, contempt, scorn
or ridicule, or tending to shock, insult or offend the community or outrage public morals
or decency, or tending to the prejudice of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company or the
motion picture industry. In the event that the
factor or actress) violates any terms or provision of this paragraph, then the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company has the right immediately to cancel and annul this contract by
giving five days written notice to the (actor
or actress) of its intention so to do."

This action is taken, it is explained, as
a precautionary step and not as a reflection on the character of any of the
company's players.

Staff Co*

—Sydney

r t- sr

zc-t

Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and J. D. Williams, general manager
of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., have given Broadway a thrill
by a sharp exchange cf letters over the exhibiting of films in which Virginia
Rappe was one of the players.
Sept. 27

High Points

The

in

S.

the Communications

exhibitor organization head practically accuses

First

National

Miss Virginia Rappe" and
in his letter uses such phrases as "ghoulish fashion," "postmortem business infamy," "business plot,'' and "coin money out of sordidness or base

oi attempting to "capitalize the tragic death of

morbidity.''

Mr. Williams
not

"I could not do without the
It seems to be interested in all exhibitors,
small as well as the large.
"I am in the heart of the boll weevil
section where people have plenty to eat
but no money to speak of. Business was
so poor for a while that I closed my theatre for several weeks. During that time
I studied back numbers of the
HERand the new ones as they came in,
and succeeded in getting a great many
new ideas which I am using since I reopened my theatre. While there is no
rush, there is an improvement. By getting good pictures at a fair price and
keeping my picture show talked about, I
believe if there is any money in circulation in this part of the country, I will get
my share of it.
"Trusting you will send the missing
copy of the
I am."— Mrs. W.
M. Kimbro, manager, Greenland theatre,

NEW

YORK.

as I

can remember that

the
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in his reply reiterated that every

exchange, controlled

withdrawn the Rappe films. He states that the
exchanges which have distributed the Rappe films are not controlled by
First National and points out that he has no more control over them than
Mr. Cohen "has over the individual members of the M. P. T. O. A., who
have played the Lehrman productions within the last two weeks." He concludes

by

First National, has

by offering to donate S2.000
of a committee that what he
The

to charity
states

is

from Mr. Williams places
on the fact that trade papers received copies, of Mr. Cohen's letletter

special stress

ter to him, before the letter-had reached
and states "it would please us
greatly and make for a better understand-

him
ing

all

around

if

we could be permitted

to receive copies of communications addressed to the organization or any individual in it by you, before transcripts of
such correspondence are delivered to the

trade papers."

Obtain Photographic Proof?
National photographers are said
to have obtained photographs of lobby
displays featuring the Virginia Rappe
First

members oi
New York city.

films at theatres of several
the M. P. T. O. A. in

if

he cannot prove to the satisfaction

true.

No announcement of this has been
made, and it is generally understood that
the photographs are being held pending
developments in the controversy.
On the other hand, officers of the M.
P. T. O. A. have displayed a form letter
on the stationery of the First National
Exchange, Inc., of New York and Buffalo which reads as follows: "The sympathy of the American public is with Virginia Rappe. Many inquiries have come
in asking about the picture Miss Rappe
is starred in and where they can be seen.

For your information: Miss Rappe is featured in the following First National at-

(Henry

tractions

Twilight

Lehrman

series):

Kick in High
'Wet and Warmer,' "Punch of the
and 'Game Ladv.'
Baby.'

Life."
Irish,'

Williams to Cohen
Dear Sir:
Your wired communication to me of the 15th.
stating that no attempt would be made to capitalize
the tragic death of miss Virginia Rappe tnrough
any First National agency, is not borne out by
conditions brought to my notice today.
I have before me a ghastly attempt to thus
capitalize the death of this unfortunate actress
perpetrated evidently through the New York offices
of your company, in the form of a soliciting
communication sent to every theatre owner in New
York State. It is made to simulate a letter of
mock condolence telling of the "sympathy" of the
American public, etc., in connection with her untimely death. Then the writer in ghoulish fashion
puts in his commercializing move "for your in1
formation' in heavier type. Then he tells of five
shows, four of two reels each and one of four
reels, in which Miss Rappe appeared, as being
available. He tells of Miss Rappe being -featured"
in these plays and in another place that she
He otters the same to any
••starred" in them.
exhibitor through your exchange.
•
*
•
Then to cap this species of postmortem business
infamy, he attaches a calling card of the dead
Everything that could
actress, -bearing her name.
be done to outrage public decency on this relation was done, save perhaps the atrocious act
cf enclosing a photograph of the casket and a
fac simile of the name plate.
After all, was there a business plot behind
What is the true motive? Was it to crush
this?

—

(Concluded on page

T4>

We learned from the editorial offices of two
papers yesterday afternoon that you had
addressed another letter to me with further reference to the Henry Lehrman productions in which
Miss Virginia Rappe appears either as a featured
player or without any billing whatever.
After
receiving telephone calls from two trade papers
requesting the nature of our reply to something
we had not yet received, your letter of September

trade

19th was delivered to this office.
In the first place. Associated First National Pictures. Inc. has no control over the First National
Exhibitors Circuit Exchange in New York and the
Electric Theatre Supply Company of Philadelphia.
Mr. H. O. Schwalbe, who is interested in the
Electrc Theatre Supply Company of Philadelphia,
was very much surprised to learn from your
letter that this exchange had sent any communication to exhibitors in that territory regarding these
pictures.
He has not seen a copy of this letter

nor has be been

previously advised from any
source that such a letter had been issued.
The
Henry Lehrman productions are being distributed
by these two exchanges^ in their respective territories.
In those First National Exhibitors Circuit
Exchanges over which Associated First National
Pictures does have control, there has been a prompt
and immediate withdrawal of all prints of the
productions in which Miss Rappe appears, and
all service on them has been suspended excepting
to those exhibitors holding contracts or franchises,
and who have insisted that we give them dates
(Concluded on page 74)
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Iowa and Nebraska Exhibitors
Strengthen Organizations
Joint Convention

Omaha

at

Mid-West

Into

'

Brings

Many New Members

Units of M. P.

T.O.A.

Reports submitted at the recent joint convention of the Nebraska and
Iowa units of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America held at
Omaha, September 19, 20 and 21, indicate that the two mid-west organiza-

among the strongest exhibitor associations in the United States.
Organization work, it was stated, has been carried on without interruption during the past twelve months with the result that there are few
exhibitors in the two states who are not now allied with their state assotions rank

ciations.
A. R. Pramer, who served the M. P.
T. O. of Nebraska during the past twelve

months, was reelected president, j. E.
Kirk was named secretary and S. A. Hayman.
Pramer and
treasurer.
Kirk

from Omaha.

are

Hayman

operates

in

F.
H.
Grand Island.
Kennedy of Broken
Bow was elected vice-

president.

Prominent

exhibitors
of the state, including
J. C. Jenkins of Xeligh.

A. R. Pramer

were honored with placeon the executive committee and on the
hoard of control, which will cooperate
with the Iowa exhibitors.
*

*

*

loo, as president for the purpose of conducting business until a state convention
in

Wertenberger Heads
St. Joseph League

—A

Who

local
ST. JOSEPH, MO.. Sept. 27.
unit of the Motion Picture Theatre
ers of America has been formed here
with W. W. Wertenberger president. Edward Peskay, secretary, and John Eng1'sh, treasurer, Lawrence Goldman, counsel of the state organization, and Major
Robert Carnie .of Kansas City, assisted
in

October.

E. R.

Van Dyke of Des Moines was named
chairman of a special committee to complete the preparations.

Mayor James J. Dahlman of Omaha
welcomed the exhibitors to the city at

of the convention.
of Mason City, la., was
chosen to respond to his greeting. Greetings from Sydney S. Cohen, president of

the opening session

Thomas Arthur

M. P. T. O. A., and from William
Fox, president of the Fox Film Corporawere among the messages received.
*

»

*

Resolutions were adopted deploring
competition in the exhibiting field of distributors and producers, and also expressing regret at the "undue publicity"
given in the newspapers of the Arbuckle

Officers Elected
NEBRASKA
President— A. R. Pramer, Omaha.
Vice President— H. F. Kennedy, Broken
Bow.
Secretary— J. Erie Kirk, Omaha.
Treasurer

—S.

A.

Hayman,

Grand

—George

Macardle,

Executive Committee

H. F. Kennedy, George Monroe, J. C.
Jenkins, Fred Thornburg, J. Erie Kirk.
H. S. Goldberg, F. B. Honey. W. D.
Firher. F. L. Smith, A. G. King and
A. Schoonover.
Board of Control— George Macardle,
Erie Kirk, and George Monroe.

J.

J.

IOWA

—

X.

Motion

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

THERMOPOLIS,

President Alex Frank, Waterloo.
Vice President Morris Cohn, Council

TEX.,

Sept.

27.—

boys, many of them
cowboys, entered the Maverick theatre,
where a Roscoe Arbuckle picture was to
be shown, shot up the screen and seized
The film was taken to the
the film.
street and burned.
F. Z. Buzzetti. manager of the house,
said that during the same day members
of the Purity League had visited him
and requested that the Arbuckle picture
He
be eliminated from the program.
told them that as he had booked the
picture previous to the Arbuckle affair he
could see no reason why it should not
of 150

men and

No damage was done to
be exhibited.
the theatre other than the shooting up of
the screen.

—

Bluffs.

Secretary — W.

E.

Waterhouse, Charles

City.

— M.
Directors —W.

Treasurer

R. Toumeur, Mason City.
Dutton,
A.

Thomas

Brown, Dr. Parry, W. H. Simpson, Ralph
Fyfe, J.

Says Commercial
Copy Still Lacks the

Human Punch

Texas Cowboys Seize
Arbuckle Film After
Shooting Up Screen
mob

Is'and

Surpass All Others

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

C, Sept. 27.—The
Exposition
Picture
Committee of the Motion Picture TheaOwners of North Carolina has
tre
changed the date of the exposition to
November 20 and :io and December 1
and 2. It will be held in the city auditorium at Charlottee. Exhibitors and exchange men throughout the South have
pledged cooperation.

LEXINGTON'.

Eyrley, E. Metzger,

W.

Beard-

Nathan Dax and W. Johnson.
The Iowa officers are temporary, serv-

sley,

ing until the state convention in October.

Mullin

Managing

Editor

Eugene Mullin, well-known scenario
editor and writer, has been appointed
managing editor of Goldwyn Picture
Corporation's scenario and research department located at the home office in

New

York.

SEARS

Club Chief

Defer Date of
N. C. Exposition
Southern

T.

Motion Picture Ads

organzing.

the

tion,

of

Own

CHARLES

was icccntly re-elected president
the M. P. T. O. ot Missouri.

•

Iowa exhibitors formed a temporary
organization with Alex Frank of Water
can be held some time

The music tax and federal
taxes were opposed in resolutions.
Stewart Gould. Lawrence W. Goldman,
and Al Steffes were among the prominent
men in exhibitor organizat on
affairs who addressed the meeting on
various subjects.
incident.

LOS

ANGELES, Sept. 27.— Adverti*.
ing men of the motion picture industry
put greater human appeal in their copy
than their brothers in the commercial
field, according to A. Butterworth, president of the Los Angeles Ad Club, who
addressed a recent meeting of the W. M.

A.
Mr. Butterworth pointed out that the
automobile advertising men were just
beginning to approach the standards in
human copy that is written by the film
men. Ad men in other lines of endeavor
still lack the human punch which carries
with it the greatest appeal in an advertisement, according to the best known
advertising man in Los Angeles.
B. P. Fineman, manager of the Kathcrine
MacDonald studio and former
publicity man, in a vigorous plea for
publicity that sells, gave a beneficial talk
to the West Coast press agents.
Mr.
Fineman pointed out that much of the
publicity turned out today by studio
press agents has no particular selling
angle and urged the members- of the W.
M. P. A. to prepare the type of stuff
P.

that creates a desire on the part of the
public to see certain pictures.
The third speaker of the evening was
Pete Smith of Marshall Xeilan Productions, on boomerang publicity, or the
kind of stunts that acquire the enmity of
Mr. Smith cited
the newspaper men.
several examples where stunts that have
been put over with the full knowledge
and cooperation of the newspaper men
have achieved just as much prominence
in the daily press as others that were
"put over" on the editors. Both type of
stunts gamed wide publicity but where
the "boomerang" type gained the ill will
of the ed'tors. the other type of stunt
placed the publicity man in the good
graces of the newspaper men who as a
result were ready to work with the pres?
agent again on other publicity ideas.

—
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"The Son of Wallingford" a Winner
VITAGRAPH

has another special that lives up to the
much-abused word. "The Son of
allingford" as a screen play has about everything the
showman wants.

meaning

W

of that

It was written, directed, subtitled, and edited by Mr.
and Mrs. George Randolph Chester, noted writers of short
stories, and the authors of the "Get Rich Quick Wallingford" stories which had quite a vogue in the Saturday
Evening Post.
The authors bring to the screen the lovable characters
made famous in their stories. They call this the one hundred and fifth and it is a \vorth> successor to the others.
The story is straightforward and full of dramatic possibilities which are fully realized. The many unique stunts
which are essential to the plot are well handled. The element of natural humor which runs through the eight reels

an integral part of the picture. The man} intricate situaclimax of the story are well handled. Everybody should be satisfied. It is a splendid piece of work.
-

is

tions at the

well-remembered characters of the Chester
Big-hearted, jolly I Rufus Wallingford,
"Blackie" Daw, suave and lean: Old "honest" Henry Beegoode, and his son Bert; Violet Bonnie Daw, "BlackieV
wife, and Mrs. J. Rufus.
Then there is "Toad"' Jessup,
Talbot Curtis. Mrs. Curtis, Mary, and last but not least,
All of the

stories are

here:

Jimmy Wallingford. who inherits
and manv of his mannerisms.
*

*

his father's iobeless ears

*

The

really clever continuity allows the tale to be told
with absolute clearness. It is a special production in every-

way,

in

The

genuine appeal, grip and humanness.
astute exhibitor should not overlook

its possithe circus
parade, which J. Rufus stages to further his land-selling
scheme: the endeavor of Jimmy to drill an oil well and win
the hand of an honest farmer's daughter: the rescue of
Jimmy and Mary from the oil-covered pond, al! present
unusual opportun'ties for advertising. And it is a picture
that will fulfill every promise of a high-class, successful

bilities

for

effective

exploitation.

There

is

offering.

The acting on the whole

J.

splendid.
the role of Jimmy distinguishes himself.
Wilfrid Xorth as Wallingford. Sr.. is the
exact type of the Chester stories, and
George Webb's carefully drawn portrayal
is

Tom

Gallery in

Rufus Wallingford and Blackie Daw, as portrayed by Wilfrid North
George Webb in Vitagra^h's "The Son of Wa'lingford"

Daw is remarkably true to
Antrim Short is effective as "Toad"
Jessup. and the pair of skjn-flints, Henry
Beegoode and his son Bertram, were in
excellent hands as played by Van Dyke
Brooke and Sydney D'Albrook respectively.
Florence Hart plays Mrs: J.
of "Blackie"

THE CAST

life.

J.

I

Martha Mattox is Mrs. Curtis,
Curtis.
and Andrew Arbuckle, that fine old actor,
is

Talbot Curtis.

*
* *
story revolves around Jimmy W'allingford's and "Toad" Jessup's efforts to
ea n an honest living apart from the infli-ences of J. Rufus and "Blackie" Daw.
They go to a distant village and "Toad"
discovers oil on Talbot Curt's' farm.
They form a company, the Big Hope Oil
Company, Inc., and start to drill. After
spending all their available cash $800
they decide to sell their automobile. Mrs.
Wallingford buys it and with the renewed
I nfinances they continue operations.

Daw

George

Tom

Webb

Gallery

Antrim Short
"Toad" Jessup
Henry Beegoode
Van Dyke Brooke
Bertram Beegoode
Sydney D'Albrook
Mrs. J. Rufus Wallingford Florence Hart
Violet Bonnie Daw
1 yla
Leslie
Mary Curtis
Priscilla Bonner
Emily Curtis
Martha Mattox
Talbot Curtis
Andrew Arbuckle

Rufus. Lyla Leslie is Violet Bonnie. Prisa Bonner, a pretty and demure Mary

r

Wilfrid North

Rufus Wallingford

Blackie

Jimmy Wallingford

The

—

known

to

Jimmy, however.

J.

Rufus Wal-

lingford and "Blackie" Daw hit the same
town, buy up a piece of land and start to
promote a manufacturing centre. This is
3 unique piece of business where they
erect a huge canvas drop picturing a
dozen factories with smoke pouring from
every canvas chimney, as a graphic illustration of what the finished product will
look like. When they discover they have
encroached on Jimmy's preserves, they
allow the land scheme to die a natural
death. They continue operations on the
land, however, and pipe oil to an empty
Torn Gallery and Priscilla Bonner in a scene
from "The Son of Wallingford" (Vitagraph)

s^ed through an abandoned gas
so.r.e oil

line

from

cars stationed five miles distant.

A

leak in the

land,

and

his

"Blackie" and

pipe line floods Jimmy's
well begins to "spout."
J.

Rufus work diligently

up interest in their scheme, thinking they have the bill of sale in their possession, but in reality it is stolen by a
pair of bootleggers and buried in the
sand in the pump house. When J. Rufus
refuses to sell an interest in the land, the
angry townspeople turn to the former
owner. Henry Beegoode, and he does a
thriving business re-selling the property.
J. Rufus turns the tables on Beegoode.
however, when the bogus oil well catches
fire and the thoroughly incensed citizens
realize they have been duped. At the
height of the excitement the Big Hope
Oil company's oil well spouts forth real
oil and everything looks rosy for Mary
to stir

and Jimmy.

The

feature

is

in

eight

reels,

but

so

smoothly does the story run it seems like
five.
The story grips one from the first
few feet to the end. It is drama of the
best type and we recommend it without
hesitation.
J. R. M.

—
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]

Calver,

L.

Grand

A.,

Continues

Grow

Roy

Collins,

Copen-

theatre,

Collins

L.,

theatre.

Red-

wood, N. Y.

This list carries the names of
exhibitors who have recently become associated with the PUB-

LIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, an
organisation sponsored by the
for the purpose of
arousing public sentiment
minority
small
That
against
which is seeking to oppress the
industry and the people through
enactment of regulatory legisla-

Amusement Company,

Cornell

Crosby, Thomas, Lily theatcre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Cummings, A. B., Park theatre, Akron,
N. Y.

D

HERALD

Davidson, Joseph, Lande Film Distributing Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dekin. W. E., Glenfield theatre, Glenfield,
N. Y.
Deline, Marcella, New theatre, Carthage.
N. Y.
Dillemuth,

tion.

Lyceum.

Aden, John, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
Aichinger, Mrs. Francis, Cozy theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
theatre, East Aurora,

C, Allen

W. C,

Downey, Thomas

Arthur

atre,

Hall, Philadelphia.

Shea's North Park the-

J.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

H.,

Anderson, E. G., Princess theatre, Aberdeen, S. D.
Aprile, H. Frank, Opera House, Oakfield,
N. Y.
Isabelle,
Arcfuette,
Parishville, N. Y.

Austen. Fred,
N. Y.
Averell,

H.

theatre.

Opera House, Palmyra.

N. Y.

Avondale

Theatre,

North

Tonawanda.

N. Y.

B
Becker Theatre Supply Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Behling, A. C, Fillmore Palace, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Benny, L., Linden theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Harry, assistant manager,
versal exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.

Berns,

Biamonte,
Niagara

O. O.,
Falls, N.

Bietschy,

R.

A.,

Columbus

Y.
Associated

Uni-

theatre,

Producers,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Bloom, M., Quirk theatre, Fulton, N. Y.
Brady, Basil, Pathe Exchange, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Brooks, C. A., Orpheum theatre, Baldwinsville, N. Y.
Brown, P. C, Roval theatre, Jamestown,
N. Y.
Busch, Ray, Hub theatre, Gaylord. Minn.
Bush, C. E., & Co., Powers theatre, Red
Creek, N. Y.

On-

H., Victoria theatre. Water-

Hamminga,

E.,

E., Bijou theatre,

Castle

Ecker
Wis.

Brothers,

Hanson, Lillian, Union
field, Me.
Hareski,

theatre,

Alexander,

East

Hall,

Brillion,

Alexandra

lone theatre, Min-

F
W. C.

Merit Film Corpora-

Buffalo, N. Y.

Bellcvue theatre, Niagara

Finke, D. H.,
Falls, N. Y.
Foster, M. D.,
burg, Kan.

Gem

theatre,

Williams-

Fowler, Will, Elmwood theatre. Buffalo,
»
N. Y.
Fox, R. C, Select Pictures. Buffalo, N. Y.
Funke, Hubert, St. Mary's Hall, Fountain City, Wis.

G
Gardiner, T. R., Gardiner Pictures, Inc.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Gates, F. W., Lyric theatre, Holley, N. Y.
W. H.. Gauthier theatre,
Gauthier,
Gouverneur, N. Y.
Gehring, W. C, Fox Film Corporation,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Gertner, Andrew,
Creek. N. Y.

Gibbs C.
N. Y.
Giles, H.

E.,

Park

theatre,

Silver

Opera House. Henderson,

F., Gem theatre. Wilson, N. Y.
Grapotte. D., Strand theatre, Cape Vincent. N. Y.
Gray, Paul, Quimby Fight Pictures, New

York

City.

Green, H., Premier theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.
Grill & Berger, Opera House, Hernddn,

Kan.

theatre,

West En-

Majestic

theatre,

Hartsoe, G. Otto, North Newton theatre,
Newton, N. C.
Hatcher, Ernest W., Star theatre, Harlem, Ga.
Haycock, W. F., Star theatre, Callaway,
Neb.
Hayman, A. C, Cataract theatre, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
H enry, Charles G., Elite theatre, Theresa,
N. Y.
Hickey, George A., Goldwvn, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Higgins, C. R., Colonial theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Hohman, F. W., Opera House, Pulaski,
N. Y.
Home Theatre Company, Portage, Wis.
Hubert, C. C, Opera House, Newark,
Del.

J
Johnson

Brothers,

Johnsonian

theatre,

Johnston, Jack, Isis and Mecca theatres,
Augusta, Kan.

K
Kalen, H. W., Metro Pictures Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
J. S.,

Family theatre, Rome, N. Y.

Kaufman & Shane,

Auditorium,

Bay, N. Y.
Eselin & Schroeder,
neapolis, Minn.

Fickersen,

Olcott,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Kallet,

C. Convention

J.

theatre,

Wol-

N. Y.

theatre, Buf-

E

tion,

Austen Hall, Lacona,

Jr.,

L.,

Parisbville

Savoy

Dygert, H. P.. Rialto
Rochester, N. Y.

Ellis,

W.

town, N. Y.
Hammer, Charles
cott, N. Y.

N. Y.

falo,

Casino theatre, Antwerp,

C, Town

Aldrich, D.
Pa.

Hall,

N. Y.

N. Y.
N. Y.

Hadcock,

Ripley, N. Y.

Douns & Ransley, Masonic
tario,

Amm,

Broadway

D.,

C.

Buffalo, N. Y.

A

Allen,

Lyric the-

Wis.

atre, Cornell,

8, 1921

H

hagen, N. Y.
Cardina, James, Kensington theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Carins, George, 4450 Congress street,
Chicago, 111.
Carkey, L. J., Opera House, Carthage,
N. Y.
Carpenter, J. C, Gralyn theatre, Gouverneur, N. Y.
Carver, S-, Empire theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Chamberlin, C. Granger, Strand theatre,
Trinidad, Colo.
Chase, Maurice A., manager, Universal
exchange, Buffalo, N. V.

P. R. L.

Allen, S.

October

C

Roster of

to
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Star theatre,

Rome,

N. Y.
Keating. George A., Jubilee theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Kelly, J. J., Liberty theatre, Corning,
N. Y.
Kernan, James, Kcrnan theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y.
Knowlton, N. A., Two Bells theatre,
Elizabethtown, N. Y.
Kozanowski, Hilda E., Rivoli theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Kruger, Mrs. Walter, Arcade theatre,
Newfane, N. Y.
Kyle, George A., Opera House. Spring
Valley, Kan.

L
Laczynski, E., Park theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Lape, A. G., Star theatre, Mexico, N- Y.
Landry, Robert A., Strand theatre, Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Latta, C. J., Lyric theatre, Harlan, la.
Lefevre, Charles, Lefevre theatre, Hinckley, N. Y.
Levine, M. L., Masque theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Locklin, C. A.. Town Hall. Russell. N. Y.
Long, Robert, Walden theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Lotz, H. E., Realart Pictures Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
Lovchik, Joseph A., Rainbow theatre.
Mahnomen, Minn.

M
McEwen,

R. H., McEwen's Hall, North
Lawrence, N. Y.
McLoughlin, Jim, Jim's theatre. Poland,

N. Y.

October
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8,

Mack, W. A. V., Pathe, Buffalo, X. Y.
Maloy, P. R., Bushong theatre. Bushong,

Petrosky, W. J., Koscuiszko theatre, Buffalo. X. Y.
Pietraszweski, Anthony, Art theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Poppe, Harry H., Houdini Pictures Cor-

Kan.

Manheimer,

Goldwyn, Buffalo. N. V.

Sol,

Marsey, Harry, General Theatres Company. Buffalo, N. Y.

War

Martell, Thomas H..
theatre,
York City.

New

poration, New York City.
Port, M., Grange theatre, Baldwinsville,

Department

N. Y.
Power, F. Ray, R-C Pictures Corpora-

Michael,

Regent theatre, Buffalo,

H.,

J.

Strand and
N. Y.
Strasser,

Victoria

Emblem

G.,

theatres,

Buffalo,

theatre,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Alvo theatre. Medford, Okla.
J., 287 Locust street,
Danvers, Mass.

Street, J.
Sullivan,

S.,

Timothy

X. Y.

tion, Buffalo,

Mere, E. G., Parkers Hall. Deferiet. X. Y.
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Tapp,^ Leo,

Strand

Brockport,

theatre.

N. Y.

Dewey, Plaza

Michaels,

Taylor, C.

theatre. Buffalo.

Rappeport, J.
falo. X. Y.

N. Y.

W.,

A.

Miller,

Star

Xewport.

theatre.

Colum-

theatre,

bus. O.

S., Famous Plavers-La-kv.
N. Y.
Morgan, Bert E., Comstock theatre.
Morristown. N. Y.
Morgan, James P., Star theatre. Constableville, X. Y.
Moynihan, F. C, Xu-Art Pictures Cor-

Moritz, Allan

Reddy, George

New York

Buffalo,

Reed, Floyd

T., Pioneer
Buffalo. X. Y.

Murray,

Pastime

D.,

theatre.

Brasher

Evanston

A.,

theatre.

Cin-

theatre,

Buffalo.

N. Y.

o
John

J.,

Russell, Harry W., Family
theatres. Albion. X. Y.

Orpheum

theatre,

Ogdens-

and Temple

Buffalo,

Ohmann

Brothers,
Lvons. X. Y.

Sardino, Jack, Syracuse, X". Y.
Sawyer, Alfred, Webster theatre. Webster, N. Y.
Schwahn, H. A., Eau Claire Theatre
Companv. Eau Claire. Wis.
Selby Opera House, Selby. S. D.
Sesonke, C. S., Capitol theatre, Osweeo.
N. Y.
Shea Amusement Company, Shea's Hippodrome. Buffalo. X. Y.
Sheehan, C. O.. Fox Film Corporation.
Buffalo. X. Y.
Smith, Howard J., Palace theatre. Buffalo. X. Y.
Smith, P. H., United Artists. Buffalo.
N. Y.
Southworth, O. H.. Masonic
Opera
House. Adams. N. Y.
Sparkman,
Harry,
Pastime
theatre.
Reyno, Ark.

theatre.

Edward J., Unique theatre. BufN. Y.
Papayanakos, James P., Olympic theatre.
Watertown, X. Y.
Parmelee, Tay D., Trv It theatre. BufPantero,
falo,

X. Y.

W.

E..

Princess theatre. Het-

tick, 111.

Patterson,

Hippodrome,

K. of C. building, Base

Ohmann

Patterson,

Eli,

Palo Alto. Cal.

O'Brien, T.,
X. Y.

Lyric theatre. Goldfield,

J.,

Xev.
Troyer, Oscar,
N. D.

Lyric

W.

S.,

Swetland theatre. May-

N. Y.

Perry, George M., I. O.
Sacket Harbor, X. Y.

O.

F.

Hall,

theatre,

Rugbv,

St

burg, X. Y.
Rosing, George, Fillmore Avenue theatre.
Buffalo. X. Y.
Roth, Julius R, Eastern Star. Buffalo.
N. Y.
RowelL W. C, Fox Film Corporation,
Buffalo. X. Y.

O.

hospital.

den, N. Y.
Tivilegar, A.

Van

Croix, A. E., Bijou theatre, Jamestown. X. Y.
Vegare, Frank, W onderful theatre, Hermon. X. Y.
Vickers. C. D., Xew Lyndon theatre,
Lyndonville. X. Y.

w

X. Y.

Nowak. Frank, Lincoln

O'Brien,

theatre,

Riener, Charles E., Grant theatre. Buffalo. X. Y.
Rogers, A. E., Temple theatre. Dexter.

N
cinnati,

Orpheum

N. Y.

Film Exchange.

Rosenbaum,

Niedenthal.

25 Bradhurst avenue.

Richey, James L., Arcade theatre, Camden, X. Y.
Riehl Charles, Libertv theatre, Buffalo.

N. Y.

Falls,

J.,

City.
W.',

Bernice. Ind.
Rees, R. C., Lyric theatre. Clayton, X. Y.

poration. Buffalo, X. Y.

Murphy, R.

ville,

Lovejoy theatre, Buf-

Rappold Brothers, Innes

X. Y.

falo,

S.,

Strand theatre, Portley-

E.,

Broadwav

Wallerstein, A.,
falo, X. Y.

theatre,

Wallingford, J., Central' Park
Buffalo, X. Y.
Warner & Haskin, Maple
Marion, X. Y.

Waugh,

Howard,

Opera

Buf-

theatre,
theatre,

House

and

Crescent theatre, Xewark, X. Y.
Welte, George, Xew Ariel theatre. Buffalo. X. Y.
,
Weltzer, H. N., Super Distributing Corporation. Buffalo, X. Y.
Werhan. Al B., Kenmore, O.
Witzel. George C, Temple theatre, Buffalo. X. Y.
Wolfe, E. J., Bijou theatre. Lowville,
X. Y.
Wolfe, Henry, Herald theatre. Harrisville. X. Y.

Worman, Benjamin

J.,

Memorial

Hall,

Westport, X. Y.

Wrench. J. W.
Xewark, X. Y.

&

L.,

Granite

theatre,

Young. A. W., Xu-Art Pictures Corporation, Buffalo.

Zoltner,

M.

H.,

X. Y.

Huron

theatre.

Huron,

O

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken

to maintain the

freedom of the screen. /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I will use. whenever conditions permit,
the slide of the League,
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

a member of

LEAGUE.

then uill be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

and

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
in arousing

manner do my part

I

And Become
a

Member
League

of

EX H
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Growing
Sentiment

Throughout

unreasonable

want

and

intolerant

to hold the entire

as

to

motion

pic-

ture industry responsible for the con-

Country

duct of any individual in

in

all

fairness, the industry should not

be

placed on

trial

for

it;

an offense of a

single individual.

Against

•

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

Bigotry
23. Each week there will be printed
message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This
Not so many months ago the mo-

is

copy for slide No.

in this space a brief

tion picture industry stood almost
its right against organized
Sabbatarianism and other forms of

alone in
bigotry.

Partial success of the small group

oppressors, however, seems to
have awakened the public and the

of

press to the realization that

if

this

organized movement is not blocked
immediately it will destroy the fundamentals of freedom upon which
this government was founded.

That the big majority of people
of this country no longer are willing
to submit to the dictates of a
fanatics

is

evident from recent

few

news

to cope with the active, highly or-

ment against

ganized minority who are seeking
through their activities in various
legislative bodies to take from our
citizens by un-American and undemocratic legislative enactment those
rights and liberties which our fore-

tion

fathers established for us."

A.

J.

Vogler, 4196 Delmar boule-

vard, St. Louis,

is

president of this

dispatches published in the press of

new organization.
The "Chicago Tribune," which

the country.

the past has been silent on this ques-

John T. Burns,
superintendent of the AntiBlue Law League of America, there
are 25,000,000 people today who
would gladly place their names on
petitions protesting enactment of
blue laws. Mr. Burns is now organizing Illinois, which is the twentieth
In the opinion of

tion, declares

in a

in

recent editorial

movement

state

that

state to join the anti-blue law

"needs as thorough organization and
as active propaganda as Sabbatarianism is employing."
"This is the twentieth century and
not the seventeenth," continues the
editorial, "but the disposition to
tyrannize over our fellow men under the guise of religion and morality has not disappeared. One would
think that freedom of conscience
needs no defense in our day, but it
does, and the Sabbatarian movement
proves it."

move-

ment.

The

National

Association

of

United Americans has been incorporated in St. Louis for the purpose
"of uniting the citizens of the United
States in an effort to place them in
a position where they may be able

the anti-blue law

Realization of this growing senti-

all

co-active legisla-

should be an

members

of the

LEAGUE
zeal this

to

inducement

to

PUBLIC RIGHTS

conduct with added
to maintain the

campaign

freedom of the screen.
John T. Burns declares that 25,000 people today are ready to sign
anti-blue law petitions.
With the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign being conducted on the
screens

of

the

army should be

nation,

this

great

materially strength-

ened.

The blue law advocates already
are in the minority.
jority

is

Unless the ma-

organized, however, they

cannot master the situation which is
fast becoming dangerous. Exhibitors have the greatest medium for
disseminating propaganda and it is
their duty to see that the support
of the public

Run a

is

slide a

enlisted in this fight.

week.

If you are not now a member of
the LEAGUE, sign the pledge card
today. A short editorial for slide
use is published on this page each

week.

—
October

8,
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Can a Censor Guess

What Other Censors
Will Cut From Film?

Arthur

49

Loew May

Succeed
Rowland as Head of Metro

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept. 27.— Universal
Film Manufacturing Company has hired
a censor. It's going to try to outguess
other censors over the country.
W. F. Willis, until recently head of the
Chicago censorship board, has been
assigned to view every foot of film produced at Universal City and make such
changes which he believes necessary to
meet the requirements of six state and
municipal boards and many other civic

censorship organizations.
Mr. Willis was a member of the Chicago board for seven years. He was cen-

Young Executive

Generally Believed to be Slated for
Presidency of Producing Corporation

Owned by His Father

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

same source

of information.

Arthur

sor in charge for five years.

Lichtman Announces
A. P. Representatives
Al Litchman, general manager of Associated Producers, has appointed

J. R.
Seidelman to head the staff of representatives which will be placed in First National exchanges.
The representatives

are:

Atlanta

George

Liebman; Boston —
Jeffrey;
Chicago
Charles

—W.
S.

Goetz; Buffalo

R.

— W.

W. Erdman;

—

J.

—

J. M. JohnsDenver Ed.
Grossman; Detroit H. K. Moss; Kansas
City G. W. Hinton; Los Angeles V. P.

G.

ton; Dallas

— E.

Cincinnati

—

—

Whitaker; Minneapolis

New York—J.

—
—

C. Leeves;

J.

— R.

Unger;

C. Buttolph;

New Haven

—

Harry LasPittsburgh
F. C. Bonistall; San
Francisco
Chas. Muehlman; Seattle
Harry Sigmond; St. Louis J. Desberger;
Washington Chas. F. Schwerin: Western Canada Ted Harcastle, and District
Manager, H. A. Bandy.
Lieberman; Philadelphia

J.

kin;

—
—
—

—

—

—

Van Dyke Brooke Dies
At Saratoga Springs

Loew

the party.
"I

am

leaving Metro with the kindliest

Marcus Loew and for my
other associates in the Metro organization," Mr. Rowland said. "Since the merger last year of Metro with the Loew orfor

our associations have been
uniformly pleasant. The only reason I
have for leaving Metro is because of a

ganization,

desire to get into business for myself. I
have not formulated my plans for the
future but will make an announcement,
on my return, of any I may have then.

Will Tour Europe
"In going abroad I am taking with me
prints of 'The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse.' The first foreign presentation of the picture will be

made

in

Lon-

don. Vincente Blasco Ibanez, the author
of the book, will meet me in London and

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SARATOGA SPRINGS,
27.

I

in

January

Maddux President of
Oklahoma Screen Club

have seen

it

outdistance

many

competi-

fident

that

it

will

go on to

still

finer

achievements. All of the members of the
organization are my personal friends and
I look to them to carry on as splendidly
as they have in the past. They all have
my best wishes."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

27.—The Oklahoma City Screen Club has
been organized with C. A. Maddux as

W. A. Ryan is vice-president.
Miss Pearl Easley is secretary and H.
The club now
Ferguson is treasurer.
has thirty-seven members.
The purpose of the club is to study the
motion picture.
At regular intervals
various film people will address the mem-

grow year by year into a
it
more important producing firm.

cern at Hollywood and with the highly
developed distributing organization of
Mr. Loew to spread the pictures through
the country.
"I have given to Metro some of the
best years of my life and my unceasing
efforts for its success. I cannot help having a feeling of personal pride in the
achievements of the organization and I
shall follow its future developments con-

yet released.

president.

W

bers.

To Return

"With the completion of my European
tour, which will bring me back the first
of the year, I shall be in New York

tors and continually forge ahead making
better pictures every year. I am proud
of the organization as it now stands, with
an excellently balanced producing con-

actor, appeared

CITY, OKLA.,

it.

watched

He
with various producing companies.
directed Maurice Costello, Mary Fuller
and many other notables. Recently he
appeared in character roles in "A Midnight Bell," with Charles Ray, and also
has a prominent part in "The Son of
Wallingford," Vitagraph's special, not as

OKLAHOMA

show

steadily

here on Sept. 17, following a brief illness.
He was born in Detroit, Mich., and as a

and

picture.

my future plans. I am leaving Metro after having been with the
organization since its beginning. I have

Brooke, one of the oldest
and directors in pictures, died

director, scenarioist

be present for the premier of the
After the London presentation,
the picture will be shown in Paris and
in the other European capitals.
"I am quite sure that the picture will
duplicate in Europe the sensation it created in the United States. This confidence is based not merely upon the universal appeal of the story and its success
as a novel in Europe, but upon the opinions of hundreds of European experts
who have seen the picture here and who
have predicted an unprecedented success
for it abroad. I have received hundreds
of letters about it from European exhibitors. They are all extremely anxious to
will

ready to lay

N. Y., Sept.

—Van Dyke

players

With Rowland

Sailed

Mr. Rowland, accompanied by Mrs. Rowland and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Loew, sailed last Thursday for the other side, where Mr. Rowland will
place "The Four Horsemen" on the P-uropean market. Official announcement of Mr. Rowland's resignation, taking effect on his return, was made
from Metro offices just before the party sailed.
No definite statement has been made as to Mr. Rowland's business
future, but it is believed he will organize a producing company of his
own. At Metro and Loew offices it was stated that the matter of Mr.
Rowland's successor would not be discussed until after the return of

feelings

Price; Cleveland

—

Arthur Loew, son of Marcus Loew, has
been selected to succeed Richard A. Rowland as president of Metro Pictures Corporation, according to what motion picture circles believe to be
authentic information.
Official announcement of Mr. Loew's advent as
head of the big concern controlled by his father will be made shortly before the return of Mr. Rowland and Arthur Loew from abroad, says the
Sept. 27.

ARTHUR LOEW
Son
to

of

be

Marcus Loew who
slated

for

the

Metro Picture Corp.

is reported
presidency of

Reichenbach in Chicago
Harry Reichenbach arrived in Chicago
on Sunday and will be engaged for the
next two weeks in exploiting "No Woman Knows"

the Universal-Jewel feature,
which opens at Barbee's Loop Theatre

Oct.

2.

I

;
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looked

"My

Weeks

Four

The Third

of a Series of Articles in

500 Baker's Rolls Figured
TO HARRY REICHENBACH

—

in

you've raised publicity to the finest
more than that, have made it
quite a science
that your "stunt" work from
It's said

—

conventionality frequently departs, and that the
law you've more than once set at defiance.
It's even said you're ready to go the length
of crime in order to "put over" a good job
so take this warning, you would have a pretty
rotten time if throughout your London visit

"Bob."

a

The lay press, I see, surrenders a great deal
of space to tell the tale of your stupendous
jokes.
A wicked thought has struck me can
the true facts of the case be that bluffing London's Press has been your very greatest hoax?
Yours sincerely,

—

THE CINEMAN.

open
printed
THIS
more than anything
letter,

else,

in

Cinema

inspired

me

to

take on the work of handling "The
Bigamist" for a few weeks.
I
had accomplished my mission for
Universal, was at liberty to do as I
pleased and when shown a contract,
which would permit me to demonstrate
to the few jingos that there was something new and beneficial in film advertising and publishing, I took the position.
*

*

There was
exhibitors
after

my

about

as

*

be

to

big

a

Birmingham

at

meeting of
few days
thought this
a

acceptance and I
good an auspice to begin my
campaign as anything else, therefore 1
had baked several hundred rolls, such
are characteristic of restaurants in
Inside the rolls I had
Great Britain.
placed a small printed advertisement
reading:

as

"THE BIGAMIST"
will

1

am

at

and when

be bread and butter to

your

BOX OFFICE
The ad was baked in the roll so that
upon being broken open the paper would

it

"The

8, 1921

comes

sure will duplicate

to America,
success.
terribly

its

"The Bigamist" opening in a
hot season, when most London
(Concluded on page

Which "Our Hero"

the Exploitation of

of fine art; and,

you were shadowed by

England"

in

HARRY REICHENBACH

By

Sir:

October

theatres

74)

Arranges for Wider

Tells How
Bigamist''

Distribution Abroad
Hammons Says Interest in

drop out. It worked. Everybody seemed
to fall, except The Bishop of Birmingham, who evidently being over hungry,
ate his roll, advertisement and all.
Just fancy the dignified Bishop when
he learned he had swallowed my ad.
I

American Pictures

Is

Increasing
W. Hammons. president

and wondered what kind of a
showing we got in his church Sunday.
The president of the exhibitor's body
took exception to this new form of exploitation and sent the George Clark Productions a bill for one hundred pounds.
Cinema took a slam at the idea of dar-

of Educa- I
Films Corporation and of Educational Film Exchange, Inc., who has I
returned to this country from Europe, I
reports that his trip had been most suecessful, and that good new connections I
had been made for Educational that
were sure to increase business for Edu- I

ing

cational pictures overseas.

didn't

him,

see

but

can

I

visualize

E.

tional

his

feelings

a dining table, A'iWa
rap,
the
exhibitors
resolution against the
then booked the film.
E.
Fletcher
Clayton,
"Cinema" and
several other fogey minds harped on the
stunt several weeks until Bank holiday.
I
was in favor of changing the day to
"Bunk holiday."
exploit

to

matoyraph

at

took

body passed a
methods pursued

Film Outlook Is Bright
Recent visits to London by notables in I
the American motion picture industry 1
have increased interest in American pic-'l
tures in that center, according to Mr. I
Hammons, and the outlook is brighter

—

—

»

*

'

than ever for American films. A general I
increase in confidence and real "pep"J
was noticeable even during the short
period while he was in London, Mr.
Hammons said. Conditions already had
showed considerable improvement from I
mid-summer at the time of his arrival, I

*

We

opened "The Bigamist" at the Alhambra on August 8th, with a trade
showing in the afternoon and an invitaMost of the
tion performance at night.

Members of House
House of Commons
afternoon, there was a

and

nobility was there.
of Parliament and

attended.

In the

number

goodly

of

exhibitors

indications

were that the

upward

trend would continue until the film business was in the desired prosperous co^

present,

1
i

dition.

most of whom thought "The Bigamist"
was a fine film, the best England ever
produced, but that it was too long. This
was my contention from the very first
time I saw the picture, and Guy Newall,

Short Subjects Popular

"The increasing

interest in short subjects that has been so noticeable in this
country, is reflected abroad," declared

Hammons.

"The American made
coming into its own rapidly
the British Isles and on the continent,

Mr.

its
producer, started in to cut the film
within one hour after the first showing.
Cut from nine to seven thousand feet.
The picture was one of the best I'd ever

comedy
in

f

and

is

other

short

subjects

are

keeping

pace.
films in
"Now is the time for
Europe, and we expect to be right in the
front of the advance."

American

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Which Have
Exhibitors

Negroes Ask Ban on
"Birth of a Nation*

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
mittee

By

EARL

PEELER

O.

Pastime theatre, ProKan.)
never make a big noise extection,

I

when I have something to
make a big noise over. I run

cept

one

each
use 24
sheets and plenty of photos and
big

free tickets to a

I

Sometimes

do,

I

stunt.

Tie

By

F. L.

Know

enlist the

FREEMAN

Grand

(Manager,

theatre,
City, Fla.)

your people

all

;

Lake

study
'

co-operation

our

of

local

bakery and I have him enclose
a slip with dope on the big picture in each loaf.
I
have printed about 2,000
slips and I find that it is very
far-reaching.

If

you use three

or four different catch lines,
find

them

it

is

all

I

better than to have
alike.

I

can always

them, and

learn

Then

their

fill

wants.
orders with
their

good, clean pictures. Clean all
the corners and use plenty of
air
and a judicious
fresh

amount of spray.
Be a mixer. Be kind and
See that the help
Do not be satisbut try to do things better.

courteous.
is

the same.

fied,

of

for

the

the

against the showing of "The Birth of a
Nation" at the William Fox Liberty theThey held that the picture tended
atre.
to stir up race feelings and disturb the

number and

theatre.

I

27.— A coxsM

Society

Colored People recently waited on Mayor Kiel and Prosecuting Attorney Ernest Oakley to protest

drop them from the top of the

super-special

month and, when
paper.

by using the balloon

Sept.

representing the

Advancement

get a good kick off on a serial

(Manager,

LOUIS, MO.,

present pleasant understanding between
the races in St. Louis.
They informed the officials that while
negroes in Philadelphia, New York, Boston and elsewhere had picketed theatres
showing the picture that the local societies did not believe in such tactics
preferring to rely upon the constituted
legal authorities to take steps to prevent
the continued showing of the picture.

Ince Takes

Rap

at
Re- issue of Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept.

27.— Thomas

H. Ince has issued a statement condemning the re-issuing of the old version of

"The Three Musketeers," made in Triangle days, to compete with the latest
Fairbanks triumph.

A

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
op

motion

ON

pi

Re-reading the Reviews
Confidence in the attraction to
be advertised is the exploitation
man's most valuable asset. Before he can convincingly maintain
before the public that a picture
is

worthy

of patronage he

must

firmly believe that his claims are
backed by fact. It is frequently
that
advertising
demonstrated
produced as the result of a sincere desire to share with the pubthe privilege of seeing a
lic

production which has deeply impressed the advertiser succeeds
of its purpose.
The trade journal review is the
from
dependable
source
sole

which the theatre advertiser who
is not in a position to view the
attractions he books may obtain
this

EXHIBITORS

confidence.

HERALD

reviewers write with
this point in mind. Re-read the
reviews in this or any issue from
the advertising rather than the
booking viewpoint. In them you
will find, not in pointless tabloid
or uncouth jargon but in the
phraseology of the American
business man, the information
essential to the formulation of
your advertising campaigns.
Excerpts from reviews published in the October
trate the point.

"LITTLE

1

issue illus-

LORD

FAUNT-

LEROY" — This

a
is
story for children from seven to
seventy. It is clean and wholesome and filled with the eternal
spirit
of youth and happiness
and a belief in the eternal goodness of things.
picture

"A CERTAIN RICH MAN"
—To those who have read Mr.
White's book the picture will undoubtedly prove doubly interesting, so skillfully has the director
followed the original tale.
"RED COURAGE"— -Action"
established Hoot Gibson as a
star in his

own

Courage," an

right

adapted

Kyne

and "Red
Peter

B.
of

"The Sheriff
story.
Sinclair," is a worthy successor
to that Universal feature.

"THE GIRL FROM GOD'S

COUNTRY"— It
the thrills and

could lose half
be a picture

still

presentation
ordinary.

away

above

the

"AFTER MIDNIGHT"— Admirers of Conway Tearle, and
they are legion, will have no
cause to find fault because he
does not appear enough in "After
Midnight" for in this picture he
plays two roles and is pretty
much in evidence all the time.

"WINNERS OF THE WEST"

—Here

something entirely new
It is a step forward
in picture making.
"AFTER THE SHOW"— William DeMille at his best.
Exin

is

serials.

ploitation possibilities are apparent and the picture warrants all
that may be done in behalf of
its

engagement.

"THE

OF

CUP

.

LIFE"—

Thomas H.

Ince's best in years.
It tells a "bang up" yarn in vigorous, forceful incidents snugly
strung together on the single taut
thread of the plot.

"BEYOND"—

To those who
accept the theory of spiritism as
fact "Beyond" may give satisfaction.

"HER WINNING WAY"—

sound, wholesome story, giving
the star plenty of opportunity to
An adapted
shine at her best.
plav and book with the usual
Realart excellence in production

throughout.

"THE GREAT IMPERSON'ATION"

"DEVOTION" —A

story with
one but many morals.
A
complex melodrama in six reels

not

— In

the class of excepCentional entertainment value.

around German espionage
svstem in England before the
ters

World War but

is

not a

war

pic-

ture.

suitable for

program purposes.

"DANGEROUS LIES"— Typical

English penny

tiful

sets,

and some

thriller.

Beau-

excellent photography
very fine acting.

ADVENTURES"

"JUNGLE

A

classic among all animal pictures.
It is more than an animal
picture, it is a complete travelogue of British North Borneo.

*

*

*

short step from the reading of a review to the opening
of
the
advertising
campaign.
Planning for that campaign is
begun at once. It is here that
the information gained from the
review is of value.
It is a

Exhibitors
booking
"Little
Lord Fauntleroy," for instance,

know

at once that Mary Pickford
has produced another picture that

will satisfy generally.

They know

that they may make their appeal
to all ages and classes.
That is

valuable information at any time.
In the case of "A Certain Rich
Man" readers learn at once that
advertising based upon the book
from which the picture was taken
will prove productive of satisfying results.
the public reception of "Acwas gratifying it is immediknown that "Red Courage"
may be confidently advertised in
similar manner.
If

tion"
ately

"The

Girl

From God's Coun-

obviously, will satisfy a
thrill audience. "After Midnight"
will please followers of Conway
Tearle "Winners of the West"
gives an opportunity to loudly
acclaim advance in the serial field,
and "After the Show" is easily
and effectively advertised as
try,"

Thank You
I wish to compliment you on
"Lines That Linger," the re-

cent addition to your most
valuable department, and trust
that you will continue it as a
feature of such.

Thomas

S.

Daley,

Casino theatre,
Halifax, N. S.

;

"William DeMille

Thus down

at his best."

list.
In each
review information of greatest
importance to advertising exhibitors.
In each guidance for the
immediate laying of plans for

the

the exploitation
of the picture.

and presentation
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Stills

His double fold black bow tie
with the age
of Cappy Kick's youth but that was
several decades ago.
More appropriately the wideby.

"Cappy Ricks"

may have harmonized

:

By

WALTER

F.

EBERHARDT,

Editor "The Paramount Exploiteer"

—

Mere is one of the few genuine sea pictures in filmdom a picture in
which you actually hear the swish of the sea and smeil the salt of the brine,
so realistic is the presentation of Joseph C. Lincoln's story on the screen.

To

the enterprising

showman

this introduction

sufficient.

is

It

offers

a prologue opportunity that can rarely be blended with a feature offering,
and something that the average moknown throughout the breadth and
tion picture audience seldom sees.
length of America. A special tieup
setting.
Have
Give it a nautical
with the book dealer, illustrated
the stage done over for this presenby posters and stills, should make a
tation to represent the deck of a
most attractive layout.
brig and make your prologue har-

monize with
sailor

this

atmosphere.

A

doing a hornpipe, a quartet

singing sea songs, an irate captain

plying the cat of nine tails, an outof-tune cook to supply the comedy

The

angle

for

good's

sporting

manly art of
defense. The stills offer good illustrations of a fistic encounter not as
the pugilists of today know it. but
with bare knuckles and ungloved
hands. Ivan Linow, as the terrible
dealers emphasizes the

—

Swede

of the picture,

advantage

is

shown

awake

store

dealing in men's fur-

nishings will point out the contrast

with the dress of this title role
player on the films and the smart,
snappy furnishings the store has to
offer.

Agnes Ayres, leading woman opposite

Thomas

Meighan,

leaves

nothing to be desired in the way of
pulchritude and feminine attractiveness.
Her face is attractive from
every angle whether in a florist's
store or in a women's beauty shop.
You know your locality best and
should be the best judge of where

—

to

for this kind of exploita-

tion in several

shows the

stills.

start

of

Another

still

encounter
Meighan, that

his

with the star, Thomas
should be a good tie-up

for

any

dealer.

In the quaint

Ricks there
for

element
these

one

if

are

details

desired

is

that

the

—

all

of

experi-

enced and versatile manager can
work into an entertaining program.
From the exploitation tie-up

book

and sporting
goods shops, as well as department
stores having sporting goods deangle,

stores

partments, offer the logical field for
merchant co-operation on "Cappy
Ricks."
Peter B. Kyne's story is

is

a

make-up of Cappy
good opportunity

haberdasherv stores to benefit

this tie-up

can be arranged to your

greatest advantage.

Some

of

your steamship company

agencies ought to be easily sold on
a tie-up featuring the old seafaring

around which the plot of
a
Ricks" centers.
It's
unique, almost distinctive feature
among photoplays which, properly
manipulated, should smooth the
road to several good tie-ups.
ship

"Cappy

October

8,
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"The Adventures

of Tarzan.''

Serial Sales Corporation, offers

The

exploitation.

marketed by the Adventures of Tarzan
possibilities for unique and profitable

many

presented herewith are representative of scores

stills

showing situations in which the human characters are
against jungle animals and savages.
Because of the demonstrated popularity of the various "Tarzan"'

pitted

received

53

In street

used.

characters

may

expensively.

wise
stories

numerous stunts may be
work the leading

availalbe.

may

otherwise,

be impersonated inJungle animals likebe paraded, caged or
serio-comic

imitations

previously pictured, the

chapter play presents a particularly desirable
pantomime with musical accompaniopportunity for a type of theatre
treatment not commonly accorded
ment, the action in each unit of the

being used .where the genuine are
not available.

attractions of this class.

prologue series being derived from

ture exhibitors are given an oppor-

the action in the current episode.

tunity to depart widely from custom

The

three

illustrations

and placed at the top of

combined
this page

Amateur

performers

should

be

With

in

the publication of the pic-

serial

treatment.

Presentation

found willing to participate in this
work, and because of the pro-

nounced character of the stage
and the costuming brief

ting

hearsals

good

setre-

be productive of
The proper presenta-

should

results.

tion of the serial

form of entertain-

ment, attempted by a few but not
diligently developed, may be effected with comparative ease with
"The Adventures of Tarzan."
suggest a stage setting which may
be installed without great expense
prior to the screening of the initial

episode.

be

Few

engaged

or
to

many
appear

players

may

weekly

in

For straight exploitation of the
addition to the newspaper,
billboard and other standardized
means for which colorful and picturesque illustrations and paper is
serial, in

by means of an episode prologue

is

outstanding
possibility.
A
thorough test should be made of its
merits and future presentation of
serials governed bv results.

the

tures."

Stage setting, costuming and lighting of an
obviously suitable prologue are pictorially described
in the above still from "The Shark Master." a Universal
production featuring Frank Mayo. A single drop, with

tin

set rocks, trees, etc., the latter stock stuff, constitute

the display being installed for each unit.

attired as

The above

contributed by Exceptional Pictures Corporation as "a lobby or prologue suggestion"
for use in presenting Martin Johnson's "Jungle Advenstill

is

The photograph shows the "camp where MarJohnson spent two months while hunting elephants."
Natural foliage may be used effectively as suggested,

the

requirements.
shown, complete a

scenic

Two

vocalists

sufficient cast.

or

dancers,
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Double Run of "Old Nest"
Biggest

The

Moon

fronts of the

(left)

Omaha Film Event

and Sun (right) theatres, Omaha, Neb., were so decorated as
appearances during the run of "The Old Nest"

Omaha, Neb., when Goldwyn's "The Old Nest" was
shown for simultaneous week runs at the Sun and Moon theatres with sueh
success that it was held over for three additional days at the former playhouse.

FILM

history

was made

in

In the following letter, so well written as to constitute a story of the engagement.
N. N. Frudenfeld, advertising manager of the Sun, Moon and Muse theatres, contributes a showmanship document which no American exhibitor should fail to read.

By

A

N. N.

FRUDENFELD

Every effort that we put
was done before the opening because we knew that after the first
two days the picture would carry itself,
house to house.

mine has just returned
from Denver and he tells me that "The
Old Nest" played there for only a period
of four days and no one in town seemed
In my estito know that it was there.
mation it certainly is a shame to "murfriend

of

on

this picture

so

after

this

period

we

cut

down our

newspaper ads

worthy

to very small space.
Ballantyne Directs Presentation
The presentation of the picture in both
houses was exactly alike. R. S. Ballan-

ment which you can make.

atre,

It is
picture of this caliber.
of every effort that a person can
put forth and it will back up every state-

der"

a

There is considerable difference in the
length of run between Omaha and DenIn Omaha we played "The Old
ver.
Nest" for eight days in two theatres (Sun

tyne,

managing

director of the

Moon

the-

had charge of this line. Six rehearsals were necessary on the musical
setting, three by the Sun orchestra and
three by the Moon orchestra. Two large
vases of roses were on each side of the

and Moon) making a total of sixteen
days, and then we had to hold the picture over at our Sun theatre for an additional three days, swelling the length
of run to an equivalent of nineteen day;-.
It is our biggest splurge since "Madame
X" and it far excels the exploitation that

we

comes

into

a

"Mother" piece and

at the start of the

chorus, the roses in the vases came up
gradually on the dimmers and then gradually faded down and the velours were
slowly pulled apart.

We had a special title made to go on
ahead of the picture calling attention to
the audience that they should remain
seated at the finish of the picture until
the house lights were turned on and the
curtains were closed as there were three
beautiful titles at the finish of the picture which we did not want them to miss.
At the finish of the picture, where the
return home of the children is shown, we
had a singer sing "Home, Sweet Home"
and the closing was timed so that just
as the singer was finishing, the last title
was on the screen and the curtains were
The roses in
slowly coming together.
the vases lit up and the house lights were
this, we
doing
gradually turned on. By
connected the start and the finish of the

Simple Touches Favored

The whole was

just a simple touch but

seemed to impress the people very
much. We were first of the opinion that
an elaborate prologue of some sort, or a
prologue where a mother would be seated
in the window of a cottage, or something
it

Omaha

and they post fifty 24-sheets. On "The
Old Nest," we posted one hundred and
forty 24 sheets, of which there arc
four different styles on this subject.
addition to this, we covered every
one-sheets,
available snipe spot with
making a total posting of 9,000 sheets.
Our newspaper campaign started three
weeks in advance. You will note from
the enclosed advertisements the angle
we hit them on through the newspapers.
You will also note the editorial which
appeared in the Omaha World-Herald
and which I may add, is an article that
you could not buy for love or money.
had forty thousand copies of this editorial printed and distributed them from

In

We

opening, with baby spots at the bottom
of the vases.
Just before the start of
the feature our velvet curtains were
closed and there was a complete stop by
the orchestra, thereby signifying to the
audience that something unusual was to
take place.
The orchestra then played

picture.

did on that picture.
Surpasses Circus Record

Usually a circus

to present practically identical

of this description, should be carried out;
but after a discussion we came to the
conclusion that the picture was so well
done that it would be folly for us to try
and reproduce, or rather duplicate, a
decided that
scene from the picture.
just a little touch would be more effective
and which proved to be the case.
The lobby and decoration of both theatres were under the direction of myFour truck loads of oak leaves and
self.
branches were used in the decorations.
As a person entered the Moon or Sun
theatre he virtually left the downtown

We

In addition to cooperating in the lobby
decoration the Western Union Telegraph Company installed the direct

display
tion.

shown

in

the above illustra-

'

October

8,
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and stepped into a beautiful wood.
ihe cenings and side walls were a mass
of toliage.
ihe lights were aniDer, giving the impression ol sun rays breaking
through tne trees. In the inside lobby 01
both theatres was a set of an old home,
the sign above tne door reading, "Last
West riome's Best," and singing birds
ihe entire effect
were on the porches,
corresponded in every detail with the
scenes that a person would see in "Ihe
Old Nest."
district

In each of the lobbies there was a
Western Union telegraph stand where the
Western Union supplied a girl to send
telegrams and also a boy in uniform,
who stood at attention, in front of the
Western Union stand was a sign, "Give a
'ihought to Mother. Send rier a Wire
Now.'' This unique novelty caused considerable thought and a great many
telegrams were sent from these stands.
\ our paper has devoted consideraDle
space to stills and I believe that in submitting these to you that you will agree

lou
that tney are pretty tair material,
will also note on the reproduction of
these window displays that 1 say nothing
In my
of the Sun or Moon theatres.
estimation, it I were to have printed
those two words on them it would have
taken away the commercial value of the
displays.
There was no necessity ot
telling the people that "The Old A est"
was snowing at the Sun and Moon theatres. Every one knew it through a three

weeks' campaign and by not having our
theatre names placed on the window dis-

we were able to get
downtown where otherwise

plays

into
it

windows

would have

during the noon hour, is not new, and
was not new when employed at Omaha.

But

it

w as

well done, and

:

it

made

busi-

ness.

Some

time later "The Devil" was exSun theatre, and here Mr.
Frudenfeld revealed real originality by
writing and directing a prologue which
was unlike any that had been used for
the play yet applied directly to its subject matter and brought results.
hibited at the

Covers All Angeles
All angles of the campaign were covered by Mr. Frudenfeld. He constructed
elaborate lobbies, managed" the setting of
the stage, rehearsed the players and
mapped out a stunt campaign, meanwhile
providing the newspapers with an unbroken continuity of high-class advertisements. As a climax he had a handcuff
expert disengage himself from a suspended position high above the street on
a

crowded corner.
Not all of his works have been confined

to the exploitation of given attractions.
Some time ago he won prominent position and many inches of space for the
story of his "Kiddie Follies." a straight-

away

theatre stunt in which 25 children
participated under the direction of a local

them

in

were

able

to
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dancing instructor of wide reputation.
Parents of the children, friends of the
parents, and after the first night the
general public, saw the production and
talked of it.
An extension beyond the

announced engagement was required.

Work

Latest
In

Is Greatest

latest
campaign
also his greatest,

the

conducted,

which is
a^a n stands out prominently.

originality

His

letter-

story gives the details of his plans. The
telegraph lobby stunt is his own.
The
duplicated lobby decorations are the result of

another

bit of original enterprise.

The window cards

are, if not unprecedented, at least unsurpassed.
Omaha theatricals owe much to the
enterprise of the man who conducts the
advertising for the theatres named.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
RATIFIES COMMITTEES
(Continued from page 40)

Supply & Equipment. Walter
Saul E. Rogers Individuals,

J.

Moore? Producers.

Tom G. Wiley.
INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATIONS
;

W. R.
Cromelin,

Sheehan, Fox, chairman
Paul H.
Inter-Ocean
Gabriel L. Hess, GoldP. Howells, First National
Geo. E.
Kann, Universal Emil E. Shauer, Famous.

wyn

;

:

;

David

;

;

AMERICANISM

GlVEA

THOUGHT TO MOTHER

*TM E

Arthur Woods, chairman Wm. A. Brady, H.
M. Crandall. Crandal! theatres; Samuel Goldwyn,
Goldwyn; Carl Laemmle, Universal; J. Hampton
Moore. Mayor of Philadelphia; R. A. Rowland,
;

,

been impossible.
We are only sending you seven of the
styles of displays but of course we duplicated

;
:

Metro; Lewis
Famous.

J.

Selznick, Selznick;

Adolph Zukor,

SUNDAY OPENING
Earl J. Hudson, First National, chairman
Charles C. Pettijohn, vice-chairman
W. E. Atkinson, Metro: H. M. Berman. Universal; Jos.
Dannenberg. Wid's; Felix Feist. Norma Talmadge; Earl W. Hammons, Educational; Gabriel
I.. Hess, Goldwyn
Arthur James, World ; Wm. A.
Johnston, News; Ralph A. Kohn, Famous; E. B.
Hattrick, International; W. E. Lewis, Telegraph;
Jack Lloyd, Griffith
Sam E. Morris. Selznick
M. J. Quigley. HERALD; Chas. R. Rogers.
Pictures; Saul E. Rogers. Fox; Hugo Reisenfeld,
Rivoli-Rialto-Criterion
theatres
Samuel
Rothapfel, Capitol theatre J. S. Woody, Realart.
;

cases and in all, we
secure 100 window dis-

many

plays.

;

*

*

*

Readers who have watched this department over a period of years are familiar
with the workmanship of N. N. FrudenThey know
feld, writer of the above.
that his career has been marked by occasional high lights, breaking
of standardized advertising

a

;

RC

;

;

DISTRIBUTION MANAGERS

sequence
has

Edward it. Saunders, Metro, chairman H. G.
Ballance. Famous
H. M. Berman, Universal
Henry Ginsberg, Educational Earl J. Hudson,
:

which

been compared favorably with the best
that the theatre field produces.
It was with a "mysterious stranger"
stunt conducted for "The Law of the
Yukon" that Mr. Frudenfeld first gained
mention in these columns. The stunt, in
which strangely garbed women appeared
on a scaffold and industriously applied
paint to the surface of a 24-sheet board

;

:

First National
Sam
man Robbins. Fox;
:

E. Morris. Selznick
HerChas. R. Rogers, R-C PicFox; J. S. Woody, Real;

tures; Saul E. Rogers,
art

One hundred windows

in

Omaha's

;

Alfred Weiss, Goldwyn.

AUDIT

busi-

ness district were decorated with cards
similar to that shown above, copy and
stills being varied to make the connection clear.

F. A. Gudger,

Goldwyn, chairman

D. L. FarRealart
Geo. R. Grant, First National A.
C. Keough. Famous John Kollmar. Triangle
J.
E. McDermott, Selznick: J. B. Ohrt, Universal;
E. Price, Fox
C. K. Stern, Metro.
alla.

;

;

;

:

;

;

—
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"The Temple Dancer," a prologue for "A Small

A

Bit

Town

Idol,"

stiged by H.

IS customary to measure an exhibitor's success
the size and quality of his theatre or theatres,
by the class of pictures he exhibits, by his public
utterances, by his reputation, by practically anything
save his resourcefulness the factor responsible for any
and all of the manifestations noted. It may be set down
as an axiom that the resourceful exhibitor succeeds.
The only adequate recipe for resourcefulness is
the oldest prescription for human endeavor. It includes
two ingredients, neither of which may be regarded as
of greater importance than the other.
They are

—

effort.
*

HJ.

THACHER,

*

*

manager

of the Strand theatre,
Salina, Kans., proceeded from thought to ef*
fort and from effort to success when he produced the most fitting prologue yet reported for Mack

Sennett's Associated Producers production. "A Small
Idol." Hundreds of exhibitors, in larger theatres
in larger cities, have used the attraction.
The admittedly greater physical resources of none of them have
been so ably utilized in presentation of the picture as
those of Mr. Thacher.
Inspect the photograph reproduced above, showing
the Strand stage while '"The Temple Dancer" was in

Town

Thacher

at the

1921

Strand theatre, Salina, Ka

About Resources

ITby

thought and

J.

Oct.. her 8,

progress.

The

illustration mirrors

genuine resoureful-

ncss.
*

*

PANAGOTACOS, president
GEORGE
Grand Amusement Company, Johnstown,

of

the
Pa.,

carefully considered the possibilities of the reElks' convention in that city.
His plans complete, he called in L. \V. Barclay, manager of the Nemo
theatre, and instructed him to decorate his Packard
automobile for entry in the parade scheduled.
The result of Mr. Panagotacos' thought and Mr.
Barclay's effort, shown below, won first prize in the
parade. The theatre, also shown below, was decorated
in keeping with the float.
Thomas H. Ince's "Mother o' Mine" could not
have been more effectively advertised, nor could the
theatre, theatres generally, or the Grand Amusement

cent

Company.
*

*

RESOURCEFULNESS,

in

*

both the instances recorded, rather than any other quality, greatly advanced the estate of the respective theatres. Exhibitors named advanced accordingly.
Although both
have been regarded as successes over a long period,
few have attributed their success to the proper cause.

George Panagotacos, manager of the Nemo theatre, Johnstown, Pa., won first prize in the Elks parade with
(left) and decorated the thea're front (right) in keeping.

his

Packard

float

October
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CONSIDERATION

of the future is not a favorite
indulgence of the average business man. In more
than a comfortable majority of cases the demands
of the present are such as to leave little time for the
supposedly idle contemplation of more or less dim pos-

As

consequence of this condition progress
toward the estate to which the motion picture theatre
ultimately will attain is unwarrantably impeded.
The fault should be corrected. If it is necessary
to employ additional assistance such assistance should
be employed. In the personnel of every theatre there
should be one member free to grasp and capitalize the
opportunities that do not
sibilities.

fall

in the

endeavor.

a
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as a ceremony marking the official introduction of
Realart pictures to the Australian public. Admission
to the party was by coupon and souvenirs were dislia,

tributed to those

great

who

attended.

Hall were

come

to

is

stated that "so

Town

mobbed by an eager throng an hour

in ad-

vance of the opening."
Realart pictures were introduced to Sydney residents under extremely favorable circumstances. More
important, pictures generally were endowed with added
prestige as a result of the introduction as a civic event.
It might be pointed out, also, that public spirited
citizens sharing a common
interest in entertainment

path of routine
That such op-

portunities

It

that the doors of the

was the enthusiasm

were brought together in
public assembly to consider a new brand of film
amusement.
Any event
which brings townsfolk together
works for community good.

hand

and frequently are allowed
to slip past is shown by the
rarity of reports such as
are illustrated upon this

page.

*

N

ager of

manthe Family

theatre, Davenport,

recently
acquired
friends for himself,
for his theatre and for motion pictures when he exhibited "The Little Clown."

Iowa,

many

XPLOITA TION

productive of enduring benefit to the
L-j motion picture as an institution as well as to the individual attractions involved is illustrated in accompanying
illustrations showing recent public events in Davenport, la.,
and Sydney, Australia. Read the details in the story, for
information and profit. Both enterprises warrant dupli-

Mary Miles Minter's Realart

production,

to

several

hundred children who were
transported in automobiles
to the lawn of the Soldiers'
Orphans' Home. Lanterns
were used for illumination
accompaniand musical
ment, feature dances and
similar extraneous entertainment was provided by
the Kilties Band, then in

engagement

at

a

cation.

publicity was
tained.
The picture

paper

ROM

ob-

grasp

presented

of civilization.
*
*

w s-

their

whole

*

Davenport,

la.,

was
a longe journey by
It is but a step
in exploitation.
The same
principles apply. The same
methods produce the same
is

any route.

porary and secondary importance.

result.

that Mr. Behrens established himself unofficially
but firmly as a public figure, a power in the entertainment world, a man to be
consulted on matters of civic importance, and a gentlehis
man.
It is likewise important that he placed
theatre, representative of all theatres, on a high plane
in the estimation of the citizens of Davenport.
*

*

*

Mary Miles Minter production, "Anne
ANOTHER
of Green Gable's," was shown to 5,000 men. women
at the

The same human

nature governs public and

more important

and children

no

practically

serve
themselves.
industry, and the

regular
screenings.
But
these results are of tem-

is

is

Showmen who

widely discussed and patronized accordingly at its

It

There

limit to what pictures can
do.
Their potentialities

opportunities

Davenn e

showman who sponsors
such an event must be at
liberty to give his thought
and time to its development.

are greater today than ever
before.
Each development
in
picture technique increases their power.

port theatre:

Voluminous

*

of
the
enterprises noted are
of such character that
they may not be duplicated
by practically any showman in any city. But the

BEHRENS,

c.

*

EITHER

Town

Hall

in

Svdney. Austra-

•exhibitor alike.
It is in this universality of appeal that the motion picture has one of its outstanding assets.
It is

never necessary to qualify statements, to modulate
plans to conform to local conditions, or to differentiate
in

any way between audiences.

The

possibilities of

tion picture

is

such an institution as the mo-

thus seen to be are unlimited.

There

is

no definite means of determining "what pictures can
do," for they can do practically anything.
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Left-to-Right Review of
"The Affairs of Anatol"
first

Following pre-publication exhibitions in scattered cities, "The
run theatres on the scheduled publication date, September 25.

advance

In

ments

Affairs of
Anatol," Cecil
B.
DeMille's
Paramount production, much exploita-

precedent

tion

doubtless

upon

in

The

will be acted
subsequent runs

established.
Selecfrom reports received are presented herewith for the guidance of
showmen who use the
production in the near futions

For convenience

title

of

the

fifty

picture

in prominence to the "all-star" ingle,
as it is this phase that has
been singled out as most

was subordinated

suitable

for

The

cost

which

was

ture.

Anatol" went into more than

engage-

"The

of

Affiairs of

exploitation.
of such cards,
estimates, will

Greene
approximately $10 per
dozen in the majority of
Mr.

be

New York

In

cities.

they

were generously used in windows and at the University
of Columbia.

in

reference
they are set
forth in the order of their
Albert

Boasberg, also
conducted

Paramount,
"doctored"

star

of
a
popularity

contest

at

the

Cambridge

Opera

House,

illustration.

Cambridge,
Md.. prior to the announce-

of the picture. The illustration shows the chart of
stars upon which votes were
invited.
\o mention was made of
"The Affairs of Anatol" until
the voting had been
concluded.
It had been promised that pictures featuring
the winners would be shown
in the order of their
final
standing as indicated by the
number of votes.
It was a seemingly natural
consequence, then, to announce that "The Affairs of
Anatol," in which many of
the winners appear, had been
booked as a solution of a dif-

ment

Hugo

Riesenfeld, managdirector of the Rialto,
Rivoli and Criterion theatres,
New York, produced a lavish

ing

prologue entitled "Extravagance,"

when

the

picture

opened a two weeks engagement at the Rialto and Ri-

Due to stage limitations the Rialto presentation
was less lavish than that
given at the Rivoli.
Here four solo dancers, a
baritone singer and a chorus
of ten participated, as well
voli.

as a balalaika orchestra. The
whole was in the form of a
light operetta and was in nowise
predicated
upon the
picture, Mr. Riesenfeld holding that he could not satisfactorily reproduce any portion of the picture with the
available resources.
The feature ran fifteen

minutes, opening in one and

going

stage, and is
said to rank well up among
the Riesenfeld productions.
to

full

ficult

problem.

Bottom
M.

Madrillon,
proprietor
the exclusive Madrillon
Restaurant, Washington, D.
C, was shown the picture by

of

Albert Boasberg, who also
took care of the Washington
introduction of the play, and
was moved to refer to it as
"the Paramount masterpiece."
Gloria Swanson lozenges,
In behalf of the

New York

engagement Fred V. Greene,

Wallace Reid Napoleons and
sundry
similar
delicacies,

mount

each with the name of the
star frosted upon them, made
their
appearance upon the
menu of the cafe.

painted by
the basis.

The campaign concluded
with the dedication of the
evening meal hour on Friday
night of the week the drive

Jr.,

exploitation
the New

tive at

representa-

York Para-

exchange,
produced
an effective card, 0^2 by 10^2
inches, using the star posters

Henry Clive as
The posters were

photographed and combined
against a light background,
as

shown

in

the illustration.

started

to

"The

Affairs

of

Anatol Dinner, a Tribute to
the

Paramount Masterpiece."

October

8,

1921
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Welcome

Bad Boy"
"Home Town"

"Peck's

In Return to

George W. Peck, prominent citizen of LaCrosse, Wis., and former
governor of the state, wrote "Peck's Bad Boy," familiar to all Americans,
his own son serving as "copy."
His townspeople recently gave rousing
welcome to the return of the famous youngster in the film person of
Jackie Coogan, when the First National production was shown at the
Rivoli

theatre.
story, of interest to all, is a story of exploitation.
William Freize, manager of the Rivoli .introduced the attraction by
a newspaper contest of exceptional nature conducted in three LaCrosse
newspapers. Admission tickets and Jackie Coogan dolls were given as
prizes for the best answers to the following questions:
What years was George Peck governor of Wisconsin?
1.
Where did George Peck live while a resident of LaCrosse?
2.

The

3.

What was

4.

Who

5.

59

Although essentially an exploitation
campaign, Mr. Freizc's work deserves
distinction as something more than that.
In his efforts he displayed an interest in
local affairs and traditions, in the literary
life of the community and the execution
of municipal business that cannot have
been without lasting benefit to himself, to
his theatre, and to motion pictures.

the name of the newspaper that made George Peck famous?
was George Peck's opponent when he ran for governor?
What memento of George Peck is prominent in the business section of

LaCrosse?
6.
7.

What was George Peck's occupation in LaCrosse?
To what political party did George Peck belong?

Was

George Peck a resident of LaCrosse when he was elected governor?
Did George Peck ever hold any public office beside that of governor and,
so, what?
10.
When did George Peck die?
8.

9.

if

^ Ja ckie
THE

home of George Peck,
author of "Peck's Bad Boy," the
drinking fountain which he donated
to LaCrosse, Wis., and one of the
localized cards used in exploiting
the First National attraction featuring Jackie Coogan as Mr. Peck's
leading character, are shown in ac*~

companying

illustrations.

All fig-

ure prominently in an exploitation
story that is also the story of an

important screen event.

Mr. Freize followed up this contest by posting in every available space specially
prepared paper and cards with copy written in such manner as to distinctly localize
the production.
He attempted to obtain permission to utilize the public drinking fountain installed
by Mr. Peck in the business section of the city (the memento referred to in the fifth
question above) but authorities would not allow him to use it directly. Accordingly,
he obtained a large window facing the intersection and posted therein a huge display
bearing, among other lines, one reading, "Have a drink with me."
errant
Ill
luck favc*-ed the campaign when, at the outset of the drive, an
demolished
it.
partially
fountain,
the
into
Ford struck
running
pedestrian and,
a

authoriFreize an opportunity to make an impassioned appeal to the
heeded.
stated their intention of razing the landmark, and his pleas were
The former home of the author was also given attention in Mr. Freize s campaign,
the old house that none had considered as other than an old house for years becoming suddenly an object of interest.
,
creation
Citizens of LaCrosse did not miss the opportunity to see in celluloid the
of their former governor and fellow townsman. And as a result of the campaign
posterity.
for
conducted the drinking fountain and the old home are to be preserved

This gave
ties

Mr

who

.

.
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Exploitation Snapshots

NIGHT
York

view

of

theatre,

Loew's

New

New

York, dur-

exhibition of "Man and
a Jans production offered
to state rights buyers.

ing

the

Woman,"

Doris
May
3TARN1NO
IN

EXPLOITATION

PICTURES

R-C

directly pred-

upon the title of the picwas used when "Why Girls

icated
ture

ONE-SHEETS

a Warner Brothers
was shown at B. S.
Moss' Broadway theatre, New York.
The street stunt illustrated above

Leave Home."

one which may be executed inexpensively by any exhibitor using
is

The

the attraction.

illustration be-

low shows remarkably

effective use

of a teaser 24-sheet, posted on a
corner practically deluged with ad-

vertising and

made

to

dominate the

display. Many additional posters of
same style were displayed
the

throughout the

The

B.

S.

field

Moss

of

attraction.

report adds

carrying attracof Doris May
and Pauline Frederick, starring in R-C Pictures, were issued
to exhibitors using these productions for display signalizing the
opening of the 1921-22 season. The
posters, specially issued, rank high
among contemporary products both
Real
in appearance and purpose.
aid was given exhibitors in clearly
indicating the beginning of a new
theatrical year. Really worth-while
provided.
There
posters
were
should be more endeavor of that
tive

production,

BUSINESS of exceptional

magni-

reported for the second
run of First National's "Peck's Bad
Boy" at the Star theatre, Portland,
Ore., following a "phenomenal" first
run showing. To the lobby display
shown is attributed much of the success of the engagement.

tude

is

calibre

portraits

than has been observed

the past.

ma-

terially to the funds of exploitation

material being produced in

behalf

of this attraction.

JL.

JOHNSTON,

Paramount,

Ocean Park, Cal., to aid
in exploiting "The Whistle" during
its Rosemary theatre run, "discovered" John Fogarty, house artist,
and persuaded him to paint'a likeness of Wm. S. Hart on a 6-sheet
stand on the marquee during the
hours when the stunt drew a maxi•

mum

visited

of attention

— and patronage.

S'ty.'R.KTN O

R-C

PICTURES

in

October

8.
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Pictures of Progress

A

MIKE VOGEL,
exploitation

Paramount

representative.

• aided Manager Wright of the
Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash., in
the construction of the '"cabaret
front'' pictured above when "Experience"' was shown at that playhouse.
Satin curtains capped each panel of
the display, and against these, soft
amber lighting brought out the individual
panels brilliantly.

STUDIO

conditions, generally interesting, were reproduced upon
the stage of the California theatre.

Los Angeles, by

J. A. Jackson, of
studios, in "The Retake." staged as a prologue to the
Bettv Compson vehicle, "For Those

the

Goldwyn

We

Love."

FRANK
lobby

LACEY,

a

leader

in

used cutouts admirably in decorating the Majestic
theatre, Portland. Ore., for the run
of First National's "Stranger Than
Fiction."
The photograph reproduced may be followed by any exart.

ONE
body,"

of the big situations in

Roland

West's

"NoFirst

National attraction, has as its setting a yacht in mid-ocean.
That
scene was made the basis of a prologue by Edward L. Hyraan. managing director of the Mark-Strand,
Brooklyn. N. Y., who used the setting shown above and a quartette

hibitor in advertising this or any
production with a number of prominent characters.

HARRY
ager

MUSGROYE,

G.
manof the Tivoli theatre, Sydney, Australia, user of mamFirst National attractions, keeps the
names of stars whose pictures are
shown at his theatre before the
public constantly by means of device shown in the illustration.

MAX

DOOLITTLE,

exploitation rerpesentative at the Des

Moines, Iowa, Paramount exchange,
arranged the display shown above
for the Palace theatre run of "The
Whistle."
The photograph shows
the remarkable results obtained by
proper installation of but two
special pieces.
but profitable

It constitutes a little

study in decorative

composition.

rendition of maritime numbers.

SCHADE.
GEORGE
Schade's theatre,

proprietor

Sandusky.
Ohio, welcomed a convention of
Ohio Elks as shown above and exhibited First National's "The Passion Flower" during their stay in
of

TWENTY-SEVEN

window

dis-

plays were acquired by Oscar
Kantner, Paramount, in Indianapolis, Ind., while "Experience" was in
exhibition

at

the

Circle

theatre.

That shown above is representative
of the artistic and altogether attractive

average maintained.

the city. The stunt is characterisof the man recently mentioned
as "a likely candidate for the governorship."
tic

TEN
ing

thousand heralds advertisParamount Week were
dropped into San Francisco, Cal..
from the sky by Way land H. Taylor,
Paramount, on Labor Dav.
Eight hundred tickets good for admission to various theatres participating in the week were included

among

the

heralds.

"
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Lines

That
Linger

JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
In

Living

In

Dancing

RgjjMjg

In Dressing

ARE YOU AN ADDICT?
IS

EE
lAJEEAKfc
The

MENACE
AND HAS

For Heart
it

V-

tht Palaca

.1

il

TODAY

=

r

I

IT

GRIPPED
WICHITA?

now on—

and Hone

JAZZ THE

NEW

IS

JAZZ

WRECKING
OUR HOMc-S?

"I wish to compliment you on
'Lines That Linger,' the recent addition to your most valuable department, and trust that you will continue it as a feature of such," writes
Thomas S. Daley, advertising manager of the Casino theatre.
The follozt'ing lines, together with
others that have been and will be
presented, represent the best copywriting in motion picture advertising of every class. Readers are invited to utilize them and contribute
for the benefit of other readers good
lines of their otim conception.

"A panorama

of humanity."
Mine."
Washington,
Rialto
theatre,

"Mother

o'

Moore's
D. C.

*

"A home brew laugh-drama with

a

hundred delightful explosions."

"Made in the Kitchen."
Palace, Wichita, Kan.
•

"You'll never forget 'The
"

Wanda,
See

How

ttc.wtey;

Jazz Jeopardized

the Joy of These
They

Newlyweds

Four Horse-

men.'

"The Four Horsemen

the

of

Apoca-

lypse."

Shea's Criterion, Buffalo, N. Y.
*

djdVt.»it

'ar apart

in the little roae-covered cot-

tage where they began their
ried life.
No airee! It
wai only when they struck it
rich and moved in the bif
naughty city that Jau came

"A

and grownups."

circus for kids

"Peck's Bad Boy."
*

Garuman's

Rialto,

period,

as

is

made by

newspaper reader, reveals rare

"Something to talk about."
"The Great Moment."

between them

for United Artists and First National
productions reproduced herewith are
characteristic compositions.
Individual Hyman products are not
impressive save as to neatness and order, but consistent observation over an

extended

Tacoma, Wash.

Rialto,

The force of conviction, obtainable
many ways, is a consistently noted
quality of the newspaper advertising
done by Edward L. Hyman for the
Mark-Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Double column displays recently used
in

ties.

The force

Los Angeles.

is

«

of the Strand advertising
cumulative.
It doubtless makes much money.

"With the speed of light and the sure
a government bond."
"The Big Town Round-Up.
Sun, Omaha, Neb.

fire interest of

*

"The story

of

ten

million

American

mothers."

"The

Blot."
Barbee's, Chicago.

R.A.WALSH presents
*

"Serenade

"A

love epic of the Far East."
"Without Benefit of Clergy."
Terminal, Newark, N. J.

Vith Atmospheric Prologue of Spanish
Sonq and Dance BeveJry-

*

"The

snappiest

happiest,

Rialto,

s»Vf

Starring GeoraeValrf.
and Miriam Cooper.

Connie-com-

edy yet."

,

"Wedding

.Tale of "^fondrousin the Old

venture
cA%
Spanish

Bells."

Omaha, Neb.

Is-le

Ad-

of

aqdaler\a_

*

Jazz advertising copy came in with
jazz music, jazz dancing and jazz thinking.
The duration of its stay is as
problematical as the duration of the
psychology it represents. While the psychology endures jazz copy is effective

"The. soul-stirring tale of a couple of
crooks and a village that treated them

on occasion.
The three-column display for Realart's
"The House That Jazz Built" used by
Stanley Chambers, of the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kans., is the best copy
and composition of this class noted.
Read the reproduction above.

"Filled
pathos."

It

tells

its

own

story.

square."
"Straight Is the Way."
Regent, Rochester, N. Y.
*

with

"A Wise
Rialto,

heart

tugs,

thrills

and

Fool."

Dcs Moines.

the

quali-

Sextette /ram Lucia DiLanunernioor...Av»j»n»
Dorothy Bell ^marano
Florerct rMfcabnd j-»/>a/»

Ia.

Josso
WterSnuth
Serrano
MaryFabian
TheOxmt of kixemboorti t*>*

"The story

of a two-fisted peacemaker."
"Straight From the Shoulder."
Terminal, Newark; N. J.

<3

George Dole

tenor

Levis Rhodes., tenor
Jackson Knsev.^artbrje
?

— Balled
Mark Strand.
Corps'

—

!

October
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Behind

The
Report

3
a

y*'"'

Behind the reports of exhibitors
"What the Picture Did for

FACTS

to the

kingdomVCtferiio grMirt$$
1|fott ar* httthyi fwmmoiv
enjoyment

attd

department of the

HERALD

may

be discerned

advertising

the

7o The Public—
.fust a vrar ago at thu lime we *trt confronted with tie
task ..f'lli lurnng li. <mr [xtioua a 'Straight from lb»ab"Ul-'
devod-d «ur "spanrh" to fbe
dor message" At Jhal tube,
adnuwooa pneaa that we
high coat «f living, and an increase,
wan obliged to put into effect a year ago. And now anutber ye4r
-.ui.i

opinion and policy of the American
motion picture theatre executive. In

m

who
A trade paper* «f commercial
Thnae of our -. every manuhoukca, know that at the beginning of a ue*
faerurer promise* to r.unplelely "revolutionise" thing*, by some
means ur method. And u* yuu were privileged (it's hardly that,
thnirvh) to read theatrical trade patient, y»u would at tku lunr
sre going to be released; now they
learn hirw nawy big |fl fatf
» ill iiiahr millionaire*, or nearly, mi. out of all theatre owners that
Ihrtn, etc. And when the yaax A u«eT, it's the aame old
1

•

;

<;

his

tnflftOcrli %atre.

comment regarding

occasional

reprinted

venient

herewith

for

consideration

the

of

con-

Tlicre » ill positively be no return sngageiaents of any kind
on any feature (comedies esciptrd) under any circumstances.
Stipe-attractions will be booked f»r an extended, engagement,
thereby enabling every one tJ attend; but there never will be m
return -bowing, regard!™ of demand, or merit of production.

readers

Isr-Luie Presenlatmi) wdl be resumed, and when so advertvj l.deat schievemcnU m the silent art
Palhe Newa. the greatest news weekly in the world, will be contised, will re|ireaent the

tinned; other abort suhjcrla "ill not be just 'Tillers or curtain
raisers '; tbey will bs. selected with utmost care, and include the
juslitv product of. Educational Puma, Inc., "the spice of the program" There will be visile** feature! tea and novelties, and roeal
*uri orchestral select Imp, fmni time to time.

tising science.

-

The Last

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Played two
days to big business. Regular admission price and regular advertising,
still they came.
J. Cardina, Kensington theatre, Buffalo, N. "Y.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. A picture that is worth
bringing back, which I did.
Did a
very good business on repeat booking
after a run of three days.
Louis B.
Goulden, Royal theatre, Frankfort,
Ind.

—

And aa regsftds su-rallol feature pictures, we will present
only
THE PLATO and in Ibis manner snow you
the best the uatrkct affords.

THE PtClW

Tlie foregouig is presen'id to

a quality for
which make-up is largely accountable,
has been developed to a high degree of
excellence by H. O. Wendt, managing
director of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo,
in

O.

advertising,

rarely that

It is

two of

positions have anything in

his

common

comthat

would lead to natural association by one
unfamiliar with his work.
Two of his recent displays, both for
Realart pictures, are reproduced herewith as illustrative of the point.
Contrast them with Mr. Hyman's displays in the third column of the preceding page.
Weigh the merits of the two advertising policies and form your own opinion of a much-discussed question of
superiority.

€
&

NOPE
Throwing a
It's

him

as be burst

ail—or almost
buttons

off

—of the

at the Rivoli.

thert
acts of unusually
And beatdes the plctu
good metropolitan vaudeville. You can go now for 25c o r 15c
to the afternoon, or tn the evening. Saturday or Sunday, for
40c or ISO. And to top It all off. you'll find the Rivoli to be
the coolest spot In town.
I

DFGPFES COOLER,

6

—

A

smile.

dandy picture and worth

an extra effort. Lots of compliments
and fair business. Idle Hour theatre,

—

St.

Charles,

111.

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
Entirely out of the ordinary
and very restful on that account. The
servant stunt is the cleverest thing
Advertise
I have seen in many a day.
big and raise the price and you will
mop up. Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.

—

Inside

—A

of

the

Cup,

with

compliment
exploitation

did

Harkis,

L.

Macomb,

your

showing

fine
Illinois

a

theatre,

111.

Humoresque, with
1

got special music for

ments

—

which must

you have success. The
I had many compliand no kicks. Mrs. W. H.

be done
picture

a special cast.
this,

it.

business.

'

In
funniest thing ho ever did see.
fact, many
had to be put to work Sunday ulght,
'picking op all the buttons left by the rollicking patrons.
Jual about the
ex It* cleaners

ourselves bi live up

h

«-ur |tstiv.n»ge

Only

m

aisl

this

good

will

manner can

sre

hope to h"VJ the

RE PITTA TIO N THIS THEATRE HAS E8TAE1.I3HTD

if

is

great.

—

Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice Tex.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary

— Good

We

lost
play.
fault in not
special.
advertising it as a children's
Should go well with children.— Philip

Miles Minter.

heavily,

due to

my own

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Sept. 1st, 1921

a

—

—A.

laughing at Wanda Hawley,
T. Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers in "A Kiss in Time"

i

with

Will please 100 per cent. C. D.
Dillemuth, Lyceum theatre, Buffalo,
N. Y.
The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.
This one sends them out with a
in.

With

clothes

while splitting his sides

Twaa

Sleeps,

—

cast.
Went over the best I
have had this season. Used a 3-sheet,
a 1-sheet and a slide and packed them

will

all

his

New York

While
special

high class production
special cast.
People
that will please all classes.

only a good like-

ness of

for the sole purpose thai

lo expert from thia theatre begunting Sepa rareful obrervance of the obligaliuns we bav«
!-, we bo\yt to mflrit a contmuance of

41

pletlgril

—

The

Fit!

Ky

Irtnbvr

—

:

This Fellow Isn't

you

V«m naty km.w what

—

Style,

IIOKL'M.

Starting with Ihht week. «e will again pfeernt our Concert
Orvheatru with all evening pcrr'Tnianrea, a* hcII aa Sunday and
Holiday matinees. Kvery feature picture will be scored with utmost care: overtures will again be reauined, and interlude muaic
wUl be mipi>)i»l tn ni"*l Udi kbl (<il f&atuoit by Miss Kinnoll on
our On-vheatral Organ.

and
development of the theatre adver-

i^$ucnatote

(list's

•
We are going to eliminate all bogus, in presenting^ bo you
herewith <iur plana for the coming year, and what wc hare to s*y
in a statement of fact with all fancy phraseology and superlative
adjectives carefully unuttrd-.*
*

vitally interested in the progress

order of hrt-^niat

.

W

Profcaamnalry syeakiiig,

story.

Reports of this nature which appeared in the October i issue are

^

.

how

recorded.

is

.

i

.

exploitation conducted in behalf of
a given attraction his best judgment

fofwe*n*|frJam!i and Jackson
n&rUUe of a sumptuous
Cttlttteinmenl catted

ij

Me"

Truth is demanded of the entertainment advertiser more strictly than of
any who share position with him in
the pages of the press.
Amusement buyers are meticulous in
their selection of merchandise. A feelthat purchase is an act of condescension is evident in the manner of
many who deposit money at the box

ing

office.

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of
the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., a keen
student of human nature as well as the
exhibition
business, recently
bought
three columns in Hamilton newspapers
dissipate in as great a degree as
possible the traditional distrust of the
theatre patron.
to

He placed the single word, "facts," at
the head of his display, and talked in
"straight from the shoulder" fashion of
the house policy for the new season.
His theatre insignia plainly identified
the display to Hamilton readers.

It

is

probable that the majority of them read
his message.
The reproduction presented above is
greatly reduced but readable.
Many should profit by reading it
carefully and, if local circumstances
warrant, following Mr. Meyer's exampie.
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DIGES
APPLAUSE

in

V

motion picture theatres has become
It is a good indication when

audiences applaud, for they are giving outward
expression to their feelings and in no other way can the
manager of a theatre be apprised of the value of his
attraction so readily as by listening to the hand-clapping.

Some
and you

people regard

"small time" to applaud a
is rapidly passing away
as frequently in the larger houses as in
it

However, that notion
find

it

8,

1921
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the accepted thing.

picture.

October

the small neighborhood theatre.
An evidence of this
can be noted daily at the Randolph theatre, Chicago,
where "The Three Musketeers" is playing an extended
engagement. Applause sweeps the house at every performance. The writer noted this also at the Capitol,
the Rivoli, Strand and Rialto in New York, while in
other leading houses of Chicago and other cities it is

m

many

the story and there are

ten,

it

is said,

lengthy subtitles writ-

by Rupert Hughes.

"WHAT LOVE WILL DO"
new Fox

vehicle the

(Fox)

is

the best

Edna Murphy and Johnnie

stars,

Walker, have had. It is an interesting story of the
regeneration of a mother through her son, with Walker
in the role of the son.
Miss Murphy has but a small
part,

most

work devolving upon Walker and his
It
was directed by William K.

of the

supporting

cast.

Howard.

ARABIAN

"ONE
NIGHT" (First National) is
a screen adaptation of the stage success "Sumurun."
Ernst Lubitsch, the noted German director, and Pola
Negri play the principal

a daily occurrence.

The film was classed
by the National Board of
Review and contains besides some wonderful photog-

will

raphy,

And the picture of unusual merit
always "get a hand" and deserve it.
Paul Bern, the Goldwyn director, in commenting
upon this subject said: "Applause at motion picture
theatres should be encouraged.
Although the actors
cannot hear it, the theatre manager does, and he gets
a

better

reacts

to

of

idea

the

what the public

benefit

of

the

likes.

All

actor whose

of this

work has

aroused your enthusiasm. If you like the picture, don't
be afraid to clap. It's being done in the best circles."

—J.

R.

roles.

as "an exceptional picture"

much

splendid acting.

"JUDGMENT" (World Film Corp.) is another
foreign-made picture, based on the Tudor epoch of
English history. It has for its principal player Ellen
Richter who gives a very satisfactory performance.
The story is based on Victor Hugo's drama "Mary
Tudor," and on the whole is an exceptionally strong
state rights feature.

"THE NIGHT HORSEMAN"

M.

(Fox)

is

a sequel

"The Untamed" and presents Tom Mix in the role
of a cowboy with the wanderlust. It was adapted from
Max Brand's novel, "Wild Geese" and the cameraman
has secured some excellent shots of birds flying overhead. It is full of thrills, some of which are furnished
by Mix's horse and dog.
to

"THE SON OF WALLINGFORD" (Vitagraph)
another special worthy of the name "special." It was
written and directed by Lillian and George Randolph
Chester, who popularized J. Rufus Wallingford years
ago in the Saturday Evening Post. The picture has
about everything the showman wants and in the matter
is

of exploitation

it

holds unlimited possibilities.

plot treated in novel

"THE PRIMAL LAW"
Farnum back
absence.

"EVERYTHING FOR SALE"

(Review

on page 45.)

(Fox)

brings

in a splendid vehicle after several

It is a

Western

tale,

Dustin

months

involving the sale of a

manner and

(Realart)

skillfully.

is

an old

May Mc-

Avoy is excellent in the leading role, and players of
demonstrated competence give valuable aid.
Hector
Turnbull wrote the story. Frank O'Connor directed.
The picture should register strongly at the box office.

WHO KNEW ALL ABOUT MEN"

and the love of a child. The
heart interest is a strong note in its favor and Director
Durning by adroit handling has made a strong feature

(Universal) Marie Prevost's second starring vehicle is
an improvement over her first. There is much clever

out of ordinary material.

acting and a more substantial story here than

ranch, the discovery of

"THE GIRL

oil,

King Baggot

light Follies."

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"

(First Nadepends chiefly for its entertaining quality upon
the work of Little Richard Headrick.
The story is
highly improbable, and though well acted, will not
convince the average picture-goer.
Lewis Stone,
Barbara Castleton and William Desmond have the leading adult roles. It was directed by John M. Stahl.
tional)

directed and

"Moon-

Roy Clemens

wrote it. With Miss Prevost's natural charm and winning personality Universal should build up a large following for this star with the proper material.

"WIFE AGAINST WIFE"
personally supervised by

was
Dorothy

(First National)

Whitman

Bennett.

Farnum wrote the photoplay from George Broadhurst's
"The Price." Pauline Starke and Percy Marmont
Complex construcare leading members of the cast.
play,

"OH, MARY, BE CAREFUL" (Pioneer) presents
Madge Kennedy in the role of a flirtatious maiden who
attempts to win a man for herself by following a set
of rules written

by her

old maid aunt.

Little novelty

tion

detracts from

production.

It

the

entertainment quality of the
mild satisfaction under

should give

favorable circumstances.

DUSTIX FARNUM IX

THE PRIMAL LAW
(FOX)

Good Western

tale that

all sizes and colors, tier upon
them, ready for delivery "day or
night."
The sign on the office says
"Families supplied" and it is through a
mix-up in tags on a white baby and an
infant of darker hue that supplies the
title.
It ends with a regular Mack Sennett finish, with John Henry riding to his

of babies of

A review on "THE SON OF
WALLINGFORD" the Vitagraph
special will be found
this issue of the

tion right through and leads up to
smashing climax. Splendid vehicle
Story by E. Lloyd
for Farnum.
Sheldon, with noteworthy direction by Bernard Durning.
Handling of players and telling of

story particularly well done.

on Page 45 of

HERALD.

holds atten-

MADGE KEXXEDY

IX

MARY, BE
CAREFUL!

O,

tier of

brother's rescue on a well trained
who jumps from a cliff into a lake
and swims to the baby's drifting boat.
little

horse

MAY McAVOY

(PIOXEER)
Little novelty in theme, but competent star and cast make this acceptable.
Story of a vivacious

did not present very stanch
material for photoplay purposes.

FOR SALE

(REALART)
plot with new twists makes

flirt

Directed by Arthur Ashley from
a story by George Weston. Subtics

"O,

Dy Rupert Hughes.
Be Careful" is

Mary,

frivolous

little

story

which

a light,
gives the

impish and adorable Madge Kennedy
plenty of opportunity to roll her eyes,
display a pair of shapely legs and throw
her arms around a defenseless young
man. The story presented certain difficulties for Director Ashley, principally

Dustin Farnum in "The Primal

We

feel

that Dustin

Law"

Farnum

(Fox)

fans are

him in this fascinating
Western story, which the Fox company
has given a very good production. There
is zip and go to it.
It has its pathetic
as well as its laughable side, and the hero
does not always get the best of it, which
is a change from the humdrum.
Then,
too, there is Mary Thurman, Philo McCullough,
William
Lowry and little
going

to

like

Frankie Lee, all trained players who lend
the star good support.
Farnum distinguishes himself as the rugged Brian
Wayne, who almost loses his farm, and a
youngster entrusted to his care by a dying
father. There are several real fights, one
in an office building, in which Farnum
whips four men.
You do not see the
actual fight here, only the aftermath,
with wrecked desks and men lying about.
good way to handle it.
Brian Wayne and Carson, his partner,
occupy a farm on which oil is discovered.
A raid is staged to drive them away from
Willow Ranch and in the fight which ensues Carson is killed.
He entrusts his
son, Bobby, to Brian's care, fearing that
Bobby's mother, a woman of bad repute,
would claim him. He agrees to sell the
farm to a promoter, not knowing he is
the instigator of the raid, and they shake
hands on the deal. Through underhand
work on the part of the promoter, the
controlling interest in the pil company is
wrested from Wayne and the guardianship of the child is transferred to LaBelle
Carson.
He learns that the promoter is
responsible for his partner's death and
administers a thorough beating to his
confederates and the promoter, takes
Bobby and returns to the ranch with the
girl. Janice Webb.

A

IX

EVERYTHING
An
a

old
picture

that

May

entertains.

McAvoy's acting and personality
the strong points of the picture.
well-balanced cast assists.
A
picture that satisfies expectations

A

engendered by

its title.

due to lack of real incidents upon
which to build the action, and it is
therefore choppy and loosely hung toIt
gether with innumerable sub-titles.
was filmed in 1917 and the ladies' long
dresses show it. However, as an average
program picture, "O, Mary, Be Careful"
fills the bill, and Miss Kennedy is quite
pleasing in the role of a flirt with a baby
stare.

George Forth, as Sam Smith, a tree
surgeon, played with spirit the best male
role.
Others in the case are Marcia Harris, as an austere aunt; George Stevens,

Judge Adams; Bernard Thornton, as
Dick Lester; A. Drehle. Marguerite
Marsh, Dixey Thompson, Mae Rodgers,
Kathleen McEchran and Harry Myers.
Mary Meachem is dismissed from a

Scene from "Everything for

S; le"

(Realart)

as

school because she flirts w ith the
inmates of a boys' college near by. She
goes to live with her Aunt Myra, an
avowed man-hater, who has certain tests
to determine the desirability of all males.
r

girls'

Mary writes to several girl chums to visit
her and bring their eligible brothers. She
proposes to try out her aunt's theories.
Then a good-looking tree surgeon happens by and she finds him the most deAn accident brings
sirable of the lot.
him into her boudoir, where she makes
violent love to him and eventually wins
him.

The "modern marriage market" theme,
frequently utilized in picture making, is
treated intelligently and differently in
"Everything for Sale." After the first
reel, wherein
the basic proposition is
carefully set forth, unusual complications
are introduced at regular intervals and
interest
builds
steadily.
The ending
leaves observers satisfied.
May McAvoy, as the girl whose aunt
attempts to "sell" her in marriage, is excellent.
Kathlyn Williams, as the aunt,
is very effective, and Richard Tucker, as
the "highest bidder," gives a fine portrayal.
The work of the other players is
in keeping.
Add high-grade settings,

photography,

etc.,

somewhat

ture of

and you have a
better

than

picso-called

program

THE STORK'S

MISTAKE

(EDUCATIOXAL)

comedy that will please the
pleased the grown-ups at the
Rialto theatre, Chicago, as well. So we
heartily recommend it. It is the first of
a series of Campbell comedies which
E. W. Hammons is distributing and has
such well known players as little John
Henry and "Teddy" the Sennett dog in
But that's not all. There are dozens
it.
Here's a

kiddies.

It

The

calibre.
story, by

Hector Turnbull,

sets

forth the attempt of an avaricious "society" aunt to marry her niece and ward
to a man of wealth. The girl falls in with
the plan readily until the wedding day.

when

she is marooned on an off-shore
with the youth she really loves.
Their rescue, the attempt to again interest her "buyer," the youth's fight for her
love and the big situation which precedes
the final close-up include moments big
island

with melodramatic interest.

The

exploitation

apparent.

value of the

title

is
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EDNA MURPHY-JOHNNIE

WALKER

(FOX)
vehicles

co-star

of

Good

so

drama

"mother"

far.

with

capable

cast.
Contains several
exciting situations and well written subtitles add to picture's
value.
Directed by William K.

Howard.
This

is

the season for "mother" films.

"What Love

Do"

another story
based on mother love, with Barbara Tennant in the role of a sweet, white-haired
old lady.

new Fox

Will

It is

is

quite the best thing these

have done since being
elevated to stardom.
Johnnie Walker in the role oi Johnny

Rowan

stars

surpasses

his previous efforts

all

conformity

in

with

directorial

WHAT LOVE WILL DO
Best

performances
demand.

like

IN

and Miss Murphy as Mary Douglas plays
a small part with considerable charm and
naturalness.
The supporting cast, consisting of Glen Cavender, Richard R.
Tucker, Edwin B. Tilton and Miss Ten-

"You

am

I

woman

man

of forty-two,
of forty," says the

sculptor wife of twenty years when he
asks his freedom that he may marry a
model he has met in Paris. Until his
death, after creation of "Star Song," his
masterpiece, he struggles for the freedom which his wife denies him. Later,
when his model marries his best friend,
his widow is employed as housekeeper
and persecutes the woman for whom she
believes her husband betrayed her. After
bringing about a separation, she tells

her victim the truth. After a period the
husband and wife are reunited.

TOM MIX

IN

fighting and the riding are real,
the story isn't convincing.
Mix in the role of a cowboy with
the wanderlust.
Well produced

melodrama.

Directed

Lynn

by

Reynolds.

F.

was written by J. Strumand in the prologue, Goldie
Rowan and Abner Rowan, the village

in

mother

his identity.

are reunited and a real wedding follows
when they return to the village to Mary.

from

Scene

"The Night

Horsemen"

(Fox)

WIFE AGAINST WIFE
(FIRST NATIONAL)
George

Broadhurst's

play,

"The

with average
Pauline Starke and Percy
skill.
Marmont well cast and effective
in performance. Elaborately proPrice,"

Adapted from Max Brand's story,
"Wild Geese," this Fox feature presents
Mix in a role that does not match his
temperament. He is supposed to be a
dreamy, whistling boy of the plains, who
wanders off from a good home to follow
the geese that arc flying South. Not exactly the type of role

ing

Mix

we

are used to see-

in.

However, it develops
Western drama before

WHITMAN BENNETT'S

picturized

duced, complex drama of fair enPersonally
tertainment quality.
supervised by Whitman Bennett.

From the Latin Quarter of Paris to
New York the story of "Wife Against
Wife" carries its observer quickly and
entertainingly in the early footage of the
After the establishment of
production.
the latter locale, incidents and time titles
follow so rapidly as to detract from the
The
narrative value of the production.
result is mediocre melodrama in rich investiture.
The picture's weakness is chiefly in
The acting of Pauline
its composition.
Starke, the central figure throughout, is
an asset. The work of Percy Marmont,
as a wealthy American sculptor, should
many feminine followers.
his
satisfy
Other members of the cast give business-

horse with

to the value of the pica thrilling fire, where the
Mix in the saddle rides to
is

and another scene where he
climbs an almost perpendicular hillside.
safety,

ALL ABOUT MEN
(UNIVERSAL)

Splendid entertainment in this fivereel comedy-drama.
Star is given
more opportunity to act than in
her first Universal feature. Well
written subtitles add to picture's
humor.
Directed bv King Bagis

another story of an ugly duck-

who blossoms

forth into a captivat-

very desirable young lady and
has the time of her life side-step-

l ollies."
Universale directors and scenarioists cannot forget that Miss Prevost
was a Sennett bathing girl. In "The Girl
Knew All About Men," she is in
the water about half the time, and the
picture ends that way. There is much
clever acting and it will prove good en-

Who

a

discloses to his

much

There

ture.

who

he

The crooks attempt to rob him and in the
melee Dawson is killed. Son and mother

remarkable dog and Mix's wonderful

ping the young men.
It was written by Roy Clemens, and
while light and airy, is a much more
pleasing story than her first, "Moonlight

;

and

his

ing and

citizen in the vilthe local minis-

couple of crooks to get it for
him.
Johnny befriends a poor woman
occupying a room in the boarding house
and invites her to the meeting. That
night he addresses the revival meeting

A

horse add

ling

ter's daughter and they are married by
a bogus minister.
Johnny succumbs to
the exhortations of the man pos ne as an
evangelist and goes with him to the city
to help establish a mission, not knowing

hires

off with

with Kate.

This

love with

is Dawson, who led his mother astray.
Dawson attempts to steal the money entrusted to Johnny and when unsuccessful

them

ride

got.

blacksmith ,arc shown living happily with
their baby boy. Mrs. Rowan elopes with
Herbert Dawson, a man from the city,
Years pass.
leaving her son behind.
Johnny, the son, now grown to manfalls

drives

through a cut he
unhorses each with a rope stretched
across the way and throws them into a
stream.
He follows Mac through the
night and then administers a beating
which is stopped when Kate appears and
asks him to desist. As he embraces her
the wild geese fly over head but their
call is in vain for he returns to the ranch

but

story

hood and a respected

He

gun and as they

The

wasser,

lage,

1921

THE NIGHT
MARIE PREVOST IN
HORSEMAN THE GIRL WHO KNEW
(FOX)

nant acquit themselves with credit.

The

8,

Cumberland's barn Mac's band of toughs
rope Dan.

are a jjoung

an old

October

into a regular
the end with
Whistling Dan routing the villain, after
throwing a dozen of his cohorts down a
steep cliff and into a river.
There is much fast riding, clever long
shots of a quiet ranch set in a beautiful
valley, and plenty of thrills. The scene
where Lon Poff, as
Haw, is thrown
from a horse into a cactus bush drew
gails of laughter at the Rose theatre, Chicago.

Haw

Mix

is

given splendid support by

Hopkins, as
Lonsdale as
the

May

Kate Cumberland; Harry
Cumberland: Joseph Ben-

of a timid doctor; Sid
Daniels,
and Bert
Strann. It is a sequel to
"The Untamed," and as in that feature
Mix's eyes turn yellow when in anger.
Effective color work here.
Whistling Dan is befriended by Joe
Cumberland and given a home. The wanderlust seizes him, however, the day before he is to marry Kate, and he travels
away as the wild geese fly. Kate's father
becomes ill and will not be comforted.
Buck Daniel learns that Dan is in a
nett

in

Jordan as
Sproote as

role. He is Harrison Alger, an author of books on women.
Polly Gordon attends all the dances of
the fresh water college which she attends, but she isn't much in demand until
a wealthy aunt dies and leaves her
$850,000. Then she has suitors aplenty,
but to avoid them she goes to the hunting lodge of her girl friend, Mary
Thomas, who eloped from college with
Doc. Hardy, and is now seeking a divorce.
Here she encounters Harrison
Alger, who is an avowed woman iiater.
How she wins him over, and becomes

hero

proud of his prowess as a fighter when
Vincent DePyster enters her bedroom
and is promptly chastised therefor,
makes up the balance of the story. Excellent photography abounds, especially
in the long shots in the woods.

role

Buck

Mac

neighboring town, goes to him and after
slapping his face, gets him to follow him
to the ranch, in
a rage.
Mac
Strann has sworn to "get" Dan for shooting his brother Jerry, and when Dan is returning to the village after Mac has burned

back

tertainment.
Helen
Harris.
another
pretty miss, appears to advantage opposite Miss Prevost, while Harry Myers,
disguised in bone-rimmed glasses, has the

Larkin-Holmes to Make

Two

Reelers for Russell

George Larkin and Helen Holmes have
been engaged by W. D. Russell to make
a series of two reel Westerns for Russell
Productions. Both stars are particularly

known for their skill as stunt artists.
This is the first time these two stars have
played together, and great results are
expected by Russell from their combined
strength.
Work on the new series has
commenced at the Russell studio under
The
the direction of Nobert Myles.
Larkin-Holmes series will be distributed
on the state right market. Most of the
territory already has been signed.
well

October

8,
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ELLEN RICHTER

IN

the usual explosions every hundred feet.
The subtitles are on a par with the story.
It was directed by Al Herman.

JUDGMENT
(WORLD FILM

CORP.)

Another big foreign picture based on
the Tudor epoch of English history, portraying in an entertaining and convincing manner some
of the intrigues of that troubled
Ellen Richter, a Eurocourt.
pean star of exceptional ability,

makes her first appearance before
American picture audience,

an

carrying

the

difficult

role

of

"Bloody Mary" with more than
satisfying effect.

While hundreds of foreign films are
being shipped back weekly without seeing the light of American projecting machines, lovers of really good pictures are
to be congratulated that "Judgment,"
shown by the World Film Corporation,
was not caught in the exodus. For this

the jailer. Then she meets the sweetheart of the carver and enlists her aid in
bribing the jailer. The girl bribes one
jailer to release the carver and send the
nobleman to the block, while the queen
bribes the second jailer to save her lover
and let the carver be beheaded. Then
both women wait for the tolling of the
bell denoting that the headsman's axe
has fallen, each praying that her lover be
not the one whose head has fallen.
All through, the plot unfolds rapidly,
incident following incident in cleverly
worked-out sequence, making the picture
on the whole, an exceptionally alluring
offering to the state rights buyer.

SAY

IT

WITH
FLOWERS
(FOX)

The first reel of this comedy has nothing to do with flowers.
It does take a
lot of the stunts used by Buster Keaton,
the elevator stuff, the sad face, loose
trousers,

etc.

—and

by many repetitions

endeavors to squeeze a laugh out of the
old situations.
Johnny Salvo is the
Keaton imitator.
The second reel is
about a bouquet of flowers, filled with
ants by a mischievous youngster (recall
Jackie Coogan in "Peck's Bay Boy") and
everyone who dances with the young
lady gets covered with ants. To pad it
out to the required two reels a man with
a leaky gasoline can starts a chase with

ONE ARABIAN NIGHT
(FIRST NATIONAL)

THE CHILD THOU
GAVEST ME
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Rather thin plot, based on the seduction of a Red Cross nurse in
Belgium. Acting of fine cast and
especially that of Richard Headrick, a remarkable child, saves the
picture.
Play up the youngster
and forget the story. Directed by

John M.

Stahl.

of the Pola Negri pictures to be
brought to this country, is undoubtedly
an "exceptional picture" in so far as it
is
probably the best exemplification of
how wonderful photography, splendid
acting and georgeously exquisite settings
can be blended together into an excepest

tionally quick action

and pleasing drama,
story, and with
the handicap of an overabundance of
Continental comedy.
in spite of a rather

jumpy

The

acting of Pola Negri, while fully
and convincing as in "Passion"
and "Gypsy Blood," the two presentations which made her exceptionally
popular on the American screen, is not
nearly
as much in evidence as is that of
Ernst
Lubitsch, who has directed the European
star in all her pictures.
This marks Lubitsch's first American
appearance as a screen star and reveals
that he is fully as good an actor
as he
is a director.
As the hunchback mountebank in a troupe of strolling Oriental
as

by

The big scene comes when Mary has
condemned her titled lover and a lowly
carver to the headsman's block, and then
her love overcoming her jealousy, she
goes to the prison to save him by bribing

IN

Selected by the
Committee on
Critique of the National Board of
Review as the "exceptional picture" and shown by that body to
an invited audience to show "leaders of thought the heights to
which the cinematographic art has
advanced" and "to prove to the
finest minds of art and letters that
the screen is worthy of a place
among the inspired professions."
"One Arabian Night," which is the lat-

The story is based on Victor Hugo's
drama, "Mary Tudor," the unfortunate
daughter of Henry VIII, and sister of
Queen Elizabeth. Queen Mary is played

critical.

POLA NEGRI

SPECIAL CAST IN

picturization of English court life, in the
days when the lopping off of high-placed
heads caused scarcely a ripple of excitement, is one of the best and most interest-holding yet shown.

Ellen Richter, whose clever interpretation of the part shows a clear and
convincing conception of the beautiful
"Bloody Mary" who was a merciless
ruler but still a woman swayed to tenderest emotions by her love for a scheming adventurer.
The story opens shortly after Mary
Tudor's ascension to the throne and the
elaborate costuming and excellent photography of the scenes at the English
court, together with exceptional settings,
make the picture one to satisfy the most

67

A

scene from "The Child Thou Gavest
(First National)

Me"

The outstanding feature of this production, the first of a series of John M.
Stahl plays, is the wonderful acting of
that beautiful curley headed youngster,
Richard Headrick. He is practically the
whole thing in this picture, and while
much of it is hokum, it is such good
hokum audiences will like it and cry for
more.
Stahl has spared no expense in making
It is replete with
a finished production.
beautiful interior sets and many, many
delightfully appealing shots of a vast
purporting to be the summer
estate,
home of Edward Berkley. An elaborate
wedding which opens the picture is quite
the best thing we have ever seen along
th's

line.

The

story, however, is a very unlikely
concerning a Red Cro=s nurse who
is betrayed by a soldier in Belgium, and
who later marries the same man, not
knowing he is the father of her child.
Barbara Castleton plays Norma Huntley, the nurse, with considerable feeling,
and Lewis Stone is quite as convincing as
the outraged husband. Edward Berkley,
who is confronted with a four-year-old
child on his wedding day.
tale,

The antics of the youthful actor, however, take up most of the footage in bebetween Stone and Miss
Castleton, showing his falls from a pier
into a pond, playing with a big shepherd
dog, winking at his foster father and
cuddling up to his mother.
Berkley, following the wedding ceremony, takes his wife and her baby to his
summer home.' He swears to kill the

tween

fine

players, in which Negri is a dancing girl
whom the hunchback loves, Lubitsch
gives himself broad scope, portraying

every emotion from broad clowning to
heavy tragedy in a manner that brands
him an actor of remarkable ability.
The picture all through has the true
atmosphere of an Arabian Nights tale,
and the harem scenes, which introduce
more than one hundred girls, none of
whom is difficult to look at, are a jumble of lively
pulchritude,
picturesque
views and groupings.
Into one of these delightful harem
scenes Pola Negri is projected through
the medium of her beauty and grace, having pleased the eye of the old Sheik,
who
has her transferred from sodden squalor
to the splendors of his palace. There she
bestows her smiles rather promiscuously
on the old Sheik and his son, the handsome young prince, both of whom are
killed off in dramatic fashion, and love
reigns triumphant with the hunchback

and dancing

girl

in

the final fadeout.

scenes

This

Is

In

Many

Cities of U. S.

Sunday, September 25, ushered in
"Anatol" week with Cecil B. DeMille's

man who

twelve-star

his

Affairs

In
is the father of the child.
jealous rage he shoots and wounds
Tom Marshall, a friend. His wife then
tells him of a harrowing experience she
went through during the war, while a
nurse in Belgium, and it develops that he,
in a drunken stupor, committed the crime
A reconfor which he shot his friend.
ciliation is effected before he can carry
out his threat to shoot himself and all
William Desmond plays
ends happ'lv.
the role of Marshall and Winter Hall is
the father of Norma.

"Anatol" Week

Paramount production, "The

of Anatol," scheduled to open
simultaneously in many cities throughout
this country and Canada.

Following the initial showings of the
feature in Chicago, New York and Washington, it next was presented to S. R. O.
crowds in Cincinnati. Cleveland and PortIn Cincinnati the picture
land, Ore.
played Aschers Capitol; at Cleveland it
was shown at the Euclid and at Portland
it
drew stand-out crowds to the Columbia.
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Trade Paper Advertising Benefits
Independents Says Shallenberger
President of Arrow States Name of Company
Been Sold to Exhibitors Through Medium
of Industry 's Publications
The name of Arrow Film Corporation
has been sold to the exhibitors of the
country through the medium of adverthe trade publications,
W. E. Shallenberger,

carried in

tising

according to Dr.

president of the company.

In selling the company's

to thea-

tre men this advertising also has benefited the state right exchanges handling

Arrow

product, declares the distributor.
Inquiries Swamp Offices

Since launching of its recent advertising campaign in the trade press Dr.
Shallenberger says that the offices of

Arrow

WHITMAN BENNETT

president

of

Bennett Pictures Corporation which
has been organized to produce the Rex

Beach pictures for distribution through

The
Artists.
capitalized at $25O,0CO.

United
Trail"

is

the

initial

company is
"The Iron

Beach

film.

have been "literally swamped
with inquiries from all over the United
States in response to these ads which
have been of a general nature rather than
concentrated on any particular picture."
Dr. Shallenberger states that as fast as
these inquiries are received, the information contained therein is conveyed to the
independent exchange handling the product, thus rendering a direct service to
these exchanges. He says that Arrow,
through its advertising and publicity department, stands ready at all times to aid
the independent exchanges in planning

Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph; Jean Paige, who plays the leading
feminine role in "'The Prodigal Judge,"
the Vitagraph special production based

and laying out advertising, exploitation
and publicity campaigns.
Friedman Is Visitor
Ben Friedman of Minneapolis has been
a visitor at the New York offices of Arrow where he made arrangements for
several of Arrow's new pictures. Before
leaving, Mr. Friedman told Dr. Shallenberger of the success of the first James
Oliver Curwood picture, "God's Country
and the Law." He stated that the picture had been booked for the entire Ru-

on the famous novel by Vaughan KesWilliam Wright, production man-

and also

Scenes for Vitagraph
Feature Being Filmed
On St. Lawrence River

ter;

ager;

Edward

Jose,

the

and
and Joe

director,

Frank Walton, his assistant,
Shelderfer, cameraman, and

thirty-five

&

Finkelstein circuit for first run,
at the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee; the Orpheum, Grand Forks; Strand,
Fargo; Strand, Madison. Wis.; Eau
Claire, Eau Claire, Wis.: Santon Brothers, Mankato, and Miner's, St. Cloud.
bin

other members of the company are at
Cedars, a small Canadian town on the
St. Lawrence river, where many of the
scenes of the picture will be made.

New England was

"The Prodigal Judge" company will
remain in the Canadian town for about
two weeks. It then goes to location on
the Mississippi river in Tennessee for
the bulk of the exterior scenes.

Lifts Serial

Acclaim Warren Picture
Novel Two Reel Feature
"A

Bear, a Boy, and a Dog." the tworeel novelty published by F. B. Warren
Corporation, has been acclaimed as the
most novel two-reel feature of the fall
season, according to the distributing company.
The story of this two-reel feature was
written by Nell Shipman, whose love for
animals and outdoor picture production
prompted and inspired her creation of
this novelty.
Bert Van Tuyle, who so
successfully acted as co-director with
1

Miss Shipman in "The Girl from God's
Country." is responsible for the direction
of "A Bear, a Boy. and a Dog."

Make Important

On Pathe

Deals
represented in

New

The mayor of Eau Clare, Wis.,
some time ago issued an edict prohibiting exhibitions of serials in the
he has lifted that ban
city.
to permit the screening of "Hurri-

Now

cane Hutch," Charles Hutchison's
and most thrilling Pathe

latest

serial.

Following passage of the serial
by state censorship boards Pathe
a

special

shewing of the chapter play for the
mayor, believing that a view of the
picture would convince him that a
ban on this type of picture was unFollowing the screening this
just.
telegram was received at Pathe's

home

office.

"The mayor

Eau

Claire, after
viewing 'Hurricane Hutch' lifted
have sehis ban on serials.
cured an excellent booking on this

of

We

Bernstein Production

Head

Arthur Bernstein has been appointed
production manager of the Jackie Coogan
company to succeed George Stout, according to Sol Lesser.

serial

with the

ment Company,

Claire Amusewhich controls all

Eau

theatres in this city."

New York

offices oi

putting in their time in the
several important

Arrow where

were

closed.

Dr. Shallenberger is in receipt of a letfrom Frederick W. Hincklev, president of Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., containing good news regarding the progress
being made on the production of "The
Girl from Porcupine." the second
picture
rrom the pen of James Oliver Curwood.
Mr. Hinckley stated that they were all
tremendously enthusiastic over this picture, being delighted with the
comparand also with Mr. Henderson's direction
The principal roles are taken by Faire
Binney and "Buster" Collier.
ter

Time Does Not Mar
Value of Good Films
General Manager of Select
Compiles Data on This
Subject
The element

of time does not detract
value of good pictures in the estimation of Sam E. Morris,
general manager of Select exchanges, who

from the box

office

has compiled data on the Talmadge productions which the company has reissued.

Played in First-Run Houses
contract department has listed the
first run houses in the cities throughout
the country where "Panthea," "Ghosts of
Yesterday," "Up the Road with Sallie"
and "The Moth" have been plaved since
"Panthea," the first of the Talmadge revivals, was published about six months
ago.
This data names hundreds of the
best theatres in the largest communities
where revivals have been p.ayed full-time
and handled similar to the advertising
and promotion procedure with new of-

The

Some

Picture

gave

.

in

ferings.

Ban

representatives

York recently by two well-known independent film men, J. A. McConville and
U H. Patten, who spent several days
deals

name

Has

of the larger circuits that have

played Talmadge revivals include Loews.
Pantages and Polis, where Norma and
Constance have appeared in the pictures
they made two or three years ago and
have been an adjunct to vaudeville .in
the same measure that the newer publications are programmed.
The presence
of revivals among offerings in the largest
of straight motion picture theatres is declared by Mr. Morris to justify the claim
that really good pictures never grow
old but always have appeal to the evergrowing clientele the screen is attracting.
Partial List Is Given

Theatres that played these attractions,
four, six or seven days on first

three,

runs, include the Louisiana, Tuder and
Crescent. New Orleans; Orpheum. Boston; Blue Mouse and Hippodrome. Balti-

more: Astor and Blue Mouse. Minneapolis: Doris and Garden. Kansas City;
Sun and Moon. Omaha: Family. Cincinnati: Strand. Mall and State. Cleveland;
Pastime and Majestic. Columbus: Academy of Music. New York; the Nirdlinger
Circuit, Philadelphia: Lyric and Minerva,
Pittsburgh; Rialto, Milwaukee, and many
others
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EUGENE

O'BRIEN, Selznick star, and those who appear in his support in his new pictures. Left to right Ruth Dwyer, in
"Clay Dollars"; Sigrid Holmquist, in "Prophet's Paradise"; Winifred Westover, in "Is Life Worth Living"; Nancy Deaver,
in

"Chivalrous Charlie."

Sir Gilbert

To
Noted

Parker
Paper Supplants
Film in Projector

S.

Goes Abroad

Writer

For Stay

of a

A

author

Gilbert

who

in

English

noted

Parker,

has been

America writing

Paramount productions, will return
Lasky lot in California following
stay of three months in England.

for

to the
a

been a

Sir Gilbert has

member

of the

mount.

The

writer

made

this

Comes

new

room work.
machine, known as the

film colony for eight months.
His present trip to England was necessitated by pressing business matters and
will cover a period of three months after
which he will resume his work for Para-

Hollywood

A

similar
Kinereflex,
has been tested successfully in
England, according to word received by the board.
for

class

statement

just prior to sailing:

Eager for His Return
months in Hollywood
have been among the most fascinating of
my experience and I return to England
more than ever convinced of the future
of motion pictures as a medium by which

"The

past eight

The technique of the
tell a story.
screen was new to me at the start but
in knowledge of it until
I have gained
now I feel perfectly at home. I look
forward eagerly to my return to this
fascinating study."
Completes Original Story

"The Lane That Has No Turning." The
first
is
a George Melford production
while the latter will be Agnes Ayres'
starring picture for Paramount.
Just before leaving the Lasky studio the
author completed an original story which
will be made into a picture following
early publication in a prominent magafirst

zine.

has completed the
filming of "Mam'selle Jo" at the HollyPictures Corporastudios
of
R-C
wood
R. J.
tion, according to advices from
Tobin, director general of production. It
is based upon the popular novel of the
same title by Harriet Comstock.
Among those who appear in "Mamselle Jo" are Pauline Starke, Rose Dione,
Tully Marshall, George M'Daniel, George
Seigman, Will Jim Hatton, Jack Mower,
James O Barrows, Jack Livingston, Ruth
King, Kate Toncray, Lillian Rambeau
John O'Rourke and Barbara La Marr.
The picture has been scheduled for dis-

Louis

J.

tribution in

Gasn

;

er,

November.

Harris

Dickson Company
Films Ready

Count

Rome,

Saturday Evening Post.

The

first

duo

of the

is

"The Custard

Nine," and the other will be issued under
It
the title of "The Beauty Contest."

was produced from "The Dark Horse,"
Dickson story. Disand other arrangements
will be announced later.
It is said that there is no man in the
country who better understands the
traits and the character of the colored
man, than does Mr. Dickson. It was the
original title of the

dates

able

Mississippi

first

introduced

judge,

it

is

said,

who

American readers
humorous side of the

to

Thaon

has

Di

arrived

in

Revel

of

America

under contract, whereby he will help the
Goldwyn company present the big
Goldwyn screen production of Sardou's

famous romantic drama, "Theodora,"
which was filmed in Italy.
Count Di
Revel

a

is

special

representative

Unione Cinematografica

made

Italiana,

of

which

the Italian picture, and he will re-

main

in
this
country for about six
months.
"This production of 'Theodora' is the

spectacular

European film made
memorable 'Cabiria' " says
Di Revel.
"Everyone familiar
with the theatre knows that Victorien

since

the

Count

Sardou, the great French playwright
made 'Theodora' the most dramatic role
ever played by Sarah Bernhardt, and the
picture has been filmed on a vast scale.

was

"It

Pathe announces that it has acquired
two comedies produced by
first
Harris Dickson Film Corporation in
which all colored players are featured.
These novel comedies were made from
stories written by Mr. Dickson, a Vicks
burg police magistrate and well known
humorist.
The stories appeared in the

Ignazio
Italy,

famous

the

tribution

"Mam'selle Jo" Completed
By L. J. Gasnier for R-C

by

— Two

to

During his stay in Hollywood Sir
Gilbert aided in the adaptation of two of
his published stories as Paramount picThese are "A Wise Fool," from
tures.
his novel, "The Money Master," and

Here in Connection
With Goldwyn's Showing
of "Theodora"

most

Pathe Comedies Will
Feature Negro Cast
Pictures Produced

to

Aid in Presentation

projecting
machine,
known as the Daypho, has been invented. According to the National
Board of Review the machine projects the pictures from paper rather
than celluloid, thus removing all
fire hazard.
It is claimed of the machine that
is
possible to stop indefinitely
it
when any picture needs emphasis,
thus making it especially applicable

Few

Months
Sir

Nobleman

Italian

Return to U.

by Ambrosio, the
and so

directed

Italian director of Turin,

stupendous was the work, that Signor
Ambrosio bought an entire hillside on
the outskirts of

ground.

Lake

of

On

Rome

this

Albano,

to use as the backoverlooking the

hill,

and

surrounded

by

cypress trees centuries old, Ambrosio
created more than twenty mammoth
stage settings with the aid of Armando
Basini, the famous architect of the Vatican.
More than 2.000 people were employed in building the sets and hundreds
of statues were used, statues of gladiators, elephants, horses and lions.
employed in the ensemble scenes more
than 25,000 people who packed and
jammed the great arena which represents
the Hippodrome of ancient Byzantium."

We

Fourth Selig-Rork Film
Finished for Educational
"The White House," the fourth

of the

Selig-Rork Photoplays made for Educational distribution has been adapted by
the director, Bertram Bracken, from the

colored man.

Alstory by James Oliver Curwood.
though the picture opens with exquisite

Swickard Remodels and
Opens Favorite Theatre
LOS ANGELES.— J. Paul Swickard,

mystery and

stories relating the

former owner of the University theatre,
has purchased the St. Andrews at 1873
iW. Jefferson street. The house has been
remodeled and redecorated and opened
as the Favorite.

scenes in the heart of the "big snow
country," there is very iittle of the usual
Northwest story in this short feature.
Instead, there is an odd and intensely

dramatic plot of Chinese smuggling,
revenge, interwoven with
the clean life of the great outdoors.
In the cast of the picture are: Lewis
Stone, Wallace Beery, Ethel Grey Terry,
Willard Louis, Bessie Wong and Margaret McWade.
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"Judgment" Among Several Pictures
To Be Distributed by World Company
World Film Corporation, Milton C.
Work, president, has announced an unusual list of new productions for fall distribution. The program is headed by the
drama.

"Judgment!"
upon a drama by Victor Hugo.
spectacular

This

production

is

described

as

a

Henry VIII. Mary Tudor being
of Henry and Katherine

daughter
Aragon.

Predicts

the
of

Wide Appeal

Mr. Work declares that while it is a
picture which will appeal to the most
discriminating audiences and bring into
the theatre many patrons who take little
interest in motion pictures, it is at the
same time, a picture which will "go big"
with the audiences that like highly exciting

ROY STEWART,

featured in "The
Heart of the North" the Joe BrandtGeorge H. Davis feature of the Canadian Northwest.

British

Showmen

Study

Mollie King production from the
studios of Trojan Film Corporation, entitled "Suspicious Wives." also has been
announced among the fall publications of
World. Mr. Work states that hundreds
of inquiries have been received regarding
The New York territory
this feature.

First

to

has been acquired by First National Ex-

Colonel Levy

Selznick's

Upon

his return from Europe Colonel
Levy, Associated First National
franchise holder for Kentucky and Ten-

Fred

received

a

cable

from England

announcing that a committee of British
exhibitors would sail for America on October 15 for the purpose of making a
thorough study of the organization plan
of the distributing company.
The committee, which represents the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association of
Great Britain and Ireland, as well as
other British theatre men, is coming at
the behest of Colonel Levy. Bruce Johnson and David P. Howells.
It is possible that W. Gavazzi King,
secretary of the C. E. A., will be one
member of the committee.
While in London. Colonel Levy was
the guest of the London and Counties
Branch of the C. E. A., at a luncheon
held in the Balmoral room of the
Trocadero restaurant. David P. Howells
also

was present.
Levy gave

Colonel

a

review for the

benefit of the British theatre men, of
the history, the principles and method of
operation of the Associated First. National franchise plan.

New Paramount Feature
Will Rogers, Lila Lee and Walter
Hiers have been engaged for the leading
roles in a special picture which is being

Paramount
Hollywood by James Cruze.
the

Supporting the star are Rod

La Rocque, Fredrich C. Cook and Ethel
Gray Terry.
A new series of Joe Moore-Eileen
Sedgwick productions are being issued under the World banner, five being ready at the present time.
"The
White Rider," the first of these, is described as an unusual mystery story of
the great west. "The Problem Eternal"
is a story of the underworld and has in
its

cast the

famous dog

"False Brands"

is

star,

"Teddy."

a story of the West.

"The Wolf Pack" and "Arrest Norma
MacGregor!" are tales of the famous
Northwestern Mounted Police of Canada.
Will Re-issue "Camille"

Another

announcement

from
the
the effect that the
revive one of its greatest
successes,
"Camille,"
starring
Clara
Kimball Young. This picture is said to
be one of the greatest triumphs Miss
Young has ever achieved on the screen.
Albert Capellani produced the picture for

World offices
company will

is

to

World. Harry Chandlee and William B.
Laub are responsible for the preparation
of "Camille" for publication.

"A Mans Home"

Selznick directs especial attention to
many exploitation possibilities offered

the

exhibitors

who

present

the

company's

current production, "A Man's Home."
Advertising for the picture, according
the exploitation department, can be
based upon the story and its authorship,
the presenting cast and director, the
elaborateness of its settings and the basic
appeal of the plot to the American's love
to

Offers
Possibilities

"A Man's Home" advertising campaign, both by the producer and for the
picture showman who plays this Selznick
special.
In getting behind the exhibitor
the Selznick publicity department has
been as sincere and helpful as the production department.
Every conceivable aid
to exhibitor helpfulness has been developed by men of experience and inventiveness, according to statements that
come from Selznick headquarters.
for

of home.

Credited

With 300 Films

*

That Ralph Ince directed the production is an incident of first importance.

He has a record of more than 300 photoplays to his credit.
When Anna Steese Richardson and
Edmund Breese's story was entrusted to
Mr. Ince for preparation, Myron Selznick, vice-president in charge of production, gave instructions that in the matter
of cast, sets and production detail Ince

1

to be unhampered by expense and
to exercise his best instincts in creating a special that should be measured as
this season's standard of Selznick pro-

was
was

duction.

Weeks

in Preparation

The work

Will Rogers to Play in

produced at

F. Rodin.

Unusual Exploitation

While Abroad

nessee,

Stahl,

National

Accept Invitation Accorded

Them by

melodrama.

The

Wives" was directed by
from a story by Robert

"Suspicious

John M.

produced dramatic spectacle,
employing a cast of hundreds. The story
is
of
"Bloody Mary," first reigning
Queen of England and of the plotting
and intrigue which surrounded her court.
It is, in a way, a sequel to a recently
published photoplay based on the reign

to

Directed by Stahl

based

lavishly

of

New England has been sold
Cosmopolitan Film Corporation.
changes.

studio

The

in

title

has not been selected.
Rogers will be seen in the role of a
professor.
Others in the cast will be
Emily Rait, Clarence Burton and John
Fox.

of building sets, assembling
props and lighting equipment proceeded
for weeks at Selznick's studios in Fort
Lee.
The cast of "A Man's Home" contains
many names familiar to theatregoers in

every locality.

Those portraying prom-

inent roles are:

Harry Morey. Kathlyn Williams. Faire
Matt Moore, Grace Valentine.
Rowland Bottomley and Margaret Sed-

Binney,

den. Exhibitors should not overlook the
advertising possibilities of such a cast.
Thus has the foundation been prepared

BUSTER KEATON,

in a scene from
"The Playhouse" a new comedy for

First

National.
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Mike Rosenberg and
Lesser Tour Centers

The

series

of

R-C

Pictures

make

a thorough survey
of the independent field from every angle.

R us s sell

announces

NEW

by Jules Furthman and

is

titled

Roof Tree."

"The

the

country.

which have contracted for the

most important
of

of the

twenty-six

pictures

big

is

Southern Enterprises. The Wells circuit
of the South also has contracted for the
full output as has the Stanley Company
Philadelphia;

Ruben and Finklestein
Harry Grampp

of Minneapolis and the
circuit.

pictures

the

in

will

be

group of twenty-six

the

Pauline

Frederick
"The Sting

which is
of the Lash."
Her second starring production will be "The Lure of Jade."
the

first

"Judith of Blue
third

the

will make money for the live wire exhibitor, and in order to aid him, we have
on hand a wide assortment of advertis-

ing

material,

of

Lake Ranch"

will be the

and there will be three other big
Miss Frederick.

including

and novel exploitation

being booked by

the

series,

YORK, Sept. 27.— William Russell
has signed another long-term contract with
Fox Film Company and has begun work on
his first pciture under the new agreement. It

of

circuits

program

satisfy

will

characterization.
The trade press has
born out our conviction that the picture

Among
full

The production

most exacting tastes, and the cast,
headed by Anna Q. Nilsson, is excellent, and each player renders a perfect

twenty-six

is

pic-

The

of the picture cannot be improved

upon.

output

throughout

circuits

Included

Signs Again

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

is

many

of

dianapolis.
will

title

Corporation

productions

special

Two men

entire

its

this,

"Here are the three factors of the

Many Chain Bookings

Weeks

cover a period of six
weeks and Lesser will meet his partner
in New York City some time in October.
Lesser will stop over in Denver, Dallas,
New Orleans, Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland and Boston. Rosenberg will make
San Francisco, Seattle, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City St. Louis and In-

upon

Warner Brothers feature.
In commentA. Warner states:

Leave Home."

ture that are an unbeatable asset.

series.

will

Girls

Prepare Exhibitor Aids

R-C Features Given

of Calibeautiful sccnics.

Trip Covers Six
trip

ing

Entire Output of 26

that

The

"Why

Bryant, "Madame Nazimova
will be complying with an ever increasing demand by her friends and
admirers that she- again give to the
public in picture form more than
one play on the same program."

"Missions

Also David Butler's

try are booking

Mr.

Webster

of

First run theatres throughout the coun-

feature of the picture will be
Ibsen's "A Doll's House," with a
shorter story of about two reels on
the same bill. "In so doing," says

"Dick Hatton's Westerns, "Philo
series

—

The

Each will carry four large trunks in
which will be the film and exploitation

Detectative"
and the

Title Cannot
Be Improved Upon Cast
Headed by Nilsson

Official Says

made by

own com-

of her

pany, will be based on the repertoire idea, according to her husband and manager, Charles Bryant.

Confer with Associates

Cullison's,
fornia," a

Booking Warner Film

picture to be

initial

Nazimova, as head

LOS ANGELES, Sept. 27.— Irving M.
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of Western
Exploitation
Company have
Pictures
started on a six weeks' tour of the important exchange centers.
Lesser takes
the Southern route and Rosenberg will
cover the Northern territory.

Gubb

Make

"Repertoire" Film

for Exploitation

stories,

to

1921

8,

Run Theatres

First

Nazimova

Take Trunks Filled With Film
and Various Accessories

accessories pertaining to their products
for distribution.
The two officials will
confer with their associates in the important key centers on the following film
subjects:
Jackie Coogan's productions,
Lester Cuneo's series, ihe "Scattergood"

October

Is

Success

stunts

publicity

ideas.

at

Newark

picture is bringing home the
bacon at the Halsey theatre, Newark;
and the Bijou theatre, Atlantic City,
where it played to capacity business for
two weeks, has booked the production
Territorial
return engagement.
for a
rights are going fast, and state right
buyers who are seeking box office
winners can't go wrong with 'Why Girls

"The

Leave Home.'

The

first bookings of the picture inB. S. Moss' Broadway theatre,
the Poli Circuit of New England, Keith's

clude

Greater

New

ton, O.,

Temple

York, Opera House, Cantheatre, Toledo, 0., and

Allen's theatre, Cleveland.

Lesser Will Distribute
"Scattergood" Pictures
Produced in Two Reels

stories for

of

Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg
Western Pictures Exploitation Com-

pany announce they

will

distribute soon

screen versions of Clarence Biddington
Kelland's famous "Scattergood" stories.

They were produced in two reels by
Edna Schley. She will make twelve 'pictures for Western, work on the fourth
having been started recently
wood.

in

Holly-

The pictures are being made by Alfred
McKinnon, with William H. Brown portraying the role of Scattergood Baines.

Give Greater Circulation

To Slow Motion

Pictures

Novagraph Film Corporation, producer
of Novagraph slow motion pictures, has
arranged for a wider circulation of these
subjects by their inclusion in Charles C.
Burr's
Burr's "Burr's Novel Review."
group of short subjects will be distributed
during the coming season on the independent market.
In each offering of "Burr's Novel Review" appear the MacDono cartoons by
J. J. McManus, impressions of advanced
modes of feminine attire by Colorcraft
and the Rollin Lester Dixon "Scenic

Poems."

WILLIAM

BROWN, who

plays the role of "Scattergood Haines" in the wellknown "Scattergood" stories, which Edna Schley is producing, and Western
Pictures Exploitation company will distribute.

H.

The

first

Novagraph

offering

the review will be a slow motion
study of Mile. Albertina Rasch, who for
several years was premier ballerina at the

for

New York

Hippodrome.

October
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Harold Lloyd, Associated Exhibitors'

star, in three

73

scenes from his latest comedy entitled "Never Weaken."
life these comedians lead!

What an

easy

Fox Schedules Three
Associated Exhibitors Will Publish
Specials Next Month
Three Playgoers Features Monthly
Eleven Other Pictures Will Be
Published in October

By Company
October

publications

scheduled

Fox Film Corporation include three

by
of

the twelve specials promised

by William
Fox for initial runs on Broadway, New
York City, before going to exhibitors
throughout the country: five feature productions starring Tom Mix, Buck Jones.
Dustin Farnum, William Russell and
Shirley

Mason;

two

pictures

starring

Barbara Bedford and Maurice Flynn; one
Al St. John comedy, two Sunshine comedies and the usual weekly Mutt and Jeff
animated cartoons.
The specials are "Thunderclap," a race
track melodrama; "Shame," a surprise
thriller, and "Perjury." a human interest

photodrama dealing with miscarriage of

Storey States Company Is Proceeding With Plans
for Expansion
Finds Business Getting
Better Throughout Country

—

As evidence of the company's plans
for expansion J. E. Storey announces
that Associated Exhibitors will publish
each month three new features of Playgoers Pictures. During a tour of Eastern
and Central branches of the company
Mr. Storey says he found exhibitors anxious to assure themselves of a steady
source of good features, and this in the
face of what he declares to be a reduction in the output of pictures "in the
ratio of 5 to 8."
Mr. Storey declares" that one of the
outstanding facts of his survey was the
manner in which the exhibitors are preparing confidently for a speedy resumption of excellent business, and the spirit
of healthy optimism among them.
Business Getting Better

justice.

Mary Carr

Features

"Thunderclap" has an all-star cast
headed bv Marv Carr, the Ma Benton
"Over the Hill"; Paul Willis. Violet
Mersereau and J. Barney Sherry. Richard Stanton directed.
"Shame." with John Gilbert, Doris
Pawn, Rosemary Theby, William V.
Mong and George Siegmann in the cast,
gives a series of thrills reaching its
climax in a fight between a man and a
wolf in the Northern wilds.
Emmett
J. Flynn staged the production.
"Perjury," with William Farnum in an
intensely emotional role, has a tremendously strong human interest appeal and

of

sustained

suspense.
"Trailin"'

Mix Film

a vengeance picture, is the
picture for October.
Lynn
Reynolds directed. Nothing in the way
of hair-raising stunts has been barred
"Trailin'

,"

Tom Mix
in

"Bar Nothin'

."

which presents Buck

Jones in the role of a daredevil cattle
ranch manager whom several bad men
wish to put out of existence. The production was directed by Edward Sedgwick.

Dustin Farnum appears in the role of
a rough and strong-willed ship captain
in a sea tale, produced under the direction of Bernard Durning with the work-

ing

title

"Cursed."

"The

Lady from

Longacre" presents William Russell in
the unusual role of a young English
nobleman.

is good and getting better
"Even for a
the time," he says.
period ending in August our gross collections were satisfactory and current
bookings show a steady gain both in
volume and length of run."
The three Playgoers pictures for September already have been published.
"Home Keeping Hearts." said to be
similar in appeal to the popular novel
"Main Street," was issued on September
On September IS "The Family Clos11.
et," adapted from a story by Will Payne,
was published. "Discontented Wives."
featuring J. P. McGowan and Fritzie
Brunette, was published on September 25.
For October "Across the Divide," pro-

"Business

all

duced bv G. and
is

the

first

J.

Photoplay Company,

publication.

It

is

scheduled

October 9. Rosemary Theby heads
the cast. John Holloway was the direcOther pictures on the October protor.
gram will be announced later.
for

New Company

Producing
Publication of "Home Keeping Hearts"
reveals a new Eastern producing com-

pany, Cameo Classics. The men behind
Barrell.
this' organization are Charles \\
Carlvle Ellis and Albert L. Cook ot Columbus. It is understood that Mr. Cook
is financial backer of the company.
"Discontented Wives" is the first ot
.

six pictures in which
will be starred.

He

these subjects.

P. McGowan
also will direct

J.

Concerning the company's other prodannouncement is made that Harold
Lloyd's comedy "I Do" is proving un-

uct

usually strong as a box office attraction
for theatres using it as a method of
drawing back patronage after the summer lay-off. Indications are favorable
that it will prove one of the most popular
of all of Lloyd's Associated comedies.

"Never Weaken" Is First
Of Second Lloyd Series
"Never Weaken"

title of Harold
Scheduled for dis-

the

is

Lloyd's next comedy.

on October 16th, it marks the
beginning of the second series of Associated Harold Lloyd comedies, which will
consist of three pictures presented by
Hal Roach, through Associated Exhibitors and distributed by Pathe.
In a statement issued from the office

tribution

of Associated,

it

declared that the tre-

is

mendous popularity
the marked success

of Harold Lloyd and
of the first series has
established Harold Lloyd as unquestionably one of the best box office comedians
appearing in short-reel productions.

Vitagraph Trailers Free
With All Its Productions
On
serials

all

pictures

it

and comedies

— features,

produces

— Vitagraph

is

fur-

nishing trailers gratis to the exhibitors

it

The company

states that it finds
these trailers far superior in arrestive and
than
slides
value
the
formerly utilsales
ized in advance of play dates.
In the Vitagraph trailers the word

serves.

"Coming" is on a separate form from
"Next Week." thus permitting exhibitors
to eliminate either of these
necessary to do so.

terms

if it

is

Kipling Finishes Second
Script for Pathe Film
Randolph Lewis has returned to this
country with the script for "The Gate
of the Hundred Sorrows." the second
written by Rudyard Kipling for production by Pathe. The first was "Without
Benefit of Clergy."

—
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"My

Four Weeks

ciated

in

to
for another
Harris.
it

50)

*

*

the opening day at the Alhambra,
I arranged a room at the theatre where
women could check their babies while
watching the picture. I secured a number of "prop" kids and this received more
attention from the daily papers than the
actual opening.
Alex Stuart, a canny Scot loyal
worker and fearless enough to handle
publicity in America
conceived the idea
of milking a cow each day in front of the
theatre to furnish milk for the infants
and I understand this attracted considerable publicity.
Britain
In
Great
they
accomplish
everything we do here, but in a more
They take life easier,
slothful manner.
enjoy their comforts to a greater extent
and really net as great profits in proportion to investments and effort, as we do.
But it is an actual fact that they abhor
innovations.

—

—

My

advertisements were misundermy style suspected and my
stood,
efforts blocked by those not in favor of
them, but in my own conscience I realized that I was a forerunner of big and
more successful days in film circles over
there.
*

*

"The Old Nest" started advertising
just after I left and there was an intimaThe
tion of newness about the copy.
Stoll Film Company refused to enter
campaign, it seems because I
into
did not play up their name on all exploitation matter.
I felt in England, as I feel now, that
are atSTORY.
and
tractions at the box office, that a distributing concern has no equation with
the box office clients and I refuse to
clutter up posters and newspaper copy
(

my

STAR

AUTHOR

For this reason,
with useless names.
Jeffrey Bernerd, managing director of
Stoll's sent out paid announcements that
they had no connection with the exploitation of "The Bigamist" and this an-

nouncement was given prominent space
several trades papers. I had the honor
of knowing however, that no one ever
accused Stoll of innovating anything and
in no way associated them with my work.
Mr. Bernerd himself offered me one hundred pounds a week to stay one year as
sales manager or whatever he calls it.
I have a most optimistic feeling over
in

progress, for each day sees the
big minds of the industry, over there, imBritish

pressed by American activities. Once in
a while some Englishman returns from
America with the statement that British
theatres are far superior to American,
that British films are better than American, or some other foolish statement, but
which statements are taken for their
worth.
The average Englishman will listen to
reason but will compare progress with
tradition.
He is slowly coming around
to the belief that
pictures are, they

—

in

good

We

On

*

members

passed.
In the fourth paragraph of your letter referring
to this circular sent out by the First National
Exchange, line, you ask:
"After all, was there
a business plot behind this?
What is the true
motive? Was it to crush or injure a competitor?
Or was it to coin money out of sordidness or
base morbidity?"
are extremely curious about the reference
you make to a "competitor" and so that you
and any other officer or member of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America may be
absolutely satisfied of our sincerity and good faith,
and of the lack of any motive seeking to harm
a "competitor," I personally will pay to any
charity in New York that you may name the
sum of $2,000. if a committee of investigation
representing the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America will immediately visit thiS otnee, go
thoroughly into every detail pertaining to this
entire matter between yourself and Associated
First National Pictures and fail to be convinced
that we have acted in the utmost good faith
and in all sincerity and with a firm regard for
the interests of the industry.
•
•
•

his

*

Pictures,

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
America have, we are told, communicated with
the First National Exchange about contracts they
have held for months for the Lehrman productions
and requested immediate play dates, refusing
absolutely to listen to any suggestion from the
First National Exchange that these dates be deferred until the present newspaper notoriety has

hair."
I
am longing
crack at London and friend

in

National

1921

standing of

were suffering, did more than one thousand pounds the first week and its engagement extended to three wjeeks.
Naturally Cinema panned the film, as
it did any and everything with which my
name was connected. I am sending Sam
Harris, owner of Cinema, copies of my
Exhibitors Herald stuff with instructions

"Rub

First

8,

of

England"
(Concluded from page

October

no matter how good
must be sold and sold

—

hard and when he learns that I know
a certain young fellow that is going to
try to ring in on the ground floor.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
nan"

in the

as "D ArtagUnited Artists production,

"The Three Musketeers," displays

his

prowess with the sword.

Reply of Williams

To Sydney
they
fur

S.

Cohen

(Concluded from page 4j)
hive requested or subject ourselves
damages.
•

to

suit

•

For your information, whin the Henry Lehrman
Comedies were turned over to the First National
Kxchange Inc.. of New York, the Klcctric Theatre
Supply Company of Philadelphia and Exchanges
of the Educational Films Corporation in several
other territories, there was an agreement signed
between these individual exchanges and Associated
First National I'ictures, Inc., providing that each
of these exchanges had to give service on these
Comedies to all franchise theatres and on all
contracts with non-franchise holders.
For Associated First National Pictures or for any one
f the exchanges mentioned above to deny service
on the Lehrman Comedies to a franchise holder
would mean a violation of the franchise agreement for which any exhibitor by which Associated
First National Pictures is pledged to serve each
one of these franchise holders at their franchise
rate with all productions purchased by Associated
First National I'ictures, and failure to do this
would mean a denial of the franchise right to any
exhibitor member.

We

can, however, and we have endeavored in
the last two weeks to use our influence to persuade
exhibitors entitled to these productions under their
franchise or through straight booking contracts
to postpone play dates, and we hope that you as
President of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America will use your good offices to the same
effect with members of your organization.
First
National Exchange Inc. was prepared
without our knowledge entirely because Associated
First National Pictures has no jurisdiction over
that particular exchange, and we are informed that
it was mailed before the First National
Exchange
Inc., of New York received a copy of the telegram we sent to each Associated First National
Picture Exchange where the Lehrman productions
are being distributed by Associated First National
and not by the First National Exhibitors Circuit

Exchanges.

Apparently important exhibitor members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America owning and operating theatres in Greater New York
have not been so well informed as Associated
First National Pictures Inc.. about the attitude
and policy of the Executive Officers of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America toward this
matter, because we' have been informed that within
the last ten days or two weeks several members
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
holding contracts for the Lehrman productions,
and which date hack from thirty days to six months,
have set play dates and exhibited these pictures.

Frankly, Mr. Cohen, we feel that it would be
unfair to criticize you personally for this, because
it is obvious that you have no more control over
the activities of these individual members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America who
have played the Lehrman productions within the
last
two weeks, despite your protest to this
organization about supplying service, than we
have control over the First National Exchange Inc.
or the Electric Theatre Supply Company of Philadelphia.

While we have been reading and answering
your telegram and letter of attack against Asso-

If you will permit the thought, we believe that
the appointment of
such a committee would
perhaps bring about a more immediate understanding and prevent any possibility of your
being charged with an ulterior motive in your
reference to a "business plot" and an attempt
"to crush or injure a competitor."
Furthermore, it would please us greatly and
make for better understanding all around if we
could be permitted to receive copies of communications addressed to the organization or any
individual in it by you before transcripts of such
correspondence are delivered to the trade papers.
We shall be very glad to give you every cooperation in establishing the sincerity of Associated First National Pictures in this instance,
and in setting forth to a committee, or to you
personally, if you prefer, the exact status of this
organization, the First National Exchange Inc.,
and the Electric Theatre Supply Company, and
failing to demonstrate to the satisfaction of yourself or to > committee the lack of any control
by Associated First National Pictures of these
two exchanges, our offer of $2,000 for any charity
becomes immediately due and owing.
J. D. Williams. Mgr.,

First National.

Letter from

To

Cohen
J.

D. W,lliams

(Concluded from page 43)
or injure a competitor?
Or wa it >n coin money
out of sordidness or base morbidity?
Whatever
the reason may have been, it is positively the
worst exploitation of crime and death I have ever
seen.
It
is
indecent to the last degree, and
entirely unworthy of an organization claiming in
any sense to be representative of any part of
our great industry.
resent the statement in your wired communication that this exploitation of t'>ese pictures
was in any manner done by the exhibitor. You
know the exhibitor had nothing whatever to do
with this highly objectionable procedure.
You
know it was due entirely to the attempt on the
part of representatives of First National to coin

We

this tragic

event into soiled dollars.
•

•

•

Our

business must be saved from such unseemly
practices.
Our exhibitors are not going to be
made parties to this form of trespassing upon the
sacred rights of the dead.
I regret that it has
occurred.
I
feel that you would cooperate with
us in correcting such abuses and prevent the
recurrence of same.
You must know of this move. The Electric
Theatre Supply Company of Philadelphia in which
Mr. Harry Schwalbc, Secretary-Treasurer of Associated First National Pictures
is very largely
interested, forwarded a letter under date of Sep-

tember 13th, to every exhibitor in that territory
of "box office possibilities" because the
"tragic" death of Miss Virginia Rappe blazes
forth from the front page of every newspaper
throughout the land.
Notwithstanding the statement in your telegram,
that no attempt would be made to exploit these
Virginia Rappe pictures, you know that these pictures are now being distributed at prices purposely
advanced and giving direct testimony of the
desire of your company to exploit the death of
If you are sincere and
this unfortunate woman.
honestly desire to conform to the ethics of public
decency in the matter and preserve the honor and
integrity of our industry, you and those associated with you, should at once withdraw these
pictures and refuse to allow any exchange to
furnish the same, no matter what the date of
You know no exhibitor cared
contract may be.
for any of these before Miss Rappe's death, and
date of contract has no bearing on this matter or
any sincere effort to maintain the good reputation
of our Industry.
Sydney S. Cohen, Pres.,
M. P. T. O. of A.
telling

October
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Select at Buffalo: Richard C. Fox, Mgr.,
A. F. Barnett, Asst. Mgr., A. J. Sharick,
M. R. Edwards, Otto Seigel. This will be
a hard combination to beat. Manager Fox
has just been transferred here from the

WITH

owner of the Park

Geitner,

theatre at Silver Creek, X. Y.,

is

busy these

days superintending the erection of his
850 seat house which,

is

it

new

said, will cost,

when completed, SSO.OOO. The plans call
for an American heating and ventilating
system. Gold Fibre screen and a three-way
lighting svstem.
* * *

The Johnson

P.

Bros.,

J.

and

F.

just installed.
organist.

Miss Gladys Jones
*

*

*

*

is

Xew York

*

City.

the

*

*

*

office.

Thos. H. Martell, booker for the War
Dept.'s Camp Activities, was a caller on
Buffalo's Exchange Row last week. Tom's
chief is Maj. \\". P. Wooldridge with offices

In line with the No-Art Company of
Buffalo policy in obtaining big pictures for
this territory. Manager A. W. Young announces that the special. "The Black Panther's Cub," will be released this month,
also the "Adventures of Tarzan," starring
Elmo Lincoln.

L.,

have purchased the Johnsonian theatre at

*

Louis

St.

H. E. N.

in

Askew
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A. \V. Moses, the guy with the "iron

«

*

*

R. L. Long has taken over the Waldon
theatre at Buffalo, X. Y. This house will
be re-decorated and a new type Simplex
installed. Exhibitor Long has managed theatres successfully in
Poughkeepsie and
Xewburgh, X. Y.
*

*

*

Harry W. Wilson goes and buys two
theatres at Albion, X. Y., looks the town
over and decides to make a home there.
But Harry soon misses that good cooking
at home in Sherman, X. Y. Yes, you have
guessed it. Harry' has married Miss Edna
Wanshcuse. one of the leaders of the
younger social set of Sherman. Congratulations

!

*

Sam

Carves,

*

*

showman de

luxe, is becoming a real down-town factor with the Empire theatre at Buffalo. The new 10,000dollar Gottfreid Organ has arrived and
will be installed at once, also this house
will be entirely redecorated.

*

*

*

H. E. Lotz is doing "lots" of business
for Realart around the Buffalo territoryH. E. slipped us the info that the Victoria
at Buffalo had closed for its third consecutive

Realart franchise, also that franchises

had been allotted to the Crescent at Ithaca,
X. Y., and the Star at Rome, X. Y. Geo.
W. Schaefer is playing understudy to Manager Lotz.
*
J.

J.

»

*

Kelly has opened

his

new Liberty

theatre at Corning, X. Y., with a twelvepiece orchestra and every convenience that
goes to make up a real up-to-date theatre.
This house seats 1,020 and it cost complete,
it is said, $90,000.
Typhoon cooling system furnishes the ventilation. The policy
of this house will be feature pictures only.

A

*

*

*

Frank Xowak, who owns

LAFAYETTE SQUARE THEATRE

which is nearing completion at Buffalo, N. Y.,
be a combination theatre and office building containing 153 offices, six stores,
a barber shop and a playhouse seating 3,000.
Monument Theatre Corporation

the Lincoln
theatre in Buffalo, will enlarge his house to
600 seats and overhaul the old stand considerably. Frank has been posting the onesheets twelve years now.

will

estimates the cost of the building at $2,500,000.
M. Slotkin of the Olympic
will be president and general manager.
L. H. Lempert & Son of Rochester
are the architects while the decorating will be done by Gustave Braun of Chicago.
Ripley, X. Y. Plans are well under way for
the building of a much larger house this
fall.

*

Remember

*

*

grip." has taken charge of the R. C. office
Manager Moses was formerly
at Buffalo.
in charge of the local Select branch. Lamp
this lineup: H. C. Bissell, Chas. E. Faust,

"Four Horsemen"

Buge's Mint Julep.

falo,

*

*

*

Frank Gates, formerly manager of the
Orpheum at Xew London. Conn., has purchased the Lyric at Holly,

X. Y.. which

be remodeled and a new screen installed. Frank plans to extend his theatre
activities to some of the smaller adjacent
towns.
*
*
*
will

Hew

name "Patterson" sure do run
know a showman in Atlanta.
hard to beat, but now we find
another "Pat" away up here in Xew York
state.
We refer to W. M. Patterson,

that
to form.
Ga., who is

We

owner of the Swetland theatre at Mayville,
N. Y. Will feels very' proud of the new
$10,000 Cremona-solo orchestra that he has

*

*

H. Frank Aprile, owner of

the Rex at Geneseo, X. Y., has purchased
the Opera House at Oakfield, X. Y., which
will play four nights a week. This theatre

has been entirely remodeled and totals,
is said, an investment of 30,000 dollars.

Rov Powers.

Joe Davidson of Cincinnati? Well, he has taken charge of the
Lande Film Co. branch at Buffalo. Joe
pines for the banks of the Ohio and Harry
little

*

Exhibitor

*

Since

that

*

*

wonderful

Manager Henry W.

Buffalo

showing of

at Shea's Criterion,

exchange

all

is

Kahn

the

Buf-

of Metro's
and the

smiles,

dates, it is said, are going fast. Read who
Thos. Jov, E. C.
the four horsemen are
Markena, E. E. Weaklev. E. K. O'Shea.
* * *
:

P. H. Smith, who sports the white silk
coat these cold days, is now trying to talk
to five exhibs at once. P. H. states they
even call him up at home trying to book
"Way Down East." United Artists branch
in Buffalo looks like a voting booth these
days. It is rumored that Manager Smith
will sell that imported creation and buy a

Ford Sedan.
*

Look over

*

*

the following batting order for

THE
SON OF
WALLINGFORD

it

—

—

— —

— —
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of

Writers are requested to confine themselves to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.
current interest

Dear Editor:

What

My

little

boy has worms.

will help him? Answer: Feed him
lots of fish
they like 'em. North Adams

—

(Mass,) Herald.
*

A

Note From

PIERRE,

C. L.

Dear Editor:

would

like to be an
orator. What is the best way to acquire
a flow of language? Answer: Well, you
might try treading on a tack in your bare

Hyde

D— To the

Editor: Yours
of the 17th relative to the article in the
S.

I

Herald of September 24th, concerning
the letter which I sent out to my patrons,
received and certainly appreciated.
I am new at the motion
picture business and have a lot to learn and find

After taking my best
girl to dinner, theatre, supper and a taxi
home, should I kiss her good night?

your paper very helpful; although it
seems that most of the possible sugges-

"Topics of the Day" Films.

*

Dear Beatrice:

Answer:

tions arc impossible for a community as
small as the one in which I work. Trying to run a theatre is very fascinating
and I expect that the one in the large
town is even more worried with troubles
and hard luck than the smaller fry. I
have a rather pleasant record of no week
in red since the first month of trying to
run the house.
business is so dependent on the
particular variety of picture or star that
it is hard to determine
what effect the
above mentioned letter will have, but if
there is a noticeable effect I will let you
know. I had several comments concerning it and can report that the week following the mailing of the same was the
most profitable week of my motion picture experience, but have not taken the
credit of that to my letter but have given
it
to Mary Pickford and "Kismet."
Charles Lee Hyde, Manager, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

*

Dear Editor:

they

want?

They

had anything

will

Give us some twogo good. They haven't

•

states
something entirely
and "quite of the
power of the big

tions.

Up That Weak

Night

Santschi and Holman Day series alternately. This makes an excellent program
and will put over that slack day in any
community. Otto J. Petrick, Rex theVale,

Ore.

Would Like

the

is

ordinary

and drawing

money-making Jewels

The

Law,'

'No

Woman

pleteness of detail, as well as massivewhich characterize Jewel produc-

Three Months

the Editor:
I have
gone back to short subjects one night, a
week and it is bringing them in. I am
using "Ruth of the Rockies," "Pathe
News," "Snub Pollard Comedies," "Bob
& Bill Adventures," and the two-reel

atre,

out of
quality

Fox"

drawing card on the special attraction
schedule and his pictures were uniformly
popular East and West. So widespread
had the demand for Carey pictures become that President Carl Laemmle determined to make him a Jewel star and
give his productions all the latitude and
opportunity for elaboration and com-

Kans.

Building

'Outside

"The

in

Production

of actual time were
spent in filming the picture and frequently the company was working night
and day, in order to utilize to the full the
Robert
services of the U. S. cavalry.
In the cast
Thornby directed Carey.
are Betty Ross Clarke, Breezy Eason,
Olmstead,
Gertrude
Nichols,
George

Three

months

Johnny Harron.

Gertrude

Claire,

JEANERETTE, LA.— To

the Editor:

—

—

*

Dear Editor: Does a butcher shop
have any other name? Answer: Suppose
you might call it a meating place. WinDear Editor: What's the best band
accompany a lady vocalist? Answer:
husband. Vaudeville News.

to

A

Warren Will Publish
"Our Mutual Friend"
Film Version of Dickens' Tale
Has Been Produced in
Seven Reels
The

cinema

version
of
Charles
complete novel, "Our Muis announced for early publication by F. B. Warren Corporation
This attraction will run seven reels
in its silver sheet version and all the
characters made famous by Dickens will
be in evidence enacted by able character
actors who give the screen their best in
the roles assigned for "Our Mutual
Friend."
Dickens' last
tual Friend,"

This feature, company officials believe,
prove one of the strongest cards of
the fall season and an appeal for millions
who have read this classic will be on
hand to form long lines at the box offices
of theatres booking the picture.
In producing "Our Mutual Friend,"
the producers have been careful in carrying out every detail of the story. Every
character has been artistically treated
and presented in the most successful
manner.
will

Alan

Hale. George Cooper, Chas. Lemoyne.
C. E. Anderson and Harley Chambers.

Ideas
I

have a theatre in a small town of 2,100
population and have been unable to get
ahold of any stunts that would take for a
small town. I would appreciate some ideas
from some brother exhibitor. A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.

Dear Editor: How can I thicken my
hair? Answer: Try molasses and flour.
Winnipeg (Man.) Free-Press.

m

his

that

get tears

nebago City Enterprise.

Knows' and 'The Devil's Passkey.' "
For two years, Carey was the big

ness,

VALE, ORE.—To

of

Production Is Unusual
Universal

these Indians for years.
— William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina,
like

makes

I

do for this?
your ears.

*

debut as a
Universal-Jewel star on October 15 when
"The Fox," his first under this banner,
will
be published.
This will be the
second Jewel picture of the new season,
"No Woman Knows" having been
launched this month.

like

Why

what

a

Specials

The Redskin Comes Back
SALINA, KANS.— To the Editor: An
exchange sent me "Perils of the West,"

reelers.

in

Star in Universal

sent to his patrons as a fall announcement.
was of unusual merit. The above letter is a
reply to a request to be informed as to the results
obtained from the letter.

!

star,

Heart."

"The Fox" Marks Debut

It

believe I ran this same Indian picture
five or six years old. It was what we called
an old Bison picture. It went bigger than
any picture on my program. It went
extra big
They applauded all the way
through.
When they saw the one sheet
and the photos, they fell for it.
They want Indians.
not give them

Fox

My

Publish Carey-Jewel
Picture October 15

NOTE— The September 24 issue of
Herald reproduced on page 69 a letter Mr.

I

the

scene from "Girl of

Carey

sing

I

eyes. What can I
Stuff cotton in
Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

Answer:

SHIRLEY MASON,

Harry

When

my

in

EDITOR'S

Banks comedy.

her.

*

Hyde

a two-reel Indian and soldier picture, along
with "Thunderbolt Jack" and a Monty

No, you did enough for

Dear Editor: Would you marry a girl
on ten dollars a week? Answer: Yes, if
she had a steady job. New York World.

My

the

Yonkers Statesman.

feet.

Exploiting "Over the Hill"
Lowell Cash passed through Chicago
en route to Minneapolis, Minn., where
he will be engaged in exploiting "Over
the Hill" the big Fox spectacle.

Joe Brandt
Joe Brandt arrived

in

West

Chicago, Sept.
22 on his circuit around the big exchange
centres with "The Heart of the North"
in

Canadian Northwest feature, which
he and George Davis are state righting.
The feature was made by the Quality
Film Productions, Inc., the new DavisBrandt producing organization.

the

——
October

——
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service
PICTURE DID FOR
and read in the
TELL US

FOR THE

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

YOU

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Picture D,d For

Home Talent, a Mack Sennett production.
very good picture.
Good
house.
A. W. Fischer, Play House theaSmall town patrontre, Calistoga, Cal.
age.

—A
—

The Last

—

Mohicans, a Maurice
Gourneur production. Pleased the best
of any picture we have had this year.
of the

—

Fine business and pleased 100 per cent.
Hankinson. War Department theatre. Fort Niagara, X. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.
F. A.

—

The Foolish Matrons, a Maurice Tourproduction. Good program pic-

neur

— D.

ture.
rison,

—

E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,

Ark.

— Small

Homespun

—Very

Thomas H.

—

good. G.
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
hood patronage.

production.

Am

Har-

town patronage.

Folks, a

W.

Ince
Yeaton,

— Neighbor-

The

Girl

in

good

business

Empress

ble,

Okla.

— General

—

—

First National
Good References, with Constance Talmadge. One of Connie's best. Pleased

—
— R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. — A production that shows won1007c

St.

— Small

Chicago.

town

with

the Taxi,

—

Mr. and

Good picture and
prevailed.
William Notheatre, Oklahoma City,

—

patronage.
Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri. Certainly am glad I was rained out on this
one.
A picture that the blue law advocates can hold up to the people and get
judgment. No good for small town.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. Small town patronage.
Man, Woman, Marriage, an Allen
Holubar production. Wonderful spectacular production.
Many compliments.
Ran three days. Business increased each
day. J. Paul Swickard, Favorite theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.
Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklyn production.
Pleased well. It is a good
program picture. R. Navary, Liberty
Verona, Penn. Neighborhood
theatre,
patronage.
19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.
cracker-jack picture, but lost money account poor business. E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.
Pleased my patrons very much.
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H. Neighborhood patronage.
Man, Woman, Marriage, an Allen

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Hay-

The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. Everybody likes this kind of a
picture.
Pleased 100%. Horace Em-

—

K. theatre, Lewisport, Ky.
Neighborhood patronage.
Unseen Forces, with Sylvia Breamer.
A box office winner for regular program
because it's
different
and therefore
mighty
Bros.,
entertaining.
Giacoma

mick.

O.

—

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

— Gen-

CHARLES

H.

RYAN, manager

of

the Garfield theatre, Chicago, conphotograph,
above
the
tributes
posed in the lobby of his playhouse
during the celebration of its 12th
anniversary.
Mr. Ryan was one of the first
contributors to this department of
and has aided mathe

HERALD

in its development by his
example of consistent support.
His penned captions on the original photograph are indicative of
terially

his

regard

They

are:

Forty Five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. Although this does
not follow usual run of stories given
Ray, it sure is a fine play. Ray always
goes well here. Merle E. Rhoda, Palace

FOR

ME."

—

Placer, a

Marshall

— A splendid production thai drew well. — Charles Born, Elks
theatre, Prescott, Ariz. — General patronage.

Good

References, with Constance Talto star's standard. However, picture pleased.
Excellent support.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small town patronage.

madge— Not up

—

—
— —

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neiian
production. Just an ordinary program
picture.
L.
G. Alby, Strand theatre,
Waterford, Wis. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Fox
The Big Town Round-Up, with

— This

Tom

picture pleased most everyalways takes with our

Tom Mix

—

Tom

—

—

Prairie Trails, with
Mix. This
star goes over good. Also William RusThe last named star's pictures are
sel.
Business fair.
a great improvement.
E. C. Clawson, Majestic theatre, James-

A Reader,
A Writer,
A Success

eral patronage.

—

of

Neiian production.

Tom

Played

Falls,

town patronage.

Bob Hampton

—A
—

Jackie Coogan.

—

—
— Small

Idaho.

Mix.
first class Western picture.
Star
quite popular here and a good drawing
card.
Charles Born, Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz.
General patronige.

—

matinee Saturday morning. A.
man, Catarace theatre, Niagara
N. Y. General patronage.

Inferior Sex, with Mildred Haris not a great actress and does
not draw. Severe loss, partly due to new
house opening up. Play was fairlygood. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

—Star

—

—

the

The

ris.

The Big Town Round-Up, with

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Great of the kind. Wesley Barry would
have been better because he's older.
Business wonderful three' days. J. Paul
Swickard, Favorite theatre, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
three days to a fine business.
to The Kid, the best business of
year.
Played a children's special

—

audience. Fred
Bartholomae,
Crown
Point, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Next

—

one.

r

Bad Boy, with

It, a Marshall Nielan production.
A picture that will please and
get any theatre money.
First National
pictures always good. A poor box office
attraction.— C. E. Taylor, Strand theatre,
Port Leyden, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

Mix.

Has
the principals.
some very w eak spots and goes over
with about 25% of the patrons. Business
a little below average two days.
W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Peck's

—

Go and Get

—

by

acting

derful

—

An elaborate film
well acted.
Drew well and
pleased most of the feminine patrons.
Charles Born, Elks theatre, Prescott,
Ariz.
General patronage.
Holubar production.
spectacle,

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

—

Guilty, a J. Parker Read, Jr.,
production. An entertaining picture, but
exceptionally
poor
drawing
card.
Charles Born, Elks theatre, Prescott,
Ariz.
General patronage.
I

Minn.

Royalton,
patronage.
theatre.

Associated Producers

De arborn

S.

for

the

department.

"WHAT THE PICTURE DID

"WHAT PICTURES DID FOR
THE GARFIELD."

town. N. Y.— General patronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix. A veritable cyclone. Fastest and
best Western comedy Mix has made in
two years. E. A. Baradel, Palace theaSmall town patrontre, McGehee, Ark.

—

—

—

age.

The Cheater Reformed, with William

—Wm.

Russel

has

a different
expect.
It
Saturday audience. W. T.
pleased
la.
Biggs, Virginia theatre, Anita,

Russel.

show here from what you

my

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Mother Heart, with Shirley MaA most excellent picture which
son.
highly pleased a big business. William
Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,

—

—

— General
—

Okla.

patronage.

The Iron Rider, with William RusIt's good of its kind, but not good
sel.
for me.

I

fell

hard on

this one.

— A.

S.

—

—

—
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Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

G.

—

Madame

X, with Pauline Frederick.
Pleased everyone. In fact, I will repeat
on this one. Did a good business. Elk
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Going Some, with a special cast. Patrons were pleased.
Will keep audience
suspense until last reel, when the race
is won.
Cast is very good. S. A. Berger, Star theatre, Jasper, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty Compson.
A splendid picture. This was this
star's first appearance here, but had good
comments. John I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre. Cheney, Kans.
The Revenge of Tarzan, with a special
cast.
Best picture from a box office
standpoint this year. Will please all the
Tarzan followers. J. D. Parmelee, TryIt theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.
in

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hodkinson
The Man

of the Forest, with a special
one is really a knockout. To

— This

cast.

strike

good one in Western melonowadays is a little difficult.

a

dramas
This

is a 100 per cent picture, clean and
entertaining, that all classes of people
will enjoy.
Book it, and boost it. R.
N'avary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Breaking Point, with Bessie Barriscale.
Best picture Miss Barriscale has

—

appeared

long

a

for

in

time.

— Foy's

Neighborhood theatre, Dallas, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Fine Western picture. Did pretty good
on this one. J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre,
Humphrey, Ark.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The Man

CONSTANCE BINNEY,

star of "Beautiful Eyes," a

new

Realart picture, with her
director, Maj. Maurice Campbell (left) and Elmer Harris, supervising director,
on the lot where she will make her first West Coast production. The white bundle in Constance's arms in her prize "pooch."

Carlos,

Bijou

Jcaneritte,

theatre,

La.

Goldwyn

Neighborhood patronage.

Beyond

Price, with Pearl White.

—

PicPearl no drawing card in my
theatre.
She has lost her pep. F. Bartholomae, Crown theatre, Crown Point,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ind.
ture

fair.

—

—

Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones.
Jones is a good drawing card here. Full
house— A. W. Fischer, Play House theaSmall town patrontre, Calistoga, Cal.

—

age.

From Now On, with George Walsh.
Fair orogram picture. P. G. Held, Ster-

—

ling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

—

—

The Tomboy, with
This was one of
months. She sure

my

Eileen Percy
best nights in

—

some actress. W.
Grand theatre, Marked Tree,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
Very bad picture. Business rotten.
Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patronis

Harris,

—

—

age.
Price, with Pearl White.
Seven reels of entertainment. Best picture she has ever made for Fox. Lots of
comedy in this one. Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town

—

—

Pleased capacity business daily.

stories.

William Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

—

The North Wind's

Malice, with Vera

—

Gordon. Very good picture. Fine scenery. Acting is first class. People complimented me for running this class of
picture during this hot weather. S. A.
Berger, Star theatre, Jasper, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special
Very poor picture for a small
Might go
town.
Patrons dissatisfied.

—

over

—

a city all right.
A.
Colonial theatre, Ellicottville,
in

H.
N.

Coit,

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Guile of Women, with Will Rogers.
A very entertaining comedy drama, at
times quite touching.
It will give satisfaction.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theaNeighborhood
Minn.
Alexandria,
tre,
patronage.

—

—

Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy.—
and disgusting. Theme worn out.
Shop girl beauty that saves the rich famSilly

of the Forest, a

— Drew

Zane Grey
Other

only average.

Zane Grey pictures went
ple disappointed

big.
Some peothis because it did
as closely. As a whole,
in

not follow book
good entertainment. J. Paul Swickard,
Favorite theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Spenders, with a special cast.

—

Good picture that will please 90%. It
drew well on account of well known
players

the cast.

in

— R. Navary, Liberty
— Neighborhood pat-

theatre, Verona, Pa.

ronage.

The Man

of the Forest, with a special
excellent
picture
and had
many patrons express favorable opinion.
All seemed to be pleased.
Foy's Neighborhood theatre, Dallas, Tex. Neighcast.

—An

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Spenders, with a special cast.
Had a number of people tell me they had
never seen a better picture of this class.
It will go over anywhere.
Joseph Dowling's work especially good.
E. A. BaraPalace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
del,
Small town patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.Good picture and business. William Noble, Isis theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

—

Metro
A

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
An Al Lytell production and his best
picture for some time.
Charles Born,
Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz. General

—

—

patronage.

—

Half the house left while the
show was going on. Nothing in it.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patron-

Home Stuff, with Viola Dana. No
brains used in this one. Just as poor as
any picture could be. It surely is disgusting to have such offerings as this

age.

one

ily

Beyond

patronage.

—

cast.

Colorado Pluck, with William RusAn average good picture, but no
sell.
Western.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.— Small town patronage.

S.

The Old Nest, a Rupert Hughes production.
One of the greatest of all

production.

honor.

—

The

Loves

Frederick.

of

— Good

Letty,

program

with

Pauline

picture.

—P.

and

have to jam
The producer

it

down

folk's

that uses care
and brains in pictures will survive, and
throats.

—
—A
October

the brainless wonders are going to be
looking for work. W. H. Brenner, Cozytheatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

—

Big Game, with May Allison. The
weakest Metro I have used this year, but
passable at that. G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre, Exeter, X.
H. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.
Just a
Sterling

bunch of

picture.

— P.

Held,
Nebr.

G.

Fairmont,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

Coincidence, with a
mediocre picture.
May
don't offer too much.
J.
roe theatre, Key West,

—

special

cast.

—
—

be booked, but
Carbonell, MonFla.

—Neighbor-

Born, Elks theatre,
General patronage.

Seas, with Alice Lake.
picture Alice Lake ever ap-

Giacomo

Pleased about 25%.

in.

Tomb-

Bros., Crystal theatre,
stone, Ariz.
General patronage.

A
A

—

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.

good

Well received by delighted audiences.
William Noble, Criterion

picture.

theatre,

—

Oklahoma

City,

Okla.

General patronage.
The Match Breaker, with Viola
Dana. First class. A clean, wholesome

—
comedy.
Star's best picture for
time. — Charles Born, Elks theatre,
Ariz. — General patronage.

some
Pres-

Sends them out with a smile.
Paul Swickard, FaJ.
vorite theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.
like

—

—

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish.— Good
entertainment.
I
can nearly always
please my patrons with Dorothy Gish,
although this is not her best picture. It
attracts interest from ;'act that her hus-

—

band co-stars. J.
theatre,
Norwich,

H. Talbert, Legion
Kans. Small town

—

patronage.
production.
will please

the World,

—A

ommended

all

a

William De Mille

delightful
audiences.

picture

Could be

that
rec-

—

as one of the verv best. J.
theatre, Key West,

Monroe

Carbonell,
Fla.

The Bait, with Hope
picture,
but did not

Hampton.— Good
draw

—

Pleased all who saw it. A.
Bijou theatre, Jeaneritte, La.
hood patronage.

Sham,

with

Ethel

so

Clayton.—Very
Sunday night.
Prescott,

—

Quest of His Youth, with

in

with

Betty

acted, but not
enough action. Dragged. Artistic subtitles—J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,

— Small

— An excellent picture. — William Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla. — General patronage.
Sham, with Ethel Clayton. — Fine picStar well liked here. Drew a large
crowd. All pleased. — A.
Carlos, Bijou
theatre,
Jeaneritte,
La. — Neighborhood

Wallace
Reid.
The best picture for the whole
week of Paramount. Old, but good.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,

patronage.

A

Compson.

ture.

S.

Conrad

Thomas

Quest of His Youth, with
Meighan. Picture
somewhat
in

—

unique, but pleased fairly well, but not
the part for Meighan.
F. Bartholomae,
Crown theatre. Crown Point, Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Buried Treasure, a Cosmopolitan pro-

— An

entertaining picture.
Star
has no drawing power with us. Charles
duction.

—

Norwich, Kans.

The

Lottery

—

Ind.

— Small

Man,

town patronage.
with

town patronage.

Proxies, a Cosmopolitan production.

first-class program picture.
special.
D. E. Fitton. Lyric

—

Harrison, Ark.

— Small

Not

a
theatre,

town patronage.

The City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan.
Wonderful
picture.
Many
compliments on this one. Business fair.
J. Paul Swickard. Favorite theatre, Los

—

Angeles, Cal.

— Neighborhood

WESLEY BARRY
like a jazzy

patronage.

good
made.

B.

is

accommodat-

Cunningham,

Cattaraugus,
hood patronage.

theatre,

N.

Y.

Palace

— Neighbor-

The Prince Chap, with Thomas Meigh-

— Satisfactory to big business. — GiaBros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. — The best picture Paramount
an.

coma

made.
It is a picture far superior to
anything Paramount ever put out. The
alone are worth the price of admission. Production very elaborate, acting wonderful.
Photography was very
good. All 100 per cent. Louis B. Goulden, Princess theatre, Frankfort, Ind.
General patronage.
titles

—

Hills, with Robert Wargood, clean picture. J. C. RobSmall
inson, Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla.
town patronage.

Told

in the

—A

Buffalo, N. Y.

burn.
ordinary.

patronage.

"Penrod"

picture and the best the star has

— Dan

wick.

— General

"Alligators

ing his playmate with a new piece
called the "Pete Smith Blues," dedicated to Marshall Neilan.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
The house record for two days. A 500%
production and one that should clean up
anywhere. L. Benny, Linden theatre,

—

says:

tune as well as anybody,"

so the star of

good.
Drew well on
Charles Born, Elks theatre,
Ariz.
General patronage.

Conrad

well.

Carlos,

S.

— Neighbor-

Thomas Meighan. — Well

Paramount
of

it.

Business good.

cott,

The End

Ariz.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace Reid.—
Give us more comedy dramas

The Lost Romance,

Uncharted

Prescott,

79

Great.

hood patronage.
Poorest
peared here

——
—
A
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— —

An Amateur

Devil, with Bryant Washpleasing comedy-drama.
Just
J.
H. Talbert, Legion theaNArwich, Kans. Small town patron-

—A

—

—

The Life Line, with a special cast.
Fair picture
Good ending. Midget theatre, Metamora, T II.
Neighborhood patronage.

age.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton. Picture good.
Business poor.
My patrons do not like Westerns or

Played two days to capacity. Brought it
back to one day and cleaned up again. A
wonderful production. C. Riehl, Liberty
Neighborhood
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

—

—

—

—

rough

pictures.
J. Paul Swickard, FaNeighvorite theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

—

borhood patronage.

One

Minute, with Douglas MacLean. A highly entertaining offering.
pictures.
Better than
star's
recent
Charles Born. Elks theatre, Prescott,
Ariz.
General patronage.
The Love Special, with Wallace Reid.
The best I've had with Reid so far. Fine

—

a

—

picture,

star

crowd.— A.
Jeaneritte,
age.

well liked and drew large
Bijou theatre,
Carlos,
patronLa. Neighborhood
S.

—

Deep Waters, with a special cast.
Beautiful sea views and underwater scenery, but acting of leading character, an
old man, was not forcible enough to keep
interest

from dragging.

Bosworth should

—

been cast in this picture. J. H.
Talbert, Legion theatre. Norwich, Kans.
Small town patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
The best money-getter I have had this
season. This was my record picture. A
have

—

tre,

Humoresque,

with

special

a

—

cast.

—

patronage.

Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
used this picture and educational
comedy, Holy Smoke, to open our new
house, and made a good pleasing show.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

We

—

Deep Waters, with

a special cast.

—

No drawing

Our
power.
patrons still cling to stars or favorites.
Charles Born, Elks theatre, Prescott,
General patronage.
Ariz.
fair

picture.

—

Pathe
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.

— Wonderful

ments.

Give us

production.

some more

George Stonoras, Abbott

Many comlike

theatre,

it.

Plant

City, Fla.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon HamilMuch better than the average program picture and liked by everyone. You
can't make a mistake if you book this.
ton.

—

—
—
A
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Foy's
Neighborhood theatre,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

Dallas.

—

—

done on a Minter picture. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

The
is

——

Killer, with a special cast.
This
a crackcrjack of a picture. They asked
more like this one. A picture you

for

—

can boost.

Nuff sed. William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

R-C
The Mistress
ine Frederick.

Pictures

Frederick docs some good acting and
her part is different from the role she
generally portrays. Foy's Neighborhood
theatre, Dallas, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

Kismet, with
Otis
Skinner. Some
thought it wonderful.
Others walked
Will please in a city, but not a
out.
small town.
Personally, thought it a
very fine production. F. S. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Bad Luck, with Max
Kinder. The
best
comedy-drama w-e
have had in a good while. You can't go
wrong with this one. George Stonoras,
Seven

—

Years'

—

Wanda

with

good as some of
this star's pictures.
W. A. Nance, White
Grand theatre, Conway, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

as

—

Blackbirds, with Justine' Johnstone.
This picture is worth while. Good photography. Leo S. Bucher, Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.—
good, clean, snappy comedy.
Just the
kind to amuse one. Giacoma Bros.,

—

Crystal theatre,
eral patronage.

Tombstone, Ariz.

— Gen—

39 East, with Constance Binney.
pleasing program picture.
Played this
during hot weather, so cannot report
from a box office standpoint. J. J.
Crowell, Star theatre, Middleport, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Oh Lady

—

Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
very good Daniels picture. R. O. Baker,
Baker's Electric theatre, McCune, Kans.
Small town patronage.
Soldiers

Realart

cast.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.
Very good picture. Well liked
here.
Realart
always good. George

—

Stonoras, Abbott theatre, Plant City, Fla.

Moonlight and Honeysuckle, with Mary

—

Minter.
Picture is fairly entertaining, but of light nature.
Pleases
younger patrons very well. Mary Miles
Minter does usual performance. Shown
two days to the poorest business ever
Miles

Woman,
Not

—

—

Abott theatre, Plant City, Fla.

—

Outside

— Fair.

Cambridge Springs,

—

Fortune, with a special
This type of play does not take

with

my

ter

than

of

patrons. Did not draw any betaverage program picture.
Merle E. Rhode, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

Out

of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.

Good chorus girl story with the usual
theme, but it passed all right. Peppy in
spots, but not enough to annoy my worst
critics.

ones.

— S.

Book Realart
V. Wallace,

for a lot of good
Hour theatre,

Itlle

Pa.

1021

8,

—Transient

pat-

ronage.

The Furnace, with
picture enjoyed
prices reduced

—The

a special cast

business, with top
to
30 cents.
William
theatre, Oklahoma City,

fair

—

Noble, Orpheum
Okla. General patronage.

—

Anne

of Shenstone, with PaulVery good picture. Miss

—

The
Hawley.

October

of Green Gables, with
Mary
Miles
Minter. Very
pleasing
picture
and should please any small town. First
good attendance in weeks. L. G. Bridgeman, S. O. V. Armory theatre, Barker,
N. Y. Neighborhood natronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley— This
is a good lesson for the girls and you
want to tell them not to miss it. It is
the best for a small town. Ask the parents to come.
It will do them good.
S. A. Berger, Star theatre, Jasper, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter.
Patrons sure thought that this
was good. Should go over O. K. everywhere. R. O. Baker, Baker's Electric
theatre,
McCune, Kans. Small town
patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.
Fvcryone pleased. Rea'.Fine picture.
art consistently good.
F. E. Sabin, MaNeighborjestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
hood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Selznick
The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.
Very good story. Well liked. Drew
well.
All pleased. In spite of rain, had
A. S. Carlos, Bijou theaa large crowd.

—

Jeaneritte,

tre,

La.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.
People do
of picture ruined it.
not care for this kind. E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small
town patronage.
The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.
Not even an average picture. O'Brien
seems to have lost his following here so
far as the girls are concerned. And they
made him. Plot highly improbable. DeEnding leaves a bad taste
tails ignored.
Pass it by. Harold F.
in one's mouth.
Wendt, Tivoli theatre, Toledo, O.— General patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen

Ending

—

—

—

—

Moore. Here is one that pleases and
will undoubtedly please a usual audience.
Went very good and it has a good title.
theatre, Buffalo,
J. H. Michael, Regent
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive

—

—

Good program picture. In fact,
better than a good many so-called highW. W. Sterlen, Alhamclass pictures.
bra theatre, Delta, la.— Neighborhood
Thomas.

—

patronage.

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Hampicture.
My patrons
Fine
Pleased all: good business;
liked this.
merstein.

—

— A.

star well liked.
atre, Jeaneritte,

La.

S.

Carlos, Bijou thepat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

The Girl from Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammerstein. Good program picture.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. Small town patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Played three days to fair business. A good picture for the small town.
A good comedy. A. Vancroix, Bijou
Neighbortheatre, Jamestown, N. Y.
hood patronage.
The Girl Who Dared, with Edythe
Fair Western production. Gave
Sterling.
fairly good satisfaction.
W. W. Sterlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

SIGRID HOLMQUIST, known
appear

in

Paradise."

abroad as the "Swedish Mary Pickford," who will
support of Eugene O'Brien, in his Selznick production, "Prophet's

The
Good
liked

Fighter,
picture.

—

with

Drew

by everyone.

—

Conway
well.

Tearle.
Star well

Well pleased.

Good

—
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MAE MURRAY
attendance.
Jeaneritte,
age.

— A.
La.

in

S.

Carlos, Bijou theatre,

patron-

Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien. Couldn't ask for a better program picture. However, O'Brien does
not draw here.
Picture runs true to
story in Saturday Evening Post. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

United Artists
Way Down

East, a D. W. Griffith
production.
Played three days to capacity business.
Stood them out during the
hottest kind of weather.
wonderful
production.
Howard Carroll, International theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

—

A

General patronage.
Street, a D. W. Griffith producwill not attempt to pick the star

Dream
tion.

—

I

81

two scenes from "Peacock Alley" her first independent production made
was directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

— Neighborhood

—

——
A

—

of the picture. They all are stars in their
places.
magnificent production of the
better class, showing a heart throb moral
lesson. Griffith shows once more that he
is the master of the silent screen.
Too
much cannot be said about the picture,
the actors or the producer. Book it. It's
great.
Carbonell,
Monroe theatre.
J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

—

Way Down
duction.

East, a D.

W.

Griffith pro-

— Played this for.seven days.

My

town has

a population of 3,000.
Should
have played it three days, and a dollar
top is too much.
Fair business, and I
worked hard to pub it over. Robert

—

Homing, Shea's Opera House, Jamestown, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. This
kid picture reaches the hearts of the
straight-laced
who hate themselves.
Nothing like it -done by any other actress.
good picture for young and
old. -S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient pat-

A

—

—

ronage.

Suds, with Mary Pickford.— Played to
the biggest day's business of the year.
Gave away a cake of soap, Kirkman's
full size.
Made a tie up with the soap
manufacturer. Put it over this way and
can't
lose.
you
J. F. Bovay, Lyric and
Laurel theatres, Binghamton, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
The picture was fine, with thrills, feats
and side-splitting situations, and genuine
and wholesome entertainment. William

—

Oklahoma

Noble, Empress theatre,
Okla.

The Mark
Fairbanks.
las

of

Fairbanks

—

picture, but

doesn't

George Stonoras,
Plant City, Fla.

me.

Douglas
Doug-

with

Zorro,

— Excellent

City,

mean much
Abbott

for
theatre,

Desperate

—A

100%

Youth, with

Gladys Wal-

Everybody
Book it.— A.

picture.

Full
house.
Fischer, Play House theatre,
patronage.
Small
town
Cal.

fied.

—

Burnt

Mayo

Wings,

with

was good

play.

— Merle

Palace theatre, Royalton,
town patronage.

E.

Minn.

It

Rhoda,

— Small

The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason. This is a dandy.
The kid is
good.
Will please old and young.
If
you want kids, play it strong, for it's a

—

dandy kid picture. You can't go wrong
on this one. Business good on this one.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.
Kans.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Holds the house record for the year. A
100% production. Held over three days
longer than booking for a week. A big
newspaper campaign.— H. J. Smith, Palace theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.
Book this one. Very good. Lots
of action.
Good photography. Pleased

—

all

critics.

Poor patronage.

Herman Salmon,
Cissna Park,

111.

Too

hot.

Cissna Park Movie,
Neighborhood patron-

Jr..

—

age.

The Fighting Lover, with Frank
Mayo. This might be a good picture,
but it's so dark I can't tell if it was good
or not. Some places just a blank on the
screen.
Give us more light, so we can
tell
if
the picture is good. William

—

—

Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

—

The Gauntlet, with Harry Carey.
dandy Western and pulled the best house
I have had.
Robert Earll, Elite theatre.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

Shipwrecked

—

Among

Cannibals, witli a

special cast.
This picture pleased about
60% here. It is a good, instructive picture as to cannibal life, but got a little

The majority here like good
comedy-dramas or live out-of-door pictures.
M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Wildraggy.

—

liamsburg, Kans.

Vitagraph

Universal
ton.

this

for Tiffany Productions, Inc.

Frank

satis-

W.

Calistoga,

Mayo.

better in outdoor stories, although

The Courage

of Marge O'Doone, witli
Here is an unusual pica special cast.
fights
its
ture that
way into the hearts of
lovers of might. Some of the best work
big woods
we ever had on our screen.
Vitagraph has
story and a fine one.
some real pictures if you want any.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cam-

—

A

—

—
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bridge

Springs,

Pa.

— Transient

patron-

age.

USE THIS BLANK

Closed Doors, with Alice Colhoun.
Good, clean picture.
Star not known,
but all those
it very much.

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

S.

La.

Jeanerittc,

tre,

Box

who saw

— A.

—

the picture liked
Carlos, Bijou theaNeighborhood pat-

ronage.

October

my

very best.
Drawing crowds and
whenever same is run the house is
packed to capacity. G. Radtke, Butterfly theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.

—

The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast.
Not much good, although
liked by the kids.
Patronage held up
fairly well.
R. O. Baker, Electric thea-

—
—

McCune, Kans. — Small town patron-

tre,

Story.

1921

8,

age.

State Rights

Join in This Co-operative Service

A

Report Regularly on

Western Adventure (Pioneer), with
William
Fairbanks. Very
good and
plenty of action.
Business good. M.

You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Pictures

Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

—

— Neighborhood
Hush

Fill in this

blank

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

—

Wallach, Variety theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
patronage.

(Equity),

with

Clara

showing good pictures. If ten years
old and shown in a five-cent house, it
would be a real attraction. The star is
all that that word implies.
The supporttres

Title

ing cast

Star

even

"tough"

Wendt,

Rivoli

Downtown

Producer

The story will grip
audience.
Harold F.

flawless.

is

a

—

Toledo,

theatre,

(Lubin),

—A

with

a

—

ronage.

Border

the

of

—

(Federated),

with Grace Cunard. A good Western.
Will get you the money if properly exploited.
Carbonel, Monroe theatre,
J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

—

—

—

Charge

(Equity), with Clara Kimball Young.— The picture enjoyed fair
business and was pleasing to all that saw
it.
William Noble, Orphcum theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

Star

It

—

Producer

Remarks

—

Whispering Devils (Equity), with Conway Tearle. Good picture, but no drawing power.
Maybe on account of hot

—

—

weather. R. C. Steuve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O.
General patronage.

Hush
Young.

—

with

(Equity),

— Very

Clara

Kimball

good

Good

liked here.

picture.
Star well
acting. Beautiful back-

ground.
Should please any audience.
A. E. Rogers, Temple theatre, Dexter,
N. Y.

Name

The

Transient

ronage
City

or

Neighborhood

White

Horseman

—

Pat-

have shown. The best serial this year.
D. J. Walsh, Hippodrome theatre, BufNeighborhood patronage.
falo, N. Y.

—

Miracles of
with a special
this

serial.

Sure

is

years.

fine.

—W.

the

Jungle (Federated),
Don't fail to book
have
run one episode.
I
Best serial I have seen in

S.

cast.

—

Harris,

Marked Tree, Ark.
State

(Universal),

with Art Acord. Finished this one and
it
went over very good. Held interest
throughout.
One of the best serials I

of Theatre

Grand

theatre,
pat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann
tle.

—

patronage.

The Purple Riders
Joe. Ryan. A dandy

—

On

—

(Yitagraph), with
going good.
Thacher,

serial,

sixth
episode.
William
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

(Pathe), with

—

special casts.
All good and fit in with
picture.
E. A. Baradel, Palace thea-

—

any

McGehee, Ark.

tre,

— Small

town patron-

age.

The Golfer ( Fox), with a special cast.
Better than the majority of Sunshine
comedies. Several good stunts that got
the laughs.
H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre,
Alexandria,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

and Bob Series (Pathe).— These

Bill

are going big

Scouts

in free

Earlle,

Elite

our house. Let the Boy
on Monday nights. Robt.
theatre, Niagara Falls, N.
in

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Chili Romance (C. B. C),
Smith. — Very good comedy.

— This

picture

is

—

—

Sid

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Good two reel Western.
Everyone will like this one. J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Convict 13 (Metro), with Buster Keaton.)Some comedy. Lots of good laughs.
Drew good for two days. D. M. Spade,
Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
Stung Again (Universal), with a special cast.
A good, clean comedy which
pleased my audience.
F. Bush, Opera
House, Red Creek, N. Y.
Run 'Em Ragged (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.
One of the best comedies with
Snub I have ever used. Book it. It's
Harlan, Pastime theatre,
J.
fine.
C.
Humphrey, Ark. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Litof

considered one

with

Hallroom

Boys have lived up to the standard. Suitfor finest theatres.
A laugh for
every inch of film. Louis B. Goulden,
Princess theatre, Frankfort, Ind. General patronage.
The Jockey (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
Best two reel comedy we have had in
years.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark. Small town patronage.
Nonsense (Educational), with a special cast.
This is the first of these comedies shown and will have no kicks to
make if they are all like this one. Something different. Merle E. Rhoda, Palace
theatre, Royalton, Minn.
Small town
patronage.
and
Ants,
Grasshoppers
(Pathe),
Aesop's Fables cartoon. Very good. A
novelty.
Ran the first one and pleased
audience.
It finishes with a good moral
saying.
Louis B. Goulden, Royal theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Frankfort, Ind.
The Death Trap (Pathe), with Tom
able

Santschi.

Serials
Exhibitor

—

Y.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Plenty of iiction and full of
thrills.
This went over good to big business.
This scries is all good. Mrs.
Allen, Red Jacket theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

...

— On

Short Subjects

Western with plenty of
punch. The male star, Harry McLaughlin, while good in his part, should have
had a hair cut. He took up several feet

Carmen

of

cast.

O.

of film trying to get his hair under his
cap.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre,
Alexandria, Minn. Neighborhood pat-

Title

Tarzan (National), with a
the .Ith episode and
going good for these times. A year ago
it would have cleaned
up.
Holds interest throughout.
A. B. Cummings, Park
theatre,
Akron, N. Y. Neighborhood
special

Holman Day Westerns

Honeymoon Ranch

—

—

—

patronage.

special cast.

Remarks

—

The Son

Kimball
Young. Here is a picture which you can
bill as big as you want to and please
every one of your patrons. It has a big
appeal and should go big with all thea-

—

The White Horseman (Universal),
with Art Acrod. My patrons do not like
this
Sixteen episodes. J. Paul Swickard, Favorite theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

age.

—

a

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Opening of Pantage, Kansas CityAdds First Run to "Movie Row"
New

Theatre Located at Twelfth and McGee Streets
Erected at Cost of Nearly Million— S16, 000
Robert-Morton Pipe Organ a Feature

Equipment

Progress

Another first run motion picture house
has been added to Kansas City's "Movie
Row" with the opening of the Pantage

and vaudeville theatre.
The new theatre, which is located at
Twelfth and McGee streets, was erected
at a cost of $900,000 and is a tribute to

motion

Another

first-run

been opened
the Pantage.

house has

Kansas

in
It

is

City,

the latest

Western
the
addition
to
It
metropolis' "Movie Row."
was erected at a cost of S900.000 and the paramount pride
of the owners is that it incorporates all the latest features in modern equipment.
This is a healthy symptom.
Modern equipment is the life
of the theatre.
*
* *
Synchronized
Scenario
Music Company, which started
about a year ago to provide
suitable music for pictures, has
reduced its scope to scores for
Prepiano and organ only.
viously a complete orchestrais
antion was made.
It
nounced by the company that
it can be of the greatest service to the smaller exhibitor.
The smaller exhibitor is in the
majority and any company
catering- to his wants has the
larger part of the field to

work

in.

*

A new

*

*

projection machine

about to be marketed.

It

is
is

known

as the Beacon safety
projector. It is of the portable
With the motion pictype.
ture's ever-increasing popularity

both as an amusement and

as an educational factor, there

should be

an

the industry.

torium were furnished by HaywoodWakefield of Chicago, while the decorations were under the supervision of A. B.
Hiensberger of Seattle. M. B. Pemberton has been appointed resident manager
of the new theatre, Alexander Pantage
having made a special trip to Kansas
City

The projection room,

charge of Earl
Francis and J. L. Bradley, is one of the
most completely equipped projection
rooms in this section. Among other features, it contains two type E Simplex
machines, a Simplex spot light, two Stanford continuous arc feeds and an L. B.
Hooker rewind.
Prevention against fire in the projection room has been prononuced 100 per
in

to

attend

the

informal

opening,

which was marked by a capacity house.
The new theatre marks the addition of
the seventh house featuring motion pictures on Twelfth street, within a distance
of two blocks.
"We will seek the open market for all
our films,"

J.

J.

Cluxton, special repre-

cent perfect by the Kansas City fire department.
The automatic shutters are
controlled by a single cord, the fusing of
which shuts up the entire room.

Novel Arc Feeds
The Stanford continuous arc feeds are
somewhat of a novelty. They are manufactured in Kansas City and act as a barrier against any possible irregularities
that might occur in the current, assuring
a steady, clear picture at all times.
Another distinct feature of the new
house is a huge tower 178 feet high,
which is flood lighted, and which can be
seen for many blocks. On the pinnacle is
a revolving electrical sign, spelling the
name of the theatre, "Pantage."
The theatre is of the Renaissance type
of architecture, designed by B. M. Priteca
of Seattle, and was constructed under the
supervision of J. E. Gilbert, representing
The entrance is on
the architects.
Twelfth street, with the foyer and lobby
extending back 130 feet to the body of
The house has a seating
the theatre.
capacity of 2.200 and is equipped with a
special designed Robert-Morton pipe orBesides the main
gan, costing $16,000.
auditorium, there is a balcony, thirteen
lodges and six boxes on each side of the
house.

Mezzanine Waiting Rooms

ever-increasing

sales possibility for this type
of instrument.

picture

furnished, will accommodate more than
500 persons. The seats in the main audi-

An

excellent cooling system, designed
Priteca, automatically changes to
Huna heating system in the winter.
dreds of yards of luxurious velvet carpets
adorn the corridors and rest rooms; a
beautiful art glass dome, equipped with
special lighting, while the corridor leading to the main body of the theatre from

by Mr.

equipped with handsome
A
terra cotta and mural decorations.
huge mezzanine waiting room, lavishly

Twelfth street

is

Interior view of the Pantage, Kansas
City's new S900.000 theatre

sentative of Mr. Pantage, who supervised the opening of the new house, said.
"All of our pictures will be feature length
and will be the best that can be purchased.
have confidence in Kansas
City, as shown by our investment, and
feel assured that the new house will be a
great success."
Mr. Cluxton is a widely known the-

We

atrical expert in this section, and his
predictions as to the immediate increased
activity in the industry is taken by other
theatrical magnets as the "hand writing
on the wall."
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received by P.
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chairman of the transportation
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the Motion Picture Industry.
Stilson,
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Mailing Cylinder

of standardizing mail

lations has just been

4
aoolI.NCb. TUESDAY.

means

a

express shipments of film not on reels,
the Interstate Commerce
Commission
has issued specifications for a metal mailing cylinder which became effective Sep-

i
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keel.
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of shipping

Skein

i

Association's

committee has cooperated

Di>iribvtoi

tained in order No. 3666, which amends
specification No. 32 of the Regulations
for
the Transportation of Dangerous
Articles by Express.
Under the heading
"Class G Metal Mailing Cylinder," the
Interstate Commerce Commission's order
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Each container shall consist of a
metal cylinder made of tin of not less
than 30-gauge U. S. Standard (107-lb.
tin), with bottom and all other seams

Start

securely

bobie.
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pages from Realart's new date book, giving a detailed box office statement
of receipts, expenses, etc., and (right) the week's bookings.

Realart's Practical Booking Aid
Company Issues Form complete week, beingdivided
subdivided
are

into four secinto four

tions, the first

Which Permits Exhibitor
to Keep Accurate Daily
Ac count o f B usiness

Without Other Ledger
Forms.
A

date book

hibitors

who

is

being' given to

all

ex-

sign up for the Realart 1921-

This book, about nine
inches by five, is very substantially made.
has a durable cover of imitation
It
leather, and the pages are printed on
strong paper stock.
These two factors

22 Star Franchise.

book
was designed

insure the preservation of the date
for the period for

—two

which

it

years.

parts,

showing the

title

of

the

feature,

matinee receipts, evening receipts and the
total.

The next

shows the house over-

section

head, cost of features, cost of other serv-

express and advertising, other expense and total expense.
The third
section provides for gross receipts, less
war tax, net receipts, less expenses, 'and
net profit. In the last section are spaces

shown in the accompanying photograph, is a detailed box
office statement, which permits the exhibitor to keep an accurate daily account
of his business without any other bookkeeping journals or ledgers.
Designed for Week
These statements, also designed for a
opposite each, as

'

The

%

following marking:

L

ice,

the

for

weather,

date feature rental is
opposition and audience

paid,

com-

ment, the whole statement offering
complete record for future reference.
Year's Business Analyzed

On

the

fly leaf is

a place for the

of the exhibitor, the theatre

a

name

and the ad-

dress, together with Realart's address, in

This booking aid carries no advertising
aside from a small trade mark on the
front cover, and the booking pages contain ample space for the names of pictures booked by the exhibitor, other than
those of Realart. These pages have accommodations for a week's booking, and

soldered.
cylinder and cover must be
completely lined with hard fiber board
inch in thickness, as specified in paragraph 54 herein.
64.
The cover must consist of a tm tal
screw cap of the same thickness of metal
as the cylinder body and with not less
than three (3) threads.
65.
The total maximum quantity of
film that may be carried in one container must not exceed six (6) rolls of approximately fifty (50) feet each, or a total
of 300 feet.
66.
Each cylinder must be plainly
marked on the bottom thereof with a
symbol consisting of a rectangle and the
63.

case the

book

exhibitor's

given.

The

lost

is

franchise
last

page

or

mislaid.

number
is

is

The

C— 32

G.

letters and figures in this symbol
must be at least '/2 inch high. The symbol shall be understood to certify that

package complies with all the requirements of this specification.
67.
Cases now in service which were
manufactured and purchased prior to the
effective date of this specification and
which comply with and are marked to
show compliance with Shipping Container Specification No. 32 effective September 30, 1918, or with this specification,
may be used provided they are in proper
shipping condition and afford as secure a
container as similar type packages constructed under this specification.
the

also

devoted to an

analysis of the year's business.
These date books, though given gratis
by Realart, have been gotten up at considerable expense, and exhibitors who
have already received a copy speak very
highly of their practicality.
They are
sent out from the home office as soon as
consummated,
and the exa contract is
hibitor's name is embossed in gold on the
front cover.

—

C.

The

Columbus, O. Morrison M. Levison
has purchased the Strand theatre at 850
East Main street.

Louis

J.

Donn Named
Denver Music Agent

Louis

J.

Donn has been appointed

Denver representative for the Riviera
Music Company, Chicago. Mr. Donn reports that he

is

putting forth

all

efforts

make "Sweet Southern
"Karma" and "There'll Come

Dream,"
a Time"
Denver. Music

to

the popular numbers in
business, he claims, has been rather quiet
this summer, but conditions have changed
for the better during the past few weeks.
Dealers believe they will have big busi-

ness this

fall.

October
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8.

at Brown
street and
$400,000.

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

138th

It

will

137th
cost

Is

an

This.

—

Boston, Mass. Construction of a theatre in Shirley avenue, Revere, is planned
by Joseph Miller, 34 School street, Bos-

—A

Three Lakes, Wis.
picture theatre

is

River by Joseph

Asheville, N.
J. H. Buckner will
build a theatre opposite the postofHce in
West Asheville.

modern motion

to be erected at Eagle
Gorski of this city.
*

Long Branch, N. J.— A 5350,000 theto be called the Orpheum will be
erected on the Newton Doremus property in West Front street, Red Bank.
The house will seat 2,000.

Madison, Wis.

—A

*

—

Orlando, Fla. A theatre to seat 1,400
being erected here by B. Beacham.
is
The house is planned to be one of the

Kewanee,

new

owns

the

property.
*

111.

is

progressing on

A

§15,000 pipe

M.

C.

Elm

Grigsby is
and Has-

street

avenue.

kell

*

—

New

Pa.

Inc.,

—The

site

in addition to vaudeville.

Dallas, Tex.

— Ed

Foy has opened

all

ushers.
It will

and

Nathan

Wilmington,
DeL Fred
D.
and
Maurice E. Felt have taken title to the
Aldine theatre in Market street, between
Eighth and Ninth. A $30,000 organ is to
be installed.

Synchronized

Greater Productions, Inc.. of 303 Second street, Des Moines, la., local distributors for the Synchronized Scenario
Music Company of 64 East Jackson boulevard, Chicago, announces that it has
contracts

for

the

Music score service for
Blank Circuit houses.

his

all

Synchronized
of the A. H.

Inquire.

Gives better service at less
a decided profit.

make you

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

CO.

536 Central Building, Seattle, Washington

National Film Co.

/q7 IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS Vj\
ECLIPSE

Vr

Pre-eminent reproduction
worth; reputation is

real

are always in the market
for

Gold Fibre Screens

AND GAUMONT
paris

\

Samples and

literature

is

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

*^'r^s^/Jjg

upon request

'World's Largest Producers^/
J»lotion

PictureScreens

a screen's

its

Big Productions
,.~Sf

:

— Samuel

SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT THAT SHINES'

Installed without closing.

Office

Mass.

Goldstein of Springfield have purchased
the Casino theatre from Leighton C.
Shuster of this city.

closed

*

Theatre.
for a theatre

Efficiency that costs nothing.

We

Ware,

Install

—

Hansen Indicators replace part or
cost and locates the vacant seats.

ffl
/

completely remodeled.

A. H. Blank Circuit to

theatre,

Dubuque, la. The Majestic theatre
has been reopened under a new policy.
In the future a feature picture will be

Palace

"A VACANT

ffl

Capitol

west of Fourth, has been
opened under the management of Walter
The house represents an
C. Kantner.

on the program

York. Brown
has purchased a

Ownership Changes
Minonk, 111.— O. P. Morse and Gus
Cook of Dundee have taken possession
of the Royal theatre. The house will be

street,

*

Tex—

*

*

expenditure of $500,000.

organ will be installed.
Dallas,
Dr.
building a theatre at

Galesburg, 111. It is planned now to
open the Plaza theatre early next month.

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa.
Fred D. and Maurice
E. Felt plan to open their new Aldine
theatre
at
Nineteenth and
Chestnut
streets early in October.

Reading,

—Work

Kid."

*

Openings

Penn

Peerless theatre.

theatre will be
Fairchild and West

Madison Realty Company

Mifflin streets.

territory.

*
the

house opened with Charlie Chaplin's

has

The
"The

*

new

constructed at North

atre

finest in this

—

Steele, N. D.
E. A. Anderson
opened his new Ideal theatre here.

ton.

Projects

The new

—

*

Equipment

theatre.

*

—

Pa. Potts Brothers &
Cooperson have the contract for building
a theatre in Glenside for Glenside Realty
Company. Approximately $40,000 will be
expended in construction.

C—

New

neighborhood

sixth

addition to his chain, the Parkway, is
located at the main entrance to Fair park.

*

Being Installed

Is

street.

Philadelphia,

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

Brook avenue,

place,

85
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
By-Laws Adopted by

New Managers Club
Permanent

Officers

Elected

at Regular Meeting on

Voters Next

Month

Uran, who operates two theatres
Mattoon, 111., will know next month
whether or not he is to be permitted to
operate on Sunday.
B. F.

Friday

Cadoret Director of
Theatre Association
Board Discusses Grievances
at Meeting— Only Two

at

By-laws and constitution were adopted
by the newly organized F. I. L. M. Club
at its regular weekly meeting last Friday.
The purposes of the club, as announced
in the Herald last week, are to protect
the interests of both exchange men and
exhibitors, to obtain play dates, to eliminate bicycling of films and to enforce
the playing out of contracts.

Name Permanent

Blue Sunday Issue
Decided by Mattoon

Officers

In effecting a permanent organization
last Friday several changes were made in
the list of officers. Cecil Maberry, manager for Goldwyn, remains at the helm.
Sidney Goldman, vice-president of the F.
B. Warren Corporation, is vice-president; Eddie Silverman, Select manager,
treasurer; I. Leserman, Universal head,
secretary.
On the board of directors are Clyde
Eckhardt of Fox, Carl Harthill of ReelL.
Friedman of Celebrated,
craft,
J.
Harry Willard of Realart, and Fred
Aiken of Superior Screen Service.

Mattoon at present is a closed town
on Sunday. The question of opening,
however, will be on the ballots next
month. Mr. Uran now is conducting a
campaign to create a sentiment favoring
the Sunday theatre. Opposing his efforts
are the church organizations of the city
which
have
been
unusually
active
recently.

press of business.
The session was
tirely to a

devoted almost enthorough discussion of various

grievances.

Smith

Installs

New

System

at

Celebrated Exchange

C. R. Smith has been in Milwaukee installing an office system in the new exchange opened there by Celebrated Players Film Corporation.

On Progress

Plan Grievance Committee

Absentees
William H. Cadoret of the La Petite
theatre, Kankakee, 111., was elected
a
member of the board of directors of the
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance at
a meeting
of the directors last week.
One of the most encouraging meetings
in some time was held at
Chicago headquarters. Dee Robinson of Peoria and
Joseph Hopp were the only members not
in attendance.
Both were detained by

Staff

Although the question of holding the
next state convention has not been given
serious consideration thus far it is
believed the subject will come up for
early
discussion.

vention

Following the national con-

it was said no attempt
would be
to hold a state .gathering until some
time this fall. Several important matters
have collected since then for consideration by the entire organization.
For this
reason it is believed that early action will
be taken in setting a date for the convention.

made

Twenty-four managers

of the city are
grievmembers of the" organization.
ance committee will be appointed to take
up with exhibitors the various questions
affecting both branches of the local in-

A

Another Eating House
Opens in Film Colony

dustry.

Since formation of the new film colony
South Wabash there has been a mushroom growth of eating houses in those
parts. The most recent one to spring up
is a new coffee shop at No.
834.
Time
in

Many Attend

Trade

Showing Given by

may come when the film men by displaying proper discrimination can get a good
meal in the neighborhood.

Celebrated Players
During the past week Celebrated Players Film Corporation held trade showings on "Miracles of the Jungle" in
Milwaukee and Indianapolis. Both presentations attracted many exhibitors and
film men.

Orchestra Hall Will Close
Picture Season Saturday
Orchestra Hall, which has been playing First National and Paramount productions this summer, will close its motion picture season on Saturday, October
L "Footlights," starring Elsie Ferguson,
is the last picture to be presented
at the
house this season.

The Milwaukee showing was held on
September 22 in the Colonial room of
the Hotel Wisconsin. V. F. De Lorenzo,
Wisconsin representative for J. L. Friedman, president of Celebrated, was in
charge of the exhibition.
At Indianapolis the serial was shown
on September 20 at the Athenaeum. Exhibitors in both territories were favorAdably impressed with the picture.
ditional bookings following the showings attest their faith in the box office

Barbee Presenting Two
Features at Loop House
This

value of the chapter play.

Shop Is
Opened by Ehrenberg

Service Sign
Sol Ehrenberg

is

now

ice Sign System in the
Associated with
ing.

Williams.

The

new

operating ServStudebaker buildhim is Martin

company

will

specialize in motion picture service, both
to exhibitors and to exchanges.

"Joy Week"

at Barbee's Loop
Two feature pictures, "The
Moral Fibre," a Vitagraph production,
and "Heritage" comprise the bill.
is

theatre.

Set Date of Premiere

TOM MITCHELL,

one of Chicago's
pioneers in the exchange business, has
joined the sales force of Progress Pictures,

Frank Zambreno's new

right company. Tom
service in Chicago.

will

state-

handle the

A^pre-release showing of "The Foolish
Age" in which Doris May will make her
debut as a full-fledged star for R-C Pictures Corporation will take place at the
Park theatre, Boston, on October 10. On
that date it will begin an engagement of
three weeks.

October
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bassador
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Tom

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

By Mac.'

J

,

Broacrway. It's a great town, rare fellowship and all that sort of stuff, and so
it is with the big metropolis by the Lake,
so we'll
that.

call

it

draw and

a

*

*

With September

let

it

go

at

*

bringing in the
months, looks like I. Maynard
Schwartz, Educational's local manager,
will have to put the Hay Fever act over
for another season. Now that the sneezes
are passe, it's going to make it hard for
Maynie to work up a sensible alibi for
21

Fall

his

Sunday

Dan Barton

*

*

Musical
completed a
flying trip through the Central West,
spending the past week at his Chicago
office preparatory to another, and with
his usual modest mien refused to hand
us any official info. With quite a few new
theatres about this part of the country
nearing completion, looks to us as though
of

Bartola

the

Company

just

much of the melody will emanate from
Bartola instruments, for Dan does very
little traveling for his health.
* * *
"Charles Lundcren, who for the past
few years has been representing the
Doll-Van exchange, is now covering Illinois and northern Indiana for the HodWith Charlie's vast
kinson exchange.
following in this territory looks like the
Hodkinson sales records will show quite
a bulge when this popular blonde gets
the boys signing the dotted line.
*

*

*

Talking about sales records, drop up to
Celebrated and take a slant at Johnny
Mednikow's results on their big serial.
Johnny is not letting anything stop him
these busy nights. It seems last Tuesday
a few members of Chi's light-fingered
fraternity were paying a visit to the Winnemac garage in search of desirable motor transportation and spied Johnny's
Paige. After considerable argument with
the night watchman, the Paige sputtered
out of the garage for a bit of a trip.
Word was received by the police the next
afternoon that a Paige was found on the
prairie out South calling for its master.
John tells us, "It looked like it had been
used for an artillery target."
.

Paul

Hoosier quarters.
*

Elliott,

*

*

*

manager

of the

Indian-

Pathe exchange, gave the Chicago
branch a two days' visit, Sept. 21-22, and

apolis

CLASSIFIED

*

*

Another thing, fellows. Where are you
eating these days? C'mon, get busy and
register with our genial host, Gus Treulich, the guiding genius of the "Palais
Cinema" restaurant. Park your cars in
front of 744 So. Wabash avenue, one
flight up, turn to the left and there you
with Al Normal ready to collect
your cash after dining.
are,

ward

for the Celtic
with us and bigger

still

—

"King George"

fedora.
*
*

*

tells

Ned Holmes, who has been telling Chicagoans not to miss "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" at the LaSalle
Opera House for many months, has
transferred his typewriter to Milwaukee
and soon they'll know the big Metro film
is a wonder.
* * *

Ralph Kettering returned from French
last week looking more dapper than

Lick

ever,

such a thing

if

possible.

is

Baby Peggy

With

golf.

*

Instrument

us that business is now displaying a
the
in
for
better
noticeable activity

is

having just become affiliated
with the Progress Pictures. Just watch
this young cub show 'em all how it is
done! No the sky-piece that Tom is
now disporting is not a brown derby but
a

We're back again on the Row after
our little romp about li'l oP New Yawk's

to the 19th

republic.
than ever,

Chicago theatre soon to
throw its doors open, Bill Hollander,
director of publicity and advertising for
the Balaban & Katz enterprises, is sure
burning up twenty-three hours out of
every twenty-four effecting final preparations for the grand opening. This event
should readily place the Windy City as
the home of America's most beautiful

to Star
In Century Comedies

the

"A Muddy
As

Production
Baby Peggy,
2-year-old

film palace.

*

*

*

Bride" Scheduled

Child's First Stellar
the talented

child,

famous

as co-star to Brownie, the

With Sam Gold announcing

he

and versatile

for

work

her

wonder dog,

that
no longer affiliated with the Master
Advertisers, a new advertising agency
devoted to exploitation and the advertising of films is established, known as the
Gold Advertising Company, 118 N. La

has been elevated to stardom by Julius
Stern, president of Century Film Corporation, producer of the Century com-

Salle street.

intention to advance to stardeserving actor or actress
working for me, regardless of age, who
shows merit necessary in producing of
comedies. The day of just the handsome
or pretty face, devoid of any talent, is
over.

is

*

*

*

*

*

announcement of Hodkinnew manager for their Chicago

son's

the

office still

pending, the

Row

is

being kept

very busy making all sorts of guesses.
Never mind, we'll all know one of these
days.

Lest
finally

we

forget,

withdrawn

Mr. Stern says of the
"It

is

dom

*

Now that Morris Hellman of the Universal exchange is through his vacationing and with that coat of tan fast disappearing,
most of the exhibitors are
having no trouble recognizing this quiet
young film executive, so one would naturally expect to now notice a considerable
increase in sales about this busy office.
With

edies.

my

stardom:

Dog

Stars on Merit

have starred Brownie, our wonder
dog, only because of his merit. The same
of Harry Sweet.
He advanced unaided,
winning only through his merits. Charles
Dorety advanced from the ranks and
now comes Baby Peggy.
"Any actor or actress who proves
to me that he or she can act, advances,
and as to age Baby Peggy my newest
star, is but 2 years and 2 months old."
"I

—

—

Tom Mitchell
his

child's

every

has
candidacy as am-

Fishback Will Direct

Baby
will

Peggy's

direction

of

starring vehicle
Bride," under the

first

"A Muddy

be

Fred Fishback, and

in

this

comedy Jack Morgan, another youthful

THE
SON OF

comedian, played opposite the

star.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporters of Film

WALLINGFORD

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Camp St., New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 428

Cable Address:

\\

illemfilm

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

$1.00

FOR SALE;
with

self-player

Wurlitzer Piano Organ, style G
attachment, in perfect condition.

PLUSH - VELOUR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

Savoy Theatre. 4346 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

'Phone, Columbus 5697.

We

CAMERA BARGAINS

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velasquin"

Avenida

de Belgica 43,

Havana, Cuba

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
aving prices. Special i rofessional
discounts on

UNIVERSALIS.

[mmedliu

delivery on all models. DeBrle.
DeFranne. Pathe and many ethers demonSend for oar com.
strated Id oar showroom.
olete catalog at once, frse'OD request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dapt. H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.

In.

The Fabric Studios.lnc.
177 No. State St.

CHICAGO

"Ler us make your presentation artistic"

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From the West, five reels,
The Virtuous Outcast, five

with William Russell.
reels, with Mary Miles

Holmes.
Quick Action

Shows

five

Way,

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A ("rook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels.

five

The Loggers

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with

Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM
Bachelor Apartments,

son.

A Man

from

The Nightingale

of

five

series, five reels.
Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hone.
Love, five reels, with Kubye De

with

reels,

GEORGE

H.

Zany

INC.

DAVIS

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Woman,

five

Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

r

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.

Dog Dawson,

Devil-

The Star Reporter,

five reels, with Jack
five reels, with Billie

Hoxie.
Rhodes.

'u«h

Youth's Desire,

From

Young.

ball

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
July S — The Woman God Changed, seven
(Cosmopolitan Prod
July 10 — Too Much Speed,
with Wallace

reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman,

six reels,

with Geraldine Far-

rar.

The

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women

Do, six reels, with

Will

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

King Log (Special Prod ).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

of the
to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.
12— The

June

INC.

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

THOMAS

H.

I

XT. PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
o' Mine, six

Mother
J.

reels.

PARKER READ,

JR..

Woman, seven

The Leopard

PRODUCTIONS
reels,

—
—
—

—
—
21 — Wealth,
28 — Crazy to

Aug.
Aug.
Arbuckle

Homespun
Lying

Reid.
July 10— The Mystery Road.
(British Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
Behind Masks ,five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
July 31 The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reel*.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.

Aug. 21

INC.

Sept.

4— The

reels.

Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

with James Kirk-

The Forbidden Thing,
wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.

A

Perfect Crime,
Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken

Doll, five reels, with

Monte

The Last

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Foolish Matrons, six reels.

The Married Virgin,

Home

Idol, six reels, with

Talent, five reels.

Ben Turpin.

Yankee

Shame, 8.200

in

King Arthur's Court, eight

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

six

six reels.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six red
Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
Ridin'

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Colorado Pluck, five reels.
Children of the Night, 5 reels.
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
rive reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES

Children,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

reels.
reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub,

The Primal Law,

reels.

FILM MARKET,
The House Without

six

Scuttlers, six

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

To

INC.

seven

reels,

a Finish, five reels.

20TH CENTURY

with

BRAND

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.

six reels.
reels.

Hickville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

FIRST NATIONAL
Man-Woman-Marriage,
Scrap Iron,

five

reels,

six

reels,

Jim the Penman,

The

Girl

in

the

Walsh production.

five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

Sowing the Wind,

five reels,

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Holubar-Phillips.

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

eight reels, R. A.

Little

with Anita Stewart.

five reels.
reels.
reels.

Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), ive

What Love

madge.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

Conn.
reels.

Thunderclap, seven

The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

The Oath,

A Small Town

five

Prod.), nine reels.

The Passion Flower,

Bedford.

The

(Wallace Reid),

Diggers

Hell

Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

A
A

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.

reels

five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Marry, five reels, with Roscoe

Richard Travers.

with Monte Blue and

FOX SPECIALS
Over

—

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
five reels,

seven

—
—
—

A

reels,

(Douglas

reels.

Canaan,

Sept. A The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson).
six reels.
Sept. 11
At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), five reels.
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 18
Sept. 25— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

Glaum.

six

five

Louise

with

DIST.

five reels.

five reels,

14
Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
The Conquest of
(Thomas Meighan.)

— Women Who Wait,
— They Shall Pay.
Hearts,
— Home-Keeping
—The Family Closet,
— Discontented Wives,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

)

Aug.

Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10
Aug. 17
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25

with all-star cast.

reels,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

with Clara Kimball Young.
Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

five reels,

Straight

five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cut.
House, five reels, with all-

the

FORWARD FILM

EQUITY PICTURES

with Grace

reels,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI

Dangerous Toys, seven

Jungle

Man

Norma Talmadge.

Charles Ray.

star cast.

of the North, six reels.

cast

the Door, with
Bell, with

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

The Heart

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

Midnight

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

five reels.

Remer.
Luxury, six

Tame
Man Who

Anita

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie

The Way Women

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Trifled, five reels, with all stir cast.
Came, five reels, all Indian
Before the White

Destiny,

Pola Negri.
reels,
six
with

Prod.)

Miens.

For the Freedom of Ireland,

(Marshall

reels

with

reels,

six

of

The Sign on

reels.

Paris,

six

(Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Kathrrine MaeDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stahl

A

CREATION FILMS,

with Georgia Hop-

kins.

Tex, feature

FILM SALES

C. B. C.
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five

CORP.

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josic Sedgwick.
five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Miles

Minter.

Constance Tai-

with

reels,

Placer,

Courage.

The Wolverine,

Russell.

The

Playthings
Stewart.

Russell.

ter.

five

of

Neilan).

Miles Min-

The

Hampton

Gypsy Blood,

Raise, five reels.

five reels,

Love,

in

nt adge.

Helen

reels,

reels, with William
five reels, Mary

five

the

Lessons

Bob

FROTHING HAM

L.

J.

The Ten Dollar

Minter,

The Man from Medicine Hat,
Sally

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with
of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

Ace

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six
The Old Nest, eight reels.

reels.

Tom

Moore.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Octobers, 1921

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

INC.

TT

The

P. Trail, six reels.
Man of the Forest, six reels.

The

BENJAMIN

JESSE

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange!

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

ton.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

with

Warren

J.

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

The Devil

Kerrigan.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Dowling.

Hit Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Y.

Down Home, an

Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast
The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and EdAll

ward Hearn.
J.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

The Broken Gate, seven

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

There was.

Nov. 15
Mar.

——Skyfire,
Danger

1

15—God's

Mar.

five reels.

Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

six

reels.

Business, five reels,
v^'ings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

VICTOR KREMER,
I

Am

five reels, with
rive reels,

Woman,

the

INC.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is "Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
July

METRO SPECIALS
4—The Man Who, six reels,

to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.

Aug.

1

— Life's

Wire,

six

Darn Funny,

reels,

Sept.

Sept.

A

—

19

May

(Walsh-Fielding
of Society, six reels.
Prod.)
A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

ell,

rix reels,

six

reels,

Lytell.
six reels,

Decision,

five

reels,

with Helen

Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,

Lowboy

INC.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

two

J.

Billy

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirhv six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

Millions, six reels,

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova,

Camille, six reels, with Nazimova,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

Girl

From Nowhere,

five

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

Nut, six

reels,

with

reels,

with Mary

with Douglas Fair-

TIONS
five reels, with Frank Mayo.
reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Harry Carey.
Kiss, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

Desperate Trails,

The

Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.

Man

Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Carmel
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key. seven reels, with special
cast.

Once

to

Every Woman,

six

reels,

with Dorothy

Phillips.

Outside the Law. six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Prey,

six

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car. six reels.
Bring

Him

In,

Lucky Carson,

six

reels.

five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What*i Vour Reputation Worth?,
Moral Fibre, five reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels.

The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

five reels.

Threr Sevens,

five r^ls.
the Hills, five reels.

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

The

W.

D.

reels,

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

KLAINE HAM MER STEIN STAR SERIES

Madame Peacock, seven

reels,

eight

The Fighting Lover,
Thunder Island, five

The Secret of
reels,

seven

Zorro,

of

Light, eight

— The

The Rainbow,

&

Jass,

Flower,

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web. five reels.

Muriel Ostriche.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

It

six reels, with

Love

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Girl's

LEWIS
with

— The

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-

The

Mason.

Viola

17

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

Shams

six reels, with Viola

Dana.
—The Infamous
Miss Rev
with Alice Lake.
Oct. 30— Junk,
with Bert
Nov. 14— There Are No Villains,
Viola Dana.
Oct,

(Gasnier Prod.)

six reels.

Hayakawa.

Alice

reels, with
Allison.
to Paradise, six reels, with Bert
Lytell.
The Match Breaker, six reels, with
five

PRODUCTIONS

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Bert

with
with

Dana.

—Big Game,
5— Trip

Aug. 15

May

Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast.
Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

A

— Over
the
Lake.

five reels, Constance Binney.
five reels. Mary Miles Minter.
five reels,
McAvoy.

erick.

LytelL

July IS

Heart

A

Good Women,

reels.

Love Without Question, seven

The Stampede,

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.

Her Winning Way.

A Woman's

Ralph Ince Special.

Open

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

Wm.

R-C PICTURES

a

banks.

STAR PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.

William

Seastrom.

duction.

Board,

Conway

with

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

9

SPECIAL FEATURES

Everything for Sale,

with

reels,

Women,

Fickle

production.
— The
Mark
Douglas Fairbanks.
—
The Love
Jan.
Pickford.

REALART PICTURES

A

reels,

six

Griffith

A

six reels, a
reels, a

reels,

Dec. 4

A

Room and

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives.

Madonnas and Men,

six reels, Victor

six

I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

Man's

Sept. 5

BECK

Miles Minter.

INC.

Faversham.
Ked Fnam six

Who Am

His,

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Such a Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle," five reels, with Mary

NEAL HART SERIES

Jan.

INC.

special cast.

the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fairbanks.
Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman. Pauline Stark.
Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels. Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

The Land

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast,
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

F.

Seitt

Beyond

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

PRODUCTIONS

BAI/LIN

reels,

B

Line, six reels.

six reels, with All Star Cast.

Ambition,

of

Tearle.

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

A Man

The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

Mar. 18

six reels, with Bessie Barris-

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

After Midnight.

D. N.

six reels, with Geo.

ARTHUR

cale.

The Other Woman,

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The F'ghter. five reels.

A

INC.

five reels.

CON WAV TEARLE STAR SERIES

Conceit.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

cale.

The Breaking Point,

Brunette

PIONEER FILM CORP.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
IRVIN

Kritzi

STAR SEHIE*

>IOUIlK
in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

B. SEITZ, INC.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

The Heart

J.

Pay. six reels, with

to

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Blanche

A

The Sin That Was

GEORGE

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

ren

with

Warner.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

reels,

reels,

PERRET PICTURES.

The

five

five

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H

and Roy Stewart.

Stedman and Law-

Flame,

Mahlon Hamil

with

reels,

OWKft
The Chicken

Sweet.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

Green

Bruce Gordon

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Kenyon.

The

The

with Bruce

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Her Unwilling Husband,

B.

six reels, with Doris

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

reels,

with

reels,

Half a Chance, seven

DEI TRIC II - BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

89

six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Ten-is*
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Torn
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Hi-art of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert.

WESTERN PICTURES
Honeymoon Ranch,

CORP.

reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
five

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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October

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES,
week, two

every other

reels.

ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES,

two

reelf.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

to

Easy.

DO,

METRO

Lloyd.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

INC.

reels.

COMICLASSICS. two

Movie Mad.

Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.
Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.

STAR COMEDIES,

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two

The
The
The
The
The

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

JIM

reel*.

Grief.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

PARAMOUNT- ARBUCKLE

two

reels.

The Kid,

six

reels.

two

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
Don't Tickle.

The Sailor.
The Toreador.

AL

ST.

JOHN SERIES,

Small-Town

The Happy

Stuff.

Poet.

two

reels.

Magazine, one

(weekly).
snapshots.

Pictographi

GREIVER— Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chat.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*
two-thirds red.

McLuke's Film Owphj

Wonders

of

Nature.

reels

—

FEDERATED— Miracles of
PATHE— The Sky Ranger

CORP.

two

Jungle

(Geo B Seita and
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).

every

on*

two

reels.

one reeL

reels.

SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (EdHir Polo*
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VlTAOKAfH — Ine sneni Avcagci
v> uiua
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (Willi**. Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Danger. (Joe Ryan sod
Jesn Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Myitery (Antral*
Moreno).

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED

(once a week)

Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondsy. and Thurs-

reeL

days) at Universal exchanges.

SINOGRAMS (twice a week)
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays

reels.

PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona
C. B.

Daxk-

reel.

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

at

Educational ex-

and Saturdays)

two

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

ANIMATED CARTOONS

reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

AESOP'S FABLES

reels.

STAR DRAMAS,

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

(Pathe).

I Hfc. oUMPS
LeleDiatcO Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
i

two

reels.

at

Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS
changes

REELCRAFT PICTURES

featuring Violet Mersereau,
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

The Jockey.

Seroionettea.

reel.

ARROW—

PATHE

feather, one

one

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
Thunderbolt Jack (Jac* Moxte).
FOX Fantomas; Bride 18.

reels.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB,

INDIAN

reel.

SELECT— Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz two

PIONEER
two

one

snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spanuth's Original Vod-a-

PIONEER— Luke
RADIN— Brind's

STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

reels.

reels.

Pictorisls.

SALES— Screen

PATHE— Topics of the Day
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel
PATHE— Aesop's Fables Cartoons,

FILM SALES

NICK CARTER SERIES,

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

B. C.

GOLDWYN — Gold wyn- Bray

Guy.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one

Shoulder Arms, two reals.
Sunnyside, two reels.

ens
Scenl*

SERIALS

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Burrud

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES

reels.

two

PICTURES— Sunset

Rent Collector.

C. B. C.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Series, ona

Scenics,

reel.

reel

Bakery.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

two

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

FEDERATED— Screen

other week, two reels.

COMEDIES,

reel.

Dixie.

CO.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

Series,

reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

DRAMAS

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

reeL

Pictures.

Golf, slow motion.

reel.

ARROW FILM

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA9KY

*ne

Exploration

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

Hick.

reel.

Series,

reels.

EDUCATIONAL,

Sunless Sunday.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reeL
GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

Wanderings,

Holme* Trsvel

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

two

Travel

(every week).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh

C.

Sportsman.

Fall

Bay

(every two

MISCELLANEOUS

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
Bang.
The Greenharn.

EDUCATIONAL— World

two

one

Scenics,

reel

reel.

ARROW— Sport

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

reels.

Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

one

Stories.

VITAGRAPH

Southern Exposure.

Outing

(every week).

rsel.

reels.

one

reel

Bruce Scenic* Besa-

C.

(every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

SPECIAL

reels.

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenic*.
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's

one

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.

reel*.

Snooky's Wild Oats
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky's Fresh Heir.

two

two

one

tiful,

PARAMOUNT— Burton

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one
RADIN PICTURES, INC.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reeL
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

two

reels.

one
Buster

reels.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

two

Buster Keaton.

reels,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

HEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
AYWON FILM CORP.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

Keaton.

reels.

with Harold Lloyd.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

Roberts.

NEIGHBORS,

CO.

(Leonard Chspmaa). two

reels.

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES,' two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, whh Max

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

reels.

Think About.

Noihing

Take

It

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

reel.

two

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

1921

8,

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman
The Race ot the Age (Man o' War)

"

an

i

ears ngnt on censo rship

in

Kay

State
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Carl

Reserve
Dates

Laemmle

P re?er

Now!

HAM)
T\

this great picture
the first Western Superfeature ever produced -the ambition of a lifetime

is

realized.

T HAVE
* drama

always

known

that a great spectacular

West could be made which would
rouse the admiration of every age in every audience,
big city or small town, and "THE FOX" proves it.

'

I

*

of the

'"HAN K.S to Carl I.aemmle's unstinted support

and personal inspiration, Mr. Thornby and
myself have been able to give you the biggest scenes
that any Western picture has ever had, for we have
worked with the biggest masses of men. In addition
we have had the time and the money with which to
fill "THE POX" with romantic adventure, love interest, humor, and those striking Western types which
are a joy to everyone forever to all of which you
may say I have contributed in due measure.

—

TfOUR patrons will thank you for "THE FOX"
a because has in it everything that my years of
it

screen work have told me ought to be in a Western
Super-feature, and because it is at once the biggest
and the best picture of its kind ever thrown on any
screen.

"V^OU, the showman,
bring the

money

will like

it

because

it

will

in a flood.

Reserve
dates now for
this greatest of all

Western productions

UNIVERSAL.

? Href

Supor feature
put on fhe Screen

V??fern
?"er

CARE/

Reserve dates now!

I
I

a

river of

men

Directed by

')

ROBERT

THORN BY

*
'

in the

horse-

Mojave

Desert

SEE
he great battle with outaws thousands of men
in a tremendous thriller.

—

rve dates

now!

S

EE

Harry Carey's famous Flying
Squadron supported by the U. S.
Eleventh Cavalry in a great scene
never even approached in a Western Production.

SEE
with heart-interest, humor, marvelous scenery,
hard-riding, death-defying feats of horsemanship, amusing
western types and splendid acting.
a story

filled

SEE

the greatest Western character player that the screen has ever known
in a picture whose sheer bigness is both a revelation in picture making
and the promise of the greatest receipts you've ever banked. See
that you

Reserve dates

now

JEWEL SUPER-FEATURE

4

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October

15,

CORPORATION

R-C PICTURES

Presents

William Christy Cabanne's

THE BARRICADE
By Daniel

Capison Goodman
cA Story oP Mow Love BroJce
Dovi/n th.a Wet 7 2 oP Prejudice

A Lovable Old Philosopher
in a Swarming Tenement
William H. Strauss, one of the
best

known

his
screen.
in

of character actors
work for the
finest

A Beautiful Young Woman Amid
the Trappings of the Rich
Katherine

as one of

Spencer,
th,e

women who

acclaimed

loveliest

young

ever appeared in

pictures.

and

An

All-Star Cast

1921

October

15,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

5

OPEN

yPilliam ^ojc presents

AL
w

# scn&s

ST.

JOHN

o/^grouch-dispelling tyVo*rccl
^Jiov)

comedies

ready

FAST AND FURIOUS
JfoyV

playing

SMALL TOWN
STUFF

EXHIBITORS HERALD

[Jfic

Virile,

manly

Russell in

William Fox

a

-

society drama of intrigue and
°
adventure-

presents

—

WILLIAM
RUSSELL
in

ft

=Tfin^*

ri

'I

Longacre
Story by Victor Bridges
Directed by George E.Marshall

"different" Russell picture

October

15,

1921

October

15,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

William Fox
brand this Westerner
dishonesty, but he fought

Cftiey tried to

presents

mth

his iQay out of efery predicament

Buckjones
m

BAR
NOTHIN'
Story Toy
Jack Strttmwasser
and Clyde CWestover
Directed by

Edward Sed^wic^

T
\

Buck Jones

scores again/

7

E

XH

I

B

I

T

OKS

II

K R A

I.

])

October

15.

1921

Charlej Hutchison
5TUNT NO. 38
Hutchison,
devil

defier

rides a log

the

dare-

of

death,

down

a tim-

ber sluice, a stunt that
the most reckless lum-

berjacks declared to be
impossible.

October

IN

15,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

HURRICANE

HUTCH

WARMER
OLAND
produced and
with

Directed by Geo. &.

here's been

J

a lot of talk

hz
hard
times, theatres closing, and what

But

been mighty evident

it's

has been good business
offered

people

first

class

in

all

And

it.

not.

the time that there

every line for the

merchandise

know about

business

in this

motion picture business as

man who
and

at fair prices

that's just as true in the
in

dry goods, shoes

furniture.

This year
the

is

surely going to be a great big year for

man who books "Hurricane Hutch."

ple once see the

If

you book

it

you can forget the slow business of the

the year.

the peo-

episode you won't be able to

first

keep them away with clubs.
it

If

You can make up your mind

and boost

first

half of

that so far as

you are concerned hard times are over.
"Hurricane Hutch"
picture that

was ever

is

the most amazingly thrilling

offered.

Stunt for stunt and
thrill it is

thrill

beyond argument

the greatest picture of

length ever

for

any

made

Pafheserial

-

*e/L

Three-Star (augh Triumph,

m

you

IFpicture
this

your patrons everything about this
you'd never finish talking. But tell them

told

much:

them that three of the screen's most popular
stars are in it.
That the story was written especially for them.
And that it was directed by the
man who made "The Great Moment."
Tell

Tell

them that

it's

one of the most delicious, spark

JESSE L LASK.Y

ling

—

comedies ever staged
satirizing engaged couples
as Cecil B. DeMille satirizes the wedded ones.

much

Tell them that the sets range from magnificent
drawing rooms to wild mountain cabins, and that
the mighty storm scene is one of the biggest thrills

ever staged.

But

— don't

them

everything
in

—

or they'll tear

!

presents

GLORIA

WALLACE

tell

your house down trying to get

ELLIOTT

REID SWANSON DEXTER
"

©out

^lC<Sverylhinq!"
Moon
By Lorna
Directed by

Sam Wood

(X (paramount Q>icture

J

Jl

WARD LASCELLE
PRODUCTION
Wilk

THOMAS JEFFERSON
Distt-itmlxl

bvi

HODKINSON
ftra

PATHE FYCHAHCTIv.

The

Joe" Jefferson Version >f

Rip Van Winkle and hira-i
mous toast have been household words througl ut
the length and breadth of America
Awaiting the Exhibitor is a ready-made audit ce
limited in extent only by the countless thousands no
have read the book and witnessed the play.
For

a

hundred

years,

1

Thomas
famous role, Ward
In casting

Jefferson for his immortal
Lascelle has

tage that

the

first

had

its

fatlr's

handed down alrn

inception in 1829,

wm

Jefferson undertook the par

of

tashington Irving's Classic
In this screen version,

k.

m

to perpetuate the

mf the American
§ with

its

gab cast

letone in
p

most

stage.

fascinating

we

see the fifth of his

interesting family tradi-

This

idyll

company of gnomes,

is«n

among the

"

marks

and
motion picture production,
its

scenic beauties

/an Winkle has exploitation

ii;ed

of the Cats-

screen

a box-office value

possibilities^

offerings

its

a distinct

of the

un-

new

of unquestioned pulling

Hip Ban
IlinWe
J WARD LASCELLE
PRODUCTION
THOMAS JEFFERSON

=

HODKINSON
ftni

PATHE EHBANCH he

When
had

its

"Rip Van Winkle"
pri-mier showing in

Philadelphia eager children

thronged the special Saturday performances.
In

the

cast

Carpenter

are

and

Francis

Gertrude

Messinger, the best loved
children before the camera
today.

Through

its strong appeal
to the kiddies "Rip Van
Winkle " offers a school
tie-up that means thousands of extra admissions.

October

15,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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Playgoers Pictures

Presents"

M

c

Gowan
Discontented Wives
J. P.

A
A

IN

Herald Production

wedding

in

her father's mansion and

"Discontented Wives"

then she found herself

in

the squalid mining cabin

attractive

fashionable

of the

man who

sought to wrest from Nature, the

gold he would lavish

upon

of

his tender wife.

its

action

is

by the strength of

a feature
its

title

made doubly

and the appeal

absorbing theme; by the sweep of

and the color of

its

New York

its

Western

intrigue; by

the strength of a man's fight to keep his wife's love

She wondered

if

love could survive the loneliness

and the revelations of a woman's nature.

of a strange, rough country.

Thus begins
life

the

drama

of a crisis in a strong

and the struggle of a

her better

girl's selfish

By all the laws
Wives" is

man's

A

nature against

of popular appeal,

Great Box

self.

Distributed By Playgoers Pictures
THRU PATHE' EXCHANGE,
foreign
por

representative

playgoers

sidney

pictures

garrett

INC.

"Discontented

Office Feature.

12

E X H

IBITORS

II

E

RALD

Ore- Col Film Corporation

The lAMILY

October

presents

CLOSET

From the Saturday Evening Post story 'Black Sheep'
Directed by John B.O'Brien
By Will J. Payne

DlSaifc^B^^LAyGOERS PICTURES
through

15,

1921

October

15.

EXHIBITORS

1921

II

E

KALI)

13

Hal Roach
presents

Through Associated Exhibitors

Harold Lloyd
in

Now Or Never"
Among Those Present*
"I

Do"

Pathe' Distributors

Put

Them On

—

Take the reviews of the nation's
press as your guide, take the
response of the American public
your testimony, take the experience of a thousand theatres as
your proof,
as

You

Will See

—

That the exhibitors never had, or
never

played,

a

series

comedy productions
as profitable as

attractions

as

of

three

popular or

the Harold Lloyd

"Now

or Never",

"Among Those

11

Present
and
Secure your share of
"I Do".
their success and

Book Them As A

Series

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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October

15,

BQDKIT
"

V K*

W"
.

s

NOW/

«. *LftS*i
UK**

M

<<"«•
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•1^:--~'K-S

£2*
.„
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Mary
Pickford
£itt[o jCord

^auntforo
Jam FRANCES UODGSON BURNETTS famous stay
SCENARIO SY D03NARD MCCONVILLEI
DUOTCK3QADUY DY G-IARLES ROSLCR
DIRECTION DY JACK DICKCORD AND

ALCRED

.

E.

GREEN

UNITED A DTI/I/" CORDODATION
MAQV DICKrOQO

CuAQLT CUACH.IU
DOUCLA/ CAtti&ANKS O V GOVT ITU
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15,
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one}'} one

Oil for

for all

15

I

ncvcr

li

at a

picture: bein

AVAITCD VITN
ANTICIPATION,

NEVER UAS
ANTICIPATION

BEEN SO • >°
SPLENDIDLY
REALIZED

I

DOUGLAJ" FAIRBANKS
presents

DAJ"ED

ON THAT IMMORTAL NOVEL

Gdapfion. Coxfumincf.
/Research under

EDVARD KNODLOCK
under
FRED NIBLO

Zdireefion

/^hofocfraph y under

ARXUUR

EDEJ*ON

0>Y

ALEXANDRE: DUMAJ*

UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MAO

PICKFOftD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ* rAIQDANSCT
d. v Ginrrrm
HI RAM ADQAMJ: PRZJ"ID£NT

1(»

K
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H ERA
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<Sf you are fortunate enoucfh
to sqcui'q a boolcind of~^

D.W.GMFFITltf
masterpiece

WAY DOWN

EAJT
UNITED
ARTISTS

bear in mind that you haue a picture tbar
has played to ocxer four million dollars /n
one year at regular theatre prices

CORPORATION
MARY PICKTORD
CHARLIE CUADLIN
DOUGLAS fAIRDANKS
D.

V GRimTU

UlliAM ADR.AMS

PRESIDENT

MAKE TUC MOJT (X
YOUP, OPPORTUNITY

!

1921

October

15.
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distinctive:

productions,

17

inc.,

presen ts

George Arliss
m

Disraeli
'Om his co/ohf-ofec) sfao'e success
hu jZouis JVT ^Parker

jDirocfed

A

by Men/y

JColicer

THAT IS DESTINED TO
RANK AMONG THE rOREMOST
RELEASES OE THE SCREEN
riLM

UNITED artists corporation
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MARY D1CKTORD
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS D. V. GDJrFlTU
•

•

WIIiAM

ADRAMS.

PRESIDENT
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THOMAS MOTT OSBORNE
Presents

"The Right Way"
DIRECTED BY

SIDNEY OLCOTT
Exhibitors:
This

is

the Great

American Production with a

cast of

Independent Distributors:

We

have tested

this

picture out

in

two

territories

Thousands.

— Ohio and

Washington, D. C.

PLAYKD

Toledo, O.

— Symphony Theatre — 2 Weeks.

Cleveland,

O.— Allen's Million

Dollar
(ASK

"

House— Week.
1

BARRETT McCORMICK)

—
Theatre — 2 Weeks.
Va.— Week.
Richmond, Va. — Week.)

Cincinnati,

Norfolk,

O.

S.

Gift's

)

1

(Ask

jake wells)

1

NOW BOOKED TO OPEN=Victoria
"
"
«
«
M
'

Theatre,

TL

l

.

Baltimore— Indefinite Run
Ill

L*

-a-

"

"

Moore's Theatre, Washington

IT'S

A PICTURE

Act Fast
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
516 5th Avenue, New York City

"

"Perfect pictures are very rare,
indeed.
one.

we

When we come
all

rub

our eyes

and

make

sure

pinch our elbows to
that

we

across

are not in a trance

Selznick's 'A

such picture

Man's Home'
It

.

is

.

.

one

should

have a one hundred per cent
appeal.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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1
IN

October

15,

00 Per Cent

ALL THE VARIED ELEMENTS— SEPARATELY AND COM-

BINED—OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIRECTION— ACTING
AND ACTION— CAST AND STORY— AND GENUINE COMEDY

FOLLY COMEDIES
PROVE THEIR EXCELLENCE

FOLLY COMEDIES
FEATURING

GEO OVEY

VERNON DENT

FOLLY COMEDIES ARE JOLLY COMEDIES

SINGLE REEL

RELEASED WEEKLY

SEMI SLAPSTICK BUT

WHOLLY GOOD!

GUARANTEED BY THE PRODUCERS
APPROVED BY THE PUBLIC
RELEASED BY

"THE HOUSE OF COMEDIES"
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
THE BIGGEST INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGE IN AMERICA

Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

LEADERS IN
FILMDOM'S PROGRESS

1921

DEAR MR. SELZNICK:
After seeing

morning

"A Man's Home"

can't resist the
impulse to write a personal and
a hearty word of ''CONGRAT-

this

I

ULATIONS!"
You've got a big, human picture here, and I hope it makes
all the money for you and for
exhibitors that it deserves to.
Right to the last dollar.

May

I

add the assurance that

The News will go to the
aiding towards that end.

limit in

Sincerely yours,

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

ALICE

HER LOR1
AND WASTE!
WHY?
Why

did an exhibitor head his list with two Alice Joyc
tions in his recent Exhibitors Herald report on "The Ten
Patrons Liked Best?" Of ten pictures specially selected oui
dreds, two Alice Joyce pictures are at the top.
]

"HER LORD AND MAST!
may tell you why. It is a Frohman stage success, wri|
celebrated playwright, put on the screen by a famou
But its record success has been built chiefly uf
lightful screen personality of Alice Joyce.

^

!

Herbert seems to fit well
Joyce productions. He';

man

in this one.

Directed by

Six reel

EDWARD!

:nner
JHAMEEG
Directed by

EDWARD JOSE

This picture is an adaptation of Charles
bbwell Dobie's novel, "The Blood Red Dawn"
^popularity in the screen version is even exI

piling

its

popularity in print.

has brought out as never
b©re the beauty of Alice Joyce, as well as her
pie and an admirable restraint in scenes which
ttfht easily have been overacted.
Skilled direction

The Inner Chamber"
isl

powerful society drama, deftly presented by

alawless supporting cast, headed by
kjwn actors as Holmes E. Herbert

diCordoba.

It is

in six reels.

such welland Pedro

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October

15,

The Time Has Come! Let's Smash
Monopoly Once and for AIL

Every

Arrow
Is

Picture

anlndepend'

ent Picture

.

.

God Made

produced

by a
master producer

Man

clean-living

lar,

stars

....

offered to exhibitors
at

and exchanges
a

sane

price

which permits
jzood,
profit.

a

reasonable

Bull—

Put the Ring in

Its

Nose

Do you get that The bull can rage and roar, paw the earth,
and snort fire from its nostrils. Put a ring in its nose and a
?

man
enacted by popu-

the

can lead

it

to slaughter.

there a ring in your nose? Are you being led to slaughter
to fatten the wallets of a group which wants to seize your
business ?
Is

The amusement business is one of first importance to mankind. But there's no place in it for any group which tries to
"own" it, and "own" you.

Wake

up!

Show

what you

are.

Don't

'em put

let

these would be dominators

a ring in

Show independent
Yours

who you

are

and

your nose.

pictures.

for Independence,

Arrow Film Corporation
220-224 West 42nd
Distributors {or United

Street,

Kingdom

Inter-Ocean Photoplays, Ltd., 162

Wardour

See Your Independent Exchanges

^^^^

New York

St.,

London

Anywhere

1921

October

15,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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C. C. Bridwell, Davenport (Iowa) exchange

man

wires:

"Your comedy franchise wonderful. Twenty-five inquiries Iowa and Nebraska exhibitors. Certainly is a
winner.

You Can't Afford

to Miss

These

ARROW
When

It's

an

Arrow Picture, It's
a Box-Office

Success.

Offered as a Unit

On
First

a Franchise Basis

Come — First

Cinch

Them

Territory

for

Served

Your

— and Make Money
Short subjects

— good,

clean comedies.

These

comedies feature foremost fun makers— favorites

everywhere. Get
from your Inde-

details

pendent Exchange.

Arrow Film Corporation
220-224 West 42nd

St.,

Distributors for United

New

York

Kingdom

Inter-Ocean Photoplays, Ltd.
162

W ardour

Street,

London

Show Your Independence

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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JJOSEPH SAMFTH
'tlte?

MURIEL
OSTRICH E _
Sau ent Pfionucnotf

_

^Kr*

1

mr*

entitled

WFUTttN AND DIHF.CTSD BY

J

CHARLES DAVIS 2 •£

This powerful human document preaches a gospel
that should

the

"man

interest

of her

all

first

young

girls

who dream

of

love."

CLOTHES WON HER — BUT HONOR SAVED HER
Book Now

for Illinois

and Indiana

WAKEFIELD CASE— HERBERT RAWLINSON. WHISPERING SHADOWS— LUCY COTTON
HEADIN' HOME-BABE RUTH. DANGEROUS LOVE— PETE MORRISON
BRUTE ISLAND— HARRY CAREY

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
83

1

So.

Wabash Avenue
Chicago

Telephones
Harrison 7971-7972

Exceptional Pictures
tenders

its

f rst

ttfo exceptional pictures

(CHIC) SALE
"HIS NIBS"

CHARLES
in

and

MARTIN JOHNSON'S
"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
PRESENTS

AT THE CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK

CITY

WEEK COMMENCING

SEPTEMBER

AN

S.

of

L.

11th,

1921

ROTHAFEL PRESENTATION

its first

exceptional picture

MARTIN JOHNSON'S
"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"
An

unusual fWe-reel feature

Photographed amid danger and hardship among the wild animals
hitherto unexplored parts of Borneo

TO

BE RELEASED IN

OCTOBER

in

—

1

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
PRESENTS

HARLES

(CHIC) SALE
IN

"HIS NIBS"
s

second exceptional picture
Sketched in a land of quaint humor

and make-believe, colored in Nature's
richest hues, happiness

and laughter

by America's youngest and foremost
character -actor,

PORTRAYING

SEVEN DISTINCT ROLES
in

?ing

all

.

.

respects a unique picture.

prepared for release in

November

An

exceptional

beginning

Deeds speak more convincingly than words.

The

first two Exceptional productions, already
completed, will be accepted upon their demonstrations in the country's greatest theatres, as

independent achievements of sufficient calibre to
rank with the really masterful pictures of the
year.

This

shall be accomplished

alone,

as

the case of

in

booked into

The

Capitol,

on their unique merit
"Jungle Adventures,"

New York

City, (the

world's largest theatre), without even the aid
of distribution affiliations.

Our

future efforts, so far as humanly possible,

will be to

make each

individual product of this

organization, an exceptional product.

Further, we desire only that you permit each
forthcoming offering to be an agency in formulating your opinion of Exceptional Pictures.

Our

business shall be to produce.

there are

now

Realizing that

in the industry a sufficient

of capable distributing systems

the distribution

field,

we

number

shall not enter

except at such time as

we

our productions are not presented to the
exhibitor in a manner in which it is his right to
expect them.
feel that

ALEXANDER BEYFUSS
Vice-President and General

Manager

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
1540 Broadway,

New

York City

fl550C^ATEO
PHOTO'PLAYS
INC.

present

Plays
PhotO'
INC

25WEST45™St
new york city

On

itio

way

505BY
1VERNO H

•

Don Quixote of ike stables,
Swashbuckler of tketety fields "i

Pr*o dlice* d by~

Film Company
ChristieINCORPORATED
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ERNEST
q. KLEIN
a
l_
A

Have \jot* ever tried
ride «s greased pi<?

)
||

No Parking
r

Uotattd cold

folding komes"

Tkosp Cowtodios ittckidod. ivt now
now booking thru
scrips o/

THE

SI1CE

OF THE PROGRAM"

|

MR.S.BARRETT McCORMICK,
Allen Theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio.
lour continuous artistic standards of
showmanship has made you a trail blazer in
photoplay presentation, and your selection of

"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME'for your beautiful
Allen Theatre

is

indeed a tribute to our production.
Sincerely,

WAUNER BROTHERS

PRODUCED
BY

DIRECTEC

HARRY RAPF

WILLIAM NIU

BY

M D.WILLIAM TOXVe Gonriratu late You As The Producer
Of That

Magnetic Box-OFfice Attraction

Photoplay Presentation

Once

your Foresight

in

More

The Screen Vorld inTh&tYou Wave Chosen

To

Pol

III

urn ines

low

in

theV&ke of "Over The W ill" and

in

your

WASHINGTON TUEATPC, DETROIT.
LIBERTY THEATRE, ST. LOU 19.

RIVOLI TUEATRE, DENVER.
The Fact That You Peco^nize The Value

Of

Our Production k Indeed Gratifying To Us.
Sincere

I

lj,

WARNER BROS.

Wji iter L. Johnson
^President

Eapjl H. Hopkins
(Treasurer

"NATIONAL
The

Serial

— Plus

GREAT
In

I

5

Smashing Episodes Featuring

FRANCIS

FORD
ELLA HALL
The Master

'

Serial Star

and

Surpasses All Former Efforts of These
Stars

MR. EXHIBITOR
FRANCIS FORD
ALBANY— Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
ATLANTA— Savini Films, Inc.

With Our Exchange*

C NC N N ATI— The Lande Film Distrib. Co.
CLEVELAND The Lande Film Distrib. Co.
BALTIMORE Independent Film & Supply Co. DALLAS R. D. Lewis Film Co.
BOSTON American Feature Film Co.
DENVER Arrow Photo Plays Corp.

—
—
BUFFALO — Gardiner Pictures,
CHICAGO — Superior Screen Service,

I

—

—

—

Inc.

398

I

Inc.

DETROIT — Strand Features, Inc.
KANSAS CITY — Standard Film Co.

NATIONAL
EXCHANGES
OixoorvA-fEO
i

f.98
f h

c°£

Av

isic

(Announces OurtenlRdease.

I-

LITTLE ROCK— R. D. Lewis Film Co.
LOS ANGELES— All Star Features Dists.,

NATIONAL

Tfc?

EXCHANGES

c°£

Clnnounccs Current Release

f

°f

C[f{e

Great Reward
15 Cpiscfc Serial -Qaxtunn^Rancis Ford &EIla Hall
presented; by
\
Louis Burston./
>

I

MILWAUKEE— Educational Film Exch. of
MINNEAPOLIS— Educational Film Exch. o
NEW HAVEN— American Feature Film Co
NEW YORK— Climax Film Corp.

<

EXCHANGES

HunterBenneii
Qfice ~

Qresident

and—>
General Lxcharuie

REWARD
Produced by Burston Films,

Inc.

Love, Power or Wealth

Is

The Great Reward?
Your

Serial

The Most

A

Fans Will Demand

Thrilling Serial Story

Know

Ever Filmed
Replete With Excitement

Packed With a Punch
Wallop in Each Episode
Lavishly Produced

Full of

Mystery

Cycl onic Climaxes

-COMMUNICATE
/>r

to

NOW

early booking

'•NRTH.

NEW JERSEY—Jans

MONTREAL—

Film Serv., Inc. ST. LOUIS— Independent Film Co. of Mo.
12 Mayor St., Albee Bldg.
ST. JOHN, N. B.— 87 Union St.
D. Lewis Film Co.
SALT LAKE CITY— Arrow Photoplays Corp.
447 Main St.
Pictures, Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO— All Star Features Distrib., Inc. WINNIPEG,
CALGARY, ALTA.— Elma Block.
Arrow Photoplays Co.
Apex Pictures, Inc.
VANCOUVER, B.
Allen Theatre Bldg.
American Feature Film Co.
21 E. Dundas St.

OLAHOMA CITY— R.

MAN.—

PILADELPHIA— Royal
P

TSBURGH—

PRTLAND—

SEATTLE—
TORONTO—

C—

3.98

NATIONAL

3.98

NATIONAL

|98

NATIONAL

av?

EXCHANGES c§£

A'£

EXCHANGES c°£

Ave.

EXCHANGES a™

h

Invites

cAnnounccs Early fyslcase of

QJhmounccs October !ReJeas&

North cMmerica,

Iotus Blossom"

to

v" COMEDIES

Six Keel Special
•with, TirJJff

and.

Every Manager
in.

of

I

£<=w

Marsha 11

'Directed by

Noah Bccry i

featuring ZAay TsemMsi
y

^
j^fe

Directed* by

FranJ^ G rando rL.

Book. These Pictures
I

from, his

TefPt Johnson.
cA monthly series
tvo-reel

Nearest Exchange,

i

comedy classics
k

A

i

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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15,
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4,

October

Neilan Presents an Unusual Novelty
OF

"BITS
Neilan Prod.

— Asso.

LIFE"

In the

DIRECTOR

Marshall Neilan

AUTHOR

Short stories by several well known
authors adapted for the screen by Marshall
Neilan

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Not

WHOLE

Very

credited

interesting novelty which,

while episodic, proves very fine screen material.

Will please

Rockliffe Fellowes has the star

first

He

bit.

New York

boy who develops into one of
the great crooks ol the world and who, after doing a
real kindness to a man in want, is arrested
he
detective who has always trailed him waiting
ip
cito be made. Wesley Barry
of
dents when he is sold into Eas
course his usual clever self. Bj
ing.
There is a lot of natt
probably the weakest
Frederick Burton
a tough

is

First National Pict.

|

STORIES

All of a different nature, but tied to

fit

gether by a very clever letter signed by
director

DIRECTION

Just like

excellent,

with

many

PHOTOGRAPHY

all

fine

Very

Neilan's

of

work

touches

fine, especially

the Chi-

nese sequence

CAST

Lon Chaney probably gives best performance, but Frederick Burton is fine and natural, while Rockliffe Fellowes is also good

LIGHTINGS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good as a rule
Look natural
Correct
Neilan shines in this

CHARACTER OF STORIES
sive

Nothing offenand one of best things he has ever done

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Ih has
Chrnk
and
1

fiild

He
ner of more entertainment of this description.
has taken four short stories and by cleverly tying
The

entertainment.
letter

piece of screen

stories are presented as part of a

which Neilan has signed and which explains the

difficulty of finding material for pictures.

They have no

All of the

Mission i>rings
a cross bearing

^rQTVhe

weak she cannot rise
wall. The ntil meets something
woodwork, and when they fcv£

her side of the

is

true O.

Henry

an original story which has a

surprise finish.

Bank on

Director's
Box

Yon can

contests

accompl
like-

it

mh

been arte

i

''rnO^A events saving
Beery,

a princess

his barbef'
up toffimi Noah
ister and the pretty manicure girl is the pr
twist and witl surprise your people.

Name-This Should Be Enough

You

Le<j

thTl^l^thrhoJse

Y?u>t.

This Ls.iHr

^tter

ft

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and by clever advance work do
can talk about it as one' of the
real novelties of tbt coming season and can make promises
with safety. Y»u might take a_ chance and* a|k your,
whether they want pr ( oftthi^oLu^telgh^tSsS?'
it-

last is

wAes

safely play this

good business with

has

nail

powct
which
|n
fiW|<s while beinig manic

pierced Chaney's

The

last is

the

,

which

and the

Hf<Cw on

so

relation whatso-

cations,

is

then goes into

ever to each other and three of them have powerful
punches. Three of them appeared in various publi-

stories are different.

Lon

kd

Marshal! Neilan has given a novelty to the screen
in "Bits of Life," which might well prove the forerun-

them together has given an excellent

and

the finest

6,339 feet

l^.t^r.t

Your crowd knows
t

tell

them

thi|

*d

Neilan, but

if

"b

up

B

©T„-*****
M
I^OM*^?^
tl.^m^l
-VJ*

°U-*J*ha

w>u ca

U«mb^ ^ses

there

is

any doubt about

fiov^t^is^^^ij^S^ame man who produced
some of W: other isutcesses. Bank

X<tff

c

to ^
dw'»
Chane^^^f
.mention the

fine

Burt<>n.

you can talk °f t»l

•V'MW^^T

Scenar ,ob)f

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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—
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Sure Rang the

Bell!

the report of Exhibitors:

"We

never have had such crowds

in this theatre.

The picture made more money for us than any
we have ever played. The audiences were thrilled
and held

in breathless

Herbert H. Johnson,

suspense throughout."

Luna

Theatre, Lafayette, Ind.

"Broke attendance and box office records.
Harry Perlivitz, Saxe's

ences delighted."

AudiRialto,

Milwaukee, Wis.

"Well liked. Mirth spontaneous and thrills got
them." B. F. Br entlinger
Victory Theatre,
,

Evansville, hid.

Speaking of Arthur S. Kane's presentation of

CHARLES RAY
in

"A

Midnight Bell"
Adapted by Richard Andres from Charles Hoyt's
famous stage play; Directed by Charles Ray and
produced by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.; Photo-

graphed by George Rizard.

A IFIRST

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

!

The Overflow Picture

\CK SENN1

mm
t

Bel

resents

in

\OLLY
(Directed bu

Now a

F Richard

First National

Attractions

Glory Be
Get I^eady * Release

in November

Jones

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

QUIGLEY
& Editor

• ISSUE OF *
October 15. 1921

Exhibitors as Ci vie Leaders
By

AN

MARTIN

exhibitor should not be content merely to

be one of the

showmen

of his community.

The evolution of the picture theatre into

its

present status of practically that of a civic center

has increased the significance of the exhibi-

tor's position

and has placed before him many

new and exacting

responsibilities.

Within reach of the exhibitor is the opbecome a civic leader. His daily
situation of intimate contact with the lives and

portunity to

thought of the people of his community enables

him

to be a factor of

genuine influence with re-

community.
The theatreman of another day was a person apart from his community. Whatever did
not directly concern his theatre and his show
received scant attention.
He was largely regarded with suspicion by the local authorities
and he neither volunteered nor was looked to
for assistance on matters of civic improvement
and the general welfare of the community.
spect to the welfare of his

*

*

picture theatre
THE
from the old-time

*
of today

is

a far reach

Motion pictures
have put forth an appeal and have attracted
persons of every age and every class of society.
There are countless regular patrons of motion
picture theatres who never previously were
numbered among the theatre-going public and
in the absence of motion pictures and the convenient theatre would not now be regular
patrons of any form of theatrical entertainplayhall.

ment.

The motion picture theatre is probably in
more intimate touch with the vast majority of
the public than any other institution and
hence there

is

the opportunity for the exhibitor

become a person of

real influence and auBut there is not alone
an opportunity; there is also an imperative responsibility. Whether or not an individual exto

thority in his district.

J.

QUIGLEY

hibitor has been confronted with

an invitation
become an active principal in all civic movements it is a fact that due to his position in
the community such a course will be expected
to

of him.
If he fails to seize his opportunity and discharge his responsibility he is bound eventually
to suffer
and very severely.
Without any protracted analysis it is easy
to see that in the case of an exhibitor who is
out in the vanguard of every civic movement,
who cooperates actively in all plans of the local
commercial organization and whose aid is
sought on church and school endeavors, he will

—

have

to fear in the

little

way

of adverse legis-

any of the various types of annoyances that officials can impose upon the thealation or

treman.
every faction of
SUCH an exhibitorbehindhave
him. His demonwill

his

community

strated interest in the community and his willingness to serve the public welfare cannot but

His
for him full and proper recognition.
business will not be considered a semi-outlaw
enterprise his success will not be viewed with
jealousy and he will not be continually defending that which really should require no defense.
These, in a word, are the advantages that
certainly will accrue to the exhibitor who grasps
his opportunity to become a civic leader. They
are advantages of real commercial importance
in contributing to the permanence of his business and in eliminating costly and annoying inYet they can be obtained at very
terference.
little cost and very little effort.
Just about the
only essential requirement is that the theatreman be awake to the real significance of a modern motion picture theatre to its community
and with this fact in mind that he proceeds to
play the role expected of him.
The thinking exhibitor who has not already
acted along this line will lose no time in taking
his position as a civic leader of his community.

win

;

;
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Re-Takes

permitted themselves to wander.
*

I

»

i.'.i.

the industry.

Pictures of today af-

ford very

ground for censoring.
of such an ordinance

little

result

not be neglible for the City of

will

Los Angeles.
In
dominent industry

that

whose

city,

might be expected that the authorities, confronted
it
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on every

side with concrete manifesta-

tions of the industry's stability, char-

and integrity, would not be
swayed by the petty yelps of persons
who would like to retaliate against the
whole business because the private
acter

lives of certain individuals in

it

are not

11)11.

Vol. XIII

—the
Los
of production — has

Officialdom
world's

Angeles

in

center

recommended censorship. A year or
more ago such a recommendation would
have been startling news; coming at
this time it simply means that the
merits of the question have not been

taken into consideration but only that

Los Angeles has

fallen in line with the

movement to take a fling at the
tion picture industry.

mo-

*

*

where

so than any-

*

demand
very

Los Angeles

a square deal.

much more dependent upon

the industry than the industry

is

de-

pendent upon Los Angeles. The industry's investments in Los Angeles
acter which

means

that the business of

producing motion pictures

indefi-

is

fornia.

Just what influence the San Fran-

mendation made by the welfare committee of the Los Angeles city council remains a matter of speculation
none, however, will dispute the contention that it has had some effect.
This

illustrates

just

how

far

afield

from legitimate consideration of the
arguments for and against censorship

Listen fellows!

We

buy a horse.
get it we're going to present it to one of the
James boys.
believe the horse will be
of greater service than any
similar department in one of
the Eastern trade publications.

want

*

Incidentally,

the

it

Los Angeles

We

So kick

No

contribution
be acby the editor of

in.

All

small.

too

will

Watch

week's

next

for

HERALD.
All Swelled

Those N. Y.
they

ought

is

to be noted that

situation closely re-

was considered

friendly

to the previous administration

the

good

vaudeville

stage.

DON'T
FUND.

FORGET

OUR HORSE

*

Awful

Stuff

A

straw vote on the prohibition question in N. Y., showed there were 161,742 persons for beer and 3.500 against
it.
Probably the latter had tried to
drink some of their friends' home brew.

which

Wonder what department
papers
will
steal
next week?

trade

HERALD

a position to be chastised at

the hands of the conquering politicians.

the Eastern

from

the

*

"Have
Thus

a

Bad Influence"

far those

N. Y. censors haven't

scenes from the news weeklies
showing the Giants stealing bases.

deleted

*

of re-election, thereby finding

itself in

on

go

to

*

In Los Angeles, as in
the industry

Up

film golfers are so

*

*

New York state matter.
New York state,

sembles the

failed

to

And when we

are great but they are not of a char-

*

cisco scandal has had on the recom-

always ready and
worthy cause.

ment are

willin' to help a

not only to ask but also to

nitely linked to the metropolis of Cali-

*

the thousands

of readers of this depart-

else in the world, the industry

able

is

WE KNOW

this department.

*

more

In Los Angeles,

is

Kick In!

knowledged

mirrors of virtue.
No. 16

October 15, 1921

M.

R.

J.

the production

is

motion pictures,

of

.

fices.

right act of

*

*

Aside from the principle involved,
an ordinance providing for censorship
in Los Angeles will mean little to
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Yes, Yes

Speaking of baseball, with a Film
league and two pennant winning teams,
New Yorkers ought to be fed up on the
national sport.
*
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Hard on the Puns
Chicago now has six vaudeville theatres going full blast in the Loop, and
it's
a robust joke that can stand the
gaff in the

Want

Windy
to See

The Senate

City these days.

How

It

Works

finance committee having
eliminated the ten per cent tax on ten
cent admissions to motion picture theatres, is now thinking of appointing a
committee to try to find a ten-cent
house.

"
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Cohen and Walker

Interest to

Every Exhibitor

Country

On

page 45 of this issue the
HERALD announces its plan for
supplying gratis to

members

series of twelve slides

Law

Fight

—

on which are

in furtherance of the campaign to
maintain the freedom of the mo-

By Edwin

S. Clifford

(Managing Editor of Exhibitors Herald)

tion picture.

This offer

is of interest to

every

fective plan for fighting the

JACKSON, MICH.,

Oct. 4.— Sydney S. Cohen, president, and Senator
Walker, general counsel, for the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, will begin a tour of the United States about November 1
taking in every distributing center. The exact date depends upon the
condition of health of Senator Walker, who is reported rapidly improving

can

for every exhibitor

and

participate in this workable

James

ef-

enemies

of the industry.

to

Tour

Heed Warning of "Herald" National
League to Be Strengthened in Preparation
for Campaign Against Reformers

a

transcribed brief editorials for use

Turn

in Blue

to

Exhibitors

of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

exhibitor,

39

page 45 and read the

HERALD'S

offer.

•after

J.

a serious operation.

The

Committee Appointed
To Handle Distribution
Of Film Actors Fund
Oct.

4.— Final

ar-

rangements for the distribution of funds
collected for motion
picture charities
were perfected this week when Daniel
Frohman, president of the Actors' Fund
of America, appointed an executive committee.

The committee consists
Woods, chief supervisor

of
of

Frank

E.

Famous

Players-Lasky
Corporation,
chairman;
Marion Fairfax, producer and screen
writer, and Winifred Kingston, film star.
The treasurer of the organization will be
W. J. Reynolds, secretary of the Producers' Association, and Mark Larkin,
publicity director"' for Mary Pickford.
Douglas Fairbanks will be secretary.
Only persons who have worked in pictures one year or longer will be eligible
as beneficiaries of the fund. The principal work of the organization is to help
the sick and those in destitute circumstances. For the present applications for

be received by Mark Larkin
Douglas Fairbanks studio and at
the Lasky plant by Frank E. Woods.
relief

will

at the

Loew Soon Will Open
Theatre

Number 133

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

Internal Quarrels

4— Preparations

are under way for the opening of Marcus
Loevv's new State theatre in Buffalo,
which will take place either on October
17 or October 24.
N. T. Grantlund,
generalissimo of the Loew organization,
is
planning one of the usual big first
nights, with a big delegation of stars and
other
invited
guests attending.
Mr.
Grantlund says the Buffalo house will be
Mr. Loew's 133d theatre.
•

Overshadowed by

is

months ago and the strenuous efforts
awaken the exhibitors of the nation to

here today.

The

exhibitor

president

is

Jackson attending the annual convention of the Michigan exhibitor organiza-

Hands End

Strike

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 4.— More than
150 men, stage hands and stage employes in local theatres, returned to work
this week after a strike that begun two
weeks ago. An agreement between the
men and the Los Angeles Theatres Association has been
reached, it was announced, on a basis of a 52-hour week, a
5 per cent wage reduction and elimination of the "swing man," who is the

seventh-day substitute.

states

in

tion.

Summons

Exhibitor Leaders

Taking advantage of his trip to the
West, he summoned exhibitor leaders from
nearby states to a conference held here
this morning for the purpose of discussing the activities of the reform clique.
Present were James C. Ritter, national
treasurer, Claude Cady, Fred Seegert,
W. D. Burford, Sam Bullock and several
others.

While the conference was behind closed
doors, it was intimated that the activity
of Dr. Crafts was the principle topic of
conversation.
To assure a maximum strength of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners before
the congressional elections, Mr. Cohen
stated that six organizers are now in the
field and that more will be added if
necessary.

Make Town

to

Town

Canvass

Enlistment of exhibitors in the ranks
now is being made by a town to town
hamlets being
smallest
the
canvass,
reached, instead of depending on attractand
conventions
ing theatre owners to
rallies at central points.

Stage

Peril

apparent that the warning sounded by Exhibitors Herald eight
of the Public Rights League to
the peril facing their business has
been heeded. Internal quarrels within the industry and other issues have
been completely overshadowed by the threat of national censorship, federal
control of motion pictures from production to exhibition, and blue Sunday.
It is indicated that every resource of the national exhibitor organization is to be marshalled for what is now regarded as the greatest crisis in
the history of films.
they visited every theatre in Connecticut,
Announcement of the nationwide tour
and have signed application cards and
planned by himself and Senator Walker
dues from every theatre owner.
was made by Mr. Cohen to the Herald
The
It

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

trip will be for the double purpose of strengthening the exhibitor
organization and preparing for an active campaign in every congressional
district to assure the defeat of the blue law legislation sponsored by Dr.
Wilbur F. Crafts and other reform leaders.

"We are carrying the organization to
the exhibitor instead of making him come
He pointed
to us," Mr. Cohen declared.
out that an exhibitor convention is being
held in Arkansas today, that Utah exhibwill meet in convention Thursday
and that South Dakota and Iowa conventions will be held next week.
Mr. Cohen announced that Connecticut
itors
.

now

100 per cent in the exhibitor organization.
"We had an organizer and William A.
True, state president, tour the state," he
"I have just received a report that
said.

is

quota

is

far oversubscribed."

Appoint Paid Managers

To make the fight on the blue laws
and other adverse legislation more effective, Mr. Cohen stated that paid business
managers would be placed in charge of
every state organization during the coming months.
There are now paid man-

agers in New York, California, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Nebraska and
Iowa.
Two hundred exhibitors are in Lansing attending the annual state convention, the attendance having been reduced
by a cold wave which swept the state
yesterday.
President Ritter opened the
convention this morning with an address
on the value of organization.
"A year ago the producers shut the
door on the exhibitors," he declared.
"Now they welcome us. We have taught
them to respect us. Adolph Zukor, when
we called on him, said, 'Gentlemen you
have us licked. What do you want us to
do?'

Hear Committee Reports

The

greater part of the day was spent
in the routine business of appointing
committees and hearing reports. At noon,
the visitors were taken through the state
penitentiary as the guest of Warden Hulbert and this evening, a banquet was held
at the Jackson City Club.
Tomorrow's
session will be featured by an address by
Sydney Cohen and by the election of
state officers for the coming year.
Mr.
Cohen stated that he would confine his
talk to the business matters facing the
exhibitors.

Gossip indicates that Claude Cady is
scheduled for the state presidency, with
James W. Ritter as vice president and
Fred R. Rumler treasurer, it is expected
that there will be few changes in the
board of directors.
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Europe Can't Challenge Screen
Supremacy for Years
Says

Back

15,

1921

Home

CARL LAEMMLE

Universal President Returns to America After Spending
Four Months on the Continent

SEVERAL

years must elapse before the master film minds of Europe

will be in a position to challenge American screen supremacy.
This is the conviction of Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Film
Manufacturing Company, who has just returned to the States after a
four months' tour of the Continent.

PUKSIDKN'T

I.

A KM.MI. E

bases

his

gnat extent upon
the effect modern American films are
having in Germany. The theatre going
public there is clamoring for more and
more American pictures, he says.
observations

to

a

*

*

*

of the present ultra-dramatic tendencies

Besides visiting the various Universal
branches in England and on the Continent, Mr. Laemmle spent considerable
time in Swtizerland, at Carlsbad, at Deauville

other European vacation reIn the Laemmle party were his

and

sorts.

at

two children, Louis Laemmle's wife and
children. Mrs. Anna Flcckles. Miss I'cepi
Heller, Mrs. Louis Laemmle's sister, and
Harry Zchner, secretary to the president.
President Laemmle said that an enthusiastic reception had been accorded
the Universal pictures in Germany. They
were the first big American pictures introduced in that country since 1914, he
stated.
He said the Germans loudly applauded when they viewed, for the first
time, the results of modern American
film direction.
So far, he says, Universal is the only
big American company which has taken
full advantage of the situation in Germany "The Virgin of Stamboul," Priscilla Dean's first Universal Jewel picture,
he says, was the first big American film
to be shown to the German public under
the new import film admittance regulations.

It

Mr. Laemmle expressed his belief that
German producers will lose no time
in attempting to achieve the same results, but he is slightly skeptical as to
their ability to approximate American
film ideals, at this time, largely because
the

of the

German

film

stars.

Producers Determined
to Leave Los Angeles
If Censorship Passes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES.

Oct. 4. A score of
leading motion picture producers arc determined to leave Los Angeles, if the
censorship measure now pending before
the city council becomes a law.
Practically all of them have received tempting
offers from other cities, including San
Francisco, Oklahoma City and Miami.
Marshall Xeilan dropped a bombshell
into the council chamber when he announced that he had abandoned his plans
for a new $7.10,000 studio pending the
outcome of the issue. It is understood
that he will move to San Francisco if
censorship wins.
A week ago, the committee considering
the measure voted 4 to 2 in favor of it.
The entire council may accept or reject
the report.

was received with unanimous

Dorothy Dalton on Coast

acclaim.
*

*

*

reviewers, he says, were especially struck by the superior photography, the unusual lighting effects, and
the ability of the American producers,
as evidenced by the Dean picture, to
make an interesting and suspenseful film
story out of a simple plot and theme.

German

Dorothy Dalton is in California where
she will work at the Lasky studio in
George Melford's next production far
Paramount, "Moran of the Lady Letty,"
from the novel by Frank Xorris. Miss
Dalton and Rudolph Valentino will be

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 4.— George B. Van
Cleve has resigned as general manager
of Cosmopolitan Productions. He is succeeded by H. P. Carver, who has been
active in the various motion picture enterprises of William Randolph Hearst.
A report that Cosmopolitan planned
to lessen production activities was met
with a statement that four companies
are now on location.

"More Money'" Cry of
the

New

York Censors

NEW YORK, Oct. 4.— Although the
New York censorship board has been in

Sydney^Cohen
New

J.

Carver Is New Head
of Hearst Enterprise

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

York, October

4.

(By Western Union)

Martin

president of Universal, who has returned to America
after a four months' business and pleasure trip in Europe.

featured in the leading roles.

"Herald" Editorial Receives
Plaudits of

CARL LAEMMLE,

operation scarcely two months, they are
already calling for more money.
George H. Cobb, chairman of the commission, conferred with Governor Miller
several days ago and the governor indicated that the money would be forthcoming so that "the work would not be hampered."

Quigley,

Congratulation on "A Million Dollar Carousal" editorial, but
same should be fifty million dollars loss, one million dollars loss to

Famous Payers and

and Berman
w York
Are Touring

O'Reilly

Exhibitors Herald:

forty-nine million dollars loss to exhibitors of the

country through no fault of their s, because of condemnation heaped
on the entire industry through this unfortunate and distressing inci-

N

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Oct. 4.— In view or recent developments, local film circles are
attaching considerable importance to the
news that Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel I. Berman, active workers of the M.
York state.
P. T. O. A., are touring
No announcement of the purpose of
their trip has been made and there is a

New

dent.

(Signed)

SYDNEY

S.

COHEN.

great deal of speculation.

!;

EXHIBITORS HERALD

James Rode a Horse

Jesse
To

Moving Picture World:

the

No

n

one

why you

who

has read your paper will speculate as to

eventually decided

it

would be advisable

an interesting and serviceable department within

many, however,
the successful

HERALD

your current

covers

feature,
is

known

as

"What The

the purport of the

Pic-

announcement

issue.

Your statement
late

its

will question the propriety of simulating

ture Did For Me," which
in

to include

that "the idea

was originated with

the

Mr. Mock of Chicago" bears only that remote relation
might be expected: The idea was

to the truth that

nated by the late Mr. Nat C. Stronge,

who was

origi-

then man-

aging editor of "Motography," several months after the
retirement, due to an illness which proved fatal, of Mr.

Mock, former owner of that publication.
the department in the

HERALD

is

The presence

Ed
of

by right of purchase of

"Motography" from the widow of Mr. Mock who was properly compensated for what represented an asset in her husband's estate.

In the light of precedent, therefore, your

Mock

gratuitous giving of "due credit to Mr.

for having

originated the idea" hardly affords reasonable compensation
to either the past or present

However, we

owner

of the department.

shall not invoke the

law to stay your

niching of our department; neither shall

we

quarrel with

you for the taking of other valuable features from the
HERALD in the past and others still that you probably will
need in the future because the furtherance of these features,
even

in

your

own

small way,

may

be of some service to the

trade and for us the flattery of imitation, irrespective of
the source, will be

deemed

full

compensation.

Cordially,

Martin

J.

Quigley,

Publisher,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Chicago,

October

3,

1921
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Universal City Will
Install Fire
Forest

System

Revealed Need
of Apparatus
To Spend
Blaze

—

Over $30,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 4.— Forest

fires

which imperiled Universal City recently
brought clearly before its executive the
fact that the whole aggregation of studio
buildings, stages and sets would be endangered if a blaze in the brush and
trees of the Cahuenga Pass neighborhood
got out of control.

When the fire on the surrounding hills
was brought under control the heads of
the various department:, were called into
conference.
fire system was devised
which will require an expenditure of over

A

$30,000.

Harry D. Brown,

electrical chief,

who

also a deputy forest ranger and lire
chief of Universal City, has assigned a
crew of 100 men to install the equipment.
It will provide 1,500,000 gallons ol water
in reserve, besides two pumps to deliver
1.000 gallons per minute, and 53,000 feet
of underground pipes reaching every part
of the 230-acre area. Over 10,000 feet of
is

JACKIE COOGAN,

star of the

new

Reformers

"My

Irving Lesser production

on the lap of Sol Lesser and chinning with
between scenes.

his

director,

Boy," sitting

Victor

Heerman,

hose will be added.
Forty standard
plugs and 50 standard taps will be
installed and the regular fire guard, on
duty at all times, will be raised from ten
to twenty men.
fire
fire

Consider

Citizens
Little

Mentally Incompetent

Miriam Baltista

Will Return to Stage
(Special to Exhibitor s Herald)

Thomas H. Ince Declares Censorship Advocates Must Hold
American Public in III Concealed Contempt
k w A N incurable distrust of the American people common to all reformfl ers" is given by Thomas H. Ince, the producer, as the reason for
This direct
agitation for censorship of the motion picture screen.
D. McGuire, of
analysis of "censorship" was given by the producer to W.
New York, a member of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,

all

who was

in conference in

Los Angeles with

and America.

official

censors of Canada
.

,

,

understood to voice the sentiproducers of the country.
picture
motion
big
the
of
ments of most

The statement coming from Mr. Ince

is

follows:

It

kk'T'HE

*
ple

idea of censorship has

its

root

in the incurable distrust of the peo-

common

to all reformers;

and yet

it

and rightis on the belief of the sanity
mindedness of the American public that
the Republic is founded. The American
Citizen, on election day is assured that
questions
of the year
is
his opinion on everything concerning the
conduct of life is considered negligible
and the proud possessor of the voice is
treated either as an imbecile or as a
his

political
infallible.

judgment on
For the rest

child.

*

*

"In a recent election

all

*

was

called

in California, the

upon

to

sterile

and

literature is a criticism
of life and this applies to the screen.
The highest mission of our art is to justly
observe, accurately record and truthfully
depict the varied phases of life.
"If we falsify these records, then we
stand convicted of tampering with the

impotent.

warped

YORK,

Oct.

4.— Miriam Bat-

who scored
a hit as the little Ghetto girl in Humoresque, and who now is making a picture
with Norma Talmadge, is planning to
desert the screen for a return to her
first love, the legitimate.
Just before her return to England,
Elinor Glyn sent for Miriam and read
her a play called "Miriam" which the
novelist had written for little Miss Battista.
The play will not be produced
before the first of the year, and as its
heroine Miss Battista, who is but 8
years of age, will be the youngest star
on the stage.
tista,

the talented youngster

All

public conscience; but we should not be
compelled to cater to the narrow prejudices of a minority or allow our great
medium to be mutilated to suit the dim
vision of the purblind observers with

"We

give instant
and final decisions on twenty-four proposed amendments to the state Constitution; and yet on all questions relating
to morals, art or literature this same
citizen is adjudged as mentally incompetent and a guardian is to be appointed
to decide what picture he is to see.
"A foreign critic observes that since
the war all the 'Verboten' signs that disfigured Imperial Germany have been removed to this country to decorate a Free
If we set up artificial resRepublic.
traints and prevent the free play of
intelligence all forms of art expression
elector

would become conventional,

NEW

intelligence.
*
*

*

contribute nothing of value
if hampered by the arbitrary rulings of
promiscuously selected censors, and our
pictures would be degraded to a puerile
and innocuous entertainment for the simThe films under
ple and feeble-minded.
these restricting influences would improve nothing and entertain no one not
even the elect. They would be born of
nothing and pass into nothingness, leaving the screen as blank as it was before
the first anouncement marred its pristine
purity and what is still more vital, they
would be viciously immoral as they would
their
perpetrate
untruthfulness,
false
standards, false views and spurious interpretations of life."
will

—

Frank Losee

in Cast
of Inspiration Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct. 4.— Frank Losee,
weeks on the D. W. Griffith lot, where he took the part of Count
de Linieres in "The Two Orphans," has
joined Dick Barthlemess in Inspiration
Pictures.
Mr. Losee left Sunday for
Maine, where Barthlemess and his company are on location, making the second
Inspiration publication for First Naafter fourteen

tional.

The Barthlemess picture to follow
"Tol'ble David" has not yet been titled,
but it is from a story by Porter Emerson Browne. Louise Huff has been engaged to play opposite the star.

Donna Risher With R-C
Donna

Risher, experienced newspaper
feature writer, has been
to the publicity staff of R-C pic-

woman and
added

tures.
Miss Risher will specialize on
newspaper feature and syndicate material
and assist with the fan magazine articles.

October
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Industry Directs Guns at
Massachusetts Censorship

Reads It from
Cover to Cover
Sam Nelson, manager of the
Strand theatre at Berlin, Wis., recently subscribed to the HERALD.
He received his first copy September 23 and that night wrote the following

HERALD
state that I

my

copy of the
today and I wish to
have watched the mail

every day since
ceive my copy.

first

Wednesday

to re-

HERALD

the most
"I find the
useful trade paper an exhibitor can
read.
it

I

sat all afternoon

reading

from one end to the other and

I

found many useful articles for a
wide-awake theatre man."
Mr. Nelson's complete letter will
be found on page 82 with other letters from readers to the HERALD.
THE PAPER THAT IS READ

One Pose Too Many:
Police Clamp Lid on
Audrey Munson Show
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO., Oct. 4.— Detective
Sergeant William Roach and his morality
squad Saturday interrupted a performance by Audrey Munson, who was appearing in person at the Royal theatre,
210 North Sixth street, in conjunction
with the showing of her film, "Innovenve." and arrested Miss Munson and
her manager, Ben N. Judel, on charges
of showing an obscene picture. The film
and Miss Munson had been billed to appear at the Delmar theatre, 493S Delmar
boulevard, Sunday.
Sergeant Roach and his men acted on
orders from Prosecuting Attorney Ernest
Oakley. They went to the theatre and

through the showing of the film. At
final fadeout the spotlight revealed
Miss Munson in an art pose with little
of her personal charm concealed by a
sat

the

filmy silken drapery.
At the fourth pose,

when Miss Mun-

son appeared with her back to the audience unadorned from the waist up. Sergeant Roach stopped the performance. Miss
Munson and Judel were released on common law bonds.

Film MenWatching
Tax Battle on Floor
of the U. S. Senate

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Oct.

4.— Every branch

of the motion picture industry is watching the progress of Senator Smoot's fight
for a manufacturer's sales tax of 3 per
cent, which he is making on the floor of
the United States senate.

Smoot's suggestion is adopted, all
war taxes will be wiped out, including the admission tax, the seat tax.
and the film rental tax.
Senator Watson of Indiana is one of
the strong supporters of the measure
and is confident that it will be adopted.
If

of the

Opponents of the measure insist that
they have sufficient strength to kill it
when it comes up in the form of a resolution.

Entire Resources of National Association Will Be
Massed in a Campaign to Prepare for
Referendum in November, 1922
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

letter:

"I received

43

YORK.

—

Massing the entire resources of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry in an immediate campaign in
Massachusetts, was decided upon at the first meeting of the new censorship committee held in New York last week.
For the first time in the history of the industry the question of censorship will be put up to a vote of the people, and the decisive defeat
of the measure by referendum was declared by several of the speakers to
be most vital.
Proposes Meeting of Exhibitors and Film Men
The first move of the intensive campaign is to be a conference of all
the leading exhibitors of the state and the executive heads of the producing and distributing organizations having membership in the National
Association. This meeting was suggested by President Brady and will
be held in Boston within the next month. The exact date will be named
within a few days and work will be commenced lining up the exhibitors.
Many of the heads of the larger companies have announced their intention
to be present.
Oct.

4.

The election at which the people of
Massachusetts are to be given an opportunity to say whether or not they want
censorship of p-ictures does not take place
November, 1922, and the campaign
which is to be inaugurated at the Boston
conference will be an intensive one for
until

the entire year.

Bay

Storm -Center
It was generally agreed by the censorship members that Massachusetts is
the most important storm center of the
State

censorship agitation and that a victory
there for a free screen will have a tremendous effect on the actions of other
states.

One thing that is to be impressed
strongly upon the exhibitors at the conference is the necessity of some radical
changes in the method of advertising p ctures, both poster and newspaper advertising.
Judge J. Albert Brackett of Boston, "who was at the meeting upon invitation of Chairman Gabriel Hess, spoke
strongly on the subject of misleading
advertising.

Film Advertising
no general complaint of the
character of pictures shown on the
screens of Massachusetts." said Judge
Crticizes

"There

is

Brackett, "but one pernicious thing that

must be stopped

is the misleading and
mischievous advertising both poster and
newspaper emphasizing sex matters that
do not exist in the films. Many people
in Massachusetts do not go to see the

—

—

pictures regularly. They form their opinions of the. pictures through the advertisements and posters.
"In going before the voters next fall
our case will be greatly strengthened by
removing from public view those things
that are incurring the criticism of the
public at this time. The great trouble in
Massachusetts is the inactivity of those
from whom we would naturally expect
support and cooperation. The reformer
in our state is wearing out his welcome.
The people are getting tired of h m."
:

A

subcommittee was appointed by
make a survey
to
Hess
Chairman
of the advertising situation in MassaThis subcommittee is comchusetts.
posed of Jerome Beatty of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporator: Joseph Dannenberg of W'd's Daily; Howard Dietz
of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation: Paul
Gulick of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, and Arthur James of the
Moving Picture World.

New York Democrats

Will Fight

Censorship in Coming Campaign
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Oct. 4.— Censorship of motion pictures will play
an improtant part in the coming state political campaign, according
Democratic state committee,
to Herbert C. Pell, Jr., chairman of the
written into the Demoin commenting on the anti-censorship plank
platform at the state convention last week. The wording of

NEW

YORK.

cratic

the plank follows:
"We oppose the tendency towards beaurocracy and the establishment of a system of censorship and unwarranted interference by the
government with the freedom and initiative of the citizen."
&
Chairman Pell has issued a statement in which he asserts he sees
threat to extend regulation
in the present motion picture censorship a
party throughout the
Democratic
the
of
fight
main
"The
to the press.
he says, "will be against the tendency toward government regu-

state,"
is un-American
lation, interference and censorship.. This tendency
people of this
the
injury
to
serious
work
will
run,
long
the
and, in

country."

—

A

KX H
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Theatre Presented Father

W

by
Gift Replaces

Was

Destroyed

In fact, theatres are now openof theatre openings.
regularity as to occasion little more than passing

is

interest.

Like spot news stories the dedication of a theatre must present
Otherwise the
the unusual before it is accorded prominent display.
columns of a publication would become stagnant and worthless.

RECENTLY

the

new Warner

theatre

Niles, O., was dedicated as many
other picture palaces have been dediBut there is a feature
cated in the past.
in connection with this opening which
raises it to the plane of the unusual.
at

*

*

The new Warner theatre
Warner brothers to
the

a gift from
their father.

is

represents in con-

Benjamin Warner. It
form the sons' affection

crete

for

their

Angeles in a few days.
C. C. Ezell,
Lewis J. Selznick's personal representative, is at present in charge of the Kansas

City

Barring

all

Warner

pictures.
*
*

*

There are five Warner brothers
Harry M., Albert. Jack L., Sam L. and
These are the men who have
David.
woven a romance into the erection of a
modern theatre.

Urge All Exhibitors to
Attend Iowa Meeting

"The Contrast"
Politics

KANSAS CITY,
of

the

KANS.,

Kansas

—

Oct. 3
censor board

charged with playing "politics" by
Robert Blackstone, owner of a film titled

are

"The Contrast,"

in a suit filed in the discourt to have the picture reviewed
its merits by a jury.
Blackstone claims that the censors are
"protecting Governor Henry J. Allen and
his court of industrial relations" by :trbitrtrily refusing to allow the film lo be
shown.
Union labor is said to back
Blackstone in his assertions and to be
assisting him in his fight.
Richard J. Hopkins, attorney general,
has ruled that a suit for $5,000 damages
against the state brought by Blackstone
cannot be successfully maintained in the

trict

on

The film was barred on the grounds
that "it was contrary to the best interests of the people of Kansas and it encouraged the violation of several Kansas
laws."

4—

for the gathering.

Eisner Buys Strand
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

—

CITY, MO., Oct. 4. A. M.
Eisner, former secretary of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri, has
purchased the Strand, one of Kansas
City's leading suburban houses, and will
remodel and redecorate

Cohen

Select

Corporation,

in

Firm

consisting

of

Sol

Lesser,

The corporation will erect a dance
pavilion, carrousel, Dodgem and Over
the Falls on the pier.

Theatres, who will erect a motion picture
theatre with a seating capacity of 2,000
on the site.
The first combined picture and vaudeville house in this district will be erected
at a cost of $125,000 on the Dome dance
pavilion site by West Coast Theatres.
Contracts will be made with the Junior

Orpheum

circuit

for five acts

and

First

National pictures will be shown.

Bernstein Appointed

1

General Manager of
Studios Corporation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN MATEO, CAL,

Oct. 4.— Isadore
appointed general
Studios Corporation,
according to President A. W. Scott, who
announced in connection with this that

manager

has

of

been

Pacific

additional motion picture companies
shortly would go to Northern California
for the production of a score or more
pictures involving expenditures running
into millions.
Relative to the appointment of Bernstein Comptroller Frank Burt of Pacific
Studios said:
"Bernstein holds two records in the
motion picture world which will probably never be surpassed, and this in addition
founding Universal City at
to
Lankcrshim in 1914 and which he built
up with Carl Laemmle to what is said in
1920 to be the world's largest studio with
an investment of $7,000,000. One of the
records was the simultaneous supervision
of twenty-one film producing companies.
The other is the 'discovery' and elevation
of a huge number of the stellar lights
among the directors and stars of the
screen constellation of today."
five

Jack Johnson Film
Playing to Capacity
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Manager

4.— Harry
Cohen has been appointed manager of
Mr.
the
Kansas City Select office.
Cohen is expected to arrive •from Los

CITY, MO.,

Men

Ramish, Abe Gore and Mike
Gore; Venice Investment Company, of
which George Cleveland is president, and
Frank L. Stineman of Venice.

it.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

Prominent

Beach Amusement Corporation was
formed by L. B. Mayer, producer of First
National Films; West Coast Theatres

Bernstein

courts.

Stuart
Oct.
NEB..
Gould, business representative of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of Netion
braska and Iowa, has sent a letter to all
Iowa exhibitors urging them to attend
the state convention at Des Moines on
October 11 and 12 whether they are
members of the organization or not.
The meeting will be held at the ChamPresident B. I. Vandyke
berlain Hotel.
of the Royal theatre is making arrange-

ments

other amusement fields.
Several prominent film men arc identified with Beach
Amusement Company, which is to construct a $250,000 pleasure pier at Ocean
Park.

Will Erect Playhouse

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

Oct. 4.— Motion pic-

The Dome dance pavilion is to be torn
down immediately by the West Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Members

LOS ANGELES,

ture interests of Southern California are
planning to extend their activities into

by

Sponsors of Films

year ago the Niles Opera House,

cumbrances.
Another unusual feature of the opening was that the program was comprised
wholly of Warner Brothers features
"Why Girls Leave Home," "Miracles of
the Jungle" and "Peaceful Alley" were
on the bill. In the future the house will
be used for the initial presentations of

of

Project

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Adolph

Called

Is

Hill."

of which Benjamin Warner was manImmediager, was destroyed by fire.
ground on
ately the sons purchased
which to erect a modern theatre. That
theatre is the one just dedicated and
presented to the father free of all en-

office.

Kansas Censor Board
Arouses Union Labor

lather.
It represents the antithesis of
the familiar story told in "Over the

One

Film Men Will Build
Coast Pleasure Pier
in

Niles Opera House Which
by Fire Just One Year Ago

19^

15,

Mayer, Lesser, Gore, Ramish
and Others Interested

arner Brothers

Old

the day
THIS
ing with such

October

Oct.

THE MEN BEHIND TARZAN'S ADVENTURES.— (Left

to

right)

Louis

Adrian Weiss, a white hope,
George Merrick, Walter
Beckwith, (teasing the "cat") and
trainer for Weiss Bros. Artclass PicWeiss,

Sam

Zierler,

tures

Corp.

KANSAS

CITY, MO.. Oct. 4.—
Kansas City made film, titled "As the
World Rolls On," featuring Jack Johnson, former heavyweight champion, is
do'ng a capacity business at negro theatres here. The production was made by
William Andlaucr of Andlauer Productions.

'

October

15,
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"Herald" to Supply Slides
for Public Rights League
Members

to

Receive

Gratis

Series of Twelve Messages
for Use in "Drive Against

flQ Freedom'

.

Enemies of Film Industry
Exhibitors Herald, pursuant to
theatre owners
of the

and managers,

will

its

supply immediately to members

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

use in the

campaign

policy of practical service to
a series of twelve slides for

to maintain the freedom of the motion picture.

A series

of twelve slides will be forwarded gratis, postage
prepaid, to every member of the
requesting them.
This offer is open to every exhibitor for every exhibitor may
become a member of this organization by signing the pledge
card published each week in the Herald.
New members can
expedite matters by sending their requests for slides in the same
envelope in which they mail their pledges to this publication.

On

each

LEAGUE

ready for screening, a brief
editorial written by Martin J. Quigley.
These screen comments
treat with blue laws, censorship and related subjects in an educational
manner and are designed to swing the support of public opinion
behind the industry in its fight against censorship, organized Sabbatarianism and all other regulatory reform movements.
slide will be transcribed,

Accompanying

this article is a

blank form to be

filled in

by

exhibitors desiring this series of slides.
Remember, if you are not
now a member of the
you should sign both the pledge
and the request for slides. Members are asked to sign only the slide order.

LEAGUE

This series of slides will provide the exhibitor with sufficient screen
material with which to conduct the
campaign over a period
Each slide should be run at every performance for
of three months.
one week, when conditions will permit this arrangement. Only by

LEAGUE

conducting this campaign as a permanent movement and by running

KXHIBITORS HERALD
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October

the slides daily can the organized efforts of the
industry be defeated.

enemies

1921

15,

the

of

Seven months ago the Herald sensed the extreme danger to
which the industry was submitting itself through lack of some organized movement against bigotry when it learned of the plans of
the International Reform Bureau to dictate to and to control the
motion picture industry. Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of
the bureau, was the Herald's informant. Following the interview with
Crafts a complete outline of the bureau's intentions was published
in the Herald.
Immediately thereafter the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE was launched.

Today the membership of the LEAGUE extends into every
state.
The magnitude of this movement alone, however, cannot
defeat the purposes of the reformer who masks his selfish motives
That the LEAGUE
for control behind the cloth of sanctity.
movement may be truly effective exhibitors must do more than
sign the pledge
they must participate actively in it.
They must

—

utilize their screens in spreading the

LEAGUE'S propaganda.

enable and to actuate every exhibitor to take an active
part in this movement that the Herald is supplying without cost this
series of slides.
Weekly requests are received from theatre men
who, though willing to conduct the campaign, are restrained from
doing so through lack of convenient facilities for making slides.
These sliJes will reach exhibitors with the screen messages already
transcribed on them.
They pave the way for 100 per cent participation in this workable plan by the theatre men of the country.
It is to

•

Many

exhibitors are loath to take active part in any campaign
against blue laws or censorship until they are directly threatened by the
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago,

111.

Send to me,

free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the Herald
supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion picture.
is

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when conditions
permit of this arrangement.

Sign
i

slides
I

*

„, ..
Write name and
,

Theatre

address legibly

street

City

want

this

order

the series

— and

— if you

of twelve

mail

Exhibitors Herald.

to

the

October

15,
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enactment of such legislation. The industry's attitude of security
and its eleventh hour activities to defeat detrimental legislation
have been factors contributing to the success of the reformers
who spend years, if necessary, in mustering sufficient strength to
accomplish their destructive purposes.

With

twelve prepared slides in his booth every exhibitor can
easily conduct a methodical campaign without having the additional
work of making slides imposed upon him. Daily screening of the
editorials in forty-eight states will influence millions of
patrons to support the industry in this fight which, if won, will
benefit the public as well.

LEAGUE

The messages

on the

are written in a concise and effective
manner. Because of their educational contents these messages should serve to clarify
the false impressions planted in every community by the professional reformer whose
only aim is to to legalize destruction and oppression.
In every city and town the
reformer has spread his deceptive and artificial propaganda. The damage he has
done, however, can be repaired if every exhibitor will, publish on his screen the
messages of the LEAGUE.
carried

slides

Contrary to the opinion held by many people that the reform movement
will defeat itself through its radical and unsane activities it is gaining in power
in various sections throughout the country.
So threatening has it become
that men of prominence, realizing that some drastic and immediate action
must be taken, have launched organized movements to combat it. Preparations must be made now or the industry and the people will not be able to
cope with the big offensive of the reformers.

Nearly every day newspapers of the country publish stories of the activities of
These articles in themselves are proof that the reform element is
determined to foist its ideas upon the country.

the reformers.

LEAGUE

In running the
slides the exhibitor is creating a potent force, the
strength of which ultimately will dissuade the professional reformer from trespassing
further upon the inalienable rights of the people.
Every exhibitor now is given the
opportunity to obtain these slides free of charge. The theatre man has the screen,
the greatest of all mediums for the circulation of propaganda.
With his control of
the screen and the Herald's offer to supply slides the exhibitor has the necessary
factors for contributing to the success of this movement.
In the past year the reformers gained a point by imposing censorship upon the
people of New York. They have prevailed upon the city council of Los Angeles to
enact a regulatory ordinance.
No one can be certain where these busy-bodies
will strike next.
If you are prepared you can defeat them; if you are not you will be

compelled to submit to their
great

Twelve slides
movement.
That

is

is

dictates.

gratis to exhibitors

who

are willing to pledge their screens to this

the offer of the Herald.

Every exhibitor desiring to contribute his share
urged to send immediately for the series of slides.
Fill in

and mail

to the

to the success of this

Herald the blank form accompanying

movement

this article.
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You
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15,
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Don't

Need

a

Magnifying

This theatre, mindful of
bilities to this

community,

its

responsi-

is

ever will-

ing to lend a hand in every

Glass to

movement

aimed for the general welfare;
turn

it

in re-

asks only the good-will of

its

patrons.

See Danger

—PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Ahead
24. Each week there will be printed
message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

is

copy for slide No.

in this space a brief

Read

this!

Representative Manuel Herrick
of Oklahoma has introduced a bill
in congress with the provision that
the government take 50 per cent of
all receipts from the sale of theatre
tickets. It provides also that should
the government not get its quota,
exhibitors or producers would be
fined from $1,000 to $5,000 for each

tary of the Lord's Day Alliance,
says: "Of course, we shall back no
law that would compel a man or
woman to attend church. But we
believe that if we take away a man's

offense.

Read

this!

In four Southern states

motor car, his golf sticks, his Sunday newspaper, his horses, his pleasure steamships, amusement houses
and parks and prohibit him from
playing outdoor games or witnessing held sports, he naturally would
drift back to church."

— Florida,

Alabama, Louisiana and Tennessee

—drastic blue laws are awaiting the
reconvening of the legislatures.

Read this!
The Rev. Harry

L.

Bowlby, secre-

There is one sure way to defeat
these drastic and destructive pieces
of legislation. That is by crystallizing public sentiment in a defense of
individual liberty.

The PUBLIC RIGHTS
offers a

LEAGUE

workable plan for enlisting

the support of the public. You as an
exhibitor control the screen, the one
factor which can contribute most to
the fulfillment of the LEAGUE'S
purposes. This is a duty.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
wJ

in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical
reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.
,

You

a member t/

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

And Become
a

Member
League

of

—
October

15,
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"Read My Letter Again" Is
Reply of Williams to Cohen
Manager Tells M.P.T.O.A. President
That He Has Not Invited a Committee to
Investigate Company 's Affairs

First National

NEW

MABEL NORMAND

being induced by

Mack Sennett and

a big salary figure
to sign a contract which will keep her
on the Sennett lot for some time .to
come. Offices of the comedy king state
that the salary figure is one of the
largest ever paid to any star.

Famous Players
St.

Sell

Louis Criterion
To Lewis Syndicate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO.,

Oct. 4.— The Criterion theatre, 207 North Broadway, has
been sold by the Famous Players Missouri Corporation to a syndicate headed
.

ST.

by Samuel Lewis.

The

price paid

was

The deal was handled by Sam
Hamburg Real Estate and Investment
Company and Fred L. Cornwell, attorney and president of Famous Players
$200,000.

Missouri Corporation.
The Lewis syndicate will obtain film
for the Criterion through
City Wide
Amusement Company, which recently
purchased the twelve outlying houses of
Famous Players Missouri Corporation.
Lewis also is interested in the Russel

Broadway and Missouri-Shenandoah

thea-

tres.

J.

D. Williams Assists

Unemployment Probe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Oct. 4.— J. D. Williams,
general'manager of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., will return to

Wash-

ington, D. C, tomorrow to continue an
active part in the deliberations of President Harding's commission investigating
the unemployment problem.

Mr. Williams was appointed to represent the N. A. M. P. I. by President
William A. Brady. He appeared at the
preliminary conference in Washington
September 26.

Figures Show Picture
Production Leads Field

October 4.—The breech between Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the M. P. T. O. A., and J. D. Williams, general manager of
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., has been widened as the result of
another exchange of letters between the two.
Cohen Proposes Investigation of Company
Sydney S. Cohen on September 28 answered the letter from J. D.
Williams dated September 20, which appeared in full in the October 8
issue of the Herald. He interpreted Williams' letter as an invitation to
the M. P. T. O. A. to investigate First National and announced a committee for that purpose would be appointed.
"Read my letter again," responded J. D. Williams under date of
September 29, "You will no doubt find that I have not suggested that you
appoint a committee to investigate the activities of our company, but have
merely suggested that if you desire you may appoint a committee to investigate whether we have made a concerted effort to capitalize the tragic death
of Miss Virginia Rappe which accusation you made in your own letter of
September 19."
In conclusion, Mr. Williams states "If
your idea is to appoint a committee for
this purpose
and this purpose only
we shall be very glad indeed to welcome
your action in this regard."
Says Exhibitors Want Probe
The Cohen letter to Williams, which
brought this reply, is worded so that it
appears Cohen believed Williams had
invited him to appoint a" committee to

—

investigate

First

National's

activities.

Cohen states "a number of complaints
and grievances have been submitted to
this office against your company, most
of which come from members of our organization who are subfranchise holders
of your corporation."
He states that an investigation of First
National was asked at the recent convention of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware and at the convention of the
He
M. P. T. O. of South Carolina.
adds that Charles L. O'Reilly returned

from

a trip

through upper and western

parts of New York reporting "there is
a general protest in the sections visited
by him on the part of subfranchise
holders against the conduct of the affairs
of your company."

Walker was

to

Have Charge

have every reason to believe that
the counsel for the organization, Senator James J. Walker, who is rapidly
recovering from the effect of a very
serious operation, will be in such physical condition as will enable him to conduct this investigation for our committee
in about a month's time." Cohen's letter
"I

continues.

Referring to Williams' charge that
trade papers received Cohn's first letter
to Williams before it arrived at First
National, Cohen states that his messenger assures him the letter reached First
National's offices before copies were
given to the trade press.
The letters, complete, are as follows:

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cohen

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 4.— Motion pictures lead all other industries in volume
of production, according to an estimate
for the year 1920 just issued by the
Chamber of Commerce. The films are
shown to have an annual production of
$150,000.00.
Petroleum is second with
an annual production of $92,605,276.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

to Williams

Number
Dear Sir:
Wishing

to

manv motion
stantial

be

by the influence of as
theatre owners whose subindustry have been
the
in

guided

picture

investments

2

jeopardized by the Arbuckle-Rappe tragedy. I have
purposely delayed answering your letter of Sep-

tember 20th, until now.
I am sorry to have inconvenienced either you
or the two trade papers you mention, owing to
some apparent slipup in the delivery of the letter
wrote you complaining of the great injury
I
which our officers and executive committee members felt you were doing the industry at large by
failing in your promise to immediately suppress
the exploitation and distribution by exchanges,
directly or indirectly controlled by your company,
of the Virginia Rappe comedies after her tragic
death while the public. "Our patrons" aghast ot
this terrible crime, were sitting in judgment on
the morality of the entire industry.
messenger personally assures me that my
letter to you was delivered at your o. .ce before
delivery of any copies were made to any of the
trade press.
However, that phase of the situation is not very material as there was nothing
of a confidential character in any of the com-

My

munications.

am indeed much pleased with the general
I
tone of your letter, that you are willing as well
as anxious that a committee be appointed representing the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America for the purpose of investigating the acof your company.
A committee repreour organization has been at work for
sometime conducting negotiations with another proDuring that
ducing and distributing corporation.
period, a number of complaints and grievances
have been submitted to this ofice against your
company, most of which come from members of
our organization who are subfranchise holders of
your corporation.
As an evidence of this, a resolution was passed
at the recent convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware at Atlantic City, asking
for an investigation of the affairs of your comThe request was directed to the Motion
pany.
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and came
from subfranchise holders of Associated First

tivities

senting

National

Pictures.

A

similar

resolution

was

passed at the convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of North Carolina. The president
of the New York State Organization. Mr. C. L.
O'Reilly, has just returned from an extended
through the upper and western parts of
trip

New York and

reports there is a general protest
the sections visited by him on the part of
subfranchise holders against the conduct of the
in

affairs of

your company.

#
# •
In view of all these circumstances and our
earnest desire to protect the interests of our independent members, many of whom have entered
complaints against your company, I am indeed
gratified to know you are requesting this investigahave the effect of
tion as it will, no doubt,
straightening out the entire matter and affording
a better understanding between your company and
I will appoint the
the exhibitors of the country.
committee you suggest from the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America as soon as I have
an opportunity to advise with the executive committee members, and will notify you of the personnel of same and arrange for the necessary
meeting.
have every reason to believe that the counsel
I
for the organization, Senator James J. Walker,
who is rapidly recovering from the effect of a
very serious operation, will be in such physical
condition as will enable him to conduct this in[Concluded on page 82)
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THE WEEK

stage and screen celebrities for the original-

IN

ity

a

waiting public that "The Four Horsemen"
never get left at the post, has written a

well received in

its first

the

Dr.

Rivoli that

continued

it

is

least $1,000,000.

the

five-million-dollar

chapter Mr. Rosenbaum points out
as being of interest to persons in the mo-

Bank

One

and especially recom-

tion picture industry,

mends the following paragraph to publicity
men during the slack season
"The press agent arises in the morning,
yawns, stretches himself, wonders about his
breakfast and says, 'I sure will have to
Then he
hustle myself up a job today.'
picks up his cane, hangs it on his arm.
looks at himself in the mirror and says,
'I'll go out and promote a company.'"
»

*

*

circles are all het up
question of whether George
Universal,
or Jack Alicoate
of

Motion picture golf
over

the

Brown,

be first to have his name engraved
on the Duffer's Cup and hold possession
of that cherished emblem of prowess until
next year's tournament. Brown rolled up
a score of 186 and his rooters claimed the
cup for him. Then along came the Alicoate
contingent with affidavits that they had run
out of paper, or figures, or something, in
keeping the score of their champion, and
in
justice be
that the cup should
all
awarded to him. The suggestion has been
made that Brown and Alicoate play a special match for the possession of the trophy
and that the winner does not challenge
Jesse Guilford, the new National amateur

an

»

*

*

"The Beggar Maid," the first of Isaac
Wolpek's new art-dramatic pictures, was so

Commercial

*

*

A. of the National
Association, did not compete in the motion
picture golf tournament at Tuckahoe last
week. Rumor along Broadway has it that
he was out practicing on Sunday and lost
P.

his ball.
»

*

»

Rodert Edgar Long has been appointed
chairman of the publicity committee of the
A. M. P. A. When notified of his selection
Long remarked, "What do I know about
publicity ?"

*

Randy Lewis,
trip

abroad,

*

*

W

ill

Rogers as the
*

F.

Pathc, on

his

American

an

recent
screen

thusiasm over his trip.
"What impressed you most?" asked Mr.
Lewis.
"It was all wonderful," replied the screen
star, "but I really think the most impressive
thing was the French pheasants singing the
Mavonnaise."
*

*

*

Rev.
there are

cations the Calvary Baptist Church
ting ready to close his show.

John

is

indi-

says

thinking seriously of trying to arrange
for a home that he can attach to a moving
railroad train.

He came

New York

to

to

conduct the orchestra at the premiere of
"The Three Musketeers," departing for his
home in Los Angeles the following day.
Arriving there he found a wire asking him
to return to New York for the opening
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy," and after two
hours with his family, started east again.
He is now on his way back to the' coast
but says he is liable to be back in New York
in a couple of weeks.
»

»

*

Bolster, prosperous young
broker, who looks after the business affairs of his talented wife, Madge Kennedy, when he isn't too busy in the financial
drstrict,
is
said to be negotiating with
Henry Hobart and Arthur Friend, with

Harold

the idea of forming a Madge Kennedy producing company.
*

*

Jerome Bf.atty, D. of A. &

P. of Famous
Players, says he did not apply for a pistol
carrying permit for Bill Hart in anticipation of the Western bad man's arrival in
New York. Jerry figured Bill wouldn't
have 'em loaded even if he did wear 'em.
When Bill got in last week Jerry discovered he wasn't wearing even one.

Exchange Chiefs

at

Capital Re-Organize

So far as known, no motion picture conhas been offered to the

star.

*

is

*

Roach Straton, although

after his ar-

GoTTSCHALK, the composer,

*

of

met

comedian in London who had just come
from a short sojourn in Paris and who
was full almost to overflowing with en-

tract

*

Pacific

with

he

of Shanghai, China," in order that
the distinguished visitor will not be confused with H-2-O, a daily Realart visitor.

Floyd Willets,

Lasky

rival in
York last week, "The Melancholy Spirit," which had been selected as
the next Arbucklc production, will be made

Louis

Guimond

shall

champion.

week's showing at
Riesenfeld has

a recent visitor at Realart
explains that Mr.
"eminent Oriental representing

F. L.

street.

*

New

Ho was

Ho

K. T.

*

According to plans said to have been

for a second week.
*
• *

studios.

West 07th

1

decided upon by Jesse

Hugo

brochure entitled "The Psychology of the
Cane," for which he expects some manufacturer of walking sticks to pay him at

artistry of his portraits, will open

studio at

»

^iiiiiiniiiimin:iniinmiia4nHaniiii[iriMtitiHuiiiititiiiL:j[LiJiiiiiiuiiiiiiiJiiui;i[ij:iniiiiiiuiJiii]iiininanmaaa

in Balti-

and

new

a

NEW YORK
is

1921

Alfred Cheney Johnston, noted among

gniiinmiwiiiunnnii'mifliiiuniMM^

DDIE ROSENBAUM, who
P
" more and Washington convincing

15,

New Association President
H. Beaver of
Educational

Is J.

get-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Oct. 4.
complete reorganization of the Exchange
Managers Association has been effected,
bringing the organization to a 100 per
cent efficient basis.
As a part of the reorganization the
business of the association has been
placed in the hands of a manager,
Charles E. Wagner.
Officials elected are: President, J. H.
Beaver, Electric and Educational Film
exchange; vice-president, Paul E. Kreiger, Fox; treasurer, Jules Levey, Washington Film exchange. On the executive
committee are S. Galanty, Hodkinson;
Rudolph Berger, F. B. Warren.
The purpose of the association, according to President Beaver, is to foster better business relations between the exchanges and the exhibitors. President
Beaver also states that the organization
has a membership comprised of 95 per
cent of the exchanges of the territory.

Picture
Is

and Five Acts

New Orpheum

Policy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, OKLA., Oct. 4.—
Realart picture and five acts of vaudeville are now being presented on each pro-

A

gram

MABEL

BALLIN and her husband, Hugo Ballin, discussing a scene for "Jane
Eyre," Mr. Ballin's fourth independent production for Hodkinson distribution.

at

the

Orpheum.

The

prices

of

admission are 25 cents for matinees and 10,
25 and 50 cents for Sunday, holidays and
evenings.

October

15,
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May Be

Tariff Bill

Delayed Indefinitely
Final Passage Is Expected to

Be Held Up Until Spring
or Even Later

Paul Brunet Names Pearson
General Manager of Pathe
Benson

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

D. C, Oct. 4.— The
which contains many
interest to the motion pic-

ported out of the senate committee until after the Christmas holidays and final
enactment is expected to be delayed
until spring.

A

extending the provisions of the
indefinitely has been introduced in the house on this account.
Under the terms, duties would be imbill

emergency act

posed until permanent
is

tariff

legislation

enacted.

The

time

additional

bring a

series

new

of

is

expected

to

protests against

on foreign film proproducers.
American
Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover
receiving scores of communications
is

the proposed tariff

from

ductions

on the subject.

Elected Vice President of Distributing

Appointment

tariff bill,

items of vital
ture industry, will probably not be re-

Is

Company — Humm Becomes Assistant General
Manager— Create Management Body

WASHINGTON",
Fordney

of

Mr. Humm has been identified with
Pathe for seven years. For several years
he has been auditor and a member of
the executive committee.
President Brunet says

Protests Tariff

the promotions:

A

Can't Recognize Film

After Gotham Board
Completes Censoring

Elmer Pearson,

in

announcing

Pride in Announcement
"It

is

gratifying to head an organiza-

composed

men

tion

whose rank

who

can so readily adapt themselves to

is

of

demand greater ability, and
more pronounced initiative, than had ever
positions that

Another Step Up
the Ladder

(Special to Exhibitors Herald}

Oct. 4.— Declaring that
some motion pictures cannot be recog-

when

the

New York

nearly two years director of

before been demanded of them.
Pathe
has always felt proud that within its own
ranks were those who could fulfill any
demands that might be made upon them.
Never have we been obliged to go outside our own organization for men of
calibre to fill important posts.
"'In announcing the appointment of Mr.
Pearson as general manager and Mr.
as assistant general manager, I

Humm

naturally

some

feel

pride,

for

I

have

watched keenly

their progress, their earnest efforts that always brought them
forward.
I know they will ably fill the
positions with which they are now en-

trusted."

NEW YORK,

nized

for

exchanges for Pathe, as general manager of the distributing organization,
is jnnounced this week by President Paul Brunet.
The chief executive's announcement includes other important promotions in the guiding personnel of the organization. President Brunet's
statement was issued following a meeting of the board of directors which
authorized the creation of a management committee to be comprised of
the president, vice president, secretary, general manager and assistant
general manager.
Bernhard Benson Elected Vice President
Other changes in the personnel of the company include the election
of Bernhard Benson to the vice presidency and the promotion of John
Humm to assistant general manager. Mr. Benson of the banking house
of Merrill, Lynch & Company has been a member of the executive committee for two years. He brings to Pathe a wide knowledge of business
and finance.

Commerce Body
letter of protest against the proposed
30 per cent tariff on foreign films has
been received by the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States from the American
Chamber of Commerce in London. The
London association sets forth that the
American film interests would be the losers
in the trade war that surely would follow
the adoption of the proposed duty.

51

Units Function Smoothly
Three important units in the smoothly
functioning Pathe machine, who will continue to administer their offices, as well
as their posts on the executive committee, in their usual efficient manner, are:
Lewis Innerarity, secretary, who since
September, 1918, has carefully and successfully handled the reins of the secretaryship, and guided the legal department

through many important law engagements. Mr. Innerarity is an expert on

censorship

board gets through with the shears, the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
will insist upon producers showing them
"cut copies" of film before arranging

all

questions pertaining to censorship.

Arthur E. Rousseau, export manager,
who has b6en a member of the Pathe
executive family for several years, and

bookings.
They say that they will not play or pay
for pictures which are not shown to them
exactly as they can show the films in

of the export trade has
held Pathe among the foremost in this
department.
G. L. Chanier, general superintendent
of factories, who has developed this post
into a highly specialized position, the
importance of which cannot be overestimated.

whose knowledge

their thjeatres.

During the debate on the motion, sevdeclared that the censors
the story interest of many
films and mutilated many pictures beyond

eral exhibitors

destroyed

recognition.

Contracts Call for
Million Expenditure
On Stanley Building

Handle Crowds
At "Anatol" Showing

Police

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, OKLA.,

Oct.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

4.

— Police were called to handle the recordbreaking

crowds

fans.

PA., Oct. 4.— Conbidding on the new theatre and
Stanley
office building to be erected by
Company of America on the site now occupied by the Hotel Bingham estimate the
structure will cost in excess of $1,000,000.
The contract will be awarded shortly and
work will commence immediately.
Plans for this eight-story' structure were
tractors

attending

the initial
showing at the Capitol theatre of Paramount's "The Affairs of Anatol." The
waiting line extended for two blocks from
the box office. The house was sold out
before 2 p. m.
It is said that never before have such
crowds sought admittance to a theatre in
this state.
The picture stood the acid
test and was praised highly by reviewers

and

PHILADELPHIA.

ELMER PEARSON,

former director of
has been appointed general manager of the comexchanges
pany.

for

Pathe,

drawn by Hoffman-Henon Company.
entrance
Eleventh

to

the

street.

theatre

will

be

The
from

.
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"A Man's Home" Is Strong Feature
Adaptation of stage play by Anna Steese Richardson and
Edmund Breese has strong heart appeal. Truly one of
the best pictures that has ever carried the Selznick Trademark. Exceptional cast. Splendid direction by Ralph Incc.
and make possible not only

right,

THE CAST
Frederick Osborn
Arthur Lynn

one happy home, but two.

The

Harry T. Morey
Matt Moore
Grace Valentine
Kathlyn Williams

.

Cordelia Wilson

Frances Osborn
Lucy Osborn

THOROUGHLY
A man

gripping, hu-

by "A Man's
Home," the newest Ralph Ince prostory

is

told

—

duction for Selznick told in a way
that is refreshingly different from
the usual method of handling stories
dealing with the wreckage, or near-

Clean and
bright, delightfully cast and directed 'in a masterly manner, "A
Man's Home*' can almost be said

wreckage

of

to be in a class

As

home.

a

by

itself.

the foolish wife, neglected

a husband whose

life

by

mainly de-

is

voted to piling more millions upon
millions he has already made from
a lowly beginning, Kathlyn Willaims is at all times charming and
likable.
Grace Valentine makes an
unusual

"vamp"

who proves
enough sport

and

herself

blackmailer,
to

be

good

to finally set all things

story,

by Edward

Mon-

J.

an adaptation of a play by
Anna Steese Richardson and Edmund Breese. It shows Frederick
Osborn as president of a steamship
company, for whom, in his youth,
he had worked as a longshoreman.
tagne,

is

His

pretty

in

frivolous

wife,

Frances,

+

indulges

amusements

with

equally frivolous companions. Osborn keeps his mind on business

and

his

daughter

affections

Lucy,

who

on

his

falls

young
in

love

with Arthur Lynn, the son of a
wealthy neighbor. Lynn confesses
to Osborn of an "affair" during his
days with a mercenary
college

woman.
Mrs. Osborn, who has been away
from New York for some time, is
putting herself in questionable situations with a pair of adventurers.
She is the victim of blackmailers,
but not yet knowing their true characters, invites them to her home in

Toledo. Her husband is astonished,
as he has had detectives' reports on
the blackmailers, Cordelia and her
Cordelia
Wilson.
brother,
Jack

Scene

from

"A Man's Home"

(Selznick)

woman" in young
Jack Wilson's overtures to Frances Osborn, which she
repulses, are overheard by Osborn.
Wilson is ordered from the house,
but by a fake telephone message that
Lucy had been injured and taken
proves to be "the

Lynn's

life.

to a hospital gets Osborn out of the
re-enters.
tries to rob

way and

He

Mrs. Osborn, and in the struggle
for the possession of her jewels Osborn returns and gives the blackmailer a thrashing.
Wilson denies
that he tried to rob Mrs. Osborn
and declares she had given him the
jewels.
Cordelia, having heard the uproar, enters the room in time to
hear Wilson's suggestion that Osborn ask his wife about a certain
episode at a roadhouse raided by
revenue officers, shows a new side
to her character by confessing that
the whole affair had been plotted
by Wilson and herself to extort

money from Mrs. Osborn.
Osborn offers her money, which
she declines, and leaves the house.
The Osborns turn to each other,
each realizing that they must begin
all over again and make the home
a real one.

The picture should prove a
money-maker for the exhibitor seek.

ing stories with strong heart apIt has excellent exploitation
angles and a cast that will draw
them in and please by their clever
performances.. It is in six reels.
Credit must be given Director Ince
for his perfect handling of the various incidents of the play.
T. S. S.
peal.

—
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Bares Dual Life to
Coast Publicity

Men

Walter Anthony Doubled
Brass as Editor and
Press Agent

In

United Artists Kill Rumor
Of First National "Merger"
Issue Statement

No

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

From Douglas Fairbanks

Affiliation

4.— The Western Motion Picture Advertisers hung out
Oct.

H. H.

Van Loan and Walter Anthony

in

per-

sonal appearances.

Regular Jekyll and

Hyde

Walter
Anthony,
former
dramatic
editor on the San Francisco Call and now
publicity man for Sid Grauman, gave an
interesting talk on the respective viewpoints of editors and publicists. He told
how he served as publicity man for an
opera company while he w-as still dramatic editor; mailed his publicity to himself, and then threw his own publicity
in the waste basket and cursed the man

who wrote it.
Mr. Van Loan urged

publicity men to
write less and create more ideas that
would make the newspaper men do their
own writing.

Will Rogers Star Attraction

The big attraction of the evening was
Will Rogers, who told how he made the
Follies famous for its beauties.
There
was a thunder of applause when he ceased

which compelled an "encore."
Adam Hull Shirk, returned from NewYork, brought greetings from the A. M.
P. A.

Rothacker Is Planning
Truck Delivery of Film
If Mail Strike Develops
Watterson R. Rothacker, head of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has
arranged with United States Motor Truck

Company for the delivery to exhibitors
of prints on current First National and
other pictures, should the threatened
railroad strike develop.
Under the agreement reached with
Forrest J. Alvin, general manager of the
truck company, prints made at the Rothacker-Atler laboratory in Los Angeles
would be handled in the same way.
Should the walk-out materialize, "trunk
line" trucks would leave Chicago for Des
Moines and Omaha, Kansas Citv and
Denver, Milwaukee and the Twin "Cities.
St. Louis and the Southwest. Memphis
and New Orleans. Indianapolis, Louisrille and Atlanta and the Eastern states.

Buys Two
Theatres at Elmira

Berinstein

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N.

Y.,

Oct.

4.—William

Berinstein of the Colonial theatre has
taken possession of the Mozart and Majestic theatres at Elmira, which he purchased recently.
Walter M. Powers is
general manager of both houses.
The
deal by which Mr. Berinstein acquires
the houses involves more than S250.000,
it

is

said.

Dexter to Play in

London

Will

YORK.

—

The periodical rumor that United Artists is
abandoning its exchange system and sending its product
through another distributing organization has been killed again. And this
time, the denial is so emphatic that the rumor probably will not be revived for several years.
Douglas Fairbanks Issues Statement
Speaking on behalf of his wife, Mary Pickford, and himself, Douglas
Fairbanks brands the report as "absurd" and "utterly untrue" and calls
attention to the fact that United Artists is announcing the addition of
new product and has negotiations pending whereby a number of prominent artists will send their product through its exchanges.
Simultaneously, it is announced United Artists will distribute the
future productions of Xazimova, and has added "J 'Accuse," Abel Glance's
Oct.

4.

considering

sensational European production, to

The

rumor

a merger conwith First National.
The report was given wide circulation but little credence in the east.
Will Not Consider Affiliation
D ouglas Fairbanks' statement is as
latest

United

nected

of

Artists

follows:
"I wish to set right,
time,

the fact

that

now and

neither

for all

Miss Pick-

ford nor I have_ev.er considered or will
consider an affiliation with the First
National
Exhibitors
Circuit.
Where
these rumors come from I do not know.
There has been no thought or intention
of this kind in our minds ever or will
there be.
"United Artists Corporation today is
giving the exhibitors a splendid line of
pictures.
Our business is firmly established and we have earned the goodwill of theatres the country over.
Together with Miss Pickford, 'Mr. Chaplin
and Mr. Griffith, I am one of the owners of this corporation, and any idea
that we could be induced by First National or by any other organization, in
order to strengthen their position, to
give up the business that we have built
is absurd.
In this I am speaking for
Mr. Chaplin and for Mr. Griffith as well
as for Miss Pickford and myself and
ws assure the exhibitors of the country
that any report that the principals who
make up United Artists Corporation are
considering a departure from their present plans is utterly untrue.
"As a matter of fact, at this very
moment, negotiations are practically
completed with a number of the foremost artists in the motion picture business who will very shortly release their
new productions through United Artists
Corporation.
are glad at all times
to consider taking over the distribution
of the product of individual artists if
such product measures up to the standards that we have set, but there isn't
a distributing organization in the business that could induce us to give up
the independence that we are now enjoying; the liberty we now have to
serve exhibitors; our own absolute freedom of action in settling for ourselves
every* question of production and dis-

We

tribution."

don

contract under which Nazimova
productions were obtained for United
Artists was closed by Hiram Abrams

productions to be made
at the London studio of Famous PlaversLasky British Producers. Ltd.
appear

in

—An-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Elliott Dexter and Dorothy Cumming.
Paramount players, have gone to Lon-

to

Be Considered

Declaring

nonce Contract With Nazimova

the "S. R. O." sign at their last meeting,
as a result of billing Will Rogers,

53

Nazimova

The

to

Begin

at

Once

its list cf fall offerings.

and Charles Bryant.

Nazimova

will be-

gin production at once.

United Artists recently obtained
tribution of the

made by

dis-

George Arliss pictures

Distinctive

Productions,

Inc.,

which Arthur S. Friend is the sponsor, and the Rex Beach pictures made
by Bennett Pictures Corporation, of
which Whitman Bennett is president.
of

Minority Stockholders
Want Receiver Named
For St. Louis Concern
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 4.— Appointment
cf a receiver for Park Theatre Company,
owning the Pershing, is asked in a suit filed
in the circuit court by the minority stockholders.
The petition further asks that a
lease on the theatre now held by City Wide
Amusement Company be cancelled.
M. W. Feuerbacker. treasurer, and F. L.
Cornwell. owner of a majority of the stock
of the company, are named defendants. The
plaintiffs who control 195 shares are Jeffer-

son-Gravois Trust Company, Robert Heinrichshcffen, George T. Meyer, F. W. Linnemeyer and Russell C. Hamker. The company's capital is $55,000.
It is alleged that rents due on August 1
1 were not paid by Famous
Players Missouri Corporation and that at
a meeting of stockholders on September 1 it
was decided to take action to forfeit the
Later, it is alleged, the lease was
lease.
transferred to City Wide Amusement Company and Cornwell obtained control of a
majority of the stock. At another meeting held September 8 Cornwell had the
action of the previous meeting rescinded
and checks were received from Famous
Players Missouri Corporation for the two
months' rents. The court is asked to re-

and September

from interfering in the
ccmpa^- and to enjoin Feuerfrom
accepting
the rent checks.
bacher
strain

Cornwell

affairs of the

Miss Mason Back on Lot
Shirley Mason, back on the Fox lot
on the Coast following a short vacation,
has commenced work on "Little Aliens."
from a story by Myra Kelly. Jack Ford
directing.
This picture will follow
is
"Jackie" on the distribution schedule.

A
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Rush Many Foreign Films Here
To Stampede Market

October
loss

millions

of

of

dollars

15,
to

1921

this

in-

dustry.

"To give you specific figures: In Great
we control approximately 85 per

Britain

cent of the film exhibited; in Australia,
90 per cent; in South America, 95 per

Europe 85 per cent;
Far East, 80 per cent.

cent; in continental

Pictures,

Which Will Never Reach
For Silver

in

Public, Being Salvaged

in the

*

Says Rogers

Celluloid,

"If

OUT

of 300 foreign pictures rushed here from abroad during the
past year in an effort to stampede the American market, only five
were deemed suitable for exhibition in this country, according to
a letter written to Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation
of Labor, by Saul E. Rogers, chairman of the taxation committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
these
MANY
Mr. Rogers, are

films, according to
in the "cooler" at

of

the New York custom house because importers will not pay the 2 cents a foot to
Hundreds of others, he
distribute them.
says, are being salvaged for the silver
celluloid.
used on the
Mr. Rogers letter to the labor leader
was written after he and President William A. Brady of the N. A. M. P. I. had
called upon Mr. Gompers to obtain his
support in defeating the proposed 30 per
cent tariff on foreign pictures as contained in the house revenue bill.
*

*

*

In his disquisition Mr. Rogers stated
it was his opinion that if the tariff
measure was enacted it would be disastrous to the motion picture industry
that

to the labor employed by it. "It will
either driving American producers
abroad in order to enter the foreign market," he believes, "or a material reduction in the wage scale of labor employed
in our industry in order to meet a ma-

and

mean

diminution

terial

and

business

in

profits."

"If the 30 per cent tariff becomes law,"
the letter continues, "there is no doubt
that the foreign nations will retaliate by
imposing equally high or higher ad
valorem duties and that they will be
careful to base their tariff on American
valuation. Bearing in mind the fact that
the American film producers have practically a monopoly in the motion pictures
exhibited in foreign countries, a tariff
barrier raised against us would mean the

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Which Have
Exhib itors
By

to

HAROLD

F.

WENDT

furnish,

(Publicity Director, Rivoli theatre,

mean
tors

profit

for

an

which may

stunt

advertising

of

details

other exhibi-

Small

town

exhibitors

de-

pend a great deal upon information received from the nearest

how

city as to

are

being

various subjects

They

received.

hear their patrons say quite
often that they saw such-andsuch a picture while in such-

and-such a
is

city.

favorable to

This comment

them when

there

a great deal of talk about
town on some picture which
is

may have booked.
Knowing these facts

they

to

patrons
the

visit

Toledo, informing them that they will see the
best pictures at our theatre.
For example, we will say

we

that

:

advising the
theatre

when

Rivoli

Toledo, O.)

Here are the

the

of

in

are

Acting upon the advice of the

manager
atre,
in

of their favorite the-

many

of his patrons, while

Toledo,

Rivoli.

talking

have

the

visited

They go back home,
about "One Wild

Week," and by the time said
town exhibitor runs "One
Wild Week," most everyone
has heard of it, and knows just
how good it is.
The stunt works two ways.

small

*

organize
producing companies
abroad and carry on a material part of
our production abroad as foreign companies, which would throw thousands of
either

people
out
of
employment in this
country, or curtail the cost of production
in this country in order to obtain the
amortization of production and an appreciable profit in this country, knowing
that we will be compelled to speculate
in the foreign market for a profit."
Mr. Rogers states that he will be
pleased to call on the labor leader at any
time for a further discussion of this subject.

Willis Finds Conditions

In

New

York Gratifying

general manager of
Charles Ray Productions, and Albert A.
Kidder, Jr., assistant general manager,
have returned to Los Angeles from New

Richard

Willis,

Both

discussions
exhibitors in New
York City and neighboring sections had
Inspired them with the belief that a
growing spirit of optimism predominated
in the East.
During their stay in their New York
headquarters at the Arthur S. Kane offices, the Ray executives were pleased at
the opportunity of meeting local exhibitors from whom they obtained heartening information regarding the steady
drawing power of the Charles Ray pic-

with

film

state that their

men and

tures.

Short Reel Department
Opened by "U" Branch

Bebe

running

"One Wild Week."

Daniels in

*

are confronted with a retalia-

tory tariff abroad this industry will be
compelled, in order to enter the foreign
market under favorable conditions, to

York.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS

we

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

—

CITY. MO., Oct. 4.
short reel department has been created
by the Kansas City Universal branch and
H. N. Holmes, who has a creditable record for the last three years with Universal, has been placed at its head, with
Park H. Davis, formerly with Associated
Producers, as his assistant. The service
to be handled through this department
will include two-reel Century comedies,
all serials. International News, two-reel
Western dramas, Universal Screen Magazine, two-reel Jewell comedies and onereel Star comedies.

Open With Non-Union
Help After Walk- Out
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

be

It gets the Rivoli the transient

have talked over a
scheme with the film salesman
who handles our program pictures and have had him take
it up with the small town exhibitors showing his company's

business from the small towns,

O.,
Oct. 4.— Nonunion musicians have been employed by

and benefits the village exhibi-

several theatres here following a strike
of musicians, operators and stage hands.
The walk-out resulted from the demand
by theatres that the musicians accept a
wage cut of $5 a week.
number of the houses were dark for
Among the
a time following the strike.
theatres affected by the walk-out is Gus
Sun's Regent, the home of First National

true,

I

productions.

them

to

The

stunt

to run a slide,

is

for

which

I

tor in the

way

of getting

some valuable free
month advertising.
It's

city

him

word-of-

well worth while for any

exhibitor

very small.

as

the

cost

is

SPRINGFIELD,

A

attractions.

October

15,
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EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
D£P

D own

Stepping
What

ON

i^50TT0N~PI CTUB^J

^

the

and where to get

to print in theatre publications

it

are

simple questions few exhibitors have answered to their own or the
public's satisfaction. Examination of the many such publications submitted to this department weekly reveals widely divergent opinions

and the manner

as to the class of subject matter desirable

of its treat-

HERALD
Saratoga Springs," of general

The proposition

is

in reality as simple as the stepping

down

of

current to projector requirements.

What

to print should occasion hesitancy to none.

of the theatre

News

facts

and the industry, of such nature as to add prestige to

the screen and stimulate interest in matters relative thereto, constitute, obviously, the best material that can be presented.

Where

to get

Read the

it is

Loew May Succeed

"Arthur

Rowland

as

Head

of Metro," of

interest to public at large.

PAGE

ment.

in-

terest.

50

"Arranges for Wider Distribution Abroad," suitable for reprinting with revision as showing foreign

interest

in

American

pic-

tures.

PAGE

70

"Sir Gilbert Parker to Return

as readily answered.

HERALD.

to

United States," obviously of

In the pages of the October 8th issue, representative, matter of
interest to theatregoers, reprintable with credit, is present in sufficient

interest.

volume to

the tabulation further to establish

fill

the largest theatre publication, allowing wide range of

selection.

38-

demonstration of exhibitor

ther

"Re-Takes," a column of huselections from which are
suitable for filler purposes or a
"colyum."
PAGE 39
"Plan News Wires for Theatre
Use," a story of a possible development in which every theatregoer should be keenly interested.
"Metro Closes Plant Pending
Result of Coast Censor Fight," a

organization.

story showing the real seriousness of the censorship menace.

"Roster of P. R. L. Continues
Grow," a list which, with previous lists, should be published
by Public Rights League mem-

Worth using where the idea is
being considered.
"The Usual Answer," an item
which may be used to explain
your use of material from this

"Motion Picture Ads Surpass
All Others," a bit of propaganda
which should stimulate interest

Record

PAGE

46

to

show the magnitude
movement.

bers to
the

PAGE

of

47

a

Country

summary

Against

if you are going
"The Old Nest."

PAGE

44

to

"Iowa and Nebraska Exhibitors
Strengthen

Organization,"

fur-

Bigotry,"

of facts suitable for

general reasons.
PAGE 48

exhibit

of these facts are

pictures.

reprinting,

portant item

you

the picture.

45

"

Convention," useful as illustrat-

"850 Theatres Booked," an im-

Many

with

deletions,

for

a

ens.

"Van

Dyke

The proper place for them, obviously, is in your theatre publication.
If they make good conversation they will make good
reading.
You can make that a
rule in selecting your material
and you will find an increasing
demand for your house organ.
Material of this nature is, on
the face of it, preferable to tRe
cut and dried "fan stuff" with
which the majority of exhibitors
pad out their pages. Apply the
test suggested above to your
house organ. Ask yourself how
much of it you talk about to your
friends.

Censor Guess What
Other Censors Will Cut From
Film?"
propaganda
additional
useful where censorship threat-

"Can

tell

who

ing the organized growth of the
exhibitor branch of the industry.

know.

'The Son of Wallingford' a
Winner," worthy of reproduction
complete if you intend booking

PAGE

out

Expecting

Read the advertising pages.
Everywhere you will find facts
that you know, when you think
of it, your patrons would like to
the ones

your advertisements.

"Growing Sentiment Through41

Examine any page of
Read the departments.

to the barber
shaves you, to the neighbor
you meet in the morning, to the
chance acquaintance who wants
to know "what's new" in motion

in

source.

"Michigan

not necessary to extend

the issue.

mor,

PAGE

is

the point.

Consider, for example:

PAGE

It

Brooks

Dies

at

The theatre publication is valuable or valueless according to the
material it carries to the public.
News of the industry which it indirectly represents is the most
interesting, therefore most desirable, subject matter.

—
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Stills

dramatic

"Footlights"

October

.

classes."— FRED

V.

GREENE,

Paramount Exploiteer, Neva York.

"A newspaper tieup
Run a

can be sold on the
story saying that a
girl by the name of Elizabeth
Parsons
wants a stage name suitable to capture
Broadway. Offer prizes in free tickets for
Then announce
the best names submitted.
that Elizabeth Parsons has taken the name
'Lisa Farsinova' in 'Footllights,' playing at
the Hoosit theatre next Monday. Tuesday
teaser angle.

BY THE DIVISION OF EXPLOITATION, FAMOUS PLAYERS-

LASKY CORPORATION
"Footlights," starring Elsie Ferguson was published by Paramount, October 2. The star is directed by John Stuart Robertson, who directed "Sentimental Tommy," and is supported by Reginald Denny, Marc McDermott and
Octavia Handworth.
The story is by Rita Weiman and appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post some time ago. It deals with the career of a Yankeegirl as a vaudeville actress and her sudden tsansmogrification into a great

and

Wednesday."— WALTER P. LIND-

LAR,

Assistant
Exploitation.

Director

of

Paramount

Russian star by false publicity.
to an

electric

wire and the wire securely

The juice is furnished
by a small dry cell carried in his pocket. I
suggest that the man carry a sign announcing the run of the theatre. This should be
tacked to the boot.

mounted on a box and the

"The

Paramount paper includes a

24-

sheet in which are four reduced figures of
in character costumes.
The ex
can cut these out and have complete mannikins for window displays. Some

the

star

hibitor

managers use such
"It

has

also

figures in their lobbies.

been

suggested

that

the

lettering perfor-

ated.
Another battery could carry power
to illuminate the box. This would make an
effective night sandwich man and at the
same time the unusual pedal illumination
would bring out 'Footlights.'
"I would start the ballyhoo a week before
the showing, and make the man patrol the
theatrical district at nighttime.
This would
get the amusement-seeking crowd and get
them to place 'Footlights' at the head of
their next week's programs.
During the
run of the picture, I would change his
itinerary to the residence sections, where he
ought to get the folks who should be down-

town

instead of recovering from heavy
dinners on the front porches." ELI M.
Paramount Exploitecr, Philadelphia.

OROWITZ,

from the five figures
These can be joined by the
footlight frame, the entire affair mounted
on old compo board and placed across a
window. This would be striking and would
not interfere with any other display in the

entire 24-sheet be cut

represented.

1

rear.

"Miss Ferguson's head on the one-sheet
could cut-out and would adorn any window.
"The three-sheet shows Miss Ferguson,
erect, resting an arm on a panel.
The figure can be used for display purposes. The
panel can also be cut-out, mounted and displayed in the lobby as a teaser." /. AL-

part of October, when 'Footis the time for merchants
to introduce a number of winter styles.
Style shows are increasingly popular as
exploitation, and I can not think of a better
Few
picture to link with than this one.
actresses wear better clothes than Miss

"The

first

lights' is issued,

Ferguson and few wear them

better.

A

New York

modiste has paid her this
'She wears her clothes not only
tribute
with distinction, but with intuitive and
painstaking methods she extracts from
fashion the highest forms of individuality.'
Which means she does not merely dress
a la mode but goes style one better and
adds her personality to each garment.
"This idea should be made the basis of
a style show of record-breaking imporThe mantance.
Let it be educational.
ager of the women's wear department or of
the dressmaking department could explain
how personal taste and the personal element can be added to styles. This should
be novel and bring every woman in town
to the theatre."— JOAN GRA YSON, Paramount Fashion Bureau.
:

—

BERT

THORN,

Manager

Paramount

Poster Dcfi.

"The exhibitor can stage a 'Footlights
Contest' and use it as a prologue. Dancing
schools, elocutionists, dramatic schools, and
the like, are the poorest advertised people
in the world and will jump at a chance to
get before the public.
The exhibitor can
induce some dramatic school to offer a
scholarship to the man or woman in the
community making the best impression on
the theatre stage. The women can be induced to imitate Elsie Ferguson and her
costumes.

"Accompanying

this story is a still of a
with small electric lights attached to
his boots. The bulbs and sockets are strung

man

"The theatre can also offer cash prizes to
contestants from all the accredited dramatic classes in town for the best imitations of Elsie Ferguson. They can be made
to duplicate the costumes worn. The rivals
will bring their friends and relatives to the
theatre to see the fun.
"This sort of cooperation has worked
well with dancing schools. I see no reason
why it shouldn't be equally successful with

"A modern theatre is the setting of one
of the scenes of the picture. This is shown
This set was dein an accompanying still.
signed by the famout artist, Robert Haas.
In it Greek construction has been modernized and relieved by several distinctive
Pompeiian notes, among them a silhouetted

—
October
frieze

:

English tendencies

above the boxes.

are seen in a theatrical office, and, in

Gobelin

another,

tapestries

hung be-

played

be

in

press

drawing attention
construction of the picture house
and

stories

the

are

still

articles

The

the old 'International Rag' another.
elder rag-time parents of

modern

jazz

to

should be used instead of the children."

in

A.

which 'Footlights' plays. The exhibitor can
find some old print of an ancient playhouse
and display the two together. These should

57

vaudeville house, play an old ash-can tune
or a piece of barber shop harmony, but don't
play modern jazz.
'Wot Cher' is a good
song,

tween wide doors.
"This feature can

—
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MIKE VOGEL^

Paramount Exploiteer,

Seattle.'

attract attention because of their historical

and would be a novel window disThere is also an architectural angle

contrasts
play.

could

that

developed."

be

KENMORE ULRICH,
itor

CHARLES

Novelist and Ed-

The Exhibitors' Press Book.

"Peacock Alley"
In "Peacock Alley." produced by Tiffany
Productions, Inc.. Mae Murray appears in
another of her elaborately backgrounded
dances, according to the

The

setting

is

first stills

"The Child Thou
Gavest Me"

received.

different tc although remi-

of previous productions in which
she has appeared similarly, notably "The
Gilded Lily."

niscent

"The general
keep

in

publicity should,

tune with the picture.

the public's

mind for

as usual,

In preparing

the reception of 'Foot-

the press stories should bring out
'That Paramount has avoided sure fire
'hokum' in this film and is letting it stand

lights,'

on solid artistic integrity.
"'That Elsie

challengeable

Ferguson has risen to an unheight in filmdom and has

acquired a great following.

"She should be featured from all possible
The
angles and her influence capitalized.
picture is a personal triumph for the star.
"Marc McDermott, who plays a leading
part, is the man who was the toast of filmdom a few years ago. He does the greatest
work of his career, and the publicity channels should let the patrons know he is back
again. They will be glad to greet him."

SAM

D.

PALMER,

Paramount

Stage approximation of the scene from
the picture may or may not be within the
power of the majority of exhibitors. With
a black drcp and well manipulated lighting
it can be arranged on many stages.
The
dancer employed should study the picture
and shape her performance in keeping, a
contrastive number probablv being advisable.

The picture presents again an opportunity
frequently left ungrasped by exhibitors,
advertisement of the "talented amateur"
who will attempt to excel on the theatre
stage the performance of Mae Murray in
the picture. There are many angles which
raav be utilized.

Newspaper
Child

critics in cities

Thou Gavest Me,"

attraction, has

where "The

a First National

been exhibited are unani-

mous in acclaim of Richard Headrick.
shown above, for whom a great future
in

pictures

is

predicted.

In

many

in-

newspapers represented are
conducting, have conducted or will con^
duct a prize baby contest. The opportunity for a cooperative endeavor in which
the youthful actor is held up as a model
child is apparent. Other special stunts
stances the

of similar nature but involving less preparation should be found effective in exploitation of the picture.

Home

Office..

"The exhibitor

will find several exploita-

which can be
scenes and costumes showing Miss Ferguson in the vaudeville days can be used as a basis.
Such
songs as 'Come Back to Erin,' or Irish
tunes, as 'County Derry,' or 'NVearin' o' the
Green,' would be suitable.
"It might work well to have a spoken
prologue with a woman impersonating Miss
Ferguson and wearing some of the costumes indicated in detail in the stills. She
should recite something dramatic enough to
raise the hair.
"A suggestion to the accompanist free.
During -the early portions of the picture,
where the action takes place in the cheap
tion suggestions

in the stills

applied to prologues.

Dawn

The

—

"The
East,

so

locale of this

story

is

in

of the

the Far

still

of

still

grotesque Chinese costumes and let them
parade through the streets, closely fol-

the story"The lady in the bizarre costume also
suggests a dance, and if an exhibitor can
get anyone to imitate the lady of the tassel,
he would be bound to draw a full house

performance.

other

Brady suggests a

streets.

Alice

in the

suggest a wedding procession through the

Oriental

Russian dance as a prologue. Miss Brady
portraying the role of a Russian dancer in

at every

"The Chinese costumes

nature

anything of an

would be apropos.

"The

East
Bedeck a man and woman

in any-

lowed by other Chinese characters, some of
which can carry banners on which may be
•printed words to the effect that they' are
going

to the
Alice Brady in
art Suggestion.

"Dawn of

theatre to see
Real-

the East.' "
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Echoes From Fox Week

September 11 to 17 was widely celebrated by American exhibitors as
"Fox Week." Special advertising was done in behalf of the attractions
exhibited in that period. Special exploitation campaigns were conducted. A
concerted attempt was made to swell attendance during the week.

was shown in the "What the
where astute readers
made. Exploitation reports, necessarily less prompt

First concrete indication of the results

Piccure Did for

saw

Me" department

reflected the effort

of this publication,

of arrival because of photographic

and other considerations, complete the

record.

Two

manager of the Albert theLancaster, N. Y., for special

Albert,
atre,

effort in his

The

Fox Week
at

illustration

this

page shows

tail

the

exploitation.

the

bottom

of

in considerable de-

work done.

In "After

Your

Own

Heart"

Tom

Mix abandons Tony, his well loved
mount, early in the production and,
with his cowboys, takes to the less
backs of gas propelled
reliable
The car used in the Alvehicles.
bert exploitation

is

a close approxiin the

mation of those appearing
picture.

The

theatre front

was given over

to the other production, cutouts be-

ing

effectively

arranged

and

ex-

planatory banners appended. A big
banner identified the occasion as

Fox Week, another heralding

the

opening of the 1921-22 season being
retained in secondary position.

"Skirts" was especially featured
by N. N. Frudenfeld, of the Sun,
Moon ?nd Muse theatres, Omaha,
Neb., the picture showing at the

Sun.

The Omaha

newspaper

shown
The two

banner

Daily

News

co-

operated actively in the exploitation
of the event and on three afternoons
Omaha children were given special
matinees at the theatre.
The illustration above shows a
parade organized to bring the children to the theatre and advertise the
engagement to the population at
large. The prominent display given

is

plainly

in the photograph.

enterprises

tive of the type of

are

indica-

endeavor which

generally the advertisement of the event by exhibitors

characterized

everywhere.

Unusual

effort,

which

notoriously stimulative, was induced. There can be no question as
is

to the value of a

of the best of these are presented herewith.

"After Your Own Heart" and
"Skirts" were selected by Robert B.

the

movement which

produces such a result.
If there were no other reasons for
special weeks in which the products
of certain companies are especially
exploited, this would be altogether
sufficient.

There

is

no more im-

portant end to be gained than the

development of selling methods
whereby exhibitorial prosperity, the
bed rock of the industry's prosperity,
may be secured.

—

—
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When

"When

Exhibitors Joke

exhibitors joke the cash drawer groans."

Good business is conducive to good humor. Good
humor prevailed at the Ven Buren theatre, Brooklyn.
N. Y., following the run of "Peck's Bad Boy" and

"Man

—Woman— Marriage,"

in

the

exploitation

of

which Ben Davis, of the First National New York exchange, assisted B. (Harry) Lightstone, an exhibitor
who reads "Potash and Perlmutter."
Following the "Man Woman Marriage" run Mr.
Lightstone wrote:

—

—

Mr. Ben Davis,
Exploitation Department,
First National Exchange,
729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
My dear Bennie:
You're a wise guy. Me and my partner says so and
we know. You made us more trouble than a bunch oi
Bolshevikis in
to

You

Tiberia.

do and we did
AND OI,

what

get

brains

storms,

tell

us

it

WHAT A TROUBLE FOR

two hottest days of the year, that me and my partner
and the cashier had to work so hard and sweat so much
that we are shadows. The people came so fast papas,
mamas, sweethearts, children, that me and my partner
didn't know there were so many in Brooklyn, leave alone
our neighborhood. You are some explorer and me and

the

—

—

my

partner are some collectors of the coin!
Yes, we used the wax figures, automobile and everything. The pictures tell the story-

EXPLORE SOME MORE FOR

US!

B. (Harry) Lightstone.

of the

"Peck's

Bad Boy"

run,

which showed results in keeping with its predecessor.
Mr. Lightstone again adopted the phraseology of the
popular fiction characters to convey his thanks.

Proverb.

Dear Bennie:

Me and my partner yesterday night had a conwention
about First National and you, because me and my partner
just finished with Peck's Bad Boy, which we played in
our theatre, and because Peck's Bad Boy nearly finished
me and my partner and the cashier and the goy who
takes the tickets and the whole police.
PECK'S BAD BOY

SUCH

IS, OI,
A TERRIBLE
don't care what the loil'er does in the picture, but he had the chutspa to
PIECES
me and my partner's only house record we had in the
place. Isn't it TERRIBLE!! and such a breaking that
me and my partner called for the whole police.

LOIFER!

I

BREAK TO

YOU ARE TO BLAME,

AND

because

me and my

partner

says so.

Your golden ideas cost us a lot of money. I tell this
my partner and he says to me you are a Goilem, because look at the pile of money we took in and I still say
to him but look all the money we couldn't take in because
we had no room inside the theatre and my partner says
it isn't your fault and maybe my partner is right.
Anyhow me and my partner had the conwention because I want to write you a letter to tell you how your
golden ideas and "Peck's Bad Boy" did so much for me
and my partner. My partner says don't write and I say
why. and he says because Ben Davis will show the letter
to the salesman and den he will make us pay like a papa
for pictures. And I say to my partner I will write you
that this letter should be strictly confidential and you
could use it but not to show it to the salesmen and he
says all right because Ben Davis is a good fellow. So
remember confidential, but don't show the salesmen.
Dear Bennie, inside you will find my autocraft picture which comes from me and my partner as a thanks.
And remember when you got some more golden ideas
that make such a lot of trouble and hard work and oi
such fine profits be sure to tell it to me and my partner.
Sincerely yours.
Your thankful friend.
B. (Harry-) Lightstone.

—

Sincerely yours,

New

Mr. Ben Davis.
Exploitation Department,
First National Exchange,
729 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

to

TJS!

Man-Woman-Marriage is a great picture and your
ideas as to how to "exploire" our neighborhood for the
crowds, which we worked, brought so many people on

At the conclusion
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Hal Olver
Joins

R-C

Hal Olver, exploitation man whose
personally conducted stunts have won
him wide comment, has joined the exof R-C Pictures CorThe announcement of the

ploitation

staff

poration.
affiliation

is

coincident with the report

of his first activity in behalf of an

R-C

production.

Mr. Olver began
pany by staging

his

his

work

for the

favorite

com-

stunt at

Elizabeth, N. J., where "Where Lights
Are Low," featuring Sessue Hayakawa,
was exhibited at Proctor's theatre.
Charles Stine, house manager, cooperated with him in the work.

Life Display
Draws By Contrast
Still

That a

still

display should create

life

motion picture dependent in great degree upon action
for its entertainment quality is one of
the unique but understandable paradoxes of exhibitor advertising. The illustration presented above visualizes the
working out of the proposition.
"Miracles of the Jungle," Federated
lively interest

in

a

serial, is akin to other serials in that
action is an outstanding asset. Jungle
adventures, in which man and beast
engage in the world-old struggle for
supremacy, are high points in the pro-

duction.

When the chapter play was introduced at the Hippodrome theatre, San
Jose,

CaU

a

still life

The paper prepared

front

was produced.

for the use of ex-

hibitors playing the attraction
ized

in

making up cutouts

was

util-

featured.

Natural foliage, obtainable in any lowas used for background.
Although the Hippodrome combines
vaudeville with pictures in its program,

cality,

the serial was given the spot position
present instance. Good showmanship there. A vaudeville attraction is

in the

transient.

A

serial

endures throughout

many weeks.
The Hippodrome

style of advertising
for "Miracles of the Jungle" is representative. In next week's issue of the
other pictures will be printed
showing how other exhibitors have advertised the attraction. The dominant

HERALD

is the same throughout.
The poster department responsible

note

for

the paper supplied with the serial deserve* great credit for foresightedness
in preparing material which fits into the
theatre scheme of things admirably.

Architectural and other requirements of
practically
every
type
of
theatre
seem to have been considered in the
designing of the posters.
The result,
thus far, has been exploitation of an
unusually high order for the serial.
Other poster department heads, preparing paper for the advertising of serials or other forms of motion picture
entertainment, should view with interest
the record of exploitation done for
"Miracles of the Jungle." Thus is ad-

vance

in

any

line facilitated.

At an hour when Broad and West
Jersey streets are most densely thronged
with pedestrians Mr. Olver, encased in
a white straightjacket, was raised, feet
first, to the fifth floor level of a corner
building. While the curious looked on,
he disengaged himself from his trappings and, it is natural to assume, unfurled the banner which gave out information of the picture engagement.
Mr. Olver is presently centering his
attention upon the exploitation of R-C
productions in the metropolitan district.
His services are at the disposal of exhibitors playing attractions from that
source.

Other exhibitors, so located as

to be

unable to avail themselves of his personal assistance, should find his example
of no little value if able substitutes

may

be obtained.
Excellent results are reported as attendant upon Mr. Olver's efforts in
Elizabeth, N. J.

a
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Van Winkle"

"Rip

Exploits
American Literary Classic
WARD LASCE.LU

TtaJefftM

ARTIST SERIES
liootnTtmuacfoTfR

MPWN

TOIAHBA KII

WINKLE

KARA

ZVC,

tissue*]

Literary classics have been used indiscriminately
and, too often, ineffectively to exploit

motion pictures.

Plundering of quotable and not always applicable lines
has been a regrettable feature of
torious advertising.

It is

much otherwise

meri-

consequently gratifying to

herald the publication of a picture which offsets in great

degree the undesirable history that has been created

—

picture which, in addition to its other highly important
functions, exploits a classic of

"Rip Van Winkle,"

Ward

Washington Irving's novel,

The
in

story of

which

the

its

all in

American

may

pleted print of the picture

tion

test

practical

home

with the

office of

first

com-

all

present.

A

pre-publica-

was promptly decided upon as the most
method of arriving at conclusions relative to

the proper exploitation of the production.
Philadelphia

Academy
the

city,

was

selected for the test, and

for the run.

intensive and widespread campaign of advertiswas launched. Attention then turned to special

endeavor

in the picture's behalf.

Ten gold watches were offered as

authorities

The

showed unusual willingness

principals of

many

schools detailed

go to the individual rooms and deliver

short talks upon the classic.
In return for the cooperation extended and the

great

amount

of newspaper publicity which

tained as a natural result of

it,

special tickets

was obwere is-

ued which admitted school children to the theatre at
half price.

The

corded the special

the

An
ing

accom-

illustration

shows the welcome

ac-

offer.

The business side of the engagement need not be
Good advertising brought good results.
The psychological side is of greater interest. InterSchool chilin an established classic was revived.

discussed.

of Music, with the largest seating capacity in

was leased

in the play,

information.

take pardonable pride.
the

man made

the schools and gave out heralds bearing the required

instructors to

and a screening was had, en-

thusiasm was expressed by

up to resemble the chief character

the picture referred to.

When Mr. Lascelle arrived at
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

To

panied by four young people dressed as gnomes, visited

The school

one

for tieing contestants.

spread the news of the picture's exhibition, a

to co-operate.

is

made

submitted,

increase natural interest in the contest and to properly

literature.

single pre-publication exhibition

the trade

usual provision being

Lascelle's picturization of

is

Van Winkle"

fifty-word essays on "Rip

prizes for the best

est

dren were given genuine aid in their studies. School
were interested favorably in the individual

authorities

motion picture and, of course, motion pictures generally.
The work done was work for American education,
secondarily work for a motion picture.
There cannot be too many pictures of this calibre.
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Exploitation Snapshots

A CUTOUT FLOAT was used for
"White and Unmarried" during its run
at the Colonial theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Chas. F. McManus, manager, and A.
Mike Vogel of Paramount cooperated
in the work.
Novel qualities of the float
"JUST A STUNT I pulled off to put over 'The U. P. Trail.'
Capacity business two nights. The team
of oxen the only team in this part of
the country." I. J. Quaite, Majestic theatre, Rice Lake, Wis.

It

drew

like a

magnet.

are apparent.

—

TWO BOOKSTORES
Ky., gave space to

duced

by

Arch

of

window

Owensboro,
displays pro-

Empress
"The Golden

Bamberger,

theatre, for First National's

Snare." Good business and mutual satisfaction are reported.

ICE IN

TEXAS

is

uncommon enough

to assure appeal to the lobby display produced
by the Queen theatre, Hillsboro, for "The
Golden Snare," a First National attracsingle special piece combined
tion.

A

with stock material produced the effecA little work
spread as shown.
brought big returns.

tive

A HAND
for

"REVERSE ENGLISH"

"The

DRAWN LOBBY

Home

was used
Stretch" at the Garden,
Dan Bergum, of the

was used in exploiting "Peck's Bad Boy." First NaEd. Greenblatt,
during its run at the Isis, Houston, Tex.
manager, used "Peck's Bad Girls" in his theatre and elsewhere, reporting good results.
idea
permits
of varied
girls.
The
and
the
shows
Mr.
Greenblatt
The illustration
elaboration in adaptation. A humorous stunt for a humorous production is always

Des Moines, la.
theatre, and Max

applicable.

Rialto.

tional

attraction,

Doolittle,

Paramount,

the work, the latter supplying
The
the idea, the former the effort.
a highlight on Des Moines' film
result

shared

—

October

15,
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Pictures of Progress

LOBBY

A
PROSCENIUM, new in the
annals of El Paso, Texas, showmanship,
was constructed by Leslie F. Wehlen
A STEPPED ENTRANCE may

have

disadvantages but they are not decorative. The front of the Clinton Square
theatre, Albany, N. Y., dressed for First
Than Fiction,"
National's
"Stranger
Fred Elliot, manillustrates the point.
ager, is responsible for the display.
its

Paramount exploitation representative at
Denver exchange, when "Deception"
was in exhibition at the Palace theatre.
Mr. Wehlen went far out of his accustomed territory to assist the management of the Palace in handling the camthe

paign for the picture. A front in keeping
with the subject nature of the production, he found, would tend to center
interest upon the engagement as an unusual event.

The

illustration

shows the

EXTRAORDINARY

LOBBIES
are
the special forte of Roy Tillson, manager
of the Strand, Lansing Mich., whose
latest composition, used for First National's "The Old
illustrated above.

Swimmin' Hole," is
Mr. Tillson's work

shows steadfastness to a standard.
anything more important?

Is

The materials required are available to every exhibitor at little monetary
expense. The time involved in the production of the set should prove well
spent in the majority of instances. The
basic idea is sound.
result.

RUNNING ON THE

RIMS, and carrying the apparent victim of a smash-up,
a Ford car entered the Labor Day parade at New Kensington, Pa., to advertise "Too Much Speed," shown at the
N. Robson of
Columbus theatre.
Paramount's division of exploitation directed the stunt.

FOR FIVE DOLLARS

Arch

Bam-

berger, manager, produced the above
display for "Scrambled Wives," First
National, during its run at the Empress,

Wm.

Owensboro,

Ky.

"SUGGESTIONS IN THE STILLS"

HERALD

of September 10 carried the following, contributed by Associated
First
National
Pictures,
Inc.
in the

"Spanish atmosphere and Spanish music
the underlying motif for presenting a prologue to 'Serenade,' Raoul
Walsh's special production with Miriam
Cooper from the Spanish drama, 'Maria
del Carmen.' The stills give the costume
plot and suggest the kind of sets and
drops to be used by the exhibitor. A
serenade by a male singer to one of the
is especially approopposite sex.
priate, since this is the opening scene

make up

.

.

AN "ANATOL DANCE"

of the

picture.

.

."

was given by
John J. Friedl, of the Hostettler Amusement Co., to advertise "The Affairs of
Anatol," shown at the Royal, Sioux City,

Edward L. Hyman managing director
of the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
elaborated upon the suggestion as shown

Nearly 1,000 people attended at $1.50

tained the serenade idea and the balcony
arrangement which was suggested. Mr.
Hyman's prologue, the first reported, is
additional tribute to the "Suggestions
in the Stills" service.

la.

per couple, netting a monetary as well
as a publicity profit.
R. C. Gary, Paramount, assisted Friedl. The stunt may
be applied in practically any city.

in the

accompanying

illustration but re-

A SPECIAL ELECTRIC SIGN was
appended to the one regularly used by
Capitol theatre, Cincinnati, O., for
Affairs of Anatol," as a result of
a consultation between Eugene Quigley,
manager, and Norman Dixon of Paramount. The names of the stars in the
picture, with descriptive lines, were listed
as copy, following the Riesenfeld New

the

"The

York example.

—

-
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"Thunderclap."

Fox Film

Corp.
*

STARTING

UNDAY

t

k6yua

IU

la

FX IA t

Phos

THE

PICK.

"A

ENGAGEMENT

tamed.'

e.

No

Uvun

li

Pnca

full-of-action
"

sequel

to

The

Un-

"The Night Horsemen."
Fox Film Corp.

PL>

Event In The History of Hamilton

77ie Biggest

?

LIMITED

"The photoplay without
"A Man's Home."

a fault."

Sehnick Enterprises.
*

Old

>*

"As

Nest;

alluring as the call of the deep."

"Women Who Wait."
Playgoers Pictures.
*

"A

heart-gripping story of home."
"The Old Nest."

Goldwyn

Pictures.
*

"A

different

sort of screen entertain-

ment."

"The Son

of Wallingford."

Vitagraph.
*

"The

reel that

stars the

stars."

"Screen Snapshots."
Celebrated Players.
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Ibr* Attn

»n

department

re-

advertisements,
form letters, special cards, etc., the half
page display reproduced above, a typical
ceived,

Meyer

among

creation,

other

well

composed

and

bubbling the enthusiasm of confidence
his exploitation.
big feature of his campaign for
the picture was a Rotary-Old Nest
night, a feature which won ardent supporters for the picture and voluminous
news space in Hamilton papers.
Finely engraved invitations announced
the affair and Rotarians gathered at
the theatre at 7 p. m. promptly to be
in time for the special numbers on the

which distinguishes

The

An

opening address by the
president of the club, a Rotarian Song
Feast by members and their wives, an
address by a past president of the organization and three other features by
members preceded the short subjects.

program.

jW HWI Ml'-A

«W»

s#

«nu TUB OLD

M
WW

apes the ape as no one else can
ape him."
"The Playhouse."
First National.

*

Ji| Ktif^tf:

^|
^

"A

picture that will ever delight lovers

of things beautiful."
"Little Lord Fauntleroy."
United Artists.

Behind

The

Other numbers followed, the Goldwyn

Report

production being reserved for the finale.
The event was treated excellently by
the press. And the picture's run stati«tics are proof of its efficacy.

In

occasional

comments com-

bined unth business reports to the

"What

Lines

the Picture

department

of

Did for Me"

the

HERALD

American exhibitors record im-

That

portant testimony as to the

effi-

cacy of exploitation. In straight
business English the exhibitor in

Total

40,000.

paid admissions in seven days for "Old
Nest' slightly better than 11,000.
" 'Old Nest' by far the greatest, most talked
ever seen
of and highest praised attraction
Did not increase admission but
in town.
for
records
went heavy on exploitation. All
run receipts and attendance smashed not
theatre.
local
only for this but any other
•Old Nest' a picture every exhibitor must
show for his own salvation irrespective of
the harvest he will reap."

this

*tf

tor*

"He

The Wire

theatre for seven consecutive days, the first
picture with possible exception of 'Birth of
Total popua Nation' to accomplish this.

wire

Cm*

H««lM4.m-l«jpMkMtj

"Goldwyn's 'The Old Nest' played Palace

After the

irflliM-

and tvtry following w*k, oar amaltur froitc faAci
p tace a t 8 30 p. m. Join rA« frolic; fan for oil. Ait tor fun

Meyer, managing director of

town approximately

* im fr— i—

t SMkr-ttd
p—
THE OLD HEST «U *ppw w w>»>4t *t»»*»f
It to rml m4 urnti wd tiMM mmW) iKMl m MM
fate M*>

Because of its unusual
department.
nature it was printed on page 41 of
the October 8 issue.

of

Uw.

of thi*

the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., wired
the following report to the HERALD
in
last week too late for classification
the "What The Picture Did For Me"

lation

iu

mi "— AM» Dm* Mkkf

£o»

"

m*

Ul«

*

nt otub avnwi
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THE OLD NEST ifff

«»

Linger

the

gives indication of his

field

viewpoint.

Motion picture advertisers

copy after viewing
frequently evolve
lines eminently qualified for use by
hibitors, writing

their

subject,

the theatre advertiser in his newsLines of this
per or other space.
the
nature recently printed in

Herald
"A

follow:

tale of blind

hate and a wondrous

love."

"Blind Hearts."
Associated Producers.

printed

in

this

department

re-

for

the benefit of readers especially
interested in
Peck's

theatre advertising.

Bad Boy, with

Jackie Coo-

—

gan.
Played three days to a fine
business. Next to The Kid the best
business of the year. Played a chilmatinee
Saturday
special
dren's
morning. A. Hayman, Cataract theatre. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
The Spenders, with a special cast.
Good picture that will please 90 per
cent. It drew well on account of well
known players in the cast. R. Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
Humoresque, with a special cast.

—

—

*

"A

The following reports are

to ex-

kiss-her-or-kill-her comedy-drama
title gives you the clue."

whose
"High Heels."

Universal.

gigantic society melodrama with a
cast of 10,000 persons."

"A

"Good and Evil."
F. B. Warren Corp.
*

"The story of three thoroughbreds, a
boy, a girl and a horse."

—

Played two days to capacity. Brought
back one day and cleaned up again.
A wonderful production. C. Riehl,
Liberty theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
it

—

The

Killer, with a special cast.
a crackerjack of a picture.
for more like this one.
asked
They
A picture you can boost. Nuff sed.

This

is

—
October
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William Thacher. Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. Played

ment.
duckling

Another story of an ugly
who blossoms forth into a
captivating and very desirable young
lady and who has the time of her
life side-stepping the young men.
G EN
Another
big
"J
foreign picture based on the Tudor
period of English history.
One
of the best and most interest-holding
yet shown.
.

—

to the biggest day's business of the

Gave away

year.

Kirkman's

Made

a tie-up

with the soap manufacturer.
Put it
over this way and you can't lose. J.
F. Bovay, Lyric and Laureal theatres,

—

•

A

100% production. Held
over three days longer than bookings
for a week.
A big newspaper campaign.
H. J. Smith, Palace theatre,

—

Hush, with Clara Kimball Young.
is a picture which you can
as big as you want to and please
every one of your patrons. It has a
big appeal and should go big with all
theatres
playing good
pictures.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, To-

— Here
bill

Cunard.

of the Border, with

—A

good

you money

if

T<»

MEMBERSHIP

SERIAL
CLUB
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•
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Key

LATE SCREEN NEWS

MM

"THE SON OF WALLINGFORD"— Vitagraph has another spemeaning

the

of

much-abused word. "The Son of
Wallingford" as a screen play has
about evervthing the showman wants.
that

"THE PRIMAL LAW"—

we feel
that Dustin Farnum fans are going
to like him in this fascinating Western
.

.

.

There is
There are
.

and go to

zip

several

real

'

tights.

"O, MARY, BE CAREFUL"— As
an average program picture. "O.

Marv Be Careful"

the

fills

bill.

"EVERYTHING FOR SALE"—
picture

that

expectations
The exploitation value of the title is appar-

engendered by

»

Bii&ne'l

W

<MM

tt

1*°^
tar.

.

Contains several exciting situa-

tions and well written
to picture's value.

subtitles

Broadhurst's

produced,

a-dd

AGAINST WIFE"—

picturized.

complex

"The

play.

Elaborately
drama.

.

.

"THE NIGHT HORSEMAN"— It

News

1

I

I

I

a sequel to "The L ntamed."
.
in the role of a cowboy with
wanderlust.
The fighting
and riding are real.
.

"THE GIRL

.

!"!"!"!

managing

di-

idea is obviously meritorious
essentially adaptable.

grux

tH

1

!*-»—

I

readers'

The
in

illustration

shows the

first

and

convenient size prior to the and cothe opening episodes of

incident with

Universal's

"Do Or

tells its

The repro-

Die."

own

story.

On .

1

I

'|

TH«»

attention

-."I

he

ae

'limn

was drawn

by Harry Reichenbach, directing the
campaign for the Chicago premiere of
Universal's "No Woman Knows" at
Barbee's Loop theatre, to two-column
displays run on "up front" pages of the
daily newspapers. A good catchline and
a better set-up, together with isolated
position, assured general reading.
Reproductions herewith show the
style used, as well as the harmless "adv"
carried.
Study the style and the idea
for basic principles; then apply them.
News interest, it need not be said,
is worth trying for.
A stunt that obtains it is worth a prominent place in
every exhibitor's reference file.

AMUSEMENTS

AMUSEMENTS

An Open

Letter to
Mr. William Fox
"Orer
,.
i

-

t<W
-

K.T m A«
.

:

hi

.

p*p*r tE»*

>U

ia

Chicago if«

mi talr b«»

LATE SCREEN NEWS

BARBEE'S NOT TO
RAISE PRICES FOR
"NO WOMAN KNOWS"

.

Mix

the

»•• *.i*t"
18

The

duction

Tmd

ta+n

r

is

H

mm

x

fc-

.

"WHAT LOVE WILL DO"—

Price."

Ck»

operation of the "Serial Club" organ-

satisfies

its title.

ent.

George

"I "I "I

n>

Tm^wi

Vi«
Ml

K*v

tnn
i

Good "mother" drama with capable

"WIFE

Si

I

GETS UNIVERSAL'S
"NO WOMAN KNOWS"
Aw

the exploitation executive.

...

»i
"

third page of a four-page folder issued

sn. m

an important clement of
reviews.
Excerpts
from reviews appearing in the
October 8 issue are reprinted
herewith for the convenience of

story

l

and

Kkp—*." 'br big
tin. Fw'jh

is

to

|t

BARBEE'S THEATER

d

HERALD

up

l

The normal drawing power of serials
shown at the Garfield theatre, Chicago,
is
materially augmented through the

rector.

Information of especial importance to exhibitor advertisers in
the shaping of their exploitation

that lives

,
l

ized by Charles H. Ryan,

Review
plans

28*4 *ti

l»Uhl 4 hl t l'l |

In

cast.

ALL SCHOOL CHILDREN ELIGIBLE.

tr* it* «puodei

Reviews

A

u

rno%t

SERIAL CLUB

Grace

Western.

J. Carbonel, Monroe theatre,
West, Fla.

it

2844 MADISON ST

O.

Carmen

cial

•

"ONE ARABIAN NIGHT"—

Buffalo, N. Y.

—

.

"THE CHILD THOU GAYEST

—

get

T"—

ME" Play up youngster and forget
the story'He is practically the
whole thing in this picture and while
much of it is hokum it is such good
hokum audiences will like it and cry
for more.
Selected by "the Committee on Critique
of the National Board of Review as
the "exceptional picture"
This marks Lubitsch's first American
appearance as a screen star and reveals that he is fully as good an actor
as he is a director.

Binghamton, N. Y.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla
Dean. Holds the house record for

ledo.

M

.

—

the year.

.

UD

cake of soap,

a

size.

full

65

.

WHO KNEW

ABOUT MEN"— Splendid

ALL

entertain-

ie-lir

='-cr»

Mr

Btitn

J.

LOUIS CL'YON

Luck, apparently, took a hand in the
Chicago exploitation of "Over The Hill"
when the proprietor of a loudly press
agented dance hall bought a two-column
space in the "Chicago Tribune" to display the above. Two columns in that
publication cost much money.
Luck, apparently, was responsible.
And luck cannot be influenced.
Design, however, might be responsible for a parallel incident. The propoworthy of consideration.
sition
is
Benefit to be derived, of course, is mutual.
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summer slump

late

in

business taught the ex-

That was that the easy
money days a product of the war have gone probably
never to return. The astute exhibitor knows this. He
realizes he must be up and doing. The other kind are
hibitor one greKt lesson.

—

—

going out of business.
The exhibitor has to sell his picture to the public
just as the merchant, with his shelves stocked with
goods, must create a demand for his merchandise. He
has his theatre to fill. He cannot afford to sit back
and let his competitor beat him to it. He cannot depend upon word of mouth advertising to bring them in.
If he does he will find them talking about his picture at
the end of the run and not at the commencement of the
showing. And the fellow down the street who runs it
next will reap the benefit.
No picture, no matter

out the
ship.

full

how

accompaniment

The most wonderful

a master

great,

is

a success with-

of the fine art of

showman-

picture made, produced by

mind and enacted by a

—

R.

J.

"A MAN'S

M.

HOME"

star cast

is

heart appeal.

a

"THE INVISIBLE POWER"

"GO STRAIGHT"
Mayo

(Selznick) presented with an

It is

(Goldwynj

in

satisfy general

demands.

Save "39 East"

it

should
is

Con-

stance Binney's best picture to date, a play rather than
a vehicle.
The adaptation is from David Belasco's
stage success of the same title.
Montagu Love, as
the villainous hypnotist, imparts realism to a bizarre
character.

"BAR NOTHING"
satisfy the

(Fox) with Buck Jones will

followers of this

Fox

star.

It

is

replete

with thrilling situations, much hard riding and some
excellent photography.
It was directed by Edward
Sedgwick, who has added several new and individual
twists to an old plot.

"THE SWAMP"

(R-C Pictures) presents Sessue
Hayakawa, Bessie Love and little Frankie Lee in a most
delightful comedy-drama of New York's East side. It
was directed by Coiin Campbell and because of the excellent performances of the principals and the adroit

a

(Universal)

presents

Frank

the role of a fighting parson who, against great

"DISCONTENTED WIVES"
presents

J. P.

McGowan.in

(Playgoers-Pathe)

the dual role of actor and

director in a story written by Fred Windemere. It is
screen material of average merit and while presenting a
cast embracing such well known players as Fritizi
Brunette, Jean Perry, and others, it lacks originality.

"THE

MATRIMONIAL WEB"

(Vitagraph)

brings the vivacious Alice Calhoun to the screen in the

an amateur detective. There are many beautiful
exterior scenes on an island and the C. Graham Raker
story fulfills all requirements of an interesting photorole of

play.

"SERENADE"

(First National)

second independent production.

is

It is

R. A. Walsh's

an

artistic pro-

duction of a stage p'ay written by Felin y Codina. The
cast numbers such well known players as George
Walsh, Miriam Cooper, Rosita Marstini, Josef Swickard
and Bertram Grassby. It is the usual triangle plot with
two young Spaniards fighting for the hand of a beautiful girl.
Walsh's acrobatic stunts are a feature of the
picture.
It will doubtless please the majority.

"INTRIGUE"

(State right)

is

a story of Paris, of

daughter and a plotting
foreign agent. It is the type of story much in vogue a
few years ago. It has a tragic ending and is poorly
photographed for the most part. A foreign production
of average interest.
a designing mother, a vengeful

"ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE" (Goldwyn)
(Realart)

is

attuned to the story's requirements.

52.)

"THE CASE OF BECKY"

of high-

odds finally wins out. There is a dramatic fire scene
and director William Worthington has kept the action

feature with

a particularly strong
one of the best yet shown by Selznick. The story concerns the near-wrecking of a happy
home through a neglected wife's foolish actions. It is
told with excellent technical skill and with an exceptional cast. Ralph Ince directed. (Full review on page

all

worthy

it is

crook play, with the usual prison scenes, third degree
examination, etc. House Peters has the leading role
and gives a fine performance. Irene Rich and DeWitt
C. Jennings appear in important roles opposite him.
It is a slow moving drama of ordinary interest.

brilliant cast, will at-

average neighborhood
house unless you blow your horn and let your patrons
know about it in advance, on the day it opens and all
during the run.
Most of the film companies have established helpful departments which aim to aid the exhibitor in putting over his pictures. This service is absolutely free
and no exhibitor who contemplates a special campaign
for a special feature or series of pictures should neglect
to get in touch with the producer and reap the benefit
of their wide experience in exploiting and presenting
tract but little attention in the

pictures.

handling of the dramatic incidents,
est praise.

is

a thor-

oughly delightful little comedy-drama from the pen of
Thomas Buchanan. E. Mason Hopper directed and
May Collins has the leading role. She is given splendid
support by such well known players as Richard Dix,
Raymond Hatton, Stuart Holmes and Andrew Robson.

A

fine picture.

"THREE

WORD BRAND"

(Paramount)

is

a screen

adaptation of Will Reynold's story. William S. Hart
plays three roles in this Western story which contains
more than the usual amount of thrilling situations.
There are Indians, cowboys and much wild riding as is
It was
befitting in a Hart production of the west.
directed by

Lambert

Hillyer.

"SHADOWS OF CONSCIENCE"
Western

(Russell)

a

depend upon gun play and fine
interest.
It was directed by John*

that does not

horsemanship for its
Contains
P. McCarthy, who also prepared the script.
some beautiful photography and the various roles are
well portrayed.

CONSTANCE BINNEY
A review of "A MAN'S
HOME," the Selznick Picture, will
be found on page

WILLIAM

S.

(REALART)

A
IN

THREE WORD BRAND
(PARAMOUNT)
Another fine Hart picture of the
west in which the popular bad

(TRIART PICTURES)

successful stage play simply and
directly transcribed. Next to "39
East" Constance Binney's best
business picture.
A play rather
than a vehicle. Contains a strong
plot, much action and suspense
Efficiently produced.

usual Hart thrills with more
than the usual amount of Indians, cowboys and wild riding.

to please his big following, and in playing a triple role in "Three Word Brand"

giving the public more than it exHart fans never seem to get
enough of him, and it may be this picis

pected.

shown in seven reels, will
to giving them nearer complete satisfaction.
Hart loves to fight and his followers
love to see him fight, and his newest picture satisfies that demand.
In the prowhich

is

Scene from "The Case

come nearest

logue Hart plays Ben Trego, a pioneer,
who sends his twin baby sons on the
trail and turns to fight the Indians in the
wilds of Utah. When the Indians close

on htm he commits suicide by igniting
a keg of powder, slaying many of his
in

assailants in the explosion.
The story now turns to the twins, who
had been picked up by riders and carried
to a settlement.
One of the boys becomes a rancher known as Three Word
Brand. The other becomes governor of
the state. Neither boy knows the whereabouts of the other.
The rancher is in partnership with a
man accused of murder, but believes in
his innocence.

At the same time the gov-

is asked to sign a water rights bill
will deprive the ranchers of their
supply.
The governor, deciding to visit
the valley before signing the document, is
seen by Brand.
The latter discovers a
startling resemblance between the chief
executive and himself and lays a plan
to free his partner of the murder charge.
Brand has his foreman lead the governor along false trails for several days
and goes to the capital to take the executive's place.
While masquerading as
the governor, Brand vetoes the water
rights bill and also signs a pardon for
the alleged slayer.
Meanwhile the governor is wounded on Brand's ranch,
where he is mistaken for the rancher, and
the return of the latter brings the two
men face to face.
The reunion of the twins gives Brand

ernor

which

an opportunity to confound his enemies
and also to convince the pretty sister of
nis partner that he is worthy of her
hand in marriage.
Jane Novak plays the leading feminine
role in her usual pleasing manner.

seven reel length.

is

of six or

Some

times there is
a gem which is best expressed in shorter
footage, such as "The Beggar Maid," a
Triart production which was a part of
the

program

at

New

the Rivoli theatre.

York, last week. Isaac Wolper, formerly
with the Mayflower Film Corporation,
is the producer of the two reel picture,
and wisely prevented any padding one
of the weaknesses of many of the current pictures.
To have extended the
story of the beautiful model who posed
for
Burne-Jones. the famous
British
artist, would have meant the marring of
an excellent piece of film fiction.
Mary Astor who claims no kin to
ether Astors herself being a young
Brooklyn beauty who was selected by a
committee of artists as the winner of a
beauty contest, was chosen for the role
of the beggar maid.
In her initial effort
she proves convincingly that her selection was an apt one as she gives the part
all of the grace and charm the beggar
maid is
supposed to have.
Reginald
Denny appears as King Cophetua.
In the selection of the poem and
famous painting Mr. Wolper was also
guided by a board of artists this being
the first of a series of pictures based on
world masterpieces.

—
—

Directed by Lambert Hillyer
from Will Reynold's story.
"Bill" Hart in a Western is always sure

ture,

Not every good picture

—

A
plays a triple role.
seven-reel production full of the
man

he

IN

THE CASE OF BECKY THE BEGGAR MAID

52.

HART

MARY ASTOR

IN

of

Becky" (Realart)

Constance Binney and Montagu Love
carry the burden of the story in "The
Case of Becky," a picturization of David
Belasco's stage success which should
give better satisfaction than any of Miss
Binney's pictures save
play is the thing, the
upon for a vigorous
satisfying
demands.

"39

The

East."

star being called

performance and

Montagu
Love's
scarcely less prominent role is no less
ably handled.
The story is one of dual personality
There are no
induced by hypnotism.

extraneous issues and no sub-plots. The
whole is a straightaway narrative capably produced and holds interest from
beg-'nning to end.
It should prove particularly welcome because of the exploitation qualities

it

possesses.

Miss Binney is cast as the stepdaughter of a barn-storming hypnotist
who has used her as a subject since childHer mother's death-bed warning
hood.
leads her to leave the hypnotist, and she
is given shelter by a small town family,
the young man member of which falls
When he gives her an
in love with her.

engagement ring the flashing stone

in-

duces a revival of her second personality.

A

who

famous psychologist
by diagnoses her case correctly and
tempts her cure.

The chance

lives

near-

visit of

at-

the
pre-

complicates matters and
cipitates a big situation in which she is
permanently cured of the affliction and
learns that she is the daughter of the
The hypnotist commits suiphysician.
hypnotist

cide

and the happy ending follows.

—

The basis of the story is the love of
a rich young man, heir to the vast estates
of an
English Earl, and the pretty
daughter of a humble gardener.
The
two meet at the studio of the famous
painter where the girl poses as the beggar maid and the rich young man as
King Cophetua. The youthful pair fall
in love but the girl's brother protests
that there can be no true love between
a very wealthy man and a poor girl.
The brother insists that she shall not
see the rich young man again and. after a
paroxism of wrath, becomes an invalid.
While recuperating he begins to sketch
in the outdoors and is found by the
artist who invites him to his studo to
see him at work. The three meet again,
the wealthy youth, the poor girl and her
brother, and when the artist points out
that even King Cophetua stepped down
his throne and made a beggar maid
queen, the brother fades away with
result usual in such cases.
The picture is well photographed, artistically set, happily cast and altogether
is something new under the sun that is

from
his

the

well worth seeing.
rected it.

Leaves for London Plant

Famous Players-Lasky.

di-

THE FOUR SEASONS
(KINETO)
would be hard

to imagine the beauty
the woods more poetically expressed on the screen than it is in "The
Four Seasons." a four-reel special made
by Charles Urban for Kineto. which was
shown last week at the Rialto theatre.
It

of

James Kirkwood has sailed for London where he will play the title role
in "The Man from Home." which will
be produced by George Fitzmaurice for

Herbert Blache'

life

New

in

York.

The

picture

is

a cycle of the seasons

assembled from about 40.000 feet of film

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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under the personal direction of
Ditmars, curator of the Bronx

taken

Raymond

zoological gardens.
The story opens with the advent of
spring, showing the last of the winter's
snows upon the ground being washed
away by the spring rains. Spring flowers
and frogs appear as harbingers of the
new season and birds from the southland
begin their nesting.
Soon there are little tadpoles, young
robins open their wide mouths and the
buck deer drops his antlers, so that the
little fawns may not be harmed.
And so it goes through the four seasons as though one walked through the
woods and mountains and met the same
animals, the changing flowers and trees
again and again. Little squirrels become
larger and more courageous and the
fawns become graceful, racing creatures.
Finally comes winter, predicted by the
changing formations of the clouds, and
then follows the snow storm, covering
the hibernating animals that had crawled
back into the holes and under the rocks
from which they appeared at the birth of
spring.

—

who gives a splendid performance. Raymond Hatton, as Graig; Stuart Holmes
as Rogers, and Andrew R'obson as MarAll fine players.
picture
pleased
theatre, Chicago,

shall.

The

Adams

vastly

where

week.

last

at
it

ran

all

IN

SPECIAL CAST IN

LOVE

(GOLDWYN)

A

well staged, well photographed
and thoroughly delightful comedy
drama, that, besides being very
well acted and carefully directed,

commands

attention for the splendidly written sub-titles. They are
gems of concise wit. Directed by
E. Mason Hopper.
This comedy-drama, which is more
comedy than drama, is from the pen of
Thomas Buchanan, and if Mr. Buchanan
is

author of the carefully phrased, witty

subtitles,
work real

Second

we hope

to

see

more

of

his

soon.
in

importance to the well writ-

Collins.
is the acting of May
Miss Collins' portalent indeed.
trayal of the spoiled child of a doting
father is quite the best performance given
She is not of
the screen in some time.
the pretty, baby-doll type, but there is
an allure to her acting, grace to her every
movement and poise that marks her for
Given the proper roles Miss
stardom.
Collins should make a name for herself in
In "All's Fair in Love"
a short time.
she displays talent that few of our better
known stars possess.
The picture has been carefully directed
and the action keeps moving at a brisk
pace from start to finish.

ten

is

The

story concerns Natalie Marshall,
has always had her way, right or
wrong. She plays golf and when she hits
Bobby Cameron oh the head with a stray
ball, she promptly decides to marry him
because of his self-control. The wedding
over with she finds that there has been
another in Bobby's life, a miniature
painter by the name of Vera, from Paris,
who returns a bracelet to Natalie on her

who

A

scene from "The Idle Class" (First National)

Edna Purviance appears opposite him
as the wife; Mack Swain completes the
cast, as the Angry Father. Chaplin plays
the Tramp and the Absent-minded Husband.

There

isn't

much

plot to

plays golf during the

mixed up
of

it.

sell

author and director, has given RusProductions
picture
a
that
is

worthy
tres

of play dates in the better theaof the country.

The

locale of the feature

is the rugged
not the usual Western, however, with each character quick on the
trigger.
This factor has been almost
wholly eliminated. Despite this the picture presents a virile atmosphere in such
proportions as to carry a broad appeal.
Good work is done by the cast as a
whole. The portrayal of Gertrude Olmstead is rather disappointing and is but
a gentle reminder that a finished screen
actress cannot be made over night.
Her
assignments should be confined to very
small parts.
Beautiful scenery is one of the attractions of the feature.
Both the sets
and the natural backgrounds are in keeping with the other qualities of the production.
Other members of the cast in addition

West.

It is

Simpson and Miss Olmstead are
Landers Stevens, Barbara Tennant. W.
Bradley Ward, Ashley Cooper, Hilliard
Karr, Nelson McDowell and Ida May
McKenzie.
"Shadows of Conscience" is the story
of a murderer whose conscience forces
him to admit guilt and save from prison

people.
Husband forgets to
goes to meet his wife. In the hotel lobby
he encounters horrified women and hides
in a telephone booth. At a mask ball the
Absent-minded one wears a suit of
armor. The visor snaps shut just as he
sorts

is about to take a drink and he cannot
open it. The Tramp happens to drop in
at the ball and the Wife thinks it is her

husband.

a

man

The Tramp

innocent of the crime.

Francis

Powers collaborated with McCarthy on
the

story.

FRANK MAYO

finally releases the

Absent-Minded Husband with his trusty
can opener and escapes down the street
after being knocked for a row of goals.

Good

clean slapstick, with the inimitable Chaplin always in the scene and al-

ways doing something.

THE VAGRANT
(EDUCATIONAL)

policeman, with his feet tied to stilts from
shoeshining booth, tries to chase
"Ham" that the fun begins. The tworeel comedy lacks plot. It is just a series
of incidents loosely tied together to make
the 2,000 feet of film. Hamilton impersonates a tramp. He is chased from one
park bench to another and around the
block by a burly policeman. Later, where
he helps drum up trade for a pretty corn
salve demonstrator, by pounding every
passerby on the foot with a hammer,
there are plenty of laughs. Hugh Fay
and Jack White directed.

IN

GO STRAIGHT

The Absent-minded
don his trousers and

a

Richard Dix gives a capital personation
as Bobby. He makes a fine, upright hero
and his playing is marked with exquisite
reserve and personal appeal that is very
Others in the exhelpful to the play.
cellent cast are Marcia Manon, as Vera,

of

reel and gets
trouble with all

husband away

ciliation.

sor proof. It is. Nevertheless, the
production is good entertainment
and merits booking.
John P. McCarthy, in the dual role

first

in all sorts of

wedding day.

from Vera then locks
The little bride
herself in her room.
after forty days crying, comes to her
vamping herdecides
some
senses,
to do
self and after a number of funny and
unhappy adventures there is a recon-

terest.
W. D. Russell the producer contends the picture is cen-

The Tramp

The laughs come late in this HamiltonWhite Mermaid comedy, in which Lloyd
Hamilton is starred. It is when the

Vera likewise by stealth
virtually kidnaps Bobby and takes him
By a ruse she gets her
to her studio.

Here is a Western not depending
upon 5,000 feet of gun play and
trick horsemanship to maintain in-

to

plot

Here

CONSCIENCE

(FIRST NATIONAL)

highball.

ALL'S FAIR IN

RUSSELL SIMPSON IN

THE IDLE CLASS
Charlie Chaplin in a dual role. Charlie
Chaplin playing golf. Charlie Chaplin at
a fancy dress ball. Charlie Chaplin in a
new two-reeler. Charlie Chaplin. The
name alone is sufficient to draw them in.
Exhibitors who play his pictures, new or
old, have found that out.
And "The Idle Class," which is pretty
much along the lines of the Sennett comedies, is good entertainment. It is uproarously funny in spots.
The opening,
where Charlie, as the Tramp, crawls out
from beneath the dining car with his golf
sticks and baggage, will get a hand, as
will the incident where he mixes the

1921

15.

SHADOWS OF

the

'

CHARLES CHAPLIN

October

(UNIVERSAL)
Usual story of the fighting parson,
who, after a hard battle, routs the
rough element and reforms a
western village. Directed by William Worthington. A spectacular
fire scene is the big punch.
This story, which was first called "The
Reverend Meddler," presents little that

new in the matter of plot. It is the
usual Western story with its bad men,
a town of frightened citizens, timid girls
and the straight-from-shoulder, fearless
parson who exposes the bootlegging ringleaders and cleans up in the last reel.
Mayo gives his usual verile and convincing performance as the parson and
is ably assisted
by Cora Drew, Lillian
Rich, George Marion and a half dozen
other .players.
The parson is in love with Hope Gibbs,
is

daughter

of

and

a

man who

is

none

too

league with the lawless
element of the town. Several attempts
are made to discourage the parson and
get him to leave town, but when the
church catches fire, following the visit
of one of the toughs who intended to
plant incriminating evidence therein, and
the parson climbs to the flaming belfry
to save the man, all the old feelujg
against him is wiped out and they decrae
straight

to

in

"go straight."
If

you

like

Mayo, and Western stories,
"Go Straight."

you're sure to like

October

15,
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ALICE CALHOUN IN

MATRIMONIAL WEB
(VITAGRAPH)

An

interesting photoplay concerning a band of smugglers, a designing society matron and several

Gaylord is located and goes to his wife
and learns how Harding managed to
cheat him out of the mine. Then Ruth
awoke, to find that her imagination had
shown her the future and the unhappiness that might follow should she leave,
to satisfy her

Jose.

and pleasingly acted.
Girl detectives are apparently popular
Fox has one, "Little M'ss
this month.

(STATE RIGHT)

to this light, summery story.
She is cast as Helen Anderson, daughter of a revenue officer who is being
urged by the authorities to run down a

She is not only instrumental in capturing the smugglers
operating on an island but also interrupts
a plot to compromise a girl in order to
force a marriage with a wealthy youth.
She fools the ambitious mother by marrying the young man herself.
Joseph Striker plays the young man.
Harvey Blake: William Riley Hatch is
the revenue officer and Armand Cortez
is excellent in the role of his assistant.
Elsie Fuller, Charles Mackay.
Ernest
Hilliard, Marion Barney, Edith Stockton.
G. C. Frye and Richard Lee are the other
members of the cast. Lee gives a good
account of himself as the smuggler, and
Striker was well chosen for the role of
band of smugglers.

Blake.

SPECIAL CAST IN

DISCONTENTED

WIVES

(PATHE)
J.

P.

McGowan

in the role of lead-

ing player and director delivers
a screen play of average merit.
Story is poorly constructed, containing the old dream idea and
picture is padded to make the required five reels.
The theme of "Discontented Wives" is
far from new, and aside from a few wellhandled scenes,

Type

story

and crafty detectives.
much in vogue in

this coun-

try several years ago.

A

of

tale of

average interest with scenes laid

ing personality lends considerable weight

He

returns the code

BUCK JONES

IN

BAR NOTHING
tale

with

star in role of hard riding, rough
cowboy. Few serials have more
thrills than this five part film.

Typical continental story of designing mother, plotting foreign agent

Hawkshaw," and here we have Alice Calhoun in another female detective role.
However, with most patrons it is sufficient to have Miss Calhoun in whatever
role she choses to appear, and her engag-

confesses.
resigns.

(FOX)
Very well acted Western

'

IN

INTRIGUE

Well photographed

ment and
book and

selfish desires.

POLA NEGRI

men and
marriageable young
Story written by C.
women.
Graham Baker, and directed by
Edward

own

69

in Paris.

Here

is "machine-made"
foreign production that is a curious "potpourri" of
incidents
and complications centering
around a French maiden's determination
to be avenged for the loss of her lover,
following a raid on her mother's gambling den.
Poli Negri plays the role of the young
French lady, Charlotte Barusse, with all
the force and vitality at her command.
small, but excellent, cast surrounds
her. The story :s interesting and leads
Not a
up to a very dramatic ending.
Contains
play for children, however.

A

some poor photography.
Charlotte Barusse becomes engaged to
Her mother, howa poor bank clerk.
ever, wishes her to marry the manager
gambling den, Henri Fischer, and
the place is raided the bank clerk,
fearing the disgrace, breaks his engagement. Charlotte pleads with the Prefect
of Police, Pierre Durand, -to save her
name, but he refuses. She swears ven-

of her

when

geance. Later she marries Henri Fischer
and some time later she meets Robert
Durand, son of the Prefect of Police.
She wins his love and induces him to give
her a secret code belonging to the state
department.
Then she turns him from
her door. The lad commits suicide and
He bethe father swears vengeance.
comes friendly with Charlotte, then discovers she is a traitoress. He enters her
boudoir and chokes her to death. Disgraced, he returns to the state depart-

Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
While the central idea of this virile
story of the cow country is not new,
Director Sedgwick has added several new
and individual twists to the plot and
with the aid or the Fox cowboy star it
moves along swiftly and smoothly to a
smashing climax. If you are looking for
a first-class Western play do not hesitate
to book it.
It will satisfy.
It has entertainment

value far above the average.
well written subtitles tell a concise
and straightforward story which is well
carried out in the filmed story.
In the well chosen company are James
O'Farley, as a scheming cattle buyer,
Hartman; Arthur Edward Carew, as
Stinson, his assistant; William Buckley
as Harold Lynne, a sickly rancher, and
Ruth Renick, as Ruth Lynne, his sister.
Buck Jones pla3'S Duke Travis, a hard

The

Westerner with

a kind heart.

Hartman

plans to get Harold Lynne's
cattle and the Circle L ranch for little or
nothing and is almost successful until
Lynne employes Duke Travis as foreman,
who sees through Hartman's
scheme. Travis sells a hundred head of
cattle to Hartman for Lynne and collects
$4,500. He is held up and dragged to the
distant desert by Hartman's cohorts and
the Lynnes depart for the East, believing Duke has skipped. He captures a wild
horse, however, and escapes from the
desert, overtakes the train on which Ruth
and her brother are traveling East, and
after administering a severe beating to
Hartman and Stinson, restores the
money to Ruth's brother and asks for the
hand of that young lady. There are several brisk fights and the long shots showing Buck Jones riding over the hills and
through the valleys are particularly well
handled. The leap from a bridge onto a
train, and again from the Pullman into
a stream, are very well done.

furnishes slight enterin the rapids between Gowan and one of Kirk Harding's
men is a well-staged piece of business.
McGowan's work as Gaylord is satisfactory in the majority of scenes, but
his attempts at emotional acting are
ridiculous. The placing of his fingers to
trembling lips would indicate weakness
instead
of
strength.
Fritzi
Brunette
makes an adequate heroine, Ruth Gaytainment.

The

it

fight

lord: Jean Perry is sufficiently villainous
as Kirk Harding, and Andy Waldron is

splendid as the Desert Rat.
Ruth Gaylord has given up her Riverside Drive home to become the wife of
John Gaylord. They live in a little cabin
near the Ruth Mir.e, which John is working without much evidence of success.
Then follows the dream. Ruth becomes
discontented and returns to her home.

Kirk Harding, known to both Ruth and
John, tries to cheat John out of the mine
which has suddenly yielded a wealth of
gold.
Harding steals a letter which
makes him owner of the mine. Meantime,
Ruth, learning of John's strike, tries to
communicate with him but is unsuccessful.
She rescues Harding's child from
drowning and is taken ill as a result.

A

new Goldwyn play adapted from
"The Bridal Path."

scene from "All's Fair in Love," a
success,

the stage
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SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

IN

(R-C

PICTURES)

New

York's Eastside pro-

A

high praise.

Few actors have made the deep impression on so large a portion of the
picture-going public that Sessue Hayakawa has and no doubt this is solely due
to the fact that he is. seldom wrong in
his sense of dramatic proportions.
He
has always delineated character as he
observes it in real life with truly artistic
restraint.

"The Swamp" Hayakawa gives

a

unique study in facial expression, in the
role of a poor vegetable vendor who befriends a youngster and his mother, living in squalid quarters in the tenement
district of New York.
Bessie Love is
the

cast as

who

mother

of a

little

newsboy,

a wealthy
youth and left to shift for herself. It is
a role well suited to her talents and she

been

has

deserted

by

makes

particularly
appealing
little
a
Frankie Lee is great as the newsboy.
Director Campbell has given him
every opportun'ty to ^display his ability
as an actor, and his work is on a par
with the best of our screen juveniles.
Photographically the picture is very well
handled, the atmosphere is correct in
every detail and the story has been well
handled from a directorial standpoint. A
picture Hayakawa fans will thoroughly
figure.

enjoy.

The story concerns a
girl

who

little
country
marries a wealthy youth and

goes to live in the city. He grows weary
of the alliance and deserts her and several years later the little mother and her
boy are living in a single room in a poor
tenement. While selling papers the little
boy is befriended by a Japanese vegetable
vender, and when the latter discovers
their
pitiable
condition he takes the
youngster "into partnership." The mother
of the lad becomes ill and the Jap sits
beside her bed until the crisis is passed.
He loses his horse and stand and opens
fortune telling booth.
proves a valuable assistant

a

The

POWER

(GOLDWYN)
in

the principal role

crook drama of ordinary
drawing power. After an interest
arresting opening it lapses into a
slow-moving, dull and unconvincing story.
Directed by Charles
a

of

Kenyon:
what the "invisible power" is in
Goldwyn photoplay is not clearly

Just
this

scene from the "Invisible Power" (Goldwyn)

her child would grow up a crook, because its father was in jail.
However,
there are so many inconsistencies in the
story that you forget the title and everything that pertains to it, long before the
picture ends.

The story: Sid Chambers, a thief, is
released from prison and rejoins his pals
in a Greek restaurant.
He finds Drake,
a
former second-story man without
funds because of a cough which discloses his whereabouts. The two crooks
go to the country where Chambers falls
in love with a girl and marries her.
He
becomes a traveling salesman and they
live qu etly in a little cottage until Mark
Shadwell. a detective, forced to make a
showing to his chief for a big necklace
robbery, arrests Chambers and sends
him back to prison. Laura Chambers'
baby is born and she being unable to
provide for it is compelled to give it up.
The detective's wife adopts the child.
Laura is arrested for vagrancy, and
thinking to make her husband confess
the necklace theft, they are brought
together in the detective's home.
Then
the baby appears, explanations follow,
Chambers is freed and all ends happily.
House Peters was quite convincing
in the role of Chambers; Irene Rich is
the country maiden who tres to help
her crook husband go straight; Sydney
Ainsworth gave a fine portrayal of a
down and out crook; and Jessie De
DeJainette was the detective's wife.
Witt C. Jennings was a thoroughly detestable and convincing detective.
Just an average picture.

SPECIAL CAST IN

SERENADE

in

SPECIAL CAST IN

House Peters

A

youth

the enterprise and when invited to display his
powers at a fashionable gathering, the
Jap tells the assembled guests some unpleasant truths about the guest of honor,
who has become engaged to another lady
of society, and whom he has discovered
is the father of the little newsboy.
There
is a happy ending where a country ooy
comes to claim the little mother's hand
and provides a home for her, while the
Jap plans a happy future with his sweetheart across the waters.

INVISIBLE

governor.
Don Domingo Maticas is
appointed governor of Magdalene, and
he and his band of brigands take possession of the town.
Domingo's son Ramon makes violent love to Maria, who
repulses him.
Pancho fights his rival
and Ramon is badly injured.
Pancho
escapes to the hills.
Ramon, in his
delirium calls for the girl he loves. Domingo begs Maria to visit his son. SHe
consents on condition that Pancho's life
be spared.
Pancho is captured and put
in jail and
when Ramon recovers he
taunts his rival, by stating he is going
to marry Maria.
Pancho, with the aid
of his trusty horse, escapes from the jail,
fights a duel with Ramon, but spares
Ramon,
his life when he disarms him.
touched by Pancho's generosity helps
him to escape. He organizes his father's
troups and returns and conquers the
brigand band under Domingo.
is

vides excellent material for Japanese star.
Bessie Love in pathetic role opposite him, with
Little Frankie Lee in a delightful child part.
Directed by Colin
Campbell.
picture worthy of

In

1921

15,

Maria del Carmen, and her sweetheart,
Pancho, live in Magdalene, a Spanish
possession. Pancho's father Don Carilla

THE SWAMP
Story of

October

defined.
It
might be the irrepressible
force back of the ambit'ous detective, or
the fear in Laura Chambers' heart that

production given adapted
stage play "Maria del Carmen."
Care has been taken to develop
the Spanish atmosphere and the
big scenes are well handled.
Story drags somewhat due to
length and frequency of subtitles.
George Walsh has principal role.
Directed by R. A. Walsh. Seven
reels in length.

R. A. Walsh's second indeproduction and from a directorial standpoint is a fine piece of work.
It was adapted from Felin y Condina's
stage play "Maria del Carmen" and tells
an impassioned love story of the presis

day.

sword

There

play,

with

is

much
the

and
George

fighting

athletic

Walsh performing many darng

feats,

escaping from his pursuers, by swinging
from chandeliers, ropes stretched across
streets and making his way over housetops.

'

is
a picture which should please
majority of picture patrons and it
posesses several novel features which
lend themselves readily to exploitation.

It

the

Returns

Reichenbach

East

After Exploiting Film
In Chicago
Harry Reichenbach, who has been
Chicago exploiting the Universal

"No Woman Knows,"
York
aroused

interest

in

the

in

feature,

returned to

Mr.

Friday.

last

New

Reichenbach
picture, which

opened a week's engagement at Barbee's
theatre, Sunday October 2, by publishing
an open letter from Edna Fcrber the
author of "Fanny Herself," from which
the film "No Woman Knows" was made,
in which she declared she did not approve of the change in name.

Laemmle

Issues Reply

This was replied to by Carl Laemmle,
Universal company, in
he thought the title
selected was more appropriate for box
office purposes.
To stimulate further interest in the
picture's showing, Mr. Reichenbach is
president of the

which

he

stated

the five ladies

Artistic

ent

"No Woman Knows"

offering five sterling silver

(FIRST NATIONAL)

This
pendent

Unique Sign Heralds

who

mesh bags

to

give the best reasons

or against changing the name of
Edna Ferber's book to "No Woman
Knows." The mesh bags are on display

for

in

a

Michigan boulevard jeweler's win-

dow.
Erects Novel Sign

Another stunt designed by Mr. Reichenbach is the lobby display and sign in
front of the theatre.

A

cut-out four feet

square of the popular novel is displayed
with the pages turning automatically. On
each page is printed in bold type a short
sentence about the play.
The sign is
attracting considerable attention.

Pathe Will Distribute
Ernest Truex Comedies
Amedee
AyVeeBee
contracts

Van Beuren, president of
Corporation, announces that
have been signed with Pathe

Exchange,
a series of

J.

Inc.,

polite

the distribution of
screen comedies star-

for

who

is drawing caperformance in
"Six Cylinder Love," at the Sam H.
Harris theatre in New York.

ring Ernest Truex,

pacity audiences

b'

1

'

his

October
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Paramount^ "Anatol" Tops Many
Records in Country's Theatres
"They Fought Like Mad to Get in" Is Gist of
Telegrams Received From Exhibitors
by Producing Company
Famous

Players-Lasky's twelve-star
"The Affairs of Anatol," pro-

special,

duced by Cecil B. De Mille, is now in
its second week of national distribution.
Telegrams
received
by Paramount
from exhibitors who have played the
feature indicate that scores of box office
records throughout the country have
Following are excerpts
been broken.

from wires received by
eral

manager

R. Kent, gen-

S.

of distribution:

Calls

a

it

Triumph

Frank L. Newman, Newman theatre,
City,
Kansas
Mo.:
"Congratulations.
'Anatol' showed to over 10,000 people

They fought

Sunday.

Broke

in.

proximately
triumph."

W.

L.

like

mad

previous records

all

paid

2,400

A

admissions.

Rialto

Carroll,

get

to

by ap-

theatre,

New

Haven, Conn.: "'Anatol' opened yesterday to biggest crowds in history of
Rialto, breaking all box office records by
wide margin. In spite of rainy weather
crowds stood in hne long before opening. Consider 'Anatol' greatest box office
attraction ever made."

W.

Deibel, Liberty theatre, Youngs"'Affairs of Anatol' opened to
greatest business in history of Liberty
C.

town, O.

:

Thousands turned away."
John A. Schwalm, Jefferson theatre,
Hamilton, O. "Anatol' proved most suc-

theatre.

:

any picture shown

cessful opening of
our theatre."

in

"Come Early, Stay Late"
Shea Amusement Company, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Anatol'

"Business for 'The Affairs of
tremendous.
It is the biggest
box office attraction we have played this
year. They came early and stayed late."
Phil Gleichman, Broadway-Strand, Detroit: "With a thousand dollars smaller
:

opening on 'Anatol,'
previous records.
Patrons

71

Shipman-VVarren Picture
Piays to Packed Houses
At Los Angeles Theatre
Nell Shipman's "The Girl from God's
Country," the powerful and human outdoor animal melodrama distributed by
F. B. Warren Corporation, is being enthusiastically received by big exhibitor
c rcuits of the

reaching

country, accord. ng to rethe home office of the

cester, Mass.: "Great

ports

exceed. ng

company.
At Ciune's Broadway theatre in Los
Angeles the picture played to packed
houses.
It had a run of four weeks at
Circuits and theatres
the Clune house.
which have booked or played the pic-

all

well pleased."

Theatre

is

Packed

A. C. Morrison, Majestic theatre, Hartford, Conn.: "'Anatol' packing theatre to
capacity.
Patrons prooa.m it the best
of the year.
Any exhibitor is
bound to clean up on it."
F. B. Walton, American theatre, Bell-

picture

ingham. Wash.: "'Anatol' opened Sunday breaking all prev.ous house records.
Played to 3.000 admissions, 10 per cent of
Bellingham's population."

Kent Issues Statement

"The unanimity with which exhibitors
everywhere have proclaimed this picture
the greatest box office attraction they
have ever played is truly amaz ng," said
Mr. Kent. "If I were to quote entirely
every telegram received, they would occupy columns in the trade papers.
"Not one unfavorable wire has come
to my desk
not one even moderate in its
praise.
Many have expressed their
thanks for the assistance rendered by
our exploitation men. Others have given
much credit to our advertis'ng and publicity department for its direct help in
preparing newspaper advertising copy
and for the tremendous boost which the
double-page
spread
in
the
Saturday
Evening Post afforded with its listing of

—

the theatres

all

playing 'Anatol' during

the week.
"So, while again extending my congratulations to Mr. De Mille and his
great producing organization, it is now
fitting and proper to include Mr. Beatty
and Mr. Saunders and their assistants in
the publicity and advertising and exploiOnce again they
tation departments.
have delivered the goods."

ture include
S. A. Lynch, circuits in Georgia, the
Alabama and
Carolinas,
Tennessee,
Florida, and in Texas, Oklahoma, and
other southern states; Swanson's American in Salt Lake City; Nolan Colorado
New
in
circuit;
entire
Poli
Circuit

Jensen and Von Herberg,
Lubliner and Trinz, Chicago;
Gore Brothers, Ramish and Lesser, Los
Angeles; Rialto theatre, San Francisco;
Turner and Dahnken, San Francisco
Bernard Depkin, Baltimore, and Bing-

England;
Seattle;

ham and Cohen,

Indianapolis.

Riesenfeld Books Rialto

Comedy
The

first

for Rivoli

Show

of twelve one reel comedies

obtained by Rialto Productions, Inc., for
world distribution has been booked by
Hugo Riesenfeld for an extended run at
Three
the Rivoli theatre, New York.
others of this series will go into the
Criterion, Rialto and Rivoli at a later
date.

"Holy Smoke" is the
which went into
October 2.

ject

title

the

of the subRivoli on

'

Produce Belasco Comedy
L. Lasky has announced that
David Belasco's great farce comedy, "Is

Jesse

Matrimony a Failure?", will be made into
a Paramount picture with T. Roy Barnes
as the featured player. The picture is to
be directed by James Cruze.

advertising expenditure. 'Anatol' smashed
house record held by 'Humoresque.' In
view of the fact 'Humoresque' opened on

Labor Day and
I

deem

this a

at

same

scale of prices,

wonderful tribute to your

entire organization."
Oliver Kehrl'ein,
Franklin theatre,
Oakland, Cal.:
"Unheard of business
with 'Affairs of Anatol.'
Holding them
out from 1 p. m. till after 10, a feat never

New

in Oakland.
Only regret we
have 2.000 more seats. Expect to
a month."

before seen
didn't

run

it

Breaks All Records
A. G. Chaney, Dallas, Tex.: "'Anatol'
Sunday opening at Palace theatre broke
all records for any picture ever shown in
this part of the country."
James Beatty, Liberty theatres, San
Jose and Fresno, Cal.: "Broke all records
Liberty theatres, San Jose and Fresno,
opening day with 'Affairs of Anatol.'
are running it for a week in each town
with pos« b'lity of more extended run.
Congratulations
upon this wonderful
production."
P. R. Emde. Proctor's Griswold theatre, Troy. N. Y.
"Opening day of 'Affairs of Anatol' a triumph at this theatre.
Capacity houses of delighted patrons all

We

:

:

day long."
E. R. Daniels,

TOM GALLERY,
oil well.

Olympic

theatre,

Wor-

special.

A

as Jimmy Wallingfcrd, refuses to sell his share in "Tal" Curtis'
dramatic scene from "The Son of Wallingford" the new Vitagrapb
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The manner

"My

Weeks

Four

The Fourth

Articles Dealing

of a Series of

Motion Pictures Abroad

in

/^\XE

issue of an English trades paper
quoted William A. Johnston, editor
of Motion Picture News, as saying:
"Stunt advertising and Broadway runs
do not benefit productions and simply
mislead the exhibitor."
And the trade paper took it for granted
that every Broadway run is promoted
for the purpose of misleading exhibitor
and public. The expression was used to

show the futility of American methods
of advertising which I was endeavoring
to introduce into Great Britain.

Upon encountering

this,

what

I

tried

imagine was William A. Johnston's
of show business; where he
got the information he was handing out
so volubly and freely; how and by what
reasoning he was constituting himself an
authority on what should and should not
be run on Broadway, and what treatment
it
should or should not receive.
Has Mr. Johnston or any of his staff
ever successfully launched a film? Have
they ever engineered a campaign and,
because Mr. Johnston runs a trade paper,
by what stretch of the imagination does
to

knowledge

he consider himself justified

producer

how

in telling a
to exploit his production?
*

*

This sort of

stuff is

—

England"

in

*

"duck soup" for

the British jingo injures the standing
of American producers in foreign markets and depreciates the value of Broadway runs.
Mr. Johnston's editorials are readable
and sometimes good, in so far as his

opinion is concerned, but when he tries
to guide a producer's thoughts regarding
the handling of a film he is wasting space
that could be devoted to bringing the different factions of the industry together
for the industry's good.
-The exploitation men of the film industry must be totaly impotent to permit the suggestion that they are all

With Exploitation

Reichenbach's Inimitable Style
wrong and

unfaithful to their employresent such tomfool editorial matter fromi Mr. Johnston, who
knows not the least about a theatre, other
than being a possible customer.
England is susceptible to American
methods of advertising, publicising, presentation and distribution.
The average
British film man is progressive at heart
and, while he will step away from the
traditional method of doing things with
trepidation, he can be depended on to
gamble to a greater extent even than
the American producer.
Take the productions of the George
They are investing
Clarke company.
thousands of pounds per picture with
tremendous struggle of securing
the
American distribution they tried this,
were "stung" by the mishandling of the
Stoll company
yet go right along making ambitious films and ignoring possible
ers

all

and not

to

—

—

loss.
*

films

three

15,

1921

booking and releasing
they have been

of

years after

shown in America is being replaced by
some Sort of an immediate booking plan,
sponsored by various of the exhibitors
bodies, and this, more than anything else,

HARRY REICHENBACH

By
of

October

»

Accessories arc sold at an overcharge,
thus preventing many exhibitors from
widely exploiting their shows. This condition existed here, for I remember while
with Lqsky, in 1914, we made from fifty
to seventy per cent on accessories. Thus
Britain is just evoluting from that stage.
I
Presentation is improving slowly.
talked with quite a number of important
exhibitors who stated that it was their
intention to come to America for the
sole purpose of absorbing anything new
Alex King, head of
that offered itself.
a very important circuit in Scotland, is
coming over and Arthur Clavering of
Film Booking Offices is trying to get a
large party together to make the trip.
Norman Wright, a big English publisher, wants to pay for a tour of America
on the part of ten British publicity men
and has asked me to arrange an itinerary
that will put them in touch with important ramifications of the field over
here.

will aid the British field to adjust
self to a more progressive level.
»
*
*

English

newspapers

now

devote

it-

a

minimum

of space to film activities, but
are slowly coming around to a better
understanding of the value as circulation
builders of amusement departments and
will soon follow our dailies in running
stage and screen news every day.
British producers, anxious to reach the
world's markets, are learning that they
must invest large sums to interest alien
exhibitors and that younger and more
attractive personalities are requisite to
prosuccessful
productions.
Several
ducers recently shut up shop, saying that
not
reach
the
American
as they could
market, or were anticipating the film
tariff, they would postpone further production until the market was susceptible
to their pictures.
I tried very hard in all my statements,
written and spoken to bring home to
every Englishman, that the American
market was entirely ready to absorb their
productions, but that they must measure
up to American films, which they did not
do at present.
Many prominent Americans are nov»
Stuart Blackton,
active in England.
J.
Walter Wangcr. Justine Johnstone, George

Bergere, Norman
Fitzmaurice, Ouida
Kerry, Harley Knowles, Tippy Grey,
Florence Turner and others and all speak
highly of their treatment over there.

What

is most needed is that the British
trade paper editors and a number of their
most prominent exhibitors and renters

spend some time in America and become
acquainted with our method of handling
a film from the scenario stage to the day

we scrap it as junk, for my observations,
made from Buenos Aires to Constantinople, confirm my belief that we absolutely lead the
close second.

world,

without

even

a

"The Great Reward" Finds
Favor
National

Among

Theatre

Exchanges,

Inc.,

first

Men
serial,

"The Great Reward," is meeting with
great favor with many exhibitors throughout the country, according to reports received at company headquarters.
producer of "The
Louis
Burston,
Great Reward," states that it surpasses
any of his previous serials. "The fast
pace that Francis Ford puts in his serials
has become his trade-mark," says Burston. "He hands out a wallop in each
episode and leaves an audience in breathless suspense which fairly drags them
back the next week. Francis Ford knows
what the serial fans want and he certainly gives it to them in 'The Great Re"
ward.'

Real Bull Fight Shown
In New Century Comedy
Through the courtesy of officials in
charge of Mexican bull fights in Tia
Juana, Alf Goulding's Century comedy

now in the making will feature parts of
Alf Goulding accoma real bull fight.
panied

The Ben Wilson
Park, for

— Morris

Clapman, Wm. Nobel, cameraman, Ann
Ashton Dearholt, business manager, Joe
Girard, Helen Rosson, Helen Egard, Hal Wilson and Wilbur McGaugh.
to

•

Serial Company starting out to make exteriors in Yellowstone
of the North," the new Arrow serial, starring Ann Little. Left

"Man

fight

Little,

Foster,

Ben Wilson, Edith

Leanord

Stayart,

by

Louis

Jacobs

and

Charles

Century Film Corporation
of
spent an entire week in Tia Juana, dickering with the officials, and finally received their consent to photograph sevThe
eral intimate scenes of the fight.
picture has not been antitle of the

Rubin

nounced.

October

15,
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Touring
Street Stunts
Mid-West Exchanges
In

Crawford

Launch Showing
New York of Warner Picture

Is

Treasurer for Associated
Exhibitors Will Visit

"Why

Former Home
Roy

Crawford,
Exhibitors,

ciated

treasurer
Inc.,

is

Asso-

of

on

a

trip

through the Middle West. He plans to
visit, in particular, the Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis branch offices of
Associated and to spend some time in
Topeka.
Mr. Crawford was active in the theatrical and motion picture field of that
city for many years.
This is his first
opportunity to return there since his appointment to the treasureship of Associated Exhibitors, last spring.
It was in Topeka that Mr. Crawford
and Arthur S. Kane, chairman of the
board of directors of Associated, were
formerly partners.
Thus, their present
connection means the resumption of a
highly satisfactory business association.
his departure
York, Mr. Crawford said that
he expected to be away for about two
weeks and, although the nature of his
business was largely personal, he expected to stop at as many branch offices
of Associated as his itinerary permits.
Mr. Crawford further stated that fall
business on the Associated and Playgoers product is showing a very nice
increase and every indication points to
a very successful year.

In an interview before

from

New

Honors Won by
Omaha and Kansas City
in L. B.

The

first

prize

Mayer Contest
of

$1,000

offered

by

Leave

Home"

ture played to packed houses during its
entire run. Manager McDonald put over

would automatically release one section
of the suitcase and expose a card reading:
Do You Know 'Why Girls Leave

two street stunts and several striking
newspaper ads prior to the showing, and
one big stunt on the opening night.
Mr. McDonald wrote the Warner
as follows:

offices

"To

put over
"Why Girls Leave
Home,' the Warner Brothers' feature
produced by Harry Rapf and directed
by William Nigh, I had the front of
Mr. Moss' Broadway theatre covered
with a specially made design which ran
clear

was

across the entrance.
that

of

a

young

hand, leaving her

girl,

The design
suitcase

in

home

en route to the
devil who was shown phoning apparently to the girl's home in order to lead
her astray. Below the devil I placed an
empty gin bottle and a small glass.

Uses Unique Exploitation
street

work

I

used a flivver with

four large signs displaying the name
of the picture, and around the lower
portion of these signs. I placed about
two dozen empty bottles that were once
filled with the stuff that is now the curse
of Volstead.
My object in using the
bottles was merely to capture attention

Old Kentncky" was won by Omaha and
Kansas City, General Manager Paul C.
the

second prize of 5500; Cleveland the third,
amounting to 5300; and the $200 fourth
prize was captured by Pittsburgh.
Detroit won fifth place; Seattle sixth;
Chicago, seventh; Denver, eighth; San
Francisco, ninth, and Boston, tenth.
"Business on those subjects during the
sixteen weeks the contest lasted was unusually good, considering the general depression which existed the last
the contest," said Mr. Mooney.

month

of

to set people talking. In addition to the
flivver I engaged a young girl to walk
around the Broadway section with a
suitcase in her hand. At various corners
she would stop and pretend to weep, and

Louis B. Mayer for the First National
exchange which obtained the largest
amount of played and paid business on
the Anita Stewart first series and "'In

Mooney announces. Minneapolis won

Plays to Packed Houses

The initial New York presentation of
Warner Brothers' production, "Why
Girls Leave Home," was made at B. S.
Moss' Broadway theatre on Sept. 26.
According to the management the pic-

the

"For

First

Girls

At Moss' Broadway Theatre— Members
Cast Appear at Presentation

of

when

a

crowd gathered about her she

Home?'
Players at Presentation

"At night the front of the theatre was
illuminated by two Cooper-Hewitt lights
which played on all objects up and down
the street. Incidently, a 'movie' cameraman was on the job and as he stood
poised with his machine set in a touring
car a huge throng of Broadway theatregoers swarmed about the

car.

Two

of

prominent members 'of the cast,
Maurine Powers and Julia Swayne Gordon, made an appearance and a short

the

scene of welcome was staged in
of

the

front

theatre.

"Without

undue

exaggeration

'Why

Girls Leave Home' is an excellent picture with an excellent title for tie-ups
and we packed 'em in throughout the
entire run of the picture."

Fox Books Feature

W arner

Brothers announce that negotiations have been closed for the
presentation of this production by William Fox and S. Barret McCormick.
Mr. Fox has signed to show the picture
Detroit;
theatre.
in
the Washington
Liberty, St. Louis; and Rivoli, Denver;
and Mr. McCormick will present the
feature at the Allen theatre in Cleveland.
The following exchanges have purchased the distribution rights in their
the
picture:
respective territories on
Warner's Exchange, New York, for
greater New York and Northern New
Independent Film Exchange.
Jersey;
Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey; Federated
Film Exchange. Boston, for New England States; Phil Selznick Productions,
Cleveland, for Ohio; Tr-State Film Exchange, for Louisiana and Mississippi;
Grand & Warner Exchange. Buffalo,
New York State above Westchester
County: and Columbia Film Service.
Western Pennsylvania
for
Pittsburg,
and West Virginia.

Dixon Will Tour Country
To Film Scenes for Burr
Final preparations for a trans-continental motor trip, approximating 11.000
miles, have been made by Rollin Lester

Dixon, internationally known as a painter

and photographer of landscapes, who is
engaged in contributing his "Scenic
Poems" to "Burr's Novel Review." a reel
of widely diversified novelties, sponsored
and independently distributed bv Charles
C. Burr.
On October 8th, Mr. Dixon will leave
Portsmouth, N. H., and will proceed to

CHARLES
Gear,
tional

(Chic)

SALE

as

Pe«lee

"His Hibs," an ExcepPictures Corporation feature.

Jr.,

in

Tucson. Ariz., where he will make his
headquarters for at least six months.
From Tucson Mr. Dixon plans to follow
the little known trails through Arizona,
New Mexico and Utah and anticipates
obtaining considerable scenic and other
material altogether new in subject and
treatment.
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"A MAN'S

HOME"

Two

scenes

Harry

from

October

the Selznick production and principal players.
Second row (left to right) Faire Binney, Matt

T. Morey.
Kaihlyn Williams.

Bottom

— Grace

15,

1921

—

Top

Moore,

Valentine and Roland Bottomley.

October
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"All-Star" Cast

Made
"all-star" cast

That

is

St ars ci aim

H ome

"A Man's

for

Latest of Productions by
An

75

SELZNICK Has

Six Principals

in

Cast

comprised of stars

made by

the claim

Selz nick for

its

current special produc-

"A Man's Home."

tion,

Six principals dominate the cast of this picture, the story
was written by Anna Steese Richard son and Edmund Breese.

for

which

To direct the feature Myron Sel znick, vice-president in charge of production, selected Ralph Ince.
In announcing the cast for

Home," the Selznick

offices

"A Man's
make this

Home' boast

of an all-star cast in verity, but

claim

the

that

an ideal cast as well.
dominating principals in
tute

is

it

players

the

consti-

There are six

—

the cast six
people who are starred as individuals and
collectively, with a personal following
wherever there is a screen the world over.
Brief reference is appended without any
attempt being made to compile a record
of achievement that is complete.
*

*

— Vitagraph

star

plays

The

abundant

of

achievement, since 1909 playing in 'The
Golden Goal,' 'The Green God.' 'All Man,'
'The Man Who Won,' 'The Darkest
Hour,' 'In Honor's Web' and other
photoplays.
*

*

*

"KATHLYN WILLIAMS, who

—

is

The

Wife. Besides a stage career of importance, in which she played in 'Mrs.
Were
Defense,'
'When
Dane's
Twenty-one' and 'The Man of the Hour'
as leading woman, her screen career has
been long and productive of roles that
have made her greatly popular. Her appearances in Morosco-Paramount, Art-

We

craft

and Paramount issues have made
familiar and her reputation en-

name

her

viable.

*

*

—The

screen

first

plays

The

brought her

prominence when she played in
Maurice Tourneur's 'Sporting Life' and
'Woman'; in Republic's 'The Blue Pearl';
in
Famous-Players 'Here Comes the
Bride.' and with John Barrymore.
On
the stage Miss Binney has gained fame
into

in

numerous productions, her

latest be-

ing in 'The Teaser' this season.
* * *

"MATT MOORE, who
Daughter's F'nance.

plays

the

— To recite his screen

career is to infer that showmen and public are not familiar with the contributions of the various members of the
Moore family to pictures. Artcraft. Ujii-

'Twenty

versal's

Under the
Sin.' Re d's

Thousand

Leagues

Neilan's 'Unpardonable
'Sahara' and his appearances
in 'Regular Fellow.' "Getting Mary Married' and 'The Dark Star' give but a brief
index to his screen work.
Sea.'

:

*

*

*

"GRACE VALENTINE,

as The Adventuress.
In more recent seasons this
actress
has established herself as a
screen heavy who has few equals in that
specific line.
She has been starred on
the screen since she made her way upon
the stage and is declared to be here fitted
with a role that gives her unquestioned
talents great scope.

—

now

this

as

the

player

heavy

He was selected for his
Man's Home' because he fitted

roles.

role in 'A

A

scene from "A Man's Home," a
SeLznick feature.

perfectly the type plus ability to play a

Margaret
remarkably intricate part.
Sedden, as The Mother, fills the niche
that requires a sweet old mother in any
story of domestic life."
*
It

*

would be hard to assemble a
combined reputation and

that better

cast

according

When "A

Man's

to

Given by Celebrated
Company Closes

the

Home"

Hammerstein Film
At LoewJ s State
For three days Elaine Hammerstein,
"Handcuffs or Kisses," was the screen
attraction at Loew's State in New York,
where the Selznick feature, with vaude-

Run

First

Contract with Ziegfeld
Theatre

abil-

Selznick claim.
gets into circulation it is declared that the screen will
reflect proof of this claim.

ity,

new

Two Trade Showings

*

That every exhibitor might have the
opportun ty of viewing its current publications Celebrated Players Film Corporation recently held two trade showings
in Milwaukee.
The principal showing
:

was held

in

the

Colonial

room

of the

in

Wisconsin hotel. In the evening a second performance was held in Washi-

interludes, provided the entertainment at Broadway's newest place of
popular amusement. In this picture Robert Ellis, a Selznick director, played opposite Miss Hammerstein.

check's Pearl theatre.
Both showings, given under the direction of V. F. DeLorenzo, Celebrated's
Wisconsin representative, and R. C.
Smith of the home office, were well attended by Milwaukee and out of town
exhibitors. Among those attending were:

ville

"Handcuffs or Kisses"

is

first

of the

new Hammerstein

series of six features
for the ensuing season that are included

the "Forty from Selznick," as promised in the announcements of plans for
this organization lately made known to
the trade.
of a Maid," second attrac"The
tion in the series, has passed from the
William
laboratory in completed form.
P. S. Earle directed.
in

»

"FAIRE BINNEY, who
Daughter.

—Just

in the leading role of 'Page Miss
Venus,' a musical piece new this season,
and his stage career encompasses many

»

"HARRY MOREY, who
Man.

Man.

is

statement:
"Not alone does 'A Man's
Selznick

"ROLAND BOTTOMLEY,
Confidence

Way

Number

of Films

Rice.

Exhibitors Attend

States

theatre; Earl Rice, Riveria;
Kosciusko; Max Kanrax. Lincoln;
Krofta, Mozart and Idlebour; Manny Cross,
Elite; Steve Bauer. Atlas; Steve Bloom
Liberty;
Miss Adeline Heller, Arcade; J. B. Culler. Jackson; Louis Guhl. Lyric; Louise Plate, Climax;
Walter Hildebrand. Rainbow; Ray Pizeh. Washingtori; Fred Seegert. Regent; Nick DeLorenzo. MagJos.

Schwartz

Max

net: Walter Bauman and J. Hergener, Wisconsin
Exhibitors' Association; Geo. Bach
Mirth; Cas.
Goodarsky. Avenue; Henry Imhoff. Apollo; Win.
Jacobs, Lexington; Mr. Dayton, Majestic.
Kenosha; F. C. Wolcott. Majestic. Racine; Walter

Boden, Grand

Now

Completed
Showmen who play

Many
M.

Racine; Steve Dorek, Star

Racine;

Majestic. Cudahy; Mr. Welsh. New
Manitowoc; Mr. Brunn, Princess, North
Milwaukee,

J.

J.

Disch

Palace.

Selznick pictures

on the star-series arrangement that has
long been the selling policy of that organization are assured, on report from

Myron Selznick, vice-president in charge
Eugene O'Brien,
of production, that
Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle's
share in the "Forty from Selznick" are
"all set" and many of the presentations
completed. The Owen Moore comedies
also are provided for in the new season's
arrangements.
Only last week at the Selznick studios
in Fort Lee. N. J., one of the pictures
in which Conway Tearle will star went
through its concluding scenes and two
days later Elaine Hammerstein began
filming, under direction of Alan Crosland, one of the six pictures she will be
Eugene O'Brien is
seen in this season.
just ready to begin another issue of the
series in which he will six times come
to the screen within a twelve-month.

Representatives Appointed
L. Friedman, president of Celebrated,
announcing the clos'ng of a contract for
the first run presentation of "Black Panther's Cub," starring Florence Reed, at
the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago.
J.

W. Hirschberg and Isadore Natkin
have been appointed special feature representatives for Chicago.
Hirschberg
will cover the Xorth Side and Natkin
will have the South Side.

Exhibitor

Now Producing

E. S. Schwartz, for fifteen years an
exh'bitor. has entered the production
field in Los Angeles.
The first of eight

dramas which he
completed.
Fred
Caldwell is directing. Robert B. Wilcox
is playing leads in the pictures.
five-reel semi-Western
will make has been
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Impetus Given

Work

of R-C
Stars and Directors Begin

New

Three Reels by Italian

at the

R-C

Company

are speeding up

activities

Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation
has
acquired
and
Italian
production of the Bible.
Produced in

Pictures Hollywood studios

under the supervision of R.
director general of

Tobin,

J.

thirty-three reels, it is being edited and
cut by George Merrick and Adolph

production.

Miss Frederick on Location

Weiss.

The

Pauline Frederick went on location on
October 1 to begin the filming of her
next R-C production, "Judith of Blue

Lake

Ranch," under the direction of
Campbell. The story is one that
said to particularly suit Miss Fred-

erick.

All the rugged atmosphere of the
open country of the West will be ininto the picture, together with
plenty of romance and adventure. This
picture will follow "The Lure of Jade,"

which

is

R-C

Demand Induces Fox to
Establish New Exchange
At Geneva, Switzerland
Announcement of the opening of an
exchange in Geneva, Switzerland, is
made by Fox Film Corporation. The
decision to institute this new branch was
reached by William Fox as a result of
a large and increasing demand by exhibitors and patrons of motion pictures
in that

country for Fox

films.

Investigation made by Winfield R.
Sheehan, general manager of Fox, when
last in Europe, showed that establishment of this exchange would be practicable.

The new exchange

No. 1 Rue
du Commerce, Geneva, and is under the
is

at

management of J. M. Boimond, a man
widely known and well liked in motion
picture
It will

circles

throughout the country.

form the distributing base

for all

Switzerland.

Warners Will Distribute
Film Featuring Walthall
"Parted Curtains," featuring Henry B.
Walthall and Mary Alden, is the latest
production announced for distribution

by Warner Brothers. The feature
to have been booked throughout

Loew

picture

production

theatres

was ready

is

all

FRANK O'CONNOR,

well

known

di-

rector, who has been engaged by Marshall
Neilan to assist in directing

"Penrod."

O'Connor

to Assist

Neilan on "Penrod"
Picture Will Have Premiere
in

Larger Cities of

Country
Frank

O'Connor, well known Lasky
director, has been engaged by Marshall
Neilan to assist in the direction of "Penrod," which will be an adaptation of
Booth Tarkington's book and play.
Wesley Barry will star in the feature.
Neilan has arranged with Associated
First National to give "Penrod" a national premiere in all of the big cities of
the country.
Work on the picture is
under way at the Hollywood studios.
It

is

the producer's plan to

Neilan

make

this

with the
same players who have contributed to
the success of his most popular pictures.
Thus the production will mark the return to the Neilan fold of various popular stars of today whom he brought into
prominence during the past three years.
Supporting Wesley Barry will be a
cast of thirty-five players including fifteen youngsters and twenty grown-ups.
A kaleidoscopic mixture of races and nationalities
will
be found among the
younger players. Mr. Neilan's handling
of such an assemblage of youthful talent
was effectively presented in "Dinty," in
film

a

typical

picture

which the freckle-faced star was surrounded with kids of various shades and
nationalities.

said

the

long before the
for the market.

The picture is offered to state right
buyers,
and Warner Brothers state
that
the
production
marks another
link in the long list of successes that
have been distributed by their organization.
Scenes for the production were
staged in California and New York.

Bible as

Plan Elaborate Exploitation
elaborate exploitation campaign
will herald the appearance of the Bible
film.
It is understood that this attraction will be presented by Weiss Brothers
in New York and in theatres in practically all of the key cities simultaneously
on or about December 1.
Following
these presentations several companies
will commence road tours on January 1.
It
understood that the Bible film
is
will be marketed on the state right plan
immediately after the opening of this
attraction in the various key cities.
Complete Story Filmed
The complete story of the Bible from
Genesis has been filmed and many of
the prominent stage favorites of Italy
appear in leading roles.
Many of the
scenes were filmed on the exact locations in Palestine and Egypt. The story
of the Bible as done for the screen embraces scenes of action, drama, heart
interest and romance.

An

the next Frederick subject on
publication schedule.

Seiter Is Directing
Doris May resumed work on September 28. She has begun her second production for R-C, "Eden and Return," a
romantic comedy in which the star will
appear as a young girl combating her
father's efforts to make her marry only
a wealthy man.
William A. Seiter will
handle the megaphone and Hunt Stromberg will supervise.
Gasnier
whose "Mam'selle Jo" is
scheduled for early distribution by R-C
Pictures, has begun work on "Home," a
dramatic subject to which he will give
his closest attention during the next
three or four weeks.

version of the

lecturer.

jected

the

finished

planned by Weiss Brothers will be issued
in two separate forms.
One ten part
version will be exploited as a huge road
show attraction playing in the legitimate
theatres of the United States.
The attraction will be presented in conjunction
with a choral organization of sixty
voices, an organist and a well known

Colin
is

1921

Distribute Bible Film
Picture Produced in Thirty

Vehicles
Production

15,

Weiss Brothers Will

At Studios

Production on

October

P. A.
L.
licity

Has Book Published

H. Mitchell of the Goldwyn pubdepartment is the author of a new

&

of Little, Brown
entitled
"The
to Town."
On the title
page of the book the author signs himself Lebbeus Mitchell.
It is a humorous
child story.

book on the

fall

Company of
Circus Comes

list

Boston,

Prints for Second Group
Of Goldwyn Pictures Now

In Twenty-two Branches
Eight pictures are included in the second group of its fifth year product, soon
to be published by Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation.
Prints of
are in the twenty-two

all

of the films

Goldwyn branch

exchanges.

The group consists of "Poverty of
Riches," Will Rogers in "A Poor Relation," Tom Moore in "From the Ground
Up," Max Linder in "Be My Wife,"
"The Grim Comedian," "The Night
Rose" with Lon Chaney, "The Man from
Lost River" with House Peters, and
Vivian Martin in "Pardon My French."
These films embrace a wide variety of
subjects and treatment.

Storey Says Diversity of
Appeal Popularizes Films
'

sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., reports that
the policy of publishing the Playgoers
Pictures features on the basis of three
a month has been launched successfully,
and that word from his branch sales
managers indicate that the diversity of
these attractions is the basic reason for
the popularity of the arrangement with
the exhibitors.
He further states that it is the purpose
of Associated to keep the nature of the
Playgoers features totally different, so
that in no individual month will there
be three pictures of the same type.

John E. Storey,

"Home Keeping

Hearts," "The Family
Closet" and "Discontented Wives" are
the initial three pictures scheduled.

October
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Is Incensed by
Lois Weber Plans Production of
"D'Artagnan" Revival
Exceptional Features in
Resents Any Use of Name in
Lois Weber, whose pictures are
where

Ince

she has converted what

dis-

"Attempt to Mislead
Public"

A warning that the old Triangle picture,
rebeen
has
which
"D'Artagnan,"
vived under the name, "The Three Musketeers," is not a Thomas H. Ince production and that he has no interest in
nor control over its distribution has been
sounded by Mr. Ince, the original proThe statement reads in part:
Wishes to Protect Public
"In justice to myself and to protect
both the picture-going public and the
exhibitors, I wish to state that I entirely
repudiate the idea that I am even indirectly concerned in an attempt to injure
the splendid achievement of Douglas
Fairbanks, and resent absolutely any use
of my name in an attempt to mislead the
picture-going public. I have no interest
in the Dumas picture which passed from
ducer.

my

control

many

years ago.

for the benefit of reviewers
are making comparisons of the productions, I will say that the original picture was an honest, painstaking production utilizing all the limited resources
available at that time and costing about
$15,000, as I remember. In the nature of
things my pioneering efforts are not to
be compared with the modern Fairbanks
understand cost
I
production, which
about a million dollars.

"However,

who

Welcomes Development
"We, the pioneers, welcome each progressive development in the art to which
all of us have devoted our lives and energies.
But when my old pictures are
resurrected and foisted upon the public
as representative of my productions of
today, I have a right to protest."

Four Pictures Ready for
Distribution by J. W. Film
E.

S.

W. Film

Warren Corporation, has high hopes of doing some
wonderful things in the way of producing
tributed through F. B.

during her trip around the world.
When she recently departed for the
other side there was comment regarding
the fact that, while she made it plain that
her intention was to produce in Europe

and possibly continue producing on a trip
around the world if conditions justified
it,

of

she was not taking with her a

staff

players or technical people.

Will Find Capable Players

An

analysis

of

Miss

Weber's

work

over a period of years clarifies the apparent mystery of her starting to Europe
to produce with nothing but her note
books of stories written by herself.
Miss Weber has always been willing
to start over with new material at very
frequent intervals, feeling that the socalled

soon

stars

lose

their

value

in

real film productions for the reason that
they try to register personal mannerisms
rather than enter whole-heartedly into a
character to be portrayed. Miss Weber
has stated that she will have no difficulty in finding plenty of capable players
for anything she may decide to do while

a

really

is

beautiful estate into a studio,

was

to

obtain new atmosphere for a production
or two and at the same time give her
mind and her work the benefit of the
reactions which always result from a

new environment.
Will Investigate Conditions

Miss Weber's intention in going
abroad to investigate conditions with the
thought of producing abroad in the same
manner that she has always worked
here, which means that she would cast
each production with the best people
available, selecting, however, those who
fit
the part rather than choosing some
one because of a supposed prestige.
During the past year Miss Weber
managed to conclude the production of
two exceptional films, which are distributed by F. B. Warren Corporation,
the first of these being "The Blot."
It is

Start Slow Motion Series
Blanchard Film Company has begun
work on the fifth of a series of slow motion specialties for Educational under the

name
these

"The

The fourth of
of Cinal Films.
novel and instructive specialties,
Manly Art of Self Defense," has
by Educational.

just been published

Plans Personal Appearance

abroad.

Seeks

New Atmosphere

There was only one question in Miss
Weber's mind when she departed. She
stated that if she found conditions on
the other side indicated a desire to antagonize or hold up financially, American
producers
desirous
working
of
abroad she would return immediately to
her studios in Hollywood and proceed

with

Europe

work

her

there.

Miss Weber's only thought in leaving
Hollywood,
home-like
studio
in
her

Anne Luther is to make personal appearances in connection with the showing of "Soul and Body," in which she is
The

controlled by Rialto
tour will open at
the Bowdoin Square theatre on October
16.
She will appear in 100 theatres.
starred.

film

Productions, Inc.

is

Her

—

Alva, Okla. G. A. Harryman has purchased the Liberty theatre and will make
a

number

of

improvements

in

the house.

Manheimer announces that J.
Corporation, 130 West 42nd

New

York, has a series of four
dramas for distribution on the
state right market.
These pictures were
made under the supervision of Burton
street,

society

King.

Manheimer

announces that he
a position to sell the whole
Independent
one contract.
exchanges will have an opportunity of
viewing all four pictures before closing on them.
Each picture also will be
sold separately in territories where separate contracts for each are desirable.
Mr.

will be in
series
on

Michigan Territory Sold
A

new sale was added to the already
long list of territory sold on "The Heart
of the North," the George H. Davis-Joe
Brandt special feature, with the disposal
of the entire Michigan territory to
Features of Detroit.

Cast

New Ray

Ora Carew has been
opposite
Charles
Associated
First

"Smudge," which
is

Picture
selected to play

Ray in his next
National
production,
will be the screen ver-

by Rob Wagner. The
now completing "The Deuce of

sion of a story
star

Strand

Spades."

HENRY

B.

"Flower
Smith.

WALTHALL
of the

and Walter Rogers in a scene from the Vitagraph special
North" written by James Oliver Curwood and directed by David
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Willis Urges

Lower

Costs in Production
Ray Official Believes This
One Means of Stabilizing
Film Industry
Lower production

costs as a

means

of

motion p.cture industry is
urged by Richard Willis, general manager of Charles Ray Productions, who
has just returned to Los Angeles from
New York, where he conferred with Arthus S. Kane.
"In a previous epoch of overabundant
prosperity it was poor economy to worry
over production costs," says Mr. Willis.
stabilizing the

field was more limited than it is
today, and a producer had all he could
manage to turn out sufficient product to
But
sat. sly the demands of exhibitors.
with a keener competition in the producmany
ing field owing to the entrance of
new factors into the business, and a dire
need for the adjustment of rentals to a
point consistent with the offering, it has
become the solemn duty of every producer to guard zealously against the
waste that has been a burden to our industry.
Public Willing to Pay

"The

necessary economy will react
eventually on a public that sees in the
signs of the times the scaling down of

"This

costs of living, which includes the cost
of entertainment. In this regard, recent
experience has proved beyond a doubt
that the public is willing to pay for value
received, and for a production of high
standard which has obviously cost a

great deal of money to produce in an adequate manner the public is willing to pay
accordingly.
"In brief, it becomes the problem of
introducing the merited economies and
not the false economies into production.
Entertainment must not be the sufferer
in the campaign of sanity, but the new
economy means that whatever a story
and product'on deserves should be spent
upon it in a businesslike manner. If the
great sets, the costly ostentation and the
spectacle are essential to the story basis,
then by all means these things should be
had.
Inefficiency Causes Loss

"Until the industry was faced with this
need for rational spending, many thousands were lost through inefficiency,
temperament and the other attendant
evils of the studio. That day is gradually
passing. There has been a tremendous
lessening of waste, brought on by neces-

which was a blessing in disguise.
Today the industry finds itself getting
down to a business basis, and money that
is spent on production shows up dollar
sity

for dollar in

Christie

the finished product."

in

line-up of football stars

Associated Photo-Hays

who

take part in the stadium scenes of
Charles Ray's next picture, "Two
Minutes to Go," reads like a page
of "Who's Who in Football." In
an effort to bring the real gridiron

Franchise Holders

presents for First National distribution on October 17, Mr. Ray engaged more than twen y Western

champions

of

These

was
team

ican

a

member

at

note,

games.

The most important and
plays, taken
quarters of

thrilling

from each

of the four
the contest, are included in "Two Minutes to Go,"
and they are so presented that even
those who are unfamiliar with football will understand
fierce struggle.

and enjoy the

Among the football stars in the
line-up are "Curly" Earl Cramer,
who played fullback for Hamline
university, St. Paul, Minn.; "Tiny"
Thornhill of Pittsburgh university;
Harry Baujan, played for four
years on the Notre Dame university

the

J.

Relative to this series Victor B. Fisher,
general manager of the company, says;
"It is the intention of Mr. Bennett to
produce only stories of merit, breathing
the spirit of the great outdoors, people
with types of real men and women, taking part in talcs that will afford the kind
of censor-proof amusement the public

Oregon Ag-

clamors

Woodward, quarterback;

England

Christie Film Sales, Ltd. of London,
announces the renewal of Christie contracts with Gaumont Film Company for
the distribution of Christie two-reel comedies in Great Britain. Gaumont already
using the first series of twenty-four
Christie two-reel comedies distributed by
Educat'onal in America, and this cur-

is

rent series is now booking, with first runs
theatres in
at six leading downtown

London.
H. Christie, on his return to
C.
America, reported that the Christie company has published more comedies n
England and the United Kingdom than
any other company.

fornia.

A

Educational Chalks Up
75 Per Cent Increase
in September Business
increase of 75 per cent in business

done during four weeks in September
over the business done during the corresponding period last year has just been
announced by Henry Ginsberg, domestic
sales manager for Educational Film Exchanges.
his return to New
a forr weeks' swing around
the branches as far west as Omaha declared that, with few exceptions, he
found a spirited activity in the film busi-

Mr. Ginsberg on

York from

ness.

Several changes in the Educat'onal organization were instituted by Mr. GinsHe opened a new and bigger
berg.
branch in Kansas City under the man-

The new
of H. E. Schiller.
branch will be known as the Midwest
He
Educational Film Exchange, Inc.
also appointed Joseph Koliski as the new
manager of the Pittsburgh branch and A.
Kahn as manager at Des Moines.

;

Claims Long Run Record
A long run record for short subjects

have been established when Tony
Sarg's latest picture, "Why They Love
Cavemen," completes its seventeenth consecutive week at the Criterion theatre in
will

New York

on October

15,

according to

which d sInc.,
Productions,
Rialto
tributes the subjects. This short subject
is run on the program with Paramount's
:

"Golem."

for."

Witwer Stories Company
Producing Comedies for
Independent Distribution

W. Isenhouser, end; P. Greene,
end, and S. Galland, center, all of
the University of Southern Cali-

An

d stributed

Distributors for California, Arizona, Ne-

ricultural school; Fulton of Occidental college; Long of the same
team; Johnson, a noted Occidental
center; Kincaid, of the University
of Southern California; J. Milton,

guard;

be

vada and Hawaiian Islands
Plan Outdoor Pictures

team; George "Tuffy" Conn,

was half-back with

will

Territories Are Sold
Motion Picture Corporation for the
New England states; Twentieth Century
Film Company, Inc., for Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey;
Standard Film Service Company, Inc.,
for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky; Specialty Film Company for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas; Federated Film Exchange for Iowa and Nebraska; Federated Film Exchange for Kansas and
Western Missouri, and All Star "Feature

AmerOlympic

of the

1920

the

subjects

through the franchise holders of Associated.
Contracts already have been
signed with the following companies:

one of whom, "Swede" Evans of
the University of Southern California,

Will

Jane Novak has been signed by Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., for a series of
five pictures to be produced by Chester
Bennett, former Vitagraph director.

atmosphere to his forthcoming production, wh'ch Arthur S.
Kane

intercollegiate

1921

Distribute Films Through

agement

Renews Contract

With Gaumont

The

15,

Bennett Producing
Jane Novak Series

Gridiron Stars
in Ray Picture

Is

October

series of two-reel comedies, adapted

from the stories by H. C. Witwer, is being produced by H. C. Witwer Stories
Producing Company. These subjects will
be published as the stories appear in the
current numbers of Cosmopolitan, AmerThe films
ican and other publications.
are being made under the personal direction of the author.
W. G. Smith of Fidelity Pictures Company is handling the distribution of this
series of twelve comedies, which wiM be
distributed on the state right market. It
is the aim of Smith to place them in the
hands of reliable exchange men who can
appreciate the box office value of Witwer's name and can exploit them and obtain first-run bookings.
The cast is headed by Charles Delaney,

former Brooklyn boy who met Witwer
in France and who afterward became the
hero of many of his stories. Delaney
traveled

the

vaudeville circuit last year

by aeroplane. The first publication will
be "Fools Rush Out." The second subject is being made under the title of "The
Speaker Sex."

Vaudeville Team
Features Review Song

Famous

Holt & Rosedale, the famous Victor
recording stars, now appear'ng in vaudeville, continue to feature "Sweet Southern Dream" published by the Riviera
Music Company, Chicago. Music dealers
from Kansas City to Los Angeles, report
a great demand for this wonderful waltz
number, since Holt & Rosedale appeared
in

their respective cities.

report

that

over

three

tauqua artists are using
their program.

The

publishers

hundred
this

Chau-

number

in

October

15,

1921
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On and Off
the Screen

JACKIE COOGAN, famous

LOUIS

MAYER,

famous

who produces features for First NaB.
tional distribution, discussing censorship with John

received from admirers.

M. Casey, Boston censor and W. D. McGaire, member of the National Board of Review, upon their recent
visit to Los Angeles.

screen star, visits Paderewski,
pianist, at the latter's ranch near Pasco Robles,
is
contribute
to Madame Paderewski's
Calif.
to
Jackie
fund for starving Polish children, all the "fan money"

TEXAS GUINAN

in a characteristic pose
as she appears in one of the latest of her
Western Productions features.

BETTY COMPSON,

star in Paramount productions, being sketched by her
directcr-producer, Fenrhyn Starlaws, the noted artist. "At the End of the

World"

is

her latest Stanlaws

film.
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Three new Associated Producers features: (Left) Hobart Bos worth and Bessie Love in "The Sea Lion," (Centre) Florence
Vidor in Thomas H. Ince's "Hail the Woman" (Right) Lewis Stone and Rubye deRemer in "Pilgrims of the Night."

"Hail the Woman" Is
New Ince Publication
Sullivan

Author

Is

Story

of

Bernstein Transferred

To Milwaukee Exchange
By Paramount Official
S.

R.

for This First National

ration,

Attraction

appointments

Announcement has been made
of

studios

the

at

Thomas H.

Ince at Culver
completion of "Hail the
the big Ince drama which is

the

of

City

Woman,"

scheduled for publication late

the

in

fall

as a First National attraction.

on a broad and absorbing theme
depicting a new phase and appreciation
of the economic life and romance of
American womanhood, "Hail the Woman"
by Mr. Ince to be the
is pronounced
greatest production that has come from
Built

his studios.

Has Prominent Cast
Gardner

C.

writer

who

is

the

Sullivan,

a

member

celebrated

of the Ince

lit-

erary staff, wrote the story and it was
placed in production under the direction
of John Griffith Wray. In the cast are
Lloyd Hughes, Florence Vidor, Theodore
Roberts, Gertrude Clair, Madge Bellamy,

Tully Marshall, Vernon Dent, Edward
Martindel,
Charles Meredith, Eugenia
Hoffman and Mathilde Brundage.
The current Ince-Hobart Bosworth
picture, "The Cup of Life," which is being distributed by First National, is winning high praise from critics, according
to offices of the producer.

Given Big Bookings

"The Cup
drama laid

of Life"

is

a colorful, tense

enough
Singapore
in
thrills to satisfy the lovers of melodrama
and enough beauty to please the most
fastidious

with

audiences.

Big bookings reported to date on "The
Cup of Life" include the Scollay Square
of Boston; Fenway, Boston; Empire, Quebec; Isis, Houston; Colonial, Reading;
Criterion,

Oklahoma

and the
York.
bile,

entire

City;

Loew

Crown, Mo-

circuit of

New

"Without Fear" Completed
"Without Fear" is the title of a photoplay starring Pearl White which has just
been completed at Fox Film
tion's

New York

studios.

Corpora-

The

scenario

was prepared by Paul H. Sloane.
neth

Webb

cast are

Kent, general manager of disFamous Players-Lasky Corpohas announced the following

tribution,

Ken-

In the supporting
-lirected.
Elliott, Charles Mackay,

Robert

Marie Burke, Robert Agnew,
Harlan and Carolyn Holland.

Macey

in

Paramount

the

Additional Territory
Is Closed by Arrow
Exchanges in Maryland and
Nebraska Get Comedy
Franchise

Two

sales

organization:

A. E. Bernstein, former manager at
Minneapolis, has been transferred to the

jects.

manager to succeed Bernstein.
Harry Hunter, formerly assistant man-

pany

at Portland, Ore., has been appointer manager at Des Moines, succeeding J. A. Muchmore, resigned.

ager

Representative Crowd
Expected at Screening
Of Exceptional Picture
Pictures

Corporation ex-

representative gathering of film
and exhibitors at the private show-

pects a

second picture, "His Nibs,"
Charles (Chic) Sales, in the
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Astor, New
York, on October 6.
Alexander Beyfuss, vice president and
general manager of Exceptional, is supervising arrangements. An unusual program is promised. In "His Nibs" Sales
depicts seven characters.
ing of
starring

have

been

each exchange four special brands of
comedies in one unit of fifty-two sub-

as manager.
Maurice Schweitzer, formerly sales manager at Minneapolis, has been appointed

men

territories

Arrow Film Corporation for
Arrow's Comedy franchise, which gives
closed by

new Milwaukee exchange

Exceptional

additional

its

Rogers Starts Paramount
Film With Cruze Directing
Work is under way at the Lasky studio
on the special comedy feature, tentatively
titled "Ek," for which Will Rogers has
been specially engaged for the leading
role. James Cruze is directing. Lila Lee
will play the feminine lead, and others
in the cast will include Allan Hale, Emily
Rait, Clarence Burton and John Fox.
t

C. C. Bridwell of Reelcraft Film Comof Davenport, la., has purchased
rights on these comedies for Ne-

the

braska and Iowa. Palmorc & Hommond
Baltimore also have closed for the
franchise for Maryland, the District of

of

Columbia and Virginia.

May Book

Two

of
series of four separate units.
the units consist of twelve two-reel subjects and the remaining two comprise
fourteen two-reel films each.

Comedies included in the franchise plan
Arrow Speed comedies featuring
Charlotte Merriam, Margaret Cullington,
Neely Edwards, Jack Duffy and Eddie
Baker and produced by Reggie Morris;

are:

Arrow

Broadway comedies featuring
Eddie Barry, Helen Darling, Harry
Gribbon and Vera Reynolds and produced
by Morris R. Schlank; Arrow Cruelwed
comedies featuring Lilie Leslie and Paul
Weigel and produced by S. M. Herzig;
Arrow Mirthquake comedies featuring
well-known comedians and produced by
Schlank.

Gets More Arrow Product
In addition to the comedy franchise,
Bridwell also contracted for four Grace
Davison specials: "Headin' North," with
Pete Morrison; "The Stranger in Canyon
Valley," with Edith Sterling; "The Star
Reporter," with Billie Rhodes; the new

Extreme novelty will be" the feature of
The original story was by
Walter Woods and A. B. Baringer, while

series

the former adapted

Stewart.

this picture.

it

for the screen.

Claims Semon's Latest Is
One of His Best Comedies
Larry Semon is in the final stages of
on "The Sawmill," which
Vitagraph describes as one of the actor's

production

greatest comedies. Many scenes for the
subject were taken in the Lake Hume
region in California. More than 100 people comprised the company which was
.transported into the mountains for the
production of the picture.

Separately

Independent companies may book these
pictures in a block of fifty-two or in a

of Ben Wilson pictures starring
Jack Hoxie and four Peter B. Kyne productions starring Marjorie Daw and Roy

Stephenson Attractions, Toronto, has
obtained "Sport Pictorials" for Canada.
D. J. Mountain, foreign manager of
Arrow, announces the closing of a contract for the Philippine Islands for practically the entire 1921 output of Arrow.
This contract was closed with M. Donald Reyes of Manila.

—

Cherokee, Okla. Charlie Wilson has
purchased the Crystal airdome and will
operate it in connection with the Palace
theatre.

October

15,
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wanda is enjoying fine patronage under the
management of L. E. Barger, formerly

able

TOURING

of Geneva, N. Y.

^TFZ

^ EAST

H E N
-

This house was remod-

eled this summer at a cost of $15,000, and
now seats 7S9 with the added balcony.
new \\ arsaw organ has also been installed.

A

Two Powers and

-

-

a Gardiner screen com-

plete the projection.

*

*

*

The Strand
remodeled
Riene was' a member of the
famous Dorie trio that played the big time
He is now operfor a good many years.
ating the Grant theatre at Buffalo.
Exhibitor Riene plans to leave soon for a little
jaunt to Honolulu.
Charlie

*

William

L.

*

*

Sherry was seen a few Sun-

days ago wandering around the suburbs of
Buffalo.
Mr. Sherry was trying to locate
Rutherford, N. J., and hinted that he would
spring some big news on the trade real
soon.
*

*

*

"Smiling Bill" Jay D. Parmelee will start
soon to enlarge his busv suburban house,
the Trv-It, at Buffalo, X. Y.
*

The Temple

*

*

Buffalo has been purchased and reopened by the William St.
Amusement Company. D. If. Crowley,
treasurer C. W. Rodriguez, president, both
of Scranton, Pa. George C. Witzel is the
resident manager.
This house has been
completely renovated at a cost of $10,000.
The policy will be feature pictures and
at

;

vaudeville.
*

*

*

L. Cook,

formerly with Pioneer, has
resigned to take charge of the Rochester
territory for the local Fox exchange of
Buffalo, N. Y.
J.

»

Frank

J.

Young

*

*

has resigned as booker

of the R.-C. branch at Buffalo. Mr. Young
will join the local Select staff as booker
and assistant manager.
* * *

To see the Elmwood Theatre, one of
Buffalo's finest houses, is to find one of
those real live and up-to-date managers.
Exhibitor Bruce Fowler needs no introduction to Buffalo showmen, as Bruce has been
in the business fourteen years around here.

SAN FRANCISCO'S

The Elmwood has been
summer.

this

*

*

entirely redecorated
»

A

battle royal is on at Niagara Falls,
Y., between the local exhibitors and the

N.
Niagara

Electric
Service
Corp. A. C.
of the Cataract Theatre has
charge of the case for the Niagara Falls
theatre men, who make the claim that they
should receive the power rate on the juice
for the machines. The case will come up
for trial Oct. 3rd.
* * *

Hayman

A. C.
Theatre

Hayman, owner

of the Cataract
at Niagara Falls, is building a combination theatre and office building to be
known as the Strand. This will be a 2,200seat house, and it is said will cost $450,000
when completed. It is planned to open this
theatre on New Year's day with a twentypiece orchestra.

*

*

*

A new long term lease has just been consummated by Howard Carroll, manager of
the International Theatre at Niagara Falls.
A new booking policy will be inaugurated
at once.
Feature pictures, and up-to-date
tab's.
*
*

Earll

& Heintzmann

have purchased

the Elite Theatre at Niagara Falls.

Wurlitzer

organ

be

to

is

large electric sign.
This
a four a week change and is
management of Robert Earll.
* * »

The

walls of the

A

$7,000
also

installed,
house will

have
under the

Amendola Theatre are

rapidly going up at

Niagara Falls. This
house will seat 1,100, and cost, it is said,
ST5000. Typhoon fans will be installed and
latest improved Powers will project.
It is
to open Christmas and will be under the
direction of

John Amendola.
*

*

*

The Avondale Theatre

North Tona-

A

general overhauling has entailed an outlay
of $7,000. Exhibitor J. J. Kingston advises
he has booked "The Affairs of Anatol."
*

*

*

who

"Bill" Rathbone,

has seen all the
grow up on his screen since 1907, is
running the Gem at Randolph, N. Y.
Exhibitor Rathbone never worries about
operators' strikes as he is a past master as
a projectionist.
The changeover on his
machines can't be beaten.
stars

still

*

*

»

M. W. Peterson and M.
ers

of

the

Winter

L.

Garden

Woods, ownand Mczart

Theatres at Jamestown, N. Y., are busy
giving out contracts for their new 2,000seat house to cost, it is said, $300,000.
Ground will be broken this fall. This theatre will play vaudeville and pictures.
* « *

Manager Robt.
Opera House

at

C.

Horning of Shea's

Jamestown, N.

Y., slipped
us the info that Edward Perrigo, formerly
with the New Ycrk Symphony Orchestra,
has been engaged to lead the opera house
orchestra.
Bob played "Way Down East"
and billed it like a circus, but dollars don't
grow on trees and times are hard in James-

town.
*

*

*

George Keating has

his popular west
side house, the Jubilee, at Buffalo, playing
to big business.

Nothing new, though, for

George, as he has been

in the business fifyears.
four-piece orchestra plays
popular overtures.
*
* »

teen

A

C. H. Landus, who runs the Fredonia
Opera House at Fredonia, N. Y., plans
some big things for the fall season. Exhibitor Landus will be ably assisted by his
side-kick.

at

at Salamanca, N. Y., has been
this summer.
new roof and a

Charley Tarbox, the exploitation

chief extraordinary.

picture interests turned out en masse Sept. 20 to attend the banquet tendered E. Bruce Johnson, head
He was former general manager of
of the legal department in New York of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Turner & Dahnken and long a resident of that city. Among the prominent exhibitors and exchangement present were
Fred Dahnken, Herman Wobber, Judge Isadore Golden, Charles Nelson, representing the city administration; Frank J.
Costello, M. L. Markowitz, Fred Voight, Louis Greenfield, George H. Davis, William Crank, George Mann, Sam Y.
Edwards, M. Naify, Carol Nathan, Howard Sheehan, Edward Barrow and a number of newspaper men.

—

—
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topics

of

Fanciers

Writers are recurrent interest.
quested to confine themselves to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

How

to

today and

I

Due

Avoid "Bad Ones'"

BERLIN, WIS.—To
received my first copy
wish to state

the mail every day since

the
of
I

Editor:

I

Herald
have watched
the

Wednesday

to

my

copy. I find the Herald the
most useful trade paper an exhibitor can
read.
I sat all afternoon reading it from
one end to the other and I found many
useful articles for a wide-awake theatre
receive

man.

Me"

I read "What the Picture Did
department over with interest and if
every exhibitor would send in what the
picture did for him, we wouldn't be getting stung as often as some of us do.
No doubt a great many exhibitors read
over this column but do not send in to
"What the Picture Did for Me." I know
of exhibitors who take the Herald, but
I have never seen anything from them in

for

department

this

A

many of them think
make money with any

great

as long

picture
they
they put on they don't care what their
fellow exhibitors do. But let them have
poor business and get stung. Then they
will be jjlad to send in these reports. But
why wait until then? Advertisements
and paper always look good to an exhibitor.
But when he shows the picture,
maybe it has poor photography, is padded
through, and possibly has
all the way
Now, if
half a story with no ending.
he would report this to the Herald so a
brother exhibitor could see what conditions were, it would save him a few dolI honestly belars by not booking it.
lieve
every exhibitor should use the
"What the Picture Did for Me" department. Sam Nelson, manager, Strand thea-

as

Eugene

Some Sound Advice
DETROIT,* MICH. — To the

O'Brien

can

Honesty

pay.

to

Lay

of reissues, the curse of the
business. You're just serving hash when
for the same price you could give 'em
off

Serving up hash

sirloins.

In my several changes of locations, I
have always first let my patrons know
that there had been a change of owners
and had several thousand handbills of
the best grade paper and a first-class
printer. There's a big difference between
a cheap, trashy handbill and one that is
I
well set up and good quality of ink.
tell the patrons my policy and stick to
it

as nearly as possible.
No roughnecks alinsist on order.

I

lowed.

Keep 'em

out.

They're poison

in

any house. Don't allow any mashing.
Hook up with the best, very best, distributors, and show the best pictures on
They always pay some
the market.
profit, whereas a poor picture nearly al-

bound

is

Watch

act as a boomerang.
that runs them.

to

the house

Leo Wanner, president of the
Dog Club, was instrumental
in importing the dog from Germany for
the
purpose of having him appear
in
"The Silent Call."
The production is one in which the dog himself

clothes or to tear their clothes on loose
The patron does not always tell
you those things, but they go out and tell
others. Try to get clean-cut help, as in
the end they arc cheaper than the other
kind.
Keep your front neat. Whatever you
put out in front have it neat and attracbolts.

Insist

tive.

and then

it

Remember,

on buying unmounted paper
always neat and clean.
is

the transients or

new patrons

always judge your show by your front.
Then it's up
That's what gets them.
to you to make the attraction inside good
enough to ho'd them.
Watch the air. Make your nose work
overtime. A foul theatre drives 'em away
This also apas fast as poor pictures.
Your music is just
plies to your music.
as important as any other part of your
program. See that your piano is in tune
and then have a good pianist. One good
hold them longer
poor instruments.
pianist

will

Keep your machines
interest
at

You

up.

than
get

last,

them against the best
Brooklyn

ager,

sav?

Tack

theatre.

of opposition.
Cairns, man1304 Michigan

figure

development

the

in

The human

characters

in

assume their places because of their
relations with the dog.
The story was pubished in the Saturday Evening Post and later in novel
form under the name of "The Cross
Pull."
Hal G. Evarts is the author.
Mr. Trimble, who has made a hobby
of animal "education," undertook the
training of the dog for his part in the
picture and in a remarkably short time
declared that Strongheart. the American
it

name which had been given him, was
ready for the part.
Murfin and Trimble Direct
Accordingly, Mr. Davis formed the
producing company which has completed
Miss Murfin prepared the
the picture.
scenario and continuity and assisted Mr.

Trimble

directing.

in

will be shipped from the
Davis studio about the middle of OctoPublication
date is tentatively set
ber.

The

for

print

November

7.

My Letter"—

"Read

Williams' to

eood

but important,
make courtesy your motto. If you give
vour natrons the above service, you can

What Ho you

the main
the plot.

of

six

on money spent on machines.
your screen and see if it needs

Now.

Shepherd

is

Keep your theatre spotlessly clean.
Always give a personal inspection once
a week. Take a pilot light and look under
the seats for gum. Look for loose bolts.
Those little things are very annoying to
patrons to find a wad of gum on their

avenue. Detroit, Mich.

hood theatres).

Dog Brought from Germany

a big

asset.

different departments, I feel that I
read
I
should contribute some myself.
what makes money in Live Oak, Fla.,
will not make money in New York, but 1
In my many
disagree with the writer.
years as a house manager, I have used
the same system (this means neighbor-

the

is

to the interest displayed by dog
fanciers in the completion of "The Silent
Call," the Laurence Tri:nble-Jane Murfin
production to be presented through Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
H. O. Davis is arranging for a special
showing of the production. The leading
character in the picture is a dog and the
role is portrayed by a police dog, registered, in the Shepherd Dog Club of
America as Etzcl von Oeringen.

Mrs.

bfild

1

(Selznick)

your patrons

have been a constant reader of your
valuable paper since you started and have
received very many valuable aids from

As

Dollars"

Once in a while you
remember it doesn't

a loss.
'em, but

fool

recoating.

Editor-

"Clay

in

ways shows

Look

Berlin, Wis.

tre,

1921

Of "The Silent Call"
Intense Interest Shown in
Production by Dog

From Readers
on

15,

Plan Special Showing

LETTERS
Communications

October

Cohen

(Concluded from page 40)
vestigation
time.

for,

our committee

in

about one month's

Appreciating the confidence which your request
for an investigation by our representatives rrpo«es
in us as an organization devoted to the protection of its individual members I am.

Very truly your*,
Sydney S. Cohen. Pres.,
M. P. T. O. A.

Play to Your Patrons

IRONWOOD. MICH.—To the Editor:
My opin on is that an exhibitor should

Williams to Cohen

;

being done in c'ties and
He must
towns larger than his own.
find out throueh his box office what the
majority of his patrons want and give
them pictures accordingly to satisfy their
narticular ta<=tes. because our success lies
in gettmg the masses to attend our theaforget

tre';,

what

is

not the selected ch'entele.

like Poli Negri
"Passion" cannot be out over in a
house that has a clientele that enjoys
We must
serials and western pictures.
merchandise our bookings, the same as
merchant does h's stock, and not play
.1
pictures in our theatres that rater to a
select following unless the exhib'tor happens to have enough of each kind of
audiences to afford plaviner pictures of
A. L. Rt'-k-^, Rex and Rialto
all natures
theatres. Ironwood, Mich.

For instance, a picture

in

—

Number

2

Dear Mr. Cohen:
I have your favor of the 28th inst., and which
suppo'^d to be a reply to my letter of Sepis
tember 20th.
May I suRgest that you read my letter again
when you will no doubt find that I have not
suggested that you appoint a committee to investigate the activities of our company but have
merely suggested that if you so desire, you may
appoint a committee to investigate whether we
have made a concerted effort to capitalize the
tragic death of Miss Virginia Rappe, which accusation you made in your own letter of Septem-

ber

19th.

your idea is to appoint a committee for
purpose and this purpose only we shall be
very glad indeed to welcome your action in this
If
this

—

—

regard.

Very truly yours,
J. D. Williams, Mgr.,
Associated First National.

October

15,
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the Picture Did For

Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US

You

It is a

WHAT

HERALD

every week what the picture

Address '"What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Picture Did For

o'

Mine, a Thomas H. Incf
Best picture I've run for
You can go strong on this
Rukli, Eagle theatre, Pana,

——Neighborhood patronage.
Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc— This one of the best pictures.
pleased everyone. — A. W. Fischer, Play
House theatre, Calistoga, Cal. — Small
111.

tion.

It

is

town patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A picture that
went over fairly well, due to the widely
Some very well pleased.
read novel.

—

Others disappointed

the picturization

in

The acting was fine and
of the book.
the scenes of the early days could not be
beaten.
F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

Love, a J. Parker Read, Jr., production.
Story a little unreasonable, but
very well done.
Much better than The
Leopard Woman. G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre,
Exeter, N. H.
Neighborhood

—

—

Hope Hampton.

picture.
Better than the
many so-called specials.
picture that
will
please all
classes.
Carbonell,
J.
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fa. Neigh-

A

—

—

borhood patronage.
The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a spe-

—

cial cast.
One of the strangest stories
ever seen on the screen.
Reported a
sensation in New York and proved to be

Oklahoma

in

theatre.

City.

— William

Oklahoma

Noble.

City, Okla.

— General patronage.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge— Not so good as other pictures of
A

very pleasing picture at that.
C. M. Pittser. Unique theatre, Gunnison, Colo.
Small town patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
this star.

—

—

One of the best drawing pictures I ever
It pleased "200" per cent.
A. H.
McCarty, McCarty theatre, Barnesville,

—

ran.

—

General patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Just couldn't handle the crowds. Pleased
young and old.
going to play it back
on account of many requests. Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark.
Went over big and pleased 100
per cent. Two days of slow business due
Ga.

Am

—

—

—

to

industrial

—

Clark.

—

—

L.
conditions. James
theatre, Dunkirk, N. Y.

Droken. Droken
General patronage.
Scrambled Wives,

draw

with Marguerite
Good picture, but star does not

Well directed and acted.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. Small town patronage.
Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. Best so far. Connie will please
here.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

James Whitcomb

Riley.

Two

days'

good

Hill Je nkms

—

Fredonia
Landers,
C.
H.
Opera House. Fredonia, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

business.

—

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—
Played at regular admission and packed
them in. A sure fire box office attraction and one that will pull for two days.
M.

E. Williams,

Dreamland

theatre, Boli-

— Neighborhood patronage.
Forty-five Minutes From Broadway.
with Charles Ray. — Ray
a favorite

var,

N. Y.

is

with our patrons, but this is not the kind
Pleased 90 per cent.
of picture for him.
W. I. Fish, Gem theatre, Dumas, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—
—

The Woman in His House, with a speBetter than The Miracle Man,
but the bad title kept them out. A. H

cial cast.

—

—

McCarty. McCarty
Ga.

Barnesville.

theatre,

— General patronage.

Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
The most pleasing MacDonald subject
we have had. Miss MacDonald goes
good with us on accounl of her beauty.
Her pictures draw the highest type of
patronage. W. E. Elkin. Temple theatre.
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

mighty good

Criterion

—

National

Love's Penalty, with

one

—
—

jand
First

A

—

—

patronage.

Chicago.

This star goes good with
even get a small advance. W.
E.
Elian, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. This is very good. Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn
theatre,
Detroit.
Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. This one will get the business
and satisfy your patrons. W. A. Nance,
White Grand theatre, Conway, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. Just mopped up.
Go and get it
and get behind it and then go to the
bank with a big deposit. Jack Cairns.
Brooklyn
theatre,
Detroit.
Mich.
Ne ghborhood patronage.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. The one bright spot of the summer business.
Featured the author.

We

us.

—

production.
some time.
one. J. V.

St.

most always.

.Associated Producers
Mother

D e arborn

S.

J. C. Jenkins, nick-named "Sand
Hill" by E. E. Sprague of Goodland, Kan-

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan provery good show. W. T.
duction.
Anita,
la.
Virginia
theatre.
Biggs,

sas, in their
e morable

Neighborhood patronage.

"Parlor,
B e d r o om

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. Did good business with this
one. They like to see Connie put it over.
Otto J. Petrick. Rex theatre, Yale, Ore
Neighborhood patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Double roles not usually a
Just fair.
Norma
This is no exception.
winner.

m

and

—

Bath"

—
—

c o n t r o v e r s y, is

known

as

constructive thinker
and a proa

g
s

r e s s

h o

i

wm

—
—

ve
an

through out
the

lights of
this department since its inception
and, with his timely articles upon
matters of general interest, have
made his Auditorium theatre in
Neligh, Nebraska, a conspicuous dot
on the map of filmdom.
The following report is indicative
of his standing in the HERALD'S
"What The Picture Did For Me"
family:

SOCIETY SECRETS,

—

I

want

to

with Eva

thank Mr.

J.

C.

Jenkins of Neligh, Neb., for his
write-up of this in the September
24 issue. He sure knows a picture
when he sees one. It sure pleased

them

should be given better plays. Philip
Rend, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. Small
town patronage.
Mildred
Harris.
Only
Habit, with
Business poor. W. A. Nance.
fair.
White Grand theatre, Conway, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played this two days to good business.
Picture 100 per cent production -and will

—

—

indus-

His reports have
been hightry.

Novak.

—

—A

here. It's sure different.

Used

Mr. Jenkins' exact words on a
bunch of heralds and got a crowd.
C. H. Smith. Electric theatre,

—

Morning Sun, Iowa.

—

please any class of audience. G. Strasser.
Emblem theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Passion, with Pola Negri. Absolutely
wonderful, both the picture and the
crowd it drew. We played this one to
over four hundred people at 30c. ' I
never received one complaint. My only
mistake was I should have played it two
days.

—W.

Aberdeen.

Elkin. Temple theatre.
E.
Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.— Without a doubt this is one of the very best
comedies ever made. Did a good business and I believe pleased 100 per cent.
J.

McKee.

Electric theatre. Bolivar.

— Neighborhood

The Jack-Knife Man,
production.

—A

Mo

patronage.
a

picture that

King Yidor
is

different

—

—
—

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Could not get them out, but those that
it liked it very much.
Poor photography.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Even as Eve, with a special cast. Sixreel special.
Played at regular prices.

saw

—

—

—

Gave

satisfaction than I expected.
high class society picture,
not a great one, but will satisfy. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

better

far

A

—

Small town patronage.

The

Girl in the Taxi, with

Mr. and

— Good comedy.
Situations pleased
my patrons. Don't
be afraid to boost
—Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — GenMrs. Carter

De Haven.
all

it.

eral patronage.

—

Passion,

with Pola Negri. Broke all
records for pictures.
Played
four days to capacity business. A wonderful picture.
A. VY. Root, Haven theatre, Alean, N. Y.
General patronage.

box

office

—

—

Fox

—

—

—

Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Live Wires, with Edna Walker and
Edna Murphy. Stars unknown and pic-

—

ture not extensively advertised, but did a
business and was exceptionally pleasing.
J. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,
fair

—
— Neighborhood

Mo.

patronage.
Know Your Men, with Pearl White.
Very good drama that will please most
of them. Pearl don't belong in this class
of plays. She is used to more pep. This
one was good and have no kick coming.
G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A. theatre,
Rose Lake, Idaho. General patronage.
Big Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
I cannot say that this is good.
Eileen
Percy is all right, but the silly shows she
is put in are bad.
This did not help my
box office. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Skirts, with Clyde Cook.
Picture a
fair comedy, but not a special as advertised.
Will get by very well at regular
admission. 6. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre,
Frostproof,
Fla.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—
—

—

—

The Big Town Roundup, with Tom
Mix. You all know what Tom can do.
He packs them in for us. G. N. Arm-

—

strong, Y.

—

—

M.

program picture. However, some
were beyond the imagination. E.

parts

—

A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

comedy.

— Ernest

Homer, Mich.

atre,

Majestic theSmall town patron-

Vetter,

—

age.

The Land

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
the kind of a picture that will
make any exhibitor hide as his patrons
leave his theatre. This is absolutely the
worst picture ever, and that is saying a
lot.
Nothing to it. W. W. Woodworth,
Liberty theatre, Easton, 111.

This

is

—

The Lamp Ligher, with

Shirley Mason.

Just a fair picture and drew fairly
—
well. — M. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The One Man Trail, with Buck Jones.
— Good. In fact, we have yet to get
one that's bad with Jones as
— W. E.

C. A. theatre,

Rose Lake,

Idaho General patronage.
Colorado Pluck, with W illiam Russell.

THOMAS JEFFERSON,

Temple

Elkin,

theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Neighborhood patronage.

Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
of the boys turned this one down
cold, but it went over big with us.
G. N.
Armstrong, Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rose
Lake, Idaho. General patronage.
Big

Some

—

Why

Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
if your patrons like the kick-'em-

cold kind.

— C.

Akron,

atre,

Empress theNeighborhood patron-

P. Buswell,
la.

—

age.

While New York Sleeps, with a special
Broke all house records for the
season. A 100 per cent production and a
real action melodrama.
Played one week.
Sam Carver, Empire theatre, Buffalo,
cast.

—

—

—

N. Y. Transient patronage.
Desert Love, with Tom Mix.

— Very,
business. — C.

good picture. Ran to good
M. Pittscr, Unique theatre, Gunnison,
Colo.
Small town patronage.
If I Were King, with W illiam Farnum.
A very good picture, only a little too
long.
Eevrybody here likes Farnum, but

—

—

he

is

much

Pinholster,
Fla.

—

better in Westerns.
G. D.
Clinch theatre, Frontproof,

— Neighborhood

The

patronage.

Pearl White.— Back
to the serials for Pearl, or get out of the
series with other stars we want.
D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Thief,

with

—

While

New York

Sleeps, with a special
cast.
Played to capacity business with
much the regular advertising. A 100 per
cent box office attraction and one that
will please.
F. J. Pantera, Unique thea-

—

—

— Neighborhood

pat-

Trust Your Husband? with Eileen
is a real one.
If you like

— Here

comedy-drama

Went

over

go

don't

—

big

any

further.

&

here.
Estes
Estes,
theatre, Brooklyn, Mich.

Square Town
Small town patronage.
No. 17, with George Walsh. No good
for us.
Did not draw. Those that saw
it did not seem to be pleased.
Stay away
from it. J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre,
Carthage, Ind. Small town pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Untamed, with

Tom

Mix.

— Excellent

First time we have had a full house since
fall of 1920.— J. J. R. McLoughlin, Jim's
theatre, Poland,
N. Y. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.— The best
Mix picture we have run. It will please
•any audience that

likes Westerns.
theatre, Dumas, Ark.

Gem

Fish,

—W.
— Small
I.

town patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.—
Good, as usual. It held attention from
beginning till end. If you play Westerns
get this one.
It will satisfy young and
old.

— W.

deen,

E. Elkin,

Temple

— Neighborhood
Goldwyn

Miss.

—

— Good

1921

15,

ronage.

Percy.

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
Good picture, but failed to 'draw. Ran a
Cook comedy with it, All Wrong. Fair

N. Y.

Buffalo,

tre,

McGchce,

star.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix. Excellent.
Positively
the
best
Mix subject we have ever shown. It is
100 per cent.
Advertise it big. It will
stand all you can do. W. E. Elkin,

—

— Good

October

theatre, Aber-

patronage.

in Heaven, with Tom Moore.
very pleasing program picture. Will
please the Irish.
Business very good.
Brown & Snyder. Auditorium theatre,
Andover, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

Made

A

—

age.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
please any audience.
Rogers
not a big drawing card here, but he it
getting better. A. D. Picker, Rex the-

— Should

—

atre,

Ironwood, Mich.

—General

patron-

age.

Scratch
Fair
cent

My

program

Back, with a special cast.—
picture.
Pleased 80 per

audience.

of

— George

Abbott theatre, Plant

Madame X
The

Stonoras,

City, Fla.

with Pauline Frederick

—

have played this year, and I
have had some good ones. Pleased 100
best

I

per cent and drew fair. Had a street fair
competition. C.
as
Sexton,
New
C.
Academy theatre, Nunda, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford. This one is a great picture, as Pickford always pleases.
R. E.

—

Best

Pullen,

theatre.

—

Foreman, Ark.

Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Storm, with a special castGood program picture. A. H. McCarty,

the veteran actor, in two scenes from his great stage success "Rip
by Ward Lascelle and is to be distributed by W. W. Hodkinson.

—

Van Winkle" which was made

October
McCarty

15,
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theatre,

Barnesville,

85

— Gen-

Ga.

eral patronage.

My

Back, with a special cast.
pleasing evening's entertainment and
they will come out smiling. Pleased 100
Fair business. F. A. Garthper cent.
wait, Star theatre, Friendship, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Toby's Bow, with Tom Moore. Just a
C. S. Ford, Prinfair program picture.
Scratch

A

—

—

Reinbeck,

theatre,

cess

la.

—
— Small

town

patronage.

Hodkinson
Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willat
production. This was the best undersea picture this year. Used a diving suit
in front of the theatre and stood them
Have played every
out for two days.
Hodkinson feature this year and have
not picked a lemon yet. Sam Sax, New
Grand theatre, Portland, Ore. Downtown patronage.

—

—

—

The Man of the Forest, with a special
Very good.
Business good. Pa-

cast.

—

trons remarked that they liked it as well
as The U. P. Trail— Ernest Vetter, Ma-

Homer, Mich.

jestic theatre,

patronage.

LINCOLN
— Small town ELMO
episode serial

in a scene from "The Adventures of Tarzan" the new fifteen
being state righted by Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
patrons were disappointed in this
picture.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.— Small town patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with a special

— My
cast.
it

—

will

—

If
fill

wheat is raised in your locality
your house, but will go over in

any town. My patrons said one of the
best they had seen.
Otto J. Petrick, Rex
theatre,

Vale,

—
Ore. — Neighborhood

pat-

A little too long. Could have
been put in six reels instead of seven.
C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, HumJ.
phrey, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
scenes.

—
The House of Whispers, with
Warren Kerrigan. — Very good picture. Business slow. — Ralph Rosso. Hippodrome
theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.

—

Carpintera,
patronage.

atre,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

The Blue Bonnet, with Billie Rhodes.—
Very good show. Star quite pleasing.
Used it as a filler with my serial and
drew much more than I banked on.
Agnes P. Calvert. Movie theatre, Tacoma. Wash. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with
Louise Glaum. Good picture.
Lovely

—
—

Metro

—

Shore Acres, with Alice Lake.

— A good

Played this at medium special
picture.
prices, 40 and 20 cents.
Not a great
super-special, but pleases those who like

——

melodrama. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. -Small town
old-time

patronage.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
Fair picture.

Not much

to the story.

D. M. Spade. Theatorium theatre, PortGeneral patronage.
land, Ind.
The Little Fool, with a special cast.

—

An

eternal triangle picture that is different.
Keeps you guessing. Good program. D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Har-

—

Ark.

rison,

The

— Small

town patronage.

Fool, with Milton SillsStar is already a box office magnet, it
you run The Great Moment and At the
End of the World first. Picture drags,
Featured
but really satisfied patrons.
star and "The Little Lady of the Big
House." Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General patronage.
Little

—

—

—

The Brat, with Nazimova. A very
pleasing evening's entertainment. Pleased
all and played to big house; in fact, the
record for my place. M. E. Jones,
Strand theatre, Belfast, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.
Cindrella's Twin, with Viola Dana.
The picture pleased and the title helped
William
to draw satisfactory business.
Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
A picture that is entirely different than
anything done by this star, and went over
with patrons in general and gave satisfactory entertainment. Average business
two days. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Star
Dana. Good picture, well acted.

—

—

—

—

C.

Paramount

—

Footlights, with Elsie Ferguson.
good business greeted Miss Ferguson the
last half of the week.
-William Noble,
Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

— Audience

seldom done

applauded

finale

in this city.

Reid.

and that

Rugged

is

on

role

order of The Valley of the Giants. Audience showed they will accept Reid in
something besides an auto
story.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General
patronage.

—

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
is
a favorite here and growing
stronger. His stuff is all clean and each
R. Ross Riley,
picture worth pushing.
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
King, Queen, Joker, with Sidney Chaplin.
Mostly ;'oker. People went out on
this.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, HarSmall town patronage.
rison. Ark.
Reid

—

—
—

—
Clothes,
with
Thomas
Meighan. — Very good.
Ple£ sed 100 per
cent. — O. W. Stuch, Regent theatre, Allegan, .Mich. — Neighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special
A very good evening's entertainment. — C.
Babcock theatre, Willsville,
P-sbcock.
N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
MacLean. — Far better than The Jailbird.
Civilian

cast.

Everybody pleased and went away
Doug's smile seemed to be in-

happy.

—

J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
Norwick. Kan. Small town patronage.
At the End of the World, with Betty
satisfied.
Not
Compson. Absolutely
enough to rave about, but sends them
away feeling they have had a good eve-

fectious.

—

—

—

entertainment. Sterling theatre,
ning's
Greeley. Colo. General patronage.

—

The City
Meighan.

— D.

Men, with Thomas
good program picture.

of Silent

— Extra

E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

— Small town patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, with a
— One thousand six hundred

Ark.

—

—

—W.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.
Excellent production.
Everyone well
George Stonoras, Abbott thepleased.
atre, Plant City, Fla.

the

satisfied.

Antwerp, N. Y.

General patronage.

J.

ronage.

Desert Gold, with a special cast.
Played this with a Harold Lloyd comedy
and it pleased a big Tuesday night crowd.
H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium the-

pleasing.
Everybody
Allen, Casino theatre,

cast.

special

people

saw this production in our little city, and
it would have been good for another day.
We have had it booked for a longer run.
M. Swedberg, Cort theatre, Luverne,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
What Every Woman Knows, with a

—

—

—

—

special cast.
The picture pleased good
business.
William Noble, Capitol theGeneral patatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

—

—

ronage.

The Conquest
Meighan.

— Th.s

of
is

Canaan, with Thomas
one of the season's

Fine story. Fine acting.
pictures.
directing. What more?
J. B. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.
best

—

Good

Neighborhood patronage.

My

Lady's Garter, with a special

—Another

those
little of everything.
only.
A. L. Picker,
of

—

—

cast.

London stories. A
Good for one night
Rex theatre, Iron-

wood, Mich. General patronage.
The Great Moment, with Gloria Swanson.
Has everything both the exhibitor
and the public wants. Drawing power,
star, story to hold interest, topped with
lavishncss in production. Will please both
highbrows and those otherwise. Sterling
General patrontheatre, Greeley, Colo.

—

—

—

age.

My

Lady's Garter, with a special

— Nothing

cast.

Was

very
Patrons walked out.
No more Paramount specials for me.
J. V. Rukli, Eagle theatre, Pana, I1L

much

this

to

picture.

disappointed.

Neighborhood patronage.
Inside of the Cup, with a special
picture pleased 99 per cent
and they said so. It will be a long time
H. W.
before we see another like it.

— This

—

Auditorium

McCampbell,
pinteria, Calif.

titles,

— R.
lin,

—

—

Something

to Think About, a Cecil B.
De Mille production. A most excellent
production.
Pleased 100 per cent. M.

—

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Car-

patronage.

Always Audacious, with Wallace

Reid.

—My

patrons raved over this one. Said
the best picture Wallace Reid ever
made. In a popularity contest here Reid
ranked first and Always Audacious outranked most of the super specials for

was

—

Swedberg, Cort theatre, Luvernc, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dal-

—

star.

fair

is

Empress theatre, Akron,
Ne.ghborhood patronage.
Buswell,

To Please
production.

One Woman,

—A

very

a Lois

la.

Weber

good picture with

Our people very well
good lesson.
C. M. Pittser, Unique theatre,
pleased.
Gunnison, Colo. Small town patronage.

—

—

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMUle production. Wonderful production.
The kind that brings them back.
Patrons claimed that it was the best picture ever in the house, and would have
been willing to pay 50 cents. Business

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Told In the Hills, with Robert War-

—

Drew
Good out-door picture.
wick.
well for us. Was produced about 40 miles
from our town. G. N. Armstrong, Y.
M. C. A. theatre, Rose Lake, Idaho.
General patronage.

—

Full House, with Bryant Washburn.
—Nothing to this one. Washburn won't
draw for us. D. M. Spade, Theatorium
General patrontheatre, Portland, Ind.

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William
This is a peculiar story, but
S. Hart.
Hart pictures will hold your
like all
crowd and excite favorable comment.
Book it. H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium theatre, Carpinteria, Calif. Neighborhood patronage.
Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
Clark.
Too bad Miss Clark quit the picture game. She is the cleanest, cleverest

age.

little

—

J. H. Talbert. Legion theaNorwich, Kans. Small town patron-

popularity.
tre,

—

age.

A

—

—

Wealth, with Ethel Clayton.

— Original

—

—

—

—

girl

pictures.

who

ever acted in this class of
Here's hoping she comes back.

1921

—

called

a

program

fair

picture.

— W.

F.

Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. General patronage.
The Conquest of Canaan, with Thomas
Meighan. deemed to satisfy in a mild
way, but not at all what is to be expected
for a Meighan picture. Good climax, but
drags in early parts. They will not kick.
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General patronage.
The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.

—

—

—

— Wallace

Reid

Oklahoma

City,

enjoyed

full

is a
prime
and as usual

houses daily.

ble, Rialto theatre,

— General

—

Big carnival, gipping the people for
a farc-thec-well.
F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

15,

Ross Riely, Wigwam theatre, OberKans.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. I cannot see why or where this
picture should be rated as a special. Very
stale in a few places and could only be

Good
— Good picture for this
— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. — General patronage.
The World and His Wife, with Alma
—
picture. — C. P.
Rubens. — This
a
ton.

attendance.

off.

The

cast.

October

justify

pretty settings and story that will
and nothing more. Nothing to get
enthused about. Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General patronage.

—A

G
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it

—

favorite in
his picture

— William

Oklahoma

No-

City, Okla.

patronage.

R-C

Pictures

—

Salvage,

with Pauline Frederick.
real
honest-to-goodness picture, really
much better than many supers. Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mistress of Shenstone, with Pauline
Frederick. A
very fine picture
played in very fine manner by a very
actress.
William Noble, Empress
fine
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General
patronage.
Black Roses, with Scssue Hayakawa.
Very good picture. Star well liked.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,
III.
General patronage.
Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody.
Pleased as a program picture, especially

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the dog
theatre,

—

star.
Giacoma
Tombstone, Ariz.

Bros.,

Crystal

— General

pat-

ronage.
Salvage,
with
Pauline
Frederick.
Pleased all. Can't go wrong on this one.
J.
E. Storch, Vaudette theatre, Pentwater, Mich. Small town patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. Picture
went over big with delighted audiences.
—William Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

Realart
Moonlight

with
Honeysuckle,
Miles Minter. Up to Rcalart's
standard. Drew good for two days. D.
M. Spade, Theatorium theatre, Portland,
Ind.
General patronage.
The March Hare, with Bcbe Daniels.
A good one. Drew well. Pleased 100 per
cent.
O. W. Stuch, Regent theatre, Allegan, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.
Cute little story. Good ght program

and

Mary

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

for any theatre, especially if Wanda is
a favorite.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,

—

— Small

town patronage.
Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. Passed, but nothing to create
acoma Bros.,
any excitement over.
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Two Weeks With Pay, with Bebe Daniels.
Bebe Daniels has always been a
pleasing star for me. This production is
just an average one and drew fairly well.
Harrison, Ark.

Eyes

of the

—

—

:

—

—

— M. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter. — A very pleasing program
ture and will please any small town auFair business. — G. D. Worden,
dience.
Gem theatre, Delevan, N. Y. — Neighborpic-

hood patronage.

CHARLES CHAPLIN

—

plays a wonderful game of golf in his dreams..
from "The Idle Class" his next First National comedy.

The

A

scene

That Jazz Built, with
hoiler
to
Hawley. Nothing
about, but good clean comedv, as the

Wanda

House

—

October

15,
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Three scenes from "Judgment," a spectacular drama made in Europe, which World Film Corporation
pendent market.

—

Sterling theageneral run of Realarts.
General patronage.
Greeley, Colo.

—

tre,

House

The

That

with
Star always draws for me. This contains a good
moral every married couple should see.

Jazz

Built,

Wanda Hawley.— Good show.

—Agnes

P.

coma, Wash.

Calvert,

Something
Binney.

Movie

— Neighborhood

—A

Different,

good

theatre,

with

program

Ta-

patronage.

Constance
picture.

—

Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.
Weak, for a star so well liked. O. W.
Stuch, Regent theatre, Allegan, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.
Played three days. A 100 per cent picture and one that should please. The
Chas.
best I have played this year.
Boondonass, Palace theatre, Olean, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Alice
Brady. Alice
Sinners,
with
Brady is about the sorriest star we have.

—

—

—

—

—

Sinners just a little better than The Dark
Lantern. J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre,
Piedmont, Ala. Small town patronage.

—

—

She Couldn't Help
iels.

—A

most

It,

with Bebe Dan-

satisfactory

picture.

Not

—

one dissenting comment. Unique theaBricelyn, Minn.
Neighborhood pat-

—

tre,

ronage.

—

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley. This
was a pleasing program picture and the
star's work is always pleasing and they
like

Miss Daniels as

— W.

N. Y.

well. Fair business.
theatre, Angelica,

Grand

E. Childs,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Oh Lady

Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
Neat picture. Should please. Nothing
big about it. A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,
Ironwood, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

— Will

Daniels.

Bebe

Daniels fans immensely. Up to her standard, fully.
General
Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
patronage.
please

—

The Plaything

of

Broadway, with Juspicture.
good

is

offering to the inde-

—

Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
Best Tearle picture we have had and am
sorry more people did not see it. Photography fine. Story excellent and entire
Very interesting and
cast was good.
pleasing picture.— E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.
His Wife's
Money, with
Eugene
O'Brien. Eugene is a sure shot here.
Business is dull, but his pictures are
good.— G. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre,
Frostproof, Fla. Neighborhood patrontheatre,

—

—

—

age.

Ham-

Remorseless Love, with Elaine
merstein.

—The

scenes

are

laid

the

in

Kentucky mountains
true
mountain vim

and played with
and pep, which
pleased a big business. William Noble,

—
Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
— Neigh- —
General patronage.
The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.
The Magic Cup, with Constance BinYou need not be afraid of this one.
— W. A. —
ney. — Very good. Business
Clean and entertaining. Business good.
Xancc, White Grand theatre, Conway,
—W. A. Nance, White Grand theatre,
Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
Conway, Ark. — Neighborhood patronage.
HawFood for Scandal, with Wanda
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Ham— Good picture. — G. Varnell, Prin- merstein.
— A much better picture than
cess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. — Small town
the name led us to expect. — C. M. Pittser,
patronage.
Unique theatre, Gunnison, Colo. — Small
town patronage.
Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
She Loves and Lies, with Norma TalMiles Minier. — Went over great. Neat,
niadge. — Fine. Equally as good as her
clean picture. Suited best for high-class
later ones. — W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre,
audience. — A. L. Picker, Rex theatre,
Higbee, Mo. — General patronage.
Ironwood, Mich. — General patronage.
Johnstone.

tine

—A

Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.
borhood patronage.

fair.

ley.

J.

The Luck
cast.

of the Irish, with a special
put it
I
a real picture.

— There's

over on Harold McGrath's fame and

it

Everybody
did better than expected.
pleased. I would advise any small town
exhibitor to use it. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. General

—

—

patronage.

Selznick
Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
This picture satisfied our patrons. It is
nothing you can shout about from the
housetops, however. Plot is shallow and
Most of our pais as old as the screen.
trons a e tired of the "sweetie-sweet" heroes, and they have taken a liking to
Tearle's .real he-man qualities and style.
Van ty Fair-Fish style of cartooning can
be used to advantage in advertising.
Harold. F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo,
O. General patronage.
,_

—

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein. I'll say "poor dear." So
poor I lost some change. The star is
Okay, but why do they write such

—

stories

for her?

— Jack

Cairns,

Brooklyn

United Artists
Dream

W.

D.

prosplendidly
played and enjoyed by huge audience.
duction.

Street,

—A

a

great

Griffith

picture

William Noble, Empress theatre, OklaGeneral patronage.
City, Okla.
The
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford
best one of the season. A healthy boxoffice attraction. Pleased 100 per cent.
Hammond, Amusu theatre. Arcade.
F.

—

homa

N. Y.

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
of Zorro, with Douglas
attraction
—
best
we

The Mark
banks. The

Fair-

have

year from the box office
Will go good anywhere.
standpoint.
Harry Marsey, General Theatre Corp.,
Neighborhood patronage.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mary Pickford.
Pollyanna,
with
Played for two days to the largest business of the year. Book this one and

played

this

—

clenn up.

— Millard

A

box

positive

Fillmore,

East Aurora, N. Y.

office attraction.

Fillmore

theatre,
pat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas FairOne of Fairbanks' best and went

hanks.

—

—

——
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over to good business. This will please
Fairbanks followers. M. W. Peterson, Winter Garden, Jamestown, N. Y.
General patronage.
Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.
Played two days and will
please all of any audience. A 100 per cent

—

all

USE THIS BLANK
Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

—
—

picture.
G.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

for

—

Other Exhibitors

—

—

No Woman Knows,

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

with a special cast.
excellently played
picture,
which gave genuine delight to large audiences daily. William Noble, Criterion
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General

—A

most

—

—

patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.
Here is a good picture, but don't see
where Thunder Island comes in. No
island was featured, but a ship. Acting,

Title

Star

men, and sunken treasure
good picture for thrills. R.

pirate-like

makes
Ross

Producer

a

—

Wigwam

Riley,

Oberlin,

theatre,

Kans.

lacks the punch he usually puts
P. Calvert, Movie theatre,

It

Agnes

Wash.

coma,

—

—

—

—

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Roberts.

— This

one

go

will

Just a good

by.

—

picture, that'll all.
W. C.
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
little

Title

.

.

program

General patronage.
Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts. If
they made them all as good they would
not need salesmen. Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.
Poorest Mayo ever made. Action slow.

.

—

Star

—

Producer

—

—

Remarks

Photography

Orpheum

too

dark.

— R.

— Transient

— Neighborhood

theapat-

—

—

hood patronage.
Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
Gladys Walton is always good. This
one is not uo to her standard, but will
please.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
An ta, Ia. Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Wonderful acting. Picture went over

—

—

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat

—

—

big.

Little

bloody

in spots

but the story

was good. Should have played
ronage

it

for

—

two

W. C.
nights. The talk of the town.
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

State

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy
Ran this some time ago, and
Phillips.
people are still talking about it. Say it's
the best picture ever shown in this thea-

Once

tre.

my

If

—

Secrets, with Eva Novak.
very good. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

Society

This

—

is

—

Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Fine program picture.

—
E. Storch. Vaudette theatre, Pent—
water, Mich. — Small town patronage.
Vitagraph
Black Beauty, with Jean
Paige.
Don't know how this got by. The only
in
the last
kick in it was the horse race

—

Too drawn out. Agnes P. CalMovie theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Neighborhood patronage.
reel.

vert,

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Drew
double on second day. Fine. Book it.
W. O. Stuch, Regent theatre, Allegan,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Heart
erine

of

Calvert.

Maryland, with

— The

biggest

Cath-

picture

we

have had this year. Wonderful acting.
Big story and thrilling action. You cannot go wrong on this one. R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

—

The Romance Promoters, with Earle
have
good.
Must
Williams.
Very
pleased patrons. Unique theatre, BriceNeighborhood patronage.
lyn, Minn.

—
—

—

State Rights
Hush

(Equity),

— Very
rotten. — Ralph
Niagara

Clara

with

good

picture.

Kimball
Business

Rosso, Hippodrome theaN. Y. Neighborhood

—

Falls,

patronage.

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
surpassing
Salisbury.
picture
of
beauty. About the finest scenic backgrounds I ever saw, and an interesting
story besides. Make a special effort to
bring them in. They will like it. J. E.
Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—A

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Straight from Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Good picture.
Beautiful gowns shown. Business good.
Star's work is good and she photographs
Charles H. Ryan, Garwell. Good title.
field theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

—

Wolf Bayne (Arrow), with Jack
think
I
Hoxie. This was a corker.
everybody, young and old, likes Hoxie,
and this kind of picture. G. D. Pinhol-

—

—

Frostproof,
Neighborhood patronage.
ster,

General patronage.
City

Skies, with Elmo Lingreat difference of opinion.
Some said they did not like it. Others
said it was the best they had seen in a
long time. Would call it 80 per cent satUnique
theatre,
isfactory.
Bricelyn,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—A

tre,

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.
Played this on a Saturday night. Big
business. Star goes over good. U. Gross,
Peerless theatre, Cuba, N. Y. Neighbor-

of Theatre

Under Crimson

coln.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.
With one accord, "A fine picture." Had a singer for "Home Sweet

Home" and "Ben Bolt."— Unique

Name

—

Young.

—

Exhibitor

—

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Gladys is clever. She looks like Mary
Pickford. She is younger and sure is a
comer. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans.

patronage.

Bricelyn, Minn.
ronage.

—

Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Idaho. Small town patronage.

alright.

Stueve.

C.

theatre, Canton, O.

tre,

—

Ta-

patronage.
The Man Trackers, with George Larkin.
Good North West picture, but star
is not at his best.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. General patronage.
Bullet Proof, with Harry Carey.
Good
Carey picture. We always do well with
Harry. G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A.
theatre, Rose Lake, Idaho.
General patronage.

—

—

True, with Frank Mayo. Did
it,
but the few who did said it

in.

— Neighborhood

—

Tiger
hot see

J.

—

The Wallop, with Harry Carey. Good
show but not quite up to Carey standard.

Remarks

—

Salmon,

Action, with Hoot Gibson. A clean
knockout. Action clear through. If his
next ones are as good as his first one, he
is a winner by a mile.
Ed. L. Wegener,
Lyric theatre, Valley Jet., Ia. Neighborhood patronage.

1921

15,

six reels. We put it on with fine music,
and the best singer we could get, and
had a full house every night. The exhibitor who bawled this picture out last
week must have had a tough steak for
dinner.
C. H. Smith, Electric theatre,
Morning Sun, Ia. Small town patronage.

was

Universal

—

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

Hanny, Maxinc theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

October

Clinch

theatre,

Fla.

to

—
it

theatre

didn't raise

mo

oer cent

the reputation of
I'll eat the whole

Kazan (Davis), with

a special cast.

Nuff said. Animal
scenes wonderful. Step on this one.— A.
L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
—General patronage.

Another

Curwood.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
American Photo Player Official
Sees Early Return of Normalcy
Abrams Bases Prediction On Increased Business
of His Company in August and September

A. L.

Equipment

Progress
The American Express comare putting on a better
Back of the
package month.
idea is the hope of reducing the
annual loss through poorly
wrapped and tied bundles. This
affects some in our industry more
than it does others. Everything
tending to reduce useless waste
is worth while so we can all of
us probably get some good by
joining in with the spirit of the
panies

Fotoplayer and Organ Sales Brisk
Complete recovery from business depression and an increase in the months
of August and September of this year
over the corresponding months of 1920.
are the high lights of a statement issued
by A. L. Abrams. vice-president of the
American Photo Player Company concerning business conditions generally
and particularly in regard to his own

company.
Concerning the industry generally. Mr.
Abrams based his conclusions on the
business done by his company and with
this as a basis reports a marked turn
for the better.

"Business was quiet during the month
of July," Mr. Abrams said, "but picked
up to a remarkable extent during the
last two months.
In fact the months of
August and .September this year showed
an increase over our total business for
the corresponding months in 1920.
Sees Phenomenal Year

thing.
*.

*

*

Vice-President Abrams of the
American Photoplayer has a
short statement concerning better business conditions. He does
not deal in generalities but produces a sales sheet on which he
This is a
bases his remarks.
species of report the American
business man has faith in.
*
* *

The Riviera Music company
of Chicago seems to be prospering without the imposition of the
sales tax which the majority of
music publishers declare is absolutely essential in the conduct
of their business. Lots of people
thought the world was flat and
couldn't think otherwise until

Columbus demonstrated it was
round.
Undoubtedly you can
music publishers who
be done whether
some one is doing it or not.
still

find

say

it

That's

can't

human

nature.

look forward to a phenomdo not see how anything can
arise to change this condition.
It is particularly true of our company."
In support of his contention Mr. Abram
exhibited a resume of business of his
company which listed orders for both
types built by the American Photo Player
Company the Fotoplayer and the Robert-Morton pipe organ.
Among the more recent installations o:
the company is that of a style 41 Fotoplayer for the King Theatre Company of
Albia, Iowa, one of the Blank & Frankle
chain.
The Strand theatre at Creston,
Iowa, another of the chain, also has a
Fotoplayer. It was reported recently in
these columns that the instrument in this
It is
theatre was a Photoplay-Bartola.
however, a Fotoplayer and is one of the
many now in use by the Blank interests.
"I really
enal year.

I

—

Dyers Get Contracts

The

greater share of the business with
the Blank theatres was consummated by
W. J. Dyer & Bro.. of St. Paul, who as
representatives of the American Photo
Player Company have been highly successful in the northern Iowa territory.
Among the feature sales reported is
that to John G. Hruby, of Dolton. III.,
who has installed a style 45 Fotoplayer at
a cost of S3.950 in his theatre which operates but four nights a week.
Business has also been good in the
A
Robert-Morton end of the sales.
style B. Robert-Morton has been shipped
to the new Shubert theatre at Highland
Park, Detroit. Mich., and is now being installed.
G. D. Johnson of the Maus
Piano Company, Lima. Ohio, representative of the American Photo Player Com-

pany reports the

installation of a

Style

Robert-Morton in the Majestic theatre at Sidney, Ohio, and a similar instrument has been ordered by \V. J. Hawk
of Fargo, North Dakota.
75

Other Contracts Signed
Jenkins Sons Music Company
of Kansas City have completed the sale
of a style 20 Fotoplayer to H. A. Walling of Bristow, Oklahoma, and the Kentucky, Louisville's newest theatre, opened
J.

W.

with a style 50
week.

De Luxe Fotoplayer

this

The Warner Theatre, Niles, Ohio,
owned by Benjamin Warner, father of
the Warner Brothers, prominent serial
distributors, opened last week with a
style 45 Fotoplayer.
The Warner boys
previous to their present connection were
exhibitors in California and. according to
Mr. Abrams. showed a fondness for the
type of musical instrument purchased by
their father.

Willemsen

& Company

Move

to

New

Quarters

Willemsen & Company, producers of
Cosmopolitan Films, completed removal

week

new

quarters at 416
Orieans. It is announced by the company that the new
location provides much improved facilities and that an efficient staff of cameramen will be maintained. "With all these
improvements." a statement reads, "We
hope to materially increase our efficiency
and maintain the splendid reputation
which we have enjoyed in the past."
this

to their

Chartres street.

New

Piene Has Minier House
MIXIER.

ILL— W. W.

Piene

has

opened the American theatre. The place
occupied by the theatre has been redecorated and remodeled.

Frank Buys Equipment
ROCK FALLS. ILL.— Equipment for
the

new

theatre being erected

here

tfy

H. B. Frank has been purchased.

Lyric Business Improves
VALLEY JUNCTION, I A. — Tlje
management

of the Lyric theatre states
has shown a steady improvement in the past few weeks.
that

business
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Openings

—

Norfolk,
Va. The Attucks theatre,
closed during the dull summer months,
has been opened under the management
of Rufus G. Byars of Washington, D. C.
*

Ashdown. Ark.

— C.

M. Solley has reopened the Royal theatre, after remodeling and redecorating it.
*

—

McAlester, Okla. The Select theatre
has been reopened under the management
of the

Busby

theatre officials.
*

—

Scranton, Pa. The new Miles theatre
is expected to open on October 15.
Two
Wurlitzer organs have been installed.
*

—

Sherman, Tex. The Travis theatre has
reopened under the management of Musselman Theatre Interests of Paris and
Corsicana.
*

—

Independence, Kans.
The Quality
theatre, completely remodeled, has opened
under the management of Murray Brothers.
*

Kunsky's new 4,250-seat theatre, the Capitol, Detroit, Mich., which heads an unIt will open
precedented building era in Michigan motion picture history.
about Dec. 15 and will be a first-run First National franchise house.

Carriers in

Campaign

For Better Packages
All trades and industries have been
asked to cooperate in the "Perfect Package Movement" to be inaugurated by the
railroads, steamship lines and express
companies in the United States and Canada, in November, which has been designated as "Perfect Package Month."
The purpose of the movement is to

stimulate further public interest in good

packing of shipments and to enable the
carriers to improve the transportation
service of the country. During November, an examination of all shipments sent
by freight or express, \»ill be conducted
to obtain information as to the best ship-

ping methods carried on by the various
trades and industries.
In every city and town, the railroad
and express people will form campaign
committees, to cooperate with local shippers' associations, in carrying out the
plans announced for "Perfect Package
Month." "Exception Reports" will be
made out for all faulty shipments discovered and these reports will be sent to
the shippers' association for tabulation,
to ascertain how high a percentage for
"Perfect Packages," the shippers of that

have attained.
Comparisons of the records made by

city

the various cities during November will
at the conclusion of the
drive. The entire working forces of the
railroad and express carriers, comprising
some 2.000.(100 men. will aid in the movement. The railroads, through the American Railway Association, composed of
practically all of the railroads in the
country, are pushing the campaign, as a
means of ra sing the standard of the

be announced

;

"A

service, while the express agents are also
getting ready to interest shippers in the

—

Winfield, Kans. The Grand theatre
has been opened by Oscar Zimmerman.

Wealthy Chinese

Invest in Theatres

undertaking.

Producing Companies

Newman Company Adds
demand of exshowy wooden

Ilased on the increasing
for

the

more

Newman

Manufacturing
manufacturers of lobby frames, have added a new
department to take care of this class of
business.
Machinery has recently been
installed and all phases of operation are
frames,

the

company

of Cincinnati, pioneer

ready to

start.

"The House of Newman has realized
for some time past that there exists a
constantly growing demand for the elaborately
ornamented display cabinets,"
says a statement issued by the company

new

project, "and
overlook the
long life of Newman brass frames in favor of the more 'showy' wooden ones."
Plans of the company for the new
frames call for a majority of the product
in oak, machine carved, but the company
is also prepared for hand carving in both
frames and ticket booths.
The
the
frames will be finished in all natural
wood finishes in the regulation mission
colors.
Higher priced frames will be
in

connection with the

that

many

exhibitors

will

May Be

Formed Also, Declares
Banker

New Frame Department
hibitors

to

Wealthy Chinese who have benefited
by war profits and favorable fluctuations
of the exchange market are looking towards the amusement field as a new
place of investment for their surplus
funds. Already plans for circuits of theatres are under way to nearly double the
present Chinese consumption of photoplays. It is quite probable that Chinese
producing studios will be established
within the next few years.
K. T. Ho, prominent Oriental banking
representative,
is
authority for these
statements.
Mr. Ho visited the Lasky
studio at Hollywood recently as a representative of the $5,000,000 Pacific Commercial Bank of Shanghai. He is in this
country seeking affiliations with various
combinations of American capital.
"There are countless millions in China
who have never seen a motion picture,"
said Mr. Ho.
"So far the cinema has
been largely confined to the white settleThere are undoubtedly great
ments.
profits for those who pioneer this new
and the Chinese capitalists are infield
vestigating the situation with more than
usual care."

—

mad^

in gilt, copper, verdi and duo-tones.
In preparation of the line the company
has included a large number of combimtion photograph and poster frames, all
of which are arranged to hold one-sheet
posters in combination with several 8x10
or llxl4-inch photographs. There is also

card holder with space for each day of
the week and several unit frames and
corner display cabinets.
a

Tompkins Will Remodel
House Just Purchased
COLORADO
Ernest

SPRINGS. COLO.—J.

Tompkins

has

purchased

the

American theatre building. He plans to
remodel it and increase the seating capacitv from 1.000 to 1,700.

VACANT SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT THAT SHINES"
Hansen Indicators replace part or
cost and locates the vacant seats.

Efficiency that costs nothing.
Installed without closing.

all

ushers.
It will

Inquire.

Gives better service at

make you

a decided

less

profit

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

CO.

536 Central Building, Seattle, Washington

October
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interested

Elm

Th eatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

negotiations

in

for

a

site

into a

in

on which to erect a motion

Dygert

picture and vaudeville house.
*

Grand Rapids, Mich.

— H.

G.

*

—

This.
is

Rhinelander, Wis. A
being erected here for

ment Company.

*

Ownership Changes

—

Hutchinson, Kans. Jesse W. Sanders
and J. Richard Avey of Mattoon, 111.,
have purchased the De Luxe theatre from
Fred Savage.

1.

*

Being Installed

Is

—

Plans for the new Vichave been approved by the
building inspector.
This $250,000 structure s being erected by Athens George
in
Eleventh avenue between Sixteenth
and Bridge streets.
Altoona, Pa.

toria theatre

New

—

Port Huron, Mich. Plans for the new
Desmond theatre have been approved by
Port Huron Theatre Company. George
L. Harvey of this city and Howard Crane
of Detroit

—

Waterbury, Conn. Alphonso and John
confirmed the report that they
would dispose of the Star theatre in
Baldwin street.

;

Projects

were the

architects.
*

*

—

store site.
erected.

—

Fall Creek boulevard, between Delaware
It is planned
street and Talbott avenue.
to expend $350,000 on the theatre.
*

—

Westfield, Mass. A
Springfield theatre man

reported to be

A

modern

theatre

will

Waldo, Ark.— The

be

which

Gorski has
—Joseph
property
Eagle River on
in

in

Y.—The

South Main street

is

Gilbreath has

Queens theatre
house will be

remodeled.
*

*

N.

— Lawrence

sold his interests in the
to G. G. Hadlock.
The

to build a theatre.

Fairport,

theatre

«

Lucas, Kans.

Three Lakes, Wis.
purchased

Hour

Idle

has been sold by J. J. Upchurch to Benson & Todd of Magnolia.

*

well-known
is

Sirica have

Sheboyagn, Wis. Ernst Hoefer, owner
of the Rex, has purchased the old Fair

Boulevard Theatre
Indianapolis, Ind.
Company plans the erection of a house in

of the Rivoli.
*

theatre

Rouman Amusebe completed for

It will

opening by January

Equipment

$75,000

motion picture theatre by Harold

Portland, Ore.— The half block bounded
by Burnside, Third and Ankeny streets
has been leased by Union Theatre Company.
A $50,000 house will be erected
on the site.

Sommers

will build a $300,000 theatre.

an

Is

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

street

91

—

Norcautur, Kans. C. W. Craig has
purchased the Rex theatre from O. L.

Clark building
to be converted

Dick.

a

EXHIBITORS

1

HERALD—

FAIR WARNING!!
Theatre owners are hereby warned against

a

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

the use of imitations of the original

Patented

Newman

a

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

Ticket Chopper

The improved mechanism used
our machine is covered in a
thorough manner by U. S. Patent
No. 1194771, granted August IS,
1916.
Under the law MANU-

in

J

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

TICKET FEEDER

FACTURERS, DEALERS and

PURCHASERS

are liable to
prosecution. Our rights have been
infringed upon and we are planning
to take action at once.

1

The
Newman
is

ffl

Zy

the only mutilator which can be posi-

tively guaranteed to

National Film Co.

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

1

Cancel each and every

*

ticket effectively.

p Perform its work
~
without clogging.

\^

For

ffl
/

ECLIPSE

in the market
Big Productions

\

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

1044

CAMP

ST.,

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

purchase

"H"

The Newman Mfg. Company
720

:

protection

Newman Chopper.

Write for a copy of Catalog

VP

We are always
for

your

the Genuine

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

Office

Ticket Chopper

Sycamore

St.

Chicago Branch
68

W. Washington

255 NO. 13- ST.. PHILADELPHIA PA.

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Sold by all
equipment dealers

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Announcing

|

EASTMAf

MOTION
On September

12,

PI

1921

ti

Film, standard width, bla:
stock,

became

2ic net

ie

Rochester, a reductions

EASTMA

S

ROCHEST1I

October

15,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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rice

Reduction

OSITIVE

URE FILM
r

ce of

id.

lot

ver

Eastman

Positive

white or tinted base
unperf orated,
\

f.

o. b.,

of a cent a foot.

;odak
XW YORK

co.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Doug. Coming to Chicago
Theatres Will Show
Greiver Obtains New
On
Return
from
Europe
No Accident Trailer
Product for Market
Leads Off Clark-Cornelius
Series

With
rights

for

and

South Wabash.
"The Eternal Two," starring Corliss
Palmer, heads the list of publications
and will be followed by "Glory of
Youth," a story of the West enacted
by a special cast.

Carry Accessories

In acquiring the Clark-Cornelios prodGreiver also gets such pictures as

uct

and Eve," "Love's Redemption,"
Farm to Fame," "Pardners,"
Wo"Whispering
King,"
"Battling
men," "One Empty Shell" and "The

"Adam
"From

Recoil" for distribution.
Greiver Productions will carry a complete line of paper and accessories on
these pictures.

Pictures

Vary

in

Type

Twenty-four pictures will be placed
on the state right market by ClarkThis entire outlay can be
Cornelius.
booked in this territory through the
These films will
Greiver company.
range in type from Westerns to society
In addition to Miss Palmer
dramas.
others
tures

who
are

will plav in the various pic-

William

"Sorry I cannot come to Chicago to
appear personally with my picture, 'The
Three Musketeers' at your Randolph
theatre -but I promise to bring Mary
to Chicago with me as soon as we return from the continent. I know it will
not be too late then because I count
upon the Fairbanks family occupying
the Randolph screen the rest of the
year."

W.

of the Chicago unit,
convention of the Michigan
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association
at Jackson the fore part of this wtek.

president

Silha,

.'ittended the

Location Are
by Local Companies

Changes

Made

in

Eight-o-eight

bash

has

its

and

a

own

South

half

little

Wa-

colony.
business of

film

the suspension of
Equity Pictures of Illinois, Inc., Kinema, Empire and Fitzpatrick & McElroy are sharing the quarters with Irv
Mack. You know it's a busy center.

Since

Canadian
H.

"The Affairs" and Roche
Draw Crowds at Majestic
block long with fans standThat's outside the
ing four abreast.
Inside the operator is reeling
theatre.
off

D. Burford, vice Dres'dcnt of the
Exhibitors Alliance, and John

Illinois

Charlotte

Otis,

H.

Official

manager
few

for
days at

has

returned

Here

Universal's

Herbel,

district

Western Canada, spent
the
to

local exchange.
headquarters
his

Paramount's

twelve

star

special,

Affairs of Anatol."
It all happened at Fischer's Majestic
Dan Roche,
theatre in Madison, Wis.
who journeyed to the Wisconsin capitol
to exploit the production, vouches for
the length and width of the line ana
adds that "it was that way all afternoon

and evening."

Third Teitel Branch

Opened

is

at Indianapolis

Opening of the third plant of Teitel
Film Renovating Company at IndianapoA. Teitel.
Ind., is announced by
lis,
Harry S. Teitel, who has been connected
with the Chicago plant, is in charge of
the Indiana office.
The other two plants of the company
are located in the Robertson-Cole building, New York City, and at 804 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago.

a

He

Winnipeg.

line a

"The

in

October 8-14

A
will

dent
to

majority of the theatres of the city
in national "No AcciWeek" from October 8

participate

— No

Fire

14.

Three

hundred

and

trailers

fifty

of

150 foot length have been prepared by
the Chicago safety council of the Association of Commerce for distribution
to the houses of this city during the

week.

Burford and Silha Go to
Convention at Michigan

Walker and Blanche McGarrity.

A

National Week Observed
United States From

ford:

Illinois

Indiana on the entire output of ClarkCornelius Corporation have been obtained
by Greiver Productions, 831

Will

& Schaetelegram from

of Jones, Linck

Douglas Fairbanks just prior to his
embarking for Europe with Mary Pick-

Corliss

Palmer Film
Distribution

Aaron Jones

fer received the following

in

Distribution

of

the

trailers

will

be

under the direction of the various exchanges along film row.
Cooperating with the safety council,
in addition to the film companies, is the
Chicago unit of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
William
Sweeney, state organizer in charge of
the local headquarters, has been active
in
enlisting the theatres in this campaign.

Every theatre in the city is urged to
Exhibitors who have
screen the trailer.
arranged for showing the film
not
should get in touch immediately with
Mr. Sweeney or the safety council.

Endorse Council Action in
Prohibiting Arbuckle Films
Endorsement of the action of the
Chicago city council in prohibiting exhibition of the Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle
pictures has been voted by the executive
committee of the Illinois Exhibitors
Alliance.
In a letter to the mayor and
members of the council Wiliam Sweeney
advised them that the organization already had urged exhibitors of the state
Cooperation
not to play these pictures.
of the Alliance was pledged to the city
officials.

Help the Kiddies
Now is the time to get out those
suits and other pieces of wearing
apparel that have been piling up
for the old clothes man.
A rummage sale is to be held
the latter part of this month for
the benefit of the Chicago Junior
Home and Farm School for boys.
The youngsters will appreciate your
If
interest in this worthy cause.
you have something to donate to
the sale send it to 2801 Cottage
Grove avenue or telephone Harrison 835.

Major

General

Leonard

Wood

says this school should receive the
support of those who are interested
in the development of boys and
girls

who have no one

adequate care.
It's your turn to

to give

act.

them

Business Climbing Back
To Normal, Says Stern
Exhibitors

of

Missouri,

Oklahoma

are

improving

business

well

Kansas aad

satisfied

with

conditions,

the

states

Herman Stern, just back from a swing
around the exchanges of those stales.
Mr. Stern, who is district manager for,
Universal, says that there are but few
centers which have not shown a remarkable improvement in the last few
weeks.

New
•

Sign Decorates Fox
Headquarters on Wabash

A new

sign done in copper and brass
received from the home office
has been bolted to the front of the Fox

and

just

exchange building. Thought everybody
knew where Clyde Eckhardt kept busy.

October
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95
times again.

office looks like old

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

By Mac.

!

j
'

me

"Please take

back to that dear old Chi*

*

Here's one must have been delivered to
just caught it the
wrong address.
other day, that is Archie Spencer, is now
sales manager of the local Robertson-Cole
exchange and has been for the past month
or so. Can't understand the delay, but pardon us, ol' deah, will you?

We

the

»

*

'

*

E. Stern, formerly in charge of the booking department of the local Pathe office,
has just been appointed to ^ales representative for his company, succeeding to the
Illinois territory previously covered by J.

Allman.
*

*

all recall

waukee boulevard. Guess who inherits this
None other than Ad Powell
noble pile?
and Hermie Applebaum.
knew that
Ad would have to come back but what will
Sheridan road do with the gay Hermie lest
over on the northwest side.
* * *

We

Lyon heaves

us one for the ex-budThe other day an
dies to grapple with.

Joe

exhib. visited the
the big streamer.

*

has just been appointed to
represent the Griever Productions in the
Haven't met Dan yet. but
Illinois territory'they tell us he's a regular, so we'll keep
the eagle eye on this youngster's doings in
field.

*

*

*

R. Salkin is now cn the south side for
the Educational exchange, and with Dave
Ditbin burning up the gas on the north

looks like Manager Maynie Schwartz
has uncovered a pair of "reel finds" in these
two handsome young sons of Erin.
* * *
side,

Hunt Stromberg

can be no more elated
of Rcbertsonin the announcement of the forthcoming first-run engagement of Doris May in
"The Foolish Age," to take the silver
sheet of the Barbee Loop theatre for two
weeks, beginning Oct 16.
* * *
than
Cole

Fox exchange and

Al Gallas, manager

Bill Aschmaxn, former Chicago manager for Pathe, arrived in the city, Sept. 30,
for a brief stop-over prior to departing for
Milwaukee. You know. Bill is handling the
big fight pictures of the recent DempseyCarpentier scrap. Tells us they had 'em
standing out a mile long in front of the big
Pantages theatre in Minneapolis during the
week's run just concluded, and that he will
be back there again shortly to outdo the

William Hershberc, formerly

the
of
Metro exchange, and I. Xatkin, cf the
R.-C. are now affiliated with the Celebrated Players exchange, and will cover the
north side and south side of Chicago on
special feature subjects.

*

#

*

It has been told that A. Coffman of the
Gaiety and Marlowe theatres, having played
the big Jungle serial of the Celebrated Players, was a bit tardy in returning the beautiful lobby display of the various savage
animals depicted in this marvelous screen
tale of the forests. "Listen." says Coffman,
all excited like may be.
"Don't be worried,
I got 'em locked in downstairs
they won't

get

awav

;

!"

*

*

*

needless to query Cecil Maberry',
manager of the Goldwyn exchange, on the
business outlook the way the exhibitors are
crowding this office clamoring for an opportunity to play that rare gem of the
'Tis

screen.

"The Old Xest"
*

*

*

With

J. O. Campbell and H. R. Philback again from their brief trip
through Illinois, Manager Sid Goldman's

lips

THE
SON OF

premier showing.
*

*

*

We

have just unearthed another "Jock"
for the experts of filmdom to
try their prowess with the woods and irons.
Meet L. A. Ullrich, of exhibitorial fame,
and by-the-bye he clouts the little white
ball around the 18 holes for a consistent S2.

Hutchinson

Why

the

COXSISTEXT?

Have

clevah at the ballv old pastime.
"*
* *
flash

we most

WALLINGFORD

vironment about there. This ex-Chicagoan
and Jack "Ole" O'Toole should have an
easy time of it keeping those Scans marking time to the
while here.

»

Xow

tunes they learned
*

*

"Admiral" Charles Miller

that

has forsaken the briny for 1920, local sales
records on the north side books of the
Selznick exchange will mere than likely experience some remarkable bulges upward,
and with R. T. Smith, former Triangle
manager, covering the south side. Manager

Edward Silverman will have his hands
okaying contracts for the home office.

full

Big Feature Given
Private Screenings
Special showings are getting to be a
regular thing along Chicago's film rowLast Friday morning Universal held a
private showing of "Xo Woman Knows"
for the rabbi's of Chicago, at Barbee's
theatre; William D. Russell held a special
screening of "Shadows of Conscience" a new Russell production, at
Barbee's theatre, Thursday, September

and on Wednesday, October 5. "The
Son of Wallingford" was screened for a
specially invited audience at the Aryon
Grotto by the Yitagraph manager. W. C.
Bremmer.

29,

Barbee Gets Premiere of
Warren's "Good and Evil"
Goldman, vice president and
manager of F. B. Warren Corporahas booked "Good and Evil" into
Barbee's Loop theatre for the American
Sidney

local
tion,

premiere.

This picture which features Lucy
Doraine is described as an artistic
triumph with many brilliant settings. It
is
a spectacular society drama with a

number

cast said to

10,000 people.

WILLEMSEN &

CO.

Exportersof Film
Spanish Title

W ork

a Snecialty

Office and Laboratory. 416 ChartresSl,

Cable Address:

.

New

Orleans

Ulemnim

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH-\TX0UR-SILK-SATIN - SATEEN

We
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velaaquin"
de Belgica 43,

many

forgot.

Excelsior Film Co.

Avenida

*

*

Latest telegraphic dots and dashes inform
us that M. Whitmoyer, recently appointed
manager of the Minneapolis exchange of
the F. B. Warren Corp., is doing splendidly
and will shortly displace the present handle
to his name of Morris to Olaf. Most likely
conforming to the general Scandinavian en-

a care,

Maloney, Ullrich and Maloney. remember
we have Tommy Greenwood guarding Chi's
honor on the golf links, and take our word
for it Tom has spells when he is rawther

Another important

spied

confidence with "Is that a war picture?"
Xo, that isn't a war picture. Why? "Why?
The boys over there in the trenches used to
say we're going over the hill?" Listen. Joe.
find out if he reads English, and if so,
recommend him to our circulation department, and we'll take his order for a year
of service.
* * »

Danny Ryan

the

the Bell theatre out on Mil-

"Over the Hill." After
considerable study he takes Joe into his

cago."

*

You

live

"link."
*

Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the Fox
exchange, was all aglow with smiles when
one cf Uncle Sam's mailmen handed him a
scenic post card from sunny California. It
carried the postmark of Venice. Calif., and
was from no other than the popular
"'Daddy" Hikes, former celebrity of South
Bend, Ind. Dear oP "Daddy" comes across
with the inevitable squawk, heard from
when camping cut,
Chicagoans
most

This

duo made a veritable clean-up on their visit
and to add to the climax H. R. Phillips
must needs add a bit of zest to the trip by
romping out on the south side and signing
up Chi's latest organization, the Langford

Havana, Cuba

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

The Fabric Studios, Inc.
177 No. State St.
**Le" ai

nuke your

CHICAGO
presentation artittic"*

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

J. L.

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

Shews

Helen

reels.

five reels,

reels, with William Russell.
the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minfive

ter.

.

The Moonshine Menace,

Helen

with

reels,

five

Destiny,

of

six

with

reels,

Anita

Courage.

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

The Wolverine,

Holmes.
Quick Action,
Sally

five

Playthings
Stewart.

five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,

FROTH INGHAM

The Ten Dollar Raise,

State Rights Productions

son.

(Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tilmadge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogaa.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine Mac Donald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Cavest Me.
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)

High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Russell.

The

Bargain,

Marriage

Minter.
The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain,

Helen Holmes.

Miles

.

ARROW FILM

Hop

with Georgia

A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Kubye Ue
Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
tat, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Trifled, five reels, with all stir cast.
The
Came, five reels, all Indian
Before the White

Man

cast

with (jrace

reels,

five

_

_

.

Woman,

_

•

.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Uerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,
The Star Reporter,

.

.

five reels, with Jack
five reels, with Billie

Hoxie.
Rhodes.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman,

six reels, with

Geraldine Far-

rar.

The

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
Will L)o, six reels, with

What Women

Anna Q

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

King Log (Special Prod.).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

of the
to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,
June 12

— The

INC.

——Women
—

Who

Wait,

five

H.

INC.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
House Peters and
Lips, six reels, with

Florence Vidor.
o' Mine, six

Mother
J.

Woman,

JR.,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI
The Mullanders, five reels, with Bmm* Low
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bern*

DAVIS

of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

seven

reels,

Louise

with

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

star cast

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush,
ball

Youth's Desire,

One,

six

reels,

with

reels.

five reels,

Reid.
July 10— The Mysterv Road.
(British Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
Behind Masks ,five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
July 81
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reela.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14 The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
Aug. 14 Passing Through, five reels.
(Douglaa
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of Canaan, seven reels

—
—
—
—
—
—

—The

Moment

Great

(Gloria

Swanson),

six reels.
Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

—
— The

Perfect Crime, five reels, with
Jacaueline Logan.
The Broken Doll, five reels, with

A

Golem (Special),
—The Affairs
of Anatcl
Prod.), nine

six reels.

(Cecil B. DeMille

The Married Virgin,

six

of the Mohicans, six reels, with

Blue.

Barbara

Bedford.
six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Talent, five reels.
the Seaside, two reels.
by
Sighed
She
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.

A Small Town

Shame, 8.200 feet.
Perjury, 7,400 feet.

WILLIAM FARMJM
Drag

The

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Scuttlers,

Man-Woman-Marriage,
Scrap Iron,

five

reels,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six reels.

PEAK

six
reels.

Bob

Romeo,

Hampton

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Colorado Pluck, five reels.
Children of the Night, 5 reels.
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five

of

To

six

five

reels.

reels.

five reels.

Constance Talreels

a Finish, five reels.

2IFTH

six reels, Holubar-Phillipt.
with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

Placer,

reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES

six

six reels, with

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

(Marshall

Neitan).

Gypsy Blood,

-

with

reels.
reels.

with

nn

TOM MIX SBH1KS
Ridin'

six

reels,

si

reels.

The Thief, six
The Mountain Woman, six ree'
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

The Primal Law,
reels,

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
five

WHITE

1.

The Tiger's Cub,

INC.

madge.

Lessons in Love,
madge.

reels.
six reels.

Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five

FIRST NATIONAL
The Passion Flower,

SEItIK*

Harlan, six

Richard Travers.
Kirk-

reels.

The Mother Heart,

FILM MARKET,

eight

reels.

Thunderclap, seven

SHIRLEY BIASON 8EHIKS

reels.

The House Without Children, seven

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Foolish Matrons,

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court,

A
A

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Monte Blue and
Monte

FOX SPECIALS
Over

Prod.), five reels.

Hobart bos

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James
wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.

DIST.

reels.

five

FOX FILM CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
July 8 — The Woman God Changed, seven
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10 — Too Much Speed,
with Wallace

Sept. 18
Sept. 25

all-star cast.

Kim-

Young.

4

with

reels,

FORWARD FILM

reelv with Clara Kimball Younn.
From Paris, five reels, with Clan

five

Straight

five reels, with all— tar cast
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reels, with all-

the

in

Dangerous Toys, seven

Frivolous Wives, six reels.
to

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The/ Servant

PRODUCTIONS

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Home

H.

INC.

five reels.

reels.

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise

The Last

Zany

reels.

PARKER READ,

The Leopard
Glaum.
A Thousand

The Heart

Sept.

Homespun
Lying

CREATION FILMS,

reels.

—

THOMAS

with

—

reels.

They Shall Pay five reels.
Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.
Sept. 11
18—
The Family Closet, five reels.
Sept.
Discontented Wives, five reels.
Sept. 25

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

reels,

five

(Thomas Meighan.)
Aug. 21— Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10
Aug. 17

reels.

Paris,

GEORGE

Tex, feature series, five reels.

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

reels.

For the Freedom of Ireland,

CORP.

five reels,

A Midnight

,

kins.

Tame
Man Who

The Victim, six

Dangerous Love, five
The Nightingale of
Miens

reels,

five

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

Bachelor Apartments,

....

Mary

reels.

five

the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
Bell, with Charles Ray
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod ).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri.
The Playhouse, two reels, Buster Keaton.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

The Sign on

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Pola Negri.

CENTURY RRANO

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square ( Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy),
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy),

GOLDWYN PICTURES
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

five reels.
five reels
five reels.

CORP.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest, eight reels.

October
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15,

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

JESSE

Dxitnbutei through Ike Patke Exchangei

ZANE GREY PICTURES.
The I T P
The Man

Her Unwilling Husband,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

That
B.

PARKER READ.

J.

JR, PRODUCTION'S

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK.
The Harvest Moon,

INC.
Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

When We

Warner.

The

Flame,

Green

five

Dowling.

J.

with Special Caat.

reels,

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

IRVIN" V.

Down Home, an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-

The Face

ward Hearn.
The Broken Gate, seven

six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast,

There was. six reels, Victor Seastrom.
the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

A

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

NEAL HART SERIES
15— Sky6re,
1

Jan.

Mar. 15

— Danger

five

—

Madonnas and Men,
Wings

Man

reels.

Business, five reels.

Woman,

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers,

VICTOR KREMER,
The Stamped",
I

Am

the

five reels, with
five reels,

Woman,

INC.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, 'five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
with Bert
July 4 — The Man Who. six
reels,

—

July 18

LytelL

Over

the

Wire,

six

with

reels,

1

— Life's

Darn Funny,

15— Big Game,

five reels,

May

with

reels,

to
Lytell.

six

Allison.

of

with

Decision, five reels, with Helen

Girl's

reels,

Lytell.
six reels,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

The Shadow,

Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen. five reels, with Gladvt Broclrwell.
J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION'S

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

reels,

reels,

with

Bruce Gordon

cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

w.th

Dorothy

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
•Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

six

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five
It Can Be Done, five
The Silver Car, six

reels.
reels.

—

Bring

Him

In, six

Lucky Carson,

-

reels.

five reels.

J.

Girl

five

reels,

with

reels,

Bill*

stunt novelty.

From Nowhere,

five

reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Gilded Lies,

six reels.

five

reels.

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

OWEN MOORE STAR

SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

The

five

r^els.

Secret of the Hills, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven

reels

(Tom Temst

Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production^.
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with ratherine Calvert

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

Clay Dollars.

The Chicken

reels.

five reels.
five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Worlds Apart,

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

The Charming Deceiver,

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

A

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

Muriel Ostriche.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN" STAR SERIES

with Bruce

Myers.
Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.
Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts,
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Carmel
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Preroct.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.

Man

The Single Track,

INC.

ENTERPRISES

E.
Might Happen to You,

Cowboy Ja«. two

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

six reels, with

&

S.

The

with Frank Mayo.
Edith RobertsHarry Carey.

reels,

five reels, with
Kiss, five reels, with Carmel

Moral Fibre,

SALIENT FILMS,

LEWIS
with

Billions, six reels,
Camille, six reels,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

It

five

Island, five reels, with

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Mason.
six

Viola Dana.

Madame

(Walsh-Fielding

reels.

Pick-

Three Musketeers, twelve reels Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

The Prey,

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A

•

six reels,

six

Mary

VITAGRAPH

erick-

with Bert

reels,

Society,

reels,

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Prod.)
A Wife's Awakening, six reels. (L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

six reels, with Viola

— A Trip Paradise, six
Sept. 19— The Match Breaker,
Dana.
Oct. 17 —The Infamous Miss Revel],
with Alice Lake.
Oct. SO— Junk,
with Bert
Nov. 14— There Are No Villains,
Sept. 5

PRODUCTIONS

(Gasnier Prod.)
reels, with Mae Marsh.

Hayakawa.

Shams

Street, ten reels.

six reels.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
K'^TTiet, Blnf reel*, wtb Oti* Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Alice

Dana.
Aug.

May

Nobody's Kid, five
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast.
B'.ack Roses, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

Lake.

Aug.

five reels, Bebe Daniels.
five reels, Constance Binney.
five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
for Sale, five reels,

Board,

R-C PICTURES

of Pride, five reels.

and

five reels, with Alice Brady.
Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.
A Heart to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

Good Women,

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

A Woman's

The Land of Hope,

Her Winning Way,

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.

Mar.

Mary

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

The

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Taylor pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

duction.

Everything

with

Douglas Fair-

ford.

Desperate Trails,

SPECIAL FEATURES

Room and

with

reels,

Through the Back Door, seven

Thunder

One Wild Week,

reels.

Valley, five reels.
God's Gold, five reels.

Dream

Nut, six
banks.

with

reels,

reels,

— The

The Fighting Lover,

REALART PICTURES
The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

W.

D.

reels,

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

Such a

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne. seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature

Mar. II

STAR PRODUCTION'S
Cast.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women,

Fickle

— The Love Flower, seven
production.
—
The Mark of Zorro. eight
Douglas Fairbanks.
— The Love Light, eight
J»n.
Pickford.

Beyond

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTION'S
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett,

a Ralph Ince Special.

reels

six

9

cale.

The Breaking Point,

William

Griffith

Line, six reels.

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

Conway

with

Dec. 4

PIONEER FILM CORP.

FROTHINGHA5I PRODUCTION'S

L.

with

reels,

Sept. 5

BECK

A Man

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION'S
His Temporary Wife, six

Nov.

F.

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

reels,

six

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

INC.

special cast.

Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTION'S

J.

reels,

ARTHUR

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reeU. with J. War
ren

six

His,

Faversham.

Red Foam

D. N.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

The Heart

Kerrigan.

Ambition,

of

Who Am I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

SEITZ. INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Warren

J.

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

ROBERT BRUNTON* PRODUCTIONS
with

Pay. six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
Stewart.

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewii.

9PECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

The Sin That Was

to

GEORGE

son Butt.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.
After Midnight.

Tearle.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTION'S
The Devi]
and Roy

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

reels,

with Blanche

reels,

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

PERRET PICTURES.

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

The

five

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

The Dwelling Place of Light, hr Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

B.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ton.

INC.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

Trail, v.x reels.
of the Forest, six reels.

BENJAMIN"

D.

97

five

reels.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
M CORP.
COMEDIES,

two

reels.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
AY WON FILM CORP.

Lloyd.

STAR COMEDIES,

The
The
Tbe
Tbe
The

reel*.

JIM

CO.

reels.

reel*.

S.

Jack (Jack Hoxie).
Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seitx

FOX — Fantomas;

PATHE—

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog'* Life, three reel*.
A Day'* Pleasure, two reels.

INDIAN

reels.

feather,

MONTE BANKS OMFDIF.S. two reel*.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reel*.
'

The Jockey.

two

two

two

reeks.

VITAGRAPH — Fighting
reel.

snd Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The

Stuff.

Poet.

Horseman (Art Acer*).
(Eddie Polo).

Veiled

Duncan

(William

Fate

(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Antoni*

Danger*

NEWS REELS
reel*.

Dark-

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

Pathe Exchange.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUS8BLL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

two

reel*.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

changes.

FRITZI

Violet

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday* and Thursday*) at Universal exchanges
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesday* and Saturdays) at
SELZNICK NEWS

reel*.

Merserean,

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

IMt oUMPb

(Patbe).
iCeleuiaica Plsyers).
(Fox).

MUTT AND JEFF

SPECIALS

AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reel*.
reels.

(Eileen

Moreno).

Grace Cunard and others, two reels

T.rWle.

The Sailor.
Tbe Toreador.
AL ST JOHN SERIES, two

Queen

Diamond

Elinor Fair).

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

featuring

The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL—The

UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH— The Silent Avenger (WixUass
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan sad

INC.

reel.

STAR DRAMAS,

(Ruth Roland).
Whirlwind.

UNIVERSAL—The White
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die

reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

one

(Charles Hutchinsoe).

Sedgwick).

two

reels.

FEDERATED FILM

two reels

PIONEER

reel*

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

every

PATHE— Hurricane Hutch
PATHE—The Yellow Arm
SELZNICK— The

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reek.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MA J. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside. two reels.

two

on*

FILM SALES

NICK CARTER SERIES,

sad

June Caprice).

PATHS

reels.

two reels

Jazz,

Adventure* of Tarxan (Elmo Lincoln).

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Masterpiece*.

ENTERPRISES—Cowboy

SERIALS

two

reel*

reeL

ARROW— Thunderbolt

DOMINANT PICTURES,

two

P. olographs.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

reels.

4 E.

reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

snapshots.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman

two

Magazine, on*

(weekly).

GREIVER—Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Review*.
KINhTO— Charles Urban Movie Chat*.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topic* of tbe Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE—Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds
PIONEER— Luke McLuke'a Film Oxiphy.
RADIN— Brind'a Wondera of Nature.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Sermonette*.

reel.

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray

Guy.

C. B. C.

one

FEDERATED— Screen

Rent Collector.

CO.

one reel.
snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spanuth's Original Vod-s>

Pictorial*,

Dixie.
reel

two

Sceal*

SALES— Screen

C.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

reel.

Bakery.
Fall

B.

EDUCATIONAL,

other week, two reel*.

reel.

C

The Happy

one

Burred

Golf, alow motion.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reel.

FAMOUS PLA YERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT ARBL KLE COMEDIES,

one

Scenic*.

PICTURES— Sunset

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

DRAMAS

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

Small-Town

C.

ARROW FILM

Sunless Sunday.

FILM SALES

Series, on*

MISCELLANEOUS

Hick.

two reels

one
one

reel.

Stories.

The Myateriou* Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

Grief.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Exploration Series.

reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

Sportsman.

The Green barn.

TW>

one

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

MERMAID COMEDIES,

rest

Pictures,

reel.

VITAGRAPH

Torchy'* Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy'* Promotion.

sin

two

one

(every week).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Vsndenbergh

reels.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

Exposure.

Class,

one
reel.

Series,

reel.

ARROW— Sport

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reel*.

reel*.

(Johnny Hinea.)
Torcby's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mines In
Torcby's Ni«ht Hood.

The KiH
The Idle

one

on*

(every two

Travel

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFD1ES.

Woman.

two

reel

Bay

SPECIAL

SUPREME COMEDIES,

Torchy Turns Cupid.

two

INC.

ROBERTSON -COLE

Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.
Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.

Southern

one

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reeL

Hey Rube.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

EDUCATIONAL— Screenic*.
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's
one

Scenic*,

(every week).

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenic*, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two

Nobody'* Wife.
Vertu*

Bruce Scenic* BeaaOuting

EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings,
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holmes Tr»vel

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reels

reel.

Movie Mad

Man

C

(every two weeks).

reel

REKLERS, two reel*.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
LORD
GAY
LLOYD COMEDIES, one reeL
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

reel*.

two

reels.

one

tiful,

EDUCATIONAL—Chester

reel.

Snooky'a Wild 0»i»
Snooky't Blue Monday.
Snooky'* Fre»h Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

Buster

TWO

ROLIN

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
two

Max

Buster Keaton.

reel*.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROL1N COMEDIES, one reel.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
CELEBHitTKD PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES. INC.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

JOY COMEDIES.

one

with

reel*,

reel

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

two reeU.

with Harold Lloyd.

NEW-WED COMEDIES,

two

METRO
NEIGHBORS,

two

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

Keston.

reel.

ASSorMTKfl EXHIBITORS
DO,

reels

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

Robert*.

week, two reels

CO.

(Leonard Chapman), tw*

reel*.

every other

ARROW -MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES,

I

Easy.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARHOU HU

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

to

PINNACLE PRODUCTION*. INC.
DAM FOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

.

ARROW HANK MANN

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

reels.

Think About.

Nothing

Take

It

two

1921

15,

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Rtma.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kelleramaa.

two

reel*.

The Race

of the

Age (Man

o'

War).

Keep Out of

An

Politics!"

Page 39

Editorial.

SENNETT
MABEL NORMAND
MACK.
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M

presents
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special
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FIND ANOMRCROUP

A

OF 52

FEATURES

YEAH

THAT V1LL

NET-FRQFIT

YOU AS

MUCH AS UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL ATTRITIONS

October 22, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

3

YOU CAN

SHOW THESE
FOUR

OCTOBER
SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

FREE
CO STRAIGHT
by
Directed

Story by
"Vm. Harper Dean

HIGH HEELS
by Lee Zohlmar
Dfredted
Story by Louise

B Clancy

EXHIBITORS HERALD

4

October 22. 1921

1

R-C PICTURES
PRESENTS

A WIFE'S ManAWAKENING
With a Twisted Sou!

77?e Tale of a

From an

Original Story

By

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Played by Loew's
Circuit

in

York to Capacity Houses

LOUIS
723

WILLIAM

P.

CARLETON

Book This

DIRECTED BY

New

J.

GASNIER

R-Z PICTURES
SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW

FRITZI

BRUNETTE

ture

at

Pic-

the

Nearest Ex-

change

YORK

EDYTHE CHAPMAN

SAM DeGRASSE

October 22. 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

(TTke most fascinating of stars
in a picture of charm and
j

komesfun quality.

William Fox
presents

SHIRLEY

MASON
m

Qrac
Story

bi^,

Wilbur Finley Fauley
VLrcctecL bif
Howard K. Mitchell

ARTHUR.
SAWYER;

HERBERT

LUBIN
Pre sent

GAR.ETH

HUGHE S
in

GARMENTS
of TRUTH
fthc story

of a boij voKo

cou.LJ.Wt we<\v the tvu~
<fvom,

FREEMAN

stovij in 'fticto via I

GEORGE

D.

TILDEN'S
JR.evie

w m

BAKER.

>

PRODUCTION

BR/

METRO IU

ES

:ation
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

October 22, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Fable Pictures,

Inc.,

7

presents

AESOPS
FILM

FABLES
MODERNIZED
Cartoonist Paul Terry

To make
think

is

people laugh as well as
Genius.

it 2600 years ago.
The
Aesop's Film Fables Modernized

Aesop did
do

it

today.

They
dom.

are sugar-coated pills of wisThey bring roars of laughter and at the same time educate.

"Very amusing scenes," "A good laugh in
every one of them," "More than the
average number of laughs," says Wid's
in

various reviews.

Anima"Registers some great laughs
tion well done," says the Trade Review.
.

.

.

stuff. Our people look for them,"
says a big exhibitor.

"Great

A Distinct

Novelty That Appeals To

Any Audience Anywhere

One Short Reel Each Week Every Week

PATHE
Distributors

— —

—

RIDER

»

BENJ.

by

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTION

ZANE GREY

One (greatest Box

Office

^Author of all Time
What

Exhibitors Say About Zane Grey Pictures

"It do beat all" how these
Zane Grey pictures take with

Zane Grey

— Grand

Liberty Theatre, Washington, Indiana.

is' big bet for me.
Theatre, Portland,

Oregon.

the audiences.

Zane Grey outranks

when

Zane Grey pictures are very

ters

Arcade Theatre,
Cottage Grove, Oregon.

feature

best bet.

all wrioffering stories for

material.

Grand Theatre,

— New

Portland,

Oregon.

Zane Grey's name stands for
more than any author.
Home Theatre, Audeen, Calif.

All

Zane Grey pictures please.

— Odeon Theatre, Hardin, Mo.

and probably>is greatest story, "The MysteriHISouslatest,
Rider," to be released on October 23, promises to
be the biggest

money-maker

of

them

all.

Distributed. Vy

=

HODKINSON
ftraPATHE'EXCHAN6Efec.==

WILLIAM. M..VOGEL FOREIGN
HO-Win

FORTY SIXTH fT.VTW YOBX DISTRIBUTOR

MrsWallace Reid
Returns to
the Screen
in
iJka

isVI^^L

— STAR "RING

ESTER CI

Now!

Available

THE DOUBLEDAY PRODUCTION CO'S
5-Reel

CYCLONIC MELODRAMA
OF THE NIGHT RIDERS!
By

Director

HENRY McCARTY

FRANK FANNING

and

Supervisor

CHAS. W.
Distributors

—

LEO MEEHAN

MACK

THE WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION

CO,

IRVING M. LESSER, Gen' I Mgr.
Suite 635 H. W.

Hellman

Bldg., Los Angeles

II
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REALART STAR FRANCHISE
License for Thirty-six (36; Photoplays, Starring Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles Minter,
Constance Binney.Wanda Hawley, Alice Brady, May Mc Avoy
Season of ig 21- 1922

AGREEMENT
CORPORATION,

made

in

triplicate

-

«

called the "Distributor,"

-

located at

County of

Number

;

Owner," party

of the second part,

owner or

„.

t

such agreement being

lessee

(Town)

Street, City

_

State of

Exchange

-

REALART PICTURES

and

part,

hereinafter called the "Franchise-

Theatre,

„

—

entered into at the

first

between

192

-

party of the

-

of and operating the....,

W

day of

-

this

Delaware corporation, hereinafter

a

made and

WITNESSETH:

of the Distributor,

WHEREAS,

the Distributor proposes to release during the period of one year commencing oa-or about September 1, 1921, thirty -si* (J6) photoplays, in each of which
one of the following stars shall enact a leading role, to wit;
Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles Minter, Constance Binney, Wanda HawleT, Ahce Brady, May MeAvoy— no ooe star appearing
in more than eight (t) of said photoplays; and
the Franchise Owner desires to exhibit thirty-six (16) of said photoplays in the above named theatre;

WHEREAS,
NOW, THEREFORE,

in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
FIRST: The Distributor hereby grants to the Franchise Owner a license to exhibit, at the above named theatre only, at the times hereinafter provided, thirty-six (J6)
motion picture photoplays in which the Distributor shall have copyright, released or to be released by the Distributor as aforesaid, such license being upon the terms, agreements and
conditions hereinafter set forth.
To enable the Franchise Owner so to exhibit said photoplays and at an incident to said license, the Distributor will lend to the Franchise Owner
one positive print of each' of said photoplays and the Franchise Owner will accept such prints for the sole purpose of exercising said license and of using said prints In accordance with the
terra and conditions of this agreement
SECOND: The Franchise Owner agrees to exhibit each of said photoplays at the above named theatre, for
consecutive days, upon
The Distributor agrees to mail or deliver to the Franchise Owner from time to time, at least two weekj prior to the dates of exhibition fixed
the date* designated by the Distributor.
therein, written notice designating the photoplays and the dates in accordance with the following paragraph, upon which the Franchise Owner shall be entitled to exhibit the same.
In the event that the Distributor is unable to deliver a photoplay on the date so designated, from prints then on hand at its above-mentioned Exchange, the Distributor may at any time
give notice changing the dates and the photoplays so designated.
The Franchise Owner agrees to exhibit the said photoplays in accordance with the aforesaid notices, on the days of the week checked or otherwise indicated

on the schedule below, in each period of seven (7) consecutive days in successive periods of fourteen (14) days, beginning
192
it being
understood that seven (7) days shall intervene between each such fourteen (l+t~day period, except-that ihe eighteenth such period shall immediately follow the seventeenth period.
,

DAYS OF THE WEEK WHEN
Monday

Sunday

THIRD: The

Owner

Franchise

following the pre-release* showing thereof

If a zone is specified herein,
expressly designated herein.

have the

shall

any)

(if

~

Saturday

Friday

in

the

tone or other locality hereinafter designated,

-

-

shall be understood to be the zone defined in the records o
'Distributor or its licensees may exhibit any said photoplay

it

PLAYED

BE

Thursday

run of each of said photoplays

-

therein:

ARE TO

PICTURES

Wednesday

Tuesday

The

maps on

n

ewherc

in

file

said

io

the

office

the

of

zone or locality

in:

ibutor.
tely

A

run

following

jfcaU not
its

be

run at the

exclusive, unless so
staid theatre of the

Franchise Owner.
If the Franchise Owner shall fail to exhibit any photoplay at the time designated as in Article Second provided, either because of neglect or refusal so to do
or because of breach of this agreement on account of which the Distributor shall be entitled to withhold delivery of said photoplay, the Franchise Owner shall lose, and in such event
does hereby waive, the right to the priority of run specified in this article with respect to such photoplay.

FOURTH: The
„
„
_
Dollars

_

($

upon

)

Owner

Franchise

Dollars

),

receipt

execution hereof, the

the

_

,

agrees to pay to the Distributor, at

($

in instalments

whereof

Dollars ($

„

)

is

its

which

above-mentioned Exchange, for the license -hereby granted the sura of

shall

be due

and payable as follows:

hereby acknowledged; and

on Monday

in

a

sum equal

to

one thirty-sixth (1-36) of the

total

fee,

that

is

each period of seven (7) consecutive days in successive periods of fourteen (14) days, beginning

license fee hereunder shall have been paid, it being understood, however, that seven (7) days shall intervene
between each such fourteen (14) day period. If any such Monday shall be a legal holiday, such instalment shall be due on the next day not a legal holiday.
As long as Section 906 of the Revenue Act of 1911 shall remain in force, the Franchise Owner agrees to pay to the Distributor a sum equal to the Five Per
Cent Film Rental Tax, computed on and payable at the same time as the instalments of license fee. In the event of any change in the present tax 00 film rental, the rate shall be increaied or
equal
decreased accordingly. Should any other state or federal tax be imposed in lieu of or in addition to said tax, the Franchise Owner shall pay to the Distributor upon demand a sum
_

192

-,

until the full

such tax.
at its above-mentioned ExFIFTH: The Distributor agrees that it will use its best effort* to have a print of the photoplay next to be exhibited by the Franchise Owi
The Distributor shall not be
aforesaid on the date specified in the notice referred to in Article Second
chance for delivery to the Franchise Owner in time for showing in the theatre
orders of court, ruling of censors,
accidents, labor troubles, fires, delays of
reason
of
photoplay
by
delivery
of
any
making
in
or
delay
failure
liable in any way for
exhibitor n returning a print to the Distributor,
destruction thereof, failure or delay of any other franchise ow
delays in completing negative or positive prints of any photoplay or
similar or of any other nature.
other causes not within the control of the Distributor, whether of a
,

,

or

5.
The Franchise Owner agrees to deliver to the above-mentioned Exchange of the Distributor or to such other address as the Distributor may direct in writing, by the fastest
accessories furnished by the Distributor, immediately
reliable means of transportation (with the containers properly addressed), all prints of photoplays and all reels, containers and other
upon the termination of the period fixed in the aforesaid notices of exhibition for the showing of said photoplays. The Franchise Owner shall pay alt delivery charges both ways, and
agrees that all carriers shall be the agents of the Franchise Owoer and not of the Distributor.
shall
fail to deliver the same in accordance with the
exhibition,
or
authorized
period
of
delivered
hereunder
beyond
the
6
If the Franchise Owner shall use or retain any print
specified herein, in the interval between delivery thereof
provisions of Section "5" of this Article, or if any print delivered to the Franchise Owner is run at any theatre other than the one
Distributor, the Franchise Owner shall forthwith pay to the Distributor for such use, retention or dejay in delivery,
to the Franchise Owner and redelivery thereof as directed by the
retention. or delay, and furthe
nless
ucb use, retention,
additional license fee of twice the pro rata amount per day for the license under this agreement, for each day of such

loss, damage or expense resulting therefrom.
*Mher prrtv whatsoever without
:ised bv
This license and agreement is personal to the Franchise Owner and may not be assigned
shall not relieve the Fr
Owner fn
lion ther.
The transfer by the Franchise Owner of its interest in the above mentioned theatre or i
of the Distributor.
lity and obligations under this agreement.
,
herein
contained or in the performance of
NINTH: If the Franchise Owner shall default in the performance or observance of any term, agreement or condition
Distributor shall have the right to withhold delivery of any photoplay until such default shall have been cured, or at the Distributor's opti
r contract between the parties hereto, the
to do, and
of such termination,
- -nita" n nttrr ni jt»
terminate this agreement and *'.e license hereby granted, by mailing or delivering to the Franchise flwjex
.Distributor of
such default or defaults or
own use all moneys theretofore paid to it by thi
_e Distributor shall retain to its
nv consent given by the Distributor, shall be a waiver or consent in the spec.
the D,i
The right* sod retnediei herein esuriemed iball b« ii^*S**

on account of any

EIGHTH:

;
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Contract

Has Two

Sides

•mil
of

tltttaw

i

All
be bmdiar. .p.. the Diitrirmtor.

oetrotianoni

at

You

read

much about what

Distributor's pledges.

A

the Exhibitor

is

obligated to do, but hear

little

about the

Realart Star Franchise imposes very definite obligations on

the Distributor.
Realart obligates

itself

produce and delioer 36 productions, starring Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles
Minter. Constance Binney. Wanda Hawley, Alice Brady and May MeAvoy.
36 no more, no less no hold-outs or hold-overs for bigger prices.

To
(Saleitnan)

HEAD OFFICE COPY

—

—

To

supply these productions as a season's service, not as individual pictures:

To

guarantee that no one

star will

appear

in

more than

eight pictures during

the season;

e
Trade Mirk Beg. U.fi

To

deliver pictures

time a Franchise

To

is

on

specified dates, fixed for a

signed

full

year

in

advance

at

the

:

divorce playing dates from paying dates, and accept remittances on the

instalment plan:

To

declare at the outset exactly

no

special assessments;

To

what

the complete service shall cost for a year:

provide adequate exploitation and advertising service for each production.^

,

Adapted by Douglas Doty from
an

original story by

Elmer Harris
Directed by Maurice Campbell

!

!

DKAKES

D

Now

OFF!

step

on

!

Slip her into high

it

That's nothing, only a
chicken's head.

But
There goes your hat
what do you care
You're having a good
!

!

time and Bebe

—

s

driving!

What's

.

put- putting

that

in

—

look

like

Gosh, those telephone poles
a picket fence

Can't
Eighty
put" back there?
.

Ninety!
ing us!

S'long

Jumping

we

bullfrogs

Good-night

Bebe

Speed cops!

shake that "put-

it's

he s passa speed cop.

we'll see you in

You'll need

cops, reserves, constables

traffic

jail

I

cops. Hv-

and white wings

keep em from tearing down
when you show this one.

to

your house

Here is a six-cylinder, hundred-and-twenty
fun-power, record breaking comedy with
Bebe Daniels

at the

wheel

Step on

it!

WANDA HAWLEY
HER FACE VALUE
Scenes behind the scenes of a great

moving picture studio have a fascina^
tion for

and

most fans.

Here

is

a thrilling story of a

star's life.

a faithful

famous

—

A SHARP

A

precipice.

on a plunging

horse.

girl

Cam-

A
A quick cast and her

desperate look

eras grinding.

behind her.
lariat

loop slips over a jutting crag.

The

clatter

Cameras

of pursuing hoofs.

A

grinding.

frantic

scramble over the brink of the
cliff.

Down

down

reaches the

lariat's

down.

She

end, swing-

pendulum high above
A knife flashes up

ing like a

the road.

above. Faces peer over the brink.
A hoarse shout from the director.

And

Here

is

darkness.

the graphically

story of a

whom

then

moving picture

human
star

circumstances drove to

a desperate bargain

with

life.

An

original story

Adapted

to

by Samuel Merv>

the screen and

by Charles Maigne.

eh

I

direc

ONEY.
was
wrapped
ions
for

Money

to

burn!

whole trouble.
soul and body in his

That

He

the

his

mill-

and with them bought exemption
his family from every social respon-

sibility.

And then one day while out driving
with her lover this money-maker s daughter

ran over a boy.

As her

father again reached for his check

book, the daughter

saw

cowardice

the

of hiding behind money bags.

And

she

rebelled.

The

of wills that followed

battle

was

nothing

less

Here

offered another opportunity for

is

than

thrilling.

Alice Brady's dramatic fervor and emotional

fire,

and her

rare

gift

of wearing

clothes like a thoroughbred.

Your audience

will appreciate both.

f

WWW! Biffin

A,9H>JU£4*St.
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(fade*1*
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Jo*1
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REALAPvT
PICTURES CORPORATION
469

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

fob

Blda-

— do

you remember the

problem of Married Life, \
the danger points of
"Dangerous Curve Ahead?"

— surely
in

you

recall

drama of the
"The Old Nest!"

eternal

the

Home

There is a greater problem in Life, a greater
drama in Marriage, a
newer theme —

And now

GOLDWYN PRESENTS
REGINALD BARKERS PRODUCTION

POVERTY
OF
RICHES
ivlEROY SCOTT

DIRECTED BY REGINALD BAR.KJER

L

GOLDWYN

PICTURE

Mayflower Photoplay
Coppopitioro

presents

GEORGE LOANE

TUCKERS
PRODUCTION

^

Ladies Must
£ive"
Betty Compson
Adapted from the novel btj
Alice I>uer Miller

TUCKER'S only proMR.ductionsince
"The MirMan," and destined to
add equal glory to his mem-

acle
ory.

Builtona theme as mighty,
produced with the same intuition and understanding.
Telling a compelling and
stirring tale of. spiritual re-

generation.

Few

pictures ever released

could be compared with
drawing power.

it

in

(2 ^paramount
Cpiciure

7

1

William
deAVille
PRODUCTION

Mfter t/ie Show
Jack Holt,lilaLee, ^Charles Ogle
Adapted, fronSjhe stage Door"

^/RitaWeiman
Photoplay by

M

Hazel c Donal<L and
ViannsL Knowlton

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October 22, 1921

JCENARIO DY DERN ARD MCQDNVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUARLEJ" ROJ"l-IED
DIRECTION DY ALFRED E. GREEN AND
JACK DICKPOI2.D

A

PICTURE TUAT IX ALL PEAPTPULXING VITN MOTPEP LOVE.

XVEET AS TUE EAITP OE CPILDWOOD-AN APPEAL TUAT NO AGE
OP CLAJT CAN PETUT

UNITED AQT\STS CORPORATION
MARY DICKPORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
•

•

HIRAM ADI5AMX

PI2.EJ~IDENT

•

D.

V GRIFFITH

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October 22, 1921

15

presents*

Cjfie cJtiree cJKiiu
haxQd on

thai-

immor+a/ nocre/ 6y

ALEXANDRE DUMA/

ADAPTION. GOJTUMING. PE-TEAQ.CI-1 UNDEP
EDVAR.D KNODLOCK
DIRECTION UN DEP. EPED NIDLO
PMOTOGPADWY UNDEP APTWUP. EDEJON

TUREE MLLTKETEEQJ"

.

MOR.E
JUAN A MOTION PICTUQE PPODUCTIONIT UAS BECOME A CLASSIC OE JOPEEN
ACUIIEVEMENT AND A TOVEP, OE DOXOEEICE JTQ.ENGTEI
"TUE

\S

UNITED ARTLTLT CORPORATION
MAPY DICKEOPD CWAPLIE CWAPLIN
•

•

WIPAM ADfiAMJ:

EAI PDAN \<S
PI3.EJ~IDENT

DOUGLAJ"

D.

W GPIEEITU'

EXHIBITORS HERALD

16

JO.

October 22, 1921

OX gkjfitkr
in afterpiece

DOWN

EAJT" \S OVERWHELMING
PICTURE TNEATRE DOX-OEEICEX EVERY
VUERE. IT \S TUE DEJT ADVERTISED
PICTURE TUAT EXUIDITORT UAVE EVER

"VAY

UAD TUE OPPORTUNITY TO DOOK

UNITED AQTIJTT CORPORATION
MARY PICKPCQD -CHARLIE CWAPUN DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
•

Wl

QAM

ADfiAMJT PfiEJ^IDENT

•

D.

V GRICPTW
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j~rom

hij~

ce/eb/ated j^tade yuccejy

LOU IX

N.

by

DARKER.

DIRECTED DY NENGY KOLKEte.

TULT

\S

TUE JTAJON OE TUE

PICTUQE-AND "DIJ~QAELI"
LfONE Or TUE DIG PICTUf^EX
OE TUE SEASON
DIG

UNITED AOmSJS CORPORATION
MARY DICKPORD CHARLIE CWADLIN DOUGLAJ" PAIRQANKJ~
•

•

Ml

RAM

ADfXAMJ? Dfig_riDENT

•

D.JM GRIPPTtj
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Mr. Distributor: Before You
Mr. Exhibitor:

Before You
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Buy—

Book—

for

Col.

W.

N. Selig's

Masterful

NEW

15

EPISODE

AMAZING, WILD ANIMAL—JUNGLE

SERIAL
"A tornado

of action!

A

whirlwind of

thrills!"

WORLD'S RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Cable Address: EXIMFILM, N. Y.

CO., Inc.

A Romance
By

A

of

Two Worlds

CAREY WILSON

First National Attraction

WHAT THE EDITORS
ense

"The Cup
devotion.

of Life"

is

one long drink of adventure and

The combination

tense and real.

No

time

good and the drama

wasted

is

way. Exhibitors can always
like

is

find

in getting

is

under

enough patrons who

red-blooded and two fisted adventure pictures.

This picture contains just enough sex and woman's

honor

appeal

interest to

to

section

that

patrons.

Thrilling

of

your

WID'S.

The Ince-Bosworth combination is at it again, which
means that a picture is presented which carries all
the ear marks of success. Not since "Below the Surface" has this duo co-operated and "The Cup of Life"
is

as brimful of action, incident, adventure

ance.

The opening

shot

is

a

thriller.

Above

and romthe aver-

age and well worth anyone's time.

—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

Beautiful
From both the artistic and dramatic standpoint, "The
Cup of Life" satisfies the most critical demands. Of
three

it

is

difficult to

decide which

is

the outstanding

feature: the excellent character portrayals of the
star cast, the Oriental splendor

and beauty of

all

settings

and costumes or the powerful and gripping dramatic
situations

and sequences.

—PITTSBURGH

PRESS.

SAY

WHAT THE EDITORS SAY
Dyed-in-the-wool drama with box

office appeal,

en-

tertainment value and dramatic strength masterfully

A picture to look at,

combined.

to advertise
in years.
It tells

to

book

for a

Thomas H.

with conviction.

run and

Ince's best

and convincing.

Swift, picturesque, clean

a big "bang-up" yarn in vigorous, forceful in-

cidents snugly strung together

of the plot.

It

should

on a

single taut thread

make money

for

many

ex-

hibitors.

—EXHIBITORS HERALD.

Colorful
Audiences of every character

which

and

enjoy

will

this picture,

of a distinct melodramatic type, full of color

is

Besides the remarkable acting of Bos-

action.

worth, Tully Marshall does some fine character delineation.

The photography

is

one of the

really great

achievements.

—EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

Gripping
Here

is

a story that will grip and hold.

worked out with admirable
is

excellent

and the

cast

finely
his

remarkable.

Madge Bellamy

is

balanced.

Hobart

powerful studies of

unregenerate but forceful manhood.
is

plot

The production

effect.

Bosworth presents another of

The

is

Tully Marshall
a charming and

dramatically competent Pain.

—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

'

WHAT THE
Loew

EXHIBITORS THINK

has booked

"The Cup

ONE HUNDRED DAYS
pohtan

Paul

circuit,

New

Gusdonavic

"The Cup
against

of

one

Life'

for

over his metro-

York.

of

Life'
of

of

the

Cleveland

before a
season's

test

screened

audience

most

touted
1

specials,

and

"The Cup

of

Life'

won,

THREE TO ONE.
COMING—
Thomas

H. Ince's
Drama

Great American

"HAIL THE WOMAN'

Available

for

immediate bookings

First National

at

Exchanges

(
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TORCHY
COMEDIES
oA GI^ew

Series

'iW.VAViWMV.V.VA'i^^
C. C-

BURR

Presents

JOHNNY HINES
in

"Doggone Torchy"

Torchy

gets into a

brand-new scrape

His boss sends him to some kennels
To bring home a thoroughbred puppy
Torchy is so chesty and swelled-up
Over being made private secretary
That two thugs get next to his grip
And substitute a baby for the puppy

Your audience will be in an uproar
At Torchy's trials and tribulations
In hiding the youngster in his room
And dodging arrest for kidnapping
The idea is original and laughable
The action is bright, brisk, breezy
Every scene goes over with a Bang

EDUCATIONAL^ Nationally Advertised
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.,
One

of

Short Subjects
*

w.

mammons.

A

which brings throngs of
men and women to your theatre;
a drama of the hazards of married
happiness which grips and holds;
a production whose stirring untitle

foldment has

all

the essentials of

splendid entertainment, and, best
of

all,

of never -failing

box

office

merit; "Discontented Wives" is
what the exhibitors call a "surefire" feature.

Book

it!

Playgoers Pictures

Presents-'

Across The Divide
with

Rosemary Theby AND Rex Ballard
Produced

J.

By

Photoplay Compan:
ubuted By Playgoers Pictures
~^»^
through Pa the' Exchange...
gn Repre,er.«tive for Playgoer* Picture*.
-

Sidney Garrett

)

I

Cameo

Classics

present

FROM THE STORY CHAINS by CHARLES BARRELL
CARLYLE ELLIS
PLAYGOERS PICTURES

Directed hy

Distributed 1^

THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGE

i">

'The

effective

ppealing
keeping

2

T*

I

.

.

v

human

interest

atmosphere of

Hearts'

makes

it

and

$

**

^^^^

'Home

\\\

worth

V

\

,

.

A

vhile.
t is

a sincere

attempt to present an

nteresting character study,
gainst delightful

ontaining

ake

it

drawn

backgrounds, and

many fine touches which

quite

out of the class of

ordinary attractions ".

Wid's Daily

v

;

.1

/.

VvV

l

^

^
:

:

g*

f

*

i

Vg

INC.

WILLIAM

and £DITH:

w STEEL HEAR"
(Six Reels)

Overpowering an enraged
hands; rescuing

with his bare
carried

away

grizzly

a

in

flooded

a

coll

mountain

stream; beating two gun-toting enemies
in

a sensational

room

—these

ceaseless

may

action

new Western

"STEELHEART
But only by actually seeing the picture,
can its real merit be understood as a
classic of action.

William Duncan and Edith Johnson
in

"STEELHEART"

a pitch-dark
give some idea of the

fight

in

in

William

production,

99

Duncan's

DUNCAN
fOHNSON
WHERE MEN ARE MEN"

til
r

b

'HE vivid life of a turbulent
Western mining town is the
ikground of the stirring action

William Duncan
and Edith Johnson

cthis red-blooded picture.
1

bad

ere are claim-jumpers,

r:n and dance-hall queens,
'xere is the excitement of the
el
i

West There

<e of the best,

is,

at

<er screened.

m

this

fights

fist

You'll feel that
fight.

If

a Class

A
ion

Opin-

says:
rich i n
and types,

jptcially

there
tht

especially

is

The

ling.
per
[lly

drawing
well

is

done

production.

phere

If

you

Men Are Men"

peppy way

should 'be
prove an
nt attraction for your

Esed

you

seen this high-class
Western drama, make
arrangements to do so
now.

.ven't

Iqsen

all

And

most genuine,

ugh -and -tumble
•u are

sometimes

human-ness.

its

ties,

is

there

roughness;

it

it

will

'WHERE MEX ARE
Fict Reels

.V/£A"
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A BARREL OF FUN
IN

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

'"WAR |
BRIDES'
of
'PANTHEffJjf

L0NE WOLF

:eat/ng

BARRl
'Trtt

SIN

THAT

VjftS

fTHE MAN
IVrtO

LOST f GBEATJP >

HIMSELF"
IG

PICTURES ARE

, ^THf < k\
-0^ £

THE FOUNDATION OE THE SELZNICK SUCCESS

-

*

No Question
About Selzmck

s

"A MAN'S HOME"—
They All Agree It's

One

of the Finest!

Ask:
HIINVM
WILLIAM
RALPH INCE PRODUCTION
J.

Selznick

Adapted by Edward J. Montagne
from the play by Anna Steese Richardson:
and Edmund Breese.
Cast Includes Harry T. Morey, Kathlyn

A.

BRADY

HARRISON
ARTHUR JAMES
AL LICHTMAN
P.

Presented by Lewis

ABRAMS

S.

LOUELLA PARSONS

MONTE SOHN
BOB WELSH

Matt Moore, Faire Binney,
Grace Valentine, and Roland Bottomley.
Williams,

or Anybody Else

Who

Has Seen

It

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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From Dr. Riesenfeld
Mr. Urban on "The

Letter
to

Four Seasons"
New York,
October 6,
1921

Charles Urban,
Kineto Company of America,
Mr.

City.

My dear Mr. Urban:I feel that I owe you more than a mere
price or mere thanks for your picture, "The Four Seasons"
which I showed at the Rialto Theatre last week.

As a nature feature it is unique. It is
beautiful, instructive and above all, intensely
interesting. With proper music it becomes an illustrated poem, with an appeal to all classes - highbrow
and lowbrow.

Don't let anybody persuade you to make the
picture any shorter or to run it in four sections.
Friends tried to persuade me .to break it up. The audience really loved it, applauded it when it was shown,
spoke of it on leaving the theatre.

Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) Hugo Riesenfeld,

Managing Director.

Address Your Inquiries

to

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71

West Twenty-third

St.

New York

City

XHIB1 TOR

28
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McConville, Boston, say:
The Blue Fox' is the Strongest and
Best All Round Serial Ever Shown in
<&_

New
.England."

ARROW
OFFERS

am

Every

ARROW
Serial

Draws

3

the Crowds.

A

the

SLR1AL IN

THRILL-JAM MED CHAPTERS'
Starrim

I

"The Blue

A Ben Wilson Production

— Duke Worne

1

\

Fox"

Dircctui

Author — Karl R. Coolidge

is

Smashing
all

Follow
"

An

Intensely
Thrilling Serial
of the Great

Records.

Nan

it

With

North Woods

of the

ROMANCE

North."

ADVENTURE
INTRIGUE

The Same

LOVE
HATE

Popular Star.

Exhibitors:

See

Your Independent Exchange

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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P* Gruwell, Progress Pictures, Chicago,
writes: "Congratulate you on 'The Blue
Fox\ It Has Everything* Bound to be Big

J.

Winner*"

ARROW
Are
Popular and

Serials

Successful

Because They

Are the

Right

Kind of
Serials

ARROW

FILM CORPORATION

220 West 42nd

Street,

New York

Diitribulors for United

Kmgdom:

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,
162 Wardour Street

City

LONDON

Lei

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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398

NATIONAL

Ave.

EXCHANGES
IMC OrveorVATBD

October 22, 1921

the added touch that
means perfection to your

It's

CRnnounces CurrenbRelcasc.

program

I

THE WONDER REEL

ISSUED WEEKLY.
presented bu

i

l

Charles

"Kineto Review"

/

Urban

is

the one

best bet!

A

unusual subjects is the
tinguishing feature of Kineto Reviews.

wide range

of

You know what

the

dis-

magazine and feature

section means to a Sunday newspaper. It's the
section that everybody grabs first. Kineto Reviews occupy the same place on your program.

Broadway

Kineto Reviews and says so
through the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Strand and
likes

other theatres.

The whole country

Kineto Reviews and
says so through leading theatres everywhere.
Your patrons will like Kineto Reviews, and like
fifty -two of them
one a week for a year.
likes

—

You're not a live
Kineto Reviews.

showman

you don't book

if

BOOK NOW AT
ALBANY— Gardiner Pictures, Inc.
ATLANTA — Savini Films, Inc.
BALTIMORE — Independent Film &

CINCINNATI—The Lande
Supply

Co.

BOSTON — American
BUFFALO — Gardiner
CHICAGO — Superior

Film Distributing

CLEVELAND— The

Lande

Film

Distribu-

ting Co.

DALLAS — R. D.
DENVER — Arrow

Feature Film Co.
Pictures, Inc.
Service,

Screen

^President

Eai^l H. Hopkins
(^Treasurer

Lewis Film Co.
Photo Plays Corp.

—Strand

Features, Inc.
Film

LITTLE ROCK— R. D.
LOS ANGELES—All

Lewis
Star

Fllrr

Feati

tributors, Inc.

MILWAUKEE— Educational

Film

Minn.

Inc.

iter L. Johnson

DETROIT

KANSAS CITY— Standard

Co.

"NATIONA
NT

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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At the end of the rainbow—

A

pot of gold!

At the end of National comedies—Gold

in the box-office!!

Book them now.

—

that's

comedies
each one a
National Comedies.

They

present two stars

Situation

ences will

whom

demand again and

John Junior

gem

—

your audi-

again.

the only comedian on the
screen who doesn't rely on exaggerated
antic and grotesqueries for his laughs. His
every S picture is a character study that
strikes

is

home.

Edna Shipman, daintiest of comediennes,
is well known from Christy comedies and

many

features.

Tefft Johnson, maker of countless comedies
remember the Lee kiddies is the
director.
Xuff sed on that point.

—

—

IN

\POLIS— Educational

Film

Exch.

Mn.
V

AVEN — American

Feature Film Co.
ORK—Climax Film Corp.
-AOMA CITY— R. D. Lewis Film Co.
LiELPHIA— Royal Pictures, Inc.
W

T5URGH— Apex

NEAREST EXCHANGE
PORTLAND — American Feature Film Co.
ST. LOUIS— Independent Film Co. of Mo.
SALT LAKE CITY — Arrow Photoplays
Corp.

SAN FRANCISCO— All
trib..

Star Features Dis-

Inc.

SEATTLE — Arrow

Photoplays Co.

TORONTO—21 E. Dundas Bt
MONTREAL— 12 Mayor St., Albee

^^JL^11

TED
IlXI

Bids-

Union St
M7 Main St.

—

CALGARY, ALTA.— Elma Block.
VANCOUVER. B. C— Allen Theatre

VPTT
A "VT/^*T£^
'XL/ H AN Cj
Pictures, Inc.

—87

JOHN, N. B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.
ST.

JL-*K^

Bldg.

HunterBenne

^-ir^
Excharu

General

Manager-

*

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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AN IDEAL ACHIEVED.
About three years ago, after having spent years in freely
expressing my ideas as to some things that I thought should
be done in the film business, I decided that most executives in
a position to use ideas in the film business considered them
worth what they cost, and since mine then only cost ten
dollars]a year the executives did not use them fast enough to
suit

me.

At that time I turned over control of my publication, Wid's
y
Daily, to J. D. Dannenberg and Jack Alicoate, two real men
who had [long been associated with me. I haven't written
anything for publication since that time.
I went out to California, got myself a nice little home for
the family and devoted my time, energy and ideas to advisory
work in association with independent producers, with whom
I had a substantial interest.
I presume that it is no news to most folks in the industry,
although it may be to some, that I was associated with George
Loane Tucker from the time he returned from England four
years ago until his untimely recent death.
I

was instrumental

in

many ways

in the

organization^ of

the Associated Producers.

Years ago I stated emphatically many times my opinions
as to why an independent merchandising service was needed
in the film business to give direct contact between the actual
maker of pictures, the creator or independent producer, and
the theatre owner.

Now I can announce the successful development of an
ideal of years a fundamentally sound sales merchandising
organization for the proper co-ordination of the film industry
so as to bring direct contact between the independent producer
and the theatre owner.

—

This organization, which I control, was announced to the
The
trade last Spring as the F. B. Warren Corporation.
the
out
of
working
an
actual
corporation
is
policy of this
soundest fundamentals ever applied in the film industry.
I am proud of the product that has been gathered as the
The first pictures were, in
first offerings of this corporation.

October 22, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

opinion, the best ever offered by any new company in the
iry of the film business, and I have seen every existing
co.

j2>any start.

This corporation will offer in the coming month three productions which, in my opinion, are even better than our earlier
offerings.

—

These three coming productions are first, a visualization
of Charles Dickens* "Our Mutual Friend**, which is truly a
gem, second, a human little drama that will ring the cash
<(
register, visualizing the song
The Old Oaken Bucket**, and,
third, an exceptionally powerful offering from Lois Weber,
with the sure-fire title "What Do Men Want?'*, considered by
the producer, by myself and others who have seen it, her best.

—

Now I am in the position of being able to say that I shall
quit preaching about the film business and how it should be
run and practice what I have preached in the operation of an
independent sales organization which has been constructed
entirely for the purpose of giving a market to any producer of
worthy product.
This corporation functions solely as a sales- service organization acting for the independent producer as a salesman in formThe same terms for
ing a contact with the theatre owner.
distribution are given to every producer who has product
Each
worthy the efforts of a high-powered organization.
groupwill
be
no
There
merits.
its
production will be sold on
ing of productions together under the name of the corporation.

operating on practically a cost basis,
and in planning it I have worked out another constructive
The men who really do the work are the ones who are
ideal.
being well paid,— in other words, our branch managers and
salesmen are working under a profit-sharing plan.
This corporation

is

In the course of the next six months I hope to be able to
shake hands, personally, with the hundreds of my very good
friends among the theatre owners who have always taken such
a gratifying interest in my efforts to in some way improve this
wonderful industry of ours.

Yours for constructive

effort,

«

*

Treasurer,
F. B.

Warren Corporation.

MOORE

JOE

EILEEN SEDGWICK
and

TEDDY THE DOG
IN

The Problem Eternal"
A

Story of

The Streets of New York
Written and Directed by

See

It

You

Now
will

at the

WILLIAM

C.

CRAFT

Band Box Theatre, Loop, Chicago

be well compensated.

It is

one of the big pictures of the year.

Now

Book
for Illinois and Indiana
WAKEFIELD CASE— HERBERT RAWLINSON. WHISPERING SHADOWS— LUCY COTTON
HEADIN* HOME— BABE RUTH. DANGEROUS LOVE— PETE MORRISON
BRUTE ISLAND— HARRY CAREY. THE SHADOW— MURIEL OSTRICHE

83

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
Wabash

1

Avenue

So.

Chicago

^ijgteb.

JSBW^

Telephones

Harrison 7971-7972

Charier Oickeru'
S\st Complete Novel

Human
Characters
\ »tor\ by one of the world's mas*
novelists

ter

— master

of charac-

ter creation:

master of romance;
master of fun and comedy and,
surprisingly,

sound,

You

master

thrilling

will

of

good

melodrama.

never realize

fully, un-

you have seen it. how powerful
and gripping a tale there is in
"Our Mutual Friend."

til

It is a story of mj »ter\ and miserof intrigue, love, hate: a story of
j

hidden

wills and riches; of quaint,
lovable people bo beautifully acted

that you feel almost that the character come to life and step from
the pages you are turning.

Introduce your audiences

human people
It

i>

a

with

the

certainty that everyone will

like the theatre

"Our

to

of this great -ton.

Mutual
quaint

more

after seeing

Friend."

personalities

peopled
a-

lightful as they are exceptional.

de-

r

ou Will

me

I

A haughty beauty
by wealth who had to be tamed

Wilfer:

Ala

oiled

]fore learning to love.
'a"
1

1

He

Wilfer:

having

all at

lived for years withthe same time a coat,

msers and hat to match.

Wegg:. "The literary

Jas

)oden leg:" blackguard
.scoundrel as

man

and

with a

as lovable

you ever met.

Handsome, young,
and entangled in a mys-

,hn Rokesmith:

uch

in love

17 to which he alone holds the ani

er.

Venus: The frowsy and laughable
Ine-mender whose peculiar "art"'
nde his romance more difficult.

r.

ague Riderhood : A villain of the old
nool who lived and died a villain.
Jr.

and Mrs. Boffin:

lart of the
1

millions

Both dear

who

to the

will always

member one of the most delightful

loks of the century.
ie

players in this

notably pleasing

joduction have never been excelled in
;

y cast

you have ever seen.

Exhibitors are always de-

manding
provide

pictures

that

opportunities

for unusual exploitation.

"Oar Mutual Friend"

is

such a picture.

So simple

a thing as us-

ing the eight appealing

characters
sheet
stop

as

on

the

cut-outs

virtually

24will

everyone

passing your theatre and
take

them

inside.

F.

B.

WARREN

CORPORATION

!
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You Can Kick a Goal With This One!
College days are here!
season

is

The

football

on

Here's a picture saturated with college
spirit!

filmed

The

best football picture ever

— and

Grab

it

Charles

Ray

the

Hero!

while the season

— while the gridiron

is

on

is

sizzling hot

ARTHUR

S.

KANE

presents

Did you ever hear the wild cheers and witness the mad enthusiasm
to
of the rooters on a football field when the college hero is about
make a touchdown ? That's the spirit of this picture. The joyous
spirit is contagious.

Your patrons

will thrill to

it

in

Written by Charles Andrs; Dierected by Charles Ray.
Produced by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.; Photo-

graphed by George Rizard.

A

First National

Attraction

r

OkeCapitol

Get

I^ead F{ptKapfels
Letter

Marshall Neilari
presentation or

\

Bits of
rapned ou
%

f\
lp

'
<.

^

(

Adapted from the story by Hugh Wiley, Walter Trumbull, Thomas Morrow and Marshall Neilan; scenario by

I

Lucita Squier.

David Kesson
•There'll

be a Franehise_g£giyu>hg£

There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Air Stunts That Are Thrilling Audi ences Throughout The Country
A

fight on the wing of a
speeding plane 5,000 feet
in the air.

A parachute

jump from

a

burning plane.

A

take-off from the roof
of a skyscraper.

A man

caught in mid-air
from one plane
and hauled to safety on
in a leap

another.

And

this big air circus is
just one of the features
in a picture full of
surprises.

Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corp.
B. P. Schulberg, President

presents

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
in

"Stranger Than
Fiction"
Story by Charles Richman and
Albert Shelby Le Vino;

Directed by

J.

A. Barry

AfFirst National Attraction

Hhere'll

be a Franchise everywhere

Keep Out
By

of Politics!

MARTIN

When anyone speaking for this business
stands up and announces publicly that the industry is "in politics" or that it is "going into
politics"

he

is

doing something that

may

afford

J.

QUIGLEY
Imagine, for a moment, what would come

announcement of the steel inwas going into politics; imagine

as a result of an

dustry that

what

it

the press of the nation, backed by the

some momentary, personal satisfaction but he

opinion of the general public, would have to say

doing a thing that is fraught with sinister
and far-reaching peril.
Persons with penchants for delivering ulti-

about the steel industry or any other commer-

is

matums may be able to appease their vanity
by such declarations, but for such small ends
the industry cannot afford to place itself on the
block of martyrdom, yet that
tuality

is

toward which such talk

just the even-

is

dragging the

group jumping into the political arena!
Could the steel industry claim that such a
course was predicated on any altruistic motive
or for any other purpose than the seeking of
privileges that had to be maneuvered from legislatures because they did not have the support
of right and equity?
cial

business.

A brass band is not essential for the accomplishment of all undertakings. It is true that
the industry through propaganda and solicitamust take steps to insure a more favorable
from legislators; but this does not
mean "going into politics" any more than it

This industry in keeping with every other
It has no
industry has no place in politics.
business seeking either to curry the favor of

tion

friendly disposed politicians nor seeking to in-

attitude

timidate those of a hostile disposition. Under
the American form of government no business
needs to resort to such means to protect its in-

does in the case of a private citizen who finds
that his interests impel him to oppose or ap-

prove the enactment or the repeal of any law.
To assert, in so many words, that the industry is going into politics is in the first place
a foolhardy announcement because it invites

toward the industry a deluge of brickbats that
would make the record of the past year appear
as extremely tranquil,
it is

and

in the second place

mere babble because such

be done.

*

#

The industry must enjoy
of the public's goodwill

a thing will not

*
a greater degree

and tolerance than

is

at times realized because, despite the declara-

have been made about "going into

tions that
politics," it

has thus far escaped the chastise-

ment that inevitably would have been speedily
administered to any other industry of importance which had been rash enough, or absentminded enough, to permit such a line of action
to be attributed to

it.

terests.
Politics in this

country is partisan: if you
are in politics you have got to be either with a
party or against it. This business cannot afford
to be favored during one administration and
crucified during the next and, unless it is sufficiently hopeful to feel that it can continually
pick the winners, such would be the result ir "
i

.

being

«.

....

in politics.

New York

,,

ample
Mayor's

state and Los Angeles ar c ° nJu " c
r
lhe
examples
of this situation at thi pictures,
eloquent
In both places the ind
ticular moment.
c°r
was regarded as friendly toward the prev^ o J
administration
The new
administration.
promptly enacted censorship in New York state
and, from all indications, the new administration in Los Angeles will follow the same course.
This industry has the same rights of propaganda and agitation as has every other industry and every citizen and in addition it has
at its disposal the most effective of all means
for these purposes. The industry itself should
be the last to nominate itself for the dubious
honor of becoming a political football.

"
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Here

is

motion
trast"

stract

news

picture

forgotten:

be

not

called

A

"The Con-

by the Kansas
some abreason being advanced to the

was

rejected

board

state

No. 17

a bit of censorship

should

that

1921

22,

of

was contrary

to

litically

*

There

is in

*

*

operation in Kansas

judiciary experiment

known

as the

court of industrial relations which
is

strongly sponsored by the gov-

ernor,

nor

and

Henry

is in
it

picture

is

J.

Allen.

The gover-

control of the censor board
reported that the rejected
as propaganda
industrial relations

was regarded

The Kansas
relations
it

may

by

its

may

court

it,

ocratic form of government, when
even an argument, presented in an
orderly manner, for the abolition of
the Supreme Court of the United
States cannot be advanced by any
Censorship, wherever percitizen.
mitted, cannot escape the path of
automatic domination.
*

*

*

plain the ground-

The

possible foreign film invasion.
is

Mr. Carl

recently

returned

witness to this

Laemmle,

who

from a protracted study of the foreign film situation. Mr. Laemmle's
conclusion is that even with reto

foreign

many

exhibition

years will elapse before European

can

issued.

pictur.es.
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JAMES

soon with
Straight-from-the-Shoulder cam-

a

paign, which will revolutionize the
industry and mark a new epoch in
trade journalism.

Deep and Tricky
Honest Jack Meador, of Metro, sends
one in, credited to Viola Dana. Viola
says: "People who live in 'Glass Houses'
should not wear 'Garments of Truth.'
Xot bad, eh?
this

The
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80
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01
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brought out quite a

early frost
crop of overcoats.

*

We

Take

Back
Lucy Strong, who writes motion picture news for the Wisconsin News, Milwaukee,

takes

printed

this

in

It All

exception

to an
recently.

column

item
She's

strong for the truth, and says her paper
is "very friendly indeed to motion pictures."
All right, Lucy, we apologize.
*

Baker on Resolutions
(Imaginary interview with an
imaginary theatreman written by
"T. R. Monty" an imaginary
zvriter.)

BAKER

stood in the middle of a hogshead of freshly mixed plaster, in the
foyer of his new theatre. His shoes and
his clothes were covered with the white
mess. Only his head was visible.
Baker looked up. "Well, well," said
he as the writer entered.
"You're just
the

New York

Candidates for Mayor
41
Oppose Censorship
Famous Players Sues First Natipnal

the other

*

Each succeeding statement from
observers of the European film situ-

makes more

JtS

of

trade journals

yet the time

should never come, under this dem-

spect

Employes of Metro
Combined pool of editors

—as understood
—
originators that no voice

should be raised against

latest

gan
Best wishes
Barbees theatre, Chicago Some Wild Oats
Selzniclt
Clay iiiiSi
Paramount
Rent Free
Employes of Fox Film Co
17

be so good

was

the

Junior
Home and Farm
school for boys, St. Joseph, Michi-

Chicago

be a very good thing;

court and consequently no permit

to

Horse Fund:

industrial

of

producers will be in a position to
challenge the popularity of Ameri-

hostile

editor of "Re-takes" begs to
acknowledge receipt of the following contributions to the James

*

*

lessness of the apprehension, widely
expressed a few months ago, over a
a

Thanks
The

stage.

ation

*

M.

controlled censor board has

ruled out a motion picture simply
because it was construed as an argument against an institution which
even its sponsors cannot claim has
progressed beyond an experimental

the best interests

of the people of the state.

R.

concerned with the fact that a po-

censors,

effect that the exhibition of the film

J.

But we are

"The Contrast."

called

fice*.

gle copy,

Re -Takes

nor the merits of the motion picture

I

Subscription Prlcei United States and Its
Possessions. Mexico and Cuba, 93.00 a

are not concerned with either

merits of the industrial court

the
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man

wanted

I

to see!

I

noticed you

attended the Michigan exhibitors convention last week. How'd you feel?"
"Rotten" said the m. p. writer as he
took off his shoes and stockings and

waded out to where Baker stood.
The theatre owner liked newspaper
men, so he playfully threw a brick at
the fellow as he approached.
As it
bounced off his dome high in the air and
fell into the mortar with a splash, he
continued:

"What
It's

I

wanted

to

know was

me all day. What
common sense became

worried

name

of
resolution

this.

the
the
begin-

in

of

endorsing your sheet,
ning with "Whereas" and ending with

"Be

it

further resolved."

Thought you

had that standing in type all the time.
But the editor was nowhere to be seen.
He had coyly ducked under the surface
and was crawling out on the bottom.

v
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'Sumurun' Rights

Now in Litigation

Famous Players Files
Over Ownership
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct. 11.— Famous Play-

Corporation

ers-Lasky

has

filed

answer

is

filed

by First National.

Mayor

A.M.P.A. Place Mayor Hylan and Henry H. Curran,
Coalition Choice, on Record as Favoring
Repeal of Governor Miller's Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Oct. 11. Censorship of motion pictures is becoming
more and more a factor in New York politics. During the past week the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., has placed both Mayor Hylan,
candidate for re-election, and Henry H. Curran the coalition mayoralty
candidate, unequivocably on record for the repeal of the censorship law
passed at the last session of the legislature at the instigation of Governor Miller.

Many

One

of these claims is based on the
purchase of a "Sumurun" picture in
Europe in 1912 by Nathan Burkan, the
rights for which were acquired later by
Famous Players. Mr. Ludvigh says that
the picture now being exhibited as "One
Arab ian Night" was first shown to Paramount under the original title of "Sumurun" and later was cut and put out by
First National.
First National officials state that no

papers have been served on them and
they have no knowledge of the suit.

President
of Utah Association
Members Protest Against
Is

First National

Film

Rentals
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

— At

Oct.

11.

the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Utah last week
H. E. Skinner of the Alhambra theatre,
Ogden, was elected president.
Resolutions endorsing the national organization and affiliating with it were
adopted.
Members attending the meeting registered a strong protest against
First National film prices and franchises.
The Salt Lake Film Board of Trade
tendered a luncheon to the exhibitors
and pledged the cooperation of its

members.

the last meeting of the A. M. P. A. the association had as its luncheon guests, Mayor Hylan, Commissioner of Docks Murray Hulbert, Comptroller Craig, several other city officials, and Peter Brady, of the American
Federation of Labor. Several of the heads of producing companies were
also present.
C. L. Yearsley, president of the A. M. P. A. for the benefit of the guests
from outside the industry, explained the purpose and workings of the
association. Mayor Hylan in being presented was referred to as the man
holding the second most important executive position in the United States.

Oct. 11.— The Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of South Dakota
holding a convention today and tomorrow at the Elk hotel.
is

Iowa Schedules
Its

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IA., Oct. 11.— The
unit of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America will complete its organization at a convention to be held at
the Chamberlain hotel here on October
19 and 20.

Iowa

Robbins Succeeded by
White as Sales Chief
Of Fox Film Company
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 11.— Herman Robto

bins, for nine

years associated with Fox
Film Corporation, has resigned as gen-

manager

the censor-

said

"Your policy of inviting to your gatherings those in other activities than your
own, that you may gain from their ambitions and work both inspiration and information, is undoubtedly one of the
broadest and most constructive policies
it has ever been my privilege to encounI want to
ter in the business world.
compliment you on your farsightedness.
Scores Advocates of Censorship

"In addition to giving you an outline
of my ambitions and hopes along the
lines of constructive governmental departures I feel it would not be just to
omit a few words on a subject that I
know is close to your own work. I refer
to political censorship of motion pictures.

You know

of the

company.

He

succeeded by R. A. White, who has
been in charge of the contract department.
Jack Fisleman becomes contract
manager.

Democratic

party
platform calling for a repeal of the political censorship law recently enacted in this state.
With this platform I most heartily conthat

the

has placed a plank in

its

cur.

"This blow at the fourth largest industry in the world is in harmony with other
oppressive legislation enacted at Albany.

The people who put over

this censorship

measure are the same people who are
back of the fight against the 5-cent carfare. They are the same people who are
trying to boost your gas bills and your
telephone bills. They are the same people
who are opposing the personal liberty we
all desire and which is guaranteed to us
under the United States Constitution."

Commissioner Hulbert and Comptroller
Craig also condemned censorship as unAmerican and pernicious. Peter Brady
pledged the aid of the Federation of Labor to the fight for the repeal of the law.
Curran Goes on Record

HERALD:

Prior to the luncheon the A. M. P. A.
Freedom of the Screen Committee, consisting of Arthur James, Samuel D. Palmer. Leslie Mason, Thomas G. Wiley,
H. Somers and Paul Gulick, called
S.
upon Mr. Curran, coalition candidate for
mayor, and received his hearty assurances of support in the fight for a free
screen. Mr. Curran declared that ample
authority is now vested in the Mayor's

"As you know, there is an eastern trade paper which 'covers the
field' the same as other things on

city departments, working in conjunction with the industry itself, for the presentation of clean and wholesome pictures.
Mr. Curran said:

the farm, but as I have no farm, I
that covers the picture business, which I think you

"For ten years I have been on record
as opposing official censorship of motion
pictures.
I opposed censorship
when I
first became an alderman and my attitude

U. B. Gross, who is associated
with J. W. Gross in the manage-

ment

of

the

Peerless

his subscription to the

DES MOINES,

is

to

theatre

at

Cuba, N. Y., makes the following
comment in writing in to confirm

Convention

eral sales

referred

law as an iniquitous measure and

Has No Farm

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

S. D.,

ship

This Exhibitor

South Dakota
Holds Meeting

HURON,

Notable Guests at Luncheon

At

Mayor Hylan

Skinner

Candidates for
Oppose Censorship

suit

against First National, David P. Howells
and the Strand theatre over the ownership of the rights to "Sumurun," which
is being distributed by First National under the title "One Arabian Night."
E. J. Ludvigh, head of the legal department of Paramount, says his company has two clear claims to the
"Sumurun" rights, but declines to go
into detail until after an

New York

Suit

Against First National

41

want a paper
have."

in this

In the same mail, a letter arrived from R. H. Stephens, manager of the Royal theatre, Sheridan,
Ark., which concludes:
"I find that the

HERALD

is

al-

the proper
picture business, and

most indispensable

to

conduct of my
I would not want to do without
for twice what I have to pay."

it

matter has never changed.

I

feel

just as strongly on this point as I did
then. Five years ago when the censorship
agitation broke out again in this city, I
remember stating my position to a committee, one of whom was Mr. Thomas G.
Wiley, who is a member of your committee today.
"I am opposed to the idea of censorship and it is not a new position on my
part expressed as a matter of political exhave enough laws, if we
pediency.
only make use of them."

We
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"Herald" Exhibitors Compile
Popular Pictures
Special Contributions

For

Me"

Vital

to

to

"What

Record Public
Industry

the

Picture Did

Preferences

— Exhibitor

Statistics

—

Statistics

Shown

Initiative

Statistics indicating with unquestionable fidelity the entertainment demands of the
to the industry herewith as the result of exhibitor initiative shown by leading contributors to the "What The Picture Did For Me" department of
in a series of voluntary special contributions printed under the heading,
the

American public are presented
1

HERALD
My

Patrons Liked Best." In beginning and carrying on the work contributors to that widely and unsuccessfully imitated department have performed a service of

"Ten Plays
infinite

value to the trade at large.

DATA OF VALUE TO ENTIRE INDUSTRY
of every branch of the industry, from studio property man to theatre
minute study of the assembled lists materially profitable. Producers, directors, actors, authors, scenarists, every individual contributing to the quality of
motion pictures, will discover facts of daily usefulness in the figures.
To the theatre
booker the dollars-and-cents value of the data is inestimable.
The following brief history of the compilation's development is its warrant of dependability.

Members

bill-poster, will find

Philip Rand, proprietor of the Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho, contributed to the February 19,

HERALD

1921, issue of the

a

list

of

pictures

which he designated, "Ten Plays My Patrons
Liked Best." That line was retained in printing
his contribution, as was his appended suggestion
to other contributors, "Let's hear from another
exhibitor."

INSTANT RESPONSE SHOWS MERIT
The response from exhibitors was instanmore than seven months going to press without one or more such list appearing in "What The Picture Did For Me."
taneous, no issue in

W.

L.

Conclusions that may be drawn from the alphabetical, numerical list presented herewith are
as varied as the viewpoints of readers.

Those

February 26
ing the

issue.

Comique

McClure

list,

&

published in the

Faulkner, operat-

theatre, Jamesport,

Mo.,

fol-

lowed in the succeeding issue, and theatremen in
every section of the country, as well as in Canada,
took up the work so enthusiastically as to tax
space limitations of the report department.
At no time did this publication make comment of any character or seek to influence in any
manner the development of the series. No bid
for contributions was made. Those that came in,
unquestionably indicating sincerity of purpose on
the part of their writers, were printed as received.
As a result of this treatment the figures obtained
after performing the simple addition necessary
constitute statistical authority on picture values
of unprecedented dependability.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiw^

titles

advocate

for

viewpoint, may engage in protracted controversy
and reach agreement in a third highly important
conclusion.

Advocates of the five-reel limitation as to
length, of the "box office" title, of the "no star"
and the "all star" cast, may conduct profitable
analyses of the figures set down.

Uglow, of the Crystal theatre, Burlington,

Wis., contributed the second

who

substitution of impicturizations of published
works will find the list interesting in the extreme.
Those who regard the star as the "backbone of
any picture," and those who hold the opposite

provised

The

individual

who

maintains that a single

form of entertainment, as comedy, drama, melodrama, what not, is the "most popular form of
amusement" will make one of the most startling
and useful discoveries of his life as he reads
from the top of the first column to the bottom
of the third.

CREDIT DUE EXHIBITORS
As the

special contributions of which this data
compiled was received and submitted to readers, without comment of any character, so is the
composite list presented, an indisputable record
of facts and a dependable barometer of public

is

preference. To the 71 progressive showmen in
27 states and Canada who conducted the poll,
without suggestion or inducement of any nature,
unqualified credit is due.

.
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Go and Get It (F. N.)
(F. N.)
In Old Kentucky
Miracle Man, The (Para.)
Back to God's Country (F. N.)
River's End, The (F. N.)
Mark of Zorro, The (U. A.)
Daddy Long Legs (F. N.)
Kid. The (F. N.)

22

Madame X

12

21

19
16

14
13

12

Male and Female (Para.)

12

Pollyanna (U. A.)
Copperhead, The (Para.)
Great Redeemer, The (Met)

10

8
8

8

(Para-)

Last of the Mohicans, The (A. P.)
Z3V4

Hours Leave

Dinty (F. N.)
Down on the

Farm (U.
Fair and Warmer (Met.)
Outside the Law (Univ.)

The Plays

My Patrons
Liked Best

8

Alphabetical and numeri-

A.)

cal tabulation of the

Wonder Man, The
Branding Iron, The
Confession, The (S.

"What the Picture Did
for Me" department of

Kingdom Come

(R.-C.)
(Gold.)
R.)

A

Two Worlds,

4
4
4
4

4
4

A)

4
4
3
3
3
3
3

(F. N.)

3
3
3

3

3

Penalty, The (Gold.)Prince Chap, The (Para.)
Right to Haopiness, The (Univ.)
Round-Up, The (Para.)
Shore Acres (Met.)
Silver Horde, The (Gold.)
Society Secrets (Univ.)
Something to Think About (Para.)
Soul of Youth, The (Real.)
Virtuous Vamp, A (F. N.)
Yellow Typhoon, The (F. N.)
Yes or No (F. N.)

3

Anne

2

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3

3

3
3

Green Gables (Real.)
Black Beauty (Vita.)
of

Blind Husbands (Univ.)
Brewster's Millions (Para.)
of Marge O'Doone, The (Vita.) ...
Cupid the Cowpuncher (Gold.)
Dancin' Fool, The (Para.)

Courage

2
2
2
2
2
2

Earthbound (Gold.)

2

S'3 (R.-C.)

2
2

(Para.)

Excuse My Dust (Para.)
Eyes of Youth (S. R.)

2
2

Fighting Shepherdess, The (F. N.)
Forbidden Fruit (Para.)
Forbidden Thing, The (A. P.)
Girl From the Outside, The (Gold.)

Going Some (Gold.)
Great Air Robbery, The (Univ.)

2

2
2
2
2

Finn (Para.)
Inside of the Cup, The (Para.)
Last of the Duanes. The (Fox)
Little Clown, The (Real.)
Love Light, The (U. A.)

2
2
2

Number Please

(Pathe)
One Man in a Million (R.-C.)
Other Men's Shoes (Pathe)
Overland Red (Univ.)
Paris Green (Para.)
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath (Met.)
Prairie Trails (Fox)
Right of Way, The (Met.)
Rio Grande (Pathe)
Sage B rusher, The (Hod.)

Thunderbolt, The (F. N.)

2

Two Weeks

2
2

(F.

N.)

Untamed, The (Fox)
Up in Mary's Attic (S. R.)
Valley of Giants. The (Para.)
Virtuous

Men

R.)

(S.

2
2

2
2
2

V

What Women Love (F.
Whip, The (S. R.)
Wolves of the Night (Fox)

2

Alias Jimmie Valentine (Met.).
All Souls' Eve (ReaL)

Branded Woman, The

of

the Klondyke

(S.

R-).

Ci-arm School, The (Para.)
Chicken in the Case, The (Selz)
Come Out of the Kitchen (Para-).
.

County

The

Fair,

(S.

.

R.)

The (S. R.)
Cup of Fury, The (Gold.)
Cumberland Romance, A
Cowpuncher, The (S. R.)
Cyc»one, Tne (Fox)

(Real.)..

Destiny

(F. N.)
Devil, The (A. E.)
Devil's Passkey, The (Univ.)
Don't Call Me Little Girl (Real.)
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Para.).

Drag Harlan (Fox)
(Real.)

Egg Crate Wallop, The
Even as Eve (F. N.)
Eye for Eye (Met.)
Eyes of the World (S.

(Para.).

R.)

(S. R.)
The (Selz.)

(Gold.)

Gold

(F. N.)

Trail,

The (Fox)

Farm

(Para.)

Sage Hen, The (Pathe)
Sahara (Hod.)
Saphead. The (Met.)
Satan Jr. (Met.)
Scrambled Wives (F. N.)
Service

(Para.)

Seven Years Bad Luck (R.-C.)
Should a Woman Tell? (Fox)
Small Town Idol, A (A P.)...
Smoldering Embers (Pathe)
Snob. The (Reil.)
Someone Must Pay (S. R.)
Speed Maniac, The (Fox)
Stealers, The (R.-C.)
Steppin? Out (Para.)

Stop Thief (Gold.)
Stror.g-r Than Death (Met.)...
Suds (U. A.)

That Something (S. R.)
Thousand to One, A (A.
Three Gold Coins (Fox)

P.)

Told in the Hills (Para.)
Toys of Fate (Met.)

Trumpet Island (Vita.)
Truth About Husbands. The

A

(F.

(F. N.)

N.)

Under Crimson Skies (Univ.)...
Up the Road With Sallie (Selz).

Way Down

East (U. A.)

Week End. Th» (Amer.)
The (Hod.)
What's Your Hurry? (Para)

W<-sterners.

Get Out and Get Under (Pathe)
Girl

Named Mary, A

(Para.)

2
2
2

Hawthorne

:

2

.

Woman, The

Pinto
Pirate

Twilight Baby,

Figurehead,
Flame of the Yukon, The (S. R.). ..
Food for Scandal (Real.)
Forbidden Woman, The (S. R.)
Fall of Barbary Coast, The (S. R.).

2

Perfect

Women

(S. R.)

(Para.)
Scratch My Back (Gold.)
She Loves and L : es (Selz.)

Parentage (S. R.)
Passion (F. N.)
Passion's Playground (F. N.)...
Peaceful Valley (F. N.)
Peddler ot Lies, The (Univ.)
Peggy Rebels (Para.)

Terror Island (Para.)
Testing Block. The (Para.)

(Para.)

(Hod.)

Ducks and Drakes

(Gold.).

Boy (Pathe)
One Woman, The (S R.)
On With the Dance (Para.)
Orphan, The (Fox)
Out of the Snows (Selz.)

.

Dangerous Days (Gold.)
Daredevil, Tne (Fox)

Double Speed

Misfit Wife, The (Met.)
Misleading Widow, The (Para.)
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots (Selz.)
My Husband's Other Wife (Pathe)...

Secret

Cris.s,

Down Home

(F. N.)
R.)

(S.

Merely Mary Ann (Fox)
Mickey (S. R.)

Revelation (Met.)
Riders of the Purple Sage (Fox).!!!.
Road Demon. The (Fox)
Rough Riding Romance (Fox)
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe)

The (Met.)
Broken Blossoms (U. A.)
Brute Breaker, The (Univ.)
Brute Master, The (Hod.)
Burning Daylight (Met.)
Brat,

Carmen

Mask, The

Red Hot Dollars (Para.)
Red Lantern, The (Met.)

2

2
2
2

(Gold.)

Rebecca of Sunnybrook

N.)

(F.

Mary Regan

Rainbow

Birth of a Nation, The (S. R.)
Blue Moon, The (Amer.)
B.ue Streak McCoy (Univ.)

Fickle

.2

Heaven

Poor Simp, The (Selz.)
Price of Redemption, The (Met.)

Behold My Wife (Para.)
Below the Surface (Para.)
Best O' Luck, The (Met.)

2
2
2
2
2

in

(Pathe)
Pleasure Seekers (Selz.)

God's Country and the Woman (Vita.)
Greater Love, The (A. P.)
Greatest Love, The (Selz.)

Days

Texan, The (Fox)

2

2

Huckleberry

-

2

2

(F. N.)

Shepherd of the Hills, The
cSo
Long Letty (R.-C.)

2

Made

Man and H.s Woman (Pathe)
Man of the Forest. The (Hod.)
Man Who Lost Himself, The (Selz.).

Ch,

The

Isobel (S. R.)

Her Kingdom of Dreams
Homespun Folks (A. P.)

Ladder of Lies, A (Para.)
Life of the Party, The (Para.)
Lombardi, Ltd. (Met.)

North Wind's Malice, The

HERALD

the

4

Love Expert, The (F. N.)
Mary's Ankle (Para.)

=
g

of their patrons in the

S
4
4
4

Heart of Humanity, The (Univ.)
Idol Dancer, The (F. N.)

Scarfet

preferences

indicating

S
S
5
5
5
S

Furnace, The (Real.)
Half a Chance (Pathe)

Evcrywoman

Jack-Knife Man, The (F. N.).
Jinx (Gold.)

Married Life (F. N.)

S

4

Lottery Man, The (Para.)
Mollycoddle, The (U. A.)
Ncmads of the North (F. N.)
Pink Tights (Univ.)
Riders of the Dawn (Hod.)
When the Clouds Roll By (U.

of

and Canada voluntarily

5
S

(Gold.)
of

(Selz.).

Lone Star Ranger, The (Fox)
Love Burglar, The (Para.)
Luck of the Irish, The (Real.)

1

4

Little Shepherd
(Gold.)

Daughter

7

exhibitors in 27 states

Checkers (Fox)
Evangeline (Fox)
In Search of a Sinner (F. N.)
Isle of Conquest, The (Selz.)
Jubilo (Gold.)

for Thirty Days (Met.)
Inner Voice, The (F. N.)
Innocent Adventuress, An
Intolerance (S. R.)

In

.

Dangerous to Men (Met.)
Don't Ever Marry (F. N.)
45 Minutes From Broadway (F. N.)
Lying Lips (A. P.)
Once to Every Woman (Univ.)
Revenge of Tarzan, The (Gold.)
Tarzan of the Apes (F. N.)
Virgin of Stamboul, The (Univ.)
What's Your Husband Doing? (Para.)
Why Change Your Wife? (Para.)

Me Jim

275

named by

pictures

U. P. Trail, The (Hod.)
Desert Gold (Hod.)
Heart O' the Hills (F. N.)
Love Flower, The (U. A)

Jes' Call

Hinges (S. R.)
Her Beloved Villain (Real.)
High and Dizzy (Pathe)
Hold Your Horses (Gold.)
Honor System, The (Fox)
Hoodlum, The (F. N.)
Human Desire, The (F. N.)

Kazan (S. R.)
Kentucky Colonel, The (Hod.)

8

(Para.)

43

Hell's

IS

(Gold.)

Humoresque

.

of the

U. S. A. (Para.)

Heart of a Child, The (Met.)
Heliotrope (Para.)

When Bearcat Went Dry (Selz.)
Whom the Gods W"u!d Destroy (S.
Widow by Proxy (Para.)
Without

Limit

R.)

(Met.)

Woman

Gives. The (F. N.)
World and His Wife (Para.)

Youthful Folly

(Selz.)

,

1

B
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"Get-Together"
Chicago October 24

First National
in

1

Persona

nvoy

Postponement of One Week h Made to Permit Delegation
of British Exhibitors to Be Present

THE

national "Get-Together" of Associated First National franchise
holders will be held, according to the final decision just announced, in
Chicago at the Drake Hotel on Michigan Avenue, beginning Monday,
October 24, and continuing for four days.
The primary cause for the week's postponement in the time of the
"get-together" was the cabled news from England that the delegation of
British exhibitors which was being formed to come to America and study
the Associated First National franchise plan at close range, would sail
from Southampton on the Aquitania, October 15.

BYOctober the24

date of the meeting for
instead of October 17,
the British contingent will be enabled to
be present, meet the delegates of the
franchise-holders in person, and obtain
the
concerning
testimony
first-hand
practical workings of the franchise which
would be practically impossible under
any other conditions, without a great expenditure of time and money in traveling.
fixing

.

*

*

*

The "Get-Together" city will be Chicago instead of Detroit, as previously
announced. The change was necessitated
by the number of conventions already
the Motor City, making it
impossible to obtain the necessary hotel

booked

for

accommodations.
The complete personnel of the British
exhibitor commission has not yet been
public, but it is known to be representative of the entire English exhibitor
body, and not merely or exclusively of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association of Great Britain and Ireland. Neither
its action nor its findings would be binding upon any British exhibitors' organization, but would simply constitute a
document of valuable information, which
might easily furnish the basis for subse-

made

quent action on the part of the British
exhibitors in the adoption or rejection
of cooperative exhibitor distribution, so
far as the British Isles were concerned.
Simultaneously,

National

First

an-

nounced the following list of pictures being made in Los Angeles and New York
studios for future publication:

"LUCKY DAMAGE," a Thomas H. Ince production featuring Milton Sills and Florence Vidor
which is now being edited, all scenes having
been "shot."
"HEART BALM." a Mack Sennet production,
the second serious photoplay he has made.

THE GODS." produced by J.
Frothingham, a story of a rebellion in India
by I. A. R. Wylic with Marguerite I)c La Motto,
James Woods Morrison and Ethel Grey Terry in
"A BRIDE OF

L.

the feature rolls.
DOONE," a Maurice Tourneur production, a scenically beautiful reproduction of the

"LORNA

romance.

classic

"PAWNED,"
from

the

pen

a J. Parker
of Frank L.

Reid.

Jr.,

Packard,

photoplay
author of

"The Miracle Man."

"THE BOAT," a two-reel Butter
bv Eddie Cline and Buster.
KINDRED OF THE DUST," R.

Kcaton,

di-

rected

A. Walsh's
picturization of Peter B. Kyne's novel of the logging country, featuring Miriam Cooper and Ralph
Graves.
"THE INFIDEL." a Charles Logue play, starring Katherine MacDonald, which is being directed and scenarioized by James Young.
"SMUDGE," a Charles Ray production from
the scenario by Rob Wagner.
Billie Bevan in a two-reel Mack Sennett comedy
being made under the direction of Roy Del Ruth.
"LOVE
DIES," a King Vidor production from the novel, "The Cottage of Delight."
by Will Harben featuring Lloyd Hughes and
Madge Bellamy and made at the Thomas H. Ince
•

ALBERTS has been
BW.
personal representative

appointed

W. W.
Hodkinson, with present headquarters in
Chicago. He resigns as general manager
to

•

for Fitzpatrick & McElroy to accept the
new post. Alberts has been associated
with film activities for fourteen years,
having started with Fred C. Aiken's
Theatre Film Service. Later he was with
AlGeneral, Vitagraph and Goldwyn.
berts has a national following among film

men and

exhibitors.

de Remer, Lewis S. Stone, Katherine Kirkham,
Raymond Hatton. William V. Mong, Walter lieand Frank Leigh.
"THE CUP OF LIFE," a Thomas H. Ince production featuring Tully Marshall and Niles
Welch.

Grail

NEVER

studios.

THE SF.A LION." a Hobart Bosworth drama
the Arctic whale fisheries starring Hobart
Bosworth with Bessie Love, Emery Johnson, Jack
Curtiss, Carol Halloway and Richard Morris, now

Club Seeks Exhibitor's
Arrest on Charge of

•

Deceptive Advertising

of

being

edited

at

the

Ince

studio.

"BLIND HEARTS."

which marks the debut
Hobart Bosworth as a producer, starring Mr.
Bosworth and with Madge Bellamy in the leading feminine role.
"HAIL THE WOMAN." a Thomas H. Ince
production of American life of today, now being
completed at the Thomas H. Ince studio, featuring
Florence Vidor, Madge Bellamy. Lloyd Hughes,
Theodore Roberts, Tully Marshall, Charles Meredith. Edward Martindel and Mathilde Brundage.
"THE HOTTENTOT " a Thomas H. Ince
of

photoplay version of Willie Collier's stage success,
by Victor Mapes is now being scenarioized by Dell

Andrews who also will direct it.
"JIM." an all-star Thomas H. Ince photodrama
of California and New York by Bradley King featuring Florence Vidor and John Bowers, which begins this week under the direction of J. Griffith

Wrap.

"PENROD," a Marshall Neilan production featuring Wesley Barry, now being scenarioized by
Lucita Squier. work upon which begins next week.
SEA," by Countess Barcy"ROSE OF
naska, in which Anita Stewart will begin work
soon.
BRINGERS," a John M. Stahl
"THE
production now being scenarioized from Hulbert
Footner's story at the Louis B. Mayer studios.
"GOOD FOR NOTHING," a Constance Talmadge comedy drama, now being edited.
"SMILIN' THROUGH," a comedy, starring

THE

FUR

CHARLES RAY
The

is

going to

New

York.

will be more or less of an
event, for it will be the popular star's
trip

first visit to

the metropolis.

Los Angeles on November

He
15.

leaves

While

in the East he will make scenes for a
forthcoming First National picture and
will confer with his associate, Arthur
S. Kane.

New York.
an H. O. Davis production, featuring John Bowers and Kathryn McGuire, adapted from Hal G. Evart's Saturday
Evening Po=t story, "The Cross Pull."
Norma Talmadge,

just finished in

"THE SILENT CALL,"

"PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT."

ingham production from E.
novel

"Passers-by,"

with

a

a

J.

L. Froth-

Phillips Oppenheim's
cast including Ruby

A

warrant for the arrest of Isaac
Frankel of the Lubin theatre, 140 West
Fifth street, Cincinnati, O., has been ob-

tained

by the Advertisers Club

of that

city.

The warrant charges that Frankel led
the public to believe that Douglas Fairbanks' latest production, "The Three
Musketeers," which is distributed by
United Artists, was being presented at
the Lubin whereas, according to the
charge, the theatre program consisted of
Douglas Fairbanks in "His Picture in
the Paper" and the picture produced several years ago by Thomas H. Ince under
the title "D'Artagnan" and now being reissued as "The Three Musketeers."
It is alleged that Frankel advertised
the program at his theatre as "The Picture the Whole Country Is Talking
About."

Laemmle Goes West
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
passed through Chicago en route to
Universal City, Cal., on October 7. Mr.
Laemmle is looking extremely well since
his recent trip through Europe.
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Two Cor
"The L
,'itagr?^

11

Make

anies

Minister"

\e

Paramount

a

to

Piv
ce _ .Im Version
Oi Barrie's Play

Cohen Urges Exhibitors to
Stand by the Organization
Says Serious Situation

Two

Almost simultaneously, Vitagraph and
"amous Players-Lasky Corporation announced during the past week that they
vould produce film versions of James M.
Carrie's

famous stage success "The

Little

Jinister."

Vitagraph announced that Alice Calloun will appear in the role of Babbie
ind will be supported

by an

all star cast,

was

declared that the production
Vitagraph
.vould be an elaborate one.
states that it has owned the rights tor
years and that a prominent trade authority recently placed the probable value
pf these rights as "not less than $500,000."
[t

Paramount's announcement states that
Penrhyn Stanlaws has progressed well
along toward completion of their production with Betty

Compson

in the stellar

role.

Theatre

Company

Hit

By Federal Complaint
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
As a

result of

C,

D.

efforts

Oct.

business

of

11.—

men

Missoula, Mont., to compete with mail
order houses doing business in their

in

territory, the

Northwest Theatres Com-

operating motion picture houses
in that city, has been named as one
of the respondents in a formal complaint
of unfair competition which has just
been issued by the federal trade commis-

ipany,

.

sion.

The commission charges

that the the-

atre company and the Missoula Chamber
of Commerce and its members advertised that mail order catalogues would
be accepted by the theatre in lieu of the

•

usual price of admission, and that cash
prizes would be awarded to those presenting the oldest, the most used and
the newest catalogues.
As a result, it
is averred, there were presented and accepted hundreds of mail order catalogues
which had been sent by mail order houses

customers and prospective customers,
which were burned.

to

Admission Taxes Show
Conditions Improving
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON.

11.—
Admission taxes collected during August
D.

C.

Oct.

totaled $5,926,818, according to
just issued by the bureau of

report
internal

a

This was a slight increase over
July collections, which totaled $5.822,972, but was nearly $1,000,000 below
the collections of August, 1920.
Film
tax
month
collections
during
the
amounted to $53S,292, against $503,431
revenue.

the

in

Made

in

Dallas Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS. TEX.,

Oct. 11.— Southern
Enterprises has appointed H. H. Maloney manager of the Palace theatre here.
He is succeeded as manager of the Rialto
and Star at Denison by E. P. Carpenter.
W. H. Harwell, former manager of
theatres at Atlanta and Beaumont, has
succeeded Floyd Stuart at the Old Mill
theatre here.

May

Develop With One or

Companies

— Considers

"During the past year, our organization forced an equitable
adjustment with the largest company in the business, Famous
Players Lasky Corporation. Some matters may develop soon
with one or two other companies. I hope all of you will stand
with your organization for the greatest good for all."
This statement was the climax of an address delivered at annual convention of Michigan exhibitors at Jackson, Mich., by Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners.

He

Willing to Co-operate
in two short speeches made at other
sessions of the convention, he declared that he did not "welcome a quarrel"
and that he felt a house can only be built ''by laying bricks and not throwing bricks."
The greater part of his talk was devoted to a resume of the negotiations with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and a discussion of the
mounting costs of theatre operation. He touched briefly on matters at
issue with distributing companies.
States

Throughout

his address

Is

and

Mr. Cohen declared that he considered
the Department of Public Service, instituted by the M. P. T. O. .A under the
direction of Dr. Francis Holley, one of
the biggest undertakings in the history
of the industry and predicted it would
double the number of peopte going to

motion

picture

theatres

revolutionizing the

ward the

in

public's

addition
attitude

Come Down

"We

exhibitors are geared too high."
he stated in his opening remarks. "We
are paying too much for film and too
much for the building of our theatres.
cannot keep it up. It will break us."

We

The speaker sketched

seven years
in the exhibiting business: reviewed the
T.
of
the
M.
P.
O. A., and
organization
devoted considerable time to a full discussion of the organization's negotiations
with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, pausing at one time to express his
admiration for Martin J. Quigley, publisher of the Herald, and voice his appreciation of the help extended the M. P.
T. O. A. by the Herald at Cleveland and
during the drawing up of the agreement
with Adolph Zukor.
"I want to say that Mr. Zukor. Mr.
Kent and others in the Famous Players
organization have been fair and square
with us and that Zukcr is er.deavonng in
every way possible to assist this organi-

"I

J.

want

at this

and the thanks

his

time to express
of the

Quigley. publisher of

extended

me and

zation." he said. "I hope this conduct will
"be continued. The negotiations are not
closed and before they are closed, I invite every exhibitor, every trade paper

and every producer, having grievances
against

Famous

Players,

to

file

their

complaints with us. We will probably
be able to adjust them."
Discusses United Artists

to
to-

business.

Says Costs Must

tion

Management

Distributing-

Paramount Negotiations Satisfactory

July.

Shifts in

45

Turning from this subject, he stated
that he had received complaints from all
over the United States in regard to the
prices being asked by United Artists for

"Way Down

He

East."

said that D.

W.

making a mistake not to let
go to exhibitors at a price
which would permit them a fair profit;
Griffith was
this picture

declared the exhibitors had lost money
on "Broken Blossoms" and were losing
it on "Dream Street." and should be permitted to even up on "Way Down East."

He criticised the United Artists' advance payment plan and stated that the
Xew York exhibitors had wot their fight
not to pay the full deposit price except
seven days ahead.
Complaints on First National
After touching briefly on the cost of
advertising accessories furnished by exchanges and urging an investigation with
a view of reducfhg the profits exacted on
paper and slides, he stated that many
complaints had been received by him
against First National.
"T don't know Mr. Kunsky and have
heard nothing against him. I met Mr.

my

personal appreciation and admira-

Motion Picture Owners

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

this organization at Cleveland,

when

America

to

Martin

for

the

great help

the

M.

P. T. O. A.

later in the negotiations with

Famous

Playerswas formed a year ago. and
Lasky Corporation. We were guiued to a great extent by his suggestions
reaching our agreement with Adolph Zukor." Excerpt from the address
cf Svdney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A. at Jackson. Mich.,

—

October

5,

1921.

K

4(>

Trendle twice and have nothing against
him. There is nothing personal in what
want to say," he said.
"We are in receipt of hundreds of complaints against high exhibition values on
First National pictures from subfranchise
holders. We are also receiving complaints
against the number of pictures First National is releasing, which greatly exceeds
the number many exhibitors were led to
I

would be released. There
complaints against the number
being allotted against exhibitors.
"I understand First National is
a meeting soon in Detroit and
these matters will be taken up
believe

arc also
of

days

to have

hope
I
and ad-

justed."

He

then discussed the exchange of letters between himself, concluding that he
attached some significance to the statement by Mr. Williams that he "did not
want an investigation."
"There is nothing more I care to say
on this subject at this time," he con-

X H B IT O R
I

Michigan went to his room and told him
he had to run, saying "If you quit now,
stories will circulate that you have a deal
with this company or that. For the good
of the organization, you must serve." He
said he couldn't permit that condition and
went back into office.

He

proposition, which was approved at the Minneapolis convention.
He said he had regarded this as an expression of the exhibitors that film rentals
must be reduced.
"For one thing, the salaries of the officers of the present distributing companies are too high," he said. "Some of these
men receive more than the president of
Some
the United States.
Just think!
governors are paid $3,000 annually and
few judges get more than $10,000. These
distributing officers must be pretty big
distribution

men."

He

stated that he had been very busy
inadequate quarters and a small office force,
but that these things were to be remedied within a few weeks and that the
committee, called for at Minneapolis,
would be appointed to thoroughly investigate the distributing proposition.
"The distributors must stop their extravagance and waste or we will stop it
for them," he exclaimed.
Continuing, he said that nine or ten
distributors had asked the M. P. T. O. A.
to take over their distribution. He said
that several were sincere but that it was
apparent a few wanted to turn over
watered companies and escape a loss.
all

summer and handicapped by

Why He

Tells

Cohen then

the inside story of
why he did not decline reelection at the
Minneapolis convention of the M. P. T.
O. A. He stated that he had announced
at the opening session he would not continue

office.

in

That

night, he said, Col. Butterfield of

Michigan

Officers

Elected at Jackson

— Claud E. Cady, Lansing.
Vice-President — James T. Ritter,

false reports

October 22, 1921
cent on their film rentals without going
near the Stanley office," he said.
Continuing, he said that he understood
the national booking corporation idea
was still entertained by many people.
"Woe betide you exhibitors if you sign
up for anything of that kind," he declared. "They'll dictate your entire business if they get a foot-hold. Kill this the
first time you come across it and inform
me if you arc approached."

of these

stories.
"1 like a man

who

me

will fight

man
the

you something that happened to me. My name is Cohen. There
are 200,000 Cohens in the New York directory. There are several Cohens in the
motion picture business" at this point
belt.

will tell

I

—

he requested the press to discontinue taking notes and not to print the balance of
the incident.

Company
many requests
Stanley Company of

Discusses Stanley

He

said that he received

to investigate the
1'hiladelphia. but had
situation yet.

iiot

taken up the

"Many
paying

exhibitors report that they are
the Stanley Company five per

Michigan

Against Exhibitors Distributing

in the

open," he declared, "and I despise a
or organization which hits below

Mr. Cohen stated that the proposition
of an exhibitor distributing corporation
should not be confused with distribution
by individual exhibitors or theatre chains.
He stated that many complaints had

come from Iowa and Nebraska

of exhibitors acquiring distribution rights.
"I want to warn distributors that we
don't want centralization of distribution
in the hands of men who are exhibiting,"
he stated.
Mr. Cohen cited the internal revenue
receipts for June to show that film rentals
had increased $50,000 during the month
while box office receipts fell off over
$900,000.
"We want lower film rentals and we
arc going to get it," he concluded.

Is First State

to

Take Up Public Service Task
Exhibitors in Annual Convention Pledge 581 Theatres to Dr. Francis Holly— Claud E. Cady
of Lansing Elected to Presidency
Michigan
operation the
the

M.

is

the

work

which is to put into active
newly formed Department of Public Service of
which Dr. Francis Holly is the sponsor and director
state in the union,

first

of the

P. T. O. A., of

general

By a unanimous vote at their annual convention held in Lansing
October 4 and 5, members of the M. P. T. O. A. of Michigan pledged
the screen of 581 theatres in the state to the undertaking.

Cooperate with University of Michigan

Did Not Retire

to'd

many

then stated that

had been started about him from various
sources and he would appreciate exhibitors writing to him when they heard any

cluded.

Discusses Exhibitor Distribution
Mr. Cohen then turned to the exhibitor

HERALD

S

Through the efforts of Dr. Holly, the University of Michigan is to
cooperate with the theatre owners, and make the showing of industrial
and educational films in the theatres a part of the university extension
work.

The general plan calls for the use of every theatre in the state three
hours weekly for the purpose of tree educational film showings, Dr. Holly
announced that 60,000.000 feet of negatives, collected by the government,
are available.

President

Detroit.

Secretary— Harlan T. Hall, De-

The decision to undertake the public
service work was the most important action at one of the busiest gatherings in
the history of organized exhibitors

troit.

Treasurer

— Fred

H. Rumler, De-

Present at the
session to study
the work of the
Michigan association with a view
of adopting many
of its ideas were
representatives of
organexhibitor
izations in half a

troit.

—

Board of Directors J. R. DenMonroe; A. J. Kleist, Pontiac; W. S. McLaren, Jackson; Glen
niston,

Cross, Battle Creek; W. W. Slocum, Detroit; J. F. Wuerth, Ann
Arbor; George Trendle, Detroit;
Phil

Gleichman,

Detroit:

Butterfield, Battle Creek;

W.

S.

dozen

Fred De

Lodder, Detroit, and G. L. Willard,
Grand Rapids

nearby

states.
called

brief
Claud E. Cady

all

When

upon

for

addresses.
adfrankly

mitted they considered
organization the best of

the Michigan
kind in the

its

world and wanted "to know

how

it

was

done."

Reports showed that the operating expense of the organization last year was
approximately $21,000 and plans approved at the session call for the expenditure of a much larger sum during the
coming twelve months.
581 of the 602 theatres of Michiorganization, and each paying
10 cents per seat per year, no concern
was expressed over the financing of any
undertaking.

With

gan

in the

Many

Resolutions Adopted

of the second day of the
convention was given over to the adoption

The afternoon

of resolutions.

The

association reaffirmed

(Continued on page go)
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Many States

Request Series of Slides
Theatre Owners
flQ Freedom'/

O ^if' WW
.

:

Motion

Who Have

Not Taken Advantage of

O

"Herald" Offer Should Clip
Order Blank and Mail Today

^<

Leaders in the motion picture industry have declared war on the reformer. A few weeks
ago a campaign committee was organized by members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers to fight for the repeal of censorship in New York with a possibility of extending its acOnly recently the National Association of the Motion Picture
tivities throughout the country.
Industry announced its plans for a comprehensive campaign in Massachusetts prior to the ref-

erendum on censorship.
President Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America is the latest
to make public plans for conducting a national movement against censorship and blue law agitation.

These activities on the part of the industry's executives are further evidence that the reform movement is an actual peril to the continued operation of the country's theatres. They
should convince those who have been inclined to treat the question lightly that some immediate
and drastic action must be taken.

Many

exhibitors who have sensed this danger have
with the Herald their requests for the series of
twelve slides which are being supplied gratis to memfiled

bers of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

have been received from

many

enthusiasm which will carry the

states

Requests
and indicate an

movement

to ultimate

success.

Order Your Series
of Slides

Today

Daily use of these screen messages will prepare
the industry for any and all attacks from its enemies.
Before the American soldiers were sent to the front
they were given intensive training in the cantonments
in this

country.

Likewise, the industry must prepare

Running a

slide each

for its fight.

campaign to
Slides

It

must conduct an intensive propaganda

enlist the support of the public.

Are Offered

to Exhibitors Gratis
In using the LEAGUE slides exhibitors are
strengthening the position of their state organizations.
This is a practical service which every theatre owner
and manager can render. National and state executives will be handicapped if the individual exhibitors
fail

to create sentiment in their

to the industry.

The

communities favorable

task of maintaining a free screen

should be shouldered by every

member

of the industry.

The screen should be to the theatre what
The
the editorial page is to the newspaper.

day keeps the '"Blues" away
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EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, 111.

Send to me,
is

free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the Herald
supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion

Sign

picture.

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when conditions
permit of this arrangement.

want
slides

Name
Write name and

this

order

of twelve

the series

— and

— if you

mail

to

the

Exhibitors Herald.

Theatre.

address legibly

Street

City

public turns to the editorial page for views
Your patrons
of the day.
should turn to your screen for current
relating
their
entertainment.
topics
to
messages are brief editorials
The
and the screen is the logical place for pub-

and

local organization

on current topics

with a

certificate.

you are assured

possible provide each

if

By forming such an

of the support of its

member

organization

members.

LEAGUE

Don't Let Reformers
Steal Your Theatre

lishing them.

who are accorded
who take the initia-

Residents of every community
the honor of leadership are those

From day

in

to day newspapers publish anti-blue law
and news items. Clip these and post them
a conspicuous place in your lobby. Take advantage

of

every opportunity to place before the public the

any worthwhile movement. Exhibitors should
become factors in their communities by assuming the
leadership in the campaign against the narrow minded
reformers whose activities are as menacing to the
freedom of the individual as they are to the freedom
of the motion picture.

editorials

You Are Not a
League Member Join

the 'Blues' away."

tive in

industry's position.

The suggestions

just

campaign but they

slide

Help to Maintain
Freedom of Screen
Undoubtedly the patrons of your theatre would
become members of the LEAGUE. Launch a

like to

I

run slides today or will

present of

lic

mits them to voice their opinions. Such a list of names
as could be compiled in this manner would provide you
with a weapon in case local or state law makers consider passage of regulatory measures.

a slide each day keeps

Every exhibitor should ask himself
"Will

Conduct a thorough campaign. Impress the pubwith your sincerity. Run the slides at every performance so that the brief messages will leave their
imprint on the minds of the theatregoers. If the public
is made to visualize what the closing of your theatre
means to them you have won their support.
Exhibitors who are conducting the LEAGUE campaign should print a ballot each week in their programs. One question on the ballot should relate to
blue laws and the other to censorship. The majority
of people are antagonistic to all forms of bigotry but
they are deprived of all means of expressing this disapproval. Printing of the ballot in your program per-

are supplemental to the

"Running

the industry's defense.
If

made

will serve to further strengthen

There

my
is

theatre

I

make

this question:

the reformer a

tomorrow?"

only one answer: "I will run the

slides."

Enlist the Support
of Public in Fight

The
paid,

to

HERALD
every

is

supplying gratis, postage

exhibitor

who

joins

the

pre-

PUBLIC

RIGHTS LEAGUE

a series of twelve slides. All that
necessary to obtain these slides is to fill in the order
accompanying this article and mail to this publication."
Don't procrastinate.
The success of the reformer is due to his unremitting efforts to realize his aims.
The industry must be as persistent in its counter
campaign Qr it will fall prey to the reform element.
The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE offers a workable plan for fighting the enemies of the industry. Its
effectiveness has been proved countless times.
It is
a plan in which every member of the industry can
is

.

participate.

There are

slides for

all.

Write

for

them

today.
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Active in

Campaign

The judgment of the

public

ture industry subscribes

and

To

is

the only

censorship to which the motion pic-

Maintain

will

;

it

opposes

continue to oppose censor-

ship by a group of political appointees

because such a law takes from the
public

its

inalienable right of deter-

Freedom

mining for

of

what it shall and
upon the screen.

itself

shall not see

—PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Screen?
PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

members, acting intelligently and
in unison, may accomplish any aim.
to intelligent action

It is essential

exchange of experiences be effected.
Members everywhere will
profit by knowledge of what you are

that

doing.

is

A. H.

Will

the following
the first report:

exhibitors

copy for slide No.

McCarty

Carl Marshall

E. A. Baradel

John Allsop
Bradford Brayton
Wilbur W. Drake

W.

A. C.

make

C.

Whitt

John Kelsey

W.

Smead

Wood

E. Elkin

K. B.

F. A.

George H. Thompson
M. Colman, Jr.
Howard P. Stewart

Power

C. E.

Erwin
H. E. Matthews
B. A. LaBarre

A. A. Kelly

Joseph

25.

F. J.

John

McDonough

H. C. Jennings
W. Yeaton

G.

M. Kuhns

Charles Holtz

L.

Walter Decker

Carl F.

Mock

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

Siign!

realize the existence of a concerted

movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen. / PLEDGE
MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that
use whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and in this manner do my part in arousing
V,.
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

Clip Out!

Motion Pictures"

dictatorship over the

'

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

then will be enrolled as

a member cf the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

KI

Name

Theatre
City

And Become
a

Member
League

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"Bits of Life"
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— An Unusual

Feature

NEILAN has produced another picture of unusual merit —
MARSHALL
picture
should

that
appease the public appetite for "something different.
"Bits of Life," a specimen of skillful craftsmanship, exemplifies Neilan's
unerring flair for the things that satisfy the public, an ability which has
been responsible for the production of a notable list of box office attractions.
Nothing in the combined libraries of motion pictures can in any way emulate "Bits of Life" in distinctive treatment.
Individual pictures, with few
exceptions, create for themselves a limited following; in "Bits of Life" the
target at which Xeilan has aimed
and hit is universal appeal.
Recently a distinguished star, discoursing on the achievements of four producers of note, said: "But Neilan, the greatest of all, appeals to everybody."
Those people who are lovers of satire will find it in this Neilan production those who like comedy drama will not be disappointed those to whom
nothing but tense drama appeals have been provided for and, lastly, there is
a surprise for all.

—

—

;

;

This manner of treatment has been accomplished through the utilization of four
short stories, three written by widely
read authors and the fourth by the producer himself. Each story has been produced as a separate unit of the feature,
the only connecting link being a personal
letter from Mr. Xeilan to the public. A
different cast portrays the characters in
each story.
Exhibitors can appreciate readily the
exploitation possibilities in such a production.
First you have the name of Marshall Neilan. Voluntary exhibitor reports

Picture Did for Me"
are sufficient
evidence of the popularity of the Neilan
trade-mark. On another page in this issue is a list of "The Pictures My Patrons
Liked Best." A Neilan production tops
the list. This contest was started and
conducted throughout by contributors to
"What the Picture Did for Me" on their
to the

"What

department of

own

the

The Herald

initiative.

In addition to the

name

of Neilan

you

have

such popular players as Wesley
Barry, Lon Chaney, Noah Beery, Rockliffe
Fellowes and others on which to
base your advertising.
Then you have the adaptation of the
short story magazine style >n the production of motion pictures. This innovation
is
so novel that it alone, if exploited
properly, should urge the public to attend an exhibition of the picture.
"Bits of Life" is like all other Neilan
productions in that it displays the deft
handing of a diversity of situations.
Neilan's comedy is as effective as his
drama and vice versa. Producing the
short story as such elinrnates the necessity of incorporating extraneous business
into the picture. The action is swift. At
no time is one's interest detracted from
the feature through the monotony of

Noah Berry

a scene from "Bits of
(First National).

in

Life"

length.
•

*

*

In the parlance of the newspaper office
the story that is distinctive in theme,
treatment and display "hits the public between the eyes." Neilan's "Bits of Life"
has these qualifications and it, too, if

given the exhibitor-backing it merits,
should "hit the public between the eyes."
The three authors, in addition to
Neilan, who contribute to the picture are
Hugh Wiley, Walter Trumbull and
Thomas McMorrow. Wiley supplied the
story for the third unit in the feature
a story of San Francisco's Chinatown.
With Neilan directing and with Chaney
the featured player this episode will be
called by many the best ever produced of

Chinese

life.

*

Among

*

*

are John
Bowers, Teddy Sampson, Dorothy Macthe

other

players

Edythe Chapman, Frederick Burton,
James Neil, Harriet Hammond, Anna
May Wong, James Bradbury, Jr., and
Tammany Young.

kail,

/

"Bits of Life" will be watched with interest by everybody in the industry. If
successful, and it should be, it opens a
new field in production. It will mark
another step in the advancement of the
of the screen. For no other reason
than this the exhibitor should lend his
utmost support, for only through advancement can the motion picture industry maintain its position as one of the
foremost enterprises of the world.
art

"Bits

want
want

Life" is a picture you
book and it is a picture you
your patrons to see. J. M.

of

to
all

,4?
4

—

will
will
S.

Century Signs Sweet
For Two Years More

I

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

One

of the dramatic scenes

from "Bits

of Life,'
feature.

Marshall Neilan's First National

Oct. 11.— Century
Film Corporation is assured of the services of Harry Sweet as star for two years
more under the terms of a contract just
Sweet has just completed "The
signed.
Dumb Bell" under the direction of Tom
Buckingham.

"
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Kansas City Stages
Go-to-Theatre Week
Event Promises to Pave Way
for Prosperous Winter
Season
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Oct. 11.—This
week promises to be one of triumph for
Kansas City exhibitors. With unlimited
cooperation from the press, a special "GoWeek"

to-Theatre

is

The

being staged.

by exhibitors, intheatres and promises to pave

plan, originally fostered

cludes all
the way for a prosperous winter season.
A gala colored display section was devoted entirely to the week's attractions
in a special Sundav edition of the Kansas
City Post.
As a starter, the following "spread"
appeared in the sporting extra of the Post
on the Friday preceding the Sunday

openings:

"Never before in the history of thehas such a pretentious list of
super-attractions been offered to local
theatre-goers for one week's amusements.
Thousands of dollars worth of talent is
to be represented on the boards and
screen during 'Go-to-Theatre Week.'
atricals

"The Post

supervising arrangements
for having the streets and theatres decorated in the gayest of colors and is preparing Kansas Cityans to be prepared
for one big week of amusement."
is

August Film Exports

Show Great

Increase
Over Those of July

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Oct. 11
Exports of motion picture films during
August showed a decided increase over
those of July, according to figures compiled

by the division of

statistics of the

department of commerce, 11,542,342 feet
of exposed film, month $512,379, and
3,454,082
$96,416,

feet

being

of

unexposed

film,

worth

shipped abroad.

Senate Finance Committee
Discards 5 Per Cent Tax
Industry Will Now Concentrate Activities on House:
Rental Fee Costing Exhibitors of Country
*
Between Five and Six Millions Yearly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Oct. 11.— Elimination of the 5 per cent rental
tax from the revenue bill has been voted by the finance committee of the
senate. No serious opposition is expected in the house when the revenue
measure is returned there for final action.
Removal of the rental tax will lift an excise burden of between five
and six million dollars annually which the exhibitors have been paying
for nearly three years.
Tireless Work of Leaders Achieves Result
Great credit is due the legislative and taxation committees of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of America and the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry for their unremitting efforts in seeking the

removal of

part of state exhibitor leaders was a
factor in the repeal of the rental provision.
Individual letters were sent to
every member of the finance committee
by their exhibitor constituents.
Since
the revenue bill was presented to congress the parent organization has been
busily
engaged
with
its
members
throughout the country and their official
representatives here.

Committee Members Active
Members of the legislative committee
of the M. P. T. O. A. who have been
active in this fight are D. H. Harris of
Pittsburgh; W. A. True of Hartford,
Conn.; Jacob Lourie of Boston; E. M.
Fay of Providence, R. I.: Charles T.
Sears of Brookfield, Mo.; S. J. White,
Kosciusko, Miss.; H. B. Varner of Lexington, N. C. F. G. Smoot of Parkersburg, W. Va.; Charles O'Reilly of NewYork; G. G. Schmidt, Indianapolis; M.
Van Praag, Kansas City, Kan.; J. G.
Rhode of Kenosha, Wis.; H. E. Skinner,
Ogden; Wingreen of North Dakota.
Graves of Vermont, Kohn of New
;

Approximately half of the unexposed

being divided
other countries.

among

some

this tax.

Hearty and prompt cooperation on the

Mexico.

film was exported to England, while
Japan took nearly a third of the total,
other importers
of our
being
films
France, Oceania, Canada, Mexico, Belgium and China.
Our most important markets for exposed films were England, Canada and
Australia, which took more than a third
of the total exported, the remainder

51

Concentrate on House
Since committee hearings on the measure opened President William A. Brady

of the N. A. M. P. I., Chairman Saul E.
Rogers of the taxation committee, and

Jack Connolly, Washington representative of the association, have labored tirelessly to achieve repeal of the tax.
The industry now will concentrate its

on the house, where it is besenate recommendation will
be adopted with little opposition.

activities

lieved

the

Decline to Comment
On Cohen's Charges
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct. 11.—Officials of
and First National declined to comment on Sydney S. Cohen's
charges of exorbitant rentals on "Way
Down East" and First National pictures.
Jack Lloyd of D. W. Griffith, Inc., said:

United

Artists

"We sent 'Way Down East' through
the exhibitors' theatres at the exhibitors'
own request.
are not charging any
more in rentals for this production than
we would expect to get if we continued
had full
to road show the picture.
intentions of road showing 'Way Down
East,' but the exhibitors asked for the
picture and we abided by their desire.
will welcome any investigation con-

We

We

We

cerning

'Way Down

East.'

"Fatty" Arbuckle No L onger Star

Of Famous Players Organization

forty-five

By JAY BALFOUR
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

National Clamps
Lid on Exhibitor Probe
Of Company's Business

First

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Oct. 11.— Associated
has sent out a letter over
the signature of Harry O. Schwalbe,
chairman of the txecutive committee, to
all franchise and sub-franchise holders,
announcing the company's refusal to allow the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
First National

of

America

to investigate its affairs.

Mr. Schwalbe's letter says that any investigation of the company should be
made by a committee of franchise holders and not by exhibitors who are not
franchise holders and who could capitalize the confidential facts and figures relating to competing franchise theatres to
their

own

personal advantage.

LOS ANGELES,

11.— Roscoe Arbuckle

is no longer a
formal notice of the severance of
his relations with the concern has been given and there has been, as

Famous Players-Lasky

Oct.

star.

No

no public announcement. The company, it is said, takes the
stand that "Fatty's" contract was automatically broken when he failed
to put in an appearance when it was time to begin "EK," the produc-

yet,

which Will Rogers was substituted.
There has never been a contract between Arbuckle himself and
Famous Players. The big comedian was under, and still is, a personal
contract to Joe Schenck, and Schenck has the contract with Famous
Players, calling for a certain number of pictures in which Arbuckle
was to appear.
Those who predicted financial disaster for "Fatty" as a result of
the Frisco affair will not see their prophesy fulfilled.. Arbuckle can
always get his thousand or so a week as a slapstick director. Besides
he has a big "piece" of the Buster Keaton company. The public out
here has about absolved him from anything but being the intended
"fall guy" for a "shake down."
tion in
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Productions on Merit
Is

Company

Policy

"Wid" Gunning

Analyzes the Sales Service Plan of F. B.
Warren Distributing Corporation
YORK, Oct. 11.— F. C. Gunning, better known as "Wid," who

NEW

announces this week his activities in the distributing of independent productions as the culmination of an ideal long cherished, made
some interesting statements in discussing the position of his distributing
He pointed out some definite differences
organization in the industry.
between this sales-service corporation and any existing organization.
"V/T R.

* *

GUNNING, who

from

is an owner of
Warren Corporation, retired
publication known as Wid's

B.

F.
his

Daily about three years ago, turning over
control of this publication to J. D. Dan-

nenberg and John W. Alicoate, who had
been associated with him for some years.
Since that time Mr. Gunning has not
written anything for publication, although the name Wid's Daily has been
continued in use by the publication.
Mr. Gunning was actively associated
with the late George Loane Tucker, and
has been living in California for several
years, acting in an advisory capacity
with independent producers with whom
he has substantial interests.
*

*

*

Because of the success of "The Miracle

that

Man"

became rather well known
Mr. Gunning was associated with
it

Mr. Tucker,

information first getting
into print at the time of a court action
brought by Mr. Tucker regarding proper
credit for himself in the advertising connected with "The Miracle Man."
It also was known by many in the
trade that Mr. Gunning was an important factor in the organization of Associated Producers.
The new distributing corporation announced to the trade
as F. B. Warren Corporation this summer was built for the purpose of providing an independent sales-service organization, devised solely to provide a direct
contract between the independent producer and the exhibitor.
Mr. Gunning, in discussing this organization pointed out particularly that each
production is sold strictly on its merits,
and each is sold separately, it being a
definite policy that at no time shall various productions be grouped together and
listed under the heading of the corporate
this

name.
*

Mr.

Gunning,

*

*
in

analyzing

the

difference

character or guarantees or financial com-

mitments of any

make

his

course

when

he

selling

own

productions providing

knew how, because then
them he would have 100

per cent of the proceeds instead of a
much smaller percentage.
Mr. Gunning pointed out that while
many contracts have been made in the
past wherein various distributors have
guaranteed certain amounts as an advance upon the delivery of negative by
the independent producer, that invariably
difficulty has arisen later on in the matter
of the selling of the product, either as
to the gross amount of sales accomplished or as to the proper disbursement
of the moneys taken in from the theatres
in

the

form of

rentals.
•
*

*

Mr. Gunning made it very clear that
had discovered many times the
amount of product he had expected to
be available in the first year for such
an independent organization, and stated
that he considered that which had been
accepted for distribution of a higher
quality than any product ever held by

sort.

In explaining why this was so essentially sound, Mr. Gunning claims that if
a producer-distributor corporation were
guaranteeing to a producer the cost of
his negative upon delivery that there
must be something fundamentally unsound about the distributor's reasoning
and knowledge of production, since the
distributor was actually, by that guarIf the
antee, financing the production.
distributor intended financing the producnot
for
him
tion it would be ridiculous

NEW

YORK, Oct. 11.— Adolphe Werkmeister announces his resignation from
Pathe

after

a

continuous

service

of

fourteen years with the company. He
states that he has his plans for his future activities worked out and will be
in a position soon to make an important announcement.

he

a

new company

film

in

the

history

of

the

industry.

He emphasized the fact that in selecting product for distribution only one
consideration entered into the negotiation at any time and that was when the
qualty of the product submitted, the
only requirement being that the product
be worthy the efforts of a high-powered
organization.
Another decided unusual innovation
which has been developed in this organization is an elaborate plan of profitsharing evolved for the branch managers and salesmen, whereby the entire
organization is really partnership of a
score or more of men, with the earnings of those men entirely depending
their individual efforts, which means
the elimination of unnecessary and unearned profits leaving the three real factors, the actual creator of the film, the
actual salesman of the film and the ex-

upon

hibitor as the only three people entering into the negotiation between camera
and screen.

dis-

between the contract
given the independent producer by this
corporation and the customary contract
given in the past, emphasizes the fact
that his corporation is not in any case
giving to the producer advances of any
tinctive

to
of

Los Angeles May Vo*
On Censorship Issue
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 11.— The voters

of Los Angeles probably will decide the
issue of censorship. There is a disposition on the part of the council to pass
the buck. They aren't so much in favor
of the movement themselves, but the city
fathers like their jobs and they are afraid
of the Ministerial Association which is
taking the lead in the movement to muzzle the films.
The chief interest at present is in the
pulpit-press debate between William C.
De Mille and Rev. Brieglieb, and so far
the director seems to have had the better
of the encounter.

Capacity Attendance
Indicates Prosperity
Kansas City Theatres Packed
Despite Very Strong
Competition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Oct. 11.— Conproof that the motion picture
theatre attendance is again back to normal was evidenced in Kansas City last
week.
Virtually every downtown first
run house played to a capacity attendance all week, despite strong vaudeville
and other theatrical competition.
Establishes New Record
Perhaps the most outstanding triumph
clusive

that of "The Fall of
which established a new
The
the Pantages theatre.
regular playing schedule was set ahead
two hours by Manager J. J. Cluxton.
A tripple tie-up between D. W. Griffith,
the Pantages theatre and the Kansas City

of the

week was

Babylon,"
record at

'

Post did much towards packing the
house for a week's run. A week prior
to the showing date, twenty-four sheets
on "The Fall of Babylon" appeared all
over the city. The Post started a teaser

campaign in the motion picture section
and in its news columns carried telegrams from D. W. Griffith to Dr. Burris
Jenkins, editor of the paper.
Hold Private Showing
This was followed by a private showing of the picture, which was attended
by the superintendent of public schools
and Dr. Jenkins, under the auspices of
The newspaper adverD. W. Griffith.
tising was gradually increased to onefourth page, surrounded by reviews of
As a result, the "standing
the picture.
room only" sign was above the box office
every afternoon during the week.

"
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Jury Decides Poses

Were Not Naughty

He Conspired

Black Denies

To Dominate New

Audrey Munson and Manager
Are Acquitted by Court

Admits

in St. Louis

53

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 11.— Audrey
Munson, sculptor's model and motion picture actress, and her manager, Benjamin
N. Judel, were acquitted by a jury in

Trade Commission That Famous

to Federal

Owns

Players

England

50 Per Cent of His Theatres

But Says He Has Violated No

Law

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

Judge Calvin N. Miller's court of a charge
of conspiring to give performances sudversive to public morals.
It took the
jury just five minutes to reach a decision.
Poses by Miss Munson at the Royal
theatre and exhibition there of "Innocence," a picture in which she stars,
caused the arrest of the couple.

D. C, Oct. 11.— Flat denial that he has conspired
with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Jesse L. Lasky and Adolph
Zukor to obtain control of the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures in New England is made by Alfred S. Black in his answer to charges
made by the Federal Trade Commission.

Church Members Testify

Alfred S. Black and the Black New England Theatres, Inc., are the
only defendants who have filed their answers.
The Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
and Stephen A. Lynch have been given an additional ten days: the Saenger
Amusement Company and Ernest V. Richards, Jr., fifteen days, and the
Sta'nley Company of America, Stanley Booking Company and Jules Mast-

Throughout the three-day trial memChurch Federation, E. V. P.

bers of the

Schneiderhahn of the Federation of Cath-

and several

girls from the
Christian Association,
attended the hearings of the case and appeared as witnesses for the state.
The
Rev. Howard Billman, assistant secretary of the Church Federation, was star

olic

Societies

Young Women's

witness.

Attorney Ray Weinbrenner for the defense developed on cross-examination that
Rev. Billman resides in East St. Louis,
outside the state of Missouri, but notwithstanding has always been active in
the fight for state censorship in Missouri.

Other Defendants Are Granted More Time

baum,

of time for the filing of answering will delay the first
hearing on the complaint, set for October 20. According to one of the
attorneys for the Federal Trade Commission, the complaint will probably
not be taken up until late in the winter.
information, aside from the decontained in the answer filed for
Alfred S. Black, personally. The answer
of the Black New England Theatres,
Little

nial,

Inc.,

Jury Is Disappointed

thirty days.

The extension

is

contains

A

special session of the court was held
the screen room of the Columbia theatre to permit the jury to see first hand
what the picture was like. They visibly
were disappointed that the film was so
tame. They had been led to believe by
testimony of state witnesses they would
see something "rich, rare and racy."
The decision is expected to have farreaching effect in the state. It was clearly
demonstrated that the people are tired
of having their morals hand-picked for
in

them by super-moral men and women.

Paramount Offical
H. D. H. Connick, who for the past
two years has been chairman of the
finance committee of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, having shaped the
company's financial policy to the entire
satisfaction of the management, and hav
ing successfully completed the task of
organization allotted to him, has resigned
to take up other work.
Frederic G. Lee, senior member of the
finance committee, now becomes its acting chairman.
The vacancy on the finance committee has been filled by the
election
of Theodore
F.
Whitmarsh,
president of
Francis H. Leggett

&

Company.

Criterion to Re- open

With Seats Reserved
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 11.— Hugo Riesen-

closes the Criterion theatre tomorrow for two days. It will re-open on
Saturday under the policy of two performances daily with seats reserved. The
George Fitzmaurice-Paramount picture,
"Peter Ibbetson," will be the first production presented under the new plan.
feld

Tomorrow Paramount's "The Golem"
closes a run of sixteen
at the Criterion.

bits

of

interesting

Denies Unfair Methods
Black New England Theatres,
Inc., admits that Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation acquired 50 per cent of its
capital stock, but continuing denies that:
In acquiring theatres it coerced and intimidated theatre owners into selling by
threats of erecting competing houses and
interfering with their film service.

The

That its theatres
tures exclusively.
That

and a half weeks

show Paramount

independent

producers

ex-

from the

states
if

that

New Eng-

From February

December

to

1

31,

paid the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation approximately
$152,170 in film rentals and over the
same period paid other distributors $181,492 in film rentals.
From January 1 to July 1, 1921, it continues, it paid Famous Players $99,772
for film, and other companies $130,382
for the same period. It states that the
film rentals for the coming year paid
companies other than Famous Players
will be as much if not more than '.he
amount paid Famous Players.
1920,

states

it

that

it

Employs Unemployed
In Exploitation Stunt
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO,

O., Oct. 11.— In the pubstunt conducted prior to the presentation of "Who
I?" at the Rivoli
licity

Figures on Film Rentals

The Black Theatres
now one of the largest,

in

land.

pic-

are

territory or can only
lease their films at a loss.
It admits that it "gives preference to
Paramount-Artcraft pictures under a
certain franchise agreement entered into."

cluded

Connick Resigns as

NEW YORK,

several

data.

buyer of independent film

it

is

not the largest,

Am

theatre by Harold F.
of

solution

the

Wendt

is

unemployment

found a
problem.

During the week prior to the showing

Wendt

It's

Concerning
says:

Erwin Edwards, president of the
Edwards Am. Co., Cleveland, O.,
writing

to

the

HERALD

men

wearing

black

"It's

this

an

Wendt
now

campaign,

inexpensive

stunt

with so many unemployed men glad to
earn a few dollars for a few days."

to

compliment Martin J. Quigley on
two recent editorials, says:
"Permit me to state that I open
the wrapper on the HERALD as
eagerly, if not more so, than I do
an envelope containing a check.
"Mr. Quigley's editorial in regard
to the Arbuckle case hits the mark
so near that you could not measure
the margin with a micrometer.
This is also true in regard to his
concerning 'The Three
editorial
Musketeers.'

five

I?"

As a Check
in

sent

masks on to the streets. A sign carried
by each bore the inscription "Who Am

Welcome

Broken Film Starts
$6,000 Empire Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WAXAHACHIE,

TEX., Oct. 11.—
Ignition of a broken film by the powerful
light

of

the

projector

started

a

blaze

Empire theatre which resulted in
damage to the interior of the house

in

the

totalling $6,000.

Waxahachie Amusement

Company

which owned the equipment and fixtures
was protected only partially by insurance.
There was no insurance on the
building owned by Mrs. Pauline Graber
of Brenham.
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taken in
Broadway picture circles over the
announcement by two of the big producing companies that each is making "The
Minister."
Vitagraph has comLittle

wearing only one shirt and one hat, he
broke into the picture and theatrical
game twenty years ago. Hopp was sitting
in the new offices of his Producers Service Company in the Knickerbocker thea-

menced work

tre building,

the

the rush of clients.
"In the old days art

interest

little

being

at the Brooklyn studio on
picturization
of
the
play which
brought Maude Adams fame. Alice Calhoun is to be "Babbie," supported by an

all-star cast.

Now comes Famous Players with the
announcement from Los Angeles that
Penrhyn Stanlaws has commenced work
on "The Little Minister" with Betty
Compson playing "Babbie."
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, says that his company has owned
the rights to the famed Barrie play for
years. Famous Players say it owns all
foreign rights to the play and that in this
country they are open to anyone who
cares to make a picture.
So there you are. Take your choice.
*

»

soliloquizing during a

in

was art, artists
art may
artists," said Hopp.
still be art, but artists are acquiring cash

"Now

were

register minds. I just had some photographs made for a client, one pose being
full length and one a bust. He chose the
bust picture on the theory that the photographer could not possibly charge as
much for prints of just a head as he

would

for full length."
*

•

*

Charles Ray is making a picture called
"R. S. V. P.," and "Les" Mason of First
given a pre-vicw all
the invitation cards will be sent out "B.
Y. O. L."

National says

if

it

is

*

*

Hoit Hadley says things arc not what
they used to be when, as a barefoot boy,

lull

*

*

Fred Elliott, of the National Associais taking a straw vote on whether

tion,

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which H ave Been Used Successfully by
Exh ib itors to Build Up Their Patronage
By

B. P.

(Manager,

McCORMICK
Flor-

Liberty theatre,
ence, Colo.)

For the past five years, I
have played serials and my
method of putting them over
has brought me very satisfactory results. I am in a town
of less than 3,000 population
have no Sunday shows only
six nights per week and as a
rule only one matinee.
;

I play my
days, for the reason that Saturday is the only big day for
children and all the family and
I can always depend upon a
good Saturday business without the use of a serial for the
children. Thus, I get two big
days a week.
On starting a serial, I book
a feature of absolutely known
drawing power and then I advertise a free matinee for
everybody, on the first episode.
I have packed houses for the

serials

on Mon-

chapter with everyone
anxious to see the second
chapter. You might think this
would kill my business for that
night but it doesn't, if you
first

have a good feature, for the
reason that every child is a
walking advertisement. After
the

first

three or four episodes,

I

book

can

less

expensive

features for Monday although
I try to keep a good program
on that night.
I then have a matinee every
Monday after school is out.

My children's patronage Monday afternoon is equal to Saturday's and my Monday night
crowd is next to that of Saturday. If because of weather
or counter attractions, I fail
to get a good start on the first
chapter, I give another fret
matinee for the second episode.
All of my big special features that are worthy of extra
exploitation I book for the
middle of the week and in so
doing I am assured of three

Saturbig nights per week.
days, everybody's night. Mondays, kids' matinee and serial
night. Wednesdays and Thursdays, extra special features.
And then to take care of Tues-

days and Fridays and make
them keep up a good average,
select a star or feature that
pretty sure to hold its own
against the attractions of the
I

is

other nights.
in

all, keep the chilmind; please them;

cater to them
advertisers.

of the dramatic incidents from "A
Man's Home," the Selznick production

just published.

or not both New York baseball teams
>hould win pennants next season. He
votes not. A meeting of the executive
committee of the association was scheduled for one day last week and the roll
call showed only himself present. Everyone else was at the World series. After
several efforts to assemble the members
with the same result, the meeting was
postponed until after the series was
ended. "What's the use," said Elliott.
*

Roy

;

they are great

*

*

Moulton

says: "Mary, Queen
of Celluloid, is suffering from screenitis,
a new ailment. Being a new ailment it is
doubtless expensive."
K.

*

*

»

Connolly,

Washington
resident
National Association, has

Jack

kleagle of the
solved a mystery.
He was reading the
statement of a physician that paraldyhydc
is being used in place of whisky; the emi-

nent medico going on to explain that in
moderate doses paraldyhyde causes sleep
and in large doses has a stupefying effect.
"Now I know what some of those Senators
drink,"said Jack.
»

*

*

Paul Gulick of Universal spent
among the "gift shops" hunting for

a day
a suitfriends

for the only one of his
who, according to Gulick, has not informed
him that with an even break on luck, New
York would win the world series.

able gift

*

*

*

spending much time
After a week here on his
in New York.
return from Europe the Universal magnate
left for the coast where he will remain
most of the winter. Julius, his young son,

Carl Laemmi.e

isn't

accompanied him and
Los Angeles.
*

*

will

enter school

in

*

And

speaking of Universal affairs. Mr.
Laemmle announced that "Foolish Wives"
will be released some time in January. The
big Von Strcheim feature, originally 300,000 feet of film, is being worked down to
a showable basis as rapidly as possible.
At last reports it was down to something

under 24
will

And above
dren

One

reels.

Paul Gulick

take about twelve reels to

foolish

some

figures

it

show how

foolish wives can be.
*
* *

William D. Garwood has arrived in New
Y'ork from Los Angeles to become business
manager of Associated Photoplays, Inc.

:

:

The
The

Simplicity of S ervice

simplicity of service

its efficiency.

No

elaborate

the

is

measure of

mechanism

is

nec-

essary to the proper functioning of an agent
that accomplishes the

work

for

Frills are for luxuries

tended.

which

pictures,

is

in-

on masquerade.

No

Necessities need no embellishment.
fers prizes

it

one of-

with goods that are useful, be they

paving brick or trade paper depart-

In a recent issue of "the paper that
a circular letter sent to patrons

is

read"

by Charles Lee

Hyde, manager of the Grand theatre, Pierre,

was reproduced upon

this page.

The

went into the mails and hence

into the

picture theatres of the nation.

By

issue

motion

return mail,

allowing time for printing, adaptations of Mr.

Hyde's
part,

letter, direct transcriptions for the

began

most

to arrive at this office.

That contributed by R. H. Stephens, manager of the Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.,

is

selected for reproduction herewith because

it

shows important development of the original
idea.

Iii his adaptation of Mr. Hyde's letter Mr.
Stephens altered the wording in such manner
as to bring the force of the letter to the sup-

port of a Realart

ments.

S. D.,

which other exhibitors had sent in to the EXHIBITORS HERALD
and among over 100 reports sent in on "The Lost City" there was
not one adverse criticism. A really "hundred percent" picture.
Remember that I consider it a favor for you to tell me of
your preference in pictures and, if dissatisfied, let me return your
money and profit by your advice. I am trying to have every show
one to which a daughter would feel safe in bringing her mother.
Yours sincerely,
Chas. Lee Hyde,
Mgr. Grand Theatre.

Read,

first,

Mr. Hyde's

letter

The Grand is now running every night including Sundays.
show starts at seven thirty and second show at about nine
o'clock.
I have endeavored to get the most popular stars in good
pictures and feel sure that the inclosed program will include some
shows you will want to see.
Some of us like the outdoor Western adventure picture with
its riding fighting hero; others the drama and its emotional star.
The picture which pleases one may not please another, and tho
every night may be a good show some may appeal to you a great
deal more than others.
As manager of a theatre I have to sell an evenings's entertainment. If, after buying a ticket and seeing the show you do
not feel that you have received a pleasant evening; if for any

from the value of the

which he had in prosin no degree

letter.

It

follows:

From

the 10th to the 15th, inclusive, is Realart Week. I will
run every night.
First show will start at seven- thirty, and
second show at about nine o'clock.
I
will endeavor to get the
most popular stars in good pictures and feel sure that the program,
on reverse side, will include some shows you will want to see.
Some of us like the out-door Western adventure picture with
its riding, fighting hero; others the drama and its emotional star.
The picture which pleases one may not please another, and though

every night

may

be a

good show,

some may appeal

to

you

a

more than others.
As manager of the Royal Theatre

great

deal

have to sell an evening's
I
buying a ticket and seeing the show
you do not feel that you have received a pleasant evening; if
for any reason you are dissatisfied with your purchase; 1 will
consider it a favor if you will allow me the pleasure of giving
ycur money back; by telling me what it was that you did not
enjoy in the picture, assist me in getting a more pleasing show
entertainment.

after

If

for future evenings.

Before picking out this particular series of pictures for this,
a Realart Week, 1 read over the reports which other exhibitors
had sent in to the EXHIBITORS HERALD and among over 100
reports on the pictures selected for this particular week there was
not one adverse criticism. Really one hundred per cent pictures
for the week of October 10th to 15th.
Remember that 1 consider it a favor for you to tell me your
preference in the pictures and, if dissatisfied, let me return your

money and

First

reason you are dissatisfied with your purchase; I will consider it
a favor if you will allow me to give you back your money; and,
by telling me what it was that you did not enjoy in the picture,
assist me in getting a more pleasing show for future evenings.
I
have arranged my program so that there will be one good
show each week which I can sell at ten and twenty-five cents.
There will be a comedy or news reel with every regular program.
On Friday, September 16th, I start the best serial ever made.
Before picking out this particular serial I read over the reports

Week

The development detracted

pect.

I

feel

profit

by your advice.

am

trying to have every show one to which a daughter would
safe in bringing her mother.
Yours for better pictures,
R. H. Stephens,
Mgr. Royal Theatre.

Mr. Stephens' communication accompanying
his contribution contains a tribute to the simplicity

of service no less eloquently relevant because written as a tribute to this publication.

His closing

paragraph reads
"I find that the

Herald

is

able to the proper conducting of

almost indispens-

my

picture busi-

ness here and would not want to do without
twice what I have to pay."

it

for
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Suggestions in the

The Speed

Girl

switched on, the curtain

rises, revealing
a cell in which the girl is sitting. The
cell is furnished in elegant style
rugs,

—

(Some Realart suggestions)
Bebe

Daniels

uses

various

means of

locomotion throughout the action of the
story, including horse, airplane and motor car, and it is from this element of
speed that the picture derives its name.
One suggestion for a street stunt is to
mount a good-looking girl in riding habit
on a horse, and, accompanied by four

men

dressed as naval officers, promenade
through the streets, two men on each

The men might carry

side.

nouncing the

signs

an-

picture, or the girl can sup-

port a standard with the same message.

A
a

novel suggestion is that of erecting
imitation airplane of cardboard,

large

and canvas and mount it on top
In the cockpit of the
of the marquee.
fuselage a dummy made up to represent
sticks

"The Rage

Bebe Daniels
peller can be

is

rigged.

made

A

large

electric

by having

also be staged,

desired.
stunt, a "speed"
parade may be used. At the head of it
a tumble-down bus, drawn by an old nag,
wherein plays a comedy band.
Following, a long-legged youth on a kiddie car,
a man in a wheelbarrow, another on an
old fashioned high-wheel bicycle, a perambulator, a tricycle, a go-cart; in fact,
any number of vehicles, the more
grotesque the better.
Novel street signs are also suggested,
which the exhibitor can have printed and
tacked along the highways leading to his
theatre.
These signs read:
and see our
and see our town
jail.
Or. better still, STOP! and see
Bebe Daniels in "The Speed Girl" at
Theatre.
the

concealed

fan

A

good prologue can be worked up
little trouble and expense.
In
front of a drop curtain arrange a judge'?
bench, behind which sits a man in judicial
robes.

The

clerk calls out "Betty Lee!"

A

girl is led in by a traffic officer and a
snappy dialogue takes place, with the
judge and the girl as the central figures.
It must be brought out that she is guilty
f driving over sixty miles per hour and
the judge gives her "ten days in jail."
She is led off the scene and the lights
are dimmed.
When they are again

The

setting

— GO

"The Cup
required,

"The Cup

if

As an introductory

with very

can be produced by combining
proper tint drops and the most ornate furnishing obtainable
One dancer of ability is rethrough merchant co-operation
quired, amateurs properly costumed disposing of the minor
compositions professedly of
modern
parts.
There are many
Parisian persuasion which should give general satisfaction
as musical setting for the performance staged.
effect,

pro-

speed.

of Paris"

of its relationship to the picture.

a vaguely magnificent

to revolve

phonograph, etc.
A butler
stands at the cell door and announces
visitors.
Maid serves tea. Guests dance,
etc., ad lib. to curtain.
A wedding can
pictures,

large

from view can blow the dummy's hair
and ribbons, giving the impression of

A single still from "The Rage of Paris," Universal production featuring Miss DuPont, serves adequately for the production of a prologue which should be found effective regardless

A

the electrician connect up a shaft with a

motor.

Stills

FAST

GO SLOW

of Life"

Thomas H.

Ince production

for
"Ince's
the
in
best in years," is a swiftly moving action
Orient.
The scene reproduced in the above still shows the
capture by Chinese rivals of the chief character in the play,
An
taking place during a night festival in the city streets.
Oriental stage setting, as the background for a characteristic

Associated

of

Life,"

Producers,

a

called,

in

the

Herald

review,
story laid

Just
celebration, will serve presentation purposes admirably.
prior to screening of the picture a highly dramatic situation
may be developed, sharp culmination of the prologue preparing audiences for the rapid action of the opening and
subsequent scenes of the play.
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"No Woman Knows" Begins
Promising Screen Career

A window

of Friedman's Shoe Shop, 48th
and Broadway, New York, as dec-

St.

orated for

of

picturization

Drug

Store, at 43rd and Broadin the "No

way, another unit

"No Woman Knows."

Woman

"No

Gray's

Woman

&

Ligget

Myers'

Drug

home

Edna

a flying start in so far as exploita-

is

the

concerned with two extraordinary campaigns conducted in

of

"Fannie Herself,"

is

the

and

of

Ferber, author

who

consented

to publication of a small advertise-

ment carrying her signature and

two largest cities of the nation.
upon this page show

the

in

Reichenbach's
campaign was a
"which" contest conducted by the
Chicago Evening American. Chicago

Knows," Universal
Edna
Ferber's

novel, "Fannie Herself," got off to

tion

Store,

Times Square building, 42nd
Broadway, similarly treated.

Knows" window campaign.

change

Illustrations

protesting

certain phases of these campaigns.

title

Details follow.

lowing day a reply of similar character was published with the signature of Carl Laemmle, purporting
to defend the action of the com-

Don Walk, Universal

had charge of the

representative,

New

York

exploitation

exploitation

the

for

opening at the Central theatre. He
followed, in the main, the lines of
procedure suggested by the change
of

The new

title.

Woman

many window
Broadway
are shown

truck inexpensively converted to float
purposes sent about New York streets
to associate in the public
original and adapted titles
Ferber's.

mind the
of Edna

"No

caption,

Knows," was

A

capitalized in

displays,

chiefly

of

which
on this

location, three of
in

illustrations

page.

The matter
effect

to

copy

of writing card

identification

of

display

Walk converted

a truck into a

Mr.

by mounting therecanvas structure upon which

practical

upon a
nal

and

lines

-the connection

calculated

to

the place of exhibition inescapable.

In Chicago,
especially

Harry Reichenbach,

engaged

to

launch

the

of
fol-

pany.

"Rob Reel," photoplay editor of
the newspaper, picked up the controversy thus brought to the public and started a "which" contest,
asking for contributions from readers setting forth their ideas of the
offering
debate
and
"Debutante
Armor" mesh bags as prizes to those
sending in the best compositions.
An illustration herewith shows the
window display obtained in a prominently located downtown jewelry

ranged that

its

turning pages dis-

closed lines relative to the production.

A

Chicago window display obtained
through a newspaper contest stunt described in the accompanying story.

make

with the picture and

The

At the theatre itself a huge book
was affixed to the marquee, so ar-

float

appeared a picture of the book origi-

the

In last week's Herald the "news"
advertisements run on non-amusement pages of Chicago newspapers
were reproduced.

of co-operation.

window work,

against

the picturization.

store.

with picture is so simple as to require no illustration.
The same is
true of the obvious argument suitable for presentation to the merchant approached with suggestion
In addition to the

in

run at Barbee's Loop
house, used
different and original methods.
The outstanding feature of Mr.

picture on
theatre,

a

its

downtown

These outstanding features of the
two introductory campaigns indicate the degree of thoroughness attendant upon the picture's launchMany precedents of value to
ing.
all who use the attraction were established. These are of utmost importance to the exhibitorial body as
a unit.

KX
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Mark— Strand

Behind

Presentation
Trade Asset

Report

The
The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Just mopped up.
Go and get it

Ray.

—

and get behind it and then go to the
hank with a big deposit. Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

attractions exhibited at the New York
and Brooklyn Mark-Strand theatres by Joseph Plunkett and Edward L.
Hyman, respective managing directors, constitute a trade asset of great
value.
During the period of general retrenchment recently negotiated the
record of these theatres has been consistent throughout. A steady succession of high grade theatre productions, of practical use to the trade
at large, has come from this source.

The stage treatment accorded

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
The one bright spot of the summer business.
Featured the author,
James Whitcomb Riley. Two days' good
Ray.

—

—

C.
H.
Landers,
Fredonia
Opera House, Fredonia, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

business.

—

Riders of

—

the

Dawn, with

a

special

wheat is raised in your locality
it will fill your house, but will go over in
any town. My patrons said one of the
best they had seen.
Otto J. Petrick, Rex
Neighborhood pattheatre, Vale, Ore.
cast.

If

—
—

ronage.

SOCIETY SECRETS,
Novak.

—

I

want

with Eva
thank Mr. J. C.

to

Jenkins of Neligh, Neb., for his
write-up of this in the September
24 issue. He sure knows a picture
when he sees one. It sure pleased
them here. It's sure different. Used
Mr. Jenkins' exact words on a
bunch of heralds and got a crowd.
C. H. Smith, Electric theatre,
Morning Sun, Iowa.

—

Joseph Plunkett's prolog ue

Mr. Plunkett, of the New York
Strand, established a valuable precedent
in the presentation of "The Idle Class,"
Charles Chaplin's new First National
comedy, with a stage setting designed
after an early scene in the picture. The
atmosphere created was directly in
keeping with that prevailing in the pro-

The Strand quartette, frequently and favorably mentioned in
these columns, provided the entertainment.
who have
Exhibitors
everywhere
stages at their disposal should find it
not a difficult matter to use the illustration presented herewith as a basis
in preparing a prologue for the comedy. If it has not been the custom to
present short subjects in this manner
the opportunity to begin that style of
treatment, or to use such a feature
duction.

for

"The

Partners of the Tide, an Irvin VVillat
production. This was the best undersea picture this year. Used a diving suit
in front of the theatre and stood them
Have played every
out for two days.
Hodkinson feature this year and have
not picked a lemon yet. Sam Sax, New
Grand theatre, Portland, Ore. Downtown patronage.

—

Idle Class"

distinctly as an interpolation,
to order."

is

"made

L. Hyman, managing director
erved
the Brooklyn sister-theatre,
in a similar capacity in producing the
initial theatre production for the presentation
of
"One Arabian Night,"
Pola Negri's production, nlso distributed
The illustration
by First National.
shows the stage in some detail.
"In a Persian Garden" was the title
of the Hyman prologue, some departure from direct picture suggestion beEight persons particiing indulged.
pated, singers and dancers, classical
renditions of appropriate character being given.
The stage setting was produced with
a single drop, a set wall, two set trees
and a garden seat. Approximation of
the excellent result obtained may be
effected by many exhibitors at comparatively little expense.

Edward

of

—

The

—

Fool, with Milton Sillsalready a box office magnet, if
you run The Great Moment and At the
End of the World first. Picture drags,
Featured
but really satisfied patrons.
star and "The Little Lady of the Big
House." Sterling theatre, Greeley, Colo.
General patronage.
Star

Little

is

—

—

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
best
Positively
the
Mix. Excellent.
Mix subject we have ever shown. It is
Advertise it big. It will
100 per cent.
stand all you can do. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Live

Wires, with

Edna Murphy.

— Stars

—

Edna Walker and
unknown and pic-

ture not extensively advertised, but did a
fair business and was exceptionally pleasing.
J. McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

—
— Neighborhood

Mo.

Once

to

—

patronage.

Every Woman, with Dorothy
With one accord, "A fine pic-

Phillips.
Had a singer for
ture."
Home" and "Ben Bolt."

"Home

— Unique

Bricelyn, Minn.
ronage.

tre,

Sweet

— Neighborhood

theapat-

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
surpassing
picture
of
Salisbury.
beauty.
About the finest scenic backgrounds I ever saw, and an interesting
Make a spec'al effort to
story besides.

—A

bring them
Edward Hyman's prologue

for

"One Arabian Night"

in.

They

will like

it.

—J.

Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

E.
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Theatre Opinion Swings

To Favor

The Paramount trade-mark figured

in

the displays

of

shown above, used

Rialto,

at (left

right)

to

the Bijou. Richr

Des Moines, and the Grand. Pueblo.

Exhibitorial opinion, ciearly manifested and readily
recorded in the majority of instances, has differed consistently over a long period as concerns the use of other
than the theatre trade mark in advertising and general
literature.
Some years ago the controversy, if it may
be called that, attained almost to the magnitude of an
issue.
Today, perhaps as fortunately as naturally, it
has been overshadowed by bigger questions and. likewise naturally, has. in a sense, developed its own solution.

The trade marks of producers and distributors, once
regarded as forerunners of a more serious menace, have
lost this significance to the majority of exhibitors.
Men
who formerly blanked out insignia and company name
on all material posted and circulated today disregard
them entirely. Others, conspicuous by their isolation,
continue their practice of elimination.
The apparently plausible explanation of the general change of opinion lies in considerations of greater
significance than the alleged menace originally exploited by meticulously conservative showmen and
writers-

-

the Strand.

Des Moines.

Ia..

the

Cal.

The judgment exercised

is,

of course,

Doubtless the few who
name save that of their theatre

tion.

still
is

open

to ques-

maintain that no

worthy of

their ex-

ploitation, that division of attention and credit is detrimental to the best interests of their institution and the
single picture involved, hold defensible positions.
It is possible that they look more deeply into the
question and speculate as to the probable cost of popularizing a brand name by the methods instituted, as well
as to the probable length of time which must elapse
before realization is experienced.

There are many phases of the proposition which
admit of study. It is, nevertheless, an incontestable
fact that in recent months more and more theatre men
have given space and prominence to trade marks representing other than their own institution.
It is not to maintain that the procedure followed is
advisable or inadvisable that this discussion is written.
It is, rather, to call general attention to the proposition.

This

much

is

apparent.

the exhibitorial determination to make trade
mark advertising valuable the only intelligent course
of action is to act in unison and vigorously in hastening
the time when the public will respond generally to trade
mark appeal. If such is not the case, if the general use
of trade marks is a matter of laconic oversight, the opposite course is logically the one to adopt.
If it is

Producing and distributing companies advertising
extensively in magazines of national distribution and
newspapers everywhere have publicized their trade
marks to a degree of consequence. Exhibitors cognizant of this development have aided materially in popularizing

Trade Mark

brand names.

The trade-mark and company name

of

Associated First National Pictures,
Mich.,

and (center)

the

In<u.

is

Empress,

used extensively at the
Shenandoah, La-

(left

and right) Regent theatre. Lansing.
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that you can take advantage of this same class
of exploitation with material benefit to your first

run accounts.
Mr. Edmunds, further states that in several
towns the exhibitor procured cub bears and used
them with a tree trunk with one or two limbs
placed in the lobby, and the bears were placed
on chains and were a source of great curiosity
attracting large crowds of people who watched
their anttics seeming never to tire.
This was one of the best stunts ever worked
in exploiting pictures in this territory and while,
of course, it is not possible in all cities to secure
a cub bear, it is quite possible that you may be
able to get one from some traveling circus, or
menagerie, located in your city.
Another stunt which proved very effective was
the securing of a stuffed bear from a fur dealer
and this was placed in the lobby opposite a cut
out of the girl in the 24 sheet.
milk bottle
was placed in the girl's hand in such a manner
that she seemed to be feeding the bear.
This created a good deal of talk and was very
effective advertising and it is the sort of advertising that can be used anywhere for it is
possible to secure a stuffed bear from some for
dealer in almost every city in the country.
Trusting the above information will be of service
to you in exploiting "God's County and the Law"
and hoping that you will send us any special
exploitation stunts you may work out on this
or any other Arrow features in order that we may
send them on to other exchanges, wc are, with
very best wishes.
Very truly yours,

A

Arrow Film Corporation.
J. Charles Davis, 2nd,
Director of Advertising and Publicity.

The Liberty

theatre, Sacramento. Cal.,

lobby setting for "God's Country and the Law.'

Reviews

Arrow

Letter Service
Aids in Exploitation

A

letter

home

service

office of

through

which

the

Arrow Film Corporation

keeps in close touch with exchanges
handling its product and, through these
exchanges, with exhibitors using Arrow
productions,

is

intimately

described

in

a

from J. Charles Davis, of the publicity and advertising department of that
concern, which discloses the reason for
letter

much

of

the exploitation reported as
connection with attractions bearing this trade mark.
The service, with
which many doubtless are in a measure
unfamiliar by reason of its inconspicuous
but well ordered operation, is a genuine

used

aid

in

to

exploitation.
Pictures offered by Arrow are closely
watched by the home office after the
simple transference of rights has been
negotiated. The theatre openings in the
various territories are observed, notes
made of the exploitation done, photographs obtained when warranted, and the
matter thus gathered is compiled carefully in letter
It

then

is

from the letter received from Mr. Edmunds of Progress Features, San Francisco, Calif.,
explaining how this stunt was put over, as follows:
"Liberty theatre, Sacramento, Calif., a first run
house, built a lobby display occupying one entire
side of their lobby as illustrated in photograph
No. L
"The cut out figures of the bear and the girl
were made from the paper, while the small groups
of figures forming the background were cut out
from the 22x28 photographs, and smaller photos,
and were pasted on the background drop.
"At night lights illuminated the little cabin and
with the theatre front aglow with a beautiful
electrical illumination, this was a very effective
display and the picture enjoyed a very lucrative
business during the week's run.

Review

quoting

"Photograph No.

2 illustrates the special electrical illumination used by the same theatre which
worked very effectively in conjunction with the
lobby display."
These two pictures illustrate what can be done
with a production of this calibre and we feel sure

"A MAN'S

has excellent

performances.

"THREE WORD BRAND." — Hart
never seem to get enough of him
may be this picture, which is
in seven reels, will come nearest
to giving them complete satisfaction.
fans

and it
shown

"THE CASE OF BECK Y."— It should
particularly welcome because of
the exploitation qualities it possesses.

prove

"ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE."— The picAdams theatre,

ture pleased vastly at the

Chicago, where

it

ran

all

last

week.

"THE IDLE CLASS."— The
sufficient to draw them
hibitors who play his pictures,
old, have found that out.
is

name
Ex-

in.

new

or

"SHADOWS OF CONSCIENCE."—
W.

D. Russell, the producer, contends
the picture is censor-proof. It is. Nevertheless the production is good entertain-

ment.

and photograph form.
sent to other exchanges

"GO STRAIGHT."— Mayo gives his
usual virile and convincing performance.
If

you

like

Mayo, and Western

you're sure to like

"Go

With most patrons

it

stories,

Straight."

"THE MATRIMONIAL WEB." —
is

sufficient to

have

whatever role she
chooses to appear, and her engaging personality lends considerable weight to this

Miss

Calhoun

in

light,

summery

story.

"DISCONTENTED WIVES."— J.
McGowan
and

in
director.

P-

the role of leading player

"INTRIGUE." — Typical

two-page
special communication from Mr. Davis,
telling in detail of the work done in
Sacramento, and requesting that other
exploitation used in behalf of the picture
letter itself consists of a

continental

Pola Negri plays. .. .with all the
force and vitality at her command.
"BAR NOTHING."— Few serials have
more thrills than this five-part film. It
It has entertainment value
will satisfy.
far above the average.
story.

be submitted to the home office.
Mr. Davis' letter to exchanges regarding "God's Country and the Woman"

"THE SWAMP."— A

follows:

We

are enclosing herewith two photographs showing how the Liberty theatre, Sacramento, Calif.,
exploited the first James Oliver Curwood picture.
"God's County and the Law," and we are also

HOME."— It

exploitation angles and a cast that will
draw them in and please by their clever

alone

handling the production, for the guidance of exchangemen and the exhibitors
with whom they co-operate in the successful marketing of the product.
The letter sent out in connection with
"God's Country and the Law" is a sample
of the work done.
Two reproductions
of photographs made while the attraction
was being exploited during its run at
the Liberty theatre, Sacramento, Cal.,
are reproduced herewith. They are sent
with the letter which has been compiled.

The

In

The Liberty

at

night

picture

worthy

high praise. Story of New York's
East Side. In "The Swamp" Haykawa
gives a unique study in facial expression.

of
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"The Heart

A

of the North"

San Francisco

"Hit" in

"The Heart of the North," produced by Joe Brandt
H. Davis, was given its world premiere in San
George
and
Fransico, Cal., under circumstances which make the event
H. J obclmann, of
of especial interest to all showmen.
the Turner and Dahnken organization, contributes the fol-

W

BY WM.

JOBELMANN

H.

and novel forms of exploitation
recently accomplished by San Francisco's foremost exhibitor,
Frank J. Costello, general manager of the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit, was that which he achieved at their Tivoli opera house
in connection with the initial presentation in the United States
of "The Heart of the North" a feature picture of the Northwest Mounted Police, the studio "shots" of which were made
in San Francisco, the exteriors, in which the picture abounds,
of the

most

attractive

being photographed in Truckee.
Realizing much of the pulling power of the picture laid
in the local interest, Costello laid extreme stress on this feaIn conjunction with the
ture in all of his exploitation ideas.
promotion department of Turner & Dahnken he planned a
set the city

simply
crazy with

excitement

over

campaign

that

the

coming of the picture
industry to this city and
packed the Tivoli from

morn

early

EA

--F

which was pro-

Preceding the presentation of the picture, Frank Costello
inaugurated one of his unusual prologues, symbolic of the
locale of the story, the photograph of which appears herewith.
In the slight smudging, or black place, he effected one
of his distinctive illusions which when lighted showed through
a scrim the original players of the picture in a pose taken from
the early part of the film, portraying the dying mother, with
her children and the priest giving the last blessing.
It was
unexpected, unlooked for, appealing, the audience was exceptionally quiet, and, when the illusion was disclosed, gasped.
The women smothered a sob, and then, before they were
sufficiently over the effect, all lights were suddenly darkened,
snow, apparently real snow, started to fall. A little quicker,
those in the front rows instinctively arose, partly believing in
the darkness it was really snow, and the picture, was on the
screen.
Local newspaper critics, particularly the "hard-boiled"
ones, gave due credit,
and paid high tribute
to Costello's art and inimitable
showmanship
in
staging
the
prologue.
*
* *

—

THE JiCRTH MAC

late

till

evening to see a motion
picture

THE

Francisco" displayed, seven hundred and fifty dollars of newspaper advertising, and the Tivoli opened Sunday, Sept. 18th, to
a smashing matinee, which business continued far into the
evening performances, necessitating an extra show.

.

lowing detailed story of the opening.

One

liJHE HEART OF THE MORTH

_

.

rff^T^^^^^-

entirely within
confines of their

duced
the

own

city.
*

Six mounted "Northwest Policemen," the
members being regular

through Colonel Pierce

The San Francisco

Tivoli

Opera House at night

theatre, and under direction of Costello, who

army

post,
the
horses,
including
paraded the streets during the afternoons and

of the local

was

photographed
motion pictures,
pictures
were
which
later screened, and used

Oakland T & D
which is also
operated by Turner &
Dahnken Circuit, as a

in the

the
similar
to
troop banners of the
regular companies, announced the name of
the picture and the important fact that it was

San

theatre,

Fran-

The

Tivoli's exploitation

Mounted

Police Squad.

of

Almost every large
is

all

type with

their

twenty -eight

printed, with

city

blessed or un-

own

production

company.

all

heavy red
in San

"Made

now

blessed, whatever their
with
feelings,
local

about.
Fifty prominently lo-

boards,

make real use
local conditions.

ability to

get out of sight of the
mobs who wanted to

cated
sheet

ingenuity, his rare

lo's

dismount and

was

wel-

to their first five
reel feature and a silent
testimonial to the interest it aroused.
The final results as

sand dollars more than
the usual weekly business, all due to Costel-

They

it

Francisco's

summed up by the
auditing department of
the firm was a net cash
result of several thou-

residents of the metroas they paraded
the
principal
streets,
they were the cynosure
of
all
eyes.
stopped the traffic, in
several instances, and
it
was necessary for

know what

for the picture,
as an example of

San

come

polis,

to

more

trailer

west Mounted" were
sprung on the surprised

them

many

comedy

in

ried,

in-

a

they were

actually

week of playing. The
two banners they car-

"made

ago

director,

four days in
showing
advance
of
and during the entire

cisco" and showing at
the Tivoli. As their red
coats of the "North-

formerly

years

evening

•

dazzling, brilliant lights
of a dozen
1 i e g s,
which were spread fanwise in front of the

K

obtained

soldiers

As the public left the
theatre Sunday, the
opening night, they
were met with an enormous throng attempting to get in, and the

*

*

61

Why
The "Heart

of the

North" prologue setting

not get the value
they deserve.
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Exploitation Snapshots

VITAGRAPH CHAUTAUQUA WEEK
ston

pictures

STELLAR POSTERS,

designed to

in-

particularly that portion of the
public which pre judges motion pictures
terest

by

their personnel,

have been developed

to a high standard of excellence in recent

months by the Paramount poster department. Henry Clive, illustrator, has con
tracted

to

do

posters

Paramount
pictures,
series for "The Affairs

Week"

exclusively

as the

has superseded "Better Shows for Crook-

of the period set aside for the annual

title

by the Women's Auxiliary of the American Legion

encouragement of good

Crookston, Minn., an
event scheduled for yearly observation as the result of theatre-public cooperation.
The women sold coupon tickets for the four attractions, "Black Beauty," "Trumpet

"The Heart

at

Maryland" and "The Scarab Ring," and big success is reS. Clatworthy, of Vitagraph, had personal charge of the
event. The illustration shows one of the exploitation novelties introduced. The idea
is one which many exhibitors may introduce in their communities with good results.
Island,"

ported for the week.

of

A.

for

remarkable
of Anatol" mark
ing his entry into the field. For George
Melford's forthcoming production, "The
Sheik," the posters reproduced herewith,
showing Agnes Ayres
and Rudolph
his

Valentino, the latter the central character
in

"The Four Horsemen

of the

Apoca-

Their value

lypse," have been prepared.
to the exhibitor is apparent.

MODERN

4-

GEORGE MEiro»b%~e?o?u5!!2!!

THE SHEIK
AGNES AYRES a/*? RUDOLPH

VAI ENTINO

A
WILLIAM TELL shot apples from the head of the most ebonhued boy in Creston, la., when E. Metzger, manager of the Strand theatre, produced
the most novel street stunt that has been reported in connection with First National's
"Courage." Exhibitions were given at suitable intervals. (For the benefit of those
wishing to duplicate the stunt it is set down that the gun was loaded with blanks
and the boy had concealed in his sleeve a thread by which he dislodged the apple at
the proper moment.) For "The Skipper Has His Fling," a comedy on the same bill,
Mr. Metzger won publicity by conducting a horse shoe tournament.
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Pictures of Progress

SERIAL EXPLOITATION

of

exceptional character has attended the theatre career of "Miracles of the Jungle," Federated

The strip above shows decorations in its bein the Chicago territory by Celebrated Players Film Corp.
Exhalf installed at (left and right) the Academy and (center) Schaefer's Crystal theatres, Chicago neighborhood houses.
hibitors everywhere have shown marked activity in the exploitation of the serial, the nature of which permits of varied
them
surthe
none
of
treatment. Other examples of theatre decoration have been presented in previous issues of
passing the Chicago product. That the picture should be thus advertised in a city normally reserved in its advertising should
be of interest to showmen and serial producers everywhere.
production handled

HERALD,

CIRCUS DAY

atmosphere was created

C. F. Borders, manager of the Airdome theatre, produced
the street stunt shown above to adverin Flora, IlL,

when

Univer sal's "The Man Tamer."
Three men, two animals and a semicutout were used, the most important
item in the list of essentials being one

tise

*5

genuine idea.

NEW

HOLE

was provided in the form of a glass tank in a promiSWIMMIN'
A
nently located window of Bristol, Conn., and several boys made good use of it- The
occasion was the showing of First National's "The Old Swimmin' Hole," a picture
widely and variously, but never more picturesquely, exploited. The illustration shows
the window and one of the volunteer swimmers.

PROFITABLE POSTERS
year

of the past

prominent rank those
prepared by Leon Bracker for First Nainclude

"Man-Woman-Marriage," responmany window displays such as
above, used by the Sun theatre, York,

tional's

sible for

the
la.

FIFTEEN WEEKS

in

RIDING IN THEIR SLEEP,

figur-

atively speaking, exploitation representatives of the Palace theatre, Denton, Md.,
toured the streets advertising First NaTwin Beds," an attraction with
tional's
an enviable exploitation record.
'

record

of

at

one theatre is a
Paramount's

consequence.

"The Golem" ended the fifteenth week
of its run at the Criterion, N. Y., on
the evening that the photograph reproduced above was made.
of photograph.

left

Note crowd

at
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Chicago
fined to

theatre

little

advertisers,

con-

words with

space, use

discretion.

The following

appearing

in recent issues of

are lines

Chicago

newspapers.
"If

you haven't seen

at least twice

it

you're behind the times."

"The Three Musketeers."
Randolph

theatre.

*

"A
in

vivid picturization of a love tale laid

the Northwest log country."

"The Rider

of the

King Log."

Barbee's.
*

A

"A

"Novel" Lobby

picture of marvelous rarity."

"Over the Hill"
Woods.
"As clean as

Walter

P. Lindlar, assistant director
of the Paramount division of exploitation, designed for exhibitors using "The

Great Impersonation" the lobby displays
reproduced herewith, pointing out in
doing so that "a picture version of a
well known novel is half sold to the
public beforehand if the theatre will
go to the trouble of emphasizing the
connection with the book."
The lobby suggested is a huge reproduction of the book by E. Phillips
Oppenheim, published by A. L. Burt &
Co., and the important point is brought
out that the material used in constructing the front may be retained for use

picturization of any novel
that may be exhibited at a future date.
The box office is set in the binding
of the book. The covers, obviously, may
be so constructed as to permit of opening or closing as desired to obtain the
semblance of freshness each time the
stunt is applied.
Mr. Lindlar's drawings are useful. His
argument in favor of this type of lobby
is clear and obviously sound.
There are many attractions upon the
market at this time for which such a
lobby will serve. There will be a steady
succession of them in the future. The
idea is good.

with

any

rain.

As

vivid as light-

ning."

"No Woman Knows."
Castle.

*

"DeMille's dazzling drama."
"The Affairs of Anatol."

Bryn Mawr.
*

"A romantic

joy,

bristling

with ac-

tion."

"The Hell Diggers."
Riviera and Tivoli.
*

"A

whirlpool of love and intrigue."

"Beyond."
Central Park.
*

"Chicago's finest entertainment."
"The Hell Diggers."
Senate.
*

"The

screen's greatest triumph."

"Disraeli."

Orchestra Hall.
*

"A powerful
mother."

story

of

home

and

"The Old Nest."
Orphcum.
*

"Another one of those peppy, amusing
little bad girl' treats."
"One Wild Week."

'good

IV oodlawn.
*

"Supreme entertainment."
"Man- Woman-Marriage."
Harper.
*

"Entertainment for the discriminating."
"The Great Impersonation."
Pantheon.
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Police Herbert to have a fleet of motor
police present to lead the way to the
theatre.
This flash alone was worth a
thousand as we sped through the streets.
At the theatre more pictures were taken.

Stars in Person
BY

WENDT

H. F.

Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, O.
falling off in the the-

During the recent

many

atre business

exhibitors tried every

to "bring 'em in." Others accepted

means

hard luck and have fallen by the
Some of the "live ones" increased the quantity of their show, while

their

wayside.

some turned

Special features

to quality.

helped some, while personal appearances
of famous stars have been the resort of

And still we receive comothers.
plaints from exhibitors doing all these
But why anyone should suffer a
things.
"flop" with a personal appearance card

Studebaker agent to be placed at Turpin's
disposal the entire week.
It drew up to
the station, on the rear was a sign reading, "This is Ben Turpin's official car.

The

Rivoli theatre is his headquarters."
There were so many present to greet the
star that it was difficult for travelers to
get near the station.
I

had

my own

staff

63

photographers on

the job as well as a cameraman.
As he made his way to the car he was
received officially by De Witt Fisher,
secretary to Mayor Schreiber.
I
had also arranged with Chief of

Here was another crowd.
Monday marked the staging of still
more pictures at important points about
the city, large crowds being attracted at
each place.
I

have watched

in

advance and since

Turpin's engagement with us and can
only say that many are overlooking a
good bet in their personal appearances.
Some have received practically no results
because they were off the job.
As for the Rivoli, every day was like
Sunday standouts from noon till 10

—

o'clock.

And

it

all

came about from our making

Ben Turpin

the talk of the town.

still

is

my

beyond

understanding.

That

is,

if

the publicity man is on the job.
recently completed a campaign on
I
the personal appearance here at the
Riovli of Ben Turpin, and must say that
so extremely successful from all
it was
angles that I will go into detail here, telling how we smashed all box office records, so far as the summer season is concerned, and most of the winter season as
well, despite some of the hottest weather

A
To

the Rev. Dr.

they occurred,

will tell

I

how

the trick

*

*

*

Upon the signing of the contract which
called for the personal appearance of Ben
Turpin, I started a teaser campaign in all

A

teaser campaign
the daily newspapers.
on a personal appearance was novel.
To complete the description of the

newspaper advertising campaign, will say
that despite the fact that we were offering a very fine vaudeville show and Bebe
Daniels in "One Wild Week," as well as
other features, most of our enlarged space
was devoted to a large comical cut of
All the ads ran during
Turpin's head.
the

week

picture.

of his

He was

engagement carried his
funny looking and we

wanted everyone to know

•

it.

JOHN ROACH STRATON

OR ANY OTHER CLERGYMAN

in Toledo in many months.
Taking the events in the order in which

witnessed

was turned.

Fair Question

Seeing his

picture so often instilled in them the desire to see him in person.
Almost a week previous to his opening here I had a trailer made up showing
Turpin batting his funny eyes and telling
This was shown every
of his coming.

In view of the publicity certain utterances
against the Motion Picture industry have received, we challenge you to deliver an original
sermon as morally effective and as far reaching
as the photoplay

"Why Girls Leave Home"
Your sermon
sensationalism
as this
from
must be as free

We make

but one condition.

photoplay
Sincerely yours,

WARNER

performance.
special art posters were made by
showing his head and anour
nouncing his coming, and these were used
Many
to decorate our lobby and front.
star photos and stills of many of Turpin's
comedies were also used. Large crowds

Then

BROS.

artists,

gathered' about this display the week in
advance of the engagement.
The fronts of Toledo street cars are

For the
to carry theatre cards.
second time in history these cards car-

made

ried a picture.

Turpin

in a

It

was

a

huge picture

comical facial expression.

of

A

precedent was established when I recently got a picture of a prominent vaudeville performer on these cards.
*

*

*

my

Oneprinter.
announcement of the
Turpin engagement and another large
picture of him were turned out, black on
a yellow tint.
The entire city was cov-

Then

I

went

after

sheets carrying the

ered with these.
Now for Ben's arrival.

It was Sunday
morning and thousands of fans who had
read of his coming were present to greet

him.

A

—the only one of kind
— had been procured from the

large car

in the city

its

A fair answer to a fair question is
the individual's right. The manner of
asking, perhaps, has much to do
its
with the answer, all of which has little
to do with question and answer advertising.

Opinion has differed, and doubtless
will continue to differ, as to advisability
and efficacy of this type of teaser copy.
Girls Leave Home,"
The case of
Warner Brothers feature, advertised in
this manner prior to its opening at B. S.

"Why

Moss' Broadway theatre,

New

York,

is

significant.

The two-column advertisement reproduced above is indicative of the advertisements used in New York newspaOther individuals interrogated
pers.
in the public prints as to whether they
knew "Why Girls Leave Home" are:
Magistrates Mulqueen, Rosalsky, McGeehan, Mancuso and McQuade, newsHeywood
paper critics Alan Dale,
Broun, Percy Hammond, Chas. Darnton,

Alexander Woolcott and S. Kaufman;
special writers Dr. Frank Crane, Nellie
Bly, Roy K. Moulton, Winifred Black,
"Martha," Dorothy Dix and Arthur
Brisbane; Governor Miller, Mayor Hylan, Commissioner Enright, District Attorney Swann and Capt. Lahey.

Many

of those interrogated replied,
stated, generating general interest in such degree as to bring about
"the appearance of a mob of people
at the theatre," where a camera man
stationed himself to take pictures of
Maurine Powers and Julia Swayne Gordon, prominently cast in the production.
stated that this combination of
It is

it

is

interesting events necessitated the calling out of police reserves to co.itrol
the crowds.
Exhibitors who have toyed uncertainly
with the type of advertising represented
should find the New York report of tinusual interest. Adaptation of the idea
is, of course, dependent upon local conditions in great degree.
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DIGESVHCTURES of.tAeWEER
LOVERS of

short stories, and they are legion, will find

a real treat in store for them in Marshall Neilan's
latest First

far-seeing

National production, "Bits of Life."

taken

Hugh

by

written

stories,

has

director

three

recently

This

published

acted and the photography

dred Ryan, a

Richard Harding Davis' stories or a bound
volume of O. Henry's tales. Note the camera work, too.
David Kesson, an eighteen-year old wonder, is responsible
of

it.

is ably assisted by Thomas Swinton,
Edward Grace and Henry West.

Louella Carr,

"CLAY DOLLARS"
rural "slicker"

who

different" in picture making, presenting as

one six

distinct short stories in

rected by Marshall Neilan and
ful

An

craftsmanship.

known

was

di-

a fine specimen of skill-

array of authors and players well

Hammerstcin

persecutions

George Archainbaud

classes.

in the stellar role is a

of

inmates

of

a

girls'

drab

tale

of

reformatory.

sents Anita Stewart in a society

(First National

drama

pre

i

replete with un-

usual situations and withal a very well produced play.

was written by Hampton Del Ruth and

"LITTLE MISS

HAWKSHAW"
who

It

Edwin

pictures.

It

is

personality and wears
will attract the ladies.

many

The

It

star has a pleasing

pretty gowns, a feature that

was directed by Webster Camp-

bell.

An

(Universal)

an interesting story

is

of the struggles of a wealthy girl suddenly deprived of

Gladys Walton gives a satisfying performance

her riches.

as the society girl
the last reel as an

and there is a spectacular fire scene
added punch. Lee Kohlmar directed.

in

(Goldwyn) preChadwick and
Richard Dix, is an exceptionally clean and clever story,
telling of the social ambitions of a young wife.
It was
written by Rupert Hughes and he has contributed some
sented with a special cast headed by Helene

very witty subtitles in this well written and carefully

(Fox)

is

a

di-

trite-

escapes from an existence as a

attractive role for Eileen Percy,

tbe most of her opportunities.

"DAWN OF THE EAST"

who

Written and directed

Brady

at a

disadvantage

drama which
lan,

lays slight

masculine lead, has

(Realart) presents Alice

an obviously developed meloclaim to interest. Kenneth Harin

little

footage,

and the remainder

of the cast, mainly Orientals, do not give effective perform-

"BLIND HEARTS"

(A.

the suffering of a strong

P.— First

man who

National)

tells

of

doubts the sincerity

and honesty of his best friend for twenty years. Hobart
Bosworth plays the role of Lars Larsen in this Emilie
Johnson story with his usual force and conviction. An
excellent feature for any house.

"PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT"
is

Corinne

rected photoplay.

by Carl Harbaugh.

tional)

presents

mining country of Alaska.
beautifully photographed and the various dramatic

situations are effectively handled.

Eastside newsgirl and becomes heir to a wealthy

English estate.

makes

directed by

one of the best of recent Stewart

tale of a little Irish girl

New York

(Vitagraph)

"DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD"

"THE INVISIBLE FEAR"

It is

directed.

Griffith in a story laid in the

"HIGH HEELS"
with

(Selznick)

Adapted from a magazine story, director George Archainbaud made the best of a poor story.

Carewe.

the story of a

(Full review on page 50.)

"HANDCUFFS OR KISSES"
Elaine

does four
It

to the picture-going public contribute to the pic-

ture's success.

the

it

feature.

reel

is

"something

is

is

farm but the "city boob" turns the tables on him. Eugene
O'Brien plays the lead and it is quite the best thing he
has done in some time.
A picture that will please all

"SINGLE TRACK
(First National)

(Selznick)

beats a city youth out of a valuable

R. M.

J.

"BITS OF LIFE"

Mil-

Wiley, Walter Trumbull and

written by himself, has
reproduced them upon the screen in 6,339 feet of celluloid.
This film is as full of surprises and clever touches as a

for

excellent throughout.

is

miss of twelve years, gives a splendid

performance and

Thomas Morrow, and adding one

book

little

(A.

P.— First Na-

ances.

The

given the

picture does not rank with recent vehicles

star.

"SURE FIRE"

(Universal)

is

another swift moving

Hoot Gibson Western tale, along the lines of his former
successes. It was adapted from "Jeff Bransford of Rain-

bow Ridge" and tells an intensely interesting story of a
cowboy unjustly accused of a robbery. Jack Ford directed.

presented with a special cast headed by Lewis S.

Stone and Rubye de Remer.
tective story,

It

is

a well developed de-

adapted from E. Phillips Oppenheim's book

"Passersby."

Edward Sloman

"HIS NIBS"
new and novel

(Exceptional

in the line

long popular as a vaudeville

directed.

Pictures)

artist,

is

something

Charles (Chic) Sale,

of comedy.

plays seven different

characters in this picture and not only proves his versatility

"HOME-KEEPING HEARTS"
of small

town

life,

with

its

(Pathe)

usual ramifications.

is

a story

It is well

as a comedian but also
abilitv.

shows he

is

an

artist of exceptional

EUGENE O'RRIEX

ALICE BRADY IN

IN

CLAY DOLLARS
.(SELZNICK)
A picture well worth seeing and
Rural
booking.
worth
well
comedy-drama with O'Brien in
the role of a city chap

who

turns

on a country land
George Archainbaud di-

tables

the

sharp.
rected.

A

review of "BITS OF LIFE,"
Marshall Neilan's First National
feature, will be found on page 50.

boob"

has disposed of his worthless
property at a good figure to the skinflint
who tricked him out of his property.
There are barn-dances, hay rides, and
the usual country pasttimes incident to
the "social" affairs of the small community, which would furnish excellent
exploitation.
The picture is replete with
comedy scenes around the hotel and
though there is a love story running
through it, it is secondary to the main

DAWN OF THE EAST
(REALART)
Obvious melodrama, overdrawn in
spots, in which Chinese locale and
predominate.
Chinese
players
Brady's efforts counterbalanced by work of Orientals in
cast.
A manufactured plot illogiAlice

Several good
cally developed.
atmospherical touches. Direction

by E. H.

Griffith.

plot.

HOBART BOSWORTH

IN

BLIND HEARTS
P.-FIRST

(A.

NATIONAL)

Colorful tale depicting the anguish
of a strong man caused by a
haunting doubt of the faithfulness
of his best friend.
Snow scenes

abound which
A

has been some time since Eugene
O'Brien has had as delightful a screenplay as "Clay Dollars."
Lewis Allen
Browne wrote the story and George
Archainbaud directed it with a sure

O'Brien is great in the leading role.
Others besides the star who contributed
fine types are Arthur Houseman in a

comedy

role;

Frank

Currier,

James Ten-

Tom Blake, James Flanagan,
Joseph Burke and Ruth Dwyer, the latter portraying a sweet country girl role.
Florida Kingsley has a "mother" part.
brooke,

The

story in the main is simple, but
has several unique twists and a George
M. Cohan comedy flavor about it that
puts it in a class far above the average
rural comedy.
The brief synopsis below
may sound hackneyed but there is
nothing trite or commonplace about the
plot or the manner of its development.
Director Archainbaud has seen to that.
He has a dramatic as well as a story
sense and he brings his best directorial
skill into play in "Clay Dollars."
Let's

it

have more

like

it.

It

is

good, wholesome

entertainment.

O'Brien is cast as a city boy who goes
to the country to claim an inheritance
of farm land.
neighbor, however, has
tricked him out of the most valuable
part of the property, and he decides to

A

down in the town and await developments. While employed as clerk in
the hotel he devotes his spare time to
digging around the miserable piece of
swamp land left to him. The countryfolks chide him on his "farm." He pays
the sharper back in good measure, however, when he causes the news to be
spread about that the clay on his swamp
land is of very valuable grade.
Telegrams come to him asking for options on
the land and in the end the
poor city
settle

'

make you

Lee.
While not as strong a feature as some

It

touch.

fairly

Directed by Rowland V.

shiver.

scene from "Clay Dollars*' (Selznick)

Bosworth's
previous
productions,
"Blind Hearts," after a tedious first reel,
becomes an absorbing and thoroughly
entertaining piece of screen fiction.
Bosworth, in the role of a rough gold
miner, who has implanted in his mind
a doubt as the sincerity and honesty
of his friend, gives a splendid perform-

of

ance.

It is a role that

powers but

it is

at all

taxes his histrionic
times convincingly

Madge Bellamy, Raymond

portrayed.

McKee. Wade Boteler, William Conkin,
Lule Warrenton, Irene Blackwell, ColForbes and Henry Hebert also con-

lette

tribute

to

the

play's

work.
The
by Emelie Johnson.
sincere

success by their
story was written
It

is

six

reels in

length.

Following a double wedding, in which
Lars Larson and his friend John Thomas
take unto themselves brides, the two
life-long

When

friends

strike

out

for

Alaska.

having struck it rich,
they each find they have become fathers
Lars of a daughter and Thomas a son.
Lars Larson's paternal delight, however,
vanishes when he discovers a birthmark
on his baby corresponding with that on
John Thomas' arm. Twenty years pass.
Paul. Thomas' son asks Larson for the
hand of his daughter, Julia. Larson reThat
fuses and young Thomas leaves.
night a charred body is found on Larson's burnt vessel and Paul is accused
Lars, who is in
of murdering Larson.
hiding, following a quarrel with a blackmailing crook, finds a newspaper account
of the arrest and conviction of Paul. He
goes back to the city and arrives just
in time to save Paul from the hangman's
Then he confesses to Paul's
noose.
father the purpose of his flight and
the}' return,

—

silence.

An

old Indian nurse confesses

having changed the babies at birth,
because Lars wanted a daughter and
Thomas a son. A happy ending is furnished by the wedding of Paul and Julia.

to

A

scene from

Alice Brady

"Dawn

in

"Dawn
is

of

the East" (Realart)

seen at a disadvantage

of the East," a

well-made

turization of a poorly written story.

work

of the star,

pic-

The

and that of Kenneth

Harlan, who appears but briefly, endow
the production with such claim to interest as

Some

it

possesses.

excellent

are used inwhich they serve

settings

effectively, the story for

background failing to hold attention.
Photography is good throughout.
Alice Brady is cast at Natalya, a Rus-

as

sian countess, stranded in Peking, China,

and forced to dance in a public hall to
support an invalid sister.
Crafty Orientals, opponents in political intrigue,
lure her into a marriage with one of
She escapes, believing the
their number.
ceremony incomplete, to America, where
she becomes engaged to a young Ameridiplomat.
Her persecutors follow,
but she outwits them and the picture ends

can

happily.

IN

FOR LIFE

(EDUCATIONAL)
Daniel and Jay Belasco in two
It is the
of rollicking chase stuff.
usual story of fond parents of a pretty girl
who object to the insistent courting of an
agile youth. There is a lengthy chase scene,
which ends in a court room, with the judge,
whom the father thinks is a friend of his,
"sentencing" the two lovers to "life" by
marrying them before the irate man's eyes.

Viora

reels
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ciety,

get

DANGEROUS

The

CURVE AHEAD
(GOLDWYN)

and through her help Phoebe can
coveted whirl.
absent husband returns

into the

wavers between

An

exceptionally clean and clever

picturization of an intensely hu-

man and

holding story of the near

wreckage of a home through the
ambitions of a wife transplanted from a small town to the
city, and her redemption through
Directed by
love for her baby.
social

Mason Hopper.
Rupert Hughes.

E.

unex-

pectedly to find one of the children ill
with fever and Poebe about to keep an
appointment to attend a social function
at the home of Mrs. Nixon.
Phoebe
fear

that failure to at-

tend the function will end her budding
social career and her love for her child.
She attends the dinner, leaving the child
in the care of a nurse, but during the
course of the dinner is overcome by
remorse, rushes home, arriving at the
crucial moment just in time to calm the

A

fellow, who is calling for her.
reconciliation with the husband follows
and mother love and home responsibilities
conquer over social aspirations.
little

October 22, 192

CORINNE GRIFFITH

j

IN-

SINGLE TRACK
(

VTTAGRAPH)

Entertaining Alaska mining story,
beautifully
photographed, well
acted
and effectively handled.

Miss

in

Griffith,

bud who turns
ing.

role of

society

store clerk, pleas-

Directed by Webster Camp-

bell.

Written by

SPECIAL CAST IN

HOME-KEEPING HEARTS
(PLAYGOERS-PATHE)
Story of small town life faithfully
reproduced.
Should afford general satisfaction.
Well acted and
beautifully
photographed.
Directed and written by Carlyle
Ellis and Charles W. Barrell, from
the story "Chains."
"Home-Keeping Hearts" is the old, oW

Scene from "Dangerous Curve Ahead"
(Goldwyn)

Social ambitions of a young wife who
believes herself born for better things
has been the theme of many a picture
play, but in few, if any, has it been treated
in such a clever and interest-holding a
manner as in "Dangerous Curve Ahead,"
the newest Goldwyn production.
This is the first story written directly
for the screen by Rupert Hughes, author
Back," "The Old Nest"
of "Scratch
and numerous other successes, and the
new Goldwyn picture marks the first
joint appearance of Helene Chadwick and
her new leading man, Richard Dix. As
the
young and "scrappily married"
couple, the work of Miss Chadwick and

My

Mr. Dix is convincing and undoutbedly
will be found true to life by many similarly married young persons.
The direction of the picture reflects no
small amount of credit on E. Mason
Hopper. The situations are cleverly conceived, the settings far out of the ordinary and no fault can be found with the
photography. Clever titling adds a lot to
the general excellence of the picture.
a

The story starts with Phoebe Mabee,
much sought after small town belle,

who quarrels with her fiance, Harley
Jones, after a flirtation with Anson NewAfter a period of
ton, a city youth.
weepy repentance the engagement is renewed and they are married. Then they
should live happy ever after, children
should come and the young couple settle
down to a life of domestic felicity. But
they don't. The children come and then
comes a hiatus in the domesticity. Jones
is
sent abroad on a business trip and
Phoebe and her children spend the summer at a watering place, where she again
meets her former city charmer and the
romance interrupted by her marriage to
Jones

is

renewed.

Phoebe develops

so-

aspirations and these are helped
along by the fact that Newton's aunt,
Mrs. Nixon, is a prominent figure in social

story of the triumph of virtue over sin,
told against a background of peaceful
country life.
The characters are well
drawn, especially that of Mary Colton,
in the role of a motherless child entrusted
to the care of a tight-fisted dairyman.
Mildred Ryan, a sweet faced and attractivc little miss, plays the role with a
naturalness and charm that few screen
juveniles display when working before
the camera.
Others in the cast who do
good work are Thomas Swinton, as
Robert Colton, Louclla Carr, as Laurel
Stewart, Edward Grace, as 'Squire Tead
and Henry West in the role of Timothy
Reece. There are but few interior scenes
and the production as a whole does not
represent a large outlay.
However, it
should prove a pleasing feature in the
smaller houses.
Imprisoned for ten years on circumstantial evidence, Robert Colton returns
home. His motherless daughter, Mary,
is brought up by skinflint Squire Tead.
Mary worships the father she has never

and when he

freed, he
goes straight to her. Tead (a distant
relative) gives Robert work in his creamery, the only one in the district.
To

seen,

is

at

last

be freed from Tead's tyranny, the
farmers plan a co-operative creamery,
plan Tead plots against by bribing
the cow inspector to pronounce the
farmers' best cattle unfit.
Tead is also
chairman of the school board and appropriates funds voted for repairs.
He is
again running for office, but he is publicly
denounced on election day by Robert,
who rises above the fear that his disgrace
will become known to Mary when Tead's
miserly running of the school endangers
the lives of Mary and the school teacher,
Laurel Stcwnf, whom Robert loves.
Tead lost the election, but continues
Robert
his plotting against the farmers.
overhears a plot and warned the farmers
in time to save their cows and then
rescued Tead from drowning in a vat
of milk, where he had been thrown by
the inspector, with whom he had quarreled.
His close call with death brings
about a change of heart in old Tead,
and he promised Mary that he would
clear her father's name and put him in
charge of the creamery.
a

Scene from "The Single Track" (Vitafraph)

While "Single Track" lacks the verve
and swiftness of several of Miss Griffith's
former pictures, there is a smashing climax that more than makes up for the
early reels' shortcomings.
It is the sort
of finish that will have everybody on
the edge of his seat "rooting" for the
girl and the family butler as they drive
the locomotive down the twenty-mile
stretch to save the bridge and the hero.
The opening scenes of the play represent an elaborate tableau given by Janette
Gildersleeve, the role played by Miss
Griffith, and if reproduced upon the stage
would make a very effective prologue for
the picture.
There are various other
angles for exploiting the picture as well.
A compoboard cutout of a locomotive
crossing a high trestle would make a

lobby display.
Opposite Miss Griffith appears Richard

striking

Travers, as leading

Barney Hoyt,

a

man

civil

in the role of
engineer, Sydney

Herbert, as a servant, Peddar; Edward
Norton as Winfield and Mathcw Bctts,
as the "heavy" Jim Mallison.
All were
well cast.
Picture fans will welcome

Travers back.
gives a

He

has a fine role and

good account

of himself.
Janette Gildersleeve, New York
society belle, is informed by her Uncle
Andrew Geddes that her property in
Alaska is threated, unless a railroad is
built to other holdings, she promptly
closes her town house and, under an
assumed name, takes a job as clerk in
the North Star mining company's store
at Katalak, Alaska.
Here she encounters Barney Hoyt, the
man in charge of the work of building the single track line to another point.
Jim Mallison attempts to force his attentions to Janette and Hoyt saves her from
further annoyance. The opposition company owning the Unatik mine attempts
to destroy the tracks and bridge on the
day the option to the right-of-way runs
out by floating a raft loaded with dynaJanette, and
mite against the bridge.
her family butler, who is posing as her
father, destroy the raft and save the
bridge.
They rescue Hoyt as well who
is engaged in a hand-to-hand encounter
with Mallison on the trestle.

When
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feature of the picture

PILGRIMS OF NIGHT
(A.

P.-FIRST

manner with

NATIONAL)

Well developed detective and mystery story, in which suspense is
heightened by one thrilling episode following closely upon the
Directed by
heels of another.
Edward S. Sloman for J. L. Frothingham.

is the use of two
dolls with remarkable facial expressions, which change in mirth-provoking

boy

Six reels in length.

the adventures of the doll
youngsters as they steal a pipe from the
old man asleep in his chair, puff themselves sick and finally pack gunpower
into the bowl of the pipe, bringing about
an explosion. The white doll's interest
in the sick stomach of his little partner

mischief draws his attention from the
flask which swings into the flames
of the fireplace.
The blast throws the
two into the chandelier, where they
"make light of their troubles."
The
in

powder

comedy
six

is

about

five

minutes' run

The photography

is
is

hundred feet and its
packed with action.
clear and the lighting

good.

(UNIVERSAL)

Where

from

E.

the Night"

Phillips

Oppen-

heim's novel "Passersby" this Frothing-

Producers
production
presents a fast moving and thoroughly
convincing screen story.
It should fit
in nicely with any program and give
ham-Associated

satisfaction.
Detective stories
rule attract the average picture
fan and "Pilgrims of the Night" is one
of the best recently viewed.
It holds
many unusual angles for excellent exploitation as well, angles the alert exhibitor cannot afford to overlook when

general

as

a

advertising it.
Two beautiful
the all-star cast

Kathleen

women

— Rubye

Kirkham.

are included in

Miss

deRemer and

DeRemer

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN IN

HANDCUFFS

OR KISSES

(SELZNICK)
Adapted

magazine

story

fair vehicle for pretty

Reformatory

provides

and talented

incidents

star is popular this should
please.
Interesting story of the
struggle of a wealthy girl suddenly deprived of her riches. Excellent
cast,
and well photo-

(First National)

Adapted

the smoke to old Barton's room and
rescues him, and as a reward he acknowledges his debt to her father and provides
for the family's future.

star.

HIGH HEELS

of

appearing before his friends. Dr. Barton,
however, defends her position and takes
Her uncle's house catches
her home.
fire and Christine finds her way through

arouse sympathy of spectator,
but for most part plot is weak and
ineffective.
Story by Thomas
Edgelow.
Direction by George
Archainbaud.

GLADYS WALTON IN

Scene from "Pilgrims

69

in

the role of Christine is especially pleasOthers in the well balanced cast
ing.
are Lewis S. Stone, as Lord Ellingham:
William V. Mong, as Ambrose, a poor
organ grinder; Raymond Hatton, as LeBlum, a supercilious detective; Walter
McGrail, as Hannaway, in love with
Christine and Frank Leigh, as Marcel,
known as "the Black Fox" proprietor
of a gambling den and the head of a
The story is laid in
band of thieves.
Europe with many scenes of London
and Paris shown.
Christine is reared as the daughter of
Marcel, owner of a notorious gambling
casino, because her father did not want
her to know he was serving a prison
Gilbert Hannaway, in love
sentence.
with Christine overhears Marcel compelling Christine's father to take part
in a robbery under threat of informing
He tips off the police and
his daughter.
Marcel is accused
a raid is conducted.
of having stolen 4,000,000 francs from
Ambrose, a
the French sub-treasury.

graphed

domestic

Kohlmar

directed.

drama.

Lee

While the title, "High Heels" has no
connection with the events as pictured
upon the screen in this L'niversal production, that need not detract from the
story's interest. Universal seems to have
a fondness for naming Miss Walton's
plays after some piece of wearing apwhy,

not exactly clear.
ReSkirts?"
However, in "High Heels" there is
about everything the exhibhor wants in
the way of melodrama and spectacular
rescues and there is a pair of precocious
twins that romp through the picture
stealing old men's crutches, sliding down
banisters and performing other cute
parel,

it

A

is

member "Short

comedy
Miss Walton is

tricks for

relief.

as pleasing as ever
assigned her. Able assistance
rendered her by Robert Dunbar, Free-

in the role
is

man

Wood, Fred Yogerden, William
Worthington, Jean DeBreac and George
Hathoway.
Christine Trevor at the reading of her
father's will suddenly finds herself almost penniless and the eldest of a family
of four children. She moves to a cottage
in the country, the last remaining piece
of

property,

adjoining a crusty uncle's

Mr. John Barton. Cortney Van
Ness, a wealthy youth, asks her to marry
him and take a world cruise with his
mother and father. She declines because
of the twins and a crippled brother, who
need her care. Dr. Denton, the family
physician, another suitor, remains steadestate, a

In order to earn
dances at a lawn fete.

fast.

attends

the

fete

money Christine
Young YanNess

and upbraids her for

hunchback street musician, having helped
Christine escape from the raided casino,
Christine
takes care of the money also.
vows to kill Marcel's betrayer, but
when she attempts to murder Lord
Ellingham, she learns that he is her own

(Selznick)

While the trials and tribulations of
Elaine Hammerstein in the role of Doris
Walton awakened the sympathy of
State-Lake theatre audiences, where the
picture ran last week,

is

it

not a produc-

tion that will leave a lasting or pleasant

impression

much

like

upon audiences. It is too
anti-reformatory propaganda.

Miss Hammerstein makes a sincere efand for the most

fort to put the role over

part

is

successful, but

it

ful story. She should be
terial to work with. It is

is not a cheergiven better masteeped in gloom
relief. A capable

without a bit of comedy
cast appears in support.
Doris Walton is sent to a reformatory
by her scheming relatives and when she
protests at the ill treatment of a weaker
flogged and dipped

in ice cold
investigation into the instituconducted but the intimidated inmates dare not testify against the
matron. Doris is sent to the home of a
physician as a domestic. The doctor attempts to embrace her and she leaves and
is befriended by one of the investigating

sister,

baths.

is

An

tion's affairs is

committee. Fearing to compromise him,
however, she again leaves and meets a
woman conducting a gambling den, and
is given a home. The young lawyer runs
across her again and offers her marriage
and a home, which she accepts.

THE APPLICANT

father.

(YITAGRAPH)

HOLY SMOKE

Jimmy Aubrey

can

do better things

"The Applicant" is a rehash
of the best things done before.
The
business with the Ford auto has been
than

(RIALTO PRODUCTIONS)
"Holy Smoke," the first of a series of
"Funny Face" Comedies, was shown at
the Rivoli theatre. New York, last week
and will remain for two weeks longer.
This is a pleasing departure from the
usual run of comedies and proves that
there is really something new under the
sun, even in short subjects. The unusual

scene from "Handcuffs or Kisses"

Gladys Walton and her director Lee Kohlmar
discussing

"High Heels" (Universal)

this.

used so often in film comedies, musical
comedies and on the vaudeville stage it
Aubrey apis pretty nearly played out.
plies for a position as Chauffeur, is mistaken for a suitor and is thrown about
by an irate father. That's the first reel.
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Then he

takes the daughter out riding
Ford. He knocks down fences, goes
through buildings and creates panic.
Engine trouble develops and he finds a
ton of stuff under the hood, including
an armful of little automobiles. A rain
storm overtakes them. Lightning strikes
in a

A

wet
into a tree.
lacking in
subtitles are
smaller
It may get a laugh in the
where anything pertaining to a

him and throws him
finish.

humor.
houses

The

Ford car seems

to be funny.

EILEEN PERCY

IN

LITTLE MISS

HAWKSHAW
(FOX)

Conventional tale of a little girl's
Enterrise from rags to riches.
taining and well produced but
Written and dislight of plot.
rected by Carl Harbaugh.

did character drawing and much human
interest woven into the plot.
The story centres around Jeff Bransford, an easy-going rancher, who returns
to his ancestral acres to find them heavily mortgaged and his hired man defending the property with a gun. He tries to
borrow money to satisfy the mortgageis unsuccessful. That night a robbery
committed on a nearby farm. Five
thousand dollars is stolen from Faniiir
Parker and suspicion is cast on Jeff.
After much hard riding and several stiff
fights, the real culprits are apprehended
and Jeff vindicated. Parker had intended

but
is

to loan Jeff the money to assist him out
of his difficulty.
In return Jeff saves

Eleanor Parker from running away with
scamp and causing a scandal.
Fritzi Brunette, Molly Malone, Breezy
Eason, Jr., George Fisher, Jack Wood,
Jack Walters, Harry Carter, Murdock
McChiarrie, Charles Newton, Joe Harris
and Steve Clements all give Gibson excela worthless

Miss Hawkshaw," appearing first as
the mother, Patricia, who runs away
from home in Ireland and marries a
"commoner." They go to live in America
where Patsy is born. Miss Percy also
plays "Patsy."
There are a
of

New

number of effective scenes
York's East side and the scenes
Patsy's uncle's ancestral castle

depicting
in Ireland arc adequately reproduced. It
is a much better role than the star has
had in her last few pictures and one that
awakens the sympathy of spectators and
holds the interest. Francis Fecney, Frank
Clark. Vivian Ransome, J. MacDonald.
Fred L. Wilson and Glen Lavender are in
the cast of the latter episode and give
Eric Mayne and
good performances.
Leslie Casey appear briefly in the prologue.
Stephen O'Neill objects to his
Sir
daughter's engagement with a young
clerk. The couple run away and years
later Sir Stephen learns that they have
died in America leaving a, daughter. The
story shifts to New York, where Patsy
is
a member of the Rorke household.
She runs a newsstand and becomes acquainted with Inspector Hahn. Arthur
Hawks, Sir Stephen's nephew, is sent to
America to locate the missing heir.
Spencer Giles, a crook, persuades Patsy
to pass herself off as the lost heir, but
when she arrives in Ireland and meets
Sir Stephen, her grandfather, she revolts.
likeness to a portrait of her mother,
however, establishes her real identity and
the old man looks with approval upon the
love match that has sprung up between
young Hawks and Patsy.

A

HOOT GIBSON

IN

SURE FIRE
(UNIVERSALE
Western in
delightful
Another
which director Jack Ford keeps
the action

moving

at a brisk pace.

Gibson is surrounded by a large
and capable cast of players who
give life to every part.

When

Jeff Bransford, as portrayed by
Gibson, rides into town after
a two years' absence and finds his farm
mortgaged and about to be foreclosed
things happen so rapidly, you can easily
forgive the director for the quiet and

Ed "Hoot"

rather slow beginning.

This story, adapted from "Bransford of
Rainbow Ridge," will please and furnish
good entertainment wherever stirring
Western tales are liked. There is splen-

She
back

from the lodge, and turning
it in
flames. John Randall learns that Arthur has stolen a will
from his desk and starts out to find him.
An accident happens in which Randali
is reported killed. Sylvia and Bentley are
married. She gives a party on her birthday at which Arthur Comstock appears.
She is transfixed with horror at sight of
him and runs to her room where she find*
the candlestick on her dresser.
That
night, hypnotized by the candle holder,
she opens the family safe and takes out
the jewels. Arthur seizes them but is in
turn seized by detectives Jiidden in the
house by Bentley, and a confession from
the Japanese butler discloses that Cornstock murdered Randall and left his body
flees

later finds

consumed in the lodge fire. Sylvia
thus freed of the invisible fear that she

to be
is

Comstock.

killed

Baby Peggy's Picture

support.

lent

Plays Central Theatre

ANITA STEWART

Eileen Percy plays a dual role in "Little

October 22, 1921

THE

INVISIBLE
(

"A Muddy

IN

FEAR

FIRST NATIONAL)
given good support

Star is
strong cast in a story that

is

by

situations
sustained.

Little Jackie Morgan
star in this picture.

2.

Lavishly appointed
with suspense
well
developed and
Directed by Edwin

drama

Carewe.

supports

the

young

sure

to entertain.

domestic

Bride," the Century Film
Corporation
picture
featuring
Baby
Peggy, the twenty-five months old star,
was on the bill at the Central theatre in
New York during the week of October
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Editor

A

This should prove a highly successful
photodrama. It is quite the best thing
Anita Stewart has done in some time.
The producers have not spared expense
in making an artistic and elaborate picture of the story and star and supporting
players contribute their best performall of which makes for success.
Miss Stewart appears in many beautiful
gowns, and there is a very elaborate

ances,

birthday dinner party shown that will
cause picture fans to gasp.
In her support are such well-known
players as Walter McGrail, as Cornstock; Alan Forest, as Bentley Arnold,
her sweetheart; Hamilton Morse, as Marshall Arnold;
Estelle Evans, as Mrs.
Arnold; George Kuwa. in a splendidly
portrayed Japanese role, and Edward

Hunt

A

J.

Quigley,

417

Dearborn

S.

Street.

scene from "The Invisible Fear"
(First National)

as the butler.

paper chase offers a suggestion for

exploitation and could be easily handled.
Sylvia Langdon is engaged to Bentley
Arnold. Her hand is also sought by Arthur Comstock, a nephew of John Randall, Mr. Arnold, senior's, partner. Sylvia
accompanies Arthur on a paper chase
from the country club but is thrown
from her horse. A storm overtakes them
and they seek refuge in a lodge. Here
Arthur attempts to make love to Sylvia
and during a violent quarrel she hits him
on the head with a heavy candlestick.
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CHIC SALE IX

Eschmann Promoted by Brunet to
Position of General Sales Manager

HIS NIBS
(EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES)
is something novel in the line
comedies with a popular stage
comedian making a successful
bid for even greater popularity
through the medium of one of the
most laughter-provoking pictures
In "His Nibs" Chic
yet shown.
Sale not only proves his versatility
as a comedian, but also shows
that he is an artist of exceptional

Here
of

Former Head of Chicago Branch Wins Advancement
Through His Wide Knowledge of Selling and
His Abilitv to Get Results
E. A. Eschmann. succesively branch
manager at Chicago, feature sales manager, and latterly assistant director of

exchanges of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
been appointed general sales manager of

ability.

the organization.

We

This announcement is made by President Paul Brunet, and follows the elevation of Elmer Pearson to general man-

dual

have had close to an overplus of
roles

remained

in

pictures

recently,

but

Chic

Sale,
long a
favorite of the vaudeville stage, to give
us a picture in which the star plays
seven parts, and makes each character
a distinct personage with an artistry
that is little less than marvelous.
"His
Nibs," is in a class by itself.
it

for

and

ager,

John

Humm

to

assistant

general manager.

Mr. Eschmann is a typical product of
the Pathe organization, and won his way

cago.

Called East by Pearson

appreciated by those in the industry in
the earlier days.
If a suggestion for improvement is
allowable it is that much of the "horse
play" between Wally Craw (played by
Mr. Sale) and the fat feminine member
of the picture palace audience be eliminated. It is rough, uncouth and dragged
in for no apparent reason unless it be
And
to give the picture more footage.
for that matter the entire character of
Wally Craw, local weather prophet, who
"likes motion pictures but hates playin'
and bellerin' " could well be dispensed
Mr.
with along with the horse play.
Sale in six characters would be just as
good as Mr. Sale in seven, and an otherwise almost perfect comedy would be
treed from its one discordant note.
The story, if "His Xibs" can be said
to have a story, is the complex situation
of a motion picture within a motion
picture.
Theo Bender, the proprietor of
the picture palace, is ably assisted in
the conduct of the theatre by Elmer
Bender, his son and crack marble player
of the village (played by Mr. Sale);
Miss Tessie Teed, a young lady pianist,
of several summers (played by Mr. Sale):
and Peelee Gear, boy tenor and wit of
the community (played by Mr. Sale).
Mr. Pereifer (played by Mr. Sale) editor
of the Weekly Bee. has appointed himself censor of all motion pictures and
proves to have about the usual censorial
discrimination. Wally Craw (played by
Mr. Sale) is a patron of the picture

subsequently he was called to Xew York
Mr. Pearson, then director of exchanges, as feature sales manager.
Last March he was designated assistant
director of exchanges, which position he
held until his selection as general sales

Arrow Obtains Novelty

will

be long in passing.

the

of the Xovelty films which

will

distribute during the

of

title

Arrow

Eyes."

coming

production

this

a real noveltj-

.

The

year.

"Watching

is

that

states

it

film

this

is

presenting the autobiog-

raphy of a dog. "Kiki."

Arrow

says the picture is one of the
films ever made and

most entertaining

mo-

believes it will find a welcome in
tion picture theatres everywhere. .

Elinor Field and Van Dyke
Star in Selig Animal Film
Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke
be co-starred in the new animalwhich
jungle
fifteen
episode
serial
Colonel William X. Selig is making for
will

Export

Xo
is

E. A.

ESCHMANN

has been appointed

general sales manager
President Paul Brunet.

of

Pathe

sults.

Started with

World

example of the Pathe
policy of "promotion from within its own
is

Import Film Company.
be

will

made

Inc.

to dispose of

Selig serial until every episode

Xo

finished.

arrange-

distribution

ments have been announced.

by

to his new high rank by his wide knowledge of selling and his ability to get re-

He

&

effort

new

the

a splendid

ranks."
It was after a thorough training in
the sale of general merchandise that Mr.
Eschmann entered the film industry by
way of World Film Corporation. Four
years later, after serving as assistant to
the president and general manager of

Marjorie Daw Featured
In Xew Ben Wi'son Film
The next Ben Wilson production will
be an adaptation of the Peter B. Kyne
Motion to Adjourn," with
story, "A
Marjorie Daw and Roy Stewart leading
the cast.
story was

Evenmg

Roy Clements
published

in

The

directed.

Saturday

the

Post.

Completed Curwood Film
At Studio in New York
Having completed the exteriors of the
"The Girl from Porcupine" company, making the James Oliver
Curwood production of that name, has
picture in Maine.

and a

will undoubtedly set
this gifted fun-maker

Arrow Film Corporation announces
first

The seventh Sale character is "The
Boy" hero of "He Fooled 'em All." a
thrilling drama of the fight for fortune

comedy which
mark that even

Dog

Picture Featuring

palace.

girl, the picture "His Xibs" shows
to the patrons of the Slippery Elm Picture Palace.
Xo small amount of the success this
undoubtedly
will
remarkable
picture
meet, will be due to the excellence of
the titles.
They are screamingly funny
and unerringly apt without the too often
plainly visible attempt at wit.
All in all, the initial venture of Mr.
Sale in pictures has provided a classic

Chicago attracted the
office officials, and

home

by

—

—

in

attention of the

manager.

ture Palace
better known as '"His Xibs,"
Mr. Sale is a whole show in himself,
instead of one-seventh of it as the program shows. '"His Xibs" and his picture
palace are relics of a bygone generation,
although not so far bygone as to fail
to bring pleasant and humorous recollections to many of small town upbringing.
Much of the humor of his work at the
old time projection machine will be best

a

World. Mr. Eschmann joined Pathe, beginning his career with the distributing
organization as branch manager at Chi-

His success

As Theo Bender, proprietor, manager
and operator of the Slippery Elm Pic-

in

71

pone to
teriors

Xew York
at

the

Lee, under the
derson.

to complete the ex-

Peerless
direction

studio

of

Fort

at

Hen-

Dell

Seek Exchange Site
P.

V
A

scene from "His Nibs" (Exceptional Pictures)

M. Brink, general manager

W. Hodkinson

Corporation,

of

who was

W.
in

Chicago October 7 and 8, locating an
exchange for his company, left on Sundav for Omaha.
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Several Stars Cast
In New Ince Picture

Diversity of Stunts
Exploits Fox Pictures

Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes

All

And Theodore Roberts

Women

'Kerchiefs

Principal Roles

Varied and thorough was the exploita-

The tendency

of producers to make
specials with casts composed entirely of players of outstanding prominence and popularity instead of with single stars is emphasized by the announce.ment of the cast of '"Hail the Woman,"
the forthcoming Thomas H. Ince production which will be published late thi.i
fall as a First National attraction.
When C. Gardner Sullivan of the literary staff of the Ince studios submitted
the story to Mr. Ince it was obvious that
the production required not one star but
half a dozen. An immediate decision was
reached to produce the picture with the
very best players obtainable.
to

the

director

for

the

the

first

place

in

auto

anything

which

she has heretofore
appeared, her winsome beauty and wistful
personality puts her up near the top of
in

this cast of

eminent players.

Tully Marshall, famed for his character portrayals, Vernon Dent, Edward
Martindel, Charles Meredith and Matilde
Brundage have parts of importance in
the production.

Featured in Series
Of Westerns for Lesser

On the eve of their departure for the
East, Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg closed a deal for a series of eighteen
two-reel Western productions co-starring
"Bob" Reeves and Maryon Aye.
Arrangements were consummated between Lesser and Rosenberg and Albert
Mr. Rogell will supervise production and direct the series. Work is
The
under way on the initial picture.
series will have distribution via the Westof
company
Exploitation
ern Pictures
Rogell.

Los Angeles.
It is planned to make two pictures a
month, with three being produced providing weather conditions are favorable.
Maryon Aye needs little introduction to
She has appeared in
the film world.

many

most recent work beFairbanks' leading woman

pictures, her

ing William

in several of his

Western

features.

week
arrow pointed

reading:

tags

warning!

"Traffic

Distribute Handkerchiefs

RUSSELL SIMPSON
Olmstead

a

in

and Gertrude
scene from the Russell

Production, "Shadows of Conscience,"
P.

J.

McCarthy.

Bible Series Selling
In Many Territories
Van Pelt Arranges for First
Showing of Pictures
on Broadway
Ernest

Van

Pelt, eastern representative

of Sacred Films, Inc., has disposed of
the rights on the series of Bible pictures
in the New England states. New York

New York City and Brooklyn,
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan and the southern territory.

prior to the opening, 1,000
handkerchiefs bearing the imprint, "You'll
need this when you see 'Over the Hill,
Rivoli, next week," were enclosed in pro1

grams and distributed to women patrons.
They were distributed also by a department store where the management instructed sales girls to place one

package of goods

A

Arrangements have been made by Van
Pelt for the Broadway premiere of the

Announcement will be made
shortly of the theatre in which this will
be held.
Bible pictures will be published one a
month.
Each subject is to be in one
pictures.

reel.

Van
a

Pelt has returned to the Coast for
conference with executives of Sacred

Films relative to the
of the

initial

"Over the
of the
all

"See

to

Clergy Gives Testimonials

feature

attraction,

o' Mine," was given the same
Indianapolis,
reception in
enthusiastic
Cincinnati, Washington and Pittsburgh
as it received in New York, Minneapolis,

"Mother

Los Angeles and San Francisco
where it was presented first, according
to word received by First National.
At Gift's theatre in Cincinnati the picture was held over for an additional
week. In Washington the picture played
Seattle,

Moore's Rialto;

in

Indianapolis

the Alhambra, and in Pittsburgh at
both the Regent and Blackstone.

Inter-Globe Sells Rights
The

The ballyhoo was

a street car with
painted to represent a
crowd of passengers within and lettered:

boarded

sides

"On our way

to

see 'Over the Hill' at

the Rivoli."

Prominent persons and local clergymen
were invited to attend the opening perMany of these gave hearty
formance.
testimonials, which were placed in front
Record attendance reof the theatre.
sulted.

foreign rights on the

first

Exploitation Post by
Famous Players-Lasky
Major Howard
ican

Of Fans in Four Cities

Tom

was one of the features
presentation, and urging
the picture and get the

Hill"

Rivoli's

record."

chief

Ince Film Wins Plaudits

at
at

each

with a local
Victrola store, which devoted one large
show window to stills and cards advertising the picture, together with records
bearing the announcement that the song

War Veteran Assigned

company.

Ince's

in

'

sold.

effected

publications

Prior to his trip West, the eastern
representative conferred with officials of
the various non-theatrical distributing organizations.

Thomas H.

was

tie-up

state,

Maryon Aye and Reeves

Now

large

One week

is

Certain highly successful dramas of
the past season have emphasized the importance of mother roles and the character of Mrs. Oliver Beresford is of much
importance to Mr. Sullivan's story. Gertrude Clair was cast for that part.
Madge Bellamy was assigned the role
of Nan Higgins, the "wronged" girl in
"Hail the Woman," and although she
portrays a part distinctly different from

A

cards read:
Rivoli,

Don't pass Over the Hill. Rivoli." The
tags were attached to steering wheels.

One

Mother Role

19."

Hill,

This was
supplemented by the distribution of 1,000

Hughes was

in

in

in the direction of the theatre.

directed by

Clair

September

of

The

selected.
of the principal characters in the
old Oliver Beresford, stern, unrelenting, dominating New Englander.
An arrangement was made with Jesse L.
Lasky for the services of Theodore
Roberts to portray this character.

the Hill,"

Rivoli theatre

The

leading into the city.

"This wav. Over the

cast.

story

special, at the

Brunswick, N. J.
The campaign
was inaugurated with the posting of 1,500
cards along all the main automobile roads

the

part of David Beresford, Judith's
brother, required a player who could
portray a youth of weak characteristics
as compared with the stronger personality of the sister, without sacrificing the
sympathy of the audience, and Lloyd

Fox

New

Head Cast

Florence Vidor was considered by the
producer the most suited for the role of
Judith Beresford, heroine of the story,
and she was cast by John Griffith Wray,

"Over

tion drive for the run of

their

Chosen

Patrons of Rivoli

Are Presented With

in

year's

output of Associated Exhibitors have been
following
countries
by
sold
in
the
Inter-Globe Export Corporation: South
inAmerica, Central America, Far East,
cluding Japan, and France, Belgium,
Switzerland and the West Indies.

intelligence

Siberian

R.

Kingsmore, former

officer

for

the

Amer-

Expeditionary Army, has

been appointed to the Paramount exploiand assigned to the Milwaukee exchange. Major Kingsmore comtation staff

manded

the

first

force of allied soldiers

to reach Ekaterinenberg after the execution of the royal family of Russia.
The photographs and stories of the last

days of the Romanoffs, which were published in The Saturday Evening Post and

made under MaHe also
Kingsmore's direction.
headed a staff of three camera men
which journeyed 8,000 miles into the interior of Siberia and made the governother magazines, were

jor

ment pictorial
that country.

history

of

conditions

in

Other announcements made by Claud
Saunders, director of Paramount exploiwere: Leslie F. Whelan. exploiDenver, transferred to Washingat
exploiteer
Boasberg,
Albert
ton;
Washington, transferred to Detroit, and
Kenneth Renaud succeeds Whelan in
Denver.
tation,
teer at
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Inquiries Show Faith
In Selig Productions

Auerbach Says Interest

New

Animal Serial
Unusual

The numerous

in

Is

inquiries received

from

independent distributors
concerning the new animal-jungle serial
which Col. William N. Selig has placed
constitute proof of the
in production

and

national

great faith in which the industry holds
the producer, in the opinion of L. Auerbach, vice-president of Export

&

Import

Film Company, Inc.
Export & Import Film Company,
which has just signed a three-year contract with Col. Selig. holds the world
rights on the new chapter play.
Senses Public Demands
"As a pioneer in the motion picture
business and as a creator of innumerable
box offices' successes," says Mr. Auerback, "the name of Selig on a serial today is the same as profit insurance for
the men handling his films.
"Col. Selig has felt the pulse of the
public and knows what is being demanded
by it. Col. Selig has never made a failure. The reason for this is that he has
always catered to the changing desires
of the people.

RUTH CLIFFORD.

Fred Turner. Reginald Denny and Huntley Gordon in a scene
from "Tropical Love," a Playgoers Pictures production distributed by Pathe.

Ince Takes

"With the swamping of the picture
houses with insipid society dramas and
the foisting on the people of the two-reel
comedies stretched to five-reel form, the
picture appetites of the people have
changed. The cycle of desire is returniqfc to the adventure films, the short subject packed with action and romance.
"The ordinary serial does not fill this
need. It is too sensational, too ridiculous
and unreal. A serial can be made different. The new Selig serial being made for
the Export & Import Film Company is
being produced to meet the new desires
of the picturegoers.
Expect First Print Soon
"The Selig serial will be packed with a
greater collection of wild animals than
has ever been used in a serial heretofore.
expect a print of the first episode in
New York within ten days and when we
show it we will be able to back up our
claims for having the greatest serial yet
produced."

We

Kellerman Appears in
Slow Motion Pictures
Australian
Kellerman,
the
AnHette
water nymph, appears in two slow
speed subjects to be published by Educational Exchanges.

These
process

show

-pictures,

by

Miss

made by

Blanchard
Kellerman

the

Film
slowly

Cinal

Company,

Company

to Porto

Rico

For Production of " Tropical Love"

Wants Adventure Films

The

was

Porto Rico provides the locale of
Tropical Love," the next feature produced by Playgoers Pictures for distribution through Pathe. It is a five-reel pro-

don.

It is
duction directed by Ralph Ince.
scheduled for publication on October 23.
The star is Ruth Clifford, who is sup-

from Playgoers Pictures, will be published on the company's "three-a-month"

Other wellknown names in the cast are Fred Turner,
Huntley Gordon. Ernest Hilliard, Margaret Fitzroy, Paul Doucet, Catherine
Spencer, Carl Axzel and Margaret Sed-

market throughout the country.

'

ported by Reginald Denny.

story

original

called

"Peaks of Gold," from the pen of Guy
McConnell.
"Tropical Love," according to a report

plan, which,

it

is said,

is

finding a ready

Depicts Native Life
Director Ince took an entire American

company
"Tropical

Porto Rico and produced
Love," in the exact location

called for

by the

to

script.

The

feature

is

with touches of Porto Rican
life, notably the action which is
centered in the sugar cane fields.

replete
native

Ruth Clifford plays the part of a halfwild Porto Rican girl, in whose veins
flows the blood of white parentage. Reginald Denny assumes the role of a romantic, rollicking, devil-may-care "downand-outer."
Posters Reflect Atmosphere
It

is

posters reflect the

said that the

atmosphere and the broad splashes of
color associated with the tropics and are
both colorful and alluring to those who
buy their amusements from the pictorial
display of a theatre's lobby.

cleaving

to
tank, thereafter disporting herself in the
tank and all in slow motion, so that each

Author of "The BadjMan"
Writes Barthelm ess Play

graceful movement can be thoroughly
studied and appreciated.
The pictures
are titled. "The Art of Diving" and
"High Diving."

"The

her graceful

way from springboard

—

Summers Changes Name
Of House Just Bought
EINCINNTAI, IA.— G. W. Summers
has just purchased
the Union Opera House here and has
changed the name of it to the Royal.

of

Unionville,

Under the

Mo.,

policy adopted by Mr. Summers pictures and road shows will be

presented.

Emerson
Bad Man,"

Porter
Blinn

is

Browne, author of
which Holbrook

in

starring on the stage, has writ-

ten the photoplay in which Richard Barthelmess makes his second appearance as
a star.
Lillie

The

scenario has been written by
of InPictures, Inc., under whose

Hayward, scenario editor

spiration

management Mr. Barthelmess is being
starred. The title for the story has not
been selected. Henry King, who directed
Barthelmess in "Tol'able David,"
will direct this picture. Louise Huff plays

Mr.

opposite Mr. Barthelmess.
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Order Maintained by
New

Washington

police

Rogers Finds Exhibitors Are
Extremely Optimistic Over
Business Conditions

Fairbanks

Picture
were called to main-

Cooler weather has served as a box
tonic and has created a feeling of

among

the fans crowding the
lobby of Loew's Columbia theatre at the
initial showing there of Douglas Fairtain order

office

optimism among the exhibitors over

J.

Stutz, to the

home

office

recently toured the key cities of the Mid-

of

most impressive feeling of
optimism wherever I went," declared Mr.
Rogers. "The trend undoubtedly is toward a general revival of interest in all
sorts of amusements, if, indeed, this re"I found a

Hundreds Turned Away
4,000 paid admissions to the

theatre between 3 o'clock and 9:30. Only
four performances were given. The seat-

vival has not already set

ing capacity of the house is 1,200. Manager Stutz stated that never before had

he seen such sights as were witnessed
on the first day of the showing.
According to Manager Stutz hundreds
of people were unable to get near the
box office on the first day. All afternoon
and evening, he said, a line of patrons
four abreast reached onto the sidewalk
and down around Twelfth street.
Praised by Reviewers

The
the

initial

Selwyn

theatre in

Boston brought

a

response from the public, according
to word received from the Massachusetts
Fairbanks and Mary I'ickford atcity.
tended the premiere there.

Boston newspaper articles praised the
Without exception the
picture highly.
reviewers placed "The Three Musketeers"
at the top of anything the star has yet
done and among the best photoplays ever
produced.

Book Publisher Aids

in

Exploiting Fox Picture
Nation-wide exploitation of "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,"
the Fox special production visualizing
Mark Twain's great comedy classic, has
been arranged between Fox Film Corporation and Harper Brothers, publishers of the book.
The publishers are being furnished
with a list of all bookings and will communicate with book dealers in each city
and town where the picture is scheduled
for a run, urging them to cooperate with
sale of
-the theatre for mutual benefit
seats and sale of books.

—

Loew Books Federated
Novelty for 100 Days
Federated Screen Snapshots No. 9, has
been booked for 100 days showing over
the Loew circuit in the metropolitan disThis is the new "extended time"
trict.
over the Circuit, made possible by the
opening of the State and other Loew
houses recently.

GLENN

HUNTER,

youthful screen
has an important role in
"The Case of Becky," appearing opposite
Constance Binney, the Realart
player,

who

star.

Vitagraph Has More
Films Than Year Ago

American Film Company

announces
that its October publication, "The Loggers of Hell Rcarin' Mountain," com-

Twin Six

picture formerly

the

Lumberlands."

It

Public
"That, in

is
choosing its entertainment with far
greater discrimination than it did during
the abnormal years of the war. The public-is now 'shopping' for its entertainment and exercising a good deal of cau-

around

cording to an announcement by the company.
President Albert E. Smith's production plans for the new season actually
dwarf those of last year, it is said.
Following a review of the completed
production of "The Son of Wallingford"
President Smith sent the following wire

branch managers.
Screen for Entire Force
"I have just seen our newest and biggest special. 'The Son of Wallingford,'
and want to give you my opinion on it.
1
have seen this picture repeatedly in
various lengths, but in its present form
think it is one of the most entertaining
pictures I have ever seen.
"As soon as your prints arrive, have
one screened for your entire force. You
have a picture to be proud of. You are
getting more prints on this special than
on any previous Vitagraph special, beto his

1

cause the picture is worth it. Several of
the branch managers have already closed
contracts for first runs.
Picture Will Sell Self

was all that
was necessary. If you are one of the
managers who have already closed book"In

all

cases, a screening

you already know that this picture
Every big exhibitor who has
seen it is intensely interested. This picture comes to you with years of cumulative publicity behind it.
"Nothing less than a record on this
picture will satisfy me. Go and get it."
ings,

Stars in

"The Champion"

Wallace Reid next will do "The Champion" under the direction of Chester
Withey. This picture was adapted by

comedy
J. E. Nash from the three-act
by Thomas Louden and A. E. Thomas
in which Grant Mitchell starred.

brief,

—

Season Dwarf Those
Of 1920
Vitagraph has more and bigger productions ready for distribution this month
than it had during October, 1920, ac-

More Discriminating

is the answer to the
entire problem good pictures. The poor
picture cannot get by now. The public

tion in

series of productions.

was titled "Lass of
was directed by
P. MacGowan, who, together with
J.
Helen Holmes, is featured. Supporting
the stars are Paul Hurst, Leo Maloney,
William Brunton, Florence Holmes, C.
U. Wells and Thomas Lingham. The
picture tells a story of the West.

The

Exhibitors

that the

Production Plans for This

sells itself.

Announce Last Publication

in.

autumn and winter season
hold much in store for them in the way
of prosperity and they believe that the
only way to reap the harvest is to show
good pictures.

feel

of the picture at

showing

like

pletes the

West.

dle

United Artists.

There were

the

country, according, to Charles R. Rogors,
general manager of R-C Pictures, who

banks "The Three Muskateers," according to the report of the Columbia manager, E.

22, 1921

Cool Weather Serves
As Box Office Tonic

Police in Washington
Boston Public Enthusiastic
Over

October

doing

it.

"It should be a season of prosperity all
for those who deliver good pictures.
Everywhere, too, I found enthusiasm over the R-C twenty-six and irjs
evident that the popularity of Miss Fredcrick,

Mr. Hayakawa and Miss

May

is

at

high pitch.

A Month

of Results

"The current month

of

October should

be one of big results for us all, but I
think the months to come will set even
a higher mark in patronage at motion
picture theatres the country over."

Denny

Stars in Series of

"Leather Pusher" Stories
Reginald Denny

is

to

make

as a star in a series of twelve

his debut

two

reel

productions based on the celebrated
"Leather Pusher" stories by H. C. Witwer, according to an announcement made
by H. L. Messmore, president of Knickerbocker Photoplay Corporation which
has obtained the world rights to this
series.

These stories deal with the experiences
young college man and football star,
who, finding that his father's fortune has
been swept away in Wall street, seeks
to redeem the family name and finances
in the pugilistic arena.
Harry Pollard
of a

is

directing.

Holmes Opens New Season
Burton Holmes, producer of Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures,
announces for his coming lecture season
what he considers one of the most varied
and interesting series of travelogues he
has yet given in his twenty-nine years
His subjects are to
before the public.
be:
"Mexico." "Classic Japan," "Inspecting the Philippines," "Going Abroad
at Home" and "Around the World." His
season begins with a circuit including
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Newark,

about the middle of November.
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"Hush Money" First
Letters Received by Arrow Indicate
Original by Merwin
General Interest in New Production
Work

Star's

Production

in

Is Exceptional, States

Realart
The

story of

written
first

the Real-

hibition

was

hibitors

Brady,

Alice

by Samuel Merwin and

his

scen-

between

collaboration

a

is

is

The

original for the screen.

ario

Mr.

Merwin and Charles Maigne, the director.
Mr. Merwin was a daily visitor at the
studio while his story was being filmed
and rendered valuable assistance to the
director during the production of the

Brady is said to be admirably
cast as the daughter of the wealthy New
Yorker in this picture. Aside from the
Miss

gowns which she wears

"Hush Money," Miss Brady
particular

attention,

is

it

will
said,

in

attract

by her

exceptional dramatic interpretation of her
difficult

role.

men, promen, ex-

in

the true sense of the word, according

to

Arrow, because

of

its

far-reaching pub-

licity value.

Read the World Over
Dr.

Star Admirably Cast

literary

exchange

advocates,

and the general public commending the company on its acquisition
of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room."
This picture is a Broadway production

story.

wonderful

Film Corporation announces
has received many letters from old

it

showmen, theatregoers,

"Hush Money,"

starring

picture

art

Arrow
that

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow, points out that "Ten Nights in a
Bar Room" is a great human interest
drama now made into a motion picture
production. As novel and play, it has a
world-wide reputation.
For fifty years
it

known

has been

many
many mil-

Neither time nor
all concerned in
the making of the picture to ensure the
presentation of a successful attraction.

ever

of the principal supporting parts
in the role of
is that of Harry Benham
Bishop John Deems. Larry Wheat, well-

known musical comedy

star,

whose work

George Ade's "Just Out of College,"
"Artie," and more recently in "Buddies,"
has brought him prominently to the fore,
makes his screen debut in "Hush Money."
in

have seen the play.
box office attraction. Dr. Shallenberger contends, "Ten Nights in a Bar

Dog Member

of

Cast

George

Fawcett, the noted character
has a prominent part in the
does Larry Devine, the boy
actor who appeared with May McAvoy
and Gareth Hughes in "Sentimental
Tommy." Clara Beranger, scenario and
continuity writer, also appears, though in
actor, also
picture, as

a

Room"

is

of

the

highest value, as the

mere mention or display

of

its

title

is

induce people to visit the
theatre where the picture is shown. Experienced picture distributors and exhibitors, he says, are seizing eagerly upon
the opportunity of showing the picture.
President Shallenberger is convinced
that the picture is capable of making a
deep impression in people's minds whersufficient

is

a

literary and dramatic classic.
Sensation
vies with human interest in unfolding a
wonderfully powerful story, in which all
who follow it cannot fail to be profoundly
interested.

There are many mob scenes in the
production and these crowds are handled
with skill and dramatic effect. The individual members of the cast do splendid
work.

"Summing up
cludes
in

Dr.

these qualities," conShallenberger, ^'we feel that

'Ten Nights

in a

Bar Room' we have

the greatest winner in our history. It is
one of those Arrows that will go straight
to the mark."

to the public;

millions have read the book;

As

shown.

Use Many Mob Scenes
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room"

Sells

lions

One

is

it

money was spared by

to

Northwest Territory

Louis Weiss, secretary of Adventures
of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation, who
is touring the United States in the in-

Tarzan Serial starring Elmo
Lincoln, has sold the Tarzan production

terest of the

First National Exhibitors Circuit of
Minneapolis, for the states of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota.
This sales
places the serial solidly in the Northwest,
inasmuch as Weiss disposed of it to
Samuel Spitzer for the state of Wis-

to

consin.

minor role.
Not the least interesting member of
the cast is Lassie, a black and white

a

canine, that appears as "Ginger," the pal
of "Pipe" McGuire.

New Lloyd Comedy Sets
Record for Number of
First

Run

Play Dates

"Release date on 'Never Weaken!' the
first of Harold
Lloyd's new series of
comedies for Associated Exhibitors, finds
practically every first run arranged, and
an amount of bookings accomplished
which exceeds any previous
Harold
Lloyd offering at the same relative time,"
says an announcement from the offices of
Associated Exhibitors.
"Either because 'Never Weaken' is
based upon a theme peculiarly adaptable
to exploitation, or on account of the success of Lloyd's first three Associated
comedies, 'Now or Never,' 'Among Those
Present' and 'I Do,' the fact remains that
the exhibitors have shown great interest
in the new production, and are more and
more looking to Harold Lloyd for comedies which absolutely guarantee capacity
business," continues the report.

Weil to Publicize Serial
Export & Import Film Company, Inc.,
has engaged Joe Weil to do the advance
publicity work on the new animal serial
which Col. Selig is producing for the
company.

Wm.

Tishkoff was seen at the EmN. Y., fondly gazing at

press, Rochester,

the

two new reostats he has

Wm.

stated

the

work

just installed.
of renovating his
start

Murray and Palace theatres would
at once.

featured with Henry B. Walthall in "Flower of the North,"
James Oliver Curwood story being made by Vitagraph.

PAULINE STARKE,

a
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Reviewers of Press
Like Kineto Specials
Urban Picture Is Given

Its

Initial Presentation at

Rialto

A

example of how the reviewers reacted to "The Four Seasons,"
a Kineto special presented by Charles
Urban, which was given its initial showtypical

ing at the Rialto theatre, appeared in a
recent issue of the New York Times.

The reviewer wrote:
Picture Is Entertaining

name

"Neither the
a

routine

description

of the picture nor
of

exciting.

is

it

'The Four Seasons?' Sure, spring, summer, autumn and winter, they are what
the year is divided into, but what of that?
The progress of the year as shown
through animal and plant life?
Oh.
yes, nature stuff budding flowers and
baby animals for spring, flowers in full

—

bloom and busy bugs

NORMA TALMADGE

in a

scene from "Poppy," a Sclznick picture which
reissued by that company.

Exhibitors and Others
Pledge Cooperation in

Kashin's Film Venture
Morris A. Kashin is in receipt of many
congratulatory letters and telegrams folrecent announcement of his
initial offering in the distributing branch
of the industry. Among the many letters
of felcitation are messages from exhibitors and others who pledge their cooperation toward the success of Mr.
Kashin's film venture. In acknowledging
receipt of these letters and telegrams Mr.

lowing

his

is

being

London Letter Tells of
Demand Which Exists in
England for Urban Films
Charles

Company

Urban,

president

of

Kincto

of America, has received a let-

from Butcher's Film Service, Ltd., of
England, which handles the distribution
the Charles Urban's Movie Chats in
the United Kingdom, commenting on the
extraordinary demand there for this subter

Butcher's states that the demand exists
many circles outside of the theatres,
practically all of which are playing the
Movie Chats. The remarkable thing
about this widespread demand, the company writes, is that the non-theatrical demand helps along the theatrical demand

1896 to 1917.

"I Defy!"

production,

—

which
is

now

is

in

Mr. Kashin's
the

final

editing, assembling and titling.
ture will be available for the

showings on or about October
definite plan of distribution has
lined.

stages,
pic-

15.

No

been out-

Battle Creek, Mich., has followed Eau
Claire, Wis., into the line of towns and
cities that are raising their censorship
bans on serials in order that their exhibi"Hurricane Hutch,"
tors might book
which has been called the censor-proof
serial. It is a Pathe publication.

Consequently, "Hurricane Hutch" will
be on the program of the Garden theatre
three days a week for fifteen weeks. Not
only are the censors lifting their mailed
fists but exhibitors who had placed their
own ban on the chapter plays are being
won over again by "Hurricane Hutch,"
according to Pathe.

W. W. Farnum,

the. local druggist at
Y., is busy redecorating and
painting his Park theatre. This house
will continue to play three nights a week.

is

not

that

PeoIt's entertaining.
sort of picture.
ple sitting near the writer when he saw
sedulously
loud
as
read the titles out
it
and gushed over the cute young things
as effusively as they ever did during the
showing of a deliberately popular photo-

versa.

Tedious to

They have made

No One

their 'educational' film

undoubtedly more interesting
to some than to others, as anything
must be, but surely tedious to no one.
They have accomplished this by a skilful selection of subjects and their arrangement with regard to dramatic conThus, a deer is shown in the
tinuity.
spring with his antlers falling off. and
Then,
it is explained why he loses them.
interesting,

pictures, the same deer
his new antlers at an
In the
early stage of development.
autumn scenes he sees them becoming

summer

in

the

is

shown with

larger and finally shedding
moss-like covering, and when, at
winter
last, he sees the proud buck in
with his towering antlers complete he
He wants
senses a dramatic climax.
antlers.
to cheer for the success of those
larger and

their

Dog Star

to Be Exhibited
At Leading Bench Shows

pre-view

Another Ban on Serials
Lifted by City Officals

Avon, N.

and vice

first

The

they won't be.
"But 'The Four Seasons'

ject.

rialize."

—

—

"This, then, is the conspicuous achievement of Dr. Ditmars and Mr. Urban.

The popularity of Movie Chats in the
United Kingdom is natural, it is said, because the English theatregoing public
has been educated on this diet for more
than a score of years, for Mr. Urban
made his world-headquarters there from

and

falling

play.

distributors,
producers,
a host of others whom
I
have met in my many years in this
business, have written me during the
past week, congratulating me upon my
entrance into the field of motion picture
am happy to publicly
I
distribution.
express my acknowledgements to my
many friends, and I can only hope that
the plans for the effective distribution of
my product plans which have taken me
many years to formulate will mate-

"Exhibitors,

film salesmen

summer,

of

in

Kashin said:

for

leaves and animals hunting holes in the
ground for autumn, and nothing much
but snow and ice for winter the kind
of stuff the teacher talks about in the
schoolroom and tells the children they
ought to be interested in while she knows

Exhibition of

Strongheart,

the police
the Laurence TrimbleJane Murfin production "The Silent Call"
to be presented by H. O. Davis through
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
in the leading bench shows of the country during the coming season is being
planned as an aid to exhibitors in bringing home to the public the really remarkable place the animal holds in dogdom.
He was three times champion of
Europe and his owners believe he can
easily repeat his continental triumphs,

dog appearing

in

in

this country.

Goulding is Now Directing
Harry Sweet for Century
Although not assigned permanently to
the Harry Sweet unit Alf Goulding is
directing the star for the present in his
Century comedies, according to Julius
Stern.
Sweet's former director, Tom
Buckingham, has resigned. Bartine Burkett has been selected as Sweet's leading
Charles Dorety also has rewoman.
signed as director for Century.

They have been

the hero of a tale."

Hal Roach Produces Film
Starring Sunshine Sammy
Hal Roach has produced a two-reel
comedy, "The Pickaninny," which stars
"Sunshine Sammy," the 8-year-old colored boy who has made a favorable impression bv his work in "Snub" Pollard
pictures.

The

Pathe

on

Sammy's"

real

by

picture will

be published

December 4. "Sunshine
name is Frederick Ernest

Morrison.
Publication arrangements

fq.r

the Har-

which all colored players are featured, and the series
of two-reelers starring Ernest Truex have
now been completed. Amadee J. Van
Beuren produced the Truex pictures.
"The Custard Nine," first of the Harris
Dickson comedies, will inaugurate the
campaign with the picture scheduled for
November 1. Two weeks later Pathe will
inaugurate the Truex series with "Little,
But Oh My."
ris

Dickson comedies

in

—

;
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Guy

TOURING
aEAST
The new Colonial

theatre, a 900-seat house,

and costing it is said $40,000, will open Nov.
Chester Glaxc and
15 at Depew, N. Y.
Joseph Dworzanowski are the owners.
Typhoon fans will ventilate, Simplex projectors and a Minusa screen will be used.
Music to be furnished by a five piece orchestra.

*

*

The Auditorium

*

Andover, N.

at

Y., is to

Messrs.
enlarged.
remodeled and
Snyder and Brown- have charge of this
"The Affairs of Anatol" played
house.
be

Gus Papas has purchased the Millard
Fillmore from Mr. Allen of East Aurora,
This house will be entirely renoN. Y.
First
vated and a new marquee added.
class projection equipment will be installed.
*

*

were startled
the other day to read that Al Root was to
leave their midst. But it is not true as Al
has reconsidered and will continue to manA new
age the Haven Opera House.
electric sign and marquee will be installed
in first
house
placed
at once and the entire

The

class

N.

folks at Olean,

Y.,

shape.
*

*

*

The Adelphi at Franklinville, N. Y., has
been remodeled and altogether fixed up in
A. O. Gould is booking
first class style.
the house and stated new projection machines would be installed in the near
future.

*

*

week

until the

new highway

"Business

is

*

will continue to

run only two days a week

present.

at

*

*

We

E.

Child says "YVoolworth

is

city.

*

*

*

The Pastime at Depew, N. Y., owned by
Michael Leszczyxski will be remodeled,
seating capacity enlarged and new equipment installed. "Competition is the life
of trade" quotes Michael.
*

*

*

"Do she rain at Lancaster, N. Y. ?" "I'll
say she do" quotes Robert Albert, owner
of the Albert theatre. Bob was seen "a la
Sennett" the ether day, cleaning out the
basin of a street drain to keep his theatre
from being flooded. Beautiful house and
a real showman to run it.
*

*

Have you taken

the Black water baths
Cures everything
at Alden, N. Y., yet?
have
from rheumatism to toothache.
this straight from Joseph Weisbeck, owner
of the Liberal theare of that village and
guardian of Uncle Sam's mail sacks. Business fine here, thank you.
* * *

improving"

Guy W. Hill
to

*

according

finds time as postmaster
run the City theatre at Dalton, N. Y.

*

*

*

*

*

"The Picture Play News,"
paper publisher

now

in

in

own

its

a local fan

Rochester, N. Y.,
plant.

Edwin

J.

is

W.

Huber, the publisher, stated things were
going fine and that they were equipped
to handle any class of theatre programs.
*

*

The Fexnyvissy family is still very
much alive in Rochester, N. Y., theatre
circles with their Rialto, Strand, Family
and Princess theatres. Chester is booking the Rialto and Princess, Paul the
Strand, and John the Family. John states

they will not build a million dollar theatre, but you can never tell about Chester.

*

The

Loew

*

*

houses

at Rochester,
N. Y., namely, Star, Piccadilly and Regent, are playing to big business under
the capable management of Wlf A. Calahan, ably assisted by that publicist ex-

three

.

traordinary,

*

*

"Mighty Nice" products placed Cuba, N.
Y., on the map.
The Peerless theatre gives
Cuba fans the best in pictures. Urbax B.
Gross is responsible for both, and yet senior
J. W. Gross comes in for his share of the
good work. Did you get many chestnuts,
Urban ?

right,"

so the new coat of paint that now adorns
the Grand at Angelica, N. Y., stands out
like
well, we don't know what to say
anyway, a person would have to be blind to
miss seeing this house.
Exhibitor Child
will only operate one night a week during
the present industrial depression in his

*

!

*

theatre at YYellsville, N. Y.,
is still running ahd Charley L. Babcock is
running it.
have pleasant memories of
this
"Oasis," but Charley is so shy he
doesn't like to talk about himself, but we
saw plenty of evidence that ne has made a
success in his eight years at the Babcock.
* * *

W.

is

a chance
Hotel and theatre men
whether the contract chasers sell or not
exhibitor R. F. Schornstein at Castile,
N. Y., dents their expense account. He is
one of those regular fellows and gives you
good chow at the inn and the patrons oi
the Castile theatre are always assured of
the best pictures.

*

The Babcock

is

opened up.
*

-

-

We

*

George Wordex, a "Knight of the Key.*'
This
is booking the Gem at Delevan, N. Y.
theatre has been entirely remodeled and
Will
presents a very' attractive interior.
play twice a

-

*

W hat

—

there the early part of October.
* * *

*

^F7th°

H E N

already counting the shekels he

is

going to take in on Fathe's "Hurricane
Hutch," which will open here Oct. 21.
The garden is doing well, thank you.

planned to

Jas.

D.

Thompson.

It

is

new

projection equipat the Regent in the very near fu-

ment

install

ture.

*

«

*

Daley & Howell's house, the Lincoln,
Rocester, N. Y., reports business is
picking up. The new Link automatic
organ is giving fine satisfaction, and cost,

at

it

is

ell

said, $3,850. The genial
booking this house.

Mort How-

is

to

Charles Bordoxara, owner of the Palace
N. Y. This house will continue
present policy of split weeks, vaudeand feature pictures.
* * *

at Olean,

on

it's

ville

The former bandmaster of the 307th ArM. E. Williams, is now running
the Dreamland theatre at Bolivar, N. Y.
M. E. is now furnishing orchestras for the

tillery,

down-state exhibs for special pictures.
Yes, Bolivar is the name of a town, not

an elephant.
*

*

*

theatre, a new $60,000 house
at Olean, N. Y., is now in full swing. They
say as how the genial owner, C. T. Nickum
has nine lives, but you can't keep a good

The Gem

showman down, and may the Gem prosper.
Associated with Mr. Nickum are D. M.
Dusexburry and his son, C. Kexeth
Nickum.
*

Who

*

*

see but that astute showman, Charles Craxides of Brooklyn, N.
Y., sauntering around the lobby of the
Haven Opera House. Olean, N. Y., the
other night. Mr. Cranides has purchased a
half interest in same, and will be associated

did

we

with Nikitas Depson.
* *

*

Gee! In New York State it seems, to
be an exhibitor is to be a post-master, and
we introduce one that does both jobs to
perfection.
Bruce Sweet, owner of the
Opera House at Fillmore, N. Y. Bruce

His Royal Highness, Prince Zerdecheno, son of the ruler of Millan, Kurdestan, Asia
Minor, whose ancestors were rulers in Egypt 4,000 years before Christ, and his
secretary or Wazier, Dr. Lucas (left), visit Norma Talmadge at her studio where
she is producing "Smilin' Through" for First National.
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A Connecticut Yankee
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A THREEFOLD BIG METROPOLIS SUCCESS
"

A

22, 1921

CONNECTICUT

Yankee in King Arthur's Court," Mark Twain's
masterpiece, released by William Fox as one of twelve super
specials, played for five solid months to crowded houses at the Selwyn
Theatre, New York City.
Twelve weeks was the record it established in Los Angeles, the city
of picture critics, where it taxed the capacity of Miller's Theatre.
It is
now playing a return engagement there.
A six weeks' pre-release engagement at the Alhambra Theatre,
London, England, only began to satisfy the demands of the people

31

imiiiiii!i!iii;iliiiiiii!iiiiiiiii:iiPiii!iitii

WOIL'

wanting to see

it

in that ctty.

Everywhere it has been pronounced by experts as flawless entertainment, in which two major "appeal" elements, that have never before
been combined in a production, predominate. The outstanding note, of
course, is Mark Twain's delicious humor irresistible comedy that gets
under the thickest skin, but back of this, and of almost equal importance,

—

nwwi

'

iii

ni

w m i i— wi

aii i:vi.uii

is the fact that it is also a great spectacle, the magnitude of the sets and
the massiveness of the entire production having never been approached.

miis

Another factor you shouldn't

much

A PICTURE,
much

like

after

all,

is

any other com-

modity and has to be sold in
a similar way. "Create desire"
is the cry of the salesman the
world over, and this, of course,
is just as necessary with a picture as with anything else.

"A Connecticut Yankee

in

King Arthur's Court," aside
from being a really great picture, offers more opportunities
to create desire, more angles
that will appeal to every class
of entertainment seeker, than
any production ever put on the
screen.
Those who want to laugh
will laugh as they have never
laughed before; those who en-

joy

thrills will find their

nerves

tingling time and again; story
interest in

abundance, wonder-

characterization, a touch of
pathos, mystery all are here
satisfy
the most exacting deto
ful

—

mands.
Get the

big

men

of

your

community behind your campaign by appealing to them
through Mark Twain as an
Invite them to a
educator.
showing of the

picture.
They will appreciate its literary
value they know, of course,
that Mark Twain has taught
more truths to more people,
through the delightful channels of comedy, than any other

private

—

—

author they will enjoy every
second of the entertainment
and they will go out and talk.

Word

of

mouth

the greatest

and

all

you

is
that humans
alike the world over

overlook

Your Public

publicity is
kind of publicity
have to do is to

unconscious envy
their
make-up.

is

arc

and

a part of

Show

them

conclusively that vast throngs
of other people have obtained
and enjoyed a certain thing,

and they

will

immediately want

that thing and
lengths to get

go

to

any

it.
You can
show them conclusively that
thousands upon thousands of
people in New York, London
and Los Angeles, three cities

in

which the

least

fans, to say the
are discriminating, have

"A Connecticut Yankee
King Arthur's Court" and
immense
have received an
amount of enjoyment from it.
dailies,
the
critics
on
The
on the trade papers and on the
fan magazines in these three
were unanimous and
cities
seen
in

highly laudatory in their opinions of this picture. Many excerpts from these opinions appear in the exploitation book
and press sheet prepared by
Others
the Fox Corporation.
will be furnished upon request.
Use them unsparingly in your
newspaper advertising, as pro«ram briefs and even in printed
form to send to your mailing

Guarantee the entertainment value of the picture under your own signature and
back up your judgment with
list.

opinion

the

Big

city

these

critics.

newspaper

critics

of

wield a large influence on the
mind of the average fan and
their opinions of this picture
are so strong that they are

bound to have an immense
fect.

home

Found

the ball rolling.

start

Selling the Picture to

ef-

the thought
thousands have
already reaped their share of
enjoyment from this production
and that hundreds of
thousands more will enjoy it.
that

tens

of

Insidously play upon the envious strain in human nature
by adroitly suggesting that if
"A Connecticut
they
miss
Yankee" they will be deprived
of a measure of pleasure that
all others have enjoyed or will
enjoy.

There are

innumerable

points about the production itself that will suggest forceful
selling arguments.
these are:
It

A

few of

ship.
It is based on a novel almost everyone has read, the
fame of which has spread
through two hemispheres.

From

the

spectacle

has

never

it

give you

stand-

been ex-

celled.

For novelty of theme and
treatment it stands in a class
by itself.
It is entertainment pure and
simple; it sparkles with wit
from the most brilliant minds;
it is punctuated with mirth.

MARK
exist

in

of influential
are interested in
Twain's
works and

Mark

social

enable

them

many

Societies

towns.

Nearly every town and village
has a literary club. Make use
of these in publicizing "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court."
The librarian at your public
library will help you. He will

connections
to spread

will

the

news

that your theatre has a
treat in store.
Get in touch with your
Board of Education the literary value of this production
will inveigle their interest.

—

Circularize your schools and
colleges— make the children
your
word-of-mouth
press

agents.
for the
various

Offer prizes of tickets
best essay, from the
classes,

Mark Twain's

comparing
and the

novel

Competition

among

the children is the surest way
of interesting the parents.
Booksellers will be delighted
to tie up with you on window
displays and newspaper advertising.
means increased
It
revenue for both of you.
Remember this picture is
good for a run anywhere.

Everybody will want to see
and it's up to you to let the
community
people of your
know, in every way possible,
that it's coming to your theit

atre.

Stunt Exploitation
Suggestions

Channels

TWAIN

names

whose

Work Through Educational

mm

who

people

picture.

has distinguished author-

point

mnmmmmmmmmmm

HERE
which

another angle
production

is

this

to
is

One
adaptable.
particularly
phase of the picture shows a
vast army of motorcycles ridden by

by

a

men
girl

in

in

armour and
a. flivver.

led

This

scene was taken advantage of
the New York City exploita-

in

—

Si*
These four reproductions of 8x11

demonstrate the vastness of the sets and the delightful comedy portrayed. There
—Advertisement
a large number of excellent stills to choose from.

stills

are
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William Fox**™*?

H

-GREATEST COMEDY-

\ Connecticut
YANKEE
IS

A

tion.

KINO ARTHUR'S COURT"

tory.
Remember this story is
a classic in literature, known
to everyone and read by the
majority of people.
It is the
cleverest and most delightful

score of motorcyclists

were engaged to ride through
the business and residential
bearing placards ad-

districts

The
vertising the production.
noise created by the incessant
simultaneous

and

satire on old-fashioned conditions, written by the most brilliant and most loved of Ameri-

explosions

of the many machines incited
curiosity long before they arrived, the result being throngs

interested

of

spectators

humorists.
Everybody
want to see it and its pullpower is far in excess of
anything you have ever played.
Be generous and far-reaching

can

will

ing

all

It was a very
effective ballyhoo.
Dress up a man in a knight's

along the way.

armor and have him walk the
Put a Pittsburgh stostreets.
gie in his mouth, give him a
cane to swing and a wrist
watch to wear. He would have
He
delighted Mark Twain.
will delight your patrons. He

"A

Connecticut
symbolizes
King Arthur's
in
Yankee
Court," a picture which contrasts the new with the old.
the figure ludicrous by
The more
contrasts.
laughs he gets the better for
your business.
Dozens of similar stunts will

Make
these

suggest themselves in viewing
the picture.

with your paper.
Billboards
should be contracted for on a
large
scale
throughout the
reproduction of a 24-sheet. 6-sheet

and 1-sheet are here shown, which
will furnish an idea of the high
quality paper
production.

imthis
portant phase of your ex-

ploitation.

lobby
to
it

is

Remember, your
your show window

attract the passerby. Make
as attractive as you know

how.

The

vivid contrast

between

up-to-the-second present
and the distant past offers a
wealth of material to choose
from for presentation effects.
And almost every scene will
suggest a novel lobby display
idea to the wide-awake ex-

the

hibitor.

During the run of this picLos Angeles, the management of Miller's 1 heatre
ture in

prepared

for

ing from the bustle of the
present-day out-of-doors into
the quiet of this time-old setting put people immediately
into the atmosphere of the picture and created the kind o:

comment

brought

that

new

patrons to the theatre.

Material to Aid Your

Campaigns

AVAST

amount of material,
listed elsewhere, has been
prepared to aid exhibitors in
their exploitation of this picture, and can be had at the

KING ARTHUR'S COURT*

main campaign consists of
newspaper or billboard advertising you will find ample material to assist

you.

For Your Xeuspaper
Advertising
two, three and
ONE.
column pictorial ads

four

have
been prepared, graphically depicting the various elements

Had

at

Fox Exchanges')
(2 styles)
(1 style)
(2 styles)
(3 styles)

(2 styles)
(7

scenes and title card)
(2 scenes in colors)

beyond

Morning Matinees

Special

YANKEE
A CONNECTICUT
«

might be arranged for grammar, high school and college

They will learn more
history from this picture than
they could in many school sessions and if the teachers are
classes.

of the picture's appeal, with
the laugh provoking element
They are all
predominant.
made from pen and ink drawings, and will print well anywhere. Two of these are illustrated at the head of this section.
If you prefer to prepare

your own ads. you

will find in

the press sheet many excellent
I ng
>
lines" for your use.
There are also one. two and
three column scene cuts that
can be used for either text or
ad illustration purposes.

Fox exchanges. Whether your

EXPLOITATION AIDS
(Prepared and to Be
24 Sheet Stands
C Sheets
3 Sheets
1 Sheet
V2 Sheet Cards
11x14 Lobby Display
22x28 Lobby Display

•GREATEST COMEDX-

this

transformed the lobby into the
hall of an ancient castle. Com-

Lobby Display
T")OX'T overlook

community and well
the usual territory.

WiUJMUW*

A

Paper
Striking posters have been
bringing
prepared,
carefully
out the modern touch in the

production and playing up
Mark Twain, the author. The
posters present the story with
the comedy element to the fore.

approached on this premise
they would probably be glad
to arrange it. Mark Twain has
taken history as a framework
and upon it built the most delightful and funniest comedy
ever

conceived.
History, at
the best, sees truth through the
veil of centuries.
Mark Twain
has stripped away the veil.

"A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court" is going
delight everyone, but people are not all alike and they
have to be reached through
different forms of appeal. Use
every possible avenue of exploitation to start the attendance ball rolling swiftly and
after that the picture itself will
immeasurably increase the moto

mentum

daily.

Bear

in

mind

that this production should not

are printed in colors that
attract and fill the eye.
Don't confine yourself to

only bring you immediate and
big profits, but carries with it
that
kind of prestige that
means new patronage for your

posting your immediate

theatre.

They

terri-

Slide

(1

Scene and

style)

Ad Cuts and Mats

Musical Scores and Cues

Two-Color Sales Campaign Book
Broadside and Press Sheet
Special

Press Sheet Containing European

Comment
-AdTtrtisemtnt
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LETTERS
From Readers
on

Communications

topics

of

Writers are recurrent interest
quested to confine themselves to

Unsigned

500 words.

letters

—

Professor Every day we breathe oxygen. Now, Willie, what do we breathe at
night? Willie Nitrogen! Denial Digest.

will

—

not be considered.

*

—

On Admission Prices
LIVE OAK, FLA. — To the Editor:
have just

received

letter

a

of

Bobby (excitedly)
"Some
liniment
and cement please!"
Druggist Why
both at once? Bobby Pa hit ma wid a
china cup?

inquiry

concern as to whether I intend reducing my admission prices this
season and have answered as follows:
"No! I intend increasing them, beginning December 1, from 10 and 20 cents

from a

It is

film

cents. I think the manager
decreases his admission prices.
business suicide."

and 25

to 15

crazy

who

And

mean

I

show has never

—

25 cents extra to get a desirable seat
And then, when the
total of 80 cents.
agony was over, I felt like crawling out
under the tent. I was ashamed of myself.
And to think that for 20 cents, I
could have spent the time in a first-class
picture show.
I contend that a man or a woman will
as readily pay a quarter to see a good
picture program and hear good music as
he or she will pay a Uime and at the
same time, you uphold the tone of your
house. In other words, if a picture show
is not worth a quarter, it is not worth
anything so a quarter for mine. And
as for children, you get about all that

—

you need at 15 cents.
And. speaking of the tent shows, Florida will not be bothered with much from
will

really,

The
will

as the license

on,

week

we

be

don't

fee

of

$150 per
to.

And

need them down

here.

strictly

adhered

local

man

be

the good old state of Florida.

in

should be protected and

As to "Arbuckle." Well, I have not
been running any of his stuff anyway,
and if I was, I would stop it. The public
doesn't want it. Neither do they want
divorcees. This business of movie stars
quitting their wives and husbands and
"taking up" with other wives and husbands has become positively nauseating
to the public and they should be wiped
off the screen. What do you think about
this?
Lon Burton, manager, Marion
theatre, Live Oak, Fla.

Wants Profane

Subtitles

—A

when you

bargain's

get the best

Albany Argus.
*

THOMAS BUCKINGHAM,

who

is

again directing Harry Sweet in Century comedies for Universal, having
fully recovered from his recent illness.

—

Traveler Your son just threw a stone
at me. Irishman
Did he hit you? Traveler
Irishman Well,
No.
then
he
wasn't my boy. "Topics of the Day"

—

—

—

Films.
*

from the producers and
more patronage from the public. B. P.
McCormick, manager, Liberty theatre,
better

pictures

—

Florence, Colo.

Lawyer

your wife.
Client

the

Editor:

I

many

fully

but hcr's are the most
ever met. IVilkes-Barrt

are,

lot

I

*

A

helpful things.

agree that an essential part

— Mine

— I'm

Speedo

great deal has been said about what to
do to keep business moving these days
and I have read through your valuable

paper

you want a divorce from
Aren't your relations pleasant?

unpleasant
Record.

Smiles Pay Dividends

ALICE, TEX.— To

— So

is

the careful selection of the best pictures
on the market. I am located in a town
of about 2,500, and it seems to me that

have met with approval when I gave
my patrons a variety both as to price and
I

kind of pictures. I also am careful not
to repeat the same star too often. Aim
to have about an equal division between
male and female stars. I divide my short
subjects between comedies, serials and
scenics and have until now used more

trying
ahead. Peppo That's
Haze Whiskers.

—

—

biggest pulling power to any theatre in a small town is being a good
mixer.
No matter how you feel, give
them ail a joke and a cheerful word and
smile, and take it from me, you will win
and have a good business, or at least,
that has been my experience. I also aim
to hatch up something new on the advertising from time to time. Don't get stale
and monotonous. Be a good fellow; wear
a smile for everyone, and draw them in.
Mrs. W. H. Helfer, manager, Itasca

—

theatre, Alice, Tex.

best

to

you need

get
one.

Pastor— You seem a bright and dutiful
I presume your dear mother attends to your spiritual training. Little
Oliver You said it' She spanks me with
her ouija board. Houston Post.
child.

—

*

Pezzi

Mystic

go half as

—But,
A cws.

it

— The

dollar

far as it used
goes twice as

to.

bill

doesn't

Opty Mystic

fast.

Vaudeville

r

*

—

"One way

she's like an umpire,
my wife
said Bill Prout "she never will believe
that I am safe when I am out." Boston
Transcript.
is,"

;

*

serials.

The

my
fine,

"What's the

score,

Jim?" she asked,

ar-

riving late at the game.

"Nothing to nothing."
"Oh,
goody !"
exclaimed.
"We
she
haven't missed a thing!" Honolulu StarBulletin.

*

"Pop

!

Did they play baseball

in

Noah's

time?"
"No,

my boy, I believe not."
"Why didn't they, Pop?"
"Wet grounds, I guess." V onkers

Statesman.

Stopped

LIBERTY, COLO.— To

the Editor:
In the interest of the whole industry, I
believe that all of the trade papers should
call the producers' attention to the folly
of using profanity in their subtitles. Theatres of today are catering to the whole
family and parents are free in their expressions of disapproval.
They bring
their children to the theatres to be entertained and not to take a course in "How
to Swear."

Profanity and suggestive subtitles are
ghosts of Nichelodeon days, when blood
and thunder was music to the ear. It's
no longer a melody because the public
demands a more wholesome tune and we
must cater to the people that make our
business possible.
I shall refuse to book that which is distasteful to
patrons, and if other exhibitors will do 1'kewise, all of us will get

my

—

of the other fellow.

The picture
that.
received a legitimate -id-

mission price and so long as managers
on depreciating the value of same,
prices will never be as they should.
Recently in an adjoining state, I paid
50 cents and 5 cents war tax to witness
a cheap road show and then had to pay

now

Ikey

IVestfield (N. J.) Leader.
*

Ikey, can you give me the cordefinition for the word bargain?

Abie
rect

just

insist

—

—

I

MR. EXHIBITOR:— YOU ARE NEGLECTING THE BIGGEST PART OF YOUR PROGRAM IF YOU SIMPLY ASK
FOR "A COMEDY"—THERE'S A DARN GOOD REASON
WHY YOU SHOULD INSIST ON HALLROOM BOYS
COMEDIES FEATURING SID SMITH, EXHIBITOR'S
TRADE REVIEW SAYS "THEY RANK WITH THE BEST
COMEDIES ON THE MARKET." WID'S DAILY SAYS
"YOU CAN DEPEND ON THEM TO TICKLE YOUR
AUDIENCE WITH NEW, SURE-FIRE LAUGHS." IF YOU
ARE A LIVE-WIRE EXHIBITOR WHO WANTS COMEDIES
THAT ARE "CLEAN, REFINED—WITH PLENTY OF PEP
AND A LAUGH FOR EVERY INCH OF FILM"— BOOK
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES AT FEDERATED FILM
EXCHANGES OF AMERICA, INC.

—

——
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"What

81

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
PICTURE DID FOR
and read in the
TELL US

THE

It 18

WHAT THE

HERALD

YOU

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417

Associated Producers
Thomas H.

Lying Lips, a
tion.
Excellent.

—

Ince produc-

If all pictures

gave the

satisfaction this one does it would be a
pleasure to be an exhibitor. Gave better
satisfaction and drew more patronage

than Humoresque.

— W. Powell, Lonet
— Small town patJ.

theatre, Wellington, O.

ronage.

Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Thomas Ince's latest special, while being a wonderful production
with a strong cast and made up of some
very unique settings, is not as pleasing a
story as his previous success, Lying Lips.
E. F. Ekman, Rialto theatre, MidGeneral patronage.
land, Tex.

—

—

De arborn

S.

St. Chicago.

banner across street, etc., and charged
50 and 25 cents to second paying house in
a month. Use your own judgment about
booking, but if booked go after it strong
as you can. It is truly a wonderful production of its kind. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with

—

—

among

the best.
Hartford,
patronage.
theatre,

J.

S.

Ark.

Latimer,

Merit

— Neighborhood

The Sign on the Door, with Norma

Tourneur production.

— Booked

this

two

days to a fine business. As general thing,
A few did not
everyone was pleased.
like the melodrama, but it will please 90
per cent. J. D. Stickman, Auditorium
Prattsburg, N. Y. Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.

—

O'MINE,

—

a

He

Thomas H.

FROM

PARIS.

We

picked

it

the

Rex

Best," printed in
the February 19,
of
issue
1921,

the HERALD.

—

The

and the
"Let's hear
from another exhibitor,"

Ince production.
One of the best I have ever played,
and it was a money getter and pleased all.
Stalty
& Howell, Lincoln theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

Rand.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
Wonderful high class 9-reel special.
Tremendous indictment of male sex. A

—

spade is called a spade in boldest terms
but without suggestiveness.
This is
the heaviest yet greatest sex drama I
have ever seen. It kept me gripping my
seat, wondering what my patrons would

They said that it was great. It
swept them off their feet and left them
gasping.
The playing of Myrtle Stedman was extraordinary. We played this

say.

up by heaviest

bill

posting, advertising.

Mr.

The box

was printed
without comment of any
character, and in
the period elapsed since publication
have accontributors
brother
70

cepted his invitation.
In the news section of this issue
a resume of the data thus compiled
by exhibitors, the most informative

First National

were

by

written

—

Thomas H.

title

line,

—

a

"Ten

My Patrons Liked
Plays

Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Fairly good
picture,
but
nothing extra. Many kicks from patrons.
—Earl Bookwalter, Ideal theatre, Halstead, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

proprietor of
Idaho,
theatre,
the
contributed

Salmon,

first list of

Homespun

Lying Lips,

Westberry,

— Neighbor-

—

thing together makes a fine evening's entertainment.
Business good first day.
Average second. W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

—

scenery. — W.
H.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Trust Your Wife, with Katherine MacDonald. — A drawing card. The best MacDonald picture shown. Very good acting
this picture. —
Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla. — Neighborhood

Wonderful

in

J.

patronage.

The Golden

and

and

old

PHILIP RAND,

for

Love, with Louise Glaum. Just fair
entertainment.
Good program picture,
but not sufficiently entertaining for use
as a special.
Pleased about 60 per cent.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.. Neighborhood patronage.

&

Mamma's Affair, with Constance TalI believe this one shows Connie
doing some of the best work of her picture career, and the supporting cast was
capable in every way, and the whole
madge.

Snare, with a special cast.
Pleased all the kids, both

— Good picture.

Anniversary
our
12th
Week.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
Chicago, 111.

—

Started

A

up patronage on an extended
run.
Has good title and you will
make some money with it. Outdrew
SCRAP IRON and STRAIGHT
build

— Heinsohn

Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga.
hood patronage.

Goodroad, Strand theatre, Warren, Minn.

"Ten Best
Box Series

Exceptionally
Production.
picture they will go out
good.
picture that will
talking about.

A

months.

six

picture.

—

MOTHER
Ince

madge

Stewart.

Mohicans, a Maurice

of the

—

This picture pleased every
Consider it the best Norma Talpicture in a year.
Brought the
money. Best business we have had for
patron.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Pleased 100 per cent. A dandy

—

The Last

a

special cast.
Equal to many so-called
super-specials. Light business, but pleased
Consider it
all who saw the picture.

Talmadge.

interesting critique of pic-

ture values over a given period ever
published, is presented.
On this and subsequent pages of
this department appear characteristic reports by Mr. Rand upon current attractions.

For the contribution which won
instant recognition as an important
step forward, and for week-to-week
contributions of sterling quality, the
and its
thanks of the
readers and contributors are extended herewith.

HERALD

young.

—

J.

Hartford,
patronage.
theatre,

A

Daughter of

Latimer,

S.

Ark.

Merit

— Neighborhood

Two

Worlds,

with

to

good

Norma Talmadge. — Pleased

all

— Grand theatre, Anamosa,
Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack Sennett production. — When
Mack Senbusiness.

la.

will

nett learn that five reels of slapstick does
not make a good comedy bill? Played
this with three acts of vaudeville during
fair week at 25 and 50 cents and had not

vaudeville bill been good I would have
never faced them. Business good, owing
to

fair.

— W.

Ray Erne, Arcade

Charlotte, Mich.

— Small

theatre,

town patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.
Played Sunday, and did the largest busiBest Chaplin ever
ness of the year.
Bidhler,
Palace
theatre,
made. Geo.
Hamburg, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The
It's

Kid, with
Charles
Chaplin.
an old story about how good this one

been told so often, and I
what more could be said for
it, but I'll chime in and say it was great
and everybody ought to see it. It's good
C.
L. German, -Royal
for any one.
Neightheatre. Bonner Springs, Kans.
borhood patronage.

is,
for it's
don't know

—

—

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.
Played it after every other nearby town
had run it to death and still made some
money. Ran Semon in The Suitor with
and both pleased. O. R. Nation,
it,
Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.*— Small town

—

patronage.
The Kid,

Played
which

it

is

with

Chaplin.
business,
to do in a small

Charles

two days
mighty hard
to

of

good
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— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Jack Knife Man,

a King Yidor
do they make ones
Nothing to it, and six long
reels.— Britten & Lundgren, Melba theatre, Alexis, 111.— Neighborhood
patron-

—Why

production

like

this?

age.

Forty-Five Minutes
with Charles

From Broadwav

Ray.— Somehow

did not

it

go over. Ray does not draw a win nine
house for me. We had special music
and
boosted it strongly, but fell down.
First
half of play

was good, but the last half
Rand Rcx th t'atre, Salmon
town patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with
Anita
Mew'art.— Good
program show.
much posing and inclined to drag. Too
Not
a show for a Saturday night crowd
No
comedy

OW

iL
Ida.

—TSmall

Pllilip

in it.
All suffering on the screen
the audience.— S. V. Wallace,
Idle
theatre. Cambridge Springs, Pa

m

raid

-

Hour

—

transient patronage.

Fox
Play Square, with Johnny Walker
and
Edna

Murphy.— Two new

stars here

arc

but

becoming popular.
Good pictures
nothing extra.— Earl Bookwalter
Ideal

theatre, Halstead,
patronage.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

on a recent visit to the Goldwyn studios demonstrated to
Wallace Worsley and Elliott Dexter just how a scene for "Grand
Larceny" should be played. "Rather punk, don't you think," avers Worsley
and Dexter seems to agree.
Director

Everyone pleased.

town.

Gem

ton,

— W.

theatre, Higbee,

Mo.

C.

Clee-

patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.—
Played for two days to the best business

—

of the year.
Chaplin's best. E.
mings, Castle theatre, Olcott, N.

HamY.

General patronage.

Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklin production.
One of the best pictures in every respect that we have shown in a
long time. E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
—

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Dc Haven. Very clever comedy. Ran

—

with three acts of vaudeville at 35

this

and 50 cents during

em

fair

week and packed

Feature played to packed
houses in nearby city recently, so played
this up.
W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre,
Charlotte, Mich.
Small town patronage.
in.

—

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. Six reels of this stuff is too much

—

to be alike all the way. If they had shifted
the scenes to grown people or to the
city about the third reel it would be
better. As it is it bores. Lots of comedy,
however. A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

Peck's

—

Bad Boy, with

Jackie Coogan.

A fine box office attraction and will
please them all.
Drew fine for three
days. F. F. Peters, Majestic theatre,
Hornell, N. Y. Transient patronage.

—

Peck's

They

all

young.

—

Bad Boy, with

admission to 15 and 35 cents. No kicks.
& Westberry, Sylvia theatre,
Sylvester, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

— General — Heinsohn

Jackie Coogan.
liked this one.
Pleased old and
Drew large crowd. Advanced

Salvation

—

with a special cast.
did not come.
Audition prevailed against vision.
In
other words, they went to the meeting.
J. S. Latimer, Merit theatre, Hartford,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Nell,

Good sermon, but they

—

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.
wonderful picture. Book it and boost.
W. H. Goodroad, Strand theatre. WarNeighborhood patronage.
ren, Minn.

—

Good References, with Constance

—

Tal-

madge. Another good one. If all shows
were liked as well as this there would be
It pleased 100 per cent.
no walkouts.
Book it. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—
The Passion
madge. — Drew

Flower, with Norma Talalmost a record for this
Comments fine.
house on second run.
The men seemed to like it fine. T. G,
Thompson, Grand theatre, Rochester
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge. A wonderful production. Well
Played Toonerville
worth your while.
Follies with it, and made a dandy program. First Nationals go over good here,
but where don't they? C. L. German,
Bonner Springs, Kans. Neighborhood
patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. Pleased all my patrons very
Book this.
well. Connie always pleases.
H. C. Jones, Bijou theatre, Laurel, Ind.
Small town patronage.
19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.
Not much to this one. Just Charles Ray.
Louis Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar,
Iowa.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
Big business and went over great. Gia-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

coma

Bros., Crystal theatre,

— General

Tombstone,

patronage.
The Oath, with Miriam Cooper.
Showed to average attendance at 15 and
30 cents admission, 10 and 20 cents regular.
Better than program feature, but
two revival meetings got most of the
crowd. J. S. Latimer, Merit theatre,
Ariz.

—

Kans.— Neighborhood

Play Square, with Edna Murphy
and

Johnny Walker.— Some

my

picture.

Pleased

patrons.— H. C. Jones, Bijou theatre,
Small town patronage.
While the Devil Laughs, with Louise

—

Laurel, Ind.

Lovely.

— Good

program

Opera

Steggall,

picture.

House,

— A.

Fayette,

College town patronage.
Hands Off, with Tom

J.

la.—

Mix.— Very

good

— R.

picture.
Mix is always good here.
E. Johnson, Franklin theatre. Pig-

gott,

Ark.

— Small

town patronage.

The Cheater Reformed, with William
Russell.— Patrons well pleased.
i-vcning's

A nice
Drew good.—

entertainment.

Herbert Meerdink, Ideal theatre, RochN. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

ester,

The Big Town Round Up,

with Tom
Mix. Tom gets out good pictures. This
O. K. in every respect for those that
like action.
Give us more of this kind,
as they are good pullers.
Auditorium
theatre, Carthage, Ind.— Small town patronage.

—

is

—

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
very good picture.— A. J. Steggall,
Opera House, Fayette, Iowa. Collegi

—A

—

town patronage.

The Land

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Such as this will ruin
your business. C. H. Coke, Princess
theatre,
Mendenhall, Miss. Neighbor-

—A

poor picture.

—

—

hood patronage.

To
star

Finish,

a

with Buck Jones.

Good

always good.

is

—

— This

picture.

All

pleased.
Earl Bookwalter, Ideal
theatre, Halstead, Kans.
Neighborhood

well

—

patronage.

The Big Town Round Up, with Tom
Not as good as some of Mix's pic-

Mix.

—

tures,

it will please most any audiyou can always get them with

but

ence, as

Mix.

— Spalding

lorville,

Bros.,

Gem

theatre,

Tay-

111.

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
picture.
Pleased everyone. Fox

— Good

—

gives us good pictures. J. C.
Pastime theatre, Humphrey,
Harlan,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

always

—

No.

17,

with George

Walsh—A

crack-

erjack crook mystery melodrama, with
Was almost a special.
Chinese tong.
Book it and boost it. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre,

—
— Small

Salmon, Ida.

town

pat-

ronage.

Were King, with William Farnum.
very good picture, pleased the ma-

If I

—A

—

—————

AI
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—

C.
jority of our patrons.
cess theatre, Mendenhall,

H. Coke, PrinMiss.— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

New York

While

cast— Played

during

days

a

hot

—

patronage.

Get Your Man, with Buck Jones.—
have never received a poor Buck Jones.
Some of my patrons stayed two shows.
A real Northwestern story with good
Book it.—W. T. Biggs, Unique
action.
Anita,

la.— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

—

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
crackerjack, but disappointed Jones fans,

as thev came expecting the usual Western and saw a good deep heart interest
A. L. Midstory with a splendid moral.
dletbn, Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.—

—

Small town patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with
of the best pictures

Tom
A
ever.

Mix.

— One

real enter-

tainment with thrills and laughs aplenty.
Pleased 100 per cent.— Charles Lee Hyde,

Grand

theatre, Pierre, S.

D.— Small town

Wing Toy, with

Shirley

Mason.— Did

not see this, but heard good reports from
Did not draw much
those that saw it.

—

Auditorium theatre, Carthof a crowd.
Small town patronage.
age, Ind.

—

While New York Sleeps, with a special
Verv good business. Patrons were
cast.
Don't advertise it as a
disappointed.
special.— C. H. Coke, Princess theatre,
Mendenhall, Miss.— Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The Untamed, with
ette,

J.

la.

—

Tom Mix.—Very

always pulls them
Opera House, FayCollege town patronage.

good picture and

—A.

Tom

Steggall,

The Blushing Bride, with Eileen Percy.
Nothing much to this one. No plot. No
favorable comments. R. E. Johnson,
Franklin theatre, Piggott, Ark.— Small
town patronage.
The One-Man Trail, with Buck Jones.

—

sure gets action in his pictures.
draw the people in this town, as

—Buck
Thev

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a
cast.

special
Great picture.
business.
Square theatre, Decatur, 111.

— Big

Lincoln
General patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Best picture portraying home life as it is
I have ever seen.
A real audience picTeaches a real lesson and one that
should please in city or hamlet. Played
eight days to big business.
F. J. Sarr,
Fays theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Transient patronage.
ture.

—

•

•

— Small

—

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Big business.- Great picture. Lincoln
Square theatre, Decature, 111.— General

—

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
This went over three days to good business.
One of the best box office attractions put out in some time. The picture
will please 100 per cent
C. S. Smith, Shattuck theatre, Hornell, N. Y. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Wet Gold, with a special cast. Good
Pleased our patrons. Fine under
Will
sea scenes picture.
Is different.
please any kind of clientele. Nomine
Amuse. Co.. Odeon theatre, Bonne Terre,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

picture.

—

—

Honest

Hutch,

with

Will

Rogers.

The kind of picture that pleases everyone.
Good story. Clean good comedy.

— Grand

theatre,

Anamosa,

la.

—

Snowblind, with a special cast. A real
pleasing picture and drew good. Patrons
Will go. over in any
all talked about it.
Family
Martina,
town. James
small
Attica,
N. Y. Neighborhood
theatre,
patronage.

—

—

Stop Thief, with

Tom

Moore.

—Just

as

Fine crook play with
"Good show,"
lots of laughs and thrills.
my patrons said. S. V. Wallace, Idle

good as the

theatre,

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Transient patronage.

Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special
We were disappointed in this picDid not please our patrons. The

cast.
ture.

—

titles

Too
not suit our clientele.
No punch. C.
sameness. Slow.

did

much

—

\ \orwine, Odeon
Mo.
Guile of

Women,

theatre,

Bonne Terre,

with Will Rogers.—

sub-titles imitating Swedish
lingo. Otherwise a very good Will RogB. P. McCormick, Liberty
ers feature.
General patrontheatre, Florence, Colo.

Too many

—

—

age.

Madame

X, with Pauline Frederick.
that pleased them all.
stopped in the office
French
she thought it fine.

A heavv drama
My worst critic
me

to' tell

number of big scenes and am
S. V.
as good as the play.
Wallace. Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge

plot with
told it is

Springs, Pa.

—

—Transient

— Exmuch

divided in their ideas on this picture, but
was agreeablv surprised to find that
about 90 per cent were held spellbound
by this production. Send a special invitation to those opposed to pictures to
Rialto
see this special.— E. F. Ekman,
Midland, Tex.— General patrontheatre,
age.

in the Dark, Just Out of ColBoys Will Be Boys, Roads of DesAn Unwilhng
tiny' Prisoners of Love and
Hero.— Each of these pictures is a verv
please and
will
good program picture and
Can't go wrong on any ot
entertain.

A

Voice

the original de- j

is

partment of exhibitors'
on box office results.
reports
|
| Backed by five years of ex1 perience and an even record
1 of great service to the ex1 hibitors of America it can1 not be paralleled; imita-

j
|
j
|
|
1

|
Hons come and go, but the |
HERALD'S department, j
"What the Picture Did for j
Me" stands alone as the |
department of preeminent j

I
|
|
|
|
I

service to the industry.

DEPORTS

|
1
I
1
1

-/v

published

in

|

department

are fj
not paid for but are volun- j
tary contributions from the- |
atrcmen, sent in for the j
1 single purpose of helping the j
I exhibitors' business by mak- j
| ing known the box office 1
1 records of pictures.
this

I ~\ O extraneous induce| 1 V ments are held forth
1 to encourage the exhibitor
| to report on pictures he has
I run; the department itself
1 affords adequate remuneraI tion for exhibitors, individuI ally and collectively.

j
j
j
§
j
1
1

—

C. A. Norwine, Odeon theatre,
Bonne Terre, Mo.
The Girl From Outside, with a special
A fine picture. It shows what a
cast.
good girl or woman can do toward mak-

them.

—

—

ing bad men good. W. H. Goodroad,
Strand theatre. Warren, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
A great picture. Grand theatre, Ana-

—

—

mosa,

la.

The Great Accident, with

Gave 100
—
went over

per

cent

Tom

Moore.
and

satisfaction

You

don't need censors
Good business.
C. H. Thomas. Park theatre, Bat, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
great.

on

this

tvpe of picture.

—

and Hold Your
Moore. Tom Moore
is a good drawing card and his pictures
C. A.
please and entertain 100 per cent.
Norwine, Odeon theatre. Bonne Terre,
Mo.

Made

Heaven

in

—

Tom

Horses, with

—

patronage.

Earthbound, with a special cast.
pected my patrons to be very

lege

•

play.

—

Hour

-

rHIS

patronage.

—

patronage.

in.

— Audi-

Gold wyn

Sleeps, with a special

two

week and did fair business. The name
draws and that's all— H. A. Hoch, Rialto
Neighborhood
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

theatre,

they want pictures of this kind.
torium theatre, Carthage, Ind.
town patronage.

Hodkinson
Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett. A nice clean comedy-drama.
Advertise for old and young. You can
smile at your patrons when they go out.
You don't have to hide behind the door.
Good drawing card. A. J. Steggall,
Opera House, Fayette, la.— College town
patronage.
The Man of the Forest, a Zane Grey
production. The greatest box office attraction played in any of my theatres this
year. Played three days to packed houses.
features big bets.
I consider Hodkinson
disA real organization with brainy menBurk,
K. L.
tributing a good product.

Keeping

—

Up With

—

—

—
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ness for two days. W. H. Brenner,
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Cozy

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.
two days and the second day
drew better than the first. By all report*
it is the best program picture published
in some time.
Blowet and Merritt, Family theatre, LeRoy, N. Y.
Neighborhood
Played

—

—

patronage.

Paramount
Woman God

The

—

Changed,

Cosmo-

a

politan production.
Extra good picture
and better than average business. Comments all favorable. E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The

— Good

with Douglas MacLean.
comedy-drama. Then, too,

Jailbird,

clean

moral lesson is good, although
brought out in a laughable way. Doris
May is deserving of mention also. Mrs.
W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.
the

—

—

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL,
a Cecil

DeMille production.

B.

Opened big on Sunday to capacity
business.
Found that this picture

A

big
much publicity.
attraction.
J.
H. Thompson,
Picadilly theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

did not need

—

fan

Too Much Speed, with Wallace

Orpheum

theatre,

Baker, Ore.

— General

The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Seemed to please all of little more than

—

house. O. R. Nation, Strand
Davis, Calif. Small town pat-

average
theatre,

—

ronage.

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

— This

good

acting.

is

good picture and
rough in some
little

a very

A

Pleased
places, but beautiful scenery.
about 80 per cent. J. C. Harlan, Pastime
Neighborhood
theatre, Humphrey, Ark.
patronage.

—

—

THE MAN OF THE FOREST,
a

Zane Grey Production.

— Oh,

what

clean-up this feature did for me,
second run. Advertised Zane Grey
and business was wonderful. Made
my front look like the great outdoors, Sam Sax, New Grand theatre, Portland, Ore.
a

—

The

cast.— Good

Killer, with a special

picture for a Saturday night.
Dewhirst, Beverly theatre, Beverly,

Western
E.

Kans.

— Small
—

town patronage.

Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willat
production. A mighty good undersea
picture, each and every character good.
Business very
Patrons well satisfied.
good. I used a diving suit in the lobby
which served to draw the people. Advise

exhibitors

to

book

this

feature.

K. L. Burk, Orpheum theatre,
Ore. General patronage.

—

Baker,

—

Riders of the Dawn, with

—A

Roy

Stewart.

grand picture. Book this one by all
means. Pleased 100 per cent. J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Breaking

—

Point, with Bessie Bar-

Business
Excellent drama.
Advise brother exhibitors to book
riscale.

—

one.
Sam Sax, New
Portland, Ore. General

—

Grand

Personally I am sure
again.
star series must present better
productions as competition is so keen at
this stage of the game that nothing but
better pictures is getting the money.
have now arrived at the place where we
must give the best to get even average
business.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
it

We

—

With a Past, with Ina Claire.—
of the cleverest and most pleasing
comedy dramas we have played, and they
A new idea. E. F.
are my specialty.
Ekman, Rialto theatre, Midland, Tex.
Polly

One

—

General patronage.

A

From

Message

Mars, with Bert
very good program
Had nine very encouraging comments from regular patrons. H. E. Gilman, Chile theatre, Weed, Calif. Neighborhood patronage.

— This

Lytell.
picture.

a

is

—

big.
this
theatre,

patronage.

—

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
Viola Dana is very much liked here. Her
pictures always draw the crowd. J. Carbonell,

Monroe

— Neighborhood

—

theatre,

Key West,

Fla.

patronage.

—

The Last Card, with May Allison.
Well
picture well liked by my patrons.
directed, well produced, excellent lighting, capable cast,

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. Drew well and pleased. O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Over the Wire, with Alice Lake. Picture was enjoyed by most patrons and
had some, one or two at least, that came
to see
that all

some

and

May

of her best work.

one

romances.

Not any

Allison doing

Average busi-

Reid.

Wallie's race track
better than previous
ones, but good, and it pleased his followers as well as others. Clean stories,
well acted and directed, the requisite for
any star's success. B. P. M. Comick,
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. General
patronage.
of

—

Metro

patronage.

— Another

—

Proxies, a Cosmopolitan production.
Would be
long.
In seven reels.
a good picture if cut to five reels. Crook

Too

stories have been worked to death howTver.
A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre,

—

DeQueen, Ark.

— Small

town patronage.

The Traveling Salesman, with Roscoe
Arbuckle. Ran this the two nights pre-

—

scandal exposure to good
sorry to lose Arbuckle
because he was our best bet for a crowd.
Taboo now, though.— J. H. Talbert, LeKans. Small
Norwich,
theatre,
gion
town patronage.

ceding

the
business.

Am

—

—

Wealth, with Ethel Clayton. A charming star in a very nice subject. She pulls
the crowd. J. Carbonell, Monroe the-

—

Key West,

atre,

Fla.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The

Inside of the Cup, with a special
a doubt the most censorproof picture we have ever played.
Immensely pleasing. Patrons
Strong.
all expressed appreciation of our showing this class picture. Stood substantial
boost in prices. Heinsohn & Westberry,
Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga. Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

— Without

—

The

—

Inside of the Cup, with a special

— Very excellent production. Brought
the
out people who have never been
house before. — E. L. Franck, Oasis thecast.

in

atre,

Ajo, Ariz.

—Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The

Restless Sex, with a special cast.

Silly, insipid,

nothing to

it.

Poor

lesson.

More patrons walked out on this than
any one I ever played. One redeeming
was the pageant and that was
Blackwell did the only acting in it

quality
fine.

When Paramount makes a failure
big one.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca

it

atre, Alice,

Easy
Fair.

Tex.

— Small

town

is a
the-

patronage.

to Get, with Marguerite Clark.

Pleased

Others seemed

Marguerite
satisfied.

Clark

Very

fans.

attractive

——A

—
A—
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O—

—

age.

Bryant Wash-

Y.

burn.— Well acted and true to present
day life. Washburn is always popular.

—

Six Best Cellars, with

E.

Calif.

theatre,

Chile

Gilman,

— Neighborhood

Weed,

patronage.

Proxies, a Cosmopolitan production.
Better than
Interesting and well acted.
average picture. E. L. Franck, Oasis
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—

—

ronage.
The Frontier of the Stars, with Thomas
Meighan. A good heart interest picture
Meighan
as well as melodramic thrills.
Legion
is well cast here.— J. H. Talbert,

—

Norwich,

theatre,

Kans.

— Small

town

patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, with a special
Only Paramount picture that has
cast.
made me a nickel this year. Brought out
Comments
people who never attended.
very good. O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.— Small town patron-

—

—

age.

The Education of Elizabeth, with Bilhe
Burke.— Nothing to it. Can't understand
why they always come to see this star

she does.— A. L.
Grand theatre, DeQueen,
Ark.— Small town patronage.
Why Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.

anything

accept
Middleton,

and

DeMille production.— A real picture. Too
much "undressed kid" for a small town
with

censor

present

Grand

theatre,

movement

Anamosa,

on.

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast. One
fine picture
night to good business.
and will please all classes.— J. G. Schultz,
NeighPark theatre, Rochester, N.
borhood patronage.

Y—

Reid.— As
good business. Everybody pleased.— Grand theatre, Ana-

Sick Abed, with
usual with Wallie,

Wallace

mosa, la.
His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dalton

—Fine

picture.

Star well liked here.

Lundgren, Melba
Alexis, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production.— A beautiful and lavish production and some of the finest acting I

—Britten

&

theatre,

more

praise

Elicited
have ever seen.
than any picture we have run for months.
Fruit" candy
"Forbidden
Exploited with
Will stand the limit in
and sundaes.
advertising.— J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,

Norwich, Kans.— Small town pat-

ronage.
Jucklins, with Monte Blue—
The kind
splendid good clean picture.
that pleases 100 per cent.— A. L. MiddleGrand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.—
ton,
Small town patronafie.

The

Idols

of

Clay,

with

Mae Murray

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The

City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
this one
had read a lot of adverse criticism
on it. The country scenes are wonderful and the moral is good.
Acting fine
and story clear. Do you want any more
in just one picture?
Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca
theatre,
Alice,
Texas.— Smali

was agreeably surprised on

I

as

I

—

town patronage.

Ml"s- Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn.—A good one. Poor business
first night account rain.
All who saw it
thought

it

fine.— W. H. Goodroad, Strand

Warren,

theatre,

Minn.— Neighborhood

patronage.

John Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
folks prefer this star in Western
pictures.
Hence quite a bit of disap-

—My

pointment when they saw this. It seems
me this picture should have been made
by Robert Warwick instead of Hart. A.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Ky. General patronage.

to

—

—

The Dub, with Wallace Reid.—
splendid picture as all Wallace Reid pictures that I have run, have proven to be.

He

my

is

drawing

best

card.

—

Paris Green, with Charles Ray.— Fine
comedy-drama.
Pleased all.
George
Stonoras, Abbott theatre, Plant City, Fla.

—

Red Hot

Dollars, with Charles Ray.—
a full house almost every show.
William Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

Drew

—

The Sporting Chance, with Ethel Clayton.
Ran this as an emergency, and it
was excellent. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

—

—
Idaho. — Small

Salmon,

The

town patronage.

Inside of the Cup, with a special

—The best shown here.

Heard more
comments than any ever shown. Ran
two days to biggest business in many
months. Book it, as you'll get the business.
We showed to many never before

cast.

—

in the theatre.
Earl Bookwalter, Ideal
Neighborhood
theatre, Halstead, Kans.

—

SON OF
WALLINGFORD

CORINNE GRIFFITH,

of

star

—Charles Born, Elks
Ariz.

— General

theatre,

Prescott,

patronage.

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
saw this one. They went out
telling it was good, and to get more like
Wm. Thacher, Royal
it. Good business.

— Never

—

theatre,

Salin,

Kas.— General patronage.

R-C

Pictures

—

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.
fine picture and everybody pleased, and
A. Hillsaid, "Give us more like it."

—W.

house, Lyric theatre, Glasco,
Small town patronage.
is

Kans.

—

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan. This
B. P. McCora very good feature.

—

mick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.
General patronage.

:

—

with Pauline Frederick.
good picture, but no money in it for me.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand, theatre
Small town patronage.
Pierre, S. D.

—
Pathe

the

Vitagraph production, "Moral Fibre,"
in an interesting pose.

Salvage,

patronage.

—

Seven Years' Bad Luck, w th Max LinThis five reel comedy got more apder.
plause than any I have ever played.
:

Montana, with Blanche
Girl
Scenically beautiful,
Sweet. Excellent.
Charles
entertaining
story.
with
an
Born, Elks theatre, Prescott, Ariz.

That

—

—

General patronage.

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis

—

pro-

If you have not run this, book
Extra good for small town. D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.

duction.

—

it.

THE

—Alva

Montgomery, Royal theatre, Cynthiana,
Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—

la.

A

85

Played three days to big business. One
of the star's best efforts. Society drama
and will please any high class audience.
M. Burns, Family theatre, Batavia, N.

usual protitle and drew more than the
gram picture.—W. J. Powell, Lonet theSmall town patronatre, Wellington,

— H.

—A—
AA

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis proBoys,
mighty good one.
duction.
here's one you can play strong. Book it.
There are three pictures you can't go
wrong on. Lahoma, Half a Chance, and

—A

The Sage Hen.
theatre,
age.

Salina,

— Wm.
Kans.

Royal

Thacher,

— General

patron-

Who Wait, with MarClayton.—This picture of Way
Down East theme will please because it
has a fine story, and is very well told. It
had them interested from the start and
I heard many favorable remarks during
Women

guerite

the

show.— S. V. Wallace,

theatre, Cambridge
sient patronage.

Idle

Springs, Pa.

Hour

—Tran-

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis production.— A good Western, and quite the
best Gladys Brockwell ever appeared in.

—

There's a laugh in every foot, it seemed.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Calif.— Small town patronage.

One Man in a Million, with George
Beban.— George Beban is sure a won-

Many good compliments
actor.
on this one.— A. J. Steggall, Opera
House, Fayette, la.— College town patderful

ronage.
Stealers, with a special cast.—
production in every way. Advertise
one strong. Played to good business and patrons spoke very well of it.
A. C. Miller, Averill theatre, Petersburg, Mich.— General patronage..

The

fine
this

So Long Letty, with a special cast.
fairly well, but was disappointing.

Drew

O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Calif.— Small town patronage.
Bare Fisted Gallegher, with William
Desmond. A good Western with plenty
Good photography. C. L.
of action.
German. Royal theatre, Bonner Springs,
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

'Fraid Lady, with Mae
nice clean picture with a
clever story and a clever star.— Charles

The

Marsh.

Little

—A
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RICHARD BARTHELMESS

three scenes from "Tol'ble

in

Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,

S.

D.

Small town patronage.

One Man

—
—

The

Million,

a

—

Fortune

—

Rambcau. Good title. Good story, and
good puller for any house. J. E.

— Clever

—

Idle
Springs, Pa.

lace,

Hour

Cambridge

theatre,

— Transient

22, 192i

be distributed as a First National

Villain, with Wanda Hawplay that has many situations that amused.
Star is good drawing card here.
Realart has furnished a
lot of good ones this year.
S. V. Wal-

Marjorie

with

Teller,

will

Her Beloved

ley.

with George
Beban. Very poor crowd, but picture
pleased.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Calif. Small town patronage.
in

David" which

October

patronage.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda HawNot her best picture, but a good

—

—

attraction.

was especially good. E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small town
patronage.

—

Daughters,

Sheltered
Johnstone.

with

Justine

— My patrons walked out on
this
a continuous stream.
blame them. — C. E. Morrow, M. & M.
theatre, Decatur,
— Transient patronin

I

didn't

111.

age.

—
picture nevertheless.
Cast very good.
The Soul of Youth, with a special
Pcntwatcr,
Vaudette theatre,
— Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Can- — People who saw said that was the
— Small town patronage.
ton,
—
General patronage.
most wonderful picture put out for a
One Man in a Million, with George
long time. — R. O. Baker, Electric
Sinners,
Brady. — Story
with
Alice
Beban. — A dandy picture that will please
atre,
McCunc, Kans. — Small town patin
whispered
good,
who
dear,
dear,
but
any audience and build up a house. Nothronage.
an
acshe
was
Alice
Brady's
car
that
Hyde,
censor
Charles
Lee
to
in
—
will
tress? Better forget this entirely.
Judy of Rogues' Harbor, with Mary
Grand theatre, Pierre,
D. — Small town
not help the box
— Philip Rand, Milos Minter. — Good picture. That's
patronage.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. — Small town
Patrons were well pleased. — Leo
The Stealers, with a special cast. — One
patronage.
«
Buchcr. Palace theatre, Powerville, Mo.
of the best features ever shown in Fay— Small town patronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.—
— A. Steggall, Opera House, Faygood clean picture.
Pleased about 70
— College town patronage.
Two Weeks With Pay, with Bebe
per cent. — Earl Bookwalter, Ideal theDaniels. — Comedy dramas such as Two
The Stealers, with a special cast. — Exatre.
Halstead,
Kans. — Neighborhood
Weeks With Pay and Oh Lady Lady are
Storch,
cellent picture.
Book
— E. Mich.
patronage.
just what our patrons want. Keep up that
also a

ley.

cast.

Storch,

it

Mich.

it

111.

the-

this.

in

It

S.

office.

all

S.

ette.
ette,

J.

la.

J.

it.

Vaudette theatre, Pentwater,
Small town patronage.

A

Heart

to Let, with Justine Johnpicture that does not go over at
all.
Weak throughout. Actors don't
seem to get into the thing at all. There
is very little entertainment for anyone.

stone.

Realart
The March Hare,

—A

with.

Bebe Daniels.

evening's entertainment,
and one that will please them all. Bus>
ncss good. M. Rice, O-At-Ka theatre,
Warsaw, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

ter,

age.

Miles

pleasant

—

—

my

place where her pictures must be extraordinary or the box office suffers. Will

—

H.

W. H.

—

PicLittle Italy, with Alice Brady.
patrons, and
ture did not get by with
Alice Brady will not do if she does not
improve by adding a little weight. This
star has always been a favorite with my
patrons, but she -has now arrived at the

Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,

—A

Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-

Ind.

Anne

of

Green Gables,
This is a

Minter.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.—This
was just fair. Pleased about half the
audience.
Louis 'Frana, Olympic the-

—

Calmar,

Oh Lady

Lady, with Bebe Daniels.

Sure a good picture. Beautiful settings
and everything. When you get a picture
with Bebe Daniels and Walter Hiers
nuf-sed— H. E. Gilman, Chile theatre,

Weed,

A

—A
age

Calif.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Heart to Let, with Justine Johnstone.
very good story, well acted. Aver-

theatre,

ronage.

— B.

P.
Florence,

puller.

McCormick, Liberty
Colo.

— General

pat-

Mystery

la.

of the

—

Yellow Room, with a

special cast.
Rather old, but a fine mystery play. Patrons well pleased and kept
them guessing until the last reel. A. C.
Miller, Averill theatre, Petersburg, Mich.

—

— General patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special
— This
worth a cent. My folks

cast.

title isn't

know anything about

the stage
play.
It is draggy and hard to follow
and the best player in it is J. W. FerguLost money. A. N. Miles, Emson.
inence theatre. Eminence, Ky. General
did not

—

patronage.
Nurse Majorie, with

—

Mary

Miles Minter.
A good program picture. Plenty
theatre,
Baradcl,
Palace
E. A.
of laughs.
McGehee, Ark.— Small town patronage.
Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
Draws well. O. W.
Very good.
Stuch, Regent theatre, Alegan, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney.
crackerjack comedy-drama, and support

—

—

The New York

—A

—

—

—

F.

Ekman.

— General

Rialto thepatronage.

Idea, with Alice Brady.

very poor picture.

—

Opinion

of 100

per cent of audience. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

with Mary
pleasing

—

atre,

— E.

Midland, Tex.

—

Selznick

real

picture and will entertain any class of
audience.
Clean and wholesome.
The
star's best effort.
Good business. D. W.
Trass, Star theatre, Dansville, N. Y.

Ind.

speed, Bebe.
atre,

The

Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
There cannot be too much said in
praise of this wonderfully well done proThe greatest care is shown in
duction.
the selecting of the cast, as each one
seems to fit the part given them. Vera
Gordon is lovable in her portrayal of the
mother and will long be remembered
Business averfor this excellent work.
age two days. W. H. Brenner, Cozy

—

—

theatre, Winchester,

Ind.

Eugene O'Brien.
Martha Mansfield's
acting very amateurish. She photographs
Wonder if O'Brier
well and that's all.
Gilded Lies, with

Mediocre

picture.

can find another expression besides
crooking his mouth. C. B. Clark, Iris
Resort pattheatre, Pacific Grove, Cal.

—

—

ronage.

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein.
Only thing wrong with this
Picture pleased, but did not
is the name.

—

draw.
My patrons want stories, not
problems, and' "pay" doesn't draw them
Charles Lee Hyde. Grand theatre,
in.
Small town patronage.
Pierre, S. D.

—

—

The

Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
A very good feature, played to average
business. Plot of story similar to Humoresque. Duplicate stories seldom have the
pulling power and kick of the original.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre, FlorGeneral patronage.
ence, Colo.

—

—

—

—

—
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Experimental

with

Marriage,

—A

Con-

rollicking good picstance Talmadge.
ture with the usual antics by Connie.
E.
Gilmanfi
Good photography.— H.
Chile theatre, Weed, Calif.— Neighbor-

I

hood patronage.
The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.—
While a reissue is a reissue anywhere,
Toledoans were rather hungry for a
sight of Norma, as her new pictures have
been held up here by legal action. H. F.
Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.

—

A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Pleased everyone. It is a clean
comedy. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theSmall town patronatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

—

—

age.

REMORSELESS LOVE, with
Hammerstein.

Elaine

—

Excellent.

This star at her best. Picture clean
in every respect. The censors would
have to go out of business if all picW. E.
tures were like this one.
theatre,
Aberdeen,
Elkin, Temple

—

Miss.

The Imp, with

Elsie Janis.

—A

mighty

poor picture and one that did not please.

—

'.

Lay off. W. Tishkoff, Empress theatre,
Neighborhood patronRochester, N. Y.

—

age.

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
picture.
Star did the best he could
People went out durfor such a story.
C. B. Clark, Iris theatre,
ing the play.
Resort patronage.
Pacific Grove, Cal.

Poor

—

—

Conquest, with Norma Talmadge. Very good. You can't go wrong
P. G. Held, Sterling
in booking this.
Neighborhood
theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

The

Isle of

—

—

—

patronage.

Who

Dared, with Edythe
Girl
-A dandy Western with lots of
action and the pinto pony plays a good
part.
Pleased 100 per cent. E. D. Luna,
Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark. Neighbor-

The

Sterling.

—

—

—

music, cued and timed to the second
with the picture, almost lifts your audience out of their seats. E. F. Ekman,
Rialto theatre, Midland, Tex. General
patronage.

—

THE THREE MUSKETEERS,

hood patronage.

—

with Douglas Fairbanks. Opened
to big business Sunday.
Away
above normal. A very fine picture.

United Artists
Way Down

—

A

real credit to the industry. 100%
audience picture. J. H. Thompson,
Lone Star theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

W.

Griffith production.
Here is a masterpiece that will
patrons
and
interest
of
your
revive the
set the whole town afire with enthusiasm. Griffith supplies an orchestra whose

East, a D.

—

—

The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks.
played to standing room on
this one, as the result of heavy exploitation.
Our patrons enjoyed this thoroughly. It is a fine picture. C. H. Coke,
Princess theatre, Mendenhall, Miss.

— We

—

Neighborhood patronage.

to

—

This gave us the only paying house in
twenty days.
We used the singer at
opening and closing of play. The playing of violin and piano brought forth the
tears and it was the only time in my
life
that I appreciated the play'ng of

"Home Sweet Home" and "Ben

Bolt."

one long banner across the
above the traffic, with the title of

ran

street,

This, with
newspaper exploitation and rather heavy
Then
billing, gave us a good house.
came the praise and a good second follow-up night. Thanks to the exhibitor
who originated the singer idea. I believe
it
was Brother Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
theatre, Valley Junction, la., in the Herald for Nov. 20, 1920, "What the Picture
Did for Me" department. Philip Rand,

the

play

in

black

Salmon, Idaho.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. Action is
the right name for this. Action on mountheatre,

—

and on the plains. It is a wild,
wooly Western. Not much plot, but good

tain side

parts.

S.

The

—

Kiss, with

Carmel Myers. —-This

just a fair program picture. You probably will get by with it, but do not
promise anything extra. Spalding Bros.,
theatre, Taylorvillc, 111.
Neighboris

—

Gem

—

hood patronage.

—

The Kiss, with Carmel Myers. A fair
show, but did not please my audience.
This is the poorest one of Carmel Myers'

—W. T. Biggs, Unique the— Neighborhood patron-

ever had.
Anita,

I

atre,

la.

age.

The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.
Poor. Didn't please like other Waltons.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Calif.
Small town patronage.

—

Eva Novak.

of the North, with

— Splendid program picture.
grounds
elicited

exceptionally

are

Snow

back-

fine

and

many compliments from

Acting and

patrons.
but snow

story only fair,
scenes put the picture over. W. J. Powell,
Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio.
Small town patronage.

—

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.

— Good

Pleased

picture.

everybody.

becoming a favorite in,
my house. Drew in some strange faces
on an off night. J. L. Rapperport, LoveMiss Walton

is

—

joy theatre, Buffalo,
hood patronage.

letters.

—

Rex

—

Wolves

Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.
And "once to ever}' showman."
Those "who came to scoff remained to
pray."
One of the most satisfactory
plays for small towns ever produced.

We

"Good show," patrons
V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
said.

—

Universal
Once

comedy

N.

Y.

— Neighbor—

BetIf Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
ter than some of Carey's and just a fair
has made much betpicture at that.
Business off on account of
ter pictures.
Thacher, Royal theatre.
carnival.
General patronage.
Salina, Kans.

He

— Wm.
—

The Man Tamer,

with Gladys Walton.
say that The Man Tamer
was very "tame." Philip Rand, Rex theSmall town patronatre, Salmon, Ida.

— Regret

to

—
—

age.

—

Lying Lips, with Edith Roberts. One
most satisfactory pictures played

of the
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year.
Better than majority of socalled specials.
Made money, and
patrons were well pleased. O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
Small
this

my

—

—

town patronage.

The Blazing

A

Trail, with

Frank Mayo.—

good feature and well

acted. Some of
the profanity in the sub-titles is uncalled
for and patrons are tired of the old abuse
which many producers are guilty of resorting to, in order to get what they
think is a "kick" or "punch." It's detrimental to the entire industry, and should
b e
abandoned.
B.
P.
McCormick,
Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo. General patronage.

—

—

—

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A dandy picture and pleased 100 per

—

cent and big box office attraction. W.
Tishkoff, Empress theatre, Rochester,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.

One

Mayo's

of

best.

— C.

press theatre, Akron,
patronage.

Once

to

— Good.

P. Buswell,

la.

Em-

— Neighborhood

Every Woman, with Dorothy

— Here

one that should hold
any audience from start to finish as Dorothy Phillips plays a great role in this.
R. E. Pullen, Best theatre, Foreman, Ark.
Phillips.

patronage.
The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
This star goes over good and this subBusiness fair.
ject was a dandy one.
James Casale, Star theatre, Niagara
Neighborhood patronage.
Falls, N. Y.

—

cast.

Pass-Key, with a special

Devil's

— Good

production,

well

directed.

Both male leads, Fillmore and DcGrassc,
DeGrasse's actdoing splendid work.

him

the front ranks as a
Balance of the cast good.
film actor.
Business average two days. Will H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

ing placed

in

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with
Dean. — Good acting. — Herman

Priscilla

Salmon,

Cissna Park Movie, Cissna Park, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscille Dean.
Played seven days to very good business.
One of the star's best. Chester Fenyvessy, Rialto theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Transient patronage.

—

Him

In, with Earle Williams.

Very good Northwest picture. There
has been a noticeable improvement lately
Vitagraph

in

111.

Cousin Kate, with Alice Joyce.

—

— Good

picture, but did not draw.
J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Neighborhood patronage.

Her

Lord

— Some

and

Master,

with

Alice

liked this and some did
not.
Did not see it, but must be a fair
program picture. Auditorium theatre,
Carthage, Ind. Small town patronage.

Joyce.

—

Island, with a special cast.
picture that will hold attenstart to finish.
A. J. Steggall,

A

from
Opera House, Fayette,

tion

—

— College town
patronage.
The Prey, with Alice Joyce. — Pronounced "very good" by our patrons.
Unique theatre, Bricclyn, Minn. — Neighla.

borhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
Fine.
One we would
a special cast.
recommend to all exhibitors that want
north, snowclad pictures. Winter scenes
excellent.
A. J. Steggall, Opera House,
Fayette, la.
College town patronage.

—

—

—

productions.

State Rights
Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Sold the theatre

—

to the local

Women's Club

They

large

did

—

Charles

for the day.

Everyone

business.

pleased with the picture. Miss Young
very beautiful. Interesting story. Heinsohn and Wcstberry, Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Confession

—
—

(Pioneer), with

Henry

B. Walthall.
Very Rood picture. Business bad. Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome
theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

God's Gold (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
of the best and most realistic sea
pictures I ever ran, but did not draw
well.
All this star and series are good,
but somehow I can't get them in to see
these pictures.
A. L. Mid-dlcton, Grand

— One

—

theatre,

DcQueen,

Ark.

— Small

town

patronage.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with Wiliam
Fairbanks. A good Western full of
thrills and went over fine to a packed
house.
1
showed a comedy with it on
Saturday night. W. A. Hillhouse, Lyric
theatre,
Glasco,
Kans. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

The Wall

are fair only, but do not get the crowd
Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Smiling All the Way (D. M. Schwab)
with David Butler.— One of the best independent Western pictures I have run
in some time.
Drew good. J. L. Rappe-

—

Street

—

Mystery

(Arrow),

with a special cast. Just a fair detective
story.
I have run four of these and they

—

Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

port,

—

Trumpet

— Good.
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—Spalding

—

Vitagraph
Bring

theatre, Canton,

General patronage.

is

— Neighborhood

The

Kuchan, Idylhour

October

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William

Fairbanks.— A very good Western feature.
Have had two features from this
star and both were very satisfactory.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre, Florence, Colo.
General patronage.

—

Heritage (Reelcraft), with Matty Roubert.
Here is a real picture. Matty Rou-

—

bert's acting is beyond criticism.
Cast
excellent.
B ook this one and raise your
price.

It

is

worth

it.— Sam

Nelson,

Strand theatre, Berlin, Kans.
Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. This series is a real surprise.
My patrons like them. Please 100
per cent.
They have boosted my business.
A. Spiewak, Strand theatre.
J.
North Towanda, N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

A Woman's Man (Arrow), with Romaine Fielding. This is a good picture.
Good for any audience. Holds the in-

—

—

terest throughout.
Spalding Bros., Gem
theatre, Taylorville, 111.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Hearts of the West (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. Very good picture.
Lots of pep and punch.
Business bad.
Better if conditions were good.
Ralph
Rosso,
Hippodrome theatre, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

In the Days of the Buffalo (Arrow),
with a special cast.— Show this if you
want to crawl in a hole as your patrons
come out.
sorry I had big business

on

this.

—

Decatur,

Am

C. E.
III.

Morrow, M.

— Transient

&

M.

theatre,

patronage.

Broadway Buckaroo (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. Star draws well.
This picture is not up to William Fairbanks' standard.
Bill seemed to hold
back his punches when fighting.
Bill
Fairbanks series is a good bet. J. L.
Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Wolfe

Bayne

(Arrow) with Jack
Westerns like this get the
money. People like them. C. E. Morrow, M. & M. theatre, Decatur, 111.
Hoxie.

— Good

—

Transient patronage.

Sky Eye (Lesser), with

— An

a special cast.

old feature but better than some
of the new ones.
thriller.
R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

—

A

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Plenty of action and pleased
the class that want fast Westerns. This

—

series

was

a" surprise and is going good.
Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, NiFalls, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

— Ralph
agara
ronage.

—

The Sheriff of Eternal Hope (Arrow),
with Jack Hoxie. Hoxie is not a comer,
he is already here. Will please any audience. Good story. Plenty of action. And

—

Hoxie sure

pulls off

of his pictures.
clean-cut Westerns
all

Sam

Nelson,

some

real stunts in

These pictures are
and sure to please.

Strand

theatre,

Berlin,

Kans.

The Fall of Babylon (D. W. Griffith),
with a special cast. Wonderful picture.
Good acting, but not much story to it.
Failed to draw as it should. Costume
pictures don't seem to please my patrons,
even if they are well directed and cost
millions.
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patron-

—

—

A

scene from "The Son of Wallingford," Vitagraph's latest special feature, presented age.
with an all-star cast.
Headin'

—

Home

(K.

&

B.),

with Babe

——
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—

Ruth. This picture will get over. It is
not A-l as to acting, but Babe Ruth's
popularity will get it by.
good program picture. Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

A

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), with

— This

a

subject went over
standpoint good, but
the picture does not please 100 per cent.
You will have to exploit this picture to
put it over.
Robt. Albert, Albert theatre, Lancaster, N. Y.
Neighborhood patspecial
from a

cast.

box

office

—

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.
fine
Curwood picture. Remarkable

—

actor.
R.
theatre, Oberlin,

Ross Riely,
Kans.

Wigwam

—

—

—

—

—

The Avenging Arrow (Pathe), with
Ruth RolamJ. Very good serial and

—

Big slump on

pleasing.

serial days.
Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

Ralph

The Sky Ranger (Pathe), with George
B. Seitz.
Showed seventh episode with
Harold Lloyd two reel comedy and
Pathe Review.
Not going good here.

—

but simply do not come.
Latimer, Merit theatre, Hartford,
Neighborhood patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast.
My audience is my judge
and they have been well pleased. There
is a new strain in the make up of this
serial, namely a strain of comedy strong
enough to keep up the interest and provoke a laugh.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patroncriticism,

—
Ark. —
J. S.

—

—

age.

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with
Ryan. On the 12th episode and
going over fair.
Holding interest and
pleasing.—Jos. Pottoke, Venus theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Short Subjects
Why They

— Some

Circus Heroes (Federated), with Sid
Smith. Some comedy! If vou want to
give your patrons a treat, show this one.
The new Hallroom Boys comedies are
very good.— Chas. Kuchan, Idvlhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.

Love Cavemen (Tony Sarg)

different,

and good.

This

is

our

USE THIS BLANK

—

—

The Big Game

Snub
— The very best comedywith
he made.

Laughter
Rosso,

_

and

(Pathe),

shouts

Hippodrome

galore.— Ralph
theatre,
Niagara

— Neighborhood
—
—
theatre,

N. Y.

Falls,

Strand

The Whirlwind (Selznick), with Chas.
Hutchison. Went over good.
Held up
all through the Summer.
Pleased all.
G. Rossiter, Alcazar theatre, Brocton,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sky Rranger (Pathe), with George
B. Seitz.
Improving with each episode.
A little slow at first and for that reason
many who started did not keep up with
it.
The Spanish titles are a big help
here.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,
Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. As good as they say
it is.
Building up every episode.— Chas.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

Joe

ronage.

patronage.

The Prohibition Monkey (Universal),
with Joe Martin. Very good. Helped to
pull The Rowdy over.
O. R. Nation,

Serials

89

—

Pollard.

dog

No

one of these, but think it was a good
buy. C. L. German, Royal theatre, Bonner Springs, Kans.— Neighborhood patfirst

—

ronage.

A

——

Davis,

Calif.— Small

town patronage.

Office Reports Tell the

Skipper's Bosom Friend
National), with a special cast.

—A

(First

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

for

Fill in this

Other Exhibitors
blank

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

The

edy that

Box

Dear-

born St, Chicago.

com-

different.
It is a real human
interest affair with plenty of laughs. The
skipper is '"there." C. L. German. Royal
theatre, Bonner Springs, Kans.
Neigh-

Title

borhood patronage.

Star

is

—

—

The Goat (Metro), with Buster Keaton.

— Good. Played three and went
over, good
The
one — One Week
— best of — O. R. Nation, Strand theDavis,
— Small town patronall

bet.

all

Producer

first

all.

atre,

Calif.

Remarks

age.

Their Dizzy Finish (Federated), with
Smith. A
good comedy. Chas.
Idvlhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.
I Do (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.
Playing a return date.
Enough said.
Played it July 1st, first time. A sure fire
bet.
Smith, Shattuck theatre,
C.
S.
Hornell, N. Y. Transient patronage.

—

Sid

—

Kuchan.

—
—

—

—

His

Honeymoon

First

(Federated),

—

with Monte Banks.

This is a very good,
clean and refined comedy, suitable for
any house. Banks getting to be quite a
favorite and people are beginning to ask

—

his
comedies. Louis B. Goulden.
Princess theatre, Frankfort, Ind. General patronage.

for

The Man

—

Who Worked Up

—

with Hoot Gibson. Plenty of action
Boys, grab this. It's good.
D. M. Spade. Theatorium theatre, Portpatronage.
Ind.
General
land,
sal),

Title

(UniverStar

in this one.

—
Martin. — Fair

The Monkey Hero

with
comedy. Poorest phoJoe
tography we have ever shown on our
screen. People want art. Some of the
scenes so dark you couldn't sec them.
Stay away. Sam Nelson, Strand theatre,
Berlin, Kans.

Producer

("Universal),

Remarks

—

The Goat (Metro), with Buster Keaton.
good. Frame a special lobby

—Always
for

this

one

and

forget

the

feature.

—

comedy itself will draw. A. L.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

The

General patronage.

Vod-A-Vil Movies (Spanuth), with a
Very good single reel. A

—

special cast.
real
novelty.

—

Pleases patrons. Chas.
theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.
Bill and Bob (Pathe), with a special

Kuchan, Idylhour

cast.

— Find these
— D. E.

reel fillers.

Harrison, Ark.

The

Goof

—

mighty good singleFitton, Lyric theatre,

—Small

town patronage.
George
George

(Reelcraft), with
one-reel comedy.

Clarke.
Good
is pretty good.
D. M. Spade, Theatorium theatre, Portland, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

Snub Pollard Comedies (Pathe).— The
best one-reel comedies I have ever shown
and have tried many others, but find the
Pollard Comedies please my patrons the
best.
A.
Miller,
Averill
theatre,
C.

—

Petersburg, Mich.

— General

patronage.

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ronage
City

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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200 Attend

meet the unemployment situation was
adopted.
Resolutions thanking Sydney S. Cohen
for being present, and expressing appreciation of the efforts of VV. S. McLaren
and others to make the convention successful were adopted.
to

Michigan's
Convention
(Concluded from page 46)

objection to the present high taxes on
theatres, the so-called "music tax," cen-

Enjoyable Social Events

its

sorship, carnivals

The present

and daylight saving.

film contracts, calling for

approval from the home offices of distributing companies, were condemned. A
reduction in film rentals was asked with
the suggestion that lavish sets be cut out
and salaries be cut of stars, directors and
producing heads "who in spite of profligate spending and riotous living have be-

come immensely

rich

in

a

few

short

years."

Clean pictures were endorsed.

A

com-

mittee was appointed to investigate the
cost of lithographs, slides and other advertising accessories, with a view of reducing the prices asked exhibitors. Exhibitors were urged not to overbook and
give play dates for all pictures contracted
for, but exchange men were warned it
was primarily their deliberate "overselling" of exhibitors which caused great
trouble in this direction.

Approve Screen Advertising
The convention approved the slide and
reel plan of the association, as it was
operated during the past year, and let
contracts for the coming year covering
several subjects.
Under this plan, theatres running advertising slides and reels
for the association are not called upon
to pay dues.
resolution calling upon the exhibitors
to give the mayors and other public officials of their city all possible assistance

A

Featuring the social side of the convention was a brilliant staged banquet at
the Jackson City Club Tuesday evening,
at which Harry L. Hulbert, warden of
the state penitentiary; Lieutenant Governor Thomas Read of Lansing, Sydney
S. Cohen, Chaplain Hopp of Jackson, A.
J. Moellcr, Dr. Francis Holley and Prof.
Henderson of the University of Michigan..

B. Sargent, West Branch (Opera House).
E. V. McGrath, Detroit (Knickerbocker).
H. Cochrane. Hillsdale (Dawn).
Geo. W. Trindle. Detroit (Empress, Linwood,
Garden, Madison, Alhambra, Adams, Strand, Columbia, DeLuxe, Liberty, Royal).
H. S. Gallup, Marquette (Delft, Marquette;
J.

Delft, Escanaba; Delft, Munising; Opera House
Marquette; Strand, Escanaba).
W. Thiel, Pigeon (Gem).
Ray Erne, Charlotte (Arcade).
W. S. Buterfield, Battle Creek (Majestic, Kalamazoo; Bijou, Battle Creek; Orpheum, Jackson;
Regent, Jackson; Majestic, Ann Arbor; Arcade,
Ann Arbor; Strand, Lansing; Regent, Lansing:
Regent, Flint; Garden. Flint; Regent, Saginaw;
Franklin, Saginaw; Majestic, Port Huron; Family,
Port Huron; Family, Ionia; Regent, Ionia).
W. C. Green, Bellaire (Empress).
Claude E. Cady, Lansing (Colonial, Gladmer).
Glenn A. Cross, Battle Creek (Regent, Post,
Garden, Strand).
H. George, Monroe (Reaper, Central).

A.

h bitors during the convention.
The complete address of Sydney S.
Cohen at the convention appears on another page of this issue.

those present at the convention

were:
Fred
DeLodder.
Maxine).
C.

Ritter,

Detroit

Detroit

(Del— The,

(Rialto,

Rivoli,

(Howland, Strand, Oak-

Reinhardt, Bay City

H. C.

(Victory).

E. J. Miller and K. Fitzpatrick, Chicago (Iris
theatre, St. Johns; Victory, St. Johns; Bijou, Benton Harbor; Bell. Benton Harbor; Princess, Beaton Harbor; Colonial, Big Rapids; Lyric, Cadillac;
Zyin, Ludingotn; Lyric, Manistee; Rex. Three
RiveTs; Dreamland, Traverse City; Lyric, Traverse City).

W.

0.

Stuch, Allegan (Regent).

Schram, Kalamazoo (Lyric. Orpheum).
J. Buchte, Kalamazoo (New).
E. L. Wood, Lakeview (Liberty).
P. C.

Fred

E. Stocker, Detroit (Myrtle).
Joslin, Belding (Empress).
Bert E. Silver, Greenville (Family).
Fred W. Wells, Milford (Star).
Ernest Vetter, Concord (Elite and

J.

Frank

Majestic,

Homer).

Those Attending Convention

Among

Kleist, Pontiac
Eagle. Central).

J.

land,

At noon the opening day all attending
the convention were taken through the
At noon Wednesday
state penitentiary.
wives of the exhibitors were guests at a
luncheon at the Otsego Hotel.
"The Affairs of Anatol," "Bits of Life,"
"One Arabian Night" and "The Playhouse" were among the pictures projected
by distributing companies for the ex-

J.
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Your.
Boule-

vard).
G. L. Wilier, Grand Rapid* (Liberty, Madison.
Alcazar, Division).
Fred R. Kumlrr, Detroit (Warren, Arcadia).
J. R. Denniston, Monroe (Family).
H. R. I'fcifle, Detroit (Priscilla).
O. S. Variss. Remus (Rex).
Mr. Schulte. Detroit (Jewell).
W. S. McLaren, Jackson (Majestic, Colonial,
Rialto).
H. T.

Hall. Detroit (Russell).
Carl M. Clausen. Detroit (Doric).
Detroit (Dawn).
E.
Niebes,
J.

H. White. Detroit (Beechwood).
Miss R. Hemington, Saginaw (Wolverine).
J. B. Carr, Saginaw (Rex).
Anthony Tziani, Detroit (Greenwood).

George Laskari, Detroit (Greenwood).
Edwin Reeves, Paw Paw (Idlebour, and

star of

Lawton).
Estes

&

Town).

Estes, Brooklyn (Square

R. W. Adams. Mason (Pastime).
W. C. Hoffman, Kalamazoo (Fuller,
Guy Fish Watervlict (Wa Pa Co.).

Elite).

Carl H. Groose, Bronson (Coliseum).
Chas. Q. Carlisle, Saginaw
(Mecca

Palace,

Dreamland).
M. E. Hanna, Holland (Strand).
L. M. Losey, Battle Creek (Dreamland).
D. R. Vanes. Coldwater (Tibbits).
W. H. Arthur, Marshall (Garden).
F. W. Harris, Hart (Amuse U).
Paul J. Schlossman, Muskegon (Rialto, Regent,
Elite,

Majestic).

H. S. Robbins, Grand Haven (Robinhood).
C. Jewell. Plymouth (Penniman Allen).
E. J. Cole, Rochester (Idlehour).
A. J. Petersmark, Detroit (Bluebird).
Thos. H. Lynch, Detroit (Catherine).
T. D. Williams, Detroit (Fcrndale, Grande,
1.

Crescent).

Wm. Koons, Vicksburg (Wonderland).
Jack Kulms, Grand Rapids (Burton).
Peter J. Jeup, Detroit (Luna).
C. B. Hill, Lake Odessa (Diamond).
Mrs. F. A. Henskey, Mulliken (Navajo).
J. B. Hunter, Grand Ledge (Palace).
Wm. Thompson. Alsieum (N'orthville).
Mabel M. Jones, Wayne (Alsieum).
(Broadway Strand,
Gleichman, Detroit
Phil
Fery Field).
Florence VV. Singer, Vpsilanti (Martha Washington).
G. Glenn Flcser, Grand Rapids (Creston).
C. A. Miller, Alma (Regent).

Vernon Locey, Howell (Temple).
Otto V. Locey, Stanton (Rex).
A. D. Stanchfield, Ann Arbor (Rae).
Herb L. Weil, Port Huron (Desmond).
Donald Clark, Grand Rapids (Michigan).
W. W. Brown, Grand Rapids (Stocking,
ton).
F.

Ful-

W.

Draper, Milan (Gairick).
Cleopatra Whitehead, Eaton Rapids (Capitol).

Orpheum
J. F. Wuerth, Ann Arbor (Wuerth,
and Wuerth of Ypsilanti).
J. Christtnsen, Sandusky (Star).
Frank Baker, Marine City (Family).
Fred Clark. Grand Rapids (Michigan).
Milo E. Potter, Petersburg (Averill).
Slocum, Detroit (Library).
Arthur D. Baehr, Detroit (Crystal).
Detroit (Odeon).
Rivard,
L. P.

Wm. W.
C.

W.

C. Newman, Sturgis (Strand, Crystal).
C. Watson, Bay City (Washington,

We-

nonah. Regent).

Beach Film Now Ready
Final assembling of titles and scenes
"The Iron Trail," first of the big Rex

for

productions to be distributed
through United Artists, has been completed at the Bennett stud'o in Yonkers,
under the personal supervision of Whit-

Beach

MARYON

AYE, who is co-star with Bob Reeves in a series of eighteen Western
productions to be directed and produced by Albert Rogell, for Irving M. Lesser
of the Western Pictures Exploitation company. They will be known as "Cactus
Features." Work on the series started this week on the West Coast.

man
The

Bennett,
finished

the market.

by

assisted

product

is

Rex

now

Beach.

ready

for

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

Progress
Necessity
invention.
the Grand

Manager Decker
Opera House
Colo.,

edly learned this
tended school.

meaning

of

at-

brought about by faulty elecThis at times put
tric service.
his house in darkness when he
should have had a long line of
front

the

of

box

Necessity presented

office.

it-

He now
self, Decker invented.
has a set of storage batteries
of sufficient power to run his
show for one night, local current or no local current. Yes,
patrons
his
told
he
has

about

it.

#

Hudson

Arthur
president

of

Marks,
the Skinner Or-

Company
what many men
gan

He

has attained
seek and few

the head of a
musical concern making a superior product and his hobby
The story of
is good music.
Mr. Mark's career up to the
present is told in the adjoining
columns. It is interesting and
gives an idea of the calibre of
the man who heads one of the
pipe organ companies indusrealize.

is

.

engaged

trially

in

providing

better music for the
picture theatre.
*
*
*

motion

More
those

have

exhibitors, especially
the smaller centers,
taken to printing their
in

handbills and programs
upon small printing machines.

own

The one thing

in favor of this

additional activity is that the
exhibitor can have his printed

matter when he wants it. This
is a business of emergencies.
Emergencies do not permit of
delays from three days to a
week's time in getting out
printed matter.

H udson
Ability

Marks' Love of Music and Executive
Harmonized in Present Capacity
By

undoubt-

when he

But the full
now more apHe was con-

it is

in

Arthur

is seldom that
ITand
foresight

JOHN

man

has the wisdom
successfully pass
through a strenuous manufacturing experience, accumulate a fortune and land
at the head of an industry which combines, in his judgment, all the desirable
features of an active business and a
pleasurable hobby, and this at the age
when most men are just starting up the
ladder of business success. Arthur Huda

to

—

son Marks has done

this.

Descended from the sturdy stock ot
Maine and New Hampshire farmers, Mr.
Marks was born at Lynn, Massachusetts,
July 31st, 1874. He was educated in the
public schools of Lynn, and later attended Harvard University, as a member
Entering business
of the class of 1896.
as an assistant chemist with the Boston

Woven Hose & Rubber Company, his
advancement was so rapid that at the
age of twenty-three he left that company,
and became chief chemist for the Revere
Rubber Company.
A year later he was called to Akron,
and made general superintendent and
chief chemist of the Diamond Rubber
Company, becoming Vice-President and
General Manager of that corporation
Such was his success
three years later.
as a pioneer in the rubber business that
he remained as the active head of this
organization until 1912, when it was consolidated with the Goodrich Company,
a $90,000,000 corporation with 20,000 employes, of which he became Vice-President and General Manager.
*

*

*

January, 1917, he volunteered for
any duty in the Navy, and went on active
duty February 3rd, 1917, as a private.
March 29, 1917, he was given a rank as
Lieut. Commander in charge of the commercial end of aircraft production and
the technical end of a new department
devoted to noxious gas warfare. He was
the first man to experiment with and develop a system of defense against noxious gas, invented the Navy gas mask,
and equipped the entire Navy with it.
In February, 1918, by arrangement between the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, he was transferred to
the War Department, responsible to the
Secretary of War only. He was asked to
reorganize the Chemical Warfare Service
of the United States Navy. Here, due to
his wide chemical experience, and to this
pioneer work in the Navy, he rendered
important service, until from the effects
of his occupation, his health was so impaired that he was incapacitated. After
spending some weeks in recuperation, he
In

Hobby

Pleasurable

of
of

parent to him.
fronted with a trying situation

patrons

A

the mother of

is

Rocky Ford,

Combining Active Business and

S.

SPARGO
became

Vice-President of the Curtiss
& Motor Corporation, and
Vice-President and General Manager of
Engineering Corporation,
the
Curtiss
which position he held until the signing
of the Armistice, after which he retired
from active business to his country place,

Aeroplane

Westchester
on
Turkey
Mountain,
County, New York, for a well-earned
rest.

Extremely

both physically and

active,

Marks soon found, however, that a certain amount of industrial
activity seemed necessary to his welfare.
mentally, Mr.

He

had long been greatly interested in
organs, and when the opportunity
came for him to acquire an interest in
Musically inthis industry he took it.
clined from childhood, possessing a temartistic,
peculiarly
yet practical,
perament
he discovered he had mounted a hobby
which had carried him back into the busipipe

ness stream.
*

*

He had purchased

*
in

1913 an Aeolian

House Organ, and had become an ardent
In 1916, he
lover of pipe organ music.
met Mr. Skinner, then the head of the
Skinner Organ Company of Boston,

So impressed was he with this
Mass.
instrument and the Skinner organization
that he decided to take a financial interest in the

company manufacturing

it,

principal
owner.
Recently he purchased the Stcere Organ
Company, on account of the high quality
of its work.
He assumed an active part in the management of these companies, not only
in the business end, but in the artistic
progress as well. Keenly appreciative of
the possibilities of the organ, he is developing a library which bids fair to be
the finest musical library for the organ
world.
He is also enthusiastically collaborating with Mr. Skinner to insure the
continuation and permanence of the
artistic and mechanical excellence of the

and

became

the

Skinner Organ.
There has recently been completed for
him, and installed in a special room, built
for the purpose in his country home,
what is perhaps the finest residence
organ ever made, a three manual Skinner
organ, with an abundance of color, exquisite voicing and regulation, and an unusually flexible system of control. Mr.
Marks and Mr. Skinner, who fee eye for
eye in matters of voicing and regulation,
spent many days together, personally
regulating this instrument.
natural that they are highly
satisfied with the result.

voicing and

Perhaps

it

is
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Doris May's Name in
Lights Across U. S.
Twenty-Two Theatres Book
R-C

Picture for First

Presentation
Twenty-two theatres in cities extending from coast to coast were scheduled
to present "The Foolish Age," the first

May feature produced by Hunt
Stromberg for R-C Pictures during the
week of its publication. The picture was
booked into the following houses:
Doris

Loop, Chicago; Miles Circuit,
Pastime, Cincinnati; Loew's,
Pastime, Columbus; Walnut,

Barbce's
Detroit;

Dayton;
Louisville;

Colonial,

Indianapolis;

Gra-

ham, Topeka; Tudor, New Orleans;
Loew's State, Sacramento.
Loew's Hippodrome, San Jose, Cal.;
Kinema, Fresno, Cal.; Vallejo, Vallejo,
Boulevard, Baltimore; Picture GarBaltimore; Alcazar, Birmingham;
Rivoli, Columbia, Ga.; Supcrba, Raleigh,
N. C; Avon, Utica, N. Y.; Orpheum,
Rockford, 111.; Colonial, Galesburg, 111.;
Cal.;

den,

Princess, Springfield,

Mo.

Uses Storage Batteries
To Fight Faulty Current
Arthur Hudson Marks

at

the console of his new Skinner pipe organ, built
of which he is executive head.

by the

company

Rushing Completion of
Washington, Pa., Theatre
Work

being rushed on the new motheatre here being erected
in the rear of Phoenix row, North Main
tion

is

picture

street,

Washington,

Pa.,

and indications

new

playhouse will be
opened to the public on or about Thanksare

the

that

giving day.

The McVehil Plumbing Company
Washington has

the contract for heating

and ventilating the theatre and
that

the

latest

ot

devices

in

ventilating will be installed.

it

is

said

heating and

One

of the

phase of construction
provides for a complete change of air
sixteen times every hour while the profeatures

of

this

Exhibitors Supply Gets

New Milwaukee

Office

The Exhibitors Supply Company's Milwaukee office has moved to spacious
quarters on the third floor of the Gross
Building, 128 Grand Avenue.

Spacious showrooms and an efficient
shipping department which will give
rapid service for shipment of supplies
and equipment and a repair department,
second to none in the state, has been installed,

it

is

declared.

The repair department has been placed
under the management of Elmer McLay,
whose reputation as an expert repairman
on projection machines is well known to
exhibitors in the state of Wisconsin.
Jack Stallings, manager, announces
that all things will be done to make for
service and satisfaction to Simplex users.

A

The

batteries in question, Mr.
are sufficient to run an
The following is
entire evening's show.
a part of Mr. Decker's message:
"The whole town can be in darkness
for an entire evening, but the Grand
Opera House will be the one bright spot,
and the only place in the city that can
operate while the rest of the city is in
darkness.

current.

Dicker

says,

"Now when

gram is in progress.
The floors in both

the main auditorium
and the stage are of concrete and the
plans provide for a large foyer immediately inside the main entrance and directly above that under the balcony will
be the mezzanine floor. This will serve
The
as a rest room from the balcony.
entrance to the balcony will be from the
mezzanine in the center.
contract has also been signed by the
theatre owners for a pipe organ to cost
$12,000 which is to be furnished by the
Selzer Music Company of Pittsburgh.

Manager Decker of the Grand Opera
House, Rocky Ford, Colorado, has circumvented for once and all, the possibility of being unable to give a show
because of faulty electric current furnished by the local company.
He has
purchased two huge storage batteries and
now announces that when the rest of
Rocky Ford is in darkness the Grand
Opera house will be "the one bright spot
in town."
Mr. Decker, through a bulletin, newspaper size, published by him weekly, has
acquainted the citizens of Rocky Ford
with the fact that he is now prepared to
go ahead with his show, current or no

your lights go out, instead
up candles and passing the
evening in gloom and cussing the light
company, just come down to the Grand
and see and enjoy the show just the same
or even better than if the regular power
of hunting

Install

New

Projectors

Among

the most recent improvements
made at the Rialto and Majestic theatres
at Kewanee, 111., is the installation of
new projection machines. At the Rialto
the latest model Simplex has been added
and at the Majestic a new Powers ma-

chine has been installed. The improvement in projection has been commented
upon by the patrons of both houses, it is
said.

was on."

Alton Play Bureau Moves
Alton

Play Bureau,

Inc.,

from the Longacre building
to 3

West

47th street.

in

has moved

New York
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theatres throughout the state. Elmer S.
Hall, secretary of state, is listed as one
of the officials of the comoanv. The company's first theatre will be built at Be-

Theatres

Ioit.

*

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

an

•

Palaces Are Going L'p. Only

Md—

Being Installed

Is

C

Baltimore,
Michael
Engelmeyer, 12 London avenue, will erect a
theatre to cost $30,000 at 4T05 Harford
avenue.

Equipment

the Latest

—

Orlando, Fla. It has been decided to
the new theatre being erected here
the Capitol.

name

This.

*

—

New

Projects

—

Wichita,
theatre here,

Kan. The new Orpheum
which is to cost $700,000, is

expected to be completed for opening in
ApriL
*

—

Toledo,
Brothers
will
O. Tiedtke
erect a theatre at Jackson and Water
Herman Saxon oi the Auditostreets.
rium is planning the construction of a
new house. As soon as a suitable site is
found it is expected that the B. F. Keith
interests also will build.

Pa.

It is

planned to have the building under

roof

by January

Fairfield,

I.

is

be

and Unquowa roads.

A

Washington, Pa.

new

Phoenix row. North Main street, will
be completed by Thanksgiving. Selzer
Ifnsic Company will install a $12,000 pipe
organ in the house.
of

*

—

Wis.
Blackhawk Amusement Company has been formed to build

"A

production for Associated First National
Pictures. It will follow the recently completed picture, "Hail the Woman," which

scheduled for publication late this fall.
Florence Yidor and John Bowers have
been signed as members of the cast. It
will be directed by John Griffith Wray.
is

New Moreno Film

Produce

Antonio Moreno. Yitagraph star, has
commenced camera work on a new feature production at the company's California studio. His current production is

The Secret of the Hills." The
ture as yet carries no title.

'

picture theatre.
*

Horatio, Ark.— S. R. Halliday
build a motion picture theatre here.

new

will

Altoona, Pa. Plans for the new Vichave been approved by the
building inspector. The house will cost
toria theatre

$2^6,000 and will seat 2,500.

—

Duluth, Minn. The New Diamond
theatre has reopened following a complete remodeling of the building.
*

Springfield,

Mass.—One

of the finest
neighborhood houses in this territory, the
Jefferson at North Main street and Jefferson avenue, has been opened under the
management of Henry B. Schoch.
*

Birmingham. Ala.
theatre,

est

the

— Birmingham's

Five Points,

The theatre's
program each day.

opened.
of

—

policy

new-

has been
a change

is

*

Winfield, Kan. Winfield has a new
motion picture theatre in the Sheridan
which has just been opened at Twelfth
street and Seventh avenue.

VACANT SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT THAT
Hansen Indicators replace part or
cost and locates the vacant seats.

Efficiency that costs nothing.

all

ushers.
It will

Inquire.

SHINES"

Gives better service at less
make you a decided profit

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

CO.

536 Central BuL'dir.g. Seattle. Washington

Installed without closing.

W

National Film Co.

i

^

t 1

m^w*

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

Pre-eminent reproduction
real

are always in the
for

worth;

:

reputation

is

is

its

a screen's

market.

marke

Big Productions
fj

Office

pic-

*

—

It is probable that
theatre being erected in the rear

Madison,

"Jim," a drama of California and New
York by Bradley King, has been selected
by Thomas H. Ince as his next special

Openings

Flint
—Joseph
drawn for a theatre to

*
Elkhart, Ind.—
S250.0OO theatre will
be erected at East Franklin and Main
streets by a company headed by Harry
E. Lerner, manager of the Buckler, theatre, and Jacob Handelsman of Chicago.
The new house will seat 2,000.

the

Rockwell, la.— D. X. Campbell has
purchased property in Main street. The
building will be converted into a motion

1.

Conn.

having plans
erected at Post

*

Ring Drama as
Ince's Next Production

Selects

—

— Penn

Amusement
Company plans to have its new theatre
completed for opening about March 1.
Uniontown,

Oakland, CaL George Roos of Roos
Brothers has purchased a site between
Grand avenue and Twenty-third street in
the Broadway district It is understood
that a theatre will be erected on the
ground.

93

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

'World's Largest Producers^

J4otioiiPictuj-»5cre*ns

J

•

-
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Houses Hit by City
Dr. Holley Addresses
Edict Plan Changes
Chicago Theatre Men
Local Officials Threaten

the department of public

Forced closing of several Chicago the-

week was averted when managers promised Building Commissioner
Bostrom to make the necessary changes
atres last

their stages so as to

conform

to

the

city building code.

The order

for

closing

was issued by

Chief of Police Fitzmorris on the recommendation of Bostrom.
Theatres hit by the police order were:
Central Park, Pantheon, Boulevard, Barbee's Loop, Milford, Broadway Strand,
Illington and Marshall Square.

The

Educational

Wok

New

At

York Branch

Bolle Succeeds as Manager

Dr. Francis Holley, director general of

Close Theatres Unless
Stages Are Fixed

in

On

to

Kusell Assigned Post

stages in these theatres, according

Bostrom, should not contain more
than seventy-five square feet of floor
space to meet city regulations. About
forty houses, however, have enlarged
their stages to 100 square feet or more.
Such stages, according to the building
code, must have brick retaining walls,
stage vents and steel curtains. All houses
excepting the eight mentioned made the
necessary changes at the time the police

to

order was issued.

Russells Present Their
Latest Attraction at

New York Trade Show

Motion

of Sales at Local

service of the

Theatre
Owners of
America, addressed a meeting of the Chicago unit of the national organization
last Friday.
Dr. Holley discussed the
educational work of the department and
the music tax question.
It is the belief
of the director general that congress will
adopt an amendment to the copyright law
relieving the exhibitors of the music tax.

Exchange

Picture

The principal business transacted at
the meeting was to arrange for the licenses which every theatre must have
before collecting the admission taxes.

Milt Kusell has been transferred from
the local Paramount exchange to the

New York

branch of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation.
Succeeding Kusell as sales manager at
is Otto Bollc.
Neal Agnew has been appointed Bolle's assistant,
in charge of country sales.
Prior to Kuscll's departure for the East
he was tendered a dinner by the local
sales staff at the Sherman House. Twenty-five of his co-workers were at the
the local office

table.

Arliss Slated to Appear
Next in Comedy Drama
George

Arliss,

star of "Disraeli," will

appear next in a comedy-drama. This
feature to be made by Distinctive Productions for United Artists will be an
adaptation of "Idle Hands" by Earl Derr
Biggers. Henry Kolker will direct.
Henry M. Hobart, president of Distinctive Productions, says of the forthcoming picture: "In 'Idle Hands' Mr.
Arliss will be seen in a characterization
that will be new to most of his many admirers. There will be laughter and perhaps some tears. It is different from

those

characters

in

which

he

is

most

familiar to the public."

Russell
Productions
new
feature.
of Conscience," was presented
to the trade in
York at a showing

"Shadows

Kusell had been in the local office of
Paramount for four years. His only absence was during his army service. His
promotion to a post in the New York

exchange is in recognition of his long
and capable service with the company.

Bookings Pile Up for
"Son of Wallingford"
Word

been received by W. C.
Chicago manager of Vita-

has

Bremmer,

Kraph, that "The Son of Wallingford"
has been booked by the State theatre,
Minneapolis, for a week's run, commencing on October 22. The big Vitapraph production will also play the Capitol theatre,
St.
Paul, commencing on
December 15, for one week, and the Paramount theatre at Duluth, Minn.

New

on Monday, October 10. The presentation was under the supervision of W. D.
and B. D. Russell, who left last week for

Morton

Fox Staff in Chicago

the East.

A newcomer

This was the third big trade showing
on this feature. The first was held at
Grauman's Million Dollar theatre in Los
Angeles on September 22. Although the
showing was not held until midnight it
is said that the house was packed.
A week ago Chicago film men were
given an opportunity to view the picture
at a special showing at Barbee's.

A. Levy,

ciated

on Film

Row

is

Morton

specializing on sales on

is

Producers.

Mack's Voice

Little

Husky

Irv Mack's gloating over his victory in
a desperate fight with the grippe.
The
malady didn't even put him to bed, but
it did leave him a husky voice
especially

—

such a

for

Aaron Jones of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer announces that George Walsh
has been booked to make personal appearances at McVicker's and Rialto the-

little

man.

Sheehan Closes Contracts
Clayton Sheehan, Eastern division manager for Fox, has been in the city closing
contracts with Fitzpatrick & McEIroy
for service in the company's Michigan

atres early in November.
Walsh was
on the stage prior to his screen work.

Clyde Elliott has arranged for the personal appearance in Chicago theatres of
Al Jennings, reformed bandit.
He will
be booked in connection with the showing of "Lady of the Dug Out."

who

Fox specials.
Mr. Levy hails from
Washington, D. C, where he formerly
was manager of R-C Pictures and Asso-

Walsh on Program at
McVickers and Rialto

Jennings Will Appear in
Person at Houses Here

A. Levy Joins

TOM GALLERY,

who plays the role of
Jimmy Wallingford in Vitagraph's big

"The Son of Wallingford," is
make personal appearances in Chicago during the down-town run of the
special,

to

Mr. Gallery

the son of
a Chicago police captain and also the
husband of ZaSu Pitts, the popular
screen actress.

production.

is

houses.

Exploits "Over the Hill"
Holmes has been assigned to
handle exploitation with the road comRalph

pany of "Over the

Hill."

The Fox

opens at the Oliver theatre
Bend, Ind., on October 17.
cial

in

spe-

South

!
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

By Mac."-'
-

of Celebrated fame, was
J. L. Friedman
seen dashing from his motor equipage last
Friday, Oct 7, just in time to hop aboard
the Century. New York-bound, with Messrs.
Pearce and Charness running a close second. Looks to us as though Federated is
,

about to announce some "reel dope" very
By the way, Schwartz and Medshortly.
nikovv created quite a sensation following
the big chief in their role of "red caps."

C. L. Filkjxs, of the Associated Exhibiwas put through the Welfare lodge the
other night for his first degree and latest
reports state the young man is doing nicely.
mean he is now able to walk

tors,

We

Frank Ishmael, one of the leading lights
of the local Metro exchange, tells us that
"a certain" salesman in the same building
was heard telling of his prowess with the
shot-gun and last week was given ample
opportunity to display said prowess on one
of the down-state rifle ranges belonging to
a well known exhibitor farmer. With careful aim the young marksman let go both
barrels and was found lying about one
hundred yards to the rear of the explosion
while the target a flock of playful pigeons
went on with their play as though naught

—

—

*

*

Asso-

M.

now

*

spied F. O.

Alice, in

*

*

agreed

full blast.

*

*

*

*

We

have been awatchin' closely for the
weather forcast announcing fall.
Well it's here. Tom Mitchell of Progress
Pictures is now disporting a brand new
"bowler."
Quite becoming, doncherknow.
and ripping smart for a "Gus the Hatter"

Talkin' about showers.
If it ever gets'
clear around here Osc Florine of the

Pathe exchange promises to don one of
those five suits he recently purchased in

company with
in

on the

his brother.
Yes brother is
deal, we can't recall his name,

although we know him well by sight, so
ye slaves of fashion keep your eyes open
for the big event.

Now

that those

new

identification

signs

have been given out in the local Pathe
exchange visiting exhibitors should find
no difficulty in identifying '"Chick" Keppler of the Devil Dogs nor Perce Havhx,
famous knight of Lincoln Park's cinder
path.

official

creation.

*

*

*

toddle

Henry Friedman was

until

Special Opens Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Last week when we breezed into the
Celebrated exchange one would imagine the
entire staff was practicing the shimmy or
the

Premiere of Selznick

caught crawling about on his knees with
a lighted match hovering about the various
radiators in search of warmth.
Try paging Moe Levy and save the Diamond Match

BALTIMORE,

MD., Oct. 11.— Yesterday
was gala day at the new Boulevard theatre.
It marked the opening of the house erected
by A. G. Buck and the first public presentation of the Selznick special, "A Man's
Home."

it

W.

*

*

Seymour, district supervisor for
the Hodkinson Central West territory", left
on Oct. 7 accompanied by P. X. Brink,
general manager of exchanges for Omaha
and various other points, in search of suitable exchange space for the new Hodkinson
branches.
Another good golf foursome
F.

blasted.

company with Manager

all

houses will be running

*

*

him from the

«-t

Judging from the pep and vim displayed by Billy Weiss as he rushed into
the Superior Screen exchange last Friday.
Oct. 7, some more sales records are to be
blazoned forth to the trade at an early date.
Fine. Bill!
We're all glad to hear it and
here's hoping on your next trip all the

*

Nielson and daughter.
I.

Leserman

of the Universal enjoying a performance
of Frank Bacon in ''Lightnin' " last week.

They

elements was property belong to the Northwestern El.

*

*

*

*

P.
traveling Illinois for the
company. "Fitz" is well known to most of
the local fraternity having been associated
with Essanay in those good ol' days gone by.

We

ize that the shelter protecting

I

ing theatres. This ought to keep hlmdom's
bachelor de luxe, L Van Ronkel. a busy
young man essaying the part of chaperonc
during her stay.

*

G. P. Smith, manager of the local
ciated Exhibitors, informs us that
is

of Addison street paging an elevated station and during the shower failed to real1

Co. timber.

had happened.

Fitzpatrick

— ———

-

95

was some show and

it

looks like F. O. must be hittin' the ball
when the boss pays for the entertaining.
* * *

As yet the local Pathe exchange is an
orphan, but the way Assistant Manager
"Jimmie" Giixick is hustling about this
busy mart one hardly misses a face behind
the managerial desk, with Jim straddling

*

*

"Hank"

Peters, manager cf the Pioneer
exchange, is again looking like old times
having completely routed his three weeks'
attack of the. Flu for keeps, and with Hank
hitting his former stride affairs about this
busy exchange are humming as of yore.
* * *

Can you imagine the "diminutive" "Ted"
Myers of Pathe being lost in Chicago?
'Tis a fact though.
The other night Ted
was galloping back and forth

in the vicinity

-both berths.
*

*

*

Hposier well knowns was
spied traveling up and 'down the row the

One

CLASSIFIED

of the

other day. How's everything at Frankfort.
Ind.?
Ask Louis Goulden- one of Indiana's debonair exhibitors.
* * *

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exportersof Film

—

Lester Wurtzbcrg is another recent adRobertson-Cole exchange.
This young cub will cover the country
towns for Manager Al. Gallas, and with
the tips his uncles, the Ascher boys, can
slip him, should find affairs rather easy

Word
Advance. Minimum

Five Cents per
in

*

*

*

Understand that the charmng Miss Clara

Yocn c
-

to be with us for a brief visit
appearing in person at many of Chi's leadis

FOR SALE: Must sell at once complete
equipment for 500 seat moving picture theatre, all
or part. Best offer. Strand Theatre, Lake Street
and Fifth avenue, Maywood, 111. E. P. Rich,
telephone Austin +4.

FOR SALE:

Style

A

Bartola Organ, perfect
price.
Lincoln Thea-

make your own
Mishawaka. Ind.

condition,
tre.

Excelsior Film Co.
Cable: "Velasquin"

Avenida

de Belgica 43,

Havana, Cuba

C^ble Address:

U illemnlm

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH - YELOUR-SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We

CAMERA BARGAINS
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans

Office and Laboratory. 416 ChartresSL

$1.00

dition to the local

picking.

Payable
Charge,

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

Motion Picture CameraJ at caib
aving prices. Special rofessionai
discounts

on

UNIVFRSALS.

Immediate dettvvrr oo mil medmim. DaBtte.
DwFrmca*. P»th* ud mmnr s'±mn ••=»
•trated In ewxr

tbcToom

S«o<i

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H. 109 N.

DMtborn

St..

The Fabric Studios, inc.

oar earn

Chicago.

II.

177 No. State St.
"Le~ as

make your

CHICAGO
presentation rustic**

.

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

Holmes.
Quick Action,

Shows

Sally

Raise, five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

The Man from Medicine Hat,

five

reels.

Helen

FROTHING!! AH

J. L.

The Ten Dollar

State Rights Productions

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine,
five reels, with William
Way, five reels, Mary

Russell.

Miles Min-

the

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too
Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Much

ter.

The Moonshine Menace,

five reels, with Helen
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.

The Marriage Bargain,

Mary

reels,

five

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers of Hell Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM
Bachelor Apartments,

son.

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

five

The Nightingale

of

reels.

Paris,

reels,

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE

with Georgia Hop-

five

with

Zany

Miens.

CORP.

five reels,

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

The Victim,

The Heart

INC.

DAVIS

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bents

of the North, six reels.

kins.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hone.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De

Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Came, five reels, all Indian
Before the White

Tame
Man Who

Man

cast

Woman,

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

with Grace

five reels,

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,
The Star Reporter,

five reels, with Jack
five reels, with Billie

Hoxie.
Rhodes.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

through Pothe Exchanges

The Riddle Woman,

with Geraldine Far-

six reels,

rar.

The

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do,

six

reels,

with

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

of the King
to

Log

(Special Prod.).

London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,
June
July

INC.

five reels.
five reels.
They Shall Pay. five reels.
Home-Keeping Hearts, five reels.
The Family Closet, five reels.
Discontented Wives, five reels.

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 26

II.

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Lying

Florence Vidor.

Mother
J.

Mine,

o'

JR.,

reels,

with

Louise

Glaum.
to

One,

six

ball

reels,

From

reels,

Am

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Doll, five reels, with

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

The Foolish Matrons,

six reels.

HACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town Idol, six reels,
Home Talent, five reels.

with

Ben Turpin.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two

reels, with

Ben Turpin.

Youth's Desire,

Young.

—
—

—

Sept. 4 The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson),
six reels.
Sept, 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

—
—

Over

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

A
A

reels.

Thunderclap, seven

Shame, 8,200

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

Scuttlers,

The Tiger's Cub,

TOM MIX

WILLIAM RU8SELL SERIES
Colorado Pluck, five reels.
Children of the Night, 6 reels.
Singing River, five reels.
The Lady from Longacre, five

The Primal Law,
reels,

BUCK JONES SERIES

six reels.

To

reels.

six

reels,

Holubar-Phillips.

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.
Hickville to

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Hampton

of

five reels,
five reels,

Placer,

with Anita Stewart.
with Constance Talsix

reels

Neilan).
six reels, with

Pola Negri.

(Marshall

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

Will Do (Walker-Murphy),
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy),

What Love
Little

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

Bob

a Finish, five reels.

20Tn CENTURY BRAND

madge.

Sowing the Wind,

five reels.

with

FIRST NATIONAL
reels,

reels.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

INC.

Richard Travers.

five

SERI1SB

Romeo, five reels.
Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
Ridin'

The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.

The House Without Children, seven

Man-Woman-Marriage,

six reels.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six tttt
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, five reeli.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

The Passion Flower,

reela.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

The Married

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

six reels.
six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

FILM MARKET,

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Prod.), five reels.
Sept. 18
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 26—The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

Gypsy Blood,

DIST.

reels.

FOX SPECIALS

—
—
—

Scrap Iron,

five

all-star cast.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

July
reels.
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10— Too Much Speed, five reels, with Wallaca
Reid.
July 10— The Mystery Road.
(British Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
Behind Masks ,five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
July 81 The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, fix reel*.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
Aug. 14 Passing Through, five reels.
(Douglas
Mac Lean- 1 nee Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of Canaan, seven reels

Jacqueline Logan.

The Broken

FORWARD FILM

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kin-

with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I
Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

with

reels,

Paris,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
S — The Woman God Changed, seven

PRODUCTIONS

The Leopard Woman, seven

A Thousand

five

Straight

Prod.), nine reels.

six reels.

PARKER READ.

Hush,

five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with ill-star cast.
House, five reels, with saV

the

star cast.

EQUITY PICTURES

reels.

INC.
INCE PRODUCTIONS

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Dangerous Toys, seven

—

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Aug. 21— Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

——
—
—
—

Aug. 17

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

(Thomas Meighan.)

18—The Butterfly Girl,
10 Women Who Wait,

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogaa.
(James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine Mac Donald,
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stall
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri
The Playhouse, two reels, Buster Keaton.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

Golden Snare.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEl

five reels.

H.

Playthings of
Destiny, six reels, with Ante
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

GOLDWYN PICTURES

five reels.
five reela.
five reela.

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game,
Ace of Hearts, six

five reels,
reels.

with

For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest, eight reels.

Tom

Moore.
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HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

The Devil
and Roy

The Green Flame,

with

five

Kerrigan.

J.

ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

ward Hears.
J.

The Broken Gate, seven

.

.

.

six reels, with Bessie

Barns-

six reels, with All Star

Cast

The Breaking Point,
cale.

The Other Woman,

Up With

Keeping

Enid Bennett.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
Cast Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

The Journey's End, All Star

Nov. 15— Skyfire, five reels.

1— Danger

Jan.

Mar. 16

Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

—God's

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives.
JANS PICTURES, INC.

liar.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

A Woman's

SPECIAL FEATURES

reels.

VICTOR KREMER,
The Stampede,
I

Am

the

five reels, with
five reels,

Woman,

INC.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young; five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
4—The Man Who, six reels,

July

Bert

with

LyteU.

July 18

Aug.

—Over
Lake.

the

1

— Life's

Wire,

Darn Funny,

with

reels,

six

16— Big Game,
Trip
—A LyteU.

May

19—The Match

Allison.

Breaker,

six

with

reels,

Viola Dana.

Oct 17

—The

Infamous

Miss

Revell,

six

reels,

with Alice Lake.
Junk, six reels, with Bert LyteU.

——There Are No
Viola Dana.

Oct SO

Nov. 14

Villains,

six reels,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Caroille, six reels, with Nazimova.

Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
-The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden VaUey, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and

May McAvoy.

reels.

(Walsh-Fielding

_

erick.

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

S.

&

Myers.

Kiss,

five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.
Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Daughter of the Law, five reels, with

Man

J.

to

You,

five reels, with
five reels,
five

Moonlight Follies,
Red Courage, five

The

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath

The

of the Gods, six reels, with

Pass Key,

Devil's

five

reels,

with

Billy

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
Kirby, six reels.
five reels.
five reels.

From Nowhere,

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

Once

to

Every Woman,

six

reels,

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
six reels.
five reels.

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

Dorothy

six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In, six reels.

Lucky Carson,

five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES

reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels.

Deceiver, five reels.
Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

The

five

reels.

Secret of the HUls, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men TeU No

Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Star Cast
seven reels, all-star cast (Toa
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert

AU

Island,

WESTERN PICTURES

Clay Dollars.

five reels.

with

Phillips.

Production),

in the Case.

Tsurn Aoki.
with special

reels,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

Trumpet

Worlds Apart,

Divorce of Convenience,

seven

cast.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

stunt novelty.

reels,

Poor, Dear Margaret
Miracle of Manhattan,

The Chicken

Hoot Gibson.
with Gladys Walton.
reels, with Marie Prevoat
reels, with Hoot Gibson.
Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont

Action,

The Rowdy,

The Charming

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

Gilded Lies,

Camel

The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberta.

Muriel Ostriche.

ENTERPRISES

E.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

A

Harry Carey.

five reels, with
five reels, with Carmel

Moral Fibre,

six reels, with

It

Girl

with Frank Mayo.

The

The

SALIENT FILMS, INC
The Shadow,

The

five reels,

Island, five reels, with Edith Roberts.

Desperate Trails,

The Prey,

Wife's Awakening, six

Girl's

TIONS
The Fighting Lover,

VITAGRAPH

(L. J. Gasnier
reels.
d
Stirjg of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

„

six

Society,

Prod.)

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
J.

PRODUCTIONS

(Gasnier Prod.)
reels, with Mae Marsh.

Hayakawa.
of

Pick-

Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Piekford.

six reels.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

LEWIS
with

Madame

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Mary

Nobody's Kid, five
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast
Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.

to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

Sept. G
Sept.

with

with

to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
March
The
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels. Bebe Daniels. _
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
Everything for Sale, five reels, May McAvoy.

A

Mary

reels,

ford.

Myers.

Heart

six reels, with Viola

five reels,

banks.
Street, ten reels.

A

The Land of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Such a Little Queen, five reels, with Constance

Alice

Dana.
Aug.

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Taylor pro-

duction.

Shams

Mary

with

Short Skirts,

six reels, a
reels, a

five reels,

with

with Douglas Fair-

reels,

Through the Back Door, seven

Thunder

REALART PICTURES

R-C PICTURES

Business, five reels.

Nut, six

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

Good Women,

Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

—The

A

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

W.

D.

reels,

Dream

Miles Minter.

INC.

reels,

reels,

Mar. II

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fairbanks.
Oh I Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels, Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

A
A

Cast,

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
NEAL HART SERIES

9

Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Love Flower, seven

— production. Zorro, eight
—The Love Light, eight
Jan.
Piekford.

STAR PRODUCTIONS

with All Star Cast.

five reels,

Lizzie,

6—The

A Man

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Griffith

Line, six reels.

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

cale.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women,

Fickle

Dec. 4 The Mark of
Douglas Fairbanks.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast)
(All Star Cast.)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

Man's

Sept.

BECK

A

All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-

Down Home, an

Faversham.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

INC.

reels, special cast.

F.

Conway
William

Red Foam,

D. N.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seits

ARTHUR
The Heart

„

,

of Ambition, six reels, with
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with

SEITZ, INC.

B.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

A

six reels.
five reels.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Warren

After Midnight.

Conceit.

INC.

Diamonds,

of

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

Who Am

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
reels,

Stewart.

The Money Maniac,

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

The

to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette

GEORGE

Stedman and Law-

with Blanche

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

reels,

B. Warner.

The Empire
Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

five

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

PERRET PICTURES,

DEITHICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ton.

INC.

PARKER READ, JH„ PRODUCTIONS

J.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, -seven

The II. P. Trail, six reels.
The Man of the Forest, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

97

CORP.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
five reels, Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

SHORT SUBJECTS

week, two

two

reel.

with

reels,

Max

reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Lloyd.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

one

reel.

one

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reela.

INC.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

Nobody's Wile.

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

EDUI ATIONAL, one

reels.

reel

reela.

one

—

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW— Thunderbolt

two

Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seitt sac
June Caprice).
PATHE Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchlnsoa).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

—

The Jockey.

Stuff.

The Happy

Poet.

every

two reela

INC.

two reeU.

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
reel.

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at

reels.

PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

SELZNICK NEWS

C. B.

INDIAN
feather,

one

Dark-

reel.

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

two

(twice a week)

at Select ex-

changes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS

REELCRAFT PICTURES

AESOP'S FABLES

reels.

THt GUMPS

(Pathe).
(Celebrated Players).
(Fox).

MUTT AND JEFF

SELZNICK PICTURES
T
FI YNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

RED RIDER SERIES
reels.

(Eileen

Pathe Exchange.

two

WILLIAM

Don't Tickle.

Small-Town

on*

PIONEER
two

Queen

UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Acard).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH — The Silent Avenger (Wilbaa
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Rysn and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antonia

PATHE

NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

Diamond

Sedgwick).

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reela.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reela.
MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

reels.

The Sailor.
The Toreador.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

UNIVERSAL— The

DOMINANT PICTURES,
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside. two reels.

Jungle.

PATHE— The

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.

two

Jack (Jack Hoxie).

FOX — Fan ton, as; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracle* of

reels.

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

two

—

SERIALS

other week, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

Chata.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

FEDERATED FILM

Pictographs.

Educationale.

—

Rent Collector.
Bakery.
Fall Guy.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

reels.

Magazine, oas

snapshots.

PATHE—
PATHE—

DRAMAS

reels

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

Sermonettes.

reel.

Popular Classics.
Topics of the Day.
Pathe Review, one reel.
PATH E Aesop's Fablea Cartoons two-thirds reeL
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osephy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*
S. A E. ENTERPRISES
Cowboy Jazz, two reek

CO.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

reels.

two

one reel.
snapshot* (bi-monthly).
Original Vod-w

KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charlea Urban Movie

ARROW FILM

reel.

FILM SALES CO.

six

ens

ScesV

(weekly).

GREIVER—Greiver

Hick.

reel.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

Class,

am

motion.

Sportsman.

Sunless Sunday.

The Kid.
The Idle

Burrnd

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

Grief.

two

Series,

Dime.

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

The Greenharn.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray

JIM

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES,

B C

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two

The
The
The
The
The

reels.

Torcby Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

one
one

reel.

Scenics,

PICTURES— Sunset

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuthi
Vil Movies
fOMMONW EALTH — Spanuth's

BIG

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

C.

VITAGRAPH
V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reela.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

two

Senas,

reel.

FEDERATED— Screen

STAR COMEDIES,

Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

Exploration

KINETO— Urban

Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

two

Pictures,

ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reel*.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Movie Mad.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

one reeL

MISCELLANEOUS

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

reels.

Wanderings,

Holmes Travel

reels.

Golf, slow

Snooky'a Wild Oata.
Snooky'a Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Freah Heir.

Series,

(every week).

reel

ARROW — Spon

REELCRAFT PICTURES

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

(every two

Travel

Stories.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

reel.

reel

Bay

reeL

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
NEW-WED COMEDIES,

on.

reel.

SPECIAL

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

reel*.

Scenics,

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics. one
ROBERTSON COLE— Martin Johnson

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reela.

one

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh
two

reeli.

N CORP.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's

one
Buster

Outing

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— World
two

Bruce Scenics Beaa-

C.

(every two weeks).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Burton

Buster Keaton.

reels.

Keaton.

two

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
I'll

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON

reel

MKTHO
NEIGHBORS,

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

one

reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
DO,

tiful,

Roberta.

every other

reels.

I

EDUCATIONAL— Robert

PINNAt LE COMEDIES, two

ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES,
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

SCENICS

reels.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAM FOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.
ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES,

two

No'.hing to Think About.
Take It Easy.

(Leonard Chapman), two

reela

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
reela.

SPECIALS

reela.

two

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellernun.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

L.
,

Ill
Nrt
**» *^ u «

18
10

MARTIN
Entered at tecond-clatt matter, August

10,

QU1GLEY, PUBLISHER

J.
ton. •* the Part Oikct

at

Chicago,

lit.,

under the Act of March

3,

itn.

^

, ft
VJCt. CM,

1ft , t
ITS Li

CARL LAEMMLE presents

Tf^T^ A

i

PRKCILUT)EAJ
Stuart Part

Stupendous
Sensation of

Great
North Vooi
From thai
famous
ed BoOi
Story by
Clarence

nd

—

Supported by Herbert Rawlinson
RESERVE DATES IMMEDIATELY
biggest spectacle
the year
here
THE
the one actress
nlmdom on whom
of

is

in all

you

house crowded to
a production which for scope of
the guards
emotions and grandeur of settings surpasses
anything ever attempted in pictures of the Great
North Woods. Made from a famous story by a
famous author and masterfully directed by that
past-master of suspense, Stuart Paton, the man

can absolutely count

—

for a

who made "REPUTATION". Save dates
now for the earliest possible showing of the
picture that will make you more money than
Get in
anything you have shown this year.
touch with your Universal Exchange today.

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL

SUPER - PRODUCTION

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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THE MMT STUPENDOUS
WESTERN EVER SCREENED

Directed by Robt.Thornby

I,

ThQ
Jnivergal
Serial that

never
iGGd a Censor

vill

WID'S SAYS:

"An innovation — one

of the
the

chapter plays of
year."
best

.

Testimonial

No

7.

1
Carl

Laemmle presents

ABTACO&D
in

Universal's

Bed-blooded

American history now takes its place in a chapter picture.
"Winners of the West" is based on a great American theme
Contrary
worthy of an epic.
at home and does not wander

to the

usual serial,

it

stays

right

China or Europe, neither
does it use auto races, aeroplanes, draw-bridges and other devices
so familiar to the serial fan, to produce its effect.
In "VI inners
of the West" American history has been caught at a climax
and dramatized into a stirring and appealing picture.
Rooff

to

A

mantic tide of history is pictured at its flow, and illustrates the adventurous days
Days filled with Indians. Pioneers Tomahawks and
in the "Roaring Forties."
This was the time of Kit Carson and Captain John C. Fremont,
Prairie battles.
and the days that led to that mad rush for gold in '49, and the opening of the West.
At the start of this serial you are introduced to the period in which the action
is to take place.
Much care has been given to the interiors and costumes, and the
Then you start off with Captain John C. Fremont on
detail is all quite correct.
his famous trail-breaking expedition from Missouri to the goldfields in California.
but
the
road
is dotted with adventure, and your progress is only
travel
fast,
You
checked with thrills.
Edward Laetnmle deserves a good deal of credit for his direction of this
Art
production. The action is smooth and the human touches are well planned.
Acord is certainly one of the very best and most daring horsemen in pictures, and
From the start he develops a very lovahis work in this production is excellent.
Miss Myrtle Lynd is a very suitable type for the part and does
ble character.
cast
present
good and contrasting types, and also
the
rest
of
The
pleasing work.
are very adequate.
As a whole. '"Winners of the West" is one of the very best chapter productions of the year. It not only contains the necessary number of thrills, but it is
It touches on a subject that is roalso an innovation in the line of serials.
mantic and big. and presents it in a direct and truthful manner. It is filled with
clean and censorproof.
would do well in putting over this production to appeal
Link up the shows with American history, and
directly to the school children
Play up the wild Indian
invite the school teachers to the in tial performance.
It might also be a good idea to offer the
idea and talk about the rush for gold.
children of your town a prize for the best account of the 18+8 Fremont Expedition
historic interest,

The

and

is

exhibitor

American Wistory Serial
Directed bu

EDWAQ.D
II

LAEMMLE

WINNERS ohheWEST

ii

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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PICTURES
Presents

DORIS MAY
w

in

Foolish
Age
The
PRODUCTION
HUNT

~ ~

6TQOMBER.G

A

Directed.

WILLIAM.

toy

Scenario by

—

A. SEITER.

Photographed by BERT

"

CANN

Pro ntise FwlPilled You 1003

who booked

Exhibitors

"THE FOOLISH AGE

DORIS

MAY in

before the Production
was completed read Wid's Review and the
Special Report of the National Board oP
"

,

Review and make arrangements
days NOW.

for extra

SPECIAL REPORT
ol

The

National Board of
70

Review of Motion
AVENUE

NFW YORK

General Commkni

mt

B0ARD

Pictures

FIFTH

CITY

THAI THJ PRODUCERS OP "THC P00LISH AGE" ARB JO BE

COMPLIMENTED OH IK BLR SUCCBS3 IB TH B PI SID OF LEGITIMATE SAT IDS CB AMERICAN SOCIETY. AND
CUSTOMS.
THE PICTURE 13 MORE THAN A MERE COM ED r CP SITUATION.
IT IS A COMEDT OP
MANNERS CONTAINING A KUMBER OP INTERESTING AND AMUSING CRITICISMS OP PRESENT-DA? POIBLBS.

Sunday, October

9,

DAILY

1921

Well, by golly, sec who's here
flippant

comedy

of youth.

Her

and a darned good picture.

— Doris May
first

She's

around with Douglas MacLean and

him under the Incc banner.
own, a bit more slender, a

showing the

stuff that

trouping

appeared with
is

on her

more vivacious, and

gave her such a

Play This

been

first

But now she
lot

in a real

picture as a star,

start in

Up— Get

"Twen-

r

Hours

Leave.'' Incidentally

Bull

he star part of his career.

Bull dresses his part

to perfection.

His white and

.

black cross striped socks

are a hit and Bull in a lull

dress suit and a top hat

ssorth going a long

The way

see.

is

that cauliflower ear sticks out

way
is

to

sure

a caution.

Behind It— It's Sure Fire Audience Stuff

This looks like a sure-fire audience picture. It was
in an uptown theater at 10:30 o'clock, after the
regular show, and a crowded house laughed heartily
all along the line once the story was planted, even
though a lot of them must have been a bit tired from
the previous show.
It contains a lot of good laughs and funny incidents
and you had better see it all the way so you can use

shown

ty-three and a Hall

Montana has

the best of the

crowd.

picture as well,

these
that

many

incidents as catchlines for your

You'll be doing yourself an injustice, and the
if

you

don't.

good comedy babies

you can afford

aren't so

to miss cashing in

they do stick their heads up.
of goods.

There

many

of

floating around this season

And

on them when

this

one has

a lot

!

Coming
A

TOM MIX

surprise

You know Mix is the

star

never had a failure,

and

another Tom' Mix

who has

this is
success.

A new kind of
Tom Mix picture
The old Tom Mix plus a Tom Mix
you never saw before ~ a still

more

lovable

Tom Mix

A delightful treat for
your patrons when
William Fox
presents

TOM m MIX
Rough Diamond
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

Soon!

William Fox takes pleasure
in announcing that another
r.

of the Special Super -Features
to be presented by him during
this season is now ready for
release :—

OVEH THE

*

HILL

A VIHGllSL PARADISE
A CONNECTICUT VANOE
IN

KSKO JLiyHUI^S COURT

Directed by the

THUNDERCLAP

SHAME

A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

PERJURY
FOOTFALLS

THE LAST TRAIL
011EEK OF SHEBA

man who

directed

IN

KING ARTHURlS COURT

EmmettJFlynn
Story by

Emmett J. Flynn
and.

Bernard

M c Conville

an intensely dramatic story
depicting a theme entirely
novel to pictures and filled
with all the elements of appeal
that spell opportunity to the

showman and

patronage to the

theatre.

cAdcire ss

SPECIAL

FEATURE DEPARTMENT

FOX FILM CORPORATION
West 55^

Street,

New York Cit^
68OO

Telephone, Circle

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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There Are

HOMES

IN

THE UNITED STATES

Multiply This by Five

and You Have the
Probable Audience
for

j

& MAM) HOME
It

Has

Direct

Application to

Every

Home

A RALPH INCE

PRODUCTION
Presented by Lewis

Adapted by Edw.
from the

Montafne

Play by Anna Steese

Richardson and

Cast

J.

Selznick

J.

Edmund

Includes Harry T.

Breese

Morey,

Kathlyn Williams, Faire 3inney,

Moore, Grace Valentine,
and Roland Bottomley.
Matt

^^^

.

HAL ROACH

presents

Through Associated Exhibitors

Harold lloyd
"

The

NEVERWEAKEN"

first

of a

new

series

of

three

record

-

breaking

comedies,

"Never Weaken" presents Harold Lloyd in the funniest, most novel
and most spectacular production of his career.
"Never Weaken" is as good as a written guarantee of capacity business.

Now

Booking

Pathe Distributors

HAL ROACH U
presents

Through Associated Exhibitors

HAROLD LLOYD
*NEVER WEAKEN"J
It

It

starts with a laugh.
ends with a thrill.

It is

the

acme

of novelty.

achievement in comedy
construction, as dependable as a steel
structure and as high as a sky-scraper
It is

in

a lofty

box

office value.

Book the Second
ciated Harold

Series of Asso-

Lloyd Comedies

October

29,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

-

Here

is

a

"under

remarkable story of the
dog"'

scorned and
Indian,

who

hill fight

—

a

brow-beaten,

abused half-breed

bravely fights an up-

and crashed through the

barrier of prejudice against him,
to justify the heritage of his

+•

*

-

white

sympathy-arousing

blood.

It is a

feature,

crowded with adventure

*

and tense with

a

warm

under-

current of heart interest; the sort
of a picture that keeps your audi-

ence on edge with excitement.

Arrange For Your Showing

TODAY

1

I

E X M

'l

!

B

[TORS

II

E R A L

Ay goers Pictures

J. P.

I)

presents-

M Gowan
c

in

-

jl

Jl 'Herald Productions?

The

vague

air castles

of wistful yearning arose through the mists

of his wife's uncertain nature,
crisis did

and only

in the

stress of a bitter

she realize that her husband's honest love was her most

cherished possession.

man and woman who

A

drama

of

deep heart

interest for every

enters your theatre.

Now

Booking

Distributed

By Playgoers Picture*

,^^^H

through Path^ ExcbAngr
Foreign tmfimtnLntv* tor fl^ytfoen Picture

Sidney Gsrrett

jt~±^^|

~- -

I.XIIIBITORS

14

HERALD

October

Ore- Col Film Corporation

29,

1921

presents

The lAMILY CLOSET
From the Saturday Evening Post story*Black Sheep'
Directed by John B.O'Brien
By Will J. Payne

Out of

the past

leading

ci ti/eii.

family honor

is

romrs

,i

direct accusation

Mis daughter's happiness

of crime against a
is

threatened, his

jeopardized.

As

the chains of circumstance tighten around him, your
audience will begin to hope ag.iinst hope that the charge is
untrue.
Then, when everything seems lost, the feature
sweeps to an exciting, emotional and totally unexpected climax
which will have them clutching the arms of their chairs.

Be Sure to Book This One

Sidney Garrett

mRNER
BROS.
OFFER
PARTED
CURTAINS
WITH TWO STARS
HCNRV

B.WALTHALL

,,d

MABY ALDEN

A SCREEN FAVORITE ^ STARRING in'THE OLD NEST*
A Powerful Photo Drama Staged Amid The
Splendor of Society and The Slums of New York.

FOR TERRITORY WIRE

—

WARNER BROS.
*

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

11

I

A BENJ. B. HAMPTON Production
All Star Cast
ROBERT McKIM
C. B.

ZANE GREY'S
Qbwerful Story

MURPHY

FRANK HAYES
WALTER WHITMAN
FREDERICK STARR
JAMES MASON
AGGIE MERRING
MAUD WAYNE
CARL GANTVOORT
CLAIRE ADAMS

HODKINSON
AIM IV'DR'SARY

RIDER

INT

ROBERT MCKIM- CLAIRE ADAMS
and CARL GANTVOORT
Produced by
Benj. B. Hampton and Associates
Zane Grey Pictures Inc.

few

Cast with

Box

Office

P UNCH!
"The Mysterious Rider"

100% box

office picture
great story, a popular author and an all-star cast
that is known to the moving picture patrons of every
theatre.

—A

is

a

Exhibitors have in "The Mysterious Rider" a picture
with unlimited advertising possibilities and exploitation ideas that are bound to make it the greatest box
office success of all Zane Grey pictures.

Distributed Vij

tiiru

PATHE' EXCHANGE Inc.

WILLIAM M. VOGEL
130

r

West 46th

St., N. Y.

DISTRIBUTOR

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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One of

October

29,

the most e/iauisite
creations the screen or stade
o
or fhe entire art uworld itself

—

—

has ewer seen

Mary
Pickford
"JUiftfo

jCord

c7<auntCor
C^yf picture that will ewer
de/idht lowers of thinds beautiful

yrom Frances Jloddson J3urnetts
famous story
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUARLES ROSUER
DIRECTION BY JACK PICKPORD AND

ALTRED

E.

GREEN

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY DICKrOR.D
DOUGLAS TAIfiDANKS
WifiAM

ADf2AMS

CUAH3.LIL

V

CHAPLIN

GDJFTITI-I
DfiCSIDETNT
D.

1921

—
October

29,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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——
UNITED ARTISTS CORPOHiATION

sensational production
-

•

UNITED
ARTISTS
COHiPOfWION
MADY DiCKPOfiD CUAkLIC CUAPLIN
DOUGLAS rAJCBANKJ* O.V.GWrPTW
•

•

MIMM ADRAMJ-

•

PTJCJ-fDCNT

WE

WOULD

SAID IT

IT HA<

BROKEN
ALL

RECORD
"Gross receipts Rialto first week 'Anatol' showing
sixteen thousand, four hundred and thirty-seven
dollars. This is fifty-two hundred and thirty over
previous house record. These results despite fact
that theatre seats only 700, and four opening days
were hottest of year and Friday it rained all day.
We look for nine weeks' run."

GRAUMAN'S RIALTO, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
"The greatest triumph in history. Broke all
records and thousands turned away. Had to call
police to handle crowds. Greatest crowd ever seen
before a theatre here."

COLUMBIA, PORTLAND, ORE.
"Opened Sunday, breaking all records, playing
to three thousand admissions, ten per cent of our
population."

AMERICAN, BELLINGHAM, WASH.
at four theatres, Hippodrome,
Criterion, North Park and Court Street, to the most
phenomenal business ever seen here. This is the
first time a picture has ever played this many
Impossible to have played to
theatres at once.
more people unless roofs had been taken off."

"Opened Sunday

BUFFALO,
Wallace Reid
Elliott Dexter

Monte Blue
Theodore Roberts
Theodore Kosloff
Raymond Harton

JESSE

L.

N. Y.

Telegrams also
Liberty, Fresno, Cal.
Franklin, Oakland, Cal.

Imperial, San Francisco, Cal.
Liberty,

San

Jose, Cal.

Yost, Santa Ana, Cal.
Princess, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Princess, Denver, Colo.
Kialto, Denver, Colo.
Majestic, Hartford, Conn.
Rialto,

New Haven, Conn.

rece/c

Madison, Peoria, III
Columbia, Muncie,
Marion, Marion, In
Criterion, Evansvillllnd

Palace, El Dorado,
Palace, Wichita, Ks
Strand, Portland, >

«M
i

Park, Boston, Mass

.

Rialto, Lawrence,

Olympia,

Worcest

Port, Battle Cr'eek,

r

idft-

Columbia, Washington, D. C.

Majestic.GrandRai «4|

Roosevelt, Chicago,

Gladmer, Lansing,

111.

Every One

LASKJV

ich.

of Th2i
PRESENT*

Cecil EDeMille'i
PRODUCTION
By

Jeanie Macphersou suggested by Arthur Schnitzler's play
and the paraphrase by Granville Barker.

IHEY SAY
II

IT

DID/

EAT RE

WERE
ir

HAS

liEEN
"Gross receipts at Broadway for week's showing
of 'Anatol' were nineteen thousand, six hundred
dollars. This is a record for any theatre in the city."

OWN

,

BROADWAY, DETROIT, MICH.
"Broke

all

records by two thousand paid admis-

sions

NEWMAN'S, KANSAS CITY, MO.

01 the following theatres
tiaiPontiac.

Minn,

nd Grand Island, Xeb.

Unghamton, N. Y.
itoi, Schenectady, N.Y.
nd

*», Troy, N. Y.
1, Uca, N. Y.
up Watertown, N. Y.
ten, Akron, O.
£2, Canton, O.
Ins, Cleveland, O.
*s, olumbus, O.
ItCam, Dayton, O.
Ito, amilton, O.

nke

all

Faurot, Lima, O.
Opera House, Mansfield, O.
Grand, Littletown, O.
Auditorium, Newark, O.
Valentine, Toledo, O.
Liberty, Youngstown, O.
Stanley, Philadelphia, Pa.
Strand, Providence, R. I.
Palace, Dallas, Tex.

Alhambra, Ogden, Utah

Paramount - Empress,
Lake City, Utah
Strand, Seattle, Wash.

'Smashed all records at Park Theatre. All day
long we were under terrific fire from the everincreasing mobs. Such a barrage of humanity I
have never witnessed. Long record-breaking run
inevitable."

BOSTON, MASS.
"Opened Sunday breaking record by three
hundred and six dollars. Unanimous opinion is
that production has established a new class never
dreamed of before. Will run two weeks, which is the
first time I have broken one week policy in years."

CABRILLO, SAN DIEGO, CAL.

Salt

Records

"Broke

all

ever'shown.

records. Greatest box-office attraction
Had to call police to handle crowds."

CAPITOL, CINCINNATI, O.
Glona Swanson

he Af Pairs of Anatol"
(2 (paramount Qicture

Bebe Daniels
Wanda Harwley
Agnes Ayres
Polly Moran
Julia Faye
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EARLE
COMING!

"BRING HIM

LUCKY CARSON
Earle WHIiams

The sharp

in

the role of

I

"a down-and-outrr'

ta poltskrd

contrasts prove very interesting.

story approaches the dual role idea.
it

grntleman

And

it

the life

at the track.

He

is

LUCKY CARSON
Then he

isn't

long chance

lucky

— he

greatest part of this
States.

at all; for

wins!

from

And

it,

he's

new production. The

Wilfrid North directed

down and

what happens

this

to

action

production.

is

laid in

that point

still

And

makes up

few places where "royalty"

a

the other

is

in the

commands

One

is

in

;

ya

Northwest Mounted Police.

the

title

of this

new Earlc Williams' production.

scarlet-coated guardians of the law
just

one purpose— to
if

get their

who

man,

to

take

up

ot

*

the pursuit of a "wanted" ma

itf

It

is

also the slogan

"bring him in."

you are an admirer of Earlc Williams (who has one of

have seen

male

star

now on

thjs picture.

If

the screen

the star were

)

I

»

un

;oi

picture would mak

in

the greatest

you don't know u hat he ran do

unknown,

the

the United

respect.

Poln

"BRING HIM IN"
is

ings of any

England and

Six reels.

flush.

Even

Then he takes the one

out.

him from

There are

The

way.

lucky picker of winners

The Royal Northwest Mounted

does

Three different phases in
of the hero arc shown. First he is the

in a logical

IN

Six reels.

this

October

29,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WILLIAMS
fTtfE
i^ne

SILVER CAR"

In Every Six With

A

Car

ITCAM REDONE
First:

who

It

readers.
ceiin
is

county report

filed the other

day showed

Hhe county owned an automobile. In some

wers

is

that

one out of every

districts, the

six per-

proportion of motor-

even higher.

was written by Frederick

has a

name

He

never

J.

Jackson

known to millions of
made this name writing

that

is

dull stories.

Second: It was transplanted from print to
screen by David Smith. This same director
has put on some of the biggest special production successes ever made.

around a very unusual

:rc

a picture written

i."

nd they won't be alone

at the

banquet.

car.

Autoists will

simply "eat

it

Now

go on with the

For

"THE SILVER CAR"
has been called "the best Earle Williams picture since

'The Fortune Hunter'."

story.

"IT

In

CAN BE DONE"

Earle Williams, as a c uccessful author, proves what you have to prove every so
often
that it can be do le. Your audiences are up against this problem, too. That's
why this story gets to them and interests them. Five reels.

—
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A Big Picture; Big Stars; A Big Author;
Big Theatres; A Big Money -Maker for
Exhibitors and Exchange

ARROW
MARJORIE

Men*

Offers

DAW and ROY STEWART in

Think of It!
APeterB.Kyne
Story with Two

Famous

An

Stars.

ARROW

Triumph Now
Ready for the

Produced by Ben Wilson

From

Selling

Now

!

First

Independent
Field.

the famous story in

First

The Saturday Evening Post

Come,

First

of a Series of Four

ARROW FILM CORPORATION, 220 W. 42nd

St.,

New York City

Distributors for United

^!^mm^^

Served

Kingdom

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,
162 Wardour

Street,

London

Ltd.

1921

October 29, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Ask Chadwick,

New

25

York,

What He

Thinks of This Arrow Masterpiece.

And

it's

the First of a Series of Four!

ARROW

Offers
GrlACE DAVISON, with Ralph Kellard
and Julia Swajne Qordon, in

The

ARROW

Name Means
the Best
in

Motion

Picture.s.

Directed by Charles T. Horan
J. G. Pictures Corporation

Produced by

Independent

and Always
Successful.

A Society

Drama

and Shadows of
Vivid Action.

Portraying the Lights
Life.

First

Teems With

of a Series of Four.

ARROW FILM CORPORATION, 220 W. 42nd
Distributors for United

St.,

New York City

Kingdom

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,

Ltd.,

London

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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You AreToo Late/
First National Exhibitors Circuit
FRED CUBBERLY, Manager

Has Bought

Minneapolis, Minn.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
THE WILD AXIXAL SERIAL SUPREME

ELMO LINCOLN

Starring

MINNESOTA, NORTH
[DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA
EXHIBITORS
See These State Rights Exchanges
SAMUEL SPITZER
Reelcraft Film Exchange
804 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

/

MARION KOHN
Federated Film Distributors
90 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
731 South Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ALFRED

A.

^Northern Illinois
Wisconsin
Indiana

-

RAYMOND

Commerce

St., Dallas,

PEARCE FILMS,

Tex.

INC.

Orleans, Louisiana

FINE ARTS FILM

COMPANY

(Texas,

CRAVER

Superior Screen Service
Regent Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

Oklahoma

NU ART FILM CORP.

)

Louisiana

221 Franklin Street
Buffalo. New York

I

Mississippi

SAM ZIERLER
Commonwealth Film Corp.

)

Alabama
Utah, Wyoming
'Colorado

New Mexico
'Northern Idaho
Upper New York State

BEN AMSTERDAM

(Eastern Missouri

St. Louis, Missouri

iGeorgia, Florida

I

I

Southern

.North Carolina
'South Carolina

HAWXHURST

Arkansas

I

New York

Your Bookings!

147

3618 Olive Street

729 Seventh Ave.,

C. O.

/Arizona, Nevada

608 Canal Street

New

R. D.

for

First National Exhibitors Circuit
12 South Church St., Charlotte, N. Car.
146 Marietta St., Atlanta, Ca.

\California

Ray-San Film Company
1913

Now

Illinois

Greater New York
(Northern New Jersey

Masterpiece Film Attractions
1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. A.

WEILAND

Standard Film Exchange
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

I

I

Eastern Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey

(Western Pennsylvania
I

West Virginia

\DVENTUfcEX OF TAR.XAN SERIAL SALES CORP.,
540 Broadwau,

Suite 908,

Member

I.D.P.A

Bruant
327!
3
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Second of The Society Drama Series
HORACE
jPi~o6lem J°lat/

G.

PLIMPTONS

.rl^^lhii

Starring

SHOULD A WIFE WORK
TO

HAS A WOMAN A RIGHT
WIFEHOOD— TO MOTHERHOOD—TO A
ALL THREE AT ONCE?

CAREER

The Sensational Treatment of This Vital Question,
Now Under Discussion by the World's Most Prominent Men and Women, Insures Tremendous BoxOffice

IN

Business

for

This Very

Special

Picture

THE BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE

RWer Lytton

—

FIRST OF THE SOCIETY

DRAMA

SERIES

ALL FOUR OF THESE ELABORATELY MOUNTED AND
EXCELLENTLY CAST PRODUCTIONS ARE COMPLETED
AND READY FOR SCREENING — AVAILABLE FOR
YOUR TERRITORY IMMEDIATELY.

J.

W. FILM CORPORATION
E. S.

130 W. 46th

Street

MANHEIMER, GEN. MGR.

Phone: Bryant 3427

NEW YORK

CITY

J

October

29,

1921
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"The Rosary" is Classed
as

"Remarkable Picture"

WE

were privileged this week to
preview the Selig-Rork production, "The Rosary," a print of
which has just arrived from the Coast.
There had been rumors that this was a
notable production; but this does not
express the enthusiasm which a small
audience of practical film men accorded
practically every foot of this fine effort.
"The Rcsary" will be reviewed at
length in a future issue. We will not attempt here to give credit, so well deserved, to all those whose skill
ways evolved this well-rounded
The story, the continuity, the

in

many

success.
casting,
the acting, the atmosphere all are of
high order. Some members of the notable cast, such as Lewis Stone, Jane Novak, Robert Gordon, Wallace Beery,
have done their very best work on the
screen.
And we cannot pass over the
fine character delineations by Bert Wood-

—

Dore Davidson, Harold Goodwin.
Eugenie Besserer. Pomeroy Cannon, and
Mildred June. And, of course, to Bernard McConville and Jerome Storm will
go the plaudits of successful creative and

ruff,

directorial effort

In a season quite remarkable *or big
pictures of a very broad box-office apDeal, pictures marked by genuine sincerity and skill, "The Rosary" will take its
place and hold its own.
are particularly pleased to give it here something
of what the picture deserves because it
is an independent production, and because we have always believed that the
health of this industry will always be
quite largely dependent upon the adequate encouragement of this source of

We

production.

WM

A JOH NSTON.

Motion Picture Srws, October

15,

IQ21

Releasing Arrangements to be

Announced

SELIG-RORK
Studios: Los Angeles

Executive Offices: 576 Fifth Aoe., New York
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HALL ROOM BOYS
COMEDIES
w
A;

r

fx

FOR THE

TWO
i

MUSKETEERS

"ifflfl they'll be here
IN

A

soon

NEW

Hallroom Boys

Comedy
featuring Sid

'

if

DUST
OFF
THE
OLD
S.

R. 0.

Smith

ASK FOR IT AT

FEDERATED,
%J

SIGN

I FILM EXCHANGES "/AMERICA. INC

RELEASED BY

THE HOUSE OF COMEDIES
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO
MEMBER

1921

October

29,

1921
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—and others follow
HERALD

The

acknowledged a

long been

has

factor of influence

and actions
of exhibitors, producers and disin directing the policies

tributors.

And

recently, in

conspicuous

in-

seen as a factor of
influence in directing by force of
stances,

example

it

is

— the

—

policies

and actions

of other film trade papers, the prod-

uct of

its

judgment and enterprise

being reflected in the pages of contemporary publications.

October

29,

1921

October

29,
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MACK SENNETT
put the "Dough"
in

"LOVE and DOUGHNUTS"
while

BEN TURPIN
is

the

criss

-

cross

-

eyed

guy who put the nut

in

it

THE FIRST MACK SENNETT-BEN
TURPIN 2-REEL COMEDY TO BE
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST

NATIONAL! BOOK

IT

NOW!

Distributed by

Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

There's Lots of

"Dough"

in

It

for

You

Wins an Unprecedented
Critics Call It The Mostn
Look No Further
If
If
If
If

you
you
you
you

seeking
seeking
seeking
seeking

are
are
are
are

a BIG production
an unusual picture
a massive spectacle
artistic entertainment

READ EVERY WORD THE CRITICS SAY
ACTING

GREATEST SCREEN ACTRESS

SUPERB

IS

liant,

The

a peerless interpreter.

pic-

ture possesses a fantastic beauty that

"A

stupendous production with the

beautiful and artful Pola Negri.
will

take

place

its

colorful

in

the most

shown

ever

photoplays

spectacular
here,

among

It

extreme, with

the

massive scenes, wonderful scenic efand superb acting." Detroit
fects
Free Press.

"It

difficult to

is

keep from using a

exhales the very atmosphere of Ori-

page of superlatives when writing
Pola Negri is
about this picture.
the best movie actress of the present
day and as a vamp she has no equal.

ental

APPEAL

All others are so far outclassed there
is

no comparison.

the cast

The

sodes,

An

intriguing,
is

it

is

a perfect blend of
into the

The

perfect in detail.

excellent and the picture
all

is

the arts that go

making of drama."

attempted."

moving story with

of -extraordinary
is

but

colorful,

Every

from
detail

thoroughly

News.

blazes

personality.

a

Pola

Scenes

she

tragic intrigue to

humor.

is

excellently

enjoyable."

portrays

life-like vividness.

usual,

her

She bewilders the

feet.

spec-

with her histrionic powers."

her part with
story is un-

Cincinnati

—a

lavish

pro-

Enquirer.

A MASSIVE SPECTACLE
"One

of

the

most

vivid,

colorful,

mounted

massive spectacles seen and one of

—

the

Detroit

UNIQUE AND ENTERTAINING
"Wonderfully/ entertaining, superb

The

highly colored

duction."

of

transi-

with

irresist-

everyone

captures

heart and soul. Pola Negri's dazzling

BRIL-

out

lightning

magnificence
tions

a cast

excellence.

she

It

personality has brought the world to

tator

"Pola Negri is of outstanding brilA great
liance. her beauty alluring.

not only beautiful, a grace-

dancer,

into a production of

appeal.

ible

Cincinnati Post.

OF OUTSTANDING
LIANCE

swift

woven

of Ori-

Atlanta Constitution.

actress,

ful

the peer

IRRESISTIBLE

Detroit

EXTRAORDINARY EXCELLENCE

Negri

easily

dramas. The true Oriental
atmosphere gets the audience from
The coloring would
the first scene.
rival anything Maxfield Parrish ever

Journal.

"A

is

ental

"Engrossing, exotic and curiously
acting

it

IS

demonstrates the artistic
heights to which a picture can attain.
Story, direction and acting have been

exceptional picture with gripping epi-

AX ARTISTIC PRODUCTION

Cin-

"It

excellence of

a subject of wonder.

is

romance and adventure."
Times Star.

cinnati

most beautifully acted, directed
and costumed. Pola Negri is bril-

,

settings.

The

actors are

practically perfect.

colorful

unique,
films

ever

shown

One
and

all

artists,

of the most

entertaining

here."

Atlanta

Journal.

HAS GOT EVERYTHING
has got everything— a strong
dramatic story, cast, acting, settings.
Pola Xegri started where Geraldine
Farrar left off. She is more intense,
Atlanta
daring." The
fascinating,
"It

Georgian.

POLA NEGRI, THE PEERLESS ONE,

N

ONE ARAB
^There'll

be a Franchise Gveiywhere

—a

— —

—

—

———

Humph in First 4 Cities!

[

Stupendous Production
No Further

Liok

^

want a box office overflow
want to astound your patrons
want to make the whole town talk
want to add prestige to your theatre

you
you
you
you

If
If
If
If

NO ROOM FOR DOUBT
VITAL— FULL OF FIRE
"The

One

sits

telligence

and
times

in

its

great

a
it

Negri

Pola Negri gives it fire.
at attention.
It has fine in-

vital

is

drawing
At
humor.

character

of

deal

electrical in its

New

fine touch."

fervor

—

York Journal.

is

real players

who can make

All

live.

the

are

fiery stcry of

Eastern adventure and intrigue. Rich
entertainment

— highly

colored

ro-

mance.

In acting, direction and set-

ting

is

it

exceptional

best

—one

pictures."

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT

a char-

characters

A

vivid in their parts.

year's

POLA NEGRI ALLURING

one of the few

of the screen
acter

UNBIASED REVIEWS

IN

of

New

"Glorious

animate

again

spectator

orate."

New

elab-

York Herald.

A COLOSSAL PRODUCTION
"Tense and colorful drama with
that marvelous actress, Pola Negri.
Well night perfect a colossal production, filled with action and suspense and the most quaintly humor-

—

ous touches.

STAR

a wizard.

Lubitsch, the director,

There

"The acting

brilliant,

is

the

work
York Telegraph.

Lubitsch's

GOOD FOR

splendid."

is

1,001

perfect.

So

and mob scenes."
York Tribune.

're the settings

New

picture of the

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURE

"Ernest Lubitsch

most directors

FIRST

is

the superior of

anywhere and Pola

first

order

—

in the

ex-

Spec-

extreme with mob
scenes that rival anything before
shown. Pola Negri and Ernest Lubitsch

AN-

AT HER BEST

She is
and radiates a

repressed

personality

huge

following.

in

are

the

the outstanding

features,

though not a weak character can be
found. The photography is flawless."
New York Telegram.

—

that

The

best in this picture.
lavish."

New

is

un-

at

its

scenes are

York Mail.

"Atmosphere that is
picture and

unusual

irresistible.

arouses

An

your

It has so much
much charm and such re-

acutest enthusiasm.
beauty, so

markable

A

effects that

you must

see it

be missed.
Few
pictures can boast such a cast, the
acting
being extraordinarily vivid
picture

not

to

Pcla Negri is a
and convincing.
great artist. She is superb, original
and inimitable. She held you in a
grip." New York American.

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

IAN

strikingly
virile,

A PICTURE NOT TO BE
MISSED

NIGHTS
"One Arabian Night' ought to be
good for 1.001 Broadway nights. A

tacular

is

New

"

ceptional class of finer films.

rest of the cast

IS

beautiful,

BROADWAY

The

is

set-

and atmosphere fascinating, and
the technique fine and sure. The film
is a decided novelty.
Pola Negri is
full of fire and exquisitely graceful.

tings

no other artist
on the screen so great as Pola Negri.
is

and
by

throng into the Strand is any criterion, Pola Negri has established a

A DECIDED NOVELTY

—

is

thrilled

"If the crowds which attempted to

"Pola Negri is the most
developed on the European screen a winsome figure who

The mounting

is

the

York

Times.

personage

ous draperies.

imagination

Again

it.

some arresting suggestion. Splendid
entertainment, colorful and beautiful."
New York World.

alluring

does a dance in fascinating diaphon-

the

of

strokes

constantly

NIGHT
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Important Notice f
1

.

The

picture listed with our forth-

coming fall pictures as "Woman
and Superman" will be released
under the

title

A WOMAN"

"ALL FOR
A
the

stupendous
loves

of

drama
the

of

mighty

Presented by

ANDREW

A

J.

CALLAGHAN

Truly Remarkable Production!

Watch For
A

It!

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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MARTIN

J.

Publisher

QUIGLEY
& Editor

October

"Go and Get
By
The basic requirement

in

MARTIN

being able to

meet successfully the existing business conditions

is

to

know what

these conditions are.

—
—

American business whether it be that of
motion pictures or soap is on a changed basis.
The conditions which obtained under the
artificial stimulus of the war and during the
period follownig the war have passed:
The
public is no longer the sailor on shore-leave,
jingling a full pocket of coins which he is intent
upon spending, somehow or for something before he returns to his ship.
The merchant of motion pictures or soap
is no longer confronted with a public which
is on a spending spree.
As to spending, the
public generally has sobered up. This is due to
several reasons and chief among these is the fact
that the public no longer finds itself so easily
supplied with the funds necessary to continue
its orgy of disbursing.
During the past few years many persons
have felt that they have had cause to pride
themselves on their merchandizing ability,
whereas the true explanation of their prosperity
is to be found not with themselves but with the
extraordinary spirit of the public and the extraordinary economic conditions that existed. The
situation almost generally has been more one of
buying than one of selling.
But the day for selling is here. Without
selling, without real merchandizing, any individual or organization will soon find itself slipping very positively into the discard.
Much has been said to the exhibitor about
exploitation.
This is fortunate because the
exhibitor who has listened and who has equipped
himself to exploit his pictures now has the one

—

—

thing that

is

ISSUE OF »

*

indispensable for theatre success

under existing conditions.
Except in isolated instances the public is not
now found clamoring to get into theatres, re-

J.

29.

1921

It!"

QUIGLEY

gardless of the attraction and regardless of
this attraction

now

has been heralded to them.

necessary, and

it

how
It is

will continue necessary, to

go out after the public, intelligently, systematically and insistently, and by force of virile advertising bring

them

The same

into the theatre.

good in every line of merchanchanged conditions leave no place in the
business world for the man who sits and waits

principle holds

dizing

;

come in.
hear much complaint about

for business to

We

bad business.

A

great deal of this

is

so-called

uttered by

who are out of step with the procession
of events, who are still visualizing things as they
were and have not yet realized that the man in
the business world today who has something to
sell is facing a new situation; a situation which
persons

can only be mastered by operating under an
aggressive policy of going out after customers
and driving home the merits of the product
offered.

There is probably no line of merchandizing
about which it can be more truthfully said that
publicity pays than in connection with the exAll of the most successful
hibitor's business.
exhibitors of the country are

men who

advertise

and with constantly increasing
scope and vigor. These are the men who have
not been merely waiting for business to return
but who have gone out after it and in consequence regardless of conditions are continuing to get their share of the patronage of their
community.

consistently

—

—

In the present situation nothing is more necessary than for the exhibitor to realize that he
is facing changed conditions; that the overa product of war confreely spending public
ditions

—

—

is

no longer with us and that satisfac-

tory business will only be had by him

out and gets

it.

who

goes

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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tion burdens of the exhibitor an ad-

EXHIBITOR

load

ditional

logic

it

without

;

reason

demand.
While the
emergency existed the
theatres were content to carry this
burden.
But with the war ended
and with the theatre business hit by
post-war adjustments the measure
a

Re -Takes

or

singles out the theatre for
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When

bad

—there appears to be no medium
The good business

line.

traceable

to

the

"big" picture and

is

when

or

the litho-

graphs announce a mediocre or ordinary
attraction
the
exhibitor

knows fairly definitely that the engagement will not prove profitable.
*

whatever are the adverse conditions

*

*
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mendation

is
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no opposition

to

is

it

—and

between

five

and

facing the business, these can- be
by the big attrac-

circumvented

A

expected

A

right

be
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plausible explanation

that

the

public

seems to

nationally

is

through of five percent on all disbursements for rentals will afford
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James Horse Fund Growing
Well, fellows

if this keeps up we'll soon
have that horse. Al Christie writes
'"We haven't any horses.
Don't make
Westerns. But can give you a few horse
laughs. See my latest comedy "A Barnyard
:

Cavalier."

Charlie Ryan,

field

theatre,

city,

sends

who

on Madison

The changed

situation obviously
before the theatreman the
necessity for more careful selection

and unremitting pursuit of the
tractions of demonstrated box

at-

of-

fice value.

Thanks

in

our

fair

Fritz.

Our augmented staff of Comptometer
operators is now tabulating the other con-

ANTIQUE CAPS

WMk

retUrnS

'*

*
It Says
Wallie Reid's next Paramount picture
'Re«t Free."
Exhibitors when signing up for this picture must not forget
to put down their deposit, however,
thinking they are going to get it "rent

free.

*

We

are reliably informed (by King
Vidor's press agent) that a new chapter of the "Famous Wives" club is about
to be formed at the Ambassador studios,
Los Angeles, where James Young is engaged in directing Katherine MacDonald
in "The Infidel."
"Jimmie" was the former husband of Rita Johnson Young and
Clara Kimball Young; Melbourne Mac-

Dowell,

Statements on Success of Independence Month Differ

who

has a prominent part, is
Fanny Davenport's,

a former spouse of

and Robert
recently

DEPARTMENTS

May

who has a leading role,
to light as the husband of

Ellis,

came

Allison.
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runs the Garst.

cent as his donation.
Fritz Tidden, of the m. p. World, says
he 11 buy a saddle. That makes two
saddles.
1

is

places

Topics

First

"Lady Godiva," wears her hair bobbed, according to the present craze, we're going to

Not What

IN THIS ISSUE
An

*

upon

value.

angle, this ren-

tal tax should be wiped out.
Its
continuance at this time is utterly
without equity or fairness.
The
measure was distinctly an emergency levy for the time of the war;
it adds to the already heavy taxa-

let's

If the leading lady in that foreign picture,

And
*

"shopping" for pictures. The public's income having been lessened,
it is now spending its money more

annually.

lars

that the applause has subsided,
to biz.
«

"A Woman's place is at the Ziegfeld
theatre," according to Chicago papers this
week.
You tell 'em Trib., you have the
right of free speech.

tions.
*

six million dol-

horses did to me."

the

;

there will be a saving to exhibitors
of

I

you next week

down

see

*

*

Now
get

directly

exceptional

nate the five percent film rental tax.
the finance committee's recom-

What

the fact that almost
generally business is either good or

Tia Juana

no gambler,
can be.

ain't

I

tell

is

This condition seems to be widespread in the big cities as well as
in the small towns.
It appears that

If

Now

No winner
I'll

son;
to

the horses run.
(Indicating lapse of time)

••

The outstanding phenomenon of
the motion picture theatre situation
at this time

no horseman

ain't

No horseman's

proval by the Senate finance committee of the proposition to elimi-

is

^

certainly should be discontinued.

particularly bright spot in the

news

We'll start the column off with a pome
written exclusively by Pat Dowling.
Al
Christie's premier (not primer) press agent.
It is called "Horses, or a Misplaced Bet."
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Griffith's

"Birth

propaganda for the

of

a

Nation"

Ku Klux

Klan,

is
it

took a long time for the K. K. K.'s to
wake up to the fact, didn't it? Personally I don't think the thing was well
exploited

if

that

was what was

intended.

*

Tom Ought to Know
Tom Moore having returned
honeymoon, is starring
Awful Thing."

in

from his
"Love Is an
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Lynch Denies Charges

Of Conspiracy Made

in

Government Complaint
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Oct. 18.—
Charges against Stephen A. Lynch and
Southern Enterprises, Inc., contained in
complaint recently issued
the formal
against the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and others, are denied by the
respondents in answers filed last week
with the Federal Trade Commission.
Southern Enterprises, of which Stephen
A. Lynch is president, is charged with
having been a party to the alleged combination and conspiracy whereby Famous
Players, Jesse L. Lasky and other respondents to the complaint, were to control the distribution and exhibition of
pictures in the South.

The answer

filed

with

the

commis-

sion denies that there was any conspiracy along this line, denies the intimidation and coercing of exhibitors into selling their houses or booking according to
the direction of Southern Enterprises,
denies that independent pictures were refused bookings or were booked upon discriminatory terms, and asks that the complaint of the commission be dismissed
for want of jurisdiction and lack of
cause.

Admission and Seating
Taxes Remain in Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

C, Oct. 18.—
While the Senate Finance Committee has
D.

eliminated the film tax, no change of im-

portance will be made in the admission
tax; other than to remove the tax on
tickets selling for not more than 10 cents
and on passes. The seating tax also will
remain unchanged.
The Senate within the week will be
asked to ratify these changes, which will
dispose of all direct motion picture taxes
in the bill.
The consent of the House,
however, must be obtained before these
changes can be made a part of the revenue law.

Leaders Prepare to Meet
Railroad Strike Situation
Executives of Distributing Company Determined
Film Supply Will Be Continued— N. A. M.P.I.
Takes Lead in Preparation
Executives of every large film distributing company are
determined that a nation-wide railroad strike, if called early in
November, will not interrupt the film supply to theatres of the
country.
All over the country, tentative plans are being made to meet the
emergency. While the general belief is that government intervention or a
compromise will avert the strike, the industry will not be caught napping
if the walkout actually materializes.
N. A. M. P. I. Takes Lead in Preparations
The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry has taken
the initiative in the movement. Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary,
has been placed in charge and has been given the active cooperation of the
organizations of all companies affiliated with the association.

Repeal Rental Tax
NEW

YORK,

Oct. 18.— Although the
finance committee of the Senate has
voted the repeal of the 5 per cent film
rental tax, the N. A. M. P. I. has redoubled its efforts to assure the repeal
when the Senate votes on the commit-

is regarded as an
assurance that film can be shipped regularly
by mail regardless of developments.

velops.

Unions of NewYork
Are Active in Fight

Chicago Key to West
Organization and preparation in Chicago is considered even more important
than that in New York City, as it will
be from Chicago that three-fourths of
the country, geographically, will have
to be supplied.
The F. I. L. M. Club of Chicago, after
a brief meeting at which I. Leserman
of the Universal exchange presided, appointed a committee consisting of W. C.
Brimmer of Vitagraph, R. C. Seery of
First National, J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players, Sidney Goldman of F. B.
Wairen Corporation and Al Gallas of
R-C Pictures Corporation to confer with
the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance.
The first conference was held Tuesday morning, October 18, and arrangements were made to cooperate in meeting the situation.

Exchanges Well Stocked
It is declared that exchanges throughout the country have an unusually large
supply of film at the present time and it
called, was
is believed that if the strike, if
of short duration, no long shipments
would be necessary.
The government warning that the mail

tee's report.

Saul E. Rogers, chairman of the taxacommittee, and William A. Brady,
president, are leaving no stone unturned
in the struggle to relieve the industry
of the burdensome tax and are receiving
the cooperation of the entire association.
tion

Texas First National
Is

Granted Injunction

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., Oct. 18.— The First
National Exhibitors Circuit of Texas has
obtained a temporary injunction restraining Associated First National Pictures
of Texas from distributing pictures in
Texas that bear the First National trade
mark. The legal battle will be resumed
at a hearing scheduled for October 29.
First National Exhibitors Circuit of
Texas claims that it had a twenty-fiveyear contract to distribute First National
pictures in Texas.

must not be interrupted

Monday, October 17, he wired Chicago exchange managers to call a conference immediately for the purpose of
considering the situation and making
plans to cope with anything which de-

Continue Effort to
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

39

Doesn't

An
C. L.

Want
Imitation

German, manager of

the Royal theatre, Bonner
Springs, Kans., mirrors the
sentiment of the exhibitors of
his state in a brief letter he
sent to the Herald October 15.

reads as follows:
"Just to tell you that I consider the Herald far superior
to any other trade paper.
"The 'What the Picture Did
for Me' department can't be
beat or even copied successIt

fully."

On

Censorship

Law

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

of the screen

Oct. 18.— The freedom
committee of the Associated

Motion Pictures Advertisers has received
communications from various branches
Federation of Labor which

of the State

divulge the activities of these bodies in
lighting legalized censorship.
Among the unions which have voiced
their disapproval of censorship are: Actors' Equity Association, American Federation of Musicians and the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and Moving Picture Machine Operators.

Los Angeles Theatres
Avert Musician Strike
(Special

to

Exhibitors

LOS ANGELES,

Oct.

Herald)

18.— Pending

conferences between the Los
Angeles Theatres Association and the
Musicians' Mutual Protective Association, Local 47, the musicians have agreed
to continue playing temporarily at the old
wage scale, it was stated this week.
The theatre managers have refused to
sign a new contract at the same scale
and demand that the musicians accept a
10 per cent reduction in wages.
The
musicians want to sign a new contract
at the same scale of wages.
The suggested strike is considered to have been
averted for the time being by this latest
further

action.

Mention Bernstein
For Head of Metro

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

financial
formerly in the
stein,

Oct. 18.— David Bern-

man

for Loew, Inc., and
same capacity with Loew

Enterprises, is regarded as the probable
successor to Richard Rowland as head of
Metro Pictures Corporation.
At the time Rowland's resignation was
announced, Arthur Loew, son of Marcus
Loew, owner of Metro, was considered
to be slated for the position.

XHU'.I T O

E
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F.
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Mary

Plans of

Disrupts

Illness
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29.
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Diagnosis of

Reader Interest

and Doug,

to

Co-Star

Sudie
Liberty

Expected to Make at Least one Production
In Spain During His Stay in Europe

Fairbanks

is

BY JAY BALFOUR

ALD, makes the
nation of why it
is

(Special to Exhibitors Tferola)

"I

CAL., Oct. 18.— Although it was the avowed intention of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks to produce a photoplay costarring both during their present stay abroad, word trickles back
from across the water jump that if any pictures are made on that side
Douglas will be the sole star. Mrs. Pickford has written friends that
Mary's breakdown caused the change in the plans.
Since the marriage of the two stars it has been their desire to appear
together in a picture and considerable time was spent while in New York
recently looking for a suitable vehicle. Two stories are said to have been
bought, one of which was scheduled for shooting at Florence, Italy.
Friends of Mary and Douglas have opposed their appearing together
in a production, but have invariably "yessed" the stars when they were
asked for an opinion as to the advisability of a joint appearance.
It is likely that Doug, will make one picture abroad at least and a
story has been obtained the locale of which is San Sebastian, Spain, where
most of the work may be done.

means

*

*

Loew and Talmadges
Expected on Coast
Metre is expecting Marcus Loew.
October 21 and
some change in
it
plans will be announced upon his
It is understood that Joseph
irrival.
Schenck, who is interested in numerous enterprises with Mr. Loew, will
accompany him with his wife.
Norma Talmadge, and the hitter's
sister, Constance, who is under con-

•ts

chief owner, on
is believed that

tract to Schenck.

retirement of Richard
as president of Metro, Joe
officiating as chief execu-

Since the

Rowland

Engel is
tive, although it has been rumored
about that Milton Hoffmann, studio
manager, had become the "big
noise" in the production activities
of the concern.
*

President

*

*

Laemmle Now

Visiting Coast Plant
Laemmle will give UniCarl
versal City the close once over during the next few weeks. Universal's
president has not been here since
oarly last spring and his youthful
general manager. Irving Thalberg,
had a lot of things to tell him when
lie landed.
In the opinion of local
film circles Thalberg has done wonders at Universal during his year's
incumbency as chief of the Coast's

biggest plant and he would probably
have done more had he been given
freer rein by the owners.
Universal, in common with other
big companies, has suffered from too
much interference with production

*

sort of titles will bring more money
into the box office than some other
titles.
When the New York office
christened Edna Ferber's famous
novel "No Woman Knows" rather
than use "Fannie Herself" the Univarsal production staff nearly ex-

pired.
*

*

Sloman Starts

New

of

the

posed

to

know

just

who

are supwhat sort of

pictures the public wants and

what

"The Paper

given me
formation

HERALD

the
great

deal

to

and

some very valuable

—

in

fact

along without it.
I say I like 'THE

it

me — has
in-

could not get
Please note that
I

HERALD,'

for

no particular department

I

like best.

"To begin with, there are Mr.
Quigley's editorials which I never
miss; J. R. M.'s Retakes; Money
Making Ideas; Exploitation Department; Letters from Readers,
and last of all What the Picture
Did for Me. I do not miss a thing
from cover to cover, for I go
through each copy again and again,
and then file it for future use.
"I forgot one thing more Jenreally I would rather
kins' replies

—

—

read

J.

C.'s

horrible

word argu-

ments with E. E. Spraguc. Fred S.
Meyer, or some others than see lots
comedies.
Jenkins' letter
'Independence' was there."

of

on

Ted Sloman has begun work on
his newest First National production under the Frothingham auspices. The story is "The Man

"Wid" Is No Longer

Who

Smiled." which the director wrote
himself, continuity and all. William
Mong, who made such a hit in "The
Ten Dollar Raise," Sloman's first for
Associated Producers, will play the
'eading role and Marcia Manon will
also have an important role.
Sloman's most recent production, "A
Bride of the Gods," is declared by
those who have seen private views
of it to be the picture of the year.
It is an adaptation of the I. A. R.

Wylie novel, "A Daughter of
Brahma." and is the biggest production made at the Brunton studio in
some time. The working print is
being rushed to Chicago for viewing by the officials attending the
First National gathering.
*

*

*

Harry Carr Returns
To West Coast Paper
Harry Carr, who has been D.

\Y.

right-hand man for the last
two years is back in the newspaper
Griffith's

really

sales people

is

HERALD

it

York. Even Lasky's has found
irksome to bow to the decisions

following expla-

First National Film

New

by

a

is

N.

HER-

Read":

like

there

the

Another of E. E. Sprag*ue'i interesting letters to J. C. Jenkins appears
on page 81 of this Issue of the

*

game. Harry was practically raised
on the Los Angeles Times and never

its distribution chiefs sitting in

Haney, manager of
Des Moines,

theatre,

M., in a recent letter to the

That

HOLLYWOOD,

I.

severed his connection with
that paper.
Harry Chandler, chief
owner and publisher recently in-

duced him to return.

Manager of Paper
Which Bears Name
Joseph Dannenberg and John W. Alipresident and treasurer, respectively, of Wid's Daily, have issued the

coate,

following statement;

"Many

of our friends have long known
F. C. (Wid) Gunning withdrew
from participation in the management of
'Wid's Daily' several years ago, leaving
the control of the publication in the
hands of the undersigned.
"At that time he went to California
to devote himself to production affairs in
which he was interested. More recently
he has become identified with the F. B.
Warren Corp., a distributing organizaIn view of this
tion, which he controls.
it is deemed advisable that this statement

that

be made:

"Wid Gunning

has

no

participation

the management or opIts policy will
eration of 'Wid's Daily.'

whatsoever

in

remain unchanged.
"In his new endeavor we extend to
Wid our hearty good wishes."
Mr. Gunning announced last week that
he had obtained control of the F. B. Warren corporation.

Niblo Directs Stewart
Announcement
Mayer that Fred

is

made by Louis B

Niblo, prominent direcmegator, has been signed to handle the
phone on Anita Stewart's next production,

"The

Woman He

Married."
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First National Delegates in

East Charter Special Train
British Exhibitors to

Accompany Party

to Chicago

For National Convention of Franchise

And Sub-Franchise Holders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

Oct. 18.- A special train of compartment cars, running
as a section of one of the fast express trains, will leave here next Sunday
for Chicago, bearing the Eastern delegates and a committee of distinguished British visitors to the first annual "get together" meeting of First
National franchise and sub-franchise holders.

YORK,

Convention to Be Held

Drake Hotel

at

The convention, which

will be held at the Drake Hotel, will begin
on October 24 and continue for three days, winding up with a banquet
on the evening of October 26. Another big event during the convention,
which will be celebrated by the attendance of all the delegates in a body,

the opening of the new Chicago theatre, owned by Balaban
First National franchise holders for the Chicago district.
is

The

British delegation of five promiexhibitors,
representing the exhibitor body of the British Isles, have
already sailed and will arrive in New

nent

ROBERT LIEBER,

president of Asso-

ciated First National.

New Move Made

for

WASHINGTON,
ship

effort

to

was made

Representative

Is First

D. C, Oct. 18.— Annational censor-

Congress last week by
Bland of Indiana, who

in

introduced a bill providing for the establishment of a Federal Board of Motion
Picture Censorship, which would censor
all film intended for foreign or interstate
commerce. The exhibition of a film not
"certified by the board would be penalized
by a tax equal to 75 per cent of the admissions received for the exhibition.

Theatres of $1

J 00

D.

Lasky Studio Busy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special

BUFFALO,

N. Y., Oct. 18.— Last week
at two Buffalo theawasn't an exploitation stunt

was "robbers' week"
•

tres.

And

it

D.

WILLIAMS,

After binding two women and three
at the Elmwood theatre, two youthAfter
ful bandits
escaped with $800.
similarly disposing of two women at the
Victoria theatre, the same thieves re-

J.

lieved the safe of $900.

cago on the special

First National,

convention

York

in

in

time to

general manager of

which opens its national
Chicago on October 24.

make

the trip to Chi-

train.

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct.

Lasky studio

at its

the

either.

men

"Get Together"

Williams, general manager of
First National, says that while at divers
times sectional meetings of franchise and
sub-franchise
holders
have been held,
this is the first time that all of the 3,000
exhibitors
of
his organization
or more
have ever been represented at one meetMr. Williams says lie has assuring.
ances that more than 200 delegates,
chosen by the entire membership, wilt
be in attendance.
Just what the program will be or what
matters will be taken up, Mr. Williams
declines to state, but says that a number
of matters of vital importance to his organization and to the industry at large
will be discussed and acted upon.
J.

obtain

Rough Bandits Rob

Katz, the

The English delegates have been
selected by the British exhibitors for the
purpose of making a study of the franchise system of the First National Exhibitors Circuit.
It is also expected that David P. Howels will return from Europe in time to
attend the Chicago meeting.

National Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

other

&

is

18

—Work

at

highest point

and even though sevcompanies are on location

at the present time,

eral

of

the

every available foot of space is occupied
by the big sets and every department is

working

to

capacity.

H. Blank. Des Moines,
DIRECTORS OF ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES-(Left to riehO A.
Schwalbe, Philadelphia.
Mark, New York City; Sam Katz, Chicago; N. H. Gordon, Boston; H. O.

Iowa;

Mo*
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"Theodora" a Gigantic Spectacle
fcW

rpHEODORA,"

Goldwyn's

THE CAST

Astor theatre, New York City, Oct.
from an architectural viewpoint is

Theodora Augusta

at the
14,

Antonina

most colossal spectacle yet shown
upon the screen.
picturization

a

is

Sardou's drama written around the
pire

the

in

piction

of

century

sixth

Byzantine period
the

— and

is

that

of

life

a

life

early

faithful

de-

picturesque

age.

Great pains have been taken to make
the buildings and

interiors

true

to

the

These are the work
of Armando Brasini.
The picture was
produced by the Unione Cinematograficia
Italiana, the same company which made
place and period.

"Cabiria" several years ago.
And not only in size is the
great one.
a
Commendatore

Ambrosio, to

whom

picture

Arturo

the credit of direc-

given,

is

tinian.

For the filming

many

hillside,

of the picture an entire

acres in extent,

was pur-

chased on the outskirts of Rome overlooking the Lake of Albano.
There
century old pines and cypresses formed
the background for

Against
sets,

this

many

of the scenes.

background were many huge

palaces,

pavilions,

gardens

that

time.
*

The

*

»

scene in the Hippodrome,
Roman citizens in
with thousands of
the arena clamoring for the death of
Theodora and where forty lions are
turned loose on the mob, is one long

TWO

big

SCENES

from the

is

entirely lost.

While the arena scene

is

the big

thrill,

entire picture is a mass of thrills.
The rebellion of the populace, the sacking of the palace by the angry citizens,
the marching armies and the battles between the royal troops and the rebellious

people, furnish thrills sufficient in number and vividness to satisfy the most
ennuied play-goer.
The story itself is to some extent overshadowed by the massiveness of the production.
It is good story, too, well cast
and well acted, but somehow one gets
the impression that the story is but an
adjunct to the presentation of the massive sets and wonderful scenic effects.
With an ordinary setting the story of
the beautiful girl who rose from lowly
birth to be the virtual ruler of half the
world, then to be destroyed by her own
misguided love, would be a great story.

filled

with wondrous statuary, and the colossal
Hippodrome. This latter is said to be
an exact reproduction of the original
building actually built by Justinian in
Constantinople, or Byzantium, as it was
called at

to
be
remembered.
The maddened
struggles of the unfortunate to escape
the murderous jaws of the ravenous lions,
their frantic efforts to climb to places
of safety, are pictured with wonderful
effectiveness.
And while the impression
of awful slaughter is given, it is done
in such a manner and with such wonderful
photographic effects that the repugnance
usually accompanying scenes of carnage,

the

has cleverly maintained
the historic atmosphere, or what we are
made to feel is the historic atmosphere,
that we can almost believe we are living in the grandeur of the time of Justion

Marcellus

Roman em-

— the

*

Theodora,

*

*

wonderfully

beautiful

and

with a careless disregard for several of
the ten commandments, ensnares Justinian, nephew of the Emperor Justin,
and later is married to him.
On the
death of the Emperor, Justinian succeeds
to the throne and Theodora becomes

Empress

of

the

Roman

Empire.

adventurous
versions

who is
makes

Italian spectacular film

Byzantium

On

attired

one of these

excursions she meets and falls in love
with Andreas, a young Greek patrician,
who reciprocates her affection without
knowing that she is the Empress.
After many clandestine meetings with
her lover and also many stormy scenes
with her suspicious emperor, Theodora
learns that Andreas has joined a party
of conspiring Roman officers to foment
rebellion and assasinate Justinian and
Theodora. An attempt to kill the rulers
is made by Belisarius and Andreas, the
latter escapes through the aid of the
empress and in order to prevent Belisarius from betraying the identity of his
companion Theodora kills him with her
own hand.
Later at the uprising in the Hippodrome, Andreas who has sworn to avenge
the death of his friend by killing her,
recognizes the empress as the woman
he loves.
He is captured, taken before
the Emperor and is about to be beheaded,
when Theodora again interposes and

—

Belisarius

Victorien

of

of the courtesan queen of a

Rita JoLivet
Ferrucio Biancini

Justinian

the

It

through the streets of
as one of her maids.

latest

importation from
Italy,
which
was given its initial presentation

JL

Her

spirit caues her to seek diother than with her Emperor
nearly twice her age, and she
frequent surreptitious journeys

saves his life.
She pleads with Justinian
to give the prisoner to her that she may
punish him by torture for the insults
he has thrust upon her. Andreas later
escapes, but is wounded and is taken by
friends into the dungeon below the palace
for safe keeping.
Theodora is finally
brought to Andreas, who repulses her.
Finally she decides to give him a love

which had been intended for the
Emperor, and which would retain Justinian's love and her position on his

philter,

throne.

The

love philter proves to be poison

and instead of causing the death of the
Emperor, it kills Andreas. Realizing that
she has brought her lover to death,
Theodora stabs herself with the same
dagger with which she has killed Belisarius, and falls dead across the body of the

man

for

whom

Just what the Goldwyn Corporation
intends to do with the picture has not
yet been announced, but it is certain
that the production will fill the Astor
theatre just as long as they care to keep
there.
As a money maker for exhibitors it is sure to be as big an attraction
or bigger than any of the spectacle
productions yet offered to the American
it

—

—

—

buyers.

drama "Theodora" made from Victorien Sardou's
distribute in this country.

she forfeited the throne.

play,

J. S. S.

which Goldwyn

will

October

29,
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Fights City Tax as Menace
to All Theatres in Missouri
City Council of Jefferson City Imposes

Levy

of

One

Cent on Admission Tickets— Fine of $10
to $100 for Delay in Payment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON

CITY, MO.,

Oct. 18.— Exhibitors of the state are
watching with interest the fight being made by Billy Mueller, owner of
the Jefferson theatre, on the ordinance recently enacted by the city council
which levies a tax of 1 cent on all admission tickets.
If Jefferson City is successful in imposing this tax upon the local
theatre it is believed that other cities and towns in the state will endeavor
to collect a like fee.

Defeat of Ordinance Will Remove Menace
the motion picture theatre has been the target
of politicians and fanatics who desire funds for enforcing application of
their pet theories.
It is this element that would take advantage of the
In every

community

action of the Jefferson City council to force its point in other localities
If Mueller can obtain repeal of the Jefferson City ordinance
of the state.
will remove the possibility of other law bodies enacting a like
it

measure.

The principal provisions of the local
ordinance read as follows:

Must Furnish Statement
"That all persons, firms or corporations, owning or operating a moving pic-

MARY MILES MINTER,
star, all

the Realart
dressed up for the festive oc-

casion.

Clara

Hamon

Picture

Shelved by Censors
New York Board

Says Film

Would Have Tendency
Incite to

to

Crime

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ture

show

shall

on the 10th day of each month

in the city of Jefferson,

Mo.,
fur-

nish the city collector of the city of Jefferson, Mo., a sworn statement of the
number of admissions sold to his or their
moving picture show duritig the previous
month, and shall pay to the said city collector the sum of 1 cent for each and
everj- admission ticket so sold during said
previous month.

Provides $10 Fine

"Any person, firm or corporation owning or operating a moving picture show
who fails to pay the aforesaid tax provided for in Section I of the ordinance
and in the manner as provided in Section
2 of this ordinance shall be punished by

NEW

YORK, Oct. 18.—The New York
board of censors has refused to allow
"Fate," the Clara Smith Hamon picture,
The picto be exhibited in this state.
ture, -which was made in Los Angeles following the close of the sensational

Mueller,

Combination Theatre
At Des Moines, Iowa
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,

IA., Oct. 18.— Harry
Sherman of Minneapolis, who recently
was associated with a state right organization known as Sherman Productions,
has reopened the Empress theatre, which

A.

has been dark for several months. Herethe theatre will be known as the

after

Sherman.
A one show a week policy has been
adopted by the theatre, which will present
both pictures and vaudeville. Mr. Sherman has adopted the following slogan for
this theatre:
"Everything to commend;

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

was first proposed to make
a picture in which Clara Smith Hamon
was to be starred as the heroine of her
own spectacular career which ended in
a murder and her own trial and acquittal,
a storm of protest was raised. Producers
it

on Olive
the

Fox

Real

interests.

The

lease

is

for ten years

an aggregate rental of $66,000. Work
of construction will start as soon as the
site can be cleared of present structures.

Joseph
Is

J.

Goods tein

On Way

to

Health

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO.,

city council.

incite to crime.

Jr.,

at

some time ago on the Coast by John L.
Gorman.
It was first billed to be shown at the
Garrick theatre, Los Angeles. Both the
M. P. T. O. and the National Association
took cognizance and the showing of the
picture was stopped by the Los Angeles

would have a tendency to

near Leonard avenue for

Xat Koplar and Sam HamEstate and Investment
Company have leased the property to the

burg,

artists joined in trying to prevent the
making of such a picture but without
avail, and the production was completed

censorship commission, said it
was "too true to life" and "too real" and

street

Fox Film Corporation have been

announced.

and

the

LOUIS, MO.,

Oct. 18.— Plans for
the erection of a film exchange building

ST.

it

of

Build Exchange
St. Louis

Structure in

cided that the
discussed picture would have a tendency
to incite to crime, and therefore rejected

commenting on the rejection of the
picture Senator George Cobb, chairman

represented in his fight

Harry Sherman Opens

Fox

trial,

In

is

of Missouri for assistance.

the censors last week.

When

who

by Attorney Hy. Westhues, has appealed
to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

nothing to offend."
George F. Clark is managing the house.

was shown to
The board deexhibition of the much

Oklahoma murder

a fine of not less than $10 and not more
than $100 and each day of delay in the
payment of said tax shall be a separate
offense."

Oct. 18.— Joseph
Goodstein, owner of the Palm theatre,
seriously injured when assaulted by ruffians several weeks ago, has
been removed to his home from the hospital and is rapidly convalescing.

J.

VALERGA, who plays the
lead in "Primitive Passion," a six-part
production made under the direction of
Harry Revier.

DOROTHY

who was
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An

Way

to

Exhibitors to Determine Degree of
"Bits of Life" is "what you make it."
It can be made a "knockout," a "program picture" and, by excessively
"flivver."

know what

is good for them, for the theatre and for
motion pictures, they will make it an overwhelming success.
Production leads.
Theatre follows.
These facts have been established definitely in too many instances to
require recitation. The advent of the five-reel feature and the development
of the short subject are outstanding illustrations, no less vital because

If exhibitors

familiar.

Marshall Neilan's four-storied feature is "new blood" in production.
or not there will be more features of like character, productive
it is exclusively the business of the exhibitor to decide.
benefits,
natural
of

Whether

of the production

The Herald review
in the

October 22 issue acquainted read-

In the Past

ers with the character of the feature in
detail and
qualities.

emphasized

its

An outline of picture progress
includes the following highlights:

L. Rothafel, in a letter to the distributing company, carried as an advertisement in the same issue, mentioned
the theatre possibilities of the production
and hinted that he would stage it with

notable

innovations

at

the

— Picturizing the
The Split Reel — Picturizing the
variety show.
The Serial — Picturizing the serial
novel.
The Five-Reeler — Picturizing the
novel.
The Spectacle — Picturizing the
historical novel.
"Bits of Life" — Picturizing the
The Mixed Reel

scrap book.

New York

Capitol.
The picture presents for the consideration of Mr. Rothafel and other exhibitors
material of extraordinary
exploitation
character.
offers four unrelated stories, bound
together by a personal letter from Marshall Neilan to the audience.
One story is from the Saturday Evening
Another is from the Smart Set
Post.
The third is from the Popular Magazine
and the fourth is an original scenario by
It

the producer.
The cast contains names which make
it
a veritable mine of exploitation material.

Nothing

like

play

the

has ever been

offered the public.
These are prominent phases.
Add Mr. Neilan's remarkable series of
popular "hits," his showing in the "Ten

Plays My Patrons Liked Best" poll conducted by Herald exhibitors, and the result is a mass of facts to tax any advertiser's ingenuity.

*

*

*

down in straight
text the novel aspects of the picture, it
will be more difficult to present them in
advertising space to your clientele.
If it is difficult to set

But they must be presented.
Big space must be purchased. The picture must be booked for an extended
engagement.
In short, if there are to be more pictures of this type, and if the theatre is
to experience the rejuvenation that introduction of a new style of entertainexhibitors
preinduces,
invariably
ment
must act upon the advice frequently ofDid
for Me"
Picture
fered in "What the
to "book it and boost it."
*

*

page of the "Exdepartment of this
devoted to a special

Some weeks ago a
hibitors Advertising"
publication

was

*

short story magazine.

article

of

from the exploitation department

Associated

First

National

Pictures,

which four types of prologue
presentation were outlined, one for each
Inc.,

in

story in the picture.
The big theatre may combine the four
effectively, using four stages upon the
main stage, blocking off each or all in
turn by use of scrim drop and lights.
For smaller theatres one of the prologues will suffice.
In any theatre a single performer may
read Mr. Neilan's letter, in itself a
presentation script.
For presentation it is sufficient to say
that none can go to too great lengths in
the picture's behalf.
Exploitation is another matter.
Here there is equality of facility and
every theatre man is in a position to make
the most of his opportunities.

Picture Progress

of box

cance in the cast
Life" include:

office

The campaign should be one

signifi-

Hammond

Wesley Barry
Lon Chaney

Harriet

Noah Berry

Teddy Sampson
Edythe Chapman

John Bowers
James Neil

of educa-

should be started long before
exhibition date.
It should be launched,
possibly, with a personal letter from the
exhibitor to every name on his mailing
lis.t.
This might read somewhat as follows:
"In 'Bits of Life,' a Marshall Neilan
production which it will be the pleasure
of this theatre to present to patrons in
the near future, a type of entertainment
tion.

It

as new and as overwhelming in significance as the first five-reel picture, h
offered for your consideration.
It is our
belief that the progress which will date

from

this engagement will be as great as
that which you know followed the first
multiple-reel production.
"The purpose of this letter is to emphasize the importance of attending the

engagement.
want your opinion of
the innovation, which amounts to picturization of a fiction magazine.
We
believe it will become
turize the short story

as the novel

is

customary to picmagazine exactly
picturized today, and that

you

will like that type of entertainment.
will consider it a distinct personal
favor and a worth-while effort to aid in
the progress of the motion picture if
you will examine Mr. Neilan's produc-

"We

tion and give us your opinion of it in
order that we may acquaint him with
the reception accorded his enterprise."
*

The day

*

*

after the letters have been re-

ceived, billboard matter should appear in
every available space.
Newspaper editors should receive special letters of similar nature, followed by
a personal visit, with a view to getting a
story and possibly editorial mention at
the proper time.
House publications should contain educational editorials.

A

post card follow-up should be mailed

opening and distinctive
wholly unlike any that
have been used, should be started early
in the drive and run in consistently grow-

just prior to the

advertisements,

ing space.
These should be almost wholly informative and educational, large space allowing for illustrative cuts from the four
stories in rotation.
Mr. Neilan's letter,
or excerpts, should serve to set off the
highly interesting data that may be
written.

*

*

*

An

audience brought to the theatre in
this manner will regard the feature as
the precedential achievement in producit

is.

Business for the run should be highly

of "Bits of

Rockliffe

—

Advancement

tion

In the Cast
Names

1921

We

entertainment

S.

29,

of Life"

InnoVational Production Opens

bad management, a

ktober

Appraisal

Exploitation

Of "Bits

(

Fellowes

Anna May Wong

satisfactory.
The result
teresting.
It

will
will

be

even

more

in-

affect the whole of
production and theatre future.
If exhibitors recognize the significance
of and properly capitalize Mr. Neilan's
production, there will be more and. in

due time, better pictures of the magazine
type.
It should not be necessary to point out
the desirability of that development.

W.

R.

W.

October

29,
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Might As Well Show
Censors the "Gate"
Woody Says

All

Public Opinion Contributes
to

Exhibitors

Are Demanding Clean
Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

18.— The

Oct.

swan

being sung for the censors.
J. S. Woody, general manager of Realart, who is back after a ten weeks' tour
of the country, states that he found exhibitors determined in their policy to
book nothing but absolutely clean pic-

song

Sunday Opening Victory

Defeat of Blue Law Tribe by Missouri Exhibitor May
Result in Other Cities Granting Permits for
Operation of Theatres on Sabbath

is

The

tures.

that

if

theatre

men

hold,

he says,

pictures do not contain objection-

be no necessity
expensive
censorship

able features there will

maintaining

of

45

boards.

Clean Films Survive
"That

is

the practical

side of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHILLICOTHE, MO.,
opinion, last
blue laws.

week

slipped

Oct. 18.— Missouri, with the support of public
"knockout wallop" under the guard of the

a

For an indefinite period towns of from 5,000 to 15,000 population in
the Kansas City territory have been struggling along in effort to obtain
Sunday shows.
Exhibitors appealed to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri, as well as the national organization, and both bodies
responded with aid. Thousands of pamphlets on blue laws were obtained
from the M. P. T. O. A., by exhibitors and circulated throughout the
territory.

it,"

conan-

tinued Mr. Woody,
"but there is
other, too which reflects to the exhibitors'
credit.
As more than one of them expressed themselves to me, they have no
wish to run any pictures in their theatres
which will antagonize the local reform
influences or possibly offend their patrons.

"The day of the salacious, suggestive
picture is past; clean, artistic productions
are the only ones that can possibly survive. And those that seek to masquerade
under the cloak of 'pointing a moral' will
have short shrift. Producers will do well
to read the handwriting on the wall.
Exhibitors Optimistic

"There is little for me to say regarding
the dissolution of the recent depression,
as other film executives who have been
abroad in the field have accurately reported conditions. No one will even pretend that such a depression did not exist.
It did. but happily there has been a
steady resumption of normal business
with the return of the cooler fall weather.
I found the exhibitors as a general rule
fairly optimistic and in more than one
instance, they have shown me that their
theatres are doing a greater volume of
business than they did a year ago."

Public Rights League Member Wins
remained, however, for W. P. Cuff, an executive officer of the
Missouri organization, a member of the Public Rights League and owner
of the Strand and Empire theatres to strike the first telling blow.
Upon
advice of the M. P. T. O. M., Mr. Cuff began showing pictures on Sunday.
July 23. On each succeeding Monday he has been arrested and arraigned
in the police court and tried for violation of the city amusement ordinance,
an antique relic.
It

Mr. Cuff was fined $100 at the trial of
first case, and immediately appealed.

the

On the trial of the second case the jury
found him not guilty and the remaining
trials since that time have resulted in
hung

juries.

Council Passes Ordinance

Then came the victory. Public opinion became so strongly opposed to the
radical

element,

which

had drawn the

web, that the city
council was virtually forced to pass an
ordinance last week legalizing motion
The ordipicture shows on Sunday.
nance makes the additional provision that
prosecutions now pending in any
all
city attorney within its

court for the alleged violations of the
repealed section of the amusement ordinance are forever barred and that the
city attorney shall dismiss such prosecutions.

Scrubwoman's Soap Is
Theatre Man's Nemisis
SYRACUSE.

scores of other Missouri

Governor Wants Blue
and Censorship Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTGOMERY,
Following
Miller of

in

ALA., Oct. 18.—
the footsteps of Governor

New

York, Governor Kirby of

Alabama has asked

the legislature to en-

censorship law.
Governor Kirby
has gone a step farther than the chief
executive of New York and has urged
also that a drastic blue law measure be
act

a

enacted.

Already administration bills bearing
upon these subjects have been introduced.
There is considerable speculation on the outcome of the fight.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N. Y.. Oct. 18.— It something to make a big
man fall. Ask George E. Scherrer, commissioner of public works and theatre

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Oct. 18.— Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel of the M. P.
T. O. M., is preparing a Sunday opening campaign for Kirksville, Mo., where
until recently theatres were permitted to
operate on Sunday, but since have been
notified that the blue ordinance of that
city will be enforced if Sunday shows arc
continued.

little

man.
Scherrer survived the summer slump
fine.
Business was improving. Then the
crash came.
As he passed through the
lobby of the Savoy theatre the other
night he stepped on a bar of soap which
bad been left on the tiled floor by a
scrubwoman.
He was taken clear off
his
feet.
The next day he remained
home with a bruised shoulder, a skinned
elbow and a damaged dignity.

Trenton Playhouses
Lose Sunday Fight
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TRENTON,

N. J.. Oct. 18.— Theacre
Trenton have been defeated in
their fight to operate on Sunday.
Their
application for an injunction to restrain
Sheriff Firth from interfering with the

owners

League Official Takes
Over Two Playhouses

of

Sunday operation

of the houses has been

denied.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 18.— Edward
Peskay, secretary of the recently organized St. Joseph Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, has taken over the
management of the Nickel and Star theatres of St. Joseph.
These two houses
will be operated in conjunction with the
Penn theatre of St. Joseph, owned bv
Mr. Peskay.

in

Goldman Prepares
for Sunday Fight

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

times takes a

Exhibitors

towns see a "hand writing on the wall"
in the victory of Mr. Cuff, whose undaunted efforts in using his screens,
pamphlets and the aid of the national and
state organizations to overcome radical
opposition, have resulted in triumph.

Cohn Joins Frothingham

J.

Sam W. B Cohn, former
manager

DORIS MAY,

star in the

berg production "The
being distributed by
poration.

R-C

Hunt StromFoolish Age,"
Pictures Cor-

of

New

advertising

for Associated Producers, Inc.,
York, has taken offices at the
Brunton studios and is now in

Robert
charge of

all

publicity

Frothingham productions.

for

the

J.

L.
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MITCHELL, one
LH.
men,
wyn
publicity

•

thor. Little,
a book by

Brown &

of the Goldis a regular auCo. are publishing

him entitled
to Town." No. It
for the Ringlings.

Comes
book

*

"The
is

Circus
not a press

*

Lord Fauntleroy" closed its run
It
is
Apollo Saturday night.
booked into the Strand for two weeks
but the date of the opening is not yet
Mary's husband's picture,
announced.
"The Three Musketeers," will also play
the Strand for two weeks. Date also not
set.

*

*

*

The copyright on "Ben Hur" has been
extended for another fourteen years, and
now Erlanger, Dillingham & Ziegfcld
have just that much more time to make
the film version,
they are said to

the

rights
have paid

for

which

more than

$1,000,000.
*

And now

*

there are

I

*

*

to see Charles Rav-

"Scrap Iron" and then read in the
papers that Ray was coming to New
York soon. He has instructed Leo Flynn
to sign him up for a bout at the Garden.
in

*

*

»

Edwin Justus Mayer, one

of Goldwyn's bright young publicity men, has
been transferred to the studios to write

Now

titles.

he's sure to see his stuff in

type.
»

»

»

"Les" Mason says the

title

of

First

National's next big foreign film has been
changed from "Danton" to "All For a
Woman," but he doesn't say which

woman.

*

more

iiiiiiiimiiiuj

Hector Fuller read in a Boston paper
that nine bartenders' unions in Massachusetts are continuing as active organizations in spite of Mr. Volstead. Now
he's trying to join just to see if they
have anything.

Tex Rickard went

the

»

of

them doing

Elsie Ferguson made her first "in
person" appearance at the Criterion Saturday nitrht at the premiere of "Peter
I bbetson."
it.

*

*

Jack Abrams was talking about another
film salesman and his ability to shed conversation with as

much

avidity as the aver-

age Broadwayite accepts an invitation to
indulge in a drink of pre-war stuff. "He's
got a great line of chatter," said Abrams,
"but why shouldn't he.
He's a college

man.

Rowland Goes Abroad

1921
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October

His wife worked

his

way through

college."
*

*

*

Film circles are enjoying a laugh over
is a good
illustration of

what they think

the value of censorship.
Shortly after the
present board got into working condition,
one of the news weekly reels showing a
bathing girl scene taken at Atlantic City
was ordered cut the scantily clad damsel
being eliminated.
Another news weekly,
showing the same scene, was not disturbed.
The mirth over the fact that the cut was
Drdered by a male censor. The reel that was
allowed to show the scene was passed by a
feminine censorial viewer.
And so the
morals of the public are protected.

—

*

R.

*

CHARLES

F.
STARK, who has resigned as Commercial manager of Essanay Film Mfg. Co., to join the sales
department of Thos. Cusack Co. He
has been ten years with Essanay. His
last work was for the Spoor-Thompson

Laboratory Machine Company.
Scandinavia for the purpose of surveying
in
Denmark, Norway and

conditions

Sweden.
*

*

*

Charles Fenmore Ulrich, editor of
Paramount press books, who recently
underwent a delicate operation on his eyes,
is back once more at his desk, his vision
completely restored.
*

*

*

E. O. Van Pelt, well known among other
exploiters of picture productions, has gone
into the producing end of the industry,
having just organized the E. O. Van Pelt
Enterprises, and plans to soon begin filming the first of a number of dramatic sub-

The

jects.

shooting

will

be

done

in

California, but Mr. Van Pelt will direct the
activities of the organization from New

York.

*

*

W. Saunders,

comptroller of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was the
honor guest at an elaborate dinner given
recently at Browne's Chop House in celebration of his birthday.
Among those
present were Eugene Zukor, Oscar Morgan,
G. M. Spidell. H. C. Wylie, Louis Swarts,
G. B. J. Frawley, E. A. Brown and Messrs.
Rogers,
Cokell,
M. Johnston, Raiborn,
Klatte, Norrington. Jacobs and Pineau, all
of the Paramount home office.

*

*

Harry Reichenbach and a

friend

at-

tended the fights at Madison Square Gardent the other night. Two boxers climbed
through the ropes and the friend remarked
"That fellow in the green tights will

He

win.

"He

looks to be perfectly trained."
looks a little fat in the head to me,"

said Reichenbach.

Robert E. Welsh

to

Join Warren Corp.
Should a popular screen star be allowed
compete with herself in two pictures is
an ethical point raised by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, and the doctor votes that she should
"Footlights" with Elsie Ferguson was
not.
booked into the Rivoli for three weeks, and
in spite of increased business during the
second week, the engagement was cut one
week short, ending its run last Saturday
because Miss Ferguson is one of the stars
in "Peter Ibbetson," which opened at the
Criterion on that day. At least. Dr. Risenfeld says so and he knows.
to

RICHARD

ROWLAND,

A.
president
of Metro Pictures Corporation, aboard
the S. S. Berengaria, leaving New
York. His resignation from Metro will
take effect upon his return from Europe.

*

Carl Neilsen,
Foreign

*

*

sales representative of the

Department.

Lasky Corporation,

Famous

sailed

last

Players-

week for

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 18.— Robert E.
Welsh, for several years managing editor of the Motion Picture News, has resigned
F. B.
tion
22.

to become vice-president of the
Warren corporation. The resigna-

will

be effective Saturday, October
is one of the most widely

Mr. Welsh

known men in the publishing branch of
the business and is credited with playing
an important part in the development of
the News. His associates on the News
and friends throughout the industry predict a bright future for him as a film
company executive.
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League Movement Stresses
Screen-NewspaperAnalogy
Exhibitors Are Editors of
Their Programs Slides Are

—

IHotion

^<

^Picturei"^^

Exhibitors

who

are responding to the Herald offer to supply slides in furtherance of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
pate actively in a

Editorials Which Should "Be
Presented in Every House

mission are to be

movement which

will benefit

commended

for their earnest desire to partici-

both themselves and the public.

The value of the service that will be rendered by men like Leon S. Bolster, R. C. Buxton,
E. F. Ekman, A. B. Anderson and the many other exhibitors who have requested the series of
slides for use on their screens must not be underestimated.
When the industry eventually succeeds, through public support, in diverting the reform activity to some other objective or wiping
it

men may be proud of the part they have contributed to this victory.
theatre men of the country are those who religiously exclude from their screens

out entirely these

Among
all

the

material not comprising a regular program.

the screen today

If exhibitors will give

thought to the fact that

more nearly approximates the newspaper than any other medium

of expression

they will perceive the value of the editorial feature.
Theatre programs as now presented comprise many
newspaper features. The comedy subject is the parallel
of the comic strip in a newspaper. In the news reel the

man presents pictorially the current
day.
One distributing company offers

theatre
the

woman's

events of
a review

fashions.

Another

popular subject presents excerpts from the

press of

which shows the

latest in

League Membership

Open

may

Upon

for

these circumstances

be based the assumption that the public will wel-

come the addition to the theatre program of editorial
comment as exemplified in the LEAGUE messages.

Your Participation
not relax in its zealous campaign
support of or opposition to a proposal until it has
won or lost. This attitude of perseverance should be
assumed by every exhibitor for the industry neither has
won nor lost in its fight against the cross-grained element whose harrassment of the motion picture must
in

to All

Indication of the tendency of the screen to emulate
newspaper is found in a recent story published in
the Herald. The story was founded on a rumor that
a certain company was contemplating the inauguration

the

news service for theatres.
These newspaper features have been cheerfully

by the public which clamors constantly

diversity in entertainment

May Decide Issue
A newspaper does

the world.

Is

cepted

of a bulletin

ac-

be stopped.
A comparison of newspaper circulation figures with
the annual attendance at motion picture theatres sub-

Running a slide each day

keeps the '"Blues'

away
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EXHIBITORS HERALD,

1

417 South Dearborn Street,

1

V^lUCd^LJ,

1

Send to me,

1

is

111.

free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the Herald
supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion picture.

1

Sign

I will run each slide at every performance for one week when conditions
permit of this arrangement.

l

1

this

jI

1

want

order

— if you
£

•

1

1

the series oj twelve

nun
u mnil
14
lull

C///7/3C
OUUCO

/ 1

/ /

fnp
IrIC

in
It/

1

Name

Exhibitors Herald.

1

1

Theatre

ur .. name ana
Write

.

1

1

address legibly
1

1

City

I

|

i
i

stantiates the claim that there

world today

for

is

no greater force in the

moulding public opinion.

There Are Slides
for Every Theatre

Available data gives the combined circulation of

newspapers and periodicals as 220,008,686.

The

an-

nual attendance at motion picture theatres, according

Remember,

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

"tiering to exhibitors

editorial

is

material for the next

three months.

to estimates, is 6,000,000,000.

During the past week exhibitors have had on
programs

Membership and
Slides Are Free
must be discriminating
they

material

editorial

LEAGUE

use.

In

respect

this

educational and trent with a subject that

earliest

the

Running

now

is
is

A

attained by the industry
First,

position of security can be

if its

warning to the public

however, the industry

the expediency of

itself

must

the

to

Exhibitors should consider themselves as editors
of a pictorial newspaper.

newspaper considers

editorial

The

screen has become an established institution.

it

as

page

in

necessary to publish

its

every issue.

series of

who

it

LEAGUE

slides will be sent to ex-

send to this publication the signed order

blank published on this page.

Odds

remains a small minority which

still

must be convinced

of this.

else.

consider

American livelihood as the news-

paper though there

slides

They should

run the screen message at every performance

to

hibitors

as essential to

to wait until

Support Industry

vital

Don't Forget to
Order Your Slides

is

is

Urge Your Patrons

as the

It

a

is

intolerant minority.

The

is

able.

realize

some concerted movement against

messages

of the shortcom-

The

encountering the early fight for

existence of the press.

heeded.

censorship.

One

defeated before protesting. If these messages
arouse the public to some immediate and
drastic action the service provided is invalu-

"Newsletter" was suppressed

immune from

LEAGUE

ings of the American people

to the

is vital

of the

service to the public.

the press today through con-

officials

stitutional provision

motion picture

Exhibi-

they were rendering.

country.

by government

an editorial feature.

in the choice of the

messages now offered theatre men are purely

Although the

No-Accident" picture, which was

less than

tors played these subjects because of the public service

Because of the dominating influence of the screen
exhibitors

a "No-Fire,

no more nor no

their

can achieve more

Daily use of the

in this respect

LEAGUE

than anything

tors

will favor the reformers unless the exhibi-

are prepared for the attack by the enemies

of

the industry.

"Running

a slide each day keeps the 'Blues' away."
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Thought

From You

May Aid
Other

Members

of

League
week

Last

several

members

of

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

the

were asked for an account of
activities

LEAGUE

their

nducting

c o

in

campaign.

This

the

inter-

change of experiences and ideas
greater achieve-

should result

in

ments for

movement.

this

week

This

26. Each week there will be printed
message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

the following exhibi-

tors are chosen at

random

to

make

a report.
C.

MacDonald

J.

V.

is

copy for slide No.

in this space a brief

Humphrey

Mack

Ed W. Mahan

Emil Swenson

J.

T. L. Little

P. C.

A. S. Kolstad
R. C. Bright
Carl Myshrall

F.

J. David
H. Stevenson

R. Pfeiffer

Walter White

Ray

Carl

W.

William A.
C. B.

White

C. E. Leininger

C. J.

Earle Settle

W.

Howe

Thomas

Harry Redan

Joseph Blumberg
Walter Albos

A. Atkinson

L. A.

Hawkins
M. Bond

Peter

Goodwin

O. L.

T. Harper

J.

Tennis

Demaree

F. P. Bratten

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

*~1 -,<(' yjETMotion

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, / PLEDGE
I

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

realize the existence of a concerted

I

dictatorship over the

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I

will use,

whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
and oppressive legislation.

in this

only obligation to be that

manner do

my

part in arousing

And Become

public sentiment against this radical

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

a member

LEAGUE.

You
«./

then will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
Name
Theatre
City

a

Member
League

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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M. P. T. O. of Michigan Is
Model Exh ibitor Organization
and Competent Business Managers Have
Built Up Remarkably Efficient League

Able

Officers

REPRESENTATIVES

of six state exhibitor organizations traveled
to Jackson, Mich., recently to attend the annual convention of the
M. P. T. O. of Michigan. Called upon to tell why they were present,
each of the six stated he was sent to study the methods of what they
conceded to be "the model exhibitor organization of the United States."
require pages
ITjustwould
why the Michigan
the model.

is

A

set

to

forth

organization
few of the high points
in its activities can
be told briefly.
Michigan's history in organization affairs is similar to that of many

other states.

Many

efforts were made
but interest lagged
and a half dozen

are now

leagues
history.

The present organization
was
launched

as

the

3"
Picture Exhibitors
Association about the time the M. P. T.
O. A. was organized. It was fortunate in
two ways. It selected officers who were
willing to sacriA.

.V'^

MOELLER

J.

r-

a s

ler

The

not

i

n

*

*

start

was

auspicious.

Detroit,

furnishings

the
conH. M.

en table, six

RICHEY

rather dubious chairs and a rented typewriter.
There were 256 members, enrolled at an enthusiastic convention in

Lansing.
Service to the exhibitor

member was

the one big point at the start. Adjustments with exchanges, assistance in
booking, and a dozen other things were
undertaken. Members saw the value of

made

organization immediately.
Moeller developed into an extraordiEvery meeting found
nary organizer.
new members enrolled until to date 581
of the 612 theatres in Michigan are in the
organization.
Officers did not permit their enthusiasm
lag.

»

It looked like a difficult matter to fill
his shoes but Henderson M. Richey, who
was chosen as his successor, has already

sisting of a kitch-

to

*

defeat of censorship in the legislature is typical of how the Michigan organization works. The house passed the
bill unexpectedly by a vote of 84 to 10.
The information was phoned to Detroit
by Claude E. Cady, chairman of the legislative committee, and within fifteen hours,

followed.
Moeller's efficiency attracted the attention of Sydney S. Cohen and he was prevailed upon to accept the position of general manager of the M. P. T. O. A.

year ago were
a small office

in

*

The

bill

The headquarters
a

at 10 cents per seat
Exhibitors are given the option of paying their dues in cash, or running advising slides or reels, from which
the organization derives the revenue.
The majority of theatres run the slides
or reels.
During the past twelve months, 305
complaints against exchanges were filed
with the organization. Of these, 282 were
adjusted in favor of the exhibitor, 15
against him, and eight are still pending.

business

manager.
»

Dues were placed

per year.

and it
J. Moel-

success,

chose A.

close to $25,000.

petitions,

money to make
the organization
a

in

explanatory letters, and slides
were in the mail addressed to every exhibitor in the state.
Five days later,
petitions bearing 40,000 names were presented to the senate. The defeat of the

time and

fice their

and results could only be obtained
doing things in a big way. The expenses of the organization last year was
results

Twenty-two

directors' meetings

were held during the past year and at
only two of these were less than twelve
of the fifteen directors present.
*

*

*

the organization purchased
$1,500 worth of office equipment and
moved its headquarters to the Tuller Hotel.
Every member is made to feel the offices are his headquarters while in Detroit.
Here, data on almost everything an exhibitor wants to know about has been colOn a minute's notice, the headlected.
quarters can launch a campaign against
any danger threatening the business.
Michigan started on a big scale. The
officers felt that success depended upon

Recently

proven himself a capable executive.
Mr. Richey has carried into the work an
enthusiasm and pride which guarantees
his success.
His determination to make
good is mirrored by his announcement
that he will tour the entire state for the
purpose of meeting every member in his
home town and personally acquainting
himself with the needs and possibilities of
every theatre.

Next Week at Strand
Will Be College Week
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 18. — Joseph
to

managing

director of the Strand
arranged what should be an
effective exploitation stunt during the
run of Charles Ray's latest First National picture, "Two Minutes to Go," next
week. The week will be designated College Week and the football teams of
New York university, Columbia university and Fordham university will be

Plunkett,

theatre, has

guests of the house.
Monday will be Columbia night; Wednesday, N. Y. U. night, and Friday,
Fordham night. The athletic directors
of the three schools have accepted the inBanners of the
vitation of Mr. Plunkett.
colleges will decorate the lobby and glass
cases containing the trophies of the football aggregations will be placed at the
entrance.

FLORENCE VIDOR,
the
the

in a scene from
Ince production "Hail
First National attrac-

Thomas H.
Woman," a

tion.

Exhibitor Benefit to
Raise League Funds
Novel Plan Is Launched by
Kansas Theatre Owners
Association
(Special

KANSAS
rangements

November

2

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

CITY, MO..

Oct.
"Exhibitors'

for

and

3,

at

18.— ArDays,"

which time Kansas

exhibitors will hold a "benefit" for themselves, were completed at a special meeting of the executive committee and offi-

cers of the Motion Picture Theatre

Kansas City

of

ers

at

Hotel

the

OwnBalti-

more last week. One-half of the profits
made by Kansas exhibitors on the above
named dates will be donated to the treasury of the state association for

its

main-

tenance.

Meetings will be held in each of the
eight congressional districts of the state
for "Exhibitors' Days" outlined
to the exhibitors of various localities,
according to M. Van Praag, president of
the Kansas organization.
Meetings will
be held each day, beginning October 24,
which will be known as "Pep Week," at
the following towns:
October 24, Atch ison; October 25, Ot-

and plans

tawa; October 26, Emporia; October 27,
Independence; October 28, Wichita; Oc29. Dodge City; October 30, Linand November 1, Abilene.
A committee composed of leading exhibitors of Kansas who have volunteered
their time and services will make the
trip to each district meeting.
The committee is comprised of M. Van Praag,

tober
coln,

R. G. Liggett, S. A. Davidson, J. I. Saunders and C. M. Patee. They will be ac-

companied by Senator

New

J.

J.

Walker

of

York, national counsel for the M. P.
T. O. A., and Richard J. Hopkins, attorney general of Kansas and counsel for
the

Kansas

The

state organization.
officers present at the

meeting

were M. Van Praag, president; R.

G.
Liggett, vice-president: R. H. Holmes,
vice-president, and H. H. Woody, secreMembers of the executive board
tary.

were J. I. Saunders, Stanley Chambers,
H. A. McClure, C. M. Patee, S. A.
Davidson.

—

—
October

29,

Home Office Employes Spend
Day at Country Home
of President

Independence Month Differ
Many Exchange Men Report

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

day outing' held last Saturday at his
country estate, Mountain View Farm.
Eleven sight-seeing busses were specially
engaged to transport the party, leaving
the office at 485 Fifth avenue at 9
offices

of

the corporation

were closed for the day.
Each bus was decorated with banners
and the crowd attracted much attention
as it motored across town to the West
Forty-second street ferry, the trip being
made along the west shore of the Hudson.

Received by Mr. and Mrs. Zukor

At Mountain View Farm, the guests
were received by Mr. and Mrs. Zukor
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Zukor, and it
was soon apparent that every preparation had been made for the royal entertainment of the club members.
The
grounds and handsome home
were
thrown wide open to the visitors.
Games of all kinds were indulged in
and a full day's program of races and
other competitive sports was run off
under the supervision of a committee.
Dancing was provided in the house and
throughout the day a buffet luncheon
was served.
Present Membership Card

A

feature of the day was the presentation to Mr. Zukor of a solid gold club
membership card. The presentation was
made on behalf of' the club by Walter
P. Lindlar, chairman of the membership
committee.
The card certified to the
life membership of Mr. Zukor.
'

N. W. Ayer and Son
Advertising Counsel
For R~ C Corporation
R. S. Cole, president of the R-C Pictures Corporation, has placed the company's entire advertising account in the
hands of N. W. Ayer & Son, one of the
oldest
and
best
known advertising
agencies in the country.
The company
has served large corporations over a
period of fifty-two years.

There' will be no change
its
schedule in trade papers, and as
has been the rule heretofore, this series
will remain in black and white in their
composition.
in

Was

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Oct.

18.— "Can the

church and motion pictures cooperate?"
This question was asked and answered
by the Rev. Dr. Herbert Booth Smith

sermon at Immanuel Presbyterian church, Tenth and
last

Sunday night

in

a

Figueroa streets. He declared that laws
had to be made for "the bad minority"
and that local censorship is "only temporary," as "ultimately we must come to
federal regulation or government censorship."

Independence Month a success?

the answer to that question depends to a great degree
possibility of holding an Independence Month again next year.

the

Exhibitors Herald has received reports from independent distributors located in the various exchange centers of the country. Opinions of
the film men vary as to the success of the month, some declaring that it
stimulated business, others stating that a slight improvement was noted,
while still others are frank in declaring that the enterprise was a failure.
With very few exceptions, however,
the exchange men commend the exhibitors for their efforts in behalf of the
September was desigindependents.
nated as Independence Month by the
convention
of the Motion Picnational
In a
ture Theatre Owners of America.
resolution adopted by the delegates every
member of the organization was urged to
give bookings to the independent distributors during that period.
Following are typical reports received
by the Herald
:

Los Angeles

organizations at the present time.
sonally, I am not sure whether

—

urally

lieve it was a decided stimulus to business.
It is a worthwhile institution and
I believe the next one will bring even
better results than the one just passed."

Western
Company.

Lesser,

ploitation

was better than In
E. K. Collins of Enterprise

business

August."

— P.

Distributing Corporation.

"Business was very good

in

Septem-

we

released a big new serial and
several feature pictures, so I cannot say
how much of our volume of business
was attributable to Independence Month.
I
believe
it
helped
some." Samuel
ber, but

Werner, United Film Exchange.
"We had a great month. During

"Independence Month had little effect
on our business. I do not believe exhibitors paid much attention to it. There
was little fluctuation in our bookings."
Joe Goldberg, general manager of Federated Film Exchange.
"Reports from the state right exchanges we are dealing with show that
Independence Month will be one of our
best months. I cannot say that the month
was 100 per cent successful, but I be-

Irving

PerInde-

pendence Month had any real effect. I
hope it did." D. E. Boswell, Independent Film Corporation.
"I cannot truthfully say that I saw any
effect from Independence Month.
Nat-

that
released several prominent pictures which naturally increased our sales.
Many theatres also opened. I can trace
some orders directly to Independence
Month, but it is practically impossible to
accurately guage the effect of the movement." Sol J. Hankin of Fine Arts Pictures Corporation.

time

Pictures

Ex-

"That Independence Month held recently was a success would be putting it
mildly.
I control two independent exchanges, All Star Features Distributors
In
of San Francisco and Los Angeles.
that month the bookings of these two
exchanges were doubled." Sol Lesser,
West Coast Theatres, Inc.

we

"Independence Month helped our

sales.

sent out letters to exhibitors reminding
them that the Universal organization had
always been the friend of the independent
received many orders
exhibitor.
through that source." Barney Rosenthal, Universal.
"Considering the number of pictures
we had available we obtained our share
of the business of the month. Independence Month helped." Barney Fegan,
I

We

Independent Film Exchange.

Kansas City
"There was a 50 per cent increase in
during
Independence
business
Month, as compared with the previous
six months, but I doubt very much if

our

St.

"We

Louis

had a splendid month.

Much

than September, 1920, and

I

However,

I

bet-

believe
that Independence Month was of some
In fact, I know that it helped,
benefit.
because several exhibitors who gave me
orders for several pictures stated that
they were led to do so because of In-

ter

National Censorship

'•

Upon

adver-

Clergyman Predicts

to

Organization at Minneapolis

tising

LOS ANGELES,

Herald" on Results
Launched by Exhibitors

of Enterprise

YORK, Oct. 18.— Three hundred members of the Paramount Club,
comprising a large percentage of the
Paramount home office employes, were
the guests of Adolph Zukor at an all-
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Adolph Zukor Host
To Paramount Club

o'clock.

—

—

dependence Month.

cannot

definitely state just how much the movement did affect our business during

the "thirty-day period."— Tom Leonard,
Pioneer Pictures.
"August was one of the best months in
the history of our organization, and while
cerI have not a final report, 1 am not
tain whether September surpassed it in
many
are
There
volume of sales placed.
natural business conditions that are attracting exhibitors to the smaller selling

the increase can be credited entirely to
Although there
Independence Month.
was a marked enthusiasm among Kansas
City exhibitors, few exhibitors out in the
territory gave any response to the many
Cooler
circulars which were sent out.
weather and a general betterment in business conditions was largely responsible
Indefor the increase, in my opinion.
pendence Month, therefore, cannot be
considered any great success."— John
Waters, Peacock Productions, Inc.
"Of the many leters, telegrams and
circulars sent out, there were virtually no
replies from exhibitors during Independence Month and no special increase in
Independence month
business was noted.
could not be called a success." J. R.
Young, Standard Film Corporation.
"No increase in business during Independence Month. No response from ex-

—
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For

hibitors.

success."

the month was not a
Kalm, Crescent Film

us,

— M.

A.

Company.

"A

cent

increase

in

business

during Independence Month, which to
us was a good success." A. W. Day,

—

Richards-Flynn Film Company.
"If a good increase in business can be
taken as a basis of opinion, Independence
Month to us was a great success. The
exhibitors cooperated in great style."
G. L. Stiles, Reelcraft Productions, Inc.
"Independence Month was not a suc-

We

had a marked increase in busihowever, due to the releasing of
two new serials, but cannot credit the
Independence
business
to
increased
Month." Joe Fox, Phoenix Film Corcess.
ness,

poration.

"With a good increase in business and
cooperation from the exhibitors in Kansas City, as well as out in the territory,
I can see no reason why Independence
Month was not a success. It was to us,
M. E. Williams, Pioneer Film
at least."

—

Company.

Indianapolis

"We

might just as well make the best
of it and let on the movement was a success," is the general opinion held by
"We've
state right men of Indianapolis.

Exhibitors
By

to

when we

sold less stuff

August."
Maurice Less of the National Theatre
Supply Company says the movement was
not a success. He blames the exhibitors'
organization for not functioning as it
should in behalf of independence.
"Independence Month was not a success for us," said Less, "and I think you
will find that to be the case with all the

than

in

The month was

state rights distributors.

a success alright for Goldwyn and Paramount, but not for the independents.
There was not so much independent stuff
The
sold in September as in August.
exhibitors paid no attention to the idea.
It
It is a fine organization they have.
for any benefit.
is not an organization
anyThey try to do things, but never do
thing.
This man Sydney Cohen is bossing it for his own benefit. The exhibitors
will see it in a few years.
He is taking
the exhibitors' money, but what is he
giving them?"
It has been explained by some of the
state right folks that they believe the
exhibitors meant well, but were tied up
with contracts so that they were not able
It has
to patronize the "independents."
been suggested also that "state right disdesignated
should
have
been
tributors"
for the month instead of "independents"
because there is no way the exhibitor can
know for sure who is and who is not an
"independent."

give

away

pons to

At

the theatre the

Night"

atre,
is

music being rendered by the orchestra and a
held, popular

number

of

"jazzy" vaudeville

acts introduced as extras.

This

is

held Thursdays and

brings out an attendance equal
to Saturday or

Sunday.

The

admission price is not advanced. It not only is a good
investment in itself, but is a
big advertisement for the theatre, and extends the drawing
radius of the house.

Acts are selected carefully
and are not permitted to run

YOUNG

(Manager, Regent theatre, Geneva,
N. Y.)

Here

is

a stunt used during

summer

which had a
remarkable drawing power.
Following a big newspaper
campaign announcing a plan to
the

time,

who

entered

day of the

first

given

a

silver

spoon, which cost the theatre
thirteen cents.

During the

rest of the

sum-

1-point
coupons were
mer,
given away with each 10 or
15 cent admission ticket purchased and 2-point coupons
with each 20 or 25 cent admis-

sion

They were

ticket.

deemed

at

follows:

the

box

teaspoon,

tablespoon,

32

office

as

points;

16

points

re-

;

butter

knife, 32 points; table knife, 32

points; table fork, 32 points;

sugar spoon, 32 points.

No
C. C.

attending the thelady

was

interval

too Ion".

By

all

each

cou-

co-operative

(At the Central Park theatre,
Chicago)
intervals, "Jazz

LESTER CUNEO,

in

trouble

making

was experienced

tober

1st.

"The Masked

published.

Rumors

of Theatre

Go by

Deal

Boards

Louis Exhibitor Offers
to buy Koplar Houses
at Right Prices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO., Oct. 18— "The
North Grand theatre is not for sale at
any price."
Thus commented Ferd Warner, owner
of the North Grand, when asked about a

rumor that City Wide Amusement Company, controlled by Sam Hamburg, Jr.,
Harry Koplar and Ben S. Cornwell, is
negotiating for the North Grand, O'Fallon Park, Pageant, Shaw and Arsenal
theatres.

Warner added

that he had informed
City Wide Amusement
could not obtain control of the
North Grand, which is a strong competitor of the New Lindell and Grand-Florissant theatres owned by the City Wide

Hamburg
Company

that

company.

Hamburg Makes No Reply
Hamburg that I was willing

"I told

purchase the
sant,

Maffitt

New
and

to

Lindell, Grand-FlorisNovelty from the City

Wide Amusement Company

if

they cared

and their price was right," Warner concluded. "I have not heard from
Mr. Hamburg since that time."
Spyros Skouras, president of Skouras
to sell

Enterprises,
owner of the
and Arsenal, informed
interviewers that he had no announcement to make at this time. One report
is that possibly Skouras Brothers might
take over the Juniata and Shenandoah of
the City Wide company. These are competitors of the Arsenal.

Brothers

Shaw,

Pageant

Keep

a tieup with a silver

manufacturer and the silverware was obtained at less than
wholesale cost. The manufacturers made an agreement to
take back all unredeemed silver.
The coupons issued were
after
redeemable
Ocnot

star of

Avenger," a new Western Pictures Exploitation Company feature, soon to be

St.

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

BALABAN AND KATZ

1921

work for our business
work harder than ever

to

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have

29,

got to get out and

and we have

since September,

per

50

October

Identity

Secret

Steve Kaiman, principal owner of the
O'Fallon Park theatre, said he had been
asked recently to place a price on his

"The parties who approached
did not reveal who they represented,"

theatre.

me

he stated.

Hamburg

today his company is
for the O'Fallon Park
and North Grand. When asked about
the Pageant, Shaw and Arsenal he referred the questioner to Harry Koplar.
The latter could not be reached.
not

in the

said

market

;

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
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motion pictop^J

Exploitation Excerpts
EXPLOITATION

science has in common with other sciences unchanging fundamentals
with which all engaged in its development should at no time lose contact because
new and glittering superficialities lay strong claim to attention. No structure is in
A firm foundation is a prime essential. To do new things well it is necitself valuable.
essary to establish intimate touch with basic principles. Thus is progress brought to the
status of natural development.
In the years of its operation this department has treated of every aspect of adverExcerpts from exploitation editorials previously presented in
tising and exploitation.
this space are reprinted herewith because of their perpetual pertinency to the every day

work

of the advertising executive.

Supply and demand
of

all

the great foundation

is still

Nothing

is

good that

ever so

it

cannot be

surpassed.

business.
*

*

*

*

*

*

his

You

personality, as reflected in his theatre and in his

nity for

method

sponsible to you for
your medium of communication with your dependants and supporters.

The

successful exhibitor

who

sells

of putting on his show.
*

Your theatre
of a

one

is

.

motion picture.

or displeasingly, so

.

*
.

As
is it

*

*

corresponds to the story
it is presented pleasingly
popular or unpopular.
*

*

There is one and only one economy compatible
with good advertising economy of words.

—

*

*

*

Quality should come

Quantity

first.

But

a satisfactory substitute.

—

it is

never

is

a mighty fine

are directly responsible to your
its

*

petition

is

and fight

go straight to

to
it

The

*

about

it

first
is

*

that which

institution.

*

its

is

profitable

retained in the American

is

*

*

toward success

exhibitor's first sure step

in

adver-

regarded by patrons as a theaCredit for that goes to the ex*

any other

*

the

exhibitor has

it is

him-

the best.

developed civic re-

sponsibility to such a degree that he readily

is

Good management,

he earnestly believes
* * £

When

*

The

Advertising, like charity, begins at home.

nature

hibitor.

tre as in

*

theatre.

self that

*

duty of an ad, whatever
always to catch the eye.

Presentation

*

tising consists in so advertising his theatre to

*

tre

find out all

it,

out.
*

or purpose,

menacing com-

*

Presentation must be constructive to endure.
Only constructive presentation is profitable. Only

*

to rid yourself of

*

The genius idea has no place in exploitation.
The \vork idea should have top position.

assistant.

The best way

commu-

The community is resupport. Your advertising is

entertainment.

*

operation of a theais the thing

in the

wholeheartedly lends support to any and

and

fellow

and citizen bodies engaged in worthy endeavors he has in great measure overcome the
difficulty of persuading fellow citizens, collectively
and individually, to cooperate with him.
citizens

line of business,

that begets success.

all

*

the theatre to advertise the performance to the

There are many good advertisers. There will
be more of them. The good advertisers, like the
seven lean cattle of a certain famous dream, will

exclusion of

eliminate the other variety.

*

*

*

The time has passed when

it

was

sufficient for

all else.

*

*

*

*

Where the girls, wives and mothers go, there
the boys, husbands and fathers will go also.
*

tre

*

the sale of newspapers.

picture

is

is

to the sale of thea-

of the

newsboy

is

to

*

*

the reason for the theatre.
*

Showmanship,

*

The advertising catchline
admissions what the cry

The

the

*

*

science

of

properly

profitably selecting, exploiting and presenting
tion picture entertainment,
hibitorial

success.

is

and

mo-

the foundation of ex-
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Suggestions in the

October

29,

1921

Stills

"Two Minutes

to

Go"

Vaudeville sketches and musical comedies of college life were
extremely popular a few years ago. Practically every showman
of experience has at his finger tips a wealth of information
and, in many cases, scripts, which may be used with suitable
alterations as stage presentation for "Two Minutes to Go,"
Charles Kay's First National attraction. The below still from
the picture discloses an easily approximated setting which will
serve.
quartette, professional or amateur, may be used. In
college towns students may be employed, thus interesting a
large body of potiential patrons.
Elsewhere high school students may be found to participate willingly.
Street exploitation, especially in football season, should be productive of
excellent results.

A

"They Shall Pay"
In ''They Shall Pay," a Playgoers Picture Corporation feature distributed by Pathe Exchange, Inc., Lottie Pickford, the
star, impersonates a Spanish dancer to further her plans for
wreaking vengeance upon one of the men instrumental in bringing about her father's financial run and subsequent death. The
setting in the picture, and the costuming, shown in the still,
are such as to constitute ample data for the staging of a prologue or interlude. With the presentation of a rose to a seemingly enamoured masculine member of the cast by the dancer
a dramatic pitch may be created after which the picture will
follow immediately.

"The Barricade"
Katherine Spencer and Kenneth Harlan are seen as below

"The Barricade," an R-C Pictures production.

in

The simplicity
when presenta-

of the setting is not its least desirable attribute
tion possibilities are under consideration. Most theatres have a
grand piano and a setting of the indicated style on hand. Elsewhere these may be obtained at little expense.
The talent
required may be professional or amateur, as circumstances
dictate, and the selections used should be selected after a
view of the picture. Thus a prologue, no less effective because
of its simplicity, may be produced. "Humoresque" and "Once
to Every Woman" arc among the pictures successfully pre-

sented by no

"Rip
Ward

Van Winkle"

Lascelle's production of "Rip Van Winkle," with
Thomas Jefferson in the title role, distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, presents exploitation and presentation
opportunities as varied as they are numerous. The still shows
the leading character returning after his long sleep. Any exhibitor should be able to win voluminous press attention by staging a parallel event in his city, employing a suitable person
properly garbed to enter the city at an advisable moment and
tell a story of a long sleep in the neighboring country.
Infinite
variation of the idea is possible. To amplify it here is to cramp
native ingenuity.
For presentation the same character, with
others suggested by other stills, may be employed in divers

ways.

more pretentious methods.
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"Thunderclap" Box Office
Successor to "Checkers"
"Checkers," Fox production,

won

a high place in exploitation history.

"Thunderclap," one of twelve Fox special features offered for the current season, qualifies as the logical

box

successor to that

office

money maker.

Both are racing dramas.
Both admit of spectacular enterprise

in

every department of exhibitorial advertising.

Photographs reproduced herewith show the
Isis

The-

Denver

Colo.,

The
atre,

but
infrequently
e nfavorably
tioned in exploita-

m

tion news, conduct-

ed a campaign for

"Thunderclap"

many ways

in

paral-

work

the
done for "Checkers'' two years ago.
The results reported are wholly in
keeping with the
magnitude of the
undertaking.
leling

The

first

reported exploitation

in

behalf of "Thunderclap."
a simple matter to

"

T hunderclap "

the

Isis

theatre,

was accorded char-

Denver, Colo.

"Check-

.Adaptable qualities
of the Isis 'front
are ezident.

acteristic

ers"

during

exploitation
its

run at

advertise the newproduction exten-

and

sively

well.

The

race angle is
the
point to be played
up.

obviously
In

history

"Checkers''
there are

accounts of street
exploitation of extraordinary character.

It

may

New York

ing a

of the
picture four jock-

showing

distant view
of the theatre front

eys

shows the promi-

steeds appeared

nent display given
the title of the

The

picture.

title,

by the way, is one
which cannot be
too prominently
or too frequently
displayed. It car-

punch not
often imparted by
ries

a

a

single word

title.

The close-up of
shows

the Isis front

the
race
track
structure erected.
It might easily be
the same that was
used for "Checkers,"
so
closely

does

it
resemble
photographs pre-

sented in this de-

partment

when

that feature was
in active circulation.

*

#

*

With no more
than this data to
suggest exploitation any exhibiors in the counry should find it

be

recalled that dur-

on

blooded
on

Broadway

and.

accidentally
or
otherwise, participated in a mad
dash through the

most

congested

district

when one

of the horses be-

came

frightened

and bolted with
its rider, the
others following.
In other cities
the same idea was
used, with various amplifications
and modifications.

Amateur

races

were

reported.
That stunt was
not used so extensively
as
to
forbid
repetition.
*

For

*

*

interior pres-

entation the nowfamiliar tread-mill
race was staged
in the larger theatres.
That also
is as good an idea
as the day it was

borrowed from
"Ben Hur."
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For "He

Who

October

Runs"

1921

29,

Behind

The
Report
Reports

previously

published

in

"What

the Picture Did for Me,"
especially interesting to theatre exploitation executives arc reprinted

herewith for convenient reference and
to facilitate file compilation.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita

—Wonderful

high

class

Tremendous indictment

Stewart.

9-reel

special.

of male sex.

A

spade is called a spade in boldest terms
but without suggestiveness.
This is
the

"He who runs may read"
very heart of Film Row, in

as he passes Vitagraph's

Chicago exchange,

in the

a window display of startling realism a score of
suggestions for the exploitation of "The Son of Wallingford."

The window

display

is

reproduced herewith.

It is

as carefully prepared as

most meticulous exhibitor would have it in his own lobby or interior. It
provides a practical model which may be followed accurately by any so progresthe

sive as to plan its reproduction.

Chicago and other exhibitors, passing daily in groat numbers, sec and talk
about the display. It will be strange if many do not use it for their own profit.

W.

C.

Brimmer, exchange manager, deserves unstinted

credit for his enter-

prise in providing for customers an exploitation demonstration of rare quality.

heaviest

yet

have ever seen.

greatest
It

kept

my

wondering what

teat,

sex drama I
gripping my
patrons would

me

They said that it was great. It
swept them off their feet and left them
gasping.
The playing of Myrtle Stedman was extraordinary. We played this
say.

up by heaviest bill posting, advertising,
banner across street, etc., and charged
50 and 25 cents to second paying house in
a month
Use your own judgment about
booking, but it booked go after it strong
as you can. It is truly a wonderful production of its kind
Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

—

A

Earthbound, with a special cast. Expected my patrons to be very much divided in their ideas on this picture, but

Visual Victory

was agreeably surprised to find that
about 90 per cent were held spellbound
by

production.

this

vitation to those

see this
theatre,

special.

Send a special inopposed to pictures to

— E.

Midland,

F.

Tex.

Ekman,

— General

Rialto
pat-

ronage.

THE MAN OF THE FOREST,

—

a Zane Grey production. Oh, what
a clean-up this feature did for me,

second run.

Advertised Zane Grey
and business was wonderful. Made

my front look like the great outdoors.
Sam Sax, New Grand theatre, Portland, Ore.

—

Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willat
production.

—A

mighty good undersea
and every character good.

picture, each

Patrons

well

satisfied.
Business very
used a diving suit in the lobby
which served to draw the people. Ad-

good.
vise

A

was scored by the Strand theatre
and a certain optometrist of Minneapolis, Minn., when the window display
shown in the reproduction of a slightly damaged photograph reproduced above
because of its subject matter was arranged. The display qualifies as the acme
visual victory spelling

box

Harold Lloyd, star of Associated Exhibitors' "Among Those Present,"
indelibly branded with the sign of the goggle in the public mind.
Lloyd

—goggles—optician.

— or

the straight sequence of ideas lead-

Could anything be more sim-

effective?

Business reported substantiates surface appearances of successful advertising.

The event

to

constitutes a visual victory.

book

feature.

this

—

Baker,

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL,
a

Cecil

B.

DeMille

production.
to capacity

Opened big on Sunday
business.
Found that

this

picture

did not need much publicity. A big
fan attraction. J. H. Thompson,
Picadilly theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

—

Forbidden Fruit,

Thus reads

ing to the production of the cooperative window.
ple

is

exhibitors

K. L. Burk, Orpheum theatre,
Ore. General patronage.

office dollars

of exploitation fitness.

I

production.

—A

a

Cecil

beautiful

and

B.

DeMille

lavish pro-

duction and some of the finest acting I
Clicked more prajse
have ever seen.
than any picture we have run for months.
Exploited with "Forbidden Fruit" candy
Will stand the limit in
and sundaes.
advertising.

—

J.

H. Talbert, Legion

the-

—
October

29,

— Smalt

Norwich. Kans.

atre,
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pat-

ronage.

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine HamOnly thing wrong with this

merstein.

—

Picture pleased, but did not
My patrons want stories, not
draw.
problems, and "pay" doesn't draw them
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre.
in.
Small town patronage.
Pierre, S. D.
is

the name.

—

—

The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas Fair-

— We

room on
heavy exploitaOur patrons enjoyed this thortion.
C. H. Coke.
oughly. It's 'a fine picture.
Mendenhall, Miss.
theatre.
Princess
Neighborhood patronage.
tanks.

played to standing

this one, as the result of

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy
"once to every showman."
Those "who came to scoff remained to
One of the most satistactory
pray."
plays for small towns ever produced.

Once

Phillips.

to

— And

This gave us the only paying house in
used the singer at
twcn.y days.
opening and closing of play. The playing of violin and piano brought forth the
tears and it was the only time in my
appreciated the playing of
I
life that

We

"Home, Sweet Home" and "Ben

We

Why

Bolt."

one long banner across the
street, above the traffic, with the title of
This, with
the play in black letters.
newspaper exploitation and rather heavy
Then
billing, gave us a good house.
came the praise and a good second folThanks to the exhibitor
low-up night.
ran

who

originated the singer idea. I believe
Brother Ed. L. Wegener. Lyric
it was
theatre, Valley Junction. Ia., in the Herald for Nov. 20. 1020. "What the Picture
Did for Me" department. Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

Straight from Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Sold the theatre
to the local Women's Club for the day.
Everyone
They did large business.
Miss Young
pleased with the picture.
HeinInteresting story.
very beautiful
soh'n and Westberry. Sylvia theatre, SylNeighborhood patronage.
vester, Ga.

—

—

Hamilton,

Knows
When "A

Broken Doll,"

F.

S.

O.,

Meyer

was shown at the Palwas granted children who brought to

First National attraction,

ace theatre, Hamilton, O., admission
the theatre broken dolls.

That is the simple scenario of a stunt worth knowing about.
Fred S. Meyer, managing director, did not go about the enterprise in as
simple manner.
He started the campaign through the newspapers, obtaining news and editorial comment, a not infrequently noted feature of Mr.
Meyer's endeavors. The human interest note was introduced and it had its
traditional effect.
This is pictured in accompanying illustrations.
Children ransacked attics, bureau drawers and basements for discarded
dolls.
Parents' aid was sought.
Friends were importuned to provide the
unique admission

Every

A

price.

child talked to other children

veritable

monsoon

of conversation

and adults about the offer.
swept over the city, with

its

gentle

but pronounced action bringing patrons to the Palace.

The County Fair (Tourneur), with
This subject went over
special cast.
from a box office standpoint good, but
the pKiure does not please 100 per cent.
Ycu will have to exploit this picture to
put it over. Robt. Albert. Albert theaNeighborhood pattre, Lancaster, N. Y.

—

—

—

ronage.

The Goat (Metro), with Buster Keaton.
good. Frame a special lobby

—Always
for

this

one

and

forget

the

feature.

—

comedy itself will draw. A. L.
Picker. Rex theatre. Ironwood. Mich.
The

General patronage.

The Luck

of the Irish, with a special

—There's

I
put it
a real picture.
over on Harold McGrath's fame and it
Everybody
did better than expected.
pleased.
I would advise any small town
A. N. Miles. Emiexhibitor to use it.
nence theatre. Eminence, Ky. General
patronage.

cast.

—

—

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
This picture satisfied our patrons. It is
nothing you can shout about from the
housetops, however. Plot is shallow and
is as old as the screen.
Most of our patrons are tired of the "sweetie-sweet" heroes, and they have taken a liking to
Tearle's real

he-man

qualities

and

style.

Vanity Fair-Fish style of cartooning can
be used to advantage in advertising.
Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo.
O. General patronage.

—

The stunt is typical of the man, a man who has made himself a prominent
figure in his community, a moving spirit in public enterprise and a known
quantity in civic life.
A long succession of kindred enterprises has brought Mr. Meyer to this
position.

What Meyer has done every exhibitor should attempt to do.
The doll stunt is one of many as a result of which Hamiltonians know
Mr. Meyer as few theatre men, or other business men, are known in their
communities.
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(J

Revive Stock Stunts

"The

1921

for

Affairs of Anatol"

If it is your custom to calculate the exploitation
merit of a motion picture by the new stunts produced
in its advertising, consider "The Affairs of Anatol,"
Cecil B. DeMille's all-star Paramount production, new
stunts used in connection with which were set forth in
detail in a recent issue of this publication.
If it is } our custom to judge a picture by the
facilities it affords for the application of exploitation
methods tested by time and found effective, weigh with
equal care the same attraction.
"Old stuff" effectively applied to the exploitation
of "The Affairs of Anatol" is illustrated herewith.
In Camden, N. J., Manager McEwen, of the Grand
Theatre, chartered a street car and affixed thereto banners setting forth prominently the details of the engagement and the essential picture data. Elim M.
Orowitz, Paramount exploitation man, cooperated.
In New Haven, Conn., when the picture was shown,
Albert S. Nathan, also of Paramount, assisted the management of the Rialto Theatre in conducting with a

New Haven

newspaper a drawing contest in which cash
were offered with the usual provision
for tying contestants.
Drawings of the stars were
made. Hundreds entered the contest, not the first of
its kind held in New Haven, and in addition to the ex-

and

ticket prizes

tensive publicity obtained material submitted provided
lobby material obtainable in no other manner.
I'oth stunts are familiar to exploitation exhibitors.

Both have been used by many theatre men for many
attractions.

Both served admirably for the exploitation of the
DeMille production.
The Herald review of the picture, printed several
weeks before that of any contemporary, emphasized the
exploitation possibilities of the production.

Weigh

the feature in the light of theatre history
thus early in its circulation against the
statements made therein and learn why the Herald
is "the paper that is read."

established

I

ssmaammmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Cecil B Dc Mine's Greatest

Jhe

29,

2VFFAIRS
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"On e Ara bian
Nig;ht" Grives

w

Lif e to
Pre:senta tion
"One Arabian Night,"

First National
Pola Negri, star of
"Passion" and "Gypsy Blood," gave promise
in prospect of publication as an exploitation
In the first reported engagements
feature.
it has been so ably presented as to warrant

has been received at
rare intervals during
recent months.
All
should be glad to
note
in
the
that

featuring

attraction

single photograph of
the
"One Arabian

especial attention.

New

impetus doubtless will be imparted
to theatre presentation as an institution by
Edward L. Hyman, manthis production.
aging director of the Brooklyn Strand, submitted the first photographic record of its
reproduction of this phototreatment.

Night"

presentation
received the established high standard
of excellence is apparent.

A

Here, apparentbut one performer was employ-

graph, showing the advance prologue used
a week prior to the opening of the engagement, was published in the October 22
issue of this publication.

ly,

edd. Yet the setting,
and doubtless the
lighting, was such as

Photographs reproduced herewith show
work done in behalf of the picture.

to

additional

*

*

Above
the

right

and

*

to

No

The

other

show

illustrations

the

Ma

pages.

from

this

formerly

unusual

t

e r

i

al

source,
plentiful.

*

less

film.

presentation

staged by
Toseph
Plunkett, at the New
York Strand.
The Adams theatre is not often represented
in
these

*

remarkable, and no less a
tribute to the production, is the camera
record of the New York Strand enterprise.
Mr. Plunkett, never inactive and never
hyper-economical, has not produced in
many months a prologue so elaborate and
colorful as that used for the Pola Negri
*

shown

is

the stage setting of
the Adams theatre,
one of the Kunsky
Detroit,
chain,
in

Mich.

give

weight to the prologue.

*

The photographs recall the period of
intense activity which followed publication
of "Kismet," a picture which did as much
for presentation as any 'other single production ever offered. If there has been an
equal in presentation fitness it is "Passion,"
the general theatre treatment of which was
such as to add to the stage value of the
present feature.
Publication of such a picture at this time is an event of no
Due, possibly, to business conditions
inconsiderable importance.
during the summer, presentation has been abandoned by many
Regarded as an item of unnecessary expense, it was
exhibitors.
dropped temporarily and permitted to fall into decay.
Not more than two or three pictures which practically demand
prologue treatment, by reason of their obvious fitness for it, are
required to restore theatre production to its properly sound status.
The first of these productions, "One Arabian Night," takes
on added significance when regarded from this viewpoint. Its benWhatever the box office record
efits will be of lasting character.
stablished, the prologue activity induced will be of permanent
beneficial influence.
*

*

*

will use the feature have in their Herald file
the exceptionally well written special script prepared by Bob Dexter,
of First National, which was published in a recent issue. The two

Exhibitors

who

pages devoted to Mr. Dexter's composition constitute a complete

compendium

of

working material.
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Exploitation Snapshots

Marc Lachmann, exploitation representative for the F. B. Warren Corporation, aided Louis Felt, manager of the
Aldine theatre, IV ilmington, Del., in his exploitation of "The Wot," great space being won for the picture in the newsThe picture deals with the question of
papers by reason of a special performance attended by J.?5 school teachers.
The Parker Fountain Pen
poorly paid educators, and editorials, interviews, etc., folloxvcd in natural sequence.
tie-up was also used, placards being widely posted and placed in the lobby and in every room of the Du Pont Hotel.

A

notable addition to the exploitation record of "Miracles of
the Jungle," Federated serial, is
the float sent about Omaha, Neb.,
by Al. Kahn, of the Federated Exchange in that city. Mr. Kahn's
exploitation on behalf of the theatres who will use the attraction is
cooperation of the most commendable type.

Effective exploitation used by
the Crystal Palace tlicatre, Sydney, Australia, has been presented
in previous issues of this publica-

The photograph herewith
tion.
shows the display used for "A
Perfect Crime,"
tional

now

attraction, a

a First Natypical bit of

The Crystal Palace
lobby presents obvious problems.
Photographs received show these
decoration.

"The Golden Snare," especially
suitable for lobby exploitation, has
established an enviable record in
The display installed
brief time.
for the First National attraction
by R. L. Hertzer, manager of the
Southern theatre, Bucyrus, O., is
among the most realistic yet reported.

problems admirably solved.

the most artistic windoii' displays reported to date are the fourteen obtained by Fred V. Greene, Jr.,
exploitation representative, for "The Great Impersonation," during its run at the Rialto theatre,
Co., publishers of the
York.
Three specimens are reproduced above. The Liggett Drug Company. A. L. Burt
book, and Hugo Riesenfcld, managing director of the Rialto, cooperated in the work.

Among

Paramount

New

&

October

29,
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Pictures of Progress

A taxicab, with driver and feminine passenger, parked in the lobby
of the Star theatre, Portland,
Ore., during the run of First National's "The Girl in the Taxi."
The stunt was the first used by
Munro Goldstein, new manager,
since taking over control of the
house.

"Why

Girls Leave Home," a Warner Brothers feature currently receiving
exploitation wherever shown, was featured above a program of
Keith's vaudeville at the Coliseum theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. To extend the drawing
radius of the production an inexpensively equipped but distinctly attractive vehicle,
shown above, was sent about the community. Although the title of the picture
doubtless figured prominently in the success experienced, the stunt is one which may
be adapted to any feature on the market. Other accounts of exploitation instituted
for the attraction named have appeared in previous issues of this publication. Thus
early in its theatre career the production gives promise of attaining high rank among

extraordinary

.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Reardon,
managing the Tulare theatre, Tulare, Cal.,

spent $200 for a booth

County Fair, which they be-

at the

was well invested in spite
Picof a bad box office week.
tures were shown and literature

lieve

was

distributed.

the exploitation pictures of the year.

Mrs. Reardon's

suggestion, in a letter to First Na"Capitalize
your
tional,
reads.
handicaps."

One of the stanchions provided
for the exploitation of Goldwyn's
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" was
below the "New York
Times" baseball score board on

placed

the afternoon of the game that
clinched
the
American League
The
pennant for the Yankees.
picture was in engagement at the
Capitol theatre at that time.

A

male trio garbed as iron workers appeared in the prologue to
Iron,"
National's "Scrap
First
staged by

M. Smith, manager

Locu/s Park

of
Cleveland,
being reported

theatre,

O., great success
The back
for the engagement.
drop design is one which should
be easily duplicated in adaptation

of the idea.

Meyer, whose remarkwith Goldwyn's
"The Old Nest" was related in a

Fred

able

S.

experience

special report recently published in
this paper, submits the accom-

convincing
but
tardy
panying
proof of his telegraphed statement. As you know, the theatre
the place, Hamilis the Palace;
ton, O.
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Selznick to Aid Showmen
Exploiting "Man's Home"
an exploitation title, "A Man's
has few equals.
As an exploitation success, according
to advance indications, the picture will
rank high in current production.

As

Home"

MANS OOMC"

A

VI I'll

II

HANI

I

I

l«

r.

I

I

plans for exhibitor exploitation assistance announced by Selznick Enter-

l

probably the most extensive
yet reported from this source.

prises are

HOMY

I

i

i

MOIANDBOTI.'MUT

The outstanding feature of the Selznick service to exhibitors using this production is the preparation of a four-installment serialization of the story written by

*
•
r*iiK

The

I

Hi 0M
>,UAlI VAI I NT INI
am
\
111 ,M Mil
AH. t HINNI

HA

PA

Anna

Steese Richardson, author

of the picture and associate editor of the

Woman's

i

•

.t

1 1

v

nABftf

T

Mi*

amp

ikii

iomi v

They're All Stars
Af **C ABfCtG

*4

if*

*

r

MAN 5

mm

Kalph Incc

L

Home

Companion, for local
This is prepared in mat
form, with illustrations, ready for newspaper printing.
It is pointed out that in connection
with the publication of the serial cooperative page advertisements, advertising on behalf of merchants things to be
found in a man's home, may be used.

newspaper

use.

Samples of the billboard representation
available are presented herewith, as are
also the two advance slides. In addition
to these, film trailers, said to be of exceptional character, are also offered.
Of cuts, lobby cards, etc., there is a
wide assortment,
up with especial

all

matter being mad':

And in addition
the 16-page, three-color campaign
book there is a four-page clip sheet, newspaper size, containing press notices of
every nature, reviews, editorials, in short
every type of material required.
care.

to

The attempt was made,

A
MANS HOME
a RALPH INCE PRODUCTION
UARRYTMOREY-MAII MOORE
nATMLTN ^lUIAMS-FAlftf BINNET
GRACE VAlfNJM-ROlANDMTOWT

it

is

stated,

prepare material which would serve
with equal effectiveness the theatre man
with extensive resources and the exhibitor whose every dollar must produce
to

its

fullest possible benefits.

Examination of the material submitted
indicates that
successful.

this

attempt was entirely

A MANS HOME

a RALPH INCE PRODUCTION
MARRY T.MORIY-MAIT MOORE
KATULYN WILUAMVFAIRE ftlNNET
GRACE VALENTINE -ROIAND BCJTi'J

H
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r-

to THE

Go

STBAND to day and see

Buy

M

newsboys
The StrandT^atre wUI|iye?io.
totne.newsboy that^ssns;tne

complete novel

MUTUAL
"«

OUJ?

FRIEND

^mmeand help

friend
me win mutualprize

CHARLES DICKENS'
last

a.?r«ss

most issues of to-days Fiess
STRAND is "OUR MUTUA1 FRIEND

it s

fH £

great

Lachmann Hews New
For Warren
Marc Lachmann, exploitation repof the F. B. Warren
Corporation, has broken new ground
resentative

in

Beginning with
which won special

exploitation.

suggestions

this department for their
he has progressed to the
accomplishment recorded herewith,
the mapping out of- a comprehensive
campaign for "Our Mutual Friend
in which every theatre man will
find suggestions of practical value.

capers of them in order that they
may win the "'Mutual Friend" prize
offered by theatre and newspaper.
The illustration above discloses

changes is shown in the third
column, designed for use of theatre
and clothier in cooperation.

further details of the

tically self-explanatory,

At

mention in

novelty,

-

The

'

campaign
probably, a newspaper
which the theatre man

feature stunt of the

suggested

is,

enterprise in

urged to obtain the cooperation
of one local publication and its carriers.
By arrangement suggested
carriers will ask citizens to buv
is

Meet

JENNY WREN
The
of

Doll's

Dressmaker

CHARLES DICKENS'
celebrated novel

*OUR MUTUAL

FRIEND"

Trail
Exploitation

is

pla'n.

the bottom of the

first

column

illustrated a doll store tie-up sug-

gested, in

which the

sale of dolls is

by use of such
an advertisement, mats for which
will be furnished free by exchanges.
In the center is shown a book
especially advertised

cover suggested for use in connection with a special sales drive for

Dickens' works conducted by book-

and theatre.
Another mat furnished

store

DICKENS'
(ost complete

ex-

IF

YOU
HAVENT

novel

READ
THE
Vbook
;

YOU
CERTAIN

LY

W1U

AFTEfi

SEEING

THE
PiCTUBE

to see

]

all

day

to-day.

"OUR MUTUAL FRIEND'
it

STRAND THEATRE

the-

Have the kiddies meet Jenny

Nov Shoving
!

^ 1
'i^ ^.

all

prac-

probability

And behind

each

is

seen the spirit

of service, the service of exchange
to exhibitor.

Mr. Lachmann, a man of ideas
and initiative, is a welcome newcomer in the field of exploitation
executives.
For concrete demonstration of his ability see page 60
of this issue.

bv

CHARLES

FRIEND*
vill be in the Toy
rtment
She will give free tickets vim every c*3

simple, practical, in

are

but they are

profitable.

There should be many more such
-ecords of

•our
MUTUAL

Jenny

The four suggestions

'

Lachmann achievements.
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THREE SCENES

snapped on the Christie Comedy lot. (Left) Bobby Vernon fighting a duel in "A Barnyard Cavalier." (CenAl Christie trying to read a scrip "A Rambling Romeo" with music furnished by Neal Burns and Mr. Vernon. (Right)
Making a scene for "Fresh from the Farm," a rural comedy.

tre)

October Marks Fifth Birthday
of Christie

Comedies

Now Has One of the Most Completely Equipped Studios
Any Company Specializing in Short Subjects

of

anniversary of Christie comedies as an
enterprise and the tenth anniversary of
Al Christie's "discovery" of Hollywood, now the production center
fifth

motion pictures.

In 1911 Christie went West, then as the maker of Nestor comedies, and
settled down in the suburbs of Los Angeles (Sunset Boulevard and Gower
Street, Hollywood), picking out a corner which has since become famous
as the headquarters of Christie comedies.

CHRISTIE

made

there

pictures

sev-

years for Universal and when
Universal City was built, in 1915, moved
with the remainder of the Universal
companies.
In 1916, when Al Christie, with his
formed
Christie,
brother, Charles H.
their own company, the property at Sunset and Gower was acquired and gradually built up until at present the Christie
Film Company's studios cover the entire
city block and contain, it is claimed, the
eral

most complete equipment and facilities
of any company specializing in two-reel
films.
*

*

*

The first three years of the
company were a continual fight

Christie
for rec-

which were
toward light
comedy, absence of slapstick and an effort to tell a pleasing and entertaining
and amusing story in 1,000 feet of film.

ognition

of

marked by

By

the

one-reel films
a decided trend

fourth year,

single-

Christie's

comedies and two-reel Christie comedies were recognized among the leaders
in their field, and the fifth year marked
the departure of the Christies from the
independent market to a national distributing agency, Educational Exchanges.
Christie still remains as an independent
producer, but with unified marketing of
reel

films,

considers

that

the

"best

Christie

marked by intensive booking

»

three big pictures, "Barnyard Cavalier,"
a costume play with Bobby Vernon,

combines farmyard atmosphere
with the romantic French period, being
directed by Beaudine, under the supervision of Al Christie; the second picture

is

being

of the new-

comedies
Christie
two-reel
of
which are in the Educational exchanges.
Pictures alerady in the hands of the exchanges in the new series are "Nothing

with Dorothy Devore; "Oh
It,"
Buddy," with Neal Burns; "In for Life,"
with Viora Daniel: "Exit Quietly." with
Bobby Vernon; "Falling for Fanny,"
with Eddie Barry; "A Pair of Sexes."

Southern republic it is the intention
Universal to open four or five offices

"No

Parking," a comedy with folding houses, a clever dog and a cute
kiddie, with Neal Burns and Helen Darling in the featured role, this being directed by Scott Sidney; and "A Rambling
Romeo," another picture with Neal Burns
featured, being directed by Al Christie.
Beginning the sixth year of production, the Christie organization remains
practically as it was started five years

being

headed by Al Christie as
president, C. H. Christie as vice-president and general manager, and Fred L.
Porter as secretary and treasurer.
The sixth year of the Christie Film

ago and

Company

is

will mark its five-hundredth
at the present time no em-

comedy, but

phasis is made on quantity production,
the comedies being limited to twentyfour Christie comedies a year and single
leel subjects one a week.

Washburn Will Play
In Goldwyn Picture

of
in

addition to those already operating.
Appointment of MacFarland follows
close on the naming of Monroe lsen as
manager of Universal's distributing sys-

tem

Both appointments
Universal's intention to carry
forward its policy of expansion the world
over.
Argentina.

in

indicate

Kendall Arranging for
Outlet for His Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

which

YORK,

Oct.

18.— Messmore

Kendall, president of the Capitol theatre,

completing plans for the distribution
two of the Messmore Kendall-Robert
W. Chambers pictures which are yet to
Mr. Kendall has just rebe published.
is

of

turned to
trip

New York

after a six weeks'

abroad.

Arrangements have been made whereby
"Pardon My French," a light comedy
from the pen of Edward Childs Carpenter, is
to be distributed by Goldwyn.
Vivian Martin, who was the star in "The

Song

of

the

Soul,"

the

first

Messmore

Kendall-Robert W. Chambers production,
also has the stellar role in the second feature, which was directed by Sidney 01"Cardigan," which is the most precott.
tentious of the Kendall output, is now
in

the process of

titling.

Amusement Company
Names New Managers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO.,

Oct. 18.— Bob New-

Lehr,

Kearse circuit,
which operates theatres in West Virginia
and Ohio, has been appointed manager
of the Lafayette by City Wide Amuse-

Yezierska's remarkable story, which is
about to go into production under the
direction of E. Mason Hopper.

R. J. LaVoise, who has
been associated for eight years with J. A.
and C. E. Carrier, production managers
for the company, has been assigned to the
Xew Pershing theatre as manager.

series

Like

»

Production during the month includes

theatre?

everywhere" may best be served.
anniversary month

with Viora Daniel and Neal Burns; and
"Pure and Simple," with Bobby Vernon.
*

George E. Kann, manager of the fordepartment of Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, has appointed
Jay W. MacFarland manager of the
Mexican branch of the company. Owing
to the improvement of conditions in the
eign

marks the
OCTOBER
independent film-making
of

MacFarland Manages
Mexican Branch of
Universal Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 18.— Abraham
Goldwyn vice-president, has signed
Bryant Washburn to play the leading
male role in "Hungry Hearts," Auzia

kirk,

formerly with the

ment Company,

CHARLES
as
One

(CHIC) SALE
"His Nibs"

he portrays in the photoplay of that
by Exceptional Pictures Corporation

of the seven characters

(.Advertisement)

name produced
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DIGEST/PICTURES oftAeWEEK
A X OTHER mammoth

foreign production

New York

a bid for favor in

this

making

is

week.

It

is

"Theodora" the product of the Unione Cinematografica
Italiana,

wyn

and was brought to

Corporation.

to surpass in size

The

this

by Armando

and architectural beauty anything

They were designed
who was

Brasini, architect to the Vatican,

them

careful to reproduce

A. Seiter.

country by the Gold-

sets in this production are said

ever attempted in this country.

through a society she organizes. It was written and
produced by Hunt Stromberg, and directed by William

true to the place and period.

"LADYFINGERS"

picture

made

in Italy since the

war.

it

The

the

first

big

cast includes

Rita Jolivet, Rene Maupre, Ferrucio Blancini and Guido

Marciano.

Miss Jolivet

can exhibitors and

it

remembered by Ameriher work in "Theodora"

will be

is

said

surpasses anything she has ever done.

"THEODORA"

is

as pleasing a crook

experience as a stage playwright.

Edythe Chapman have the principal
Carew and a capable cast in support.

"Theodora" was made by the same company that produced "Cabiria" several years ago, and

(Metro)

drama as has been presented on the screen in some time.
Bayard Veiller directed, and he has given it his vast

"MY LADY FRIENDS"

Bert Lytell and
roles with Ora

(First

National) with

Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven, in an adapted stage
play, is only mildly amusing.
It is a musical comedy
without the music. The subtitles are but a succession
of time-worn stage "gags" while most of the comedy
consists of running in and out of bedroom doors and
a general family mix-up.

"THE BARRICADE" (R-C Pictures)
Christy Cabanne production, taken from

is

a William

one of the most
It was directed by
gigantic spectacles of the year.
Commendatore Arturo Ambrosia and is based on the
tempestuous life story of a lion tamer's daughter, who,
as Empress of the Roman Empire, ruled half the world.
It was adapted from Victorien Sardou's drama and is
(Full review
said to have cost upwards of $3,000,000.
on page 42).

Carson Goodman's story. It tells a convincing, human
story of life on New York's East side, of a barrier raised
'by wealth and pride, when a poor boy marries a
wealthy society girl. The titles are inclined to be
preachy and there are several unnecessary characters.

"THE FOOLISH AGE" (R-C Pictures) presents
Doris May in a light but pleasing little comedy-drama
written around a college girl who plans to spread cheer

This screen version of Will J. Payne's story of
political intrigue and mistaken identity furnishes good
program entertainment. An excellent cast and intelligent direction are two outstanding factors of the pro-

(Goldwyn)

is

"THE FAMILY CLOSET"

Dr.

Daniel

(Associated Exhibi-

tors).

duction.

"UNDER THE LASH,"

(Paramount) is a well
"The Shulamite," a widely discussed novel. Gloria Swanson, Russell Simpson and
Mahlon Hamilton dominate the picture with strong

made

picturization

of

portrayals of colorful characters.

South Africa

is

the

scene of the entire play and the technical aspects of
the production are excellently managed.

"JANE EYRE"

(Hodkinson)

ization of Charlotte Bronte's

a

splendid

pictur-

famous novel, with Mabel

Ballin in the titular role.
The picture was directed
by Hugo Ballin and he has given his best in the way
of direction, casting and production.
It should please

readers of the gifted writer's tale of British country
life.

"HER FACE VALUE,"

(Realart) has in

incidents and situations of the type that

Coast.

immigrant, in a scene from
by Irving Lesser on the West

little

it

many

for enter-

It has, in addition, a good performance
and another equally as good by T. Roy
Barnes. It is a story of screen and stage life, in which
matrimonial and family matters figure prominently,
which the major portion of the public should receive

tainment value.

by the

JACKIE COOGAN, as a
"My Boy," produced

make

star

favorably.

MABEL BALLIN

IN

A

JANE EYRE

review of "Theodora," the big
Goldwyn spectacle, appears on
page 42.

(HODKINSON)

A

well-staged

photographed
Charlotte

and

delightfully

picturization

Bronte's

great

of

novel.

English atmosphere is
retained
throughout
carefully
Carefully directed
seven reels.
and splendidly costumed, but inclined to drag at times. Directed

The

old

by Hugo

—

charge by his two

Later

sisters.

marry him and
accept him when some

she is about to
vague, mysterious voice calls her back to
Rochester. She goes out into the night,
finally reaches the Rochester mansion,
which she finds in ruins, the insane wife
having escaped and set fire to the place,

young womanhood.
She secures a position as companion and
governess to the little ward of Fairfax
English gentleman of
Rochester, an
wealth, whose wife for many years has
been insane and confined to a room in
the upper part of the Rochester mansion.
Rochester falls deeply in love with his
ward's beautiful companion, who is igRochester's
norant of his insane wife.
love for Jane is so great that he plans

marry the orphan girl, condoning his
by the thought that his wife has

action

been dead to him for many years.
is stopped at the altar by
a brother of the insane wife, and Jane,
heartbroken, leaves the Rochester mansion.
She finally finds refuge in the
home of a young clergyman where she is
really

The wedding

viewed

it.

DeHaven,

as the rich Bible publisher,
tricks of the stage to get over
the humorous situations, and with fewer
and better written subtitles, these situations would have stood out stronger than
they did. Just an ordinary farce comedy
resulted.
James Smith, millionaire publisher of
Bibles, wishes his wife Catherine to dress
He
in lavish style as befits his position.
has a fondness for establishing friendless
young ladies in beautiful apartments and
studios, in various cities, and when they
threaten to visit him, he runs off to
Atlantic City.
He has his lawyer friend
They
fix it up with each young lady.
all arrive at the cottage at which he

used

many

stopping, and complications follow
his wife arrives upon the scene.
She. however, beats them at their black-

is

when

mailing scheme by withdrawing all of
her husband's money from the bank and
paying the girls off with SI. 000 checks.
Mrs. DeHaven plays Mrs. Smith. The
sets are beautiful and it is a pity the story
was not stronger.

GLORIA SWAXSOX IN

—

a poor orphan child, unwillingly given a
home by her wealthy aunt and later sent
to a charity school, where she passes the
years which bring her into charming

I

in

the clergyman asks her to

Ballin.

Lovers of old English drama are offered a treat in "Jane Eyre," the latest
Ballin production for Hodkinson distriCharlotte Bronte's novel of
bution.
British country life in the seventeenth
century was best enjoyed by readers
who had plenty of time on their hands to
delve into the gifted writer's tale of the
adventures and misadventures of sweet
And so will the Ballin
little Jane Eyre.
picture be best enjoyed, as it takes seven
reels to tell the story which could better
be told in six, or even five. It time hangs
heavy on your hands, and you are looking for a relaxation from the hectic, fast
moving dramas and melodramas of present day life, you will get a lot of enjoyment out of the smooth, easy-going picture story of the little English girl.
As the hoydenish little orphan living
on the charity of her rich aunt, Mabel
Ballin's interpretation is probably true
to the life of that time, but children act
different now and Mabel Ballin gives
critics plenty of opportunity to accuse her
Later on as a
of over-acting the part.
grown-up young woman the clever litown
and shows
her
into
tle star comes
talent with which it would be hard for
even the most captious to find fault. In
spite of her youth and sweetness, Miss
Ballin would do well to leave childish
roles to others.
Norman Thevor, who is co-star with
Miss Ballin, gives to the part of the
sedate and dignified English country gentleman the finished performance to be
The picture is well
expected of him.
cast throughout.
The opening of the story shows Jane,

to

taken

with a play equally as good. This story,
first used as a stage vehicle for Jack Norworth. lacks the zest and spontaneity of
the "Taxi" play, and Director Ingraham
and the star followed too closely the
stage "business" in transferring it to the
screen. As a result, there is much repetition, the story lags and the comedy
scenes do not register.
The picture played at a downtown
Chicago theatre last week, but awakened
little response from the audiences that

UNDER THE LASH
(PARAMOUNT)

A

concise transcription of a widelyread novel. Highly dramatic and
colorfully portrayed.
serious
and frank treatment of a complex

A

MABEL

BALLIN,

as little "Jane Eyre"
in the Hugo Ballin production of that
name to be distributed by Hodkinson.

In attempting to
losing her own life.
rescue her, Rochester has been injured

and has become

totally blind.

Finding

the man she loves desperately in need
of her and free, they are married, and
the final fadeout shows them in each
other's arms.

CARTER DeHAVEX IX

FRIENDS
MY LADYXATIOXAL)

(FIRST
Adapted stage play holds but a

modicum

of

interest

as

screen

nicely
is
comedy-drama. It
mounted, well photographed and
for the most part well acted, but
the comedy scenes drag and there
is nothing to lift it above the average of such productions.
Carter

DeHaven does

not follow up his
in the Taxi,"

former success, "The Girl

matrimonial situation.
Contains
much emotional acting of high
grade. Should please generally.
Gloria Swanson, Russell Simpson and
Hamilton share responsibility
and credit for the high grade emotional

Mahlon

performances

which impart to "Under

the Lash," the screen version of "The
Shulamite." a novel by Alice and Claude
Askew, its outstanding merits.
Sam
Wood directed well, amid fine settings,
and other members of the cast delineate
realistically their respective roles, but it
is essentially a three-player picture.
The story is laid in South Africa. The
In the
characters, save one, are Boers.
conflict of principles and customs brought
Englisharrival
a
young
of
about by the
man, with ensuing complications, the
story' has its being.
Gloria Swanson, as the demure wife of
an intolerant and bigoted farmer, scores
Simpson, as the
Russell
pleasantly.
farmer, gives a characteristically brilliant

performance.

Mahlon Hamilton,

as

the young Englishman whose sympathy
leads to love and whose love leads to
tragedy, effectively discharges the obli-

E

X H

P.

r

TO

I

R S

II

i-:

R A LI)

gations of his role. The result is a production which will appeal most strongly
to adults and should give good account

ing

anywhere.
Deborah, second wife of Simeon, a
Boer farmer, first learns of kindness
from a young Englishman who comes to
study farming under her husband. W hen
her husband threatens to beat her for
reading out of the Englishman's books
she tells him, to save him from the young
man's wrath, that she is to become a
mother. He desists and his cruelty turns

goers Pictures is distributing it
through Pathe.
"The 1'amily Closet" as a whole has been

man, attempting

rescue,

kills

the

Boer.

Subsequent complications are disposed of
and a happy ending follows.

WANDA HAWLEY

IN

HER FACE VALUE
(REALART)

A

lively

quate

comedv-drama with ade-

human

Picturization of

ballast.

interest
"The Girl

Who

"Saturday
Dividends," a
Evening Post" story. A chorus
romance with new angles.
girl
Good entertainment.
Paid

handled and offers an attracprovide good program entertainment.
Although no member of the
cast can be singled out for advertising purposes every player is well suited to his part.
The plot develops, smoothly and the element
intelligently

that

tion

will

May

Kitson.

advertising the

In

identity.

picture

ex-

can find ample material in the
subject of the family skeleton. Theatre

hibitors

also might interest newspaper

men
it

is

men

a story of politics and the press.
invitation

newswritera to

to

in

worthwhile public-

ior the attraction.

THE FOOLISH AGE

again.

The star begins the picture as a chorus
sirl. marries the press agent of her company, when it disbands, and retires to doLater she returns to the
mestic life.
stage when her perpetually visiting relatives cause a drifting apart of man and
wife, subsequently joins a motion picture
company, wins fame, is injured and finishes the picture by regaining her husband and happiness. Throughout the development of that extensive sequence of
events she is ably assisted by the refreshing Mr. Barnes, a comparative newcomer
in pictures, whose stay should be long
and successful.
There are occasional breaks in the conoccasional subtitles wlrch are
tinuitv.
lacking in clearness, and similar minor
The character of the story
defects.
counterbalances them, however.
public should like the picture.

The

takes the
Story of a
address of her professor to heart
and tries to spread good cheer
throughout the world. Vivacious
star makes the most of role assigned her.
Light but pleasing
entertainment. Directed by William A. Seiter.
Doris

May

proves her right to stardom
the former
Ince player has set a fast

"The Foolish Age" and

in

Thomas H.

pace for herself in this Hunt Stromberg
production.
There isn't much to the
story, but Director Seiter has built up
the comedy situations around the central
idea and keeps the action going at high
speed all the way through. It is a picture
that will satisfy most audiences.

Never

has

Miss

May

Becoming

by her college proMargie Carr establishes
and opens up the Cheer Society.
inspired

fessor's address,

an

office

She hires an office assistant, who knows
a lot of poor folks who need cheering
Her father and her sweetheart atup.
tempt to break up the Society. Margie
invites the office assistant's pals to a
social function at her home and the out-

THE FAMILY CLOSET
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
PAT HE)
Good stories are the usual thing
with Will J. Payne and "The

originally planned, and
for better or worse.

Family Closet" is no exception.
It has been made into an interest-

more

captivating than in the role of the pretty
college girl who is determined to cheer
up a drab old world. Bull Montana runs
her a close second, as the office assistant,
while Otis Harlan, as the indulgent
father, helps out with the comedy. The
picture is nicely mounted, especially the
interior scenes of an offrce building, and
the photography is A-l.

come

(

looked

almost disastrous to the Cheer
Society. She finally gives up the idea as
is

Hallam

takes her fiance

Cooley plays the role of
Dean, the fiance, while Lillian
Worth appears as "Flossy," Billy Elmer
as "Cauliflower Jim," and Spike Robinson as "Toad." citizens of the Eastside.

Homer

A

tcene from

"Ladyftngera" (Metro)

Bert Lytell is fortunate in being able
to follow up the successful picture "A
Trip to Paradise," with "Ladyfingcr<"
another that should prove even a better
drawing card than the first. It is a crook
story that has several original twists and
under the careful handling of Bayard
Veiller the dramatic points of the story
are brought out and played up to the
full.
There arc several comedy touches
too that are well directed and the subcontain just that crispness and
brevity that fits in so well with the

titles

PICTURES)
college girl who

(R-C

liarncs are

Veiller.

"The Family Closet" is a story of political
intrigue, romance and
mistaken

DORIS MAY IN

Roy

entertaining and original crook
story, splendidly produced with
many deft touches that put it in
a class by itself. The star has to
share honors with Edythe Chapman, a very capable actress, with
Directed by Bayard
a real role.

Members of the cast are Holmes Herbert.
Mann, Kcmpton Greene, Byron Russell. Josephine Frost, Walter Ware. John
Dillon, Verne Layton, Walter Lewis and

ity

T.

(METRO)

An

Alice

This should result

dominating figures in "Her Face Value,"
an animated narrative of stage and screen
life which should prove welcome entertainment on practically any program. It
is made up of things that people have
liked in the past and doubtless will like

IN

LADYFINGERS

This screen version of "Black Sheep."
which was published in the Saturday Evening J'ost, was directed by John 1!. O'Brien.

attend a private showing of the picture.

scene from "Her Face Value" (Realart)

1921

has been successfully maintained.

Extend an

A

29,

of suspense, so vital to a story of intrigue,

as

Wanda Hawley and

BERT LYTELL

and entertaining picture by
Ore-Col Film Corporation. Play-

of itself

Disclosure of her fabricato kindness.
tion brings renewal of his wrath and his
determination to kill her. The English-

October

action.
Lytell

is cast as an "expert safe opener"
repents after finding his grandmother, a wealthy old lady, and a sweet
Miss
young girl ward living with her.
Chapman plays the role of the grandmother with feeling and spirit. She is
not the usual decrepit, helpless, whitehaired old lady pictured in most stories
but a very active and sharp tongued
woman of seventy, amply able to take
Ora Carew plays the
care of herself.
But keep your eye
part of the ward.

who

on grandma.

good acting, excellent
pretty, sets, and a well
written scenario combine to make this
one of the month's best pictures.
"Ladyfingers" or Robert Ashe is raised
Effective light,

direction,

some

from childhood by a suave crook, Harry
Ashe.
He can open any safe ever invented and is the banc of the police department's existence. He is invited to attend a charity dance, held at the home
of a wealthy old lady, where he is given
every opportunity to steal a valuable
necklace.

him.

He

Here the police hope to
tempted but does not

is

"get"
steal

the wealthy lady's jewels, and he falls
He is taken
in love with her ward.
into the home but before marrying the
himself
up and
give
girl he decides to
serve his time for the crimes he has
committed. The old lady discloses her
identity, turns against him. and there is
a dramatic scene where he opens the
family safe and is discovered in the act

He only left a note,
his grandmother.
however, and she saves him from the
disgrace of being caught red handed.
After serving two years in jail he marries
the girl and they settle down on a little
farm. The old lady goes daily to look
at them from a distant hill, and when
she slips and falls down the steep bank
almost at their feet, old grudges are forgotten, and she demands to hold their
baby in her arms.
by

October

29,
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Key

All

Cities Book
Christie Series

New

"Nothing Like It" Plays

in

Larger Theatres of

Country
The new
which

of

series

tributing

many

away

got

comedies

Christie

Exchanges

Educational

to a

are

dis-

flying start

in

run cities, with every indication that all key cities will have started
the series within the present month.
"Nothing Like It." the first of the new
Educational-Christie comedies, has played
week runs at the following first run
first

theatres:

Newman

Film

Plays

Metropolitan, Washington. D. C; State.
Minneapolis; Newman, Kansas City. Mo.:

Omaha: Xew Grand

Rialto.

KATHERINE SPENCER,

who has an
important part in "The Barricade," a
new R-C

Picture.

SPECIAL CAST IX

THE BARRICADE
(R-C.

Arcadia and Palace (day and daushowing). Philadelphia.
Xew Orleans, Atlanta. San Francisco
Denver and other cities have started the
series with this first picture, but, at
troit:

PICTURES)

touches in this William Christy Cabanne production
that will strike a responsive chord.
Fairly interesting story some-

tie series,

what handicapped by

other

Adapted from a story by Daniel CarGoodman, and with the principal
role, that of a kind-hearted Hebrew, in
the capable hands of William A. Strauss,
"The Barricade" will doubtless please
where stories of Jewish life are in favor
and many a Gentile can lind hidden in
son

the trite tale an excellent moral.
The story refers to the social barrier
The
erected by wealth and selfishness.
pictures of the home life of an East Side.
New York, Jewish family are well handled and there is for contrast a Fifth aveits

snobbishness and

theatres are

the

of

GLADYS HULETTE,

Play

Many human

nue home, with

names

writing, the
not supplied.

titles written obviously to point a moral.

Central. St.

Louis: Rivoli. Baltimore; Alhambra, Milwaukee: Coliseum. Seattle: Madison. De-

Others

leading woman
Referee,"

fcr Conway Tearle in "The
a new Selznick picture.

Series

in

"Oh Buddy,"

the second of the Chrishas started in St. Louis. Wash-

ington.

Indianapolis.

Kansas

City.

Cleveland.

Omaha.

Denver. Los Angeles and

cities, and the third and fourth of
the series. "In for Life" and "Falling for
Fanny." also have started on their routes.

Pearce Obtains Product
Of Xew Orleans Section
Eugene Pearce

of Pearce Films. Inc..
Orleans, during a recent trip to Xew

Xew

York purchased

Wife Has Leading Feminine
Role in Hayakawa Picture
Xot

the

interesting

least

feature

of

Sessue Hayakawa's forthcoming production. "The Street of the Flying Dragon."
filming of which was completed recently
of R-C Picthe appearance of Mrs. Sessue
Hayakawa in the leading feminine role.

at

Mrs.
as

Hollywood studios

the

tures,

is

Hayakawa

is

known

to film devotees

Tsuru Aoki.

the rights for his terri-

tory on "Daine of Star Hollow," starring
Evelyn Greeley: "When Dawn Came."
Colleen

starring

Osborne's

prison

Moore: Thomas Mott
Right
picture. "The

Way"

(the Sidney Olcott subject), as
as the Maclyn Arbuckle series,
which embraces the subjects, "Squire
Phin," the Holman Day story, and "Welcome to Our City." the George V. Hobart play, already completed and ready
for exhibition.
well

arti-

ficiality.

New

Katherine Spencer has the role of Jane
She
Stoddard, a wealthy Xew Yorker.
Kenis pretty and plays her part well.
neth Harland appears opposite her as
Robert Brennon, the adopted son of

Xovcls by Well

feature

is

in six reels.

Robert Brennon has been raised and
sent through college by Jacob Solomon,
lowing a promise that he would look
James. Robert meets and falls in
love with a wealthy society girl, who

him despite his lack of social
standing. Soon after he is established in
a Fifth avenue office, Jacob visits Robert, much to the disgust of his wife and
her friends.
He promises to drop his
former associates.
Her society friends
find out that Solomon is Robert's foster
father.
Jacob makes excuses for Robert's actions.
He is penniless and about
to be evicted from his store and home
when Robert, realizing that false pride
has nearly robbed him of all character,
goes back to the East Side, saves Solomon's home, and asks forgiveness. His
wife, too, realizes her mistake and there
marries

is

a

happy reunion

in

Solomon's home.

Writers

by Universal as

I'ltrchascci

Universal has bought more than a dozen novels and short stories from
the best
stars.

his father's partner in a cigar store, fol-

after

Known

Stars

Special Attractions

He is
Jacob Solomon, a cigar maker.
inclined to overact.
Others in the cast
are Eugene Borden. Dorothy Richards.
James -Harrison and John O'Connor.
The

"U"

Stories for

known

writers in America as vehicles for its six special attraction
is the list of the more recent purchases:

Following

WARDS OF THE XORTH.

by Clar-

ence Buddington Kelland. to be filmed
as "Mischief." with Frank Mayo star-

OUT OF THE SILEXT XORTH.

—a

Harry Drago and Joseph Xoel
is

The

star's

by

Mayo

forthcoming feature

be

ROPE, by Wilbur

Daniel Steele,

will

du Pont, under the direction of

Paul Scardon.

Hapsburg Liebe.
will feature

by

U. Giesy and W.
another Prevost pro-

J.

will be

duction.

THE GUTTERSNIPE,
provides

a

by

splendid

Percival
vehicle for

Gladys Walton.

KIND DEEDS,
McXutt has

by William Slavens

also been purchased for Miss

Walton.

TRIMMED AXD BURNING,
SOU'WEST.

M. Clayton

Wilde,

"Doctor Jim."

star .Miss

Louise WinMarie Prevost's next starring vehicle. George Cox will direct.
will

SANDMAN*

ring.

vehicle.

I'RIXCESS VIRTUE, by

ter,

will

star

by

Hoot Gibson.

by E. R. Buckley, also

Gibson.

THE BLACK
Vance

will

BAG. by Louis Joseph

feature

Herbert

M ALLOY CAMPFADOR.
Kirk,

is

Rawlinson.

by
another for Rawlinson.

R.

G.
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Who's Who In The
Realm of Picturers

WILLIAM

S.

HART,

sometimes

called

"Bill,"

Paramount production, "Three Word
Brand," presents him in three roles.

whose

latest

MABEL JULIENNE SCOTT
"No Woman Knows,"

the

in

one of the tense scenes

of

new Universal-Jewel produc-

tion.

WHO HAVE WE

HERE? None

other than the freckled

Wesley Barry, juvenile lead in First National productions,
and his discoverer and director, Marshall Neilan. "Bits
of Life"

is

Neilan's latest.

CHARLES RAY, who
tures now.

not only acts but directs his

"A Midnight

Bell"

are his latest efforts in the dual capacity.
distributes his

product

own

pic-

and "Two Minutes to Go"
First National

October

29,
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TWO SCENES

from "The Sin of Martha Queed" an Associated Exhibitors feature, directed by Allan Dwan.
Niles Welch, Eugenie Besserer and Joseph Dowling appear in it. Pathe will distribute.

Now]

Louis Burston

{I

Making Butler Films
Pictures Will Continue to
Through Irving Lesser

Go

Through

a

new

Associated Exhibitors to Publish
Allan Dwan Picture November 3

contractural and finan-

into, David
will henceforth work under the
productions.
of Louis Burston

'The Sin

arrangement just entered

Butler

banner
Bigger and better pictures for the big
As
theatres will be the Burston slogan.
previously, distribution arrangements for
the Butler pictures will be through Irving' M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of

Western Pictures
pany, Los Angeles.

Makes

Exploitation

Series

Com-

Six

of

will be a series of six produceach one of superior quality, it is
with the story and the other ele-

There
tions,
said,

Associated

nounced as

six

and was written and directed

reels

whose

sin exists

mind of
The moral
show that

tends

The

first

story selected

is

"In

Walked

Kinema oBoks Picture
Coincident with the announcement of
Mr. Burston's plans for Butler, Sol
Lessor, vice-president of West Coast
Theatres, Inc., stated that the recently
been
completed
Butler
picture
had
booked for an early showing at the
Kinema fheatre, Los Angeles. It is expected that this will be followed by big
house bookings elsewhere throughout the
country.
The First National exchanges have
contracted for the David Butler series,
but this does not mean that they will be
what is known as "First National pic-

father.

name.

to Issue Foreign

Film

thony Hope and converted to film by
Louis Mercanton, one of the foremost
motion picture producers of Europe, will
be called "Possession" when it is published in

November bv R-C

Pictures.

domineering
the production

her
of

is

it

Prominent Names

force

the

of

in Cast

names of importance, including Mary Thurman. who
portrays the title role, and Niles Welch
as the hero. Joseph Dowling is the girl's

The

cast includes several

domineering father and Eugenie Besserer
Frank
the long-suffering mother.
Campeau has a powerful part as the

is

worthless,

half-degenerated

character,

whom

Martha's father compels her to
marrv. in order to hide her supposed sin.

George Hackathorn

who worships

is

a

pitiful

cripple,

the girl without the hope

Gertrude Claire
of his love's return.
plavs his aged mother and little Frankie
Lee takes the role of Martha Queed's
young brother.
Published

November

3

In directing this production Dwan gave
distinctive attention to atmosphere

his

and

detail

plished

The production "Phroso," based upon
the novel of the same name by Sir An-

innocent girl
the warped and

in

evil thoughts that make and
unmake the world, for the sin of Martha
Queed was a sin only of suspicion.

a

and is said to have accomresult which compares most

favorably with

R-C

de-

Pathe

Dwan

Exchrange,

Inc.,

an

as

Allan

Production.
Cite

Other Features

Former Associated features include
"The Devil," in which George Arliss
made his screen debut; the Holman Day
timberlands drama, "The Rider of the
King Log"; Anna Q. Nilsson in "What
Women Will Do," and Bryant Washburn
in "The Road to London."
These are in
addition to the Playgoers Pictures features, which are issued on the basis of
three a month by the same concern, the
of

latest

which

to

be

announced

is

"Tropical Love."

good and

tures."

Fred J. Butler, David's father, who
hitherto has directed David in pictures,
expects shortly to commence work on a
series of productions bearing his own

to

only

is

drama woven

scribed as a heart-interest
around the career of an

production

Jimmy," from the stage play by Minnie
Z. Zaffa, the Los Angeles playwright.
This play had its premiere in Washington, D. C.
It has played, and is still
playing, in stock throughout the country.

has

Inc.,

Martha Queed"

an-

its

personally by Mr. Dwan.
"The Sin of Martha Queed"

ments that go to make good pictures
being carefully considered before any
started.

Exhibitors,

of

next Associated feature
the Allan Dwan production, "The Sin of
Martha Queed." The production is in

suspicious

is

Mary Thurman,

Joseph Dowling, Mary Thurman, Niles Welch and
Other Well Known Players in Cast of

Company
cial

71

The

his

publication

other big successes.
date of "The Sin of

Martha Queed" has been set for November 3. An elaborate campaign book
is

in

ers,

the course of preparation, and postwhich include an exceptionally effec-

twenty-four sheet, are about ready
feature, which is presented by Mayflower Photoplay, will be distributed by
through
Inc.,
Exhibitors,
Associated
tive

The

Irving Lesser Film

Shows

Escapades of Night Riders
Doubleday Production Company of
Los Angeles has made a picture based
upon the escapades of masked night
riders.
Irving M. Lesser and Mike
Rosenberg of Western Pictures Exploitation

Company

will

handle

this

timely

which is called "The Masked
Avenger."
This picture also marks the return to
the screen of Mrs. Wallace Reid, wife
of the Paramount star.
It is one of the
picture,

series of eight
productions.

five-reel

Lester

Cuneo

Beatty Assigns Wingart
To Coast Publicity Staff
In accordance with his plans to increase publicity and advertising service
on this season's Paramount pictures,
Jerome Beatty, director of publicity and
advertising for Paramount, has sent E.
W. Wingart to Hollywood to join the
publicity staff in the Paramount studio,
under the direction of Adam Hull Shirk.
For the last several months Wingart
has been handling the out-of-town newspaper publicity service from the Paramount home office, and before that was
in charge of the studio publicity force at
the Long Island studio.
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STRONGHEART,"

featured player of "The Silent Call." (Centre) Director Laurence Trimble, (right) Janes Murfin, author
stage and screen successes, who is co-producer with Mr. Trimble of "The Silent Call," to be presented by H. 0.
Davis through Associated First National Pictures

of

many

Given

Business

End
First

New

with

Life

To

War

of Industrial

National Survey Discloses Increased Attendance
Theatres in San Francirco

SINCE
up

all

the end of the industrial strike in San Francisco,

which

in

practically tied

business, there has been a noticeable increase in the attendance at the

city's playhouses, according to the national survey on business conditions conducted by Associated First National.
The San Francisco territory was little affected by the general business de-

pression.

TOURING
larger

the strike the attendance at

downtown

and

suburban

houses, according to the survey, was cut
from one-third to one-half of what it was
The smaller houses gained
normally.
the patronage lost by the larger places
of amusement, the increase in attendance
at some theatres reaching 25 per cent.
*

*

*

improved,

greatly
have
Conditions
however, with the end of the strike and
old level in all
to
the
business is back
of the larger theatres, while people have
found that the small houses offer them
good amusement and are attending them

more

frequently.

small house managers realize the
necessity of holding the public and are
doing more to brighten up their house,--,
putting in new seats, new equipment and
There is a general air
better music.
among all the theatres both large and
small that better times arc coming and
all are making an effort to book better

The

remodeling several theatres. He recently
purchased the theatre at Dixon.
•

*

*

theatre in San Francisco
practically finished and it is planned to

open it some time in November.
The
Golden Gate theatre and Loew's State
theatre are also fairly under way and will
be finished around the first of the year.
Frank Macauley. who has the Irving
theatre in San Francisco, is planning a
new 1,000-seat house in the Presideo
Bauer, managing director
of W igwam Amusement Company, announces plans for a large neighborhood
theatre, with a seating capacity of 2,000.
district.

New

Jos.

Subj'ects Scheduled
As Pathe Screen Studies

The following

subjects for distribution
during October as Pathe Screen Studies

have

been

scheduled:

"The Stickleback." the

and
which builds

"Crayfish"
fish

programs.

its nest, a split reel giving an intimate
glimpse of denizens of the deep. "Our

tn the San Joaquin valley in the spring
this year a heavy frost practically
killed the fruit crop and the prospects of
good summer business. This depression

Four-Footed Helpers" is a single reel,
aniruminants cud-chewing
showing
mals, such as cows, deer and others.
Among the subjects undergoing prepa-

over.
In the Sacramento valley they have
practically all started in business anew
with theatres changing hands, new theatres under way and a general feeling of
W. Stuart Webster,
prosperity ahead.
who has had the Strand theatre circuit,

ration

of

is

with headquarters in Woodland, is haying a new house built there and also is

Discuss Plans for

Future
Production Activities
of Quality Film

George H. Davis, co-producer with
Joe Brandt of "The Heart of the North,"
the story of the North which features
Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely, and
which is reported to be selling rapidly
mi the states right market, has arrived

New York from the West Coast.
Mr. Davis, who is treasurer of Quality
Film Productions, Inc., the new feature
producing unit of which Mr. Brandt is

in

made

president,

the trip across continent

purpose of helping to wind up
negotiations pending the disposal of
territorial rights to "The Heart of the
North," on which almost all the territories are now sold, and to help on the
for the

The Granada
is

Davis Goes East to
Confer With Brandt

—

"Ants, Nature's Craftsmen,"
microstudy
of
fine
a
An intimate study of
cinematography.
how little songbirds feed their young is
given in "Mealtime in Birdland for Parents and Babies." "Life History of the
Mosquito." and "The Honey Bee" also
present startling disclosures into the lives
are:

presenting

of these small insects.

preparation

many

of

special

exploitation

in

of the territories.

Has

Several Big Stores

In addition to this, Mr. Davis and Mr.

Brandt are conferring on the matter of
future productions for Quality Film Productions, Inc. Mr. Davis announces that
several big productions of feature calibre

new company

this

brought with him from

the

are on the slate for the
year.

He

Coast scripts to several big stories on
which he has obtained film rights.
Some big players are being considered
for
coming Quality Productions, Mr.
Davis says. He feels confident that the
next productions of the company will
be even greater box office attractions
than "The Heart of the North."

Headquarters with Brandt
Mr. Davis will remain in the East
for about five weeks, reading scripts,
lining up players who are in the East,
and completing all details of production
for the second Quality production, and
will make his headquarters with Mr.
Brandt at 1600 Broadway.

1

—
October

Over 40
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First

:

New

Runs

Manager for Fox Plans
Early Tour of Exchange Centers
Sales

Assured Production
Film Draws Capacity Crowds
at Playhouses in New
England
More than forty first-run presentations
have been assured the Warner Brothers'
production,

"Why

Leave Home.''
Harry M. Warner.
Girls

according to
Capacity attendance

was recorded in
fourteen New England theatres, where
the picture was exhipited for one and two
weeks.

Contracts for these runs are said
have been obtained in one week inFederated Film Exchange, which con-

to

trols the
territory.

rights

to

the

picture

in

that

Has Faith in Production
Mr. Warner believes "Why Girls

LeaveHome" will be one of the big box office
attractions of the season.
He attributes
this to the fact that S. Barret McCormick
of the Allen theatre. Cleveland: William

Fox,

with his first-run houses in DeDenver and St. Louis; the Temple
Toledo and many others, lost no time
booking the production.

troit,

at

m

Richard A. White Plans to Meet

Richard A. White, general sales manager of Fox Film Corporation, announces
that in the near future he will make more
extended trips throughout the territories
with a view of meeting many exhibitors
in sections in which he has not visited

The appointment

of Mr.

White

is

an-

progress made by him
entered the employ of the
Fox organization in June, 1919. At that
time White, who was well-grounded in
business experience but without knowl-

other step
since he

in the

first

edge of the picture industry, joined the
contract department at the home offices.
Promotion Is Rapid
From this beginning his rise has been

He spent part of the summer of
1919 in the Washington branch and acquitted himself so well that he was recalled to the home office and made manrapid.

the

interest

new

of "Adventures of Tarserial starring

Elmo

Lin-,

Samuel Spitser of Reelcraft Exchange
of Chicago. Upon his return Weiss announced that the following territories are
the only ones left unsold for "Adventures
of
Tarzan";
Washington.
Maryland.
Delaware, Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee; Washington, Oregon, Northern
Idaho, Montana, New England. Ohio.

Michigan and Canada.

commendatory and come from members

others.

in

to

sions of their opinions of the picture.
Without exception these views are

five of the biggest Crandall theatres,
twenty-five of the principal circuits of
the United States have now booked the
new Pathe serial starring Charles Hutchison. Other chains booking the serial are
Stanley, Saenger, Southern Enterprises.
Comerford, T. '& D.. Wilmer & Vincent.
Ascher Brothers. Lubliner & Trinz. Foy's
Dallas.
Black's New England. Harry
Koplar, Goldstein's Eastern, Hostettler's.
McElroy & Fitzpatrick, Allender's and

Tarzan

National Exhibitors Circuit, Minneapolis;
Northern Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana

Without solicitation bv the theatre
management, scores of New York school
teachers who have seen Mary Picktord's
film version of "Little Lord Fauntlerov"
at the Apollo theatre, have sent
expres-

in

of

Kahn. who controls the Federated
Film Exchanges in Kansas City and
Omaha, for Western Missouri. Kansas,
Iowa and Nebraska.
In addition to the territory purchased
by Kahn, Weiss also disposed of Minnesota, North and South Dakota to First

Preceptors Say Latest
Pickford Film Inspiring

With the signing of a contract bv
Harry M. Crandall whereby "Hurricane
Hutch" will be the first serial ever played

greater importance in connection with
contract department, and finally, became
the first assistant to Mr. White, whom
he succeeds in taking control of the department.

Al

entire

Twenty-five Circuits Book
Pathe's "Hurricane Hutch"

assistant head of that department for the
past two years. Mr. Sichelman has been
with Fox Film Corporation since September, 1918, at which time he started
as deposit clerk in the home office.
Subsequently he held other positions of

coin, reports the sale of this picture to

newspaper comment from the
dailies as "Why Girls Leave
Home." "What has been accomplished
in New York City," says Mr.
Rapf. "can

superintendent, down through the
ranks of the principals and the teachers
themselves.
Dr. Stitt wrote that "the
performance was a most inspiring one
and the picture is one of the most beautitul films I have ever seen."

Sichelman Also Advanced
Coincident with the advancement of
Mr. White, Fox announces the promotion
to the head of the contract department
of Jack Sichelman, who has been first

zan," the

free

trict

splendid training for a position the requirements of which included the handling of a vast mass of statistical detail.

Serial Sales Corporation, whb
has returned to New York following a
trip to the various state right exchanges

New York

of the public school corps, ranging in
position from Dr. Edward W. Stitt. dis-

This
been

7

of what has been accomplished with newspapers bv the* picture, Mr. Rapf states that no production
ever shown on Broadway has received as

the

Institute.
to have

Mid-West Territory Is
Sold on "Tarzan" Serial
Louis W eiss, secretary of Adventures

Given Liberal Comment

throughout

Exhibitors

Has

The Alexander Hamilton
work also has proved

heretofore.

As an example

be
duplicated
tinted States."

Many

In the Territories in Which He
Not Visited Heretofore

Harry Rapf, the producer, declares the
feature possesses all the elements of popular appeal and that its universal theme
the question of why girls leave homeoffers exhibitors one of the greatest opportunities for exploitation and newspaper feature stories.

much
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RICHARD

A.

WHITE, new

general

Fox Film Corp. He
was formerly manager of the contract
sales

manager

of

department.

ager of the contract department in
October, 1919. which position he has held
ever since.
Mr. White, a native of Susquehanna
county. Pennsylvania, received his early
education in the public schools of WilkesThis public school training was
Barre.
followed by courses at Holy Cross College and the New York University School
of Commerce. After receiving a diploma
from New York school. White spent a
year teaching at Fordham university,

which period in training others later
proved of great service to him in the
organization and handling of the personnel of the men under his charge in
the rapidly expanding contract depart-

ment

of Fox.
Following his work

time was
business

spent

in

statistics

at

Fordham, some

research
in

the

work

interest

for

of

Mitchell Gets Brandt Film
M. Mitchell of Federated Films of AtNorth
and South Carolina. Georgia, Florida and
Alabama on "The Heart of the North."
the picture of the Canadian Northwest
produced by Joe Brandt and George H.
Davis.
He bought the rights on "Dangerous Love" for the same territory with
Tennessee added. C. B. C. Film Sales
lanta has purchased the rights for

Corporation

is

handling the latter pro-

duction.

Set Date on Ballin Film
The

official publication date of "Jane
Eyre," Hugo Ballin's fourth independent
production for Hodkinson distribution,

has been set for

November

6.

Mr. Ballin's artistry will be manifest
in every foot of this seven reel film, for
he worked on the continuity, on the
titling and cutting, as well as directing
the picture.

.
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View

Conditions

of

Suggests

Fund

to

ADOLPH

29,

1921

Europe

in

C ensors

Might Pacify
Says

October

LINICK

Send Reformers Abroad so They
Old U.S.A."

May

Appreciate "the Good

SUGGESTION

that a fund be raised to send the censors abroad to investigate conditions so that when they return to America they can
appreciate "the good old U. S. A.," is made by Adolph Linick, who has
just returned from a tour of Europe.
Mr. Linick is a member of the firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, owners of a string of picture and vaudeville theatres in Chicago.

Chicago
THE
make

showman

offers

to

contribution toward
this fund. He suggests also that the motion
picture and dramatic critics be included
in
the trip.
Here in brief are given
the observations made by Mr. Linick
while abroad:
"I would like to take the 'movie' critics
of America to just one European picture
show and then hear th'eir criticisms of
the

first

American

'movies.'
I would like to sit
through one so-called first-class theatperformance in Paris or Berlin
rical
with an American drama critic and then
dare him to criticise American productions.
In fact, I was never so enthused
over American theatrical, stage and
screen, productions as now.
«

*

*

"In Paris they are salacious. In Berlin
they arc smutty. Europe docs not seem
to have any idea of clean comedy such
as prevails upon the American stage and
screen.
And their methods "of presentations are twenty years behind the times.
In fact, I doubt whether they can ever

know that in finesse
I
catch up to us.
and technique that is impossible.
''Paris has its Follies Bergere and its
Petite Opera, where the nude is accepted
proper thing, while Berlin has
Schauspiel Haus where the nasty
its
witI
domestic situations are offered.

as

the

most obscene
by Schnitzler
and called 'Reigen.'
You had to sign
an affidavit attesting to the fact that
you would not complain to the authorities after the performance.
ncssed in Frankfort the
play imaginable, written

"And likewise, the same conditions
prevail in the 'movies.' One company is
working a studio in Paris, turning out
que stories in five-reel features, which
are shown only in France.
One finds
HO per cent of the pictures shown in
Paris are American.
They like Fairbanks

Arbuckle

Pickford,

and

Hart

there.
*

*

*

"The opposite condition is found in
Germany. Very few American pictures

Two reelers are as popular
are shown.
as five reelers here. The only American
pictures shown in Germany are the wild
Western stuff turned out by Tom Mix,
Buck Jones, Bill Hart and many of the
old Broncho Billy thrillers.
"Admission prices are high in both
countries.
In Germany they ask five
marks for admittance. What they ask
and what they get are two different
things.
A monthly trip to the 'movies'
no children admitted.
is the thing and
There are no afternoon performances,
no newspaper or billboard advertising
and the only means of letting the public
know what is going on is the presence
of a 'spieler' outside the entrance.

—

*

*

*

ADOLPH

— well,

same carehad fifteen
And they turn the house
years ago.
lights up. between every reel and hold
an intermission for the purpose of lubriIn France it is
cating their throats.
of presentation
less,

store-show

its

the

brand we

in Germany it is beer, but the
principal business of theatrical entertainment seems to be in holding intermissions long enough to permit the taking
Pictures are unof plenty of libation.
known to towns of ten thousand inTraveling theatrical
habitants or less.
companies are nil. There are only five
and not over ten posicities probably
either country where stage
tivelv. in
productions can be seen. The prodigous
methods of Zeigfeld. Belasco or Shubert,
or of DeMille, Melford or Fitzmaurice,
They don't know the
are unknown.
rudiments of either screen or stage art,
and they have no idea how to exploit
There have been no new
or advertise.
theatres built in either country for over
What's the use anyway.
eight years.
Drinking seems to be the chief amuse-

of the Chi-

Weiss Going to Europe

To Market
Max

New

Serial

Weiss, an

executive of Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation,
sails
for England on November 1 to
exploit and sell the new serial, "The Adventures of Tarzan," starring Elmo Lincoln and Louise Lorraine, according to

Louis Weiss.

An
held

elaborate
in

showing

trade

London by Mr. Weiss.

will

be

As soon

as rights on the film have been disposed
of for the United Kingdom, Mr. Weiss
will go to Paris for a conference with
Madame Schuepbach, holder of the
rights to this serial for France, Holland,

Belgium and Switzerland.

DeMille Art Director
Injured on Location
While

"Regardless of public approval or
disdain they'change pictures once a week
and the pictures are contracted for a
The same methods
year in advance.
of booking observed in England prevail
And speaking
in France and Germany.

LINICK, member

cago firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
who has just returned from a tour of
Europe.

tivities

superintending production acPaul Iribe, art di-

on location,

rector for Cecil B. DeMille productions,
suffered, a triple fracture of the ankle,
and is now confined to his bed.
It was during the filming of an automobile and train wreck in Jeanie Macpherson's story, "Saturday Night," that
In attempting
Iribe suffered his injury.
to reach the scene of the crash, the art
director slipped on a rock and turned his
ankle, breaking three small bones in the
joint.

wine;

—

LOTTIE PICKFORD

and support in
a scene from Playgoers Pictures Corp.
feature, "They Shall Pay," which Pathe
is

distributing.

ment."

Monty Banks Begins New
Series of

Warner Films

Monty Banks, Warner Brothers comedian, has begun work on a new series
of two reel comedies at the West Coast
studios of the Warner organization. This
new series, it is declared, w'll ecliose
anything in the line of screen comedy
that Mr. Banks has ever attempted, and
exhibitors are assured that the motto
of clean, wholesome, entertaining comedies will always prevail in Monty Banks
comedies.

The
are

entire series of
said to have been

Loew

The

Banks comedies
booked bv *he

latest,

"Peaceful

Alley," was screened at the
State theatre, New York.

new Loew

circuit.

October
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Special Sales Division for Short
Subjects Organized by Universal
Art Schmidt of Cleveland Is Placed in Charge of
Department Managers for Company's
Branches are Appointed

—

A short subject sales department has
been organized by L'niversal Film Manufacturing Company. The department, approved by President Carl Laemmle upon
from abroad, is now functioning under the direction of Art Schmidt,
former district manager of the Clevelana

ager at the head of a separate selling
force so that I could devote my entire
energies to the selling of Jewels and
special attractions."

Managers are Named

his return

territory-

Branch managers of the short subject
division are published in a box accompanying this story.
Short Subjects Popular
popularity of short subjects on
the theatre program prompted H. M.
Berman, general sales manager, to map
out plans for the new department during
the summer. Launching of the new sales
organizat on awaited only the approval
of President Laemmle.
In commenting on the new arrangement. Mr. Berman said:
"Within the last year the importance
of the short feature has been more and
more apparent to every exchange manager in the Universal system.
In fact
during the past summer it was the comparative inexpensiveness of the serial and
the short dramas and comedies that kept
open many of the small houses and hundreds of the theatres situated in small
towns.

The

:

EDDIE LYONS,
edy

who

star,

Arrow

former Universal comis

now

appearing

in

pictures.

"The Sheik"
Paramount

By

to

Have

Ad Campaign

Biggest

to Exploit Picture

National and Local
Advertising

What Paramount terms

as

the

"big-

gest publicity campaign ever put behind

launched on "The
Sheik," the George H. Melford produc-

a picture"

to

is

be

Agnes Ayres and Rudolph

tion starring

Valentino.

As a part of the national and local
newspaper advertising campaign will be
an interview with E. M. Hull, author of
the sensational novel. This interview was
obtained by Frederick Martin, Paramount's London publicity manager.
Will Effect Tie-Up

Operate More Efficiently
"The importance of the short stuff is
becoming more apparent to the big feature house too and many careful managers have spent twice as much time
selecting shert stuff as they put on the
selection of the feature program.
"Conditions at Universal City have
beer such during the last few months

was possible to make a short
it
program product of unusual excellence
that

at all with the exfeature program of Jewel and
special attractions. In view of these facts
it was decided that it was essential to
the efficient operation of the exchange
system to divorce the short stuff from
the features and to place a general man-

without interfering
tensive

When "The

Sheik" was first published
book form reviewers found themselves
ignorant of whether the author was a
man, a married or single woman. It developed later, however, that E. M. Hull's
first name is Edith.
"The Shiek" was

in

her

A

comprehensive

exploitation

tie-up

with book sellers handling the novel, in

which the publishers, Small, Maynard

&

Co., of Boston, are cooperating, will be
conducted by the Paramount advertising
and publicity department.

Set Aside "Sheik"

The week

of

November

Week
20 has been

"The Shiek" Week by the
Paramount sales organization. During
that week "The Sheik" will also be
shown simultaneously in as many lead-

designated as

ing

theatres

States as

it

throughout the
United
found feasible to provide

In its issue of Saturday, Nothe Saturday Evening Post
will carry a double-page announcement
of the picture and its country-wide showing during the following week.
prints for.

.

is

vember

19,

The following branch managers
Universal's new short subject

department have been appointed:
Chicago

Milwaukee
Kansas City..
St.

Louis

Oklahoma
New York
Des Moines

Omaha
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Detroit
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Indianapolis

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Portland
Seattle

Butte
Spokane

I-

Alexander

W.

D. Brody

H. N. Holmes

Nathan Steinberg
George Benjamin
Louis I. Kutinsky
Harry Gotleib
Roeers
M.

G

H.

Glick

M. Strauss
L. C. Hackford
J. Kauffman
Abe Schnitzer
Tony Klotz

D. S. Mitchell
C.

J.

Norman

Crowley
F.

Hass

L- J. Sch'aiffer
H. T. Nicholson
H. T. Nicholson

W. Rue
E. Hoss
M- Davie
Art Schmidt will have supervision over the sales of this department.
Denyer

SMt Lake

Philadelphia

distributing center, creating the new sales
unit and making the operation of the
plan effective.
Nearly all of the managers of short product sales in the ex-

changes have been named.

Old Sol

Now Losing

Prestige

on Coast

Artificial Light Has Almost
Superseded Daylight in
Production
where motion picture production is now centered, no longer has
a monopoly on filming, even though the
California,

sun

brighter there.
For the lighting
pictures nowadays is largely

is

of motion
electrical,

to

even in Hollywood, according
Eyton, general manager of

Charles

Paramount's West Coast studios.

"The use of artificial light has all but
superseded daylight," says Mr. Eyton.
"Time was when it was considered essential to locate photoplay studios in California, where continuous sunlight was
available.

Daylight Not Essential

"When

California

was

'discovered,'

it

was regarded

as the ideal spot, because
preponderance of sunny days. I
do not wish to imply that this state is
not now a very excellent place in which
to make pictures, but the matter of daylight or sunlight is no longer the essential it was once considered.
of the

"Take

a look at

many

any Paramount

pic-

example, and you will see that

ture, for

the exterior sets are actually
built on stages rendered temporarily or
permanently dark and that artificial
illumination supplies the most effective
lighting.
case in point is William de
Mille. Paramount director, who for his
past four productions has not been on
location more than once or twice.
of

A

of

Short Reel Units
of

novel.

first

Names Managers

Orders have gone out to nearly every

J.

L

Develop

Artificial

Light

"Electrical experts have so developed
the means of artificial illumination that
tremendous sun arcs and other appliances
can virtually duplicate the light of day.
Thus any part of the United States can
be used for picture making."

Co-Stars Complete Film
For Vitagraph Schedule
William Duncan and Edith Johnson as
co-stars have completed a new Vitagraph
production which is yet untitled. It_ is
based on an original story by J. Raleigh
Davies and was filmed under the personal direction of Mr. Duncan.
It is said to present both stars in different roles from which they recently
have become so closely associated. The
new picture is a blend of the East and
West New York social life and the
strenuous life of a po'd prospector in the
open places of the West.

—
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I-

Now

Three Films

X

II

I
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Production at
West Coast Plant of R-C Pictures
in

Production on two widely read novels
and one popular stage play has been
launched at the West Coast studio of
R-C Pictures. R. J. Tobin, director genof

eral

production,

is

supervising

the

work.

Having completed 'Silent Years," based
on the novel "Mam'selle Jo" by Harriet
Comstock, Louis J. Gasnier is now giving
his attention to "The Call of Home,"
founded upon the novel "Home" from
the pen of George Agnew Chamberlain.
Cast Is Selected
In adapting the story of

Unsell, chief of the

R-C

"Home," Eve

scenario depart-

book as closely as
possible so that none of the drama and
beauty of the original theme was lost.
ment,

followed

the

Gasnier has selected his cast, which
includes Irene Rich, Leon Bary, Ramsay
Wallace, Jobyna Ralston. Carl Stockdalc,
Robert Holder, Margaret Mann. Wadsworth Harris. Genevieve Hlinn and James
O. Barrows.
Pauline Frederick, having completed
"The Lure of Jade," is now turning her
attention to "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch."
based upon the novel of the same name
by Jackson Gregory.
It is a story of

Madge Bellamy,

V. Lee from Carey

life

States

exhibitors

and

the world.

state

He

in

Tom

cast will include

Santschi, Otis Har-

L. C. Shumway, Clarissa Selwynne,
Dave Winter, Jack Curtis, Philip Hub-

lan,

Elmer, Jean

bard,

Billy

Bates.

James

W inter,
r

Sam

Christies Are

Promised for November

Support

Colin Campbell, who directed Miss
Frederick in "The Lure of Jade," will
serve in the same capacity in the production of "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch." The

Calhoun, Tom
Appel. Joseph

Singleton and Eugenne Pallette.
Doris May's next starring vehicle her
second, to follow "The Foolish Age"
will be "Eden and Return," a romantic
comedy from the stage success of the
same name by Ralph E. Renaud. William A. Seiter again will direct.
The
star and Hunt Strombcrg will supervise
production.
Among the players already
assembled are Emmett King, Margaret
Livingston,
Earlc
Metcalf.
Margaret
Campbell, Buddy Post and Gerald Pring.

—

Resigns Washington Post
F. Schwerin ha- resigned from
Washington office "i the Associated
Mr. Schwerin is well known

Producers.

has not given out his future

plans.

Two New
Santschi

Charles

throughout the Uniu-d
buyers throughout

right

and was adapted by Winifred

Dunn.

the

among

>ctober 29, 1921

In

November

there

will

be

two

new

Christie comedies, "Saving Sister Susie." a
rather big farce comedy, with Dorothy Dm

supported by Earl Rodney and
Katharine Lewis; and "Fresh from the
Farm." a typically rural comedy, with Bobby
Vernon, in which Josephine Hill again apvore,

pears as his leading

Bobby Vernon
type

of

pictures

woman.

will continue in the rural

for

at

least

two more

the Christie series.
He now is working
in what is said to be the biggest thing yet
put over by Christie in a two-rccler, "A
Barnyard Cavalier," under the direction of
II.
and
supervision
Beaudinc
of
Al
in

Christie.

Carmelieta Geraghty
Joins Neilan Forces
Carmelieta Geraghty, daughter of Tom
Geraghty, who is in charge of Famous
Players-Lasky's
scenario
department in
London, has joined the scenario department of Marshall Xeilan Productions.Mi>s (ieraghty succeeds Lucita Squicr, now
scenario editor, as continuitv clerk.

of Life," the Thomas H. Ince-First National feature, in which Hobart Bosworth stars. Others in
Niles Welch, Tully Marshall, Monte Collins and May Wallace. It was directed by Rowland
Wilson's story.

Four scenes from "The Cup
the cast are

ranch

<

:

October
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Feature
Of Allied Offerings

Variety

Is

Rosenfeld States Company
Has Five Series of
Winners
A
a

series of feature length' productions,

series

comedies, a series
Westerns, a series of single

of two-reel

of two-reel

novelties

reel

and

single

a

reel

special

comprise the diversified program offered
hy Allied Distributing Corporation, ~'2'.i
Seventh avenue, New York.
In announcing this output President
C. H. Rosenfeld states that he has selected five winners of superior box office
quality.

Feature Three

The comedy
least

Stars

consist of at
twelve two-reelers and will feature
series

will

Alexander Alt, Helen Howell and Bobbie
Burns. These subjects will be published
one a month.
William K. Hackett will star in the
President Rosenfeld
series of Westerns.
is of the opinion that this group should
prove a revelation in that it will introduce
Supsome genuine Western material.
porting the star will be Eunice Goodrich
and a Western cast.

Use Slow Motion Camera

LLOYD HAMILTON

Outdoor and indoor sports of all kinds
have been photographed for the singleThese subjects show the
reel novelties.
athletic events in normal speed and in
slow motion.
single-reel special is "A Day With
the Giants." All of the most important
happenings of a day with the National

The

League champions have been photographed for this picture. Motion Picture
Producing Company made the film
through special permission of John McGraw.

Selznick Exchanges Will
Conduct Sales Campaign
Week of November 14-20
For the week of November 14-20 the
Select sales forces are planning a sales
drive that is expected to put the Selznick
product on the screens of every com,

munity.
The period will be adevrtised as "Selznick Week" and every possible means
will be adopted- to inform the exhibitor
and his public of the merits of Selznick
attractions in fulfillment of arrangements
that are being made for a national advertising and promotion campaign for the
Selznick. brand.
Selznick contends that the new season
will benefit by a special boost at about
that time. The energy expended in September runs through October with a generally

decreasing

impetus

and Selznick

believes that by giving an additional
boost early in November, through the
medium of "Selznick Week" and its attendant extra efforts, there will ensue a
benefit to the whole industry that will
pass the season along with accelerated
force.

Dazey Associate Editor
Announcement

is

made by Myron

Selz-

charge of production, that Frank E. Dazey has been made
associate editor of the Selznick scenario
department, with headquarters at the
Selznick studios in Fort Lee. Mr. Dazey
is a son of Charles T. Dazey, known to
'theatregoers of recent vears as the author
of "In Old Kentucky."
nick, vice-president in

"gums up the alley" in "The Adviser,"
comedy, which Educational is distributing.

a

new Mermaid

Pathe Announces Scoop in Getting
News Pictures of Starving Russia
Prominent New York Theatres Present Films as
Special Attractions, Says Announcement
From Distributing Company
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces that
Pathe News issue No. S2 it presents the
first motion pictures to come out of famine
stricken Russia. The company's statement

while

follows

New York made

in

"In issue No. 82 Pathe News began the
presentation of a series oF exclusive pictures that shows every detail of the ternow facing millions of
situation
rible
homeless and hungry Russian peasants, in
Georges
the Volga and Samara districts.
Ercole. Pathe cameraman, penerated into
the Volga and Samara territories even before the American relief commission could
carry succor to the famished natives.
Ercole covered 3,300 miles in his tour
through the famine country.

Soviets Grant Permit
"For seven months, Emanuel Cohen, editor
of the Pathe News, conducted his negotiations that finally resulted in the Russian
soviet government giving him a permit to

send a cameraman into the

interior.

story

the

superhuman

was prepared, but by a
the reel was issued on

effort,

scheduled time.
"All of the most prominent theatres

Russian

in

special attractions of the
material.
Even the Palace the-

atre, the big

Keith vaudeville house, made

a special feature of the Ercole pictures,
aside from the regular edition of the Pathe

News.

Paper Granted Rights
York World, which

New

"The

was

granted exclusive publication rights to the
Pathe News pictures, devoted virtually an
entire page to the pictures on Wednesday,
Oct. 12, and then followed this the next
day with five columns more of pictures.
"In this instance, as in many others during the past year, the enterprise of Pathe
News enabled it to get its story to NewYork days before even newspaper photographers."

Ercole

was in Rumania when a cable from Mr.
Cohen sent him on his journey into Russia.
It took him several weeks to get the pictures he was after.
"Fever stricken himself, and worn out
bv the hardships that he was obliged to
in a country virtually barren of food.
Ercole finally made his way to Riga. Soon
after seeing his negatives safely on their
way tc Paris by courier, whence they were
relayed to the United States. Ercole was
ordered bv a physician to a hospital and at
last reports was making a good fight to

meet

Conway
Selig

Is

Directing

New

Animal Chapter Play

directing the new animal
produced by Col. William
N. Selig for Export & Import Film
Company, Inc. Conway has been given
T.

Conway

serial

is

being

carte blanche, it is said, to make this
chapter play better in every way than
any other jungle feature thus far produced.
"In selecting Mr. Conway to direct

my

Goes Out on Schedule
"Pathe News No. 82 was virtually on

supervision," states
this serial under
Col. Selig. "I picked a man on
I
could depend for box-office results. The
Import Film Company, Inc.,
Export

they would say in the newspaper world, when the Russian negatives
The edition was held up
arrived here.

that nothing in the way of
expense was to be spared to make the
"super'
serial
in every possible way."
new

recover.

'the press,' as

whom

&

stipulated
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Class of Productions
Pleases Theatre Men
Storey Expects Big Things
of Associated Exhibitors

Feature
Exhibitors have expressed themselves
as highly pleased with the product of
Associated Exhibitors as typified by the
three most recent announcements of that
concern, according to John E. Storey,

manager.
These recent announcements schedule
"The Sin of Martha Queed," as an Associated feature; "Never Weaken," as the
first of a new series of three Harold
Lloyd comedies, and "Tropical Love,"
the Playgoers' feature directed by Ralph
Ince, starring Ruth Clifford and a cast
sales

MAY McAVOY

in a

scene from "Morals" her next Realart production

of

Woody Says May McAvoy's Next Film
Surpasses Anything Made by Realart

well

known

screen personalities.

Hails Lloyd as Leader

"We

are

highly

pleased,"

said

Mr.

Storey, "that the exhibitors have found

our three distinct classes of product,
both features and comedies to their likin

An announcement from

Realart

is

to

the effect that "Morals," will be the next
May McAvoy production to follow

"Everything for Sale."

A

preliminary announcement from J. S.
Woody, Realart's general manager, who
reviewed this picture while at the Coast,
is

to the effect that

it

surpasses anything

by

produced
While Mr. Woody insists

heretofore

company.
that "Morals"
his

of such merit as to place it in a class
with "specials," it will not be handled

is

as such.

Miss McAvoy's beauty has been given
opportunities in a wide range of
costumes, which run from the fantastic
garb of the Turkish harem to the latest

many

modes of the modern society girl.
Realart asserts that exhibitors will have
a point of exceptional advertising value
in that this is essentially a "William D.

Taylor

Production."

"The

Finn,"

Furnace"

story

is

an adaptation of the novel,

Morals of Marcus," which was
Julia
written by William J. Locke.
Crawford Ivers prepared the continuity
Taylor
Desmond
from which William
worked.
But it is on May McAvoy, Realart says,

"The

that the greatest praise will descend for
her remarkable triumph as "Carlotta,"
the little English girl, reared in a Turkish
Harem, who, through a combination of

ing.

Of

course,

it

is

a well

known

fact

Harold Lloyd leads the world in
his
distinctive brand of comedy and
affords the exhibitors box office attractions which are comparable in money
value with the best contemporary feature
productions. Time and time again, you
have seen a Harold Lloyd comedy featured over and above the five or six
reel attraction on the same bill.
The
exhibitors regard Harold Lloyd as one
that

Taylor Production

Is a

"Huckelberry
and "Anne of
few of his suc-

Green Gables" are but a
Mr. Taylor was chosen to direct
"Morals" becaue it was feh that he, above
all others, was most capable of portraying the fine drama and subtle humor of
cesses.

Adapt Locke Novel

The

dramatic circumstances becomes the ward
of an English peer.

this offering.

The male lead is played by William P.
Others in the cast include
Kathlyn Williams, William E. Lawrence,

Carleton.

Sydney Bracey, Bridgeta Clark. Starke
Patterson, Nicolas de Ruiz and Marian
Skinner.

of their best bets."

Predicts

With reference

Big

Result

"The Sin

of Martha
Queed," which has just been announced
Associated
as an
Exhibitors feature, Mr.
Storey said: "We expect big things of
this production.
It is an
Allan Dwan
feature and, by direct comparison, we
are convinced that it is as valuable a
box office attraction as our Mr. Dwan's

other

big

to

productions.

Questioned about the Playgoers Pictures features, Mr. Storey expressed himself as highly pleased with the success
of Associated'* three-a-month policy.

Exceptional Pictures
Will Produce "Grumpy"

And "The Smart Aleck"
—

NEW YORK

CITY.
Exceptional
Corporation has acquired two
important motion picture vehicles, the announcement of production of which will
be made soon. The first is "Grumpy,"
the play in which Cyril Maude has scored
Pictures

signal success in

onies

for

which he

'

the

is

The other

still
is

England and the colfour years and in

past

appearing.

"The Smart Aleck,"

Ir-

win Cobb's popular Saturday Evening Post
story, the motion picture rights of which
are said to have cost a price running into
big figures.
In commenting on the acquisition of
the two big stories, Alexander Beyfuss,
vice-president and general manager, said:
"In line with our policy, we would prefer
not to state definitely at this time what
our plans are for the production of
'Grumpy' and the Irvin Cobb story.
will go ahead and make the picture and
then, when we are ready with a prac-

We

DAVID BUTLER, who

has

signed

a

contract to work under the banner of
Louis Burston, in a series of six fivereel features, to
be distributed by
Western Pictures Exploitation.

completed product, make our announcement of another accomplishment
of Exceptional Pictures."
tically

MILDRED RYAN,

the eleven-year-old
featured player in "Home Keeping
Hearts," a Playgoers Production issued
through Pathe exchanges.

—
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Arrow Head Confers

On Coast

Stops

First

of

of

Theatre in Washington, D. C.

now on

an
stopped

two series of comedies for distribution
under a franchise plan by Arrow. Mr.

Unprecedented

in

the history

D.

C.i

of

mo-

Washington,

tion picture presentation in

according to United Artists, was

the attendance for the

first

half of the

showing of Douglas Fairbanks' "The
Three Musketeers" at Loew's Columbia
theatre.

Schlank spent some time in New York
attending to business connected with his

Up to Wednesday, October 5, the company reports, 20,000 people had viewed

pictures.

the picture.

in

California Dr. Shallenberger

confer with

Ben Wilson, William

LaPlante, Eddie Lyons, Reggie Morris,
S. M. Herzig and Mr. Schlank, all of

whom

are producing pictures for

Arrow

distribution.

Schlank, Herzig and Morris are making
reel comedies which are being distributed under the franchise plan and

two

which number such well known players
Barry, Helen Darting, Jay
as Eddie
Belasco, Vera Reynolds, Margaret Cullington, Lilly Leslie, Paul Weigle, Harry
Gribbon, Neely Edwards, Charlotte Merriam, Eddie Baker, Jack Duffy, Keene
Thompson, Harry Tenbrook, and many
others equally well
of these comedies.

known

to

film fans

Making Comedy Series
Eddie Lyons of the team of Lyons and
Moran is making a series of special
comedies while William LaPlante is filming four novels from the works of the
late Jack London for Arrow distribution.

Ben Wilson is making a new serial of
"Nan of the North" which stars Ann
Little, a series of six Western pictures
starring Jack Hoxie and a series of four
features from the published works of
Peter B. Kyne.
Dr. Shallenberger expects to be gone
several weeks and during his absence
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president of Ar.

row, will remain in charge of the

home

office.

Upward Trend in Cotton
Market Revives Business
In South, Says Saunders
A more stable cotton market in the
South has given that territory a new lease
on life with no industry showing a
greater improvement than the motion
picture industry, according to E. M.
Saunders, general manager of Metro. He
says:
"I talked
of business

with

men

in

almost every

line

and I found every one agreed
that the change in the cotton market had
been reflected by an all-around improvement in business conditions. The slump
suffered when cotton was down seems to
-have passed and good times are returning
faster than anyone could have expected
a few months ago.
"The motion picture industry is reaping the benefit of the general prosperity."

you hear as they are

Will Break House Records
"The picture has been a 'sell out' since
Sunday and it bids fair to break all house
records in point of attendance. For myself I can say that it is the greatest box
attraction

office

to

an ex-

also says that the ad-

matter and newspaper cuts
supplied by United Artists Corporation
for this picture are very effective.
He
used the newspaper cuts and reading
matter accompanying them liberally in
the four

Washington newspapers.

Verifies

Announcement

Of Nazimova's Plan to
Make Repertoire Film
United Artists

Corporation

announcement

the

has

made

by

veri-

the

Herald

Intense interest was shown by all the
audiences and frequently throughout the
performance applause marked the high
dramatic scenes as enacted by Fairbanks. Not one criticism, it is said, was
heard against the picture.
"It is truly remarkable," says Manager Stutz of the Columbia, "with what
unanimity the audiences express their
opinions after seeing 'The Three Musketeers.'
Such expressions as 'This is
most
'The
picture'
greatest
Doug's
splendid production I have ever seen'
Truly a wonderful picture' 'Fairbanks

—
—

—are

ever offered

hibitor."

fied

Applaud Dramatic Scenes

live again'

filing

vertising

at 10

From the moment the doors of the theatre opened at 10 a. m. a steady stream
of Washingtonians crowded their way
into the theatre. By noontime there was
a "lockout" and it was necessary for the
police reserves to be present the rest of
the day to keep the crowds in line.
Diplomats and all of official Washington rubbed elbows with residents who
patiently stood in line until the house
was cleared for the new performance,
report
issued
by United
states
the
Artists.

makes D'Artagnan

of the things
out.

Manager Stutz

House Opens

Confers with Producers

While

Exhibition

Hand Each Day at Presentation
Of 'Three Musketeers" at Columbia

extended trip to the Coast. He
over in Chicago during the past week
for important business conferences.
Dr. Shallenberger was accompanied by
Morris R. Schlank, who is producing

will

Loew

Police Reserves on

president
is

Few Days

in

Business
W. E. Shallenberger,
Arrow Film Corporation,

79

20,000 See Fairbanks Film During

Production

Over
Chicago on Important

Shallenberger

;

some

several weeks ago that Nazimova
is planning to carry out the repertoire
idea in her next production. Ibsen's "A
Doll's House" will be produced on the
same bill with a shorter story of about

two

reels.

Following this picture Nazimova will
produce a more elaborate film than any
in which she has been seen thus far, according to United Artists, which will distribute the features.

Professor Urges Students
To View Fairbanks Picture
Dean William Allen Wilbur of the
Columbian college, George Washington
university, Washington, D. C, made the
following statement to the students of his
class following his attendance at a per-

formance of Douglas Fairba.iks' latest
United Artists production, "The Three
Musketeers."
"I would suggest that you ladies and
gentlemen who have not yet seen the
splendid Fairbanks picture of 'The Three
Musketeers' would do so, as it would be
of great benefit in your studies of that
period. Douglas Fairbanks in 'The Three
Musketeers' is an achievement in art."

Four Katherine MacDonald
Productions Are Sheduledc
Katherine MacDonald productions scheduled for distribution by Associated First
National are: "Her Social Value," in October "The Woman's Side," in December
"Yours Truly," in February, and "The
"The Woman's Side"
Infidel," in April.
completes the MacDonald series for 1921.
;

Vitagraph Trailer Ready
Prints
graph's

of

a

special

trailer

on

James Oliver Curwood

Vita-

feature,

reached

"Flower of the North," have
every Vitagraph branch office. It is reported that the screening of these trailers
has caused considerable comment by exhibitors in all parts of the

and Canada.

United States
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LETTERS
TOPICS

From Readers
Communications

on

topics

of

EXHIBITOtS

current interest
Writers are requested to confine themselves to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

We

—

Blush Modestly

N. M.— To the Editor:
have received a copy of the Herald of
September 17 which I wrote for recently.

Overheard by Major Jack Allen at the
Oh, Paul, isn't cur pitcher
uraud? He hits their bats no matter where
they hold them.
/ 'audeville
News.
ballgame:

1

accept

my

thanks.

—

the

like

1

*

means a great deal to me
has given me some very valuable inforHerald and

"They

it

Money Making

Ideas;

Teacher

game."

CLARENCE

Exploi-

rect

Department; Letters from Readers, and last of all "What the Picture Did
for Me." 1 do not believe I miss a thing
from cover to cover, for I go through
each copy again and again, and then file
it

for future use.

forgot one thing

I

— really

more

mum

I

than see lots of comedies.

job. At the price these crops are bringing, the money they bring won't last
long, but while it does last, I am going
share I'll be on the job. In
after
closing let me say that I am for the
Herald 100 per cent. Sudie I. Hanky,
manager. Libert v theatre, Des Moines,

my

—

N. M.
of a

MILWAUKEE,

stole,

*

— "Paul,

write a short theme on

to see

because we cannot screen pictures
before buying as our big brothers do, so
the next best thing is to sec what our
brother who has run the picture has to
say about it.
It is a recognized fact that a picture
that goes good in one community will be
a dead one in a different community. I
believe it would be a good idea to add to
the reports on the picture, also the nature
of the

community,

at

all.

be,

.

*

her next First

picture.

Oregonian.

I'ortlatid

Margy — "I don't understand baseball
do you?"
—
Mabel "Why, you don't have to under-

will di-

viz.:

farming, mining,

town, college town, etc.
I
think this would be very valuable, as
I have bought pictures that have good
report from several towns; I run it and
falls flat all on account of it going
it
good in a community that is not the
same as mine. I offer the above merely
as a suggestion.
H. G. Stettmund. Jr.,
manager, Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
oil

—

"Bad Egg"

stand it. Everything is decided by a man
Bend
vampire!" South
the
call
they
'
Tribune.
*

Tommy — Mother's

—

throwing

plates at

Visitor Is she angry with him?
Tommy No. but she's workin' up to it.
Boston Transcript.
*
Mother— Elsie, why are vou shouting
can't you
in that horrible fashion?
be quiet like Willie? Elsie— He's got to
be quiet the way we're plavin'. He's
father.

—

—

Why

papa coming home late and I'm you.—
Worcester (Mass.) Post.
*

Johnny— Mother, do

my

face?

—

Mother

I

have

wash

to

— Certainly,

dear.

Johnny Aw, why can't I just powder
Xew York Daily
like you do yours?

it.

News.
*

Mother— Come

Keith, don't be

—

a

little

savage kiss the ladv. Keith— No.
a naughty lady. If I kiss her she'll

me

a slap 'ust as she did to papa.
ics of the Day" Films.

WIS.

—To

the

she's

eivc

"Top-

Edi-

Shallenberger Offering

New

I

Series

With Lyons

(

after the first day and we exchanged it
E. Mixeralt, Whitefor a real comedy.
house theatre. South Milwaukee, Wis.

—

A Suggestion on Reports
CHANDLER. OKLA.— To the

Editor:
I have been guided to a very great exDid
Me"
Picture
for
the
tent by "What
in buying pictures. It is not a rare occa-

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

WISCONSIN

ELMO LINCOLN
IN

ADVENTURES

of

boy. I wouldn't
How would you cry.
cry like that. Boy
then? This is the only way I know.—
New York Herald.

Minister— There,

played "The Story of a Bad Egg"
Educational) a short time ago and had
a fair house. Before 200 feet of the 2.000
were run off. half the show left, disgusted. It was the rottenest thing we
ever showed. I was ashamed to show my
face as the people went out, as I knew
how they felt. We were supposed to run
this picture two days, but it went back
:

that the player at the bat

*

The Story
tor

in

who

M

Jenkins' letter

I

BROWN,

two reports on the same picture, one praising it and the other condemning it.
About
per cent of the reports are
from small towns. This is as it should

re— Jenkins' C.'s

on "Independence" was there.
I have a 250-seat house in a town of
.">00, operating two
nights each week.
owe my success to showing the best and
cleanest pictures I can get at a fair price,
giving good service and advertising my
theatre above all else.
This has been an awful summer, and
while business is far from good, there is
an improvement, slowly brought about
by good crops and forever sticking to the

L.

Hope Hampton

National

would rather read J.
horrible word arguments with E. E.
Sprague, Fred S. Meyer, or some other*
plies

me

the subject of baseball."
Paul handed in the following: "Rain, no

tation

•

tell

married for money."
"Yes; and its the best home he ever
believe me." lou-a Frivol.

—

mation in fact I could not get along
without it. Please note that I say I like
"the Herald," for there is no particular
department I like best.
To begin, there are Mr. (Juigley's edi'-i.ilwhich I never miss; J. R. M."s
Retakes;

HUALD

Mrs. Reddy— "Why don't you let your
Willie play baseball with the other boys?"
Mrs. Greene "A part of the game is
stealing bases, and I'm afraid it might have
a bad influence." "Topics of the Day"
Films.
*

DES MOINES,

Please

Of THE DAY"

The Literary Digest

TARZAN

Eddie Lyons is making a new series of
comedies for Arrow Film Corporation,
according to President W. E. Shallenberger who is on a business trip to the
Coast.

Two

of these subjects for the in-

dependent market have been completed
and will be distributed under the titles,
"Oh! Daddy" and "Pardon Me."
President Shallenberger contends that
the Lyons comedies justify use of the
much abused term "super." He believes
he

is

offering the

dies ever placed

finest

two-reel come-

—

*

—

Detroit Free Press.

quarts.

Mother— Now. Hazel, car. you give mc
any reason why I should not punish you
Hazel— Yes. ma.
for being naughty?
Doctor said vou weren't to take any
exercise.— C, i/W/>/i

vi'lent

Why,

of Series

"The Woman's Side." which will be
published in December by Associated
First National, completes the 1921 series
of Katherine MacDonald pictures. Supporting the star in this production are
Edward Burns, Wade Boteler. Dwight

Crittenden.
J.

Ora Devereaux and Henry
A. Barry directed.

did."

Mercury.

never

Willie,

She said

my

Sunday school
Mother—
you that? She
who
she never did anythin? m

Willie—Mother,

Announces Last

(Out.)

*

teacher

Barrows.

— Ma.

what do they mean by a
"measured tread?" Mamma For example, your father's tread, when he came
home last nisrht measured about two
Willie

on the state right mar-

ket.

little

takes

a
told

bath.

private that she wouldn't do in public—
Michigan Gargoyle.

Loaned

to Universal

Louise Lorraine, leading woman i"
Century comedies, has been loaned to
Universal to appear in Hoot Gibson 5
next production.

——
October
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"What

81

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service
and read in the
PICTURE DID FOR
TELL US

You

FOR THE

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

YOU

week what the picture
Address "What The

every

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

—

Falls, N. Y.

Niagara
hood patronage.

— Neighbor-

The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine

— Very

good picture. Pleased paBusiness first day was fair. SecNo drawing
ond day was very poor.
power. Chas. Kuchan. Idylhour theatre.
Canton. 111. General patronage.
Farrar.

St. Chicago.

— —

The Devil, with George AxKss. Very
good picture. Best in a long time. BusiRalph Rosso. Hippodrome
ness good.
theatre,

Dearborn

run. J. A. Emery. Star theatre. Bar Harbor. Me.
Neighborhood patronage.

Associated Exhibitors

—

S.

The Midnight

A

Bell, with Charles Ray.—
Plenty ot variety to this
Baker. Circle the-

clean-up.

melodrama.

— Dwight

Ottumwa. Ia.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.

—

First National
The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge. A splendid production, off-

—

most dis-splendid

setting her

new

picture

tional.

to

is

— Dwight

Ottumwa,

picture.

The

In fullest measure, the

Passion Flower.

credit

Baker.

of First NaCircle theatre.

this

on Sept. 21 and 22 and did

with Nell Shipman.
Excellent.
A play with a purpose. L.
P. Charles, Grand theatre. Chetek. Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Salvation

Nell,

Jenkins
Repartee
Opponent
E. E. SPRAGUE. proprietor of
the Lyric theatre, Goodland. Kans..

—

;

—

tion. A real 100 per cent picture. Pleased
everyone. Next to The Kid, brought me
the most business I have had since early
atre,

— Sudie

Haney.
Des Moines, N. M.

spring.

The Sky
j

— Did

Liberty

I..

Pilot, a

the-

—

—

ronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
fine play.
Nine reels not a bit too
long.
Your patrons will tell you so.
Good education, a lesson for young folks.

—A
A

picture that will give satisfaction.

A

good play to run on a Saturday night.
Joe Blaschke.

Wash.

Wapato

— General

theatre.

Wapato.

some drawing

We

had
hicks that didn't know how to buy a
ticket or how to get in on this.
Frank
Allen, Rose theatre. Byron, 111.
Small
town patronage.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. Unusually good of
its kind.
One of Neilan's best, and that
is saying a lot.
Good business. Double
title is

card.

—
—

.

—

r

,

^^5^" >^H
'iL

tilt conducted
through reports
to

<|

...

this

ment.

jj

HEj^^^^B

body

depart-

Every-

knows

Sprague.

A

^^MmMtSB^k

reads

his

and
stuff.

The following

^^mfs
|

is

the
teresting of his
many character-

compositions

istic

casually glancing over
current number of the HERmy interest was intrigued by

"While
the

ALD

the photographic likeness of a
splendiferous individual with all
the sartorial investiture and elegance of a modern Beau Brummel.
first thought, of course, was
that this gentleman was the financial backer of the Flathead Films.
Inc.. or some other billion dollar
picture enterprise; but imagine my
surprise when I read the caption
beneath and learned that it was my
old friend Jenkins, of Neligh, Nebraska.

C. you handsome devil! How
do you keep from being villagevamped every time you appear on
the street? I note that you finally
"J.

summoned

sufficient

try "Pink Tights"

patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Biggest business yet except The Kid.

The

Neligh," Neb., in
their memorable

My

King Yidor produc-

not see this picture, but the
comments were all good. Had a good
house.
Maurice Earnest. Beekman theNeighborhood patatre, Dundee. N. Y.

tion.

dubbed

"S ho r t Grass"
Sprague by J.
of
Jenkins
C.

—

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
Very fine Western, with some good
drama.
Good box office attraction.
Played to capacity by advertising well. —
F. L. Clarke. Cozy theatre. Hazen, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, a King Yidor produc-

Ray

Good

picture that pleased.

—

—

and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—
Light business on this.
I don't know
why. because it certainly is a delightful
picture.
Frank
Allen.
Rose theatre.
Byron. 111. Small town patronage.
19

—

—

and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—

19

Played

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Talmadge. It is a very good picture,

age.

borhood patronage.

comedy-drama.
Good photography.
L.
German. Royal
theatre.
Bonner
Springs. Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

was

—

—

regular

la.

but patrons are not breaking their necks
Poorest Sunday night in a
to get in.
long time. M. Fitzer. Happy Hour theTransient patronatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

atre.

trons.

—

A

the biggest business of the year.
splendid picture done right R. A. Shobc.
Kentland theatre, Kentland. Ind. Neigh-

courage

to

on your patrons,

and while I admire your nerve, I
have wondered how you squared
yourself with the Missus.
"Let us take a slant at Meyers,
of Hamilton, O. That bird pecks
a wicked typewriter and, as he and
Jenkins have locked horns before
through your columns, why not
put on a beauty contest with Mevers and Jenkins as the entrants?"

—

—

— One

Courage, with a special cast.
the real impressive photoplays
year.

Super-excellent.

— L.

of

of
the

Charles

P.

Grand theatre. Chetek. Wis.— Neighborhood patronage.
Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.

—A

A

fine evening's entertainment.

—

dandy box office attraction. J. J. Johnston. Pullman theatre. Rochester, N. Y
Neighborhood patronage.

—
-

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray
Typical Ray picture.
Good.
Attendance was bad. E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

—

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray
Tine picture.
Pleased all. but poor attendance on account of rain. Britten &

—

Lundgren. Melba theatre. Alexis.
Neighborhood patronage.

III.

The Inner Voice, with a special cast.
attendance and pleased. Lots
of action in this picture, also good moral.
Pleased 99 per cent. J. W. Bascom.
Pastime theatre. Sisson. Cal. Neighbor-

Drew good

—

—

hood patronage.

The

Woman

cast.

cial

in

—Yery

His House, with a spegood.

— L.

Grand theatre, Chetek, Wis.
hood patronage.

Charles,

P.

— Neighbor-

The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore. No good for my town. Over
their heads.
Probably O. K. for city

—

trade.

— F.

Cozy

Clarke.

L.

theatre.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore.— Look out for
one. The

Hazen. Ark.

this

patrons walked out on

So use your
is one of the
Tioga theatre.
Neighborhood patron-

own judgment. Think
fillers.

— F.

Oswego.

D.
N.

it.

this

Runnell.
Y.

—

age.

The

—

Charles Chaplin
The
office standpoint this
Will get the money anywhere.
The best Chaplin ever made. C. Bab :
cock. Babcock theatre. Willsville. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
This sure was very good. Louts Frana.
Olympic theatre. Calmar. Ia.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played one day to the largest business
A 100 per cent production
of the year.
Kid, with

from a box

best

year.

—

—

and

will

please

all

classes.

— M.

F.

Carr.
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Fox
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnura.
One of Dustin's best. Very good program feature. W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

patronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William RusselL
very good picture. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N.
Small

—A

—

Y—

town patronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
good show. It pleased 90 per cent,
but this is not a Western. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Neighborhood

—A

—
—

patronage.

—

Tom

Hands Off, with
Mix. Mix is a
knockout here. Good picture, as are all
of Fox.
Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre,
Cedarville, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Why

—

Trust Your Husband? with Eileen

—

Percy. A
good
spoiled by putting

parade

comedy-drama,
in

but
a lot of leg show

and

dance uncalled for.
Let'i
and make them cut it out
Stcggall, Opera House, Fayette,

fight this stuff

BABY PEGGY,

star of Century-Universal comedies, resting between scenes and
reading her favorite trade journal. Miss Peggy is the youngest star in pictures.
She is twenty-five months old and is said to receive $150 a week.

Lyndhurst theatre, Rochester, N.
Neighborhood patronage.

Y.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
this Sept. 28 and 29.
It is a good
picture, but I should have played it
sooner, while the big town advertising
was hot. R. A. Shobe. Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind.

Played

—

The Thunderbolt, with Kathcrine MacDonald. Sometimes I don't blame people

—

for

wanting censorship.

— E.

Palace theatre, McGehee,
town patronage.

The
Nomads

Woman

in

Baradel,

A.

Ark.

— Small

House

His

—

and

of the North. Ran these lately
say that they are fine films. (In
fact, First Nationals are all good as far
But the business was not
as I know.)
what it should have been, despite the
large amount of advertising done. Ought
to go good in a big town.
E. Mineralt,

and

will

—

Whitchouse theatre, South Milwaukee,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—The
best box office attraction of the season.

—

Patrons
real star.

pleased.

all

The

kid

— Palace theatre, Clifton

is
the
Springs,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
— Played this against The Affairs of

N. Y.
cast.

Anatol,

Scrap

Curve Ahead on

them

out.

Iron and
Dangerous
a second run and held

The Four Horsemen

of the

Apocolypse had just completed a week's
run and I had dozens stop to tell me
Nomads of the North was by far the

—

agree with them. C.
& M. theatre, Decatur,
111.
Transient patronage.
Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. A good comedy. Good
Well liked. Elbert I. Conroe,
story.
Conroe's Play House, Conroe, Tex.
A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. A nice little program
picture, but a shame not to give this star
greatest picture.
E. Morrow, M.

I

—

A

—

—

—

better stories.

— Grand

theatre,

Anamosa,

la.

Not

Why

feature the publicity it deserved is a quesOne trade paper even knocked it.
All I will say is it deserves a run as
long as any, and tell patrons it is one
of the best.
Stars well cast.
Scenic
views fine and direction first class. H. J.
Longacker. Howard theatre, Alexandria,
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J.

— College

town patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
This is a good Western picture. Pleased
la.

Saturday's

audience.

— George

Stonoras,

tion.

Abbott

Minn.

Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.—
Russell a favorite in small towns. This
one pleased. J. S. Latimer, Merit theatre, Hartford, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter de Haven.— A fair program
picture, but not as good as Twin Beds,
however.
Will probably make good
with most patrons. Fair patronage only.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The

Kid,
with
Charlie
ChaplinPlayed two days to big business, and it
will go over anywhere.
A 100 per cent
box office attraction, and will please anywhere. H. P. Dygert, Rialto theatre.
East Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

—

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.—
pood picture that pleased 100 per cent.

One
atre,

theatre, Plant City, Fla.

—

The Lamp
One of

—
—
Aurora,
son.

star.

A.

J.

Ind.

—

Lighter, with Shirley Mathe best pictures run of this

Petscher,
Lyric
theatre,
patronage.

— General

Mountain Madness, with

— Good. — Adolph Kohn,
Granville, N. Y. — Small

a special cast
theatre,

Pastime

town patronage.

Tom Mix.— Mix
have a pretty good following
Others are not wild over
with some.
The Cyclone, with

seems

to

Too

him.
mal.

— O.

unreal.
Box office only northeatre, Enterprise, Ore.

K.

Neighborhood patronage.
Scuttlers, with William Farnum.—
whole lot better than some that we
Fair crowd.
G. F. Rehave played.

The

patronage.

— W. Fish, Gem theArk. — Small town patron-

of her best.

Dumas,

I.

age.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with
Stewart. Another good one, with
Stewart.
This one has some very
scenery. If you have not run it, do
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

—

Mont.
Small town patronage.
If I Were King, with William Farnum. For this class of show, one of the
diske.

Star

theatre,

Ryegate,

—

Anita
Anita

good
so.

la.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart.
Pleased the majority.
First
Stewart picture since In Old Kentucky,
and they turned out to see Miss Stewart.
Ernest
Vetter,
Majestic
theatre,
Homer, Mich. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. Good picture.
Admission 10c
and

—
— P.

30c.

Fairmont,

G.

Neb.

Held,

Sterling

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patron-

age.

The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. One of the few real pictures

—

I

Guilty, with Sylvia Breamer.
the trade papers did not give this

—A.

have played

this

year.

A

wonderful

evening's entertainment.
Nice business
and pleased everyone. Will L. Beebe,

—

—

Candor theatre, Candor, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan

—

production. A real picture.
One that
pleased 100 per cent.
Run two nights.
Several came the second night. All Neilan pictures we have run are A-l.
W. I.
Fish, Gem theatre, Dumas, Ark.
Small
town patronage.

—
—

MONTY BANKS
"The Beau Brummel of the Screen"

——A

—A
October

— C.

best.
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29,

Empress

Buswell,

P.

theatre,

—

Lyric

credit to star.

ronage.

atre,

la.

I

J.

The Thief, with Pearl White.— Pleased
Bill Leonard, Mystic the100 per cent.
Kan. Neighborhood
Cedarvale,
atre,
patronage.

—

—

Buck

Just Pals, with

Grand

theatre,

— Good.
— Neighbor-

Jones.

Breese,

111.

hood patronage.

Town

Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
Saturday crowds.
for
Played to fair house and seemed to be
F. L. Clarke,
satisfactory to patrons.
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

Big

comedy

Good

—

Town

Big

—

Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
borhood patronage.

— Neigh-

Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck
The best Western we have
Jones.
shown in a long while. The star is improving and did a good business. F. J.
theatre,
Elmira,
Schweppe,
Colonial
N. Y. Transient patronage.

—

—

—
Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck
have
Jones. — The best Western picture
I

shown
a

as

them.

Push

this to the limit
luxe.
It will please

this year.

Western de

— F.

Hazen,

L.

Ark.

Number

—

Cozy theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

17,

ordinary

very

Clarke,

with

George Walsh.

picture.

Opera
House,
town patronage.

—A

Fayette,

J.
la.

Get Your Man, with Buck

My
a

patrons don't

mounted

—R.

land,

—

Jones.

Fair of the kind.

—

—

Mason. This
is a good picture and quite a few told
me so. However, not up to some of her
Shirley Mason always
previous ones.
good. Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

The
good.

Shirley

—

Texan,

Tom Mix

with
is

Tom

good

S.

Dream

Grimes,

— Neighborhood

thepat-

Mix.

— Very

star for us.

i

Trail, with Buck Jones.
picture.
Had many favorable

—A

dandy
comments, some saying

Buck

of

Jones' pictures.

it

—

was the best
Adolph Kohn,

Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

town patronage.

Polyanna.

2.

Rebecca
Farm.

3.

The Fighting Shepherdess.

—A.

5.

Middleton,
Small

L.

—

The Big Town Roundup, with Tom
A splendid Mix picture which

Mix.

Sunnybrook

of

Girl of the Sea.
The Valley of Doubt.
6. The Isle of Conquest.
7. She Loves and Lies.
8. Out of the Snows.
9. The Golden Trail.
10. The Right to Happiness.
Let's hear from another exhibitor!

— Small

—

Grand theatre, De Queen, Ark.
town patronage.

Me

for

1.

4.

The Plunger, with George Walsh.
dandy good comedy-drama. You've got
a dead audience if they don't yell when
the tight takes place.

That

Made Money

The One Man

—

P. G. HELD,
Sterling Theatre,

failed to get the usual business, but was
not the fault of the picture.— R. A. Shobe,
Kentland
theatre,
Kentland,
Ind.

Fairmont, Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
I

Prairie

Trails,

Mix—

Tom

with

dandy Western subject and the best I
have played in some time.
Good busi-

— Mrs. Newman, Star theatre, AddiN. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Big Town Roundup, with Tom
Mix. — Not up to previous Mix pictures,

ness.
son,

and did not draw nearly as well as his
previous show. Think it is an off Mix,
but will get by with his fans. F. L.
Clarke,
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— College

A. Shobe, Kentland theatre, KentNeighborhood patronage.
Ind.

Lovetime, with

J.

Goldwyn

—

Nest, with a special cast.
wonderful picture and will please the
most critical.
real family picture.
Played at advanced prices. Used heralds

A

newspaper advertising.
two days. C. S.
Sampson theatre. Penn Yan,
Neighborhood patronage.

Capacity
Johnson,
N. Y.

—

business

t

The Cabinet of Dr.
special cast.
No good.
not like this picture.
Cozy theatre, Florala,

—

with a
patrons did
D. Patrick,

Calgari,

My

—W.

Ala.

will
will

draw, even

if it

is

It's

good and

"kinder old."

You

and cleaned up. The picback up everything you say.
Admission 25 and 50 cents. Used violin,
cornet and piano. Elbert I. Conroe,
Conroe's Play House, Conroe. Tex.
from

— W.

Florala,

citizens

will

—

—

Ore.

prise,

—
— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

me. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

star

Merit
— Ark. —Latimer,
Neighborhood

theatre,

unknown

is

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
Excellent picture. Satisfied small audiMrs.
ence. Local conditions against us.
R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.- Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
This is strictly a family picture and a
beautiful subject.
It does not seem to

—

— F.

L.

—

Clarke,

—

White,

Glen theatre, Watkins, N. Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Godless Men, with a special

cast.

— My

patrons did not like this cruel stuff. One
preacher who saw it said it was awful.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.

Tom

Moore always

A

good

by in good
from start to
Everyone liked

gets

Irish story

and not overdone.
O. K.
to an average house.
Neighborhood
theatre. Enterprise, Ore.
finish

Showed

—

—

patronage.

patron-

An

here.

Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
Wonderful entertainment. A really beautiful picture.
Did a fine business. D. B.

Hodkinson

age.

—

with Will Rogers.

The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—
Goldwyn
Just a fair program picture.
pictures are not making any money for

it.

S.

Women,

picture, but not fitted for Rogers.
He is much better in other roles. Business only average.
O. K. theatre, Enter-

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.
Very good. Showed it on Saturday to
good house. Did not add a comedy to
J.

Comp-

story.
Very interL. Conroe, Conroe's Play

good

good

shape.

one.

fairly

Guile of

A

age.

—

Hartford,

theatre,

patronage.

House, Conroe, Tex.

—

this

Cozy

Patrick,

—Neighborhood

Prisoners of Love, with Betty

Wet Gold, with a special cast. Very
good, but the diving and submarine stuff
Went over fairly well as
is overdone.
an educational feature. O. K. theatre.
Enterprise, Ore. Neighborhood patron-

—

D.

Ala.

Fine picture that will entertain you well.
Only fair drawing power in this town, as

coin the money.
I used 11x16 circulars with personal letters of approval

ture

reels.

HERALD

—

with Pauline Frederick.
more money on this than I ever
a picture before.

My

The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.—

Madame X,
Made
made on

litis

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Al-

Mr.

Held's contribution, bearing a
received after the compilation of
Patrons Liked Best" data published in the Oct 22 issue of the
had
been completed and is not included therein.
Exhibitors are at liberty to add his selections to the
published tabulation or to designate this as the
initial unit in a new scries as they prefer.
In the
latter event, obviously, contributions from those
conducting the first ballot will be eligible.)
title,

son.
esting.

The Old

and

(NOTE:

new

"Ten Plays

—A
— Elbert

Steggall,

like to see this star in

police story.

—

Corydon, Ind.

'fen Pictures

ronage.

Ideas, with Eileen Percy.

Dandy little picture with good wholesome
comedy that all will enjoy. R. A. Shobe,

83

ways draws a crowd. Louis Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.
The Mother Heart, with Shirley Mason— Good picture and one that is a

— Neighborhood patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix. — One
A. Petscher,
ever run. —
of the best
theatre, Aurora, Ind. — General pat-

Akron,

—

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin producPlayed two days to good business.
tion.
Drew well for both Saturday and SunHouse records. Miss Deuel, Reday.

—

—

—

from the local college.
business. W. A. Dillon, Strand
theatre, Ithaca, N. Y.
pull the students

Poor

The Cup

—

of Fury, with a special cast.

Nothing extra except

reels.

Too many
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gent theatre, Corning, N. Y.
patronage.

The
derful

and

— Transient
•

—

Killer, with a special cast.
Wonpicture.
Good acting, good plot

fine

— Dr.

out-of-door scenes.

W.

theatre,

St.

Pleased

all.

Wertenberger, Empress
Transient pat-

\V.

Joseph, Mo.

—

Killer, with a special cast.
After
disposing of the title will say that this
is a very good picture.
Many said they
liked it. Taken from a novel by Stewart

White.

— Chancellor

Bros..

Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, O.
borhood patronage.

The Spenders, with

Drew

Fine.

Nation,

a

well and
theatre,

Strand

— Neigh-

special
pleased.

cast.

Davis,

Cal.

— O.

R.

His Own Law, with Hobart Bosvvorth.
good picture and pleased those who

—A

—

it,

but the star does not draw with

us.
J. H. Vaughan,
atre, Maquoketa, la.

New Orpheum

—

the-

patronage.

Critical

Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.
Viola
Pleasing from beginning to end.
Dana a darling all the way, and surely
works into the hearts of the picture faas.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winches-

—

ter, Ind.

Blackmail, with

NeL.

away from

with
this

—

program

picture.

theatre,

Fairmont.

patronage.

— Keep

a special cast.
one.
It is awful.

— George

story or anything else.

Opera House, Montour
Neighborhood patronage.

Falls,

No

Starkey,
N. Y.

picture,

Mars, with Bert Ly-

to this one.

No more Metro

Are

Men

All

pictures

—

Alike? with

—

May

Allison.

— Star very clever and well liked
here.
have never drawn a poor Metro
Leonard,
Mystic
theatre.
yet. — Bill
Ccdarvalc, Kan. — Neighborhood patronis

is

age.

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, with a
theatre,
special
cast.
Fair.
Grand
Breese, HI. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.—
corking clever comedy.
A great picture for the women.
Attracts big matinee business.
Al Beckerich. Cataract theatre, Niagara Falls,

Three-day run.

A

but

—General

patronage.
the Elsinore, with a
special cast.
A corking good picture.
Bill Leonard. Mystic theatre, Ccdarvale,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

N. Y.

The Mutiny

—

of

—

—

Peacock, with Nazimova.
Mostly a
very extravagant production.
series of poses of Nazimova. which are a
delight to the eye of one who is of artistic turn, but does not get over with the
average patron. Drawing power of picture poor and Nazimova has lost out with
my patrons on account of offerings of
late.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.

—

nothing

to

Bedroom and

Bath, 'with a spePatrons well

— Good farce.
pleased. — G. D. Worden,
cast.

Delavan,

N.

Gem

theatre.

Y.— Small town patronage.

1921

29,

Paramount
The

Affairs of AnatoL a Cecil B. Dc
Mille production.
Very good.
ran
it four days and fourth day's attendance
was better than second. For a small town
I consider that good.
It is a splendid
production.
M. Swedberg, Cort theatre,
Luverne, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

We

—

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production. Opened to a nice business on Sunday and patrons arc tickled
to death. Regular advertising. Advanced
prices.
Kelly,
Liberty theatre,
J.
J.
Corning, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. Deproduction. A big box office atPeople were disappointed in
thinness of story, but other features offset
this.
Makes you wonder where

—

Millc

Parlor,

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Ly-

— Average

much

Star out of
for us
when our contract expires. J. D. Giesler,
Jewel theatre, Johnstown, Colo. Neighborhood patronage.

cial

tell.

— Not

Madame

Viola Dana.
A good
and run this as a

— Neighborhood

Clothes,

A Message From

—

Metro

picture.
Do not try
special, as it is just a
P. G. Held. Sterling

—

patronage.

1

Small town patronage.

saw

—

Lytell has done better in others.
O. K.
theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood

place.

—

The

Edward

crow about. Played to average house,
but no one was very enthusiastic about it.

tell.

ronage.

October

traction.

"Anatol" would have landed if same
wealth and cast had been put into a real
story.
Dwight Baker, Circle theatre,

—

Ottumwa, la.
Deep Waters, with

a

special

cast.

Scenes from the sea were inspiring and
beautiful.
Acting fine and a lesson that
we would all do well to ponder over., I
raised my price and heard no complaints,
although several said it was worth more
than I asked.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patron-

—

age.

Deep Waters,

a

Maurice Tourneur

pro-

— Made an excellent impression.
— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
duction.

The

Whistle, with William S. Hartextra good one.
Bill at his best, in
my opinion. Fight is very good. Hart
always a popular star here.
Business
good, especially with the grown-ups.
0. K. theatre. Enterprise, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

An

—

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish.— Ran
on Sunday to small attendance. O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.—
Small town patronage.

—

The Testing Block, with William
Hart.

— This

S

old-time Southwest story is
with the same thing Hart is, age,
and while it is a good show, my thermometer stayed about normal throughout the
evening. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theafflicted

—

atre,

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

— Transient

patronage.

The Education

of Elizabeth, with

Billie

— Star's poorest picture. Poor
Five reels of nothing. Very poor
business. —
A. Emery, Star theatre, Bar
Harbor, Me. — Neighborhood
Burke.
plot.

J.

patronage.

—

Crazy to Marry, with Roscoe Arbuckk.
Best Arbuckle since he went into five-

reelers.

solutely

Showed

the 9/12-13-14/21 to abhigh-class
patronage- and it
in spite of adverse

proved a knockout
publicity.

However,

mend running
atre,

Greeley,

it

I

would not recom-

— Sterling
— General patronage.

this late.

Colo.

the-

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. A prestige builder for any
man's theatre.
The picture created a
sensation and word of mouth advertising
on the part of patrons brought us best
business on a special production we have
had all summer. J. H. Talbert, Legion

—

—
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Town

—

Stuff

The Passionate

notice quite often reports
contain this sentence, "Good
I

town house."
do you get that

for small

idea,

anyway ?
Brother, let me tell you the
small town patrons read more
about motion picture plays and
actors than you get from your
exchange man, and they are as
good if not better judges than
the big town patrons that attend my theatre.
So if you think that way
towns you're
small
about

wrong.
.

S.

V.

WALLACE,

Idle

Hour

85

Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre.
Hinsdale, llf. Neighborhood patronage.
'

Theatre,

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Pilgrim,

— Very

with

a

spe-

poor attendance. First
night average, second fell flat. O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small
cial

How

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"Small

—

cast.

—

—

town patronage.

The

Sins of Rozanne, with Ethel Clayused to get me
the jack, but since they lost their best
stars and run in, some new ones I don't
consider them any better than any others.
Fair only.— R. A. Shobe, Kentland theton.

— Paramount pictures

Kentland, Ind.
ronage.

atre,

— Neighborhood

pat-

Half an Hour, with Dorothy Dalton.
Half an Hour took an hour and a half to
play, but did please a whole lot of people
during that hour and a half. William
Noble, Capital theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett.
Different from the average run of program
attractions.
Held interest of patrons remarkably well up to the unusual ending.
H.
Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich,
J.
Kan. Small town patronage.
Appearances, with Mary Glynn. Slow-

—

—

—

—

—

moving

theatre,

Norwich, Kan.

— Small

—Mrs.
town

pat-

ronage.

Midsummer Madness, with
cast.

a

special

— While this was a good feature, well

directed, it was a little too
raw for this small place. It hurt busiH. J. Longaker, Howness for a week.
Neighard theatre, Alexandria. Minn.

acted

and

—

—

borhood patronage.

Midsummer Madness,

— Picture

with

a

special

Small attendwell liked.
O. R. Nation. Strand theatre,
ance.
patronage.
Small
town
Cal.
Davis,

least.

—

—

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
Another Paramount knockout in every
Patrons highly
sense of the word.
pleased and talked about this photoplay
It is one of Parafor a week after.
mount's big pictures.^— F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Faith Healer, with

a special cast.

Six reels of a real picture

and one that

The resend them home
ligious end well handled and will not
offend any sect.— J. H. Roe, Turn Hall
Neighborhood
theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
satisfied.

will

—

patronage.

picture.

R.
Hinsdale.

office receipts bad.

G. Jordan.

Hinsdale theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
More Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. — Very good program picture. — Sudie
Haney, Liberty theatre,
111.

I.

i

MARTIN JOHNSON

holding one of the
monkeys he encountered in his Borneo
"Jungle Adventures," an Exceptional
Pictures Corp. production.

Des Moines, N. M.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. Not up
to
the
DeMille
standard.
The title will pull them and
they won't be disappointed after.
The
titles are very good, which brought favorable comment. A good box office attrac-

—

—F.

tion.
atre,

W.

Horrigan,

McDonald

—

the-

Philipsburg, Mont. Neighborhood
patronage.
Putting It Over, with Bryant Washburn. This holds my box office record
for one night. A good clean picture and
they will all leave satisfied. Ed T. Shef-

—

—

fer,

Ye Show Shoppe

theatre, Shortsville,

— Neighborhood patronage.
What Happened to Jones, with Bryant
Washburn. — Thoroughly enjoyed by a
Sunday night house. — Grand theatre,

N. Y.

Anamosa, la.
Something to Think About,

—

a Cecil B..

production.
If I
ever saw
better picture I have no recollection of
Will bear extensive advertising and

DeMille

a
it.

a

Miss Swan son superb in this.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice,
Tex. Small town patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
You can't go
This is a good one.
wrong on Reid. R. E. Johnson, FrankSmall town
theatre, Piggott, Ark.
lin

—

production. A very nice evening's entertainment and one that will please them
all.
Good business. J. R. Palmer, Burritt theatre. Weedsport, N. Y.
Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant

—

Washburn.

— P.

— Very
—

Tommy,

with a special
produced
picture
which brought poor receipts and many
walkouts.
Also many compliments.
Sentimental

— Remarkably
.

—

—

patronage.

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
A dandy. It will make anyold grouch laugh. Washburn is good in
W. A. Hillall his pictures I've shown.
house, Lyric theatre. Glasco, Kan.

Washburn.

—

—

THE
SON OF
WALLINGFORD

Neighborhood patronage.
An Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Those
Ray. Good picture, well acted.
Receipts verythat saw it praised it.

—
poor. — C.

—

—

— About the

—

—

best of

Washburn's comedy-

—

Pleased generally. J. H. Taldramas!
bert, Legion theatre. Norwich, Kan.
Small town patronage.
Heliotrope, with a special cast. Very
good. J. A. Petscher. Lyric theatre.
Aurora, Ind. General patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille

—

—

—

pic-

Everywoman, with

One

a
of the best pictures

special

cast.

we have played
Good moral, and paasking for it to be shown

from Paramount.
trons

are
again. J. C. Robinson. Gaiety theatre.
Starke, Fla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
This is an interesting story and pleased
about 60 per cent. Would have pleased
more people had it not been for the dark
scenes. About 50 per cent was too dark.
It
I consider it only a fair program.
should not have been a super-special.
F.
Spangler,
Globe theatre.
Joseph
Beaver. Okla. General patronage.

The

—

Pathe
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.

— Can

recommend

almost

all

this picture to please
At least it went

your patrons.

Booked it from other exbig here.
hibitors' comments in this department.
Bros.,
Dreamland theatre.
Chancellor
Arcanum, O.

—Neighborhood

patronage.

Blanche Sweet.
Very good program picture. We used a
Simple Souls, with

comedy with

this

one.

Did not

—
Hartford.

any frowns as they came
mer,

Merit

theatre.

out.

J. S.

notice
Lati-

Ark.—

Neighborhood patronage.

R-C

B. Clark, Iris theatre, Pacific

Grove. Cal. Resort patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. Just tackup William's photo and wait. You will
get them. G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A.,
Rose Lake. Idaho. General patronage.
Burglar Proof, with Bryant Washburn.

program

good

G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont. Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

ture.

raise.

Straight Is the Way, with Matt Moore.
—
— Not an ordinary program picture. — D.
E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
—
— Small town patronage.
cast.

Box

Pictures

The Good Bad Wife, with Dorothy

—

Green. This feature is sure a knockout.
Star does some very good work and is
supported by an excellent cast. Book it

and advertise
ILLINOIS

it.

You

can't

go wrong.
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McAvoy.

Miss

— R.

Baker,

O.

Baker's

McCune, *Kan.

theatre,

Electric

— Small

town patronage.

A

Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
story with appeal. The
triangle which the new goveternal
erness busted at the proper moment and
took all blame to save the mother, but
drew an ace from discard. S. V. Wal-

— Interesting

—

—

photography. Rich setting. Cast
and direction good. Sudie I. Haney,
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.

—

You

Can

Never

Daniels.

— One

with
per cent

Bebe

Tell,

hundred
Everybody pleased.

factory.
Patrick,

satis-

— W.

D.

Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.
picture that is above the average program. Good for any town to use. Wanda
Elbert I. Conis well liked in Conroe.

—

Agnes

Calvert,

P.

Wash.

coma,

Movie

—

roe,

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Ta-

patronage.

The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
This is no role for the star
Frederick.
Entirely out of keeping with
to play.
performances.
Frederick's
Miss
past
Opened to big business, but it dropped
dead the second day. Mrs. Jackson, MoTransient
zart theatre, Elmira, N. Y.
patronage.

—

—

Conroe's Play House, Conroe, Tex.

The Soul of Youth, with Vivian Martin.
By all means book it. This story
of a boy with a disfigured face who hides

—

in the swamp country of the South and
there meets a blind girl whom he marries and lives happy with ever after is
made in the last reel by the star, who had
them in tears at the end. S. V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Pa. Transient patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
One of the best we ever ran. This
Boost
should make money everywhere.

—

—
—
—
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. — Wondercast.
acting by lead as well as
— Leonard, Mystic theatre. CedarPleased some.
Others said too much
Arabian and old-time
— R. C. Bux- vale, Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
ton,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.
— Good. — Grand theatre, Breese,
Small town patronage.
ful

all

in

Bill

it.

stuff.

111.

The Good Bad Wife, with a speccial
cast.
Good picture. Took very well.
C. M. Adams, Drury Lane theatre, De-

—

Mich.

troit.

—

Transient patronage.

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.
Good. Photography extra good. C. P.
Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron, la.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Lavender and Old Lace, with a special
The story will draw and the piccast.
Follows the book
please.
will
ture
Pleased everyone, and they will
closely.
go home thanking you. Two days to
Second day larger than
nice business.
theatre,
Regent
first— Young,
the
Geneva, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

Li Ting Lang, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Ran for one day with fair business.
J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

age.

What's a Wife Worth? with a special
cast.
The critics were not very enthu-

ronage.

—

—

about this picture, but

my

patrons

never
story to tell.
I
heard more sincere praise of a picture
than on this one. I ran it two days to
above average business. You can make
a fuss about it. J. E. Stocker, Myrtle
theatre,
Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood
patronage.
different

—

—

Realart

A

—A

Private Scandal, with
real

good

ILLINOIS

picture.

May McAvoy.

My

WISCONSIN

patrons liked

INDIANA

ELMO LINCOLN

The Deep

O.

Paradise, with a special
not satisfy what little patronage we had on this one. C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. Small
town patronage.

— Did

—

The Valley

—A

cast.

of

very

book

afraid

to

some

money

—

Doubt, with a

good

picture.

this one.
for
you.

It

— P.

special

Don't be
will

make

G.

Held,

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein. This is a very good picture.
A.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

Seekers, with Elaine Haramerstcin.
Hammerstein has never been
strong here, but a few more like this and
Think everybody
she'll
be ace high.
liked it.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. Small town patronage.

Pleasure

—

—

—

Dangerous Paradise, with a special
cast.
Not as good as most of Select
Very weak story. J. E. Higspecials.

—

—

Majestic

gins,

Cullom,

theatre,

III.

Neighborhood patronage.
of Vengeance, with a special
splendid mountain picture. Some
beautiful scenery and drew a fair crowd.
Cheney theatre,
Jno.
Saunders,
I.

Seeds

cast.

—A

—
Cheney,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

patronage

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. I think this will go down in the

—

records as the best picture this star ever

made, which means that it is better than
H. Daspit, Atherton theher new ones.

—

atre,

Kcntwood, La.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. Good. Norma is always good.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre,

—

Ewen, Mich.

— Small

town patronage.

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
A pretty good picture. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small
town patronage.

—

—

Purple, with a special cast.
A. L. Picker, Rex

—

Nothing

to this one.

theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.

— General

pat-

Selznick

Who Am

I? with a special cast.

— Many

of my patrons stopped to tell me this was
Adolph Kohn, Pastime
a good picture.
General pattheatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

—

ronage.

Bucking the
Seemed

—

Tiger,

with

Conway

Drew well
please.
considering big counter attraction. O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Tearle.

to

—

Small town patronage.

A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. A scream from start to finish.
No dragging parts. Played a Chaplin
two-reel comedy with it and the house

—

was in an uproar for entire performance.
Moore always popular here. O. K. theOre. Neighborhood
Enterprise,
atre.

—

—

patronage.

ADVENTURES

Toledo,

—

Neighborhood patronage.

siastic
had a

Rivoli thepatronage.

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

cellent

Sister Susie."

— Downtown

borhood patronage.

Food for Scandal, with Wanda HawHave never run a poor Realart. Ex-

comedy "Saving

—

Exprogram

well.

A

—
—
—
The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
— Good Saturday picture which pleased
the audience. — Mrs. R. G. Jordan,
— NeighHinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
ley.

as a ten-year-old

ploitation possibilities good.
picture.
Harold F. Wendt,

Dangerous

111.

new Educational-Christie

pense element maintained very

cast.

— Transient^ patronage.

all

the

—

picture which gets by despite the
lack of any particular star. Nothing sensational as a mystery picture, but susfair

Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
Bill
great.
Star
is
Good picture.
Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan.
patronage.
Neighborhood

theatre,

A

in

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy theWinchester, Ind.
Who Am I? with a special cast.

expectations.
atre,

atre,

Springs, Pa.

vamp,

29, 1921

Cambridge

Hour

Idle

lace,

DOROTHY DEVORE,

October

of

TARZAN

The Last Door, with Eugene

—A

O'Brien.

Star and cast
very good picture.
good. Well produced and comes up to

JACKIE COOGAN

in a

scene from

"My

Boy," his next Irving Lesser production.

—A

—
October
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United Artists
The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
One
Played one week to big business.
hundred per cent production and will get
Mozart
Mrs.
Jackson,
business.
Transient patrontheatre, Elmira, N. Y.

—

the

—

age.

American,
with
Majesty the
His
Douglas Fairbanks. Solid enjoyment for
in
this
picture
of
and
old
young
both
They inquire
stunts, thrills and laughs.
"when will you have the next?" J. W.
Bascom, Pastime theatre, Sisson, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Majesty the American, with
His
Douglas Fairbanks. Rather old, but I
got by with this in good shape. I would
call this a grand picture if it was put in

—

six

reels.

— P.

Fairmont,

G.

Neb.

Held, Sterling theatre,
patron-

— Neighborhood

age.

Universal

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Business was good with this one for two days
Advertised it
in a neighborhood house.
with 3,000 scandal sheets, one 24, one 6,
in windows.
and
ten
1-sheets
two 3s
Slides and photos. Teaser slides for three
weeks in house, slides changing every
two days. J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

PLAYERS

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean.

—Not

as big as the producers claim it is, but
will satisfy the majority.
R. A. Shobe,
theatre,
Kentland,
Ind.
Kentland

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Picture pleased.
O. R. Nation, Strand theSmall town patronage.
atre, Davis, Cal.

—

—

—

Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Good.
Pleased 95 per cent here. Star well liked.
She does some clever acting in this one.
Lloyd Hollenbeck, Colonial theatre, Paul,
Idaho. Small town patronage.

—

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.
Good for young class. Nothing heavy,
but the villain

is

an absopleased.
Story

disposed of

lutely new way which
of sea coast that will get

by

in

all

right.

IN "A MAN'S HOME,"

the

new

Selznick

Left to

picture.

right:

Matt Moore, Faire Binney, Kathlyn Williams, Harry Morey, Rowland Bottomly
and Grace Valentine.
S. V. Wallace, Idle
bridge Springs, Pa.

Hour

theatre,

— Transient

Cam-

patron-

age.

The

Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—
well-liked picture that has some good volcano' and earthquake scenes. Drew good.
Toonerville comedy in addition. Chan-

—

Bros.,

cellor

num, O.

Dreamland

— Neighborhood

theatre,

Arca-

—

—

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
very good Carey subject and should
please all. Majority of fans would rather
see more riding and gun play in his stuff.
F. W. Horrigan, McDonald theatre,
Neighborhood patPhilipsburg, Mont.
ronage.

—

Common

Property, with a special cast.
Good picture in six reels, but failed to
draw for me. E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre,
Lincoln, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
—

The Mad Marriage, with Carmel
Myers. Good. But the story is of the
formula type. C. P. Buswell, Empress
Neighborhood pattheatre, Akron, la.

—

—

—

ronage.

—

Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
pretty good program picture. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Best
If Only Jim, with Harry Carey
Sunday attendance of the season. O. R.
If

—

—
—

Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Book it
Dean. A wonderful picture.
and boost it. W. L. Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111.
Everything But the Truth, with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. A very good

—

—

comedy and

that is all.
Strand theatre, Leslie,

—

—

L. B. Greenhaw,
Ark. Small town

—

—

—

—

—

Vitagraph
The Courage
a special cast.

Northern

of the best

ever screened.
It will please
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita,
Neighborhood patronage.

pictures
la.

Marge O'Doone, with

of

— One

—
—

I

God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan.— I worked my mailing
list strong on this and it drew exceptionally good and pleased at 15 and 30

The

cents.
hirst,

reel

last

Beverly

great.

is

— E.

Beverly,

theatre,

DewKan.

Small town patronage.
God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan. A good picture. Drew
quite well for me at 10 and 35 cents.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

—

— Neighborhood

Neb.-

patronage.

God's Country and the Woman, with
William Duncan. A good picture. Story
north
woods. Peter Krauth,
of
the
Opera House, Denison, la. Neighbor-

—

—

—

hood patronage.

State Rights

Women Men
William

Love (Bradley), with
Desmond. Very good picture.

—

Will please 90 per cent. That's enough.
If they all did that good we would have
no complaints. O. Trayer, Lyric theGeneral patronage.
atre, Rugby, N. D.
Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.
Best picture in a long time, with snow
Did not draw much. Dimond
scenes.

—

—

—

theatre,

Oakland,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Desert Scorpion (Arrow), with

—

patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. Big picture, but Oriental stuff
does not go here. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. General patronage.
A Cowpuncher's Comeback, with Art
Acord. Nothing to brag about. Star is

—

get the "jack" use
L. Rappeporjt,
J.

—
Buffalo,

Lovejoy theatre,
N. Y.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.
Good and had a good-sized crowd.
One hundred per cent satisfaction. G.
F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

all.

age.

—

serials.
To
serial record.

in

star's

patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Ha r ry Carey.
Pleased Carey fans, but didn't draw as
well as others.
O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patron-

—

good

—
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Book

cast.

it

Riley,

if

— Fine

they

Wigwam

Western

Westerners.

life

October

29,

1921

picture.

— R.

Ross

theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

The Barbarian

(Pioneer), with a spe-

—A
picture and pleased
Wonderful
scenes
and
photography.
Drew
— F. R. Wood, Utopian theatre, Clyde, N. Y. — Neighborhood patroncial cast.

fine

all.

fair.

age.

The Hunger
with

Blood (Canyon),

the

of

Farnum.

Franklin

Somewhat

— Very

good

different than average Western production. W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. Neighbor-

^Vestern.

—

—

hood patronage.
Girls Don't Gamble (D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler. One of the best com-

—
—

edy-dramas of the season. If you want a
real one, book it.
W. S. Harris, Grand
theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Black Sheep
Hart.

— This

(Pinnacle), with Ncal

one of Hart's best picyour patrons want Westerns
is

tures.
If
try this one.

theatre,

—

—

E.

J.

Cullom,

III.

Higgins,

Majestic

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
Isobel (Davis), with House Peters and
Jane Novak. A wonderful attraction
which brought out more favorable co-nmcnts than any picture we have played

—

for

some

time.

Some

said

it

was

a spe-

and could be understood by anyone,
even if all of the titles were left off. Business only fair on account of a tent show
which was in town. O. K. theatre, Enterprise Theatre Company, Enterprise,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

cial

VIRGINIA LEE

—

—

Women Men Love
William Desmond.

(Bradley),

— Some

with
Busi-

picture.
ness fair, as good as the average feature.
Patrons claimed it was better than Reputation.
Not one fault to find. Book it
and boost it. Sam Nelson, Strand theatre. Berlin, Kan.

—

The Long Arm of Manister ( Pioneer
with
Henry Walthall. Fine picture.

i.

—

Photography exceptional. Entertainment
exceptional.
Moral good. J. W.
Bascom, Pastime theatre, Sisson, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

value

society

of the

and Harry Benham

drama

in a

issued

series

by

scene from "The Road to Arcady," first
Film Corp. on the independent
J. W.

market.

Neal
(Pinnacle),
with
God's Gold
Hart. A sure fire box office attraction
Best of its kind I have
for small towns.
-ten.
N'eal Hart plays good, clean, thrilling plays.
Use him and watch the reEverybody likes Westceipts double.
erns and will come, but they won't admit
Elbert L Conroe, Conthey like them.

—

—

Play House, Conroe, Tex.

nie's

ran.
Forneisi,

V

Y.

— Neighborhood

—

Seneca

theatre,

patronage.

Falls,
»

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph). with
Toe Ryan. Good serial for Western fans.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala,
Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The

Vanishing

Dagger

(Universal),

Kan.

tions.

—

Wigwam

—

Lumpkin,
— Tex.W.— Neighbor-

— Neighborhood patronage.
A Western Adventure (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. — This series was a

Cupid theatre. Miles,
hood patronage.

and this subject is a dandy.
stunt, the horse on the aeroplane.
Like to know how they did it. Fine business.
George Kellogg,
theatre,

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. On fourth episode.
Doing very good. Has plenty of thrills.

—

New

Canisteo,
age.

N.

Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. One of the star's
best efforts. A picture that will get you
the money and will please them all. Nice
business.
Mrs. James M. Mays. Star
theatre. Waterloo, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

In the Days of the Buffalo (Arrow),
with a special cast. Played two days to
capacity business.
A good picture and
pleased better than any Western picture
I ever ran.
John Felahter, Crystal the-

—

—

Jennings.
patronage.
atre,

Okla.

— Neighborhood

Serials
Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.
Remarkably fine

—

it
holds, a good box
Well advertised. Played
to capacity.
Would advise bookings on
this.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William
Duncan. On the tenth episode
and holding interest. Business has been
very poor, but picking up. E. B. Hen-

episode.

first

If

office attraction.

—
—

—

—

crick.

Plaza

theatre,

Corning,

N.

good

serial.

J.

— W.

S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked
Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Son
special cast.

Tarzan (National), with

of

a
class this as just a
Kohn, Pastime theY. Small town pat-

— Would

fair serial.— Adolph
atre. Granville, N.

—

ronage.

The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast.
Failed to get the crowd
tor me.
Fell off 50 per cent from start.
Partly due to general depression.- Not as
good as The Lost City. J. W. Lumpkin,
Cupid theatre. Miles, Tex. Neighbor-

—

—

—

hood patronage.
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with Wil-

Duncan.

—

—A

good

serial.

Duncan

liked here.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theSmall town patatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

ronage.

Miracles of the Jungles (Federated I.
with a special cast. -Something different

—

ILLINOIS

WISCONSIN

INDIANA

ELMO LINCOLN

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special

A

—

liam

Breezy Eason
They both appear in
for a ride.
"Bransford of Rainbow Ridge" a forthcoming Universal photodrama.

Seneca

best serial I
Charles
in.

with Eddie Polo. Had to cancel on account of bad start and general condi-

—

surprise

takes

them

Packed

ever

Hearts of the Range (Lubin), with a
Good Western picture. R.
special cast.
Ross Riley.
theatre, Oberlin,

Some

HOOT GIBSON

The

This was a clean-up.

ADVENTURES
cast.

of

TARZAN

—
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much

ters as

Timber

in

Schade

The Diamond Queen

for governor of Ohio
James W. Faulkner, Columbus

(Universal;, with

Sedgwick.— This story could be
really a fact, it is so logical.
Not like
the average run of serials. Holds interest
Eileen

correspondent of the "Cincinnati
Enquirer" and one of the foremost
political writers of the country, has
his way. In his Columbus letter to
the Cincinnati paper Faulkner says:
"There's a man up in Sandusky
who is a candidate for the city commission named George J. Schade,
who ought to be regarded by the
politicians to be a likely candidate
He never
for the governorship.
has held office, and he is a candidate now only because others are
His hat, howinsisting upon it.

throughout and

we have

the best

is

them in on the hottest
nights.
L. C. McCarthy, Shelden theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

The Sky Ranger Pathe), with George
B. Seitz. Very good serial. Liked by all
my patrons. Ralph Rosso. Hippodrome

—

—

hood patronage.

The Lost

theatre,

Piedmont, Ala.

It is a busi-

Varnell,

Princess

— Small

town pat-

ronage.

King

Circus (Universal), with
Lots of action and up to

of the

Eddie Polo.
his

—

Held interest

standard.

through.

— G.

Welte,

Buffalo, N. Y.

New

all

the

Ariel

— Neighborhood

way

theatre,

patronage.

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with

—

Joe Ryan. Started off good. Some action.
D. M. Spade, Theatorium theatre.
General patronage.
Portland, Ind.

—

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this

blank

now and send

—

do.

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

Title

(Warner Bros.), with
a special cast.
Now showing the thirteenth episode and holding up fine. An
will

serials.

Whole

City

—

— A.

C.

Miller,

Petersburg, Mich.

Star

with each episode,

which shows what a good

G.

Office Reports Tell the

Story.

— Neighbor-

theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

increase in business

J.

Box

<

franchise holder.

—

USE THIS BLANK

ronage.

is on straight, its correct posishowing that he understands
something about public affairs."
Mr. Schade is a First National

getter.

ever

Packed

run.

ever,
tion

from the old run of

serial

if

—

a candidate

ness

The

they keep on padding 300 or 400 feet of previous chapters.
Exhibitors, don't be afraid of Thunderbolt Jack.
Sam Nelson, Strand theatre,
Berlin, Kans.

George J. Schade, owner of the
Schade theatre, Sandusky, O., may
have his hat tossed in the ring as
if

as other serials.

soon be killed

will

Sees Gubernatorial

89

serial like this

Averill

— General

Producer

theatre,

patronage.

Remarks

Short Subjects
The Grocery Clerk
Larry Semon. Drew

(Vitagraph), with

—

wet

large

crowd

in

Patrons say there
are nothing better than Semon comedies.
G. D. Worden, Gem theatre, Delavan,
N. Y. Small town patronage.
spite of cold

—

rain.

—

One Week, The Scarecrow and The
Haunted House (Metro
"with
Buster
Keaton.

I,

—All

excellent comedies. Buster
makes as good as any, better than most.
Only thing that bothers me, can he keep
it up?
He pulls new stuff with each one.

—Sudie

L Haney, Liberty

theatre,

Des

Moines, N. M.
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William Duncan.
teen

weeks.

pleases.

Pathe

We

News

Friday.

Duncan always draws and

Harold Lloyd's Single Reel Comedies
(Pathe). The best bet on the market.
There are ten of them and all good.

played this serial with a
and two-reel comedy every

Small town patronage.

— Has

held

its

own

for

fit-

Frank

The news and comedy draw

Allen,

the

Larry Semon.
this

—

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Started it in warm weather but
it is growing
every time we show it.
Patrons claim it is the best we have yet
shown. Not padded with previous chapHoxie.

—

Rose

theatre,

Byron.

two-reel

— Several
comedy. — W.

side

Cozy theatre, Florala,
hood patronage.

A

Ala.

splitters

D.

Star

111.

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with

—W.

grownups and the serial the children.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

Title

—

Producer

in

Patrick.

— Neighbor-

Remarks

Ride on a Runway Train (EducaStay away from this one-reel
Let New York's Capitol run it,
as the manager there isn't around to get
roasted.
Hurts the eyes and is nothing
more than a scenic taken from a train and
the camera swerved for effect. Chanceltional).
special.

—

—

lor

O.

Dreamland theatre, Arcanum,
Neighborhood patronage.

Bros..

—

Between the Acts (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. Audience likes Larry
Semon. All of first series good. G. D.
Worden. Gem theatre, Delavan, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

you want
Westerns. If
Universal
good two-reel Westerns, book Universal.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ronage
ILLINOIS
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ELMO LINCOLN
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State
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I
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TOURING
aEAST
Mr. axd Mrs. Peters, owners of the
Majestic theatre, Hornell, N. V., gave a
party last Sunday for the employees of the
theatre at their beautiful

summer

cottage,
Peters prides him-

Lake Keuka, N. Y. "Dad"
self on cooking potatoes, and Arthur helped
every one to enjoy themselves even dug
the bait, while the operator and the writer
tried to catch the fish.
We take our hats
off to Mrs. Peters as a hostess and that din-

—

ner will live

in

memory

our
*

*

for

many

a dav.

*

Georce Kellogg has purchased the building adjoining his New Theatre at Canisteo,
N. Y., and will tear out the wall and enlarge his theatre as well as remodel and install entire new equipment
*

*

*

*

*

is

much

*

*

*

Addison, X. Y., is now running on full time and Mrs. B. S. Newman
says she is enjoying a very successful patronage. This charming lady is the mother
of that live showman, John Newman,
owner of the Roval theatre at Oak Harbor,
Ohio.

The Star

A

fine

house

is

*

*

going up

at

Towanda, Pa.

and cost, it is
said, $65,000.
It will open Nov. 1.
Music
by a Photoplayer costing $5,000 and an upto-date booth with Simplex's and a Miroid
This theatre

will

seat

1,050

direct the

man-

motor generator

stalled in the Tioga, at

set

is

being in-

Owego, N.

Y.. also

two new Simplex machines and the house
entirely renovated. F. D. Rcndell is putting over this house in great shape and
advises us that the Kmpirc will also be

open two nights a week. The Candor
Courier says, "she is a great manager."
«

The Strand

»

*

N. Y., has just
and now shines like a
jewel.
It is said the sum of $10,000 was
spent on improvements.
The genial Mr.
W. A. Dillon, manager of this theatre,
enjoys the same success that once made him
the feature act on the Orpheum time.
Ithaca,

at

redecorated

*

*

You have never met the real authority
on projection until you meet Will Beere,
owner of the Candor Theatre at Candor,
N. Y. A Powers 6- A has just been installed.
Exhibitor Beebe also edits and
owns the local newspaper, The Candor
Courier, and runs theatres in Vanetten and
Spencer, N. Y.
*

*

*

can't get
Charles
the Crescent theatre,

just

manager of

Hamer,
Ithaca,

N. Y., to talk about himself. But we'll say
he is one of those honest-to-god, real show-

men whom

*

it

is

a pleasure to meet.
*

*

*

coY.,

have just installed two Powers' machines.
This team contemplates a big season.

Walter M.

*

Powers,

*

»

»

Exhibitor

Glen

D.

B.

of

the

*

*

White, owner of

the

Watkins, N. Y., has purchased a
fine location on the main street for a new
theatre.
No plans have been let for the
erection of same. This is one place where
they don't charge you for the privilege of
gazing on the scenery. We refer to the
at

beautiful

Watkins Glen.
*

*

*

Ed Maurice and L. B. Earnest, who
own the Beekman theatre at Dundee, N. Y,
claim they are philanthropists, as they run
this
house for pleasure only.
Who
wouldn't be Ed owns the drug store and
L. B. the garage. 'Nuff said.

—

«

»

*

The posts that support the balcony of
Sampson theatre at Penn Yan, N. Y.,

the
are

being removed and steel trusses installed,
so that patrons will enjoy a complete view
of the screen from all parts of the house.

Cyrls Johnson, who owns

this

popular

playhouse and carries the mail over Route
0, is putting over some big specials.
*

C

*

*

Young, who once cranked an Eberhart-Snyder all over Maryland and West
Virginia, is now managing the Regent theatre at Geneva, N. Y.
Have C. C. tell yon
.

about his latest silverware stunt.
He has
the United Cigar Stores backed off the map.
*

formerly

This

*

*

George C. Starkey is planning some improvements on his Opera House at Montour Falls, N. Y. A new booth and additional machines will be installed.
George
explained how some one thought they once
held a mortgage on the Opera House at
Watkins, N. Y.

C.

Harry Clark and D. H. Malone.
partners in the Happy Hour at Ithaca. N.
*

he says is giving wonderful results.
house has just been redecorated.

conjunc-

Y., in

New

You

*

George G. McElroy, owner of the Mel-

tion with his other houses, the Amusu and
Loomis theatres of this city, the
Sayre,
Happy Hour, Sayre, Pa., and the Morley
at Athens, Pa.
* *
*

at

*

*
-

-

R. N. Merrill will
agement from Waverly, N.

A new

1921

29,

ville theatre at Interlaken, N. Y., is using
a Delco outfit with Mazda projection which

*

better.

E N
-

*

E. B. Hendrick is spending his spare
time at home now as chief cook and bottle
Exwasher, due to illness in the family.
hibitor Hendrick, who owns the Plaza theatre at Corning, N. Y., states that business
is slowly picking up as the industrial situation

H

October

Colonial theatre, Albany, N. Y., has been
appointed by the Bernstein interest to manage their Majestic theatre at Elmira, N. Y.
The policy of this house will be five acti
of U. B. O., feature pictures and a news
weekly.

^Tth

screen.

been

John Maloney, owner of the Regent
theatre at Corning. N, Y., has taken over
the management of his house. Miss Winifred Duell will have charge of the booking.
Some alterations arc contemplated.

HERALD

RS

*

*

Chas. Fornesi,

that smiling son of northern Italy, is looking for some good secondhand upholstered seats for his Seneca theatre at Seneca Falls, X. Y.
Plans are under
way for a new booth and the installation of
mazda projection.
*
* *
E. P. Johnson, owner of the Garlock at
Phelps and the Pastime at Manchester, N.
Y., will install both new machines and seats
in the Pastime.
Both houses are now runring three days a week.
*

*

*

Talk about a classy name, lamp

this

one

We

tor a theatre
"Ye Showe Shoppe."
think Ed. Sheffer of Shortsville, X. Y.,
must have been down Boston way once.
And the theatre is all that the name implies.
For a small town, it is the classiest we've
been in for many a moon. Ed has just installed two new Powers' projectors and
work will start immediately on the new
marquee. It looks like Exhibitor Sheffer
will soon reign as post master.
* * *
:

The Playhouse
1

at

office

is scheduled to open Jan.
Canandaigua, X. Y. This combination
building and theatre will seat 1250

and

is said, $100,000.
The stage
feet wide and 36 ft. deep.
Typhoons will ventilate. The projection specifications call for latest type Simplex ma-

cost,
will be 60

chines

it

with

mazda lamp houses with a

A

14 x 18 gold fibre
G. MacFarlanS
will manage this theatre, while Jas. MacFarlane will operate the Liberty.

throw of 120

feet.

screen will be hung.

W.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
New
Equipment

Progress
W.

Underwood, writing
in the Electrical Review (Chicago) estimates the number of
E.

lamps in use in the
United States at eight million.
The writer seems to have based
his estimate on the number of
merchants using electric signs
and evidently did not concern
himself with what proportion
electrical

of this large total was a part
theatre
picture
motion
of
It is too bad he
there
Undoubtedly
would have been some interesting figures. The motion pic-

equipment.
didn't.

ture theatre is constantly increasing its use of the electric
sign and probably contributes
an important part of the eight
million.

*

*

*
to

the front with a small printing
press. He used it during Realart week and from the samples
job.

The

he

did

little

a

Possible to Floodlight Entire Building in Pure Sunlight
Or Any Color of Rainbow Either
Stationary or Revolving
Sun Light Arc lamps, which during the
two and one-half years have prac-

in this connection, it is stated
that one of the lamps will light up an
entire theatre front so that its architecture will stand out in more bold relief
than in daylight. It is pointed out that
a building so illuminated will dominate
the district in which it is located.
"Exhibitors who desire exploitation of
their theatres." said C. G. Nesbitt, sales
manager of the Sun Light Arc Corporation, "and the pictures presented by them
will find unlimited possibilities in the use
of these lamps, especially when coupled
with, their regular press copy.
"Although the new type of lamp has
been on the market but a very short
time, owners and managers of the theatres have been quick to realize the many
advantages to be derived from the use
of them, and many recent users have
found them to be productive of the desired results: namely, putting the house
over and at the same time increasing box
sibilities

past

revolutionized illumination in the
studio, are now making rapid strides in
both the publicity and exploitation rields.
Through their peculiar talents of being
able to flood a building completely with
pure sunlight or any color or combinations of colors, they have now sprung
into great favor as an exploitation agent.
tically

The New Sun Light Arc Lamps, used
especially in this kind of work, giving
100,000 candle power, it is announced, are
available to every theatre owner for exterior illuminating and other purposes.
These lamps consume but 150 amperes
direct current at 90 to 145 volts, and are
revolutionizing exterior building illumination and other forms of exterior lighting
just as completely as they revolutionized
illumination in the production of motion
pictures.

Floodlights Building

office receipts.

new Sun Light Arc
as an advertising medium has not as yet
made its appearance. With it. it is posThe equal

of this

to floodlight an entire building in
pure sunlight or in any color of the
rainbow, either stationary or revolving,
or a combination of pure sunlight with
other colors. As an example of the pos-

Increased Business Expected
"These new Sun Light Arc Lamps
have proven to be very practical, and

sible

Another exhibitor comes

received

Sun-Light Arc Lamp Has
Remarkable Exploitation Value

we

believe

we

will

enjoy a very large

volume of business in these new
The company announces that
.

recentlv

executed

contracts

for

fields."
it

has

Marcus

creditable

pamphlet was

not pretentious but the printing job was a good one and he
got his story to his patrons.

And

then it cost him sixty
cents to print fifteen hundred

He threw in his
of them.
labor.
But that is natural
when one is working in his own
interest.
!£
#
£
Executives of the National
Association have learned that
a package weighing more than
eight pounds can be shipped
cheaper by express from Chicago to New York than by
Uncle Sam's parcel post. The
greater the weight the larger
the saving effected.
The Association's figures should be of
marked interest to the industry
generally.

This photograph

new Sun-Light Arc
opening or permanent exploitation of a theatre.

illustrates the possibilities of the

Lamp

in the
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in the opening of the new Loew
State theatre at 46th street and Broadway, also in the opening of the Loew

Loew

Max

83rd street theatre;

Strand circuit
theatre

idan

in

Greenwich

the

village;

Shuberts upon the occasion of inaugurating a vaudeville

Garden; B.

ter

S.

at the

Moss

opening his

in

new Franklin theatre.
The lamps were also used by Mr. Moss
opening of

for exploiting the

Leave Home,"

at

"Why

Broadway

his

Tup
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An

power

results of this

research

with a description of
screen tests, also conducted by the laboratory, have been embodied in a printed
report just received by the National As-

most

members.

It

effective guide for scientific

screen selection ever com-

prove of tremendous value to exhibitors who are seeking
to perfect the interior equipment of their
piled

and as such

will

theatres.

The
the

tests

are conducted to determine
of permissible lighting and

maximum

the choice of the scieen best suited for
the endowed School of Music Motion

Picture Theatre which

George Eastman

is constructing for the City of Rochester.
Work is rapidly progressing on this theatre, the steel girders of which were placed
in position last week.

Eye

Strain

Causes

In the report on theatre illumination,
the eye-strain ocin many theatres, also the difficulty of persons locating seats and the impossibility of the
management to supervise the conduct of
individuals all of which are reflected in
box office returns.
After many trials to determine the best
lighting arrangement an ideal condition
was worked out whereby the general illumination was such that a person entering a room from the bright sunlight
could immediately see all details of furniture and after a period of one or two
minutes could read ordinary printed
matter.
Eye shock was brought to a minimum
and the quality of the picture on the

attention

is

called

to

casioned by bad lighting

—

1044

was not impaired.

together

sociation of the Motion Picture Industry,

the

CAMP

ST.,

NEW

is

Realart

an exact

showing the average reflecting
of various screen textures.
The Research Laboratory offers to cooperate at any time in the solution of
specific lighting problems, also in the
choice of a suitable screen to fit any given
theatre. Upon receipt of a sample screen
K inches square the laboratory will measure the reflected characteristics at a

report

lighting and

staged a

above

system for
illumina-

is

£

Thr Pbanlom

screen

its

PRICES INCLUDE WAR TAX

ml MnnkrtCu

of the Leader Theatre, Cumberland, Md.,
week and printed his own advertising on a hand press. The
reproduction of Mr. Feeser's little pamphlet.

C. A. Feeser,

Effective

among

!C

Ducks and Drakes

tion engineer can duplicate this condition
in any theatre, says the report, although
no specific instructions for theatre lighting can be laid down, because every theatre differs in architectural features.

for distribution
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I
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determined by a scries of experiments
and tests conducted by the Research
Kodak
Eastman
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Laboratory
of
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lighting motion picture theatres has been

work,

ly

A Homarowa Story of Everydo* Lifo
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A Whoia.oma Comoo> Romoneo

Theatre Lighting Called

Company.

cat re

C. merit

World bcloit your ejea

WANDA HAWLEY In
The House that Jazz Built

known Comic Ooora

Corord,

PROGRAM

In

Clown

Girls

Lauds Eastman Work
Kodak Company's Study'of
scientific

o>.ih

i

CONSTANCE BINNEY In
Such a Little Queen
T»o

Little

A Oovdr Clrcu. RlcOoro

An Intaroatlna Rarlart

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE

Most

The

Uolatky Bella' A.UUI1 r»l Six fomr4 T
ol kulh No. a
kulh koland in Advcntui

National Association

The most modern

MARY MILES MINTER

MAY McAVOY In
A Private Scandal

Win-

program

1921

29,

Ad.

Oct

Spiegel of the

the opening of the Sher-

in

Moti

October

ORLEANS. LA.

General Lighting Rules

Among

the general rules for lighting
that are applicable to any theatre, however, are the following:
No area of a theatre interior,
(1)
visible from any seat in the audience,
except the picture itself, should have an
apparent brightness of more than 2.5 to
3.0 foot candles (the foot candle is used
as a unit of light intensity in the sense
that a 16 candle power lamp, one foot
away from a screen, would produce an
illumination of 16 foot-candles).
relatively large amount of gen(2)
eral illumination may exist in a picturetheatre without interfering with the projected picture, provided the illumination
is properly distributed.
(3) The black velvet frame for screens
is undesirable and a neutral gray is suggested in its place, because the latter has
a great reflecting power to raise the apparent brightness of the frame.
(4) Lights under a balcony are particularly bad and should be used only
with a properly designed indirect lighting

A

system.
(5) Exit lights should not be so brilliant as to become disagreeable glare
spots.
The use of a projection screen,
(6)
set well back from the stage and shielded
to a great extent from reflected light, is

recommended.
(7) Eye shock is considerably lessened
by a grading of lighting in the vestibule,
lobby and foyer thus eliminating the

—

necessity of equipping ushers with flashlights,

which annoy persons

nominal charge.

The

report of screen tests states that
it is now possible to select the best screen
for a given theatre with scientific accuracy.
While advocating no particular
make of screen, a table is given in the

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

Press

Aid to "Realart Week"
With

the aid of a

hand press which

hei

operates himself, C. A. Feeser, manager
of the Leader Theatre of Cumberland,.
Md., has been getting out his own

weekly announcements and when early,
this month he put on Realart Week, he
went himself one better and devoted hi<j
pamphlet entirely to the productions and'

Company in question.
The pamphlet was small,

sufficiently soj

a woman's:
contained the entire week's'
program. Exhibitor Feezer chose a goodl
plain-faced type and the finished product;

to

easily

purse,

was

and

be

slipped

into

it

easily read.

Mr. Feeser's "Realart Week" opened]
on October 3 with May McAvoy in "Aj
Private Scandal," which was followed by:
Constance Binney in "Such a Little
Queen," Justine Johnstone in "A Heart;
to Let," Mary Miles Minter in "The Lit-'
tie
Clown," Wanda Hawlcy in "The!
House That Jazz Built," and Bebe Dan-I
iels in "Ducks and Drakes."

Add to
(S fecial

sitting close

to the aisle.

Hand

Exhibitors'

Theatre Chain
to

Exhibitors Herald)

BLUE EARTH,

MINN.,

Oct.

18—

Sandon Brothers of Mankato, owners
a number of motion picture theatres

of
in'

purchased the New
Palace theatre here from M. M. Hanson.

this

vicinity,

have

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO.

I

LI
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theatre

Th eatres
Asset.

Know

Rice Lake, Wis.— Rice Lake Theatrehas been organized with a capir
talization of $80,000.
Incorporators are
G. E. Miner, C. E. Overby, T. C. Surdson and W. A. Demers.

Company

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

here.
It
is
possible the house
a site in East Main street.
*

occupv

will

an

Is

This.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

Equipment

the Latest

York.

—-A

Projects
motion picture house

Krapp supplied the

J.

is

plans.

Milwaukee, Wis.— The Parku ay, a new
neighborhood
theatre
at
'Thirty-fifth
street and
Lisbon avenue, has been
opened by Manager E. W. Van Norman.
The house will show first-run pictures.
*

*

Michigan City, Ind.

Bonham, Tex.

—

— The

new $60,000
operating.

Plans drawn by
Henry L. Newhouse of Chicago for the
new Tivoli theatre have been approved

ham

by Wallerstein Theatrical Enterprise Corporation.
The house will seat 1,750 and

atre has reopened for the season.
ing the summer it was renovated
redecorated.

will

cost

$250,000.

theatre

is

J.

— New

York

interests

erect a

theatre in the rear of the
McAlpin property. The site faces on
Park place and Speedwell avenue.
will

*
York. A theatre to cost $250,000
to be erected at Webster avenue and

—

New
is

by

169th street

S. B.

Steinmetz.

*
N.

West

Orange,
O'Crawley will build

theatre

Pittsburgh,

Louisville

which

erected

Pa.

—The

111.

port,

Ore.— F. T. and M. C. Newnew owners of the Columbia the-

atre,

have

Astoria,

reopened the

Bon-

New

new

Corporation has leased the Melrose theatre at 413 East 161st street, The Bronx.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Consolidated TheCorporation of Philadelphia has
purchased the Majestic theatre in South
Main street from Imperial Theatres, Inc.
atres

*

—

Duquesne

the-

Durand

Pauls Valley, Okla. J. G. Jensen has
purchased the Victory theatre from J. E.
Jones and Sam Kendall.

—

Sharon Springs'
$15,000 theatre, the Strand, has been

SEE THE

H.

BELL

WANTED

seating

HOP
AND
AUGH
WITH
LARRY

News Film Editor to
edit News Weekly

INDIANA

Well-known

film

ELMO LINCOLN

producers

IN

Address Film Editor, care
of Herald

TARZAN

"A VACANT

SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT THAT SHINES"

Hansen Indicators replace part or
and locates the vacant seats.

cost

Efficiency that costs nothing.

all

ushers.
It will

Inquire,

:

are always in the

marke

I

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

CO.

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

Office

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

HERALD—

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

for

less

a decided profit.

EXHIBITORS

National Film Co.

We

Gives better service at

make you

536 Central Building, Seattle, Washington

Installed without closing.

ECLIPSE

the

Ownership Changes
York. — K. E. & L. Amusement

for

of

for

opened.

—

ADVENTURES

house

*

Col. Fred Levy of
said to head a syndicate
erect a new motion picture

WISCONSIN

Benjamin

— The

Sharon Springs, Kan.

section.

ILLINOIS

by

Cluster.

new Majestic thehas been opened. William Arthur Bennett of Chicago created
the plans for the house.
Streator,

is

will

was

It

Cluster thenow oper-

is

atre, seating 1,100,

*

Ky.

Lexington,

ating.

New

Broadway

""I

J.— Richard
a

Tory corner

1,500 in the

now
*

*

Morristown, N.

—The

—

to be erected on the Union Square theatre property by Benjamin Kaufman.

Herbert

Md.

winter season.

theatre after remodeling the place and
installing a modern ventilating system.
*

New

Baltimore,

atre at 303 South

South Haven, Mich. American Amusement Company has reopened the Rivoli

Being Installed

Is

New

Openings

93

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

mm

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

Si

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Silton General Field
Manager of Pioneer

Burford Reports on

Meeting With Cohen

Has Charge

Directors of Alliance Confer
on Question

Service

A

E.

state

unit

and

vice
a

president

member

of

Until a

discuss several important
the national president.

Elliott Exploits

the

questions

"The Lady

announcement of Mr. Burford's report was made immediately following the directors' meeting. Undoubtedly officials of the state will have some
official

statement

of

interest

to

make

Discuss Public Service

shortly.

Work

The question of the state's active participation in the public service work, of
which Dr. Francis Holly is director general, also came up for discussion at the
meeting which was held at the headquarters in South Michigan avenue.

Maberry Goes East for
Premiere on Broadway
Maberry, manager of the local
Goldwyn exchange, was in New York
to
attend the American
premier of
"Theodora" at the Astor theatre. This
picture is one of a series of Italian pictures which Goldwyn will distribute in
Cecil

this country.

RALPH

BRADFORD

spent last
wtek in New York transacting business in connection with the new exchange which he has opened on
film
row.
The exchange, to be
known as University Films, will
handle pictures for non-theatrical
E.

exhibition.

Commonwealth Announces

New
Two new

Feature Offerings

features have been obtained

by H. A. Spanuth, president of Commonwealth Pictures Company Exchange,
for distribution in December.
One, described as a fantastic film

Powell and

one of the best bets of the sea-

for the play dates
almost exceeds the supply of prints, he
says.

H. L. Callahan,

a

well-known

violinist

of Philadelphia, has been appointed Philadelphia representative of the Riviera

Music Company, Chicago.
pleased with his
reports that he is

Mr. Callahan
new connection, and
having great success

with

three

is

firm's

this

special

Come

Applebaum

Will

Milwaukee avenue,
remodeled this month by Adolph PowA new
ell
and Herman Applebaum.

name

Bell theatre in

will be

adopted for the house,

a Time."

Gallery in "U" Cast
Tom Gallery, popular leading man,

has
been chosen to play the male lead opposite Marie Prevost in her forthcoming
Universal picture, "Princess Virtue."

al-

though no decision as to what it will be
has been reached by the owners.
Everything for the comfort of the paSeveral featrons has been installed.
tures included in the improvements will
make the house one of the most modern
and finest in the city, its owners believe.

songs.

"Karma," "Sweet Southern Dream" and
"There'll

its title.

Reopen Under New Name
The

H. L. Callahan Appointed
Riviera Representative

six acts, is

and deals particularly with the French
gambling game, baccarat, from which the

Nest"

is

in

The other picture, "Baccarat," is a
story of the evil influences of gambling

picture gets

The demand

named

for the

Picture

of

the

Dugout"

in

Illinois,

Indiana and Missouri. Al Jennings, reformed bandit and star of the pictures,
will make personal appearances in connection with its exhibition.

Opens

at

McVickers

Jennings begins his personal appearance tour at McVickers theatre on October 24. Joe Hopp, Dee Robinson, Rex
Lawhcad and other prominent exhibitors
have booked the attraction. Mr. Elliott
announces also that he has purchased the
rights on the picture for twelve states,

Canada and foreign
Mr.

countries.

has been associated with
President Lefcourt for the past two
years. Prior to that he exploited "Experience" on the road for Morris Gest.
Silton

"Mandrake."

titled

Harry Lorch, sales director at the local
Goldwyn office, announces that "The Old
son.

is

Clyde Elliott, who until recently was
head of the local exchange, retains his
interest
in
the
Pioneer organization.
With his headquarters at the local
Pioneer office Mr. Elliott will exploit

with

No

new manager

Chicago branch of the company Mr. Silton will have active charge. He expects
to make his appointment here within the
next two or three weeks.

of directors of the national league, was
one of the officials called to Jackson
to

of

of the company's thirty exchanges by President A. E. Lcfcourt.

board

of the

office

manager

Conference

to

Burford,

Silton,

Cincinnati

Alliance.

Called

Mr.

formerly

in charge of the
Pioneer Film Corporation, has been appointed general field

on the conference with
President Sydney S. Cohen of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at the Jackson convention of Michigan exhibitors was made by W. D.
Burford at the Tuesday session of the
board of directors of the Illinois Exreport

hibitors

of Exchange in

Chicago Until Manager
Is Appointed

of Public

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

WISCONSIN

ELMO LINCOLN

Martin Has Successful
Trip Through Mid -West
Martin, publicity manager, has
returned to the Chicago headquarters of
Tisdale
Industrial
Film
Corporation
after a successful booking trip through
Iowa. Nebraska and Missouri. Among
F.

R.

the larger theatres booked by Mr. Martin were the A.
H. Blank houses in

Omaha.
In Missouri the Tisdale representative
found the tax question receiving the un-

divided attention of some of the exhibitors who face the possibility of paying
an additional levy on all admissions.

McSorley Likes 'Em
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
has just received the following message
from J. F. McSorley of the Beverlv theatre,
Woodstock, 111.:
"'Hall Room'

comedy you sent me for September 10
went over top big. If you can continue
just as good would not think of cancelling. Send another one for September 17
and please mail me one one-sheet on
same."

ADVENTURES

of

TARZAN

El Dorado, Kans.— W. L. Baldridge has
sold the Strand theatre to C. N. Ewing.

!!

!
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

By
The way Ben Beadell is dashing around
Chi in that new Jackson touring car, seemingly portends the big fight pictures of Jack
Dempsey and Carpentier will soon be playing the silver sheets of all the big film
houses hereabouts. In case Ben has over-

looked any of you boys for set-ins, you
find his hat and coat on the hook at
738 South Wabash avenue.
* * *
will

John

of the New Era Films
Pictures, left Oct. 15 for

Bukhorn

F.

and Blackstone
ol' Broadway, and John murmurs, if
the bank roll holds out he will traverse the
noted thoroughfare for about a week.
Looks mighty like some more sales announcements are forthcoming, eh John?
li'l

*

Frank

*

*

Rembusch

Indiana spent
most of Oct. 14 along Rue Cinema, the
guest of many exchanges at special screenings for his benefit.
As yet, we've not
heard from the affable Hoosier as to who
have been elected for dates on his set-in
J.

of

sheet.

*

*

*

Talking about special screenings, did you
see that gang of exhibitors watching the
silver sheet in the First National projection room, Oct. 13?
After the excitement
subsided, all were comfortably seated to
view J. L. Friedman's Celebrated offerings.

Among

screened were "The
Black Panther's Cub," "Snooky's Labor
Lost," Tony Sarg's Almanac and "Creation" of the Biblical series.
* * *
the

leaders

L D. Rosenberg, former Select man from
Cincinnati, will henceforth cover the Illinois territory with an armful of RobertsonCole contracts, awaiting exhibitorial signatures. Best o' luck, "Rosey"
* * *
!

•

B. Thornton Phelps, if you please. The
young gallant who has been calling on the
local trade in behalf of the Unity Photo-

plays is to travel points about northern Indiana for his company.
Thornton, old
deah, if you happen to run across G. Levey,
Esq., you might ask him to get in touch
'with his Chicago home, general delivery,
Chicago postoffice, a pile of mail awaits his

Fitpatrick and McElroy enterprises,
is now a full-fledged member of the sales
squad of the local Fox exchange.
* * *

with

After receiving a recent sales communicado from G. P. Smith, manager of the
local
Associated
Exhibitors
exchange,
friend C. H. Lynch of the Gem theatre, Peoria, is doing his best to elect "Smithy" a
"chieftain" to the clan O'Riordan.
Heres
hoping you make the grade, for shure me
bye, tis an honor to be tagged an O'Riordan.
it is

*

*

Smith and Tom Mitchell were

Gus Treulich

forsaken

Cafe

the

Cinema and will become the manager of
new Illinois theatre, which opens shortly
at 31st street and Wentworth avenue.
Gus
will be all dolled up in his new Tuxedo

Celebrated exchange the other day.
* * «

With the Giants romping home with the
bacon, no local retorts of "I told you so"
have been offered. Looks like most of the
boys were saving their gold to place on the
Maroons for a Tiger slaughter, when these
mighty gladiators clash at the Palmer stadium, Oct. 22. Watch your step, boys, the
tiger is a rather slippery animal.

Manheimer

Credits Stars

For Success of Feature
The work of three players
Road to Arcady" is one of the

"The

in

features

contributing to the success of this picture, in the opinion of E. S. Manheimer.
"The Road to Arcady" is the first of four
society dramas to be distributed on the

market by

state right
poration.

W. Film

J.

Cor-

Manheimer states that Virginia Lee
achieves her greatest triumph in this picture.
The other two actors whose portrayals have
heimer are

been

Roger

commended by ManLytton

and

Harry

Benham.

the

awaiting the floral offerings of the various
exchanges. Watch for the date, boys
*

*

That

is

*

quite a silencer that

Jule Alcock

of the Superior Screen is carrying around
with him these strenuous days of keen

When

sales competition.
begins to show red

friend exhibitor
eye, Jule just
slips him the little envelope and inquires
can he put the "T" together. Losing one
hand to solve the mystery and the other
with a pen, it is a very simple task to guide
the pen hand along the "sign here, please,"
line.
Quiet boy, that Alcock lad
* * *
in

his

Makes no

difference to little Jack Mednihe goes.
They tell us he just
closed the Ohio theatre at Indianapolis, for
"The Black Panther's Cub."
Say, Jack,

kow where

CLASSIFIED
Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

*

Charles Dingman, formerly associated

WILLEMSEN &

$1.00

CO.

Exportersof Film
WANTED:

SITUATION'
*

has

Y'know,

?

*

soon
*

discovered

hiking the terrain of a notable cow-pasture
along the banks of the picturesque River
Des Plaines a short while back. No, Tom,
is a wee too young yet for the severity of
18 holes of golf.
And besides, milk is
barred in all regular 19 hole tournaments.
* * *

H. Meyers, the genial owner of the
theatre. Champaign, 111., was a visitor to the F. B. Warren exchange last
week, leaving the boys in a very optimistic
frame of mind. Looks like he must have
signed up on everything that Manager Sid
Goldman had to offer. Call again, "doctor,"
it

*

certain "official sources" a tale has
been tendered us to the effect that "Hy."

G.

make

*

From

Park

but

'
!

*

Thank you

call.

|

Mac

so

about that big seven reeler

Anna Q. Nillson feature, "Why Girls
Leave Home?" Looks to us like the expressman dragged the new copies into the
the

Manager. House and

exploitation. Picture and Vaudeville experience.
Address T. S.
Desires offers.
Result getter.

New

Green, 517 North
Indiana.

Jersey street, Indianapo-

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Si., New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 416 Charlres

Cable Addreu:

U illemfilm

lis,

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

WISCONSIN

ELMO LINCOLN
IN

WANTED:

Woman interested in clean pictures desires position as assistant director where
her plays can be used. Mrs. Vemen, 407 East
Fifteenth street, Des Moines, Iowa.
FOR SALE:
equipment

ADVENTURES

of

TARZAN

for 500

Must sell at once complete
seat moving picture theatre, all

or part. Best offer. Strand Theatre, Lake Street
and Fifth avenue, Maywood, 111. E. P. Rich,
telephone Austin 44.

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Vclasquin''

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

laving price*.
discounts on

at

PLUSH - VELOUR -SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

We

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera*

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

cash

Special trofesslonal

UNI VERS ALS.

fmmfldUU

The Fabric St udios, inc.

pl«t« cmtaloc at once. fr«« no r*qv*«t.

177 No. State St.

dellrarr on bU modsU. D«Brl«.
DaPrmnq*. Path* ud nunr ©th«r» cUtnoM»tnud In oar thowroon. S«nd for oar earn

IUI CAMERA COMPANY
Ont. H, 10*

N. Dearborn St., Chlc«««.

II.

'Le* as

mske your

CHICAGO
presentation artistic"

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

Stale Rights Productions

Western Hearts,

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

The Wolverine,

Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,
Holmes.
Quick Action,

Shows

Sally

five

Helen

reels,

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.
five reels, with William
Way, five reels, Mary

Russell.

ter.

Helen
five reels, with
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A rook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five

The Nightingale

Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels.

five

The Loggers

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM
Way Women

The

Love,

CREATION FILMS,

with Kubye

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
Cat,
five reels, with all star cart.
The Tame
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cart.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

Woman,

five

with Grace

reels,

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

The

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels. Grace Davison.

A Yankee Go

Getter, 5

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 5

reels,

Neva Gerber and

reels,

Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
rar.

six

reela.

with

Anna

Q.

Nilsson.

King Log (Special Prod.).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

of the
to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,
12— The

INC.

Butterfly Girl, five reels.

—
Hearts,
— Home-Keeping
—
The Family
— Discontented Wives,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

H.

INC.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hugbei.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

».

reels.

Woman,
to

4—The

PRODUCTIONS

One,

seven

six

reels,

reels,

with

seven

reels

Youth's Desire, five

Hell

(Wallace Reid),

Diggers

4— The Great Moment

five

Swanson),

(Gloria

reels.

—
—
9 — The

eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's

A
A

Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Prod.)
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmauricc

Mclford
Oct. 23

—

30— After

— Beyond,

with

Monte

Blue.

MAI RICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

The Foolish Matrons,

six reels.

HACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town

Idol, six reels, with Ben Turpin.
Home Talent, five reels.
She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.

FROTHINGHAH

The Ten Dollar Raise,

five reels.

Show, C

reels

(Wm.

de Mille

Ethel Clayton.

six reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married

Drag Harlan,

Children,

The Tiger's Cub,

TOM MIX SERIUB
Ridin'

Romeo,

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Qu'enie, five reels.

seven

reels,

with

To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TII

Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

The

with

Constance Tal-

Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart

CENTURY BRAND

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.
Hickville to

reels,

five reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES

reels.
reels.

reels,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

What Love

Bob

five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

Holubar-Phillips.

five

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reela
The Night Horseman, five reels.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.

Lessons in Love,
madge.

six reels.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six red
Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

INC.

six

six

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

FIRST NATIONAL
Man-Woman-Marriage,

six reels.
six reels.

Scuttlers,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

Jackie.

Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

ten reels.

WILLIAM FAHNCM SERIES

The Primal Law,

FILM MARKET,
The House Without

Court,

reels.

Footfalls, eight reels.

The Last Trail.
Queen of Shcba,

Virgin, six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Jacqueline Logan.
Doll, five reels,

the

Prod.)
Oct. 30

Hill,

reels.

ham).
Oct.

reels.

FOX SPECIALS
Over the

'

six

),

Sept. 18— The Golem (Special), six reels.
The Affairs of Anatcl (Cecil B. DeMille
Sept. 25
Prod.), nine reels.
2
Oct.
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
2
Oct.
(Thomas MeigCappy Ricks, 6 reels.

all-star cast

DIST.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

The

six reels.
Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

Louise

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

J. L.

Canaan,

five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe

with Hobart Bos-

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with Jamea Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and

The Last

(Douglas

reels.

reels.

Oct.

JR.,

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Broken

five

with

reels,

FORWARD FILM

Shame, 8.200 feet.
Perjury. 7,400 feet.

Aug.
Aug. 28 Crazy
Arbuckle

Glaum.

A Thousand

star cast.

—

—
—
21 — Wealth,

Sept.

five reels, with all-star cast
five reels, with all-star cast.
House, five reels, with

the

Dangerous Toys, seven

Prod.)

PARKER READ,

The Leopard

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Thunderclap, seven

Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of
(Thomas Meighan.)

Buster Keaton.
(Marshall Neilan Prod.)

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!

—
—

14

reels,

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie

—

—

Homespun

Lying
Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

8

Prod

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

Closet,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
— The Woman God Changed, seven reels

—

Women Who Wait, five reels.
17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

July 10

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

Prod.)
July 10 Too Much Speed, five reels, with Wallace
Reid.
July 10— The Mystery Road.
(British Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
Behind Masks .five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
July 81
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reela
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.

Sept.

The Rider
The Road

Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, 6even reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri.

(Cosmopolitan

—

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do,

From

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogaa.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Young.

ball

Wedding

Bits of Life, eight reels

of the North, six reels.

five reels,

Straight

Aug.

through Pathe Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarDistributed

Aug.

Hush,

(Sidney Franklin Prod.)
Pilot, six reels.
(Catherine Curtis Prod.)
reels, with Charles Ray.
Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

Scrap Iron, six

The Playhouse, two

DAVIS

H.

EQUITY PICTURES

July

cast.

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

June

The Heart

D«

Remer.
Luxury, six

The

GEORGE

INC.

five reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

CORP.

five reels,

Zany

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with

with

reels,

five

For the Freedom of Ireland,

Miles

Minter.

reels.

Paris,

of

Courage.

The Sky

The

Miens.

(

Russell.

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Miles Min-

the

The Moonshine Menace,

The

INC.

with Art Staunton and

five reels,

Josie Sedgwick.

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

five reels.

Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reela
Miss Hawk«haw (Fileen Percy V five reel*.
(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
(Murphy-Walker).
The Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Little

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six
The Old Nest, eight reels.

reels.

Tom

Moore.

October

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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29,

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange!

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
V

The
The

B.

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light, Iit Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

Ken yon.

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FILM

B.

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Lawson Butt.
Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

The Devil
and Roy

with

reels,

five

J.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN

V.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Down Home, an All Star Cast
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Face of

and Ed-

the World, Barbara Bedford

ward Hearn.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

J. L.

The Broken Gate, seven

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barns-

cale.

The Other Woman,

Cast

six reels, with All Star

Skyfire, five reels.

REALART PICTURES

liar.

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives:
JANS PICTURES, INC.

Madonnas and Men,

Love Without Question, seven

A Woman's

Am

the

five reels, with
five reels,

Woman,

reels.

INC.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
with Bert
July 4 —The Man Who, six
Lytell.
July 18 — Over the Wire, six reels, with Alice
reels,

1

— Life's

Darn Funny,

Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.

16—Big Game,

Sept

6

Sept
Oct.

Oct

—A
— Viola Dana.
—Garments of Truth,
Hughes.
17 —The Infamous Miss
with Alice Lake.
19
3

— Ladyfingers,
No
—There Are
Viola Dana.
21 — The Conquering

six

reels,

Power,

six reels, special.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.

Billions, six reels, with
Camille, six reels, with

Nazimova.
Nazimova.

erick.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

Forbidden Valley, six

and

May McAvoy.

reels,

reels,

with

reels,

with Helen

Gibson

and Ed Coxen.
of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

SALIENT FILMS,
six reels, with

&

Bruce Gordon

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

LEWIS

cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

J.

to

You,

reels,

five

reels,

with

Billy

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
Girl

From Nowhere,

five

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,
Gilded Lies,

six reels.

five

reels,

with

Dorothy

The Prey,

six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.

Him

In, six reels.
five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Moral Fibre,

reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels.

five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbaw,

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriu
Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

Clay Dollars.

OWEN MOORE STAR

SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

six

ine Calvert.

reels.

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

The Chicken

Woman,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

The Charming Deceiver,

ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES

A

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

ENTERPRISES

E.

It

with Bruce

The

Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Man Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.
Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Carmel
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie PrevorL
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont

The

son.

The Shadow,

Pick-

five reels, with Frank Mayo.
reels, with Edith Roberts.
five reels, with Harry Carey.
Kiss, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

INC.

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J.

five

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Decision,

Mary

reels,

ford.

Bring

Girl's

Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven

Lucky Carson,

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

The

banks.

Dream

VITAGRAPH

(Walsh-Fielding
Society, six reels.
of
Prod.)
(L. J. Gasnier
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

with Douglas Fair-

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Shams

S.
Revell,

(Gasnier Prod.)

six reels.

A

Gareth

six reels, with Bert Lytell.
Villains, six reels, with

Oct. 31
Nov. 14

Nov.

reels,

six

PRODUCTIONS

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Oti9 Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Shadows

May

Allison.
reels, with
Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert
Lytell.
The Match Breaker, six reels, with
five

Board,

Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast.
Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast

six reels, with Viola

Dana.

Aug.

Mary

The March Hare,

Lake.

Aug.

with

to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.

Good Women,

Business, five reels.

VICTOR KREMER,
I

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Queen, five reels, with Constance

May

Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Stampede,

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Everything for Sale, five reels.

six reels.

reels,

Desperate Trails,

Wm.

R-C PICTURES

Nut, six

The Fighting Lover,
Thunder Island, five

SPECIAL FEATURES

Room and

five reels.
five reels.

1

with Mary

reels,

—The

with

reels,

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

Miles Minter.

—— Danger Valley,
Mar. 16— God's Gold,
Jan.

W.

D.

reels,

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

Little

INC.

6

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

five reels,

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

9

In Society, Edith Roberts.

Heart

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women,

Fickle

Mar. It

I

A
A

Ralph Ince Special.

— The
Love Flower, seven
production.
—
The Mark of Zorro, eight
Douglas Fairbanks.
— The Love Light, eight
Jan.
Pickford.

Oh Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

Such a
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

William

Griffith

banks.

The Land

Conway

with

Dec. 4

There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

six reels, a
reels, a

Man's

Sept.

BECK

Line, six reels.

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

with

reels,

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

special cast.

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Cast.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Nov. 15

INC.

duction.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
NEAL HART SERIES

F.

six reels, a

D. N.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett

reels,

ARTHUR

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

A

with Geo. B. Seits

six reels,

reels,

six

I? (All Star Cast)
(All Star Cast)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

Conceit.

SEITZ, INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

cale.

The Breaking

INC.

His,

Faversham.

Red Foam

Who Am

A Man

Dowling.

J.

Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette
Stewart.

B.

six

Tearle.

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

to

GEORGE

Kerrigan.

ren

After Midnight

The Sin That Was

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

The Heart

CONWAY TEARLE STAR 8ERIBS
Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

The Road of Ambition,

Warren

Kerrigan.

with Blanche

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The

reels,

Warner.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

five

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

PERRET PICTURES,

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ton.

INC.

P. Trail, six reels.
of the Forest, six reels.

Man

BENJAMIN

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

97

five

reels.

Honeymoon Ranch, five
West of the Rio Grande,

reels, AUene Ray.
five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.
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October

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

two

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reela.

SPOTLIGHT,

one

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

DO.

one

two

Buster Keaton.

reels.

two

Blaster

reela.

Keaton.

AYWON FILM

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two

reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES.

INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Snooky's Wild Oau.
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky't Freah Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

PATHE EXCHANGE.

one reel

Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.

Mao Versus Woman.

Torchy Tumi Cupid. (Johnny Hinea.)
Torchy'i Double Triumph.
Tarehy Mixta In.
Torehy's Night Hood.
Torchy 'a Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.

MER MAID COMEDIES,

two

reela.

Grief.

C.

one
one

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

VU

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY
PARAMOUNT AKBl'CKLE COMEDIES.
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

FEDERATED— Screen

reela

CO.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog'i Life, three reels.

reela.

reela.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,
reela.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The lockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AI ST IOHN SERIES, two
Small

Town

Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
Say

it

two

with Flowers.

The Book Agent.
Singer

Midget's

One Moment

A

Perfect

Side Show.

Please.

Villain.

Love and War.

reels.

Fall

Guy.

Adventurea of Tartan (Elmo Lincoln).
two

ARROW— Thunderbolt

reela.

NICK CARTER SERIES,
C. B.

INDIAN
feather,

B.

Seits

mi

June Caprice).

PATHE— Hurricane
every

two

reels.

INC.

reel.

NEWS REELS

reela.

Mona

Dark-

reel.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

changer

reela.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Seriea, two reela.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reela.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox eaoetaage*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational *»
nhingri
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Pathe Exchange.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

Sedgwick).

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Palo).
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (WiUasai
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Durness
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (A* tenia
Moreno).

CO.

featuring

Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland).
SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Baleen

—

ons

two reek.

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,
one

(Jack Hoxic).

FOX— Fantomas; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo.

PIONEER

two

Jack

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reels.

reels.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,
reela.

two-thirds test

SERIALS

Rent Collector.
Bakery.

PATHS

Day's Pleasure, two reela.
Shoulder Arms, two reela.
Sunnyside. two reels.
The Kid six reels.
The Idle Class, two reels.

Bray Pictographs.

Hick.

ADVENTURES OP BILL AND BOB. one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reek.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel

A

anapskota.

PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osoaay.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature
SELECT— Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
S. * E. ENTERPRISES—Cowboy Jazz, two

Sportsman.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

reela.

Magazine, on*

(weekly).

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE— Aesop's Fablea Cartoons,

O. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reela.

•

two

Seranonettea.

reel.

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chata.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

one

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS,
two

Moviea.

Dixie.
reel

reela.

ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

two

reel.

snapshots (bi-monthly)
Original Ved-a-

Golf, slow motion.

DRAMAS

reel.

one

1'ictonals,

SALES— Screen

C.

EDUCATIONAL,

other week, two reels.

on*

B.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,

reel.

reel.
GAYETY COMEDIES,
FILM SALES CO.
BILLY HUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

as*
Sceai*

COMMONWEALTH — Spanuth's

Sunlesa Sunday.

VANITY COMEDIES,

Seriea, on*

MISCELLANEOUS

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

The Greenhorn.

red.

Burrud

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

JIM

Torchy'i Promotion.

PICTURES— Sunset

REEL CRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reels.

two

Serial,

Scenic*,

COMMONWEALTH— Spannth's

The
The
The
The
The

reela.

Picture*,

Exploration

RADIN PICTURES. INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

two

one real

Stories.

VITAGRAPH

TORCHY COMEDIES,

Wanderings,

Holmes Travel

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

ARROW— Sport

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Seriea,

reela.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

one

Travel

(every week).

SPECIAL

STAR COMEDIES,

Scrappily Married.
The Reckleea Sex.
Red Hat Lore.
Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Ejcpoaure.

reel

REhLEKS, two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, on. red.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Hey Rube.

Bay

reel.

TWO

two

ons

(every two

reel.

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh
two

reel

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

reels.

one

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenica, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROL1N

one

Scenica,

(every week).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

NEVER WEAKEN,
Nnu
AMONG THOSE

Outing

EDUCATIONAL— World

NEIGHBORS,

with Harold Lloyd.
with Harold Lloyd.
UK NhVtK with Harold Lloyd.
PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

C. B. C.

Max

wrth

reels,

METRO

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

two

Bruce Scenica Beaav

C.

(every two weeka).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's

Roberts.

reel.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reela.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.

one

tiful,

No'.bing to Think About.
It Easy.

Take

reel

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

1921

29,

two

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE UUMPb (.Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks Hia Hem* Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellennsa.
Thr Race of the Age (Man o' War).

Another or Henry Fords Follies"

HI, No. 19

MARTIN

J

.

QUIGL

Entered as second-class matter, August 2c. 191J, at the Port
C
S>~}* U.L.J
dry Ciwtk

DmtW.

/.,

under the

tion

1

:

M

Ad

«/

— Page

if^f*

j,
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35

5,
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Stuart Paton

Prom the Famous

RecM

Story by Clarence Budm^tonKJh*

1

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL SUPER PRODUCTION

ride a ra$in<3 river

lo$s in thereat
flood Torn loose by

of*

an explosion that
turned the course of
a

whole Oregon river

William Fox
JL

Presentations

drama of volcani
theme and picti e

SHA

Now Playing

Stoiyby EmmettJ.flyi

9 he wonder play
of

all

Directed, by 11

centuries

OVER

Now

Playing

THE

A VIRGIN

HILL

PARADISE
By Hiram Percy

Maxim

Directed by

Jrom the poems

of Will

J.Searle

Carkton

Dawley

Scenario by

Paul H. Sloane
Directed by Harry Millarde

Now Playing
A

Now Playing
brilliant satire
amazing spectacle-

An

^he

An absorbing Storyline last word
in

THUNDERCLAP

j

entertainment

A terrific punch in

MARK T

every scene-Thrills

ACONNE
YANKEE
IN

KING ARTHUR'S COURT
staged by

EMNIETT

greatest race track drama
ever scteened

J.

FLYNN

follow thrills!

\

Scenario

by

Paul H. Sloane
Directed by

Richard Stanton

Rady
fcce,
iQie in

Super-Special

astounding

Features

atmosphere

ME
«*,

Coming

Bernard M- Conville

Qfrie gigantic spectacle

MTT J.FLYNN

and

story of the worlds

greatest love.

Coming

WILLIAM FARNUM

PERJURY
By Ruth Comfort Mitchell Scenario^ Alary Alurillc
-

Directed byHarryMillarde

Story by Virginia Tracy
Directed by

J.GORDON EDWARDS

Coming
A new type of cinedrama

FOOTFALLS
A super-specialastounding
in

theme and execution
story by
'Wilbur Daniel Steele

Staged by
Charles J

Brabin

\

?omedy>
novelty
netf
picture

presents

MIX
mu$i

ma

I

J new 9bm Jiiy
plus the

Oom JiiX

youknoifand loi>e<
in a JijjC picture
that is different!

A HUGO

BALLIJ

PRODUCTION

from

H

the great no\

CHARLOTTE
with.

MABEL BALLINand NORM^jpW?TT
PRODUCED BY HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS Inc

I

'amous love story becomes
a great screen triumph
In the hands of a master director

mous

— Jane Eyre —that

fa-

love story written by Charlotte Bronte over seventy-

comes to the screen with all the charm and
warmth and thrills that carried the book to the highest
peak of popularity. •
five years ago,

It is

a marvel of photography and beauteous settings; a

drama with Mabel Ballin
and Norman Trevor portraying Jane Eyre and Fairfax

gripping, mystifying box office

Rochester as only such

"Jane Eyre"
lin's best

Your

is

artists can.

a wonderful picture

— by far Hugo Bal-

contribution to the screen to-day.

theatre needs such a production.

that builds patronage.

It is a picture

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Mrl
c HRistv

NEXT WEEK

DORIS

MAY

LOUis j
PRODUCTION^
GASNIer's
SHOWN HERE PRODUCTIONS

*
:

PAULINE
FREDERICK

COMING-'

SESSUE
HAYAKAWAt

R-C

Pictures
Bring Prosperity
PICTURES

R-C
are good, clean pictures.
They bring prosperity to all exhibitors.
Satisfied patrons are the rule
wherever they are played.
present

life

as

it

R-C

Pictures

is.

R-C PICTURES are the pictures for
mothers, wives, sisters and sweethearts
are red-blooded, human, throbbing pictures that men enjoy.

— they

Star

productions

with Pauline Fredand Sessue Hayakawa,
productions by Louis J.
William Christy Cabanne,

May

erick, Doris
and directors'

Gasnier and
produce real box-office

results.

R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
723

Seventh Avenue,

New York

rpierdngs:

THE BIG CLIMAX
In

Heirry T.Morey

Kt^thlynWilliems

Cr^ce Valentine

Rolc^nd Bottomley

a Scene From SELZNICK'S Tremendous

RALPH INCE PRODUCTION

"A MAN'S
GREATEST

HOME"
HAS

PICTURE

THAT
EVER CARRIED A SELZNICK TRADEMARK
THE

11-19
Leading theatres everywhere are providing extra play dates
for the

new

Selznick product, including- Star Series attrac-

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN, EUGENE O'BRIEN,
CONWAY TEARLE and OWEN MOORE, and the smashtions with

ing big specials that carry the Selznick Trade Mark.

Communicate
and

—

at once with

Get Your Share of

in the

th'e

your nearest Select Exchange

Banner Business

Picture

Trade

12
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THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Jesse

L.

Lasky presents

a

MELPORD

GEORGE

with ACNES AYReF^RUDOIPH VALENTINO

'When an Arab

sees a

woman

he wants

he takes her" — Ancient Proverb of Arabia.
TIAT
Enj sh
1

She
sen

was the meaning of love

desert until

lie

That

in

— the

The Sheik met the

drama you

girl.

it is

the heart of the plot of

"The

froi

of

undred

\ i will

see love

wh

i

is in

tra ion.

the

full

^

w

torrent of Oriental

igii

coming.

rifles

The answer to that will make you
draw the deepest breath of all,
and recognize that once more Paramount has given you
the best show in town
i *«y mm iiu iun jjWt^

shall the lovely and aristocratic
Ayres, as the
En ish girl, escape .j^pfe; f amo ijs playx rs
""**"""" " ""
u it life and honor?
>*&*j
I

•

it's

Does love emerge supreme and glorious at the climax? Is a pure spot found
in the heart of the bronzed Sheik?

making by the hand-

Rudolph Valentino as The Sheik

son

background of

Ask your
when

theatre

and Bandit, and between their troops,
of a ferocity only equalled by tigers.

tribes.

be amazed at her life within
luxury of the Sahara.

^ a will

—

sold,

mad -cap

the :nted

see against a

men

Li't

;

the shiver of it
that is the

—of a thousand wild Bedouin horsewith long
and flowing robes,
—of the bride-market at Biskra where
the slave-brides are
—and of desert fighting between Sheik

which in book form is the year's
:ion on both sides of the Atlantic

miss the thrill of seeing the
English girl snatched
the sand by the hard-riding Sheik

it,

infinite desert,

,"

anc 'hich as a Paramount Picture finds
and irills a multi -million audience.
pro

the plot of

is

odds are so great

L

—

—
i

""'"*"""

.'

H-fegsgi

or state.

Sh

n the

Saturday Evening Post, November 26th

ACCUSE"
ADEL CAMCE?
I

c

yCNZATIONAi* PRODUCTION-

UNITED AQ.TVTT CONDONATION
MAfiY DICKPORD

•

CUAfiLIE CWADLIN
DOUGLAJ" PAIIiQAN \<J~
WlfiAM AOIiAM/ DQ.EJ"! DENT
•

•

•

D.W. GQ.IPPJTW
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FIRST RUB
Know Picture
Two SELI&RORK
WALLACE BEERY
in

"The Ne'er

to

Return Road"

Short Reel Features
have been released.

with

an exceptional

All-Star Cast

Both pictures were immediately gi e
Broadway runs* Mr* Rothafel featre
"The Northern Trail" on the first sbr
reel program ever run at the Caf
fa

Theatre,
world*

New

York, the largest

in

:h

MnPlunkettof the Strand Theatre, I
York, played "The Ne'er to Return R< ac
on the same program with Chali
Chaplin in "The Idle Class," and sad'
ei

"Congratulations upon your ability to sup I]

Educational'*

two-reel picture that can contain all the

on

Advertised

mendable attributes of a five-reel prodmiot
'The Ne'er to Return Road' is an inrahk
asset to a short-feature program such as mfi

Short

sented here laft 'week 'with Charlie Chain

Nationally

Subjects

lateSt pitture."

^^^^

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SHOWMEN
V

Punch

Vith a

Run Showmen Say:

tier First
1HE MADISON
loiot know of
|ttf satisfaction

THEATRE -DETROIT

LEWIS

any other short subject which has given

—

me know release date of next picture."
T. D. MOULE for JOHN H. KUNSKY

let

R1ALTCU- OMAHA

in

S.

STONE

"The Northern

Trail"

a

JAMES OLIVER CUR WOOD
Story

and heart interest 'The Northern Trail'
3a;es many of the five- and six-reel features — our patrons
JULIUS K. JOHNSON
lore than pleased."
r

jramatic quality

THE CIRCLE --INDIANAPOLIS

Irel

isre

AND

THE

THE BABY/ a
POLICEMAN
seen
drama, and must say that I am looking forward with
to booking this in some week, giving our patrons a

Il4 just

RALPH W. LIEBER

air treat."

»L

BLANK ENTERPRISES -DES MOINES

ntvspaper critic gave
ti
the feature."

more space

to

your two-reel subject
A. G.

i»

)LW'S

STOLTE

STATE THEATRE — INDIANAPOLIS

heNorthern Trail' met with unusual success. It is just the
WALTER DAVID
lg o fit in with lighter numbers."

and they are among Educational's Nationally
Advertised Short Subjects

Educational^
Nationally
Advertised
THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

EXCHANGES,
EJCATIONAL FILM
HAMMOSS,
E.

W.

President

Short
Inc.

Subjects

Playgoers Pictures

presents

Ruth Clifford
im

Tropical Love
Directed by Ralph

By Reginald Denny

An adventuresome story of sweeping action and passionate romance, actually produced in Porto Rico and portrayed by a remarkable cast which includes Ruth Clifford,
Reginald Denny, Fred. Turner, Huntley Gordon, Ernest
Margaret Fitzroy, Paul Dqucet, Catherine Spencer, Carl Axzell and Margaret Seddon. It will make a big
hit with your patrons.
Hilliard,

Distributed

by

PLAYGOERS PICTURES

through PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
Foreign Represetative for Playgoers Pictures

SIDNEY

GARRETT

Ince

SONS WHY

R
'ova

will share in, the biggest pro/Us
our history taken you boo/(j^

Ww

JfctyLmoVa in Camllle
JjgXirngraMtS

),
}

'

"Tgf the apocalypse

J^ex {Ingram's "Ike Conquering 'Pouter

Jfex VngraM's 7ur/i to

tkejfyght

Jfex (Jngrcm's 7h/Pwomrrf2endci

^\

and

the

28 other sure-fire money

makiny features

%

J3ert QjteiL

vLolaJJofUL

starring

LALice

£ake

Garethdiughes

METRO WEEK
(November 20-27

picture
MFTRO
XXV

IV 1

1_J

s
V-X CORPORATION

JSTOW

ILE A.D

in

I

c

25, 0(
people who have sm
or read the book m
gmi
The story of "CAMILLE"
known to more people th;

s

1

"THE FOUt
HORSEMEN OF TK

that

of

APOCALYPSE."

It his

^^^^
A

been pu

^^r-*

stage in evey

hed aJ
played on te
1

i

s

;

lOVA
LLE
M.000
xmille on the stage
uiting to see this
reduction

with

inguage

unprece-

dented success.

supreme NAZI10VA as the star, the mag-

/ith

the

ificence of the production,
lie

fame of the book, the

nequalled exploitation vales,

this

ion

of

superb picturiza-

PACKED HOUSES.

nsures

MATHIS
DUMAS mAsUvtiece

Iddfted by
vwi

famous story

this

tlic

JUNE

^Directed

bij

AY C. SMALLWOOD,

UETRO
'ICTUSES CORPORATION
Ja rn

$n\f>eriaL Pictures,

<

)

C^

-

ExciufiVit X)isin

-

-

THE EVENING MAIL

said

"When 'The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse'
scored, wonder was expressed if he could ever
equal the work."

cjrui u>/icn, aftet

4e

Ccunc

'lis

second

THE

g>nquering

me

ReaMurpky declared in the DRAMATIC MlREOR

"Once again Rex Ingram has
bull s

eye

n

hit the

•

THE
NEAREST EXCHANGE OP

Oil BOOKINGS

SEE

^ METRO
PICTUHES COHPOPtATION

CIdaptatwn, cfivth pictures

fci/JUNE

MATHIS phbg-

Rgmember

Metro week Nw20

1

Zfdert

.YTELL

C4I

of ens a treasury
of thrills in the
dramatic, hear t- £rippin£

romance of a young
crooJc

as

a

with hands as deft

woman's and a

heart as stout as a

mans

LADYFINGE^S
his Litest

plulopLxu a/ui
,

Z;jy£

A BAYARD VE LL EB^productio
I

Aiaf t*4 Ly LEtfOf^E

I

/

COFFEE from JACKSON GflgGOI\rS story

ME
Jjtry (Jtn^eruxL Pictures, i.*.

bccLusufC

Dt-stri-bitlovs thru.-

out Ore At Britain.. Scy'H^t
3u.r^ cJCAxa^uy ^Directort

UhQ INFAMOUS
MISS
REVELL
why
and

\yas she so

d/i Iter new p!u?toj>Lxij

bu

branded ?

t/uit

name

ALICE LAKE
gives

on

Answer, jlujL

portvjujjii
Story

of-

t/te niosk

striking

her stvUtituj cAveer

byW CAREY WONDERY

Adapted by ARTHUR I ZELLNEK

Jura JmperlaJL Pictures, (u,
Exclusuue Distributers thruout 6t. Byttaut. Str(TPWv.

V

STEPS

•

.-'%.>

to

RECORD
RECEIPTS

„

*

v

I

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

see ram.

NEAREST
EXCHANGE

MONDA

^KOV.

SUNDAY
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fhe Biggest Name
[n Pictures Today!
the name of the company that, with rivet-like
has aimed one big picture success after
another at the exhibitors and their public
is

Itprecision,
On

September 11th, Rupert Hughes' "The Old Nest'!
was released. Within one month this remarkable picture
had broken attendance records in every state in the union,
had won over to motion pictures those who had denounced
pictures from the pulpit, the platform and the press. "The
Old Nest" goes marching on, an achievement that is a
glory to a great producing organization, and a picture that
is helping all motion pictures.

On

October 2nd came "Dangerous Curve Ahead," with

Success following it tenaciously— a picture that writers write
about, a production that for simplicity and cleverness cuts
out for itself a new path in accomplishment.

And now, as we scurry to our press, the great sensational
love romance, Sardou's "Theodora," the most significant,
impressive and spectacular production that the whole world
has ever known is playing to the utmost capacity at a
legitimate theatre in New York, the Astor. The crowds
that are turning out to this thrilling picture are so great as
to demand added police protection for the lobby.

There is no past in this business. There is only the
present and the future. We all are interested only in
what is happening and what will happen to-morrow.
To-day the biggest name in the picture business

is that
successes—
of the organization that has delivered these great
the name that stands for such pictures as "Poverty of Riches,"

"The

Man From

Lost River" and "Doubling for Romeo."

In the near future you will see a very great picture
indeed. It is called "The Sin Flood," and those who have
seen

it

in advance are superlative in their praise.

For months we have warned you to watch Goldwyn.
Keep watching now! It is the biggest name in pictures
to-day— Goldwyn!

LARRY
sTiHE

RENT COLLECTOR
Audiences are delighted when

makes

his

appearance.

A

this rent

comedy

as

collector

timely as

it

is

funny.

*THE BAKERY"
is the comedy of which reviewers said:
"Real fun in a real bakery
not a custard pie thrown!"
None of the other usual or obvious things in this comedy either. It is
certainly one of the most amusing of Larrv Semon's occupational
comedies. This comedy
has been headlined by

This

— and

nearly

every

theatre

that lias played

>

it.

SEMON

/A/

•THE
BELL
HOP/,
AW
Helping

You

to

Lengthen

the

Line in Front of

the Box-Office

can just imagine the field for fun enjoyed by a
bell-hop a youth, sometimes an irresponsible one. in
the midst of much dignity and splendor.

—

But can you imagine how funny Larry Semon
could

make

this role?
The reviewers
a hotel-full of fun

were right

—

it's

"the/all guy*
"One

long

lau

tricks, clever p<hotog

Fully up to

Semon

standar d."—.V
York Telegraph.
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^Announcina

I

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION
CIGN ALIZING

a

new

motion picture
production and distribuepoch

in

Second National
Pict u r es Corporation

tion,

has been formed to market
a series of special motion
pictures which will be re-

leased to exhibitors on an
equitable basis. The company invites correspond-

ence from independent
producers and distributors
interested in obtaining the

maximum results on the
basis of minimum effort
and

cost.

Watch

for further
announcements from

PICTURES CORf
SECOND NATIONAL
41*°
CITY
140 WEST

STREET

,

NEW YORK

November

2

2

5,

1921
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SUPER FEATURES-*
ENORMOUS PRODUCTIONS

2 Mammoth Box Office Attractions

2

GREAT STARS-*

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO
MEMBER

FLORENCE REED
IN

"THE BLACK PANTHER'S CUB"
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
EIGHT HUNDRED AND TEN SOUTH

CHICAGO

V.

ABASH

AVE.

ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

-WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME"
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
EIGHT HUNDRED AND TEN SOUTH WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO

EXHIBITORS

26
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First National Pictures

Policy

and a promise of

fulfillment

ALLEN HOLUBAR
announces
the beginning of a series of 100 per cent Box Office
attractions embodying the elements of universal heart
interest laughter and melodrama that made "The
Heart of Humanity" one of the really great pictures

WITH

Miss Dorothy Phillips
Heart

Once

of

to

Humanity

Everywoman

Man
to

Woman

Happiness

Marriage

RELEASED BY ASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL

"EX
Exact reproduction c; a R:tc!-.c\
twenty-four sheet to be used by
the theatres of the country in
exploiting this unique offering.

ffcf ^Sf.^
fj^-^^x^

\y

--

,„

gy

"mTi^

il'

Stfe'Otional
r

CHARLES

e

5

ri

LOJ

ires

e

(CHIC) SALE

m
"HIS NIBS"
Unusual
the

v.ork

;n
of

tKeme. in presentation, and in
Mr. SALE. America 5 foremost

of rural characters, who plays every
important role in this Exceptional Picture.
delineator

A guaranteed

audience-\Cinning production.

elieves in advertising'

I

S

T

E

N TO "HIS NIB

"it'd

"But
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Announces New Standard
Well Known Producer Declares
"Hail the Woman" Is His

Supreme Effort and
Awaits Verdict
of Public
E

when people in all walks
from one end of the world to the other are
turning critical eyes upon well-established and accepted
standards. The spirit of the renaissance is upon us;
the world is struggling for a rebirth of idea, and old
standards are being carefully weighed so it is not surprising that we motion picture producers should have
been called upon to establish a new standard.
are living in a period

of life

Tritely expressed, the challenge of the public has
been "to produce bigger and better pictures." Thus it is
that in the spirit of accepting this compelling challenge
for a higher standard that has steadily grown in volume during the year, I have produced '"Hail the Woman."
To me, "Hail the Woman" symbolized the answer
of the entire motion picture industry to the world wide
cry of newer and higher standards in all lines of human
endeavor. And I say this with a full realization of the
enormity of the task I have undertaken, the establishment of a new standard in an entire field of art.

*

"S£ET,

I

offer

"Hail the

*

*

Woman"

as

a

new standard

where the standard has already been placed high,
with every confidence that it will be so accepted unhesitatingly by critics both within and without our art
industry.

This production has been created with universal
audience requirements.
If my judgment is of any
worth, this picture will attract and completely satisfy
not only the urban clientele or the rural audience or
any particular, individual class, but everyone, everywhere, and at any time. I am further convinced, basing my conclusions on years of experience and a careful
analysis of the trend of the times, that it will meet
with more complete public approbation and will give
rise to more word of mouth advertising than any production with which I have ever been connected. This
unique story is unfolded like the book of life itself,
through the genius of a brilliant company of screen
players.
Florence Yidor, Madge Bellamy, Theodore
Roberts. Lloyd Hughes. Tully Marshall and others have
given their best in an almost religious interpretation
of the characters of flesh and blood that live through
this deeply emotional play. I am proud of their splendid achievement.
*

J

NEED

*

*

not dwell upon the wonderful theme of this

tremendous drama of American life as woven into
Woman." I need only reiterate that in "Hail
the Woman," I confidently submit what to my mind will
be greeted as a new standard in the art of the motion
"Hail the

"Hail the

Woman"

For myself. I know that it is my supreme
and I can only ask in all sincerity that every
individual having the future of our great industry at

picture.
effort,

Will be distributed on
the

ASSOCIATED

heart carefully notes the manner in 'which this production is received by the great mass of picturegoers.
Then let a verdict be rendered as to whether this is the
type of production for which picturegoers in general
have been groping.

Open Market by

FIRST

NATIONAL

PICTURES

—Thomas H.
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n
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[aven
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By

Fea-

Blossom is inspired by an ancient
and is well played by a cast which,
two exceptions, Tully Marshall and

ork— Climax Film Co.
>ma City—R. D. Lewis

with

Co.
Blphia— Royal Pictures,

id

Pictures,

—American Feature
— Independent Film

Co.
lis

Missouri,
ke City—Arrow PhotoCo.
ancisco All Star Fea'f

:

—

Distributors, Inc.

—Arrow

Photoplays

Noah
ers,

Beery,

headed

>r

Dundas

St.
Albee Building, 12

—

sal

E.

St.

B.— 87 Union St.
•eg, Man.— 447 Main St.
t, Alta. — Elma Block.
n, N.

iver.B.C—All Theatre
ling.

constituted

of

The picentertaining and beau'

is

interestingly

tiful

in

scenic settings.

Reviewed

An

Chinese play-

Lady Tsen Mei.

ture

Concerning that ever
colorful land, every advantage is taken of the
inspiringly charming folks about whom the
story is woven.
As a vehicle for entertainment Lotus Blossom is out of the ordinary,
for it presents a quiet people In roles that
are extremely studious and at the same time
gives an otherwise unsuspecting community an
interesting
insight
to
Chinese
costumes,
unique, but always abounding In beauty.
James B. Leong is given credit for the

which, in the main, concerns the eventful career of a beautiful, though unfortunate
diughter of that Far East land. It is interwoven with situations that are original and
story,

by a tragedy that abruptly brings
to an end what promised to be a wonderful
romance.
Scenically Lotus Blossom is splendid.
The direction is good, but the acting
of Tully Marshall furnishes a piece of artistry that has seldom been reflected on the
silver sheet.
His Quong Foo is another character achievement of which he may justly
boast.
Lady Tsen Mei as Moy Tai is cute,
intensified

o—21

is

by

The Billboard

15

Reviewed

Legend Colorfully Produced
Wan Ming Picture Company

Lotus
legend,

— Apex

OCT.

"Lotus Blossom"
Chinese

Film Co.

lrgh

Moving Picture World

29

ROGER FERRI
REVIEW

of

interesting

Chinese

a

Lady
by

legend,

is

the

production

Ming Pic-

splendent and the
large
crowds have
sembled.

which features the Chinese
Tsen Mei.
The picture i9

distributed
lands,

this

Wall

is

the

National
Exchanges,
Inc.
which belongs to many
foundation of the story.
It

tiful

to the voluntary sacrifice of a beauyoung girl in the making of the sacred
which calls the populace to prayer and

teaches
to

beauty

the

country

and

of

filial

personal

love,

sacrifice

devotion
to

honor.

so much fiction, both on the printed
page and the silver sheet, in which persons
of the
Chinese race are painted in dark

After

colors,

race

is

which

it

is

relieving

possessed
are

to

of

the

supposed

to

discover

that

this

same

high ideals
animate civilized

are

all

bers of the cast stamps them as artists.
Technically, the production is authentic and
visually attractive.
Should prove not only
charming and realistic and is justly starred. satisfactory for
the theatres, but for churches
She will be heard from, for such work as she, and an interesting adjunct for schools where
Chinese subjects are being studied.
does in Lotus Blossom cannot go unnoticed.

have

Many

been

and

excellent

contributed

by

characterizations

Tully

Marshall,

Noah Beery and Lady Tsen Mei.
Romance
and
picturesque
surroundings
make this picture acceptable to the average
audience.

Lady Tsen Mei registers well for the silver
and gave an intelligent performance
the Chinese maiden.
The role of Sung
was interpreted with genuine feeling by a

sheet
of

native

Oriental.
the

exhibitor

ferent picture
his patrons, it
Blossom, for

offend

none.

seeking

a somewhat dif-

which will afford novelty for
would be well to book Lotus
would please many and
it

The

picture

is

In

six

reels,

through its constant action and the
showing of proper Chinese locations it holds
interest
continuously.
While not a great
picture, it can be accepted upon Its merits
but

described

EXCHANGES
D

of

as-

finely

admire pictures of the
Blossom will have a strong
native Chinese participate in

Lotus

action

.the

To

Chinese and are
played by Chinese players with two exceptions, and the makeup of the two Americans
Is
such
that
they
are
thoroughly
Mongolian in appearance.
Lady Tsen Mei
is a pretty young woman, who gives a satisfactory performance.
The acting of the memcharacters

been

who

those

appeal.

people.

The

arrangements

THE CRITICAL X-RAY
For
Orient

relates

bell

OCT 18
MARION RUSSELL

This is a picture of Chinese rites,
superstitions and barbarity. The Oriental
atmosphere is splendidly re-

RO B B

ESSI E

release

An

ancient

J

concern,

Company,

ture

actress.

by

by

by

herein.

SUITABILITY
Residential

sections

and family

trade.

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE
Phasing.

HunterBenneit
Q/jcc ~ (president

and—*

General

Exchange

Our

There's a Quality in

First National Artists

Picture!

Are Their Own Bosses!

They Are Not Subject to Outside Influences !
They Make Pictures to Please Your Patrons !
There

9

Quality

s

in

Their Productions !

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

ANITA STEWART

in

in

"Woman's Place"
One

"The

Emerson-Anita Loos comedy
synonymous with snap, speed
and a whirlwind of laughs. And with Connie
John

of

dramas.
in

That's

the star role

— well,

it

New York critics call
comedy and audiences at
applauded

it

vociferously.

sure
it

is

a winner.

most

her

the

The

amusing

Broadway Strand

Presented by Joseph

M. Schenck and directed by Victor Fleming.

A

Invisible

that stands
plays the star

presents

"SERENADE"
Friends"

from the remarkable stage success in which the De Havens played the same
A farce comedy
parts before the footlights.
that will keep them roaring every minute.
A
picture taken

De Haven

presentation

play by
Directed by

of

the

Frank Mandel and Emile Nytray.
Lloyd Ingraham.

FIRST

We Have

Walsh

R. A.

in

Carter

the

produced.

Edwin Carewe.

CARTER DE HAVEN

A

has

are thrills aplenty in a
paper chase on horseback, in elemental tempests and emotional storms.
And on top of it
all, a story strong in drama, romance and
the
unexpected.
Presented by Louis B. Mayer.
Written by Hampton Del Ruth and directed by

Mr. and Mrs.

"My Lady

among

most stuThere
careening cross-country

picture

pendous

Fear"

A

romance and adven-

beautiful story of love,

ure

of

old

Spain,

with

thrilling

episodes

cluding dagger duels, a chase across the
tains

on

against an

horseback,

army

a

battle

of invaders

in

— hand

the
to

in-

mounstreets

hand con-

and mob scenes that make the blood thrill.
Miriam Cooper and George Walsh.
Directed by R. A. Walsh.

flicts

With

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

Certainly Got the Pictures
^There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

hat

Shows in Box Office Returns

Quality Will

Show

in Perfected

Ensemble !
Quality Registers With Every Audience!
Quality Means Pleased Patrons !
Quality Means Continuous Box Office Returns !

NORMA TALMADGE

KATHERINE MacDONALD

in

in

"The Wonderful Thing"
The popular screen star in a drama that is full
of humor and pathos, scenes that hit straight
to the heart.
Your patrons will fall in love
with the delightful Miss Talmadge all over
again when they see this one. It is the story of
a piquant

American

girl with a heart of gold
breaks that heart against the snobbery of English society almost, until she wins
it
to her:
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
and adapted from the play by Lillian Trimble
Bradley. Directed by Herbert Brenon.

who almost

'

from

Price,"

it

women.

It

women

It

beautiful

is

of

slice

unusually realistic and true to
life

Katherine

as

it

picture that every

woman

Presented

Katherine

by

the

is

—with

the

starring.

A

today-

is

MacDonald

sure to welcome.

MacDonald

and directed by Jerome Storm.

presents his personally
supervised production

against

George
to

that

every

carries

a

play,

dramatic

audience,

also

"SALVATION NELL"

WIFE"

Broadhurst's
thrilling

"The

element

especially

wonderful

the

atmoscolony

portrays the tense emotion of two

battling for the love of one

FIRST

man.

Pic-

tures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg, president,

presents his personally
supervised production

phere, baring the gay life in the artists'

of Paris.

story that

—a

Value"

Whitman Bennett

has

appeals

A
life

Social

Whitman Bennett

"WIFE

Taken
that

—

"Her

The

story of a girl born
slums, her struggle against

and

vice.

A

strikingly

in

New York

the

poverty,

human

—

temptation
with

story,

Pauline Stark in the title role the part made
famous on the stage by Mrs. Fiske and one that
will win the sympathy of every audience.
It is
taken from Edward Sheldon's play and directed
by Kenneth Webb.

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

We've Certainly Got the Stars Too!
Therel! be a Franchise everywhere
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You-

Mr. Smith Will Tell

That "The Child Thou Gavest Me" is a 100% screen
production.
He is the managing director of the Kinema
Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal., and a man that knows a
picture

when he

sees one.

Read

this letter.
Los Angeles

,

Calif.

September 26th, 1921
Louis B. Mayer.
Louis B. Mayer Studios,
Los Angeles, California.

Mr.

My Dear Mr. Mayer:--

The opportunity to express to you my sincere appreciation of your giving
picture of the merits of "The Child Thou Gavest Me" cannot but come from
me with every manifestation of thorough appreciation and enthusiasm.
to

the screen

a

It is seldom that a production strikes so deeply the immediate response
of the onlooker, and I desire to tell you that among Kinema theater audiences during the
last week the consensus of opinion was a 100% screen production of inestimable value to
the silversheet at this time, when really good pictures are so few and far between.
To Mr. Stahl should go great credit for his artistic handling of a subject
which easily might have, fallen into other hands, assumed the indelicate. As the picture
came across the screen it represented to me the consummate combination of fine production,
fine direction, remarkable cast.
If you can give the exhibitor more pictures like your "Child Thou Gavest
Me" you need never worry about finding the exhibitor ready to go out after your products.

Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) Edward A. Smith,

Managing Director.

Speaking of Louis B. Mayer's
presentation of the

John M. Stahl Production
"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"
By

Perry N. Vecroff

Directed by John

%S^°*

M.

Stahl

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

BOOKING ON THE OPEN MARKET
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Captivating!"
Xew

Read what the critics say of
Broadway laughing

that set all

York Sun
the picture
at the

Xew

York Strand.

MOST AMUSING COMEDY
"One of her most amusing

pictures which
received the uproarious approval of the spec-

They applauded and laughed and enjoyed
Told with entertaining, whimsical charm,
and played with the same commodity. Miss Taltators.
it.

madge

New York
DELECTABLE

just suits the role."

CALLS IT

Tribune.

has

all the delectable qualities of a strawberry mousse served ice cold at a temperature of
102."—New York Telegraph.
"

It

STAR

IS

VIVACIOUS

''An unusually

gowned
catchy.

vivacious and beautifullypart.
Titles are clever, amusing and
Well cast." New York Post.

CLEVER AND AMUSING
"Amusingly

madge

clever,

presented.

Constance

vampy and scampy."

Tal-

New

York

Globe.

BRISK

AND VIVACIOUS

"Miss Talmadge brisk, vivacious and
gent." New York Globe.

intelli-

RADIANT PERSONALITY
"Decidedly entertaining.
Constance Talmadge is wholly charming throughout. Her personality is radiant and it is a pleasure to gaze

Xew

upon her."

York Mail.

TIMELY AND MIRTHFUL
"Miss Talmadge's new play is timely and mirthful. The frolicsome comedienne is given a broad
field to display her gorgeous gowns and her gay beauty and she covers ever)' inch of it."
Xew York
Journal.

DELIGHTFULLY ABSORBING

—absorbing,

"Star has one of those delightful roles in which she excels. Amusing comedy
New York Evening Telegram.

—

lively."

EXCEPTIONALLY DIVERTING
"An

New

exceptionally diverting comedy.

York Sun.

Miss Talmadge plays with

all

her captivating pertness."

SPEEDY AND EXUBERANT

"A

speedy and timely play in which Constance Talmadge
York American.

is

the

exuberant exponent."

New

Joseph M. Schenck's
presentation of

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
"Woman's Place"
By John Emerson and Anita Loos
Directed by Victor Fleming: Photographed by Oliver T.
Marsh: Tech. Director, Willard M. Reineck

A

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Ihere'll be a Franchise everywhere
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Knows!

These Exhibitors have tried this picture
and proved its value. You can profit
by their experience.
B. F. Brenllinger, Victory Theatre, Evansville
hid.

made

"Thrills

the audience gasp audibly.

Air-

plane stunts great as well as whole picture."

William Freed man, Metropolitan Theatre,
Cleveland, Ohio
"Well

liked.

Picture ran better than any other

in this city."

Frank Lacey, Majestic Theatre, Portland, Ore.
"Audiences liked it. They got many chuckles
out of

Stanley
'

and were delighted with the

it

thrills."

Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita,

Kas.
"Thrills and laughter

ed

my

all in

one picture delight-

patrons."

William C. O^Hare, Princess Theatre, Sioux
City, la.

"Very pleasing.
one liked

Did good business and every-

it."

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation,
B. P. Schulbcrg, president

presents

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
in

"Stranger Than
Fiction"
Story by Charles Richman

and Albert Shelby Le Vino
Directed by

A

FIRST

J.

A. Barry

NATIONAL
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Another of Henry Ford's Follies
By MARTIN

M

Henry Ford has deplored the "world's
shortage of facts."

R.

Having read the current issue of The Dearborn Independent we can join with Mr. Ford in
this deprecation and further we can state that
any desire he may have to assist in solving the
shortage of facts will find a big opportunity for
gratification in the office of the publication he
has designated as the mouthpiece for flivver
philosophy.

form of auto-intoxication prevain America who have made a
great deal of money: It is manifested in the
There

lent

is

a

among men

attitude that because a person has been financially successful that fact alone is proof sufficient that he is an authority that should not be
questioned on any subject that he deigns to turn
his thoughts to.
Mr. Ford is a pitiful victim of
this disease.
Air. Ford has put on the cap and bells and
played the part of an exquisite fool on a number of occasions some of his pranks have been
but sheer foolishness which did little more than
thin out an overly fat bankroll. Others, however, have entailed serious consequences and
have been kept in motion, not because of any
truth or merit, but simply under the forced stimulation of money.
;

TN

J.

QUIGLEY

Mr. Ulm got his knowledge about the film business because his statements are of such a character that while he might have gotten it from
some phychopathic ward he did not even get
within snooting distance of any fountainhead
of authentic information.
Among other fantastic conclusions, Mr.
Ford's author waxes indignant over his discovery that producers, with a view to debauching the reputation of America abroad, have resorted to the reprehensible practice of making
two negatives on a picture, one for the American market and the second, which includes filthy
things America would not stand for, is designed
for export.
If the persons who are responsible for this
statement and for the announced articles that
are intended as an expose of the picture business were not seeking to be character assassins
of an industry, if they were not prostituting the
pages of their journal for morbid popularity, if
they were not, in short, panderers instead of
publishers, they would have inquired of some
camera boy if no more competent authority
were available who would have been told that
a production costing from $100,000 to a $1,000,000 cannot.be reasonably trusted to a single
negative and also that the foreign market insists upon delivery of a negative in order that
it
may get something better than "duped"

—

—

prints for its purchase price.

the latter category

a series of articles
announced in The Dearborn Independent under the title, "Baring The Heart of Hollywood:
The Truth About Motion Picture." What appears to be a preliminary article in the series,
to which we shall presently address ourselves, is
called "Mis-Picturing Us Abroad." Just what
we may expect in the series is forecasted in the
announcement which is an extraordinary example of how many mis-statements and errors
can be crowded into a single paragraph.
is

The initial Ford blow-out is by one Aaron
Hardy Ulm who must have paraded through
the industry behind a mask of pink whiskers
because he is not recognized as anyone who
through experience and contact with the business would be in a position to know whereof he
speaks. But we need not speculate as to how

Ford's expert sets down so many misMR.statements,
some absurd and some vicious,
that doubt remains as to whether he should be in
an asylum or in jail. He describes a woman in
the West Indies as an educated person and declares that she has declined to come to America

because she is afraid of being scalped by Indians
or waylaid by frontier badman all based on
He then
impressions from motion pictures.
adds that all her knowledge of America has
been afforded by pictures. Mr. Ford and his
penman need not worry over the refusal of this
"educated" woman to come to America: a literacy test alone would bar her at Ellis Island.
Again, Mr. Ford's paper, utterly oblivious
of the dramatic axiom that without clashes of

—

(Continued on next page.)

»

—
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good and bad, right and wrong,

it

impossible to have drama, takes
the American producer to task beis

cause he occasionally presents a
white man or white woman in a
manner that might cause black men
and women to gain the impression
that the prestige of the white race
As an aid to this asis lowering.
sault he refers to a statement

from

British sources which deprecates a
picture which involves such a characterization,

obviously because of

by India and
the American

the problem presented

But why

Egypt.

is

producer, chiefly concerned with tne

work

producing pictures for
America, made a party to an exacting problem of the British Empire,
of

especially in

view of the

fact that

the British authorities are well able
to edit American pictures for their

*

*

MR.

Ford intends "to turn the
but he
light on the movies"
has made a very bad start. In his

Go!

Let's

If Los Angeles can hand Censorship a
wallop other communities ought to be

able to do

it.

;

these few persons rule the entire
business. This, he explains, is why
many theatres in smaller towns are

*

The reformers were going

to suppress
the old pipe and tobacco but found public
opinion, or the tobacco, too strong for

them.

unable to put on the features that

shown

Just

how

he

justifies this

state-

the enforcement officers are
asking columnists to lay off of prohibition jokes.
There's a laugh for you.

of his flippant and

repeated references to the "commercialism" of the industry is not
made plain further, he undertakes
;

why these "commercialized" producers repudiate the
revenue obtainable from smaller
no explanation of

towns after the big cities have
been played out. Again, the humblest exchange employe might have
informed Mr. Ford's expert that the
greatest

*

And now

in the large cities!

ment alongside

pictures

are

eventually

communi-

available to the smallest

M.

J. R.

—

inaugural statement he declares that
the industry is manacled by a trust
that it is in the hands of a very
few persons that the dictates of

are

1921

Re-Takes

?

*
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purposes without Mr. Ford's

assistance
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ties in the land.

But, despite Mr. Ford's complaint

about a shortage of facts, it is apparent that fact material is either
unpopular or unknown in the office
What
Df The Dearborn Independent.
seems to be more in demand is
something that will afford an opportunity for a more prominent position in the public eye; something
that will contribute toward enhancing Mr. Ford's new found dignity
as a prophet of the people.
Mr. Ford, not content with his
prestige as a builder of vehicles and
a maker of millions, is yearning for
new worlds to conquer an aspiration which history has proven to
be the ambition of a fool.

—

*

We

had several gags on bootleggers
but we won't spring them this week. Let
Will Rogers tell his. Will says in 1992
the motion picture industry will be the
second in America. Bootlegging will be
first.

THE HORSE FUND
The James Horse

fund, following our
straight-from-the shoulder announcement
three weeks ago, has grown apace. The
total amount so far contributed is 79
CENTS (most of it postage stamps.)

We

have two saddles, a

lot of good
and many, many promises. Ben
H. Grimm, of the "Cuddle up to Uni-

advice,

—

versal" Company says but then we'd
better not tell you till all the returns are
in.

SeLznick

having

—we've

Nov. 13-19
one now.

stolen

our

Week

got to

pick

another

ANNOUNCEMENT

BIG

SOON.
Come On, Just Try
Chicago, not to be outdone by New
York City and other way stations, opened
a $4,000,000 motion picture theatre this
week.
Now let's see some other town
match

it.

*

The new Chicago theatre opens with
"The Sign on the Door." And from the
looks of things there'll be a sign on the
door (S. R. O.) most of the time.
*
J.

Jack Meador

nouncement

E. D. Says
sends us the startling an-

that Bull

proposals a week.
they like, eh?

It

Montana
must be

gets five
his ears

*

Splash Me!
Arthur James says "we are but children beside the sea" in his "The Horse
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Cohen Announces Decision
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Welcome Foch
Cohen I'rges Exhibitors

Has Eloped"

or you'll get your feet wet.

girl

inquisitive.

Buck

You'll have to hurry if you want to
He's
see "Buck" Jones, the Fox star.
soon to drop his Wild West name and
will then be known as Charles.
*

On one day last week there were 46
divorces and 45 marriages in Los AnIt must be the climate.
geles.

November
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First

May

Get More Chaplins
Statement Indicates

Star's

More
Company

Will Produce
(Sfecial

NEW

to

YORK.

may

last Friday.

The statement was

to the

after the completion of the

effect

that

two pictures

yet to be made for First National under
his present agreement, he hoped to continue to do business with First National
theatres

hoped

and he

would continue

to

those

theatres

do business with him.

Burkan Makes No Comment

When

asked after the luncheon just

what he meant by the statement Mr.
Chaplin referred questioners to Nathan
Burkan, his attorney, who was present
but who declined to discuss the matter.
Chaplin's contract with United Artists
calls for three productions a year and
becomes operative upon the completion
of two more pictures to be made for
First National.
Chaplin's contract with
the United Artists is believed to be similar to that of D. W. Griffith's, which
provides for a certain number of productions each year, but would enable him to
make any arrangements he pleased for
the distribution of

he

System to Meet Rail Tieup

He

Oct. 25.— That Charlie
continue to make some pictures for First National distribution, despite his contract with United Artists,
was indicated by a statement made by
the famous comedian at a luncheon here

Chaplin

Industry Organizes Traffic

for

Exhibitors Herald)

any additional pictures

may make.
Given by J. D. Williams
The luncheon was given by J. D. Wil-

liams of First National at the Biltmore
hotel, and the guests were daily newspaper and trade paper men to the number of about thirty.

Managers Mobilizing Transportation Facilities
Keep Prints Moving Should Pending
Strike Not Be Averted
A

Opens

in

Chicago

the new Balaban & Katz
theatre, which seats 5,000 and is one of
the world's most palatial theatres threw
open its doors to the public on Wednesday, October 26. This adds the fourth
theatre to the B. & K. chain.
It is located at State and Lake streets
in
the
downtown theatrical district,
directly
across the street from the
State-Lake, the big Orpheum Circuit
vaudeville house.
Beautifully designed and rich in appointments, the Chicago is said to be the
last word in theatre construction.
It is
estimated when completed it will cost
between $3,000,000 and S4.000.000.
An
orchestra of fifty pieces furnishes music
for the pictures, with Jesse Crawford, the
California wonder, at the organ.
The
house opened with "The Sign on the
Door." starring Norma Talmadge. Several screen stars attended the opening as
well as officials of the Associated First
National Pictures.

The Chicago,

Noted British Film

Man

Visits

America

(Special to Erkibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 25.— Cecil M. Hepworth, managing director of Hepworth
Picture Plays, Ltd., of London, has arNew

York, accompanied by Miss
Alma Taylor, popular English film star.
They, will spend several weeks studying
the American market.
rived in

to

complete transportation system which would carry prints to

all

parts of the country and insure the continued operation of theatres has

been organized by the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
Although there is still hope that the government will be able to avert
the threatened railroad strike on October 30, executives of the national
association are taking no chances of being caught unprepared.
Transportation Chart Published on Page 38

A detailed

chart of the system organized by the national association is
published on page 38. The chart has been published in concise form so
that exhibitors and exchange men may post it in a conspicuous place as
ready reference should the rail tieup materialize.

managers

Traffic

have mobilized

every key center

in

available

all

transporta-

stations have been
pickup systems worked
out to cover every zone in the country.
In fact, a delivery service, thorough in
every detail, has been effected in rapidfire order and which will prevent any
serious interruption in the film industry
should the trainmen carry out then-

tion

facilities,

relay

established and

threat.

Work Night and Day
Night and day at the New York headquarters of the national association telegraphic and telephone communication
has been maintained since last week with
the exchange organizations of the various
key centers and with the traffic managers
chosen by the exchange men to supervise the handling of film shipments and
accessories in every key center.

The thorough and

Palatial Film Theatre

37

business-like

man-

ner in which the national association has
responded to the threatened emergency
has been the subject of heart}- praise
from many of the company executives

who have watched

the well-oiled traffic
machine in operation ever since the
menace of a strike grew alarming._ No
time was lost by the national association
in preparing against a tieup when word

Pays for Itself
Many Times
Conroe, manager
I.
Conroe,
Playhouse,
Conroe's
of
Tex., a veteran exhibitor,
writes the following under
date of October 15:

most

book

in

HERALD

the

consider

"I

forceful

exacting,

the

and I
every week.

industry

look forward to

it

for itself many
ITS GREAT. The exhibitors may not have the big
It

has paid

times.

guns but they have a bunch of
little

ones.

That's

thankful you cater

30.

Brady

Calls Conference
Brady, president of the
association,
telephoned from Atlantic
City to Frederick H. Elliott, executive
secretary of the organization, requesting
that a meeting of the transportation committee be called at once and plans adopted

William

A

to insure a continuation of film deliveries should the trainmen carry* out their

threat

On

Tuesday, October

IS.

the transpor-

tation committee, composed of representatives o£ each producer and distributor

member

and

of the national association

of the general division were hurriedly
called
together by Secretary
Elliott.

Their meeting was presided over by P.
H. Stilson, chairman of the committee.
After a thorough analysis of the situation, telegrams were dispatched to every"
exchange managers' organization in the
country asking them to meet immediate!}-, choose a traffic manager, list their

emergency transportation

and

faculties

report the information to the headquarters of the national association.

Local Meetings Held

On Wednesday,

a

week

ago,

these

meetings were held throughout the country and telegrams began to flood in, giving vital information relative to available emergency transit service in each
territory.
All this information was immediately tabulated at the national association headquarters, interlocking transit
systems were charted out for through

Elbert

the

that the trainmen would
walkout on Sundav, October

was received
start their

why
to

I

am

them."

shipments and the

field corps of traffic
managers instructed as to the method of
relaying shipments from one territory to
another.

Every

traffic

manager was

notified

by

wire and letter of the name, business
address and telephone number of every"
other traffic manager in his surrounding
Following the preliminary telesection.

grams from

traffic managers and exchange men's organizations to the cen-

headquarters in the offices of
national association, came letters
from the nearby cities explaining in detail the arrangements that were being
tral

traffic

the

effected in each territory for emergency
shipments. The work of analyzing these
reports and effecting the interlocking relay system for through shipments has
kept Secretary Elliott and his staff busy
far into the night

Members of Committee
The transportation committee of the
national association, through whose tunc-

EXHIBITORS HERAL:
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tioning the nation-wide traffic organization has been so speedily effected is
composed of P. H. Stilson, Famous

Reginald Warde, Reginald Warde, Inc.;
R. A. White, Fox Film Corporation.

chairman;
Corporation,
Players-Lasky
Albert de Roode, Eastman Films, counsel;
E. M. Asher, Mack Scnnett comedies; F. M. Brockell, Associated First
H.
Walter
Inc.;
Pictures,
National
Brooks, Educational Film Exchanges,
ComInc.; H. H. Bruenner, Biograph
pany; H. P. Carver, International Film
Company, Inc.; Tom Evans,
Service

Make

Evans

Company;

Manufacturing

Film

Will Francke, Precision Machine Company; R. A. Foster, Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation; Herbert Griffin, Nicholas
Hulings,
H.
Power Company; W.
Eclipse Film Laboratory; Millard Johnson, Australasian Films, Ltd.; William
Kelly, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation;
B. J. Knoppleman, Excelsior Illustrating
Company; Norman Kohn, Realart Pictures Corporation; John Kollmar, Triangle; Herbert Lubin, S-L Pictures: J.
S. McLeod, Metro Pictures Corporation;
Forwarding
Inter-Ocean
Moran,
M.

Company; M.
terprises,

Mullin, Southern
F. N. Rothenberg,

J.

Inc.;

anoak Publishing Company;

En-

Wy-

Ryan,
Selznick Corporation; J. V. Ward, UniFilm Manufacturing Company;
versal
C. C.

Rothacker Will
Deliveries
Watterson R. Rothacker
First

transport

to

men who

will

prepared
negatives

the event of a protracted railroad
strike.
And from Chicago the prints will
be distributed by motor truck.
Lieut. Ralph C. Diggins, Rothacker
tory

in

Film Company Staff aviator, who pilots
for industrial birdseye views, is all set to
take to the air when Mr. Rothacker says
the word.

League Plans Public
Service Departments
In Missouri District

5,

1^2'

October

25.
This meeting,
be held at the Robidoux hotel,
will be the first of a series of conferences
to be held in each of the congressional
districts of Missouri.
Many prominent speakers, including

Joseph,

which

will

Governor Arthur M. Hyde of Missouri,
Senator Penzel and officials of the Mo-

Owners of Mispresent at the meetings.
Invitations have been issued to the school
superintendents of each county to attend
the conference at St. Joseph, at which
Dr. W. W. Wertenberger will preside.
At the meeting of the exhibitors of
the eighth district, which will be held at
Boonville the first week in November,
the exhibitors will be addressed by Governor Hyde, while Senator Penzel of
Missouri will be present at the meeting
tion Picture
souri, will be

Theatre

in the Fourteenth district, which will be
held at Poplar Bluff, according to Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel and secretary
of the Missouri organization.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO..
be made

rangements

Oct. 25.— Arfor the estab-

will

lishment of public service departments in
each of the counties of the fourth congressional district of Missouri at a meeting of exhibitors of that district

in

St.

Incendiarism Causes Fire

NEW ORLEANS,

LA.— Police are inclined to believe that the fire which damaged the Bell theatre at Bell and Dorgenois streets was of incendiary origin.

Exchange Centers

Strike Preparedness in
List of

is

National

from Coast and New York studios via
airplane to the Chicago Rothacker labora-

November

undertake to serve exhibitors with film in case railroads cease operation.
M. P. I. is determined to keep every theatre supplied.

The

N. A.

ALBANY, N. Y. Traffic manager, B. S.
Moran, Pathe Film Exchange, 45 Orange Street,
A committee of five will
telephone Main 6750.
Each is assigned a zone and is
aid Mr. Moran.
arranging for shipments by truck, appointing exThe main line
hibitors to act as relay agents.
Exwill be covered by trolley and auto truck.
hibitors will be asked, in outlying towns, to pick

up

shows from designated

their

reship
ice

is

In
the film.
uninterrupted,

event

the
all

terminals and
that mail serv-

shipments will be made

via parcel post.

ATLANTA,
Exchange

A

GA.

Managers'

committee of

the

Film

Atlanta
Telephone Ivy 4098.

Association

handling the situation.

of

is

BUFFALO,

manager, John
Traffic
N. Y.
Kimberly, Vitagraph Exchange, 257 Franklin
Distributing
Street, telephone Crescent 455-W.
stations will be established in Rochester, Syracuse, Jamestown and Elmira. Intermediate points
will be covered by trolley, parcel post or truck.
Syracuse headquarters, Howell Trucking Service
Co., 118 Hawley Avenue; Rochester headquarters, Howell Trucking Service Co., 9 Plymouth
Avenue.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. Traffic manager, E. F.
Dardine, Universal Film Exchange, telephone
Charlotte 3042 or 2206.

CHICAGO, ILL. Traffic committee, W. C.
Brimmer, R. C. Seery, J. L. Friedman, Sidney
Goldman and Al Gallas. Distribution to be made
Arrangements made for
by mail if possible.
trucks to serve territory

if

necessary.

manager, Tom G.
Colby, Universal Film Exchanges, Prospect and
Other
3335.
Prospect
telephone
Huron Streets,
members of the traffic committee are W. E. Lusk
of Associated First National Pictures and W. J.

CLEVELAND,

Kimes

of

of

Traffic

Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

CINCINNATI,
Wessel

O.

O.

Traffic

Wessels Truck

Kaiser Enterprises. 309
telephone Canal 4049.

manager,

S.

J.

care W. A.
Film Building,

Service,

Broadway

Relay through shipments will be made to Pittsburgh and Cleveland by interurban trolley and
motor truck. Local shipments will be handled
by trolley, motor truck, automobile and motorIn a letter to the National Association, C.
cycle.
W. Zimmerman, Secretary of the Film Club of
Cincinnati, says his organization is cooperating

'00 per cent and the situation

DENVER, COLO.

is

Traffic

well in hand.

manager, Charles

R. Gilmour. 1734 Welton Street, telephone Main
Trolley facilities are poor and motor truck
Automobiles and a relay service

6366.

service meagre.

by exhibitors

is

being effected.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Traffic

manager, C.

K. Logan. 232 No. Illinois Street, Bell telephone
Indianapolis 3668. Shipments will be made principally by interurban trolley with express service
hourly.
Truck service will be used to principal
cities and exhibitors will relay to surrounding
territory.

In a letter to the National Association, C. E.
Penrod, President of the Indianapolis Board of
Exchange Managers, says the situation can be
handled easily even at its worst and that sixteen
film salesmen or other employes will be stationed in the kc'y centers of the territory to supervise distribution and eliminate film theft. New
film will be relayed from town to town by special

messenger.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Traffic

situation

is

being handled temporarily by a committee of the
Los Angeles Film Board of Trade, 417 Higgins
In a wire from A. P. Michael NarBuilding.
lian. Secretary of the organization, he states that
arrangements for local shipments have already
They are similar to plans which
been made.
have worked out satisfactorily in the Los Angeles
territory in other emergencies.

NEW

HAVEN, CONN. Traffic manager, J.
D. Poners, Famous Players-Lasky Exchange, 132

F. I.
L. M. Club of New York.
Emergency
trucks will supplement the service of existing
motor truck delivery services. Deliveries will be
made to some points two days before the play
dates to insure arrival on time.
A relay truck

system

will

be established.

At a meeting with the trucking companies
Chairman Rosenbluh was assured of at least fourteen extra trucks, making a total of thirty-five.
At a meeting of the F. I. L. M. Club, October
19, a resolution was adopted pledging support and
cooperation with the National Association in it*
endeavor to have all theatres supplied promptly
by truck service in the event of a strike.
Through shipments to New Haven. Boston, Albany, Buffalo, Pittsburg. Philadelphia and Washington will also be handled direct by trucks from

New

York.

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.

Traffic

manager,

F.

B. Willis. 1315 Vine Street, telephone Locust
4570.
Automobile service will supply 85 per cent
of exhibitors in Southern New Jersey, also to
Wilmington, Del., Chester, Harrisburg, Reading,
Allentown, Easton, Pa., and intermediate points.
Depots will be established in the above cities
and exhibitors requested to call there for their
shows. Relays will be established between Scranton, Easton, Wilkes Barre, Pittston and Nauticoke.

Traffic manager,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Floyd
Lewis, Realart Pictures Corporation. 3626 Olive
Street, telephone Lindell 4223.
Other members
of traffic committee are Elmer H. Brient, of R-C
Pictures and Frank Harris of Pathe Exchange.
Territory being zoned and a salesman traffic
manager appointed for each zone. A bus line
now covers Missouri for 100 miles to the south
and arrangements are being made for three other
bus lines to operate to principal cities, requiring
exhibitors to pick up shipments at nearest key
town and return to relay station. "We are in a
position to cope with any emergency," is the
message received from St. Louis by the National

service will serve
Special emergency trucks
will cover towns usually served by express or
Relay stations will be established
parcel post.
at New London, Hartford, Danbury and Thomaston where exhibitors of nearby towns will pick
up their shows and forward, after using, to other
theatres on their circuits.
An instance is that of the Winsted exhibitor
who will pick up shows from Thomaston and
the Lakeville exhibitor will relay as far as
Canaan from which point each of the nearby exMr. Poners will
hibitors can get their shows.
appoint an exchange man to be stationed at New
Hartford.
London and
"I do not look for any trouble provided we
get the proper cooperation from exhibitors," says
Mr. Poners in a letter to the National Associa-

Association.

tion.

W.. teleAuto truck and motorboat
phone Main 1901.
service will be used for emergency deliveries,

Meadow

Street.

Auto truck

the majority of towns.

NEW

YORK, N. Y. Traffic manager. Louis
Rosenbluh. Fox Film Exchange, who is also
chairman of the Transportation Com m ittee oi the

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Traffic

manager,

Beverly Griffith, 243 Golden Gate Avenue, telephone Market 4880 Lane phone Prospect 3327.
In a telegram from the San Francisco Film Exchange Board of Trade to the National Association headquarters, word is conveyed that eight
aeroplanes have .been arranged for and that ten
emergency auto trucks are in readiness.
;

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.

Traffic situation

be handled bv committee of Intermountain
Film Board of Trade. Depots will be established
at Butte, Billings, Great Falls. Havre. LewisBoise. Shoshone,
town, Miles City, Montana
Falls Rock Springs. Wyoming
Pocatello, Idaho
will serve all
centers
Utah.
These
and Price,
will

;

;

theatres in their zones.

WASHINGTON. D.
Charles E. Wagner, 916

also trolley cars.

C.

G

Traffic
Street. N.

manager,

November
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Censorship "Goes West" at
Los Angeles Public Hearing
Great Crowds of Citizens Attend Public Hearing at
City Hall
Leaders of Civic Organizations
Protest Passage of Ordinance

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

—

Oct. 25. Muncipal censorship went to its grave
here last Friday following a stormy hearing at the city hall, which was attended by the largest crowd of citizens that has gone there in years to
protest enactment of a proposed ordinance.
The councilmen, after listening for two hours to arguments on both
sides, took the matter under advisement in order to give them time to
arrange burial services for the iniquitous measure, and yet not violently
antagonize the ministers who have been urging the creation of a board of
seven censors with power to preview and license all films shown here.

Public Opinion Again Defeats Reformer
been taken Friday on the proposed ordinance it would have
So it may
gone down to defeat, as six votes were required to pass it.
be said that as a result of the protests from nearly forty leading civic and
commercial organizations, as well as petitions from leading property owners
and business men, the film censorship has been defeated in fact.

Had

PAUL BRUNET,

president

Pathe,

of

been selected a member of the
committee which will welcome Marshal
Foch on his arrival in America.
has

Brunet on Committee

That Welcomes Foch
Pathe Salesman

Chosen As

Manager
Marshal's Tour

Publicity

of

President Paul Brunet of Pathe has
been chosen a member of the committee
of representative

Americans who

expected that the councilmen will
conference representatives of the
motion picture producers and an effort
made to place them on record to produce only clean films, as they already
have agreed to do, under date of last
March, when they drew up a declaration of "fourteen points," or instructions
to directors to produce only photoplays
An -agreement may
of the highest type.
also be reached among the councilmen to
It is

call into

place the censorship issue on the ballot
at the primaries next August.

will re-

Arguments Are Strong

ceive Marshal Foch, commander-in-chief

of the allied armies during the war, on

New York

from France.
A Pathe salesman, James Loughborough of the Albany office, also has been
honored through his appointment as
publicity manager of the military chief's
tour of the country. The selection was
made by the American Legion, of which
Loughborough is a member.
In addition to this, Loughborough,
acting for the Legion, was in charge of
the publicity arrangements in connection
his arrival in

Armado Diez,
of the Italian army; Admiral

with the arrival of General

commander

Beatty of England, and Baron
Jacques, commander-in-chief of the Belgian army.
All are here to attend the
Armament parley in Washington beginning on November 11.
In view of the importance of the task
Loughborough, General
delegated
to

Lord

Pathe readily
of
of absence to cover
the period of Marshal Foch's stay here.

Manager Pearson
granted him a leave

Short and

Snappy
C. E.
tre,

wrote
This

Waughop, Scenic
in a

four

thea-

recently

Minn.,

Detroit,

word

letter.

is it:

"Think

HERALD

is

O. K."

a vote

Just as those in the audience in the
crowded council chamber who were opposed to censorship outnumbered their
opponents 10 to 1, so the speakers in opposition to the ordinance in the strength
of their arguments overcame the arguments put forward by the advocates of
regulation.

Benjamin B. Hampton, speaking for
the producers, showed that censorship
had been tried and found to be inefficient.
He showed the improvement in motion
pictures which the producers are seeking,
and which the public will assist in obtaining.

"Don't

Penalize Producers"

a well-known writer on
motion picture subjects, declared that the
majority of motion picture producers who

Rob Wagner,

are making clean pictures should not be
penalized by censorship because of the
wild cat pictures which are made.
"Public censorship," declared Wagner,
"is killing bad pictures."
Frank A. Garbutt of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation told of the confusion
which censorship causes in the industry
without improving the quality of pictures produced.

Censor Denounces Regulation
A strong argument was made by Mrs.
E. K. Foster, who was chairman of the
Los Angeles board of film censors, created in 1911. She told of the failure of
that board to do the work it was designed
to do, and of how the members of the
board asked the council to abolish it.
"Public opinion should be the censor,"
said Mrs. Foster.
Rabbi Hecht said: "As a citizen of Los

Angeles, anxious for the welfare of our
citizens, I am opposed to censorship."

Censorship Is Hateful
Mrs. Shelley Tolhurst, speaking as a
club woman, said: "The very idea of
censorship is hateful to the American
spirit.
It is futile and dangerous."
President Weaver of the Chamber of

Commerce, in closing the argument
against censorship, said: "We ask you
not to set an example here in the motion
picture industry by imposing an unnecessary censorship on the films shown in
Los Angeies.
have invited the producers here to help us prosper. Let us
not cripple that industry."

We

This Story Lost Its
Kick When Director's
Speech Was Supressed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 25.— According
Marshall Neilan's publicity writer, the last meeting of the Western
Motion Picture Advertisers was
to Pete Smith,

"surprise night."
For instance, Erich Von Stroheim, director of "Foolish Wives," took some of
the "Wampas" off their feet in his talk
about "faith" in oneself and others. The
speech was supressed.

Then Florence Lawrence, dramatic and
motion picture editor of the Los Angeles
Examiner, and a friend of the boys, gave
the second kick to the evening's program

when she told the P. A.'s she was not
receiving enough publicity matter "of
The third surprise was
the right kind."

—

when Joe Jackson
the

lights

of

Goldwyn turned

and turned on Dr.

Dorgan

Is

Managing

Theatre in
(Special

ST.

to

off

Caligari.

St.

LOUIS. MO.,

Louis

Herald)

Exhibitors

Oct.

25.— Charles

E. Dorgan. formerly of the Strand theatre at Decatur, III., has been appointed
manager of the Shenandoah theatre here
by Jimmie and Eddie Carrier, production managers of City Wide Amusement

Company.
William Hamburg has been appointed
purchasing agent of the company.

:
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November

5,

1921

way

Urges Exhibitor Participation
Armistice Day Observance
Running

President Cohen Suggests

With

Spirit

of

Slides to

the

Endow

in

Public

Day

ARMISTICE

DAY, Friday, November 11, affords exhibitors of the
nation a splendid opportunity to co-operate in the activities of the
federal government.
is urged by President
Motion Picture Theatre

Active participation in the observance of this d2y

Sydney

Owners

S.

Cohen

in a letter sent to

members

of the

of America.

THE
Cohen

suggestion

made by President

is

that exhibitors use slides calling to the attention of their audiences
the proclamation of President Harding,
the special ceremony at Arlington ceme-

tery and the two minutes' silent prayer
between 12 o'clock noon and 12:02. Suggested messages for these slides, as well
as an article to be published in the newspapers, are published at the end of this
story.
*

*

*

President Cohen's statement in part follows:
"By appropriate proclamation, Hon.
Warren G. Harding, president of the

United States, has decreed that on
Armistice Day, Friday, November 11,
1921, the people of the country follow
certain lines of conduct which will enable all to cooperate in spirit with the
ceremonies associated with the burial of
an unknown American soldier in the
Memorial Amphitheatre of the national
cemetery at Arlington, Va.
"As theatre owners, having a direct
and constant communication with the
American public, I feel that we should
do everything in our power to entirely
cooperate with President Harding and
other officials in making this observance
of Armistice Day measure up in every

to -their highest expectations. Such
action on our part will be but anothet
open evidence of our sincerity in our
already established lines of cooperation
with the president and other government
officials in carrying forward essential programs through our department of public
service now established at Washington.
*

*

*

"In accordance with this program, we
request that you exhibit slides in your
theatre for several days previous to
Armistice Day, calling attention to {he
president's proclamation, the special ceremonial at Arlington cemetery and the two
minutes of silent prayer between 12 noon
and 12:02 p. m., Which he has made a
part of the nation-wide observance.
"We especially urge that you display
the national colors at half mast on
Armistice Day from sunrise to sunset and
that patriotic music in the form of an
overture feature your performances."

Copy

for Slides

Armistice Day, Friday. November 11, will be
observed all over the United States. An unknown American hero will be entombed that
day at Arlington. Two minutes silent prayer
at noon is requested.
•

•

•

Picture Theatre Owners of America are cooperating with President Harding and
the people of the United States in observing
Armistice Day, Friday, November 11. Do your

The Motion

part.

• »
Harding urges all to display flags
mast and indulge in two minutes of silent
prayer at noon on Armistice Day, Friday, No-

President

at half

vember

Second Annual
New York

Ball

December

3

Theatre Owners Plan Social Event Which Will
Surpass That of Year A^<>

11.

vember 11, by
commencing at

Day, Friday,
two minutes,
prayer for two minutes,
noon. An unknown America

hero

be

will

12

placed

in

Cemetery at that time.

Owners Chamber

of

25.— The second annual ball of the Theatre
Commerce will be held in the Gold room at the

Oct.

Astor hotel on Saturday night, December 3.
The biggest social event of the year in film circles is the advance
announcement made by officials in charge of the function.

Many

requests

for

reservations

al-

ready have been made, one coming from
Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists, who has bought a box for Mr.
and Mr. Fairbanks. The two stars are
expected back from Europe at about
that time.

President William Brandt announces
the following committees who will have
charge of the event
Chairman of the Committee
Charles Goldreyer. Peter Adams, treasurer;
Leo Brccker, secretary; Harry Brandt, chairman,
ticket committee.
Executive Committee
Sydney S. Cohen, Charles O'Reilly, Samuel
Herman, Louis F. Blumenthal, William Brandt.
Ticket Committee
Harry Brandt (chairman). Edward Falter. A.

Fanchi, Toseph Finger, Hy Gainsboro, Ellis
Gordon, Henry Haring. Michael Hirschthal. Samuel Lesselbaum, Herman Mayer, Phillip Rosenson, Harry Traub, Jacob Unger, Jack Ungerfeld.

Entertainment Committee
Otto Lederer (chairman). Harry W. Doniger,
F. W. Falkner, Louis Geller, Leon Greenfield,
Al. Harstn, Morris Kutinsky, F. H. Mertens.
Max Spiro, Charles Steiner, Joseph Stern, Henry
Suchman, Louis Traub..
B.

S.

Vaudeville Committee
Moss (chairman), William

Bimberg,

George

Brennan,

Sol.

Fox,

Brill,

B.

K.

Abram

Fabian, Michael Glynne. Frank Keeney, Marcus
Loew, Charles Moses. Louis Rosenthal, A. H.

Schwartz,

Max

berg, Sol. J. Saphier, Louis Schneider, Herman
Schocnbach, Joseph Seidcr, David Selikoff, Morris Shahan, Samuel Sheer, S. Sobelson, Leopold
Weinberg.

Novelty Committee
Maurice Auditore,
Samuel Rinzlcr (chairman
Max Barr, A. Binkow, Hyman H. Britwar, S.
Calderone, J. E. Elpern, A. Flum, Al. Friedlander, David Hauser, H. Hattum, I. Katz,
Charles Mangini. Divid Rosenzweig, B. Rossassey. William Salkin, Rudolph Sanders, Samuel
Weinberg.
,

Motion Picture Committee
Behrend (chairman), Lawrence Bolognino,
Samuel Borton, Mathew N. Chrystmos, Samuel
Gladstone. M. D. Harris, H. K. Hecht, Hyman
Rachmil. S. Raives, Arthur Rapf, S. Rhonheimer,
R.
Riley,
Benj. Sherman. M. Silverman,
E.
David Snaper, H. Weingarten, David Weinstock,
E. H.

Meyer Weiss.
Guest Committee
Samuel Sonin (chairman), David Blank, J.
Bradbury. Sol. Coleman, Bernard Edelhertz. H. Goldschein, Morris Goodman, D. J.
Hennessey, D. Keizerstein, John Manheimer,
John E. Moody. Morris D. Schwartz, Samuel
Alton

Wolf.
Printing Committee
Samuel Peyser (chairman), Elias Bernstein,
Henry Bishop. Nathan E. Block, Samuel Breiman, Henry C. Brown, Lester Cohen, Manuel
Motta, Oscar Muller, Michael Naughton, Morris
Needle, L. Nelson. A. Nussbaum, Max Pear.
H. H. Wellinbrink, Sigmund Weltner, Fred
Wilson.

Brandon,
Bernard
Charles Cranides, A. H. Eisenstadt, Louis H.
Gold, J. Arthur Hirsch, Ben). Knoble, Max Miller, Charles Schwartz, William Yoost, W. W.

J.

Arrangement Committee
Edward Burns, A. Bush, Louis Fink, Charles

Spiegel.

Banquet Committee
Grob (chairman), William

Young.

Music Committee
Adolph Barr (chairman), J. W. Carey. M. M.
Chctkin, Benj. Forma, M. Fircdman, A. S. Gold-

Schwartz, A.

Haring, John Holley, Max Leventhal. Charles
Levine, G. E. Mausert. Harry de G. Robinson
(chairman) and Leon Rosenblatt.
F.

Publicity for the affair will be handled

by Harry Reichenbach.

•

the

tomb

at

Arlington

•

President Harding urges every one to pause
for silent prayer for two minutes, from 12 noon to
12:02 p. m., Armistice Day, Friday, November 11.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

•

silent

•

NEW

•

•

*

in the observance of Armistice
November 11, by silent prayer for

Help

Stop all activities for silent prayer on ArmisDay. Friday, November II, between 12 noon
12:02 p. m. as an unknown American hero
is to be buried at that time in Arlington Ceme-

tice

and

tery.

Newspaper

Article

The special feature connected with the observance of Armistice Day, Friday, November
will be the burial of an unknown American
soldier in the amphitheatre of the National CemePresident Harding has artery at Arlington.
ranged to make this observance Nation-wide by
having two minutes at noon on that day de-'
voted to silent prayer in thanksgiving to God
lor our successes in the war and for the future
welfare of our country.
To carry out this program the President has
enlisted, with other publicity forces in the country, the services of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners. In line with this action the National
officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America have advised all theatre managers
to fully cooperate with the President in this
relation and give publicity in every way to the,
different phases of his proclamation.
11,

manager of the
here, is in receipt of a letter from
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America urging him to aid in this work.
Mr.
said he would be pleased to
cooperate in every way and Armistice Day an,

Theatre

-

nouncements

will

soon appear on the

screen.

This work

with the relations established recently between the President and other
officials of the National Government and the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners in which the latter pledge the free use of the 16,000 theatre
screens in the United States to aid all prois

in line

gressive Govermental Programs.

Norma Talmadge

to

Enjoy Tour of Orient
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct.

25.— Norma

Talmadge has perfected plans for an
extended tour of the Orient after producing
one picture here.

N'ovember
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Every Section Represented
At First National Conclave
Harmony Is Feature at
Message From
"Get-Together" Opening

The President
White House,
Washington, D.
October 24.

C.

Rumored

Differences Fail to Materialize at Early
Sessions President Harding Sends Greetings

—

Convention of Associated First
National Pictures:
Please accept my good wishes
for your industry and the enterprising people who have created
and developed it into one of the

wonderful commercial and artistic
creations of our times.
You will
serve the country well if you shall
maintain a high and constantly
higher standard of the work you

Your opportuni-

are carrying on.
for

ties

true

public

service

rank

with the very greatest.

WARREN

HARDING.

G.

Paramount

session.

Is

To Distribute
12 for Hearst
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct

are already completed.

Oct.

monious

25.

—A

separate

organization has been formed to handle
the entire country on '"Theodora" outside the regular Goldwyn organization.
Jack Welch leaves Selwyn to take
charge of booking and Will Page is in
charge of exploitation.

lines

clash

along

on

opinion

and

in fact, the ses-

extremely

har-

expressed

Explanations Clear Air

Expressions reflecting the business depression were numerous.
Many complaints

the

referring

specific

to

conditions

than attacking the operation of

company were

instances exhibitors

uttered.

who were

after their complaints

that

in

company were approved by

the various
sectional groups and also that no opposition to these resolutions was encountered.

and representative exhibi-

themselves as
gratified with the constructive nature of
the meetings.
present

stated

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

proceeded

sions

rather

Organization Formed
To Handle "Theodora"
YORK.

The expected

argument did not occur;

tors

25.—William Ran-

dolph Hearst has closed a contract with
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
whereby another series of Cosmopolitan
Productions will be distributed through
the Famous Players exchanges.
There
will be twelve pictures in the series and
it
is understood that
several of these

NEW

A business meeting of theatre owners representing all sections of the
United States and Canada and all types of theatres, large and small, opened
on Monday. October 24. at the Drake hotel, Chicago.
The exhibitors attending the session were sub-franchise holders of
Associated First National Pictures, Inc. More than 100 exhibitors who
had been elected as delegates to represent the various territories were
present. Also present, in addition to officials of the home office, were the
original franchise holders of the First National organization.
No Dissatisfaction Voiced at Early Sessions
This meeting which was designated as the first annual "Get-Together"
of sub-franchise holders has been awaited with considerable expectancy
in various quarters. Due to general business conditions and to charges that
had been voiced principally through the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America to the effect that sub-franchise holders were dissatisfied with
their contracts as to rental prices and other matters, it was forecasted in
certain quarters that the meeting was destined to develop into a stormy

light

In several
interviewed

had been registered
of

the

explanation

given to them with reference to general
conditions and the problems of the organization they were satisfied.
After the preliminary discussion of the
early sessions it became known that resolutions endorsing the actions of the executive committee and the conduct of the

Achieve Constructive

Home

Work

expressed themselves as highly pleased with the trend
of the meeting and pointed out that conoffice

officials

siderable constructive work had been
achieved. They also made plain that the
altitude of the meeting was that the subfranchise holders did not welcome any
possible outside inquiry into the affairs
of the company.
It was announced that the delegation of
English exhibitors who were expected at
the meeting found it impossible to sail
from England in time for the meeting
and that their visit to the United States
to study trade conditions had been postponed. Thej- are expected '.n New York
in

about two weeks.
Will Attend

The

first

break

in

strict business sessions

Wednesday

night,

Opening
the

schedule

when

sub-franchise

A GROUP OF THOSE ATTENDING FIRST NATIONAL "GET-TOGETHER"

il

On

the following page will be found a second picture showing those

who

of

was scheduled for

are not included in the above picture.

,
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holders and others attending the convention were to attend the opening of Balaban & Katz' new Chicago theatre. Following this event an informal dinner was
scheduled to be held at the Drake hotel.
The following original franchise holders
were either present in person or represented by executives of their organizations:

N. H. Gordon, Samuel Katz, E. Mandelbaum, Harry T. Nolan, A. H. Blank,
John H. Kunsky, Robert Lieber, Sol
Lesser, Colonel Fred Levy, Thomas Saxe,
M. L. Finkelstein, Jacob Fabian, E. V.
Richards, Jr., Moe Mark, J. B. Clark,
Frank Ferrandini, R. D. Craver, Spyros
P. Skouras, Fred Dahnken, Tom Boland,
J. G. Von Herberg, W. P. Dewees, Jay
J.

Allen and Harry Crandall.

Prominent Film

Men

Present
Others attending the convention were:
Paul C. Mooney, general manager Louis
B. Mayer Productions; Al Lichtman,
general manager Associated Producers,
Inc.; James R. Grainger, general manager Marshall Neilan Productions: Bert
Adler, representing Allan Dwan; John E.
McCormick, West Coast representative
First National; Colvin W. Brown, representing Thomas H. Ince; Watterson R.
Rothacker, president Rothacker Film
Mfg. Co.; Jules Brulatour of the Eastman Kodak Company and other motion
picture interests; John E. Woody, general manager Realart Pictures Corporation; A. S. Aaronson, general sales manager Goldwyn Pictures Corporation; Lee
A. Ochs and Earl W. Hammonds, president Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
The following identified with the home
office of First National were present: J.
D.
Williams,
manager;
Harry
O.
Schwalbe, treasurer; C. L. Yearsley, advertising manager; Earl Hudson assistant general manager; Lesley Mason,
publicity manager; L. W. Bonner, publicity

department;

William

J.

Morgan,

contract department; Floyd M. Brockell,

manager

of exchanges; E. Bruce Johnson, secretary.
B. P. Fineman of the Katherinc Mac-

Donald Productions; Bennie Zeidman.
Harry Wilson, publicity manager for Sol
Lesser; Arthur Brilant, associated with
Sennett interests, and Mike Levy
of Los Anegeles, also were present.

Mack

Delegates Attending Convention
Alabama

i

Birmingham;

s

.

.Mu.

Titanon theatre,
Grand,

1. 1,

Hackworth,

C.

J.

Huntsville.
K.

J.

COLUMBIA — R.

BRITISH

Berry,

E.

—

Canada -Herbert Dixon, Lyric, Minnedosa; George Nicholas, United The., Albre
Building, Montreal; W. W. O'Fenety, Fredericton, N. B., Toronto; W. D. Ferguson,
York, Toronto; W. A. Shaw, Columbia, Vancouver, B. C.
CALIFORNIA

Kelrleln,

Oliver

L

Lazarus, Royal, Los Angeles:
Piedmont. Oakland: J. G.
Knapp, Temple-Strand, San Bernardino;
Joseph Bauer, Wigwam Amusement Company, San Francisco.
J. L.

cliff Griffin,

New

COLORADO — A.

G.

P. Stewart,

Princess, De-

land; Louis Kalbfield, Grand, I'alatka.
W. C. Patterson, Criterion.
Atlanta; Joe Burton, Star, Toccoa.

GEORGIA—
Illinois

Hyman, Dearborn, Chicago; William Cadoret. La Petite, Kankakee; Harry Thornton, Gaiety, Springfield.
Bemmerachein,

G

Brentllnger. 308
Kahn
Indianapolis; H. H. Johnson,
Luna, Lafayette.
A.

F.

IOWA — M.

F.

Dwight Baker,

in

New

Baker.

Ciccle,

Keokuk;

Grand,

Ottumwa;

J.

Baker, Electric. Kansas
City; A. R. Zimmer, Liberty, Marysvllle;
Stanley Chambers. Palace, Wichita.
J.

KENTUCKY — S.

Columbia
Lee F.
Keller, Strand Amusement Company, PaduL.

Company,

Martin,

Ashland;

Baton Rouge;

KANSAS
Pictures

CITY, MO., Oct. 25.— Metro
Kansas

Corporation's

branch has moved into

City

new quarters
at 1704-6 Wyandotte street.
The new
quarters are equipped in such a manner
its

that the best of service
exhibitors at all times.

is

available

to

i

B. Cook, Majestic, Jack-

MONTANA

A

II

.

Bert

Tiller,

Amusement Company, Lake

LONG ISLAND — -Mr.

Louisi-

NEBRASKA— George

NEW JERSEY— Jos.

Monroe,

MASSACHUSETTS— .Mrs. M

Rose,

Stern, City,

Pastime,

NEW YORK

H. Michaels. Regent,
Franklin, Shea's Hippo-

-J.

H. B.
BufTalo;

Harry

Rand-Strand,

Hall,

Troy, N. Y.

NORTH

CAROLINA BTenr] B Varn.i.
Lyric, Lexington: Percy Wells. Bijou, Wilmington.

OHIO

A

Hetteshelmer,

.1.

Orpheum,

Cincinnati; L. Llbson. Walnut, Cincinnati;
A. L. Freedman, Metropolitan, Cleveland;
phla; M. F. Comerford, Regent Th. BIdg.,
Cleveland; Dr. Geo. Kolb, Norwood, Norwood; Sam E. Llnd, Imperial. Zanesville.

OKLAHOMA
Muskogee;
A. B.

Dan

Meyers,

Broadway,

G. F. Roetzel. Majestic, O'Keene;

Momend, Odeon, Shawnee.

OREGON— A.

H. McDonald, Rex, Eugene.

PENNSYLVANIA- -C
lonial,

Kloyd I!
Harrlsburg; H. W. Scherer, Cambria,

Johnstown; Charles Segall. Apoilo, Philadelphia: M. F. Comerford, Regnet Th. Bldg..
Scranton; C. M. McCloskey, Penn, Uniontown; George Sarvls, Liberty, Warren.
RHODE ISLAND Walter C. Hartford,
Imperial, Pawtucket.
E.

Bryant,

Palmetto, Rockhlll.

SOUTH DAKOTA— J

A. Dundas, Strand,

Sioux Falls.

Charles.

S

I

Newark;
Union Hill; Louis
Bollinger, Summltt, W. Hoboken.
Irving

Southern

FilzRibbons.

Re-

Ayr. Kx-

eter Street, Boston; Herbert Gillman, Dorchester, Dorchester.

MICHIGAN— W. S. Butterfleld, City Bank
Building, Battle Creek; J. C. Rltter. Rialto,
Detroit; H. S. Gallup, Delft, Marquette; J.
R. Denniston, Family, Monroe.

TENNESSEE — Tony

Amusement Company,

TEXAS
R.

E.

Ben

Sudekum, Crescent
Nashville.

Lewis, Ellanay. El Paso;
Crystal, Greenville; Abe

Newman,

Levy, Strand, Waco.

UTAH — J.

F. Goss,

VIRGINIA— Jake

Orpheum, Ogden.

Wells,

WASHINGTON — Louis

Bijou.

Norfolk.

Kastner, Liberty,

Wenatchee.

WEST VIRGINIA— F.
& Camden, Parkersburg.

WYOMING — J.

F.

C.

Smoot, Lincoln

Lynch, Empress. Lara-

mie.

A GROUP OF THOSE ATTENDING FIRST NATIONAL "GET-TOGETHER"

On

,

u

the preceding page will be found a second picture showing those

Bill-

Beatrice; W. W. Hughes, Community, David
City; S. A. Hayman, Lyda, Grand Island.

SOUTH CAROLINA Max
Hlgginbotham.

bcock,

ings.

cah.

LOUISIANA— A.

Charlea Bears, Grand,
Shanberg. Midland. Kansas

B.

MISSISSIPPI— A.

C. Col-

Goldberg.
Harford, Baltimore; F. H. Durkee, Palace. Baltimore; Guy L. Wonders, Rlvoli, Baltimore.

Offices

Broadway,

son.

Rex, Perry.

KANSAS — A.

ana,

Velleau,

B.

Jack Truitt. Sedalia, Sedalla.

.Max

Indiana — Joe

Amusement

V.

Frank L. Newman, Newman, Kansas
Joseph Mogler, Bremen, St. Louis;

drome.

FLORIDA — H.

MARYLAND — Thomas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald'

City;
City;

Buffalo;

Talbot,

Denver.

lins.

M.

field;

Empress, Vernon.

BlufTton;
Building.

Missouri

Hippodrome,

Richards,

I'hoenix.

Fresno;

Minnesota

Albertea; Clyde Hitchcock, Princess. Minneapolis.

Arizona-

gent, Bayshore.

Metro

November, 1921

— Photo
who

by Kaufman

&

Fabry Co.

are not included in the above picture.
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Arbuckle Is Preparing for
Comeback, States Balfour

Great Benefit

To

Exhibitors

Joseph F. Spangler, manager

Public Opinion Which Was Strongly Against Star at
Outset Has Undergone Complete Reversal
On Coast, Declares Writer

of the Globe theatre, Beaver,
Okla., a new subscriber to the

HERALD,

has taken the time

to write in as follows:

By Jay Balfour

have received several isHERALD and I
read it from cover to cover as
soon as it arrives. There are
many good interesting items
that are a benefit to every ex"I

sues of the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.. Oct. 25.— Can Roscoe Arbuckle come back?
looked like Jim Corbett had a better chance of being
heavyweight champion again than the famed "Fatty" had of getting back
on the screen. Things look different now.

Some weeks ago

hibitor, especially the 'Letters

A. M. P. A. Planning
Treat for Officials
Induction
Executives on
November 7

Celebrate

it

This week the fat comedian went to San Francisco to begin his battle,
not so much for an acquittal of the charge of being responsible for the
death of Virginia Rappe but for his rehabilitation as a screen star. No one
seems to feel that there is any chance for anything save acquittal and the
big consideration is bringing Fatty "back."

from Readers' and 'What the
Picture Did for Me'."

Will

43

of

New

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 25.— Members of
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers plan a treat for their new officers.
An "Installation Ball" will be held for
the purpose of celebrating the induction
of the recently elected executives on
November 7. The affair will be held at
the Cafe Boulevard.

Reasons

A

Why

Vindication

is

Desired

Two

of the Arbuckle features
without ever seeing the light
of a theatre when the Frisco affair occurred and a couple others had just
got a fair start into the big money when they were withdrawn. From the
personal viewpoint Arbuckle, free from his present taint, has an earnnig
capacity of a million or two in a few years. So there are several reasons
why a complete vindication is desired.

made

couple millions dollars

at the

is

involved.

Lasky studio went on the

shelf

the

Reichenbach on Program
This means that C. L. Yearsley, the
president; Jerome Beatty, the new
vice-president; Victor M. Shapiro, the reelected treasurer, and Thomas G. Wiley,
the new secretary, not forgetting the
members of the board of directors, will
be made to feel the importance of their
responsibilities by a celebration, the like
of which never before has been attempted
by this thriving organization of advertising and publicity men.
Robert Edgar Long, chairman of the
publicity committee, announces that the
invincible Harry Reichenbach will be
master of ceremonies, ably assisted by
E. M. Botsford, Paul Lazarus, Nat Rothstein and Silas Spitzer.

new

Wowie!
Henry

Let's

Go

who

prints the front
covers for many of our best magazines,
and who is an authority on pulchritude,
Clive,

Hold
will provide fifty artists' models.
fast!
That isn't all! There is to be the
Queen of the Models.
And to quote the publicity chairman.
"Everything will be new, young, fresh
and beautiful."

Title

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 25.— Word has

been received here from Australia that
the censors there insisted on the title of
the film "Twin Beds" being changed to
"A Sleepless Night," despite the fact that
the stage version of the farce recently
toured the country under its original

name.

Case Badly Handled

Those

intimately

associated

with

Arbuckle decided that his case was being
badly handled, but it was considered good
policy to let things remain as they were
the preliminary examination.
Several days later Chief Counsel Frank
Dominguez retired from the case and
soon thereafter came announcement that
Gavin McNab of San Francisco, would
succeed. McNab is the big Democrat of
California and also one of the ablest attorneys in the West.
Regardless of the outcome of the trial,
which begins on November 7, Arbuckle
will not return to the screen for some
He is an excellent director and it
time.
is very likely that he will take up that
end of the business if he comes clear,

until

after

temporarily at

least.

Plan to "Show 'Em Up"
The Arbuckle campaign for rehabilitation was begun this week when the

Australian Censors

Change Film 's

Public opinion, which . was strongly
against Arbuckle before the arraignment
and almost complete collapse of the
prosecution's case, has undergone a comIt is generally
plete reversal hereabouts.
regarded that Fatty was not only the
victim of circumstances in the first instance, but the victim of exceedingly bad
The most unlegal advice thereafter.
fortunate part of the whole affair was
the adoption of a policy of silence on the
part of the defendant and the defense
against
fatally
almost
that
reacted
Arbuckle so far as public opinion was
concerned.

_

his counsel got together
Frisco three weeks before the date
of the trial, and Arbuckle will remain
According to
there until it is finished.
a close friend and adviser no attempt
will be made to resort to legal expediencies or efforts to keep anything out of
evidence because it is felt that Arbuckle's
name can be cleared completely through
allowing the prosecution to bring out
everything it has and then "showing 'em

comedian and

up," and definitely
dian's innocence of

Rogers

Back

Is

to

proving

the

come-

any crime.

Going

Stage

Will Rogers is going to leave us flat.
He has been planning a trip to New York
and in order to pay the expenses of the
trip wired his agent to get him a job
for a week or so on the so-called speaking stage. The agent wired back that he
had got him twelve weeks at the Winter
Garden, so Will has been doing a lot of
for the coming invasion of
Broadway. Meantime. Famous PlayersLasky will decide whether the famous
cowboy - humorist - Shakespearean artiot
practicin'

should be offered a contract.

Norma Talmadge
to

Produce on Coast

When Norma Talmadge comes

out
here next month with her husband, Joe
Schenck, she will remain for at least six
months, during which time she expects
to make at least three productions. Constance is also coming out, but she will
only make part of one picture here and
then return to New York. Mr. Schenck
is said to be convinced that the Coast
offers better facilities tor filming than
New York and it is likely that he will
remain here for the entire period of his
wife'* stay. They will probably work at
the Metro studio, as Mr. Schenck is a
business partner of Marcus Loew, who
owns that concern.

Made Director
Of Mt. Clemens House

Weil

at

f

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORT HURON.

Oct. 25.—
erecting his new
Desmond theatre here, has been appointed director of new Macomb theatre

Herbert L. Weil, who

at

is

Mt. Clemens.

The appointment was

He

has placed Fred Cassin

unsolicited.
in

MICH.,

charge as house manager.

—
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Doubts Sincerity of Censors to
Make Truce With Industry
Review Board

Official
Possibility

Says Maze of Opinions Precludes
of Any Understanding

BOARDS of the
CENSOR
cussed on the West Coast

United States and Canada recently diswith producers the possibility of the two
facticns getting together on common ground.
Was an amicable understanding reached?
It was not and W. D. McGuire, Jr., executive secretary of the National
Board of Review, feels that he may doubt the sincerity of the censors
making common cause with the producers for the reason that there is no
such thing as a uniform opinion even between the groups of censors themselves.

kwTTOW

could they offer a real truce

Mr.

it,

The

Producer?

vital

issue

of

Li. to the producers when they are
far from agreement among themselves?"
asks Mr. McGuire in an article published
in
the October issue of the Review
"Did
Board's Exceptional Photoplays.

censorship makes a mighty good scenario.
It has a real fight in it, and you
know how the public likes a clean, upstanding light.
Play it up for what it

they not find themselves

crowd.

hopeless disagreement the moment they met toWhen the Pennsylvania board,
gether?
which prides itself on being most strict
in its censorship, met censors from Maryland, who admit being the most liberal
in their censorship, what could they possibly

have

in

"Ought not

*

Pennsylvania censors
in horror at what

the

they must consider the deplorable laxity
moral concepts of their Maryland
brethren ?
"And all the other varieties of censors
who ranged between these two extremes
represented as many shades of disagreeWhat could they honestly offer
ment.
the producer in the way of non-interference if he promised to be always moral,
as long as they were so completely out
of accord about what they themselves
meant by morality?
"There was only one thing about which
the censors did agree, and, appropriately
enough, the chairman of the Pennsylvania
in

He

urged warmly

in

stated
favor of a permanent censorship body to
be organized for the mutual welfare of
censors.
But what does this amount to
after the
band has stopped playing?
Surely it is nothing more than the diplomatic terminology for the bald truth that
the public must be kept from the discovery of the fundamental fallacy of censorship so that censors may keep their
perfectly good jobs $2,400 per year, and
up, as Dr. Heller of Maryland so honestly admitted."
it.

—

*

*

*

As

seen by Mr. McGuire, the most
important thing for consideration in the
present situation is the public, which,
after all, wants the screen to show life
as

it

about

really
life

is

lived.

even

It

wants the truth

though

all

life

is

not

lived morally, as the censors would have
Mr. McGuire knows what
us believe.
none of the censors seem to realize
that the public will never accept the
tutelage of any censorship.
"And," he writes, "the producer, if
he is honest with himself, knows this
perfectly well. As a showman, he must
side with the public and with the artist.

He

worth and get the sympathy

Make

real,

virile

do not shirk the truth about
that censorship

is

the

of

pictures
life.

that

Show

unnecessary, parasitic

and un-American."
At one of the sessions of the confer-

cannot make

common

cause with the

censor, and the censor is bound to his
dictum that only moral life must be portrayed on the screen. Oil and water will
not mix and no self-respecting oil or
water would try to.
"So the issue is clear and the fight
inevitable.
not make the most of

Why

Better Pictures

Becoming General
October issue of "Exceptional Photoplays," the critical bulletin published by the National Board of

Review.
In spite of the fact that the issue
is
a
double number embracing
July, August and September, when
one takes into consideration that
fewer pictures are shown during
that period than at any other time
of the year, the percentage of outstanding pictures is far above what

was

in

June, indicating a general

trend toward better films.
The June issue of "Exceptional
Photoplays" listed only one exceptional picture and three for briefer
mention, while the October number gives three the highest rating,
and gives minor comment to nine
besides listing six as being pictures

worth watching

for.

The three exceptional pictures are
"One Arabian Night" (First National), "The Conquering Power"
(Metro), and "The Three Musketeers" (United Artists).
Listed for briefer mention are:
"Without
Benefit
of
Clergy"

(Pathe),

"Footlights"

ence between producers and censors was
what was moral and what was immoral.

as to

*

Artists),

"Disraeli"

Worth Watching For"

are listed:
"Tol'able David" (First National),
"A Virginia Courtship" (Realart),

"Jungle Adventures" (Exceptional
Pictures Corp.), "The Idle Class"

(First

National),

National).

o'

*

periment.
In the last analysis, that is
the chasm that yawns between these two
equally necessary types of humanity, and
those who try to ignore the chasm or
pretend that it does not exist, will only
fall into it.
The artist who agrees with
the censor limits himself to repeated
illustrations of moral maxims already
fixed and given, and thereby ceases to

be an artist.
The censor who agrees
with the artist abandons the established
morality he has set out to defend.
He
docs not live up to his job."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

"Footfalls"
Life" (First

Oct. 25.— Katherine

well-known motion picture actress and mother of a popular family of
screen players, died at her home, 1232
Gower street, last week, following a
stroke received as she was acting a scene
for "Penrod" at the Marshall Neilan
Griffith,

studio.

The deceased is survived by her husHarry Griffith, well-known char-

band,

man in pictures; two sons, Gordon
and Graham, both popular child players,
and Gertrude Sutherland Griffith, daughter, and secretary to the president of
acter

Occidental college.
Katherine
Griffith

makeup

on," the

"died

way every

with her
professional

prefers to pass into the Great Beyond.
Immediately following her stroke at the
studio she became unconsicous.
physician was called immediately and she

A

was taken to her home, where she passed
away several hours later, never regaining
consciousness.

"L um"

Hall, Friend
of Players, Is Dead

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Para-

(United Artists), Lon Chaney in
"The Ace of Hearts" (Goldwyn),
"Cappy Ricks" (Paramount),
Thomas Jefferson in "Rip Van
Winkle" (Hodkinson), and Pauline
Fredericks in "The Sting of the
Lash."
Under the heading "Pictures

(Fox), and "Bits

*

Mr. McGuire points out that the more
sincere both producers and censors are.
the more unworkable the arrangement becomes.
"For," he writes, "the censor must remain a censor and the producer must side
with the artist.
For the censor works
by precedent and the artist works by ex-

LOS

mount), "Little Lord Fauntleroy"

(United

1921

ence called by Universal Film Manufacturing Company, a representative of the
oldest
municipal censorship board in
the United States stated that he was in
favor of official censors and producers
getting together; that the producers, he
believed, were anxious to make morally
acceptable pictures such as the censors
considered essential to the general moral
welfare; that therefore the only differ-

Better pictures are the rule and
not the exception, according to the

it

5,

Katherine Griffith Dies
Following Stroke While
Working in Neilan Film

*

lifted their skirts

board

is

common?
*

have

in

November

("Lum")

ANGELES,
Hall

is

Oct.

dead and

25.— C. C.
Hollywood

Probably Hall, who kept a grocery store on a corner, knew more motion pictures actors than any other individual in the country.
Every Saturday
night for years he had cashed the pay
checks of the players, and it is estimated
that fully $3,000,000 worth of checks had
passed through his hands.
mourns.

Although "Lum" went to a lot of pains
keep large sums on hand he never
charged a cent for his service, but he
made a lot of warm friends, and several
autographed photos of world-famed perto

sons attest to their genuine fondness for
unique behind-the-curtain figure in
movieland.

this

November
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Selznick

Exhibitor Meeting Divorces

Week

Iowa and Nebraska Leagues

November 13-19
Bookings are beginning to pile
up for Selznick Week, which will
be observed during the period of

November 13 to 19.
The Selznick office

reports that
theatres
leading
everwhere are
providing extra play dates for the
company's product, which includes
the star series of attractions starring Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene
O'Brien, Conway Tearle and Owen
Moore, and the specials.
Officials of the producing and
organization
believe
distributing
that a special drive at this time will
give added impetus to winter busi-

Convention at Des Moines Pledges Cooperation
Public Welfare Movement Duncan Elected
President of New Organization

—

DES MOINES,
Owners

Picture

I A.,

Oct. 25.

— Iowa now has

America.
At the convention held last week

its

own

Hotel Chamberlain a permaleague will be entirely separated
from the Nebraska association with which it has been affiliated for some
in the

The new

nent organization was effected.

months.

Interest in Exposition in
Is Increasing Through
Entire South
C, Oct. 25.— The

Charlotte Chamber of Commerce has
thrown the full weight of its influence
back of the Southern Motion Picture
Exposition which will be held here for
four days, beginning on November 29.
This organization is actively assisting
in numerous ways in the task of developing this exposition, and also in arranging
to provide several elaborate entertainment features for the notable figures of
the motion picture industry who will be
here to attend and participate in the
programs of the exposition.

Wales Making Arrangements
this 'event

steadily increasing throughout the entire South, and
Secretary Herbert C. Wales is rapidly
working out the details of the programs
for each of the four days.
The motion
picture theatre owners in the Carolinas
are evidencing a keen interest in the
plans and many of them are cooperating
by holding popularity contests intended
to select the women members of the cast
of the feature photoplay which the exposition management will have produced
at Charlotte.
About fifty theatres have already entered the lists and others are coming in
steadily, leading Secretary Wales to believe that probably not less than seventyfive theatres will send young women here
to take part in the picture.
in

is

Many Inquiries Received
That the exposition is receiving wide
attention from all branches of the motion
picture industry is evidenced by the
being received daily
by Secretary Wales. Inquiries are coming in from producers and distributors
alike as well as from the manufacturers
of

letters

of theatre supplies

and acctssories.

Sues When She Sees
Picture in Hosiery

Ad

(Special to Exhibitors Heroic*)

LOS ANGELES,

is

director general.

Following are the officers chosen for
the ensuing year:
President J. C. Duncan, Plaza Theatre, Sioux City.
Vice-President Tom Brown, Strand,

—

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Interest

Work

Of singular importance was the pledge made by the Iowa exhibitors
work of the department of public welfare of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America of which Dr. Francis Holly

Develop Film Fete

N.

Motion

to cooperate fully in the

Men Help

CHARLOTTE,

unit of the

of

Will Co-operate in Public Welfare

Business

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ness.

number
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Oct. 25.— Declaring

that the unauthorized use of one of her
pictures for the purpose of advertising,
a hosiery show had humiliated and distressed
her,
Mrs. Ethel Broadhurst,
screen actress, has filed suit in the superior court against Abbot Kinney Company, demanding $25,000 damages.

Iowa

Harry HierDes Moines; Ways and
Means Philip Schlumberger, Alexander
Frank, Garden, Waterloo, J. C. Duncan,
and William Waterhouse.
Lyric, Valley Junction, and

steiner, Family,

—

City.

— M. Tournier, Star, Mason Sues for Accounting
City.
On Rentals Received
Secretary — E. Metzger, Strand, CresBy Special Pictures
ton.
Treasurer

The

executive committee is comprised
Dr. J. C. Pence, Lyric, Columbus
Junction; H. S. Earll, Star, Davenport;
Alexander Frank, Garden, .Waterloo W.
M. Waterhouse, Hildreth Opera House,
Charles City; A. J. De Bold, Strand and
Palace, Cedar Rapids; George Cruzen,
of

;

Oskaloosa; B. I. Van Dyke,
Moines; C. C. Peregrine,
American, Corning: Ben Harding, Liberty, Council Bluffs; William Johnson,
Rialto, Fort Dodge and Philip Schlumberger, Opera House, Denison.
Rivola,

Royal,

Des

Name

Joint Board
On the joint board of control to work
with the Nebraska board on matters of
importance to both bodies are Morey
Cohn, Strand, Council Bluffs; Ben Harding, Liberty, Council Bluffs, and L. B.

Seymour. Rex Glenwood.

This commit-

(Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

LOS ANGELES,

Oct.

25.— Suit

for

an accounting for rentals received for its
product by Special Pictures Corporation has been filed by A. L. Hart Productions, which controlled the Chester
Conklin and Louise Fazenda units of
Special.
A. L.

L. Hart
was spent
on three Conklin comedies which were

Hart, treasurer of A.

Company, claims

that $'J0,000

turned over to Special and that only a
scattering
of
advance deposits ever
reached the producing company.
Later Special ceased distribution, it is
charged, and left Hart Productions with
unpublished
comedies on its
hands.
George Newberger is now president of
Special.

tee will transact its cooperative financial

and grievance work through the
Stuart Gould, business

office of

manager

of

the

Nebraska league.
In resolutions the Iowa organization
pledged its allegiance to the parent association: tendered a note of thanks to A.
R. Pramer, president of the Nebraska
league, "for his work in the past," and
protested against the burdensome taxes
which the theatres must pay the government. Producers and distributors operating theatres were rebuked by the delegates.

Other Committees Named
Other committee appointments were:
Resolutions Ben Harding. F. Hagarman, Waverlv. and L. B. Seymour;
Grievance Tom Brown, Ed Weggner.

—
—

Organizing
Commonwealth Concern

Caldwell

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 25.— Fred Caldhas just completed "The Mystery of Ferndale," a seven-reel picture,
is now forming a company to be known
as Commonwealth Motion Picture Prowell,

who

ducers. The company will make a series
of twelve five-reel Westerns at the Bachman studio at 829 East Windsor road,

Glendale.

Roxy Macs,

J.

L.

McComas, Scotty

King and Bruce Caldwell are associated
with Fred Caldwell.

Gabriel L. Hess, chairman of the censorship committee of
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, in a
communication to Exhibitors Herald says:
"The work you are doing through your PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE is excellent and I am sure will result in beating down
the unreasonable clamor for censorship."

:
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Men

Again Happy With
Gen. Humidity Buried

Theatre

November

Remar liable Business Prevails,

Through Central

BUSINESS
ment

Especially

States

is now history according to the latest installsurvey conducted throughout the country by Associated

depression

of the

First National.
Since the burial of "Gen. Humidity" First National finds that business

has shown a remarkable revival, especially

FOR
on conditions

instance, First National's report
in

the Buffalo territory

says
"This will be a normal season in Buffalo if there is enough 'big' pictures to
go around. By 'big' exhibitors, do not

mean productions that must
be put on at $1.50 top, but pictures which
are out of the beaten path of the hackneyed product which patrons have become fed up on in the past few years.
necessarily

seems that they are willing to pay

It

Buffalo
for
in warm weather the populace flocked to one of the big theatres
and paid $1.50 top to see one of the
season's super-productions.
for

it

if

quality is there.
illustration of this

the

had a good
three weeks

»

*

when

*

"Buffalo's neighborhood theatres have
been closed all summer because of warm
weather, increased numbers of automoith
biles and 'stagnation' in program.
the opening of the fall season, patrons
are amusement hungry, but they are
'shopping' for their entertainment and as
a rule are picking out the theatres showHouses are finding
ing 'big' pictures.
that they must advertise if they want

W

patronage.

"The Shea Amusement Company,

see-

ing the light this season and the demand
for bigger pictures even in the neighborhood houses, recently announced that its

Middle West.

in the

new North Park

theatre would run picday and date with Shea's Hippodrome downtown.
In this case we have
an experiment which to date has met
with unusual success. The North Park
is Buffalo's first run neighborhood theatre and exhibitors are watching with keen
interest the showing of new and bigger
tures

pictures for four-day runs at the house."
Then the report turns to the Cleveland
situation.
It says:
"Cleveland exhibitors are looking forward with every confidence to a season
of sustained good busines this fall, and
through the coming winter and spring.
The size of September's audiences has
been distinctly reassuring at all the
leading houses. The season itself opened
from a week to two weeks earlier than

ever before and

its

commencement found

the premier theatres of the city polished,
renovated, and in spick-and-span condition for the revival of cool weather and
good business.
*

*

*

"A detailed survey of theatre conditions for the past six weeks in Cleveland
reveals a state of affairs that is both
healthy and stimulating.
"During the summer a large number of
the first run houses closed down. These
Metropolitan,
Knickerincluded
the
bocker, Strand, Loew's Alhambra, Loew's
Hoffman's
PalLoew's
Stillman,
Euclid.
These
ace, Hights and Loew's Liberty.
houses, however, have been reopened."

Turning to Illinois, First National finds
in "most of the theatres capacity
houses have become the rule, and the
most prosperous winter in the history
that

of the industry
As a result of

looked for."

is

survey. First National
of the opinion that "admission prices
will not drop lower for the time being:
that the exhibitor in order to satisfy the
demand for better productions, must pay
more and charge more or the same at the
its

is

box

office."

Wm.

Fait to Direct
Theatres in Mexico

1921

Red Cross Opens
Drive November 11
A

revival

of the "Spirit of the
will be brought into

Red Cross"

every home, every

First National Finds

5,

office

and every

amusement during the
coming month, when the efforts of
place

of

hundreds of workers will be bent
on the success of the fifth annual
roll call of the Red Cross opening
on Armistice Day, November 11.
While a generous response to the
membership campaign is necessary
continuance of home
service and emergency relief work
for which a splendid equipment and
organization is already in operation,
it is of vital importance to devote
the efforts of this roll call to the
finishing of the war job.
"The Heart and the Dollar," famous slogan of roll call workers, will
have a slight variation this year,
since "dollars" rather than "the
dollar" will be sought in the membership canvass.
to insure the

Kohn Named Chairman
Of Finance Board of
National Association
Following are important changes made
in
the committee appointments of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry:

Ralph A. Kohn, at the request of
Adolph Zukor, will represent Famous
Players-Lasky on the finance committee
as chairman of that body.
He also will
represent his company on the Americanism board. Charles C. Pettijohn has been
designated to represent Selznick Corporation on the executive committee instead of Lewis
also will
be

J.

Selznick.

chairman

Mr. Pettijohn

the Sunday
committee, with Earl J.
Hudson of First National serving as vicechairman.
H. P. Carver of International Film
Service
Captain G. McL. Baynes of
Kinograms, E. V. Durling of Selznick
News and J. W. Alicoate of Wid's Daily
have been named members of the censorship committee.
Durling and Baynes
also are members of the news weeklies
committee. Alicoate has been named a
member of the trade press editorial, vigilance and Sunday opening committees.
J. Robert Rubin will represent Metro on
the Sunday opening committee.
F. M.
Brockell of First National becomes a
of

opening

member

of the distribution managers
committee, while R. A. Foster of InterOcean will represent that organization on
the transportation committee.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Jr.,

YORK,

widely

Oct. 25.— William Fait,
in the motion picture

known

industry as an exhibitor and distributor,

New York

late in October
Mexico, to become associated with R. P. Jennings in the direction of the forty theatres of Granat S. A.,
of which Mr. Jennings is the controlling
owner.
Mr. Fait will open the new Olympia
theatre, the million dollar theatre, which
final stages of completion at
is in the
Mexico City and will assume general

ALICE LAKE,

the dainty Metro star,
recently seen in "The Infamous Miss
Revell."

will

leave

for

Mexico

City,

direction of the other theatres of the
Mr. Fait
largest circuit in the republic.
resigns as secretary of Howells Sales
Company to go to Mexico.

Brentlinger to Study
Conditions in Europe
B. F. Brentlinger, general manager of
a company which operates motion picture theatres at Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne,
South Bend and other Indiana points, will
leave shortly for Europe with five other
motion picture men to study motion picture production and exhibition methods
abroad.
Mr. Brentlinger is Indiana director for
First National pictures and Indiana First
National exhibitors will be given the
benefit of his experiences abroad upon
his return, when he probably will address
a meeting of the Indiana exhibitors at
Indianapolis.

November

5,
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Wins Public Favor
Through Civic Activities
Elkins

Mississippi Exhibitor Gains

Confidence of Patrons
PQFreedomLljfe^

CD

i

by

Running Slides and Aiding
All Community Enterprises
theaa let-

ones that the mothers will let their children come
out to see. If you will play for the children you

ter to those exhibitors who count that time lost
which is devoted to the furtherance of civic enOf especial interest is Mr. Elkin's
terprises.

mothers and fathers.
Picking pictures is very hard. For instance,
Katherine MacDonald in "The Thunderbolt"
this subject will offend. The acting and scenery
perfect, but the story bad, very coarse, indeed.
"The Scoffer." another. The small town exhibitor has a problem on his hands to run a picture
show without trying to please the church people.
My three years' experience has taught me to let
them dictate to you. By doing so you win their

W.
tre,

E. Ellon,

manager of the Temple
this week addresses

Aberdeen. Miss.,

will certainly get their

of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
owner and manager,
theatre
LEAGUE. Every
however, will find many valuable suggestions
in his message which follows
letter

members

to

Editor, Exhibitors Herald:

to

It is

with

state

just

much
a

pleasure. Mr. Editor, for

few ways

I

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
If
I

every exhibitor would serve the people
have, he, too, can gain their confidence.
First, I

me

have helped the
in our little city.

copy and run at each performance

in the theatre.

Whenever the churches give suppers,
always help them by printing banners and
tising
I

let

etc., I

adver-

on the screen without one penny charge.
the different churches sell candy in the

theatre one night per week.

Recently the

people forget about

Every exhibitor in the country should have
the majority of his patrons with him 100 per
cent. Mr. Elkin has accomplished this. Because
of his persistent efforts to win the good will of
his townspeople he is not menaced by censorship agitation.
His activities should be emulated by other theatre owners and managers. It
is the one sure way of maintaining the freedom
of the motion picture.
Exhibitors who have not ordered the series
of twelve slides should do so at once.

all of

South Dearborn

Chicago,

street,

III.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the
Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion picture.
I

will

run each

slide

his pictures.

Try

to get ones that will not offend,

at

every performance for one week

conditions permit of this arrangement.

Name

the people with

him, but by doing something like I have above
they most assuredly can boast of the majority
being with him 100 per cent.
Another thing the exhibitor must do is pick

1

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

(H'rif;

exhibitor can get

it.

women

Aberdeen organized a Woman's Club and their
main purpose was to have a library. I immediately got in touch with them and had a benefit
show giving them part of the proceeds.
Just a few days ago we gave a special show
to the Eastern Star, which is composed of women.
They seemed to appreciate it, and, of course, I
got their good will.
of

No

will.

Here's hoping that some day censorship will
die a natural death and I honestly believe that if
every exhibitor would wake up and put his
shoulder to the wheel we could soon make the

how

during the week the slide that appears in the
Herald regarding censorship.
Second, I have given each minister in the
city an annual pass with all tax paid, entitling
him to see every show. By doing this I have
gained their confidence and am sure that they
never say one bad word about the picture show.
I have even had them hold union services on Sun-

day

good

Theatre
Street

City

name and address

legibly)

when
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Read
Elkin's

Letter

Then
Write

Own

Your
W.

E. Elkin of Aberdeen, Miss.,

has written an interesting letter on
his activities as a

member

of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

It is

copy for slide No. 27. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of

This

published on the preceding page.

Read it and see if there isn't a word
two that you could add.

or

Maybe one

of the following ex-

the motion picture.

hibitors has been doing constructive

work

in enlisting his

patrons

port of a free screen.

If

in sup-

so, let's

F. L. Clarke

Merton Barnes

W.

C.

J. E.

E. N. Biddle
J. Chandler
Wilbur W. Drake
W. T. Biggs

born

J. E.

Sam Bowden
W. R. Lyon

Leidinger

J.

Buswell
Fry
Charles E. Carey
H. H. Daniels
Give the other members of the
LEAGUE the benefit of your experiences. Address your letters to
C. P.

S. J. Ellis

William H. Spencer
F. H. Smith
Charles E. Barber

hear from him:

K.

is

Whitt

Chidley

the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE,
Exhibitors Herald, 417 South Dear-

O.

Crawford
Stephen Dziadik
C. F.

street, Chicago.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

^Forthe.;

^)

LEAGUE
"For

-

s

the

Freedom

^

',

T

:

^Notion
'

--

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

-»

and the

PUBLIC

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers
to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen. /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use.

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

a member 1/

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

Me

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

Clip Out!
Sign!

Motion Pictures"

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
in this manner do my part in arousing

And Become
a

Member
League

of

November

5,
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Supreme Court

of Iowa to
Decide Validity of Blue Law

Exhibitors Defeated in Lower Tribunal are Granted
Temporary Injunction Restraining Officials
From Stopping Sunday Operation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GRIXXELL,

Oct. 25.

IA.,

right against the local

— Grinnell

exhibitors

Sunday closing ordinance

have carried their
supreme court of

to the

the state.

The appeal will be taken up at the January term of the higher tribunal.
Until then the theatres will continue to operate under an order from the
supreme court restraining the city from enforcing the local ordinance.
Judge Sustains Demurrer Filed by City
Decision to appeal the case followed the action of Judge Wagner of
Montezuma in sustaining a demurrer filed by attorneys for this city. This injunction suit had been instituted several months

the district court of

ago by the theatre men.

CORINNE GRIFFITH

in her newest
Vitagraph production, "Received Payment."

Kansas City Council
Considers Freak Bill
Measure Would Prevent Any
Dance Act in Theatre
Without Permit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY.

MO., Oct

25.— An

ordinance prohibiting any song, dance,
act or other like performance in motion
picture theatres in Kansas City without
obtaining a permit from the board of
welfare was introduced in the
lower house of the council last week by
Alderman John P. O'Neill, "goat" leader

public

of the first ward.

The measure was

re-

conference committee, of
which O'Neill is chairman, for hearing.
ferred

the

to

The Poor Public
The purpose of the ordinance,
is

obscene

week

or

a permit from the board each

obtain

order to present vaudeville acts,
songs or dances at the theatre.
Considered As Joke
The ordinance is regarded as a huge
in

joke by exhibitors. The measure is the
result of uncalled for agitation on the
part of self-appointed reformers with
political
influence, who allege that a
"fair" dancer at a recent performance in
a suburban house wore scarcely more
than a "smile."

Hayakawa's New Picture
For R-C is In Production
Work

of filming "The Vermillion Penwith Sessue Hayakawa in the star
part, started at the R-C Pictures West
Coast studios on October 26. according
to advices from R. J. Tobin, director general of production.
Norman Dawn, is
cil,"

directing.

in his decision, declared
a valid ordinance enacted under
constitutional authority could not
be enjoined so that the question became
one of determining the validity and conordinance
and
stitutionality
of
the
statute giving cities the right to regulate
and license motion picture theatres.

Upholds Provisions
held that cities have the right to
regulate and license under the law. On
this point he referred to two provisions
of the local ordinance to which the exhibitors had objected, one the provision
prohibiting Sunday operation and the
other which gives the city the right to
revoke a license upon conviction of the
theatre man. He upheld both of these.
Holding that the ordinance is valid, the
court ruled that its enforcement could
not be enjoined. If either or both of the
questioned provisions is declared invalid

He

would have a speedy and
adequate remedy at law and would not
require an injunction for the protection
of their rights, the judge said.
the plaintiffs

Three-fourths of Countrv *
Sold Within Three, Weeks
Two
with

outstanding features are connected

Warner

"Why
Harry

Brothers' latest production,

Leave Home," produced by
Rapf and directed by William

Girls

Nigh.
More than three-fourths of the
country has been sold to state right buyers within three weeks, over 150 firstrun bookings with prominent showmen
have been obtained, and. according to report, many inquiries are being received
for play dates from practically every section of the country.

Big Combine of Skouras and Koplar
Theatres is Reported in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

as ex-

to prohibit "anything immoral,
detrimental to the public
good" from being given in a motion picture theatre in Kansas City.
The measure provides that the management of each motion picture theatre must

plained,

Judge Wagner,

that

legal

ST. LOUIS. MO.. Oct. 25.— A S3.000.000 merger of theatres
owned bv Skouras Brothers and City Wide Amusement Company is
being considered by the two companies, it has been learned from
authoritative sources. According to the report $500,000 in new capital
would be put into the enterprises. Under the amalgamation the production end of the business would be under the direction of Jimmie

and Eddie Carrier.
It is understood that conferences looking to a merger have been
under way for several weeks. Participating in these negotiations
were: Samuel Hamburg, Jr.. president of City Wide Amusement
Company; Leo Rassieur, Jr., of ths law firm of Rassieur, Kammerer
& Rassieur, a large stockholder in Skouras Brothers' Enterprises, and
W. Arthur Stickney of A. G. Edwards & Sons, brokers. Harry
Koplar is secretary-treasurer of City Wide Amusement Company and
Ben S. Cornwell is vice president. The organization recently took

Famous Players-Lasky houses.
Skouras enterprises control the New Grand Central, Capitol.
West End Lyric, Central. Lyric, Empress. Pageant. Shaw and Arsenal, while those controlled by City Wide Amusement Company are
the-Pershing, Shenandoah. Grand-Florissant, Juniata. Lowell. Maffitt,
Lindell. Montgomery. Webster, Arco, Gravois and Lafayette. Manchester, Royal, New Shenandoah, Russell, Compton and Criterion.
ever twelve

:
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THE WEEK

against the showing of "Ten

IN

OOMKONE

^

;

has written us asking

who

was the first motion picture publicity
man and who is the best one. Of course,
modesty will prevent a lot of the boys
from answering the latter part of the
question, but the other end of it might
be settled. One old time publicity man,
who admits he wasn't first in the game,
says they were born double so there
really is no one first.
He says Chester
Beecroft and Tom Bedding were the pioneers, when they dealt publicity from the
top of the deck for the General Patents
Company, at 14th street and Fifth
avenue, exploiting "The Littlest Rebel,"
the big noise of the day about fifteen or
eighteen years ago.
This may be right.
don't know,
but maybe someone else does.
• * *

We

Paul Gulick appeared in his office
one day last week wearing a straw hat
and humming, as a paraphrase of Jack
Norworth's song, "For It's Apple Blossom Time in Mount Vernon." When inquiries were made as to where they sold
the stuff that made a man act that way,
Gulick explained:
"You've got me wrong. When I woke
up and looked out of my window this
morning I saw an apple tree in full
bloom.
I
called my wife and she saw
the same thing, so I know you've got

me wrong."
He's now
way

to

trying to figure out some
hook up the apple blossoms with

Universal publicity.
*

*

*

Howard

Dietz,
of
Goldwyn,
never
realized until the past few days just how
popular he is or how many publicity and
exploitation men really longed for his
friendship.
The influx of friends and
would-be friends followed closely upon
the announcement that Goldwyn would
send out 25 road companies with the

William Jennings Bryan has gone and
it.
At least Jack Lloyd says he did.

juice exponent
Griffith
studio

watching Mr.

Nebraskan

and

grape

was a recent visitor at the
at
Mamaroneck.
After

Griffith directing a

scene of
"The Two Orphans" Mr. Bryan told of his
daughter directing a picture. Not wishing
the senior generation to be outdone by the
younger, Mr. Griffith handed the visitor
the megaphone, and the silver-tongued
orator proceeded to make history by directing Lillian and Dorothy Gish in
action.

And here's something else that Jack
Lloyd says
So many people have been
calling
up the Griffith offices asking
who wrote "Two Orphans" that he has
had a card printed and placed on the
telephone switchboard so that the operator can inform the anxious that "The
Two Orphans was written by Adolphe
D'Ennery, the greatest of French dramatists and was first produced in Paris in
1875."
So now we know.

local

paper

says

"Harry

the

headline

Lauder

in

in

a

Sing

Sing" really didn't mean what might be
inferred.
He says he didn't work there,
he just played.
*

*

*

Charles

Davis 2nd, Arrow's urexpert, says he does not
anticipate that the W. C. T. U. or the
Anti-Saloon League will make any fight
J.

bane

publicity

*

one
"I hope you will say you will come,
for Mr. Chaplin said he would not care
to have the luncheon unless he knew you
would be there."
Rather than force Charlie to go without his noon-day repast, we all said we
would be there.
*
»
*

Everyone

Remember"

running

is

stuff,

so

let's

that

"Do You

have some. Do
Zukos

remember when Adolph
put on the first "talky-movies"
you

at

the

Fourteenth street theatre, with Julia
Hurley doing the "talky" part and running herself ragged getting from one
side of the screen to the other to
her different "voices" appear to
from the right angle?

make
come

Bankers Are Guests
at Brunton Studio
(Special

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

:

Harry Lauder

in

In asking a number of newspaper persons to meet Charlie Chaplin at an informal luncheon, Horace Judge told each

done

distinguished

*

*

great "Theodora" spectacle to play in $9
theatres.
An orchestra of twenty-five
musicians and a chorus of thirty voices
will accompany each film, according to
the announcement, and the first two
shows will open in Boston and Chicago.
So there you are, boys. Go to it.

The

Nights

Frank R. Tuttle has formed the
Tuttle Productions and has started work
on "Apron Strings." Glenn Hunter will
appear in the first Tuttle picture.
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to

the

American

Oct. 25.— Delegates
Bankers' Association

convention were initiated into the mysteries of the silver screen at the Brunton
studios recently, when, through arrangements made by Motley H. Flint, vicepresident of the Los Angeles Trust &
Savings Bank and chairman of the entertainment committee, the huge walled
city which lies within the Brunton lot

was thrown open for most intimate inspection.
As a result, the delegates explored at
and were aided in their investigations by
a corps of guides not only from the
studios themselves, but also from among
the junior officers from the various banks
These guides, dressed
of Los Angeles.
in Spanish costumes, explained to their
of
features
of motion picguests all
the
ture production.

"Never Weaken" Breaks
Symphony House Record
Reports from the Symphony theatre
Los Angeles say that the premier
showing of Harold Lloyd's Associated

of

Lloyd

Comedy, "Never Weaken,"

cre-

ated a tremendous sensation with its patrons.
Dr. H. B. Brockwedel of the
Symphony wired J. E. Storey, sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, the fol-

lowing message:
"Accept thanks for world's premier
showing of Harold Lloyd in Never
Weaken.'
All attendance records for
any previous week broken and holding
him over for at least two weeks longer.
Public enthusiastic about show. Nothing longer than two reels on program.
First time ever
Featured Lloyd only.
done this territory. Previously could not
tell whether Lloyd or multi-reel feature
Lloyd feature
was holding crowds.
alone has proven effect of his drawing
Congratulate you on this clean
power.
type of thrilling comedy."
'

Remodeled After
PARSONS.

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
of the Gods," a

and James Morrison in a scene from "A Bride
Frothingham production distributed by First National.

KANS.— The

Fire
old

Elk

theatre, now known as the Orpheum, has
been rebuilt following the fire which destroyed the place.
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Cohen Appoints Committee

To

Probe

First National

President of M. P. T. 0. A. Declares that Investigation
Will Be Held With or Without Cooperation
of Company 's Executives

BULLETIN

NEW

YORK, Oct. 25.— Sydney S. Cohen this afternoon announced that the committee to investigate First National would
be John Manheimer of New York, W. D. Burford of Aurora, 111.,
M. E. Comerford of Scranton, Pa., L. J. Dittmar of Louisville,
Ky., and A. J. Kleist of Pontiac, Mich. Burford, Comerford and
Kleist are subfranchise holders.

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America has announced its
decision to proceed with an investigation of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

Sydney

FRANK

T. DAZEY, who has been appointed associate editor of Selznick's
scenario department.

Screen Club in Denver
Raps Films Ridiculing
Eighteenth Amendment
(Special

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

DENVER, COLO., Oct. 25.— The
Rocky Mountain Screen Club has adopted
resolution "to discourage the showing
or production of pictures tending to ridicule or in any way cause lack or respect
of'.'
the eighteenth amendment to the
a

constitution.
Copies of the resolution have been forwarded to the National Association oi
the Motion Picture Industry and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
by H. E. Huffman, president.
This action was taken, according to
the resolution, to "promote loyalty, respect and obedience to our laws."

"

S.

Cohen, president of the exhibitor organization, makes

public the decision in an open letter addressed to

(Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 25.— Arrangements

have been made by Goldwyn to place
twenty-five
companies on tour with
"Theodora," the> Italian screen spectacle
which has been playing to capacity business, according to the theatre manage-

ment

at

the Astor.

A

twenty-five
special
orchestra
of
pieces and a chorus of thirty voices will

The picture
comprise each company.
be exhibited at admission prices of
In the near
$2 top in the larger cities.
future the picture will open in Boston
and Chicago.
will

for Distribution Outlet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 25.— Alexander
Beyfuss, vice-president and general manager, announces that contracts for the
distribution of the first two publications
of Exceptional Pictures Corporation are
being consummated.
Announcement of
the distribution outlet will be made next
week.
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures"
and Charles ("Chic") Sales in "His Nibs"
are the

company's

first

two

publications.

M.

P.

Sent Out on Eve of First National "Get-Together"

The official statement was issued almost on the eve of the First
National "Get-Together" held in Chicago October 24 to 26.
It covers
four large typewritten pages and contains a series of charges against the
conduct of the subfranchise arrangement put into force by First National
more than a year ago.
It emphasizes the {act that Famous Players-Lasky Corporation submitted to an investigation by the M. P. T. O. A. and points out that four
of the five members of the committee conducting this probe were First
National subfranchise holders.
Some space

is

devoted to criticizing

the letter sent by H. O. Schwalbe. secretary and treasurer of First National, to

subfranchise holders announcing that an
investigation by the M. P. T. O. A.

Many
The

Points Touched

which

apparently is the
statements,
additional
of
forerunner
touches on a number of points which
letter,

Mr. Cohen declares are the basis cf comby subfranchise holders.

plaints

It cites the

exhibition values of "Pas-

sion" and "Gypsy Blood"; states that subfranchise holders understood that Neilan

and Talmadge productions were guaranteed to them under their franchise, and
charges that franchise owners do not
play all First National picture, but subfranchise holders must play all.

The Complete Statement
The

Exceptional Negotiating

of the

their cooperation."

would not be permitted.

Theodora "to Play at
$2 Top in Large Cities

members

T. O. A. In tone, however, the letter is an ultimatum to executives of
First National that the investigation is to take place '"with or without

letter, complete, is as follows:
In addition to the demands of several state
units affiliated with our National Organization
numerous complaints of members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America who are subfranchise holders in Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., have been received, requesting a
thorough investigation of the present management
of that company's affairs.
Despite the attempts that have been made to
prevent such an investigation, the complaints are
of such a serious and specific nature, and in
most instances, affecting the investments of exhibitors, that no effort can be or will be spared
by this' Organization in the protection of its individual members.
Selected delegates of Associated First National
Pictures will meet in the City of Chicago in the
very near future for a "Get-Together" meeting. It
is sincerely hoped that an immediate reduction of
the exorbitant exhibition values which have been
placed by the management of that
arbitrarily

company on productions which they

control

will

be made.
The subfranchise holders are inquiring about
the promises made by General Manager J. D. Williams, that at no time more than a ten per cent
dividend would be declared, and that all profits
would be devoted toward buying pictures for the
free use of its subfranchise holders.
As to what
has become of this excess profit and where are
the free pictures which were to be purchased
with that mony and be given gratis to its subfranchise holders, is their query.
The subfranchise holders complain bitterly no such pictures
have yet appeared and instead of such privileges
and benefits accruing, the very opposite is increased prices and other exactions have been
imposed upon them.
We are advised that the picture "Passion" was
purchased by Associated First National Pictures
for about thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) and
an exhibition value of six hundred thousand dollars dollars ($600,000) placed thereon, and it is
current rumor that it grossed very much more.
are also advised "Gypsy Blood" cost about
seven thousand five hundred dollars (S7.500) and
an exhibition value of three hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ($350,000) was set on same.
Despite the solemn pledges made by President
Lieber and General Manager J. D. Williams in
Chicago in April, 1920, that the territorial franchise holders of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., would not buy or build any additional
theatres, but would only complete those under construction at that tme, the complaint is made that
these promises have been broken, and that even
officials of Associated First National Pictures are
promoting and interested in theatres, building or
to built, in direct competition with independent
theatre owners, users of their product.

We

•

•

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., to the
exhibitors' mind, was formed primarily to protect
the independent theatre owner from the possibilities of one concern controlling the service of high
class stars and directors, and through that forcing
upon the exhibitor such high film rentals that the
exhibitor would be practically forced to give up
This was a laudable
the control of his theatre.
purpose at its inception, but it is said that as time
went on the very stars who had been taken from
other producing companies under the distributing
wing of Associated First National Pictures, were
given more compensation at the expense of the
exhibitors, thus bringing about the highest filrc

{Continued on Page

oj.)
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Would Bar Air-Cameras

Griffith

from Photographing Sets
Producer Asks Government for Ruling on Rights of U. S.
Planes to Fly Over Studio
No trespassing."
w t "T'vRIVATE property.
That sign appears at the entrance of the D. W. Griffith studio

Now the question arises does the warning
at Mamaroneck, N. Y.
conveyed by that sign apply to the air circulating over the Griffith plant.
Have airplanes the right to fly over the Griffith lot for the purpose of
taking pictures of the sets or sightseeing?

A RULING

on this will be asked of the
government in an action now being
drawn by Attorney A. H. T. Banzhaf.

be directed against
the United States government. It will seek

The proceedings

will

a definite ruling of the rights of federal
cameramen riding in army aeroplanes to
fly over private property for the purpose
of sightseeing or taking photographs.
*

*

*

occasioned by the repeated
and prolonged visits of aeroplanes to the
D. W. Griffith studios. For his production
of "The Two Orphans" Mr. Griffith created a French city with twelve streets, at
Visitors by
a cost in excess of $100,000.
land cr water are denied access, so sightseeing by air became a popular custom, so
much so as to repeatedly disturb the work
Further, it is difficult to
of the players.
continue dramatic scenes with an aeroplane

The

action

is

darting

down and swooping low over

the

set.

One

aeroplane pilot with a passenger beso interested in seeing all details that
he dropped too closely, lost control of his
craft, and lost it in the waters of Long

came

Island Sound.
*

*

*

The majority of the aeroplanes carried
cameras. The success of their photography
was proved to the studio recently when an
offer was made the purchasing agent to
inspect a quantity of views that might be
useful to the studio library in the future.
And months before the picture is to be
published there appeared several different
views of Griffith's own set, which were
supposed to have the exclusiveness of private property until the picture was published.

Since it required six months of research
before the construction department began

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully by
Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage
By W.

RAY ERNE

Arcade

(Manager,

lotte,

theatre,

Char-

Mich.)

I
have just completed a
three-day run on "The Affairs
of Anatol," playing to over
1,000 people in a town of a
This
little more than 5,000.
picture was released September 25th, and my play dates

were October

13, 14,

and

15.

point I want to make is
this: If a picture has sufficient
merit, it can play a small town
house while still very new and
if handled properly, will make
money, the thing we are all in
business for.
When this picture was advertised in all the
papers of the nearby cities, I
merely told them to wait a
short while and see it at home.
Then two weeks before date
and immediately after the successful runs in the cities, we
plastered the .town with every
advertising accessory available,
increasing the newspaper space
to three times usual size and
kept after them right up to the

The

days of showing.
Result
Packed houses for
:

three days in a one-day town,
and some money made. Everyone was satisfied with the picture, even at a 15-cent raise in
prices.

Paved

the

future

specials

at

way

for

advanced

prices.

By

ELBERT

I.

CONROE

(Manager, Conroe's Playhouse,
Conroe, Tex.)
Here's an idea I originated
myself to use only on special
occasions.
It is odd and will
fill your house if you use it.
I use a Ford roadster with
signs painted on the back and
two sides. I run a wire diagonally across from poster frame
that is stretched real tight and
select seven or eight real loud
cow bells and wire them on.
Also put bells around the car.
(The rougher the road, the
louder the noise.)
People will run to the doors
to see the cattle and children
will clear the streets. Try this
just once and write me your
opinion on this one. I also use
the 'phone on special occasions.

ALBERT

HACKETT,

appearing

in

"Molly O," the Mack Sennett comedydrama being distributed as a First National Attraction.

work on

the set the circulation of the films
set gives other studios advanit is doubtful if it can be considered as fair.
D. W. Griffith, Inc., hopes to stimulate
definite rulings on the rights of private
property owners regarding air transportation, and to define exactly what may be
considered as "air trespassing."

showing the
tages which

Astra Films Will Open
"Hamlet" in New York
(Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors

YORK,

Herald)

25.—The screen
version of "Hamlet," which is said to be
creating a

Oct.

Europe, will be
Lexington theatre on
November 7 by Astra Films, Inc., in conjunction with National Arts of America.
This production is based upon the old
legend
of
"Hamlet,"
which
from
Shakespeare drew his first conception of
the immortal tragedy, and upon the conception of "Hamlet" in the book, "The
Mystery of Hamlet," by the late Edw. P.
Vining, well known American literateur
and Shakespearean scholar. The production is said to be very elaborate and
artistic. The cast is headed by Asta Nielsen, Danish tragedienne.
presented

sensation in

at

the

Larry Semon Pictures
Good Tonic for Patient
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Oct. 25.— In the
opinion of Carl Walker, manager of the
new Pantages theatres here, there is

motion pictures as a tonic
That's why he had
a projection outfit set up in his room in
the Clara Barton hospital recently.
The screen and the projector were supplied by C. J. Marley, manager of the
The pictures prelocal Vitagraph office.
sented were Larry Semon comedies and
the new Alice Joyce production, "The
Inner Chamber." And it was good business strategy, for Walker booked the
Joyce feature for his theatre.
nothing
for a

like

convalescent.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
motion pictub^

M asses

ci asses

EVERY WEEK REPORTS TO THIS DEpartment indicate much duplication of exploitation
and other endeavor by American theatre men. The
tendency is toward increase. Therein lies rich promise of future prosperity.

That

interest

is

"Oth ers
—

patriotism, religion
these are a few of the
things that govern the lives of each.
These and allied emotional stimuli are picture
contents.
hate,

,

Exhibitors are reading the business literature of
their calling. Reading results only from genuine interest.

9 *

A FEW PICTURES OF ESTABLISHED
theatre records serve to illustrate the point.

in the national, not the indi-

vidual, theatre.

"The Miracle Man" was shown
selected

Only the national theatre

is

important.

"superb."

and no

especially

to

audiences and pronounced
It was received with equal appreciation

"intellectual''

less fervent

if

uncouth encomiums by the most

illiterate.

PRODUCERS DESIGN THEIR PICTURES
for a composite theatre, a purely mythical playhouse
in

which are combined the

qualities observed in the

number of individual playhouses.
When, as in gradually lessening degree

Faith was the theme. That touches everybody.
"The Birth of a Nation" had a similar experience.
High and low accorded it identical reception.
confined to no level.
Jim" appeared as a program picpronounced a masterpiece by American

Patriotism

greatest

until

now, theatres throughout the country differ widely
in exploitation, presentation and general management policy, the producer's task is more complex
than is conducive to satisfactory production.

"Jes' Call

and was

ture

is

Me

audiences of every estate.

humanity

The

liked

It

was "human

might be extended

list

stuff"

and

it.

indefinitely.

When,

as eventually, the national theatre is an approximate replica of each component part, producers
will find it a comparatively simple matter to make
motion pictures which will serve all in thoroughly
satisfactory manner.

TO TEST THE ABOVE CONCLUSIONS AN
attempt might be made to list pictures that have
scored big successes when shown to classes and failed

when

MUCH TRADITION MUST GO BY THE
board before this unification

may

The

be attained.

belief that individual theatre audiences differ maetrially is the eldest and most restrictive of the theWherever showmen gather
atre's superstitions.
there is much talk of "classes" and "masses."

There is even a so-called reviewing service which
pretends to designate the "class" of theatre for which
each picture placed on the market is suitable.
The facts are so plain as to cause speculation
regarding the mental status of the person who maintains that such considerations as "classes" and
"masses" really exist. Of course, there are always

exhibited before masses.

Good

HUMANITY
There are
of wealth.

IS

A

DEFINITE.

WELL

levels of education.

There are

These, and such others as

levels

exist, are

un-

important.

There is one level of emotion.
The most illiterate vagabond and the most
lectual

man

pictures please everybody.
in the theatre.

of letters

intel-

react identically to a given

stimulus.

Certain inalienable emotions spur each to his
Hunger, thirst, comfort, pain, love,
daily activity.

CLASSES.

THERE ARE

the "others" who seek to set up distinctions, either on the production or theatre side,
really make the poor pictures.
In unification of theatre technique there lies a
possibility of eliminating the genuinely poor picture
and developing a standard of merit higher than now
deemed attainable
When producers know that their product is to
receive in every exhibition the benefits of the highest

no masses.

ordered species.

when

Poor pictures have no place

THERE ARE NO

"others."

It is logical,

no such picture comes to mind, to seek the name of
one that has pleased the masses but not the classes.
It is very easy, but monotonous, to list those
which have pleased neither. The length of such a
list is further proof that "Julie O'Grady and the
colonel's lady" are no more dissimilar as regards
picture preferences than in other essentials mentioned
by Mr. Kipling.
These facts are self-evident:

And

—

type of modern showmanship when he can proceed
with full confidence that it is impossible to make a
picture "too good" the screen will assume its proper

—

place

among

the arts.
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Suggestions

reference

Stills contributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
emphasize presentation possibilities of varied character possessed
by "Molly O," Mack Sennett's feature production starring Mabel
Normand. A contrastive prologue or interlude is suggested, in
which the central figure may appear first as the Colonial lady and

subsequently as the waif.

A

song published

in connection with the picture, "Molly O,"
used in the presentation.
It may be given
double value by the composition of a secondary version, by which
arrangement it may be sung in both phases of the prologue.
The costume required for the Colonial phase may be obtained

be effectively

any costuming establishment. That required for the waif is
easily manufactured.
A contest, in which the entrant most nearly resembling the
star is given employment and suitable prizes are awarded, should
prove highly effective exploitation.
at

In

general

advertising

of

the

reference

feature

will

be

made, of course, to "Mickey," Mack Sennett's last previous
featuring Mabel Normand, which
feature length production
will go down in theatre history as one of the big audience

of

all

may

same talents were represented. The announcement of
"Molly O," following upon this beginning, should create wide
the

interest in the attraction.
similar enterprise

A

be based upon a test of
song, "Molly O," might be recalled to the public and suitable awards offered to persons
who rould r.member the words and music of the number.
The close of this undertaking should bring contestants to the
theatre, where a stage test of their memory and ability should
prove an interesting feature of any evening's entertainment.
These are outstanding suggestions.
Exhibitors who experienced good results with "Mickey"
numerous other stunts of equal or greater
will develop

memory.

might

The once-popular

promise.

Morals

"Received Payment," Vitagraph vehicle
for Corinne Griffith, contains a scene
especially adaptable to stage purposes.

"Bits of Life"
Lon Chaney's

splendid characterization
"Bits of Life," Marshall Neilan's new
First National attraction, suggests nuin

is

elaborate,

it

1921

the Stills

"Received Payment"

Although the setting

5,

time.
There are many ways in which such
be capitalized by the advertising exhibitor.
might be found altogether practical, in which case
It
it
would certainly prove profitable, to advertise for or solicit
with press cooperation suggestions from the public as to
possible means of duplicating the generally remembered satisfaction of patrons accomplished with the early production.
In such an offer the names of star and director should be
prominently mentioned.
The obvious reply would be to the effect that similar
satisfaction might be accomplished with a picture in which

pictures

"Molly-O"

may

in

November.

is

of such character as to be approximated
at minor expense by the theatre artist.
Professional and amateur ranks embrace
countless performers qualified for dance
presentation of the picture.
It should
not be difficult to inject at the conclusion
of her performance a "payment" incident
which would make the picture connection
clear and convincing.

merous adaptations for use in exploitaand presentation. The still reproduced above shows how a single performer may be assigned the double duty
of delivering a stage number and repretion

senting the attraction in the public highways.

May

McAvoy

"Morals,"

Realart

is

seen

as

adaptation

above in
"The
of

Morals of Marcus." a stage play which won
wide popularity.
Where Roman settings
are within the range of theatre possibilithe still may be followed accurately in
Elsewhere a
for presentation.
singer or dancer in the indicated costume
may be employed to perform against a solid
color drop suitably lighted.
(NOTE: "The Interloper," a complete
presentation script prepared for "Morals,"
-will be published in the November 12 issue
of the HERALD.)
ties

arranging

November

5,
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"After the
By

the

Famous Playcrs-Lasky

Show
Division of Exploitation

There are two stills that should be developed into a prologue. One shows the musical comedy company rehearsing or
presenting a number, the other is a scene in a box. W here the
theatre has boxes, plant two men in evening dress. Let a girl
render a number on the stage. As soon as the act is over
have one of the men dart from the box and in doing so make
a noise that resounds through the theatre. Then a gauze curtain is to drop, showing the girl alone on the stage. She mutters something about the man who is to see her "After the
Show."

—Leslie

F.

Whelan, Washington Exchange.

The title is especially adaptable to tie-ups. Newspapers
could be urged to write feature stories on what the audience
does "After the Show." Some of this data couldn't be printed

55

but the rest should be interesting. That is a phase of life, too,
that hasn't been touched by feature stories, and should be replete with possibilities. Here's a chance for a real live press
agent. The public is a little tired of the feature-fare of the exbroker who is now selling pencils.
One of the stills shows a summer porch which could be
an ideal setting for a vocal prologue.
Oscar Kantner prepared a suggestion on how he is going
to nab a whole page of co-operative advertising. The Indianapolis exploiter signed up the leading confectionery stores as
well as the taxi company, leading fashion, boot, and optical
shops. The street car company came in on the ad and suggested that the public take the street car home after the show.
This ad was prepared for the Ohio theatre and will run in the
Indiana Daily Times, Indianapolis, as soon as the picture is
shown. The tieups show how the title can be inter-active.
In the stills will be found pictures of Lila Lee and Charles
Ogle in warm flannel night gowns. The winter season is here
and woolen and flannel ware should be pushed in the window
displays.

"High Heels"
"High Heels," Universal feature
ling Galdys

Walton, contains,

in

star-

addi-

tion to its excellent title, many exploitation and presentation suggestions.
stills presented herewith, above and to
the right, indicate possibilities the picture offers.

Two

The

cafe

scene

in

this

column

is

so

dimly lighted and of such character as to
be approximated at little cost. Japanese
lanterns strung over stage-lighted foliage,
with a raised center, constitute the chief
requirements. In this setting a singer or
dancer may perform effectively in prologue or interlude.

"The Cup
Two

of Life"

from "The Cup of

Life,"
Thomas H. Ince's First National attraction, are combined to make the above'
pictorial suggestion for a prologue.
The
figure of the girl, Madge Bellamy, was
cut out of another still and pasted against
the paper wall background. Such a backstills

ground may be produced inexpensively
by any exhibitor and a single performer.

The close-up of the star against an
elaborate background is another suggestion which may be adopted, especially
where stage facilities are limited.
No
great space is required.
The nature of
the background, which may be in gold or
blue, is the colorful phase of the setting.
The performer's costume is so simple as
to oermit of use of stock wardrobe.
The title of the picture suggests innumerable newspaper tie-ups. The fashion editor should be glad to devote space
to a general argument based upon the

subject of high heels, offering admission
tickets as prizes for essays.
The picture editor should be more than
willing to carry a reproduction of this
and other stills from the picture as

straightaway

art.

In any contest that may be introduced
the determination and announcement of
winners may take place upon the theatre
stage at the opening of the engagement
or on the last day of the picture's run.
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Another
Picture
Triumph

They're "Big"

Motion pictures, in the person of
Moore, able showman of
Washington, D. C, scored an impressive triumph when Victor Herbert, composer of more good music
which has attained popularity than
any other American, was persuaded

Tom

to take personal charge of the Rialto
theatre orchestra for a period of one
week. The illustration shows Mr.
lerbert in front of the theatre, posed
against a layout advertising "With-

I

\

In a season of big pictures it is important that all apply the proper test to
available productions to determine the
degree of their "bigness."
Extra footage does not make a picture

"Over the Hill," Fox production, drew
as shown above at the Tremont Temple
theatre, Boston, Mass.
It drew patronage in keeping on Broadway and in every
city from whence reports of its exhibi-

big.

tion

Actors', directors' or authors' names do
not invariably signify unusual calibre.

entertainment value,

Rental prices and exploitation plans are

no more

A

significant.

concrete demonstration

is

at

hand.

have been received.

Drawing power, which
is

is equivalent to
the infallible test

of the big picture.
Pictures that possess this quality prosper.
That's why they're "big."

out Benefit of Clergy," Pathe production then in engagement.
In an interview granted to one of
music
Washington's
newspaper
critics

Mr. Herbert

is

quoted as

re-

plying to the natural question:
"Why shouldn't I do it? It was
a fine idea of Mr. Moore's and I'm
heartily in favor of doing it.
"You see, we are dependent in this
country on private enterprise to
take music to the people the best
music to make them like it, to

—

—

it. And Mr. Moore
doing this."
Mr. Moore's program for the week

make them know
You've read frequently in recent weeks
Nemo theatre, Johnstown, Pa., a
playhouse brought into prominence in
exploitation news through the operations
of L. W. Barclay, its competent managing director.
His adventure into the realms of moof the

tive exploitation is a typical endeavor.
"Burn 'Em
Barnes," Affiliated DisInc.,
production
featuring
tributors,
Johnny Hines, was the subject of his

Up

campaign.

The
shown

theatre front was
in the illustration.

Two

streets of the city, their natural attractive
power leading observers to the reading of
banners which set forth the details of

is

the engagement.

ling

"During the run," the report reads,
"the Nemo theatre was crowded to the

make-up.

doors."

commentary upon

potentialities of a medium
of expression which, in admittedly
Snperfect estate, has the power thus
demonstrated, have no rightful place

exploitation.

in

That report is in keeping with others
from Mr. Barclay's theatre.
It

decorated

as

racing cars were sent about the

is

is

also

additional, if unnecessary,
the efficacy of motive

significant.

Victor Herbert and Rudyard Kipare

Any

names prominent

in

its

so myopic as to underesti-

mate the

the art-industry.
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Five Pictures— Five Men
Who Work— Five Winners
"The Golden Snare," "Mamma's
"Peck's Bad Boy," "The
Child Thou Gavest Me," and "The

Affair,"

Last of the Mohicans," are five First
National attractions of widely differ-

Saturday night performance of the
preceding attraction and gave it the
benefit of a Sunday showing.
Equally simple and also

effective.

Mr. Noble saw "Peck's Bad Boy"

ent character.

George Bligh, Arch
Paul Noble, Arthur B.

Bamberger,

Weld and

J.

the will to

ough knowledge

work and

with

Rapids,

of exploitation val-

Thou Gavest Me."

Salem,

Ore.:

simplicity

is

itself

—and

knew James Fennimore
Cooper's novel, "The Last of the
Mr.

Liberty,

Cedar

at

Weld show-

logic.

ues.

The

Strand

introduced

la.,

Here

thor-

for three years identi-

the

manship to Waterloo, la., where he
has assumed management of the
Strand theatre, by installing the first
reported lobby display for "The
Child

C. Stille are exhibitors possessing in

common

Mr. Weld,
fied

the

Stille

Rivoli,

Mohicans." as American literature.
treated it as such in an artistic
combination of colorful cutouts and

Portland, Ore., are theatres catering

lobby stands shown in the illustra-

Empress, Owensboro, Ky.
erty,

Ore.

Portland,

Iowa,

Waterloo,

as all theatres
of the

human

;

and

;

the Lib-

the

Strand,

the

He

do to representatives

tion.

Combine the three
a list of five successful

lists to

obtain

to the public

on

The photograph speaks eloquently

engagements.

of his success.

Details differ, but essentials are

Reports of the

the same.

five

engagements

are uniformly substantiative of that

Mr. Bligh

is

—

venerable but vital adage

the possessor of a

pays

it

large collection of hunting trophies

to advertise.

which are interesting in themselves
and doubly so when used as shown
in an accompanying illustration, as

Five men who work made five
winners of five pictures exhibited in
five theatres.

a lobby disply for the Liberty theatre during the

run of "The Golden

Snare."

Simple,

effective

showmanship

there.

Mr. Bamberger had watched with
interest the work of an "Owensboro
artist.

He employed him

of $3 to paint
.

He appealed

a high plane.

species.

vertising

at a fee

an unique poster ad-

"Mamma's

Affair."

He

product of the artist's
genius in his lobby after the last

posted the

screened and decided to reproduce
the highly humorous grocery store
sequence upon the Liberty stage as
a prologue. His previously described
theatre production machinery was
put into operation and the setting
Juvenile
shown was produced.
talent

was employed

for the occa-

sion.

Less simple, obviously, but productive effort.

That's a perfect score.

Methods

differed

The

slightly.

pictures differed greatly.
All of which may be construed as
additional proof of statements made
Masses Others," the
in "Classes

—

article

page of

To
ests

—

which appears upon the
this

those

whom

that

article

strongly.

first

department.
this stbr\T inter-

should

appeal
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LOBBY

decorations of a type not frequently observed in New York or else-

where were

installed in the Apollo

Lyric theatres at the introduction of

and

Mary

Lord Fauntleroy," and
"The Three MusketAccomeers," as respective attractions.
panying illustrations show in adaptable de"Little

Pickford's

Douglas

tail

Fairbanks'

the "dressed up" appearance imparted
by properly simple

to the theatre entrances
and effective methods.
Life-size portraits of

Mary Pickford as
she appears in both phases of her dual role
dominate the Apollo front. Two of these
measure 40 by 60 inches. Others
lobby measure 30 by 40 inches.
In the Lyric lobby, next door

in

the

to

the

Apollo, character portraits of like dimensions showing Douglas Fairbanks as D'Artagnan were used. In addition to the portraits fencing foils were placed as shown,
giving a touch of romanticism to the whole.
The Kassell Studio. Inc., supplied the portraits.

New York
Theatres
Dress Up
For Mary

And Doug
Visiting

showmen

as well as patrons are

words

of high praise in
regard to the type of advertising done for
the two Lnited Artists attractions. Happily,

said to have spoken

a type of representation which may be
duplicated by any theatre in the country.
In New York, due to the juxtaposition of

it is

the theatres, double drawing power was exElsewhere, in
erted by the lobby displays.
such cases as, at Chicago's Randolph, the
pictures are exhibited in successive engagements, practically the same results should
be experienced.
The work has not been paralleled in recent advertising as regards artistic simplic-

The always pardonable impulse to
it on thick" was overcome in this
As a conseinstance by sane judgment.
ity.

"spread

quence street appearances rich in promise
of auditorium fulfillment were created.
There should be more advertising of this

The pictures named should, in their
theatre career, do much toward encouraging
better representation.

calibre.
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Serial

Campaign
That Won
A City's

Interest
The second phase of the campaign was
introduced while interest was at high pitch.
A fully equipped Indian motorcycle was
mounted

in

front of the theatre and per-

mitted to run daily from one o'clock until
eleven, with a sealed speedometer recording
the mileage. Each Saturday night the seal
was broken and the person having guessed
the
most nearly correct mileage was

awarded

a ten dollar prize.

Each week the

speed of the motorcycle was varied to prevent duplication of figures.
In every phase of both contests provision
was made for the awarding of equal prizes
to contestants who tried for first and subsequent places.
Almost any exhibitor booking the serial
should be able to apply all or part of the
Milwaukee precedent to his exploitation
Accompanying
illustrations
campaign.
show in considerable detail the various
aspects of the event. It should not be difficult to obtain cooperation if attention of
those approached is called to the success of
the original enterprize.

exploitation which won the
live
interest of a whole city and
"Hurricane Hutch," Pathe
started
chapter-play, off to a whirlwind opening
was conducted by the Crystal theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., in conjunction with the
Wisconsin Daily News, the Indian Motorcycle Company and an unnamed woolen
concern. The details make highly interesting and useful reading.

SERIAL

.

The opening announcement was made by
the newspaper,, which carried a story to the
effect that 14 white-sweatered motorcyclists

would appear upon Milwaukee streets, each
bearing upon his back a single letter. The
riders

were

to

appear

first in

jumbled

for-

mation. To the first 25 persons deciphering the letters and correctly spelling out
the name of the serial before a given time
were to receive cash prizes of one dollar
each and two tickets good for admission
throughout the run of the serial.
After the opening the riders appeared on
the streets in correct formation, a follow-

up which cannot have been without excellent results.
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Exploitation Snapshots

"Miracles of the Jungle," Federated
duplicated performances scored

serial,

cities when it opvned
run at Michael Brothers' Plaza theatre, Buffalo, N. Y'., with a matinee performance attended as shown in the acin

many American

its

companying illustration. An extensive
card campaign preceded the opening,
a float bearing elaborate cutouts and
Exhibitors Advertising,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Gentlemen

:

am

enclosing herewith a photo of a recent window display I secured
from a local jen'elcr. The card over the cuf' is easily read, and from this
you will note that the window was for "The Inside of the Cup," which
opened our new Palace theatre here, Labor Day. The articles in the cup
were a small gold cross and several passes to the theatre. Blanks were
Only one person guessed corsupplied by the jeweler for the guesses.
rectly
"A Pass."
This window was really very effective. In addition, we put out our
usual amount of paper, including a small door hanger reading, "Closed,
gone to the Palace theatre opvning." Before the opening, we used a
"still" in front of the theatre with a banner reading, "The House of Good
Spirits and the Home of Paramount-Rcalart Pictures."
I also used a five-piece jazz
This attracted no end of attention.
orchestra in front of the theatre at intervals, and it did a lot towards
keeping the house packed from 10 A. M. to 11 P. M. opvning day.
Very truly yours,
R. P. WHITEPIELD,
Lyric-Palace theatres.
I

colored boys painted to resemble savages being sent out just prior to the
Police reserves were
initial screening.
required, it is said, to maintain order
during the two days the first episode

was shown.

—

San Angelo, Tex.

Fourteen windows were decorated in
keeping with that shown herewith when
Paramount's "The Affairs of Anatol"

was shown

at the

New

theatre, Balti-

more, Maryland. The portrait posters
painted by Henry Clive and previously
commented upon in this department
were used with great success. Aside
from its interest as an example of intelligent
stitutes

exploitation,

the

report

an eloquent testimonial

to

conthe

merit of really artistic advertising material.
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Pictures of Progress

Photographs showing the attendance recorded at Gordon's Scollay Square Olympia, Boston, Mass., on the openpersonal
a
appearance
engagement of Ben Turpin, star of Mack Sennett-First National
day
of
o'clock in the morncomedies, take on added significance when it is made known that the pictures were taken at
ing and that the 3,100 seats of the theatre were filled at that time.
The entire engagement, it is reported, was attended in like volume. Readers will recall significant comment regarding personal appearances made by H. F.
Wendt, of the Rivoli, Toledo, O., in a recent issue, following a personal appearance of the same comedian at that
ing

w

playhouse.

of the electric light company in
Haven, Conn., at which
place light bills are paid, is located
near the Olympia theatre.
When the

The

office

New

Paramount production, "Footlights,"
was advertised by the window shown
above the company was so well pleased
permission
was
with
results
that
granted for unlimited use of the window for exploitation purposes.

direct-from-thc-picture prologue
was used by E. L. Hyman, of the
Brooklyn-Strand, during the actual
engagement of First National's "One
Arabian Night." An advance prologue
used the preceding week was published
in a recent issue of the HERALD.

An "Experience" scenario contest
conducted jointly by a Newark, N.
J., newspaper, the Newark theatre and
Fred V Greene, Jr., of Paramount, interested 400 entrants who are shown
above submitting their scenarios at the
theatre.
Big publicity was won and
numerous novel features added to the
campaign resulted in the biggest business experienced by the theatre since
its reopening under new management
.

early this Fall.

Twenty-four unemployed men of Omaha, Neb., zvere given work by the A. H. Blank Enterprises when Paramount's "Experience" was exhibited at the Strand theatre. R. C. Gary, of Paramount, cooperated with the theatre
management in developing the stunt. The men were paid one dollar each. Other expenses amounted to $24. The
unemployment parade which advertised the engagement is said to liave brought big returns to the Strand box office.

—
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Unified S ervice
With the introduction of this page "Exhibitors Advertising"
establishes a compact compendium of data which it is the custom
of many readers to preserve for reference and study. Material
of especial interest to exploitation executives will be presented
when advisable. At other times matter of a nature which merits
special attention will be substituted. The same flexible policy
which governs the entire department will obtain.

The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
Very fine Western, with some good drama. Good
box office attraction.
Played to capacity by advertising well.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Googan.
Bigbusiness yet except The Kid.
The title is
some drawing card.
We had hicks that didn't
know how to buy a ticket or how to get in on
this.
Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, III.
Small town patronage.
gest

—

Reviews

Review

in

Miracles
special

HOMEKEEPING HEARTS—Story

of

SINGLE TRACK — Entertaining Alaska mining
story.
The sort of finish that will have everybody on the edge of his seat "rooting" for the
girl.
A compoboard cutout of a locomotive
crossing a high trestle would make a striking
lobby

display.

PILGRIMS OF THE NIGHT-Detective and
mystery story. One thrilling episode following
upon another. Adapted from E. Phillips
Opcnheim's novel. "Passersby." It holds many
unusual angles for excellent exploitation.

closely

HIGH HEELS— Interesting
wealthy

story of the strug-

suddenly deprived of her
riches.
Miss Walton is as pleasing as ever in
the role assigned her.
gle of a

girl

HANDCUFFS OR
stein in

KISSES-Elaine Hammer

the role of Doris Walton awakened the
theatre audiences.

sympathies of State-Lake
Adapted magazine story.

LITTLE

MISS

HAVVKSHAW-Entertaining

and well produced. Eileen Percy plays a dual
role.
There are a number of effective scenes

New

York's East Side.
FIRE-Delightful Western in which
Jack Ford keeps the action moving at a brisk
of

SURE

from

"Bransford

THE INVISIBLE FEAR— Star

of

Rainbow

given good
support by strong cast in a story that is sure
to entertain. A paper chase offers a suggestion
for exploitation and could be easily handled.
HIS NIBS— Something novel in the line of
comedies with a popular stage comedian making
a successful bid lor even greater popularity.
The star plays seven parts and makes each
character a distinct personality with an artistry
that is little less than marvelous.
JANE
A well staged and delightfully
photographed picturization of Charlotte Bronte'sj
great novel.
Carefully directed and splendidly
is

EYRE—

costumed.

Old

English

atmosphere

carefully

retained.

MY LADY

small

town life faithfully reproduced.
The old, old
story of the triumph of virtue over sin, told
against a background of peaceful country life.

Adapted

Ridge."

FRIENDS-Adanted

stage play.

It

nicely mounted.
First used as a stage vehicle
for Jack Norworth.
The sets are beautiful.
I
A concise transcription
of a widely-read novel. Serious and frank treatment of a complex matrimonial situation. Screen
version of "The Shulamitc."
lively comedy-drama
with adequate human interest ballast. Picturization of "'The Girl
Paid Dividends." Saturday Evening Post story.
chorus girl romance

NDER THE LASH—

HER FACE VALUE-A
Who

A

with new angles.

THE FAMILY CLOSET-Good stories are the
usual thing with Will J. Payne and "The Family
Closet" is no exception.
The element of suspense successfully
maintained.
Screen
version of "Black Sheep." which was published in
the Saturday Evening Post.
THE FOOLISH AGE-Doris May proves her
right to stardom.
Story of a college girl who
tries to spread good cheer throughout the world.
Light but pleasing entertainment.
LADYFINGERS— Entertaining and original
crook story.
Several comedy touches.
In a

THE

first

—

with

episode.

If

a
it

Well adveradvise

book-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Used heralds and newspaper advertising. Capacity
business two days.
C.
S.
Johnson, Sampson
theatre, Penn Yan, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

is

class by

(Federated),

fine

ings on this.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played
this Sept. 28 and 29.
It is a good picture, but I
should have played it sooner, while the big town
advertising was hot.
A. Shobe, Kent land
R.
Iheatrc, Kentland, Ind.
Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck Jones,
The best Western picture I have shown this
year.
Push this to the limit as a Western de
luxe.
It will please them.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy
lheatre, Hazen, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast. A wonderful picture and will please the most critical. A
real family picture.
Played at advanced prices.

—

pace.

Jungle

— Remarkably

a

tised.

Information of importance to exploitaHERALD
tion executives contained in
reviews, an integral part of showmanship
news, is reprinted herewith for ready
reference ana to facilitate filing.
CLAY DOLLARS— A picture well worth seeing
and well worth booking. The picture is replete
with comedy scenes.
BLIND HEARTS— An absorbing and thoroughly entertaining piece of screen fiction. Snow
scenes abound.
DANGEROUS CURVE AH EAD— Exceptionally
clean and clever. This is the first story written directly for the screen by Rupert Hughes,
author of "Scratch My Back,'" "The Old Nest"
and numerous other successes.

the

of

cast.

good box office attraction.
Played to capacity.
Would

holds,

itself.

BARRICADE— Many human touches.
a story by Daniel Carson Goodman. Will
doubtless please where stories of Jewish life are
in favor and many a Gentile can find hidden
in the trite tale an excellent moral.
From

—

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick. Made
this than I ever made on a
picture before.
It's good and will draw, even if
is "kinder old."
You will coin the money. I
used 11x16 circulars with personal letters of
approval from citizens and cleaned up.
The
picture will back up everything you say.
Admission 25 and 50 cents. Used violin, cornet and
piano.
Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House,
more money on

—

Conroe, Tex.

Something to
Mille production.
I

Think About, a Cecil B. DeIf I ever saw a better picture
have no recollection of it.
Will bear extensive

—

Miss Swanson superb
and a raise.
in this.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice,
Tex. Small town patronage.
Reputation,
with
Priscilla
Dean. Business
was good with this one for two days in a neighborhood bouse.
Advertised it with 3.000 scandal
sheets, one 24, one 6, two 3s and ten 1-sheets in
windows.
Slides and photos.
Teaser slides for
three weeks in house, slides changing every two
Rappcport. Lovejoy theatre. Bufdays.
J.
L.
falo, N. Y.
advertising

—

—

—

—

—

Who Am

I? with a special cast. A fair
picture which gets by despite the lack of any
Nothing sensational as a mysparticular star.
suspense element maintained
tery picture, but
A
very well.
Exploitation
possibilities
good.
program picture. Harold F. Wendt, Rivoli the-

—

atre,

— Downtown

Toledo, Ohio.
Inside of the

The

—A

Cup,

a

patronage.

Cosmopolitan pro-

prestige builder for any man's theThe picture created a sensation and word
atre.
of mouth advertising on the part of patrons
brought us best house of any production 'we have
had this season. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
Norwich, Kan. Small town patronage.

duction.

Lines That Linger

—

—

Wife Worth? with a special cast.
The critics were not very enthusiastic about this
picture, but my patrons had a different story to
tell.
I never beard more sincere praise of a
picture than on this one.
I ran it two days to

What's a

"The Tale of a Man with
"A Wife's Awakening."
R-C Pictures.

a Twisted Soul."

"Sweet as the Faith in Childhood."
Lord Fauntleroy."
United Artists.

"Little

•

"The Most Fascinating
of

Charm and Homespun

of Stars in
Quality."

a

Picture

"A

"Queenie."

Fox

Serial in

15

You can make a fuss
above average business.
about it. J. E. Stocker. Myrtle theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
God's Country and the Woman, with WilI
worked my mailing list strong
liam Duncan.
on this and it drew exceptionally good and pleased
The last reel is great. F.
at 15 and 30 cents.
Small
Dewhirst, Beverly theatre, Beverly, Kan.

——

thrill-jammed chapters."

"Nan of the North."

Arrow Film.

Film.

—

*

"The Story of a Boy
Them."
"Garments of Truth."
Metro Pictures.

Who

Couldn't

"Sugar-Coated Pills of Wisdom."
Aesop's Film Fables.
Pathe.

"A Story of Back Stage and the Play Folk
whose Dramas Begin when the Curtain Falls."
"After the Show."
Famous Players-Lasky.

"The Finest Dog Story Screened."
"The Silent Call."

Wear

—

First Sational.

It

"It starts with a laugh. It ends with a
is the acme of novelty."

thrill.

"Never Weaken."
Associated Exhibitors.

"A

Society

Shadows

Drama Portraying

of Life."

"Love, Hate and a

Arrow

Film.

—

town patronage.

Woman."

the

Lights and

The Affairs of AnatoL a Cecil B. DeMille
Opened to a nice business on Sunday
production.
to death.
Regular adverAdvanced prices. J. J. Kelly, Liberty
tising.
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre. Corning, N. Y.

—

and patrons are tickled

——

Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire.—ThreeA corking clever comedy. A great
day run.
Attracts big matinee
picture for the women.
business.
AI Beckerich, Cataract theatre, Niagara
patronage.
N.
General
Falls,
Y.

—

—

November

E

1921
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Contrasts

Compels
Interest
A
relief

simple study in contrast and
which requires but little dis-

cussion

is presented in the accompanying reproduction of a threecolumn upright used by A. H.
Clank's Rialto theatre, Des Moines,
Iowa, for "One Wild Week," Real-

art's

Bebe Daniels

production

is its

The mechanics

vehicle.

own

The

re-

description.

of the

composition

as to occasion difficulty to none

who

Portrait
Displays
Powerful

attempt to adapt the principles set

Pyramid

forth to their

own

use.

The

Realart

press book doubtless supplied

Instills

central cut.

Any

the

printing establish-

ment can approximate the black
border effect. The theatre signature
slug and a few words of copy com-

Respect

The double column

plete the requirements.

H. Thompson, publicity director
for Loew's Star, Regent and Picadilly theatres, Rochester, N. Y., instilled confidence, respect and the
J.

desire to attend the Star theatre in

the minds of readers
First

who saw

pyramid

three-column

National's

his

advertising

You

"Passion."

With these essentials any exhibitor may produce as good an advertisement, for the same or any picture.

portrait dis-

play used by William H. Jobelmann,
advertising executive of the Turner

& Dahnken

theatres in California,

on behalf of "Trust Your Wife,"
Katherine MacDonald's First National attraction shown at the San
Franicsco Tivoli,

is

possibly as ef-

has come

fective a composition as

doubtless have examined the repro-

to attention during the past week.

duction in detail before reading this

The reproduction presented

to learn the producer's identity.

with

Mr. Thompson's display is wholly
and stands out from the
mass of copy used in behalf of Pola
Negri's widely advertised vehicle as
original matter of any character inoriginal

variably stands out.

There

is

about

readers

who

in their daily
It is
is

discovered the display

subjected to the acid test.

ual

observers pass

lightly

If cas-

over a

display, failing to grasp its message,
its purpose as comwere not printed.
Mr. Thompson's pyramid suffered
no such fate. It is not necessary to
hear from a deputation of Buffalo
readers to know that. It dominated
a small mountain of newspaper advertisements received in the same

it

has failed of

pletely as

mail.

Katherine MacDonald's beauty
been strongly emphasized in
practically all advertising of her pictures. She is almost as well known
as "The American Beauty," as by
her real name.

Mr. Jobelmann acted wisely

if it

It is logical to

believe that

dominated the advertising pages.

in

centering upon this well established
advertising asset in preparing his
copy.

papers.

here that every advertisement

here-

accurate although reduced.

has

a freshness of

it

conception and execution which cannot have been lost upon the casual

is

Read the ten words

of

copy the

advertisement carries

Those who have seen and liked
drawn as
effectively by that much copy as by
Those
a thousand words of text.
unfamiliar with her features must
have been attracted by the splendid
If there were
likeness published.
any who saw the advertisement yet
the star should have been

did not respond to either of these
appeals, the title of the picture and

the
it

to

name

of the theatre

engage their

interest.

were there
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DIGES

PICTURES offAeWEEK

possibilities

infinite

for

exploitation.

We

"Ten Nights in a Barroom," which the Arrow
company will soon distribute. While it appeals particularly to the heart, it is exceptionally well made and
contains some remarkably fine acting. It is a film which
refer to

every exhibitor should see for himself, not alone for the
sincerity of its acting and the lesson it holds, but because of its powerful appeal and the general satisfaction
it

will give.

—

J.

R.

M.

rocks of Mojave desert.

in the

leading role

is

(Arrow)

a splendid adap-

and stage play. It has
been reproduced upon the screen in such a clever manner that it should prove a strong attraction. It abounds
in thrilling situations and homely little touches and in
photography, settings and acting is a fine piece of work.
The world's greatest temperance lecture picturized
makes a great heart interest play. (Full review on
Page 69.)
tation of the celebrated novel

"PETER IBBETSON"
of the

(Paramount) an adaptation
DuMaurier romance and stage play, is one of the

achievements of director George Fitzmaurice.
Wallace Reid, too, distinguishes himself in the leading
role, and is given splendid support by Montagu Love,
George Fawcett and Elsie Ferguson. It leaves little
finest

to be desired in excellence of production, elaborateness
of settings

and

intelligent performances.

Reid's

work

is

Harry Carey wrote

and

it

enacts the leading role, a government agent sent out
to arrest a lawless gang.
U. S. Cavalry figure in the
finish and a large and competent cast assist Carey
putting the story over.

in

"WOMAN'S PLACE" (First National) is, according to a direct-to-audience subtitle address by Constance
Talmadge, in politics, "if she has nothing else to do."
That's the theme of the story by John Emerson and
Anita Loos

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR-ROOM"
with John Lowell

1921

5,

V

AGAIN an old stage classic comes to the screen which
holds

November

The

picture

which the star

in
is

is

pleasantly presented.

distinctly interesting diversion

satisfy the exceptionally exacting

and should

Talmadge

audience.

Victor Fleming directed.

"QUEENIE"

(Fox)

ture of average merit.

is

It

another Shirley Mason

pic-

presents a story of intrigue

and mystery, in which a wealthy man and his servant,
who looks and dresses like him, figure prominently.
Wilson Hummell, in a dual role, plays the big scenes
with fine understanding and is ably supported by Aggie
Herring, as a servant. The picture ends with a slapstick finish.

"HUSH MONEY"

(Realart) has exploitation posbacked up by the facts of the story.
Alice Brady, George Fawcett and Harry Benham give
good performances. The locale is New York. The time
is the present.
The story is one which should prove
mildly satisfying in any community.
sibilities in

the

title

especially enjoyable.

"THE LADY FROM LONGACRES"

"THE FOX"

(Universal)

is

a thrilling

Western

melodrama, photographed against the beautiful painted

William Russell

(Fox) with

leading role provides a diverting

in the

hour's entertainment, although

it is not very convincing.
concerns a young lady attempting to escape an unwelcome wedding. Russell saves the Princess from
harm and eventually marries her.

It

"SO THIS

IS

ARIZONA"

the first of a series of

(Smith Production)

Western pictures offered on

is

the

Farnum and
should give general
satisfaction where Westerns are booked.
state rights market.

It

features Franklyn

an unusually well-balanced

cast.

It

"INDISCRETION" (Pioneer) is a very unlikelywoman who becomes imbued with a new fad

story of a

and follows an adventurer about

his

apartment dressed

Florence Reed and Lionel Atwell
have the leading roles. It is in. six reels with considerable dark photography.
in

BETTY ROSS CLARK,
Carey

in

"The Fox,"

searchlight to her

appearing in support of Harry
explains the use of the big Universal

new husband,

Lieut.

Arthur

Collins.

Oriental costumes.

"LOVE NEVER DIES" (First National) is a King
Vidor production containing plenty of thrills and a very
interesting story.
Lloyd Hughes and Madge Bellamy
appear in the leading roles. A splendid audience picture
and one that will appeal to the ladies.

SPECIAL CAST IN

PETER(PARAMOUNT)
IBBETSON

A review of "TEN NIGHTS IN
A BAR r.OOM" will be found on
page

Wallace Reid and Elsie Ferguson share honors with Montagu Love and
George Fawcett in this Paramount picture, which leaves little to be
desired in excellent production, intelligent direction and some notable
acting. From the photoplay by Ouida Bergere, based on the romance
by George DuMaurier and the play by John Nathan Raphael. Directed by George Fitzmaurice and one of his very finest achievements.
A picture rather sorrowful in tone, but of great artistic worth, and made
especially enjoyable by the brilliant acting of Wallace Reid.
the finely-woven story by Ouida Bergere,
It was an intelligent move on the part
Paramount in dropping the title "Forever" as a motion picture name for the
story of "Peter Ibbetson." The story
of the love of the child Gogo for the
beautiful Mimsi, and the perpetuation of
that love through adversity even through
death itself is so well known under its
original name, both as a novel and later
as a play, there certainly was little excuse to change the name.
There are many elements composing
the screen version of "Peter Ibbetson."
First and foremost is the acting of Wallace Reid in the title role, a performance
measuring up in every way to the finest
traditions of the theatre. Next to Mr.
of

—

—

work of Montagu Love and
George Fawcett stand out as especially
worthy of honorable mention. Elsie Ferguson, by reason of a sameness of expression and a rather lifeless interpretation of the part of Mimsi, cannot be said
to do full justice to one of the most appealing characters in fiction. Miss Ferguson also is somewhat unfortunate in
the artificiality which mars her dramatic
work, and she employs a method of
working her eyes that at times is distinctly annoying. One never loses sight
of the fact that she is acting. There is
Reid, the

depth to her characterization of
Mimsi.
Other elements that make for an almost perfect achievement, however, are
little

the

faultless

direction

of

George

mother's good name,

*

ment, and behind the cold walls of his
cell he dreams his love dream of a life
forever with his childhood sweetheart.
The two come to each other only in
dreamland, and their remaining years
are spent in a spiritual and mental companionship until, when the Grim Reaper
comes to Mimsi through a conflagration, to Gogo through a realization of her
death both are joined inseparably be-

Fitz-

—
—

yond the

their child-

The complete
•

cast

It

is

includes

Wallace

Ferguson, Montagu Love,
George Fawcett, Dolores Cassinelli, Paul
McAllister,
Elliott
Dexter,
Barbara
Dean, Jerome Patrick, and two adorable
children, Charles Eaton and Nell Roy
Buck.
Reid,

Elsie

HAROLD LLOYD

IN

NEVER WEAKEN
(PATHE)
Don't miss "Never Weaken." The explaying it, however, should adthat his house is no place for
persons with weak hearts. It's that kind
hibitor
vertise

of a picture.

Thrilling as well as laugh-

provoking.
Lloyd has

succeeded

corralling

in

few new and funny ideas and

a

in his clean,

easy-going manner produces two laughs

Three scenes from "Peter Ibbetson" in which Adolph Zukor presents Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid.
novel by DuMaurier and the play by John Nathan Raphael.

*

ture camera.

an ambitious father.
Both Peter and Mimsi long for the old
days in their French garden at home,
and this longing brings each of them
hood. They meet, quite accidently, in
the beloved trysting place they knew as
boy and girl, and the old love is rekinMimsi's husband, the worse for
dled.
the cup that cheers, ill treats her, and
she secures a separation. Peter, in the
meantime, has a quarrel with his domineering cousin, and in defence of his

*

Ibbetson"

might be called a
dream love story. It is one of the most
enchanting in all fiction, and as presented
by Paramount gains much through the
limitless possibilities of the motion pic-

*

back to the familiar scenes of

clouds.
*

"Peter

of "Peter Ibbetson" begins

in an old French garden.
Two little
children, a girl Mimsi and a boy Gogo,
are child sweethearts. The boy's parents
die when he is but six years of age, and
he is carried off to the home of Colonel
Ibbetson, an elderly and grouchy cousin.
There he grows to young manhood under the adopted name of Peter Ibbetson.
The little sweetheart of his childhood
days becomes the wife of the Duke of
Towers, a marriage forced upon her by

Colonel Ibbet-

The boy is tried and convicted.
Through the intercedence of Mimsi, his
sentence is commuted to life imprison-

—

*

kills

son.

maurice, the picturesque settings showing the quaint Parisian scenes of the
early thirties, and the period costumes in
all their magnificence
these, elaborately
and artistically photographed, compose
as fine a motion picture fabric as the
screen has seen in years.

The story

69.

a

Paramount

picture.

It

is

based on the
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(FOX)

Fox

star is presented in an interesting mystery story with a small but
clean, and fairly
competent cast.
convincing story, that should attract and entertain the general
picture-going public.

(FIRST NATIONAL)
An Emerson-Loos serio-satire

all

is

known
It

of
at

steadily interesting

woman

star's best,

Chicago audiences found
"Queenie" good, amusement, and wher-

Mason

A

times.

story of

Downtown

prove a good drawing card.

that

"Connie" mistress
the situation and the audience
entertains.

A

ever Shirley

IN

WOMAN'S PLACE

QUEENIE

the girl in an osteopath's office. In order
to stimulate business so the Girl will not
lose her job, he has an acrobat stage a
few spectacular falls on the street and
when the crowd gathers he distributes
the Doctor's cards. The first-aid treatments are great. Then he discovers his

1921

5,

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

SHIRLEY MASON IN

where but one grew before. It is easily
the best comedy of the month.
Harold is an office boy in love with

November

Not

suffrage.

the

but one of them.

should
presents

it

Fox star in a role especially suited
to her talents and she is given excellent
support by Wilson Hummell, in a dual
role, and Aggie Herring, as a big-hearted
Irish servant.
the

Miss Mason plays the part of Queenie

A

scene from "Never

Gurkin, a "darn and patch" girl in a
female college. She goes to live with her
Aunt Pansy, who is housekeeper for a
wealthy and eccentric old man named
Simon Pepper. Quigley, a man servant,
is also a member of the queer household.
Pepper has Quigley dress as he does, so
that he (Pepper) can take long walks unmolested by footpads and others after
his money. He is reported dead following one of these excursions and Quigley

Weaken" (Pathe)

girl in the arms of another and decides
While seated in a
to commit suicide.
chair waiting for the janitor to open the
door, which is to fire off a gun and kill
him, a la Goldberg, he is carried out
through the window on an iron beam
being hoisted to a new building. Here

but she is in love with a young man
given to writing poetry. She is forced
into an alliance with the count and on
the night of the wedding Pepper returns,
exposes Quigley and the Count. At the
same moment the poet arrives on the
scene and runs off with Queenie. The
picture ends with a minister astride the
hood of the poet's automobile perform-

the thrills start, with Harold clambering
around on the high steel structure, with
the busy streets far below. Very cleverly
worked and sure to set any audience on
the edge of the seats.
Mildred Davis is the girl; Roy Brooks
the other man: Mark Jones the acrobat,
and Charles Stevenson a policeman.
*

ing the marriage ceremony.

ALICE BRADY IN

HUSH MONEY

FRANKLYN FARNUM

(REALART)
Moderately entertaining dramatic
treatment of a sociological subAlice Brady effective in leading role. A story of well-distributed appeal.
Should give mild

ject.

(W. M.

pitted against the innate
love of truth in the person of the leading

character in Alice Brady's new
production.
Truth, of course,

Realart
is

tri-

umphant. The

details of the conflict are
of such nature as to give the picture even,
though slight, dramatic tension throughout.

George

Fawcett and

Harry Benham

are the outstanding figures in support,
the former enacting the money master
of New York, the latter a young bishop.
Both portrayals are distinctive and in
great measure responsible for the pic-

power.
Production

ture's

are well handled
good.
In the story a poor boy is run down
by the motor of the star, a daughter of
the most powerful financier in New York,
and the girl's fiance persuades her to flee
without determining the extent of the
boy's injuries. She is conscience stricken
and, when thwarted in her determination
to admit her connection with the accident by her father's generous application
of hush money to the only witness,
breaks her engagement, leaves home and
takes up charity work under the supervision of her bishop. She is victorious in
the ensuing conflict of wills and brings
about her father's reformation and the
renewal of her engagement.
details

and the continuity

is

IS
SMITH PRODUCTIONS)

The

first of a series of western pictures being made for the state
right market at Tulsa, Okla. Good
Should prove
cast and story.
strong box office attraction and

A

is

IN

ARIZONA

SO THIS

better
satisfaction anywhere.
picture than "Dawn of the East."
The traditional dishonesty of wealth,
expressed in terms of hush money in
this instance,

A

assumes his place as head of the house.
A bogus Count plans to marry Queenie

satisfy.

When W. M.
exhibitor,

Smith, well-known Tulsa
decided to enter the produche announced that he would

ing field,
give the state rights market

new

something
western pictures. His first offer"So This Is Arizona," makes good
in

ing,
his promise.

There is more action and laughs compressed into six reels than many western
productions contain in an entire series.
Many remarkable outdoor shots were
obtained in Colorado in a section which
apparently had never been caught by a

—

motion picture camera previously.
What stamps the picture as out of the
ordinary is the wealth of genuine humor
which saturates it. It is not comedy relief.
It is an integral part of the plot
development. And in addition there is a
series of thrills, a display of real horse-

manship and one or two free-for-all
fights which should bring spectators out
of their seats.

Franklyn Farnum in the featured role
compelled to divide honors with
Shorty Hamilton, Genevieve Berte. Al
Hart and a half dozen other players who

is

contribute greatly to the picture.
If W. M. Smith can continue the pace
he has set for himself, the state right
market is to be enriched by a series of
productions which will give new prestige
to

independent distributors.

"Woman's

scene from

The
equal

supposedly
suffrage

"Woman's

is

archaic subject
given new life

of
in

Emerson and

Place," by John

Anita Loos.

Constance Talmadge, "Con-

nie" to the masses,
in

Place" (First National)

satisfies

thoroughly

the apparently enjoyable leading

role.

Kenneth Harlan, portraying a more than
usually exacting character, displays genuine acting ability. Hassard Short also
impresses strongly.

The story is light but well ballasted.
moves swiftly, with here and there a
touch of the Emerson-Loos humor, and
It

ends refreshingly and in good season.
The picture went over good under the
adverse circumstances of a dinner-hour
exhibition at Chicago's Ziegfeld.
Presented favorably it should please thor- #
oughly the many who demand much of
a Constance

The

star

Talmadge
is

cast as

vehicle.

Kay

Gerson,

se-

lected by the women's party as candidate for mayor. Her fiance accepts the
"machine" nomination and their engagement terminates. In her conflict with
the boss of the opposition, Jim Bradley,
(Kenneth Harland), mutual love is developed and each determines to win.

In an election speech as novel as it is
Kay wins the male voters of
the pivotal ninth ward.
But her campaign managers' neglect of the feminine
vote results in her defeat at the polls by
27 votes. Natural gloom is dispelled
when Bradley announces that he has been
won over to her policies and appoints her
effective,

constitutents to vital offices.

The happy

ending follows.

Marshall Back on Neilan
Lot as Penrod's Father
Tully Marshall, well known character
who has just terminated an engagement with Thomas H. Ince, returns
to the Marshall Neilan fold in the production of Booth Tarkington's famous
"Penrod," starring Wesley Barry. Mr.
Marshall has just been engaged to portray the part of Henry Passloe Schofield,
father of "Penrod."
For the part of Ma Schofield, Mr. Neilan has closed with Claire McDowell,
popular character actress. George Dromgold has been signed to portray another
important character.
actor,

November

5,
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WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

LADY FROM
LONGACRE
(FOX)

A

story all about royalists, lost
princesses and other interesting
including
stalwart
persons
a
English youth. Fairly diverting
story of the George B. McCutch-

Directed by George

eon school.
E. Marshall.

Stephen Rhodes, an adventurer. He tells
her about the goddess Gaia, the Mother
Eternal, and invites her to his apartment.
She makes repeated visits to
Stephen's rooms, which are hung with
Oriental trappings and have many sliding
doors, and finally pledges herself to Gaia.
She is called to account by her husband
and in a fit of temper threatens to throw
herself from her bedroom window. Then
follows a dream in which she is pictured
as the mother of Stephen's child.
She
loaths it and he threatens to throw it
into the river.
She awakens and confesses to her husband that she is cured.
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HARRY CAREY

IN

THE FOX
(UNIVERSAL)

A Western melodrama

with

all

the

thrills,

punch and action necessary

for a

first-class

feature.

Every-

thing the fan can wish for. There
are U. S. troops, gatling guns and
much beautiful scenery as well as
an interesting story of intrigue
and mystery. Directed by Robert

Thornby.

SPECIAL CAST OF

LOVE NEVER DIES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
King Vidor
production featuring Lloyd
Hughes and Madge Bellamy. A
splendid audience picture and one

Thrills aplenty in this

that will especially appeal to the
ladies.
Interesting story, well

produced.
Our hat is off
us

A

scene from

"The Lady from Longacre" (Fox)

William Russell is not as convincing in
a dress suit as the rescuer of fair princesses in distress, as he is amid the
foothills and plains of the West. However, there is a fight on a broad stair-

way

in one scene in "The Lady from
Longacres" that surpasses many a saloon
brawl recently pictured.
The story concerns a Princess who
escapes from a loathsome marriage to the
king of Livernia, one of those mythical

principalities.

In

London she

is

rescued

from her captors by a handsome young
man who is putting in the time spending
his money on gay parties, much to the
distress of his people who belong to the
peerage.

Believing that the

young lady

an actress, whom she resembles, the
young man's folks treat her badly until
is

she reveals her identity. Upon returning
her native country, accompanied by
the young man, she finds she is forced
to marry the king to save the country,
but it all ends happily for the young
gentleman and the princess when it is
discovered the notorious actress has
married the king.
Russell gives his usual virile performance and is accorded good support. The
play is nicely mounted and well directed
for the most part.

FLORENCE REED IN
(PIONEER)
Unlikely story of a wife who takes
up a strange Oriental cult as a
fad and nearly loses her reputation.

The

employed

old dream ending is
to lengthen out the

weak

story.
Possibly there are a few

women who

will find "Indiscretion" interesting. There
may be "Laura Wests" in every community who visit Orientally robed men
in their apartments alone, but we doubt
it.
For these, "Indiscretion" points a

moral and holds a lesson.
With a cast headed by Florence Reed.
Lionel Atwell and Gareth Hughes, it
would seem possible to turn out a better
production than this. Hughes has but a
small part. Miss Reed appears as Laura
West and is more convincing than one
would believe possible with such a poor
role.
Atwell makes a good villain.
Poor photography throughout.
Laura West, happily married, meets

realistic

to King Vidor for giving
train wreck.
In "Love

Never Dies," which is an adaptation of
the novel "The Cottage of Delight,"
written by Will M. Harben, Director
Vidor has staged one of the most thrilling and convincing disasters ever pictured upon the screen. A view is given
of a deep ravine, with a stream rushing
under a high railroad trestle. Far up the
ravine a passenger train is seen approaching and as it passes over the structure
which has been weakened by a cloudburst, it topples into the waters far below. The thing has been very well done
and gives the exhibitor an excellent talking point in advertising the picture.
And as though that was not thrill
enough he ends the picture with another
incident equally as daring, where Hughes
in an open boat goes over a falls with
a man bent on committing suicide. The
race down the rapids is very well handled
and quite as nerve tingling as the train
wreck.

to

INDISCRETION

a

Lloyd Hughes, the Thomas H. Ince
appears in the leading role, and

star,

•does some of the best work
career.
He is ably assisted by
Belamy, Claire McDowell, Julia

of

his

Madge
Brown,

Winifred Greenwood, Fred Gambold,
Lillian Leighton, Frank Brownlee and
Miss Belamy's work
Joseph Bennett.
is

especially pleasing.

The

story

has

many unusual

angles

and the creator of "The Jack-knife Man"
and "The Turn in the Road" displays a
keen insight into the workings of the
minds of young people sorely tried by
unpleasant home ties. The picture compells your attention from the opening
scene to the last foot.

concerns a young
the bad influence
successful
becomes
of a wretched home,
as a contracting engineer and marries a
Briefly,

the

story

man who overcomes

They settle down to a
beautiful girl.
happy existence in their own cottage.
Then the spectre of his past a drunken

—arises

—

before him and during
his absence his wife is rushed home by
her sanctimonious father and a divorce
John, with his foster
secured for her.
En route
sister, goes to a distant city.
himthe train is wrecked and he reports
His wife marself and the child killed.
Years later
ries a former sweetheart.
old love
he returns to the town and the
The jealous husband derenewed.
is
in
termines to kill John but is whipped
He then determines to
the encounter.
successful, following
kill himself and is
him 1 n e
John's valiant attempt to save
and
happy couple are again reunited
return to the "cottage of delight.

mother

A

scene from "The Fox"

(Universal)

Harry

Carey

is

writing

acting his

own

stuff.

And

in

as

well

as

"The Fox"

he has set himself a swift pace.
It is
about the liveliest Western melodrama
that has been presented upon the screen
in some time.
It has much more to
commend it than the average Western.
It is the type of story that gains speed
as it goes along and grips your attention
to the very end.
It is a UniversalJewel production worthy of the title
super-western.
Most of the action was staged against
the beautiful Painted Rocks of the Mojave
desert.

There are many especially

fine

long shots showing these wonderful
formations and the camera work is commendable throughout.
In Carey's support appear Betty Ross
Clark, as Annette Fraser, the sheriff's
daughter; George Nichols, as the sheriff;
Gertrude Olmstead, as Stella Frazer;
Johnny Harron, a brother of the late
Bobby Harron, as Dick Farwell, a bank
clerk accused of wrecking the Caliente
Trust Co.; Alan Hale as Coulter, the
villain; George Cooper as the "K. C."
Kid; Breezy Eason, Jr., as "Pard," and
a half dozen others equally as well
known. The Eleventh U. S. Cavalry and
Harry Carey's own flying squadron add
zest to the closing scenes.

The story opens with a bang, when
Sante Fe (the role played by Carey)
drops off of a fast freight train passing
through town.
He saves the urchin,
assisting a beggar with a bear, from a
and
adopts him as his
severe beating
"pard." Securing a job as porter in the
town bank, Sante Fe learns that Coulter,
the bank president, is in league with a
bad gang, entrenched in the foothills,
who have given Sheriff Fraser much
Coulter receives word through
trouble.
the "K. C." Kid a bank examiner is
about to visit Caliente, and he sends
Dick Farwell, an employe, on a false
errand to cover up his tracks. Sante Fe
goes out to save Dick, who has been
captured by the outlaws, and runs upon
the sheriff, lost in a sandstorm. He proceeds to the rendezvous of the crooks,
With
frees Dick and returns for help.
the aid of U. S. troops he captures the
then
disoutlaws, exposes Coulter and
closes his identity he is "The Fox," a
special agent of the U. S. government
sent out to round up the lawless gang.
He also wins the love of Annette.

—
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Rothacker- Aller Laboratories,
Hollywood, California

November

5,

Inc.

After more than eleven years
of practical study and experience we
know that to make good prints on
Eastman stock and deliver along with the service
which provides the necessary screen security,
the laboratory must actually receive a price
higher than currently quoted for ordinary prints.

This difference
smaller

than

is

the obvious

infinitely
difference

between Rothacker Prints and
ordinary prints would lead you to believe.

The

who

political minstrel
sings about low price and long credits
may be in the amusement business
but we are in the Motion Picture Industry and
we take it seriously.

Down

with the extravagance of cheapness !

Watterjon K Rothacker

1921

November
imiiiiimii

5,
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-TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
By
few,
PROBABLY
or acted stories have
if

caused more

and mothers, grandfathers and grandmothers, to tne number of probably
millions, read it and went to see it.
And now that the great story has been
filmed, they will go once more and take
the children and grandchildren with
them, to sympathize again with the
weaknesses of poor Joe Morgan, to
be stirred to heights of anger by the
plotting of Simon Slade and Harvey
Green, to weep over the sad death of
Mary, and to laugh over the
little
small-town comedy antics of Sample
Surtchell and his romantic Mehitable.
The very title, "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room," stirs up memories of laughter
and tears long forgotten.
Let it not be thought that the film
version of this famous story is pro-

Far from it.
propaganda.
he lesson is there and there more
strongly than it ever was in book form
or on the spoken stage but the picturization is a strong, well acted play
of family life in a small town and is
teeming with appeal to the sentiments

—

1

—

of father love and mother love. There
is also
a sweet romance through it

— so

devoid of the eternal triangle
or sex problem as to make this phase
all

S.

SPARGO

THE CAST
Little

Fanny Morgan
Simon Slade
Frank Slade
Dora Slade
Harvey Green
Judge Hammond
Willie

Nell Clark Keller

Charles

Mackay

James

Phillips

Ethel Dwyer
Charles Beyer

John Woodford

Hammond

Kempton Greene

His Aunt

Mrs. Thomas

Sample Surtchel

Lillian

Hank Smith
Mrs. Hank Smith
Judge Tyman
The Village Doctor
of

Ward

Harry Fisher

Mehitabile

Foreman

head and

Baby Ivy Ward
John Lowell

Mary Morgan

Joe Morgan

the Mill

J.

Kemble

Norman Wells
Leatta Miller

Thomas

Vill

Richard Carlysle
Robert Hamilton

remaining interest in the mill.
This they succeed in doing, and Morgan goes to work as a laborer. Then
commences a period of drinking for
his

Morgan.
He nightly visits Slade's
saloon, from which place he is coaxed
each night by little Mary.
Morgan becomes daily more sottish
and sullen, and finally, inflamed by
liquor,
he provokes a fight with
Slade by accusing him and Green of
having robbed him of his mill. During the struggle. Slade hurls a heavy
beer glass at Morgan, and little Mary,

of the picture delightfully refreshing.
* «
*

The

story is filled with action and
scenes are of great beauty and
wonderful in detail.
John Lowell,
who plays the part of Joe Morgan, the

drunkard

past.
*

of the saloon keeper, and Willie Hammond, a young village boy of wealth
who has been stripped of his fortune
by Slade and his gambling partner,
being the participants. Drifting apart,

through

Hammond's gambling

mania,

the lovers are brought together in a
pleasing way after the death of Dora's
father.
As the daughter of the saloon
keeper, Ethel Dwyer is at all times
charming and lovable and her efforts
to offset the evil done by her father
provides no small and pleasurable part
The part of Slade is
of the story.
taken by Charles Mackey in a very

convincing manner.
On the whole, the picture is away
out of the ordinary and presents many
wonderful
exploitation
possibilities,

some manner unexplained, has secured
half interest in Joe Morgan's mill.

a

aside

In honor of the celebration, Slade has
given the men at the mill a half holi-

title

from the fact that it gets its
and story from a book that was

probably the best seller of the cenThe box-office possibilities can
only be reckoned by the advantage
that is taken of the many exploitation
angles.
Great credit is due Oscar
Apfel for the direction and L. Case

Morgan

tury.

partner

by remaining away from the celebration,

liiliun::::!

*

sweet little love romance is woven
through it with Dora Slade, daughter

*

so he goes to the saloon after
promising his wife he will not drink.
There he meets Slade, who, though
posing as a philanthropist, is plotting
with Harvey Green, a gambler, to get
Mergan intoxicated and rob him of

*

A

picture opens with a big local
celebration over the opening of a new
saloon in Cedarville by Slade, who, in

in which to celebrate.
feels that he cannot slight his

prolonged
is
almost breathless

Morgan returns to his sorrowing
wife and the final fadeout shows the
bereaved father and mother hand in
hand at the bedside of the dead child,
with a vision of the home happiness
restored, but always the absence of
the adored child as a reminder of the

The

day

In the meantime, Morgan continues
hunt for Slade and after a long
chase overtakes him on a log boom
in the river.
This scene furnishes the
thrill of thrills.
Morgan is battling on
the floating logs with Slade and is
about to kill him, when a vision of the
dead girl appears to him and saves
Slade.
The logs have become set in
motion and are rapidly nearing the
rapids when Morgan attempts to rescue him from death. Morgan is finally
saved, but Slade loses his life.
The scenes of the struggle on the
floating logs rushing to almost certain death is exceptionally well acted
his

suspense.

in the original story,

*

saloon.

sufficiently to cause

portrays admirably the part of a loving husband and father, strong in
anger as in love, but with a weakness
for drink which brings sorrow and
suffering to an idolized wife and child
and finally death to the little one. In
his regeneration, after his realization
of the depths of despair to which he
has brought his loved ones, Mr. Lowell's work is such that we love him
as much as we hated him before.
The story is laid in the little lumber
hamlet of Cedarville, where Joe Morgan is the prosperous owner of a mill
which had been his father's before him.
Morgan's home life is ideal, the family
consisting of himself, his wife (played
acceptably by Nell Clark Keller; and
his five-year-old daughter.
The child
role brings again to notice little Baby
Ivy Ward, whose part in this is big
and played with a precocity and depth
of understanding far bevond
her years.
"
*

falls

and photographed, and

the

village

on her nightly
struck on the
unconscious.
Morgan picks her up in his arms
and hurries home after telling Slade
he will return and kill him if the child
dies.
Later the little one dies, after
a pathetic scene between her and
Morgan, during which the latter
swears never to drink again. Morgan
rushes out of the house in search of
Slade and at the latter's saloon he
encounters Green, from whom he
forces a confession that with Slade's
assistance Morgan had been robbed
of his mill.
Green is driven from the
village by the enraged villagers, but
returns to get some stolen money he
has hidden in his room, and is burned
to death in the fire which destroys the

just entering the door
trip for her father, is

any, printed

lumps to arise in throats, or furtive wiping away of tears, than "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room." Our fathers

hibition

JOHN

Two

scenes from "Ten Nights

(Arrow)

in

a Bar Room."

Russell for the adaptation.
great picture, handled in a

manner.

It

is

a

masterly
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Office Appraisal of

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"

1

By WILLIAM
"Ten Nights

Bar Room" comes

in a

with stage and box

to exhibitors

office

history of such magnitude as to stamp

"sure fire" box office timber.

it

Old

"In

"Checkers,"

"Way Down

"East Lynne"

East,"

of

list

known box

with

"Ten Nights
logical

office records.

Bar Room"

in a

made

addition,

available

is

a

at

a

made plans

on a

exploitation

its

never

and

potentialities

timely importance, has

surpassed,

for

probably

scale

by an

equalled,

if

independent distributing organization.

To make

rapids suggests a lobby display.
picture should be

mounted

six-sheet,

sheet

the

from the
suspended

The

24-

of

the

portraits

characters

principal

cut

and

of the lobby.

contains

in

mounted

24-sheet and

the

story.

separately.

numArrow has prepared

In addition to the regulation

ber of posters,

Corporation, mindful of

production's

the

show-

Morgan from

These characters can be cut from the

psychological moment.

Arrow Film

WEAVER
six-sheet

rescue of Joe

from the roof

in-

tensely exploited adapted stage favorites

the

The

cut-outs.

ing the

The

Kentucky,"

runs an incomplete

thus

making

R.

five special one-sheets.

also

cards

have been supplied, as well as

special

novelties,

of unusual
is

Window

one a mailing card

and striking design.

This

lithographed in four colors and rep-

resents the front of the "Sickel and

use of these, bending

Sheaf Saloon," wherein a large part of

every energy to the support of the en-

the action of the picture takes place.

full

gagement,

the best advice that

is

may

Upon opening

the doors'of the saloon,

be written for theatremen using the

the interior

revealed with the prin-

attraction.

cipal characters,
*

It

*

book and
"Ten Nights

ranks

second only

that

form the story

Room"

a Bar

in

to the Bible in point of circulation in

This

country.

this

importance

emphasizes

book

of

store

the

book which

now

is

A

alike.

Case Russell, the author, has supcomplete working scenario of
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room." The
director's scene plots, camera men's
notes and all information have been
included in this and Arrow has had
this printed in book form and according to the plans for the conducting
of this contest.
A copy of this scenario will be given to everyone entering the scenario contest on "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room."
L.

plied a

*

effective advertis-

saloon doors.
*

house with Ten

Nights in a
Bar Room." The face represents the
various hands held in a poker game
with a small ball placed under a transparent surface.
Spinning this disc
constitutes the game, each player spinning in turn. These are made in vest
pocket size and should prove popular.
Another exploitation angle stressed
is a scenario contest which may be
conducted with this picture and is
available for large and small theatres
full

*

*

game has been
Krauss Mfg. Com-

vest pocket card

prepared by the
pany. On the reverse of this is a picture of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room,"

*

*

Arrow has prepared

a

number

of

suggestions for lobby displays and
prologues for this picture ranging

from the more elaborate affair designed for the largest theatres down
to simpler but effective plans for the
smaller theatre.
These are given in
detail in the press book.

tie-ups

which are planned with a cheap
tion of the

and

ing matter appears on the inside of the

of

estimated

is

stage
in

*

is

"You always have

with the wording,
a

edi-

avail-

able.

For elaboration

of this cooperative

endeavor negotiations are

which

edition

special

progress

in

result in publication

will

famous

the

of

of a

song

coinpanion-piece to the play, "Father,

Home

Dear Father, Come

Now,"

a

Me

with

song originally published 40

years ago and sentimentally cherished

memories

the

in

of

the

Joseph

three

of

many.

O'Sullivan's

It

one#

is

numbers

thematic

musical

of

setting

for the production.
*

The
Arrow
that

calls

iiiiinii

*

department

attention

to

the paper has been

designed

aiiiiiiiiiin

*

exploitation

to

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

be

effective

i

minimi

i

the

of
fact

particularly
for

use
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Prologue arranged by Joseph Settle which is offered as a suggestion for the
showing of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room." This was staged at Gloversville,
N. Y., where the picture was made.
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Production

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
1

Was made.
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and around the Blazed Tr ail studios. Glovers ville, N. Y.
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Interesting Facts on

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
By JAY M.

SHRECK

A MERE

announcement that a
famous novel or play has been
produced on the screen arouses

immediately inquisitorial interest within the trade.

"Who

produced

"Who's

star?"

the author?"

it?"

"Who's the
"Who's

distributing it?"

"Has

the original story

been altered?" "Where was the picture made?" "Is it a good production?" "Should it make me money?"
and "How can I put it over?" are
stock questions asked by every exhibitor.

Such interest has been created by
announcement that "Ten Nights
in a Bar Room" will be ready soon

the

for distribution.
*

*

*

WHO PRODUCED

IT?— Ten

Xights in a Bar Room" was made by
Blazed Trail Productions under the
able direction of Oscar Apfel.
Although the original title of

this

been retained for
the screen offering by Blazed Trail,
the story has been given modern
treatment in production.
popular opus

has

*

*

*

WHO'S DISTRIBUTING IT?—
The company that is fortunate in acquiring "Ten Xights in a Bar Room"
for distribution is Arrow Film Corporation, the greatest organization of its

kind in the world.
In announcing acquisition of this
production President W. E. Shallenberger stated that in "Ten Xights in
a

Bar

Room" Arrow had

picture

a

which, he was confident, would be the
greatest
year.

box

office

*

attraction

interpret

was

WHO'S THE AUTHOR?— "Ten

an actor of great

Bar Room" perhaps is the
greatest work of L. Case Russell,
whose name has appeared on a large

the character of Joe

Morgan

it

strength and pleasing perThis role was assigned to
sonality.
John Lowell. That the selection was
satisfactory in every respect is the
opinion of Mr. Spargo, whose review
of the picture is published on another
physical

page

in this section.

six feet in height and so
proportioned that his height is
not noticeable except by contrast,
Lowell is in reality an outdoors man.
Possessed of great physical strength,
a man who can ride, swim and shoot
straight, Lowell also is endowed with
the other qualifications so necessary to
portray the role of Joe Morgan the
ability to hold the sympathy of the

Well over

well

—

audience.

Joe
Morgan the most exacting and the
greatest he has ever been called upon
He expresses a glowing
to interpret.
tribute to his little leading lady. Baby
Ivy Ward, without whose remarkable
performance he delares he could not
have played his role so convincingly.
Lowell is a comparatively recent addition to the list of screen artists.

Lowell considers the part

iiiniuiiiiiiuninimiiiniii

Arrow Film Corporation

E. Shallenberger, President of

*

*

WHO'S THE STAR?— To
necessary to select

W.

of the

Xights

in a

WHO PHOTOGRAPHED

the film business for nineteen year s

number of other photoplays.

—

In the screen version Mrs. Russell
has left little of the original theme of
"Ten Xights in a Bar Room." In
making this change, however, she has
shied at the eternal triangle and at
sex appeal.
Much of the success of the production is due in great measure, it is said,
She has
to her inspirational genius.
given to the picture heart interest and
During production
dramatic value.
she took great interest in the work.
perception
of natural efDue to her
fects the exciting logging scenes were
introduced into the picture.

Joseph

cam era man,
and for ten
years he was
super
ent
Joseph Settle

SHOULD

IT

MAKE MONEY?—

question will be
found in the review and the exploitation analysis published on other pages.

The
office

given

title

to

this

itself

is

How

asset.
in detail in

a powerful box
to exploit this is

Mr. Weaver's survey

of the advertising possibilities.

w— wsmwmm vumam jc. imbue

iiiiiwiiiiimiwi— IWUHIMIliillMWHWiU'i—

warn

m

Settle.

During those
nineteen years
he has been
with several
indep e n dent
producers
as

of

The answer

IT?—

The camera work on this production
was done by a man who has been in

i

of

n tend-

Evans

|
|

g
I

§
g

g
I

Labora-

g

tory.

For the

I

past three

years he has been head cameraman
for
laboratory superintendent
Blazed Trail Productions at Gloversville, X. Y.
All of the unusual camera work in

"Ten Xights" is Mr. Settle's, and to
him is due the credit for taking the
dangerous scenes on the log-drive.
»

g
I
§
I
g
g
g

Film

and
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ARROW
The most famous

heart

TEN NIGHTS

inte

i

I

Screen
Version by
L. Case Russel
Directed by
Oscar Apfel

Millions hav
Millions hav

Your audienc
Don't disappoint them:

ARROW

Sc

FILM
W.

E.

SHALL!

220 Wes
NEi

November
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READY!
PRESENTS
rma

the world has ever

\

known

BAR ROOM
Starring

John Lowell

I
Produced by
Blazed Trail
Productions, Inc.

cad the book
ssen the play

waiting
your Independent Exchange

it

now

CORPORATION
JIRGER, Pr esident

42nd Street

ORK
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ARROW
OFFERS

THE GREATEST STATES RIGHTS PICTURE EVER MADE

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
SCREEN VERSION BY
L. CASE RUSSELL

JOHN LOWELL

4&Am

Now
//

DIRECTED BY
OSCAR APFEL

STARRING

Will Set a

New

Standard

Ready

in

Films

COMMUNICATE AT ONCE
WITH

ARROW

FILM CORPORATION
W.

220

ilfiiiiili^^

E.

SHALLENBERGER,

WEST 42ND

ST.,

Pres.

NEW YORK

1921

JOHN LOWELL
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PRODUCERS
Our

studio

may be

rented in whole or part

when

not in use

Write or Wire for Open Dates

Saw

Corner of Studio

Mill Near Studio

In the Heart of the Adirondacks
Only

five

hours from

New

York City
Height 28

Stage 104 feet by 63 feet

feet

Lighting equipment:

domes

6

6 Spectro lights
4 spotlights

2 Cooper-Hewitt banks

—

rooms prop room- carpenter shop etc., etc. Suite of offices
equipped laboratory wonderful locations, easily accessible waterlumber mills— logging camps a specially built stockade and log
falls
cabins in fact any location necessary for a picture of the Northwest, millStudio has all necessary props for such pictures.
ing, mining, lumbering.
Extras available at reasonable salaries many trained to do creditable bits.
14 dressing

—

fully

—

—

—

—

ADDRESS

"TEN
NIGHTS
IN

A
BAR
ROOM"

"TEN
NIGHTS

Blazed Trail Productions,
J.

19

Elm

Street,

L.

RUSSELL,

Inc.

Pres.
Gloversville,

New York

IN

A

BAR
ROOM"

November

L.

1921

5,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

CASE RUSSELL
Author
>creen Version

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
An Arrow

L.

Special

CASE RUSSELL
written

has

one hundred

L.

over

CASE RUSSELL
scenario

taught

put

writing,

origi-

out

"HERE
and
"PHOTOPLAY-

nal

photoplays',
produced during

two books

the last nine years

WRIGHT SV

LIES"

and has made twice
as

PRIMER".

many adap-

tations

and

con-

tinuities.

Originals

First

sold over six

Adaptations

thousand

copies.

Latter

selling.

still

Continuities

of "THE LIGHT WITHIN", "BLACK BUTTERFLY". -TO THE DEATH"
(PETROY A), "MERELY PLAYERS" KITTY GORDON), "HOUSE OF SHADOWS", "TWO
EDGED SWORD", "LORELEI MADONNA", "CLOUDED NAME", etc., etc. Latest adaptations being "COUSIN KATE" (ALICE JOYCE), "THE WAKEFIELD CASE"
HERBERT
RAWLINSON), and series of twelve jCanadian Northwest Mounted stories, featuring John Lowell

Author

i

.

and Dakota Lawrence.

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
latest

adaptation and she considers

it

featuring

JOHN LOWELL,

Arrow Film's

super-special,' is

one of the best she has ever made.

ADDRESS

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
19 Elm Street

Gloversville,

New York

80
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IVY WARD, who played LITTLE

MARY MORGAN

in

"TEN NIGHTS

IN

November

A BAR ROOM," an Arrow

5,

1921

Special.

Of c ourse

Krause Manufacturing

Company
made

LOBBY DISPLAY
OIL PAINTINGS
and

MANY NOVELTIES
for

"Ten Nights in a Bar Room"
An Arrow

Special

and All Other Arrow Productions
JOSEPH SETTLE, Head Cameraman
•TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM," an Arrow Special

November

5,

1921
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Features, Comedies, Serials, Novelties
Arrow Offers All These of the Very

Highest Class*

ARROW
Pictures

Are

Success Pictures

because

They

ARROW OFFERS A SERVICE
WHICH IS INDEPENDENT,
CLEAN, COMPLETE
AND PROFITABLE
Over

a period of years

Are the Right

a reputation

Kind of

ARROW

Pictures.

for

ARROW has built

independent leadership.

hitched its wagon to the independent star and fought against monopoly.
Slowly, surely, the battle has been won.

ARROW
Clean, Artistic

and Played by
Popular Stars.

field,

today heads the independent
with a complete, continuous sendee.

The ARROW trade mark in itself has
come to be a guaranty of motion picture
excellence

— an assurance of

clean, profitable

picture entertainment.

ARROW

FILM CORPORATION, 220-224 West 42nd
New York City
Distributors for United

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,

SEE

Ltd.,

Kingdom
162 Wardour

St.,

Street

London

THE PAGES WHICH FOLLOW
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When You Buy An Arrow
Buy The Best There

5,

1921

You
In Motion

Picture

Is

Picture Entertainment.

/

/A

1

52 Arrow* Comedies
—

A

bang up output of hilarious comedies sold on a
Celebrated stars,
franchise basis, one each week.
master producer.

4 Arrow- Peter B* Kyne features
A

series

of four pictures from the pen of

author.

Marjorie

The

first

— "A

Motion

Daw and Roy

to

this

Adjourn"

Stewart.

great

— Stars

Produced by

Ben Wilson.

4 ArrowJames Oliver Curwood
Four splendid red-blood north-woods subjects written
by Curwood the master. "God's Country and the
Law," the first of the series. Produced by Pine-Tree
Pictures, Inc.

2 Arrow- Ann Little Serials
"The Blue Fox" and "Nan of the North,"
episode serials of unparalleled
Little stars in both.

Ben Wilson.

thrills.

a pair of 15

The lovable Ann

They're winners. Produced by

November

5,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Stick

To Independent

83

Pictures

— They

Are Produced, Bought And Sold Solely
On Merit. They Are The Real MoneyMakers.

26 Arrow* Sport

Pictorials
—

Current sport pictures produced by Jack Eaton edited
and titled by Qrantland Rice. They deal with outdoor sports and pastimes. Featured in New York's
big houses.

6 Arrowjack Hoxie Specials
Here

the never-failing Jack in a hall a dozen feature
specials.
wide range of subjects every one a Hoxie
triumph. Produced by Ben Wilson.
is

A

—

4 Arrow- Grace Davison

features

Society dramas in which Miss Davison adds to her

"Love, Hate and a Woman",
of these successes. Produced by J. G. Pictures
Corporation.
already large following.

is

the

first

4 Arrow-Neva Gerber
"A

features

Yankee Go-Getter" and "Dangerous Paths"

are

of this great series. James Morrison plays
opposite Miss Gerber in the first; Ben Wilson in the
the

first

second.

All of These

Produced by Berwilla.

— and Many More

READ THE ARROW AIM ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Don't Let Them Put a Ring in Your Nose.
Show Independent Pictures. They're
Better and

Every

ARROW

Picture

is

an

Independent

They Make More Money.

THE ARROW AIMTO FURNISH EXHIBITORS
AND EXCHANGES WITH A
CONTINUOUS, PLEASING,
MONEY-MAKING SERVICE

Picture.

ARROW'S
Every

ARROW

Picture

is

a

the policy which
guarantees independence, which guarantees
good pictures, at prices which permit the
policy

is

right profit.

Sure-Shot
Success as

We

have rounded out a perfect

service—r-

Entertainment,

continuous, pleasing and profitable for both
exhibitors and independent exchanges.

and

as a

Look back

Box

Office

splendid

Attraction.

at the inside pages!

list

There's a

of sure-fire productions.

Act now. Clinch these independent money
makers. First come first served. ACTNOW!
ARROW

FILM CORPORATION, 220-224 West 42nd

New York

Distributors for United

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,

Street

City

Ltd.,

Kingdom
162 Wardour

St.,

London

November

5,
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Park Superintendent Lauds Conduct
Of Actors Working in Yellowstone
Camp

Organization States That Ben
Wilson Players Were Good Advertising
for Motion Picture Industry

President of

W

The Ben
the

made

partly

Park.

On

ilson

production,

starring

North,"

in

Ann

"Xan

Little,

Yellowstone

Xational

the completion of the scenes

there and the company's return to

Angeles,

of

was

Mr. Wilson wrote

appreciation

of

the

Los

officials

in

courteous treatment

In
he and his company had received.
letter,
i
acknowledging Mr.
s o n's
Horace M. Albright, the superintendent,

W

1

wrote:

"Glad to Assist"

but never before has it been known that
a company actually made use of the natural phenomenan of the park.
Gevsers, hot springs, falling meteors,
waterfalls and a hundred more attractions
are to be seen in "Xan of the North,"
which, when completed, will be a veritable
history of the art of the Xational Park.

Arrow Observes
of Its

"We

were glad to do everything posto aid your enterprise and I hope

sible

that

will

it

be successful

in

every respect.

of the members of your company were, at all times,
careful to follow the rules and regulations
of the park and by their friendly spirit
I

want

to say to

you that

all

and courteous conduct made many friends
for themselves and for you among the
and employes of the park.
officers
Should you again desire to use the background of the park for one of your film
plays,

we

shall be glad to cooperate."

President

Hays Also Writes

Howard H. Hays, president of YelCamp Company, wrote

lowstone Park
Mr. Wilson:

"Your company was the best advertisement for the moving picture business that
can possibly imagine. Their relations
with our officers, our employes and our
guests were most happy.
I feel very
sure that your production company has
I

received a tremendous amount of good
advertising on account of their very presence here during the park season. While
they were working, your actors divided
interest with the bears.
Many people
put in as much time watching the company as they did in watching the scenery.
If I have the time I shall take
pleasure in calling on you when I come
to California in November."
First Scenes of Park
The Wilson company, Arrow

claims,

holds

the distinction of being the first
motion picture company to make use of
the natural grandeur of the Yellowstone

National Park.

Many

producing organizations
have at some time used the National Park
as a background for the scenes supposed
to be taken there, according to Arrow,
film

Its

Eighth Anniversary
Organization Today Largest

of

Kind in the
World

October marks the eighth anniversary
Arrow Film Corporation.

This state right distributing organizawas launched in 1913. Today it is
probably the largest organization of its

tion

kind

the world.

in

Offices

When Arrow

Too Small

started in business

had

it

small offices in the Times building. At
present it has large offices, which are too

Dr.

commenting upon Arrow's growth.

W.

E. Shallenberger, president, said:

Independence Winning

"Arrow
try with
pictures,

specials

is

pictures,

its

Kyne

comedies, its novelties,
and super specials.
Arrow
its

the biggest
in the

sweeping the coun-

literally

Curwood

its

non-program distributing

world.

And

it

is

its
is

unit

independent;

its

exchanges and its exhibitors are independent.
Independence is winning all
along the line.
"So Arrow celebrates its eighth anniversary by issuing the biggest bulletin it
has so far published, a sumptuous volume, full of pictures of stars, producers,
reproductions of stills, and a long list of
forthcoming pictures the greatest of its

—

kind ever gotten together."

Felt Brothers

Open House

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Fred

D. and
Maurice E. Felt have opened the Ambassador theatre at Baltimore avenue and
Fifty-sixth street.

adapted

the

story, "Ten Nights in a Bar Room,"
to the screen for the Blazed Trail Productions, to be distributed by Arrow.

Tarzan Sales Near
100 Per Cent Mark
Entire Canadian Territory
Sold on New Serial to

is

Arthur Cohen
The

small, in the Candler building.

In

CASE RUSSEL, who

L.

sales for

starring

Elmo

"Adventures of Tarzan,"
Lincoln,

are

rapidly ap-

according to Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation.
The latest additions to the ranks
of Tarzan buyers are Arthur Cohen and
Al Kahn, both well-known state right

proaching 100

r>er cent,

distributors.

Cohen, as vice-president and general
of Royal Films, Limited, has
purchased "Adventures of Tarzan" for
the entire Canadian territory. This serial
will be exploited and handled from the
six offices of Regal Films, located in
Toronto, Montreal. Winnipeg, St. John.
Calgary and Vancouver. This contract

manager

was closed

for the serial organization

by

Louis Weiss.
In the L'nited States, Al Kahn of Federated Film Exchanges of Kansas City
and Omaha has bought "Adventures of
Tarzan" for western Missouri, Kansas,
Iowa and Xebraska. With the closing
of Canada it is announced that only three
territories remain unsold for this serial,

which has exceeded all expectations
matter of state right sales.

the

Like the photoplay itself, the
for "Ten Nights in
a
Barroom" are unique in conception.
Like all RITCHEY posters, they are splendid in their deposters

sign, color and execution.
The
Twenty-four sheet stand is reproduced herewith.

Ritchey Lithographing Corporation
406 West 31st St., N. Y.

in

—
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Director Vignola Returns
East to Finish Feature
Starring Marion Davies
After an absence of more than two
months, during which time he was on
the West Coast making his second production starring Marion Davies for Cosmopolitan, Robert G. Vignola, director of
specials, has returned to

New York

to put

the finishing touches to the production.

Accompanying

"Mr. Vignola were Forrest
played the lead opposite
Miss Davies; Luther Reed, who wrote the
scenario; Phil Masy, Mr. Vignola's as-

who

Stanley,

sistant,

and Ira Morgan, cameraman.

The working

title of the production is
"Beauty's Worth," which is the same as
the title of Sophie Kerr's Cosmopolitan
Magazine story from which it was adapted
by Luther Reed.
Most of the interior and exterior scenes
were taken in Los Angeles and southern
California points, but there are still a
few interior scenes to be done which
Mr. Vignola will take in New York at
nternational-Cosmopolitan studios.
I

GARETH HUGHES, the youthful
who

star

featured in

is

an S-L picture Metro

Metro
"The Hunch,"

will distribute.

Warren Offices Get
Three Big Features
Productions Will Be Talk of
Trade, in Opinion of

Company
With

being shipped as fast as
they can be handled by the laboratory,
prints

practically

changes are
further

trade

the

all

in

a

F.

B.

position

details

on

Warren
to

give

exthe

"Our Mutual

"The Old Oaken Bucket" and
"What Do Men Want."
These are the three specials which mark
Friend,"

said,

big fall smash, it is
and are counted on by the com-

pany

to be the

organization's

the

the

first

snow

Stern and Aids Confer On
Plans for "Busiest Year"
Abe

Century Comedy Company, has returned
Los Angeles from New York City.
Immediately upon his arrival he went
into conference with Louis Jacobs, production manager, and Charles Rubin,
business manager, in regard to plans for
the busiest season ever enjoyed by Century. A list of productions has been outlined which will call into play the best
abilities of the Century comedy players,
to

it

is

said.

Title

Newest Christie

"Kiss and Make Up" is the title of one
of the newest Christie comedies to go
into production.
It is being directed by
Scott Sidney and has Earl Rodney and
Helen Darling as the featured players.

of the year.

Summer

Contest

National Employes Get
Share of Gross Receipts

First

as
conducted

Reward
in

the

summer

annually

sales con-

by Associated

National Pictures, Inc., show that

First

Los

Angeles exchange won the
coveted first prize for the largest amount
of played and paid business obtained durthe

ing the ten weeks' contest period.

The

Denver Wins Second Place
The second prize of 1 per cent was
won by Denver; the third of y& of 1 per
cent by New Jersey; the fourth of $4 of 1
per cent by Pittsburgh ,and Charlotte and
Atlanta captured the fifth prize, winning
of 1 per cent.
The contest was the most successful in
the sales history of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., it is said.
Los
Angeles held the lead from the start.

it is promised that
announcements will be
forthcoming within the next few weeks.
"Our Mutual Friend" is adapted from
the Charles Dickens novel and discloses

to the film world the fact that Dickens
as a scenario writer was there with as
much desire for thrills and action as

any studio-bred author. A murder mystery, thrilling conflict and a tender love
story merge in "Our Mutual Friend" with

Other Standings Given

The

Exhibitors are expected by the company to find the kind of human picture
which 1921 has shown to be the most
certain of successes in "The Old Oaken
Bucket," May Tully's picture inspired by
Exploitation opporthe famous song.
tunities unlimited grow out of the "Home,
Sweet, Home" theme of this picture and

—
—

confi-

records

My

—

other ex-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Sweet to Make Parody on
Universal Adventure Film

known to millions, "The Old
Oaken Bucket."
"What Do Men Want?" is counted on
by the Warren company as the Lois
the song

made by "Hypocrites," "Where Are
Children" and other Weber specials.

standings of the

—

—
—

Exploitation Possibilities

is

final

changes were as follows: 6 Oklahoma;
7
Washington; 8 New Orleans; 9
Minneapolis and Milwaukee; 10 Detroit;
11
Chicago; 12 Vancouver; 13 Omaha
and Kansas City; 14 Toronto. Montreal
and St. John; 15 Louisville; 16 Dallas; 17
San Francisco; 18 St. Louis;
19
Boston and New Haven; 20 Indianapolis; 21
Seattle and Portland; 22—
New York and Buffalo; 23 Philadelphia;
24
Cleveland and Cincinnati.

the masterful characterizations to be expected of the famous novelist.

dently

In

the employes of the office.

interesting

special of the year and
expected to outstrip the

new

reward, 1J4 per cent of the gross receipts
of the territory, will be divided among

talk of the trade before

three attractions and

Weber

in a

Los Angeles Victor

test

Negotiations are under way by a number of the bigger first runs to obtain these

Has

the Metro star,
and interesting pose.

Final returns

Theatres After Bookings

some

VIOLA DANA,

Stern, secretary and treasurer of

Coleen Moore and Chic Sale in a scene
from "His Nibs," the Exceptional Pictures Corporation comedy.

Harry Sweet, Century comedian, will
next appear in "Shipwrecked Among the
Animals," a burlesque of "Shipwrecked
Among the Cannibals," the Universal adventure picture. Alf Goulding will direct.

November
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Brisk Booking Reported by Metro
On Its Three Big Special Pictures

1921

5,

Road Companies
On Metro Attraction
100

More than 100 road companies
"The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," a Rex Ingram pro-

New

of

duction for Metro of the famous
novel of Vicente Blasco Ibanez, today are touring the country, while
the home offices of the company
report that they are besieged with
requests to send out additional

companies to meet the demand.

Hundreds of letters and telegrams from motion picture patrons and exhibitors in the numerous cities where this presentation
has

been

shown, have been reby Metro, praising its
dramatic power and attesting to its
ceived

wonderful artistic appeal.
The tremendous drawing power
of this million-dollar film is certified to by the exhibitors, for in
practically every city where it has
so far been presented it has established new box ofhcc records, it is
said.

The special presentation which
Metro has arranged has received
unlimited commendation.
As a
setting for this offering a

special

musical score was arranged by Dr.
Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the
Criterion,
atres,

New

and Rialto theYork, which has proved

Rivoli

universally popular.

Bailey Will

Manage New

Miles House in Scranton
Byron

D. Bailey has resigned as manager of W. S. Butterfield's Regent theatre
in Flint, Mich., to assume the management
of Charles H. Miles' new million dollar
theatre in Scranton, Pa.
Mr. Bailey is
a former newspaper man of Pennsylvania, but has been active in theatricals
for the past five years, during which time
he has been connected with the Loew
circuit, manager of the Rialto theatre in
Akron, O., and recently with the Butterfield interests.

Mr. Bailey states that Miles' new
theatre in Scranton is scheduled to open
on November 7. It is to be operated as
a combination house, playing vaudeville
and pictures.

"Walloping Wallaroo" New
Pathe Slow Motion Film

Season's Output Meeting With Exhibitor Favor
Through Country— Program Calls for
Tnirty-two Publications

Metro has just completed the first six
months of its unit system of production,
under which the directors employed at
the Hollywood studios have for the first
time been given a free hand with their
productions.
The results have been so
satisfactory, it is said, that each company will remain a distinct unit.

As an

indication of the calibre of pic-

this system has produced Metro
announces that never in the history of
industry
has any producing and disthe
tributing company been greeted by such
a demand for its issues as has Metro this

tures

at the outset of

fall,

1921-22 season.

its

Bookings Pile
this

belief

second Rex Ingram picture, "The Conquering Power," and Nazimova's modernized screen version of "Camille," and the
no less brisk booking of the twenty-nine
other pictures planned for publication
before the expiration of the season.
These include the third Ingram production, "Turn to the Right," a picture
presentation of the John Golden stage
hit, written by Winchell Smith and Jack
Hazzard; for the new series of Gareth
Hughes features, produced by George D.

Baker for S-L (Arthur Sawyer and Herbert Lubin) Pictures, and the specials
starring Bert Lytell, Viola Dana and
Alice Lake.
Thirty-two on Program

The Metro program

calls for a miniof thirty-two pictures for the coming year, and in innumerable instances
exhibitors have signed up for the entire
list, basing their belief in their drawing
power, it is said, upon the past performances of Metro specials.
significant instance of pre-production booking was the receipt at the Metro
offices recently upon the announcement
that Rex Ingram's picture to follow
"Turn to the Right" «vould be "The
Prisoner of Zenda," of twenty-six tele-

mum

A

of the latest subject

November 20-27
Is Metro Week

No. 128 to be issued November 6.
It
shows the comparative skill of a man
and a kangaroo in a primordial boxing

will be held the
20 to 27.

"The Walloping Wallaroo" is the title
by the Pathe slowmotion camera included in Pathe Review

bout.

Something new

in a dancing class is
in "Surf Dancing," showing
the latest artistic recreation of Dixie buds

presented

Daytona, Florida.
"The Port of
Eternal Summer" shows views of Hamilton,
the principal city of
Bermuda.
Beautiful Pathecolor views of the world's
best loved flower are presented in "The
Rose and History."

in

Up

upon the extraordinary influx of contracts for the
three big initial productions. "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and the

Metro bases

310 Ferry street.

—

—

Plays Long Runs

The run of "The Four Horsemen," to
judge from the reports in the sales department of Metro, has hardly begun.
Already it has played for long runs and
to capacity and more-than-capacity audiences in the larger cities.
In every instance, it is said, the report of the exhibitor has been unusual business.
It is
without doubt, Metro contends, the greatest drawing card the screen has ever presented.

No less success is expected from "The
Conquering Power," the second of Rex
Ingram's production for Metro. This is
not merely a hope on the part of Metro,
but a belief based upon the tremendous
reception of the picture during its prerelease run at the Rivoli and Rialto theatres in New York.
Acclaimed One
Nazimova's

of Greatest

production, a modernized version of "Camille," the dramatic
latest

by Alexandre Dumas, as adapted
by June Mathis and directed by Ray C.
Smallwood, is acclaimed one of the greatest productions the Russian star has yet
classic

given to the screen.

The directors now at work at the
Hollywood studios are Rex Ingram, who
is completing production of "Turn to the
Right," an adaptation of the John Golden
stage success by Winchell Smith and
Jack Hazzard; Bayard Veiller, who is
following "The Last Card," "The Infamous Miss Revell" and "There Are No
Villains," with "Keep Off the Grass," by
Marquard, starring Bert Lytell;
Beaumont, who directed Viola
in "The Fourteenth Lover," and
who now has the same star in "Glass
Houses," an adaptation of a story by
Clara Genevieve Kennedy; and Maxwell

J.

P.

Harry
Dana

Karger, the veteran of Metro's directorial
staff, who has charge of "The Hole in
the Wall," a June Mathis adaptation of
^r-d Jackson's drama, starring Alice
Lake.
Another unit now on vacation is the
George D. Baker company, with Gareth

the case in 1920, Metro
have the solid backing
of the distributing corporation in
the matter of service and exploita-

other

productions

and "Garments

were

"The

Hunch"

of Truth."

As was

Week

will

for some time
have been making preparations for
the emergencies an exceptional detion.

The exchanges

mand entails.
The estimate by

the

department

Metro

Stork Delivers Baby Girl

At

Home

Kane

Official

new luminary appeared in the film
world last week when the nurse handed
Henry E. Wilkinson a brand new baby
with the art title: "Mrs. Wilkinson
."
According to latest represents
ports emanating from the Larchmont
home of Mr. Wilkinson, who is general
.

last

of

A

girl

dis-

year

placed the probable number of the-

Harry Megown has succeeded P. Niggel as manager of Apex Pictures, Inc.,
of Pittsburgh, which distributes National
Exchanges productions in that territory.
The company has taken larger offices at

in various parts
of the United States and Canada, asking
not yet
priority in showing the picture
begun in their several territories.

Hughes as star, which recently completed screen work on its third S-L Production,
"Little
Eva Ascends."
The

The second annual Metro Week
week of November

tributing

Megown Now Manager

grams from exhibitors

atres which would show its pictures during Metro Week at 7,000.
This figure proved to be conservaIt is expected that
tive, it is said.
the 1920 figures will be more considerably outdistanced this year.

.

sales manager of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation, the new celluloid star
This is the third
is a howling success.
of the Wilkinson star series, the other
Wilkinson, the
Mrs.
boys.
two being
baby and Mr. Wilkinson himself are all
doing splendidly.
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Resources of
Great Zoo in Serial

Utilize
473

Animals Available
Export and Import Film

for

Production
One

of the great points of difference

between ordinary wild animal

serials and
jungle episode picture Colonel

new

the

making
Company,

Selig

is

Film

Export

for
Inc.,

&

Import

according

to

a

statement from that company, is that the
new serial is utilizing the resources of
one of the two greatest zoos in the world
the Selig Zoo.

—

473 Animals in

By an
week,

it

Zoo

actual count of the animals

was learned

that there

were

last

ex-

actly 473 jungle beasts available for director Conway's use.
This does not
mean that every one of these animals
will be used in the new Selig serial, hut
it
does give an indication of what the

&

Export
it

claims

Import Company means when
that its forthcoming chapter

picture will be the greatest wild animal
film ever produced.

Included

RUSSELL SIMPSON,

star of the Russell Productions, in a scene
of Conscience," a new state rights feature.

Universal, announces that T. A. Dorgan's

Pending Rail Strike

Not Worrying Pathe
Pearson Says Steps Taken
to Assure Theatre Men
P. orr.pt Delivery
Just prior to his departure from
for a tour of exchanges in

York

New
the

manager of Pathe, anthat in case the threatened railroad strike materializes steps have been
taken to assure exhibitors of prompt delivery of their prints.
general

nounced

Congratulates Exhibitors
"Exhibitors are to be congratulated."
he said, "on the return of normal, or
nearly normal, box office takings.
For
the future the business outlook is excelThe only present cloud visible is
lent.
the threatened railroad strike.
We all
hope, of course, that this danger will be
averted.

however, we are to pass through an
of such magnitude
as the paralysis for even a few days of
"If,

economic disturbance

the country's railway system, I shall try
to satisfy motion picture exhibitors that
it will be at the expense of the minimum
amount of delay in deliveries of film distributed by Pathe Exchange. Our emergency plans for delivery are made and
will go into operation the moment the

emergency

arrives.

Pathe Seeks

Product

to

News Reels

Hatrick, secretary and general
manager of International News Reel Corporation, the new organization behind the
International news reel, distributed by
E.

B.

reel.

Distributes

Domestic and Foreign Film

a half

some

of

of Charles

Inspiration

Holland Duell,
Pictures,

Inc.,

and Miss

Lillian Tucker, well known in
dramatic circles, will take place on October 29 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William
Sackett
Duell
at
Hillcroft,
Meadowbrook, Pa.
special traiu has
been chartered to transport guests fron
York to the Duell home and back.

A

New

Pathe Film With Negro
Cast Distributed Nov.

6

"The Custard Nine" is the first of the
two comedies by Harris Dickson, from
famous stories in the Saturday Evening Post, in which all colored players are
featured.
The offering has been scheduled for publication by Pathe the week
of November 6.
his

Fifty
thirty
thirty-five

leopards;

ten

dozen monkeys. A little foli'local color' and the director
thought he had a real jungle film.

and

age,

The wedding

above count are:

tigers;

leopard cubs; eleven giraffes;
bears; five sacred cows; twenty-six elephants; seven spotted zebras; sixteen
chimpanzees; 200 monkeys; twenty-three
wolves. In addition to this Colonel Selig
has his own alligator farm.
Official Makes Statement
"In previous serials," states an official of Export & Import, "the animal
part of the chapter picture was made up
of about half a dozen lions, about three
or four tigers and maybe three elephants

Associated International Pictures Cor-

Charles Holland Duell to
Wed Last of This Month

in the

sixty

lions;

poration has been organized for the purpose of distributing the products of both
foreign and American independent producers. Those elected at a meeting held
in the company's offices at 6 East Thirtyninth street, New York City, to serve on
the board of directors, are Malcolm
Strauss, author, artist and motion picture
producer; Louis Meyer and Paul Meyer,
publishers of Theatre Magazine; George
Hellman, treasurer of Hugo Ballin
S.
Productions, and Charles Prcsbrey, vicepresident of Malcolm Strauss Productions.
The officers of this new corporation have not, as yet, been elected, but it
is rumored that Malcolm Strauss is slated
to' the presidency.
The company's initial offering will be
"Tears of the Sea," now in the final
process of titling.
This story is from
the pen of Sem-Benelli.

president

New

"All of the indications are for a long
period
All
of
of
solid
prosperity.
Pathe's present activities and plans are
It is reaching
based on this conviction.
out in every direction for attractive additions to its present widely varied and
profitable list of product, and certainly
will see that nothing prevents its prompt
delivery to exhibitors throughout the
United States and Canada."

Adds Comics

famous "Indoor Sports" cartoons and
Powers' "Joys and Glooms" cartoons soon will be added to that news

Tom

New Company

middle and western states Elmer Pearson,

from "Shadows

"One glance at the roster of animals
available for our use, in fact right on
the lot where we are making the serial,
is proof enough
that we are going to
give the exhibitor the greatest wildanimal jungle film he has ever screened."
The first three episodes will be
shipped to New York to reach there

November

1.

Stanley

Company

Circuit

Books Warner Attraction
Warner

"Why

Brothers'

Girls

Leave

latest

attraction,

Home," has been

booked over the circuit of theatres operated by Stanley Company of America,
Philadelphia.
The picture already is
playing over the William Fox, B. S.
Moss and the Poli circuits.
In addition to the Stanley booking, two
big territorial deals are reported.
Sam

Werner

of United
Film Service, St.
Louis, has purchased the territorial rights
for eastern Missouri and southern Illinois, and J. L. Friedman of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, Chicago, purchased the northern Illinois territory.

"Cupid, Registered Guide"
Next Day-Pathe Offering
"Cupid, Registered Guide" is the next
screen offering adapted from a story by
Holman Day which Pathe has scheduled
for publication during the week of November 6. In this story the well-known
author has supplied a plot which keeps
one guessing, a sparkling romance, com-

edy situations, and outdoor settings of
woods and rivers in the lumber lands
that refresh.
Edgar Tones and Edna

May

Sperl are featured in the offering.

November

5,
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Those who collaborated

in

making

Selznick's

"A Man's Home."

Left to right
Stcese Richardscn, author.

— Edmund

Authors, Director and Cast Give
Selznick Film Box Office Prestige
Director-Star Has More Than 300 Productions to
Writers of Story Are Both
His Credit
Prominent in Literary World

—

It is the contention of the Selznick organization that few pictures come to the
screen with so much public appeal in the
matter of authorship, cast, direction and
production as "A Man's Home."
In announcing; "A Man's Home" as "a
Ralph Ince production," the Selznick organization believes it is adding one more
to the many angles that will increase the
sale of tickets for this special attraction
Mr. Ince has attained
at the box office.

and fame in picturedom
through years of experience as both actor

distinction

and

director, and his screen career is
but an extension of his achievements as
an entertainer that began when he was a
youth upon the dramatic stage.

Authors

Add

Prestige

Prominence of the authors of the story
also are expected to add prestige to the
picture at the box office.
Anna Steese
Richardson,
the
associate
editor
of

Woman's Home Companion, and Edmund
Breese collaborated on the story.
Because of her present position. Miss
Richardson every week is writing for
mothers, wives and daughters who constitute

the

magazine.

national

circulation

of

that

Because of her past achieve-

ments in movements that benefit women
and have aimed directly at the betterment of the American home. Miss Richardson is known by her work to hundreds
of thousands of women.

Record

The

Is Established

for
Miss Richardson's
promience among writers for the home
is not idly placed.
Her record is established.
She is not known as a fictionist
but as a writer of special articles for

women.

claims

Some

years ago she organized
the "Better Babies" movement.
"What

Woman

Every
Wants to Know" is a
series of syndicated newspaper articles
that keeps Miss Richardson's name before 6,000,000 readers twice a week. For
six

years she conducted

"The Mothers'

Club"

Pictorial

in

Review and

is

now

directing in the Woman's Home Companion a "Good Citizenship Bureau" that
is also being translated into foreign lan-

89

Breese, Ralph Inc, director, and

Anna

T. Morey. Kathlyn Williams, Faire Binney. Matt Moore. Grace Valentine. Roland Bottomley and Margaret Sedden furnished D. rector Ince with a basis of procedure that gave every assurance, it is
said, of a satisfactory outcome of the
ist'r
expectat ons for
"A Man's

Home."
iuy on Selznick is said to have concurred in all of Mr. Ince's ideas as to
the nature of the sets and mechanical
construction attendant upon building "A
Man's Home." It is declared that there
was no limit placed on cost, so long as
the best possible results were attained.

guage newspapers.
Actor Contributes

Passaic Capitol Opens

Work

Edmund

Breese is a dramatic actor in
high standing in his profession. He contributed his knowledge and skill as a
player to developing Miss Richardson's
story into a play and his name used as coauthor of "A Man's Home" will surely
have a beneficial influence on the box
office.

The work of Mr. Ince as a director
began with Vitagraph in 190T, and for
four years previous to his entry into pictires he was an actor on the stage. Thus
his thirty-four years of life measure, from
his youfh, excellent service to the field
of general amusement plus the specific
accomplishment of more than 300 screen

productions to his credit.
With the Selznick organization Mr.
Ince has been both director and star
directing himself in "The Land of Opportunity" and "The Highest Law." two
of a series of pictures in which he impersonated Abraham Lincoln with the
basis of his themes taken from incidents
in the life of the Great Emancipator.
Meanwhile he has directed Zena Keefe in

"Red Foam"; "Out

of the Snows," a
Ralph Ince special: Eugene O'Brien in
"His Wife's Money"; Elaine Hammerstein in "Remorseless Love," and Conway Tearle in "After Midnight" and "A

Wide-Open Town."
Reviewers Praise Film

Showmen have

the results attained by

Ince in directing Selznick pictures to supply the assurance that "A Man's Home"
reviewers have
all the trade paper
is
picture,
comoactly consaid it
is
a
direcwith
intelligent
structed and acted

—

tion.

The presence

of such players as

Harry

PASSAIC.
one of the
opened.

X.

finest

J.— The
in

The house

this

Capitol theatre,
state,

seats 3,500.

has been
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Second National is Organized to
Market Films on Equitable Basis
is

President and Levey General

Manager

Company — Acquires Animated Cartoon
As Initial Publication

of

Managers

Theatrical

of merchandising as applied to motion
picture production and distribution.

to effect a merger of well known
producers, distributors and exhibitors in
an organization in which all will share
on the basis of mutual investment and

and publicity departments of the com-

are

profit.

—

—

—

terlonie.

—

Treasurer J. N. Nemerov.
Half of the eight floor of the Regan
building at 140 West 42nd street, New
York, has been leased as headquarters
for the company.

At present the company

is negotiating
acquisition of the product of a
of well known producers and
stars.
The series of animated cartoons
known as "Out of the Inkwell" which are
animated by Max Fleischer and which
formerly were distributed by Goldwyn,

for the

number

week by Second Na-

tional.

director
of
the
Rialto,
Rivoli
and Criterion
theatres in New York, has booked the
first issue of the cartoons for a sevenweeks' run at the Criterion theatre. Sid
Grauman, now in New York, also has
contracted for the series for exhibition
at his playhouse on the Coast.
President Barnes, a retired merchant,
is not a motion picture man
but it is
asserted he will bring to his new association the sound fundamental principles

HARRY CAREY

in

ent

managing

of

the

Pictorial

pany.

Mr. Auchterlonie is an exhibitor of
long standing and was instrumental, it is
said, in the opening of Brooklyn's first

& Nemerov. He

charge of the company's

firm

business

is

on

the

boom

Thomas H. Ince announces that Lambert Hillyer and Irvin Willat have signed
contracts to direct two forthcoming Ince
features for distribution through Associated First National.
Hillyer shortly will start production on
"Finding Home," an original story by
Gertrude Nelson Andrews, adapted to
the screen by Bradley King. Willat will
concentrate his energies on the screening
of "Wooden Spoil," an adaptation of
Victor Rousseau's popular novel of the
Canadian lumber country.

Daughter

of Novelist Is

Cast in Fitzmaurice Film
George Fitzmaurice has engaged MegAlbanesi for a prominent part in
"Three Live Ghosts," which he is making
at Paramount's London studio.
Miss Albanesi, the daughter of the
Knglish novelist, Maria Albanesi, is now
gie

one of the principal attractions in "The
Bill of Divorcement," Clemence Dane's
play, which is having such a successful
run at the

St.

word that reached Los Anweek from Mike Rosenberg,
treasurer of Western Pictures Exploitation Company, who is making a transcontinental selling campaign in behalf of
independent producers of Los Angeles.
This

geles

Martin's theatre, London.

the

is

this

Industrial

Mr.

depression,

Rosenberg

waning and business men speak
more optimistically. Theatre box offices,
writes,

the

is

barometer

of

trade,

are

mounting

higher and managers everywhere are preparing for a prosperous season.

of

will be in active
legal affairs.

Hillyer and Willat Will
Direct Two I nee Films

two scenes from "The Fox,"

Nichols,

editor

Press Association. He also will exercise
complete supervision of the advertising

Levey

Vice-President and General Manager
Bernard Levey.
General Sales Manager W. J. Auch-

Booked by Riesenfeld
Riesenfeld, managing

Mr. Levey has long been prominently
identified with the manufacture and marketing of motion pictures. He is also a
well known newspaper man, and at pres-

motion picture theatre.
Mr. Nemerov is of the law

Are Announced

Officers of the organization are:
President D. V. Barnes.

this

Preparing

for Prosperous Season

He Says

which will market its
product on an equitable basis in this
country and abroad has been organized
in New York under the corporate name
Second National Pictures Corporation.
Plans of this new producing and distributing company, according to officials,

was acquired

1921

again.

A new company

Officers

5,

Business Is Booming
Declares Rosenberg
Theatre

Barnes

Hugo

November

Report Decided Increase

The bigger
tions

report,

film
in

distributing

some

corpora-

instances,

a

de-

gross bookings in September of this year as against the same

cided increase

month

last

in

year.

Mr. Rosenberg left Los Angeles several weeks ago, traveling north on his
country-wide
swing,
Irving
and
M.
Lesser, general manager of the same
company, went directly east.
Territories

Are Sold

At
San
Francisco
Mr.
Rosenberg
found a keen demand for independently
produced pictures. To Louis Hyman of
All Star Feature Distributors he disposed
of the California, Arizona, Nevada and
Hawaiian rights to the following Los
Angeles-made product: Four David Butler five-reel features which Louis Burston is making; twelve Irving Cummings
Maple Leaf specials; twelve Dick Hatton
five-reel
Prairie
productions: eighteen
Cactus features starring "Bob" Reeves

and

Maryon Aye;

three

Edna Schley

"Scattergood Baines" productions; three
Webster Cullison productions of the
Ellis Parker Butler "Philo Gubb, Detective," stories featuring Victor Potel, and
three one-reel scenics, "The Missions of
California."

a story writen by himself and published as a Universal-Jewel
Gertrude Olmstead, Betty Ross Clark and little Breezy Eason are in the supporting

special.
cast.

George

November
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Urban Plans

Series

Like "Four Seasons"

Cole Month Will Be Observed in

November by R-C

Kineto Films Not to Conform
to

Any

Set

Amount

Manager and Co-workers Expect This to
Be Greatest Business Drive in History

Charles Urban, who produced "The
Four Seasons," which has aroused con-

comment

siderable

since

week

that this

its

pre-release

New

York, said this
only the forerunner of

is

such features.
"In our Kineto releases," said Mr.
Urban, "we do not intend to make our

a series of

amount of
of our subjects

material conform to any set

most

true,

It is
footage.
are in lengths of one reel, but this is because the nature of the material and the
manner of treatment demand that length.

Four Reels Answer Purpose

Four Seasons' we went to
for no other reason than that
exactly answered the purpose

"In 'The

of Organization
R-C Pictures Corporation has dedicated
November to its president, R. S. Cole,
and will call it R. S. Cole Month as a
testimonial to his leadership and business

acumen, according

to Charles R. Rogers,
general manager of distribution.
Mr. Rogers and his co-workers in the
selling division will launch what he expects to be the greatest business drive
in the history of this organization. Every
branch manager has been instructed to

four reels,
four reels
could have made it
of the subject.
a great deal longer; we could have shortened it, but in either case we would have
had to surrender value. As it is, it is
exactly right.
"The enthusiasm which 'The Four Seasons' has aroused is not surprising to

We

I never grow tired
I expected it.
saying that what is really good is
bound to be appreciated and I have never
been one of those men who believe it
necessary to lower the standard of
is
production in order to win popularity.
That way may win a quick success, but
it does not win a lasting success.

of

Conducted on Non-Profit
Basis at Fox N. Y. Plant
A restaurant, said to be as completely
equipped as any conducted in connection
with high class New York hotels, has
been opened for the benefit of the 900
or more employes at the Fox Film Cor-

Raymond L. Ditmars, who dithe making of the picture, told
me only the other day of an incident
He
which is extremely illuminating.
said he is in the habit of attending a
small theatre in a town in Westchester
county, N. Y.
He goes there, he told
me, so that he can keep in touch with
the atmosphere of what we call the
'small house,' of which there are many
"Dr.

rected

Broadway's

from

counterparts

Broadway

and

the

big

in

exhibitor told me,' Dr. Ditmars
said, 'that he was more interested in "The
Four Seasons" than in any educational
picture he had ever heard of.
The fact
that the trade papers had reviewed it
at such length and with such enthusiasm;
the fact that they had all written editorials about it. made a remarkable impression on him.
The exhibitor said
that he had never leaned very closely
toward educational pictures, but that if

"The Four Seasons" was an example of
what he might secure for his patrons, he
certainly was going in for pictures of
that stamp.'

New

Box Over to Century Lot
Lee Moran for the present has transferred his activities from the Universal
lot to the Century studio.
In his first
comedy for Centvry he will have Blanch
Payson as his leading woman.

Carroll Allied Sales Chief
P. Carroll has joined Allied Distributing
Seventh
Corporation,
729
avenue, New York, as sales manager, according to an announcement by C. H.
Rosenfeld, president.
Mr. Carroll has
been associated in the past with Mutual.
C.

Robertson-Cole,

World,

Republic,

Fa-

mous Players-Lasky and National Ex-

York.

West

Fifty-fifth street.

Many

thousands of dollars
were spent in equipping the kitchen and
dining room in spacious quarters on the
Fifty-sixth
street
side
of
the
hugebuilding.
The restaurant, as announced by Wil-

liam Fox,

is

to be

conducted on a non-

the purpose being to make
it simply self-supporting, or nearly so.
To direct the enterprise, Mr. Fox engaged the steward of the Oak Ridge
Golf Club,
Edward Grei nwald, with
whose ability he was familiar as a member of that organization. The force consists of a chef, assistant chef, butcher and
carver, pastry chef, two pantry girls,
head waiter and twenty waitresses, besides dishwashers and other workers.

profit basis,

R. S. COLE, president of R-C Pictures
Corporation, in whose honor a special
drive will be made in November to be
known as Cole month.
notify his

staff

that

November

will

be

dedicated to Mr. Cole and that each ot
the twenty-six branches will be expected
to put forth every possible effort to estabnew selling records during that
lish

Daw Again to
Be Seen in Neilan Film

Marjorie

period.

Expects Bigger Records

"

Moran Takes His Make-up

changes.

poration plant in

'

cities.
" 'The

erick in what really is the greatest role
of her screen career, will also be available during R. S. Cole Month.
Then,
too, there will be Sessue Hayakawa in
'The Swamp.' a notable production, and
Doris May in 'The Foolish Age,' all of

New Employes Restaurant

Wins Exhibitor Favor

away

every possible assistance from the home
He also congratulated them on
their successful efforts during October,
but pointed out emphatically that he expected them to excel their record in November.
"We have available," declared Mr.
Rogers, "some of the very best productions ever made in the R-C studio. Pauline Frederick in 'The Sting of the Lash'
is a really big box office attraction.
'The
Lure of Jade,' which presents Miss Fred-

office.

which should appeal to exhibitors and the
public everywhere.
'The Silent Years,'
by Gasnier, and a long list of other productions will be available."
The advent of real "show weather."
according to Mr. Rogers, makes R. S.
Cole Month particularly timely.

me.

thousands

Sales Division

General

of

Footage

at the Rialto theatre,

91

Although R-C Pictures has recorded
splendid record during October, Mr.
Rogers is confident that with a little extra effort and the exceptional volume of
advertising and publicity which will be
a

put behind R-C productions, November
should establish bigger records than ever.
Not only will the publicity and advertising departments concentrate upon R.
S. Cole Month in a nation-wide campaign, but a corps of experts already is
engaged in devising a special assortment
of accessories to be distributed to exhibitors next month free of charge. Other
exploitation aids will be furnished exhibitors booking R-C subjects during the
drive in honor of Mr. Cole.

Home

Office to Assist

Mr. Rogers, in his official notification
sent to branch managers, promised them

Marjorie Daw, popular star who for
two years appeared in Marshall Neilan
Productions, has returned to the Neilan
She has been cast in Booth Tarkington's "Penrod," now being produced
with Wesley Barry in the name part.
She will portray the role of Margaret
Schofield. "Penrod's" pretty sister.
To appear opposite her in this picture,
the producer has engaged Johnny Harron, well known juvenile and brother to
the late Bobby.
fold.

Rush Work on
MIAMI. FLA.— Work

Fairfax

being rushed
on the Fairfax theatre by P. J. Davis,
Bradford Amusement
the contractor.
Company plans to have the house completed by the middle of January.
is
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Picture

Which Pathe Publishes November 13
Playgoers Pictures announces for
tribution through Pathe Exchange,

November 13,
Tom,"

the

"Father

five-reel

which

in

dis-

on

feature,

Tom Wise

plays the

leading role.
It is said that
this great character actor, famous for
his many stage successes, never had a
part which fitted him so perfectly as
the lead in this production.
It
was
directed by John B. O'Brien.
As a motion picture offering, "Father
Tom" is reported splendid entertainment.
It does not attempt to prove any particular moral, except that Father Tom
is just a good-natured old fellow with
a subtle sense of humor and a heart as
big as all outdoors, who makes life a
bit more liveable for those around him.
is

environment of a small

set in the

town community, with its characteristic
interests and problems.
The story is
logical in its development and the cast
handles the various roles effectively. The
big punch in the picture is a thrilling
horse race which was taken at Saratoga
Scene from "Dangerous Curve Ahead,"
a Rupert Hughes picture, produced by

Goldwyn

last
its

summer and

include James

Exhibitors Respond
To Truex Offerings
Pathe Declares That Many
Inquiries are Received
On New Series
Pathe's
announcement that Ernest
Truex, the diminutive comedian appearing in "Six Cylinder Love" on Broadway,
would be featured in a- series of two reel
screen comedies met with immediate response on the part of exhibitors, according to the company. Pathe makes
this statement:

As
Wise

of football, as in

the

Hill,

said to observe his
methods with intense attention to detail
perhaps in view of anticipated experiences of their own.
girls are

—

Pemberton in Cast
"Another advantage possessed by the
Truex pictures, which apparently appeals
strongly

to exhibitors, is the excellent
cast of principal players surrounding the
star.

These people include such names

as Julia Mills, Henry Pemberton, Wallace McCutcheon, Joseph P. Mack, Lin-

coln

Plummer, Gilbert Douglas, Beatrice

Answers Cry

The Paramount

publicity

department

has arranged for the publication in The
Designer, a national magazine of large
circulation, of "Rent Free," the story of
the Paramount picture starring Wallace
Reid, which has just been finished at the
Lasky studio in Hollywood. The story
was written by Izola Forrester and Mann
Page.
The novelization of "Rent Free"
will appear in the February issue of The
Designer, which will be on the news
stands January 1.
The picture is to be
published the same day.

a

month

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
has acquired the rights to Warner
Brothers feature, "Why Girls Leave
Home," for the Chicago territory. A loop
showing of the picture will be given at
one of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer theatres.
this picture
several Eastern cities. J. L. Friedman,
president of Celebrated, considers himself fortunate in being able to acquire the
in

production for this territory.
The St. Louis territory on the picture
has Been sold to United Film Service.

Hugo

Buys Story
For His Next Feature

Ballin

Tom
town

Announcement comes from the Hugo
Ballin organization that Mr. Ballin has
completed negotiations for the purchase
of the story for his next independent
production, and work will be started
immediately on the continuity.

The

story

is

in

entirely different vein

from "East Lynne," "The Journey's
End." or "Jane Eyre," and the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, which will distribute the picture, is especially interested in the story, as it will reveal Mr.
Ballin's directorial genius on the lighter
side of drama.

New

for

Standards

Ince Gives His Reasons for Producing "Hail the
It Will Satisfy All

Reflecting upon the world-wide cry for "newer and higher standards"
Ince has issued a statement in which he details the reasons why
he produced "Hail the Woman," his forthcoming special for distribution byAssociated First National. He says:

Thomas H.

"We

a period when people
are turning critical
eyes upon well established and accepted
standards. The spirit of the renaissance
is upon us: the world is struggling for
a rebirth of idea, and old standards are
being carefully weighed, so it is not surprising that we motion picture producers
should have been called upon to establish
a new standard.
in

all

arc living

walks of

in

life

*

Magazine Tieup

three

Woman"— Believes

Colony and others."

Effects

Myra

its
one offensive road house.
He
guides the career of a young man
estranged from his mother bv the dislike
he holds for her suitor. He finds a home
for a poor little waif who came from nowhere, leading a horse, the only possession left her by her father.
In his endeavors to make the com-

first

tation for the quality of his stage love-

Kitson,

star of the production,
starts out to clean up the

picture of the series, 'Little, But Oh, My,'
proved captivating as well as timely. Besides, Truex has achieved a wide repu-

making.
"Matinee

May

Playgoers

November.

Celebrated to Handle
New Warner Feature
In Chicago Territory

Wise, the players

the

Thomas H.

the

the first of
offerings for

of

fun-maker triumphing as the hero of the

game

Tom

Brooks, Ray Allen. Harry Boler, Alexander Clark and Nancy Deaver.
Story of Production

Announces First Title
"The notion of the 'pint measure' stage
titanic

in

reality.

In addition to

studios.

strongly appealing

is

he meets with disaster
cowardly assaults of his
enemies, until at last his good deeds
come back to him. "Father Tom" is
better,

Long runs have been given

Has Small Town Locale
It

munity
through

*

"Tritely expressed, the challenege of
the public has been 'to produce bigger
and better pictures.' Thus it is that in
the spirit of accepting this compelling
challenge for a higher standard that
has steadily grown in volume during the
year, I have produced 'Hail the Woman.'
"To me, 'Hail the Woman' symbolized
the answer of the entire motion picture
industry to the world-wide cry of newer
and higher standards in all lines of

human

endeavor.

And

I

say this with

'Hail the Woman' as a
the standard has
already been placed high, with every
confidence that it will be so accepted

"Yet.

I

offer

new standard where

unhesitatingly by critics both within and
without our art industrv.
*

*

*

"This production has
with universal audience
If

my

judgment

is

of

been

created
requirements.

any worth,

this

picture will attract and completely satisfy not the urban clientele or the rural
audience or any particular, individual
class, but everyone, everywhere, and at
any time. I am further convinced that
it will meet with more complete public
approbation and will give rise to more
word of mouth advertising than any

production with which I have ever been
connected.
"This unique story is unfolded like
the book of life itself, through the genius
of a brilliant

company

of screen players.

a full realization of the enormity of the
task I have undertaken, the establishment
of a new standard in an entire field of

Florence Vidor, Madge Bellamy. Theodore Roberts. Lloyd Hughes, Tully Mar-

art.

am

and others are in the cast and I
proud of their splendid achievement."

shall

November

5,
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product, do not exhibit all of the pictures released
by Associated First National Pictures, but the
subfranchise holders must play every picture re-

to Probe

First

leased.

National

(.Concluded front-page 51)

that were ever attempted to be foisted
upon the exhibitors in the history of the industry.
Subfranchise holders complain that when they
were originally solicited to purchase the subfranchise, it was represented to them that all productions of Norma Talmadge. Constance Talmadge
and Marshall Xeilan would be delivered to them
at the percentage assessment of the exhibition
value placed thereon by Associated First National
Pictures.
Much to their surprise and disappointment, not to say indignation, they now learn

rentals

through an advertisement placed by Marshall
Neilan in the trade papers on September 10, 1931,
that even though an exhibitor is a snbfranchise
holder in Associated First National Pictures, it
does not necessarily follow that he will receive
the productions of Marshall Neilan; that Mr.
Neilan reserved the right in his contract to sell
his productions to any exhibitors in any territory
regardless of whether he is a snbfranchise holder
He can sell his product to the highest
or not.
bidder.
The same holds true as to the contract
with Joseph M. Schenck representing Norma and
Constance Talmadge.
The exhibitors who purchased subfranchises did so only because of the
assurance that they would secure Norma and Constance Talmadge productions, as well as the product "in of Marshall Neilan and directors of his
standing.
We are advised that the new contracts with
Thomas Ince and Made Sennett contain similar
provisions.
This does not secure for the subfranchise holder, however, the absolute assurance
of receiving the productions of these stars and
directors should any other exhibitor in the territory wish to pay more for them.
This is inequiunfair and- unjust to the subfranchise
table,
holders.
*

»

Subfranchise holders throughout the country
complain of the losses they have sustained in the
playing of pictures aJIoted to them under their
subfranchises, and that a greater number of pictures are being forced upon them than they were
orieinally

We

told they would have to play.
that the territorial franchise owners,
the largest theatres in their territory
are in control of the distribution of the

note

who own
and who

CLASS OF SERVICE

SYMBOL

_Telejr
Day Utter
Wight

ggHMMJ

Blue
I

Wight Utter

w
"*)

Kimball Young, and "The Three Musketeers"
with Douglas Fairbanks.
Fearing ,the effect that
this would have on its subfranchise holders, the

change was made.
Subfranchise holders complain that where reductions have been sought in their percentage
assessments. Associated First National Pictures
have demanded box office statements from them,
as well as an inspection of their books of accounts.
At the same time they refuse to furnish
to the exhibitor statements of their company showing the actual cost of the product or any statemen showing the profits realized on productions.
Subfranchise holders have forwarded to this
office the
circular letter sent them by H. O.
Schwalbe. Secretary and Treasurer of Associated
First National Pictures, in defense of General
Manager Williams' refusal to cooperate in an
investigation by the Motion Picture Theatre Own-

ers of America of his company, which would lead
one to believe that the management of that company had decided to turn its cooperative organization into a secret society.
In said letter, Mr. Schwalbe talks of secret
matters affecting the business affairs of his company and the necessity of preserving these to insure its safety for the subfranchise holders.
If
it is sincere and has nothing to fear, no affairs of
any organization are so secret or so sacred that
they cannot safely be placed at the disposal of
the humblest interested party.

If the

Famous Players Lasky Corporation,

the

largest producing and distributing concern in our
industry, conceded the right to the committee representing the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America to investigate and examine into the complaints lodged with that committee by exhibitors,
and they permitted this committee of five (four
of whom were subfranchise holders of Associaed
First National Pictures) to examine all contracts
and other data which the complaints of individual
members made it necessary for the committee to
ascertain and to know, we believe the present
management of Associated First- National Pictures

do well to cooperate in the investigation which
its own General Manager suggested, with a like
committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, and should they fail to do this a
committee will be appointed (on which there will
be a fair representation of subfranchise holders)
which will make an investigation with or without
will

their cooperation.

The members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America are entitled to the fullest
this organization can give them
and unreasonable tactics employed
by any company with whom they do business, and
should the numerous complaints be sustained, this
organization will bring before the bar of justice
for proper adjudication the rights of its members

protection that
against unfair

the premises.

in

Mr. J. D. Williams expressed in one his recent
communications to this office a desire for a complete understanding between the exhibitors of the
country and Associated First National Pictures,
Inc.
He can reach this by cooperating in a
thorough investigation of the affairs of his company under his management more quickly than by
any other course.
•

•

N

is

ganization for protection only.
Our activities in
matter are wholly and entirely inspired by
the complaints of our members who are subfranchise holders of Associated First National Pictures. Inc.
These days when the theatre owner knows that
every dollar he has invested in his theatre is
being jeopardized by waste, extravagance, and in
addition thereto by the present depressive business
conditions, he is in no mood to be placated by
sweet promises or put off by nonsensical whimperHe wants the truth, the
ings of secret pacts.
whole truth and nothing but the truth.
have a duty to perform and it is our purpose to fulfill it, irrespective of the individual
company or association of companies against whom
this

We

such complaints

James

exist.

Steele to Build

PA— A

PITTSBURGH.

theatre to
seat 1.S00 will be erected at South Jackson and Lincoln avenues, Bellevue, by
James Steele.
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time that the mask was taken off the pretense of the officials of Associated First National
Pictures. Inc., that that company is an exhibitors'
organization.
It is a so-called exhibitors' organization, but for profit only.
The Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America is an exhibitors' orIt

"H»

:'
-tu
rrro»j
i tnm tt* cMcfc (mmmt mi
tab a i uaajria. Otnartea is ctunear a iKKtMd by Om
li

As a matter of fact, after Detroit had been
selected as the city for the '•Get-Together" meeting of Associated First National Pictures, for the
week of October 17th and announcement sent out
to that effect, the management of that company
found it necessary to postpone the date and meeting place to Chicago, for the reason that the territorial franchise holder in Detroit was playing in
his two large downtown theatres productions of
other companies, to-wit: "Charge It" with Clara
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Garden Manager Has

Own

Noah Webster "Defines"

Policy of
Exceptional Pictures Corporation

—

Booking
J. S.

art,

Woody,

liam

Specials Included in

twelve specials announced by WilFox for launching on Broadway be-

fore going to exhibitors throughout the
productions starring
feature
country;
Buck Jones, Dustin Farnum. William
Russell and Shirley Mason; pictures in
which Maurice Flynn, Edna Murphy and
Johnnie Walker are the stars; an Al St.

John comedy, two Sunshine comedies and
four Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons.

The special pictures are "Footfalls"
and "The Last Trail." The former, which
was given its opening run at the Park
theatre, is a visualization of the story
by Wilbur Daniel Steele, which was
awarded the 1920 prize by the O. Henry
committee as the best short story of the
The cast includes Tyrone Power,
year.
Estelle Taylor, Tom Douglas and Gladis
a mystery
It
James.
Charles J. Brabin directed.

den

Special

a

story.

The Maurice Flynn

publication is the
starring vehicle of the former Yale
football hero, begun soon after his profirst

motion to stardom by William Fox. It
is from a novel entitled "The Real Man,"
by Francis Lynde, and bears the screen
title "Bucking the Line."
It is an action
play.
Molly Malonc plays the
feminine lead.

Carl

Harbaugh

tract

so

is

for them, contending that to do
an economically sound principle for

both exhibitor and distributor.

Through

Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker are
co-starred in "The Jolt," the story of a
man's redemption through the love of his
wife and the friendship of a pal.
The
story is by George E. Marshall, who directed the production, and Jack Strumwasser.
The Al

St. John comedy is "The Happy
The Sunshine comedies are "A

Villain" and "Love and War."
"White Meat," "A Messy Christmas,"
"Matri-Money" and "The Village CutUps" are the Mutt and Jeff animated

cartoons.

Thriller

"The Last Trail" is the screen version
of the novel by Zane Grey, directed by
Emmett J. Flynn, director for Fox of

picture for the

the necessity of obtaining play dates from
the exhibitors, and the Realart star fran-

for

Here
McAvoy; October

Program

the

Is

2— "A

October

Private
3,

4,

with
—Scandal."
"Two Weeks

6

Pay," with Bebe Daniels; October

«, 7,

8

Mar

with
— "Don't

("all
Me Little Girl." with Mary Miles Minter;
October 9 "A Kiss in Time," with Wanda Hawley; October 10, 11. 12— "Little Italy." with Alice
Brady; October IS, 14. 15 "One Wild Week,"
with Bebe Daniels; October 16 "Such a Little
Queen." with Constance Binney; Ocober 17. 18,
19
'Moonlight and Honeysuckle." with Mary Miles
Minter; October 20. 21, 22— "A Heart to Let,"
with Justine Johnstone; October 23
"Her Sturdy
Oak," with Wanda Hawley; October 24, 25. 28
"The Land of Hope," with Alice Brady; October
29— "The March Hare," with Bebe
27.
28,

—

—

—

—

—

Daniels.

manager of the New
believes this is a record
booking, in view of the fact that not only
have actual play dates been given but
they have been arranged for consecutive
days.
Lester

Adler,

York exchange,

Owen Moore

as

its

star in creating the

"A Divorce

of Convenience,"

comedy drama in which Moore last
appeared.
Henry Lehrman wrote the
new piece and is directing the presentation with Myron Selznick supervising
the

details.

Pauline Garon has been engaged as
Mr. Moore's leading woman, with the
supporting
roster
otherwise
naming
Robert Cain. Tom Wilson, Frank Wunderlee, Adolf Millar and Togo Yamamoto.

Virginia Valli plays the lead.

Cast

Paramount Titles Rogers
Film "One Glorious Day"

William Russell will be seen in "Desert Blossoms." a story of love and adventure.
Helen Ferguson is the heroine.
The story is by Kate Corbaley. Arthur
Rosson directed.

The Shirley Mason picture is "Tackie,"
picturization of the story of a little Russian waif possessed of dancing genius,
written by Countess Barcynska.
Jack
Ford directed.

Made by Tobias

Sale

Lester Tobias, salesman for the New
York exchange, evidently is "sold" on
the
Realart
policy,
for
he recently
turned in a contract calling for a whole
month's booking.
Peter Murphy, manager of the Garden theatre in Waterbury,
Conn., is the Realart enthusiast. Here is
the way October, the Realart month at
the Garden, is booked:

successor to

Bernard Durning directed.
in

the

a

Just now one of the companies occupying the Selznick stages at Fort Lee has

month

tempered sea captain, and many of the
scenes are on shipboard and in island

Helen Ferguson

bulletins

Directs Moore
Vehicle Which He Wrote

"Riding with Death," in which the
is
strenuous Fox star appears in the role
of a Texas ranker with the suggestive
nickname of "Dynamite" Steve Dorsey.
The story is by Jacques Jaccard, who
also directed the production.
"The Devil W'ithin," from a story by
George Allen England, is the Dustin
Farnum publication. It presents the Fox
star in the role of a rough and hot-

harbors.

sales

Lehrman

Conecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court" and "Shame," two of the specials
It is said to be a
previously issued.
thriller of unusual power and appeal.

"A

The Buck Tones

the periodical

branch managers, both he and Jay
A. Gove, assistant general manager, have
impressed upon managers and salesmen
to the

directed.

Players Again Co-starred

Pest."
Perfect

of Real-

current season's product
calendar on its reverse side
which must indicate these dates before
the contract is ratified.

November Schedule by Fox Company
the

manager

a staunch advocate

of the practice of exhibitors giving play
dates for pictures at the time they con-

carries

November publications announced by
Fox Film Corporation in lude two of

general

always has been

chise

Two Broadway

Month

Credited

is

With Making Record

Why

Exceptional Pictures Corporation?
Alexander Beyfuss, vice president and general manager, has
just issued a statement which answers the question.
He says:
"In deciding upon 'Exceptional Pictures' we were obliged to
use as the keynote of our policy a definition laid down many years
ago by a mind which we are happy to be guided by Noah Webster.
"Webster's dictionary is an accepted standard. It defines 'Exceptional' as follows: 'Forming an exception; not ordinary; uncommon; rare; hence, better than the average; superior.'
"We cheerfully accept Mr. Webster's formation of our policy
and, to date, have offered Martin Johnson's 'jungle Adventures' and
Charles (Chic) Sale in 'His Nibs' as pictorial definitions of 'Exceptional.'
From every printed and spoken word we have been able
to gather the public and the industry have likewise accepted them."

Realart

Tobias

Lester

"One Glorious Day" has been chosen as
title for the Paramount special com-

the

ALICE BRADY,

as she appears in the

Realart picture

"Hush Money," soon

to be published.

edy directed by James Cruze, in which
Will Rogers, Lila Lee and Allan Hale
have the leading roles. Walter Woods
adapted the picture from a story by himself and A. B. Barringer.

November

5,
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Pictures for Children
W

T IEWED

|

E

from any angle there is nothing so important for building
and sustaining the permanence and progress of the exhibitor's business as the good-will of his commnuity.
There is, perhaps, a no more important way of inviting the goodwill of a community toward a motion picture theatre than to make
this theatre stand as an institution contributing to the education, inspiration and delight of the children.
You cannot safeguard the children of your community from amusement that is unfit and instead supply to them the right type of entertainment without earning and receiving the eternal gratitude of parents.
When the parents of your community realize that you have given a
thought to the welfare of the children, that you have gone to especial efforts to provide suitable entertainment and corresponding efforts to protect
the children against unfit amusement or amusement that is merely not
properly adapted, you have accomplished much for the welfare of your

E

E

business.

E

=
E

E
E

E

§
E
E
E
=
E

—

—

The

|

HERALD

takes the occasion of "Children's

Book Week" which

E

has also been taken as the time when educators and parents will specially
urge theatres to provide suitable entertainment for children, to particu-

E

larly invite the attention of exhibitors to the necessity

E
E

of children's programs.

E

lishers

=

=
E

"Children's

Book Week" has become an annual

and book

institution.

Book pub-

make

of

Motion Pictures

this

work has been widened

period a corresponding impetus

is

in scope so that during the
given to the subject of suitable motion

pictures for children.

E

sured and the people the exhibitor seeks to reach have already been appealed to.

E

E
E

E
E

A

wide variety of subjects especially suitable to children are now
available in exchanges. Many of these have already been included in regular programs yet they can be profitably returned for purposes of children
programs.
The children's program should not be an annual affair or even an occa-

E
E

sional undertaking:

E

ing, possibly, those in metropolitan centers.

=

dren's subjects.

The

E

E
I
=
E
=

§

=
E
E
=
E

E
E

By joining the subjects of children's pictures and
much can be accomplished, considerable publicity is as-

E
=

children's books

E

and the advantage

special displays of children's books and
dissemination
through various agencies the
of good reading among children is encouraged. Through the efforts of the National Board of Review
sellers

§

HERALD

It

should be a regular feature of

in this issue

This

list
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all

theatres, except-

submits a carefully prepared

should be retained for reference.*

list

E
E
5
E
E
E
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of chil-
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By
A

Week

s

Films Suggested

Assist Booking for

trie

Week and

Well-Made: Drawn From Books
Reels

Title

TREASURE ISLAND
HUCKLEBERRY FINN

HUCK AND TOM
TOM SAWYER

S

5

WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN
MRS.

S

S

WOMEN

5

DADDY LONG LEGS

8

REBECCA OF SUN NY BROOK FARM
THE SEVEN SWANS
SNOW WHITE
PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
BLUE BIRD
THE COPPERHEAD
CONQUEST OF CANAAN
SENTIMENTAL TOMMY
THE LAMPLIGHTER
CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT.
TALE OF TWO CITIES
EVANGELINE
OVER THE HILL
JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
A LI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES
THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD
LITTLE ORPHANT ANNIE
BLACK BEAUTY
POLLYANNA
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY
SINBAD THE SAILOR
LAST OF THE MOHICANS
THE LION'S DEN
SERVANT IN THE HOUSE
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
BEFORE THE WHITE MAN CAME

6
5
5
5
S

7
7

a
6

8
7
s

11

5
5

7

8
11

6
8

6
5

Realart Pictures Corp.

ADVENTURES OF ULYSSES
LADY OF THE LAKE
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
THE TEMPEST

g

for

BILL

boys and
;

Stevenson

Alice

Hcgan Rice

Harriet Bcechcr Stowe
Louisa May Alcott
Jean Webster

Kate Douglas Wiggin
Fairy Story
Fairy Story

Mark Twain
Maurice Maeterlinck
Incident of Lincoln and Civil

Mark Twain
Charles Dickens

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Will Carlton

English Fairy Tale
Arabian Nights
Oliver Goldsmith

James Whitcomb Riley

Anna Sewell
Eleanor Porter
Alexander Dumas
Edward Everett Hale
Arabian Nights
Tames Fcnnimore Cooper
Orrin Bartlett (short story)
Charles Rann Kennedy
Louise M. Montgomery
Historical

New
New

Historical

Era Film Co. (Chi.)
Era Film Co. (Chi.)

War

Booth Tarkington
Sir J. M. Barrie
Maria F. Cummins

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
Lewis Carroll
L. Frank Baum

Boy Scouts
Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Charles Dickens
George Eliot
Washington Irving
Washington Irving
Classical

Walter Scott
Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Sir

Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.

Every one contains informative material, well put together

girls.

AND BOB SERIES — One

skunk

L.

Mark Twain
Mark Twain
Mark Twain

Films

>eries of
each.

Author
R.

Arrow Pictures Corp.
Argonaut Film Co.
Es-Kay Harris
Es-Kay Harris

Lea Bel (Chi.)
Univ. of Wisconsin
Univ. of Wisconsin
Univ. of Wisconsin
L^niv. of Wisconsin
Univ. of Wisconsin
W. W. Hodkinson Film Co
Atlas Film Co. (Chi.)
Atlas Film Co. (Chi.)
Atlas Film Co. (Chi.)
Atlas Film Co. (Chi.)

SILAS MARNER
RIP VAN WINKLE
RIP VAN WINKLE

reel

Boys and Girls

Pathe Exchange Corp.
Pioneer Pictures Corp.
Vitagraph Co. of Amer.
United Artist*
United Artists
Universal Film Co.
Universal Film Co.
Associated Producers
Metro Pictures Corp.
Film Booking Co.

S

COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
THE WIZARD OF OZ
-JULIUS CAESAR
KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE
RICHARD III
MASTER SHAKESPEARE
LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE
DAVID COPPERFIELD

BRAY PICTOGRAPHS— One

for

Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Famous Players-Lasky
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company
Fox Film Company

7

to

Described as " Films

Distributor

6

I

Review

the National Board of

Motion Pictures Prepared by This Organization

List of

LITTLE

1921
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the lynx

;

the fox

PATHE REVIEW — One

reel

reel each.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Trapping the raccoon; the timber wolf; the badger; the cougar; the

the civet cat.

;

each.

Any one

of the series from

No.

1

to

No. 130 contains interesting

scenic,

scientific

and informative

material for boys and girls.

[

In Addition to Tbese Pictures, Exhibitors Will Find

Of

All

Film Exchanges Able
Subjects

Especially

"Children
Imliiiiiiiiiiinii
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ren 's Book Week", Nov. 13-19,
Can Be of Benefit to Film Industry
Gives Exhibitor an Opportunity to Become a Public Benefactor
And a Fine Influence m trie Community Germ of Idea

—

Can Be Used Constructively Throughout the E ntire
I ear by tbe rar-seeing and Tb inking Showman
By W. D. McGUIRE,

Jr.

(Secretary of the Xational Board of Reticle of Motion Pictures)

WE

of

The Xational Board
much interested

of Re-

view are

campaign on

week

for the

of

in

We

13-19.

men and women,

thoughtful people, both
in all

books

children's

fine

November

this

say

parts of the United States.
They
they recognize the difficulties of

translating

literature

into

film

see in

They

ors,

exhibitors of motion pictures

it an opportunity for the exhibitwhich should not only be seized, but

with
modifications
used
be
throughout the year whenever the right
kind of film comes to town. It means a
splendid tie-up with young people and
should

their

who

parents,

are the backbone of

the "neighborhood theatre." It furnishes
a good opportunity to establish relation-

town as
and the
put the motion pic-

ships with such agencies in the
the library, the book store
school.

helps to

It

"home

ture close beside the

book-shelf."

We know that America is a
and thinking nation. Its people
their minds pictures of Abraham
Uncle Tom, Huckleberry Finn,
line,

Miles Standish, Uncas

—The

reading

he makes all these characters stand forth
He befor his audiences as real pesons.
comes a public benefactor and a fine

The

community.

picture!

It

some people

is

in

the audience

of

LIFE.

Forever after they have a lasting picture
of the men or women whom they have
vaguely imagined as they read the pages
of the written classic.
It

is

most

entirely possible in

theatres of the country to

fall

of the
in

with

women's organizations,
and the librarians, to emphasize good reading and good
pictures. In some communities it may be
necessary to make a slight modification

the plans of the

the teachers, the ministers

of the

general plan

for the family

in

favor of a film

drawn from

classic litera-

and presenting themes like "Les
Miserables," "Our Mutual Friend," "Pilture

Progress," "A Man Without
Country," to quote only a few.

grim's

*

We

have

talked

*

They want

men and women

the

heroes and heroines of
so dramatically and ably prethey seem alive again. They
dreams for the motion picshall place it on a par with

the

the other fine agencies for interpreting
Is it not possible that some of these
life.
fine American men and women have a
vision of the influence of the motion picture which will dignify the work of the
Is it not possible
director and actor?
that they offer a suggestion to the exhibitor who furnishes entertainment to
the people, which shall place him as a

public servant in the same class with the
teacher, the doctor, the minister and the

*

something more than a
becomes an interpretation to

picture

preted.

who were

ture which

Van Winkle; all
many more help to make us
what we are. The exhibitor, therefore,
is
making a great contribution when

*

entertainment value of the motion picture, they desire to have great episodes
of history accurately and finely inter-

Evange-

these and

*

past or the great characters of literature.
Without detracting anything from the

those times
sented that
have great

the Mohicans, and Rip

influence in the

concede that producers and
must have
steady profits. Quite generally, however,
there is the longing to have films occasionally, which inspire in boys and girls
a reverence for the great men of the
also

carry in
Lincoln,

Last of

stories.

a

*

with

a

number

of

line

Book Week" we endorse

below and

*

*

*

beginning of a movement which shall
cause some exhibitors to play up prominently every' picture of this type which

comes

to his theatre in the future.

Those

who have

seen the possibilities of public
support of great pictures have surrounded
themselves with a growing clientele
which in the past has been critical or
active in opposition.

This outline was mailed to people
throughout the country who are inter-

work of the Xational Board
Review and who cooperate with the

ested in the
of

board

in

its

many

activities.

It

is

as

follows

Films must be rented from commercial
motion picture "exchanges." The Xational Board does not handle them: it
can indicate the best sources of supply.
exhibitor knows both markets and

Your

prices.

Talk with your theatre manager about
obtaining one or more of the pictures
listed especially for "Children's Book

Week."
Obtain the assistance of the schools in
referring children to the theatre which
agrees to show the pictures.
Obtain the consent of the exhibitor to
introduce

slides

announcing

Post notice in the

a practical plan for utilizing "Chil-

the out-

feel certain that it is the

Book Week. Xovember

librarian?

As

dren's

store

advertising

Children's

13-19.

library

"Selected

or book
Pictures"

based on books and urging readers to
see them.

Exhibit various editions of books on

A Message

which films are based.

To Producers
While addressed primarily
hibitors, the interview with

to ex-

W.

D.

McGuire presented herewith can be
of value to the producer.
He believes there is a new field
of endeavor for the producer and

exhibitor

which

holds

unlimited

possibilities.

In his interview, he tells of the
hope of the thoughtful people that
the motion picture industry will
undertake a task which will add
dignity to every branch of the
business, and be of inestimable
value to the nation.

Have essay contest, with essays analyzing picture version of the story.
Obtain the "Monthly Selected Lists"
from the Xational Board of Review and
form connection with your exhibitor so
that you can profit throughout the year
when the finest pictures are shown in the
theatres.
If your theatre manager cannot interrupt his program, get him to rent some
pictures for use in the school, the library,
or the church, during "Children's Book

Week." or urge him to show them at a
special Saturday morning performance
for children.
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Think of Children s Week
and You '11 Think of
Pathe Pictures
Pathe has undoubtedly a larger number of
short subjects than any other

desirable

distributor.

They

are splendid for any kind of audience.
There are many that are particularly fine
for Children's Week.

Those mentioned herewith are proof against
parental censure.
They rank exceedingly
high inentertainmentand educational value.

PATHE SCREEN STUDIES
Movements Analyzed, 2 reels;
the remarkable Slow Motion applied to
many of the most popular forms of athletics.

Athletic

Felling Forest Giants,

and

1

reel;

the romance

practicality of lumbering.

Yosemite, Valley of Enchantment, 2 reels
in Pathecolor; wonderful scenery in Amer-

Wonderland.
Br'er Rabbit and His

ica's

Pals,

1

reel;

intimate

nature studies of rodents.

Animal Camouflage,

1

reel;

how Nature

protects her creatures.

Molluscs,

1

reel;

a nature study of certain

shellfish.
f

Crayfish, split reel.

|The Stickleback,

split reel;

another nature

^study.

Our Four Footed

Helpers,

1

reel;

a study

of the deer and other ruminants; played
with great success at the Rialto Theatre in

New

York.

Ants, Nature's Craftsmen, 1 reel; one of the
most marvelous educationals ever released.

All of Pathe 's Screen Studies
are pictures that any theatre can
be proud to show.
Book some of
them for Children's Week.

Pathe
Distributors

November

5,
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Standard Attractions,
Good At All Times,
Indispensable
Children's

For

Week

PATHE NEWS
The

world's

first,

news weekly; one

most famous, and
reel twice a

best

week.

PATHE REVIEW
The

leading film magazine of Science, Art,
Sport, Travel, etc., 100% in both entertainment and educational value; contains the

Pathecolor

celebrated

Motion.

and Pathe Slow

Recommended

in the National
of Review's special list as specially
valuable for boys and girls.
One reel

Board

every week.

THE ADVENTURES OF

BILL

AND BOB

A marvelously entertaining series, thrilling,
humorous and instructive. The adventures
of two real American boys in trapping
various American wild animals; one reel;
nine already released; recommended by
the National Board of Review in their
special

list.

AESOP'S FILM FABLES

MODERNIZED

Laughable

animated cartoons done by
Paul Terry, containing both wit and wisdom; one short reel each week.

BEHOLD THE MAN
Seven superb

reels in Pathecolor; a rever-

ent history of important events in the
of the Saviour.

life

To get the most out of Children 's
week you should show Pictures
your audiences will get the most
These Pathe Pictures
from.
will please the most particular.

Pathe
Distributors

100
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WINNERS^ WEST
Came right out of

AND TIMES
OF JOHN A.SUTTER

THE LIFE

LIFE

those bookamy Boy!
the

Serial that

never

need

CARSON

CALIFORNIA
by

will

KIT

HISTORY OF LEWISanoCLARK

Thats why
it's

OF

GERTRUDE ATHERTON

NEW COLORADO andthe
SANTA FE TRAIL

a

Censor

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE,
by JOHN C. FREMONT

ARIZONA 5KETGO

4

6EGINNINGS or
5AN FRANCISCO

ARMY UNIF0RMSoft. WORLD
£

CONOUE5Tofthe

SOUTHWEST

L_

in

ITHEOLDSANTA FETRAIL

Edward Laemmles

Red-blooded American History
Chapter-play, made by

November
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Book Week

Presents
Prestige Exploitation Opportunity
s

Sponsors of Nationally Observed Occasion Ask Cooperation of
Showmen In Every Community Offer Support to Exhibitors
Using Pictures Suitable for J uveniles
Great Volume of
Picture Material Available
Benefits of CoOperation of Enduring
aracter

—

—

—

WEAVER

By WILLIAM R,
in

An unprecedented

opportunity to step far forward

toward

civic leadership, goal of all ex-

the advance

hibitors properly

engaged

presented in "Children's

in

prestige exploitation,

Book Week,"

served annual event in which

it is

a nationally ob-

the obvious duty of

As

every public-spirited citizen to participate.
related works, prestige obtainable

eration

measurable

is

in terms, of

is

in all

through active co-op-

box

Book Week," November 13-19, was
originated several years ago by the American Booksellers' Association in co-operation with the American
As

Boy Scouts

of

America.

conducted, with the aid of schools, colleges, libraries,

women's clubs and book dealers everywhere,

sumed
year,

it

has as-

the proportions of a national institution.
it

is

estimated, nearly 4,000 libraries,

This

active in co-operation.

The

fied

making available

may

friends that

friends of the

be made

in

from

this

work

are

most desirable type. Members of women's

may

clubs, normally hostile to the theatre,

destructive

criticism

may

or antagonism,

active

to

be converted

Boy

support.

be endowed with the will to boost.

Press, pulpit and civic authority

may be swung

into line

at a single stroke.

These things one simple, and

may accomplish

operation

amount

profitable, act of co-

They

any exhibitor.

for

to the erection of a formidable barrier against

oppression.
*

*

*

the

every

showman

exploitation machinery at

maximum

It

of

should be added that this

It

prestige will be of enduring character.

women's

clubs and allied organizations will participate in

work

said, prestige will attach to exhibitors

Scouts, individually or collectively powerful in support

office receipts.

"Children's

Library Association and the

As has been

follows

that

to children during the speci-

should

utilize

his

capacity in behalf

period the best obtainable juvenile literature.

This year, for the

first

time,

planned to request

it is

exhibitors to enter into the spirit of the occasion

by

exhibiting motion pictures especially selected for the

Every

of the event.

line of theatre advertising

should

Book
Week." Every medium that is employed for the theatre
should be employed likewise for the benefit of the genemphasize

the

connection

with

"Children's

child audience.
eral enterprise.

+
Exhibitors screening such attractions will be supported by those in charge of the

work

in

their

com-

munities, children being urged to attend the theatres

designated and special effort being

made

to stimulate

Whatever other events are planned in observation
week should be warmly supported and unselfishly
The screen should carry
advertised by the theatre.
notices of each phase of the work. House literature of

of the

every sort should devote space to the plans under way.

There

attendance during the week.

Where

provision

is

made

for the entertainment of

the children with pictures of a nature in keeping with
the books sponsored, clubs, school

and library

Scout troops and similar organizations

classes,

will

Boy

attend the

City officials will endorse the movement.
editors will give space to constructive

of these,

for the period.

demands

of the

most

accompanying pages. Booking
and other program arrangements, may be acdifficulty in the intervening period.

Tiie surface facts are in themselves sufficient to

Incidentally they point a moral

short,

will

reflect

— no

— particularly
less vital

ap-

because

hoary with age and parodied by punsters.
reads:

"Virtue

is its

own

reward."

That encompasses the whole of prestige exploita-

unmistakably the

wholesome character of the enterprise.

showman.

plicable to prestige exploitation

It
in

sufficient to satisfy the

complished without

comment.
Business,

films suitable

critical are set forth in

right-thinking

Parents will bring their children.

.

no dearth of

engage the attention and win the co-operation of every

theatre in bodies.

Newspaper

More than

is

tion.
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WARD LASCELLE
/^7>s.

L

.

S^rodviotiort

iHOMASJEFFERSOh

Ulillions are waiting to see&p,"
Uashington IrvmgsBQlovod @iaraeter
and uncounted hosts
of their children in every nook and corner of
this country, are waiting for an opportunity
to see on the screen this greatest and best
known of all fiction and stage characters and
especially old "Rip" himself, played by a
Mothers and

fathers,

—

Jefferson.

have a particularly big moneyopportunity in "Rip Van Winkle"

Exhibitors

making

"Children's

during

13th to 19th

—when

Book Week,"

November

millions of school children

be urged to see "Rip Van Winkle" and
made from books that have
been officially endorsed as good reading for

will

other pictures

young

folks.

more than an audience-builder—
with
it's a sure-fire box office record-breaker
enjoyed
exploitation and advertising possibilities
by few pictures of to-day.
"Rip"

is

—

ODK2JSTSON
SELECTED!
Distributed by

HOD

JJPICTURES

PATH EXCHANGES,

INC.

\
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FILMS

Out

of the bewildering mass of film productions
CELEBRATED has selected with care and great
discrimination the brands that represent the quality
and class of f ilmdom.

EDUCATIONAL— NOVELTY— SCENIC
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC

PRIZMA

(Natural Colors)

FORD WEEKLY
FORD EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

REEL COMEDIES

CHESTER SNOOK Y)
HALLROOM BOYS
MONTY BANKS
(

CHRISTIE SPECIALS
FILM SPECIALS

SPORT PICTORIALS
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
GLOBE TROTS
URBAN MOVIE CHATS

GAUMONT PICTORIAL

TWO

CLARE BRIGGS
MURIEL OSTRICHE
LIFE

ILLITERATE DIGEST
TOPICAL TIPS
SALISBURY WILD ANIMALS
DEPTHS OF THE SEA

IRVING CUMMINGS
(TWO REEL NORTHWEST MOUNTED

CHESTER OUTINGS

POLICE STORIES)

SUNSET BURRUD SCENIC STORIES

ROTHACKER SCENICS

SPECIALLY SELECTED

CHESTER SCRENICS

FEATURES

ONE REEL COMEDIES

/Space permits us to
only these few
\

FOLLY

GUMPS
CELEBRATED
GAIETY
CLARE BRIGGS
CHRISTIE

JUNGLE
FILM SPECIAL

list
/

SERVANT IN THE HOUSE
THAT SOMETHING
JUNGLE PRINCESS
EAST LYNNE
NOBODY'S GIRL
SOUL OF MAN

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
THE BIGGEST INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGE IN AMERICA

Eight Hundred and Ten South

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Wabash Ave.

LEAD1RS IN
FILMDOM'S PROGRESS

1921

November
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For Children from 9 to 90!
Here's a

list

of

pictures

every child will love.

And

well.

latest is

to

And

pick from for Children's

Week

-pictures

don't forget that the grown-ups will like 'em as

don't forget there's no better bet than a Charlie Chaplin.

"The

Idle Class."

Charlie Chaplin

"The Idle Class"
"The Kid"

Charlie Chaplin

"A

Charlie Chaplin

Day's Pleasure"

Arms"

Charlie Chaplin

"Shoulder

Charlie Chaplin

"Sunnyside"

Charlie Chaplin

"A

Jackie

His

Dog's Life"

"Peck's

Coogan

Bad Boy"

Toonerville Trolley Series

"Fontaine Fox Comedies"

Mary
Mary
Mary

Pickford

"Heart

Pickford

"Daddy Longlegs"
"The Hoodlum"
"The Playhouse"
"
Two Minutes to Go"
"The Old Swimmin' Hole"

Pickford

Buster Keaton
Charles
Charles
Charles

Ray
Ray
Ray

o'

the Hills"

"Peaceful Valley"

*

"Tol'able David"

Richard Barthelmess

"

King Vidor

The Jack-Knife Man"
Bil1 Apperson's Boy"
"Burglar by Proxy"

special

"

Jack Pickford

Jack Pickford

"

Jack Pickford

James Oliver Curwood

special

In

Wrong"

"Back
"

Bob Hampton of Placer"
The Sk .v Pilot"
"Stranger Than Fiction"
"

Cathrine Curtis Production

Katherine MacDonald

FIRST

Country"

Dinty

Marshall Neilan special

Marshall Neilan special

to God's

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

—

—
EXH
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OBSERVE BOOK WEEK by
running one of our good clean
character building films.
Reels

JOHNNY RING AND THE CAPTAIN'S SWORD—
Story of Russell H. Con well's Conversion

5

THE STREAM OF LIFE
James K.

Shields' Evangelistic Picture

6

SCHEME—

SATAN'S

Showing the Ultimate Triumph

of

Good Over

Evil 6

THE CHOSEN PRINCE—
The Lives

of

David and Jonathan

8

THE GREAT MIRACLE—
Allegorical Presentation of Immortality

6

THE PROBLEMS OF PINHOLE PARISH—
Wonderful Missionary Story

6

LITTLE JIMMY'S PRAYER—
Answered Prayer

Childlike Faith and

2

AFTER THE FALL—
Man's Creation, Fall and Redemption

4

THE COURTSHIP OF MYLES STANDISH
Poem

Visualization of Longfellow's

6

KNIGHTS OF THE SQUARE TABLE—
Endorsed

by

Boy Scout

National

the

Head-

quarters

4,

A TRIP THROUGH CHINA
THE APPLE TREE GIRL

5

5

THE NEW ERA
E. 7th
Chicago,

FILMS, INC.
St.,

21

III.

BRANCHES AT
340S Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo.
306

602

Youngerman

1*1,1,.

.

Des Moines, Iowa.
Film Exchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis. Minn.

BOOST YOUR CHILDREN'S MATINEE BUSINESS
WE SUPPLY MORE MONEY-MAKING CHILDREN'S SUBJECTS THAN ANY EXCHANGE
Among

7

King

The Melting Pot
J.

Rainey's Heart of the Jungle

Dombey and Son
Rip Van Winkle

Reels

7
6
6
6

U. S.

D'Artagnan
Chris and His Wonderful Lamp
Little Sunset

5 Reels

Rumplestiltskin

4
4
3

Cinderella

5
5

Landing of Columbus

Hoosier Schoolmaster

A Modern Mother

5

The Fairy and

the

Goose
Waif

5
5
5
5

Little Miss Mischief Maker
Little Miss Grown Up
Little Orphan Annie
The Little Samaritan

5

Efficiency Edgar's Courtship

5

The Golden

5
5
5
5

Wanted— A

Idiot

Brother

The Colonial Girl
The Battle of Gettysburg
Locked Hearts
Children

Wanted

Midnight Burglar

5
5

5

4
4

Enoch Arden

6

No

THE

our interesting subjects are:

Silas Marner
In the Palace of the
Littlest Rebel

Paul

IN

3
3
3
3

Rainey's African Hunt
A Winter's Tale
Alice in Wonderland
Alice in the Looking Glass
P.

J.

3
3
3
3
.33

Hamlet
Custer's Last Fight
of the Lake
Treasure Island

Lady

-Dick Whittington and His Cat
Hansel and Gretel
Alladin and His Wonderful Lamp
Spirit of the

3

.3

"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

3
2

Red Cross
Daddy

For Sale— A
Billie's Rescue
House That Jack Built

1

Reel

1
1

"

Motoy Novelties. 500 to 700 feet in length. Dolls which act real dramas like real people. Something
out of the ordinary, especially for children. Per subject, $2.00. Special prices on our combination booking
plan.

LEA-BEL CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
804 S.

WABASH AVENUE,

PHONE WABASH

7590

1921
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TOURING
ihe

The Palm at Forestville, N. Y., will move
shortly if Harley Dickinson can find a
Harley pines for a thesuitable location.
atre on the ground floor and everything
that goes to make a real place.
"Those
were

WITH

EAST

James L. Drohen says there comes a
time in everyone's life when you can't help
being a pessimist. With the American Locomotive Works and the Crucible Steel Plants
of Dunkirk, N. Y., idle, James says things
But
look bad for the Drohen Theatre.
here's hoping you're wrong, James.

fine grapes."

H. E. N.

The Majestic Motion Picture theatre of
Buffalo has opened for the season under
the direction of Alexander Hareski, formerely an exhibitor in Detroit, Mich. This
house has been entirely renovated this summer and new equipment added.
* * *

The Victor theatre at Buffalo opened
Sept. 22 under the able management of B.
Vohwixkell, owner of the Oriole of this
city. The Victor has been entirely remodeled this summer
new equipment installed
throughout and two Type S Simplex ma;

chines set up.
*

*

*

107

*

*

*

N. Y., is now playing to good business, thanks to the copy
that Fred J. S.vrr produces for the local
papers. The policy of this house is six
acts of vaudeville, feature, weekly and
comedy.

Fays

Notice ye bargain hunters. The Temple,
a 400-seat house at Canandaigua, N. Y., will
be dismantled next month and the entire
equipment and furnishings sold also W. E.
White, owner of the Town Hall at Pittsford, N. Y., has two good Powers' 6-A's to
He is closing the theatre.
sell.
!

:

at Rochester,

*

*

*

ART ACORD

from "Winners
which Universal calls a

in a scene

of the West,"

Continued Feature, a screen version of
early history in America.

President J. Greenstone of the local
P. T. O. A. branch at Rochester. N.

M.
The exhibs of Buffalo and adjacent cities
can always be found at Fox's local exchange. The Eastern Division Manager, C.
P. Sheehan. makes you sort of feel at
home. W. C. Rowell, of overseas fame, is
manager and top sergeant. Corporal W. C.
Gehring, the gentleman with the Chesterfieldian manner, is assistant manager, and
Norman Sheehan, booker. The contract
hustlers are as follows
C. N. Johnston, S.
A. Cook, G. M. Rowell, O. R. Reiffel.
* *
*
:

George Rosing, one of Buffalo's pioneer
showmen, is doing big things out at his
Fillmore theatre. The exterior has
redecorated as well as the interior
stage

settings,

and

it

is

been
;

rumored

new
that

George has a program booked up for the
season of nothing but the biggest pictures.
* *
*

Anthony Pietraszewski
the

Y.,

and

is

on
extensive
alterations
superintending
same. The policy of this house will be

W.

E.

a

is

mighty busy man these days.

With organization matters heavy,
Empire theatre does not see much of

Vandercher

is

the
the

boss.
*

Work

*

*

to be started soon on a new
1.500-seat
house at
Batavia,
N.
Y.
Nikitas Dipson, owner of the Family and
Grand of this city, will break ground in
the very near future. M. Burns is the
local manager for Mr. Dipson.
* * *
is

The Family

at Mt. Morris, N. Y., has
reopened after being entirely remodby James Martina, who also owns
the Family at Attica. N. Y. New seats
were installed, two Simplex and a Gold
Fibre Screen hung. It is said in all $30.000 was expended in improving the Family at Mt. Morris.

just
eled

*

*

has purchased

Art theatre at Buffalo, N.

feature pictures and
chief projectionist.

Y.,

We

*

wondered wh}- there were so
many Embury Manufacturing Company
lanterns around the country', but after
meeting the sales manager of this conoften

cern we cease to w onder. F. A. Rice is
the gentleman's name and he runs the
beautiful O-AT-KA theatre at Warsaw,
N. Y. Exhibitor Rice helps out the bankroll by an occasional sale of a Warsaw
organ.

The sum of $15,000, it is said, is to be
spent on the Park theatre at Bath, N. Y.
Two hundred additional seats are to be
installed,
and a new Standard stage
equipment.
have this information di-

We

rect

from Charlie Thomas, owner and

manager.
*

*

*

C. Hurzberger, manager of the Auditorium at Perry, N. Y., has just finished installing a new Vapor Heating
Unit. This house will be entirely remodeled this spring.
* * *
J.

W. L. Trass, who owns the Park theatre at Hammondsport, N. Y., and the
Opera House at Avoca, N. Y., has taken
charge of the Star at Dansville, N. Y.
Mr. Trass stated he would rearrange the
bookings for this house.

Australasian Films Buys
Rights to Jans Pictures
A deal has just been concluded whereby

r

*

*

*

Did you ever try to find Fred Terry,
chief electrican of the Wooster Salt Company, at Silver Springs, N. Y.? Well,
after walking through miles of salt bins
we finally located him. Fred is sending
out the S. O. S. for a good second-hand
Powers for his Crescent theatre, which
is to be remodeled shortlv.
* * *
paint is flying on the Amusu theaWayland. N. Y. Exhibitor Weinhart has installed a fine marquee and the

The

tre at

house is a thing of beauty.
has been spent on alterais all set for a record

interior of this

Some
tions

$7,000

and William

season.
*

*

*

New fixtures and a new Simplex are
being installed at the Auditorium at
Prattsburg, N. Y. Exhibitor Stickney
divides his time between the farm and
his theatre, which is enjoying a nice business.

General Manager Johnson of Australasian
Films. Ltd.. has acquired for the dominion
of Australia and the dominion of New
Zealand the rights to distribute "Man and

Woman"

and

"The Amazing Lovers,"

both Jans pictures.

Noted

Men

Contribute

"Wild Babies," one of Charles Urban's
Kineto Reviews, which is playing at the
Criterion,
New York, co-incidentally
with "Peter Ibbetson." is a typical example of the Kineto Review where several famous naturalists and photographers
have cooperated in gathering the material in

it.

The

picture

was edited and

put together under Mr. Urban's direction. Among the contributors to its subject matter are Raymond L. Ditmars.
curator of the New York Zoological Society;

Arthur H. Fisher, a well-known

naturalist-photographer, and F. Percy
Smith, a famous London scientist whose
work is familiar to American audiences
through the Kineto subjects.

—

Port Arthur, Tex. J. P. Pittman has
purchased the Liberty theatre. The house
will be

renamed the Pittman.

— —
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Of THE DAY*

ite rary

Digest

of

topics

Writers are recurrent interest
quested to confine themselves to
Unsigned letters will
500 words.
considered.
not be

"Did the doctor know what you had?"
"He seemed to have a pretty accurate
idea.
He asked for $10 and I had $11.—
Boston Transcript.

—

She Sir, do you realize who you are
speaking to? I am the daughter of an
English peer.
He Not so fast, I'm the son of an
American doc. Wampus.

Taxes Are Serious Question

BEAVER, OKLA.—To

the Editor:

I

—

regularly ever
have received the Herald
and 1
since I have been a subscriber

think

splendid.

is

it

exh.b.tor
greatly
Ideas and
certainly
I

Every

should receive the Herald.

1

interested in "Money Making
the Utters from exhibitors.

am

read what they have to say.
Jay Allen
Now the tax burden that Mr.
theatre. Inc.,
Glen, manager of the Gay
the
in
Newport, Tenn., wrote about
serious
Herald, October 1, 1921, is a
this man
question. 1 certainly agree with
plan and that
and think he has the right
tax,
Congress should remove the ticket
know
I
tax.
the film tax and the seat
this country
there are several theatres in
are
where the managers and owners
of the
about to go broke on account
burden. This burden is not

"Do you
to

to the small-town exhibigreat burden to the large
the load has
It seems that
exhibitor.
theatre than
been placed heavier on the
tor" but

is

anywhere

a

else.

probelieve that if the trade papers,
companies, exducers, presidents of film
all
changes and theatre managers would
could get
get together and work, they
Congress to remove these taxes.
give
idea is for the trade papers to
the drive; for the
all possible publicity to
companies to furnish their exchanges
to every
with blank petitions to be mailed
then lor the
theatre in the territory, and
the
managers of the theatres to secure
names of every person in their territory
some certain
to these petitions. Then on
every petidate by registered mail, send
district in
tion to the Senator from the
which the theatre is located.
be
believe that 25,000,000 names can
I
listen.
secured and that Congress will
I

My

at once or
exhibitors will be compelled to quit

Something should be done

manv

business.— Joseph F. Spaxgler, manager,
Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.
Editorial Hits the Nail

GREELEY. COLO.— To

the

Editor:

October 15 issue of
Leadthe Hfrald. "Exhibitors as Civic
ers" hit the nail on the head. My cry
has always been so and I am enclosing
organ
the first two copies of the house
"The Spotlight." that I have just started

Your

editorial in the

here.

.

interest in civic matters is not only
the proper caper for exhibitors, even
smaller cities and towns, but is es-

An

,

m

the

he is going to keep pace with
the parade. If he takes no interest, the
other fellow will come along and do so
and then it will be too late, for when
purely as a matit is done so plainly and
pubter of competition it falls flat on the
sential

if

lic.

see
It is hard for any exhibitor to
tangible results from being active along
this line, so if you can have more to say
along this line I am sure you will gradusmaller
ally be helping along many a

to adopt a wider gauge.
have been in Greeley only since the

showman
I

middle of July and have come out with
the herald as soon as I felt I was well

right
it?"

Baltimore American.

like to

heavy tax
only a set back

believe doctors have a
where they can't cure?"
"Haven't they always been doing
kill

"Doctor, I've just received your bill.
Could you cut anything off for cash?"
"Yes, my dear sir, anything an arm
or a leg, or anything else you may wish

—

A

scene from the J. L. Frothingham production, "Pilgrims of the Night," being distributed by Associated Produc-

enough acquainted, but only to become
better acquainted, and as I told the directors of the

Chamber

of

Commerce

your own welcome at the beginning of
the season if you have a college in yonr
town. Find some struggling church body
that cannot afford a church; let them
hold services in your theatre Sunday
morning. Only be diplomatic about this
so it will seem that you were originally
approached. Sterling Theatre Management. Greeley, Colo.

Favors Lower Prices

LEWISPORT. KY.— To

the Editor:
the small exhibitors could get
their films cheaper so they could cut the
price along with everything else, they
would have better attendance. As it is,
they are barely dragging through with a
little loss.
If there is no other way, cut
the salary of some of the directors and
actors.

Dr.

Soqem— No,

Paul

fifth.— St.

the

the

Pioneer Press.

the

other night in asking them to morally
support my Boy Scout Benefit: "I am
merely grasping the first opportunity to
identify myself with something of a civic
nature to show you gentlemen I am for
Greeley and whatever is to Greeley's interest or betterment as long as I am to
be among you."
Let your ad space be devoted to your
football boys, Boy Scouts, and perhaps
your local college, occasionally. Stage

think

—

Miss Inquisitive Did you celebrate
Fourth of Julv, Doctor?"

ers, Inc.

I

"Topics of the Day" Films.

removed.

don't like your heart action," said
doctor, applying his stethoscope.
"You've had some trouble with angina
pectoris, haven't you?"
"You're partly right, doc," answered
the young man sheepishly, "only that
Pathfinder.
ain't her name."
"I

the

your father

"I hear

"Yes, quite

is

ill."

ill."

"Contagious disease?"
"I hope not; the doctor says
work."

it's

over-

Carnegie Pufipctt.

—

Doctor Your profession doesn't make
angels out of men. does it?

—

We

leave that
No!
Atlantic City Union.

Lawyer
doctors.

to

the

"I wonder why so many of the osteopathic doctors are women?"
"Because women have a fondness for
rubbing it in.' "—Portland (Me.) Express.

if

Horace

Emmerick,

Manager,

O. K. theatre, Lewisport, Ky.

Douglas MacLean Making
Initial First National Film
has commenced at the
Ince studio on "The Hottentot." Douglas MacLean's initial Ince
MacLean is
feature for First National.
appearing in the role of Sam Harrington,
the man who is mortally afraid of horses
and who is forced to ride the vicious
"Hottentot" to victory to win the hand
of the young lady of his choice.

Production

Thomas H.

cast as Peggy Fairfax, the objective of Sam's affections.
Raymond Hatton will play Swift, the
butler, one of the outstanding comedy
Sam Armstrong,
parts of the picture.
Lillian Worth. Martin Best, Stanhope

Madge Belamy

is

Wheatcroft, Laura Lavarney and Harry
Booker complete the supporting cast.

Junior-Shipman Films
Are to Be Distributed
As "National Comedies"
The new series featuring John Junior
and Edna Shipman, which are being distributed bv National Exchanges. Inc., 398
Fifth avenue, New York, will be known
hereafter as "National Comedies."
These subjects are being made in New
York under the direction of Tefft Johnson, formerly with Vitagraph and director of the Lee kiddies.
The Junior-Shipman pictures formerly
were called Rainbow comedies.

Christie Going to Honolulu

For Production of Comedy
Al. Christie will go to Honolulu, Hawaii, during the winter to produce one
of his new two-reel comedies for Educational Exchanges. The star in the pic-

be Dorothy Devore. "Winnie
from Waikiki" is the tentative title of the
two-reeler which Christie will make with
The scenario is bea Hawaiian setting.
ing prepared by Frank Roland Conkhn.
ture will
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''What the Picture Did For
VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US

You

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

every week what the picture

Address "\\ hat The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Talmadge.

American
The Blue Moon, with Pel! Trenton.
Patrons said it was a very good picture.
D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre.
Ewen. Mich. Small town patronage.
Their Mutual Child, with Margarita
A high class drama with plenty
Fisher.

—

—

—

Book it. C. F. Nolte, Wonderof fun.
land theatre. Buckeye, la. Small town

—

patronage.
Six Feet Four, with William Russell.
If you want a tonic for your show, get

—

—

Bill Leonard.
It's great.
picture.
Mystic theatre. Cedarville, Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
The Tiger Lily, with Margarita Fisher.
D. A. Kooker.
Fair program picture.

this

—

—

—

town patronage.

De arborn

St.

Chicago.

—

This belongs to the galaxy
of high class, mirthful comedies. I asked
a lady, for whose opinion I have great respect, how she liked the play.
"It was a
naughty, naughty play." she said. As she
smiled when she said it I asked her
further if she did not enjoy it. "O. Yes.
it
was splendid." she replied. So there
you are!

For the first time in the newspapers we
used the large 3-column cut sold by the
exchange.
It is good advertising, but
would suggest that you cut down on some
of your regular paper, as there is a limit
in a small town to how strong you can
Variety proves for me a
profitably go.
better drawing card than a constant repetition of bulked advertising.

—

We used a jazz orchestra. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon. Idaho.
Bob Hampton

Associated Exhibitors

S.

of

Placer,

a

Marshall

Xeilan

— Attracted

production.

business. After
up.
Attracted

unusual

night business picked

first

new

clientele.

—Al

Cataract theatre, Niagara
N. Y. General patronage.
erich.

BeckFalls,

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.

— Preponderance

of

opinion

favor-

able.
Draws well on account of Riley's
prestige.
As a story there is nothing to
it.
It's Ray's weakest offering, in

my

judgment. I would advise playing it on
account of Riley sentiment. J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh (pronounce it Neely), Nebr. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

Man — Woman —

Marriage,

—

an

Allen

Holubar production.
This
picture
brought good box office receipts from an
entirely satisfied audience.
Advertise it
big.
Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale. 111.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

London,

with
The Road to
Washburn. A splendid picture

Bryant
in every
It
Don't be afraid to boost it.
will please 100 per cent.
G. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre, Frostproof, Fla.
What Woman Will Do, with a special
cast.
A name with good advertising possibilities and a picture that will stand beBig specials are
hind your advertising.
going better here. Thompson Brothers,
Kozy theatre, Healdton. Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Road to London, with Bryant
Washburn. Better than average feature.

—

way.

—

—

—

—

—

Writes Film
Hi story for
Hamilton, O.
MEYER,

F. S.
atre, Hamilton,

—

Good business. W.
D. Van Derburgh. Broadway theatre.
Statesville. N. C
Small town patronage.
The Devil, with George Arliss. Won-

Good entertainment.

—

—

derful production.
Broke all house records for two days' run. Has wonderful
advertising possibilities.
picture that
pleases.
Thompson Brothers. Kozy theatre. Healdton, Okla.
Neighborhood pat.

—

—

the

city that he
To

'"discovered."

Columbus the
HERALD has
played

A

I

I

London,

Bryant
Washburn. This is some joke. If you
have it booked, cancel and get a good one.
Washburn should not try to fool the public with such stuff.
Edwin Lake, Lake
theatre, Baker, Mont.
to

—

—

First National

—

Talmadge. A great story, well acted.
Pleased everybody. One of Norma Talmadge's best. More pictures like that will
make business pick up. D. Wolerstein.

—

Majestic theatre, Jackson, Miss.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with
cast.

— Star

extremely pleasing.

made big personal
ness.— T. D.

&

a spe-

hit.

Yen.-

good

Raymond theatre.
Cal. — Downtown patronage.
Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H.
L.,

Boy
busi-

Pas-

adena.

—

Ince

production. Wonderful. Better than The
Old Nest. Not so sad and has mother love

theme.—W. D. Van Derburgh. Broadwav
theatre, Statesville, N.
Small town

C—

patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance

the

insep-

name and
fame of Meyer
Hamilton

have
I

ready

arable

and

with

The Sign on the Door, with Norma

a

Rand - McNally,

and

—

The Road

Christopher

fhis

ronage.

cial

of the Palace theO., is by right of
achievement film
T father of

the
the

A

spread to
ends of

far

industry.
less

con-

stant than spectacular contributor
to this department, his brilliant obevoke
reinvariably
servations
sponse through this medium and
direct to his office.
In other pages of this publication his opinions and activities are

no less prominently recorded. His
exchange of courtesies with J. C.
Jenkins was an outstanding feature
His
of "Letters From Readers."
theatre exploits win much space in
"Exhibitors Advertising." His direct suggestion

was responsible

for

"Lines That Linger."
Here, Mr. Sprague, is your second nominee in the beauty contest
You've seen Mr.
you suggest
Jenkins.

Will you cast the

first

vote?

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Picture best comedy Chaplin made.
Ran
picture two days.
First day raining.
Good second day. Ralph Rosso, Hippo-

—

drome

theatre, Niagara Falls. N. Y.

Mamma's
madge.

some

well as

as

Constance Taldid not like this
of the star's pictures.

Affair, with

— Personally

I

Some

patrons thought it great. Book it.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans.
Small town patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven. Good, clean, jolly corned} I

—

—
—

-

.

was

surprised, for

me.

Those who came enjoyed it, but I
money. W. E. Elkin. Temple theAberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood pat-

lost
atre.

—

it

atre,

draw

for

—

ronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri.
business.

to

failed

— Giacoma

Tombstone,

— Pleased

big

Bros.. Crystal theAriz.
General patron-

—

age.

Two Weeks,

with Constance Talmadge.
good Constance picture. Everyone pleased. Adolph Kohn. Pastime
theatre. Granville, N. Y.
Small town

— Another

—

—

patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Good
Will please, providing your adpicture.
mission corresponds to the times.
G.
Miller. Miller theatre. Atkinson. Nebr.
Small town patronage.
The Kid with Charlie Chaplin. First
night S. R. O. Best second night in the
history of my theatre. Edwin Lake.
Lake theatre. Baker, Mont.
Man Woman Marriage, an Allen
Holubar production. A wonderful proBig business for two days.
duction.
Chas. Blaine. Morgan theatre, HenryGeneral patronage.
etta, Okla.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Tal-

—
—A
—

—

—

—

—

—

madge.

— Patrons

well

pleased.

So

far

has been very good
Merle E. Rhoda. Palace theatre. RoyalSmall town patronage.
ton. Minn.
The Family Honor, a King Yidor proClear
Patrons well pleased.
duction.
and fine photography. L. E. Parsons.
First

National

—

—

—

——

—

—A
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Dwan's best, it should give satisfaction,
as the story is different. Give it a chance,
but don't boost it too strong. J. Earl
Kennedy, Empire theatre, Aledo, 111.

—

Small town patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita Stewart.
One of Anita's best. Patrons seemed
well pleased.
Story in Pictorial Review
helped put it over. H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans.
Small town
patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. A real picture and will please all
the young folks, especially.
Patrons all
pleased and the box office was great.
M. Otto, Atlanta Picture theatre, At-

—

—

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.—

lanta, Ga.

good

picture.
star here.
He

Everybody

likes the rube
so genuine that his fun
doesn't seem silly. C. L. German, Royal
theatre, Bonner Springs, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
is

—

—

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. Drew a good house.
Nobody said anything after it was all over.

—

Personally I didn't like it. People usually
go to the theatre to forget their troubles
and not to be reminded of something
that has gone by. Not a picture for small
towns where people like excitement.
G.

F.

Mont.

Rediske,

— Smal

Star

theatre,

Ryegate,

town patronage.

Fox

—

To

DORIS MAY

and Hallam Cooley in one of the amusing incidents from "The Foolish
Age," the R-C picture. It is a Hunt Stromberg production.

—

Parsons Hall, Marcellus, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray.
Good picture. John
Steichen, Aurora theatre, White Lake, S.
D. Neighborhood patronage.
The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. Good picture which ran
true to story published in Saturday Evening Post some time ago.
E. A. Bar-

—

—

—

—

—

Palace

adel,

McGehee, Ark.

theatre,

Small town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan

—

production. A good one.
Drew well.
Drew in conjunction with Sunless Sunday.
Made a good hit for the cause.
Elbert 1. Conroe, Conroe's Play House,
Conroe, Texas.

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER,
Marshall

Neilan production.
One of the best Neilan productions
Big drawing card and
to date.
gives 100'~y satisfaction.
One patron said, "I would not have missed
dollars."
Earl
KenJ.
it for five
nedy, Empire theatre, Aledo, 111.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
Pleased
production. A good comedy.
a

—

—

and drew fairly well. Matt Moore's
work very good. In fact all the cast are
good.
Not a flaw in it. Frank Allen,
Rose theatre, Byron, 111. Small town

all

—
—

patronage.

—

The

Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Broke
records.
Played this one two nights
and a matinee, and the people just
wouldn't stay away. Pleased all that saw

The Kid

make your audience
laugh and cry. The best thing Chaplin
ever made. W. E. Elkin, Temple thewill

—

atre,

Aberdeen,

Miss.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Bob Hampton

Marshall
Neilan production. A dandy production
from every angle. A dead one ought to
make money on this. E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la. Neighborof

Placer,

—
—

a

—

hood patronage.

Good References, with Constance Tal-

—

Fla.

fair,

—

cial

—

The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stew-

—

Big business. Anita Stewart pleased
Play ought to be boiled down
greatly.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal
to six reels.
General pattheatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
art.

—

—

ronage.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
of the very best comedy-drama speDrew only half
I have ever shown.
a house, but those who saw it are boosting it to the skies for return date. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood,
Neighborhood patronage.
La.

One

cials

—

—

The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. A disappointment.
Does not

—

measure up to expectations. Press agents
too long on adjectives in exploitation.
Some people don't care whether they tell
Fell flat second night.
the truth or not.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, NeNeighborhood patronage.
ligh, Nebr.
The Jack-Knife Man. Good program.
Different from ordinary string of events.
John Steichen, Aurora theatre, White
Lake, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack Senproduction.
Good comedy and
nett
pleased 90 per cent. Brittan & LundNeighgren, Melba theatre, Alexis, 111.
borhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

The
tion.

my

—

—

an Allan Dwan producGood cast. Nice story. Pleased
Scoffer,

—

Chas. Blaine, Morgan theHanryetta, Okla. General patron-

audience.

atre,

—

—

age.

Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
Good. No business much on account of cold weather.
Picture pleased
and Miss Stewart generally draws, but
not this time. Those that came liked it.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, AberStewart.

—

—

—
—

Neighborhood patronage.
Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
production. Pleased the majority here.
Although the picture is far from being
deen, Miss.

A

— Neighborhood
OVER THE

although Connie continues
for me.
W. Ray Erne.
Arcade theatre, Charlotte, Mich. Small
town patronage.

madge.

all

it.

Just
—
to draw

a Finish, with Buck Jones.
A box
office card.
Jones never fails to please.
Getting better with every picture. J.
Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West,

cast.

patronage.

HILL, and

— Second

a spe-

week's showing

continued to please capacity business daily. Picture will be booked
indefinitely, until every person in
the city has had an opportunity of
seeing it. William Noble, Empress
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.—

—

A

good picture

for

—

Russell

followers.

Plenty of action. E. O. Ford, Broadway
theatre,
Brooklyn, la.
Neighborho >d
patronage.
Play Square, with Edna Murphy and
Johnny Walker. Good, light, small town
program. D. E. Fitton. Lyric theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
Children of the Night, with William
Russell.
Good picture, all but end. My
patrons want live stories and not dreams.
It's disgusting when you sit all through
a picture and enjoy it and then have it
turn out to be all a dream.
H. W. Russell,
Family theatre, Albion, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Big Town Round-Up, with Tom
Mix. I have shown better Mix pictures,
but it will please most any audience. Mix
is the best drawing card I have.
S. N.
Andress, Royal theatre, Ponca, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond Price, with Pearl White Good
comedy. This being the first White feature we ever ran, it drew better than I
had expected.
It will
please.
W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Tomboy, with Eileen Percy. This
is the best Eileen Percy I have ever had.
She is not afraid to do stunts in this
one.
Ran Sunshine comedy with it and
got by. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita, la. Transcient patronage.
Why Trust Your Husband? with Eileen
Percy. This pleased 100 per cent and
kept the house laughing from start to
finish.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theGeneral patatre, Marmarth, N. Dak.
ronage.
Get Your Man, with Buck Jones. This

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
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—

a very good picture. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Gen-

lan,

eral patronage.

Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.
The
best Tom Mix picture that I have ever
played.
E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre,
Brooklyn, la. Neighborhood patronage.

is

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

fair

J.

The Cheater Reformed, with William

—

seem to have the punch
was fair. R. A. Shobe,

It didn't

—

and few said it
Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
borhood patronage.

— Neigh-

New York

While

Sleeps, with a special
This is the only one that got me
cast.
Patrons
real money during the summer.
M. J. Kallet, Madison theatre,
liked it.
Oneida, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Last of the Duanes, with William
Farnum. Farnum is my best bet. When

—

he

scheduled for

is

tise to the

He

is

my

— Edwin

limit.

favorite

Lake,

my

theatre

I

adver-

Always pack them
and

like his acting.

I

Lake

in.

theatre,

The Mother Heart, with

Shirley Mason.

very pleasing picture. Did not get
me the money, but no fault of the picE. O. Ford, Broadway theatre,
ture.
Brooklyn, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The White MolL with Pearl White.—
Good picture and true to the story, but a
Thomplittle too long and drawn out.
son Brothers, Kozy theatre, Healdton,

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

with Pearl White.—Was
was the usual rough neck,
brutal-to-woman, kind Fox so often spoils
their pictures with, but it was of the
The best thing I
cleaner society type.
have seen Pearl White in. A picture of
lavish settings and gowns and commands one's entire attention. Pleased
my lady patrons best. D. M. Cannon,
Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind. Neighborhood

The

afraid

Thief,

this

—
—

patronage.

TT'11

2.

Jes' Call

3.

7.

Pink Tights.

9.

Evangeline.

111

Shirley Mason.
Everyone will like this
Shirley is
picture, both old any young.
good drawing card for me. J. C. Har-

la.

— Neighborhool

Royal Theatre,
|
Ponca, Neb. |

Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranN. Y. Small town patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William
Russell. A good picture to average business.
Lost money on this one. Guy W.
Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
Dak. General patronage.
Get Your Man, with Buck Jones. Picture very good. J. A. Petscher, Lyric
General patronage.
theatre, Aurora, Ind.
While New York Sleeps, with a special
Our patrons are not very strong
cast.
for this kind of picture. Very good but
drawn out. Pleased 50 per cent.
long
too
W. I. Fish, Gem theatre, Dumas, Ark.
Small town patronage.

Adolph

—

—

—

—

picture.

—

—

— —

—

—
—

Goldwyn
The Old
One of the

Nest, with a special cast.
strongest from a box office

standpoint and entire satisfaction I have
Real entertainment value,
ever played.
not one kick. J. J. Breslin, Jefferson
Transient pattheatre, Auburn, N. Y.
ronage.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cas t. The picture was not as dangerous
as the title indicated, but pleased. Good
business prevailed. William Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
NEST, with a speOne of the best. Great
cial cast.

—

—

—

—

THE OLD

—

popular appeal. Ran five days with
Opened
extra Saturday matinee.
to fair business and increased each
day. Very fine production. A. H.

—

West, Babcock theatre, Billings,
Mont.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
I consider this one of the prettiest
cast.
pictures I have ever shown. A story of
It will please
a young married couple.
them all. Harry W. Russell, Family theNeighborhood patatre, Albion, N. Y.

—

—

—

ronage.

—

Gold, with Ralph Ince. Did not
draw. Good production with some fine
under sea shots.—A. H. West, Babcock

Wet

theatre.

Billings,

Mont.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Honest Hutch, with

Will

Rogers.

of the patrons said this was the
show we ever ran. All pleased.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, LinSmall town patronage.
coln, Kans.
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.

Some
best

—

(NOTE: The

1111

1

^WWIWBMWinHIPHllHttWfWHmHHI"'!

patronage.

Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
This was good and better than most of
this star's pictures yet shown here.
ville,

N. Andress,

S.

Off, with

Big

I

The Road Demon.

10.

Tom Mix.— Not the
good average Mix production.
E. O. Ford, Broadway theatre, Brook-

lyn,

i

Jim.

8.

5.

6.

ronage.

—

Me

The River's End.
The Speed Maniac.
Wolves of the Night.
Male and Female.
23y2 Hours Leave.

4.

—

Hands

|

_

Hills.

—

—

_ r

i

i

lhe bhepherd ox the

1.

Neighborhood patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix. Mix
does excellent work in this picture. Will
please any audience.
Great Western
Eunice Abbley, American theatre,
stuff.
Moss Point, Miss. Neighborhood pat-

The Lamplighter, with

— Fine

Breese,

theatre,

CM

"PI

1

—

— Fair. — Grand

Patrons
Liked Best

best, but

—A

Okla.

My

—

—

umiug

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Ten Plays

|

—

—

ilium

iiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiuii

—

Baker,

Mont.

1>

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
Impossible to go wrong on Mix. The
best one yet.
Harry W. Russell, FamNeighborhood
ily theatre, Albion, N. Y.
patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Patrons don't care for this short of picture.
Poorest business in a year.
Shirley is
good, but Chinese pictures don't take
here.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. Dak. General patronage.
The Iron Rider, with William Russell.

The Blushing Bride, with Eileen Percy.
—
business.
Picture very orJust a
—
dinary. —
C. McKee, Electric theatre,
Bolivar, Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
Russell.

—

A

My

Heart, with Shirley Mason.
Girl of
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.
Fair.

—

Pastime theatre, Humphrey, Ark.

Neighborhood patronage.

111

1

1

""i"

111

"S

1

list was not included
of "The Plays My Patrons Liked Best," published in the October
22 issue of the HERALD.)

above

in the compilation

—-All

of Rogers' pictures are fine.

—

Please

classes.
J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont. Ala.
Small town pat-

all

—

ronage.

Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.—The
author that is responsible for this one
must have been born where I was, in a
small town.
"Hutch" is as true to life
as any character could be.
No business,
and I've heard lots of regrets since then.
W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre, CharSmall town patronage.
lotte, Mich.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.
While this story deals with college life
and it is all juvenile, my patrons young
and old enjoyed it greatly. It will be a

—

—

bright spot on any program.
Book it.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transcient patron-

—

age.

Madame
Played

Was

this

X, with Pauline Frederick.
one day to a fine business.

really a surprise.

Makes them

all

cry a little, but a nice winning entertainment. J. C. Herzberger, Auditorium theatre, Perry, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Branding

Iron, with a special cast

—A real special and one of the very
You

best.

can advance prices on this one and

limit on your advertising.
You
can absolutely guarantee it to please, no
matter what kind of audience you cater
to.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre,
Kentwod, La. Neighborhood patronage.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore.
Did not

go the

—

—

—

of former pictures. Do
not think story is suited for this star.
Merle E. Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royal-

come up

to

—

ton,

Minn.

mark

— Small

town patronage.

The Branding Iron, with Barbara Castleton.
Book this if you want to please

—

your patrons. Could stand advance in
admission. H. H. Woody, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kans. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

—

All right
Jinx, with Mable Normand.
for children. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theNeighborhood patatre,
Florala, Ala.

—

—

ronage.
Ifs a Great Life, with a special cast.
A real evening's entertainment. One that
Fair
is clean and will please all classes.
business.

— W.

Avon, N. Y.

W. Farnum. Park

—^Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

—A
1

—
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Up With

Keeping

Lizzie, with Enid
clean program picture.
Miss Bennett is pretty and a splendid
actress.
Hodkinson will not feature stars
on paper, so didn't do much business
with this one. \V. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood

Bennett.

— Good,
—

The verdict was 100%
the conclusion of the performance.
Mr. Hugo Ballin, you have
indeed won the admiration of our
patrons.
First,
with
subtitle.

—

LYNNE.

—

production.
patrons were satisfied, book having been
read by many of my patrons.
Edwin
Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont.

EYRE.

—

in

—

it

S.

V.

—

EAST LYNNE,
production.

Hugo

— Realizing

mendous box
name,

a

office

Ballin

the
trevalue of the

EAST LYNNE, we

—

Cynthia of the Minute, with Leah Baird.
patrons remained to see it a
second time and declared it was a great
show, but it did not apepal to me as
extra, though photography is excelent.
Charles H. Cowles, Neptune theatre.
Port Austin, Mich. Neighborhood pat-

— Some

—

—

King

Spruce, with a special cast.
a dandy picture.
Should please
SO per cent.
E. O. Ford, Broadway the-

Hugo Ballin (always glad to
write that name in connection with
a picture) production heavy ex-

atre,

more than

The results
anticipated.

Honestly,

actually had some members of
our audience stay over for two
shows. The success of this picture
makes us eagerly anticipate

JAYNE EYRE,

J.

Ark.

Pastime theatre,

— Neighborhood

many

liked, but

—

Humph-

patronage.

P. Trail, with a special cast.—
good picture and a money getter. Played
all three of my houses.
A clean up.
Cortland theatre, Cortland, N. Y. Transient patronage.

—

a

Hugo

Bal-

—

-

—

theatre.

Dangerous

Every-

— Edwin

Lake,

—

Coincidence, with a special cast. An
average picture.
Metro don't get the
money for me. Guy W. Johnson, Mystic
theatre, Marmarth, N. Dak.
General pat-

—

than

this.

It's

—

ronage.

The Off-Shore

Pirate, with Viola Dana.

program
— Just a
Bros., Crystal theatre.
— General patronage.

BIRTH OF A NATION.

everyone.

Pleased

make money. But

Will

— W.

make some

yourself.

Derburgh,

Broadway

D. Vantheatre,

N. C.

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. A fine picture and one that
pleased my patrons. This star well liked
here. Fair business.
J. W. Cook, Gordan
theatre, Newark Valley, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Held

Viola Dana.
much beter pic-

just

that will get by.

—

Giacoma
Tombstone, Ariz.

picture.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF
THE APOCALYPSE, with a special cast. — Better, bigger than THE

Baker, Mont.

ordinary
Johnson, Mystic theatre. Marmarth, N. Dak.
General patronage.
tures

Breese,

III.

—

with Bert Lytell.

picture.

Dana has made

program

Men, with Viola Dana.

to

— Very good. — Grand theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.

—

Cinderella's Twin, with

Viola

—

Statesville,

this

— Neighborhood

age.

Cowles, Neptune
Mich. Neighbor-

has a big folowing here.

liked

Fla.

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.
Miss Lake and the entire cast played exceedingly well and pleased a big business.
William Noble, Criterion theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

pat-

Metro
body
Lake

Key West,

patronage.

hood patronage.

— Lytell

— Neigh-

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
at his best.
A soothing subject

theatre,

sub-titles could not

read.
Charles H.
theatre. Port Austin,

be

111.

so pleasing that you want some more of
the same class. J. Carbonell, Monroe

The Band Box. with Doris Kenyon.
Well

The U.

JOURNEY'S END,

— Neighborhood

The Misleading Lady,

—

C. Harlan,

la.

theatre,

The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
Good picture. Every one liked it.

—
rey,

—

Brooklyn,

by Mr. Ballin.—

Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
Washington, Ind.

A

ronage.

were even

we

is

Lake.—

Alice

Lytell

fair

ronage.

This

ploitation.

a

with

theatre, Breese,

1921

borhood patronage.

your

and

get
contract for this

exhibitors,

production.
Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.

gave

this

brother

your name on

—

ends well. And they were
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Transient
patronage.

about but

pleased.

and Mrs.

JOURNEY'S END. Take

cue,

—

a special cast.
This
is not so awful as the title would suggest, but is there with the melodrama,
and really a good show. Nothing to rave

to flour, etc.,

we

surely must commend
you for your excellent performance
Ballin,

Wife,

Misfit

— Grand

5,

eagerly

JAYNE

Your name has

Gold Medal

Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willat
production.
Excellent
picture
which
caused fine business to prevail. William
Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.
Killer, with

your

to

the same
value to a picture that the name
of Spalding has to sporting goods,

—

The

JOUR-

with

And we

forward

look

EAST

Now

NEY'S END.

of the Forest, a Zane Grey
Beautiful picture.
All my

—

The
Fair.

at

patronage.

The Man

November

—

lin production.
In the presence of
an invited audience, composed of
men and women of religious denominations, we screened this wonder film, a picture without a single

Hodkinson

cast.

———

Fair.

Trust,

in

— Grand

W.

—

May

with

Allison.—

Breese,

theatre,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount

an

— Guy

—

The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
This is the kind of a
picture that pleases my people.
Patrons
were all pleased. Showed this one day.
Chas. Huxford, Huxford theatre, Skan-

—

—

N. Y.

eteles,

The
Mille

— Neighborhood
—

patronage.

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. Deproduction. A lavishly produced,

ordinary

story.

Acting,

photo-

cast,

graphy and direction as good as could be
wished. But will draw on account of extreme publicity given it for months. H.
Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexanJ.
dria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

At the End of the World, with Betty
Compson. I consider this an excellent
picture. Pretty rough in places and very
interesting.
Something out of the or-

—

dinary.

—

J.

G. VarneJl, Princess theatre,

—

Small town patronage.
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

Piedmont, Ala.
Picture

pleased big business, but the
of Thomas Meighan always brings
big business. William
Noble, Capitol
General
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

name

—

—

patronage.

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton. Best Dalton picture I have ever
run.
Joe Brokaw, Brokaw theatre, AnGeneral patronage.
gola, Ind.

—

—

—

Appearances,

with a special
liked this one.
D. E.
Ark.
theatre, Harrison,

Nobody
Lyric

A

scene from "The White Mouse," an Educational-Selig Rork photoplay, with Lewis
Stone, Willard Louis, Ethel Grey Terry and Margaret McWade in the cast.

—

cast.

Fitton,

— Small

town patronage.

The

Woman God

Changed,

a

Cosmo

November

Ten
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purely a ladies' picture all through.
It
should please the men. Played three days
to S. R. O.
Seven reels. jos. Schwartzwalder, Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.
Transcient patronage.

Pictures That

Made Money

Me

—
The Restless
— Good picture

Sex, with Marion Davies.
and business. Audiences
well pleased. William
Noble, Capitol
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General
patronage.

Pollyanna.
The Mollycoddle.
Daddy Long Legs.
Heart O' The Hills.

1.

2.
3.

4.

—

-

for

—

—

The Copperhead.
In Old Kentucky.

Gish.

7.

The

enjoyed Dorothy

8.

Outside the Law.

5.

6.

Kid.

10.

Let's hear
hibitor!

Rebellion, with Dorothy
well received.
They really

— Very

in this picture.

— W.

W.

Alhambra theatre. Delta, la.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.

Stirlen,

The Little Shepherd
Kingdom Come.
One Man in a Million.

9.

Miss

Little

of

— Had

just

patronage, but patrons

fair

— C. McKee. Electric
Bolivar, Mo. — Neighborhood pat-

seemed pleased.
theatre.

J.

ronage.

from another ex-

Stepping

Why

Out,

Enid

with

Bennett.

we have more

pictures of this
kind? Everyone should see this, for there
is a good lesson in it.
J. G. Yarnell.
Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala. Small

Merle E. Rhoda,
Palace Theatre.
Royalton, Minn.

can't

—

—

town patronage.

W allace

The Roaring Road, with

production.

politan

— Good

acting and
of the picture

photography. Too much
Could have
taken up in court scenes.
been made much better. Eunice Abbley.

—

American theatre. Moss Point, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

tion.

— H.

No

Cecil B. DeMUle production.
It's a box office knockout. I played
this in a town where two-day pictures are the exception for three
big days, getting one-fourth of the
population in spite of an increase
of fifteen cents in admission and
the competition of a medicine show
giving a three-hour entertainment
Go after this just
for ten cents.
as though you were playing a big
legitimate attraction, using all the

a

S.

111.

The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
The poorest Reid picture ever shown

—

and one that does not please. Jos.
Schwartzwalder, Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.

—Transient

patronage.

advertising

The Education

of Elizabeth, with Billie
to take better than
most of Billie Burke's pictures, but she
has absolutely no drawing power here.
No business. J. H. Talbert. Legion theatre, Norwich. Kans.
Small town pat-

Burke.

— This

dle,

seemed

—

we were foolish, running
just three weeks after publication in a small town, but if there
are any doubting Thomases, refer
them to me and I'll give them the
box office score. W. Ray Erne,
Arcade theatre, Charlotte, Mich.
one said

Thomas Meighan.

patrons did not enjoy

—

this.

I

—

— —

The Great Moment, with
good

this

call

Edwin Lake,
just a program feature.
Lake theatre. Baker. Mont.
The Call of Youth, with a special cast.
This is a very poor picture. Joe Brakaw.- Brakaw theatre, Angola. Ind.
General patronage.
it

—A

if

liar.

you can possibly hanyou don't mop up, then
Another big thing this

picture did for me, it paved the
way for all big pictures to come.
I can tell them it's a special now
and make them believe it. Every-

—

Civilian Clothes, with

son.

and

I'm a

ronage.

— My

My

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL,

—Transient patronage.
The Testing Block, with William
Pleased a
Hart. — One of his very best.
good Saturday audience. — Mrs. R. G.

—

Five reels of fast acSnyder, Groton theatre, GroNeighborhood patronage.

—

— Small

—

—

Reid.

and the patrons spoke

Wife, with a special cast.
Appeals to all. Work of Mable
Scott is particularly fine. J. H.
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans.
town patronage.

Julienne
Talbert,

ton. O.

Jordan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,
Neighborhood patronage.

J.

ton, N. Y.

— Great.

action in advertising. Poor drawing card. Lost money on
it.
R. C. Stueve. Orpheum theatre, Canplay.

nice picture
highly of same.

Behold

Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.

— Costume

—A

Gloria Swanbox office attraction and

—

The Kentuckians, with Monte Blue.
A very good picture. Would like to run
more of this kind. Joe Brokaw. Brokaw

satisfied.

SON OF
WALLINGFORD

famous

Lake

theatre.

Baker, Mont.

Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. Ran this picture on Sunday.
Better than any sermon you could hear
religious theme, put on in a wonderful

The

A

—

—

way. Thompson
Healdton. Okla.

Bros..

Kozy

— Neighborhood

theatre.

patron-

age.

Young
Clayton.
lesson.

Winthrop, with Ethel
good picture, with a good

Mrs.

—A

Seemed

to please

everybody.

H. H. Woody, Princess theatre. Lincoln,
Kans. Small town patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
Very pleasing Reid picture and
Reid.
drew big crowds two days. You can't
go wrong on it whether they like Reid
or not. "Give it plenty of good healthy
advertising, and watch them roll in. J.

—
—

—

Russian

actress,

who

gives
a
modern version of
"Camille" as her latest Metro picture.

Kennedy.

Earl

Empire

theatre,

— Small town patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with
Reid. — The Reid fans liked

Aledo,

111.

Wallace

but for
didn't think it nearly as good
as Famous-Players try to make one think.
The last half is entirely of night scenes,
making it mostly a dark picture. D. M.
Cannon.
theatre,
Kouts. Ind.
this,

my

part

I

—

Gem

Neighborhood patronage.

The

City of Masks, with Robert Warhouse. Satisfactory story
and star's work. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
wick.

—Packed

—

—

Remodeling Her Husband, with DoroExtremely funny. She is a
splendid actress and her pictures take

thy Gish.
with

—

classes.

all

—

J.

G. Yarnell. Princess

Piedmont, Ala.

theatre.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
and Doris May. Here's a good one.

—

Pleased 100 per cent. Plenty of laughs.
E. Sabin. Majestic theatre. Eureka.
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
and Doris May. This did a good business in Oklahoma City.
Well played
William Noble,
to satisfied audiences.
Criterion theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.
Half an Hour, with Dorothy Dalton.
A pleasing picture, although not nearly
D.
as good as some previous Daltons.
M. Cannon. Gem theatre, Kouts, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, with
Thomas Meighan.- A very good picture.
Did not draw. Not a good title. Thompson Brothers. Kozy theatre. Healdton.
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
Chickens, with Douglas MacLean.
Doug and his smile never fail to please.
Chickens is better entertainment than
either The Jailbird or The Rookie's Re-

— F.

—

—

—

—
—
theatre. Angola, Ind. — General patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special
—This drew the school children, but the
Good program
adults were not
picture, but not a special. — Edwin Lake.
cast.

THE

NAZIMOVA,

—

—

—

—

—

H. Talbert. Legion theatre.
J.
Norwich, Kans. Small town patronage.
23 r ^ Hours' Leave, with Douglas McLean and Doris May. Fine picture.
Pleased all and is away ahead of the
average feature. Brittan and Lundgren.
Melba theatre. Alexis, 111. Neighborhood
turn.

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The

Idol of the North, with Dorothy

—
—

Very good. Gives star chance
show her versatility. Patrons will be
well satisfied. Chas. Blaine, Morgan theDalton.

to

—

Henryetta,

Okla.

— General

patron-

age.

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
This is one of the best pictures we have
Lost money on this one.
run this year.
No fault of the picture. Joe Brokaw,
Brokaw theatre. Angola, lnd. General

—

—

The Charm

School, with Wallace Reid.
Storm beat us out of our usual good
Most of my patrons
business on Reid.

enjoyed The Charm School immensely,
although a few criticised the theme, which
raps the conventional type of college educated girl. J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,

One

—
Norwich,

Kans.

— Small

town

fans.

—

—

the

in

Web, with

Blanche

Sweet. Not much. This picture did not
go over very well for me. Can not get
by with Sweet pictures here. C. N. Barlow, Opera House, Mendora, 111. Small

—

—

town patronage.

A Broadway Cowboy, with William
Desmond. Rattling good picture and
pleased everyone. C. W. Brayman, Em-

—

—

Cedar

Springs,
Neighborhood patronage.

pire

theatre,

—

—

—

In Walked Mary, with a special

cast.

A

fair comedy drama that will get by.
C. F. Nolte, Wonderland theatre, BuckSmall town patronage.
eye, la.

—
One Hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner. — Fine picture to please patrons.
— Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. Dak. — General patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.

Wait, with

—

Marguerite

Clayton. Only fair. May take well in a
larger place, but did not please my patrons.
C. F. Nolte, Wonderland theatre,

—

Buckeye,

la.

— Small

—

His
Another

town patronage.

Woman,

Man and

fine

with a special

To good

picture.

most

Pathe pictures
good. Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. Dak. General patronage.
find

I

all

—

The Moonshine
cast.

Trail, with a
over and that's all.

— Went

bad night or

— C.

Buckeye,

—

my crowd

special
Had a

would have been

Wonderland theatre,
town patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
This is a real picture. One you need

larger.

F. Nolte,

la.

— Small

not be afraid of booking, as it will please.
One of the best pictures we have had.

Opera House, Medora,
town patronage.

C. N. Barlow,

— Small

House

of the Tolling Bell, a

—

J.

—

Stuart

—

Neighborhood patronage.

R-C

Pictures

What's a Wife Worth? with a special
cast.

— Great

human

heart story.

Title good
good house.

100 per cent.

Played
profit.

to

— R.

C.

Buxton,

—

Pleased

for exploitation.
Made a light
Strand theatre,

Ransom, Kans. Small town patronage.
So Long Letty, with a special cast.
Lots of my patrons told me they enjoyed this picture immensely. P. J. Burford, Princess theatre, Doniphan, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Good. Grand
813, with a special cast.

—

theatre,

Breese,

111.

—
—
— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

What's

a

Wife Worth? with

November

1921

5,

—

Sold as a super-special, but is only
very good program picture.
Do not
advance your prices on this. Harold
Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

a

—

—

Nobody's Kid,
Pleasing program

Mae

with

Marsh.—

Well suited
for children.
Merle E. Rhoda, Palace
theatre,
Royalton, Minn. Small town
picture.

—

—

patronage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with Pauline Frederick.
Pauline's work satisfactory.
Ending of play a welcome change,
but play as a whole will not satisfy general audiences.
Location scenes excellent.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

—

The
One of

Stealers, with a special cast.
the very best we have had. Clean
and good. Nearly, if not quite, as good
as The Miracle Man.
C. W. Brayman,
Emprize theatre, Cedar Springs, Mich.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

What Every Woman Wants,
special

cast.

Breese,

111.

with a
theatre,

— Good. — Grand

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Clear Skies, with ZaSu Pitts.—Too
much hard luck. Took the sky too long
to clear.

— C.

German, Royal theatre.
Kans. Neighborhood

L.

Bonner Springs,
patronage.

—

111.

Blackton production. Good mystery picture.
Patrons well pleased. John Steichen, Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D.

Mich.

The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.
A good mid-week program. Pleased 100
per cent. John Steichen. Aurora theatre,
White Lake, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

Barnes,

—

Women Who

—

—

the

all

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
good Western picture that will please.
C. N. Barlow, Opera House, Medora,
111.
Small town patronage.
Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—
Good picture. Warner a well liked star
John Steichen, Aurora theatre. White
Lake, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Truant Husband, with Mahlon
Hamilton. This is a mighty clever comedy drama. A type of production that
the entire family will enjoy. Also a cure
Played to good house.
for censor evils.
Patrons seemed well pleased. Sam Sax.
New Grand theatre, Portland, Ore.
General patronage.

one from

— F. A. Erwin, Doric theatre,
— Neighborhod patronage.

business.

Pathe

Had

ever ran.

1

this

A

cast.

Girl

comments on

Kans.

pat-

ronage.

The

of the best pictures

lots of

—

patronage.

—

—
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atre,

—

a special

Realart
The Case

Becky, with Constance
Constance Binney triumph, lavishly and painstakingly produced. Clear, appealing close-ups of this
star, and right now we have to say a
word about Realart service. It's the best
that we ever have received out of the St
Louis exchanges. Martin W. Operle,
Armory theatre, St. Genevieve, Mo.
Binney.

of

— Another

—

A

Private Scandal, with May McAvoy.
good picture with no doubt a new
star.
Support extra good. Kathlyn Williams, as usual, very good.
Very attractive.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key
West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—A

—

—

Her Sturdy Oak,

— Many

with

Wanda Hawley.

criticisms.
Story too light and
stars miscast.
Couple in actual
want wheeling their twins in a thousand
dollar baby buggy. Ridiculous.
Mrs. R.
G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale,

both

—

111.

— Neighborhood
—

patronage.

Everything for Sale, with May McAvoy. For clean entertainment for the
whole family Realart certainly takes the
cake, and for having less flivvers than any
other production company of known
repute.
May McAvoy is rapidly coming
to the front in audience appeal.
Martin

W.

—

Operle,

Armory

theatre,

Gene-

St.

Mo.

vieve,

Such

Queen, with Constance
evening's entertainment
and one that will please them all. VarNeighborsity theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
hood patronage.
a

Binney.

Little
real

—A

—

—

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter. A dandy picture. Will please
Realarts
the most particular audience.
are all clean pictures.
Good blue law

—

killers.

— C.

L.

Bonner

German,

Springs.
patronage.

Kans.

Royal

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Her Winning Way, with Mary

—

Miles

Minter. While not as good as Anne of
Green Gables, it is by many points a
Mary Miles Minter is
good picture.
almost our strongest star here. Martin

—

W.

Operle,

Armory

Mo.
The House

theatre,

Ste.

Gene-

vieve,

LESTER CUNEO

and Mrs. Wallace Reid in a scene from "The Masked Avenger,"
which the Western Pictures Exploitation Company is distributing

That

with
Real
never
funny high class comedy. I have
Prinrun a poor Realart. J. G. Varnell,

Jazz

Wanda Hawley. — A good

—

Built,
picture.

November
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cess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.

— Small

town

patronage.

with Wanda
Hawley. Somewhat broad, but goes
great with well seasoned and hard boiled.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, TombGeneral patronage.
stone, Ariz.

The

Woman,

Outside

—

—

—

Room and

Board, with Constance Bin-

— My

first picture of the new
a tine example for Realart
Star apfuture productions.
in
up to
pears to better advantage than in any
other picture since 39 East. Martin W.
Operle, Armory theatre, St. Genevieve,

ney.

series.
to live

And

—

one because you could hear a pin drop
any time throughout the show. Baker &
Baker, Baker's theatre, McCune, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

age.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
This picture was pleasing to everyone so
Bebe is a safe bet
far as I could learn.
any time for me. J. C. McKee, Electric

—

Bolivar,

theatre,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

with Justine Johnstone.

Blackbirds,

—

Good detective story. Will please. G. D.
Worden, Gem theatre, Delavan, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

The Furance, with a special cast. —
Good picture for the highbrows if in
Too much repetition and long
five reels.

No good

for small towns.
Dr.. Roy Hudson, Liberty theatre, KilNeighborhood patronage.
leen, Texas.

drawn

out.

—

—

The Furnace, with a special cast.
very good special for high class patronage, and one
to the ladies,

—

that will appeal, especially

on account of costumes and
Atherton the-

Harold Daspit,
settings.
atre, Kentwod, La.

The Plaything of Broadway, with JusMust have been a good
tine Johnstone.

—

HERALD

—

comment

for or against.
D.
Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
little

patronage.

—

The following is reprinted from the
Special Fall Edition of the "Arrow
Bulletin," published by Arrow Film
Corporation, where it appears as one
of the five editorials on the editorial
page under the heading, "Valuable
Aid."
The
is the only trade

—

tography and acting excellent. Theme is
one my patrons do not care much about.

Daughters,
Justine
with
Sheltered
Johnstone. Pleased a Saturday night audience. Quite a satisfactory picture. DifF. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,
ferent.
Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood patron-

—

The Way

The Furnace, with a special cast.
Good picture. Beautiful gowns and pho-

— Small

—

Points

—

Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. All of Miss Minter's pictures
This is a sweet story and
are good.
well acted. W. E. Elkin, Temple theNeighborhood
Aberdeen, Miss.
atre,
patronage.

—

Arrow

East, with Constance Binney.
cannot praise Miss Binney's pictures
enough. They are fine and should please
everyone. J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.
Small town patronage.

39

Very

Mo.

115

paper mentioned in the excellently
compiled and highly interesting 36page book.
One of the most valuable de-

town patronage.

Me

Don't Call

Mary

Little Girl, with

— Mary sure a winning
card.
This picture will make many
friends for her. —
Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla. — Neighborhood
Miles Minter.

partments of any motion picture
trade paper is the "What the Pic-

is

Did for Me" section of the
Exhibitors Herald and the Editor

ture

J.

the Bulletin would like to see
the exhibitors all over the United
States take advantage of this opportunity to acquaint their fellow
showmen with the virtues, or faults
as the case may be, of the pictures
they have played.
of

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
rather odd but clever comedy that

—A

—

held the interest of my audience. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

This
department is open to
everyone and if all exhibitors
would use it they would be doing

of Rogue's Harbor, with Mary
Minter. One of the finest pictures I ever ran.
Will suit all classes
of people.
If all pictures were like this
we'd never hear any more cry for censorship.
J. G. Varnell, Princess theatre,
Piedmont, Ala. Small town patronage.

Judy

—

Miles

—

—

Every
independent
exchange
should urge all of their customers
to send in a report to this paper
giving a complete report of the

— Very-

Grand
theatre,
Breese,
Neighborhood patronage.

good.

to the industry, as
exhibitors cannot see every picture they book and this information is of real value to them.
all

—

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.

real service

a

111.

picture.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

Daniels.
Splendid.
Pleased 100 per cent. The
best Daniels subject so far." Realart pictures are always good. W, E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neigh-

—

—

—

cry.

— Edwin

Lake, Lake theatre, Baker,

Mont.

borhood patronage.

—

The Imp, with

Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles
Minter. A little aged, but a good show.
Mary Miles Minter is liked fine here.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Transcient patronage.

—

—

Lavender, with Mary Miles
This is the first Realart
Star unknown here.
that we have used.
However, they will be popular especially
with the young people and high school
students.
Dr. Roy Hudson, Liberty theNeighborhood patatre, Killeen, Tex.

Sweet

Minter.

— Good.
—

—

ronage.

Ralph Ince's imperthe Civil war.
sonation of Lincoln was good. J. E.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

in

—

Marooned Hearts, with Conway Tearle.
—-Just an ordinary, common, everyday

—

John Steichen, Aurora theatre.
White Lake, S. D. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
More picExcellent program picture.
tures like this should increase business.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

Pleasure
merstein.

with

Elaine

Seekers,
of this star's best.

— One

—

HamEn-

W. D. Van Derburgh,
tertaining. Clean.
Broadway theatre, Statesville, N. C.
Small town patronage.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.

— This

is

the kind

I

Made more money on
any
all

I

in

ever had. Men,
tears.

It

is

like to put over.
this feature than on

women

good

this

one

in

—

Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. A dandy picture.
Too bad

—
— C.

she couldn't be here to
like

it.

to

and children

make them

make some more

German,

L.

Bonner Springs,
patronage.

Royal

Kans.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Youthful Folly, with Olive Thomas.
Everybody says Olive is cute and all
her pictures are good. This one was up
G. D. Pinholster, Clinch
to her standard.
Neighborhood
theatre. Frostproof, Fla.
patronage.

—

Selzrnck
The Highest Law, with Ralph Ince.
A very good picture about a war deserter

picture.

Elsie Janis.
Tried to
with the good ones, but
I don't want any more junk like this.
H. W. Russell, Family theatre, Albion,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
sift

—

The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. A good picture and
entirely different from the ordinary program. John Steichen, Aurora theatre,
White Lake, S. D. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Norma Talbut good. F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
She Loves and

madge.— This

Darling

One

is

Lies, with

old,

Mine, with Olive Thomas.
have had this Fall.

the best I
Everyone pleased.
of

—

Good

business.

— E.

D. Quinn, Park theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up the Road With Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. The only picture I
have ever run that was 100 per cent. Geo.
Osburne. Star theatre, Westminster, Md.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma TalGood
madge. An extra good play.
Patrons will ask for more like
puller.

—

——

———
A

—
AA
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tion.

— Undoubtedly

this
pictures.

poorest

fith's

one

is

Grifa

of

may

It

be

the cities, but in smaller
knock-out
towns it hasn't the punch. J. W. SanDe Luxe theatre, Hutchinson,
ders,
in

Kans.

—

— General

patronage.

The Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks. It was good and made some
money. C. W. Brayman, Empire thea-

—
—

Cedar Springs, Mich.

tre.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

November

H— Neighborhood

N.

Exeter,
ronage.

tre,

1921

5,

pat-

The

Wallop, with Harry Carey. A
western with lots of action and
punch. Harry Carey is the star drawing
card here. Good business on the Freeze
Out and The Wallop. There is not as

good

much

action in Harry Carey's new pictures as there was in his old ones of 1918
and 1919. G. D. Hughes, Liberty thea-

—

tre,

Heavener,

Okla.— Small town

pat-

ronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Rather crazy, but went over
banks always draws here. G.
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
hood patronage.

—

Down

—

Yeaton,
Neighbor-

on the Farm, a Mack Sennett

production.

—well.
Just

a

drew

tainly

Fair-

well.

W.

The

Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.—
picture. Our patrons don't
care for foreign stuff, but this one went
over fairly well. H. H. Woody, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kans.
Small town patronage.

good program

—

but cerPleased 90 per cent.
little

old,

MIDNIGHT FOLLIES,

—

—

—

tributed by

— F.
Carthage,

Goldwyn.

Tweedy, Auditorium theatre.
Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Very good comedy-drama. Owen a fine
comedian.
Pleased 100 per cent. John
Steichen, Aurora theatre. White Lake,
Neighborhood patronage.
S. D.
this.

J.

—

—

—
Ghosts of Yesterday,
madge. — Re-issue. This
patrons

like.

Tal-

my

Everybody goes home

sat-

is

Patrons that saw

isfied.

came

fore

Norma

the kind

with*

see

to

it

when run

again.

it

— D.

E.

Ark

ton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

beFit-

— Small

town patronage.

The

Gift
is a

— This

We

Supreme, with a special cast.
good one and pleased everydid not do a good business,

body.
but it was not the fault of the picture.
Spalding Bros.. Gem theatre, Taylorville,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Blue

Pearl, with a special cast.
Fair program picture.
Schonlau
Abraham, S.
A. theatre, Houston, Minn.

—

&

&

Neighborhood patronage.
Red Foam, with a special cast. Very
strong program picture.
Mighty clean
production and pleased. W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

for

it

sure

it

is

—

some

picture.
R.
theatre, Piggott,

F. Johnson, Franklin
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien.

— This

a

is

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.
Pleased
good program picture.

good

picture.

Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

Through

the

Two

Back Door, with Mary

— As good as Daddy Long Legs.
under the Big Four banner.
days to
business. — Harry Gilfair

Regent theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

bert,

THE THREE MUSKETEERS,
with

Douglas

Fairbanks.

mendous

—A

tre-

success.
Standing room
only during entire week. One of
the very best pictures ever shown
in

Oklahoma

would be hard

City.
The picture
to improve upon. In

—

couldn't be done. William
Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma

fact,

it

City, Okla.

Dream

Street, a D.

W.

Griffith

—

—

please any audience. W.
Derburgh, Broadway theatre,
Small town patronage.
Statesville, N. C.
will

—

Thunder

Island, with Edith Roberts.
Edith
Lots of dark scenes.
Star fine.
puts it over. Otherwise, not very good.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,

—

Mont.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo.

— Did

good business on this picture, but it
pleased only fair. J. C. McKee, Electric
a

theatre, Bolivar,

—
Mo. — Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
very good picture. Not quite as good
as Pink Tights, but close to it. This star
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theais a comer.
Small town patrontre, Granville, N. Y.
age.

Springs, Pa.

The Rage

— Play

this

ally good.

D.

Van

of Paris, with Miss Du Pont.
picture and advertise unusuPleased all my patrons. W.

—

Derburgh, Broadway theatre.
Small town patronage.

Statesville, N. C.

—

The Desperate

Harry Carey.
Carey standard. Other,
wise a fair program. C. F. Nolte, Wonderland
theatre,
Buckeye,
la.
Small

— Not

up

Trail, with

to the

—

—

town patronage.
Once to Every

Woman and The Right
Happiness, with Dorothy Phillips.
Both mighty good and pleased everyone.
We must have decent pictures in this
town. C. W. Brayman, Empire theatre,
Cedar Springs, Mich. Neighborhood patto

—

—

ronage.

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
very good program picture.
There is
nothing for the censors in this one. S.
N. Andress. Royal theatre, Ponca, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. Action is
right. Best Western I have played. Stood
them out during slump. W. D. Van Der-

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

The Blazing

Trail, with

Frank Mayo.

Mayo

Very good.
our patrons.

—

not popular here with
Dr. Roy Hudson, Liberty

theatre, Killeen, Tex.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.

— Great picture. Good for a one-day run
Pfiefer,
Sun theatre,
only. — August
Newark, N. — General patronage.
The Mad Marriage, with Carmel Myers.
— Some liked some didn't. Personally,
thought
was a good picture, and
would
suggest
booking
— N. H.
Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kans.
— Small town patronage.
J.

J.

it,

it

it.

Pickford.
best

The

full

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.
Very good. This feature and a good

I

United Artists

—

Yeaton, Ioka theatre,
house. G. W.
Exeter, N. H. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. Wonderful picture. Book it and
boost

—

comedy
D. Van

comments

—

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.
Pleased most everyone.
Very good.
C. F. Nolte, Wonderland theatre, BuckSmall town patronage.
eye, la.

—

favorable

were heard by ushers during the
show.
You are safe in booking
and boosting this one. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge

Universal
scene from
being dis-

Many

ture.

age.

BETTY COMPSON in a
"For Those We Love,"

with

Marie Prevost. Universal sure did
give Marie a good start in this pic-

alone was worth the price of
admission. E. Noah, Liberty theatre,
Frankford, Mo. Neighborhood patron-

The dog

—

produc-

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
this one.
I have screened this one
twice and it pleased all. I call this Gladys
Walton's best. W. T. Biggs, Unique

Book

—

theatre, Anita,

la.

— Transient

patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
One of the poorest Harry Carey pictures
he has made. No action. Why doesn't
he make them like his old ones? Eunice
Abbley, American theatre, Moss Point,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts. If
Universal can give us as good pictures
as this at half what others ask, who gets
the difference?

— G. W.

Yeaton, Ioka thea-

A

scene from "Rip

Van Winkle,"

Ward Lascelle production
tributed by Hodkinson.

being

the
dis-

November
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burgh. Broadway theatre, Statesville, N.
Small town patronage.
C.

—
The Man Trackers, with a special
— Nothing extra. This one of Unicast.

is

versal's

Part of the picture

poor ones.

— C.

was

fine.

tre,

Buckeye,

F. Nolte,
la.

Wonderland theatown patronage.

— Small

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
than some pictures I have paid

— Better

—

four times the rental price for. G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak.
program picture. Adolph
fair

—

pretty

Kohn, Pastime

theatre, Granville,

— General patronage.

N. Y.

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.
This did not go over very big. My patrons do not want this type of pictures.
The acting was good. C. F. Nolte, WonSmall
theatre,
Buckeye,
la.
derland

—

—

town patronage.
Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.

— Beautiful

scenery pulls this one over.
story, but that
Play it
is forgotten in the scenic effect.
by all means, as second night will be
your best. Subtitles well written, which

Nothing remarkable about

—

MAY McAVOY

a relief. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
Neighborhood pattheatre, Neligh, Neb.
is

—

ronage.

Short

mund,
Skirts,

with

Gladys Walton.

Did not please as well as some of
her former pictures.
C. F. Nolte, Wonderland theatre, Buckeye, la. Small town
Fair.

—

—

patronage.

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Good
In order to come out
you must have the help of the schools.
Will not draw unless advertised big. A.
G. Miller, Miller theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

with Jean

Paige.
sent a letter to each
school teacher, asking her to tell
her pupils a synopsis of the book
and advise them to go see the picAlso sent her an invitation
ture.
to attend the showing as our guest.
The day before the play date we
took the horse cutouts and gave
the teachers enough for each pupil
they had enrolled. Teachers gave
the horses away at noon.
That
night and the next morning we
had several requests from parents
to replace horses accidentally
broken or lost.
also used window cards and newspaper advertising.
Ran picture two days to
excellent
business.
Had more
favorable comments than on any
picture we ever ran.
Satisfaction
absolutely
100%.— H. G. Stett-

We

theatre, Chandler,

—

Corinne Griffith. Just a little girl, but
sure did draw. Pleased 85 per cent. Good

Book

—

it.

Frankford,
Neighborhood patronage.

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno. This is a fine picture. Better
than any Moreno picture I have run.
Run it
Pleased everyone that saw it.
with Fighting Fate.— G. D. Hughes, LibOkla. Small
Heavener,
theatre,
erty

—

—

town patronage.
The Heart of Maryland, with a special
Cannot class this one as a special.
cast.
Nevertheless it is a good play and will

—

please a great percentage of your patrons.
Do not raise your admission unless you
have a transient theatre. A. G. Miller.
Atkinson, Neb. Small
Miller
theatre,
town patronage.

—

latest Realart production.

Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D. General patronage.
Straight from Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.— Very good and
another independent producer with whom
we can do business. G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
theatre,
Exeter, N. H. Neighborhood

—

What's Your Reputation Worth? with

Mo.

picture for kids.

from "Morals," her

Okla.

photography. Good story.
E. Noah, Liberty theatre,

Vitagraph

BLACK BEAUTY,
— We

Odeon

Jr.,

in a scene

—

—

—

patronage.

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
Some of
Salisbury.
Beautiful picture.
the exteriors in this are wonderful. Business good on an ordinarily off night.

—

Wm. Ray

Erne,

Arcade

theatre,

Char-

— Small town patronage.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Played this one to calotte,

Mich.

Some were disappointed, as they
As a
expected more sensual dancing.
whole, very clean and entertaining. Had
many favorable comments and requests
Dr. Roy Hudson, Liberty
for a return.
Neighborhood pattheatre, Killeen, Tex.
ronage.

pacity.

—

Girls

—

Don't Gamble (D. N. Schwab),

State Rights
Burn-'Em-Up Barnes (Affiliated Dist),
with Johnny Hines. Here is the type of
picture we need more of. It is clean, has

—

witty subtitles, full of humor, thrills and
gives this versatile star room to do himIt made a real hit with
self justice.
my patrons. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Alexandria,
Minn. Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.

—

Cyclone

—

Bliss

(Arrow),

with

Jack

— Best Western picture ever ran.
—August Pfiefer, Sun theatre, Newark.
N.
—General patronage.
The County Fair (Tourneur), with a
— Average picture. Did
special
well. — F. A. Erwin, Doric theatre, Barnes,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
Salisbury. — One of the cleanest pictures
Hoxie.

I

J.

J.

fairly

cast.

Get 'em in
I have seen in some time.
and they will like this one. Fair busitheatre.
Rappeport,
Lovejoy
L.
J.
ness.
Neighborhood patronage.
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

Do

the

—

Dead Talk? (Ebony)

give this a very big boost,

nothing

to

it.

— E.

Brooklyn,
patronage.

I

cannot
is

Broadway
Neighborhood

Ford,

O.

theatre,

—

as there

la.

—

Western Pep (Pioneer), with William
A fair Western that I rate

—

Fairbanks.
as just an

average

picture.

— Guy

W.

of the players in
Friend," F. B. Warren

"Our Mutual

latest feature, adapted
Dickens' last novel. It

from

One

Corporation's
Charles
peopled with
human characters and contains a thrilling story of love, intrigue and hate.
is

———
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USE THIS BLANK

with David Butler. David Butler can be
considered as one of the best drawing
cards in features today.
In this feature
he is excellent. Story very good. Pho-

—

tography and direction excellent. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Cyclone
Hoxie.

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

—

Bliss

was

It

a

(Arrow),
Hoxie,

with

Jack

and

good.

Hoxie takes well here.
Have all the
Hoxies I can get booked. Follow suit.
You won't go wrong. F. A. Erwin, Doric
theatre,
Barnes,
Kans. Neighborhood

—

—

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. This is a dandy and one that
will surprise you.
Did not expect it to
be the picture it was. Drew very good.
R. N. Merrill, Aniusu theatre, Waverly,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Straight from Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Very satisfying
entertainment. This picture will help ex-

who have booked all Miss
Young's pictures to re-establish the star.
Not a box office attraction, but lends itAs comself very well to exploitation.
pared to Hush, Miss Young's previous
picture, it is decidedly better. Well staged

Producer

—

and correct in all details. Harold
Wcndt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.

Remarks

The
with

Problem
a

one

special

— P.

—A

everyBurford, Prinpicture

J.

Mo.

Doniphan,

theatre,

F.

(Peacock),

Eternal

cast.

.

enjoy.

will

cess

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Men

Madonnas and
special

cast.

could

have

didn't.

It

—A

with

(Jans),

wonderful

a

here

—

—

(Arrow), with Jack
Jack Hoxies and
William Fairbanks are good drawing
cards for me. My people like action in
Hoxie.

Alive

or

— Good.

All

(Pioneer), with William
Patrons well pleased and
Harry Still,
this subject went over good.
Novelty theatre, Cortland, N. Y. Small
town patronage.

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe). with
Ruth Roland. Business improves with
each episode.
Star well liked and will
make business good for any theatre.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Mar-

—

Remarks

—

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), with
special

cast.

— Pleased

good

a

a

house.

Made some money. One reason, and a
big one, why we should patronize the
independents. — G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theaExeter,
ronage.
tre,

H.

N.

— Neighborhood

pat-

God's Country and the Law (Arrow),
with a special cast. Story very poor.
Did not come up to any of the James
If it had
Oliver Curwoods I ever saw.
not been for the scenery, it would have
been no good. F. A. Erwin, Doric theatre,
Barnes, Kans. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

special cast.

made
theatre,

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

—

—

—

Ryan.
A good serial. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

(Universal), with Art Acord.

on the 9th chapter.

—

I'm
Going over

Lots of action in this serial.
The only thing wrong is that the
"white horseman" rides a black
horse, but it suits the people here.
G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre,
Heavener, Okla.
fine.

City
State

—

Miracles

of

the

—

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with
Joe Ryan. Good Western serial.
Lots
of action.
Good star. On 4th episode

—

—

and everyone likes it. Eunice Abbley,
American theatre, Moss Point, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

The

Horseman

White

Art Acord.

with

— On

the

Jungle

(Federated),

(Universal),
17th episode,

and

I
could not recommend this serial.
Fell off all the way.
Too much repetition.
A. F. Metzger, Lincoln and Acme
theatres,
Syracuse,
N. Y. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Short Subjects

—

The Big Show (Educational). Played
this comedy with Wolves of the North
and made a hit. The monk performs like
Irishman.

Better play this one.
J.
C. Jenkins,
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
real

comedy.

excellent

It's

—

—
NEWS

INTERNATIONAL

—

(Universal). People come just to
see the News. Draws much better
than cheap comedies. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

A

Domestic Knockout (Arrow), with

—

Billy Fletcher.
Fine.
One of the best
single reel comedies we have used in a
long while. More like this one. J. Friedman, Prospect theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Gump

Cartoons (Celebrated Players).
Best cartoon on the market. The kids
and the grown-ups think that they are
good. Baker & Baker. Baker's theatre,
McCune, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

Toonerville Tactics (First National),
with a special cast. Patrons said they
liked it, but of course it is not a bit
exciting.
didn't see it myself.
Philip
I
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—

—

is

(Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.—
one of Harold Lloyd's best come-

in the one-reelers.
will not be sorry.
J. C.

THE WHITE HORSEMAN
ronage

Y.— Neighborhood

—

dies

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with
Joe

N.

Buffalo,

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with
Joe Ryan. A very good serial for the
small town man.
Will guarantee it to
hold up. Just the kind that pleases them
all.
You can't go wrong in booking this
one. A. G. Miller, Miller theatre. Atkinson, Neb.
Small town patronage.

Bliss

Serials

of Theatre

all

patronage.

This
Exhibitor

Name

— General patronage.
Bros.), with a
— Pulled well the way and
money. — F. O'Brien, Orpheum

marth, N. D.

Bill

—

Producer

—

ronage.

—

Fighting
Fairbanks.

Star

fifth

—

pictures.
Lively front brings them in.
C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre, CanTransient patronage.
ton. O.

— R.

...

you want a wild
it is.
I am on

serial

a

Dead

If

1921

episode and I've never run a
that people liked so well.
Everyone wild over it. J. G. Varnell, Princess
theatre, Piedmont, Ala.
Small town patthe

I
picture.
special, but

run this as a
pleased all that saw it. Matinee crowd helped the night attendance.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

Title

—

cast.
serial,

5,

The Lost City (Warner

hibitors

Star

with a special

and woolly

patronage.

—

Tide

November

Book

it.

You

Harlan, Pastime
—
Humphrey, Ariz. — Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

Vod-a-Vil Movies (Spanuth).

— Just

like

real vaudeville, and can be seen for a lot
less money.
Patrons here like Vod-a-Vil
Movies. Baker
Baker, Baker's thea-

—

tre,

&

McCune, Kans.

— Small

town patron-

age.

Tea Time (Fox), with a special cast.
scarcely anyone in this sage brush
town ever saw the royal game of golf,
how could they appreciate it? They
didn't.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho. Small town patronage.

As

—

—

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
" Motion Picture Projection"

Equipment

Valuable Theatre Text-Book
James

Progress
Fred Levy, one of the

Col.

big

men

of

the industry, has

announced that he has
completed plans for the erection of a new theatre in Lexington, Ky., to cost about a

just

He

quarter of a million.

points

out that while the outlay is a
large one he is confident that
results will justify the expendi-

This is the spirit which
has put motion pictures on the
level which it now holds. Faith
ture.

in the future,

stone

of

all

it

is

the corner-

successful

enter-

Cameron's Volume on Projection and
Subjects Complete and Coherent
Compendium of Technical Knowledge
R.

Related

Although "Motion Picture Projection,"
a 560-page volume written by James R.
Cameron and published by the Theatre

Company, New York, is subtitled "An Elementary Text-Book," the
fund of knowledge which it makes availSupply

erly

practically

will prop-

amounts to
complete mastery of the

digest

contents

its

a

and

phases of his
composition of similar
purpose that has been submitted to this
department approaches even remotely
Mr. Cameron's work in point of coherence and completeness.
The first 14 pages of the volume are
devoted, very properly, to a "Glossary of
Electrical and Mechanical Terms." From
this important beginning the author proceeds to a 9-page discussion of electricity,
technical

profession.

practical

No

laying the groundwork

prises.

who

able to the projectionist

for

what

is

to

follow.

of

Subsequent

Cincinnati, has added a depart-

logical

ment for the manufacture of
wooden lobby frames in answer
to the growing demand of ex-

They

hibitors for this type of product.

It is

always a good idea

to give the

consumer what he

Thus is the Newman
company keeping in step, a
characteristic of this company

wants.

since its inception.

chapter

course

of

heads

show

instruction

the

adopted.

read, over a space of 55 pages, as

follows:

Generation of Electricity.
Alternating Currents.

(The Rheostat.)
Multiple Unit Rheostats.
New Device for Controlling Resistance.
Electrical Resistance.

The Step-Down Transformer.
Points to Remember About Transformers.

The Hallberg Economizer.
Instructions for Installing.
A C Compensarcs in Multiple.

Mercury Arc

Rectifiers.

The Three-Wire System.
with this portion of the book outwhich brings the reader to page
a bare beginning is made.

And
lined,

Chicago, if not the last, is
the last cities in the
country to give up daylight

among

It offisaving for the year.
comes to an end this

cially

week.

More use for the electric
more patronage for

sign and

the theatre.

Back to normal,

to use a trite phrase.

89,

The

projection

room

is

next discussed,

and here the same intelligent treatment
of detail obtains.

Light, lenses, portable

subject dealt with informatively and with careful illustration,
follow in natural sequence.
Ventilating, heating and cooling of
projectors,

each

theatres next receive attention and
that

is

not

common knowledge

Many

Illustrations

Used

Outstanding features of its composition
are the generous use of illustrations, both
half-tones and line drawings being used
in great number, the careful presentation
and explanation of pratical working
tables bearing upon every phase of projection, and detailed descriptions and
analyses of practically every standard
mechanism on the market.
It
is
here that the practicality of
the book is most emphatically apparent.
Here the abstract is forgotten and the
concrete is made the basis of discussion.
It is in these pages, showing in accurate
picturization the mechanism with which
the projectionist is actually working, that
the essential points of successful operation will be made clear to the puzzled

workman.
Facts Firmly Fixed

To

clinch the reader's hold

upon the

facts which he has gathered in his study
of the book proper the author has added

Follows Line of Logic

The Newman Company

scanning, of its pages can the scope and
significance of its contents be grasped.

is

much
pre-

sented in these pages.

But a mere outline does not serve to
bring out the merits of the volume. Only
by actual reading, and this does not mean

questions and answers occupying 32
pages, and examination questions occupying a fourth of that space.
It may be said without exaggeration
that the merest novice may by careful
study of the book and intelligent application of knowledge thus gained equip himself adequately for the beginning of a
Its value to
career as a projectionist.
the man established in the profession is

correspondingly great.
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Radio-Mat

Official
Cites Slides Value

Calls

it

Open Forum

for

Obtaining Confidence
of the Public
The importance
regular

the

of slides as a part of
of motion picture

program

is

according to an

may employ

defending his legitimate interests, giving service to his patrons and participating in nation-wide
without expense or
So,
campaigns.
trouble, when cooperating with the trade
papers, national campaigns can be carried forward with unity and strength and
yet remain adaptable to every audience.
he

constantly being emphasized,
official of the Radio-Mat
Slide company, one of the leading manuMany of the important uses
facturers.

theatres

patrons, but increase largely their number by the additional thousands who now,
uninformed, do not attend motion picture theatres.
"The typewritten slide puts at the
finger tips of the exhibitor the greatest
power of publicity in the world, which
in

of the slide are detailed in the following

Each theatre becomes a link of a chain,
and therein lies its strength. As an open

interview:

forum,

"With cooperation and typewriter slides
the exhibitor can make felt the power
that is in his screen. The cost is negligible, the cooperation, the efforts and ideas
must be large. The exhibitor can no
longer overlook the fact that he has his*
customers right in his hands, every day,
ready to receive any information about
the pictures, about the industry in which
they are interested. Naturally, they are
predisposed to protect their amusement.

national thoughts and movements."

These people can be reached all with
the typewriter slide, and the cost is less

ton,

— —

than

five cents.

"Does the business man ever consider
the expense of a phone call or of a letter
to a prospective customer or for the good

A typewritten anbusiness?
nouncement catches and holds the attenIt is indition better than any other.
vidual and immediate. A personal letter
So
to all at the cost of a letter to one.
much for the cost, the item to be considered first in any practical public utility.
"The exhibitor can regard the typewriter slide as the stationery of the
screen, and dictate, typewrite or draw
his messages with the same ease as a
letter, the only difference being that instead of in an envelope he places it between two glasses and it is ready for the

of

his

it

is

reflecting not only local but

Levy Backs Plan
For $250,000 Theatre

Col.
Col.

Fred

Levy,

original

Associated

First National franchise holder for

Ken-

completed
negotiations for the erection in Lexing-

and

tucky

Ky.,

Tennessee,

a

new

has

theatre

to

seat

1,500

and to cost approximately $250,000. Following close upon the opening of the
new "Kentucky" in Louisville, it indicates beyond doubt that there is no fear
of the future in the colonel's mind.
The name of the new house has not
been determined but it is Col. Levy's plan
to make it the finest structure in the
Work will be begun early in
state.
November and the tentative time for

service

that

a

104*

CAMP

ST.,

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

—

the candidates and make a report at a
regular meeting of the society. A favorable vote allows the candidate to take
the examination for which a fee of $10
For the present examinais
charged.
tions will be held every three months.
This is one of the most important
activities by which the society will endeavor to carry out its purpose of
establishing a recognized standard for
theatre organists, as high as the organists
themselves make possible by their daily
work and their desire for progress. The
examination represents in practical con-

densed form the knowledge and
displayed by the organists
of the highest standing.

in

Select Own Numbers
The examining board consists

facility

theatres

of Fir-

Swinnen,

theatre.

own

The

candidates
playing
in D minor,

numbers,

The sight-reading test consisted
ners.
of a trio for two manuals and pedals by
A. P. Boely, a piano-conductor part and
a melody to be harmonized, the last two
being specially prepared for the exami-

"The volume and influence of the letters of a business house have changed
incredibly since the days of the handwritten letter. The day of the typewritThe exhibitor can
ten slide has come.

"A lack«of confidence in the policy and
standing of the industry is generally evident; it is due to the lack of information
given to the public by the exhibitor regarding his stand and policy. By making
his policy widely known, the exhibitor
could not only get the support of his

public of

Guilmant Sonata movement, and
works of similar character. Next they
were required to improvise on a given
theme which was written by the exami-

But, of course, success
his duty.
only possible by keeping everlastingly
at it; it must become a part of each day's
work.

tion.

made

examination of the Society of
Theatre Organists held September 21,
1921, at the headquarters of the Society, 10 East Forty-fourth street, New
York City, the Magna Chordia studios.
All candidates passed with a good average 47 for the test in solo playing and
general musicianship and 39% for the
picture playing test, making a general
average of 86V& per cent. The membership committee thoroughly investigates
the character and musical attainments of
first

A

comes

fact that he must
people and get acThe industry is
quainted with them.
late in reaching the point of personal
touch and understanding with the public, as proven by censorship and taxa-

Results have just been
the

Bach's Toccata and Fugue

trade

his

Society of Organists
Announce Test Results

for use in the
their
selected

is

and can reach

1921

chairman; John D. M.
Priest. Edward Napier, Harold O. Smith
Located behind a
Wild.
and Walter M.
screen they were unaware of the candiFirst an organ number
date's identity.
by Rach was played and a solo suitable

paper can give the exhibitor in this connection has been demonstrated by the
Exhibitors Herald. Using this material
which is priceless but without cost is
the exhibitor's part and opportunity, and
when danger threatens the industry it be-

no longer ignore the

5,

president of the LaFayette Hotel, are
There
also interested in the project.
will be no stock offered for sale to the
public, it is announced.

min

screen.

"The enormous

November

COL.

FRED LEVY

who

is

backing a

project to build a $250,000 theatre in

Lexington, Ky.

opening

home

is

of

April, 1922.
It will be the
First National attractions in

nation by the board.
The test in picture playing consisted
of playing suitable music for a scenic
scene), a news reel (aeroplane
( water
and march scenes), a feature (agitato,
misterioso, dramatic and love
ballet,
scenes), and a comedy (one-step and
Two minutes were
optional number).

Candidates
allowed for each situation.
were allowed to use a published number
with or without notes or to extemporize.
Among the numbers used for the scenic
were Serenade Venetienne by Lanciani

ninety-nine year lease for the
property was signed by Col. Levy, M.
Switow of Louisville and William James
of Columbus, Ohio. A number of Lexington men, including Mr. Graves, Mr.

and Morning by Grieg.
Test Pleases Candidates
The new members agreed that the
examination was not as difficult as they
had anticipated and that the examiners
were not unduly severe in passing judg-

Manning, David Ades and

ment.

Lexington.

The

L. B. Shouse,

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO.

ILL.

November

5,
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one of the outstanding

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
It

enables the printer to secure perfect prints from

negatives

made under

variable conditions of light,

and renders beautiful shadow detail. It is the quality that broadens the possibilites of success, saves
the difficult situation and increases the average of
good results.

Eastman Film

Eastman Film,
identifiable

words

through to the screen.

carries quality

both regular

throughout

its

and

is

length by the

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A chain of
of $200,000.
houses will be erected by the company,
the first to be built here.

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know

Holdenville,
looking for a

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

The

architects are

Belleville,

ark

The

will build

Sheridan road and

— Marcus

:

theatre

here.

erect

*

theatre,
re-

opened.
*

—

Ranger, Tex.
The Majestic theatre
opened this month. C. J. Moore will be

manager

resident

of the house.
*

Ownership Changes

Remodeling

Youngstown, O.— Max and Joe Shagrin have taken over control of the Park

—

Majestic Theatre
Williamsport, Pa.
has purchased the property in

theatre.

Company

One

Four - Nine!
4
Quality — Speed — Price — Points
and 9 — arc three reasons, and there are
-

1,

seven other vital ones why American
should make your prints.

The

—

the quality of
safety of your negatives
your prints American service throughout is
insured by our unique guarantee.

are always in the markei

Big Productions
87,

Pa.— The Stanton

remodeled and redecorated, has been

street.
*

AND GAUMONT

Paseo de Marti

National theatre

the house.

seat

2,700

New-

PARIS

Office

a

Philadelphia,

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

for

— The

Eden and Monuments streets has been
opened.
C. Robert Moore is managing

Heiman, Chi-

build

will

National Film Co.

ECLIPSE

theatre,

*

—

—

Lincoln

at

N. J.— Joseph Stern of

North Broad

— The

111.

Baltimore, Md.

Bullard.

Logan Auditorium
Philadelphia, Pa.
is to build a theatre at 4910

Wis. Beloit Amusement Combeen incorporated with a

We

Belleville,

Company

*

has

'

&

Labrode

a $150,000
house will seat 1,600.
*

will

seats 1,000.

seating 2,000, has been opened.

*

*

£

The house

has been opened.

*

Frankfort, Ind. M. C. B. Theatre Company has received plans for the playhouse
which will replace the old Blinn theatre.
Beloit,

erect a

to

theatre here.

Lawrence avenue.

pany

on which

—

Pittsburgh, Pa. The Duqucsnc theatre,
under the management of Felt Brothers,

is

*

Madison, Wis.
cago showman,

*

—

>enings

Stewart

E.

—

Brothers have
leased from J. Clarence Davies, through
Meehan & Summers, the site in Burnside
avenue between Jerome and Walton avenues.
Eugene de Rosa is drawing plans
for a theatre to be erected on the ground.

— Abraham Gumbiner

site

— H.

New Bedford, Mass. A theatre is to
be erected in Main street, near Center,
Fairhaven, by Thomas W. Whitfield.

New York — Coleman

Chicago

Okla.

theatre.

Projects

a $1,000,000 theatre at

is

sent an expenditure ^of $200,000.

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

New

—

Sacramento, Cal. The Liberty theatre
to be completely remodeled.
A Robert Morton organ will be installed.

—

Work has comWorth, Tex.
menced on the new threatre bing erected
at 501 Main street by Rialto Amusement Company. The project will repreFt.

1921

5,

the rear of its house for the purpose of
increasing the seating capacity to 2,000.
*

capitalization

Th eatres

November

—

Let us give you

Havana, Cuba

Write today.

full particulars.

Developing

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Printing
Tinting

American 10 Points

Toning

1— QUALITY.

Prints

known

for brilliancy

Editing

and clearness. Kxpert

Titling

years of experience, assures
quality prints obtainable.

2 — REPUTATION.

staff,

Gained

in

trained by
highest

10 years of

experience.

Ordinary

film

re-

duced to American
Standard Safety size.

In the proper geographical

location, assuring quick delivery

any-

— EQUIPMENT. All of the most modern
obtainable.
6—CLEANLINESS. V ithin two blocks of
5

American

Film Co.

Inc.

6227 Broadway, Chicago,
London, England

Samuel
literature

financial standard.

4— LOCATION.
where.

The exhibitor who buys a Minusa knows he's
getting satisfaction. The man who sells it
knows he's giving it. That's all that either
of them want.
Samples and

3— RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong

upon request

S.

Lake Michigan.
III.

Away from

dirt

and

dust.

7— SAFETY.

PlantapprovedbyCity of Chicago and Board of Fire Underwriters.
8— PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to serve

Hutchinson

President

exacting requirements.

'Vorld's Largest

9— PRICES.

Producers^

J^otion PictureSci-eens.

Efficiency that costs nothing.
Installed without closing.

V* rite for

our unique

guarantee of quality work.

"A VACANT SEAT FOR EVERY LIGHT
Hansen Indicators replace part or
cost and locates the vacant seats.

Reasonable and competitive.

10— GUARANTEES.

all

ushers.
It will

Inquire,

THAT SHINES"

Gives better service at

make you

less

a decided profit.

HANSEN VACANT SEAT INDICATOR

CO.

536 Central Building, Seattle, Washington

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Announces Showing

Fried man-Grauman

Form
New

On

Partnership

Associate Will Direct

Trade Invited to Exhibition
to Be Given by Reelcraft

Activities in Wisconsin

Territory

on October 27

L. Friedman, president of Federated
Film Exchanges of America and execu-

A

J.

and J. S. Grauman.
The former Doll-Van executive

self

new wild animal serial
purchased from Adventures of
Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation for
Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wiscon-

of Tarzan," the

will

recently

charge of the Wisconsin territory.
Plans have been made by him for
opening offices in Milwaukee.
Commenting upon his new associate, Mr.
full

Friedman

sin.

said:

Mack Handles

Lauds Grauman's Ability
"I do not believe in the whole film
business that it would be possible to
find a finer or squarer fellow than Mr.
Grauman. He and I, first of all, were
friends long before either one of us
dreamed of going into the motion picture
business, and we have been friends ever

wide acquaintance

among Wisconsin

ex-

him to
organize an exchange and build up a
peculiarly

hibitors

qualifies

territory."

Has Considered Proposition
Mr. Grauman's statement on his

affili-

ation follows:

"The biggest reason that prompted
to sell out my interest in Doll- Van
Corporation was the fact that I was
flirting with this proposition for a long
time.
I have the utmost confidence in
the proposition and personally am happier today than at any time since going

me

'

into the

motion picture business."

J.

GRAUMAN

has become associated
S.
with J. L. Friedman and will have full
charge of the Wisconsin territory for
Celebrated.

Morris Hellman has severed his connection with the local office of Universal.
It is understood that he plans to launch
his

own

On

enterprise.

Saturday Hellman was tendered a

farewell dinner at the Blackstone hotel

Exhibitors Will

Convene
A

in

convention of the

November
Illinois

unit

of

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America will be held some time next
month at Springfield. This was decided
upon at the meeting last week of the
the

beard of directors.
The exact date of the gathering will
not be set until it is known definitely
when National President Sydney S.
Cohen and Senator James J. Walker can
attend.

Other conventions will be called during the country-wide tour of the two
national executives.
The purpose of this
trip is to strengthen the league's membership and to launch a national campaign
against blue laws.
Other matters of import also will be discussed.

-

Opens New Exchange
MILWAUKEE. WIS.— Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation

new exchange building
Sycamore streets.

has
at

opened its
Seventh and

is

Has

Fifteen Episodes

"The Adventures of Tarzan" is a fifteen
episode screen version of the Edgar Rice
Burroughs story. Elmo Lincoln co-stars
with Louise Lorraine.

Morris Hellman Has
Resigned from Staff
At Universal Offices

by members

Illinois

Publicity.

leaving no stones unturned
Every
to make this serial a success.
method of exploitation will be followed
and Irving Mack has been appointed to
handle the exploitation and special showing for this picture.
Sig Weil and his
Twentieth Century orchestra will furnish
Other specialties will be on
the music.
the program.

Reelcraft

since.

'"But aside from a friendship of many
years' standing, Mr. Grauman's ability,
integrity and experience, coupled with a

trade showing will be held at the

Aryan Grotto Temple on Thursday, October 27, at 1:00 p. m., by the Chicago
branch of Reelcraft on "The Adventures

tive head of Celebrated Players Film
Corporation, announces this week the
formation of a partnership between him-

have

"Tarzan" Serial

of the sales staff,

who

pre-

sented their co-worker with a beautiful
diamond cluster pin.
President Carl
Laemmle contributed to the fund for the
gift.

Present at the dinner were:

Herman

district manager:
I.
Leserman.
local head: Louis Laemmle. manager of
sales promotion: L. W. Alexander, new

Stern,

manager

of the department of short sub-

jects; A. Platzman. auditor; J.
ton,
correspondence; W. A.

DenHyland.
manager: W. L. Hill, publicity
manager; B. Eisenberg. manager of
booking department, and salesmen, F. O.
Xielson, R. W. Funk, J. E. Armgardt. S.
Decker. Carl Leserman, D. Rosenthol. R.
Fox, Benny Edelman. Lippton Astrachan. J. J. Sampson, T. Schlanger and
Jack St. Clair.
P.

service

Under One Management
MAQUOKETA. I A.—The Orpheum
and Pastime theatres hereafter will be
under one management, having been purchased bv W. C. Hippler and his son-inlaw. S. R. Peake.

Many

wild ani-

mals take part in the various episodes
and each chapter, it is said, ends with a
smashing climax.

Universal Managers

Gather

Chicago

in

A sales meeting, presided over by
H. M. Berman, general manager
of Universal, was held last week at
the local "U" exchange. Assisting

Mr. Berman was Art Schmidt, general

manager

of

the

recently

or-

ganized department of short subjects.

The gathering brought managers
here from the East, Middle West
and Canada. With few exceptions,
the branch heads reported that the
theatres

in

preparing

their territories were
for a very prosperous

winter.

Attending the convention were:
Buffalo; I. Leserman,
Chicago; Herman Stern, district
manager, Chicago; Cleve Adams,

M. A. Chase,
Cincinnati:

E.

B.

Haines,

Des

Moines: Joseph Friedman. Detroit;
R. W. Abbott, Indianapoiis; J. H.
Calvert. Kansas City; George Levine, Milwaukee; J. F. Cubberly,
Minneapolis; C. Leduc, Montreal:
C. Hague, Toronto; S. Benjamin,
Oklahoma City; H. F. Lefholtz,

Omaha;
apolis,

land.

B.

Rosenthal,

St.

Louis;

Manager Getleson, Minneand Manager Boyle. Cleve-

District

ADVENTURES" TARTAN
ELMO LINCOLN
Six million people have read

Edgar Rice Burrough's TAR-

ZAN

Stories.

Ten hundred

million

people

have seen Elmo Lincoln, the
Tarzan,

original

mous

in

character of

his

fa-

the

ape

man.

FAMOUS AUTHOR,
FAMOUS STAR, and a
FAMOUS NOVEL, you have

YOU CAN'T COUNT FAST
ENOUGH TO KEEP TRACK OF
THE PUNCHES IN THIS DARING WILD ANIMAL SERIAL

With a
a

the

chance of a lifetime to

"THE ADVENTURES
OF TARZAN" to the biggest
exploit

gross business you have ever

You're Very Quick You May Be Able
To Find a Scene Without Daredevil,
Spine Shivering Action But You'll Have

If

done.

"THE ADVENTURES OF
TARZAN"
theatre

Where Other Animal Serials Leav
Off This One Just Begins.

the

and most

will

make your

most

popular in

profitable

town.

—

To Go Some!

MDYEHTURES" TAMAM

ELMO LINCOLN

THIS IS NOT ONLY THE
BEST WILD ANIMAL SERIAL
EVER MADE, BUT THE BEST
SERIAL OF ANY KIND EVER

MADE

Any

exhibitor that will

have

to

on
an

serial is letting

this

sold

be

opportunity go by
that will be welcome by
his competitors.

The

wide

-

awake

ex-

hibitor needs no coaxing

DISTRIBUTED BY

when he

sees

a

serial

with the drawing power

"THE ADVENTURES
OF TARZAN."

of

REELCRAFT
ILLINOIS— INDIANA— WISCONSIN
BRANCH
CHICAGO
WABASH AVENUE
804

Dates are going fast and
if
interested you had
better communicate with
our nearest exchange
immediately.

SO.

MILWAUKEE OFFICE:
TOY BUILDING

INDIANAPOLIS OFFICE:
109

West Maryland Street

A

wire can't reach us

too soon.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

By Mac.

I

Didya all spy Jimmie Costen, the Harvard theatre baron, steering that swell
Case sedan down Rue Cinema the other
day? Swell little job, say we! Guess the
going is rawther tough out our way, eh
Jim?
*

Two new

*

eral

monicker

is

making

his debut to our

great industry.
*

*

That's alright, but you might have at
paged the ol' gang. Understand that
Johnny Rock, former w. k. and popular
Vitagrapher, was in our midst for a brief

week and slipped back
murmur.

to

Man-

hattan without a

*

M.

*

*

president of the TisF.
dale Films, left Oct. 22 in his Marmon
coupe for Des Moines, la. One of those
stop a minute and then home again trips.
Tisdai.e,

*

*

*

chatter. That was
for "Chick" Keppler last Monday when he attempted to
forcibly obtain right of way on Crawford
avenue by slamming into one of those

While on the motor
sure a narrow escape

ten-ton
trucks.

affairs

commonly termed Mack

Both "Chick" and the Mrs. and

their two canine pets came through without a scratch, but the car was shoveled
into a couple of barrels to be used as
exhibit "A" for a final settlement.
*
*
*

Joe Campbell of the F. B. Warren loFriday
office returned to quarters
after a week's visit to blighty trying to
get rid of a severe cold. With the efficient attention of Paul Rutishauser, M.
D., in command of his prescription battery Joe is looking like his old self once
cal

again.
*

Jack Cohen

*

He

men

ances.

BLUE

rare.

arid

*

*

We

note

*

Milwaukee

that

Minneapolis

with

plus

the

loses
loss.

one
Yep,

Howard Holah was sworn into the
guards by "Giniral" Jack
O'Toole (the "O" is short for Olaf), and
reports all okay. Holah may be interviewed at the Loeb Arcade, care of W.
Scandinavian

MORRIS KELLMAN

*

*

*

With Carl Harthill, manager

of the
Reelcraft exchange, now putting
the finishing touches to his palatial bunlocal

galow in aristocratic Oak Park and
opening up a rousing campaign on the
big "Adventures of Tarzan" serial, he
to give Henri Ellman at least
ten minutes daily. Just about long enough
to okay a couple dozen contracts a day.
Must be the reason Ellman is inhaling
those 22-cent Roperos that are clouding
up the corridors of 800 So. Wabash avenue like a London fog. By the way, don't
miss the big trade showing of this serial
at the Aryan Grotto theatre, Oct. 27, at
1:00 p. m.

manages

*

*

*

Weissenbach
Screen was all fussed

Ben

*

*

*

We

saw Perce Havill along the bridle
path mounted on his spirited charger
Looks
last 3 ur| day morn about sunrise.
like Perce is preparing for the big Onwentsia steeple chase to be held shortly.
Here's hoping Pathe's popular representative noses into the money at least.
*

*

film

this

circles,

time

?

Fifteen years ago this young man
started to work for Carl Laemmle
in Chicago, for $5 a week, shipping
films.
His hours were from 7:30
a. m. till midnight, or whenever he

He has lost much of
his hair in that time but still retains the good will of the president of Universal and hundreds of
got through.

Central-West exhibitors, and when
he resigned last Saturday to go into
business for himself, he received
one of the strongest recommenda-

from Mr. Laemmle

that that

executive ever wrote.

spaghetti at one of the w. k. Italian food
stations, about the Loop.
haven't
received the measurement report from
reputable engineering sources yet, but a
conservative estimate could safely state
about a mile and a half of these food

We

away

threads were stowed

for digestion.

^ffiZ The
Only Way
My
of

Another champ has been discovered
local

RECOGNIZE HIM

tions

Superior
the
in a new brown

of

sky piece last week. You cawnt do Ben.
old thing! No 5% chapcau can be made
to don a cranium that craves a 7$4- Outside of such discrepancy, looks like a
good buy to us.

process of conservation
films and effective

new

assures the

renovating

in

exhibitor

being con-

condition

a film in pcr/srf
to his patronage.

Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

sumption of food value. Chas. Goetz,
Associated Producer representative, was
noted consuming quite a neat pile of

A.

TEITEL

804 Sa. Wabash Are.,

*

quite a number of the exhibitors clamoring for some official dope on
the forthcoming release of the DempseyCarpentier fight feature. The last we
have is that W. A. Aschman is hooked
up with Ben Beadell as a partner, so if
Ben can't give you the date try Bill

There

MANITOBARR.

Coming from
peg,
there you could hardly expect anything

is

*

blue foxes for a lobby display.
claims they are a very rare speciof animal life, found only in Winniof

Tom

*

will

*

'

*

back again with the old
cover the Illinois territory
for the Reelcraft Pictures and should
have a gay time renewing old acquaintgang.

|

A. Aschman.

•*

least

visit last

pair

hustlers have been added to

Sid Goldman's F. B. Warren exchange.
Ye country exhibitors meet R. G. Kapp
and M. J. Stone, the former being an
old timer out of the Des Moines, Universal office, while the guy with the min-

1921

5.

and that Tom Mitchell has promised a

but

*

November

CHICAGO

is

CLASSIFIED

*

*

office,
becoming a
Manager Leserman's crack

member of
city sales or-

FOR SALE— Parties

wanted to join syndicate
and three theatres, being
of 35,000 in Illinois.
Holdings
worth $1,000,000.
Local parties will raise twogive
control.
All
going
proposition.
thirds and
Address "X" Exhibitors Herald.

to

control

monopoly

ganization.
*

*

*

Ed Friedman of the Janet theatre just
stated that he had closed with the Progress Pictures for "The Blue Fox" serial

three

in

hotels

city

WANTED— Second
Inc.,

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cablet "Velasquin"

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

Cable Address:

U

illemfilm

hand Fotoplayer.

Beechers

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH - VEL0UR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

We

CAMERA BARGAINS

Excelsior Film Co.

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 416 Charlres St,

$1.00

H. R. Phillips, recently of the local
Warren exchange, is hopp'ng
B.
F.
across the street to join the local Universal

Exportersof Film

Five Cents per Word Payable
in Advance. Minimum Charge,

Aschman.
*

WILLEMSEN & CO.

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

Motion Picture Cameras
saving price*.
discounts on

at cash
Special professional

UNIVERSALIS.

DaBrts.
lasmgQfin* delivery on all model*
othan dimoiDaFrsnaa, Path* and
Sand for oar eom»trat*d in oar showroom.
pUt« catalog at oaco, fr««*os nquii.

mur

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H

,

1

09 N. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

II.

The Fabric Studios,lnc.
177 No. State St.

CHICAGO

"Let as make your presentation

artistic"

November

5,
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SOMETHING NEW

!

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

CLYDE
-:

E.
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SOMETHING BIG

!

ELLIOTT

PRESENTS

:-

AT JONES, LINICK & SCHAFER'S McVICKER'S THEATRE, CHICAGO, WEEK OF OCTOBER

24th

AL JENNINGS
Reformed

Author of

Bandit,

Beating Back

Train

and

Robber,

Thru the

Lawyer,
Evangelist

Shadows

and
with O.Henry"

Movie Star

"IN

PERSON"
IX CONJUNCTION

HIS SIX-REEL

MASTER PRODUCTION

Based on a true episode

THE LADY
A

WITH

of his

the

outlaw days

DUGOUT

rattling adventure story, with a touch of sweetness

THESE SHOWMEN HAVE

AARON JONES
Chicago

JOE HOPP
Rock Island

BOOKED!

and genuine human

interest.'"

—Photo-Play Magazine

IT:

\

\

REX LAWHEAD

DEE ROBINSON

Decatur

Peoria

EXHIBITORS OF ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND MISSOURI COMMUNICATE
with CLYDE E. ELLIOTT, 810 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, for EARLY DATES

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Western Hearts,

State Rights Productions

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,

Helen

reels.

five

Sally

five reels, with William Russell.
the Way. five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

Josie Sedgwick.
five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

The Wolverine,

C. B. C. FILM
The Victim, six reels.

The Moonshine Menace, five reels, with Helen
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
The Nightingale of Paris,
Miens.

Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

For the Freedom of Ireland,

The

Bargain,

Marriage

Mary

reels,

five

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM
Way Women

The

Love,

Remer.

Man Came,

five reels, all

Hush,

Woman,

five

reels,

Indian

with Grace

The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a

A Yankee Go

Woman,

Getter, 5

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 5

reels,

6 reels, Grace Davison.
reels, Neva Gerber and

Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
through Pathe Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarDistributed

rar.

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

The

What Women

Will Do, six reels, with

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

of the King

The Rider
The Road

Log

(Special Prod.).

London, with Bryant Washburn.

to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,
}one 12
uly

Aug.

—The

INC.

Butterfly Girl, five reels,

10—Women Who Wait, five reels.
17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25

— Home-Keeping

Family
—
Discontented
—The

Hearts, five reels.

Closet, five reels.

Wives,

five reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

INC.

INCH PRODUCTIONS

H.

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Homespun
Lying

Florence Vidor.

Mother
J.

Mine,

o'

From

six reels.

PRODUCTIONS

The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.
Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Doll, five reels,

with

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A

Small

Town

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
J. L.

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Ceogaa.
(James Oliver Curweod Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine Mac Donald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prsd).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Beaaett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
The Playhouse, two reels, Buster Keaton.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilaa Proa.)

Golden Snare.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEl
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie

FROTHINGHAM

Raise, five reels.

five reels, with all-star cast
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reels, with all-

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

the

star cast.

Dangerous Toys, seven

Youth's Desire,

FOX SPECIALS
Over the

eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
Hill,

Thunderclap, seven

—
—

(Thomas Meighan.)
Aug. 21— Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid). five

—

reels.

Moment

Great

Swanson),

(Gloria

Sept 11— At the End of

the World (Betty Cornsson), six reels.
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Sept. 18
Prod.), six reels.
Sept. 18
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 25— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.
2
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct.
2
(Thomas MeigOct.
Cappy Ricks, 6 reels.

—
—

—
—

—

The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)
Oct. 23
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice

—

30—After

the

Show,

6 reels

(Wm. de

Mille

Prod.)
Oct. 30

— Beyond,

Ethel Clayton.

six reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin,

Shame, 8.200

Queen of Sheba,
Drag Harlan,

The

five

reels,

Children,

seven

reels,

with

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six real
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIUS
Romeo,

Ridin'

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.

To

five reels.

a

Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.
Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Hickvilfe to

What Love

reels,

five reels,
five reels,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

with Anita Stewart
with Constance Tal-

Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
Bob

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.

20TH CENTURY BRAND

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind,

reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES

six reels.
reels.

six

reels.
reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

INC.

FIRST NATIONAL
Scrap Iron,

six

Scuttlers, six

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES

Richard Travers.

Man-Woman-Marriage,

ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES

The Primal Law,

FILM MARKET,

The Passion Flower,

feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.

Jackie.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

reels.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

six reels.

The House Without

eight

reels.

ham).
Oct. 9

DIST.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

—
—

Sept. 4— The
six reels.

with all-star cast

reels,

five reels.

A
A

.

The Ten Dollar

Wedding

FORWARD FILM

madge.

The Foolish Matrons,

(Sidney Franklin Prod.)
(Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Pilot, six reels.
reels, with Charles Ray.
Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal

Scrap Iron, six

—

Jacoueline Logan.

Home

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

July S The Woman God Changed, seven reels.
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10 Too Much Speed, five reels, with Wallace
Reid.
July 10 The Mystery Road. (British Prod.)
(Brady Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
Behind Masks .five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
July 81
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
(Douglas
Aug. 14 Passing Through, five reels.
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of Canaan, seven reels

Oct.

JR.,

A

The Last

The Sky

Prod.)

PARKER READ,

The Broken

Courage.

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
—
—
—

cast.

with Jack Hoxie.

five reels,

DAVIS

H.

Young.

ball

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,

INC.

five reels.

of the North, six reels.

five reels,

Straight

cast.

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

Zany

EQUITY PICTURES

Rubye De

with

Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star
Before the White

The Heart

with

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, witli Charles (Chic) Sale.

CORP.

five reels,

reels,

five

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with

GEORGE

Miles

Minter.

SALES

CREATION FILMS,

Russell.

The Loggers

INC.

with Art Staunton and

son.

Holmes.
Quick Action,

Shows

five reels,

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

five reels.

Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five
(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).
(Murphy-Walker).
The Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Little

GOLDWYN PICTURES

reels.
reels.

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.

The Old Nest,

eight reels.

Tom

Moore.

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

5,

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

JESSE

Distributed through the Patht Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The H P.
The Man

INC.

Trail, fix reeto.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

The

Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FILM

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle

Stedman and Law-

son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
The

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

with

reels,

five

Her Unwilling Husband, five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with

H

Warner.

B.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reels, with J. War-

GEORGE

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
Colonel, with Joseph

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six

IRTTN

with Special Cast.

reels,

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an

All Star Cast.

Partners «f the Tide, seven

Special Cast.

reels.

The Face ef the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hears.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

J.

The Brakes

six reels, with All Star Cast.

Up With

five reels,

Lizzie,

Line, six reels.

A

banks.

Oh! Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Sur Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

SEAL HART SERIES

—— Danger

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

Mar. IS

—

reels.
Business, five reels.
of Pride, five reels.
and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

A Woman's
Wings

Man

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.
A Heart to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

VICTOR KREMER,

INC.

The Stampede,

five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.
I

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
4—The Man

Who,

six

LytelL
—Over
Lake.

Wire,

six

July 18

Aug.

the

—Life's

1

Darn Funny,

Bert

with

reels,

Sept.
Sept.

May

five reels,

to
Lytell.

six reels,
six

(Walsh- Fielding
of Society, six reels.
Prod.)
(L. J. Gasnier
Wife's Awakening, six reels
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

erick.

—Hughes.
Garments

Oct.

3

Oct.

17

of

—The Infamous Miss
with Alice Lake.
Ladynngers,
—There
Are No
Viola Dana.

—

Oct. 31
Nov. 14

Nov. 21

Truth,

—The

six

six

reels,

six reels, special

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma. seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen. five reels, with Gladys BrockwelL

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

reels,

reels,

with

six reels, with

E. ENTERPRISES
S.
Might Happen to You, five reels, with

It

Cowboy

two

Jass.

LEWIS

J.

reels,

Red Courage,
The Rage of

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath

The

Billy

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES
The

Girl

From Nowhere,

reels.

five reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

six reels

Gilded Lies, five reels-

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Chicken

SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

Pass

Key,

seven

Tsuru Aosx
with special

reels,

cast

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

six

Cousin Kate,

reels.
five reels.

Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.

Him

In,

six
five

reels.
reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Moral Fibre,

reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels

five

reels

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

Clay Dollars.

A

of the Gods, six reels, with

Devil's

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

stunt novelty.

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevest
five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
Paris, five reels, with Miss du Post

Moonlight

The Charming Deceiver,

Muriel Ostriche.

&

with Bruce

Bruce Gordon

Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.

The Rowdy,

The

Mason.

Conquering Power,

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

SALIENT FILMS, INC

Gareth

Billions, six reels,
f a mi ne, six reels,

J.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

with

six reels, with Bert LytelL
Villains, six reels, with

Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.

The Whisper Market, five reels
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

with Bert

.NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

with Helen Gibson

son.

The Shadow,

Revell,

reels,

with Frank Mayo.

Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Canad
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.

Lucky Carson,

and Ed Coxen.

Shadows

reels,

The

Bring

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Decision, five

reels,

five

reels, with Edith Roberts
five reels, with Harry Carey.
Kiss, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

The Prey,

Hayakawa.

Girl's

Pick-

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

Shams

A

Mary

reels,

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

VITAGRAPH

Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Wnere Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

Allison.

reels,

Street, ten reels.

ford.

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

reels, special cast.
reels, with Pauline Frederick.

Salvage, six

six reels, with Viola

Dana.

(Gasnier Prod.)

Cold Steel, six

Alice

with

reels,

— Big Game, Paradise, with
6—A Trip
19— The Match Breaker,
Viola Dana.

Aug. 1»

PRODUCTIONS

Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reaj. special castBlack Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.

METRO SPECIALS
July

Board,

six reels.

Mary

Douglas Fair-

Man

The Land

Good Women,

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

The

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

May

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men,

with

with

Desperate Trails,

Wm.

R-C PICTURES

reels,

reels,

Through the Back Door, seven

The Fighting Lover,
Thunder Island, five

five reels, Bebe Daniels.
five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Everything for Sale, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
1—Reckless Wive*.

Mar.

six reels, a
reels, a

eight

reels,

TIONS

REALART PICTURES

Room and

Valley, five reels.
God's Gold, five reels.

Dream

six

five

reels.

W.

D.

reels,

eight

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-

One Wild Weei.

Skyfire, five reels.

1

Light,

11

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

Such a

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Nov. 15

9

STAR PRODUCTIONS

with All Star Cast.

— The Love Flower, seven
—
Zorro,
Douglas Fairbanks.
—
The Love
Jan.
Pickford.
Mar.
— The Nut,
with
banks.
Griffith production.
4
The Mark of

Dec.

duction.

Enid Bennett.

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Sept. 5

BECK

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.
Man There was. six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels. Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women,

Fickle

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

SPECIAL FEATURES

cale.

Jan.

F.

INC.

special cast.

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barria-

The Other W»man,

Keeping

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

reels,

Man's

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast)
(All Star Cast)
Home. (All Star Cast)

D. N.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

cale.

The Breaking

William

Faversham.

A

SEITZ, INC.

B.

ARTHUR

Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

Conway

of Ambition, six reels, with
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with

Conceit.

A

Dowling.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

Who Am

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

The Heart

After Midnight.

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

ren Kerrigan.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

Red Foam,

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Warren

J.

Kerrigan.

The Kentucky

six

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

PERRET PICTURES.

DE1TRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

ton.

of the Forest, six reels.

BENJA3IIN

D.

Half a Chance, seven

129

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. All en e Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, AUene Bsy.
Partners of the Sunset five reels, Alleae Ray.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,

E

130
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November

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reels.

to

Take

Easy.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

SPOTLIGHT,

one

NEIGHBORS,

Buster Keaton.

reels,

two

Buater

reels,

Keaton.

with Harold Lloyd.
NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
PRESENT, with Harold Lloyd.

NOW

AMONG THOSE

AY -WON FILM CORP.
JOY COMEDIES.

FILM SALES

BALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two

reel*.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

INC.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

reel*.

Snooky'a Wild Oats.
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Fresh Heir.

two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reels.

Movie Mad.
Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.

Man

one

reel.

Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

two

Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hinea.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

Grief.

C. B. C.

The Kid,
The Idle

CO.

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. TOHN SERIES, two
Small

Town

Fall

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
Say

two

with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
Please.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

reel.

PATH E—Aesop'* Fablea Cartoons, two-third*
PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's FilraO**phy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT— Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES
Cowboy J*z*. two

—

Guy.

rest

reel*.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
two

ARROW— Thunderbolt

reels.

two

two

ALLEN SERIES,

one

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,

every

two

reela.

reels.

INC.
reels.

reel

reela.

Mona

two

Dark-

(twice a week)

at Select esv

change*.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES (Pathe).
Tat (JUMPS (Celebrated Player*).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

reels.

SPECIALS

(Leonard Chapman), two

reela.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday* and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational a»
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Pathe Exchange.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.
SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

(Eileen

UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UNVERSAL—Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Pnrple Riders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Danger* (Joe Ryan act*
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (An tool*

SELZNICK NEWS

reels.

WILLIAM

Queen

Sedgwick).

NEWS REELS

REELCRAFT PICTURES

RED RIDER SERIES

sad

Moreno).

CO.

featuring

The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond

reel.

feather, one reel.

reels.

Seita

(Charle* Hutchinson).

(Ruth Roland).
Whirlwind.

SELZNICK— The
on*

PIONEER
C. B.

B.

June Caprice).

PATHE— Hurric»ne Hutch
PATHE—The Yellow Arm

FILM SALES

NICK CARTER SERIES,

INDIAN

(J»ck Hoxie).

FOX— Fantomas; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracle* of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo.

PATHE
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reela.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
two

Jack

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

Stranger.

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reela.

Pictographs.

SERIALS

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

it

One Moment

A

snapshot*.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

C. B. C.

Stuff.

The Happy Poet.
The Indian.

Magazine, on*

(weekly).

Rent Collector.

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,
reels.

Seiunonette*.

reel.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one

Bakery.

MAJ. JACK

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

one

Hick.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

six reels.
Class, two reels.

reel.

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chat*,
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

Sportsman.

two

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

one

Dixie.

reel

other week, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Sceol*

Golf, slow motion.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

*a*

snapshot* (bi-monthly).
Spanuth's Original Vod-S-

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

reels.

Bnrrnd

FEDERATED— Screen

reels.

two

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

EDUCATIONAL,

reela.

ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

two

PICTURES— Sunset

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movie*.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth'a

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT- ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

Series, on*

MISCELLANEOUS

DRAMAS

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

reel

Stories.

Sunless Sunday.

VANITY COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYETY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SALES CO.

one rssL

Scenica,

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,

The Mysterious
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE—Adventure

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

JIM

The Greenhorn.

Wanderings,

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels.

one

Series,

reels.

ARROW— Sport

The
The
The
The
The

reels.

Travel

reel.

VITA GRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reela.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.

two

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

STAR COMEDIES,

The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.

Bay

PARAMOUNT— Bnrton Holmes Travel Picture*,
one reel (every week).
PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh Exploration Series,

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Nobody'i Wife.

Hey Rube.

on*

(every two

reel.

SPECIAL

two

Scenica,

reel

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

reel*.

one

one

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenica, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM COBP.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two

Outing

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— World

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

DO,

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Man

METRO

reel.

C. B. C.

with

reels,

Roberts.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

two

Bruce Scenica Beau-

C.

(every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Chester
reel

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

one

tiful,

Think About

Nothing
It

two

1921

5,

two

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks Hi* Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellennan.
of the Age (Man o' War).

The Race

jkouras to Control 34 St. Louis Theatres

III.

No. 20

MARTIN

J.

QV
at

CLE Y

I
tk+ P*r#

,
DflT.-j

PUBLISHERm A»w
aj

t

k»

J

-t

\f.ir-k

Nov.

12.

CAKL laemmle
afters

Stuart Paton's

CAP\L

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL

W

on

laemmle

offers

/iKe

/Ihe

st

SUPER WESTERN ever screened

biggest

HEART PICTURE

of the Sea

The

New York
Evening

V

says.

The famous

niSOLLA

Ice -Scene from

Way Down fa
Scarcely

Equal?

IP

The
Biggest

MARRY

and most
Successful

Western

ZAREY

ever
attemi

of "Fanny Ha-self by Edna Ferber
'A
Universal- Jewel de Luxe directed b y Tdd Brovninef

/"leGmazintf Story

"

°

starring
Mabel

Julienne

Stuart

SCOTT HOLMES
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Don't worru
About

iii'!:::'"

November

mi/7ing

contract for a /olid

of Univer/al

'!'!

/omething good

/pecial Attraction/.

Ifyou can
Something that

m

i|OU

gea r

will

find

net profit

qou're at perfect

more,

libertqtorunit.

Bu|remember!j
II

we /aid
N*r Piofir
Carl

Laemmle

offer/ for

NOVEMBER
HERBERT RAWLIN/ON
IN
"THE MILLIONA IRE"
Ml// DuPONT
IN

MARIE PREVO/T
IN

"NOBODY/ FOOL"

Vptcial

attraction?

FAL/E KI//E/"

Dedicated to those

who demand the

MSfin motion picture entertainment-*

FOX
ANNIVERSARY
VEEK
Jan.2<ftoJeb4*
Join the other thousands

Book FOX Pictures
For

Seven Days

-
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\
Direct from
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THE PHOTO-DRAMA

run

lion-like
minutes of William take heart and renew hope that the that speak to the lens his
Farrmm on the cinema screen lends picture play is not going to the frame, his neatness and his grace
•
He has them all.
more dignity to the art ol the dogs- • •
He caresses his baby-girl, and
The really worth while part of
photoplay than five months of the
really his
usual silly prattle of most of the "Perjury" is the acting of Mr. you wonder if it isn't
own
not
He sinks that huge fist into
there
is
America
In
Farnum
slide-haired toddJe-top demons of
another man more capable or more the midsection of an enemy and you
our day.
He acts. He is
There slipped into the Park talented by nature to act before the grunt of pain.
The wonder is positive at all tunes. You never
Theatre yesterday afternoon one camera than he.
what he is about to doof the finest bits of motion picture that he has not long before now wonder
has
that has been seen set himself aside, selected good You behold what he already

Five

,

little

William Fox

.

characterization
in New York for a year.

And Mr

finds himself
the central figure in'a story of life
as old as the hills, gives us a les-

Karnum. although he

stories and specialized in the socalled "super-films," the kind that
are good enough and have suf-

—

done.
a

He

tew more

is

presents

Oh, for
no poser
him
Or, perhaps

like

I

more pictures with
power and appeal—to stay him.
•
His work in "Perjury" is worthy
son in facial expression, photo-dra- on Broadway for months. • •
His great "intellectual" head, his of more than the usual amount of
matic excellence and all 'round
good pantomime that will cause human, tender, courageous, manly space devoted to an actor, because
acts
Q
those who see him to once more countenance his fine hair his eyes he really

we should

say,

ficient

;

;

LM

another of his
Special

Super

Features, starring

WILLIAM
FARN U M
photodrama
of tremendous

In a

human

interest

PERJ

By Ruth Comfort

Mitchell

Scenario

ly

Mary

Murill

November

12,

1921
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Here
WE

said "Better Pictures" and we gave you Better
Pictures. The productions already released this
season have made box-office history.

Now

come

look at the pictures to

in the next three

months. Every one of them is a box-office winner. "A
steady, dependable supply of the highest class pictures"
is what we promised.
Here it is:

NOVEMBER
William S. Hart in ''Three Word Brand"
A W illiam S. Hart Production by Will Reynolds. Adapted and directed
by Lambert Hillyer.

Photographed by Joe August, A.

S. C.

George Loane Tucker's "Ladies Must Live"
With Betty Compson, from the novel by Alice Duer

Miller.

Presented

by Mayflower Photoplay Corp.

Donald Crisp's "The Bonnie Briar Bush"
From the famous novel by Ian MacLaren and the plays by James
McArthur and Augustus Thomas. Scenario by Margaret Turnbull.
4

'The Sheik" with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph Valentino
George Melford's Production
by Monte M. Katterjohn.

of the bestseller

by E. M. Hull. Scenario

Jack Holt in "The Call of the North"
From

the novel "Conjuror's House" by Stewart Edward White and the
play by George Broadhurst. Directed by Joseph Henabery. Scenario

by John Cunningham.

"Enchantment" with Marion Davies
Cosmopolitan Production by Frank R. Adams.
Vignola. Scenario by Luther Reed.

Directed by Robert G.

Gparamount (pictures

November

12,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

hat youll GetDECEMBER

in "A Prince There Was"
From George M. Cohan's play and the novel by Darragh 'Aldrich.
Directed by Tom Forman. Scenario by Waldemar Young.
Ethel Clayton in "Exit the Vamp"

Thomas Meighan

By Clara Beranger.

Directed by Frank Urson.

Wallace Reid, Gloria

Swanson and

Elliott

Dexter in

"Don't Tell Everything"
A Sam Wood Production. By Lorna Moon.
Pola Negri in "The Last Payment"
A great modern story in which the world famous
and "One Arabian Night" does her

William

S.

finest

star of "Passion"

work.

Hart in "White Oak"

A William

S. Hart Production, by William S. Hart. Adapted for the
screen by Bennet Musson, directed by Lambert Hillyer. Photographed

by Joe August, A.

Gloria

Swanson

S. C.

in

"Under the Lash"

Adapted from the novel "The Shulamite" by Alice and Claude Askew
and the play by Claude Askew and Edward Knoblock. Directed by Sam
Wood. Scenario by J. E. Nash.

William deMille's Production, "Miss Lulu Bett"
With Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts and Helen Ferguson.
From the novel and play by Zona Gale. Scenario by Clara Beranger.

Compson in "The Little Minister"
From the famous novel bv J. M Barrie. A Penrhvn Stanlaws Production

Betty

JAN UARY
.

Wallace Reid in "Rent Free"

By Izola Forrester and Mann Page. Directed by Howard Higgin. Scenario by Elmer Rice.

"One Glorious Day" with
By Walter Woods and

Will Rogers

A. B. Barringer.

and

Lila Lee

Directed by James Cruze.

Cecil B. DeMille's "Fool's Paradise"
By Beulah Marie Dis and Sada Cowan, suggested by Leonard Merrick's
story "The Laurels and the Lady"

Agnes Ayres in "The Lane That Had Xo Turning"^
By Sir Gilbert Parker.
Eugene Mullin.

Directed by Victor Fleming.

"Love's Boomerang" with
Powell
A John

S.

Ann

Forrest

Scenario by

and David

Roberston Production by Dion Clayton Calthrop.

in "The Law and the Woman"
A Penrhvn Stanlaws Production, adapted from the play by Clyde Fitch.
George Fitzmaurice's "Three Live Ghosts"
With Anna 0- Nilsson and Norman Kerry. Scenario by Ouida Bergere.
From the play by Frederick S. Isham.

Betty

Compson

(paramount (pictures
FA.MOL ^PL\VE RS LAS KV CORPORVTIO V '/jjj
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Q7i<? filling

^ells the Story—

LEWIS

SELZNICK presents it
RALPH INCE personally directed it
ANNA STEESE RICHARDSON
and

J.

EDMUND BREESE wrote

HARRY

T.

it

MORET-KATHLTN WILLIAMS

FAIRE BINNET— MATT MOORE
GRACE VALENTINE-ROLAND BOTTOMLET
COMPRISE THE CAST

"A MAN'S HOME"
Little

wonder

its

the

"Greatest Picture Thcit

Has Ever Carried the
Solznick Trademark*

I

A HUGO

BALLIN

PRODUCTION
from

the great novel

by

CHARLOTTE BRONTE
with

MABEL BALLIN and NORMAN TREVOR
PRODUCED BY HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS Inc.

WHAT

T H

MORNING TELEGRAPH
Is as charming as the .over of Charlotte Bronte
would want it to be. A photoplay of unusual beauty
with all the weird mystery and tender romance

of the story preserved.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
A

well staged

and

delightfully

photographed

turization of Charlotte Bronte's great novel.

pic-

E

R

T

I

I

G

S

SAY

WIDS
Excellent Production of Famous Love Story «
Should be sure fire with women patrons. Best thing
Hugo Ballin has yet produced for the screen.

MOVING PICTURE NEWS
A

very able piece of direction.
So out of the ordinary that

umph.
alone.

A
it

pictorial

tri-

stands almost

JANE EYRE
It is

a great pleasure to

offer to

Exhibitors for

Hodkinson Month such a wonderful production

as

"Jane Eyre."

Hugo

Ballin has given to the screen

bitor in the country can

one of the

finest

a picture that every exhi-

achievements of the year

book and be assured of

profitable box-office return.

a

The genius

of the world has poured

creative fire into the classics

its

movies have often put out the
But

— a miracle!

A

classic,

— The

fire!

human

to

core and overflowing with Love.

the

Rombeen made

Hate. Comedy. Murder. Quaint

ance and Happiness has
into

"THE PERFECT MOVIE"

©J?

Our Mutual Friend
A

master work

F.

B.WARREN
1540 Brs*l«ay

of

Charles Dickens

CORPORATION
/

C

—

—

—

mr

1

HAL ROACH
present^

thru ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Harold Lioyd
'NEVER WEAKEN
PATHE DISTRIBUTORS
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
for ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

SIDNEY GARRETT

"Go

to

Grab

it.

it

quick!"

News.
"Score another homer

for

Harold Lloyd."

Moving Picture World.
"

'Never Weaken'

is

knockout.

a

Roaring

laughter punctuated by screams and hysteria.

See that the seats are nailed firmly, then pack

them

in.

will catch
"

'Never Weaken'

on

like a

house

is

sure to go big.

a-fire."

It

Wid's.

'Never Weaken' brought screams and roars of

laughter to a group of hard-boiled reviewers.
Better proof of fun and spontaniety in a

we cannot

offer."

comedy

Morning Telegraph.

a)

—

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET.

— including yourself

them to view
from the field,
j

turn'ci

clind

to

my

foui

1

Not a

lips;

full

Through the
swept valleys

city streets
it

has

"Round the world
tbv*

-

pur.

-

fill'd

ry lovd spot whieh
est

and sweet-

with the

est

nec-tar

that

that

ni

it

it

come

has gone: up from wind

— unforgettable,

Tho'

undying.

has travelled.

and poems live forever. And
sweet, pure picture based on a song known to
world makes a combination without a rival.

The

my

And
The

have how many million people
sung "The Old Oaken Bucket?"

great songs

a clean,
all

the

ith

he

Jt
They'll love the picture

— as they

love the song.

This one will hold them tight, put the tears into their
and
eyes, hring back a thousand happy memories

—

mill that stood near it,

hands

that

were giowin£,

The brid

And

The

send them away whistling.

qui
It's a

tender, heart-tugging, sentimental story

^tory

— one

And

they'll nil see

—a

Then
real

awakens all the fine memories ir.
the men and women and boy* and girls who see it.

i

Vcot

of

my

fa

-

ther,fhe dai- ry house

by

that

And

e'en

all

As

it.

the rude bucket that hi

Drama of the Heart

CHORUS.

The

old

rntf

hun«;

inihe well

oaken

hue

OAKEN BUCKET

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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AST week's

issue of the

(November
largest

volume

of

5,

November

HERALD

1921) printed the

paid

advertising

of

any motion picture trade paper

of cor-

responding date and exceeded

nearest

its

competitor by sixteen pages and the

two remaining

publications by nineteen

and twenty-three pages, respectively.

12,

1921

h

e

Dollar

Million

Every

woman

question;
V.

Q

the

in

every

u

e

t

world asks

woman

some thousands of

s

times.

has

o

i

this

asked

it,

Many women

have found the answer.
Millions of
others spend sleepless, futile nights praywondering. hoping, seeking for the
answer.

And one "woman,

with

gigantic

power,

has put the whole problem of the world's

women

motion picture of astonishing breadth of appeal
so broad that you
will wonder if there is anyone in your
city or town who would not want to
know Lois Weber's answer.
into a

—

F.

B.WARREN
1540 Bread vay

CORPORATION
« York City

n
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T HIRD OF THE SOCIETY

HORACE
<S&7isation

G.

'

-

.

.<

DRAMA

'.r

SERI ES

PLIMPTON'S

h~k~Z?

h EDITH STOCOON

X

SHOULD A ^IFE WORK!
SECOND OF THE SOCIETY DRAMA SERIES

FIRST

OF THE SOCIETY DRAMA SERIES

ARRANGE TO HAVE THESE BIG HIGH-CLASS SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES SCREENED FOR YOU IMMEDIATELY

J.

W. FILM CORPORATION
E. S.

130

W.

46th St.

MANHEIMER,
(Bryant

Gen. Mgr.
3427)

New York

City

—

—

'"The

THEATRE!

place!"

suddenly

Oh

ain't

a

it

Evnly

interrupted Maggy."
Charles Dickens.

And Dickens knew how to make

it

Heavenlv!

A few little things he created for the jov
of the "Maggies"
Mr. Pickwick

Great Expectations
Mr. Pecksniff

Old Curiosity Shop
Little Nell

Oliver Twist

Mr. Macawber
Tale of

Two

Cities

-

Mr. Barkis (who was willin")
Cricket on the Hearth

Dolly ^ arden

— and

Our Mutual Friend
"The Perfect Movie

Could he write?

F.

B.WARREN

Oh

9'

Bov!

CORPORATION

—

D
E
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ADELCANCEX
sensational production
ft*

I

ACCUXE
adequate
exploitation - and
YjJith

cy C/ccuse is rich
in eocp/oitation

opportunities
ec/e/y theatre oj///

/ihd this picture

a tremendous
business Oetter
'o

ION
COQ.POQ.ATION
UNITED ARTLTXTDOUGLAJ*
GRIFFITH
GWFFlTM
FAIIiDAN

1ARY DICK FORD

•

CHARLIE CWAPL1N
win am aoramj:

V.
KJ* ; D.). W.

-

pq.cj*idcnt

j

November

12.

1921
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Jr/ere is

the dreatesf

PlCKFORD
picture

ecrer

released

cfautitCeroy
C7 book that

has de/idhfed mil/ions a
'O

story that lives in the memory of all
the men and a/omen arho cuere yesterdays
children, made info a dlorious f/m for
fhe Joy ofyoung and old the Qior/d ocrer
rriOM FRANCES UODGSON
DUriNETTlT FAMOUS STOCIY

DY DEPNADD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGPAPMY BY CWAPLEwT POTWEQ
J~CETNAIilO

DIPECTION DY JACK PICKPOPD

ALPPEP

UNITED
AETLTTJ"

CONDONATION
MARY DICKTOIiD
CUAIiLIE CUAPLIN
DOUGLAJ" FAIUaANKJ"
O.w.
UlftAM

GRjrriTn

ADOAMJ: priEJ-IDENT

E.

GPEEN

AND
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Rothacker- Aller Laboratories,
Hollywood, California

November

12.

Inc.

Mary

Pickford, Charles

Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and scores
of the other aristocrats of Screenland it is our
honor to serve, have listened to the political
minstrel sing his lou-price-and-long-credit
evidently found

and

service their

it

lilt

and

out of tune with the quality

Art demands.

Our Chicago and

California

laboratories are dedicated to the Art
of making the screen beautiful and the screen
people secure, and to keeping the quality of
Rothacker Prints far, far above the ordinary
print which usually is the drab "catcfi" of the
low price

bait.

Rothacker Prints may

cost

just a little more than ordinary prints
but they look it and are worth it:

Ask any

first class

Exhibitor !

There are reasonsCome and see them.

Founded 1910
by
Watter.or R. Rothacker

1921

ovember

12.
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BIG MEDICINE
Guaranteed to cure
all

box

office

plaints
with a

ror

—

com-

a tonic

kick.

full

directions

ask our distributors
in

your

territory or

consult us direct.

Tony Sarg— H. M. Dawley,
130 West 46th Street

New York
aillllllllllllllllllllt'HIH

City

Inc.
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THE GREAT NARRATIVES
OLD TESTAMENT
OF THE

"CREATION"

"NOAH'S ARK"
"THE DELUGE"

"CAIN m. ABEL"

NOW COMPLETED
Four Beautiful
and

Educational

Entertaining Stories of

Inspiring
a

group

of

12

Biblical

Photo Dramatizations

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810 South Wabash' A venue
CHICAGO

November

12.
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"The Four Seasons"
By

"DANXY"

in

Wid's, Oct.

3,

1921

An Unusual One
Urban's "Four Seasons." Unusually

worth while.

and kiddies.
too.

Sure

An'

th'

Great to get

fammily.

Shows

fire for th'

men may

in th'

women
like

it,

whole durned

a lot of stuff that's in-

terestin',

unusual and very pleasing.

All about

how

th'

animals take care of

themselves during

th'

Fall an' Winter.

Better see

Spring,

Address Your Inquiries

Summer,
it.

to

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71

West Twenty-third

St.

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"It

here

might
I

interest

have

piled

you to know that on

up seven

different

seventy-five

HERALDS,

What The

Picture

salesman

down and

roll

sits

me

unravels his

to say about his picture in the

Hyde

clares

Charles Lee

Pierre,

South Dakota,

"I

am

my

tion than

I

have

I

opened to

When
'line'

friends

the
just

I

have

HERALD,"

of the

Grand

de-

theatre,

in a letter just received.

sure," continues

more about the

all

Did For Me.'

around and look over what

desk

motion picture

magazines and on the table behind
nearly

my

Mr. Hyde,

"I

have learned

picture business from] your publica-

have from the other seven combined."

.

.

..

Add One More
To a Record

List

Now Goldwyn adds

"Doubling for Romeo" to a
pictures that are acknowledged record-breakers.

list

of

One

What They

Said In
Los Angeles

q
j
t\€COTCL

_

One

.

ingly

of the most screamfunny comedies of

recent years. "Doubling for Romeo" is
a truly enjoyable picture, which no one
with a sense of humor should miss.

"Doubling for Romeo" is a
i ItTIc.S . complete knockout.
Not
only is it a hilarously funny comedy,
completely
finds
himself
in
but Rogers
it.
He is whimsical, funny, sad by turns
and in addition does some athletic stuff
that rivals Doug. Fairbanks.
«y*.

f

"The

funniest thing
that Rogers has done"
was the unanimous comment last night.
t-<

.

LXaminer:

E.
XpTCSS

Mr. Rogers has, in the

#

parlance of the

'.

and extracts the
drop of fun from it.
part,

a fat

U
t~L6T(llCL
tj

The

theatre,
juicy

last

Rogers superbly. Every time he comes
into a scene there is a shout of laughter.
"Doubling for Romeo" is one of the
best comedies ever filmed.
_

role

fits

.

of the greatest comedies of all time. Without
question the most original, "Doubling for Romeo" is
the talk of every city where it has played.

has opened to sensational business in four of the
most important exhibition centers of the United States.
It

In Los Angeles at Miller's Theatre, "Doubling for
Romeo" is breaking the house record. The admission
price is one dollar. In Chicago it is doing wonders at
the Roosevelt.

In Cincinnati

And

in

Capitol,

New
it is

it

is

York

going great guns

The

Capitol.

at the world's largest theatre,

The

doing one of the most phenomenal weeks

that this great theatre has ever done

The crowds

at

are

. .

applauding and congrat-

laughing,

ulating.

The reviewers

more

are writing

superlatives in their

reviews than they have written in six months

. .

"Doubling for Romeo"

What They

Said In

New York
/->]

Will Rogers, Elmer Rice and

i

Will Rogers has
is a big hit.
pulled the surprise picture of the year ... a comedy
in which every scene comes with a jolt unexpected.

"Doubling for Romeo"

not only the biggest laugh-

is

KjlODe: Will Shakespeare divide the
honors in the cleverest comedy of this
or many other seasons.

puller in a long, long while.

"Doubling for Romeo" is
-p.
_
1 VfflCSl about the most hilarious
thing Mr. Rogers has ever done.

There are

lyr

W

J
OTIU,
7

A

.

thoroughly giggly and

times

'.

boisterously

l

-i-7

1

the

laugh-

amount to
j

Juliet"

episodes

a triumph.

j

t

JOUTYMlll
this

Practically every title
carries a laugh ....

"Romeo and
You

will

of your

have the time
life

many

TJ

great scenes in this picture, wonderful set-

with clamoring mobs

. .

watching

There

is

a duel that grips

Add "Doubling

for

you and

Romeo"

startles

you

to a record list— a

. .

list

that

includes "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous Curve

Ahead."

one.

\i -1 One of the cleverest and most
v/LUlll amusing satires on the motion
pictute industry that has been produced
in

a spectacular picture.

at

able picture.

Telegraph:

tings

It is

There are more coming! "Poverty of Riches!" "The
Sin Flood!"

a day.

_7J.

-TlCTuICL

'.

sistible as a

Combination of Rogers
and Shakespeare as irrecertain widely advertised

talcum powder.

WATCH GOLDWYN
The
biggest

Name

in ^Pictures

Today

!

Do You Know That

th

Same Old Thing? Tr
you why this is a money maker. The public
knows Marshall Neilanand likes his pictures. He's never
made a flivver yet. You can bank on his name as a drawLet us

tell

You've got something new to advertise. The
ing card.
people will flock to see it because it's new. And they
won't be disappointed. And look at the cast. Did you
ever see a bigger aggregation of stars in a single picture?

Go

to

it

MARSHALL NEILAN
Presents

99

Bits of Life
THE PLAYERS
Wesley Barry
John Bowers

Lon Chaney
Noah Beery

Teddy Sampson

Harriet

Dorothy Mackail
Edythe Chapman
Frederick Burton
James Neil

Anna May Wong

Hammond

James Bradbury, Jr.
Rockliffe Fellowes

Tammany Young

Photography by David Kesson
Adapted from the stories by Hugh Wiley, Walter
Trumbull, Thomas Morrow and Marshall Neilan;
scenario

by Lucita

A

Squier.

First National Attraction

It'sNewIIt's Unusual! And It
There'll he

a Franchise everywhere

—

——

People Get Sick of the
rhis Refreshing Novelty
Few

pictures have won the universal approval of Press
and Public as this one has. It packed the Capital Theatre,
New York, the biggest theatre in the world, to capacity.
It has packed and now is packing, other big theatres in the
large cities. Our reports from exhibitors show that the
people like it not a dissenting voice. Every reviewer has
praised it highly.
We have yet to see a single knock.
Read the reviews!

—

theatre ought to be

HIS GREATEST SUCCESS
"Marshall Neilan is scoring one of
the greatest successes of his career.
'Bits of Life' is a thorough innovation
as well as an advanced standard of dra-

matic achievement.

It

enacted by

is

the most extraordinary galaxy of stars
ever assembled the greatest all-star
photoplay created. It represents Novelty with a big N, and is a new step
in cinema construction."
Pittsburgh
Leader.

—

NEILAN'S
it

DONE

AGAIN

IT

"Marshall Neilan has 'gone and done
again.'
To the seekers of something

different

we recommend

this film.

filled to

capacity."

Wichita Beacon.

You

can always expect something well produced and interesting from Marshall
Neilan. Very well acted and presented
in a- fashion admirably in keeping with
Neilan's high standard." Baltimore
Sun.

MOST ENTERTAINING PICTURE
"Trust Neilan to do the unusual. A
made dramatic picture, and one of
the most interesting photoplays ever
shown.
One of the most entertaining
and worthwhile pictures we have seen."
finely

—Indianapolis

Star.

EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD
"An

unusual picture and exceptionally
The stories are admirably chosen
and compactly told. The direction is
good and the cast more than capable."
good.

Indianapolis

News.

IDEA

IS

REFRESHING

WILL DRAW CAPACITY

"A radical departure from anything 1
have seen, setting a new era in picture
entertainment. The idea is very refreshing and I believe there is a big future
in it.
Neilan has thrown away all padding and given us four short stories, each
with dramatic punch. The characters are

"Neilan's newest success is something
different, an innovation that may revolutionize picture making. With such an all
star cast, such story material and Mr.
Neilan's reputation as a director any

carefully developed. I am sure the vast
majority of movie fans will welcome this
kind of entertainment because it is different from anything ever attempted."
Indianapolis Times.

A

First National Attraction

Making Good Everywhere!
"There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

BenTurpin SureTakes the Cake!
ye-ah, and

he takes the bread

and the good old custard

pies

and doughnuts and he mixes up
all

the

dough with love and

sunshine and laughter in

MACK SENNETT'S
presentation of

BEN TURPIN
in

"LOVE AND

DOUGHNUTS
The
Turpin

first

2-reel

Comedy

Mack

Sennett-Ben

for First National.

Distributed by Associated First

National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open
Available
Market.
to all exhibitors

What

By
A N unusual opportunity

MARTIN

an insight
into exhibiting conditions as they are was
afforded in Chicago last week at the meeting
of the Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
This meeting brought together representative
theatremen from every territory in the United
States and Canada and as the gathering was
distinctly of a business nature considerable serious discussion was engaged in which made plain
to gain

several interesting facts pertaining to the pres-

ent situation.

One

fact of startling significance

which was

brought out by these exhibitors who may be regarded as representative of the entire exhibitprial body is that the theatreman is willing to
pay higher rentals for pictures of demonstrated

box

Wants

Exhibitor

tlie

office value.

This fact was presented alongside of a corresponding declaration which made very plain
that the exhibitor's chief worry is occasioned by
the mediocre picture whose box office record under existing conditions is a sad thing to con-

J.

QUIGLEY

whether such product was distributed by

or another organization.
In a sufficient
number of instances to make the circumstance
notable exhibitors indicated that materially
higher rentals could have been paid on these
pictures and still they would have regarded the
transactions as life-savers for their business.
The degree of enthusiasm which they permitted themselves to indulge in with reference
to the big pictures was surpassed by the degree
of resentment which they showed with respect
to pictures of questionable box office value. The
medium type subject was the target of an avalanche of bitter assaults.
*

Y\7HILE

*

*

the insistent demand was for big
» ' pictures
which is the natural and expected manifestation the unpretentious picture which is offered at reasonable rental prices
was frankly acknowledged as an essential of the
business to supply the function of a fill-in at-

—

—

traction.

The opinion

who spoke

tors

of these representative exhibias managers of every type of

Broadway to Swampville is very
These men, concretely and in a- few

theatre from
significant.

template.

their

own

words, have crystallized for trade purpose the
opinion which the public has registered at the

comment of these exhibitors
ANon outstanding
that the theatre
the existing situation

box

pursuing a very uneven course:
With the exceptional picture attendance figures
offer no grounds for complaint and in many instances it was contended that the demonstrated
success attracts a volume of patronage that

tended with. This situation may be understood
to have been developed partly by the education

is

business

is

measures well up to the highest records.

On the other hand, the picture that just
misses fire, the featured player that just misses
being a star, are held accountable for practically
Exhibiall the existing ills of the business.
tors declare very pointedly that even heroic; efforts in the way of exploitation fail to elicit
substantial interest from the public in pictures
that

fit

into this classification.

Exhibitors attending this session showed
no hesitancy in admitting big business on pictures of outstanding merit which had been
shown during recent months, regardless of

office.

a far

more

They have emphasized

the fact that
be con-

critical public opinion is to

of the public to a

more

critical

party by the fact that the public

demand and

now

has less

money

for amusements and that it is seeking
to obtain, through careful consideration of attractions offered, the greatest return for its

money.

The situation, in a few words, seems to be
that a successful engagement can be engineered
at high prices provided a real attraction is offered. The only alternative, to escape the public's resentment and a weekly deficit, appears
to be the unpretentious picture at lesser prices.
The new conditions make more hazardous
than ever the business of production yet they do
offer a compensating encouragement in the
form of assured volume of returns for pictures
of outstanding merit.

K X

30
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city authorities of

No. 20

1921

Los Angeles,

after listening to a handful of loud-

spoken reform agents, became favorably inclined toward censorship. Then
a public hearing was held, the

re-

little

form group was vastly out-numbered
and the authorities were given an
opportunity to view the subject in a
light.
As a result of permitting the voice of the public to be
heard there will be no censorship in
Los Angeles.

different

*

The more

*

*

closely one inquires into

the thought and activities of cen-

sorship advocates, the more he will
be convinced that what they are
actually seeking to do does not appear on the surface. Superficially,
the censorship advocates' program

appears to be an effort to safeguard
the morals of the American public,
to protect the rising generation and
to contribute to the general peace
and welfare of the nation.

II

KALI)

E

this, then, it

November

Re -Takes
J. R.

This

The James Horse Fund grows
week by week, like the proverbial
peach, and by the time we are

*

effort to control the type of

picture

that

is

sent

into

ready to buy the nag we'll have
stuff to go with it to fully
equip its new owner.
A North Carolina reader sent us
an old shot gun last week, which
ought to come in handy in case he
goes gunning for any more departments.

foreign

countries brings into the light a

enough

new

manifestation of the thought of censorship fanatics:
Not content to

intended

pictures

control

the

for

American public it is apparently the
aim of Representative Bland's group
to have a hand in shaping to their

But the surprise of the week was
check from our old friend

a

"Anonymous"
he earned

own

beyond the noise
and conversation stage. At the outthis publication

pointed out the futility of the theoretical argument that the so-called

independents should be supported
because some day the exhibitor
might need them. We felt then and

we

now

feel

little

that the exhibitor

is

moved by such an argument.

The

exhibitor, broadly speaking, is
only interested in pictures of merit,
regular service and reasonable rentals.
The independents are very
much more likely to achieve results
when they approach the exhibitor
on this basis than with an theoretical argument.

$2.49.

Looks
Monday.
ner

like a big night in N. Y next
Election and A. M. P. A. dinon the same day. Wow!

all

*

isolated

instances, never got

said

We

Total contributions to date,

the proposition, except in

movement

He

$100.

Dakota exhibitor
sent two quarts of oats not
only anticipated our wants but is
away ahead of us.
expect a
stable any day now and a lot of
straw for bedding. Note: If you
must send hay, send it baled.

*

There was much clamor and talk
about "Independence Month," but
from reports on hand it appears that

set of the

for

writing quibs for the
and
signing
them

who

siderations.
*

it

newspapers
"Anon."
The North

ends films that are intended for
foreign consumption. All of this is
additional evidence that the motive
behind a great deal of the censorship
agitation is to gain control of the
subject matter of pictures, with and
also without respect to moral con*

M.

Anonymous Comes Thru

use in interstate commerce.
*

1921

12,

would

appear strange that in a bill recently
introduced in Congress by Representative Bland of Indiana, which
seeks the enactment of federal censorship there is a provision to censor
films intended for "foreign" shipment as well as those intended for
*

Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Qulgley.
Editorial and Executive Offices 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone' Harrison 0248-0249.)
New York Office 1476 Broadway. (Telephone! Bryant 5111.)
Los Angeles Office: 520 So. Broadway.
(Telephone: 60010.)
All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

R S

This
ments,

is

great

weather

for

endorse-

isn't
it?
Have you endorsed
somebody's film this week? If not, get
busy. There are plenty of films.

*

fund"

1

forget the horse
This Date in History

Nov.

1913, Griffith discovered the
"close-up," thereby winning the undying
gratitude of thousands of picture stars.
•
1,

Told Him It Was Still Falling
Charlie Chaplin was asked all sorts of
questions by all sorts of reporters on his
recent vacation trip, but he says the
prize question was:
"What about the

London bridge?"
*

Our Guess

An
will

eastern trade paper asks:

authors

We'd

venture,

come
when

"When

into
their
own?"
the royalty checks

start to arrive.
*
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Exit the Colymnists
Now the ice men have started a publicity
campaign to "discourage the
standard joke on ice dealers." By and
by there won't be anything left to poke
fun at.

Me

*

DON'T
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FORGET THE

HORSE
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36
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You Said It
"History is all bunk," says Hen. Ford.
A while back someone said Ford was
making history in this country. That
makes

it

50-50.
*

The Clanking Spurs
If this disarmament congress takes the
spurs off infantry officers strutting around
hotel lobbies it will have accomplished
more than anyone expected.
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Missouri Exhibitors
Seek Repeal of Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

JOSEPH, MO., Nov. 1.—The

step toward obtaining the support
Missouri senators and congressmen
in effort to bring about the repeal of the
admissions tax. the 5 per cent rental tax
and the passage of the Lampert bill was
taken at the first district meeting here
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
initial

of

Missouri.
In addition to a large attendance of
exhibitors of the Fourth congressional
district, many prominent speakers were
present, including Mayor Elliott Marshall of St. Joseph, John Grosser, president of the city council; Charles D. Morris, editor of the 5"f. Joseph Gazette: Rep-

of

resentative Thomas J. Whitehead and
CoL C. U. Philley of the Lyceum
theatres.

Merger Will Give Skouras
Control Over 34 Theatres
Aeir Company

Exhtbitors Herald)

(Spe

IXD.. Nov. 1.—
The Indiana Parent-Teacher Association

INDIANAPOLIS.

has resigned from the Legislative Council
of Indiana Women as a result of objection of the officers in the Parent-Teacher
Association to the motion picture censorship bill introduced by the legislative
The
council in the 1921 legislature.
Parent-Teacher Association has strongly
has
and
opposed censorship regulation
favored the work of the Indiana board of
indorsers.

At the annual convention of the Parent-Teacher Association. L. ST. Hines.
president of the Indiana State Normal
School, urged educational motion pictures once a week in the public schools.

Talmadge Family

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 1.— That a new
studio which will take care of the companies of Norma Talmadge, Constance
Talmadge and Buster Keaton (who is
married to Natalie Talmadge). may soon

LOS ANGELES.

city is heralded in conthe arrival this week of Con-

in this

nection with
stance Talmadge from the East.
Norma is to follow in about three
"weeks.
It is hoped by all three stars to combine their activities in a single studio as
3n as conditions make this possible.

Schenectady Theatres
Facing Heavy Penalty
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.. Nov. l
Under a decision of Justice Whitmyre of
the Supreme Court in the taxpayers' action brought against Mayor George R.
Lunn, manage* of theatres which have
been exhibiting pictures on Sunday are
subject to a S100 fine for each violation,
if they were not granted permits.
Mayor Lunn swears he granted no permits.
The same decision rules that the
money given Mayor Lunn is public

monev.

Non- Union Orchestra
To Play for Grauman
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

1.

— Non-union

orchestras are rehearsing for the Kinema.
Grauman's. and the California as a result
of the musicians' strike.

as

Result of

Wide Concern Some ComMay Be Closed
-

peting Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 31. Unless there is an eleventh hour hitch in
well matured plans, that at the present writing is not anticipated, Spyros
Skouras, president of Skouras Brothers Enterprises, on Wednesday will
officially announce the formation of Skouras Brothers Theatres Company,
which will own, control or supply picture service for thirty-four of the
city's leading theaters and airdomes.
Skouras

to Control

Skouras and his associates

new

in

New

Corporation

Skouras Brothers Enterprises will con-

said, will take over theatres now conducted by Skouras Brothers and the recently formed City Wide Amusement Company, controlled by Sam Hamburg. Jr., president; Ben S. Cornwell, vice-president, and Harry Koplar. secretary -treasurer.

The

corporation, which,

theatres

Brothers are:

it is

now owned by Skouras

New

Grand. Central, Capitol, West
End Lyric. Pageant. Shaw,
Arsenal. Lyric, Empress. Crystal. Skydome, West End Lvric Skvdome and the
Central.
The last named house was
Skouras said
closed last Wednesday.
expired
and
that
the
lease
today
the Central was discontinued because it
had not been a money-maker an,d was
a direct competitor of both the Capitol

and Lyric.

May

Close Pershing

The houses controlled or supplied by
City Wide Amusement Company are:
GrandGrand-Florissant,
Airdome, Juniata. Lowell.
Maffitt, St. Louis Airdome. Lindell. Montgomery, Novelty. Webster, Arco, Gravois, Lafayette. Manchester. Royal, New
CriteShenandoah. Russell. Compton
Shenandoah Airdome, Pershing
rion,
and Pershing Airdome. It is reported
that the Pershing and its skvdome will
be closed permanently.
Florissant

tion

and

affiliation

of

the

theatres

in-

volved have been under way for almost
two months. The conferences have been
attended by Skouras and Leo Rassieur,
of the law firm of Rassieur, Kammerer and Rassieur, a large stockholder
in Skouras Brothers Enterprises; Ham-

Jr.,

representing

burg,

City

Wide Amuse-

ment Company, and W. Arthur Stickney
of A. G. Edwards &; Sons, brokers.

Has

First National Franchise

In addition to their theatres and airdomes, Skouras Brothers Enterprises
controls the Missouri franchise for Associated First Xational Pictures and operates the local exchanges of Associated
Producers and Educational Pictures. The
company also has the state rights on
numerous Western, comedies and other
small subjects. While the Skouras franchises and picture rights will not be affected by the theatre consolidation, it is
certain that the company's position in
that regard will be greatly strengthened,
as it will have tremendous outlet for its

,

Negotiations looking to the consolida-

to the

who

HERALD

wrote the following
do not know

as to

my
it

is

A

consummated.
It is believed

subscribed
for three

years two years ago, became
a little nervous recently and

"I

stock of the new corporation,
should the deal go through as planned.
He denied, however, the authenticity of
a very generally circulated rumor that
man
the "deal represents §3.000,000."
who is very close to the parties has

is

ager, Auditorium theatre, Carpinteria, CaL,

Skouras today declined to estimate the
capital

stated that S500.000 in new capital will
in the theatres if the deal

W. McCampbell, man-

H.

productions.

be interested

Won't Risk
Missing It

think

LOS ANGELES.

Process of Organization

Shenandoah.

Build Coast Studios

be built

in

Affiliation with City

trol the

Quit Council Which
Wanted Censorship
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letter:

how

I

stand

subscription but

I

about time for an-

other three-year subscription.

Kindly let me know. With best
wishes for the success of the
'Exhibitors' Live Wire,' I am
yours very truly."

generally one of the

first

new company would be

moves of

the

eliminate

some

to
of the competing houses.

Prominent Guest at
A. M. P. A. Luncheon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 1.— On Thursday,

the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers entertain at luncheon Irvin
Cobb, the international raconteur;
S.

Nov.

3,

Fontaine Fox. the famous cartoonist of
"Toonerville Trolley" fame, and Julian
Ollendorff, the distinguished artist.

There

a lineup that would do justice to any
organization. It speaks volumes for the
enterprise and ambition of the A. M. P.
A., especially considering the fact that
only three weeks ago this same group
he mayor of
of publicists entertained
New York and a halt doien other luminaries di" New York's mu:.i::pal life.
is

I
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Goldwyn Manager
'

Maurice

Value
'Herald" Department

Wolf States
Is

That

Cites

"What

Great Force

in

the Picture

Did for

November

12,

1921

of

Me"

Selling Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES, Nov. 1.— That the department
LOSHERALD,
"What the Picture
Me,"
did for

is

EXHIBITORS

in the
a great force in selling

was brought out by Maurice Wolf, Los Angeles exchange
Goldwyn, in a talk before the members of the Western Motion

exhibitors

manager

for

Picture Advertisers at their last meeting.
"The greatest argument to an exhibitor

is the success another exhibitor
has had with a picture," said Mr. Wolf, who is one of the leading exchange
men in Los Angeles. These opinions of exhibitors, Mr. Wolf said, are even
of more importance than the reviews.

^APPROXIMATELY

ance

"As
before they book them," he said.
result, they depend largely upon the
success their brother exhibitors have had
with certain pictures.

marks.

**

ten per cent
of the exhibitors see the pictures

a

*

*

"Exploitation

of

cities,

the

easier

consummate

pictures

it

is

a fair

in

the

key

the salesman
booking arrange-

for

film comedian, kept the
an uproar with his humorous
stories and did much to make the evening
an enjoyable one for the P. As.
in

JOHN HUMM,
pointed

who has

assistant

just been ap-

general

manager

of

Pathe Exchange, Inc. He was auditor
for seven years and won his promotion
through grasp of the motion picture

Week to
business.
Be Widely Observed
By Theatre Owners Laemmle Denies He
Will Shakeup Coast
Exhibit on Herald)

Children's

(Special to

ment."
also pointed out that the
quality as well as quantity of publicity
and advertising accorded a picture and
prepared by the publicity men in the
studios and the home offices had a direct
effect upon the salesmen. He urged more
publicity that tied up with specific pictures rather than the type of publicity
that has no particular sales value.
He also pointed out that advertising
in the trade papers was a great aid to
the salesman in that it paved the way for
rentals that were fair to the producer
as well as the exhibitor.

Mr.

Hughic Mack,

members

*

cities is also of great importance to the
salesman in selling a picture. The more
exploitation a picture receives in the big

to

at the meeting, gave further specific
instances that confirmed the guest's re-

Wolf

*

*

*

John Rankin, chairman of the evening
and responsible for Mr. Wolf's appear-

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

Book Week," November

1.— "Children's
13 to 19,

is

to be

theatres
of
hundreds
observed
by
throughout the United States.
Leading motion picture distributors report an exceptional demand for suitable
film and are supplying their branch exchanges with ample prints of desirable

subjects to take care of the business.
From many cities word is received that
theatre owners- have obtained the cooperation of civic organizations and clubs.
the
Theatre owners participating in
event apparently are to be rewarded not
only in prestige but in box office receipts
as well.
Pathc. Hodkinson, Universal and First
National are making special efforts to cooperate with the exhibitors to make the
week a success.

(Special to

Eason,

ANGELES,
Jr..

known

Nov.
on the

1.— Reaves
screen

mors of

a shakeup at Universal City involving General Manager Irving Thaiberg occasioned amazement in film circles
During the
during the last few days.
last fifteen months Thalberg's feat in
bringing order out of chaos at the world's
largest studio and in putting Universal's

manufacturing plant on the same basis
of expert management and respectability
enjoyed by the best operated plants in the
business has been the sensation of filmdom. Consequently reports of a change
caused great astonishment.
It developed that the rumors were due
to

Laemmle

Exhibitors Herald)

as

"Breezy" Eason, the 8-year-old Universal
star, was struck and killed by an automobile in front of his home in Fountain
He
avenue, Hollywood, on October 24.
recently was starred in two Universal
productions. "The Big Adventure" and
"Two Kinds of Love," and appears in
support of Harry Carey in "The Fox."
The youngster was buried last Thursday,
and Carl Laemmle. president of Universal, attended the funeral.
AU work at
Universal City was halted during the
funeral services.

as

Thalberg Is Regarded
Highly Efficient
By JAY BALFOUR
HOLLYWOOD, CAL, Nov. 1— Ru-

chiefly

Juvenile Star Killed
LOS

Report Startled Colony

the

had

fact

that

decided

President

Carl

to
of

relieve
his
some of the
youthful general manager
burdensome business routine so that he
could give more time to production activ-

Julius Stern, vice president and one
of the founders of Universal who recently
returned with Mr. Laemmle from a European trip has been installed as a sort of
business associate of Mr. Thalberg and
will devote most of his time to the financial affairs of the company.
ities.

President Laemmle, although making
no public statement, has told friends that
he would under no consideration make
any change in the management of the
plant as in his opinion the present conits affairs, the quality of its pictures and the general morale of the plant
were the best in its long and successful

duct of

history.

Loew's Los Angeles
Theatre Completed Harry Spoor Plans
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
Playhouse in Berlin
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 1.— Loew's
to

New

is some performer on
mouth organ. This is an incident
from "Sure Fire," his latest Universal

week

the

cus
supervise details of the final construction

Harry Spoor, brother of George K.
Spoor and in charge of distribution for
Essanay in Continental Europe, has announced plans to erect a 3.000-seat mo-

picture.

work.

tion picture theatre in Berlin.

HOOT GIBSON

State Theatre will open during the

November 7, according to MarLoew who arrived here Saturday to
of

—
November

12.
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Louis Theatres
Face Heavy Taxes

St.

:

Must Pay $500,000 to Fund
to Solve Unemployment

At
G.

G.

Social

Schmidt

Body

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

Re-elected President of State
Cohen Urged to Visit Indianapolis

picture

sales.

The resolutions will have to be approved by the Commission as a whole before going to the aldermen. A provision
of the resolutions is that the measures are
regarded as emergency ones and will be
effective but six months and are not to
be put into operation until the $100,000
unemployment fund recently created is

tres to close their doors, thus increasing

unemployment by throwing many musicians, operators, stage hands and other
employes out of work.
The commission probably has not given
that phase of the matter a thought.

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

IXDIAXAPOLIS.

IXD.. Nov. 1. Action against the showing of
hygiene pictures commercially and against the endorsement given
such pictures by physicians and church officials was taken at the second
annual meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
It was held that the
of Indiana, held here last week.
pictures should be shown free of charge at clinics,
schools and in business and should be confined to
such places.
Adopt Important Resolutions
Several important resolutions were adopted at
the convention. The exhibitors decided to keep out of

social

the theatres in the state pictures featuring notorious
persons. They also passed a resolution decrying the
attitude of the American Society of Authors and Composers in its stand in taxing music in the theatres.
Efforts of the national committee of theatre owners
to
have congress investigate the society were

G. G. Schmidt

exhausted.

Undoubtedly this additional tax burden
would force a number of the local thea-

Hygiene Pictures

During Nation-Wide Tour

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 1.— The mohouses.- theatres and other
amusements of St. Louis will be required
to contribute $500,000 to relieve unemployment in the city if plans of Mayor
Kiel's Commission on Unemployment are
carried out.
The Finance Committee of the Commission has unanimously adopted a resolution calling upon the Board of Aldermen to enact legislation imposing a tax
of 5 per cent of their gross receipts on all
amusements; 10 per cent on soft drinks
and one-half a cent a gallon on gasoline

approved.

The convention

also approved the public service work of the national
organization and agreed to offer the theatres of the state to school officials
at certain hours on Saturday mornings to assist in presenting the subjects taught.

An

invitation was extended to Sydney
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, and to Senator James Walker, of the national coun-

ment

of pictures and urged the producers
see that only clean, wholesome productions be sent from the studios.
It
was agreed that most of the pictures
shown in Ind'ana during the last two
years have been above reproach.

S.

Louisiana Association
Meets in New Orleans
On November 14-15
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

1—

NEW

A
ORLEANS, LA.. Nov.
meeting of the Independent Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Louisiana has
been called for November 14 and 15. The
convention will be held in this city for
the purpose of formulating "plans for
the carrying on of our business on a 'live
and let live' principle.".
In sending out the call Secretary H. J.
Herrmann makes this statement: "Never

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Nov.

l.— The ver-

Superior Judge Shenk granting
Hart, a motion picture actor,
the sum of $6,403. alleged to be due from
the Capital Film Corporation, by virtue
of a contract signed December 15. 1919.
was upheld this week by the District
Court of Appeals. It was claimed by the
defendant corporation that the judgment
that went to Hart by default was taken
prematurely.
dict of
to Neal

Operator

Is

Burned

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

RICHMOND.

IND., Nov. 1.— Russell

Lamm, motion

picture operator in a local
was burned badly about the
hands and face when a film caught fire.
theatre,

The

fire

room.

was confined

to

the projection

to

to visit Indianapolis in their tour of
the Middle West this month.
If a date
can be arranged for the visit a call will
be sent for another gathering of the state
association to hear those men.
cil,

Report Business Revival

Those

in

An

Schmidt

is

Re-elected

The

officers elected at the organization
meeting last year were re-elected at this

They are G. G. Schmidt,
president; Charles Miller.
New Albany, first vice president: Joseph
Bommershein. Bluffton. second vice president: C. R. Andrews. Muncie. secretary,
and Frank G. Heller. Kokomo, treasurer.
second meeting.

attendance at the convention
reported a revival of business following
the depression caused by the unusual heat
of the summer.
The members pledged
their support in working for the better-

before in the history of the motion picture industry have exhibitors been so
harassed on every side by antagonistic
legislation, excess taxation and the picture trust that would absorb us in a night
if it could, to say nothing of our other
enemies."

Court Sustains Hart
Against Capital Film

Take Rap

Indiana Exhibitors

Question
tion

33

Indianapolis,

Opportunity

Producers

for

Charles Jl'opalensky of Amsterdam and His Aunt Willing to
Uplift Screen Drama in America
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

Again a foreign invasion threatens the film
industry. This time it is not an influx of foreign made films, but an assault
on the art of acting on the screen that impends, and our American stars
may be compelled to look to their laurels. Following is a verbatim ad
literatim copy of a letter received last week at Universal offices:
Nov.

Amsterdam, October

Universal

Dear

Sir

Jewel— Production,
—New
York.

1.

11th.

1921.

(Film Company)

:

like to engage two persons who are
for the film
Would you like to have
on your films a famous player for ladies-parts,
well, then please write to the lady whose address
you will find below.
She belongs to an old aristocratic hungarian
family she has a very intellectual face and in the
profil the resemblance with an american indian
(for she has a very refined eagle-nose) and could
therefore be used for films where you want
indian types.
Owing to the fate she has already earned her
life by having a good saloon for ladies-dresses

Would you

really

fit

!

—

Austria (Vienna).
She has a wonderful Taste in dressing, understands by herself awfully well to make dresses

ir.

Universal

Broadway

the

and gowns and is a genie in arranging rooms.
With one word she is "just the thing for the
Sim."

You would make big money having her on
your films.
She was living many years in Paris and had
a position as reception-Lady in one of the big*
gest saloons for ladies-dresses of that city.
The second person is her nephew fit for detec-

and highway-man-parts.
Enclosed you will find the photos of us both.
Kindly write or better send your representa-

tive

tive to see the lady, to the following address

Hermine Baronin Fleischakher,
Amsterdam. Reestraat 14,
P.

S.

This

letter
in

nephew who works

Holland.
has been written by her
one of the banking houses

of this city.
(Signed''

not preparing to emblazon
names "Fleischackher and Wopalensky."
is

Charles Wopalensky.

in electric lights

up and down
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Readers Cooperate
For Mutual Benefit
Friends

Made by Mail

as

Result of Contact
in

/

r

"Herald"

"Sure we know each other. We both
take the Herald."
Two exhibitors, introduced to each
other at the recent First National subfranchise holders' convention in Chicago,
made the above statement. It developed
that they had not met before but had
been reading each other's reports to
"What the Picture Did for Me."

Many

it

Friendships Established

The many departments

of

friendships

exchanging

of
this
letters as

nature

The following paragraph

Part of the spectacular train wreck from "Love Never Dies," a King Vidor production
distributed by Associated First National.

Public Service

Launched

Department

Is

Educators in Attendance
Presided Over by Dr. Holley

at

Ceremony

—The

opening gun of the educational campaign
of Public Service of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, was fired last Saturday at a well attended meeting held at the Criterion theatre.
The premiere of this important division of the theatre owners' organization, of which Dr. Francis Holley is director general, was by invitation,
and many prominent citizens of
York and adjacent cities among
them many well known educators, were in attendance.
1.

by the Department

—

New

HOLLEY

an
exceptionally
interesting
address
pointed out the possibilities of the screen
in an educational way.
He dwelt on the
work done during the past few years by
the federal Bureau of Economics along
similar lines, and paid high tribute to
President Sydney S. Cohen for making

secretary with a message of
cooperation to the picture men.
Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, pastor of
Plymouth church, spoke on "Better
America," during which he predicted that
before many years nearly every school
and nearly every church would be

enlargement of this work
through
the
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of America.

films,

R.

possible

presided

and

in

the

*

*

*

assistant

equipped with
tion

pictures,

that through the
efforts of the Department of Public Service educational and vocational pictures
soon would be shown on the screens of
17.000 theatres, and that every Saturday
morning free exhibitions open to pupils of
public and high schools throughout the
entire country would be given.
As an illustration of the work to be
first done an interesting picture of scenes
incidental to the vocational work being
done in the High School of Commerce
was thrown on the screen.
was expected that Secretary of
It
Labor Davis would be one of the speakers, but at the last moment he found it
impossible to be present, so sent the

Holley

stated

and

these screens
and
vocational

educational
the "better America" would
surely and quickly.
*

*

of

come

*

Nathan D. Williams

the

Manufacturers

National
and Dr.

Henry

E. Jackson, director of the National Community Bureau, were also on
Sydney S. Cohen,
the list of speakers.
in a well chosen speech, briefly told of
the hearty support given the movement
by official Washington and stated that
the work was one that was close to the
heart of President Harding.

We

from way up

in Minnesota asking
us for a detailed letter as to how we exExhibitors Herploited 'The Old Nest.'
ald is considered by us as necessary in
our office as a prayer book is in church."

letter

12,000 Contributions in 1920

this

figure.

West Coast Theatres
Buy Paramount House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 1.— Final negotiations involving the sale of the Paramount theatre, now under construction,
to John M. Young, J. Leslie Swope and
Frank A. Grant of the Hollywood Theatres Corporation, associated with West
Coast Theatres, Inc., were closed this
week.

The Turner-Dahnken-Langley

any of the

now

residential

district

theatres

operated by this company.

Hughes Transferred
To Cincinnati Branch

1.— A

MacArthur, Jr., former advertising manager
of the Moving Picture World, has been
appointed director of publicity of
Sennett studios.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Nov. 1.— M. C. Hughes,
former branch manager at New Haven,
succeeds Frederick Strieg as manager of

exchange of Famous PlayersThe transfer was
Lasky Corporation.
made by S. R. Kent, general manager of
distribution of the company. John Powers succeeds Hughes at New Haven.
the local

Famous Players

Sell

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

cir-

formerly owned the Paramount,
which will be opened in December.
The New Paramount adds another link
to the Hollywood Theatres-West Coast
Theatres' chain, and promises to eclipse
cuit

Majestic to Shuberts

Given Sennett Post
LOS ANGELES,

16

of the Palace theatre of Hamilton, Ohio, is an instance:
"Once more, Exhibitors Herald has
helped to further nationally advertise
Hamilton.
are just in receipt of a

NEW

of

October

program

showing mo-

with

showing

Association
Dr.

facilities for

ideas

its
various departments.
The number
printed during 1921 will greatly exceed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

in

being

In 1920, the Herald printed in excess
of 12,000 contributions from readers in

at Criterion

Many Well Known

p\

— exhibitors

result

a

of
benefitted
by an exchange of
through the columns of the Herald.

issue of the

NEW YORK,

Herald

the

to which readers contribute for mutual
benefit,
have brought about scores of

Mack

DETROIT, MICH., Nov. 1.— Famous
Players-Lasky, which operated the Maiestic theatre as a picture house seven
months, has turned it over to the Shuberts.
It is said to have lost heavily in
the time it was operated with pictures.

November
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First National Investigation

By M.P.T.O.A. Sidetracked
Delegates Unqualifiedly

Chicago Theatre

Approve Management

Opening Section
opening of the Chicago
theatre by Balaban and Katz was
one of the impressive features of
the First National meeting in Chicago, October 24 to 26.
Erected at a cost of $4,000,000
and seating approximately 5,000
people, the structure is one of the
most palatial motion picture houses
Many regain it as
in the world.

The

Three of Cohen's Committee Declare Necessity for
Probe is Lacking Expect Matter Dropped

—

the supreme effort to date.

A

;

description of this
theatre in words and pictures appears in this issue of the HERdetailed

ALD,

beginning on page

61.

Realart Will Make
52 Films for 1922
By JAY BALFOUR
LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 1.— Realart

is

52 features next year under the
supervising hand of Elmer Harris. Not
only that but there is going to be a
change in the quality of the pictures, the
officials of the company having decided to
grant more latitude in the selection of
In the words of the supervising
stories.
director, they are going to put the little
blue sash on the shelf and let the Realartto

With the close of the meeting of sub-franchise holders of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., in Chicago last week, it became apparent that
the projected inquiry of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
into the management of the organization had been effectually sidetracked.
During the course of the meeting it developed that the consensus of
opinion of the delegates was that no outside inquiry was welcomed nor
would it be tolerated further, that upon the basis of explanations of various questions that had been at issue it was agreed by the delegates that
the management of the organization met with their approval.
Griffin Proposes Endorsement of Management
Following the closing session various members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners who were delegates at the meeting informed Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, that
they could no longer approve of the projected investigation of the management and affairs of the company.
One of the leading figures in the affairs of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, C. C. Griffin of California, who previously to the meeting insisted
upon the investigation, proposed a resolution which amounted to an unqualified endorsement of the management and conduct of the organization.

make

emote. Otherwise they were going
go in for heavier dramatic pabulum
and go easier on the light frothy stuff
from which previous Realarts have been
made.

ists

Three of the members of the investigating committee which had been named
by Mr. Cohen—W. D. Burford, M. E.
Comerford and A. J. Kleist expressed
themselves pointedly to the effect that the
explanation of officials of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., had shed
a new light on affairs of the company
and that the investigating program was
not called for.

—

Harmony

to

which culminated
proval

Evangelist Stirs Up
Sunday Closing Drive
SPRINGFIELD, MO.,

Nov. 1.—This

the throes of a fanatical reProtesfant
revival among the
Acting on the advice of the
churches.
evangelist conducting union services, the
demanded
association
has
ministerial
Sunday closing of motion pictures.
in

Purchasing Agents
Against Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 1.— Resolutions
opposing local censorship as unjust and
unsound were adopted at a regular meeting here of the Purchasing Agents Association of Los Angeles.
A copy of the
resolutions were forwarded to the city
council.

Popular Booker Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS,

MO.,

Nov.

1.— C.

C.

Cleary, popular booker for the Independent Producers and former owner of theatres at Chester and Marrissa, 111., died
suddenly while visiting his brother in St.

Mary's,

Mo.

of

the

committee and

in

the unanimous ap-

acts of the executive
the general conduct of the

organization.
It

was made

plain

by various members

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America who are also sub-franchise holders and who were delegates at the meeting that in their opinion what is necessary
is
a better understanding between the
Cohen organization and First National
rather than any drastic movement such
as to attempt a forced inquiry and investigation of the organization.

Organization Is Strengthened
little doubt in the minds of
those that followed the sessions that the
First National organization had emerged
from the convention greatly strengthened in every respect. The renewed enthusiasm of the franchise holders was
very apparent. The delegates expressed
themselves freely that they believed the
meeting had been a thoroughly constructive one and that it had afforded
genuine benefit for all those who had
been in attendance.

There was

It was freely predicted by delegates
that the Cohen investigation would be
declared off as a result of the developments at the convention. No word to
this effect, however, had been received
up to the time of closing.

Ready to Drop Matter
was intimated by officials

of the
organization that they had no desire to
It

capital of the apparent repudiation of the proposed investigation and
that they were inclined to allow the
incident to be forgotten about.
Announcement of the various actions

taken at the meeting was withheld pending the preparation of the official report.
The trade press was not represented at
the various sessions.
From individual delegates it was
learned that various modifications of the
plan of operation of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., were submitted
and that assurances of consideration were
given by officials of the company.

on Amount of Product
was considerable variance of
opinion among delegates at the amount
of product that should be issued by the
organization, the number of pictures
urged by delegates for annual distribution
ranged from twenty to more than one
Differ

There

of the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

city is
ligious

Features Meeting

The outstanding feature of the convention was its harmonious procedure

make

hundred.

There was practically no criticism of
the exhibition values placed on the picOn
tures that have proved successes.
the contrary, many delegates expressed
themselves vehemently to the effect that
they are willing to pay higher prices
The mediocre
for really big product.
picture was without a friend in the
convention; sub-franchise holders declared almost generally that they did not
want this class of product at any price.
Low-priced pictures that are offered
frankly on that basis appeared to be in
demand, but the opinion relative to the
medium quality picture appeared to_ be
that it either should be forced down into
the classification of low-priced or rejected
entirely.

Lieber Is Complimented
The convention followed an orderly

procedure which had been set
officials of the company. Delegates from the various territories assembled in informal zone meetings and
line

of

down by

discussed the various issues affecting their
Matters affecting the organidistricts.
{Concluded on following page)

:

:
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T ITTLE MIRIAM BATT1STA, who is
who has
her name in the New York telephone book,
*~l only eight years of age, but

'neverything, has just finished a brief en-

gagement under William Christy Cabanne
forthcoming Robertson-Cole picture,
"Women of Conquest." And now Miriam
has gone back to her lollypops and ropea

in

jumping

*

*

X. R. Greathouse,

who

used to be with
leaves

town

week

for a short sojourn in the interHalf a dozen road
ests of "Theodora."
shows of this Goldwyn picture already are

under way.

WnX

lors are

Pace

R.

*

*

is

a popular

*

man among

out-of-work advance agents along BroadReason, he's hiring the avant courway.

Henry dive.

painted by
barred."

After

reading

for the traveling "Theodora" troupes.
Will says agents' cigars are like Christmas
stogies.
But he's got enough to last him
Morris Gest quits wearing vclour
until
Stetsons.
*

*

Robert Edgar Long, who

*

*

are

Hopr

it."

*

*

«

secretly cherished hopes of a number of the A. M. P. A. members have been

The much talked of
nipped in the bud.
beauty contest, which is to be one of the
big features of the "Installation Dinner" on
Nov. 7, is not open to members of the orHopes were blasted by the
ganization.
appearance of the A. M. P. A. Bulletin
last week and already facial massage par-

Long Story

Briefly Told

*

Hearing that Fox was making a picture
titled "The Town That God Forgot," Robert Edgar Long remarked, "Well, at last
Pittsburg is to be pictured on the screen."

Long

just

loves

the

scene

of

his

early

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE, who

triumphs.
*

*

has

*

nied that Jerry Beatty objected to being cast
as a Ku Klux kleaglc and insisted on wearing kilts like Harry I^auder.
*

On

the

*

occasion

his

leaving

the

managing editorship of Motion Picture
News, Robert E. Welsh was tendered a
farewell luncheon at the Claridge on Oct.
by the editorial and advertising staffs
of the News, and presented with a handsome watch by his efstwhile associates.
Mr. \\ elsh entered upon his new duties
with the F. B. Warren Corp. on Oct. 24.
George D. Gould, for some years Mr.
21

^

r

Welsh's

assistant, has been
editor of the News.
*
*
*

ward.
That's
more.

appointed

managing

Hopp Hadley is thinking of starting a
contest for the best answer to the question
"Should a Wife Work?" and has about
decided to offer one perfectly new, unused
powder puff for the best reply. The contest will be limited to unmarried members
of the feminine persuasion between the ages
of 18 and 48.
Hopp states that it is not
required that contestants make affidavit as
to age or previous condition of servitude.
P. S.
Almost forgot this. "Should a
Wife Work?" is the name of a J. W. Film
Corporation picture Hadley is exploiting.
* * *

Exhibitor readers of the HERapparently are vying with
each other to express their regard for the paper in the least
number of words.
C.

H. Lynch, manager

Gem

theatre,

Peoria,

the
writes

of

111.,

"We

certainly

darned

old

cannot run the
without the

show

HERALD."
The
Weaver,
theatre,

following

manager

day,
of

New London,

H.
the

G.

Gem

"Can't do without it!"

*

Henry Parker will handle the exploion "The Taming of the Shrew" as
soon as a producer, with whom he is in
touch, receives an answ-er to a cable to
William Shakespeare, asking him to name
his

own

price

Pall Perez,

for the picture
* * *

The

rights.

of Universal, has achieved

the ambition of his life.
Like this: when
Paul was in the measles, whooping-cough

any

were taken up

at

the

Banquet Ends Session

tation

Mo., wrote:

isn't

general sessions.
Delegates were given
free rein to express their views on all
questions of either a particular or a
general character.
There was no semblance of gag-rule.
From declarations
openly made, it would appear that every
exhibitor with a grievance or a suggestion had an opportunity to voice his
thoughts.
D. Williams, manager, and the
J.
members of the executive committee,
which includes Moe Mark, Nathan Gordon, Sam Katz, A. H. Blank and Harry
O. Schwalbe, obviously made a decided
empression upon the delegates by the
manner in which they explained the situation that had been in doubt.

again to conduct at the first
Griffith picture, which event
is expected to take place early in December.
Mr. Gottschalk says trips across the
country are getting to be a habit with him.
*

There

Robert Lieber, president of the organization, was freely complimented on
the manner in which he presided over the

New York

*

is.

/Continued from preceding page)

showing of the

as follows:

there

as a whole
general sessions.
zation

Louis F. Gottschalk, the composer, is
commuting.
He arrived last week
from Los Angeles to confer with D. W.
Griffith on the music for "The Two Orphans."
After the conference Mr. Gottschalk will return to the coast and come
to

all

First National
Meeting Closes

still

ALD

his next

and chicken-pox stage of life, Dr. Gruening
used to take him on the avuncular knee,
read him stories of the lives of Charles A.
Dana. Horace Greeley and Joseph Medill,
and then ask
"What will little Paul be when he grows
up?"
And little Paul would lisp, "A editor."
So now Paul has been made editor of
L'niversal's Moving Picture Weekly.
And
thus does perseverance from the cradle to
lusty young manhood bring its own re-

*

of

commenced production on

attraction for R-C Pictures. The story
for the picture, which is yet unnamed,
is from the director's own pen.

Harry Reichenbach. master of ceremonies at the big A. M. P. A. dinner, de-

it.

The

A

Members

while on the subject of that dinner
it
might be well to state that a riot impends.
The members of the A. M. P. A.
are to be judges of the beauty contest.

left the Griffith

publicity direction to "go it alone" as a free
lance, is exploiting several stage luminaries
in addition to his motion picture clients. The
loss of $12,000 worth of jewels by Finita de
Soria, prima donna of "The O'Brien Girl"
at the Liberty theatre, and her letter of
complaint to Police Commissioner Enright.
one of this week's front page stories, can
But Long,
be traced to Long's door-mat.
who is short on ego, merely smiles and
says, "Well, it was the truth, every word
of it I"
So that's about the long and the

short of

Bulletin

announcement

the

Hadley swore "Gosh dang

iers

*

The

feeling the effects.

announcement says
"More than two dozen handsome maidens,
scintillating, lively, overbubbling with merriment, will compete for the prize of being

And

organization,

Griffith

this

,:tiamiKiiMiiiMniii

until the screen again calls her.

*

the

a

'

entire meeting was strictly of a
business character.
The only variance
from this rule was a dinner tendered
the delegates upon their return to the
Drake hotel, where the sessions had been
held, following their attendance at the
opening of the Chicago theatre.
Col. Fred Levy acted ably as toastmaster at the dinner.
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Win

to

Support of School Heads
Principal Announces
^Forthep^ _
CQ Freedom'/ J^/'

AXXOUN'CEMENT

has been

Debate on Pictures Will
"Be Held in High Schools
in the State of Georgia
made

on the subject of mo-

that a debate

pictures

tion

.

^O

the

held in

to be

is

high schools of Georgia.

Whether

not

or

movement

this

is

planned as an attack on motion pictures
is

not evident from the

Defeat

ment.

initial

announce-

motion

the

of

LEAGUE

Georgia and make advance preparations
meet a similar occurrence in their own
communities.

message the position shown.
Other editors will follow his concrete
example, with the result that a wholly
worth while work will be given essential

CAPITALIZATION

impetus.

to

picture

parallel

was

fashion

H.

Charles

of

the

press-

consummate
accomplished
by
in

Cowles,

proprietor

of

known that those who badger
screen under cloak of reform have
not ventured to threaten the press, naturally the next victim in their line of
aggression.
They have not felt equal
to the task of besting in combat that
powerful organization. Yet it is as well
It is well

the

the

picture

however, might prove harmful to

forces,

the industry in that

with

reformers

would supply the

it

ammunition

additional

wage

with which to

campaign of

their

THE PORT

known

that if permitted to accomplish
easy victory in other conquests they will
proceed from their fortified position to
just that undertaking.

oppression.

To

insure victory for the industry ex-

RIGHTS LEAGUE

PUBLIC

the

cany-

should

hibitors

campaign

Editors

ibprints

ample

and

directly

their teachers.

driving

"Have

I

won

'

;

'

~.

the support

!tmm,

*

children

school

the

of

and the school
• *•

M'

officials?"

«c* St. ur *c: ir ^ Eg
pra*c-*«a for tbel we iDtiecY*l then mn Hxa*

'

1

«>o «%jd oppo—

<w**»" 'ores

lk<-'

ic

'

mediately to correct the situation. Especially does this apply to the exhibitors of
Georgia.
the

LEAGUE

of

the

Georgia

a letter

from

H. Simp-

Order Your Slides
Neptune

son of the Princess theatre, Millen, Ga.

Port Austin, Mich.,
when he completed arrangements for the

He

publication

C.

writes:

"The
to

in

me

principal of our school

today.

He

came

stated that there

was going to be a debate in all high
schools in the state of Georgia in
regard to moving pictures. He wants
to

defend the picture shows.

"Anything you can send me to
give him will be highly appreciated.
I think it would be wise to publish
this

so

all

the

plan

RIGHTS

PUBLIC

in

and freeing

who acquaint their editors with the
Port Austin precedent and bring about
its emulation by other ed'tors will figure
importantly in the eventual, inevitable
victory for the motion picture.

t^£j

i.< RENTS LEAS.-

to

leaders

to cover

bers

spsn fee c*o*wTh.-p
ofbtnc tbom

question cannot be answered in
the affirmative steps should be taken im-

Announcement

ring

exinci-

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE mem-

tbm

If this

comes

development,

the screen.

;

tncy.

:

established

the

menacing movement

Every theatre man should ask himself
this question:

following

will obviate that

dental!}'

to the students

That

other exhibitors will get

wise and stir up each principal in
their town.
They can make it hard
for us if this debate goes the wrong
way."
Exhibitors of the country should tak..*
cognizance of this movement launched in

theatre,

of

PUBLIC

RIGHTS

LEAGUE

messages in prominent posi_
tton On the tront page OI the Port Austin
,

i

1

[

f

.

.

Herald.
An illustration presented herewith shows the importance properly attached to One of the messages bv the
,.

newspaper editor.
Mr. Cowles assumed leadership
r in a
vital work when he forged this bond of
.
common interest
with the newspaper
management.
He is among the first
showmen to properly impress newspaper
men with what should be the obvious
similarity of the newspaper and theatre
.

,

positions in the fight against oppression.

I

|

.

[

the

PUBLIC

RIGHTS

417

South Dearborn

Chicago,

|

Street,

m.

s*"!1 m<
free ° f d ? aT
th
series of
r,
twelve slides
which the ??
Heraldf is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the
>

,

,

*

™£ SSffiJf^'SESM

I will run each slide at every performance
for one week when conditions permit of
this arrangement.

I

„
Name

I

(Write name and address legibly)

,

I

f

eatre

street
|

The editor of the Port Austin Herald
established important precedent when he
accorded

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

i

City
J

|
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Don't Let
Politicians

Grab Your

The "Blue Sunday"
pugnant

agitation

to the spirit of

is

re-

America:

To seek to withhold legitimate
amusement on Sunday from one's

Receipts

neighbor

is

rank intolerance.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Under Guise of
Philanthropy
copy for slide No. 28. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This
The mayor of a large city has
movement to aid the unemployment situation.
His plan is to have the amusement
fathered a

places turn over 5 per cent of their

gross receipts to the cause.
Should the mayor's plan

be

would take $500,009 during the next six months from the

adopted

it

theatre will expose this political
scheming which is prevalent
throughout the country. Every ex-

coffers of the exhibitors.

This

is

but another effort on the

part of politicians to grab the theatre man's

money under

hibitor should utilize his screen in

conveying truthful information on

the guise of

philanthropy.

A

is

this question to the voters.

Taxing the theatre has become a

direct appeal to patrons of the

habit

among

politicians

and

social

Whether an admission
workers.
tax or a tax on the gross receipts,
the exhibitor must pay the price.
There is no better time than the
present to place your case directly
before your patrons.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the
-

ys| 'Motion

LEAGUE
"For

INDUSTRY

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I
realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and in
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

a member cf

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

Clip Out!
Sign!

Motion Pictures"

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
this manner do my part in arousing

And Become
a

Member
League

of

November
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Films of Patrons at
Wicket Shown Before
They Leave Theatre
Motion pictures of patrons at the box
projected on the screen before the
same patrons left the house was a feature of the opening of the Balaban &
Katz Chicago theatre.
Capt. G. McL. Baynes, head of Kinograms, had cameramen at the entrance.
Spot lights were thrown on the patrons
as they passed inside. The exposed negative was rushed to the Rothacker laboraWithin the unusual time of one
tory.
hour and nineteen minutes after the negative arrived, George Gibson, laboratory
superintendent, and A. P. Miller, technical secretary, had the finished print on
the way to the Chicago theatre.
Other prints were rushed to the Balaban & Katz Riviera and Tivoli theatres.

office

Kirby Back in Harness
After Year's Vacation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONROE

CITY, MO., Nov. 1.— R. A.

Kirby, father of the motion picture industry in this city, is back on the job
after a vacation of a year and a half. He
is now managing the new Star, a combination picture and vaudeville theatre.
Many of the older exhibitors will remember Mr. Kirby's experiences with a
motion picture theatre here sixteen years
ago.
Both exchange and theatre managers will be glad to hear of Mr. Kirby's
return to the fold.

Urge Theatre Employes
To Register for Voting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Nov. l.— At a recent
meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Southern California a resolution was adopted requesting all employes
and members to register for municipal
voting purposes on all matters of interest
to the

Rules Arrest of Exhibitors
On Blue Law Charge Illegal

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAULT

—

STE. MARIE, MICH. Nov.

1.
A. new angle to the blue law
question has developed here in the ruling of Prosecuting Attorney A. E. Sharpe
that officers of the law may become entangled in legal troubles if they make
arrests of exhibitors who open and operate their theatres on Sunday.

Defect Found in Sunday Closing

According

registering their names at
the city polls for the forthcoming elecInc.,

in

tions.

Stokes Continues as
Prizma Vice President
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Nov. l.— H. G. Stokes,
and treasurer of Prizma,
resigned as treasurer of the organization at the recent meeting of the board
of directors to devote his entire time to
the duties of the vice presidency.
B. S.
Hall succeeds Mr. Stokes as treasurer.

vice president
Inc.,

Another Faithful

Is

:

Relative to his decision Attorney Sharpe

"No

criminal procedure will hold
and the persons offending can not be arrested nor is the issuance of a warrant
justified or lawful."
It was pointed out that the only means
of collecting the fine was by civil procedure which would require a long
said:

drawn-out suit.
Decision Handed Down
A decision has been handed down by
the supreme court holding that it was
unlawful to arrest a man on this charge
and that the officer issuing the warrant
was liable to arrest on a charge of unlawful arrest and malicious prosecution.
Attorney Sharpe stated that he was not
sure that there was any way of stopping
the motion picture theatres from operating on Sunday.

Jury in Hines
Case Disagree

the

exoneration

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 1.— Ansel W.
Brown, well known Oswego county Republican, who has been in public offices
of various kinds for the past five years,

has been placed in charge of the Albany
office maintained by the New York Censorship Commission.

Is

Benedict

IND.. Nov. 1.— For the

NEW YORK,
Shauer.

Nov.

1.— Melville

A.
acces-

manager of advertising
Paramount, and Miss Miriam
Pelham were married recently.

sories for
Brady of

J.

S.

As a result of this escapade the exhibitor suffered a nervous breakdown.
him.

Johnson Arrested
On Sunday Charge
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BARTLESVILLE, OKLA.,

Nov. 1.—
K. Johnson was arrested recently on
the charge of selling tickets at the
Odeon theatre on Sunday. He gave
bond for his appearance in court.

W.

Neilan

Is

Urged

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

"Too Popular,"
Says Salesman

LOS ANGELES,
Neilan,

Alphonse Goettler, salesman for
Associated First National Pictures
of Missouri, Inc., has found the
copies of the HERALD reaching
the exchange too popular for him
to depend on them, so he has subscribed for copy to be mailed to

home.

his

is
a check for my
subscription to the trade paper I
prefer to all others," he writes.

"Herewith

I do not want to be
while covering my ter-

feel that

without

it

ritory in this state.
"I used to get a copy each week
from one of the several mailed to

HERALD

is
our office, but the
getting too popular with all our
staff for me to find a spare one
lately.
Hence my personal sub-

to

home address
the

be

mailed

to

my

direct.

continue my boosting for
HERALD because it is the

"I will

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of

Produce at Austin

scription

Shauer

conviction

or

Hines who is charged by the state with
Sabbath desecration for the operation of
his motion picture theatre on Sunday.
The law which it is charged that Mr.
Hines has violated was enacted in 1813
and has become obsolete. Despite this,
city officials have followed one arrest by
another. Some months ago Mr. Hines
was confined in a dilapidated jail on Sunday until a group of irate citizens freed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND.

"I

Given Censorship Job

Law

been found in the law pertaining
The law reads
"Every person so offending shall be punished
to the arrest.
by a fine not exceeding $10 for each offense." In Michigan every offense must
come under the classification of a misdemeanor or a felony. The law, however,
fails to state which offense an exhibitor operating on Sunday would be guilty of.
to the attorney a defect has

Passage of the resolution followed the
action of employes of West Coast Theatres,

Law

Prosecuting Attorney Holds That Officers of
May Become Entangled in Legal Troubles
If Any Arrests Are Made

second time a jury has failed to agree on

community.

39

best."

who on

the

1.— Marshall

Nov.
eve

the recent
censorship battle was approached by inof

fluential citizens at Miami, Fla., on the
matter of making that city the home of
his future producing activities, states that
another community is making a strong
bid for the producing business.
A communication received by Mr.
Neilan from W. E. Long, secretary of the

Chamber

of
the

Commerce

at Austin, Tex.,

producer
various
specific
municipal inducements and boasts of a
climate which rivals that of Los Angeles.
"With censorship in Los Angeles killed,
which seems to be the case, there is little
hope for other communities to entice the
producers away from here." said Mr.
offers

Neilan.

"Enchantment" Opens

At Rivoli

in

New

York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
the

first

YORK,

Nov. 1.— "Echantment,"

of the pictures to be distributed

by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
its new contract with Cosmoplitan
Productions, opened at the Rivoli theatre
on October 30. The production, directed
by Robert G. Vignola, stars Marion
Davies.

under

:
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Brady Is Urging Cooperation
Mothers and Teachers
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of

National Board of Review and Committee for Better Films
Also Active Among Women's Organizations

A

TOUR

of the

Middle Western States with a view

the cooperation between
picture industry

is

of strengthening

women's organizations and the motion

being made by William A. Brady, president of

the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
will
in

In his conferences in the cities which he visits, President Brady also
urge the support of the Parent-Teachers and other such organizations

opposing legalized screen control.

ACTIVITIES

of this nature also are

conducted by the National
Board of Review.
President Brady's statement prior to
being

his

New York

departure from

explains

clearly the purpose of his trip. He said:
"My mission in the Middle West is to
place our problems and our ideals closely
before the organizations of mothers and
teachers and show them that our industry desires to work with them in the
attainment of a clean and wholesome
screen, devoid of offensiveness, yet dealing with the vital forces of life in a
manner both interesting and instructive
alike to old

and young."
*

*

*

President Brady opened his campaign
on October 28 at Detroit, where he appeared before the Parent-Teachers division of the Michigan State Teachers Asconvention.

sociation

In the other cities which President
Brady will visit he will confer with state
and city executives of the Mothers Congress and Parent-Teachers Associations
and place before them the full facts of
the censorship menace and the important
part such organizations can play in defending the industry against legalized
control.
He will recommend to all such associations the adoption of the endorsement
plan as now used by the Indiana InThis plan emdorsers of Photoplays.
braces a bulletin service to mothers
giving
a list of picthroughout the state,
tures reviewed by members of the Indiana Indorsers, and indicating those
best suited for the entire family and
those more suitable for adults.
*

*

In

with groups of
Board of Review each month

cooperation

its

women

•

the

MONEY MAKING IDEAS

Priscilla

Dean and Herbert Rawlinson

"The

Conflict,"
picture.

new

in

Universal-Jewel

responds to appeals for assistance in
obtaining good pictures.
The board
points out that the value of this service
is apparent when it is considered that it
often is among groups of women that
the demand for censorship arises.
In connection with the censorship
question the National Committee for Better Films has issued a statement declaring that despite the fact that censorships
have been established to "render some
definite assistance to those who wanted
better films," there exists in states where
legalized boards have been created many

organizations which have expressed diswith the work of these
satisfaction
boards by buying and using the National

Committee's monthly lists of selected
motion pictures which are published by
the Board of Review.

Which Have Been Used Successfully by "The Idle Class" Is
Exhibitors to Build Up Their Patronage
Subject of Theatre
GEORGE

By

C.

STARKEY

(Manager, McKeg's Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y.)

Make your admission to children just as cheap as possible,
more children you get.
big folks are sure to
more
the
as,

By

might add that the department, "What the Picture Did
I

Me,"

is less

valuable unless

the exhibitor in sending in his
report does not let the fact
that

the

picture

pleased

him

influence his decision.

For instance, I played "Go
and Get It" to very poor business. The name meant nothing
to them. Personally, I thought
the picture was no good, but
everyone who came out of my
theatre thought it was great

MORROW

C. E.

&

M.

(Manager,

Decatur,

the

Make your ads read
come.
"Children never more than 10
cents and war tax."

for

and that it was the best thing
I had played in months.

My

business

better than

it

a year ago.

times"

have

whole-hearted use of the

words "Thank you." Patronage comes easiest and fastest
to the house where they knowit is

appreciated.

Then,

too,

we

McVickers and Balaban & Katz presentBoth
it at the new Chicago theatre.

firms are devoting considerable space to
It is rumored
advertising the picture.
Sam Katz paid a fancy price to get the
Chaplin film for the Chicago, for al-

have a

little

Taxpayer Objects to
City's Film Contract

space to one side in the rear
we reserve

baby buggies. That means
whole family and they
boost so strong you are bound
to get the business. My motto
"Treat them white!"
for

—

:

dis-

tributes the picture and Sam Katz owns
the exchange, Jones, Linick & Schaefer
had the picture contracted for for a first
run at the Randolph, and it was necessary for Katz to buy back his own film
for use at the Chicago.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

of our theatre that

the

little

though the First National exchange

attribute this to the con-

stant,

war is on in Chicago's
loop district with Jones, Linick & Schaefer showing "The Idle Class" Charles
Chaplin's latest comedy at the Rialto and
merry

ing

considerably

was

"hard
not hurt me.

Theatre,

111.)

is

So-called

I

M.

Battle in Chicago
A

ter,

as a

Nov. 1.— C. B. MinLos Angeles taxpayer, has filed

suit to enjoin the Public Service

Depart-

into a contract with
to film the acqueduct,

ment from entering
a

film

company

power house, and other water producing
units of the city. It is said a $25,000 contract has been entered into.

"

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
5£. motion

The New
Some day, in the nature of things, a bigger and
better theatre than the Chicago, opened October 26,
For the present this playhouse is,
will be erected.
in the estimation of we who produce weekly this
thesaurus of things theatrical and a majority of well
traveled authorities interviewed, the best. It automatically becomes the new Mecca of theatremen
who would know the vital latest about architecture,
presentation, what not.
Such as may not immediately make pilgrimage to
its sumptuous shrine will do well to examine minutely and treasure the Herald's consummate digest
of its attributes in other pages of this issue.
For the benefit of those who would know of the
performance

presented in this epochal edifice,
information of moment in the province of this department, the following inexpert and halting" review
is

first

written.

Ingress was effected on the torrential afternoon
of the fourth day of the theatre's operation just prior
to what is termed a DeLuxe Matinee. By payment
of the listed admission fee the usual remote loge
seat was avoided and one of those military young
with which the war endowed the modern theatre captained us to a position he might have desig-

men

nated martially as "front and center."
It was, in
our opinion, the best seat in the house, incidentally
one of the best chairs in any house. Here, draping
a dripping overcoat across sodden knees, we gave
receptive eye to that which was displayed.
*

*

*

The

performance
opened with an elaborate
trailer-talk in which an unidentified young woman
who might have been the spirit of Thespis gave
visual voice to sequential sentiments, superimposed
upon a revolving world, denoting the management's
gratitude to those who had part in the theatre's production, its homage to the city, and a rigid determination to abide by the principles and standards of
the municipality, an obligation assumed with its
name. A well executed stroke, this, with the name
of the management played down and the inevitable

M ec

ca

her heavenly escort was faded in as effectively and
Mephistopheles' sulphuric descent accomplished as
melodramatically as could be desired.
Blaring trumpets and furious tempo negotiated
to lower New York and the
reception tendered Italy's heroic Diaz as recorded by
various cameras. Only a little of this, but that little
good.
Jesse Crawford, lyrical Lochinvar whom South
Side Chicago has idolized since he came out of the
West to open the Tivoli, was elevated now with his
organ to a position well above stage level.
In a
dense blue spot he did probably the best that any
man and instrument may do with "When Shall
Meet Again" for something like that) which delicately tinted screen illustration ameliorated slightly.
Chicago likes Crawford, and the instrument is excellent, as applause attested.
"Topics of the Day" followed, the entire orchestra doing didoes with Eddie Cantor's bounding
"Bimini Bay." The tune jazzes nicely, as does the
orchestra.
Good humor was audibly evident
throughout this phase of the program.
Then the piece de resistance of the premiere performance was staged.
*
*
*

smoothly a transition

We

Chicago has been making much of its history in
recent weeks. The nation read about its Pageant of
Progress. The fiftieth anniversary of its famous fire
was celebrated in similar manner. Another event of
this nature is in the borning.
The tableau with which the Chicago rolled all of
these into one was not but might have been staged
by the gifted Mr. Ziegfeld.
counted twentyseven people before the parade started. Drops, etc.,
could not be accurately checked without the note
pad which exists only in the photoplay.
The Chicago put its best foot forward in that
production.
And Chicago gave it its best hand.
"The Sign on the Door Followed." There is a

We

review

in a

previous issue.

"The Playhouse" came

Italics sparingly applied.

Nathaniel Finston, erstwhile leader of the Tivoli
and divers New York theatre orchestras, then led
the (as advertised) fifty able musicians through
Tschaikovski's "Capriccio Italiane." Chicago Americans overcame pronounced personal dampness to accord the organization a round of glowing applause.
Orchestra, audience and all then departed at
once upon a tour of the Nile country via Educational's "Dawn to Twilight in Egypt." A brief but pleasant journey, enjoyed by all.
,
*

ON

pictub^

*

*

did not seem a far cry from the land of the
pyramids to the familiar prison scene from Gounod's
"Faust." The Chicago's setting was as well drawn
as the veteran classic has been given in many a complete presentation.
The Chicago's Marguerite was
equal to the task of filling the spacious auditorium.
It

The Chicago's Faust was but

slightly less qualified

and the Chicago's Mephistopheles was rugged alike
of voice and physique.
At the heroine's expiration

next. That is reviewed
but we can't refrain from stating that
Buster Keaton's film orchestra, in which he leads
and plays all the instruments, interpreted by Mr. Finston's Chicago orchestra, impressed us and approximately 4.999 others as a "knockout."
"That," as the slides used to say, "concludes this
performance. Those coming in late
*
* *
It's a long time since you've read a detailed description of a theatre performance in this department.
Such things are pretty dry reading as a rule, and not
very useful to very many readers.
In submitting this one we'd like to repeat that
we didn't take notes and add that our memory is not
infallible.
Maybe Jesse Crawford gave his inexplicable selection at another juncture than we have indicated.
It's hard to remember anything when he's
at his best anyway.
But the subject matter of the
performance is all here. Maybe you can use por-

currently,

—

tions of

it.
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Suggestions

1.

Carlotta, the flower of the Orient.

2.

"W hat

that/

is

It

must be Harry

the garden

Carlotta tries to pierce the gathering

1921

"l

ev.

There he stands

in

the garden."

Trem~

bling. she signals that all is well.

below."
3.

12,

the Stills

in

4.

in

November

gloom of

moment Harry has climbed

5.

In a

6.

Nothing mattered now.

He

the casement.

tvas once again with

her.

twilight.

<< A/fORALS," the Kcalart production featuring May McAvoy, is an adaptation by Julia Crazcford Ivers of
"The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne," William J. Locke's widely circulated novel, which "was also produced
as a stage play some years ago. William D. Taylor produced the picture.
C. A. Karpen, of the Realart advertising department, has written the complete prologue script presented herewith exclusively for the HERALD. The lines below the panels in the still sequence above also were written by
Mr. Karpen. With this sequence and the complete script any theatre producer may proceed at once toward the
preparation of a brilliantly colorful and effective prologue for the feature.
The picture uvs screened for the editor of this department at the Realart Chicago branch and endorsement
without reservation is given the prologue herewith.

"The

Interloper"

Time:
About

15 to 20 minutes.
Serfing:
Boudoir of Carlotta, ward of Hamdi Effendi, in
the latter's palace. Through a window on the left may
be seen the minarets of the city, indicating that the
boudoir is above the ground floor. In the back-centre
is a low divan covered with cushions.
Principals:
Carlotta, an English girl, though dressed in Turkish fashion.
Harry, an American youth. Hamdi Effendi, a Turk. A negro dressed in white flowing robes.

Effects:
Off-stage, as seen through window, is flooded with
blue light to indicate night. Interior may be lighted
with amber, pink or any other effective tint.

NOTE:

It

will greatly facilitate rehearsals

With the coming of another trill,
the casement sill.
she sees her lover below, and with a hasty look behind
her, to see that none of her maids are about, she beckons
It is all the encouragement that
to the figure below.
Harry, waiting below, needs, and he quickly climbs to
her.

(Still 5.)

With one

ecstatic kiss they find themselves in each
other's arms, and after a few fleeting, enraptured seconds, Harry sings her his love lay.
(Would suggest

to

and

can be made just as effective if the entire action (with
the exception of the songs, of course) is done in pan-

tomime.

As the curtain rises Carlotta is discovered reclining on the divan, lightly strumming a guitar or singing
to herself (Still 1).
An appropriate number would be
"The Temple Bells" from "The Indian Love Lyrics"
by

Amy

Woodforde-Finden.

As she

finishes her song, a low, bird-like whistle
heard, and she smiles in recognition of the signal,
through the open casement. Carlotta sits up startled
(Still 2) and listens.
Again the low, tremulous sound
is heard, and she miles in recognition of the signal.
Hastily she scrambles to her feet and rushes to the

is

window

(Still 3).

For a moment she peers below through the
dusk trying to penetrate it.
Fearful lest she be
seen by alien eyes, she draws her mantle about her
(Still 4); then, her courage rising, she sits upon

'Beneath the Crescent Moon."

(Still

A.)

November

12.

From

7.
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the Realart Photoplay,

Hardly believing

his eyes,

Hamdi

stood trembling

rage.

ZL-ith

8.

"You must never

see this

dog of an unbeliever

again
9.

For a moment she seemed

to be tongue-tied.

Then

My

Delight." from 'The
the tenor aria, "Ah. Moon of
Persian Garden/' by Liza Lehman. ) (Still 6.)
ith the finish of his song a door at the right-back
He
is flung violently open and Hamdi Effendi is seen.
an unbeis enraged at the sight of this desecration
Still 7.)
liever in the seclusion of his harem!
For a moment the lovers are lost in the rapture of
their clandestine love-making, but with the first step of
Hamdi into the boudoir Harry looks up and sees him.
With a startled cry of warning to Carlotta he drops
below as Hamdi, closely followed by one of the eunuchs,
strides over to where Carlotta, now arisen, stands

W

—

I

trembling.

(Still 8.)

Hamdi can

scarcely control himself as he directs
a tirade against Carlotta for daring to encourage the
He demands of her that she give
visits of her lover.
up forever this unbeliever. Carlotta can scarce believe
her ears
Give up Harry, the first ray of sunshine that
has come to brighten her existence in this strange landr
Never! She openlv defies Hamdi and refuses to bow

So be

(Still 9.)
it

!

decrees Hamdi.

"Morals

a torrent of protestation broke from her.
10.
"So be it. I shall find another zcay to make you
obey me.
Gone was the sunshine from her life. Only the
11.
gloom of despair hovered about her now.

accede to his demands he will use other means to see
that they are respected. Clapping his hands, he summons his black before him (Still 10 j. He quickly explains to the eunuch what he wishes him to do.
Drawing a huge scimitar from his belt, the black
indicates that his master's instructions are understood,
and silently moves over to the window where he takes
his station,

arms

folded, scimitar in evidence.

Carlotta

pleads with Hamdi but he is obdurate and with an
angry gesture he pushes her from him. striding from
the room with a final warning gesture to the eunuch
on guard.. She sinks disconsolately to the divan as
from below comes the voice of her loved one singing
to her.
(Would suggest "Pale Hands I Loved" from
the "Indian Love Lyrics" by Amy Woodforde-Finden.
)

(CURTAIX)

"Beneath the Crescent Moon"

!

to his will.

43

As

the

curtain

rises,

a

young

girl

is

heard singing to

accompaniment of a .stringed instrument. She is hidden
from view, in the garden beyond the wall. With the concluding bars of her solo, a young man enters the scene.
In a few moments there is a movement among the
leaves that cluster along the top of the garden wall, and
the figure of the girl is seen slowly to appear, as though' she
were climbing the vine within. She is dressed in a Turkish
costume. She stretches her arms to heaven as though freed
from the constraints of her sequestered life. The boy sees- her
and indicates that he is smitten with her beauty. (Still A.)
Dropping her arms to her side, and glancing below, she
sees the youth and quickly brings her veil across her face
to hide her features.
(Still B.)
In spite of his mute appeals
to withdraw the veil that he might feast upon her beauty,
she refuses, looking wildly in back of her for fear that she
the

If his

ward refuses

to

will

be discovered in association with this handsome young

man. an unbeliever.
But his ardent request cannot be ignored forever, and she
is only a girl.
She drops her veil. He steps back a pace
or two to get a better view of her and starts to sing to her.
Would suggest "You Are the Ideal of My Dreams.")
His song finished, he steps toward the wall and with arms
(

i-pstretched. urges her to come to him.
He succeeds in
overcoming her fears, and with anroher furtive glance behind,
she drops from the wall into his arms. For a moment they

are lost in the ecstacy of their new-born love.
slight movement of the vines above betrays an alien
presence.
Terror-stricken they gaze above and are horrified to
see coming above the wall the malevolent face of Hamdi. the
Turk. Placing his arm about her, the youth runs with CarHamdi signals below
lotta from the scene, half carrying her.
and drops over the wall, quickly followed by a couple of armed
him
negro attendants who run after
in the direction taken by
the fugitives.
A second's silence, and then a sound of a
scuffle off-stage.
A dull thnd as of a body falling, then a

A

woman's

terrified

"Beneath the Crescent Moon."

.(Still

B.)

scream.

Hamdi

returns, dragging after him the fearstricken Carlotta. Tttey proceed to cross to the opposite wings,
followed in a few seconds by the negroes, who are apparently
removing from their scimitars the last evidences of their
grim, punitive mission.

In a moment.
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Window Prestige

*

^annyHersdf

Ml

j

Prestige accruing to picture cr theatre advertised by cooperawindow display is governed largely by the character of the
window or windows used.
W. L. Hill, exploitation executive at Universal's Chicago
branch, made excellent selection when he obtained the window of
McClurg's Book Store, the aristocrat of the city's literature dispensaries, fcr the advertising cf productions by that company.

Un lighted

tive

night

for slumber.

is

unnatural,

Light,

suggests

nov-

romance, essentially untram-

elty,

meled

Theatre attendance

activity.

comes under

this head.

William Fox representatives man-

The

War— Again

aging

the

falls"

at

engagement
Park

the

of

"Foot-

New

theatre,

York, have done much toward
pelling the

dis-

normal gloom of eve-

ning and suggesting instead of the
logical

slumber relaxation of a more

stimulative

character

— attendance

of the exhibition.

The Park

theatre front

a

rainy

recent

passing

bound
have

is

shown

it

appeared on

night.

Pedestrians

in the illustration, as

whether
bed or elsewhere, must
the companionable tug of

in

that

vicinity,

for

felt

the inviting illumination.

It is alto-

gether probable that many altered
their course and brought up at the
ticket wicket,
It

has

money

been

said

these columns and

is

in

hand.

previously

in

worth saying

again that

War interest was revived by E. L.
Hyman of the Brooklyn Strand by a
prologue such as was formerly popustaged prior to the screening of
"I Accuse," United Artists production.
As a result, a well-prepared
audience gave eye to the unfolding of
lar,

A

the narrative.

Mr.

Hyman's

The war and theatre things relative
thereto have been interred for a sufficient period.
It is time for a revival.
Much effective melodrama and pathos
is available in this quarter.
Success is reported for the Brooklyn
Strand engagement. Brooklynites are
essentially very like other Americans.
test of local sentiment may be
productive of much good.

judgment

is

good.

it is all but impossible to
spend too much money for frontal
illumination. Ask yourself if you
have ever seen a too brightly

lighted theatre. Then ask yourself
the obvious next question and arat a concomitant conclusion.
Light and night, in the lexicon of
exploitation, should be inseparable.

rive

:

November

12,

:
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title of "Through the Back Door"
E. Weld, of the Strand at Waterloo, la., just
prior to the showing of Mary Pickford's succeeding United Artists
attraction, "Little Lord Fauntleroy." The illustration is self-descriptive. Patrons were admitted to the theatre "through the back door"
via the front entrance.
The stunt is typically Weldian, complete, adequate, finished.
It has possibilities which are apparent.
It goes without saying that
there will be other examples of lobby burlesque.

lobby burlesque upon the

was produced by A.

There

good

is

in evil

—

in exploi-

tation.

The paradox

is

eminently

illus-

trated in the illustration presented

window

herewith, a

picturizing evil,

pointing a moral, and doing good
for the box office represented.
Exhibitors'
Associated
featuring George

"Devil,"

has

been

exploited

Effective Photos

"The
Arliss,

more or

less

sulphurically by many exhibitors
since publication.
It has been presented similarly and with good results.

The present

display

is

especially

graphic.

The card in the background, resting against the skeleton, reads
AS

YOU ARE ONCE I WAS
I AM YOU WILL BE

WHAT

chill in that. Also a deattention that can not
have been ignored.
The card in the foreground reads

There's a

mand

for

THE DEVIL NEVER SPOKE A
GOOD WORD FOR ANY PERSON
THE SAME WAY WITH
SCANDALMONGERS
MAtrCAIfK

There's the moral of the display,
the touch of relief that ameliorated
the

more

sinister notation.
By a coincidence as remarkable as
the paradox noted, the name of the

merchant whose window was used,
as seen on the pane, is Frost.
Effective contrast with "The Devil."

•

CVt* THE HILL*

Effective
photographs are indispensable in good exploitation. Those
prepared by the Fox Film Corporation for the advertising of "Over the
Hill," a series of twelve reproduced
with special mention in the exploitation survey of that production published in this department, are of the

=.:-.

8J—

.

effective classification.
The accompanying illustration shows
a piano store window in Indianapolis,
Ind.. as decorated with the pictures.
Mary Carr, the mother in the picture,
is shown in characterizations of eleven
women prominent in American history.

—

—
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"Old Nest" Symbolized in
McCormick's Presentation
formed.
The men bow their heads in
reverence and the girls drop their heads
in

shame.

A

Her frowsy
manner proclaim her calling.

girl of the street enters.

clothes and

She sees the society revellers and in
anger at their difference in position sneers
at them.
The thug by the lamp post
sees her and beckons her to his side. It
is an opportunity for robbery, and he
wants a partner in tne crime.
They

—

plan then again the little light flickers
in the window and the girl of the streets
sees it, and with it again comes the
echo ot a mother's lullaby with its etrnal

song of hope and faith. The cigarette
drops from her hand and the thug goes
her side to see why this change, and,
realizing the reason, his brutal mannerto

isms drop and come tenderness and sympathy. The echo of the voice continues.
*

The

*

*

and almost dies
though illuminated by some

light flickers

little

out, then, as

divine candle, the

cottage

little

is

flooded

and through the transformawindow we see a mother with a newborn babe in her arms. The miracle of
life has been performed and in the distance the heavens that lay beyond the
painted city of dreams is illuminated and
through its towers one sees a celestial
choir robed in white with gold bands
about their heads.
It is the chorus of
with

light,

tion

—

I

'f|'

"/4 Ltg/if in //i? Window" was the title given by S. Barret McCormick,
managing director of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, O., to his pantomimic vocal
and musical prelude to Goldwyn's "The Old Nest." Mr. McCormick's own

description of the prelude

is

By

given herewith.
S.

The

curtains open upon a scene that
a symbolic picture of the cross-roads
A winding road leads over the
of life.
In the
hill to a magical city of dreams.
foreground is a tiny cottage. A flickering light burns in the window a single
street light marks the cross-roads.
A policeman enters, vigilant in the pur-

—

work. He looks up and down
the street, then notices the little cottage
He nods his
and its flickering light.
head knowingly and touches his cap as
a mark of reverence to its symbolism and

suit of his

down

the street and out of the

scene.

Hardly has he gone when a youth enthough running from some foe or
He looks about cauavenging power.
tiously and tries to find a hiding place
he has committed a crime and sees no
In despair he draws a revolver
escape.
to end his life, when from out of the
distance comes the echo of a mother's
ters, as

lullaby

— the

faith that

song of eternal hope and
to him in the cradle,
this ghost voice, comes the

was sung

and with
awakening of conscience. He drops the
gun and falls upon a park bench, his face
buried in his hands.
» *

A

young thug

—

Popularity of Star
Steadily Increasing

BARRET McCORMICK

is

passes on

eternal motherhood singing a hymn of
praise to motherhood and then in the
twilight come the army of men
dressed
in chain armor with shields and spears.
They are the mystic crusaders that
have come to the tiny cottage and join
in the hymn of praise that reaches the
height of glorification of motherhood.
The curtains close and the picture of
"The Old Nest" starts upon the screen.

*

enters, a

bruiser from

the slums, steeped in sin and crime.

He

lounges against the lamp post, awaiting
A party of revellers enters
a victim.
two men and iwo women. They belong
to the upper crust that have come to the
cross-roads of life. They are drunk and
The night is still young.
boisterous.
They agree to go back and continue the
party. They start to pass the little cottage again, when one of the girls sees
the light in the window. She pauses and
again comes the echo of a mother's lullaby gently singing the eternal song of

hope and faith. The others see and hear.
There is some strange miracle being per-

Two
stein

years ago Elaine

was

though

Hammer-

known

to fans, alshe had appeared in a few
little

pictures

before

decided

to

Lewis

make

J.

Selznick

one of his
stars.
"The Country Cousin" was
published as her first stellar offering in October, 1919, and since that
time fourteen pictures have been issued with the star vastly increasing
her popularity with every issue.
"Handcuffs or Kisses," now current, is No. 13 in the Hammerstein
her

deference to the supercount is made to include "The Way of a Maid," set
for publication immediately, as No.
14.
In her Selznick career, Miss
Hammerstein has been presented in
society plays for the most part and
the distribution of "Remorseless
Love" was considered in the light
series, but in
stitious the

of an experiment

— for

Miss Ham-

merstein never touched an expensive gown or affected a society frill
in

the

making

mountaineers.

of

that

story

of

November

12.
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Record

Brilant Sets

in

"Molly O" Exploitation
Arthur M. Brilant, director of exploitation for

the

z'eloped

Mack

lish nationally

Sennctt, has de-

cooperat'we

unprecedented degree

tie-up

in his

Victor Talking Machine Company has
engaged William Robyn to make a record

to

arrange-

of the song.

ments for the exploitation of "Molly
O," the Sennett feature starring Mabel
Xarmand which First Sational will
distribute. Conducting operations upon
d national scale but with the local
connection always in consideration.
Mr. Brilant has completed negotia-

The Cutex Company

estimated will reach 40.000.000 people.

Leever "Brothers,
uricturers
o:
Lifebuoy Soap, will reach 30,000,000 readers with a similar campaign.
Lnter-Ocean

of -the attraction.

Read

in

detail the following brief

made.

Playing

Card

Ccmrany

and Midland Playing Card Company will
place on sale gilt-edged decks of '"Molly
O" cards, face cards carrying scenes from
the play, and supply dealers with ma-

dealers in tnany lines, in direct support

outline of plans

will use a picture

of the star, the name of the picture and
the producer in advertising which it is

which bring national advertisers,

tions

a song entitled "Molly O."

terials for

If you play

upper

illustration

More than

in

second

a special

window

display.

column.)

10.000 dealers will seU the hat,

and arrangements are made for cooperative newspaper and other advertising in
connection with the picture.

Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company i; marnew tea biscuit with the name
"Molly O" stamped across the face of
it
(See illustration in third column.)

keting a

Ten

bakeries of the company in large
the country will issue the prod-

cities of

uct at a rate of 3.600,000 biscuits per day.

Two

thousand salesmen

will sell these to

150.000 stores.
I.

Miller and

tests to

Son
arrange ::r c:r.be conducted by dealers in ladies'

shoes and theatres locally.

Waterson, Berlin and Snyder

the picture

you

will profit

by such

If you do not, you uHll learn
of value to all adzvrtisers

reading.

much

will

pub-

— ir.u:_:: urer ::' novelput out albums carrying SO
small reproductions of scenes from the

Max

ties,

B. Shefrer.

will

play.

Sonora Phonograph Company has advised dealers to install

H. R. Mallinson Silk Company of NewYork will put out a high grade silk
fabric to be known as "MoJIy O" crepe.
This will retail at $5 per yard, will be
advertised by the silk comfashion magazines and locally ad-

nationally

pany

in

by

vertised

cards

where

in

specially

retail

will

stores.

install

prepared window
Dealers every-

windows advertising

the silk and the picture.

Sidney G. Hirschberg and Company.
j»e of the largest millinery manufacturers, is putting out a "Molly O" ha:.
5--:

using

stills

from the

window

displays

picture.

This summarizes briefly the plans for
the exploitation of "Molly O" that have
been made prior to publication date.

Other negotiations pending doubtless will
reach satisfactory culmination before the
picture is widely exhibited.
Mr. Brilant has established an ea viable
record ior advance preparation of cooperative exploitation plans.
Developments logically may be expected to give
concrete demonstration of the merit of

hU

enterprise.
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Camera Record of
Exhibitor Effort
To showmen who have close at heart the interests of the exhibition profession possession of
a camera is comparable in importance to possession of almost any article of theatre equipment.
For the right-minded, progressive exhibitor the

mere doing

of a thing, or the reading of another's
doing, is not enough.
It is practically second
nature to want to tell others of his accomplishments in order that the advancement he has made
may become general.

Brief exploitation stories effectively clarified by
illustrations presented herewith tell of important showmanship endeavor. Contributors deserve double credit, for doing the work and for
reporting it for the benefit of others. It is men
of this class that do the pioneering for motion

camera

Crystal
Palace
Attains

Old World

Supremacy
The Crystal Palace theatre, Sydney, Australiia, occupies
a position of easy supremacy among oW world theatres in
point of frontal decoration and, according to previous accounts, exploitation of more elaborate character.
Examples
of Crystal Palace showmanship have been submitted frequently in these pages, many photographs received from that
source containing suggestions which many American exhibitors might apply to their theatres profitably.
The present
photograph, less ably made than predecessors, shows the
simple but forceful manner in which "A Thousand to One,"
a First National attraction, was given street representation.
Compare the size of the banner with the three-sheet frame
seen below. This will give you an impression of the gigantic
proportions of the figures superimposed upon the banner.

pictures.

Are you one of them?

There is
No Royal

Road to
Box Office

Dramatize
Big Scene

Prosperity

And Win

A

"There

City's

Comment
Still

is no royal road to knowledge" may be stepped
exploitation application by the substitution of the
words "box office prosperity" for the original "knowledge."
Showmen who know this and, seeking none, work for the results
they desire are mentioned frequently in these pages. Hal Opperman, operating the Crescent theatre, Pontiac, 111., is one
of these.
For the box office prosperity of his "Peck's Bad
Boy" engagement he started a teaser campaign two weeks
before the opening, advertised, in cooperation with a merchant
and otherwise, a free matinee for children and drew the crowd
shown herewith. Nine hundred boys saw the First National
attraction at the special matinee.
And the report adds that turnaway business was experienced during the two days of the
showing. Mr. Opperman travels the right road.

down

dramatization of the

l>ig

scene from "Mother

o'

Mine,"

Thomas H. Ince production distributed by First National, won
comment from pedestrians of Milwaukee, Wis., and doubtless
brought many to the Riviera theatre, where the picture was
exhibited.
Messrs. Schwartz & Rice, producers of the display
and contributors of the photograph, worked carefully and well.
As you may know, the hero of the picture is strapped in the electric
chair and the switch all but thrown when rescue is effected.
The display shown, while not an accurate reproduction of the
scene, is a skillful approximation ar.d sufficiently realistic to
have caused shudders and chills which gave place to comment.

to

Criterion

Prologue
Miniature

Two-party
Prologue
Serves

Broadway
Revue

For
Anatol
One

excellent stage setting and two performers, a vocalist
a child dancer, served adequately as presentation for "The
Affairs of Anatol" at the
theatre, Baltimore, Md. E. V.
Cupero, orchestra director at the theatre, and John P. Howard
of Paramount produced the prologue.
As the vocalist sang
"The Moth and the Flame," the child dancer circled about
the candle at left. As the song was ended the child prostrated

and

New

herself before the candle.

The

picture followed.

More money

has been spent by many to produce less effective presentation
for the picture than this.
In its eminent suitability lies the
strength of the New theatre prologue.
The thing was well
thought out, as they say of strong picture plots. *

Hugo Riesenfeld, whose presentation policies differ in many
respects from those of any other managing director, staged as
a prologue to Paramount's "Peter Ibbetson" at the Criterion
theatre, New York, a performance which is alluded to as "a
Broadway revue, broken up with film gems." The same term
might be applied to many of Mr. Riesenfeld's productions, but
the illustration shows one of the three distinctively artistic
settings distinguishing it from others.
The Riesenfeld talent,
excellently manifested in the present instance, is of perpetual
interest.
His work in behalf of attractions exhibited at the
Criterion, Rialto and Rivoli theatres has attained a standard
which dispenses automatically with the necessity for detailed
analysis of the individual program.
His photographs, always
excellent, are in themselves sufficient.
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Circus

Former

Parade
Advertises
Rialto
Attraction
Smith, manager of A. H. Blank's Rialto theatre, Clin(formerly the A-Muse-U), advertised that playhouse
and the showing thereat of First National's "Peck's Bad Boy"
by entering the float shown in the illustration as a unit in the
parade given by Sells-Floto circus, formidable if temporary
opposition.
By its very displacement it became conspicuous.
It is said that it drew more attention than the elephants, which
attention obviously would be that of the small boy, as obviously
Mr.
the one most profitably interested in the film attraction.
Smith, in common with others who have used this stunt, does
not reveal the argument by which he obtained position in the
cavalcade or, if no permission was obtained, the consequences.
That would be interesting information. It is hoped that some,
similarly progressive showman will oblige with this important
and commonly overlooked detail.
D.

ton,

"Kismet"
Front
Used For
"Anatol"

J.

la.

for

of

Float
A city

Picture

Evansville, Ind., specifies that no
theatrical display may be exhibited on downtown streets. But
the civic pride of Evansville is of greater import than its ordinances. Oscar Kantner, Paramount exploitation man, desirous
of exploiting to the full the Criterion theatre run of "Cappy
Ricks," sought out a local representative 'of the U. S. Navy
and suggested the float shown in the accompanying illustration
as a bit of cooperative advertising. The naval authorities were
interested and the proposition was put up to the city council,
with the result that permission was granted for use of the city
There is a lesson in that for exstreets without restriction.
ploitation men geaerally.

ordinance

of

Romance
And a

Advertises
City

Store

With

Window
Romance is not commonly associated with so prosaic an
atmosphere as the severely practical hardware store window.
That it may be found there is another manifestation of the
exploitation miracle.
Its inconsistency, of course, is not the
least desirable phase of its placement.
H. W. Farr, managing
the Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., placed romance in
the form of First National's "My Lady's Latchkey" in the
of the Warner
the illustration.
There

The gifted A. Mike Vogel of Paramount, who participated
the above-mentioned efforts for "The Affairs of Anatol" at the
American, Bellingham, Wash., introduced a new note in theatre
enterprise when he rented an ^empty storeroom and established
therein "Anatol Headquarters."
A piano, a talking machine
and furniture were obtained from merchants for tag privileges. Two girls were employed, one to play the piano and the
other to serve coffee and exhibit stills from the picture.
Pennants, banners, etc., were used as decoration.
The Royal
Purple Orchestra went about the city advertising the "headquarters" and gave a concert there as well.
Visitors were
plentiful throughout the day, many of them, no doubt, going
in the evening to the theatre.
Anybody can use the stunt,
for any picture, and it ought to prove profitable.
in

Theatre

Hardware

window

Stunt

That You
Can Use
For Any

Obtains

Permit

The highly attractive lobby display for "The Affairs of
Anatol" at the American theatre, Bellingham, Wash., qualifies
as a study in applied exploitation economy. A. Mike Vogel of
Paramount and Fred B. Walton of the theatre are the economists responsible. The front was originally used for "Kismet."
It was brought out from the storehouse, touched up by a local
artist and re-vamped for the new production at a total cost of
$37.50.
It looks like it might have cost several times that
amount.
It has been stated in these columns that economy
This is the exceptional case
has little place in exploitation.
It has been stated herein, also, that a
that proves the rule.
storehouse is a very important theatre adjunct. That rule, here
demonstrated, doesn't require an exception.

A

Navy Aid
Use

49

Hardware Company

store as

shown

in

were other angles to the advertising
campaign, notably an adaptation of the key stunt generally

used with this attraction, but the outstanding element of interest lies in the combination designated.
Consider exploitation as a miracle, applying whatever tests come to hand, and
its possibilities of development become apparent.

Boys'

Band

Boys' Band of Maysville, Kentucky, is famous
throughout the Ohio valley. It was organized in 1919 and is

The

Russell, proprietor of the Washington
J. Barbour
theatre, First National house, and his brother, M. C. Russell,
mayor of the city. The band is composed of thirty-three
members and is permanently a feature of Washington theatre
In its tours of the surrounding territory it
presentation.
In
carries the name of the city into far places favorably.

managed by

_

public appearances in Maysville it advertises inconspicuously but effectively the theatre and pictures exhibited thereat.
The public-spirited enterprise shown in its organization and
management is of a piece with the new showmanship, showmanship for civic betterment.
its

——
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R-C

"National Joy Week," sponsored by

Pictures Corporation in con-

has said that the best business in 14 weeks was experienced during the run.
Read the following details of the exploitation campaign to learn the
reasons for this circumstance.
first

step

was

Serpentine, bunting, streamers, cutouts, balloons, pennants, etc., were displayed in profusion.
And a jazz band playing in the lobby
attracted the attention of any who may
have missed the colorful decorations.
Within the theatre, as an item of
presentation, song pluggers from Water, Berlin & Snyder sang "Just Like

Rainbow" from concealment back

is

THE FOX — A

Western melodrama

with all the thrills, punch and action
necessary for a first-class feature. There
are U. S. troops, gatling guns and much
beautiful scenery, as well as an interesting story of intrigue and mystery. It is
a Universal-Jewel production worthy of
the title, super-western.

Cantor and other stage comedians ap-

to install

a "joy" lobby display.

a

pearing

the city.

in

Other advertisements were addressed
to the employes of large department

Behind

stores.

The
ducted

Chicago Evening
a contest with

American conno awards in

which the question, "What is the Foolish Age?" was asked of readers, replies

the

being printed as received.
The Chicago Evening Post ordered its
newsboys to wear paper caps bearing
an advertisement for the theatre.
The Chicago Herald-Examiner gave
much space to discussion of a special
performance given for disabled war vet-

of

the screen.

Balloons were dropped from a skyscraper onto Michigan Avenue, with
complimentary tickets attached.
Ten thousand tickets were given out
to children at school, condition being
made that they be accompanied to the
theatre for the Tuesday, Thursday or
Friday matinees by one or more adults.
Newspaper advertisements were addressed directly to Frank Bacon, Eddie

Report

erans.

Thus was National Joy Week
brated

cele-

Chicago. Its annual celebrathis and every city will be good

in

tion in
for motion pictures
theatres generally.

and motion picture

What Woman

Will Do, with a special cast.
with good advertising possibilities and a
will stand behind your advertising.
Thompson Brothers, Kozy theatre, Hcaldton,
Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Devil, with George Arliss. Has wonderful advertising possibilities.
Thompson Brothers,
Kozy theatre, Hcaldton, Okla. Neighborhood
patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance Talmadge. For the first time in the newspapers we
used the large 3-column cut sold by the exchange.
It is good advertising, but would suggest that you cut down on some o( your regular

A name
picture

—

that

—

—
—

—

Reviews

WOMAN'S PLACE — An
Loos

reviews, an integral part of showmanship news, is reprinted herewith for
ready reference and to facilitate filing.

TEN NIGHTS
The

picture

IN A
away out

is

slight

of the ordinary

and presents many wonderful exploitation possibilities aside from the fact that
it gets its title and story from a book
that was probably the best seller of the
century.

make
.

that

for an almost perfect achievement
.

tumes

in

their magnificence
fabric

all

as fine a motion picture
screen has seen in years.

WEAKEN — The

DON'T
playing
his

it

.

is

.

best

and ends

.

interesting

in

It

story

good season.

story of

woman

THE LADY FROM LONGACRE—
All about royalists, lost princesses and*
other interesting persons
Fairly
.
diverting story of the George B. McCutcheon school. Russell gives his usual
.

.

performance.

virile

may be
every community who
visit Orientally robed men in their apartments alone
For these, "Indiscretion" points a moral and holds a
"Laura Wests"

in

.

.

.

lesson.

.

LOVE NEVER DIES—Thrills aplenty.
A splendid audience picture and
.

.

one that

will

appeal

especially

to

the

than

"Dawn

entertaining
subject.

exihibtor

comedy

of the

better

picture

Moderately
of the East."
treatment of a sociological

QUEENIE— Should
the

attract

and enter-

theatre-going

public.

Chicago audiences
"Queenie" good amusement.

found

tain

general

Downtown

SO THIS

IS

ARIZONA — Should

prove strong box office attraction and
satisfy.
Many remarkable outdoor shots
obtained in Colorado. More action and
laughs compressed into six reels than
many western productions contain in an
entire series.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

You
Iron, with a special cast
can advance prices on this one and go the limit
on your advertising. Harold Daspit, Atherton
theatre,
Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.
The Branding

——

Buried
action

Treasure,

THE

DeMille

Go

with

R. Fox, representing Universal
out of Chicago, visited Pekin, 111.,
schools at recess time and obtained
the signatures of 69 pupils to the
following pledge:

"We

hereby pledge ourselves to atEmpire theatre to see Universal' s chapter play, 'Winners of the
West,' for the next eighteen weeks."
tend

At

the

o'clock on Friday evening
the first episode was screened for
the children, who insisted upon and
were shown the second as well.
School authorities endorsed the
formation of the Universal Serial
Club.
5

Marion

Davics.

— No

Orpheum
— R. C. Stueve,
patronage.
—Transient
Cecil B.
a
ANATOL,
AFFAIRS OF
knockout
production. —
a box
though you were playing

in

theatre,

advertising.

Canton, O.

office

It's

after this just as
a big legitimate attraction, using all the advertising you can possible handle, and if you don't
mop up, then I'm a liar. W. Fay Ernes, Arcade
theatre. Charlotte, Mich.

—

What's Your Hurry? with Wallace Reid— Give
it plenty of good healthy advertising, and watch
them roll in. J. Earl Kennedy, Empire theatre,
Small town patronage.
Aledo, III.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Will not draw

——

— Miller
—Small
A. G.
town patronage.
—
BEAUTY, with Jean Paige.— We sent
the-

Miller,

Atkinson, Neb.

BLACK

Try This

—

Baker, Mont.

atre,

month.

HUSH MONEY — A

is

moves

paper, as there is a limit in a small town to how
Variety proves for
strong you can profitably go.
a better drawing card than a constant repetiPhilip Rand, Rex
tion of budked advertising.
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Man Woman Marriage, an Allen Holubar
production. Advertise it big
Mrs. R. G. JorNeighbordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, III.
hood patronage.
The Last of the Duanes, with William Farnum. When he is scheduled for my theatre I adEdwin Lake, Lake theatre.
vertise to the limit

me

unless advertised big.

.

The

hearts.

.

Emerson-

The

the

should advertise that
no place for persons with

.

house

weak

.

.

as

swiftly
A steadily
suffrage.

—

INDISCRETION — There

are the finely woven story by
Ouida Bergere, the faultless direction of
George Fitzmaurice, the picturesque settings showing the quaint Parisian scenes
of the early thirties, and the period cos.

satire that entertains.
but well ballasted.
.

BAR ROOM—

PETER IBBETSON— Elements

Review

in

Information of importance to exploitation executives contained in HERALD

1921

Far up the ravine a passenger
seen approaching and as it passes
over the structure which has been weakened by a cloudbust it topples into the
waters far below.
The thing has been
very well handled and gives the exhibitor an excellent talking point in
advertising the picture.
train

nection with the publication of "The Foolish Age," featuring Doris May,
was epitomized in the engagement of the Hunt Stromberg production at
Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago. W. S. Barbee, proprietor of the theatre,

Mr. Barbee's

12,

ladies.

Week

National Joy

November

a letter to each school teacher, asking her to tell
her pupils a synopsis of the book and advise them
to go see the picture. Also sent her an invitation
to attend the showing as our guest. The day before the play date we took the horse cutouts and
gave the teachers enough for each pupil they
had enrolled. Teachers gave the horses away at
noon.
That night and the next morning we had
several requests from parents to replace horses
We also used winaccidentally broken or lost.
dow cards and newspaper advertising. Ran picSatisfaction
business.
excellent
ture two days to
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
absolutely 100%.
theatre. Chandler, Okla.

—

What's a Wife Worth? with a special cast.
Title
good for exploitation. R. C. Buxton,
Kans. Small town
Ransom,
theatre,
Strand

—

patronage.

The Rage
this

picture

—

—
—

Play
Miss Du Pont
advertise unusually good. W.

of Paris, with

and

D. Van Derburgh, Broadway theatre, Statesville,
N. C. Small town patronage.
Straight from Paris (Equity), with Clara Kim-

—

ball

Young.— Not

a

box

office

attraction,

—

but

very well to exploitation. Harold F.
theatre, Toledo. O.
CUniveTtal).—
INTERNATIONAL
Draws much better than cheap comedies. PhUip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

lends

itself

Wendt, Rivoli

NEWS

—

November
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Type

in

Proclamation
frwm Hrr Imperial Mmjaly

(51|p

($upen of §>hrba:

BbrrfOB:

The history
known as

Shea theatres, as

of

their advertising,

well

For many moon* past, in the g/eaJ cky of New York,
her Imperial ind Beautiful MijeKy, The Queen of Sheba, held
Ro> il Court before hundreds of thousand* of her devoted and
admiring subject* mho were enthralled by her {real beauty and
impressed by the grandeur of her gorgeous magniAccnce: and

at-

Bhfrrafl: Many thouaaada ol admirers, willing slaves to her superb beauty, clamored in vain, time after time, to secure admittance to her sacred presence when she held court, and were
unable to see her because of the tremendous crowds; and

tests the merit of the policy in force.

The Fairbanks

display

is

character-

Her Imperial Majesty enjoyed the hospitality of the
(reat city of New York so much, and was so pleased at the
adoration bestowed upon her by her loyal subjects,

BhrrrOB:

istic.

ZbinfoTT:

$

It is hereby proclaimed that Her Imperial Majesty
pay a visit to the Town ol Union, in New Jersey and will
hold court afternoons and evenings for the entire **cek at the

%

if.

will

out of newspapers and into

Alafl

Union, X.

Fox

FAIRBANKS

and

original

The

JhpeeTftufk&eerf
NOW/ PLAYING
NEW YORK AT* a.

IN

sible

IN 'HIPP'

is

PRICU

much

for

black,

of

tiated geographically as the

respon-

is

for considerable loss of
is

legible

detail,

and one

As

King's English.

the Southerner's

drawl contrasts with the Easterner's

erner's laconic linguisms, so does his

advertising style contrast with those
of his fellow countrymen.

The

illustrations

presented

here-

with barely suggest the actual differ-

In

ences that exist.

may

be

stated

that

selected with that

all

The

finely

*

drawn

frankness

they

end

it

were not

in view.

were selected for merit.
no less adequately.
*

They

They
serve

*

display used by

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N, Y.,
for Douglas
ists

Fairbanks' United Art-

production,

eers,"

is

typical

"The Three Musketof the better class

Eastern advertising.
the

dignity

of

It

has dignity,

simplicity,

and

the

forcefulness that goes therewith.

You have watched, no doubt, the
work of the Shea organization. It
adheres to a standard, and a high one.
A little ink goes a long ways in Shea
advertising.

maximum

A

little

of weight.

mean

good.

is

that

The

copy carries a

all

Which does

Eastern advertising

Lincoln's specimen

F.

Rlummihal.

the formidable lateral display

is

The

rippling

announcement

in

the

upper right hand corner, the likewise
rippling sub-paragraph below the title
of

the

Realart picture, the illustra-

and the general make-up are of
the unmistakably "snappy" school.
*

*

That

They work

shown

There is more of action, of
life, more of "kick" in the Toledo
design.
It indicates, though it does
not epitomize, the Middle Western
idea in newspaper copy.

tions

*

O..

Louis

"Good-Time"

by direction of her Imperial

below.

and

of the best.

and the West-

enunciation

polished

advertising, this,

also of the better class.

not

alio be regaled with

anil r*ral.

great reduction from 11 by 17

ing of this character will find a read-

so-called

10th

loyal

Henry Having,

the

properly interested in special advertis-

as differen-

will

Hani

all

in red.

More Eastern
is

Yoo

CSnrrn Stturr v9ur
Maicoty:

"The Queen of

ing of the copy worth while..

Theatre advertising

?arthrrtrirjrf:
vaudeville.

.^ggkv.

but the reproduction

ALSO JXOWN J"IMULTANEOU$T.Y
AT SHEA'S NORTH PARK

forthwith

also get out of straight

inches to the present size

PRICEf

THEEE WILL DE NO INCREASI

We

Lincoln theatre,

in the interests of the

special feature,

white

-TENXATIONAL SUCCESS

IN Ml-T

of the

J.,

Her Imperial Maicr, summon,

tubicco
who appreciate beauty end who like enaabonal thrill to meet
her io the Ro>al Stadium at the Lincoln Theatre on Monday
afternoon, or any afternoon or evening during the week above

the "proclamation" published by the

management

Monday Afternoon. October

Beginning Next

when we examine

literature

Sheba."

,

LINCOLN THEATRE, Hi^SSl.c;^i"^ D

We get
special

.

differently

in

Toledo,

where the Temple theatre used

is

the class of stuff that has

been found effective in that part of
the country.
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DIGESVPICTURES o/cAeWEER
TJ

E present week presents a wealth of good pictures
from which to choose and the exhibitor looking for
features with almost certain box-office pulling power,
will do well to note the reviews in this issue of the
Herald.
I

with
this

Norma Talmadge adds another
popular star's

It is a picture that will captivate

presents a homely

little

considerable humor.
Jones,

who had

a

hand

most audiences and

story with certain appeal and

It

in

was directed by F. Richard
making "Mickey," Miss Nor-

"THE SHEIK"

in

(Paramount)

is

something

in

but equally as entertaining.
It was
adapted from the popular novel by E. M. Hull and is a
colorful tale of the Sahara desert country.
Agnes
Ayres and Rudolph Valentino have the leading roles in
this story of love, intrigue, romance and thrills.
It was
directed by George Melford and a very capable cast
appears in the play.

"THE WONDERFUL THING"

(First National)

cast of unusual excellence

the star's support.

"THE MILLIONAIRE"

"MORALS"

vein,

A

It is a

(Universal)

presents

Herbert Rawlinson in a corking good story, well acted
and very well handled throughout. It is a crook story,
with many refreshing twists to the plot. The action is
sw ift and its appeal and entertainment value certain.

mand's former success.

heavier

of plays.

First National picture.

appears

"MOLLY O" (First National) the much heralded
Mack Sennett comedy-drama starring Mabel Normand,
is typical of the Comedy King's efforts along this line.

fine attraction to

long jump from
an aristocratic English home to an Iowa hog farm, but
director Brenon successfully accomplishes it in this
list

(Realartj ranks as the best

work

of

May McAvoy, whose performances in "Sentimental
Tommy," "A Private Scandal," and "Everything for
Sale," bred the high expectations satisfied in the

production.
ford

Ivers,

new
The picture is an adaptation by Julia Crawof "The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne," a

widely-read novel by William

J.

Locke.

"DOUBLING FOR ROMEO"
eclipses former Will

Rogers pictures

(Goldwyn)

easily

in point of

humor

and establishes a new mark in satirical production for
picture makers to shoot at.
It deals with motion pictures, Western and costume plays, and Will Rogers, all
in fresh and novel manner.
Everyone should see it.
More than probably, approximately everyone will.

"ADVENTURES OF TARZAN"
Elmo Lincoln

(Serial

Sales

made from
Edgar Rice Burroughs' novels and introduces some

Corp.) presents

in

a serial

and novel

effects with all kinds of wild animals.
has plenty of action and is guaranteed to stir
the most jaded theatregoer's emotions.

startling

The

serial

"FALSE KISSES"

(Universal)

is

Miss DuPont's

second starring vehicle. It is a rambling story of the
struggles of a young married couple stationed at an
outlying lighthouse.
The story is amateurish and,
though well acted, is far from convincing.

"CINDERELLA OF THE HILLS"
story of the

(Fox)

is

Ozark Mountains with Barbara Bedford,

a
a

an "ugly duckling" role. The story is well
Miss
told, with human touches and an air of mystery.
Barbara Deely, Carl Miller, Wilson Hummel and Tom

new

star, in

McGuire give

excellent performances.

"RAINBOW"

(Vitagraph)

of a girl, a gold mine, a rich

CHIEF LITTLE BIG SPOT

and his pal in a scene from
"Winners of the West," the Universal serial starring Art
Acord and written around the historical Fremond Expedition.

is

a pleasing

little

young man, and

story
three

Alice Calhoun has had stronger
Director Edward Jose, however, makes the
most of the material at hand.

funny old miners.
vehicles.

MABEL NORMAXD

IN

MOLLY O
-

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Mabel Normand stages a "come-back"

in "Molly O," a homely little story
touches, romance and dramatic
of everyday life, brimful of human
situations. Its appeal is certain, and it should prove a great audience
picture, suitable for any program.
Directed by F. Richard Jones,
under the supervision of Mack Sennett, who wrote the story.

You'll like "Molly O." And if you are
an astute exhibitor you'll book it. For
it
has behind it a tremendous advertising campaign and it has before it
Mack Sennett's name.
Aside from this, however, it is an
entertaining photoplay, possessing many
cleverly written subtitles; many funny
situations and a thrilling climax that
helps materially to put it over.
It is
described as a "comedy-drama of optimism and sunshine." It is that.
Mabel

The scene

house.

shifts to the doctor's

home, whence O'Dair goes next morning,
intent upon killing the physician.
He is
disarmed by the doctor and told of a
midnight wedding.
Next we see the

as
well,
eight-reel

Mack

all

moulded

into

a

her, with

the

some

heat, he'll be lucky

if

WILL ROGERS

all

imitathe way

IN

DOUBLING FOR

ROMEO

(GOLDWYN)
comedy

of

manners that

will elicit

needs.
In "Doubling for
ers
like

makes
this

similar

film

Romeo," Will RogNothing quite

history.

has been done before.
it
should be done

to

Much
in

the

future.

Rogers begins the picture as a cowSubtitles are written as though
by the producer in a humorous moment,
and hero, villain, etc., are brought on, as
it
is
announced, "alphabetically introboy.

ducing."

The cowboy's girl tells him he must
make love as they do in oictures, pref-

Two

scenes from "Molly

O"

(First National)

O'Dair family ensconced in the physihome. Molly's brother forges a
check and Molly meets the blackmailer,
who is holding it, in a flying machine.
The villain starts the power and the boy
ciens'

doctor of Molly's plight. He
rescues her by hiring another machine
and they escape from the flaming blimp
in a parachute.
notifies the

BUSTER KEATON IN

THE PLAYHOUSE

he

house.

and attends a Charity ball and the doctor
takes her home, only to be met by the
old man who turns Molly out of the

make-up and

comedy

of motion pictures, the popuWestern, and the costume
play.
Everything any theatre

is

While delivering a
package of laundry and taking her
father's dinner-pail to him she meets- a
young doctor. He gives her a lift in his
automobile an-d meets
some society
friends. She is also late with pa's dinner.
The physician calls on Molly, but is
promptly informed he must not call
again.
Molly sneaks out of the house
saves

to

through and alone worth the price of admission in any theatre.

lar

compact

credited with writing
the story.
The plot is simplicity itself,
but therein lies its value as screen entertainment for the masses. Many will like
it better than "Mickey," a former Sennett
success with Mabel Normand in the
stellar role.
Certainly it is a better story
and contains less hokum.
Miss Normand's performance in the
role of a poor child struggling for happiness is all that could be desired.
She
is natural and never over-acts, preserving
an appropriate seriousness in the most
farcical situations.
The acting is all
good, especially that of George Nichols
as "Dad" O'Dair, Eddie Gribbon as
Smith, "Dad's'' choice for Molly's hand,
Jack Mulhall, as the doctor, and Anna
Hernandez, as "Ma" O'Dair. Carl Stockdale is a novel character as a street
vender of silhouettes and a friend of
Molly's.
Albert" Hackett plays the role
of her brother; Jacqueline Logan is
queen of a fancy dress ball, and Ben
Deely the villain.
The ball scenes are elaborate and peopled with countless hundreds in various
odd and beautiful costumes. There are
several shots from a blimp, high in the
air, and a spectacular escape from the
same by means of parachutes.
Molly O'Dair sits placidly in the grocery store 'phoning her father to watch
the gas range in the barn so that it
doesn't set fire to something, and he tells

comes

first-rate

ment

feature.

Sennett

it

A

equal laughter from admirers of
Sennett and Shakespeare.
The
Rogers humor in the peak of ascendancy. Broadly satirical treat-

is the chief sunshine dispenser.
has pathos, romance, and drama

it

self when
tions.

A

Normand
But

others being acted by Buster.
Some
clever photography here.
He is also the
different characters in the boxes, and
finishes with a buck and wing dance, appearing double.
His impersonation of
a lost monkey is another bit of foolishness that puts him in a class by him-

(FIRST NATIONAL)
two hundred feet of "The
Playhouse" presents as distinct a novelty

The

first

It shows
the screen has ever had.
Buster Keaton leading an orchestra in

as

theatre and impersonating all of the
musicians.
The curtain is raised by
Buster Keaton and a whole ministrel

a

show

is

revealed,

the

endmen and

all

erably as Douglas Fairbanks does, and
he goes to a studio to learn the ways
of the screen hero.
Here more humorous incident is presented than can be

catalogued in this space. He returns to
the girl, battered but ambitious, fails
to make a favorable impression and is
then told he must learn to make love
as Shakespeare's Romeo did.
He reads the play, falls asleep, and,
in one of the rare satisfactory dream

sequences of production history, imagines himself enacting the role of that illfated lover.
Here obtain settings that
would serve for a genuine picturization
of the classic.
Here also are characterizations that would serve, all save that
of the star. Rogers, in doublet and hose,
is still the cowboy, and his uproariously
funny speeches are intermingled with the
classic
ones of
Shakespeare's
other
characters.
He wakes at the moment he dies in

dream and brings his real life
romance to a quick conclusion.
The

the

things he does on a horse in the closing footage will give all screen cowboys
food for thought.
In its novelty, its freshness and originality, the picture does not permit of
It should be seen
effective description.
to be appreciated. Tell your public that.
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AGNES AYRES AND RUDOLPH VALENTINO

IN

THE SHEIK

M. Hull's

"The Sheik,"

best seller,

Agnes Ayres and the handsome
Rudolph Valentino. There is a certain
fascination about stories of shieks and

tiful

caravans and deserts that is irresistible,
and under George Melford's careful direction the atmophere, as well as the spirit
has been nicely
story,
of the Hull
unusual picture in
retained.
It is an

trip into the Sahara desert, despite the
protests of her brother and friends.
At
Biskra, the Paris of the desert, she disguises herself as a slave girl and enters
a gambling casino where Sheik Ahmed,

who is holding a fete, meets her. Learning that she is to go into the desert the
next day, he bribes a guide and later she
falls into his hands.
The sheik is determined to bow her to
his imperious will, but she rebels.
He
makes a slave of her and one day, while
riding with an attendant, she attempts to
escape.
Her horse falls and breaks its
leg,

and

at this

1921

many

scenes.
the climaxes in the

Here are

(PARAMOUNT)

E.

12,

camels, boars and macaws, has been let
loose to dash through and put thrills into
the

Colorful tale of the Sahara desert, told in graphic, suspenseful scenes. A
thrilling and original love story with two well-known players ideally
cast as the principal players. A picture that will arouse interest and
thoroughly satisfy. Produced by George Melford, from a scenario by
Monte M. Katterjohn.
provides an excellent story for the beau-

November

moment Omair,

first few
episodes which will make them come back
for the next installment: Two lions leap
from precipices upon Tarzan; an active
volcano cracks the earth, dropping Tarzan into a pit; sun worshippers are about
to sacrifice Tarzan; a jungle fire; battle
on a sinking boat at night, and others
equally as exciting.
Players supporting Lincoln in this
serial which is being placed on the inde-

pendent market by the Adventures of
Serial
Sales
Corporation are
Louise Lorraine, Percy Pembroke, Frank
Whitson, Charles Inslee, Lillian Worth
and George Monberg. Joe Martin, the
educated ape; Numa, the lion, and Tan-

Tarzan

tor, the elephant,

among

the animals

ALICE CALHOUN IN

RAINBOW
(VITAGRAPH)

a desert

bandit, sees and decides to abduct her.
The sheik arrives at this juncture and
takes Diana back to camp.
When he
hears of Omair's presence in the vicinity,
he decides to send Diana back to Biskra.
While Diana and Saint Hubert, a friend
of the sheik's, and a novelist, are riding
in the desert, Omair swoops down upon
Saint Hubert is wounded and
them.
Diana made prisoner.
When news of the abduction is brought
to the sheik, he summons his tribesmen
and hastens to her rescue. Diana is about
to commit suicide rather than endure
Omair's loathsome embraces, when the
In a
sheik's followers attack the camp.

are

exhibited.

Quite a pleasing little romance of
a gold mine, an orphaned girl and
a rich

young man.

There

is

the

usual exciting fire finish and
timely rescue.
Directed by Ed-

ward

Jose.

hand-to-hand battle, Omair is slain and
the sheik badly wounded. Diana nurses
the sheik, whom she now loves, back to
health, but he treats her indifferently and
return her to her people.
has learned from Saint Hubert, that the sheik is of excellent family,
pleads with him and when he realizes
that she loves him as devotedly as he
adores her, he takes her to his arms. A
few days later they start back to civilization, on their honeymoon journey.

decides
Diana,

Two

scenes from "The Sheik"

(Paramount)

many

respects, for aside from the superb
performances of the two principals, it is a
story of unusual situations and many
thrills.
There is much wild riding by

horsemen who know how

to ride, there

are mental as well as physical encounters,
abductions and escapes, with a pleasing

and

entirely logical

denouement.

Agnes Ayers and Rudolph Valentino
never done

known

to need further
Suffice to say they have
more effective work than in

are too well
laudation here.

"The Sheik." Valentino makes an ideal
He looks
leading man for Miss Ayres.
and acts the part of the shiek with remarkable

clarity

and

vision.

We

hope

In their
see them again together.
support are Adolph Menjou, seen as a
French novelist, Raoul de Saint Hubert:

to

Walter Long, as a crafty and villainous
Omair; Lucien
Arabian bandit,
old
Littlefield, as Gaston; George Waggner,
as Youssef; Ruthe Miller, a slave girl,
and F. R. Butler as Sir Aubrey Mayo.
There is much excellent photography

"The

Sheik," with sand storms, scenes
a gambling casino and pretty
Two scenes from Burton
night shots.
Holmes' Travelogue, "Trip to Biskra,"
are used effectively as "atmosphere."
The picture offers unusual opportunities for big exploitation stunts with its
colorful desert scenes, festivals, dancing
girls, tribal costumes and unusual love
It is a picture you can go the
theme.
limit on advertising and be assured of
excellent returns.
Diana Mayo, a beautiful English girl,
proud and haughty, decides to make a
in

around

to

who

ELMO

LIN'COLN

ADVENTURES
OF TARZAN
(SERIAL SALES CORP.)
Author

of the

"Tarzan" series with

Elmo

Lincoln, originator of the
ape-man character in the screen
versions of the Edgar Rice Burroughs novels, again featured.
There are enough wild animals
introduced in each episode to
the
younger generation,
keep
which has shown a predilection
for the serial form of entertain-

ment, whooping her up.
There have been several screen adaptations of the popular "Tarzan" stories. It
is interesting to note that each of these
pictures has met with popular public
favor and

is

"Tarzan"

is

booking.
already popularized for the

still

exhibitors booking this latest serial of the
African jungle.
Elmo Lincoln as "Tarzan" is too well
known to theatregoers to need further
introduction.
His red-blooded fights,
staged in each episode, will evoke applause from the serial audience.
A menagerie of wild animals, including
elphants,
lions,
leopards.
crocodiles,
giraffes, zebras, apes, monkeys, hyenas.

A

scene from "Rainbow"

(Vitagraph)

Calhoun has had stronger vehicles than "Rainbow," but she has never
appeared to better advantage than as the
little girl befriended by three old men
who work her gold mine and defend it
Alice

against others.
Director^ Jose has made a fairly interesting picture of the material at hand
conventional material for the most part
and he has chosen the players to appear

—
—

with Miss Calhoun with unusual care.
The shortcomings are in the story itself
and he found it necessary evidently to
add the spectacular powder house fire
for "punch."
The production is well
staged and nicely photographed.
It
should be favorably received where the
star is popular, if not for the story, for

the star's performance and that of her

co-workers.
is

"Rainbow" falls heir to a mine which
worked by three old men, for whom

she keeps house.

A

bill

of sale

is

found

which transfers the property to the son
of her father's former partner.
He arrives at the mine to take possession, but

"Rainbow" there, returns to the
"Rainbow" gives up the property,
however, until she learns that the young
man's financee is determined to marry
the wealthy youth.
Then she matches
finding

city.

her wits against the city girl and in the
end wins not only the mine but the heart
of the gentleman. There is a spectacular
fire where the hero is bound up by the
three old miners and thrown into a powder house, which is burned by an enemy
"Rainbow" rescues
of the young man's.
him, however, and he rescues another.
,

—

.

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET.
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First a smile, then a laugh; a sigh born of memory,
contented settling back
then a tear, a happy tear.

A

into the seats.

13
hands
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get to work.
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Then whispers

"

—"

I

Broadwav seemed

a

:

remember when — " "That's

just

good old day? ?'"
The whispers followed by humming; even, from one
corner of the house a hushed whistling: "The O-l-d
O-a-k-e-n Bucket: the—"
like the time I

A HUMAN
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picture had captured an audience; just as

will capture audiences in all the fifty-seven Keith
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NORMA TALMADGE

November

12,

1921

IN

THE WONDERFUL THING
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Unusually appealing comedy-drama, well acted and very well presented.
Star is given wide range in present role and delivers with telling force.
Harrison Ford, Ethel Fleming, Robert Agnew and Walter Ewen give
Herbert Brenon, director.
fine performances.
Norma Talmadge
success

has

"The Sign on

in

followed up her
the Door" with

smashing hit.
"The Wonderful
get "under your skin*' where
"The Sign on the Door" only stirred your
another

Thing"

will

emotions.
the

nothing new, but

Its plot is

manner

table

takes place many miles from England, on
a hog farm in Iowa where Jac and Donald
come to an understanding and are reunited.

little

in

which

comedy

it

HERBERT RAWLINSON

is

is

wits and the final outcome that
to leave a lasting impression.

is

A

Miss Talmadge

We

finished piece of acting.
in more plays of this type.

hope

to see

her

Harrison Ford, as the poverty stricken
Englishman, gives his usual splendid performance. He renders Miss Talmadge valuable assistance, as docs Ethel Fleming, as
Burke
Dulcie
Mannerby,
Walter
as
"Smooth Bill" Carser, and Robert Agnew
as Laurence Mannerby.
In fact the whole
cast was excellent and besides numbering
Julia Hoyte, the statuesque New York society lady in the role of Catherine Mannerby, had Howard Truesdale, as Boggs, a
farmer, Mabel Bert as Lady
Mannerby, Fanny Burke as Angelica Mannerby, and Charles Craig, in an
excellent character role, as General Lancaster.
In settings and photography the
picture is exceptionally well done and it
big hearted

Sophia

We

affords
rich
entertainment.
hesitatingly recommend "The

un-

Wonderful

Thing."
Jacqueline Laurentine Boggs is the daughof a wealthy American farmer and
packer.
After years
schooling
in
of
France she plans to return to America but
is attracted to a young Englishman playing
golf and stays in England. She meets and
marries Donald Mannerby, the Englishman,
and immediately finds herself ostracized by
Donald's three sisters and his mother, Lady
Mannerby.
The forgery of a check by
Donald's
younger brother, throws the
household into a panic. They are without
funds to pay off a blackmailing innkeeper
and Laurie Mannerby is threatened with
arrest.
Jac comes to the rescue with her
pocketbook, however, and besides paying
Laurie's debt, sends him to America to her
father's ranch, secretly purchases Catherine
Mannerby's poor paintings and rejuvenates
Angelica Mannerby, a dour old maid, so
that she is able to marry her captain in the
ter

army.
Fine character drawing
especially in that of

in

"Smooth

the roles,
Bill" Carser,

vim and carefully
crook story with

directed.

many

(REALART)
best picture. An effective picturization of a popular
novel and play. Modern comedy-

Action is
swift and appeal certain. Directed
by Jack Conway.
Your interest is aroused at once in "The
Millionaire," with its snappy comedy in-

drama with emphasis placed on
dramatic element at the
proper time. A picture any audience should welcome enthusiastically.
Directed by William D.
Taylor.
The promise of "Sentimental Tommy,"
"A Private Scandal" and "Everything For
the

troduction, and is held to the very last
foot by the swift action and logical sequence of the story.
Universal has a
good bet in Rawlinson and it would be
wise to keep him in plays of this comedydrama type. He will soon build up a
large following as a Universal star if
given the proper material and as good
direction as this picture contains.
In his support appears such well-known
players as Lillian Rich, Bert Roach,

Sale" is fulfilled in May McAvoy's splendid performance as Carlotta in Realart's
picturization of William J. I^ockc's widely
read novel, "The Morals of Marcus Ordcyne." Patrons will say that the star has
not appeared as beautiful or acted as well
In this picture
in any previous production.
she proves Realart's faith in her ability well

Doris Pawn, William Courtwright, Verne
Winter and others.
Clever subtitles,
sharp photography and some fine sets
combine to make this a most desirable,
clean and amusing photoplay, suitable for
any house.
Jack Norman is a clerk in a lumberyard, "a man working for a boy's salary." On the day he is "fired" for being
late, he is informed by an attorney that

founded.
story depicts the development of an
girl reared to maidenhood in a
Turkish harem and transplanted suddenly
into the atmosphere of strict London sociThe struggle between environment and
ety.
heredity is the basis of conflict, but no suggestion of the problem play exists. It is all
plain story, and highly interesting.
The cast includes names of prominence,
but the name of the star should be allowed
to dominate advertising as it does the picThere are lavish settings, rich costure.
tumes and other considerations as well, but
these compare as details to Miss McAvoy's
performance and the story as a romantic

The

English

he has inherited his uncle Silas Gyde's
fortune on condition that he goes to live
in a deserted house and guard the estate
against a gang of crooks who were be-

He

to have killed Gyde.
establishes himself in the "house of mystery"
and hires an ex-actor to impersonate him,

while he acts as secretary. Complications
when his substitute marries a lady
crook in league with the very people he
is trying to capture.
It ends in a melodramatic fight in Norman's rooms when
the blackmailers are placed under arrest.
A slight love story runs through the

narrative.

arise

Exploitation should be centered about
the star. It should be extensive and vigorously conducted, with a view to drawing the
The picture
greatest possible patronage.
Further, it will "make" the
will please.
star for any who do not as yet consider her

plot.

as such.

For presentation of the feature a special
prologue has been written exclusively for
the "Exhibitors' Advertising" department
of this publication. It is presented in this

FALLING FOR FANNY
(EDUCATIONAL)
Here's a well directed comedy with a
real plot.
It boasts Eddie Barry and
Helen Darling as stars and is one of
the best things Christie has turned out
in many a day.
Book it. You'll not be
disappointed, nor will your patrons.
It
has a lot more in it than many five-

The

story concerns a young, bashand unmarried youth who is told by
his best friend he ought to pick himself
a nice girl and settle down.
He takes

follows a pretty girl
arrested for his trouble.
How he meets the same girl three times
and each time lands in the hoosegow
and is bailed out by his friend, furnishes
the fun.
At last he meets the sister of
the girl.
She is not married and all is
lovelv.
William Beaudine directed it.
his friend's advice,

home and

Romeo" (Goldwyn).

IN

May McAvoy's

refresh-

ful

scene from "Doubling: for

(Realart).

MORALS

A

ingly original angles.

lieved

"Morals"

MAY McAVOY

reelers.

A

scene from

corking good story, acted with

all

the innkeeper. The big punch comes when
the family finally "melts" under the kindnesses of Jacqueline and the happy ending

A

(UNIVERSAL)

bound

is given fine opportunity
to give her own dramatic interpretation of
Jacqueline Boggs, wealthy and pampered
daughter of an Iowa hog raiser, and her
delicate handling of the role presents a very

IN

THE MILLIONAIRE

told, the inimitouches, the battle of
it

is

issue.
\

Its

especial

fitness

lies

in

the fact that

approximates but does not exactly duplicate the action which occupies the early
The picture thoroughly justifies
footage.
the expense involved in the suggested proit

logue.

ONE MOMENT PLEASE
(FOX)
McVicker's theatre audiences, Chicago,
found plenty to laugh at in this Sunshine
comedy. It is based on the old, old plot
the young man impersonating a
of
order to be near his sweetComplications arise when the
father of the girl takes a fancy to the
shapely "lady" and asks "her" to go in

woman
heart.

bathing.

in

1

h

e

Million

Question

Dollar

WHAT DO

mm.

MEN WANT

Thousands, millions of women are poor
in purse but rich in reward through having solved the problem of what to do with
and for their men. Thousands of women,
laden with riches and luxuries, are impoverished by not knowing the answer.

Weber has written and produced an
amazing story we proudly announce it
as "The Great American Drama of the
Hunt for Happiness." It's worth more
than all the money in the world to learn
what everyone who sees this picture will
You can't keep them out with an
learn.
epidemic sign if you'll let your public
know intelligently about "WHAT DO
Lois

—

MEN WANT?"

Released

F B

WARREN
1540 Oroidwy

CORPORATION
York City

;
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BARBARA BEDFORD

tures.

Picture

"We

star plays with
;

story

melodramatic

balance of cast
that contains

is

good

many

pense.

It

is

in a
little

human touches and some

sus-

photo-

beautifully

graphed and well presented.
rected by Howard Mitchell.

Di-

duckling" role for Miss Bedford's initial
appearance as a Fox star. She acts with
spirit and under the proper direction should

Kent

Twenty-six productions are

present vehicle is not one that gives
her very much opportunity to show her true
worth as a screen artiste. Director Mitchell has her doing many "cute" tricks, while
she is better fitted to do more serious

unable to figure out the title.
Almost any other would have fit it better.

The
and

are

story is laid in the Ozark Mountains
pictures Norris as the neglected daugh-

befriended by Claude
in the mountains with
Bates and Mrs. Gradley
his friend, Bates.
are old friends and he spends considerable
time in her company. Norris is ill-treated
by Mrs. Gradley and is accused of stealing
In reality she is
food from the pantry.
taking it to her mother, who is confined in
an insane asylum. The picture ends with
the melodramatic death of Mrs. Gradley,
who falls over a cliff. Miss Deely is very
pretty and acts well the role of Mrs.
Gradley.

She
Wolcott, camping

ter of Gradley.

is

A

through the friendship of a government
inspector, Paul is placed in charge of
Black Rock Ledge lighthouse, far out
from tho mainland. Alone and during a
terrific storm a child is born, but a few
days later dies, and while returning to
the lighthouse after consigning the body
to the deep, Paul falls and is stricken
blind.

Jenny looks

after the light.

The

inspector visits the lighthouse, and, finding Paul blind, makes love to Jenny.
She gives him a kiss and Paul's suspicions are aroused. He strikes his head
on the stairway and recovers his eyesight,
finds the baby's blocks spelling out incriminating evidence of Jenny's perfidy,
and there is a scene. It all ends happily,
however, when Paul's confidence in his
wife is restored.

(UNIVERSAL)

Point to Successful

rambling story of the struggles of
a young couple forced to live a
lonely existence in a lighthouse.
Some pretty ocean scenes and picturesque village night photography.
Directed by Paul Scardon.

amateurish and

its

slight

sex appeal

unpleasantly accentuated.
Then, too,
not the type of play that will add
Director
her popularity as a star.
Scardon has made the most of the slender
plot and uninteresting situations.
The
story drags and is unconvincing.
Prominent in the cast is Pat O'Malley
in the role of Paul Wade. Lloyd Whitlock is a rival lover; Mary Philbin is a
small town girl; Alan Hale, Stanley
Goethels and Frank Campeau are also
in the cast.
The two leading male players were very well chosen.
is
it

Universale new star,
latest feature is "False Kisses."

FALSE KISSES

Universal has picked a rather unsuitable story as Miss DuPont's second starring vehicle. She is not seen to the best
advantage as Jenny Blake, a girl of a
fishing village, whose hand is sought in
marriage by two town youths. The story
is

whose

is

to

Following a tempestuous
Jenny Blake marries Paul

courtship,

Wade and

Event
managers and salesmen
thirty exchanges are declared

Branch
Select's

in

to

be on tip-toe with eagerness to make
"Selznick Week," November 13-18, develop more Selznick pictures on the
screens of the land than in any period
since Lewis J. Selznick has been a producer.
The preliminary arrangements
have been completed and the decks
cleared for a campaign of salesmanship
that is intended to reach the manager of
every screen in the United States and
Canada.
Morris Issues Statement
Sam E. Morris, vice-president in charge
of distribution, declares that there has

been encouraging reaction to the initial
advances of the Select selling force that
indicates a successful

outcome

of "Selz-

nick Week."

"We

have been busy all summer with
production," says Mr. Morris, "and we
desire to prove to theatre managers and
their public that we have not been washing our resources. We promised 'Forty j
,J
from Selznick' this season and we are
trying to get at least one picture on as
many screens as we possibly can during
'Selznick Week' to demonstrate to show-

listed

by

of distribu-.

publication during November,
December, January and February.
Specials produced by Cecil B. DcMille,
William DeMille, George M e f o r d,
George Fitzmaurice, John S. Robertson,
George Loane Tucker, Donald Crisp,
William S. Hart and Penrhyn Stanlaws;
two foreign pictures; starring Pola
for

tion,

MISS DU PONT,

manager

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion for

Clear Decks for Big
Selznick Week Drive
Sam Morris Says Indications

MISS DuPONT IN

R. Kent, general

S.

things.

We

for

of

Season

of stars.

The

The supporting cast is an excellent one,
including Wilson Hummel, a splendid character actor; Carl Miller, as the hero; Cecil
Van Auker, as Bates, a friend of the hero's
Tom McGuire as Giles Gradley, and Barbara la Marr Deely, as Mrs. Gradley. Miss
Bedford appears as Norris Gradley, Mrs.
Gradley's stepdaughter.

Publications

Lists

Next Four Months

soon become a valuable asset on the comlist

Until Played

are

Twenty-six Films on
Paramount Schedule

The Fox company has chosen an "ugly

pany's

New

trying also to extend the
circulation of the many good films we
have turned out during the preceding
term.
Basing our drive on the sound
theory that a picture is new in every town
where it has not been shown we are developing success early in the campaign
with several productions that are just
as good now as they were when produced
several months ago."

(FOX)
spirit

1921

12,

men the calibre of production they may
expect as our share of this season's pic-

IN

CINDERELLA
OF THE HILLS
New

November

1

a production featuring Wallace
Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter

Negri;

and

films in

appear are

which

Paramount

all

stars

listed.

Productions are Listed

—

November
George Loane Tucker's
"Ladies Must Live," in which Betty
Compson is featured. This picture was
the last work of the great producer.
Donald Crisp's production, "The Bonnie
Brier Bush," in which Mr. Crisp plays
the leading male role.
It was produced

abroad. George Melford's production of
"The Sheik," featuring Agnes Ayres and
Rudolph Valentino. Jack Holt in his
first star picture, "The Call of the North."
The Cosmopolitan production, "Enchantment," directed by Robert G. Vignola and starring Marion Davies.

Meighan on Program
December Thomas Meighan in "A
Prince There Was;" Ethel Clayton in
"Exit the Vamp;" Pola Negri in "The
Last Payment;" Wallace Reid, Gloria
Swanson and Elliott Dexter in Sam
Wood's special, "Don't Tell Everything;"
William S. Hart in "White Oak;" Gloria
Swanson in "Under the Lash;" William

—

De

Mille's production,

and Betty Compson

"Miss Lulu Bett,"
in

Penrhyn Stan"The Little

laws' production of Barrie's
Minister."

January

— Wallace Reid

"One Glorious Day,"

a
Lila

in

"Rent Free;"

special

comedy

Lee and Allan

with Will Rogers,
Hale; Cecil B. DeMille's production,
"Fool's Paradise;" Agnes Ayres' first star

"The Lane That Had No TurnJohn S. Robertson's production,
"Love's Boomerang;" Betty Compson in
Penrhyn Stanlaw's production, "The
Law and the Woman." and George FitzLive
"Three
production,
maurice's
picture.

ing;"

Ghosts."

Another Melford Picture

February— William S. Hart in "Travelin' On:" Thomas Meighan in "If You
Believe It, It's So;" the George Melford
production, "Moran of the Ladv Letty.
with Dorothv Dalton: Ethel Clayton in

"Her

Own

Money," Jack Holt

in

"The

Devil Driver" and Pola Negri in "The
Red Peacock."

"

DOLLARS
"All their cares, hopes, joys, affections

and virtues melted down into dollars."

— Charles Dickens.

(That's what

you get

in

Our Mutual Friend)

MURDER
"He listened. Not a sound. As he
turned the key with trembling hand he
thought what if the murdered man
Charles Dickens.

—

W0>

IK

(That's what

—

—

you get

in

Our Mutual Friend)

LAUGHTER
nothing in the whole world so
contagious as laughter and
Charles Dickens.
good humor."

"There

is

irresistible, so

(That's what

—

you get

in

Our Mutual Friend)

Our Mutual Friend
"The Perfect Movie"
It will

glad

F.B

make your box

office

in the film business

it's
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The ChicagoTheatre
HE

progress of an industry is in direct
proportion to the ambitious undertakings

of

its

members.

individual

In the rapid development of the mois no exception

tion picture industry there

advancement to a foremost position in the world
of business and art have been producers,
Contributing to

to this rule.

its

directors, players, distributors, exhibit-

cameramen and other craftsmen.
Without the business acumen and creative ability of each the industry would
ors,

have remained

in its

experimental stages.

year brings new
achievements which surpass the performances of the preceding twelve months.
At the moment of attainment these accomplishments are heralded as the acme in theatre construction orpicture

Each

succeeding

production.

That the ultimate has not yet been attained, and perhaps
for years to come, is demonstrated in the opening in Chicago
"the wonder theatre of the world."

The Chicago

theatre, as

it

was

will not be
last

week

I

monument

christened, stands as a

of

to the

motion picture industry. It is a glowing tribute to the farsightedness and
consistent enterprise of each branch of the industry. Better pictures, more

—

more astute showmanship all have contributed
costly temple of the silent drama which marks an-

correct presentation and

to the building of this
other step forward in the progress of a great industry.

Directly responsible for this crowning achievement in the exhibition

during the past year are Balaban & Katz, showmen, who in four years
have attained one of the most prominent places in the amusement world.
field

The Chicago theatre

=

=

=iiuiiimiiiiii

a credit to the city whose

name

has adopted,
to the United States, to the motion picture industry and to its builders. Today it perhaps is the most palatial sho whouse in the world. On succeeding
pages in this issue the HERALD presents a comprehensive description and
photographs of this wonder theatre for the perusal of those who have not
been fortunate enough to promenade through its elaborate settings.
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a view of the ornately

decorated and furnished foyer of the

new Chi cago The atre. In the background of the picture may be seen the
curving marble

stairway

which leads

to

the mezzanine and balcony levels.

The

foyer

is

five

topped by an exquisite

Gracing

blue.

the

high and

stories

dome
foyer

is

of iridescent

are

tall

and

work

are

massive columns of marble.

Marble and
utilized

in

bas-relief plaster

the decorative

scheme

of the

entire the atre.

The

foyer

is

embellished

with richly

colored draperies and crystal fixtures.

Below
with

its

is

a view of the grand

marble colonnade.

promenade

This picture

gives a clear conception of the massiveness
of the structure.

CHICAGO THEATRE

THE

as

it

completed and in operation
represents an expenditure of approxistands

mately^$4,000,000.

said,

may be seated at
This eapacity, it is
could be increased to 5,500 under

New

York City ordinances.

Five thousand people
a single performance.

The auditorium
and half a

The

is

city block in

stage

is

seven stories high

w idth.

seventy-five feet

wide,

deep and fifty feet long with a
proscenium opening of 170 feet.

thirty feet

Three

steel girders

weighing sixty-four

tons each were used in the structure.

A

sound proof wall on the Lake street

side of the house (to protect against noises

from elevated trains) required 310 cars of
material and six months to complete. More
than 1,000 tons of steel were used ^in
construction.

—
November
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Size and Beauty of Chicago Theatre

Make It Ranking American Playhouse
Seats 5,000
Loop
New Balaban & Katz House
One Half Block
Single Performance — Auditorium
District

in

a

at

a

is

in

Width and Rises to a He ight of Seven Stories
Marble Predominates m Decorations
THERE
who

will

be but few people,

that the

new Chicago

any.

if

statement

the

contradict

will

theatre which

and Lake

was opened

last

week

streets is the

most

palatial, if not the largest,

at

State

playhouse in the country today.
beauty

differentiates

and

Size

from

it

other

all

theatres.

Although the pictures published in this
clearly illustrate its grandeur and

section

massiveness a detailed description will be
given

to

thoroughly

acquaint

who

those

have not had the privilege of seeing it with
the notable achievement of Balaban &
Katz, the Associated First National

fran-

Chicago territory and
operators of the Tivoli, Riveria and Central
chise holders in the

Park

theatres.

One of

the outstanding

facts in connection

$4,000,000

theatre

and interesting

with the erection of

alone must maintain

it.

space other than that

this

box office
There is no office
for the amusement

that

is

the

Another view of the new Chicago

company.

polychrome terra
State street side

of

In the face of the

minor foyer connecting with a woman's rest
room.
The latter is laid out in a true

a triumphal arched win-

eclipse with richly paneled walls, silk tap-

commodious

estry panels and modeled ceiling.

Between the main floor and the balcony
follows, the
is the mezzanine floor which
same contour of the main floor. Twentyfive boxes line the contour cn the mezzanine
level.
On this same floor are the women's
rest and retiring rooms.

cotta.
is

to

rises

*

a height of

*

several

*

At

*

the State street side

is

the

main en-

trance which leads into a lobby sixty feet

This grand lobby has a depth
feet and a height of sixtyfive feet.
It is treated in an extremely
elaborate design with a marble colonnade
supporting a rich vaulted ceiling.
width.

of ninety-six

The
is

three colored cove lighting system
used in the lobby as well as through the

entire house.

*

*

the mezzanine level there

is

another

promenade with a width of fifteen feet
which runs around three sides of the audiThis spacious place

torium.

is

elaborately

On

ture.

enade

the upper balcony level this

prom-

at

all

times

The European horse shoe

plan has been

utilized in the seating arrangement on the

orchestra level.
feet

in

A

minor promenade eight

width extends around

boxes

horse

are

domes forty-eight
feet

in

shaped
length and twenty-

three

feet in

oval

These are

width.

brilliantly

illuminated in the diffused color lighting.

The

balcony, constructed on a very slight

on similar lines to the
and mezzanine by a series of
Twenty-six
arches along the side walls.
loges which are stepped down with the
incline,

this

main

treated

is

floor

contour of the balcony line both walls.
*

A

treatment

umns

flanks

opening.

By

in

*

*

marble and plaster

col-

each side of the proscenium
the proscenium

boxes there

are fountains of marble and statuary which

in

extend to a height of twenty feet from the

view of the grand lobby.

Back of the main auditorium, which is
seven stories high, and at right angles to
the grand lobby, is the grand promenade,
which extends for half a block. This promenade is twenty feet wide and thirty-seven

loges.

In the balcony ceiling directly above the

mezzanine
five

suspended from the main ceiling
and large torchere standards.
At the end of the foyer is a grand marble
stairway eighteen feet in width which
ascends to the mezzanine floor, the upper
mezzanine promenade, intermediate balcony
promenade, upper balcony promenade and
the top foyer of the balcony.
In ascending
are

floor is a series

draped arches, extending from
which on each side of the auditorium are
richly

effect is repeated.

In the lobby also are crystal

stairway patrons

Running around the main

.

furnished with divans and accessory furni-

fixtures

the

and spacious

shoe, thus eliminating the usual side aisle.

springs from the level of the

canopy and

in

seats

feet high.
At the farther end is a lounge
through which the promenade passes and a

stories.

On

showing comfortable

balcony.

The theatre makes an imposnig appearance from the State street side.
It is a
monumental design carried seven stories
in height and is constructed of granite and

dow which

theatre,

stage level.

To

the rear of this statuary

and above the mezzanine

level

is

the organ

loft.

Main stairway leading

to mezzanine
Chicago theatre.

floor,

The orchestra

pit is

arranged

(Concluded on page 64)

in elliptical
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Automatic Arc Control
Total of 2,413 Bulks Used in Great
Used in Chicago Theatre
Electric Sign Hung on
icago Theat re
Installation of the Peerless Automatic

Word "CH icago" Is Spelled in Six Foot Letters — Sign
By Tho mas Cusack Company Weighs More Than
Seven Tons
The

—

Is

Built

with J. F. McAuley Manufacturing Company of 30 North Jefferson street, Chi-

Seventy-four Feet High

on the Chicago theatre, constructed and installed by
the Thomas Cusack Company, has been pronounced by some of the highest
authorities in theatrical circles as a supreme masterpiece in electric sign
electric sign

construction.

The

is one of the largest that is
any theatre.
It
measures
seventy-four feet from top to bottom
and seventeen feet in width. A total of

hung

2,413

sign

with alternating action goes around the

on

display.
The sign

sockets

are

used

the

in

construc-

tion, holding 75-watt lamps in the letters
The
and 25-watt lamps in the border.
entire display is made of highest grade

galvanized sheet iron, the face plates being 20 gauge, the interior efficiently
braced and supported with steel angles
Special cantilever
and channel irons.
construction has been used in attaching
the sign to the wall of the theatre, a
method which has made it possible to
do away with wind braces.
Six Foot Letters
The main portion of the sign consists
of the word "Chicago" spelled in sixfoot letters, extra deep grooved to take
care of special lamps used.
Above is

"Balaban & Katz" in twenty-four inch
letters, and a four-line attraction border

more massive than would
its

braces, as

it

weighs

In action, the letters C-H-I-C-A-G-O
spell on, burn steady, flash off and then
come in solid.

Four Attraction Panels
part of the job is the four single
faced attraction panels, containing two
rows of ten inch changeable letters of
special groove type.
A continuous high
speed spectaular border goes around
panels.
The strength of this sign is such that
it absolutely dominates State street from
street to Van
visible beyond

Burcn

street

and

is

the confines of the
Loop.
But all the brilliance of State
street only serves to emphasize the superbrilliance of this crowning achievement
in

It is said of the Peerless automatic arc
control that it insures the audience faultless screen illumination all the time and
that it eliminates the annoying colored
lights, the semi-dark screen, a condition
practically unavoidable with the hand-fed

Four of Chicago's

finest theatres, the
the Senate, the Riviera and
the Tivoli, consider the Peerless indispensable in the perfect presentation of

new Chicago,

their pictures.

Cove Lighting System

A

even

cago.

arc.
is

be apparent from
over seven tons.

Lake

Arc Control in the new Chicago theatre
was accomplished through arrangements

Installed in

New

(Continued from page 6s)

accommodate

plan and of sufficient size to
at least sixty musicians.

The

arranged as folmezzanine, 500;
This seating capacity, under

seating capacity

Main

lows:

balcony, 1,900.

New York

floor,

is

2,600;

city ordinances,

is

it

Leading from the main

is

a grand

From

case to the lounge below.

lobby the main staircase leads

lounge which occupies

In the

new Chicago

theatre there has been

introduced what appears to be the closest
cooperation

possible

between

the

owners,

represented by the architects and the

illu-

minating engineer.

From

ance.

dominant desire has always been design,
and art, while the illuminating

engineer has the question of intensities desired, required,

and the

effect

produced by

any given system.
"It is in a way entirely delightful to be
master of the situation regarding the result
to be obtained," said an executive of Hub
Electric Company, which concern had super-

vision of the electrical installations in the

new theatre. "We can use as many lamps
we choose to produce certain effects and
we can extinguish as many as we wish, all
as

one end, the

Point

Vital

"But, on the other hand, this unlimited
freedom which we have is a perilous gift.
How can the architects be sure of choosing
the best and most efficient systems in this
day and age when the main object of many
commercial firms is to sell all of the merchandise possible regardless of whether it

designed to coincide with the result to be

desired.

"A definite knowledge of glare, flux,
candlepower and light absorption must play
a prominent part in promoting the ultimate
objects to be obtained.
"The architect cannot

every commodity used

be

in the

a master of
construction of

a wonderful building like the

"Upon

investigation

new Chicago

Made

we found

tain lamps would not
effects at certain points

give

that certhe desired

and consequently
became a proposition of elimination until
the proper kind of lamp was found.
This
resulted in an extensive study of lamp designs and light absorption.
Some of the
effects are obtained with the lamps all operating on top voltage, others with the lamps
at only half voltage and still others with
the lamps scarcely glowing."
Final conclusions were drawn on the
it

illumination after the opinions
experts were put to actual test

l^ontr ol

effect desired.

Illumination

is

Exhaustive Tests

the architect's standpoint the pre-

elegance,

to

theatre.
In this instance they turned to
us to assist them in obtaining these extraordinary results, being fully aware and confident that our wide knowledge of scientific
illumination would be of marked assist-

Board
In

of

many

The rmostats by
Manager s Desk

at

adjacent to the manager's
a control board which indicates the temperatures in various parts of
the Chicago theatre, a board which enables
the manager to set the various thermostats
distributed about the house at proper tema

closet

office is installed

peratures.

The board

also controls the opening and
closing of dampers in the ducts, that is,
the fresh air damper may be set half open
and the return air half open, also, the foul
air exhaust dampers may be regulated.
It
also provides for the regulation of the
heating coils and the cooling system.
In addition to this there are speed indicators showing the speed at which the various fans are running and controls for
regulating the motors.

said, could

be increased to 5,500.

sign construction.

Extensive Study of Li^ht Absorption
Required to Properly Illuminate Ho use

Is

Chicago

stair-

the grand

down

to

a

of the space in
the basement under the grand lobby. This

room

is

one story

all

in height.

From

the foot

of the staircase leading to the basement to
the north end of the building

is

a promen-

ade which ends at the women's parlors, off
of which open the women's rest rooms.
The south end of this promenade leads tc
the men's smoking and retiring rooms. The
smoking room is designed in the Byzantine
style, while the women's parlors are carried
out in the Moorish.
The refrigerating system will reduce the
temperature of the auditorium to 72 degrees
when the thermometer outside registers
96 degrees.
The stage which is large enough to accommodate grand opera, is 75 by 30 by 50
feet.
Full equipment has been installed.

*

The cove

*

*

lighting throughout the house
is of the three color system
amber, red and
blue with the colors independently controlled by dimmers.
There is a perfect
blend of one color into another every
twenty minutes with the diffusion so gradual that it is hardly perceptible.
Hundreds of miles of wire were installed
to operate the intricate
lighting
system.
Thousands of bulbs supply the light for the
interior and exterior. The mammoth sign on
the State side of the theatre can be seen for
blocks along the thoroughfare. If dominates
the entire district.

—

—

The

$100,000 Wurlitzer organ installed is
finest in the country.
The largest pipe rises three stories in height while
the smallest is the size of a lead pencil.
train of seven cars transported the organ
to Chicago.
Jesse Crawford is the master
hand at the organ.
The Chicago theatre has been rightly
named "the wonder theatre of the world."
Plans for it represent the creative work of

one of the

A

C.

W. and George L. Rapp, Chicago archiwho have traveled far and wide in

tects,

their study

of theatre construction.

They

have designed the Chicago largely after the
early French period of architecture.

November
I

12,
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CHICAGO THEATRE
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HUB ELECTRIC COMPANY

j

|

Chicago

=

I

INSTALLATION

|
E

I

We

take great pride'in the electrical installation in the
"Wonder Theatre of the World"

=

|
|

Our 18th

|

Theatre installation

|
1

successful Chicago

=

|

|

Pre -Set Selective Remote Switchboards for Theatres

1

DESIGNERS— MANUFACTURERS INSTALLERS

[

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

=
|
I

PANEL BOARDS
COLOR EFFECTS

REMOTE AND MANUAL

FLOOD LIGHTS

SWITCHBOARDS
CURTAIN OPERATORS

SPOT LIGHTS

AISLE LIGHTS

FLOOR POCKETS

§

=
1
5
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W

National Film Co.

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

W

ECLIPSE

Peerless

'She

Automatic Arc Control

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We are always

mark<
for Big Productions

Office

:

in the

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

EXHIBITORS

HERALD—

"The Welch Dog of the Arc"

—AND—
Like every theatre opened in Chicago in the

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

two

years, the

new four

CHICAGO THEATRE

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

last

million dollar

installs

PEERLESS

Automatic Arc Controls.

In use wherever perfect projection

is

required.

Write for Circular

THE

J.

E.

McAULEY MFG.

32 N. Jefferson St.

CO.

Chicago

—
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Staff Enlarged for

Metro
Sales During

Week

Drive

November 20-27

Expected to Dwarf
Success of 1920
Metro announces

that the personnel of
branch offices has been increased to handle expediently the additional work necessitated by Metro Week,

many

of

its

November

20 to 27.

Forces

With

Work Overtime

all the exchanges
thousands of pounds of accessories
paper, slides and special novelties and
with the task of checking up with the
utmost care the condition of every print,

the influx into

of

—

the

managers

men and

of the branches, their sales-

the inside force supporting the

field workers find themselves working
overtime as a matter of routine.
Although the event is nearly a month
away, the exchanges in communications
to the home office prophesy that bookings during that special period will outdistance even the remarkable response
exhibitors displayed during a similar time

last year.

JACKIE COOGAN

plays nurse to a chubby youngster in "My Boy," his latest Jackie
Coogan film play. Evidently he is having difficulty in doping out the proper
costume for morning wear.

Lesser- Rosenberg to Give
Picture Elaborate
plans

If

their

work out

desires,

in

Irving

Michael Rosenberg of

accordance with

M. Lesser and
Western Pictures

Exploitation Company will assist in giving Jackie Coogan's new production.
"My Boy," one of the most elaborate and
unique world premieres in picture his-

Coogan
World Premiere

and there are four more to be made.

It

was intimated that three of the five pictures would be adapted from well known
books, the remaining two being original
stories.

Works Short Hours

"My Boy"

a big production and cost
of money, according to its

a big

This information comes from Sol Lespresident of West Coast Theawho, with his associates Michael
Gore and Adolph Ramish, also of the
West Coast organization, attended the
Associated First National meeting at the

sponsors.
This was explained when it
was learned that Jackie only appears
before the camera but four hours a day,
>ix days a week.
His managers feel that
this is the correct amount of time for
the youngster to work and do. his work
easily without any trace of tiredness.
The Coogan deal as its stands, it is
said, involves considerably more than a
million dollars for production of the five
pictures.
A full year's time has been
given the producers to bring the five
products to market.
The Coogan picture will be ready for
distribution during November.
At the
time of going to press, the exact manner
of distribution had not been determined.
At the Chicago meeting, Jackie Coogan
was the general topic of conversation between exhibitors and others.

Drake

hotel,

Chicago.

Will Play Other Cities
Sol Lesser iswa brother of Irving M.
Lesser and during the absence of his
brother,
gave Exhibitors Herald the
nucleus of. the new Coogan agreements.
According to the theatre owner, after
the New York premiere it is not at all
unlikely that Chicago and other large
cities will have initial presentations of
"My Boy" along similar lines as that
given in New York City.
The' Coogan production is scheduled to
open at one of the large New York hotels
at a fancy price per seat.
All of the

money

derived from this particular perwill go to some charitable
organization in the metropolis.
This is
scheduled to take place some time during the early part of November.

formance

Heralded Big Film
According to those who attended the
meeting at Chicago and who had seen
portions of the film run at the
studios,

"My Boy"

is

Coogan

a marvelous pro-

duction from beginning to end and has
all the ear-marks of a big production,
powerful with dramatic episodes, giving
Jackie unlimited opportunities to display
his

camera

talents.

"My Boy" is the first piece of film
work that Jackie has done since "Peck's
Bad Boy." It appears that his present
contract calls for five big features in

all

Kessler Youngest Official
Hugo
the

who began working in
department at the home
Fox Film Corporation some

Kessler,

auditing

office

of

Week, last year, officials of the company,
following a detailed and extensive survey
of the field, foretold that 7,000 motion
picture houses would take advantage of
the idea of running only Metro producThe estimate
tion for one solid week.
of 7,000, however, was realized two weeks
before the actual advent of the week.
When the time came for the photoplay
theatres to launch Metro week the expectations of the company, it is said, were
surpassed by a gratifying margin.
It is believed that this year's record
will out-distance that of last year.

is

amount

tory.
ser, vice
tres, Inc.,

Expectations are Surpassed
Before the first inauguration of Metro

three years ago, has just been appointed
assistant manager of the company's DalKessler is now the
las,
Tex., office.
youngest executive in the Fox organization.

Pearce Gets Brandt Film
"The Heart

of the North," the feature

of the Canadian Northwest produced and
state-righted by

George H. Davis and Joe

Brandt, has been sold to Pearce Films,
Inc., of New Orleans, for distribution in
Louisiana and Mississippi.

Pathe Lists Santschi Film
On November 13 Schedule
Western subjects have
position

in

a

dominating

the short features scheduled

for publication by Pathe Exchange, Inc.,

during the week of November 13. On
schedule are Tom Santschi's latest
two-reel drama, 'The Heart of Dorsen";
"A Day in the Wilds," the latest offering
of the series of "Adventures of Bill and
Bob"; Harold Lloyd's latest re-issued
this

one-reel comedy, "Crack Your Heels," in
which the spectacled comedian performs
his laugh-getting antics in rural atmosphere; "Double Crossed," episode eight
of "Hurricane Hutch," the new Pathe
serial starring Charles Hutchison; "Hocus
Pocus," the latest Hal Roach comedy
featuring "Snub" Pollard, and "The Owl
and the Grasshopper," the current animated cartoon of the series of "Aesop's
Film Fables," produced by Fables Pictures, Inc.

King Completes Picture
For Independent Market
With Grace Darling
modern human interest

as the star of a
story laid in the

realm of New York's "Four Hundred,"
Burton King has completed what is said
to be an elaborately mounted picture of
a special nature for the independent field
to be handled by J. W. Film Corporation as

number

three of

its

recently an-

nounced society drama series. The title
of the new Burton King production is
"For Your Daughter's Sake."

November

12,
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Hiller Syndicate Buys "His Nibs'
Playing Big Theatres
To Offer to Independent Buyers

"Man's Home"

Special

on Opening
at Boulevard in
Baltimore

Bill

Is

When Manager Buck opened

his

new

Boulevard theatre in Baltimore with "A
Man's Home," then giving the first pubexhibition of that Ralph Ince prolic
duction, the volume of bookings on which
the Select sales organization has been
driving for the past fortnight was inaugThe biggest cities, Selznick reurated.
ports, are beginning to fall in line, while
other important centers over the country are booking the Selznick special on
first run.

Has Premiere

From

at Roth's

contracts selection
has been made by Sam E. Morris, general manager of Select in charge of distribution, to give exhibitors an idea of
run theatres that will show "A
first
Man's Home." The list includes:
Eugene Roth's California theatre, San
Francisco, where the Selznick special
will
have its Pacific Coast premier;
Ascher Brothers Roosevelt, Chicago, and
the entire Ascher circuit of theatres;
the

list

of

Boston theatre, Boston, where "A Man's
will be introduced to the New

Home"

England
of

"down

territory; Frank Black's circuit
east" theatres.

Plays CrandaU Circuit
Crandall's Metropolitan theatre, Washington, and the entire Crandall circuit
in the national capital as well as in Cumberland and Martinsburg; Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, where "A Man's
Home" is to be seen for the first time
in the Southwest; Ben Apple's reopened
American theatre, Troy, N. Y.; J. J.
Walker's Barcli, Schenectady; J. P. Pap-

ayanako's Olympic, Watertown, N. Y.
Frank Wood's Rialto, Sioux City, and
Geo. W. Allen, Jr.'s, Capitol theatre,
New Bedford.

Initial

Beyfuss Declares Charles (Chic) Sale Will Continue
as Exceptional Star— Plans Being Made for
Martin Johnson Distribution
"His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., has purchased '"His Nibs," starring Charles
(Chic) Sale, to place on the independent
market in the United States and Canada,
according to Alexander Beyfuss. vice
president and general manager of ExCorporation which
ceptional
Pictures
produced the picture.
The company purchasing the production has headquarters in the Longacre
building. 42nd and Broadway, New York.
L. L. Hiller, long identified with the
independent field, is president.

Remains With Company
Simultaneous with the announcement
of the disposal of the picture Mr. Beyfuss issued another announcement stating that Sale is under a long term contract with Exceptional Pictures and will
make a series of two or three big productions in 1922.
An explanation of why "His Nibs" was
sold for distribution on the independent
market rather than to one of the national
distributors is given by Mr. Beyfuss in
the following statement:
Value is Sacrificed

"The real exploitation value of many
of the good productions now being released through a program arrangement
is,
in the majority of cases, sacrificed
through the necessity of selling in quanand where wholesale selling tactics
are used, exploitation values are not in
all cases an essential.
"It is also true that many of the productions being released on a program
tity,

have

unusual exploitation possiwhich, because they are sold in
quantity, or in such rapid succession,
are not properly taken advantage of.
basis,

bilities,

Second National

Announcement Creates
Keen Interest in Trade
Considerable interest in motion picture
especially
among independent
exchange men, was aroused by the announcement which emanated from Second National Pictures Corporation, and
which conveyed to the industry news of
the company's formation and its avowed
intention of effecting a merger of producer and distributor in a mutualized

circles,

Producers, distributors and exis declared, were represented
barrage of mail an-d telegrams the context of which was chiefly
divided among congratulatory messages
and inquiries with respect to service.
country.

it

has

to film the principal

Spanish tale

in

Madrid

scenes of the

itself.

"We acquired the rights to 'His Nibs'
because we realized immediately upon its
initial screening that here was a production which was made to order for
the independent market.
In every one
of its many aspects, from every angle,
it presents itself as a picture unusually
adapted to that field.
Has Necessary Qualifications
"From experience in the handling of
many of the big state rights successes,
there are certain points which have been
established and which require the consideration of any organization contemplating the acquisition of product to be
distributed through that channel.
'His
Nibs' answers every one of the necessary
qualifications emphatically in the affirmative.
"In the first place, the picture must be
unusual, exceptional, away from the ordinary run of photoplays which are offered by the national distributors on their
programs. 'His Nibs' is most decidedly
unusual.
"Secondly, the production must be
able to justify exploitation and readily
present possibilities for unusual angles.
Here again 'His Nibs' oFers itself as
the finest example of a picture which
gives unlimited opportunities for exploiting to any degree desired."

Company

has booked "The Son

of Wallingford," the

tion picture rights to

tion

In commenting upon the purchase of
"His Nibs." Mr. Hiller stated:

Stanley

purchased the mo-

two stories: "In Old
Madrid" and "Luxury Tax." The former
is a story of old Spain; "Luxury Tax" is
a comedy-melodrama of modern American society life. It is Mr. Ballin's inten-

possibilities."

To Play Karl ton One Week

Has New* Series

Ballin

quality, is the market that will give the
picture individual attention. No program
at this time will do it; it has remained
for the independent market, in which
there is a shortage of good pictures, to
exploit a production to the limit of its

cessful pre-release engagement at the
Capitol theatre. New York, has been in
demand by a great many of the national
distributing organizations as well as a
number of the independent buyers, according to Exceptional, and the deal
which is now being closed is the result
of negotiations which have been under
discussion for the past ten days.

in the veritable

Hugo

Gives Individual Attention
Nibs' has been conceded by
everyone, including the exploitation experts on every trade journal, to have
absolutely unlimited exploitation opportunities.
The proper channel through
which this picture may be distributed,
and take full advantage of this essential
" 'His

Plan Johnson Distribution

Following the initial announcement
Second National states that it received a
mass of messages from motion picture
people in almost every section of the

Ballin

anyone who
development

Exceptional Pictures also has issued a
statement to the effect that the details
of a contract for the distribution of Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures" are
being gone into.
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures,"
which recently played a remarkably suc-

organization.

hibitors,

This, again, is obvious to
has closely followed every
of the industry.

cial,

A

scene from

"Why
Anna
Rapf.

Girls

Warner

Bros.' production

Leave Home," featuring

Q. Nilsson, produced by Harry

new Vitagraph

for a run of one

week

at its

spe-

Karl-

ton theatre in Philadelphia, and also for
a second run in its Capitol theatre, as
well as for various other houses under its
control, including two theatres in Atlantic City.
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Demand

for Product
Gratifying— Rogers

Is

R-C

Official Says Studios
Active on Company's

Output
Production progress and the demand
for the

company's pictures are the

rea-

sons for executives of R-C Pictures to
smile and keep smiling, according to
Charles R. Rogers, general manager of
distribution.

At the Hollywood studios production
under way on pictures starring Pauline
Frederick, Sessue Hayakawa and Doris

is

May; with L. J. Gasnier and William
Christy Cabanne hard at work on other
important attractions.

Happy For
known as 'the

Plenty to Be

"We

STAR AND HIS DIRECTOR— Owen
who

is

Moore, Selznick star, and Henry Lehrman,
new comedy.

Dean's "Conflict" Draws
Capacity Crowds at Its Premiere

Priscilla

Company.
In a statement on the opening of the
picture in New York the producing company says:
" 'Conflict' was acclaimed as one of
the most thrilling and forceful pictures
Accompanied by a musical
of the year.
setting which emphasized the tenseness
of its mystery phases and which galloped
with the suspense of its heralded logjam
rescue scenes, the picture made an im-

pression upon its audience far more striking than anything ever before done by

Miss Dean.

House Sold Out
"The biggest crowd which has stormed
the Central theatre since it was turned
into a moving picture house, was on hand
Sunday night many minutes before the
doors were open. Some had been in line
more than an hour. The house was sold

to be

smiling

organization,' "

directing Mr. Moore's

Capacity crowds attended the premiere
presentation at the Central theatre in
New York of Priscilla Dean's latest Universal-Jewel production, "Conflict," according to Universal Film Manufacturing

want

out long before the box office line had
dwindled.
"No elaborate prologue had been ar-

ranged for the picture. It had been determined that no prologue could do justice to the intensity of the theme or the
thrill of its climax.
Storm music with

lightning effects, was the only prelude
to the opening scenes of the big North

woods

feature."

Universal expects that "Conflict" will
be held in the Central theatre for several
weeks.
"Conflict" was praised highly by New
York newspaper critics who likened it
to "Way Down East" and announced that
the log jam scene in the Dean feature
has as much if not more power to thrill
than any scene ever shown on the screen.

Grauman Back Home
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
is

back

in

but help the industry tremendously."
Another factor for which R-C Pictures
has good reason to wear an expansive
smile, according to

Mr. Rogers, is the
eagerness with which hundreds of exhibitors have responded to the idea of
observing November as R. S. Cole
month, in recognition of the president
of the organization.
Advices received
at the

May Have Long Run

man

remarked Mr. Rogers.
"We have plenty to be happy for. The
response of exhibitors throughout the
country to our program for the year has
been most gratifying.
The clouds of
doubt have vanished and in their place
obtains a spirit of optimism that cannot

Nov. 1.— Sid GrauLos Angqles after a trip

home

office

from branch managers

indicate that R. S. Cole
new records in the

lish

month

will estab-

volume of book-

ings.

"Show Weather" Returns

He

bases his prediction on the advent
of real "show weather," and the high
calibre of the R-C subjects, including
Pauline Frederick in "The Stjng of the

Lash;" Sessue Hayakawa in "Where
Lights Are Low;" "Shams of Society,"
with an all-star cast including Barbara
Castleton and Montagu Love; William
Christy Cabanne's special production,
"The Barricade" and "Possession," produced by Louis Mercanton of France and
based upon the novel "Phroso" by Sir

Anthony Hope.

east.

"OUT OF TH£ /NKWfLL
NO W PLAYING A T CRITERION THEA TRE, NE W YORK
FOR INDEFINITE RUN

ALSO BOOKED BY SID GRAUMAN THEATRES
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

SOME STATE RIGHTS TERRITORY STILL AVAILABLE
COMMUNICATE WITH
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And have the joy of building the show
played "The Old Oaken Bucket."

lie

lip

noi

5

A

two thousand

house where

all

seat palace or a three

the patrons were

"my

the

week

And
I

The

hundred

seat

folks"; a sixty

3

piece orchestra, or a lone piano player; a concert singer
specialty or the village quartette
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-

pur

-

fill'd
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and sweet-

est

niththe

est
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wouldn't make any difference.

It
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Oh. boy, what

li
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I'd
it

mill thaf stood nnar

hands

that

>vd

sit

this touching,

human

picture

make

it

an "Old Time Song Week." That's the way
I sit through the scenes humming.
First,

"gets" me.

"The Old Oaken Bucket," then "The Sidewalks of
"In the Good Old Summer Time." "Sweet
Rosie O'Grady" "Home Sweet Home," and ever and
often back to "The Old Oaken Bucket."

u

The
bheii
;

I

picture audiences

of

il

my

As

over the country warming up
it

to their hearts

and talking

afterwards.
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other accessories are being provided for
distribution by the exchanges.
The entire Fox personnel appears to be on its
toes to put over the big birthday party in
a manner worthy of the Fox record in
screen achievement.
Beginning January 29 and continuing
to the night of February 4, "Fox Anniversary Week" will be flashed in electric
lights from hosts of theatre fronts in the
United States, Canada, Latin America,
Great Britain and the continents of
Kurope, Asia, Africa and Australasia,
Fox announces.

Hampton Giving
Salesman Coast Trip
Award Goes to Man Getting
D.

J.

Number

Greatest

m

Contracts

A

"PENROD" PLAYERS— Marshall

Neilan and some of his "gang" appearing in the
Booth Tarkington story. Wesley Barry and Clara Horton flank the director.
The kid in the suit of kitchen armor is Noah Beery, Jr. This is the "pageant"
which Penrod breaks up.

salesman, either from the
I'athe or Associated Exhibitors,

Celebrated in Theatres of World
Company Aims to Have Houses at Home and Abroad
Attractions During Week
of January 29 to February 4

An important milestone
by Fox Film Corporation

will be reached
at the close of

The

doings. "Fox Anniversary Week" is the
label the big celebration will bear in every

The award

Have Ambitious Program
Fox Anni-

point aimed at in this

Week

is

to

Fox picture, present a series of Fox
productions from January 29 to February
inclusive, and to bring into line as
4,
many other houses as possible.

a

For

world-wide

this

Fox branch managers

celebration

all

from

New

A

"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court," "A Virgin Paradise," "Thunder"Perjury,"

"Footfalls,"
of Sheba."
Vast quantities of banners, posters and

"The Last Trail" and "Queen

are bending every

31.

It will

close at midnight on

24.

Work Night and Day

On Vitagraph

Prints

The completed prints of the James
Oliver Curwood special, "Flower of the
North, " have been

will be preceded by runs in
York
City.
number of these already have
had their Broadway careers. Included in
this list of specials are "Over the Hill,"

"Shame,"

to the

it

in

special interest to exhibitors in the
current year's Fox output are the specials, the general publication of which

clap,"

made

The Hampton contest was launched on

Of

have every theatre, at
home and abroad, which has ever shown
versary

reports

will be

tie.

December

Will Provide Accessories

land.

The

toward making

earliest

seven branch offices

his

salesman acquiring the .greatest number
of contracts on Hampton features over a
period of eight weeks. The branch manager whose office shows the greatest increase in collections on Hampton attractions will receive the same award.
Equal awards will be made in case of

October

a great success.
the twentythe United States
and the half dozen in Canada contain a
sufficient number of contract arrangements. Fox officials say, to indicate that
the exhibitors "will make it unanimous."

effort

next January. The corporation then will
be 9 years old. A birthday celebration,
which will circle the earth, is being arranged.
Two hemispheres, and every
continent thereon, will participate in the

shipped from VitaBrooklyn studio to that company's branch offices, twenty-eight in all,
in the United States and Canada.
So
crraph's

much

interest

was

displayed

in

ment

to their respective destinations before a railroad strike which was threatening at that time.

JBy 2&AXT FUSISCHER,
The New York Daily Press Reviewed "Out

of the Inkwell,"
The

"OUT OF THE INKWELL"
a place of all its own on
Criterion Theatres, and is to

to

has been promoted by

his

programs

be a

feature

at

Hugo

Reisenfeld

the Rivoli, Rialto, and
of the Reisenfeld

number

Programs.

New

Fleischer's

cartoon

of

It:

for

reel

feature.

three

theatres

full

his

Hugo

Reisenfeld

and booked

whole output for the coming year.

WEST

42nd

novel

The Morning Telegraph says:

"OUT OF THE

Fleischer's exceedingly clever cartoon.
is perhaps the best he has done to date.

his

The

New

INK-

York Times says:

Max Fleischer's
cartoon.

"OUT OF THE INKWELL"

is

an exceedingly clever

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES CORPORATION
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is

>

"OUT OF THE INKWELL" now
,

What They Think

Max Fleischer's gay klown. "OUT OF THE INKWELL."
and always humorous. This young feature deserves attention.
Max

Max

Is

York Evening Journal says:

WELL,"

The S'ew York Review says:
takes

and This

STREET

Tel.

Bryant 8386 or 7244

this

forthcoming feature, it is said, that the
Vitagraph laboratory in Brooklyn worked
night and day to get out prints and
allowed them all possible time for ship-

"Oar of tm ////ch/su
The Morning Sun says:

of

to get

Los Angeles or to New
expenses all paid.
Jesse D. Hampton is sponsoring the

York with

a

Its

staff
is

a trip either to

contest.

Ninth Anniversary of Fox Will Be

Exhibiting

of

NEW YORK CITY

The

Million

Dollar

Question

WHAT DO

MEN WANT

•v

.•

••

1'

—

—

Think backward and forward in the
romance or the tragedv of married life
and try and decide whether you know
"What Do Men Want?'* There are hundreds of men and women who come to
vour theatre who would give everything
they've got on earth to know what you
are going to let them know for a 25 or
50 cent admission.
Lois Weber knows what men want, and
she has woven the answer the great
question in millions of lives into a
motion picture of amazing power and
beautv.
How inanv pictures have you
ever had in your theatre that would
strike home to every person in everv seat?

—

F

B

WARREN

—

CORPORATION
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Tisdale Makes Films

D

November

November
Event

For Playhouses Only
Company

Believes Theatre
Proper Place to Exhibit

Industrial Pictures
"Wc make industrial films for the

Is

.

house.

•

the place to
Tisdale,

Mr.

man must make

through the operation of

tures in churches, schools, etc., only detracts from the profits of the theatre man.
"We believe also that the industrial pictures will come to be an important feature
on the programs of the theatres of the
country.
And that is only proper for
the theatre is the place for such films."

Use Spectacular Methods
The Tisdale company has a mobile
equipment valued

at $75,000.
All of the
of the company is done in a spectacular manner so as to create interest
and assure success from the box office

Gong Sounds at Eight
Festivities Monday night will
begin at
eight o clock.
Harry Reichenbach the
master of ceremonies, will be toastmaster.
Harry says the satire on the Ku Klux
Klan will be one of the banner features
of the evening.
In the cast will appear
,

EARLE WILLIAMS
film

his

latest

in

a

scene from

Vitagraph picture,

"Lucky

Carson."

Jerome Beatty, Herbert Crooker EdBrookes Morrie Rvskind, Victor
wo.
M. Shapiro and A. Feinman.
.

Henry

work

standpoint.
picture

A

is being completed in
Des
by the Tisdale company for
exhibition in A. H. Blank's Rialto and

Moines,

Strand
on the
Neb.
Blank

la.,

theatres.

Work

will

begin soon

production of pictures

These

films also will
theatres in that city.

Omaha,

in

play

the

Paramount Managers
To Meet November 14
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 1.— S. R.

Kent,

general manager of distribution, Famous
Playcrs-Lacky Corporation, has issued a

meeting of Paramount district
and branch managers to be held at the
home office, 485 Fifth avenue, on Monday, November 14, and continuing thereafter for six days. Mr. Kent will preside
call for a

at the sessions.

Nov. l.-Monday evenwill be conspicuous in

for

xf
-Motion
Picture Advertisers.
The shifting of the date to Election
Eve seems to have been a happy thought
It will give the boys
a chance to stay in
town on one of the biggest nights New
York has during the year, and it will
satisfy the suburbanites who
objected to
the former date of Saturday,
November
because it interfered with their half
5,
holiday.

his
his
Exhibition of the industrial pic-

livelihood

7,

two reasons— the municielections and the "Installation Dint0 be given
bv the Associated
r,

pal

Theatre Place for Industrials
is

YORK,

New \ork

industries.

says

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

November

ing,

policy of Tisdale Industrial
Film Corporation of Chicago which specializes in the production of pictures of local

believe the theatre

NEW

thea-

the

run these pictures,"
"because the theatre

New York

Dinner and City

Plenty of Thrills

and not for exhibition in churches,
schools and the like."
That statement from F. M. Tisdale ex-

"We

7 Notable

for

P. A.

conduct

Rogers Predicts Booking
Records Will be Broken
So enthusiastic has been the response
of exhibitors to R-C Pictures' idea of
calling November R. S. Cole month in
honor of its president and to the extensive business drive which will cover
that period, that Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution, does not
hesitate to make the prediction that all
booking records of Ifis concern will be
broken.

Every department of R-C Pictures

is

cooperating to the utmost in the effort
to pile up bookings as a tribute to Mr.
Cole.
Special instructions have been
sent by General Manager Rogers to the
various branch managers; special publicity and advertising material have been
prepared and every member of the R-C
organization will be on toes and prepared
to put forth his absolute best on November 1.

Oar of

Clive, the well known artist will
a beauty contest, parading about

ntty girl models before the guests.
To Be Some Installation
r

m

a

accounts

il
"
'ooks as though
D-F
Bill v
Yearsley, the new elected presidentJerome Beatty, the new vice-president;
Tom Wiley, the new secretary, and Vic-

tor Shapiro, re-elected treasurer, will
be
inducted into office amid a blaze of enter-

tainment

comparable only to "The
Greenwich Village Follies" or "The Century' Midnight Frolic."
Practically the entire membership A.
M. P. A. will be out in force to add to
the gayety of the event.

Franklin Will Continue

As Talmadge Director
Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. — Sidney Frankhas
(Special to Exhibitors
1.

lin

signed a

new

contract with Joseph
M. Schenck to alternate as director for

Norma and Constance Talmadge.

th£ /nkw£ll
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The

prettiest

little

seen in an age

is

blond

you have

taught to love the

the hero despite the villains.

New

millions will learn that Dickens

wrote things that were "down to earth."
His

characters

human things!
member them

are

real.

You'll love
as

you

They do
and re-

never

have

other characters of the screen.
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"The Perfect Movie"
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications

on

topics

of

current interest
Writers are requested to confine themselves to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

Cooperation Means Profit

FLORENCE, COLO.— To

the Editor:
fully realized the true value
of that part of the Herald devoted to
"What the Picture Did for Me," reviews
by exhibitors, until the past few months.
It means much to all of us and will save

have never

I

many wasted

nights on "Lemons" if
we will
take the time to report what
each picture actually is, call a spade a
spade, and a heart a heart, every feature
according to its just deserts, and by so
doing we can select and advertise subus

—

—

ALL

jects

We

more

intelligently.

will know specials and superspeonly when they have proven themselves as such, for we all know by experience, that has been very expensive,
that many wolves come to us in sheep's
clothing.
In this department we have
an opportunity to place honor where
honor is due and likewise, we can brand
that which is ordinary mediocre and all
that which is detrimental and the direct
cause for trouble, censorship and abuses
that the exhibitor must shoulder because
of another's transgressions.
I'll
tell you of all the good things I
get so you can run them and profit
thereby.
I'll tell you about the "Lemons" so you can save your time and
cials

if you will do as much for
the rest of your brother exhibitors, all
of us will have more pleased patrons
and more money in the bank than we
would have if we failed each other.
Cooperate, brother; think of the money
you can help your brother exhibitors
make by telling 10,000 exhibitors at one
time about some really worth while picture you have shown; think of the money
you will save by having 10,000 brother
exhibitors report to you, through the
Heraij),
all
worth while and
that's
everything that is not worth while, that
which is ordinary and is being sold as
a special or superspecial, that which is
off color and will cause you loss of patrons if you show it.
"What the Picture Did for Me" and
"What the Picture Did for You"! It's
a splendid opportunity for all of us to
cooperate and profit thereby. It's likeIn
wise a great help to the producer.
this instance, we bear the same relation
to him as the "Marker" does to the boys
If the rifleman makes
at target practice.
a "Bulls Eye," the marker shoots up the
score where "The Man at the Gun" can
If he misses it, he is also shown
see it.

money, and

just how far he was off and in what direction, so that he can shoot more intelligently the next time.
That's just what we exhibitors are
doing for the producer. Every time we
report on a picture, we show him what
his exact score was "with the public,"
and if his shot failed to hit the mark, he
is in a position to save time and money
the next shot. B. P. McCormick, owner,
Liberty theatre, Florence. Colo.

—

Something to Think About

COLCHESTER, ILL.— To

the Editor:
read an article in the Herald
that some brother exhibitor had written
regarding the poor condition of film that

Recently

I

——

November

——
1921

12,

he had received from one of the big exchanges. He ripped the exchange up the
back and I am not blaming him, for if
anything is disgusting, it is to receive a
rotten set of reels with short subtitles,
scenes cut out, torn sprocket holes and
more patches than pictures.
However, there are two sides to the
story,

I

believe,

and

my

in

estimation,

the "biggest" side
hibitors

rests with some exwho have some crank turners

the booth and a washing machine,
rather than an operator and a projection
in

machine.
It stands to reason that when the film
first leaves the exchange, it is in first
class

shape.

my

I

make

it

a point

Consequently, I could take a first class
and run it indefinitely with very

print

wear and tear. In a year's time,
the machine is given the proper care
and the right kind of an operator is in
charge, a film could be run without as
much damage being done to it as some
careless operator and a run-down machine would give the picture in one run.
A whole lot of the blame for kicks
on film being in poor condition rests
with the exhibitor, and if the right attenlittle

if

would be given to a
comes into the theatre and

film
it

is

when

it

seen that

inspected before being run, that it
has the proper care when it is being run
and then the film would go back to the
exchange in about the same condition
in which it was received, and as a consequence, none of us would have so
many kicks to register with the exchange.
True, reels are sent out of the exchange too often with a signed inspection slip, and it is quite doubtful if the
reels ever came near an inspector, but,
even if half a dozen inspectors had spent
half a dozen days on some pictures after
being run on some machines, it would
not replace the short subtitles and torn
sprocket holes that had to be cut out
in order to make the prints stay on the
next machine.
Of course, if we keep writing our exchange about the poor condition of the
film they send us, it will eventually do
some good, for in time they will work
out some method to weed out the machines that are always needing new parts
and the "operators" that should be fired.
But if the exhibitor would look a little
closer to home and see that the reels
when they are in his possession get the
proper care, it would not be so long a
wait for the time when our reels will
come in ready for use with very little
T. H. Smith, manager. Prininspection.
it

wanna

I

Mom — No,

see

to

machines are kept in first class conevery minute, and if I caught an
operator in my booth running a film too
fast or doing anything to mutilate the
film, it would be the can for him.
dition

tion

— Mom,

get me a bag of peafeed the elephant.
Bobbie, papa is a Democrat
and he wouldn't approve of your feeding
the Republican
party emblem. Houston
Post.

Bobbie

Little

nuts.

If sweet woman stays as long in the
voting booth as she does in the telephone
booth, mere man is going to have a long
and weary time waiting to get his ballot in
the box. New Orleans States.
•

"Mrs. Gaydog

modern

strictly

"Is that so?

seeking a

is

divorce on

lines."

What grounds?"

"Incompatability

of

political

beliefs."

Kansas City Star.

Some

of

wondering

the

a strange man.

Fay

young women voters are
perfectly proper to scatch
Louisville Times.
*

if it is

— How

did you vote?

May— In my brown

suit

and

squirrel

"Topics of the Day" Films.

toque.

is

—

cess theatre, Colchester,

111.

The meanest man to date is the one who
laments the fact that woman, now his votLouising equal, doesn't have to shave.
tmli Courier.
*
"You have
"Yes.

husband

a
She's

TOMBSTONE. ARIZ.— To

Why

should

Paramount

the Editor:

increase

the

on Wallace Reid films, just because he was voted by a lot of Reid fans
to be the most popular star? Why?
ask why? Giacomi Brothers, managers,
rental

We

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

William Duncan Feature
Creates Favor at Studio
Western,
William
Duncan's
latest
which is now at Vitagraph's Brooklyn
studio for final titling and editing, has
created a most favorable impression

among
is "No

Vitagraph's executives.
Its title
Defense," and the picture is based
on the original story by J. Raleigh
Davies. Edith Johnson is co-star. Duncan directed the picture himself.

about

is

here?"
been elected and her

just

uneasiest

the

man

in

town."

"Why, so?"
"He's told several of his friends confidentially that if his wife still has the same
opinion of him she had before the election,
he's slated for the job of dog catcher."

Birmingham Age-Herald.
*

*

*

Nowadays, many men have to run blue
ribbons around the top of their pajama
coats

so

they

mother goes

can

to vote.

fool

the

baby

while

Candy Jobber.

Klan Notoriety
Aids Exploitation
The nation-wide publicity given
the activities of the Ku Klux Klan
aided
materially
in
exploiting
Douglas Fairbanks' "The Three
Musketeers" at Atlanta, Ga., the
home of the imperial wizard of the

masked
Complaint on Rentals

woman mayor

ordef.

Anything smacking of the mysterious and seeming to point to the
K. K. K. attracts considerable attention, so a series of teasers using
the phrase "All for one and one
for all" from the Dumas story was
published in the newspapers in advance of the engagement.
the

On

tenth

day

phrase

was

run
prominently in the display advertising announcing the coming of the
United Artists' special. The scheme
was very effective.
The teasers
were published in this manner:
the

ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(The best rule when danger threatens)

In each teaser the second

line

was changed, some reading: "If it
comes, let it be now," "It is an hour
for the fearless" and "For one to
arrive, four must start."

—A
November
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
PICTURE DID FOR
and read in the
TELL US

You

THE

It is

WHAT THE

YOU

HERALD

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For
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Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Following his success in The Kid, this
was a knockout in more ways than one,
Peck's

knocked out the chautauqua playing
I packed them in for
in opposition to it.
two nights and as a result the chautauqua
people ended their engagement six hundred iron men on the red ink side of the
ledger. Hot weather, and after the chautauqua backers dug down in their pockets
to make up the deficit, they were hot unas

it

der the collar, so all in all a hot time was
"had by all." E. E. Sprague, Lyric the-

—

Goodland, Kan.

atre,

The Sign on

—

the

Norma
To
good picture.

—

ronage.

Than

Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald. Star fine. Subject not as
good as she deserves. Star will draw, but
picture is mediocre. J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Neighbor-

Stranger

—

—

lavish production.

girl

away

picture

—

in the last scene.

is

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
cast.
Some picture, although

—

special

He Started
New S eries
Of
P.

G.

Neb.

—A

—

la.

—

—

—

Am

—

Glaum.
Played it at advanced admission prices and it gave satisfaction.
Suspense good.
Settings lavish.
Fifty
per cent better than Love. W. J. Powell,
Lonet theatre, Wellington, O. Small
I

good

Guilty, with Louise

picture.

—

—

town patronage.
Man- Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holu-

—

bar production. Went over surprisinglv
strong for this dull month.
People are

We

talking about it.
packed them
the first night by the downright attractiveness of the company's advertising.
used an unusual quantity. After
we had them in the very fine piano and
violin music really brought out the actstill

in

We

ing and helped materially in putting over

Sterling

Scrap Iron, with

theatre,

them two nights and they

Money

contributors.

Mr. Held has evolved a method
using this department which
it

profitably adopt.
as follows:

He

HERALD

is really
"I think the
the most useful trade paper published.
I am sure making good
use of 'What the Picture Did for
Me.' I have a memorandum book
and in it I list all pictures that are
rated good, and when I come to

pictures, all I have to do is to
look up those that have a good
rating.
If it was not for 'What
the Picture Did for Me, I don't

buy

know what

I

it.

—

—

—

la.

King Vidor produc-

Pilot, a

picture with plenty of action for people that like this kind of a
picture.
Did poor business. Wallerstein Bros., Starland theatre. Michigan
City, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.—
Ray generally makes good, and in The
Midnight Bell he

—
Key West,

while picture.

is

J.

A

very good.

Carbonell.

Fla.

worth-

Monroe

the-

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Oriskany
hood patronage.

That

ace theatre,
Royalton, Minn., endorsed the idea
by contributing a similar list the
following week. This week G. F.
Rediske,
Star theatre,
Ryegate,
Mont., carries the work forward.
Mr. Held's suggestion, like Philip
Rand's "Ten Plays" idea seems to
have won the favor of his fellow-

describes

liked

which he designated "Ten Pic-

Made

many may

all

Give us four First Nationals a week and
we will surely sit on top of the world.
And I play them on the tough nights.
C. S. White, Arleta theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri.
good and well-played production, but
the danger is that your audience and my
audience can't absorb many foreign-made
films.
Dwight Baker, Circle theatre, Ot-

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. An honest to goodness feature.
A good story, wonderful sets, and
the star at her best.
T. H. Smith, PrinNeighborcess theatre, Colchester, 111.
hood patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. A fine picture and
will please them all.
Played capacity

for Me." Merle
E. Rhoda, Pal-

of

Wis.

another member of the "old
guard," particip a t e d in the
"Ten Plays My
Patrons
Liked
Best" ballot and
also contributed
to
the
HERALD for October 29 a list

tures

A

dred Harris. This is a splendid picture.
First National pictures are far below this
'one.
Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera
House, Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

ronage.

atre,

HELD,

Fairmont,

Snare, with a special cast.
The only thing
first class attraction.
lacking was faces in the picture that peoDwight Baker, Circle theatre,
ple knew.

His House, with Mil-

Ballots

— General patCharles Ray. — Packed

Burlington,

—

The Golden

in

—

theatre,

The Sky
tion.
Good

—

—

some thought improbable. "Dickie" is
the whole show. W. L. Uglow, Crystal

tumwa,

—

The Woman

girls.

—

Affair, with Constance Talmadge. The story is inconsistent. Constance Talmadge deserved a better play.
She is one of our favorites. D. Wollerstein, Majestic theatre, Jackson, Miss.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
knockout. One continual roar, but, oh
boy, when those ants crawl out of dad's
neck, look out for your ceiling or it will
All records broken for two days.
go.
C. S. White, Arleta theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

Curses! This

good one, boys and

a

Mamma's

Ottumwa,

Rand,

Don't be afraid of it. E. E. Sprague,
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.

The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
Went over big. Good all-round North-

—

— Philip

enough to melt the heart of a film exchange manager. David Butler was billed
as the star, but two or three members
of the cast stole the honors away from
him. The hard boiled guy even took the

—

ern picture. O. D, Freer, Lyric theatre,
Binford, N. D. Neighborhood patronage.

St. Chicago.

—

hood patronage.

—

Dearb orn

Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
This pulled them in and pleased
them two nights when it was torrid

Door, with

Talmadge. A very
good business. W. L. Uglow, Crystal
General pattheatre, Burlington, Wis.

—

most

this

First National

S.

would do."

—

—

—

—

business; in fact, S. R. O.
of this star.
L. Garvej

—

theatre,

Falls,

The

best work
McLaughlin

— NeighborNegri. — Excel.

N. Y.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola

my

patrons don't care
lent picture, but
Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsfor "Carmen."
111.
NeighborHinsdale,
theatre,
dale

—

—

hood patronage.
The Golden Snare, with a special cast.
One fine picture. Every Curwood gets
me business. W. L. Uglow, Crystal theGeneral patronatre, Burlington, Wis.

—

—

—

age.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
does good work and everyone
spoke of it. Story poor and it did not
Business only fair. Wallerstein
satisfy.
Bros., Starland theatre, Michigan City,

— Star

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Branded Woman, with Norma
drama on
Talmadge. — A very good
Ind.

The

little

theme, but Norma does not
draw for me at all. I always lose money
on her. Jean Lightner, Regent theatre,
Alameda, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor produca

very

trite

—

tion.

— Many

—

compliments

—

on

this

one.

Pleased all classes. Mrs. R. G. Jordan.
Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Courage, with a special cast. A wonMany
derful picture in every respect.
told me it was the best heart interest

—
—

—

—

—
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Ten

Pictures That

Made Money

for

The Lone Star Ranger.
The River's End.

3.

In Old Kentucky.

4.

The Shepherd

45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. A good picture and the
only thing that keeps it from being bet-

—

5.

Pollyanna.

6.

The Fighting Shepherdess.

the tact that Ray just didn't seem to
fit the part.
Nevertheless it's good and
will please the majority.
T. H. Smith,
Princess theatre, Colchester, 111. Neigh-

7.

Passion's Playground.

borhood patronage.

ter

Heart
of

the

o'

— The

—

Mary

with

Hills,

Pick-

play for a small town
and good for even blase urbanites. Just
like reading a good old-fashioned novel
gloriously illustrated.
put this over
with excellent 24, 6 and 3-sheets, window cards, heralds, etc.
placed at
the head of our newspaper ads, "Endorsed by the National Board of Review
for Plays Boys and Girls Want."
Also
enlisted aid of Boy Scouts, giving them
bonus on tickets sold.
charged 20
and 40 cents, with special rates to the
ford.

Kingdom Come.

ideal

We

G. F. Rediske,
Star theatre,

We

Ryegate, Mont.

story they had ever seen. Have run every
First National and they are all good.
C. S. White. Arleta theatre, Portland,

We

schools.

— Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Sal-

—

mon, Idaho.

—

madge. Star well liked here, but story
no good. It's a shame to waste Norma
on such trash. Did not please 10 per

Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Salvation Nell, with Pauline Stark.
Average business on this. Pleased 50 per
cent.
W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre,
Burlington, Wis. General patronage.
Playthings of Destiny, with Anita
usually
good drawing
Stewart. Star
card, but this picture did not draw. Business poor. Wallerstein Bros., Starland

—

—

—

Michigan
hood patronage.

City,

theatre,

Ind.

The Jack-Knife Man,

— Neighbor-

King Vidor

a

— Poor photography. ExcelClean story with
Well
moral. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theTombstone, Ariz. — General patron-

production.
lent story.

good
atre,

is

—

8.

cast.

age.

Nomads

of the North, with a special
cast.
Good picture, and you need not be
Charles R.
afraid to boost this one.

—

—

Rhode, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
A Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan production.
One of the best pictures from
standpoint of careful production I have

—

Monte

Blue's pershown in some
formance was extraordinary. Jacquline
Logan is adorahle, but it was the biggst
box office failure in two years. W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
time.

—

Stranger

Than

MacDonald.
one of

my

Fiction, with Katherine

— Katherine
best

bets.

Norma Talmadge.

Did

—

MacDonald

is

On

a par "with
excellent busiL. Uglow, Crys-

ness on this picture. W.
tal
theatre, Burlington, Wis.
General
patronage.
45 Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. Drew well and pleased.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patronage.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. Good. Pleased everyO. D.
one. Can't go wrong on this one.
Freer, Lyric theatre, Binford, N. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
Daughter of Two Worlds, with

—

—

—

—

A

Norma

—

Nomads

— Wallerstein

Bros., Starland theatre,
Ind.
Neighborhood pat-

City,

—

Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. This is a fair program picture.

— L.

—

this

I

_

la.

of the North, with a special

Grand

Charles,

P.

Cheteck, Wis.

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. Norma is a good bet for me
and this one filled the bill.
Get your
music store to sell the fox trot, "Norma,"
and hitch up with them. Earl O. Peeler,
Pastime
theatre,
Protection,
Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Mamma's Affair, with Constance TalConstance has a lot of friends
here, but they were disappointed in this
one.
Business below normal. Wallerstein Bros., Starland theatre, Michigan
Neighborhood patronage.
City, Ind.
madge.

— Up
cent.

—

—

—
The River's End, a
production. — All
can
I

you have not played

Marshall
say

this,

is

Neilan

this:

do so by

—

Tom

Mix.

to the standard.
Pleased 100 per
Mix a favorite here. W. S. Harris,
theatre,
Marked Tree, Ark.

—

Grand
Neighborhood patronage.
Get Your Man, with Buck Jones.

— We

have to take our hat off to Buck. He is
coming star that always puts the pep

a

—

in his pictures.
F. Lisher, Liberty
J.
theatre, Morristown, Ind.
Small town

—

patronage.

The Big Town Round-Up, with Tom
Mix. Best Mix picture yet, and that is
saying all that can be said about a picture.
Can't be boosted too much.
Mrs.
Linnie M. Carter, Court theatre, Hunt-

—

—

ington, Tenn.

—

>

The Lamplighter, with

It is a
satisfied.

theatre,

good

picture.

— Knowles
Eau

Gallie,

&

Shirley Mason.
People were well

Hansen, Airdome
Neighborhood

Fla.

—

patronage.

Hearts of Youth, with Harold GoodFair picture. Pleased about 75 per
cent.
New star who is not very popular
here cut down attendance. H. P. Gull,
Lake View theatre, Lake View, la.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hands

Off,

with

Tom Mix.— Full

action and comedy.
Pleased
per cent here. M. D. Foster,

—

ronage.

—

of

about 75

Gem

the-

Williamsburg, Kan. Neighborhood
patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix. The
best picture the star ever made.
Everyone pleased.
Big business. L. Steele,
Steele theatre, East Syracuse, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.
His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum. Fine picture.
Pleased them
all.
Good attendance. Liberty theatre,
Canton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin.
Pretty good picture. Star is new.
First appearance here.
Not much busion
this one.
ness
J. C. Harlan, Pastime
theatre, Humphrey, Ark.
Neighborhod
patronage.
Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.
Russell is a good bet any time. This was
atre,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"If
all

means." A 100 per cent feature. E. O.
Ford, Broadway theatre, Brooklyn, la.

Neighborhood patronage.

Nomads
cast.

North, with a special
poor, but not the fault of
Everybody liked it and sev-

of the

— Business

the picture.

remarked they wanted more like it.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.
eral

—

Woman in His House, with Mildred Harris. Very good picture.
Star
not popular here, but she did good work
in this one and it pleased 100 per cent.
Don't be afraid to play it. Wallerstein
Bros., Starland theatre, Michigan City,
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The

—

—

—

In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
A very good picture. Thrilling. Everyone pleased. Good business. Otis Lamon,
Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. This was a

—Very good show. —
ran
two
—W. T. Biggs,
Anita,
— Neighbor-

Talmadge.

Will please majority.
days to fair business.

Unique theatre,
hood patronage.

—

Michigan

Fox
The Night Horseman, with

win.

The Passion Flower, with Norma Tal-

cent.

—

—

Montour

of the Hills.

Jubilo.
9. Jes' Call Me Jim.
Shepherd
Little
10. The

—
—

1921

12,

produciton. This is a positive flivver.
'Nuff sed. T. H. Smith, Princess theatre,
Colchester, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera House,
Falls,
N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.

Me

2.

1.

cast. — This is great.
Buy all the Curwood pictures and you can't go wrong.
The River's End, Kazan and Isobel.

November

—

—

splendid production. Something different
from the others. Louis Frana, Olympic

—

theatre, Calmar, la.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holubar production. Very good picture. Star
pleased all and had very good comments
on it. Would have done more business if
conditions
were
better.
Wallerstein
Bros., Starland theatre, Michigan City,
Neighborhood
patronage.
Ind.
The Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan

—

POSSESSION

—

—

MARTHA MANSFIELD

the talented
picture player who appears in support
of Conway Tearle in Selznick produc-

tions.

.

THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET.

dear

1
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2

The mass
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How soon

life
em to
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urn'd
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...
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my

to

olin'd
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view;
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field,

John Smith

Not

lips;

whistling;

1
-

pur

-

fill'd

ry lovd spot which
est

An<

after.

Yh

r>

desk downtown will catch himself
his wife at home will be unconsciously
at his

"The Old Oaken Bucket."
-f<-

tcv'

— and the week

humming —

fee

i'

the day after

and sweet -est

niththe nec-tar

And

they'll chuckle.
Then the man across the desk
or the neighbor who dropped into Mrs. Smith's kitchen
for a chat will hear

my
that

:

"We

that

Not

had a wonderful time
at all like the

tired of seeing.

Something

a beautiful picture, so real

mill that stood near it,

'hands that wore clowing",

The brid

And

Quia

at the theater last night.

ordinary movie that you get so
it

different.

A

dandy

story,

doesn't seem to be acting.

As wholesome as mountain air. Based on the song,
'The Old Oaken Bucket.' It has me humming yet.
You'll be the same after vou see it."
They'll be building bigger business every day of your
run. They'll be better friends of your house even
they'll not forget.
after it has gone

—

,

You'll not forget the box office

of

cot
;

so,

fan

-

my fa-

with the

ther,the dai

-
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sets.
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emhlen
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November
ness of the year and

The Rainbow

Trail.

1921

12,

followed up with

— L.

Anderson,

V.

—

Lyric theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl of My Heart, with Shirley
Mason. This was just a fair program
picture.
Louis Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la.
When a Man Sees Red, with Dustin
Farnum. This is an extra good special
feature in seven reels. A splendid story.

—
—

—

Well photographed. Sure to please any
Received lots of comments.
Joseph F. Spangler, Mgr., Globe theatre,
audience.

— General

patronage.
Sees Red, with William
Farnum. In this picture general impression is that Farnum poses too much.
Some inconsistencies in production also.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason.
Beaver, Okla.

When

a

—

—

Man

—

—

one. One of the best Shirley Mason
pictures I have ever had.
Pleased 100
Book it if Shirley is liked in
per cent.
your theatre. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Neighborhood patronAnita, la.
age.

good

—

The Road Demon, with

NORMA TALMADGE

in a

scene from "The Wonderful Thing," adapted from the
by Lillian Trimble Bradley and Forrest Halsey. It's

play by the same name
a First National attraction.

a good picture, but he has made better
ones. J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium theatre, Carthage, Ind.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
Best Mix ever made. Ralph Rosso,
Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

Dynamite Alien, with George Walsh.
Not much to it. Do not see where they
expect this to draw, as there is nothing
in it to draw.
A sad disappointment to
everybody. J. F. Tweedy, Auditorium
theatre, Carthage, Ind.
Small town patronage.
His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum. Did not draw for me. Too
heavy and morbid.
Farnum better in
comedy-dramas and Westerns. A. D.
Brawner, Jewel theatre. Hooker, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

The

William Farnum.
A very good picture and one that will
please.
Fine business. F. H. Smithling,
Schiller Park theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Scuttlers, with

—

—

Two Moons, with Buck Jones. Disappointed both audience and myself.
Think he has had much better pictures.
However,

it pleased a certain class that
look only for action in a picture. A. L.
Middleton, Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Tom Mix.— Oh! boy,
where Tom shines in my theatre.
one of the best stars on the screen.

The Cyclone, with
here

He
He
erty

is

is

my

filled

theatre,

house.

—

F.

J.

Morristown,

Lisher, LibSmallInd.

—

town patronage.

The Man

—A

Who

Dared, with William

I
Russell.
good program picture.
played a two-reel Educational comedy in
conjunction with this The One Best Pet.
good comedy. P. G. Held, Sterling
Neighborhood
theatre. Fairmont, Neb.

—

A

—

patronage.
of the Law, with William Russell. I didn't see this, but reports were very good. Philip Rand. Rex
Small town pattheatre, Salmon, Idaho.

The Challenge

—

—
—

ronage.

Know Your Men,

A

with Pearl White.
No kicks

picture that took good here.

coming.
theatre,

— Knowles
Eau

Gallie,

&

Hansen, Airdome
Neighborhood
Fla.

—

patronage.

Why

—

Trust Your Husband? with Eileen

—

—

Percy.
Very
theatre,
good. Grand
Breese. III.
Neighborhood patronage.
Big Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
Good comedy. Drama semed to please
everyone. W. S. Harris, Grand theatre.
Marked Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
Good picture. Buck Jones as a rule is
good. P. G; Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.

A
A

fine Western feature.
Full of action.
difficulty over ownership of Diamond
Ranch, a struggle between right and
wrong, where right wins out.
Pleased

K

everybody.
Lots of comments.
The
book helped draw the people. Joseph F.
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

—

General patronage.

From Now On, with George Walsh.
This was sure rough on George Walsh.
It
was nothing to it. Louis Frana,
Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

A

mighty good, strong feature. Pleased
majority.
You can book this one and
boost it if they like Westerns. M. D.
Kan.

—

Gem

Foster,

— Neighborhood

Wing Toy,
program
theatre.

Williamsburg.

theatre,

patronage.

with Shirley Mason.

picture.

— W.

S.

Harris.

Marked Tree, Ark.

— Fair
Grand

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. This reissue should pull
them in. The best the star has made.
Good business. F. S. Medrick, Majestic
theatre, Walton, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—
—

—

—

Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Very
pleasing picture.
Had good crowd: all
seemed
theatre.

—

it.
H.
Lake View,

to like

Lake View
Neighborhood

P. Gull,
la.

—

patronage.

The Rainbow

William Farnum. Fine picture and the plot and
photography were excellent. This is a

—

Trail, with

This

is

what

I

call

a real

Tom

Mix.

Western

It

sent

—

—

ronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum.
Very tine. You can't go
wrong on this one. Best patronage I
have had in my house up to the present
time.
J. F. Lisher, Liberty theatre, Morristown, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

Carmen, with Theda Bara. Picture
good in every respect. Better than those
Carmcns made in the other country. Stick
to American produced pictures.
J. Carhonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
Good Western with a lot of "shoot-'emup."
They like action with guns. Ran
His Meal Ticket with it.— W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. A very good picture for
a small town and will get the business.
Followed with The Rainbow Trail and
turned them away. G. R. Williams,
Avon theatre, Cincinnatus, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Oh! how Mix burns 'em up in this picture.
Book it and watch results. Guy

—

W.

Johnson, Mystic theatre, 'Marmarth,
N. D. General patronage.

—
Trail, with William Farnum. — Went well to big business. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz. — General patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. — Remarkably good picture.
A good drawing card. One of Farnum's
Carbonell. Monroe thebest pictures. —
Key West, Fla. — Neighborhood patThe Rainbow

J.

atre,

ronage.

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. This is the best subject I

—

have shown

this year,

standpoint.

Will

Rainbow

Trail,

from a box

play the

soon.

office

sequel,

Book

these

money-maker

for the man that runs it.
Start with the Riders of the Purple Sage
and run The Rainbow Trail one week
later, and you will pack the house.
J. F.
Lisher. Liberty theatre. Morristown, Ind.

—

— Small

town patronage.

Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. Drew the biggest busi-

—

pic-

them home satisfied. Fine
business. Arthur Eastwood, Strand theNeighborhood patatre, Manlius, N. Y.
ture.

POSSESSION

The
and

M

//ion

D

o

I

Question

a

I

WHAT DO

MEN WANT
i-':.r.

r-

i"

--

mm

woman in the world is puzzling
over how to please and hold her man.
What must a woman do to make a man
happy and contented? What makes men
drift away from the woman who took
Every

him
Lois
•-v

"for better or for worse?"

Weber knows

questions and

the answer to these

the

thousands of other

questions that arise to becloud the lives

men and women.

She has put her
and power into what
we know to be one of the great motion
pictures of all times and the great picture
of the fall and winter season of 1921
of

fine

F.

intelligence

B

.
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—

clean up.
B. M. Sweet,
Fillmore, N. Y. General

—

Opera House,
patronage.

—

Two
is

Moons, with Buck Jones. Jones
comer and always pleases. This

a

—

Guy
a dandy.
Mystic theatre, Marmarth,
eral patronage.
picture

is

W.

Johnson,
N. D. Gen-

—

Goldwyn
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
More people saw this one in two days
than any one we have shown in a year.
A wonderful picture and we have booked
Enough said.
for a return date.
it

Adam
N. Y.

Tennis, Colonial theatre, Norwich,
patronage.

— Transient

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
good picture. It took some time to
get them to like Rogers. His pictures are

—A

doing better each time.

A

Tale of

— This

— W.

L.

Uglow,
Gen-

Burlington, Wis.

Crystal theatre,
eral patronage.

Two

—

Worlds, with a special

a good one. Chinese scenes
Clean.
I
are good and acting is good.
am of the opinion, however, that a picture
But
of this sort would not do too often.
it is so different that it takes once in a
while. I would class it as a fine production of its kind.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.

cast.

is

of Destiny, with Pauline FredGood. This makes a good Sunerick.
day show. H. Perlot, Brooklyn theatre,

Roads

—

—

Portland. Ore.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Madame

X, with Pauline Frederick.
This picture more than satisfied the people.

Everybody

"On

well pleasd.

You

can't

—

much
cent.

Pleased about 50 per
of a picture.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
Buy this one. This is a splendid story.
Moore is a very good actor, but he is

mont, Neb.

cast in very poor stories, which spoils
Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's
his acting.

—

Opera House, Montour
Neighborhood patronage.

N. Y.

Falls,

Made in Heaven, with Tom Moore.
Excellent, clean, well ayed. Star is the
best in this that I ever saw him play.
Drew well for me and my patrons are
asking for Tom again. Ably suported.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Alice,
Tex.
Earthbound, with a special cast.
very pleasing entertainment and one that

—

— Hippodrome theatre, Sidney,
— Neighborhood patronage.
—
Earthbound, with a special
spite of
Fair crowd
fine production.
— A. Hatch, Royal theatre, Kemp— Neighborhood patronage.
ton,
will please.

N. Y.

cast.

in

rain.

S.

111.

Pinto, with

Mabel Normand.

—A

good

comedy, but do not try and raise the admission price. P. G. Held, Sterling the-

—

Fairmont, Neb.
The Highest Bidder, with Madge Kennedy. Miss Kennedy is good to look at,

—

the most

of those in

but this story, like
which she is cast, is N. G. If they like
Madge, book this one, but depend on her
good looks putting over the whole show.
McKeg's Opera
Starkey,
Geo.
C.
House, Montour Falls. N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Hodkinson
The Man

Program

—The

means something
is just what it is.

better than The U. P. Trail, and
saying a mouthful. Pleased everybody, and Zane Grey certainly hits the
bull's eye of public opinion with gratifyKeep at it, Zane, your
ing regularity.
pictures are an oasis of merit in a desert
E. E. Sprague,
of mediocre film plays.
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Very
Had good crowd and
pleasing picture.
H. P. Gull, Lake
all seemed to like it
View theatre, Lake View, la. Neighbor-

Even

that

is

—

—

—

—

hood patronage.

The Man
production.

of the Forest, a

— Very

It will get them in
S. White,
will all be pleased.
Neightheatre, Portland, Ore.

and they

SOCIETY SECRETS, with Eva
Novak. Why are some of us like

borhood patronage.

sheep, and always waiting for a
leader?
Mr. J. C. Jenkins gave
the first boost to "Society Secrets,"

production.

Arleta

Zane Grey

good, though not up

Grey standard.

to the

such a picture.

Mrs. Linnie M. Carter,
Court theatre,
Huntingdon, Tenn.

and Harry Beaumont,

her director, putting "Betty," a hen,
through her paces in "The Fourteenth

Lover" a Metro feature.

—C

—

The Man

of the Forest, a Zane Grey
Grey pictures have
been wonderful box office attractions for
our town, and this was one of the best.
Turned our two poorest nights of the

— Zane

money makers.

week

into

gan,

Star theatre.

Hay

— Horn

& Mor-

Springs, Neb.

Small town patronage.
Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett. Five reels of nice entertainlight subject that will please the
ment.
majority. W. E. Life, Community theaNeighborhood pattre, Sherrill, N. Y.

A

—

ronage.

The U.

A

—

is evidence enough.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.—
Small town patronage.
Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln.
This is a splendid feature, well photo-

which

little dim in some
Very good story; sure to

reading.

Exhibitor

books

it.

theatre,
age.

of the
please.

make no mistake

will

— Joseph

Beaver,

if

— General

patron-

patrons.

—

The

— Horn

—

picture well liked

gener-

&

Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

ally.

—

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.—
A good program picture. Shows able
Will make good anywhere.—
direction.
Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta,
Okla.

— General

patronage.

—

Down Home,

with a special cast. One
I have ever shown.
Pleased everybody. Book this one; it's
great.
Better than lots of specials.
J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
of the best pictures

—

Metro
The Man Who, with Bert
Went over like a house on fire.
This

in.

is

Lytell.

Packed

a big hit and full of

— Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.
"meat."

The Last

Card, with a special cast.
Don't be
splendid picture.
afraid to buy this one.
Geo. C. Starkey,

This

is

a

—

P. Trail, with a special cast.

good old-time Western production.
Good business. L. P. Charles, Grand
Wis. Neighborhood
Chileck,
theatre.

—

—

patronage.

Down Home, with a special cast.^Pleased all, but didn't draw very well.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patronage.

—

he

Globe

Spangler,

F.

Okla.

Live Sparks, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
well.
Charles H. Cowles, Neptune theatre, Port Austin, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sagebrusher, with a special cast.
Noah Beery brings to your patrons a
character which cannot fail to win your

— Took

them

Keeping Up With

—
—

a Hugo Ballin production.
picture took very well with our
patrons. Showed it two nights and nearly
doubled our attendance the second night,

East Lynne,

— This

graphed, only a

Forest, a Zane Grey
worked to death cap-

of the

tion, "all star," really
in this picture, as that

beginning to end, but there is a
wonderful lesson to old folks.
Haven't been practicing what I
believe about "How to Avoid Bad
Ones," as suggested by Mr. Sam
Nelson, but heartily agree with
Let us speak out.
him.

VIOLA DANA

atre,

production.

which caused Mr. C. H. Smith to
use it, and now I want to add my
good word. I used the picture several months ago and it was a record breaker for me in that all who
saw it liked it. Not one single
knock. And others have asked me
The picture is
to have it again.
not only thoroughly enjoyable from

1921

12,

—

Regular

attraction of super-special qualifications which it remains for exhibitors contributing to this department to discover and give
proper rank. Thus are Herald
exhibitors enabled to advertise
and present program attractions
in such manner as to make exceptional profits.
The Universal
production, "Society Secrets," is

November

on this picture. Knowles & HanAirdome theatre, Eau Gallie, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Toby's Bow, with Tom Moore. Not
lose
sen,

tne

"On the regular program" of
many companies are published

I

—

POSSESSION

—

MONEY
"Papa, what's money?"
"Money, Paul, can do anything."
"Anything?"
"Anything —almost." — Charles Dickens.
(That's what you get in Our Mutual Friend)

MYSTERY
"To surround with mystery is to
with a secret charm and power of

invest
attrac-

tion irresistible to the crowd."

Charles Dickens.

what you get

(That's

in

Our Mutual Friend)

TEARS
"They open the

lungs, wash the countenance, exercise the eyes, and soften the
temper," said Mr. Bumble. "So cry
Charles Dickens.
away."

—

(That's what

you get

in

Our Mutual Friend)

Our Mutual Friend
"The Perfect Movie"
It will

glad

F B

make your box

it's

WARREN
1540

Brcjd.

office

in the film business
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12,

the Dance. Otherwise satisfactory. Ran
this as high priced special with special
music. Charged 50 and 20 cents.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. Small

—
—

town patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
A great audience picture. Mrs. R. G.
Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, IIL
Neighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.—
Patrons gave lots of comments and picture seemed to please.
Nice business.
Mrs. Mutter, Starland theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—
Your Hurry? with Wallace
Reid. — One word
enough, "excellent"
— Earl O. Peeler, Pastime theatre, ProWhat's

is

—

Kans. Small town patronage.
The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. A
splendid
picture.
Pleased
everybody. 1 am a severe critic and when
I say it is good you can bet it is.
ThU
story is, of course, heavy, and you know
what your people like best. Geo. C.
Starkey, McKeg's Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patrontection,

—

—

—

age.

The Copperhead, with Lionel

RUTH CLIFFORD,

Reginald Denny and Fred Turner in a scene from the Playgoers
production, "Tropical Love," being distributed by Pathe.
Falls,

—

N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
A Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
My patrons agree that this one puts Bert
Lytell in the front ranks as a motion
picture star, and they were loud in their
Virginia
for this picture.
should be engaged to be Lytell's permanent support, as she is capable and appealing.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
An excellent picture. Better than many
big specials. Book it and boost it. The
Valli

praise

—

Metro pictures
picture will do the rest.
P. G. Held. Sterling
as a rule are good.
theatre,

Fairmont,

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Old Lady 31, with a special cast.
Very good to the picture. Business fiftyRalph Rosso. Hippodrome theatre.
fifty.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.
The Best of Luck, with a special cast.
Fair.
Grand theatre, Breese, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Clothes, with a special cast. This picture is no good.
Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's Opera House, Montour Falls, N.
Neighborhood patronage.
Y.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. A very
good picture. Alice Lake sure is a good
actress.
All of her pictures are good.

—

—

—

—

—

—

You

Book them.

—

can't

go

wrong on

them. P. G. Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. Bert
Lytell- pictures well liked here.
G. D.
Worden, Gem theatre, Delevan, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Paramount
The

Affairs of Anatol, with a special
cast.
Got away to a big opening, but the
Big production
finish was very bad.
Big exploitation camwith no story.
paign, but the patrons do not go out satisfied.
P. Smith, Crescent theatre, SyraNeighborhood patronage.
cuse, N. Y.

—

—

—

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Did good business two
Mille production.
days, which was due to publicity given
Can't say much for the
this picture.
E. Capps, Princess theatre,
story.
J.
Okolona, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
From an advertising
Mi'le production.

—

—

—

—

—A

standpoint, the greatest of the year.
PaEntrons pleased about 50 per cent.
joyed nice business. Dave Cohen, Strand
theatre. Binghamton, N. Y.
Transient

—

—

patronage.

—

—

—

patronage.

The Price of Possession, with Ethel
Clayton. One of the best pictures with
this star we have had.
Rockliffe Fellowes does well in support. Very good
entertainment. J. H. Talbert, Legion
theatre, Norwich, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
Had a fellow dressed up and on the
streets as The Lottery Man.
Gave out
numbers, ten of which had duplicates
that were posted in front of theatre at
night. The person holding corresponding

numbers were admitted free.
crowd and the picture gave

Had

a

excellent
satisfaction.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester, III.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
dandy story and with the good luck
star they all went away pleased.
Tied
up with our clothier and put in a display
and it's worth the effort. Earl O.
Peeler, Pastime theatre. Protection, Kans.

—A

—

town patronage.

To Please One Woman, a Lois Weber
production. Very good picture. Pleased
my patrons. Drew good, above average.

—

— L.

W. Goodman, Court theatre, Binghamton, N. Y. Transient patronage.
The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
A thrilling and lavish production. Act-

—

ing of Mae
the least.

Murray

A

little

embracing, how-ever.

is

sensational, to say

much passionate
The opening scene

too

Prizma natural colors.
J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich,
Kans. Small town patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
I
consider this one of Hart's best.
Everything good about it, the story, the
acting, the scenery and photography.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
—People disappointed because Miss Murray was not in play similar to On with
of picture

—

—

every

theatre,

here.

Barrytheatre should
D. Foster,

— M.

Williamsburg,

Kans

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

Paris Green, with Charles Ray. I conthis a very good picture, but my
patrons do not care for Ray. Lon Bursider

—

Marion theatre, Live Oak, Fla.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.—.
Ran this one during Paramount Week

ton,

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swanson.
The star has many great moments.
She is wonderful. The play is beautiful.
Good box-office attraction. I can safely
recommend it. J. Carbonell, Monroe
theatre, Key West, Fla.
Neighborhood

— Small

picture

Well received

play.

Gem

McKcg's Opera House, Montour

—

more.

is

in

with a two-reel Educational comedy and
pleased a good size crowd. J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, III. Neighborhood patronage.
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. This is an interesting sea story,
as well as a land story.
A very good

—

—

—

plot and

story ought to please, but
did not draw well here at this
theatre, and was well advertised.
Joseph
F.
Spangler,
Globe theatre, Beaver,
fine

somehow

—

Okla.

— General

patronage.

Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth.— An extra good feature that went
over big with my people.
Had many
favorable comments and the second day
was better than the first. T. H. Smith,

—

Princess theatre, Colchester,

III.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Gave good satisfaction, and pa-

Ray.

—

trons remarked "There is more action in
this subject than the Dempsey and Bren-

nan

M.

fight picture."
Betts, Lyceum

Good
theatre,

—

business. F.
Waterville,

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — A 100 per cent picture. Best Ray
we ever ran. — Royal theatre, Center
Point, Ind. — Small town patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. — A good picture with a real punch
N. Y.

in the four-round bout that is staged in
the last reel.
Advertise the fight and it
will bring out the crowd.
Perhaps not
the elite, but it must be taken into consideration
that "they all go to the
movies." T. H. Smith. Princess theatre,
111.
Colchester,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast.

— A good
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but

picture,

from a

far

Very

special.

Lost heaviest on these

poor business.

—

W. L. Uglow, Crystal theatre,
Burlington, Wis. General patronage.

specials.

—

The White

the

fans

Book

it.

say this one

— Royal

the

is

theatre,

best yet.
Point,

Ind.

Young

Winthrop,

Mrs.

—A

with

Ethel

100 per cent picture.
Several comments.
P. J. Burford, Princess

Clayton.

patronage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore. This is about the poorest
super-special feature I have ever shown,

patronage.

when

—

—

—

The Wild Goose, a Cosmopolitan production.
Good picture for high-class

—

Excellent setting and costumaudience.
A little too
Direction flawless.
ing.
slow, however, and the triangle theme
has been worked to death. A. L. Mid-

—

Grand

dleton,

theatre,

De Queen, Ark.

Small town patronage.
Let's

Be

with

Douglas

Palace

picture.
theatre,

Fashionable,

MacLean and Doris May.

— Charles

Rhoda,

R.

— Fair

The

Inside of the Cup, with a special
A great picture with a real moral
cast.
and one that should please them all.
Very good business for two days. R. P.
Merriman, Franklin theatre, Syracuse, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite
Clark.
Good program picture. Different
from the ordinary. Pleased most of patrons.
Otis Lamon, Auditorium theatre,
Elmwood, Wis. Small town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. A very

—

—

—

—

—

comedy drama.

good

picture

Drew

well.

A

the average program.
Brothers,
Kosy
theatre,
Neighborhood patOkla.

above

Thompson
Healdton,

theatre,

—

Mo.

Doniphan,

— Neighborhood

—

it comes to drawing power.
First
day, small crowd; second day, complete
failure.
This feature might take in a
large city, but a failure in a small town.
Joheph F. Spangler, Globe theatre.
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore. A good box office attraction
and made a house record. Pleased about
90 per cent. W. L French, Sherburne

—

—

—
—

—

Opera House, Sherburne, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. Just one word, "wonderful,"
describes this picture.
But people will
not pay high prices, so the big pictures
don't pay in my town. A. L. Middleton,
Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Hours Leave, with Doris May and
Douglas MacLean. While we ran this
early last spring, we haven't run one
since that drew as many people.
Not
many comments on it, at that. J. L.
Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. Billie Burke does not draw here.
This was a pretty good picture, however, and pleased the majority.
Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

Royalton, Minn.

—
—

1921

12,

Center

Maurice Tourneur
production. We canont understand how
Tourneur could put out a picture which
has so little of a redeeming nature about
it.
We have yet to talk with a patron
who liked it. Horn & Morgan, Star
Small town
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Circle, a

November

—

ronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. This
picture doesn't amount to much.
Was
surprised, as Reid is generally good.
Geo. Starkey, McKeg's Opera House,
Montour Falls, N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

The

Jucklins, with a special cast.-<-It
is a joy to run a picture like this.
The
kind of a story that gets next to your
skin. The characterization of Lem Juck-

by Charles Ogle is fine. Monte Blue
and Mable Julienne Scott do good work
too.
Patrons were all pleased. J. H.
Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans.
Smalt town patronage.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace
Reid. Wally always goes big here, and
lin

—

—

—

—

—

BABY IVY WARD, who

—

—

—

—

—

The

Life Line, with a special cast.
Fairly good program picture that will
please about 75 per cent of your patrons.
Some good shipwreck scenes and a fairly
good story. T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester, III.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. A dandy good picture.
Full of pep from beginning to end.
P.
T.
Burford, Princess theatre, Doniphan,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMille production. A dandy picture
and pleased my patrons 100 per cent.
Drew fair. L. I. Norton, Royal theatre,
Un ion, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Frisky Mrs. Johnson, with Billie
Burke.
Fair
comedy-drama.
L.
P.
Charles, Grand theatre, Cheteck, Wis.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Witness for the Defense, with
Elsie Ferguson.
If you have any Elsie
Ferguson fans, this one will go good.
Royal theatre, Center Point, Ind.
Told in the Hills, with Robert Warwick. Our second showing of this pro-

—

—

duction.
sults

Good patronage.

from second showing.

Splendid re-

A

mighty

clean picture.— W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra
theatre, Delta, la.— Neighborhood patronage.

Male and Female,

plays an imin a Bar

in "Ten Nights
Room," the Arrow special.

portant role

Mt. Vernon, Ky.

theatre,

— General

pat-

ronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
»— Just a fair program picture. Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—
—

Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. This feature drew the most
business during the dull summer season
and pleased.
played it at regular
prices to stimulate business.
I think a
raise in admission during present, even
for extra good specials, unwise.
Even
this picture failed to get anywhere near
capacity in small house.
Charles W.
Kennedy,
Casino
theatre,
Coaticook,

—

We

—

Quebec, Can.

— General

patronage.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
A very exciting picture which was

Ray.

—

well

especialy by the boys.
Hitcher, Star theatre, Harlem,
Neighborhood patronage.
liked,

Ernest
Ga.

—

W.

Something to Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMille production. Pictures like this
one it is an honor to run. It not only

—

but adds prestige
in every
sense of the word. Louis B. Goulden,
Princess theatre, Frankfort. Ind. General patronage.
pleases the

your

to

audience,

theatre.

Wonderful

—

—

The Kentuckians, with Monte Blue.
heard some doubtful comments

Had

about this picture, but it is a very good
picture.
I received several letters commending me for showing this picture.

Monte Blue has not much drawing power
yet.

— Frank

C.

Parker,

Lyric

theatre,

— General patronage.
The Witness for the Defense, with
Elsie Ferguson. — Fair program picture.
Story rather poor. Pleased 50 per cent.
Business slow. — W. F. Baker, Boone
Way theatre, Mt Vernon, Ky.— General
Stockton, Cal.

with a special
— Patrons
patronage.
pleased and went home
Wonderful picture. Drew well.
Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
— C. Hayes, Union Hall, De Ruyter, —Alarm
Everybody pleased, a dandy picture.
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
Ray a good bet with me. — Earl O. Peeler,
Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
Clark. — Pleased 100 per cent, one of the
best we have ever run. — Royal theatre,
Center Point, Ind. — Small town patroncast.

all

satisfied.
J.

age.

HARRY CAREY,

whose first UniversalJewel production, "The Fox," a western
drama directed by Robert Thornby, has
just

been completed.

Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray.
Say, boys, Ray is a comer. If you are
not booking the Ray pictures you are
going to lose money. Had good crowd
on this one. W. F. Baker, Boone Way

—
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MEN WANT

Do men want the things that women think
they want? Do women know as much as
they think they know about satisfying the
wants, longings, desires, ambitions of their
husbands and sweethearts? The multitude of divorces in America cry aloud the
fact that women do not understand men.
and that men do not understand women.
One woman understands both. Lois
Weber has written and produced an
astonishing motion picture as proof of her
Everybody in America
understanding.
will be talking about this picture, and
curious millions everywhere will be overturning ticket-boxes to pack into theatres
to see it.

F.B.WARREN
1540 Broidu-ay
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—

Left to right "The Old Nest,"
Scenes from three plays by Rupert Hughes which Goldwyn is distributing.
"From the Ground Up" and a dramatic incident from "Dangerous Curve Ahead."

Pastime theatre, Protection, Kans.

— Small

town patronage.
A Lady in Love, with Ethel Clayton.
A very poor picture. Patrons comIf
plained strenuously against this one.
you have it under contract, it will pay
you to shelve it. W. J. Powell, Lonet
Small town patellington, O.
theatre,
ronage.

—

W

—

Your Husband Doing? with
and Douglas McLean. Fairly
interesting comedy-drama which ranks
better than the average program picture.
What's

Doris

—

May

—

Business very good. J.
Empire theatre, Aledo,
hood patronage.

Earl
111.

—

Kennedy,
Neighbor-

—

— Alvin

Frank, Alhambra theatre,
S.
Brighton, Colo. General patronage.

—

The Lottery Man, with Wallace

—This

Reid.

People
star is a drawing card.
G. D. Pinholster, Clinch
liked this one.
Neighborhood
theatre, Frostproof, Fla.

—

—

patronage.

—

A Broadway Cowboy, with W'illiam
Desmond. A good clean show with ac-

—

—

—

—

tures ,but good as are most all of his proHerbert Talbert, Legion
ductions. J.
Small town pattheatre, Norwich, Kan.

—

Luck

in

Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.

picture.
Had a tent show for
opposition and just broke even, but a big
winner for us in anything she has ever

—

Britton-Lundgren, Melba theaplayed.
Neighborhood patronAlexis, 111.
tre,
age.

—

Sand, with William S. Hart.— Best Hart
picture 1 have had for many a moon.
C. P. Buswell, Empress theatre, Akron,
Neighborhood patronage.
la.

—

The False Road, with Enid Bennett.
Good picture. Bennett takes well here.
Happy Hour theatre, Ewan, Mich.

—

Small town patronage.

Easy

to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
Just got by with it. Name of star did it,
picture.
not
J. W. English, Seminole theNeighborhood
Fla.
Homestead,
atre,

—

patronage.
the Hills, with Robert Wargood showing with a foundaMore pictures like this will do to

Told
wick.

in

—A

tion.

boost.

Warwick

is

getting better for us

—

—

Widow by

Proxy, with Marguerite
entertaining
picture.
very
Plenty of good clean comedy and pleased
immensely. C. H. Thomas, Community
Small town patrontheatre, Galva, la.
Clark.

on every program. B. L.
Hub's theatre. Bishop, Tex.
hood patronage.

—

Hubbard,
Neighbor-

—A

—

—

age.
It Pays
Washburn.

Advertise, with Bryant
us more like this. The
laughing. Extra good. C. E.
to

— Give

people left
Midway
Belden,

M

Seitz.

— Clever

—

—

ronage.

—

— Mining

—

Mogollon,

theatre,

Pathe
Rogues and Romance, with Geo. B.
Very good. Pleased a large per

—

my patronage. No kicks on
W. Barlow, Opera House, Mendora,
Small
town patronage.
III.
The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Excellent
Stuart Blackton production.
My patrons well
program picture.
by
entertained
pleased and were highly

cent of

this.

— C.

—

—

this

production.

hambra

— W.

theatre,

W.

Delta,

Sterlen,
la.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
Mighty good program feature. Pleased
M. D. Foster, Gem theatre,
80 per cent.
Williamsburg, Kan. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis proHave run about all the Edgar
duction.
Lewis pictures of Pathe, and while all
were good, we thought this the best one.
A Western that is different. Business
pretty good on this one. J. L. Meyers,
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. While a
part of the story is not convincing and
likely to ever happen, yet it is good entertainment and pleased. J. J. Kudlacek,

—

— —
—

—

—

—

—
of
—
J.

—

one pleased my patrons.
T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Transient patronage.
This

tion.

W.

O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—
a good picture.
Have run all
the Warner pictures and find them all
Felix

This

is

—

better than the average.
J. E. Higgins,
Majestic theatre, Cullom, III.— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Dollar for Dollar, with Frank Keenan.

— Good

—

program picture. John Steichen,
Aurora theatre, White Lake, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis

—

production. Good picture.
One of the
good ones. Book it. F. A. Erwin, Doric
theatre,
Barnes,
Kan. Neighborhood
patronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. Ran this
during chautauqua week to pretty good
business, considering.
Had about twothirds as many as usual.
Picture was
good. J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre,
Ivesdale, III.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

R-C
One Man
Beban. — One

Pictures

a Million, with George
picture in a million.
I did
not think it was there, but believe me it
is.
A 100 per cent production. Pleased
all and drew a nice house.
J. M. Griswold. Savoy theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
in

—

Transient patronage.

One Man
Beban.

in

— Censor

a Million, with
proof.
Played

George

to big
business.
Pleased.
Giacoma
Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

patronage.

eral

The

Beach

—A

of

Dreams,

rather
Pleased except for
attendance. Chas.
Storey.

Edith

with

picture.

different

Fair
poor ending.
Idylhour
Kuchan,
Canton, III. General patronage.
Pagan Love, with a special cast.
Everybody satisfied. H. Perlot,
Good.
Brooklyn theatre, Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Lin-

—

theatre,

—

—

den

—A

good

five-reel

—

Well

comedy.

Drew about

average business.
J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Tong Man, with Sessue Hayakawa. Excellent. Charles H. Cowles,
Neptune theatre, Port Austin, Mich.
liked.

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
A Fugitive From Matrimony, with H.
Fair picture. Did not draw
B. Warren.
as well as some of the Warner pictures
I have run, but I have run lots worse pic-

—

picture.

Battling Jane, with Dorothy Gish.
Dorothy Gish type
good picture.
comedy has a good following here.

Al-

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

—

theatre, Swanton, Neb.
hood patronage.

—

camp patronage.

Hours Leave, with Douglas McLean and Doris May. Very good clean

Went over big. All satisfied.
A. A. Suszycki, Majestic theatre, ManSmall town patronage.
ston, Wis.

— Neighbor-

The Love Special, w ith Wallace Reid.
Fine picture. Pleased nearly all of them.
A. S. Hatch, Royal theatre. Kampton,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sadie Love, with Billie Burke. PoorNo plot.
est picture we ever showed.
Stay away from it. Royal theatre, Center Point, Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray. Different from the usual Ray pic-

X.

—

in

Swan

—

Flying Pat, with Dorothy Gish.
comical picture that got lots of
laughs.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
General pattheatre, Chandler, Okla.

good

Tom Moore

Herbert Talbert. Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan. Small town patronage.

ronage.

Mary's Ankle, with Doris May and
Douglas McLean. Good comedy drama.

1921

12,

POSSESSION

—

tures than this one. J. F. Lisher, LibSmall
Ind.
erty theatre, Morristown,
town patronage.
The Other Half, with ZaSu Pitts.—

—

;
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'A

new and

A

demigod.

original senius."

"In intensitv and range of creative genius,
he has no modern rival."

"The svmpathv of the public was what he
wanted, and he went straight for

it

thru

the avenue of the emotions."

WHO?
"

WHO

Charles Dickens.

SAID IT?The Encvclopaedia

If that conservative authority

can bet on

Brittanica!
says so.

vou

it!

And Dickens wrote

Our Mutual Friend
"The Perfect Movie"

F. B
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Breese,
theatre,
Grand
Neighborhood patronaeg.

Good.

111.

November

12,

1921

— Good comedy drama. Star pop— Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre,
Canton,
— General patronage.
ney.

is

ular.

111.

Realart

The Magic Cup, with Constance

—

Bin-

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—
You show us another lady star with the
pep and drawing power of this girl. Her
Mary Miles Minter,
Realart partner,

ney.
Fair picture.
Small crowd due to
cold, wet weather.
G. D. Worden, Gem
theatre, Delevan, N. Y.
Small town pat-

it, but no other coming to our
She is always there and
theatre can.
Horn & Morgan,
gets us the money.
Star theatre, Hay Spring, Neb. Small
town patronage.
One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.
well
Patrons
comedy-drama.
Good
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theapleased.

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
Minter. Clever little comedy. Star and
leading man, Gaston Glass, very good.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,
III.
General patronage.

might do

—

—

—

—
—

Canton, 111. General patronage.
Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter. A nice clean picture and
Patrons made
will please any class.
many good comments. Drew good. Mill
and retired farmers constitute patronage.
tre,

— R.

L. Shaul, Shaul's theatre, Richfield
Springs, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Call Me Little Girl, with Mary
Miles Minter. One of Mary's best and
snowed to a full house. A. B. Workman, Coliseum theatre, Marseilles, 111.

—

—

—

General patronage.
Very
Little Italy, with Alice Brady.
One of her best. This one and
good.
Out of the Chorus are her best. H. PerBrooklyn theatre, Portland, Ore.
lot,
Neighborhood patronage.
Poor.
Little Italy, with Alice Brady.
Could get along very well without pic-

—

—

—

tures of this character. Did not please.
theatre,
Starland
Bros.,
WalleVstein
Michigan City, Ind. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

—

Brady. Alice
Brady has come back now that she has
been put into plays suited to her. This
was a very good program picture and
Horn & Morgan, Star thewell liked.
Small town
atre, Hay Springs, Neb.
patronage.
Star
Little Italy, with Alice Brady.
does some good work, but the story is
rather frail. Mrs. R. Jordan, Hinsdale
111.
Neighborhood
Hinsdale,
theatre,
patronage.
Little

Italy,

with Alice

—

—

—

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda HawWanda Hawley takes well
Poor.
ley.
here, but got in bad when showed up

—

opposite Walter Hiers.

and most

of

them

Had

left at

small crowd

end of second

—

ronage.

—

—
—

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
Work of players satisfactory, but
it
was a peculiar play, satisfying about
50-50 of the audience.
Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

Her First Elopement, with Wanda
Hawley. Very good. Wanda is getting
to be a good star.
Louis Frana, Olympic

—

—

Calmar, la.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
Say, gentlemen, you will have to take
your hat off to this one. Realart is coming to the front.
Leo S. Bucher, Palace
theatre,

—

—

theatre, Powcrsville,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

with Constance Binney.
Played this with Harold Lloyd in Among
Those Present. They said it was a bangup program. Unfortunately not enough
came to justify such a combination.
Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
The Fear Market, with Alice Brady.
This is a good program picture. Pleased
well here.
Leo S. Bucher, Palace theatre,
Powcrsville, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Eyes

of

—

with

the Heart,

J.

— Very

Mary Miles

Case, with Owen
everyone and they went
Will go in any town.—
C. H. Parker, Smyrna theatre, Smyrna,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

The Chicken

in the

— Pleased

—
Moore. — Pleased

—
— Neighborhood

Nurse
Minter.

Marjorie,

— Book

this

with
one.

It

Mary

Miles

will

please.

—

a Realart, it will please.
Leo S.
Bucher, Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.
If

it

is

— Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
— Better than we expected after readcast.

This is a good
Nothing wonderful, but

ing adverse criticisms.

average special.

good entertainment. One reel was dark.
Used this during county fair week.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
One of the best pictures we have
shown for some time. Pleased them all.
Liberty theatre, Canton, O. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

with
Conway
Tearle.
my patrons were
well pleased.
They all like Tearle here
and I always look for a good house when
I show him.
J. F. Lisher, Liberty theatre, Morristown, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

the
Tiger,
Drew well and

—

Bucking

the

— Five

satisfied.

The Chicken

in

the Case, with
everyone.
It is

Owen

some
Give us some more of them.—
J. F. Lisher, Liberty theatre, Morristown,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

comedy.

—

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Ham-

—

A good picture, not big, but
good average program picture. The
twelfth successive release from this star.
All good program pictures.
A. L. Middleton, Grand theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
Small town patronage.
mcrstein.

just a

—

Remorseless Love, with Elaine HamPoor. No excuse for this type

merstein.
of

—

picture.

Star

ment.

— Wallerstein

atre,

Michigan

deserevs

Bros.,
City, Ind.

better

treat-

Idlehour the-

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Haramerstein. Our first Select and we had a
small house, but those that saw it seemed
to enjoy it. Expect to do better with her
next one. Earl O. Peeler, Pastime theSmall town patatre, Protection, Kan.
ronage.

—

—

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. Splendid picture.
I think she
is a wonderful star.
I have never had a
lemon with this star up to this date. She
has always brought the money in at the
box office. J. F. Lisher, Liberty theatre,
Morristown, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Society Snobs, with
This was very good.

Conway Tearle.
Good enough for

—

Tiger,

with

Conway

reels of real Northwest action.
Patrons liked it and said so. Many
favorable comments.
Drew well. J. C.

Tearle.

home

—

The

Bucking

and Mary Thurman in
from "The Sin of Martha
Queed," an Allan Dwan production,
being distributed through Pathe.

age.

Canton, O.

theatre,

patronage.

—

WELCH

re-

it.

J.

it.

erty

—

scene

—
in the Case, with Owen
Moore. — For a good clean comedy you
Have been urged to
can't beat
book
E. Capps, Princess theatre,
—
Okolona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronThe Chicken

was poor on

Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
If this picture had been made before
Humoresque it would have gained as
much publicity as the Paramount picture.
However, an imitation is not considered
as good as the real thing and The Greatest Love is of the same theme as Humoresque.
Nevertheless, the Select picture
with Vera Gordon is a jim dandy and
many of our patrons liked it even better
than her first. T. H. Smith, Princess
theatre,
111.
Colchester,
Neighborhood
patronage.

a

Hillman, People's theatre, Binghamton,
N. Y. Transient patronage.

Moore.

good

Selznick

NILES

star of "The Sign
of the Rose," which he is producing at
Garson Studios, Los Angeles, Cal.

picture.
Business
account of the rain. Lib-

Minter.

— E. Capps, Princess theatre, Oko- —
lona, Miss. — Neighborhood patronage.
Room and Board, with Constance Bin- —
—
reel.

GEORGE BEBAN,

East,

39

—

—

—

—

POSSESSION

—

!

OLD OAKEN BUCKET.

£

low

As poised on

s<

it*
Ten thousand words
,

,io

my

f ou i!

1

Not a

lips;

or picture that

is

b:

heart

(I

ith

d spot which

id

sweet- est

e

nee- tar

.

my
that

hj

J

that

box-office tells the story

that

lovVl

sil

!

the
Stage plays with the elements of
Bucket*'

"T/»e

hands
lands

build the skeleton of description; the

"The Old Oaken

have run for twenty years

— each

[ith

year to

P.ie

Pictures with these elements have been

the outstanding successes of their day.

The

hrir

were glowing,,. And

quit

mill that stoo

HUMAN.

is

i

2v

p>,

it

isn't there.

larger profits.
7

can't tell the story of a stage play

big because

Tho'

But the
iv

p.

full

Words can only

fill

c.

±

turh d sfrom 1 he f i e 1 d ,
hid

1ue

near
a

-

it,

lion

»

The

Old Oaken Bucket"

is

the sort

can only be fully described by the

everywhere will be singing
be humming and whistling

Box-offices
?a|

w ill

"The Old Oaken

Bucket."'

To

of picture that

The

box-ojffice.

Then

— just as patrons

As

of— dollars,

the tune

"ft

dollars, dollars

cut
of my fa - theiythe dai - ry house hy ii,
Soon, with the emblem of health o-ver-i'lo^ing^^d^|^l^in^il^|al^iyt
fan - cy re - verts to my fa-thers plantation And
%^glf|^^^

^13^^^^

mm

ng in

the

v.

ell

?

hung

in

the well.

CHORUS.

The

old

oaken buck

rati.
+

t
by

Released

hung

in the well.'
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S
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November

small towns.

— C.

Dakin Opera

B. Dakin,

House, New Berlin,
hood patronage.

N.

1921

12,

— Neighbor-

Y.

Universal

—

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.
good program picture.
An interesting
story.
Has several good laughs and
enough thrills to satisfy. Did not care
particularly for the picture myself, but
regular patrons who have not commented
on a picture in weeks remarked that they
liked this one.
W. J. Powell, Lonet the-

—

Wellington,
ronage.

O.

atre,

— Small

town

pat-

Moonlight

Follies, with Marie Prevost
scenery and thoroughly enjoyable from beginning to end, but it is
not a square deal to Nan to make her
go to sleep on the job. Mrs. Linnie M.
Carter, Court theatre, Huntingdon, Tenn.
Opened Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
Pleased average Sunday crowd. Good
picture
for
churches. O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town
patronage.

— Beautiful

—

—

—

—

—

If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
picture that has a heart interest and will
please them all.
clean picture. Tony
Lally, Regus theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.

A
—
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace
Darmond. — Did not see
but reports
were O. K. — Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—
Good picture. — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
theatre. Canton,
— General patronage.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. — Good
it,

—

any

Olympic

theatre.
Louis Frana,
atre, Calinar, la.
Pleasu-.-e

Seekers,

—A

with

the-

dandy clean

little

—

111.

— Neighborhood

A

patronage.

Fool and His Money, with Eugene

—

—

—

—

Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore. Far better than The Chicken in

—

Five reels of dandy entertainment.
Should please all classes. M.
Ford, Strand theatre, Norwich, N. Y.
Transient patronage.
the Case.

The

—

— F. Tweedy, Auditorium theCarthage, Ind. — Small town patron-

atre,

J.

age.

The

Supreme, with a special cast.
wouldn't draw. Poorest Satur-

Gift

— Simply

day night of the season. Seemed to please
most of those present. O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town

—

—

patronage.

She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. A winner.
Big business and
everyone more than pleased. You can't

—

beat this one.
atre,

—

J.

E. Capps, Princess theNeighborhood pat-

Okolona, Miss.

—

ronage.

The

—

—

any or all.
it.
George

It's

with

Norma

—

Hymera,

Pearl theatre,
Small town patronage.

Ind.

The New Moon, with Norma TalGood program picture. Rather

—

— John

madge.

—This

a great
pleased.

theatre,

Norma

with

Bert

Lytell.—
picture. Please

a regular special.

Ebcrwine,

Auditorium

Book
the-

Tal-

a reissue picture, but is
Our patrons well
Goforth & Son, Dreamland theis

production.

—

atre,

Aurora

Steichen,

White Lake, S. D.
The New Moon,

Kiowa, Kan.

— Neighborhood

patron-

D.
to

Griffith progreat business.

—

—

Suds, with Mary Pickford. One can
hardly understand why Mary Pickford
could permit such a poor picture to be
issued.
True, it is different from any of
her previous pictures, but it in no way
does her credit.
It might be classed
more as a comedy than a standard Pickford picture.
played it two days.
Patrons very much disappointed. J. P.
Neist, Forest theatre. Forest City, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Mark

of Zorro, with

— Went

pleased.

A

action.

likes

House,

Everyone

action.

You won't go
it

— Grill

Herndon,

wrong.

to an exhibitor that

&

Opera

Berger,

Kan.

— Neighborhood

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
got 1,000 stickers for this and got
I
the kids interested in sticking them on
each other's backs.
This got them excited.
I
sent out over 200 postcards
with a friendly invitation.
I sent some
catchy lines and a cut to the newspaper.
Everybody talked Outside the Law and,
best of ail, I had a big turn out.
The
picture was grand. Lon Chaney, Wheeler

—

La La

W.

This played this city as a road show
two weeks. Out of a population of 171,000 I drew the first week 25,734, second
week 25,601. Big exploitation. It pays.
E. J. Weill, Strand theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

We

of

Book it.
Will recommend

—

United Artists
Way Down East, a
— Two weeks

Lots

picture.
pleased.

Oakman and especially the kiddie deserve
especial
credit.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.

age.

duction.

111.

patronage.

—

Douglas Fair-

over big and patrons well
picture that will please in the

Lucile, with

Lee Moran.

—A

Eddie Lyons and

very funny comedy

fea-

ture and one that will give them a good
laugh.
Drew big.— R. B. Gillette, Milfred theatre, Greene, N. Y.
Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

—

The

Kiss, with Carmel Meyers. This
not a small town picture. My patrons
want Westerns and pictures that have
is

—

of action and some comedy.
C. F.
Nolte.
Wonderland theatre, Buckeye,
lots

— Small town patronage.
Brute, with Frank
Mayo. — A good picture with
of ac— Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Granville, N. Y. — General patronage.
The Magnificent Brute, with Frank
Mayo. — A
picture and one
pleased.
Fair business. — Cirmak & Yankoiro, Hider theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
la.

The Magnificent

lots

tion.

theatre,

that

fair

Pink

Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
picture we have shown and
find it 100 per cent.
Hope those following are equally as good. J. J. Kudlacek,

Walton

First

—

The Lone Wolf, with
Take it from me, it's a big

—

—

nolds.

banks.

From Nowhere,

with Elaine
Hammerstein. Only fair. Pleased about
50 per cent. Star well liked, but nothing
to brag about in this one. Did not bring
any business. Wallerstein Bros. Idlehour theatre, Michigan City, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
Girl

Conquest,

of

Isle

—

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein. A good star.
Fine picture.
Look a long time before you find better

—

Talmadgc. No kick against this one. A
good one of Norma, but Constance is the
best drawing card for us. Olen Rey-

deep.

Who

Lost Himself, with William Faversham. Good picture and drew
fairly well.
Comment good. O. R. NaSmall
tion, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
town patronage.

acting.

pat-

patronage.

age.

—

—

—

madge.

—

A

town

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. Good picture. L. B. Greenhaw,
Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark. Small town

O'Brien. Gave as good satisfaction as
any we have ever shown. Thinking of
return date. Farming community. C. E.
Morgan, Bisley Memorial Hall, West
Winfield, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

The Man

— Small

ronage.

Ham-

Elaine

picture.
Perhaps it can't be called "special," but
picture.
T.
program
it's a darned good
H. Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester,

merstein.

Marbkhead, O.

atre,

Swan

POSSESSION

theatre,

— — Neighbor-

Swanton, Neb!

hood patronage.

The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
As good as any Myers picture

Myers.

—

we have
but

played.
Did not seem to draw,
pleased those who came. J. Earl

—

Question

The

A
WHAT DO

MEN WANT

Hp

If the world's

women knew what

—the world's men

with

—and

be a

social revolution in every

for

to

do

there'd

country on
And what
women know what thevJ wan' 9 \5 hat
does a woman have to give, create, devise
earth.

\That do

men want?

or plan to satisfv the restlessness of

man?

found the answer. It is
newest and greatest motion picIt is simple
ture
It is solid and sound.
and complex. It is elusive and matter of
fact.
It amazes you and satisfies you.
It solves the huge riddle of domestic
Everyone, without exception,
relations.
in vour citv will want to see it.
Lois

IT

eber has

in her

F.B.WARREN
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Ivesdale,

atre,

111.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Once

Every Woman, with Dorothy

to

— One

of the best I have played
Great
Patrons well pleased.
for the small towns.
H. A. Matthyer.
Opera House. Deposit, N. Y. Neighbor-

Phillips.
this year.

—

—

hood patronage.

November

1921

12,

Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,
111.
General patronage.

—

Kazan (Davis), with
The best animal stuff

To

a special cast.
in

—

Curwood.
Uglow,
Gen-

this

business. W.
theatre, Burlington,

average

Crystal
eral patronage.

L.

Wis.

—

Penny o' Top Hill Trail (Federated),
with Bessie Love. This picture delighted
an audience composed of all ages and
classes.
Absolutely censor proof. W.
H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kingsport,
Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

Vitagraph

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Even
if
the picture wasn't worth a cuss the
exhibitor who cannot clean up on this
one is in the wrong business. However,

good and will give
which adds more pleasure

the picture
faction,

box

satis-

is

—

to the

receipts.
T. H. Smith, PrinNeighbortheatre, Colchester, 111.

office

cess

—

hood patronage.

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Drew
people that had never been in my theatre
before.
Many favorable comments from
A. D.
patrons. Good business two days.
Brawner, Jewel theatre, Hooker, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.
wonderful title and a real picture. Made
a school tie-up and played to capacity
business.
E. B. Sheldon, Sheldon Opera
House, Hamilton, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER,

Hunt Stromberg
ductions
Corp.

associated with
May proby R-C Pictures

Doris

in the

distributed

The Heart
cast.

—

Maryland, with a special
Very good picture and pleased 90

Kennedy,

Empire

theatre,

Aledo,

III.

of

picture for small town
Starland
Wallerstein
Bros.,
exhibitor.
Neighbortheatre, Michigan City, Ind.

per cent.

Small town patronage.

—

patronage.

—

Good

—

hood patronage.

Once

Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Dandy comedy. Everybody well pleased. Good story. Lots of
laughs.
Book it. You won't go wrong.
Clean

a

—

Anybody can see it.
Berger, Opera House, Herndon,
Neighborhood patronage.
picture.

&

Grill

Kan.

—

The Virgin

of Stamboul, with Priscilla
box office attraction. Did
not see the picture myselt, but the patrons commended the picture highly.
E. P. Johnson, Garlock theatre, Phelps,

Dean.

N. Y.

—A

real

— Neighborhood

The

patronage.

Devil's Pass Key, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. Although the title
of the picture was bad, the picture was
excellent and pleased big audience.
William Noble, Criterion theatre, Okla-

homa

—

City,

The

Okla.

— General

Devil's

— Fairly good

—

—

Secret of the Hills, with Antonio
Moreno. Not well attended. Lobby not
particularly attractive, but was well liked
by those who came. Dwight Baker,

—

—

ronage.

The Third Kiss, with a special cast.
This sure was a nice picture. Five reels

Ottumwa,

Circle theatre,

—

—

—

The Courage

—

—

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy
good picture.

—

with

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Good. Patrons like it a little better than
Pink Tights. J. L. Meyers, Liberty the-

—

— The best yet. Business pick— Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome theNiagara Falls, N. Y. — Neighborhood

Fairbanks.
ing up.
atre,

patronage.

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
Salisbury.
Very good picture, with very
beautiful scenery.
Pleased small audience.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre,
Canton, III. General patronage.

—

—

—

The Struggle (Canyon), with FrankFarnum.

lyn

One

—A

good five-reel Western.
all and sent them home
Fair
business.
George T.I

that pleased

satisfied.

—

Lesser, Elmwood theatre, Syracuse, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bubbles
son.

Pioneer), with

(

— Only

please patrons.
theatre,

Mary Ander-

a fair picture, but

seemed

to

— Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
— General patronage.

Canton,

111.

Hearts of the Range (Lubin), with a
special cast.
dandy five-reel Western
and will please 100 per cent. Nice busiBook this one. You can't go
ness.
wrong. Sam Slotnick, Rialto theatre,

—A

—

Syracuse,

N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. This is a dandy Western.

—

Drew well and everyone pleased. You
will make no mistake in booking this.
J. W. Hill. City theatre, Dalton, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Young.

(Equity),

— Pulled

with

Clara

Kimball

the best house of the sea-

wonderful subject. Is bound to please
and draw good. Frank Sardino, Hippodrome theatre. Syracuse, N. Y. Tran-

—

all

Out

of the

chan.

cast.

Depths (Pioneer), with a
Chas. Kupicture.

Idylhour

Black
Hart.

—

— Fair

General patronage.

pat-

III.

Western Pep (Pioneer), with William

—

90 per cent.— P. G.
atre, Fairmont, Neb.
ronage.

— Neighborhood

—
Women (Pioneer), with
— A very good picture. Fair
business. — Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton,
— General patronage.
Thoughtless
Alma Rubens.

Woman Untamed (McGovern),
Doraldina. — A six-reel picture and

special

pleased about
Held, Sterling the-

—

The

—Just an ordinary
Nothing to rave about.
It

(Pioneer),

— Very

Salisbury.

—

sient patronage.

to

with Mongood.
Ralph
Rosso,
Hippodrome theatre, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
roe

Cupid's Brand (Arrow), with Jack
Best of
Hoxie. Very good Western.
the Jack Hoxie pictures. They have all
been good. Chas. Kuchan. Idylhour theGeneral patronage.
atre, Canton, 111.

Neighborhood patronage.

Once

—

The Barbarian

Hush

State Rights

a

Phillips.

Marge O'Doone, with

of

Been a little slow getting
a special cast.
to this one, but glad that we played it,
for it pleased a good crowd for two days.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, ColNeighborhood' patronage.
chester, 111.

of pleasing entertainment.
Poor business.
Not fault of the picture. O. C.
French, French's Hall, Truxton, N. Y.

—

la.

Dollars and the Woman, with Alice
Pleased
Program
picture.
Joyce.
everyone. W. S. Harris, Grand theatre.
Marked Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

Pass Key, with a special
picture. Pleased about
75 per cent.
Attendance fair. Liberty
theatre. Canton, O.
Neighborhood patcast.

The

—

theatre,

—

Canton,

111.

(Pinnacled, with Neal
the Neal Hart Westerns

Sheep

— All

of

—

have proven most satisfactory. W. H.
Kingsport,
theatre,
Harman, Strand
Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

Sky Eye (Lesser), with a

—A

special cast.

fine evening's entertainment
and is bound to please. Drew fair. John
Milillo. Portageville Opera House, PortNeighborhood patronageville, N. Y.

really

—

—

POSSESSION

age.

Mid-Channel

(Equity),

—

with

Clara

Kimball
Young. Very good picture.
Poor attendance due to rainy weather.

JOEY McCREERY,

winner of the Thos.
H. Ince beauty contest, who is appearing in Educational-Mermaid comedies.

'0.

A

good, old fashioned melodrama with
everything that goes to make up great
entertainment.
On top of that two beautiful love stories and the best all-round cast
and acting you have seen in an age.
They'll go out saying: "My, but that's a
great movie!"

This will bring out

all

your regulars, and

in addition to the regulars the millions of

Dickens readers,
right word.

and

"millions"

is

the

The best exploitation opportunities of this
season are awaiting vou when vou book
Charles Dickens'

master

— melodrama

Our Mutual Friend
'The Perfect Movie'

F

B
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A

son.

USE THIS BLANK

nice picture and will please.

A. Weisbcck, Liberal theatre,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

November

1921

12,

—

J.

Alden,

—

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. This series has been going
good and a real surprise. Patrons well
pleased
Ran on my poorest night of
the week and they have increased my
attendance.
E. B. Meitzer, Alcazar theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

for

Fill in this

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born

St.,

—

Serials
The Avenging Arrow (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. Good serial. Lots of pep.
Sunday business picking up. Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls,

—

Other Exhibitors

blank

—

Chicago.

—

— Neighborhood

N. Y.

patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. One of the best
drawing cards we have had in years.
You can't go
Pleased 100 per cent.
wrong on this one. W. T. Meighbon,
NeighCapitol theatre, Newport, Ark.
borhood patronage.

—

—

Tide

—

of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth
Good
to large crowd.
crowd for 2nd episode. G. D. Worden,
town
N.
Y.
Small
Gem theatre, Delavan,

Ruth

Star

Roland.

Producer

— Opened

—

—

patronage.

Remarks

The Flaming Disk
Elmo Lincoln. — Had

(Universal),
off

pull

to

with

CHARLES

Neither adults nor children came;
but do not think it due to quality of this
serial, but to lack of interest in serials in
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salgeneral.
mon, Ida. Small town patronage.

The Lost City (Warren Bros.), with a
special cast.
The biggest and best money
getter I ever saw.
Business jumped up

—

—
Buffalo,

15 per
theatre,

cent.

J.

Cardina. Kensington
N. Y. Neighborhood

—

SALE

—

—

Ottumwa, la.
The Slicker (Fox), with a special cast
Good Sunshine comedy. Ralph Rosso,
Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

Roman Romeos

(Universal), with Ed-

—

Lyons and Lee Moran. Overrated.
Only a few laughs and those from the

die

Short Subjects

— G.

comedy.

Semon

well

D. Worden, Gem theatre,
Delavan, N. Y. Small town patronage.

Title

liked here.

Star

Producer

Fighting Blood (Universal), with Jack
Good western picture. C has.
Perrin.
Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.

Remarks

— Unusually

—

—

—

The Toreador (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
good.
Clyde Cook is sure
making them step as a comedian. Book

— H.

you will
View theatre, Lake View,
like

it,

it.

P.
la.

Lake
Neighbor-

Gull,

—

hood patronage.

—

Century Comedies (Universal). Not
sold for anything special, yet they very
seldom fail to get the laughs and approval of our patrons. The "Brownie,"
dog pictures are especially well liked.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Nebr.

— Small

town patronage.

Fire Bugs (Universal), with Brownie,
the dog.
They liked it. Philip Rand,

—

Rex

Salmon,

town

patronage.

Exhibitor

Name

theatre,

—
Ida. — Small

Harold Lloyd's One Reel Reissues
(Pathe). These have given satisfaction.
Some patrons go so far as to say they are
better than his two reelers.
W. H. Harman, Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.
Small town patronage.

—

of Theatre

—

Transient

ronage
City

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

theatre,

reels are going over fine.
like them and they are a

Patrons

R.

Nation,

— Small town patronage.
The Great Opium Case (Pathe), with
Tom Carrigan. — These Nick-Carter series
Davis, Cal.

two

in
all

splendid
these to any
theatre needing short subjects.
Charles
B. Allen, Allen theatre, Solvay, N. Y.

drawing card.

Recommend

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Crossed Clues (Universal), with Hoot
One of Hoot's best two reelers.
He is a drawing card for me. Can't be
beat.
J.
C.
Harlan, Pastime theatre,
Humphrey, Ark. Neighborhood patronGibson.

—

—

—

age.

Why

They Love Cave Men

—
—
—

(Tony

Sarg), a Cartoon comedy. Played three
of Sarg's and all went good. Too short.
Average about half a reel. O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town
patronage.

The Big

Secret (Fox),
are two reels of
will make them roar
R. B. Gillette, Milfred

— Here

with Al St. John.
joy and one that
with laughter.
theatre, Greene,
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—
best. —
Harlan, Pastime
C.
Humphrey, Ark. — Neighborhood
N. Y.

Doing time (Pathe), with Snub Pollard.
Good comedy.
One of Snub's
J.

theatre,

patron-

age.

The Smart Alec (Universal), with
Harry Sweet. Fair corned y. C has.
Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.

—

—

General patronage.

A

Wild Night (Universal), with Joe

— Didn't get many laughs. Just
— O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,

Martin.
State

— O.

Strand

kids.

School Days (Vita graph), with Larry

— Good

fair.

Cal.

— Small

The Rent

Pic-

Larry Semon. A rattling good and clean
comedy.
Ranks with anything Semon
has made. Dwight Baker, Circle theatre,

patronage.

Semon.

in a scene

tures Corp. product.

serial.

—
—

("CHIC")

irom "His Nibs," the Exceptional

this

town patronage.
Collector (Vitagraph), with

POSSESSION

—

he

Million

Question

Dollar

What does every
and a

pack 'cm

pictures that

You want

Money
You want

exhibitor want?

big, satisfied patronage.

in

and please 'em!

pictures that will be talked

playing and remembered
have ended their engagements.

about while
after they

Weber

Lois

picture

has written and produced a

that

will

everywhere.

A

and Peoria:

for

Springs,

for big

these

get

picture

for

results

Pittsburg

Chicago and Colorado
city

and

little

town.

"WHAT DO

That's the kind of picture
WANT?" is - a drama that delivers

MEN

you

dollars.
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Welsh

Valuable
Addition to Staff
Is

Has Built
Among
Is

an Acquaintance
Exhibitors That

Nation-Wide

Robert E. Welsh goes to F. B. Warren
Corporation as director of exploitation
activities with a countrywide acquaintance among exhibitors an-d other film
men and with an insight into the needs
of theatre owners and managers.
With a picture career dating back to
the early days with Kalem, Mr. Welsh
is one of the best known film men in New
York. As "silent partner" in the capacity of confidential advisor to

numerous

independent producers and prominent exhibitors he has cemented many friendships and strengthened his reputation for
keen film knowledge.

On New York
High-lights in

Papers
the career of Mr. Welsh
association with Motion

previous to his
Picture News include, in addition to his
service with Kalem, two years as editor
of The Dramatic Mirror when that publication was a strong factor in the picture
field,

and newspaper

activity that includes

New York

with The American
and The Evening Telegram, and in several other Eastern cities.
In the department headed by Mr.

work

in

Welsh

Warren Corporation is a
known advertising man, A. L.
Hamilton, who comes to the industry
at F. B.

nationally

from

mercantile advertising field.
who has been at the head
of his own advertising agency handling
many well known national accounts, has
been attracted to the film industry by the
It is
exceptional opportunities offered.
expected that Mr. Hamilton's broad experience will find expression in giving
real consumer appeal to the exhibitor
aids prepared for. the coming big specials
handled by the corporation.

Warners

Many

the

Mr. Hamilton,

Exploitation Important Factor

With Mr. Welsh heading

a department
wherein such recognized advertising topnotchers as Mr. Hamilton are willing to
work to learn the "film methods," and
Mr. Gunning and Mr. Warren, both advertising and exploitation specialists, an
array of ability has been gathered which
indicates the importance given to exploitation in the scheme of things with
this

November

corporation.

To Adapt "The Summons"
Goldwyn

has

purchased

the

motion

picture rights to Katharine Ncwlin Burt's
new novel, "The Summons." which will
receive serial publication before being isAn early producsued in book form.
Goldwyn already has
tion is expected.

nroduced "The Branding Iron" and
"Snowblind," two of Mrs. Burt's novels.

"This picture sets a

to Provide

Publicity Aids

The

latest

Warner

Brothers' publica-

"Parted Curtains," featuring Henry
B. Walthall and M ary Alden, is offered
to exhibitors and state right buyers with
many aids for publicity and exploitation

tion,

purposes,

it

is

The

said.

suggestions

offered are said to be practical and inexpensive and productive of considerable
interest

among motion
Tieup

picture "fans."

Suggested
The routine use of lobby displays,
screen slides and paper has been fully
is

provided

for, but there are additional
the method of presentation. For
instance, the title suggests curtains and
these can be effectively used for both
the lobby and department store tieups.
The fact that the story deals with the
self-sacrifice of a man who was once a
member of society is said to afford the
exhibitor a good newspaper campaign.
Henry B. Walthall, in the role of an
ex-convict, and his trials and tribulations
in trying to be a respectable member
of society furnish cue for the newspaper

helps

in

tieup.

to be distributed on the open market
a notable cast, includ-

Woman'' has

ing Florence Vidor, Madge Bellamy, Theodore Roberts, Lloyd
in the entire field of art," Mr. Ince declares.

new standard

1921

Walthall and Mary Alden are
Featured in "Pareed
Curtains"

u rj /ITT TT.J Z7 TT7T\ 1\/T A Al" Four scenes from the Thomas H. Ince production,
11 JILL, 1 1~L H, VV U lVlJiiS
by Associated First National Pictures. "Hail the
Marshall.

12,

Hughes and TuHy*

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Stanley

Opens

Equipment

Progress
The predominant note in the
field this week and the
subject for much discussion is
the new electric sign which her-

equipment

alded to the people of Chicago

new

that the

theatre opened by

Balaban & Katz is the '"Chicago."'
To anyone down town in Chicago on that night there was no
doubt as to the name of the the-

and

atre

to

whom

belonged.

it

The huge sign, the product of
Thomas Cusack company, weighmore than seven

ing

dominated

lutely

tons, abso-

State

street,

Chicago's best lighted thoroughfare.
It is

something new

It is different.

ing.

in light-

It is visible

and readable the full length of
the loop, and were it not for obstructions this would undoubtedly be true for a greater distance.
It

a

is

practical

tion of the
Its

light.

puny the

exemplifica-

power of the

nitrogen bulbs

make

efforts of other signs

the street to attract.

who

electric

on

Exhibitors

Chicago should not

fail

to see this sign in operation.

It

visit

emphasize as the printed
word cannot what a powerful
will

exploitation feature a really
electric sign

Balaban
gratulated.

&

good

is.

Katz are

to be con-

o n

having the sign and on having
given the contract for its construction to a firm of the enter-

and ability of
Cusack & Company.

prise

Thomas

America

of

New Karlton

Theatre

—

Construction of the Latest Type Fireproof— Heated
From Adjoining Building Hoffman-Henon Firm
Architects Supervised Erection

—

The new Karlton theatre, the latest
addition to the chain of Stanley Company, has been opened to the public.
The handsome marble facade of the
restaurant, hidden for a time behind scaffolding boards, is again resplendent and
of immaculate beauty and the new interior of the theatre building is a revelation in decorative art.
Masses of brick
and steel that were upon the site were
removed quickly once the builders entered actively upon their contract and

—

there arose with surprising celerity a
structure that is sure to win unstinted
praise and to redound to the credit of
Philadelphia.
The Karlton is to be a first run feature
photoplay theatre under the direction of
the Stanley Company of America and
Jules E. Mastbaum. president of the company, gave the Hoffman-Henon Company, architects, carte blanche to make
Its conthe theatre a thing of beauty.
struction is of the latest type fireproof
from front to rear. It will be one of the
safest buildings of any kind, the heat
being furnished by the Land Title Building which adjoins the Karlton.

—

Classic Tone Predominates
The style of the entire theatre is calssic
with Adam's influence. The main floor

consists of an open lobby, closed
bule, a large mirrored vestibule and
and finally a large auditorium. The
of the house from the lobby to the
is

vesti-

foyer
front

foyer

wainscoted with white Italian marble:
is decorated above the marble
gold leaf decorations and

the foyer

work with

On
beautiful polychrome color effects.
each side of the foyer are beautiful
marie fountains of Bottechino marble,
over which are mural paintings by
George Harding. The main vestibule,
besides being wainscoted with Italian
marble, has beautiful violet Breche marble pilasters between French plate cut
The chandeliers in this
glass mirrors.
The
vestibule are of Venetian crystals.
entire scheme of this vestibule will be of
light, airy effect.
The ornamental plastered effect of the
ceiling is worked out in very delicate
The main auditorium

reliefs.

Congratulated

Company

is

decocolor

an entirely different
scheme from the entrance and foyer. The

rated

in

ceilings are all of light plain colors, the
ornaments being high lighted with gold
and the background decorated with various colors. The side walls are beautifully

panelled and the panels are hung with
The color
imported French tapestry.
effects around the tapestries are all in
keeping with these panels and are worked
out in various colors and tones to harmonize. The wainscoting is of Spanish

leather and Circassian walnut, beautifully
panelled.

Novel Lighting Scheme
Novel lighting is the feature of this
auditorium and it has one of the most
expensive lighting schemes of any auditorium of its size in the country. Three
large circular grille panels are the features of the main ceiling with small
rectangular lighting panels between the
ceiling lighting group. Around the main
cornices are concealed hundreds of lights.
At the top of the wainscoting there is
another series of lighting reflectors interrupted every thirty feet by a special
lighting unit designed by the architects
for this particular theatre which has a
This entire lighting
very novel effect.
system is in the switchboard room on the
Every possible shade in
both floors.
the rainbow may be secured by this
further augment of this lighting scheme.
There is an elaborate system of ventilators that insures perfect air conditions.

blowers and air washers were
about the theatre, insuring
a warm and healthy atmosphere in winThe organ
ter and coolness in summer.
grille
beautiful
behind
concealed
is
screens on both sides of the proscenium
arch. It is one of the largest organs ever

Large

fans,

concealed

all

New
placed in a theatre of this size.
musical effects never before attempted in
from
obtained
will
be
any other theatre
this instrument.
The entire stage setting is unique. The
hangings and draperies are all of silk
damask, trimmed with gold brocade and
The carpets were all especially
fringes.
woven for this theatre. The main carpet
is in jasper stripes of black and gold.
The

ladies' rest

room

is

beautifully fur-

nished and carpeted and the walls are
hung with colored damask laid out in
French mirrors are built in the
panels.
falls at

both ends.

The men's smoking

oak with furupholstered in SpanOf course the Karlton has
ish leather.
been provided with the latest types of
projection machines and with a screen of

room

is

finished in antique

niture to match,

all

the most approved sort.

Organ Big Feature
The new Karlton theatre besides being

one of the most beautiful, artistic motion
picture auditoriums in the country, also
boasts of one of the largest and most
is
it
organs.
equipped
completely
The instrument in the new
said.
orchesunit
is
a
theatre
Karlton
percussion instruof pipes and
tra
organist
ments under the control of the
as the human orchestra follows the leading of its director. It closely resembles
the great unit in the Stanley theatre,

1
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National Association Report
Shows Express Rates Cheapest
Applies on Shipments in Excess of Eight Pounds

Which Take Higher Rate By
Parcel Post
Film companies can effect a big saving by using express, service instead of parcel
This
post for shipments in excess of eight pounds between New York and Chicago.
interesting information is conveyed in a bulletin to members of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry from Chairman P. H. Stilson of its Transportation
Committee.
Chairman Stilson says that few shippers realize the variance in charges between
express and parcel post rates. For the benefit of film companies he has collaborated with
Manager's office of the American Railway Express Company in making out
General
the
a schedule showing the express and postal rates between New York and Chicago and the

The schedule follows:
COMPARISON OF EXPRESS AND PARCEL POST BETWEEN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
saving to be effected

Wt.

Express

8

.59
.64
.67
.69
.78

9

10
11
12
18
14
15

.76
.79
.82

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
SI
32
33
34
85
36
37
38
39
40

.86

88
.92
.96
.98
1.01
1.06

1.08
1.11
1.13
1.17
1.21
1.23
1.27
1.30
1.34
1.37
1.40
1.42
1.45
1.50
1.52
1.55
1.59
1.63
1.65
1.69
1.71
1.75
1.78
1.81
1.84
1.86
1.92
1.94

41

42
48
44
45
46
47
48

49
60

in

War Tax
.08
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

.05
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.08
.08

.08
.08
.08
.08
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

a choice of carriers.

Total

Par. Post
.50
.66
.62
.68
.74

.63
.68
.71

.78
.77
.80
.83
.87
.91
.93
.97
1.01
1.03
1.07
1.12
1.14
1.17
1.19
1.23
1.28
1.30
1

34

1.37
1.41
1.44
1.47
1.50
1.53
1.58
1.00
1.63
1.67
1.72
1.74
1.78
1.80
1.84
1.87
1.91
1.94
1.96
2.02
2.04

.86
.92
.98
1.04

1.10
1.16
1.22
1.28

34
1.40
1.46
1.52
1.58
1

1.64

1.70
1.76
1.82
1.88
1.94

2.00
2.06
2.12
2.18
2.24
2.30
2.36
2.42
2.48
2.54
2.60
2.66
2.72
2.78
2.84
2.90
2.96
3.02

War Tax
.02

.03
.03
.03
.03
.04
.04
.04
.04
.05
.05
.05
.05
.06
.06
.06
.06
.07
.07
.07
.07
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
.09
.09
.09
.09
.10
.10
.10
.10

the largest and most completely
in East.
The string section in the Karlton organ
contains double basses, cellos, first and
second violins, and their octaves. In the
wood are the clarinets, oboes, saxophone,
The brass
kinura, flutes and piccolo.
family is represented by the tubas, trombones, horns and cornet.
Organ tone or foundation stops include
the diaphones, diapasons, tibias, bour-

which

is

equipped

dons and accompanying flutes, with
mutation stops. The vox humanas and
some other specialties also belong in a
outside of the orchestra
proper, making this an orchestra and an
organ, with all the advantages of both.
classification

Desirable Musical Effects

Percussion instruments are present in
great variety, exceeding any usual con-

.11

.11
.11
.11
.12
.12
.12
.12
.13

$50.00
Insur.

p. P.
Total

.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

.62
.69

.76
.81
.67
1

.94
.00

1.06
1.12
1.19
1.25
1.31
1.37
1.44
1.50
1.56
1.62
1.69
1.75
1.81
1.87
1.94
2.00
2.06
2.12

2.H
2.25
2.31
2.37
2.43
2.50
2.56
2.62
2.68
2.75
2.81
2.87
2.93
3.00
3.06
3.12
3.18
3.25

Express
\V

t.

Total

8
7
10

.62
.68
.71
.73
.77
.80
.83
.87

1

12
18
14
16
16
17
18
10

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
80
81
32
88

.91

.93
.97
1.01
1.03
1.07
1.12
1.14
1.17

1.19
1

23

42

1.28
1.30
1.34
1.37
1.41
1.44
1.47
1.50
1.53
1.58
1.60
1.63
1.67
1.72
1.74
1.78

43

1.80

44

1.84
1.87
1.91
1.94
1.96
2.02
2.04

84

35
36
87
88
39
40
41

*5
46
47
48
49
60

Express
Cheaper
• • * •

.01
.04
.08

.10
.14
.17
.19
.21
.26
.28
.30
.84
.87
.38
.42
.45
.50
.52
.53
.67
.60
.63
.65
.68
.71
.75
.78
.79
.83
.87
.89
.90
.94
.97
1.01
1.03
1.06
1.09
1.12
1.16
1.16
1.21

cert orchestra and far beyond the organ
These comprise the chimes
resources.
(tubular bells), harp, marimba, glocken-

orchestra bells, xylophone, (piano
prepared for, to be installed later), the orchestral drums, tympani, and musical
(legitimate) traps, as needed for interpretation of the folk music of the several
nations.
The musical "effects" considered desirable in the early days of motion

November

Hope-Jones and used by

company

in

an idealized form. All means of control
are within reach of hands or feet without
stretching or inconvenience, even the
manuals being inclined to the natural
angle of the arms and the double touch
being at the same time positive and easy
to play.
The combinations all visibly
operate the stop keys and have double
touch to control the pedal simultaneously
or not, as desired.

West Coast Theatres

Opens New Houses

Many

Stars Attend Ceremonies

At Los Angeles and
Anaheim,
The

Calif.

new Wilshirc

beautiful

theatre,

Western avenue and Third,

at

in

Los

new

Angeles, and the palatial

California
theatre in Anaheim,
California, were
given a rousing send-off with the presence of many stars from the Hollywood
colony on their opening nights.
The West Coast Theatres, Inc., in conjunction with their Hollywood associates,

The Hollywood Theatres, Incorporated,
present

in

the Wilshirc theatre the most

neighborhood house which
Lost Angeles theatregoers have now at
their disposal, it is said.
The opening
occurred on Thursday evening, October
20.
Jackie Coogan, in person, dedicated
the new house. Charles Ray in the First
National attraction, "A Midnight Bell,"
was the opening feature. The comedy
attraction for the opening was Lloyd
"Ham" Hamilton in the Jack Whitebeautiful

little

Mermaid production, "Robinson Crusoe,
Ltd."

Opening

Stars Attend

Among

the

stars

who

attended

the

opening were Anita Stewart, Rudolph
Cameron, Enid Bennett and Fred Niblo,
Miriam Cooper, R. A. Walsh, Buster
Keaton, Natalie Talmadge, Barbara Castleton, Lewis S. Stone, Bebe Daniels,
Louis B. Mayer, Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Stahl, William Russell, Barbara Bedford,
Maryland Morne, Janes Novak, Louis
Stone, Harold Lloyd, Lloyd Hamilton,
and Larry Semon.

The Wilshire theatre is a 1,000 seat
house. One-half of the capacity is fitted
out in luxuriant leather loges. A Hope
Jones organ has been installed. Robert
E. Power of Los Angeles did the decoThe projection equipment was
rations.
installed under the direction of Art Smith.

spiel,

picture accompaniment, and by some
exhibitors even now, are conspicuous by
their absence.
Being located in solid concrete chambers and under control of individual
electric motors, the expression is perfect,
from gentle gradation of crescendo and
diminuendo to the crashing sforzandos.
This unit orchestra and organ is operated from a console of the most practicable type, that designed by Robert

this

1921

12,

Anaheim's

The new

New

California

Theatre
theatre

in

Ana-

heim, which opened on Saturday evening,
October 22, is the first large theatre to
be erected in the city of Anaheim. It
is
a 1,300 seat theatre, equipped with
modern stage, in order to play a policy
of pictures and vaudeville.
For the present, the theatre will present feature pictures, short reel subjects,
comedies and vaudeville acts. The opening took Anaheim by storm. The natives
were pleased with the magnificence of
of the new house, erected by the West
Many
Coast Theatres, Incorporated.
stars attended the opening as guests of
the

management.

November

12.
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Latitude

is

qualities

of

99

one of the outstanding

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
It

enables the printer to secure perfect prints from

negatives

made under

variable conditions of light,

and renders beautiful shadow detail. It is the quality that broadens the possibilites of success, saves
the difficult situation and increases the average of
good results.

Eastman Film

carries quality

Eastman Film,
identifiable

words

both regular

throughout

its

through to the screen.

and

is

length by the

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

100

Company
street at

Th eatres

erect a house in

will

An

Charles
expenditure

made on

the theatre.

North avenue.

of $1,250,000 will be

*

Beloit,

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces Are Going Up.

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

Wis.— Ground

be

will

within thirty days on the

broken

new Blackhawk

Clarence

Newark, N. J.— William

E.

Bum-

Lehman

*

Milwaukee,

— Teutonia

Wis.

cost

&

Bauer.

street.

Plans were drawn by Rapp

Wis.

— Construction

is

under way on the new Rouman theatre
being erected by Rouman Amusement

—

High

Point, N.

—

Dallas, Tex.
Foy's
atre, said to be the

modern

THE
BAT

new Parkway

neighborhood

capitalization of $30,000. Members of the
company are W. A. Demers, G. E. Miner,
C. E. Overby and T. C. Surdson.

Philadelphia, Pa.

— Philadelphia

InvestCorporation will build

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporters of Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans
Cable Addrcu: W illemfllm

Office and Laboratory, 416 Chartres St,

ment Amusement
Fairmount avenue and Lex

a theatre at
street.

*

—

Milford, Del. An additional force of
workers has been put on the new Plaza
theatre job to rush it to completion. The
house will represent an expenditure of
$100,000 when opened.

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

Mo.

Harrington hotel

— W.

Cablai "Valasquln"
S.

Crane of the

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

will erect a theatre ad-

THE
BAT

READ THIS FOR YOUR PROTECTION
COPY OF COURT ORDER

COPY OF LETTER

In the District Court of the United States of America for the
Northern District of Illinois Eastern Division

—

Tuesday, October

18,

A. D.

1921.

Sent

By KUmax

Pictures Distributors, Defendants in
Action, on Order of Judge Carpenter to Agents

Present: Honorable George A. Carpenter, District Judge.

Above

and Theatres

ORDER
That the defendants should be enjoined from using the

"THE BAT"

Chicago, Oct.

Enter:

Dear

1921.

Sir:

Judge Carpenter of the U. S. District Court this morning
us, our agents, attorneys, licensees and assignees
from using the words "THE BAT' in connection with any
motion picture and in advertisements of such motion pictures.
enjoined

YOU ARE THEREFORE NOTIFIED AND REQUESTED
to use or exhibit any sign or other advertisement
the words "THE BAT" appear.

Carpenter,

Judge.

NOTICE!!
We

18,

title

connection with the exhibition of a picture on
the motion picture stage until the future order of this court
and said defendants, their agents, attorneys, assignees, and
licensees hereby are enjoined and prohibited from using the
words "THE BAT" in connection with any dramatic exhibition or picture, either on the speaking or motion picture stage
and in any advertisement published or issued in connection
with any play or dramatic production on the speaking or
motion picture stage, until the further order of this court.
in

18 Oct., 1921.

the-

and most
house in the

largest

—

Carthage,

Theatre

the-

Southwest, has been opened.

«

— Ambassador

Broadway

completely remodeled, has been reopened.
The seating capacity has been

Lake, Wis. Rice Lake Theatre
has been incorporated, with a

Company

*

Md.

C— The
*

—

Company.
Baltimore.

new

•

Georgetown, O. Work is progressing
rapidly on the new theatre being erected
by A. G. Markley.

&

*

Rhinelander,

of

la.
G. M. Solon has opened
theatre in the Moore building.

Spencer,
his

increased.

Rice

management

the

*

*

Rapp.

under

Thomas Wright.

erect a theatre.

street.

— Prudential Theatre Company

Openings

atre,

Hollywood, Cal.— Hollywood Theatres

Chicago.

of

Brownsville, Pa.— The Plaza, Brownsville's new $250,000 theatre, has been

*

•

plans to spend $400,000 in the erection
of a house at North avenue and Halsted

Sutter

Louis has announced

St.

plans for the erection of a $2,000,000 theand hotel building here.

Ky. Colonel Fred Levy
and M. Switow of Louisville have purchased property here on which they will

*

Corporation, which is associated with
West Coast Theatres, Inc., will erect a
$500,000 house in Hollywood boulevard,
between Cahuenga avenue and Ivar

and

atre

opened

—

Lexington,

Realty

Company will build a theatre in Teutonia avenue, between Center and Hadley streets, from plans created by Dick

New York

Davies

will build a theatre at Walton and
side avenues, The Bronx.
It will
$100,000.

Chicago. It is possible that a theatre
will be erected at 3241 Clark street, on
property purchased by Benjamin I. Morris, an attorney.

has drawn plans for a theatre to be
erected in Elizabeth avenue, near Clinton
square, by Morris Horwitz.

joining the hostelry.
Shreveport,
La.— Charles

1921

•

New York City—J.

*

Projects

12,

theatre.

—

New

November

are sole owners of all rights to the play and motion pictures of
rights to the words "The Bat."

"The Bat."

We

also

own

all

We are sorry it was necessary to appeal to the Courts to protect our rights, but having done
so we hereby serve warning on motion picture producers, distributors and exhibitors not to use
the words ''The Bat" in connection with any motion picture.

WAGENHALS AND KEMPER,
PRODUCERS OF "THE BAT"

in

not

which

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Gillick and Martin

New Pathe
New York

Chiefs

Celebrated Players and Progress
Pictures Buy Important Pictures

Operating System

Chicago Exchanges Close

Is Installed at Local

Daylight Saving

Exchange

Is

The managerial post at the local Pathe
exchange which has been vacant since the
resignation of W. A. Aschmann has now
been filled through appointments by
Elmer Pearson, general manager of the
company.
J. S. (Jimmie) Gillick and H. O. Martin,

Chicago theatre men were pleased
October 30 when Chicago abandoned its daylight saving schedule
and went back to standard time. It
estimated that daylight saving
cost Chicago theatres nearly $500,000 during the past summer.
is

manager at the Pittsburgh office, will be
the managers in charge of the local
branch.
In appointing two managers
General Manager Pearson installs in the
Chicago office a system which has operated very effectively in

New

A movement to prevent its being
put in force next spring has already

of the biggest deals for the

constant supply of the most eagerlysought pictures on the state right market.

a

started.

Ninety-one Pictures Purchased
Celebrated

Gillick will be in charge of the Illinois
territory, while Martin will
manage the Chicago sales. Ted Meyers

be assistant manager.
Until the arrival of Martin about the
middle of November District Manager
Schrader will be in charge of the new
Chicago branch.

will

Both of the new managers

will

Players, represented by J.
Friedman and Jack Grauman, closed
with Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company of Los Angeles, for five comL.

and Indiana

have

supervision Over their respective
departments, being responsible only to
the district manager and the home office.
direct

Plan 2500-Seat House
At Halsted and North

plete series of their product for Illinois,

Plans have been drawn for a 2500-seat
motion picture theatre to be erected at
the northwest corner of Halsted street
and North avenue by next March. Offices and stores are to be included in the

11

Well

Two

purchase of independent films ever
consumated in the Chicago territory, were closed during the past
week.
They assure theatres in this vicinity of

York.

Myers Named Assistant

Gillick

Negotiations for Big
Blocks of Film

Adandoned

Known

structure which will cost $400,000.

The
owned by the Prudential TheaCompany. It will be steel with terra

project

has been active at the local
of Pathe for four years and has
made a host of friends throughout the
Martin comes to the Row with
territory.
an enviable record in the Pennsylvania
Gillick

office

tre

is

cotta exterior.

Indiana and Wisconsin.
These include
thirteen five-reel productions and fiftyfour two-reel pictures.
Progress Pictures, of which Frank
Zambreno is president, simultaneously announced the purchase from Arrow Pictures Corporation of the rights jn this
territory

to

eight Jack

Hoxie

features,

twelve Eddie Lyons comedies, and four

district.

The local offices have been remodeled
to provide space for the addition of one
to the force.

manager

Gold in

New

Quarters

Sam

Gold, general manager of the Gold
Advertising Company, has removed their
headquarters from 118 North La Salle
street to larger quarters in the Hearst
Building, 326 West Madison street.

W.
W.

S.

Arronson Leaves

president and
general manager of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, left Chicago October 28 for
Omaha. From there, it was his intention
to return to New York.
S.

Arronson, vice

Schaef er in Hospital
Charles
field

J.

theatre,

Schaefer, owner of the Gar2844 Madison street, was

operated on at Mercy Hospital October
28.
Friends are now permitted to call.

HUNDRED-THOUSAND-DOLLAR DEAL—J.

Schwerin Visits Chicago
F. Schwerin, general
Rialto Productions, was in
C.

day October

28.

manager

of

Chicago Fri-

L. Friedman of Celebrated
Players signs a contract for $100,000 worth of independent pictures with Irving
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of Western Pictures Exploitation Co. Jack Grauman, associated with Mr. Friedman, stands behind Mr. Lesser, while Mr.
Rosenberg is the gentleman at extreme right
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Peter B. Kyne stories featuring Roy
Stewart and Marjorie Daw.
Both exchanges have previously made
a series of announcements in regard to
other product obtained for the present

Among the films that Mr. Friedman
and Mr. Grauman received from the
Lesser-Rosenberg organization are five
Dick Hatton "Prairie Productions" in five
reels each; eighteen Regell-Brown "Cactus" features co-starring Maryon Aye and
Bob Reeves in two reels each; twelve
"Scattergood" productions made by Edna
Schley in two reels each; eight Lester
Cuneo western productions in five reels
each, and twenty-four Irving Cummings
two-reel "Mounted Police" stories. The

Harry Lorch, former country sales manager for the local Goldwyn office, is off and
on his way to his new promotion, manager
of the Omaha, Neb., exchange, and is succeeded here by Ben Reingold, who previously covered Milwaukee city trade. W ith
Sam Sherman, the local exchange's Illinois sales representative, going to Milwaukee to fill Reingold's former berth, the local
exchange loses two

Premiere for Zambreno Film
"God's Country and the Law," one of
the big features being handled by Progress Pictures in this territory, completed
its successful premier showing of one
It

is

a

picture will now be released genthroughout the territory and is expected to make a record for independent

The

erally

bookings.

*

*

a flock of theatres scattered about Illinois, is once again
at his old standby in Peoria, having recovered from his recent serious attack of
illness, and with a few more weeks in the
game of exhibiting should show his former
pep and dash. Glad to see you back. Dee!
*

trip

crammed

full

of exhibitor

from the home office. Honest
didya give 'cm some or take 'em?

tips

*

*

Cecil,

»

Lee Herz. of the Interstate exchange, announces their new offering, "Little Orphan,"
featuring Em Gorman, is enjoying a week's
run at the Bandbox theatre, week of Nov. 6,
which should prove a big card, to listen to
Lee explain its exhibition value.
*

"Di-de" Langforp,

*

well

known

railway

exhibitor, returned home last
week, completing a two thousand mile jump
through the rugged western country. "Dude"
may have shot a couple of grizzlies but his
natural modesty is one that refrains from

magnate and

"Tarzan" Serial
Corporation's trade

showing on "Adventures of Tarzan,"
which it will distribute in this territory,
was held last Thursday at Aryan Grotto
temple.
More than 100 exhibitors and
film men attended the exhibition which
had been arranged under the direction
of Irving Mack.
To create interest in the showing two
men dressed in tiger skins paraded up

down film row. At the entrance
the temple each exhibitor was presented a good cigar that he might enjoy solid comfort while viewing the latest of the "Tarzan" series which stars
Elmo Lincoln.
An orchestra accompanied the presentation of five episodes
of the chapter play.

the glare of publicity.
* *

*

*

popular member of the
Interstate exchange, is back again on the
job, having spent the past few days as a
guest at the North Shore hospital, while
the vacancy left by removal of the tonsils
healed. W'c shall expect to hear some sweet
tenor notes soar along t)ie Rue most any
old time now.

Les Bamberg,

*

*

Those clever post-card agitators that the
Progress Pictures have permeated the local
with

territory

regarding

big

their

serial,

"The Blue Fox," seem

to have created quite
a furore among the exhibitors. Again we
blame the genial director, Frank Zambreno, but knew not that "poultry" was
another of his attainments. Seems Frank
must have been slighting the films for his
extensive market interests.
*
*
*

Maury Fleckles of the Favorite Players
returned from his extended New York visit
to the
ciate.

home

week and

his assothe
are the "Devil's

office last

Van Ronkel,

I.

tells

among

us

reel buys he fetched home,
Confession," featuring Louise Young, Harold Foshay and Frank Williams, and the
Birmingham's Travelogues.
These latter
were formerly issued over the Paramount

program.

*

Cecil Maberry, manager of the Goldwyn
exchange, returned home a week ago from
his eastern

*

*

While doing the "stroll" last Friday, we
Hupmobile (not an AD) filled with
charming members of the fair sex, playing
a five-handed game of pinochle.
Perhaps

*

*

*

By

the way, we almost missed this one.
That big seven-passenger Buick sedan that
recently became a member of film row belongs to Frank Zambreno.
The flowers
that adorn this executive's private office are
birthday offerings, but inasmuch as the

motor equipage was ordered

at last year's

motor show, we can hardly blame anyone
of tendering such a costly gift to the popular

exchangeman.
*

Happened

*

to spy Sid

*

Goldman borrowing

his neighbor Tisdale's adding machine the
other day. What's up, Sid? Business must
be humming when one resorts to mechanical
aid.
Looks like a good lead for some industrious adding machine sales exponent.

* * *
Give a look

A carload of
radiators are being installed in Moe I.
Levy's fillum skvscraper. Waderyer mean
Oi

!

Oi

!

!

—MORE HEAT?

spied a

waiting for friend husband to complete his
shopping tour along the Row.
Another

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

and

CLASSIFIED

to

Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

Kuntzi's

theatre

at

Chestnut,

was completely destroyed by fire in
blaze which swept an entire Mock, de-

111.,

a

stroying six places of business and causing a loss estimated at $40,000.

The

fire

started in a

poolroom

night and spread rapidly.

at

mid-

We

specialize in

Moving

The Fabric Studios, inc.
177 No. State St.

CHICAGO

"Le" os make your presentation artiitic"

FOR SALE— 450
5-ply,

Dallas

PLUSH - VELOUR -SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

Picture Theatre work

$1.00

Chestnut, 111., Theatre
Is Destroyed by Blaze

cago.

theatre chairs. 20 inch oak,
hard wood veneer. $1.85 each F. O. -B. ChiBunce, 4725 Park Avenue, Chicago.
J.

Phone Columbus

323.

—

FOR SALE Fairbanks-Morse 6 h.p. gasoline
engine and 7 k.w. generator suitable for theatre.
Liberty Theatre. Chrisney, Indiana.
FOR SALE — Fairbanks-Morse,

compound wound,

r.p.m. 1500 and marble
switchboard with instruments.
In good condition.
H. Jensen, Photoplay Theatre, Clay City, Ind.

four-pole. 110-volt. 5 k.w.

lot

Next!

do with one's future.

to

*

Dee Roiiinson. owner of

*

Good Crowd Turns Out
to See

*

conclusive proof that environment has a

*

of the local Hodkinson
office, is so busy these days effecting final
preparations for removal to their new exchange quarters, at 730 "Rue Cinema." that,
as yet, he has been unable to suggest a
worthy winter pastime now that the season
for golf has been officially closed.
After
such a grueling season amid the dangers
of "cow-pastures billiards" one might suggest a few rounds of dominoes or tiddle-dewinks, these coming cold wintry evenings.

*

Reclcraft Pictures

*

Tom Greenwood

Other Celebrated Product
Celebrated Players recently closed for
four Maclyn Arbuckle feature productions.
Maclyn Arbuckle created many original
sta£e roles and will be remembered in the
"County Chairman," "Why Smith Left
Home," "Under Two Flags" and "The
Circus Man."
Celebrated has also obtained six proIt has been
ductions by Oscar Apfel.
deluged by inquiries from exhibitors concerning its series of Bible stories made
by Sacred Films, Inc.

What's the
the same

its

family?
*

country.

men.

live

difference, say we, so long as

said to involve $100,000.

According to Mr. Lesser and Mr. Rosenberg, the independent market is booming and the coming season is to be an
"independent season." Their presence in
Chicago was on the last lap of their coast
to coast trip during which they visited
every important exchange center in the

week at Barbee's Loop theatre.
James Oliver Curwood story.

1921

By Mac--

Details of Celebrated Purchase

is

12,

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES!

season.

deal

November

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Camera*
saving prices.
discount* on

Special

t

at cash
rofessional

UNIVERSALS.

DsBHs.
Immedlst* deltrsrr en s.11 models
DtPrtsoi, Paths ud mmor others dst»o»S*od tor oar coss•trst*d Id oar showroom.
pUU csUJog st oacs. frss-em r*qassl.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H,

109 N. Dearborn

St.,

ChlcatO,

IB.

November

12,
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Arthur Eastwood

TOURING

^Tth

EAST

ihe

Roy Davis has purchased and reopened
Town Hall at Aurora, N. Y., same

!L H:. X

-

*

the

ished redecorating their Steele theatre at
Syracuse, X. Y., and it now presents a

having been placed in first-class shape.
He is operating two nights a week.

very attractive appearance.
good, thank you.

*

*

*

*

The Exhibitors Film and Service

Co.,

of Syracuse, N. Y.. under the able management of Thos. W. Dooley, presents a
busy aspect to the many callers at this
popular exchange. Arthur Danna is han-

dling the Central New
G. Leonard. Eastern

York

territory, A.

New York, and
New York. Ad-

Avery Berman, Western

ditional sales force of three will be

added

next week.
*

*

*

James H. Roe needs no introduction, as
he states he has been in the theatre business longer than any other exhibitor in
Syracuse. X. Y. His Turn Hail theatre
is enjoying splendid patronage.
A newgenerator set will shortly be installed.
*

*

*

His Park theatre will

diture of §15,000.
be closed.

*

*

*

A

beautiful new stage has just been
installed at the Strand theatre. Syracuse.

N. Y. Also two
projectors.

ages

latest improved
L. Weill,

Simplex

who man-

Edw.

popular down-town house, is
over some great exploitation

this

putting
stunts.

*

System

— that's

*
the

*

name

of a theatre
Syracuse, X. Y., and no other than
our old friend. Earl L. Crabb, who once
managed the Lniversal theatre, owns this
busy place. The System has recently
been remodeled, and watch Earl put over
his new coupon proposition.
in

*

Jack Griswold,

*

*

\

who once

controlled
the destinies of the "Passion Play," is
now taking life easy, managing the Savoy
theatre at Syracuse, X. Y. The policy
of this house will be four and three each

week.
•

A

*

*

*

former Syracuse.

X. Y., exhibitor
has forsaken the one-sheet for the ministry.

We

refer

Doc

to

Merrimax.

brother of R. P. Merriman. owner of the
Franklin, a Syracuse suburban house.
Doc is attending the Episcooal College
of

Theology

in

New York
*

*

City.

*

James Kernan has taken over the management of his former houses, the Starland. Kernan. Burnett Park and Liberty

•

theatre at Syracuse. X. Y. His new Capital theatre will open Nov. 1 and the Starland will have a new front and be entirely redecorated.
*
* *

Frank J. Dillon has purchased the
Midland theatre at Syracuse. X. Y.. and
open it at once. A daily change of
program will be the policv.

will

.

*

"The

*

*

industrial situation

is

improving."

quotes Chas. B. Allen-, owner of the Allen at Solvay. X. Y.
twin set of
Typhoon fans has been installed, also a

A

large electric sign.
.* *

*

Mr. and Mrs. L. Steele have just

fin-

*

looks like a busy season." says
Walter Gibbons, manager of the Solvay
Athletic Club at Solvay, X. Y.
The
Community theatre has been redecorated
and a new stage installed. Guild Hall
will play the better class of features and
dances will also be given. Joseph Zulberte has charge of the projection.
* * *

M. J. Kallet, owner of the Madison
and Elco theatre at Oneida, X. Y., the
Avon at Canastota, X. Y., and the Family and Xew Strand at Rome, X. Y., is
busj- on his campaign for Sundav opening at Rome, X. Y. The ;'P.R.L." has
been appealed to and a special slide cam1

once.

be

inaugurated in

Rome

new-

at

*

*

A. F. Metzgar. owner of the Acme and
Lincoln theatres at Syracuse, N. Y., is
installing a $7,000 Xo. 40 Photo-Player
in the Acme, which has just been redecorated,

and

a

new generator

is

"It

paign will

Aleert QuDTN of Syracuse, X. Y., is
planning to open a new suburban house
of 500 seats in the spring. The walls are
already up and the cost of changing this
building, it is said, will entail an expen-

*

Business

installing a

is

stage in his Strand theatre at Manlius,
X. Y., for the presentation of vaudeville
along with feature pictures.
Arthur's
brother, B. Eastwood, is looking for a
house with a seating capacity between
300 and 500, preferably in Central Xew
York.

*

*

installed.

«

The owner of Parsons Hall, L. E.
Parsons, at Marcellus. X. Y., has been
ill the past three weeks, but is now convalescing rapidly.
Seymoure Parsons,
his son,
fine

is

little

the chief projectionist of this
theatre.
*

*

*

Charles Huxford. owner of the Huxford at Skaneateles, X. Y., is still running the grocery store.
wonder, as
others do. how Charley can put on Paramount specials before Xew York City
and get away with it. Maybe Adolph
Zukor bought groceries here once.

We

»

*

*

"The Old Xest" played
at the Jefferson

to big business

John

Auburn, N. Y.
Breslin. the manager, states he

would

like

more

theatre.

like

it.

GUIDE

to

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,
Holmes.
Quick Action,

Shows

Sally

reels, with William
five reels, Mary

five

Russell.

Way,

the

Helen

reels,

five

Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine

Menace,

Helen

with

reels,

five

Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holme*.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Russell.

The

Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels,

five

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

ARROW FILM
The

Way Women

Love,

CORP.

five reels,

with Rubye

D«

Renter.
reels, with Rubye De Remer.
five reels, with Carol Holloway.
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Came, five reels, all Indian
the White

Luxury, six

The Deceiver,
The
The

Tame
Man Who

Man

Before

CURRENT PICTURES
July 17— Life, five reels.
(Brady Prod.)
Behind Masks .five reels, with Dorothy
July 24
Dalton.
July 31
The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
Aug. 14 Passing Through, five reels.
(Douglas
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of Canaan, seven reels

—
—
—
—

—
21 — Wealth,

(Thomas Meighan.)
Aug.
Aug. 28 Crazy
Arbuckle

—

4— The

Sept.

reels.

Sept.

4

six

Woman,

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

five

with Grace

reeli.

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,

five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a
6 reels, Grace Davison.
Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and

The Star Reporter,

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 5

(Gloria

Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), six reels.
Sept. 18— The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 25— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.
2
Oct.
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
2
Oct.
(Thomas MeigCappy Ricks, 6 reels.

—

—
—
ham).
Oct. 9 — The

Neva Gerber.

reels,

—

30— After

The Riddle Woman,
rar.

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women

Will

with

Do, six reels

Anna Q

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

King Log (Special Prod.).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

of the
to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.

— The Butterfly
— Home-Keeping Hearts,
18 —The Family
26— Discontented Wives,

Tone 12

INC.

Girl, five reels.

10— Women Who Wait, five reels.
17—They Shall Pay. five reels.

Sept. 11
Sept.
Sept.

five

reels.

Closet, five reels.
five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

The Wolverine,

son.

C. B. C.
The Victim, six reels,
dangerous Love, five

The Nightingale

of

FILM SALES
Paris,

five

reels,

with

Zany

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE

H.

INC.

five reels

DAVIS

The Married Virgin,

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
five reels,

From

with Clara Kimball Youne.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

A Small Town

July
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10 Too Much Speed,

—
—The Mystery Road.

five reels,

reels.

with Wallace

(British Prod.)

reels.

Home

Talent,

Ben Turpin.

Idol, six reels, with
reels.

five

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in t lie Kitchen, two reels.
I nve's Outea«t. tw> rerl«
with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.
J.

FltOTH INGHAM

L.

The Ten Dollar

Raise, five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessi*
Love
Hearts and Masks,

five reels, with all-star cast
five reels, with all-star cast.

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in
star

the

House,

six

FORWARD FILM

INC.
reels,

with

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.

Conn.

Yankee

in

King Arthur's Court,

eight

reels,

Footfalls, eight reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Peek's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonsJd.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
(John M. Stab
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh pred).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
The Playhouse, two reels, Buster Keaton.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Homespun Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

Woman, seven

PRODUCTIONS
reels,

with

ten reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

Scuttlers,

Louise

to One, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
rhe Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.

six reels.
six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reef
Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Romeo,

Ridin'

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

madge.

JR.,

reels.

Perjury. 7,400 feet.

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Anita
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal

The Leopard
Glaum.

DIST.

reels.

reels.

reels.
reels.

PARKER READ,

five

Thunderclap, seven
Shame, 8 200 feet.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall

H.

all-

cast.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
A
A

FIRST NATIONAL

HUM A»

with

with all-star

FOX SPECIALS

six

six

reels,

Over

reels.

FILM MARKET,

Man-Woman-Marriage,

reels,

five

cast

Youth's Desire,

de Mille

A Thousand

Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
3 — The Woman God Changed, seven

Reid.
July 10

(Wm.

The House Without Children, seven

J.

Matrons, six

i-oolish

MACK BNNBTT PRODUCTION*

Frivolous Wive., six reels.

1

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Straight

reels

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

of the North, six reels.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

The

Ethel Clayton.

six reels.

I

reel*.

Miens.

The Heart

Show. 6

the

— Beyond,

Oct. 80

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne rer-do-Well. six

through Pothe Exchanges
six reels, with Geraldine Far-

Distributed

The Last

Dangerous Toys, seven

Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice

Oct. 23
Oct.

Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEL'R PRODUCTION*

five

Swanson),

Richard Travers.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

ball

Moment

Monte

with

Doll, five reels,

reels.

Woman,

A

Hush,

Great

with Monte Blue and

five reels,

Jacqueline Logan.

Prod.)

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

July
Aug.

(Wallace Reid),

Diggers

Hell

— The

Prod.)

cast

The

five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Marry, five reels, with Roscoc

to

A Perfect Crime,

The Broken

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law,

five reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES
To

a

Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin',

five

reels.

Riding with Death.

2<rTH

CENTURY RR A Ml

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.
Hickville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy),
Little Miss Hawk«haw (F.ileen Percy),

five reels.
five reel*.
five reels.

Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).

The

Jolt.
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead,

The Old Nest,

six reels.

eight reels.

Tom

Moore.

November
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12,

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZA.VE
The
The

IT

GREY PICTURES,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light, hv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
with

reels,

Kerrigan.

Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Hii Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

IRVIN

six

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

GEORGE

INC.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

ARTHUR

F.

cale.

six reels, with All Star Cast.

HUGO BALL1N PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with. All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

NEAL HART SERIES

——Sky
Danger Valley,
Mar. 16— God's Gold,

Nov. 16

fire,

1

Jan.

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

A

banks.

Ohl Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

1— Reckless

liar.

SPECIAL FEATURES

A Woman's Business,

May

reels.

Women

KINETO COMPANY
The Stampede,

Am

I

the

Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Lights Are Low, six reels, with

reels.

five reels, with
five reels,

Woman,

Where

INC.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

— Life's Darn
Dana.
Aug. 16— Big Game,
Sept.
Trip
1

6—A

Funny,

19

Oct.

3

Shams

five reels, with May Allison.
to Paradise, six reels, with Bert
Lytell.
The Match Breaker, six reels, with

of

erick.

reels,

— The Conquering Power, six
special.
— The Hunch, six
Gareth Hughes.
12 — The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice
reels,

reels,

Dec.
Lake.
Dec. 26— The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

.NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Uadame Peacock, seven
Millions, six reels,
CamiUe, six reels,

reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Laboma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

A

J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

reels,

reels,

with

Bruce Gordon

LEWIS

Every Woman,

to

six

reels,

six reels, with

J.

INC.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Prey,

six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In, six reels.
five reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

Three Sevens,
Billy

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.
Miracle ot Manhattan, five reels.
reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
1 he Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert

Dead Men

Trumpet

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven

reels.

Juanita Hansen.

Leave Home, seven

Parted Curtains, six

reels,

Henry

reels,

Anna Q.

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

OWEN MOORE STAR

SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Girls
Xilsson.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.

The Chicken

The Secret

Why

six reels.

five reels.

ANTONIO HORENO PRODUCTIONS

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
five

reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels.

The Rainbow,

Muriel Ostriche.

ENTERPRISES

From Nowhere,

Dorothy

with

Phillips.

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean
Reputation. «evrn reels, with P™»rilla n»an
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Hary Carey.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

A

cast.

Once

SALIENT FILMS,
&

with Brace

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

E.
S.
It
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two reels, stunt novelty.

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Frank Mayo.

five reels, Gladys Walton.
five reels, Marie Prevost.
reels, Hoot Gibson.

The Charming Deceiver,

The Shadow,

Girl

Straight, five reels,

Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

The

Go

High Heels,

The

Lytell.

six

Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie PrevoatRed Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.

Moral Fibre,

and Ed Coxen.

Shadows

Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Carmd
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

Girl's

Pick-

Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

Lucky Carson,

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A

Mary

reels,

ford.

(Walsh-Fielding

reels.

The Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

reels,

Nov. 21
Nov. 28

six

Prod.)
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
(L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

reels,

six reels,

Society,

A

six reels, with Viola

— Viola Dana.
— Garments of Truth, six
Gareth
Hughes.
Oct. 17 — The Infamous Miss Revell, six
with Alice Lake.
Oct. 31 — Ladyfingers,
with Bert
Nov. 14— There Are No Villains,
with
Viola Dana.

Sept.

Sessue

Hayakawa.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

Aug.

six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If
Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast.
Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).

Nobody's Kid,

five reels.

VICTOR KREMER,

PRODUCTIONS

Good Women,

Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Four Seasons, four

The Land of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Such a Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.
A Heart to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

R-C PICTURES

Through the Back Door, seven

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

Open

STAR PRODUCTIONS

Room

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

Wm.

five reels, Bebe Daniels.
and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Everything for Sale, five reels.

Wives.

reels,

Street, ten reels.

Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Man Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkin.

REALART PICTURES
six reels, a
reels, a

Dream

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

One Wild Week,

SPECIAL FEATURE

reels,

six

duction.

The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

reels,

banks.

six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fair-

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

five reels, state right feature.
five reels, state right feature.

Gamble,

Girls Don't

reels,

PIONEER FILM CORP.

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

Man's

D. N.
Fickle Women,

— The Love Flower, seven
D. W
production.
with
—The Mark of Zorro. eight
Douglas Fairbanks.
with Mary
Jan. 9 — The Love Light, eight
Pickford.
Mar. IS — The Nut,
with Douglas Fair

Line, six reels.

six reels, with Bessie Barris-

The Breaking Point,

The Other Woman,

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

Griffith

There was,

with Bessie Barrit-

reels,

William

Dec. 4

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.

cale.

Conway

with

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

INC.

BECK

In Society, Edith Roberts.

Tke Broken Gate, seven

with

reels,

Sept. 5

Wise Husbands, six reels, Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

reels,

six

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

special cast.

reels,

Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

L.

six

Faversham.

A

with Geo. B. Seitz

six reels,

His,

R^d Foam,

Conceit.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

A Man

Ambition,

The Sin That Was

Who Am

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

The Heart

of

Tearle.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hearn.
J.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

Warner.

B.

Warren

J.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reelt, with J. Warren

When We Were

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
five

with Blanche

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reeJs.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

After Midnight.

PERRET PICTURES,

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

Flame,

That

INC.

son Butt.

The Green

reels,

five

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

The Harvest Moon, six reels, with Doris Kenyon.
DIAL, FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

The

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Her Unwilling Husband,

Man

B.

D.

Half a Chance, seven
ton.

INC.

P. Trail, six reels
of the Forest, six reels.

BENJAMIN

JESSE

105

five

reels.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Alleae Ray.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,

.
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GOLDWYN PICTCRES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

SHORT SUBJECTS

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reela.

to

Take

Easy.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC,
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reela.
PINNACLE COMEDIES,

SPOTLIGHT,

one

Lloyd

CORP.

DOMINANT PICTCRES.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two

The
The
The
The
The

reelt.

Torehy't Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
la Cart.

two reel*

JIM

Sunless Sunday
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.

For Land's Sake.

A

reel.
reel.

LIG-RORK

-i

The White Mouse, two

PARA MOUNT- ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

one

one

CO.

two

AUBREY COMEDIES,

two

reela.

C. B. C.

it

two

SELZNICK— The

INDIAN

PRICE

DRAMAS.

feather, one

reela.

two

with Flowers.
Midget's Side Show.
Please.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

sad

on*

*»ery

two

reela.

reela.

one

reela.

one red.

(Eileen

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Pelo).
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Ridera (Joe Ryan sad
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncas
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan an*
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antoni.
Moreno)

Lost City.
Miracles cf Jungle.

reel.

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED

(once a week)

Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday* and Thurs-

CO.

Mona

Dark-

reel.

REELCRAFT PICTCRES
two

Queen

Diamoad

Sedgwick).

WARNER—The

reek.

reela.

featuring

Whirlwind.

UNIVERSAL— The

days)

at

Universal exchanges.

KINOGRAMS (twice a week)
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays

at

Educational

and Saturdays)

reels.

FRANK BRAIDWOOD,

in

two

reel

(twice a week)

at

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective .series, two reelt
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reela.
reels.

si

Select ea

ANIMATED CARTOONS

Westerns.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

ax-

Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

reela.

changes.

Stuff.

One Moment

A

C. B.

reelt

Seita

The Branded Four.

PIONEER
two

B.

June Caprice).

INC.

two

ALLEN SERIES,

NICK CARTER SERIES,

Home)

(Jack

Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Ann (Ruth Roland).

DOMINANT PICTURES.

two

Jack

FOX— Fantomaa; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

The Book Agent.
Singer

reel*

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

MAJ. JACK

The Happy Poet
The Indian.
Say

—

reel

PATHE— Hurricane

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

reel.

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reela.

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reelt

one

of the Day.

ARROW— Thunderbolt

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB.

FEDERATED FILM

Bray

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

PATHE

COMEDIES,

(weekly).

SERIALS

Bakery.
Fall Guy.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

reel*.

Small

reel.

Rent Collector.

two

Life, three reelt.

Town

Vod-*

Sermonette*.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
ft E. ENTERPRISES
Cowboy Jazz, two

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

Pleasure, two reelt
Shoulder Armt, two reelt
Surjrnyside. two reelt
The Kid. tix reela.
The Idle Class, two reels.

The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

(bi-monthly)

Original

PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE— Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two-thirds
PIONEER— Luke McLuke'a Film Osephy
RADIN— Brind't Wondert of Nature.

other week, two reela.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES

The Jockey.

one

S.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reelt.

two

tnapehots

Movie*.

PATHE— Topics

reel

ARROW FILM

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

atONTE BANKS COMEDIES,

Pictonsls. one reel.

SALES— Screen

GREIVER —
KINETO— Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats,
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*

reel.

reelt

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

C-

snapshot*
Pictograpbt
Greiver Educationala

DRAMAS

CO.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT

A Dog't
A Day's

B.

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

Hick.

S

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

two

MISCELLANEOUS

reel

Sportsman.

reels.

FILM SALES

ScenM

FEDERATED— Screen

Clean and dry.

I'HOTOl'l \^

Burred

Annette Kcllcrman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.
FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine. o*M

WABJTEB I'M TI RES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

COMEDIES

Nick-of-Timc Hero, two reels.
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

The

«••

Stories.

EDUCATIONAL,

The Myaterioua Stranger
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Touriat-

The Vagrant.

\Ml'ltl.l.l.

PICTURES— Suntet

SPECIAL

COMMONWEALTH— Spanutb't

VITA GRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reela.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reela.

one
one

Seriea, on.

reel.

reel*.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reela

reelt

STAR COMEDIES,

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Series,

reel

Scenic*.

COMMONWEALTH — Spanutb't

ROBERTSON-COLE

Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

C.
reel.

REELCRAFT PICTCRES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reela

INC.

In for Life

two

Exploration

reels.

Golf, alow motion.

It.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

reel

(every week).

reel

ARROW— Sport

RADIN PICTURES. INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

SUPREME COMEDIES,
two

tws

reel.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO RF.FI.F.RS. two reela.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, ooe reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reela.
one

oat

Holmet Travel Picture*

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenic*, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martm Johoton

Vil

Snooky'a Wild Oat»
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Fresh Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

two

INC.

two reel.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COM EDI ES. two reels

<

Buater

reela.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

CELEBRATED PLA VERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

Torchy a

one
two

Scenica,

EDUCATIONAL— Screenict, one reel (every
weeka)
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, ene

PARAMOUNT — Vandenbergh

Buater Keaton.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.

reela.

PATHE EXCHANGE.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

two

Keaton.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold

AYWON FILM

Mat

Bruce Scenica Beaa

Outing

(every week).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

reel.

with Harold Lloyd.

DO,

with

reela.

METRO
NEIGHBORS,

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

two

Roberts.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.

C.

(every two weeka).

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Cheater
reel

COMEDIES
ARHOW FILM CORP.

one

tiful,

Think About.

Nothing
It

two

1921

12,

two

AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
(

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home R«z>«
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

illion

U w
IlO.
•

Dollar Film Theft Plot

MARTIN
LI

Entered ml sectnd-cUse witter, August

10,

1.
toij,
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<3Sm>

+he

fj rst

Super-WerterneveTici^i

EVERYTHING
h fan can wish for." Ex. Herald.
V Western melodrama with all the
h lis, punch, and action necessary,
ivrything the fan can wish for. The
:y;j of story that gains speed as it goes
ilog and grips your attention to the
*er end.
A Universal-Jewel producic

worthy of

the

name 'SUPER-

W STERN.'"

"

mm

*e.Amazing Stay of "fanny r^rsdf ' by Ednr^rber
Ceded by Tod brownin^-me man who made "Oafside ihe LLaV
i!

x»\&mam
IfTEMSElY HUMAN "-Denver fost

u«urfT_n_
"
„ t_
ilHGUWRlY
WMKT-DenverTimes
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Youvilldoit
Go

your Universal Exchange

to

today.

Get the

details

of

—or write

or wire thei

Universal's offer

three biggest Jewel successes of the past year.

what

on

tr

This

you'll find:

That you can

THE LAW"

get

and

"REPUTATION" — "OUTSliD
"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN

on terms so advantageous that to guarante
you a bigger net on these three pictures than c
any other three productions in the whole big list
1921 excepting, only, the newest Jewel Productions.

That so much publicity has been given these thr
pictures that your advertising costs will come to
on all three than you'd ordinarily spend on one.
That the exploitation ideas given you by your Unive"
Exchange will be only those which have been tried ar
which will uwk. the cream of the cream of practic
showmanship.

—

Get

in

touch with your Universal Exchange today

the surest thing of

many

f

years.

Sure
Offei
REPUTATION

-

OUTSIDE THE LAW - ONCE TO EVERY W0M/«

November

19,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
"""""///

Says
R.E.VVal-son

MilclaTheahe

Chicago

I

never

ttiere

knew

were so-

many

children

hhe neighborhood
l+iey seem Yo have

in

come from blocks
aw ay. From 230
\o 9 p.m.wehad
hundreds ofpcople
wailing rn Ihc lobby
conlinuouslyThe

gVown folks are

now doin^lhe

IT

halkin^

(DS0N

"fff
ARLLAEMMLE present

nRT
i

rhe fnsfr

ACORD

American

flisfory

'Tapher play. Directed by
I

DWARD LAEMMLE

M

abouMf

CI

WARD LASCELLE
^rodviotion
'

homasJefferson

—

J

THE HODKINSON VERSION OF "RIP VAN WINKLE"
SCREEN CLASSIC

A TRUE

IS

Van Winkle" like Tennyson's brook, will go
As a picture it lives again to delight the admirers of
Washington Irving's memorable tale. "Rip Van Winkle" in celluloid
should prove as invulnerable as Washington Irving's book. MORNIt is

probable that "Rip

on forever.

—

ING TELEGRAPH.

INTERESTING ADAPTATION OF SUCCESSFUL PLAY
and Jefferson's play is brought forth in
scenes which conquer through their charm and fancy. It is an artistic
production which should strike the public fancy. MOTION PIC-

The

simplicity of Irving's tale

—

TURE NEWS.
CHARMING INTERPRETATION OF STAGE SUCCESS
Here is a perfectly joyous thing, brimful of humor, exquisite in its
pathos and irresistible in its quaint charm. Hodkinson may well be
proud of the honor of distributing "Rip Van Winkle" and Ward
Lascelle is to be congratulated on his achievement in the notably
fine screen version.— WEEKLY FILM REVIEW,

SHOULD PLEASE THEM OLD AND YOUNG
This picture offers an interesting photoplay, not alone for the sentiment connected with the story and the performance of Joe Jefferson's son, but also because he has succeeded nicely in making it
realistic and quite as you might picture it in your imagination.

WID'S DAILY.
"RIP" LIVES ON THE SILVER SHEET IN
PLEASING PRESENTATION
is absolutely right as "Rip."— MOVING PICTURE

THE IMMORTAL
Thomas

Jefferson

WORLD.

YOU SHOULD HAVE NO TROUBLE
PICTURE OVER

IN

PUTTING THIS

This production is excellent entertainment. "Rip Van Winkle" is a
character known to practically every one, and the screen version
has been eagerly awaited. AMUSEMENTS.

—

THE NEW GENERATION SHOULD SEE THIS
Lovingly and reverently "Rip Van Winkle" has been transplanted to
the screen. There is not an iota of the story that has been neglected

AH the quaint, lovable characters are shown.
Jefferson deserves the highest praise for his interpretation
of the famous old character "Rip."— THE BILLBOARD.

in

its

transition.

Thomas

THE WHOLE PICTURE

IS STRONGLY AND DELIGHTFULLY
REMINISCENT

Jefferson's work in "Rip Van Winkle" (Hodkinson), the
screen version of the play made famous by Joseph Jefferson, is outstanding for its fine naturalness. The beloved character lives again
for us in cinegraphic terms with all its pathos and humor. NA-

Thomas

TIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW.

—

HODKINSON
^PICTURES
SELECTED

M

VOGELFOHEIGN
WILLIAM
oo-wmt mrnonfuirnn EHSTRHJtTOt

2>IOTVHg£
1

.\

R-C PICTURES

CORPORATION
Presents

SESSUE

PI

HAYAKAWA
in,

THE SWAMP'
V

c/?

r

c7ct2e

oP Hearts

iyl

SlwmS

CAMPBELL

Directed by COLIN

A Rare

City's

at.

Combination

of tender appeal to the

heart, fine, clean

comedy,
action and a big

with a dash
swift

humor

of

surprise.

A

Great
Its

Human
laughter drives

the tears

ALL ACCESSORIES FREE DURING NOVEMBER —

Story

R.

away

S.

COLE MONT

I

HE MILLION DOLLAR QUESTION
1

WEBER'S GREATEST PICTURE

OIS

THE M

UEST ON
I

ERS

HOIS

i\y

ii

f

dol

i

TURE

STI

ON

L^J "wLBER'S

PICTURE

THE MILLION

WEBER'S

LAR QUESTION
EATEST PICTURE

THE MILLION

DOLLAR QUEST ION

WEBER'S

ATI flJSlMBuRE
Opens

LOIS

LOIS
ffiE

IblS

MILLION
LAR
WEBER'S GREATER

LYRIC
Theatre

ION

N.Y.City

URE

NOV. 13$
Ki u t- o i

DOLLAR
ON
IOIS WEBERS GREATEST PICTURE
THE

ION

"

I

:
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His Latest

WILLIA/A

S.

HART
in

a
(paramount
Q>icture

1 \ 7HEN you see Hart swim the Mississippi and
rescue the heroine when you see him lick

—

Indians—go to jail for a crime he didn't
commit escape with the aid of his dog and ride
a tribe of

By

William

S.

Hart.

Adapted

for the screen

Lambert
Directed by
Musson.
Photographed by Joe August. A. S. C.

by Bennet
Hillyer.

A

William S. Hart Production

—

breakneck through the desert to save the caravan

—when you see all this and lots more—you'll
It's

the greatest western picture
(FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION

M

say

ever made!

Scores Ag m n

!

OCTOBER 11. 19*21

^3

G

Ths picture is fine. It is a
well
very
novelty
handled and has many points
of popular appeal."
By WM. A. JOHNSTON,
distinct

coV»\c»

»»

"tie"'

=,

President.

Wi th

raomen t replete
with real humor, really artistic characterization, and Uneach

disturbed continuity flow, a
picture is bound to "get over.**
"His Nibs" in that class.
Charles "Chic" Sale is the picture.

The exhibitor, small or big,
country or city, is assured of
a
box office medium which
may well be classed with
"Down on the Farm" and "The
Country Fair." To the wise
exhibitor no more need be
And, in addition to
said.
equal exploitation advantages,
it is better entertainment than
the two mentioned.

By GEORGE
*'

Nibs*

'His

D.
is

GOULD.
entertain-

ment, pure and simple.
'His Nibs' is a play within a
play.
The idea on which the
picture is built is novel and
-

.

.

unique."

By

J.

S.

DICKERSON,

Exploitation

Editor.

"
* reat»

Uc ce;., c°jji„jT

<vj'tA

the

"^dv

ttoiq

^^

a

'"8h

?»*rJ;,..

h *»e V. obi,;'*

i>Uf

r Ws

f

- r 'te

"as

S

in

t

s~

T

a<
»\

a iBCterW»;
such
tvoes

cS iVs :

s>

pictu ,e

s

1

s

Independents

Get

Sure

CHARLES
living

-

Box

Fire

-

Winner

Office

SALE

(CHIC)

seven different characters
in

"HIS NIBS"
AN EXCEPTIONAL

A Few Reasons

Whip

It

Will

Be

a

PICTURE

Mone-g-Maher7

THE STAR:
Foremost delineator of rural types on the American stage, whom the
press has lauded for years as the elite of artists, seen for the first time
in motion pictures.
He has never played anywhere but "big time."
every hamlet may see the star they have always loved and read
about.

NOW

THE THEME:

—

Absolutely different than anything the screen has ever seen
a distinct
novelty.
So unusual that no other film in the industry will be in competition with it.

ITS

APPEAL:
The most

refreshing picture ever

be entertained, and

shown

— every person

in

every audience

admit it. The trade papers unanimously
gave it 100', criticism
and extended themselves beyond that. The
Photoplay With a World Wide Appeal.
will

will

—

CLEAN AND WHOLESOME:
A

positive censor-proof production everywhere because

it

is

clean and

wholesome.

ITS SCOPE:
is so exceptional in entertainment value it will be booked
biggest first-run theatre and in the smallest house.
Its appeal is
not "over the heads" of any audience. Many offers have been received
to road-show it; the picture lends itself wonderfully to this angle.

"His Nibs"

in the

THE EXPLOITATION:
Never has

been exhibited which has greater exploitation
(Exploitation experts unanimous in stating opportunities
are extraordinary.)
Exceptional Pictures Corporation is cooperating in
the preparation of the most complete press book and the finest line of
accessories ever offered with a States Rights picture.
a production

possibilities.

WIRE,

PHONE OR CALL

Buy your
and hold your

territory

January
one of the biggest advertising
campaigns ever instituted in Trade Papers, Regional Motion
Picture Publications and National Publicity
for a State Right Production
first-run until

to get the benefit of

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE,

Inc.

HILLER, President
Longacre Building

L. L.

42nd

Street

and Broadway

New York

City

R

OUGHT TO OFFER

hooojjoo

REWARD
« imFORWIATION
F0R^.ie TO THE
DISi "
G
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COVER*
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BELIEVE
ToT
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S
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THAT

«\rlTNlCK'S
SELZNIC

^

g
1»
HOME
MAN ? GREATEST BOX
OF THE ^^.TctiONS
ATTRACii

OFFICE
EVER CREATED.

and

they come

still

expressions of enthusiastic

approval I

Never
_

i.i

before
r

in

the
1

1 1

has a photoplay
been accorded such
lavish praise

From so

sources

tf>

B

,
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*°
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B

/
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BUSINESS BUILT UPON

LEWIS

J.

SELZMCKS

COH¥fl0f TEARLE
STAR SERIES

I

1EXT OFFERING

The

Man

of Stone

BY JOHN LYNCH. AND EDMUND GOULD ING
SCENARIO BY LE^/TS ALLEN BROWNE 'v DIRECTED BY GEORGE AECCHAINBXU0-

i

A Drama of

Cities and Deserts

12
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MR. KUNXKY7
VERDICT -

DOUGLAS
rAI D.DAN KS
piGsentr

"Cfhe CfhfQQ^
DAJ"CD

ON TUAT IMMORTAL NOVCL DY ALEXANDRE DUMA/
Khobhdc

Odaption. Gxrtumiha. /2ejsarcf> under Cdcvord

direction under Jred jVT6/o

/Photography under Orthui Cdeson

UNITED

AR.TIJT.T

COQDOI2ATION

November

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

MAW

PlCKFORD
picture

"X^ittfo

ecrer

released

aCord

c¥auiitCeroij
hook that has de/iohted
mi/lions a
"O
story that litres in the memory of all
the men and women a/ho arere yesterdays
children, made into a dlorious film for
the Joy of'young and old the ojorld ocrer

C7

UNITED
ASSTISTS

CONDONATION
MAiiv DicKrono
CUAftLIC CUAPLIN

DOUG LAX rAIRBAMKJ"
D. v Gryrrrm

13

14
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November
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15

SENSATIONAL PRODUCTION

TREMENDOUS INDICTMENT
OF MODERN CIVILIZATION

\

UNITED AKTLTTr COteDOfiATION
MAIiY DrCKPODD

•

CUAQLIE CUADUN
DOUGLAJ" PA1&QANKX
UlfiAM ADHAMJ
PQ&riDENT
•

-

-

-

D.W GDJPPITW

EXHIBITORS

You'll
if

book

II

I.

R A

one

this

you want the best

Drama

of a lover's faith, a mother's trust and a father's

suspicion,

"The Sin

Martha Queed" must be reck-

of

oned as a truly big audience

Every element

and

that

picture.

combines

a successful attraction

is

to

make

a

good photoplay

here presented to a superl-

ative degree.
It

is

a poignant love

heart appeal

which

diama with

a

tremendously big

can only be described

by one's

emotions.

Superbly directed by

Allan Dwan

his finest achievements,

stands as one of

it

made doubly valuable

exhibitors by the flawless

work of an

to

the

all-star cast, in-

cluding

Mary Thurman
Dowlinc
J

Niles

Welch

Frank Campeau
George Hackathorne

Joseph

Eugenie Besserer
Gertrude Clair

Frankie

Now

Lef.

Booking

FOREIGN

REPKESENTATIVE^J
v

J6r ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
.

SIDNEY GARRETT

*

I. I>

November

19, 1921

November

ihe

19.
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Sin of Martha
GTVritten
Distributed Jby

and Directed My

Otllan

Queed

Divan

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
through Pathe Exchange

Inc.

17

:

—

a

—
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THOUGHT

BIG IN

November

BIG IN SCENES

19, 1921

BIG IN ACTION

Lee Francis Lybarger
Presents

THE SOUL OF

MAN
Directed by

William Nigh
who

did

My Four Years in Germany
Why Girls Leave Home
This

is

the picture that's

making the record

for

spontaneous recognition by discriminating distributors.

Following Territories Ready for Release to Exhibitors
Model Film

Sam Grand,

New York-

Co.,

American Feature Film
Boston

— Maine,

setts,

Co.,

New Hamp-

land — Ohio, Kentucky

Pearce Films, Inc., New
Orleans — Louisana and

Standard Film Service, DeMichigan
troit

Mississippi

with

central thought and
spirit of bigness.

big
gives a

NEW YORK C0MMERICAL: The

picture

a message and all
should see it. It solves the
problems which are disturb-

bears

The photography throughout is as
fine as we have ever seen.
ing the world.

Film Players,
Chicago— Northern Illinois,
Celebrated

Federated Film Exchange Co.,

Indiana and

Pittsburgh-Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia

What Reviewers Say:
NEW YORK AMERICAN: NEW YORK GLOBE:
story

—

Standard Film Service, Cleve-

necticut

Screen

Globe Film Service, Washington, D. C. Maryland, Dela-

Parker Film Co. Dallas, Texas,
,

Oklahoma and Arkansas

ware, District of Columbia

Vermont, MassachuRhode Island, Con-

shire,

— North-

Buffalo
State

New York

ern

Greater New York and Northern New Jersey

Pictures

life

as

it

ought to

NEW YORK WORLD: A
film of vigorous message.

NEW YORK TIMES:
Those

whom

abstract
ideas of brotherly love derealities
tached from the
of
life are forceful, will doubtless see great nobility.
to

EVE. MAIL:

miracle play

photoplay

be.

Wisconsin

NEW YORK
A modern

Southern

with

—

am-

an

bitious message.

NEW YORK
staged and

SUN: Well
well

acted

ization of

all

Kipling Film Exchange, Lot
Angeles — California, Arizona,

Nevada
H. H. Yudkin, Minneapolis

Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Northern Wisconsin,
Peninsular Michigan

the principals

WORLD:

BROOKLYN CITIZEN:

holds

Suggests an infallible cure
for the prevailing unrest
among the masses.

carefully produced.

BROOKLYN STANDARD

One

drama.

NEW YORK
GRAM:

EVE. TELE-

Surprised audience

by most skillful direction
and perfect character-

MOVING PICTURE

in the cast.

UNION:
brow

It

but

is

not high-

human.

The

child will enjoy the story as
much as the adult.

the

Is

interest

story and

NEW YORK
scene

timely.

it

is

another

sends the photoplay reeling

throughout excitement and
romance.

WIRE QUICK FOR OPEN TERRITORY
To Exhibitors
is

a Box-Office

BET

and

A WINNER

A MIGHTY DRAMA OF
All the emotions

and passions of humanity play

LIFE

their parts in

most

MIRROR:

after

And many more.

This

It

throughout

THE SOUL OF MAN.

Released through

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION, NEW YORK

ybu can count on the fingers of one
hand the pictures Metro, during its
entire life as a distributing company,
has bought in the open market
Metro purchased so few because it found only thoM
few to possess the exceptional qualifications to make
them worthy of election of the company of Metro
productions.

And

this:

they

know

Recently

METRO

"FIGHTIN'

bought

MAD"

This production was elected to join the thirty-three
previously scheduled Metro pictures for the customary Metro reason.

raw*
I

know

that Metro will only take the
the corollary, that if Metro
takes a picture, that picture is foreordained a smashing success.

Exhibitors

best.

For the reason that it is a Big Fellow; that it breaks
away from the very start like Man O' War, and races
through six reels of the most astonishingly swift action
For concert-pitch suspense, for rapidity
ever filmed.
of story-movement, abruptness of surprise, chairgripping tensity of action,
alone.

"FIGHTIN'

Do you wonder why we

Why, "FIGHTIN'

HAD

MAD"

stands

elected it?

MAD" just

to be elected!

'MAD;m
figH. Miam

cA Super-SpeciaLqf the frreat

Outdoors lOitli a. notable cast inctudini

Desmond

Wr^niaBiowtiFaire

Rosemary ThefTy
Wlliamlawrence

METRO
throughout Great3riba.ut. Sir.WmSJuvi^ , cMasiDLv.

nnnr

A
A

super-special of the great outdoors.
story that has the lightning action

power

of

Dempsey's

and

telling

infighting.

Charged with adventure and romance, swift
shifts of fortune; rich in picturesque color.

H.H.\^nLoan,aufW
/"The Virgin of Stamboui

(wriltcn by

E
,,

°DiYidaL by Joseph J. Fran^, under Ike

personal supervision ^Robert Brunfon

TkobfirapkecL

by

Harry A.Gerstei

m

pictures
MFTRO
IVV/

IViJLj
Oury

JL

CORPORATION

Dm^rULFUtures^CtcLydcclusiVe 'Distributors throughout
Great 'Britain. SirWrn^Jury, cM^na^ing Director**

CAMIL
cJ modernized Version ofone of the

cUdapteei by June Mathisfrom the novel

^reat hue- droonas of the World, ~

/^Alexander

The R1V0LI,
extended

Vwms the younger -

in

New York

its

run

These Press Tributes Show

Why:

audiences find themselves absorbed
is a new creation, and her
EVENING
pages out of real life, as Nazimova reveals the character."

"Her Camille
in

—

TELEGRAM.
"She gives an unusual

interpretation, fascinating as a study in accent in the silent

drama."— HEYWOOD BROUN,
"It

is

THE WORLD.

worth looking at."—ALAN

DALE,

NEW YORK AMERICAN.

"The all-but-breath-taking beauty of the series of close-ups of Nazimova, the
apple-blossom scenes of Camille and Arm and, and the deathbed scene, these
YORK JOURNAL.
are the highlights of Nazimova's 'Camille'."

—NEW

And
"A
of

so

do

these

Trade Estimates of its Earning Power:

definite box office bet
.
at the box office."

money

'Camille' should bring in a tremendous lot

—WID'S.
.

.

" 'Camille' should prove one of the season's greatest cinema
attractions."— EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW.

...

"Nazimova has come into her own again
almost flawless."—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

A

picture

HETRO
CJury tJmperial Tictures, CtdL., dcciusuOe Distributors
thvoi^hout^reai3ritaLn .SirWmJurij, cM&nfVir.
>

/

PU&ht on the heels of the

FOUR HORSEMEN
OF THE APOCALYTSE

m

REX INGRAM
Production

Ok e
ASK TO
SEE IT^

CONQUI

LOOKING

cAdaptcd by

BALZAC'S

MEANS
k BOOKING

JUNE MATHIS/rom

noveL"£u£enLe Gvatxdct"

VhotograpkecL by JOHN
a

i

F.

SEITZ

METRO WEEK

—

What

Aside from

We

Think of it—
an advance on Mr. Ingram's
'The Four Horsemen.'

"It is also

work

in

"One

of the most consistently beautiful

things the motion picture makers have

yet shown;

"Anyone who wants

an
example of what our own producers can
do ... in competition with some of the
things that have come to us from across the
water, can safely rely upon that desperate
where the miser finds himself
scene
with
his hoarded gold.
imprisoned
.

.

"He

to put forward

.

has

first-rate assistance

Alice Terry

...

is

from

his actors.

always human and

inter-

Rudolph Valentino has been given a
which he brings to life effectively
makes
Ralph Lewis
and attractively.
esting.

part

.

.

.

.

the

miserliness

of

.

Pere

.

.

.

Grandet

.

.

.

con-

vincingly natural.
"It is all

managed with the kind

of imagina-

tion that turns out top-notch horror stories

the kind

we

are in the habit of expecting only

from Germany."

— From

of Exceptional
Photoplays, published by the Rational cBoard
of Review.
the October issue

i

EUNG
|H

M

*

I

-

POWER
n

L

§

stiedidvibubrsthwubkoiitOt.

NOVEMBER 20-27

©

=1

/A m

1

i

1

'iol

L

9k ^//.

lational

November.

'fate
•jam

We're talking turkey,
We're pointing out
we've

set aside a

week

too.

to exhibitors that

in

which the most

luscious film fowl ever raised

is

going to

be carved.

We're urging them
at the table

now,

to engage their seats

to assure their getting

their slice.
It's

if

bound

to be a

good

you play only Metro

slice

of profit,

pictures during

Metro Week.

That's

Why.

etro Week.
November 20 - 27
is

tkc jfkeatrLcaL

ZXhanksaLvlnA feasor.

The Greatest Thrill in
Life

/

Speed

/

Speed! This wonder-picture has caught the fastest things
on legs, wheels or wings. One reel of motion that will set
your patrons' pulses a-hammering with excitement!
over a dozen of these champs
they won their crowns. Slow
motion photography brings out the fine points, so that fans
may follow their favorites more closely than if they were
performing in person.

In "Form," the second
demonstrate in action

oldwyn
pre sents

The most popular men and women

in this country today
are not statesmen, artists or scientists they are super-beings
like Babe Ruth, "Big Bill" Tilden, Ethelda Bleibtrey, Alexa

—

Sterling,

^^yEf>tli

e

issue,

how

Charley Paddock,

Tom

Kerrigan, Jack

Dempsey

and the other champions.
<

Sp

Review
distributed by arrangement ivith

Artclass Pictures Corporation

"Speed" and "Form" are

the first

two issues

Edited,

fcy

Grantland Rice
Produced, hy

Jack Eaton
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SEE PAGE

30

For Another Celebrated Announce-

ment

Importance

of Special

LESTER CUNEO
IX A

NEW

SERIES OF

EIGHT SUPER-SPECIAL
FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTED BY

WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION COMPANY

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
810 South

Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

Toy Building

MEMBER

MILWAUKEE

November

19,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A/VAC.
_

-

Distributors

for the
San Francisco Territory

_

—r -

J -tt—

:..> 'J

Co-operative Film Exchange
FLOYD
107

ST.

JOHN.

Gen'l Mgr.

GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Charles L. Stephenson, the Amusement
King of Canada, says: "It's the Best

Curwood
Seen

Picture I Ever

Saw — and

I've

Them

All."

ARROW OFFERS
"This Picture

Worth

JAMES OLIVER
is

its

Weight in
Radium.
You can Change

My

Contract

Any Time You
Like,

and

Insert

Word

the

'Forty' in Place

of the

Word

'Four'."

CURWOODS
NorthWoods

Masterpiece

% CIRl
J

\

oduced by
Pine Tree Pictures

^

Inc.

Directed
Dell

by

Henderson

STEPHENSON'S

ATTRACTIONS
CHAS.

L.

STEPHENSON

-$

5

'

November

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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The Arrow'Curwood Series is a Sample
of Arrow Achievement, Every Arrow
Picture Bears the Unmistakable Stamp
of Success,

1IPINE

C

the Independent

FA RE BINNEY
WILLIAM COLLIER ^

With
a id

ARROW offers

I

The second«of the ARROW-CUR WOOD
of four magnificent features.

Exhibitors: See

series

A box-office triumph!

Your Independent Exchange

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220-224 West 42nd

Street,

Exchange Man
and Exhibitor
a Complete

New York

City

Service.

Always Highest
Class, and
Always
\

Profitable.

Distributors for United

Kingdom

INTER-OCEAN PHOTO PLAYS
162

W ardour

X

Street,

London

Walter L. Johnson
^President

Eaiu. H. Hopkins
Clreasurer

"NATIONAL

PRODUCERS' REPRESENTATIVES
To

the

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER
At no time in the history of the Motion Picture Industry have
the problems of the "Independent Producer" been more acute, or
has the conduct of his business for the greatest financial return
called for more careful consideration and sound business judgment.
There is no reason for the Independent Producer to become uneasy over this era of OVER-PRODUCTION, if he is capable of
producing pictures of merit which will warrant marketing thru

NATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Inc.

There is always a steady market for pictures of quality if they
are properly exploited and the Independent Producer will give more
thought to the distribution of his pictures.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Inc.,
is the
Independent ProDistributing Organization in every sense it implies.
Our entire facilities are at your disposal just as if NATIONAL
EXCHANGES, Inc., were your own organization.

ducers'

"By
Inc.,

Own

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

releasing your product thru
will receive the absolute

maximum

you

representation and

returns for which every Producer strives.

MR. EXHIBITOR:

BOOK THESE
398

NATIONAL

a£

EXCHANGES

k

PICTURE!
sQS

2£r
c°£

Qlnnounccs Current 'Release

NATIONAL

n

EXCHANGES J
CJlnnounces

cAwust Tte'iccc

of

One

MOONSHINE

Great Reward

One of cheTwo^en

15 Cpuode Serial -leaturinvi

Francis Ford & Ella Hall

THE WONDER REEL
It

ISSUEDWEEKLY
presented, by

Charles

Urban

presented; by

Louis Bursters

\

presented bu
Go. yAmtticj

EXCHANGES
T
D

E

a.

C

MAXIMUM

HunierBennett
Qfca - (president
and—'
General Exchange

DISTRIBUTION

Let Us

SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS
The broad experience of our executives covering every angle of
the distributing end of the film business, places us in a position
to avoid the many costly errors and mistakes of the average organization and turn them to the benefit of a limited number of
PRODUCERS." capable of producing pictures
of recognized merit.

"INDEPENDENT

NATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Inc.. has eliminated all theory from
Its plan of operation is the most comprehenplan of operation.
sive ever conceived to bring the motion picture industry down to a
plane of cold, hard, sound business sense, and prove of inestimable
benefit to the •'INDEPENDENT PRODUCER:"
its

You certainly do not want your pictures to be numbered among
the pictures lying on the shelf due to inadequate distribution, which
has proven the death knell of many producers.
Consult us before effecting any arrangements for the marketing
of your product. By intelligent exploitation, intensive selling effort
and through the services of an unexcelled organization of distribution
experts, we are in a position to afford Independent Producers the
maximum revenue their product deserves.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES.

Inc.

IROM YOUR NEAREST EXCHANGE
398

NATIONAL

Ave.

EXCHANGES

City

<

398

NATIONAL

Ave.

EXCHANGES
INC OrVOOfVATE O

City

NATIONAL

Ave.

EXCHANGES
IMC O
-

Invites

cXnnounces Early rlelcase of

QjbnoiKcs October Reieas&

398

=

-

"

City

B

Every Manager
in.

North cMmerica.

Iotus Blossom'
Six. ticeJ

to

>^ COMEDIES

Special

•with. rttrJJff

Marshall

and Ifoaht Beery
featur/Bf^ LAwrTseif

Book These Pictures

'Directed by

•

Ma

^

>

L

TefFt Johnson.

j

from, his
i
i

Directed, bq

cA monthly series qf

FranJ^GrandorL

Wo-reel comedy ciassks

Nearest Exchange.

I
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Early Release

for
in

ILLINOIS and
A

INDIANA

Harry Revier Production

"HEART OF THE NORTH"
with

ROY STEWART
Victor

Hugo

and
s

LOUISE LOVELY

Masterpiece

"JUDGMENT"
Acclaimed by
Exhibitors

for this

all

Trade Reoiew — "We don't

as a record breaker
hesitate in predicting a record-breaking run

production wherever shown."

"BALI

THE UNKNOWN"

Five-Reel Prizma Natural Color
Played at Capitol Theatre, New York

H. C.

From

the stories

WITWER TWO-REEL COMEDIES

To Be Released Monthly
now appearing in the American and Cosmopolitan Magazines

Weekly Release

Two-Reel Character Comedies
Featuring WALTER HIERS and Comedians of note
of

EIGHT NORTHWEST MOUNTED FEATURES
with GEORGE CHESBORO, male star of "Lost City"

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
83

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
Wabash
1

Avenue

So.

Chicago

^fefe.

JSSm.

Telephones

Harrison 7971-7972

1

n
\\\

1

\\\

J'
8Vi 2*

r

*
tin

ME
41

IN

School Day5

11

I

?.S.M^W\«eilAn LoANed me to WARNER 3R0S.
To fAAkeTKis Picture,

WARNER BROS
AM

THE THREE

O U NICE
BIG HITS Of THE SEASON
IS

"WHY
GIRLS LEAVE
VHh

HOME
ANNA NILSSON
Gt.

WESLEY BARRY
i (^Arrangement

with Marshall Neilan)
i

n

GUS EDWARDS'

"SCHOOL DAYS'
VERA GORDON

1

r

"HER DAUGHTER

IN-LAW"
PRODUCED
By

HARRY RAPF

ADAPTED

ANI'

WARNER BROS. DIRECTED
1600 BROADWAY

NEW YORK.

WILLIAM NIG

i

PLEASES

EVERYBODY
Il/ERYWHERE

COMPLETED

MY BOY
JACKIE COOGAl)

•RODUCTIONS
LosAngeles

28
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November

can look any

19,

1921

man

straight in the eye and
truthfully say that we do business
with sincere loyalty and honesty
of purpose in our mind and in

our heart

as well as in

When

our speech.

you run

a

Rothacker Print you have
knowing that
you are showing on the screen
all the brilliancy and photographic
the satisfaction of

excellence the negative possesses.

There are reasonsCome and see them.

Founded 1910
by
Waller. on R. Rothacker

!

November

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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Going!
Not much

territory

ENTIRE.

There's a Reason

left.

DOMINION OF CANADA
CfiP'TOL

r ****

Shaded Portion

of

Map

Indicates Territory

Johnny Hines in Burn
C. C.

Xow

Booking

Em Up Barnes

BURR,

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS

INC., 135

WEST^44TH. STREET,

NEW YORK,

n

N. Y.

JOHNNY HINES IN BURN EM UP BARNES TAKES WINNIPEG BY STORM AND CREATED A RIOT ALL
LAST WEEK DURING ITS PRESENTATION AT THE LYCEUM. WE PLAYED TO MOST PHENOMENAL BUSINESS DESPITE PRESENT DEPRESSION AND HEAVIEST OPPOSITION WE HAVE EVER PLAYED
AGAINST. WE ENJOYED THE BIGGEST BUSINESS OF THE YEAR WITH THIS ATTRACTION, BREAKING
EVEN RECORDS WHEN ADVANCED PRICES] WERE IN FORCE. BURN EM UP BARNES MEANS BIG MONEY
TO THE EXHIBITOR AND I WISH TO CONGRATULATE YOU FOR ,THIS SURE FIRE SUCCESS, I ALSO
CONGRATULATE THE CAPITOL FILMS LIMITED IN GRABBING THIS PICTURE FOR DISTRIBUTION IN
CANADA BECAUSE IT SHOWS THEY ARE ALIVE TOjTHE FACT SUCH ATTRACTIONS AS BARNES IS THE
KIND OF ENTERTAINMENT THE PUBLIC DEMANDS AND WIDE AWAKE SHOWMEN CAN BE SURE OF
A REAL CLEAN UP. WISHING YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS AND GIVE US MORE LIKE BURN EM UP
BARNES.
O. D. CLOAKEY
BY WESTERN UNION
MGR. LYCEUM THEATRE.

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS,
C. C.

133-135-137

BURR.

West 44th

St.,

Inc.

Pres.

New York

City, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTED BY
Tex a*

Oklahoma
Arkansas

True Film Company
1911V~;

Commerce

First National Pictures,
831 So. Wabash Avenue,

Street

Dallas, Tex.,

Chicago,

True Thompson.

New York
New York State

Greater

Commonwealth

Pictures Corp.,
Ohio
729 Seventh Ave.,

Northern New Jersey Sam Zierler.
Western Pennsylvania Columbia Film Service,
West Virginia
119 Ninth Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
I. Alexander—J. Davis.
Entire Canada
Capitol Films. Ltd.,
114 Phoenix Block,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada,
E. D. Martin.
Kansas and
Sterling Pictures Enterp.. Inc.
Missouri
Do ring Theatre Bids

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Kentucky

Eastern Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey

111.

Royal Pictures,

In*,.

1337 Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.,

George Seery.

David

SkirboLl Gold Seal Productions Utah
Colorado
21st Street and Payne,
New Mexico
Cleveland, Ohio,

Mountain States Film Attrac-

W.

Denver. Colo.,
E. J. Drucker.

N".

SkirbolL

Wyoming

So.

Idaho

Minnesota
Wisconsin
North Dakota
South Dakota

First

Indiana

First National Pictures,
122 West New York St.,
Indianapolis. Ind..

Entire Foreign

Floyd Brown.

Market

L. Segal, Pres.

tions,
It

Champa

Street.

National Pictures,

Film Distribu-

Loeb Arcade Building,

California

Minneapolis, Minn.,
F. C. Cubberly.

Arizona

All Star Feature
tors, Inc.,

Nevada

191 Golden Gate Avenue.

San Franciseo,
Louis Hy man.

CaJ..

John Carlson Co..
Times Building.
New York City.
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For Another Celebrated
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of
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DICK HATTON
IN A

SERIES

5-REEL

OF TWELVE

WESTERNS
PRESENTED BY

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION

CO.

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
810 South

Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

Toy Building

MEMBER

MILWAUKEE

19, 1921

November

19,

J5he

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Greatest Achievement
of

a

Great

Producer

THOS. H. INCE STUDIOS
Culver City. California

THE UNEQUALLED GENIUS OF
THOMAS H. INCE HAS CREATED
THE MOTION PICTURE EPIC OF
THE YEAR— "HAIL THE WOMAN,"
BY C. GARDNER SULLIVAN.
PRINTS OF THE
DUCER'S MASTER

GREAT PRO-

WORK ARE ON

THE WAY TO THE EXCHANGES
OF ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES. INC.

EVERY EXHIBITOR WILL SOON
BE ABLE TO SCREEN IT. AND
JUDGE FOR HIMSELF IF IT IS
NOT THE PICTURE FOR WHICH
THE PUBLIC HAS LONG WAITED.
IT HAS BEEN TESTED BEFORE
THREE DISTINCT TYPES OF
AUDIENCE AND RECEIVED WITH

ENTHUSIASM.

CAN BE RENTED ABSOLUTELY
INDEPENDENTLY OF ANY OTHER
PICTURE OR SERIES OF PICTURES.
IT

IT IS BEING DISTRIBUTED ENTIRELY ON THE OPEN MARKET
BASIS— IT IS AVAILABLE FOR ANY
EXHIBITOR ANYWHERE— EVERY-

BODY CAN SHARE IN
BOX OFFICE PROFITS.

ITS

BIG

ARRANGE YOUR BOOKINGS IMMEDIATELY

AT

THE EXCHANGES OF THE

Associated First
National Pictures,

Inc.

[•INHIBITORS

HERALD

November

19, 1921

What Every Girl Dreams Of!
No matter whether she be rich or poor, there's a longing
in her heart for the day when the rich and handsome
young Prince Charming comes along and sweeps her off
her feet by a wonderful love.

That's the story in which

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation
B. P. Schulberg, President, Presents

KATHERINE MACDONALD
IN

"Her Social Value
From

the Original Story by B. P. FINEMAN and J. A.
Scenario by Gerald Duffy and Jerome Storm

BARRY

Directed by Jerome Storm

A

First National Attraction
Hfiereli

he a Franchise every'where

99

!

November

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

How They

All

Love

a

Good

Here's a picture so full of mystery
and suspense and thrills it'll make
'em gasp! And on top of that a
corking love story

Keep 'em Guessing
with

Louis B. Mayer's
presentation of
the Inimitable Star

ANITA

STEWART
in

"The

Invisible

Fear"

e=

By Hampton Del Ruth
Directed by Edwin Carewe

A

First

National

Attraction

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

33

Mystery!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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November

a High Wind That Makes
Gales of Laughter, Mates!
It's

And how

the wind does blow

when Buster
for a joy ride

takes his family

on the Bound-

ing Main.

And how your
laugh

at

patrons will

the mishaps that be-

Bold A. B. on the
Briny Deep.

fall

Joseph

M.

this

Schenck presents

BUSTER KEATON
in

"The Boat"
Directed by Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

Keaton's funniest

— and

his

second

2-reel

comedy

for First National.
If you haven't
played his first, "The Playhouse," burn up
the road to the nearest Exchange.

You can

contract for Keaton comedies sep-

arately or the

first

three as a series.

Released

on the open market (not sub-franchise plan).

A

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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Press Agents an d Press Enemies
By MARTIN
trade press, as well as the general press,

'J'HE

under an important obligation to the press

is

who

agent
)

namely, as an agent of the press

makes

his business to

ing copy and

who

who

understand the policies

and aims of the publication to which he
also strives to

make

is

address-

this

under-

standing the basis of genuine cooperation.

burdened and the motion picture

general press

is

trade press

doubly-burdened with a type of per-

who

is

who regard

becomes hostile and dangerous

curbed

finally, to

—

themselves as press agents.

we

profit,

believe, that to introduce in

ports to be a

what pur-

news story a personality who

to the publications,

the firm or individual

—unless he

readers and,

its

who

is

being im-

nothing of importance and has nothing of importance to say

be in

is

actually placing this personality

same position of embarrassment as he would
if

he walked out onto the stage of a crowded

theatre, similarly

unequipped to do anything or

to say anything that

would

attract or hold interest.

The general term

broad one.
be taken to

mean anything

portance to readers to

may

now

be,

it

certainly

the

expected, takes

form of intriguing, dissembling and threaten-

ing to get into type stories that are not so
.

that

;

claims

would tax the credulity of a fool and compli-

This verbal junk

enemy

is

ground out by the press

to take the place of stories, articles

Our

it, is

and

not

sistent protest against

purpose;

it

it, is

that

it

serves no good

can neither convince nor impress the

any reaction

As
will be

is

being printed by some.

reader of even average intelligence and
is

who

objection to this matter, and our con-

it

company or person

ments that are beyond the merits of angels.

is

being addressed to the trade jour-

expected to read

is

How-

addressed.

is

broad enough to include any part of a certain class

which comes from a source from

which cooperation and aid

a

may

of "news"

nals and, unfortunately for the exhibitor

hostility,

is

of interest and im-

whom it

ever broad the question

of matter

posed upon for the press enemy's livelihood.

'J'HIS

doing

is

'"JTHE question of what constitutes news

a press enemy.

circumvent the established news policy of a pub-

is

persons

Writers of press matter might realize with

This press enemy, in his effort to defeat and

lication,

many

agent but who, in

styles himself a press

reality, is

coveted goal of achievement for

in the

In contrast to this valuable functionary, the

son

QUIGLEY

functions along the lines indicated by

his title,
it

J.

far as the

is

if

there

one of disgust toward the

that

is

supposed to be

HERALD

is

flattered.

concerned, there

no armistice with the press enemies.

If

they will become press agents and assist us in
information of meaning and significance for the
simple reason that
little

brains or efforts

to get the
is

its

employer's

preparation exacts very

and that

name

it,

in print,

a futile thing, indeed, yet

it

at least, serves

which

in itself

appears to be the

furthering the policy of legitimate news and constructive information, to

committed,

ment of

we

shall bless

which
them;

this publication is
if not,

the move-

their hollow matter into the wastebasket

shall continue uninterruptedly.

—
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are interested in pictures

and
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in con-

Re -Takes

sequence an attack upon pictures

and

picture

regardless

people,

of
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that

inevitably

meet attacks that

a fiery-hearted crusader and

itself

has committed
of having a

itself to the
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thority in

men who

are in au-

the picture business

;

it

contends that they have a bad moral
influence

upon the

however,

ently,

public.

does

it

Appar-

approve of

the influence of George Moore.

much

a recent issue

Mr. Moore

to him.

bered by persons

space
will

who do

reading

private

lie

is

In

My

Dead
*

be rememnot

let

their

about their

li-

*

Life."
*

For unscrupulous persons seeking
publicity

make

and content only

a noise, the

if

they

motion picture

dustry offers an inviting target.
classes

A

ture business.

important that

It is

but there

tack,

no occasion

is

sending

is

can accomplish
ridicule

in-

All

and conditions of the public

for

We

so blinded by ignor-

upon

it

seemingly, does not realize

it is

that Pro40
ducers Subdue Authors
Exhibitors See Great Benefit In
Listing Popular Plays
48

just

possible that there are a lot of things

going on

in the

world which even

the manufacturer of
car does not

the Ford motor

know

all

*

*

*

"Exhibitors Seek Parted Curtains"
T. R. headline. My, but they're a nosey
bunch, are they not?
*

about.

With

The

Ford's
first article in Mr.
which carries the lurid caption, "Baring the Heart of Hollywood," has appeared. It is a rather
meaningless thing which would hold
the interest only of a person comseries

mitted to a tedious railroad journey.
If this is an example of what Mr.
Ford is going to do with a subject
that almost any muckraker could
give some color to, it appears that
his subscribers are entitled to a re-

bate.

a

Badge

ment

will have an officer in every
to limit the quantitv consumed.
*

Deep

Subjects for SI. P. T. O. A
37
A. M. P. A. Officers Installed with
Mirth and Ceremony
38

Stuff

Chicago is talking of building a subway under the loop. The joke of it is
there is a subway there now, but this is
sub rosa.
•

We

predict

Oh

Doctor!

an

awful

Burford and Griffin Attempt to Repudiate Statements
39
Million Dollar Film Theft Plot Exposed on WT est Coast
39
Frenzied Reformers Active in All
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41

his

Rights League
eek in New York

45
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48
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slump

in

good

December, with that ruling allowing a case of beer a day to every sick

health

in

December

1.

News

—

DEPARTMENTS
T

home

There's an original guy Rudolph Valentino. He says he doesn't want to form

Senate Votes to Repeal Tax Which
Cost Industry $10,000,000
42
Bankers to Aid Industry in Fighting Wild Cat Schemes
43
Famous Players Denies It Is Seeking Trade Monopoly
47
Public

Everything

'n'

Prohibition enforcement officers will
be placed in every brewery after Dec. 1,
to sec that only so much beer is manufactured. Probably later on the govern-

person, taking effect

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Kineto Company To Make One Reel

two sadand a mus-

it;

Will the contributor who sent in
the excelsior explain what it is for.
It came from Buffalo.
Probably a
by-product of some breakfast food
factory, but we want to be sure.

who,

sponsor

its

have $2.79 toward

dles, a bale of hay, a bit
ket.

beyond heap-

little

IN THIS ISSUE
Thomas Burke Contends

bit

Pola Negri says she'll make "the
last payment" on the horse.
All
right, Pola. Welcome to the circle.

ob-

so

is

Here's Real

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

my

as gentle as a hurricane."

The Ford discussion

ing

delivery

special

—

apprehension.

tolerance and

Denver reader wires: "Conon your enterprise.
Am

toward the horse." J. D. G.
And a Mobile subscriber says:
"In case you can't get a hoss, can
supply you with a first-class mule

the industry be cognizant of this at-

given

brary tables as the author of "Me-

moirs of

equipped.
grats,

ance of the subject matter that

Mr. Henry Ford's magazine does
not like certain

it

program

say about the pic-

lot to

They Come

Texas to Maine, from
Florida to Washington, the money
rolls in for the James Horse Fund.
It looks as though we'd have that
horse by Christmas now and he'll
probably be galloping up Fifth
ave.
on that festive day, fully

instance, considers

for

Still

From

The Ford

ensue.

will

publication,

And

condition exists and

this

itself to

viously impelled by bigotry and in-

November

XIII

*

industry might as well real-

prepare
Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Quigley.
Editorial and Executive Offlcesi 417 Sooth

M.

J. R.

the source, will receive attention.

.AY
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Me

own company.
Headlines We'll Never See

Big Film

Company Uses
Original Title of Great Book

News Weekly Does Not Contain
Picture of President Harding
Congress Lauds the Movies
and Abolishes All Taxes

Defy

The

Them

to

Come

In

exploitation stunt of the
week. is contained in a press book advertising a picture with a shaggy-haired dog
in it. The press book suggests that the
exhibitor place a live skunk in the lobby
to attract attention.
prize

.

November
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Kineto to Produce Reel for
Exhibitor Educational Service
Pictures to Be Handled
By National Distributor

Declaration

Of

Principles

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, commencing

Agreement Which Is Effective January
for One Subject Each Week

this twenty-ninth day of October, in the year nineteen hundred
and twenty-one, realizing the tre-

on

NEW

girls to

become good

the biggest of the national distribution organizations, the
of whose name will be made within a few days.

Urban and Exhibitor

citizens.

Appreciating that the very
economic foundation of our existence is
threatened and humbly desiring to do
our part to the full measure in helping to re-establish a healthy condition
throughout our country, we will recommend on our screens a possible solution of our present problems the revivifying of the spirit of "Brotherly
Love'* and the application in our everyday life of the principle of "The Golden
last:

The
Motion

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
OWNERS OF AMERICA.

Louis Firms

Merge; Skouras

Heads Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tions

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 8.— Negotialooking

to

the

consolidation

of

and City Wide Amusement Company theatres and airdomes
valued at. $2,000,000 were closed last
night, the merger to be effective on November 15.
eighteen Skouras

Spyros Skouras

is

president of the

new

which will be known as St.
Amusement Company. 'It will be

organization,

Louis

Other officers
at $300,000.
Harry Koplar, vice-president; \V. A.
Stickney, secretary, and Sam Hamburg,
treasurer.
Charles P. Skouras is
Jr.,

capitalized
are:

manager.
The houses included in the combination
are the Pageant, Shaw, Arsenal, GrandFlorissant, Lindell, Shenandoah, Juniata,
Arco. Lafayette, Maffitt, Lowell, Gravois,

Novelty. Manchester, St. Louis Airdome,

Grand-Florissant Airdome, Crystal Airdome, Shenandoah Airdome.

Bandits

Rob Houses

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE, MD.,

Nov. 8.—There

was an epidemic of theatre robberies here
week. Safes in three theatres were
in one day, the thieves escaping
with their loot.

last

rifled

Official to Edit

Film

known as '"Official Urban Movie Chats" of the
Owners of America and Kineto Company of

The films will be edited by Charles Urban, assisted by an associate
editor appointed by the M. P. T. O. This appointment has not as yet been
made but it is expected that the name of the man selected will be given
out at the time the name of the distributing organization is made public.

Rule."

ST.

pictures will be
Picture Theater

announcement

America.

—

St.

—

YORK,

Nov. 8. The campaign of education planned by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America takes a big step forward on
January 1, when there will be offered to the screens of the members a
series of films prepared under the supervision of the organization.
Contracts were signed last week by officers of the M. P. T. O. and Kineto
Company of America for the production of one-reel subjects of educational
and entertainment value. The agreement provides for one picture each
week, beginning on January I. The distribution will be made by one of

standard.
Third: To utilize our theatres and
screens for the purpose of helping our

boys and

Provides

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

influence of motion pictures at this time for the re-establishment of the principle of right
thinking among our people, dedicate ourselves to the following
constructive plan:
First: To encourage in every way possible the production of dean, wholesome
and optimistic films
Second: To take an active interest in
the public welfare and cooperate with
our community civic and social forces,
in helping to maintain a high moral

mendous

And

1

have world-wide significance.

Negotiations for a series of films sponsored by the If. P. T. O. have been on

will

for some months and last week all details
of the arrangements were completed.
For the M. P. T. O. the contract was

The Motion Picture
America want the screen

signed by President Sydney S. Cohen,
Vice-President Thomas Goldberg, General Manager A. T. Moeller. Director J.
T.
Collins.
Director W. D. Burford,
Charles L. O'Reilly, president, and S. I.

Berman, secretary of New York State;
George Aarons of Pennsylvania, J. L.
Lazarus of Pennsylvania, C. C. Griffin
of California. John S. Evans of Pennsylvania. C. E. Whitehurst of Maryland. R.
F. Woodhull of New Jersey, W. A. True
of Connecticut. E. M. Fay of Rhode
Island, E. T. Peter of Texas. John Manheimer. chairman of board of directors of
T. O. C. C.

the beginning of a
ture industry.

issued

Owners

following

by
of

is

a

joint

It

will

mark

era in the motion oic-

Theatre
Owners of
to serve the public as
Charles Urban will lend
his skill, gained in an experience of 25 years; his
great film library and his organization to the
production of the best single reel that it is
possible to construct the most fascinating, the
most entertaining, the most informative, the most
well as to entertain it

—

constructive.

Associated in editing the "Official Urban Movie
Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America" will be an Advisory Board consisting
of some of the most influential men and women
in the country.
It will be a reel

that every exhibitor will be
proud to have his name associated with one that
one
will be a privilege for his patrons to see
that will be his duty to show, because it will be
the official reel of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. Every release will contain
a message from some official prominent in public life as well as information the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America desires the public
to know.
;

:

Statement Is Issued

The

new

Will Accomplish Aims

statement

the Motion Picture Theatre
America and Kineto Company

of America, Inc.:

An arrangement of tremendous importance has
just been entered into between the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the Kineto
Company of America, Inc.. after a series of conferences extending over two months, whereby
the Kineto Company of America will produce
every week a single reel that will serve as the
official screen publication of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
It will be known as the "Official Urban Movie
Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America."
The contract between the two organizations
was signed November 1. 1921. by the executive
committee and officers of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and officials of the
The approval of
Kineto Company of America.
the executive committee and officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was
unanimous, and it also received the endorsement
of the various state member-organizations, as
well as the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York.
It will become operative on January 1, 1922.
Acclaimed by Exhibitors

Prominent exhibitors throughout the country
acclaim this step as the most constructive and
progressive that has ever been taken for the
good of the industry and the public one that
;

Owners of
Motion Picture Theatre
America and the Kineto Company of America are
as one in their desire that the motion picture be
made an instrument of public good as well as

The

entertainment.
It is also essential that the millions of theatre patrons know that the heart of
It is well
the industry is clean and wholesome.
to emphasize that the social and civic forces
working for the good of every community have
an earnest ally in the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of America.
The "Official Urban Movie Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America" will
help to accomplish these aims as well as furnishing the finest single reel in the world and it is
well to point out that there will be nothing in
the reel at all that savors of either advertising
or propaganda.
Every exhibitor in the country will be asked to
contract to play the "Official Urban Movie Chats
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the
of
America." Contracts will be made in the usual
way at a price in keeping with the theatre and
locality.
Xo deposit will be asked. Every theatre in the country will be expected to play this
official screen publication of the Motion Picture
;

Theatre Owners of America.
We feel that every producer, distributor and
exhibitor who has the interest of the country and
the motion picture industry at heart will
and cooperate in this constructive step.

(On page
and Kineto
production

M

welcome

is a picture of the M. P. T. O. A.
officials signing the contract for the
of the educational reel.)
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A. M. P. A. Executives B: u n toJ} ?* ud! °
Sold; N. Y. Units
Amid Jazz and Ceremony
To Produce There
LOS ANGELES,
Reichenbach Exposes EUction Secrets — Officials "All
A
Install

,

.

'Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 8.—

Dolled

Up"

in

smiles and Kind Words

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW new

YORK,

Nov.

8.

— Having been

in office

only a couple of months,

officers of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers were
the
"installed" officially at a dinner given last night at Cafe Boulevard, the
lunch time home of the organization.
Everyone and his several assistants first, second and third advertising and publicity directors were there, most of them with bells on.

—

PRESIDENT

BILL YEARSLEY wore

a collar and necktie and a Pola Negri
smile; Vice-President Jerome Beatty was
attired in a "Chic" Sale makeup festooned 'round with kind words, and SecEnglish
retary Tom Wiley wore an
accent. Treasurer Vic Shapiro wore several gunmen as guards.
*

*

*

After an hour or two of thrilling knife
and fork combat, during which guests
vied with members in exhibiting their
dexterity, President Yearsley turned the
session over to Master of Ceremonies
Harry Reichenbach. The latter explained
not only the purpose of the dinner, but
also let those present into the secret of
how an A. M. P. A. president was selected.

According to Reichenbach all the producing companies were called up and
asked to name their most useless man.

Then an

election was held. In attempting to describe the selection of an A. M.
P. A. vice-president words failed the master of ceremonies and he bowed his head

and sobbed.
*

*

*

those present had
recovered
from their emotion, there was offered for
the first time on any screen an original

After

—

picture in several reels and staggers entitled "Installation," directed by J. Bluart
Bullkon, who is also responsible for "Inattention," "Abomination,'' "Corruption"
and "Exhaustion." In this thrilling presentation the hero, the villain, the comedy
relief and leading juvenile gave convincing interpretations of their various difficult roles. Hissing was limited to ninety
seconds and the jury is still out.
After tears were dried and sobs hushed.

Master
of
Ceremonies
Reichenbach
in a long and varied program of
singing and dancing, some of the latter
being done with the feet.
A good time was had by all.
ushered

Paramount Is Covering
Stage With Glass Roof
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES, Nov. 8.— Paramount's big stage No. 4, which is 115 by
250 feet, is to be covered by a mammoth
glass roof. The contract for this construction work has been awarded by
Charles Eyton, studio general manager.
A large force will be put on the job so
that it may be completed with little or no
hindrance to production activities.

of

well

syndicate

known Eastern producers

has

purchased the Robert Brunton studios,
according to an announcement by Mr.
Brunton. As a result of the transaction from eight to ten companies which
have confined their production activities to the East will soon come here.
This transfer will mean the expenditure of several million dollars here each
year.
The Brunton studios in Melrose avenue were established more than three
years ago.
Following advises from New York
that the negotiations had been closed
Mr. Brunton said: "As soon as the deal
for my interests has been completed,

month, I
I think should be next
plan to visit New York and London to
for
on
an
arrange
producing
extensive
I
have under consideration a
scale.
proposition to establish a big studio in
London for the purpose of making pictures in England and on the continent."

which

Night School to Train
Staff in All Branches
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
City

is

Nov. 8.— Universal
its em-

to have a night school for

President Carl Laemmle has endorsed the plan of Irving S. Thalberg,
general manager. The school undoubtedly will open immediately after Thanksployes.

giving.

The course

of study will apply only to
mechanical technique of production,
including photography, lighting, laboratory work and other correlated subjects.
the

OFFICIALS OF M. P. T. O. OF AMERICA AND OF KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA— Standing (left to right): M. J. CToole, of Pennsylvania;
Thomas Goldberg, vice-president; J. L Lazarus, vice-president of Eastern Pennsylvania; A. J. Moeller, general manager; George Aarons, secretary
of Eastern Pennsylvania; C. C. Griffin, secretary of California; John S. Evans, president of Pennsylvania; J. T. Collins, director; H. J.
Kineto Company of America; C. C. Whitehurst, of Baltimore, member of executive committee; R. F. Woodhull, of New Jersey; W. D.
Aurora, 111., director; W. A. True, president, of Connecticut; S. I. Berman, secretary of New York.
Seated (left to right): Charles L. O'Reilly, president of New York; E. M. Fay, president of Rhode Island; Charles Urban, president Kineto
of America; E. T. Peter, president of Texas; Sydney S. Cohen, president of M. P. T. O. of America; John Manheimer, chairman board of
of Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce.

Shepard,
Burford,

Company
director*

—
November

19,
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Griffin and Burford Seek

Head

Exceptional

39

To

I

Repudiate Statements

Herald Publisher Contradicting
Certain Facts in Regard to Proposed
Investigation of First National

Address Letter to

EXHIBITORS HERALD

regrets to be compelled to state that C. C.
directors of the Motion Picture
a discussion of the
matter at the national headquarters of the organization, are attempting
to contradict certain facts and assertions incidental to the proposed invesigation of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., as revealed during the
recent meeting of subfranchise holders of that company. The following
letter, with which Mr. Griffin and Mr. Burford obviously are seeking to
make peace with forces in the theatre owners' organization which are insisting upon the investigation, has been received:
Griffin

and

W.

members of the board of
Theatre Owners cf America, following
D. Burford,

New York, November
Mr. M. J. Quigley, Editor,
Exhibitors Herald,
417 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

1921.

4,

12th, 1921.

in reference to the First
National investigation by the Motion Pic-

at the last

meeting of the board of directors of
Exceptional Pictures Corporation was
president of that organization.
has been serving in the capacity of
vice-president and general manager. To
Mr. Beyfuss' initiative must be credited
the rapid growth of this comparatively
new organization in the industry.
elected

He

Society of Organists
Plans Reception for
to

will
this month in
it

hold a reception sometime
honor of Marcel Dupre, organist of Notre
Dame, Paris. The affair will be held at
the Magna Chordia studios, 10 East 44th
street.
Many of the foremost musicians

have been invited.
In speaking of the reception an

of this city

officer

of the

organization said:
"This event is significant in indicating
the high plane toward which progressive
theatre organists are striving. It demonstrates the fact that the society, by its
examinations and general policy, intends
to bring picture playing as far as possible
under the domain of musical art."

Features

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,
who

has

been

Nov.
here,

8.— Sol Lesser,
announced that

Jerome

Storm would direct the future
Coogan productions. "My Boy"
completed and Storm will assume

Jackie
is

charge of direction with the beginning of
the next picture, scheduled to take place
within

two weeks.

Goring at Paramount
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov.

8.—John

P.

Goring has arrived here as exploitation

manager of the Los Angeles Paramount
offices.

truly yours,
(Signed) C. C.
W. D.

GRIFFIN

BURFORD

[A Statement from C. C. Griffin and W. D.
Burfcrd to the trade in general appears on
page 40.]

Fontaine Fox Guest
of Film Advertisers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 8.— Fontaine Fox,

cartoonist

The statement attributed to W. D.
Burford "that the explanation of officials
of Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., had shed a new light on the affairs
of the company and that the investigating
program was not

vember

Cohen

in

any

called for"

is

a delib-

No

3.

1921, to these specific de-

Captain Alfred Davis of the Pavilion,
Marble Arch, London, and Guy Newall,
an advertising man prominent in London
film circles, also attended the luncheon
and spoke of their work abroad. Edward

which the undersigned subscribe
to, and that we are above all loyal to the
organization of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, of which we are

R. Russell, chairman of Ideal Films, Ltd.,
of London, gave an interesting talk on a
series of educational war films he has
brought to this country.

such statement was
made by Mr. Burford.
The undersigned will ask you to give
the same publicity in your next issue

erate falsehood.

November

19,

nials,

Expose Activities of Gang Whose
Film Thefts Are Rated at Million
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Jerome Storm Directs

New Coogan

Very

creator of "The Toonerville
Trolley" and other humorous sketches,
and Julian Ollendorf, originator of many
popular motion picture cartoon comedies,
were the guests of honor at the weekly
luncheon of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers,
on Thursday, No-

to President

way.

Noted French Player
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 8.— The Society of
Theatre Organists announces that

ture Theatre Owners of America in your
issue of November 12, 1921, on Page 35,
is a deliberate distortion of the facts.
Your statement that various members
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, which included ourselves, informed our National President, Sydney
S. Cohen, "that they could no longer approve of the contemplated investigation
of the management of the affairs of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.," is
absolutely untrue, and no such message

was conveyed

1

Assuring you that our Organization,
which was formed for the protection of
independent motion picture theatre
owners of the country will always act for
the best interests of its members, we beg
to remain
the

Dear Sir:
Your article

ALEXANDER BEYFUSS

both officers; that any statements to the
contrary are as unfounded in fact as your
article printed in your issue of November

LOS ANGELES,

—

Nov. 8. The activities of an expert and daring
whose operations in the various exchange centers
of the country durnig recent months have netted them films said
to be valued at more than $1,000,000 have just been exposed here.
Thousands of feet of film, it is declared, have been stolen from
exchange centers and smuggled to San Francisco, New York and
other ports and then shipped to South America and Oriental cities.
Detectives have been working on the case for weeks.
Until a clew was found following the theft of films featuring
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin in Buffalo
recently the detectives were baffled in tracing the stolen property.

gang

of film thieves

This information, however, brought the sleuths across the continent
to San Francisco where every effort is being made to locate the loot.
Leaders of the gang are said to have obtained large sums of
money from the illicit sale and exhibition of stolen films in foreign
countries.
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Burke Contends That Producers

A

Griffin, vice-president of
M. P. T. O. A., and president ol M. P. T.
O. of Northern California, and W. D. Burford, director of M. P. T. O. A. and vicepresident of Illinois Exhibitors Alliance.
j

Subdue the Authors
riter of

t

"

Limehouse Nights" Raps Motion Picture
in His Latest Book

IT THAT

Men
We

does an author think about?" (with apologies to Briggs)

when he views a screen version of one of his stories.
Although Thomas Burke, author of "Limehouse Nights,"

V\r

undoubtedly does not voice the universal opinion of writers, it is interesting to note views as expressed in words and in illustrations in his

BURKE'S

MR.lows:

ironical

comment

fol-

"I have lately, like most modern authors, had the doubtful pleasure of seeing
I
a film version of one of my stories.
have always regarded this story as invented and told by me, and again (like

was surprised
workman, called

most modern authors)

when

Doran Company.

book, "Outer Circle," published by George H.

latest

a

certain

I

skilled

a producer, claimed it as his. I expressed
this surprise in one or two quarters and
was told not to be silly.

"Well it does lacerate one's vanity to
see this kind of thing: 'D. VV. Griffith's
great film tragedy will shortly be seen
Cinema. In creating this tragic story
at
D. W. Griffith hopes to strike out a new
line.
D. W. Griffith presents his poig-

good that pedestrian mechanics claim
what is not theirs?"
Perhaps it Mr. Burke had been present
at a premiere of "Broken Blossoms" and
is it

heard D. W. Griffith's praise of the author he would not have written the fore-

going comment.

Mr.

Griffith said at that

time:
*

"For whatever
ture

of

ours

*

is

*

good
must

in this little pic-

be

credit

given

to

Thomas Burke from whose "Limehouse
Nights' this story was taken."
Also in the program the name of
Thomas Burke was much in evidence, so
much so in fact that the authorship of
the story could not be mistaken.

—

nant Limehouse drama.'
"I

want

Perhaps
knocked

know

the reason for this.
for the author to be
off his perch now and then, but
it

to

Second Presentation
Of Foreign Photoplay
Stirs

good

is

Up No

cessful run of
Tally's

CO.

Present

New
Humor

Their Great

Work

of

"The PICKWICK PAPERS"
Messers. Long, Primer &Co.

Comp-ing by

Fred Jones, Arthur
Brown, Harry Robinson and Jack Smith
Machined by
Messers. Stereo, Matrix, Mould and C'otype

On Paper manufactured by

Miller's

Straw, Bord

&

Co.

Charles Dickent

would seem to

theatre,

feeling against

foreign

some

theatre

months
it

ago
was

No Demonstration As
German Picture Opens
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.—"The Cabi-

net of Dr. Caligari," the

German

Jack Hoxie

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES,

Nov.
8.— Marin
Sais and Jack Hoxie, both serial stars,
have taken out a marriage license at
Santa Ana.

Universal Gets Walsh
LOS

ANGELES.

was created: The protection of

it

individual

independent

motion

the

picture

owner of the country.
While Mr. C. C. Griffin, whose signa-

theatre

ture is subscribed to this statement, introduced a resolution at the get-together
convention in Chicago, expressing con-

fidence in the officials of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., it is also true that
the officials of Associated First National
Pictures,
Inc.,
pledged themselves to
withhold publication of said resolution
until it became apparent that no adjustment of the grievances between Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and

the members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America could be accomplished.
As every effort is now being made by
the undersigned to arrive at a constructive solution of the problem whereby the
interests of those exhibitors who complain of unfair treatment will be safe-

we therefore deplore the fact that certain
persons, and particularly certain trade
papers, have distorted the facts and attempted to circumscribe our efforts by
throwing over us a cloud of disloyalty to
the organization of which we are both
officers.

We

wish to state also that as a result
of our activities, we have succeeded in
arranging an open meeting at the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, between officials of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, at
which time the specific complaints of
members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America who are subfranchise
holders as well as those members in territories where there are no subfranchises,
will be aired in the hope that this procedure will result in immediate adjustments of complaints and a better understanding between the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and the officials of Associated First National Pic-

Nov. 8.— George
Walsh has been signed by Universal
Film Manufacturing Company.

Inc.

tures.

C.

C.

(Signed)

W.

Fox

Is

D.

GRIFFIN.

BURFORD.

Discontinuing

20th Centuries for
Featured Cast Films

Wed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Reproduction of Thomas Burke's illustration of how an author may be successfully subdued.

through devious channels, that there is
no dissension in the ranks of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and
that the organization still stands for what

picture

which Goldwyn is distributing and which
was stopped by protest of the American
Legion when Miller's theatre attempted
to show it some time ago, reopened at
that house Sunday without opposition.

& Co.

Bound by Messers.

the

aroused such protestations that
necessary to take the picture off.

LOS

From a mantueript by

First

The
productions is being dissipated.
Kinema, according to David Bershon.
general manager of the First National exchange here, shortly will present "One
Arabian Night."
It will be remembered that the presentation of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
at

Printed by

White, Ragg

"Gypsy Blood," the

Broadway

indicate that

wish to state to the exhibitors of
the country, that despite all rumors to
the contrary, published or conveyed

guarded and adequate adjustments made,

8.—The suc-

Nov.

National picture starring Pola Negri, at

MESSERS.

MIDDLEMEN &

Protest

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Statement

by C. C.

...

i

W

19, 1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.— Announce-

Fox organization
discontinuing the Twentieth Century
brand pictures and will use the stars who
formerly worked in these films in big productions calling for featured casts. The
stars affected are Lefty Flynn, Eileen
Barbara Bedford and Johnny
Percv,

ment

is

made

that the

is

Walker.
players retained in stellar capacity
Mix. Shirlev Mason, William
and Dustin Farnum, William Russell and
Charles (Buck) Jones.

The

are

Tom

—
November
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Frenzied Reformers Active
in All Sections of Country
Censorship and Sunday Closing Advocates Are
Increasing Efforts to Oppress IndustryCities to Vote on Issues
Frenzied reformers,
throughout the country
Dispatches received this
campaign is under way

as well as politicians, are heightening their efforts
to legally oppress the motion picture industry.
week from many states indicate that a formidable
to foist censorship and Sunday closing upon the

exhibitors.

Situation Clears in Other Places

Some

of the dispatches, however, carry a note of optimism.
In one
city where censorship has been threatening for several months the proposed
ordinance creating a board has been withdrawn by its sponsors. In another city it seems as though exhibition of pictures in the local churches
presents itself as an obstacle to Sunday closing. To really appreciate the
situation read these dispatches
:

This Isn't So

PORTLAND.

DOLORES CASSINELLI
from "Anne
goers all-star
is

a

in

scene

Smoky." a Playproduction, which Pathe

of Little

distributing.

Coast Labor to
Launch Fight on
Non-Union Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.
against non-union

Nov.

made

8.

—A

fight

pictures will be

conducted throughout the world by the
Los Angeles Central Labor Council.
Each of the 45,000 members will be
assessed 50 cents monthly to

aid

1,200

long drawn out fight
employing non-union

film artisans in their

producers

against

workers.

According to
$20,000 monthly

J.

S.

Horn, secretary,

Bad—

Nov. 8.—The
proposed censorship ordinance which has
been before the council for some months
has been withdrawn by the Portland
Council of Churches which sponsored it.

ORE..

where unfair pictures are shown.

Ramish Interests Are
Bought by Loew, Inc.
( Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.— Peace

setthis

over the Hippodrome theatre
as a result of action by Judge
Hewitt in discharging Gilbert Gardner,
receiver for the theatre during the litigatled

week

tion pending between Adolph Ramish and
interests representing Loew. Inc.
The
latter has bought the Ramish interests
here and in other cities, it was stated,
thus bringing an end to factional differences.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.— Censorship
was given a body blow by
Superior Judge Frank Willis when he
held that the Long Beach city ordinance
relating to prize fight pictures was uncertain and ambiguous and ordered Dave
Leavitt, employe of the Laughlin theatre,
where the
films
Dempsey-Carpentier

in California

were showing, released.

IA.,

Nov. 8.— An

The Rev. Dr. Monroe
that

the council since the election last spring.

G. Everett declared
reason for withdrawing the
because
the present board
measure was
was functioning adequately.
the

And Neither Is
SPRINGFIELD, O.,

This
Nov.

8.— It

is

case against John F.
Ridenour, former manager of the Colonial theatre, who is charged with operating his house on Sunday, may be
dropped. Attorneys hold that if the law
is enforced to the letter it will affect two
local churches now exhibiting pictures on
the Sabbath.
possible that the

But Just Read This—
understood
ROME, X. Y., Nov.
that the Associated Church Council will
seek an order from Supreme Court Justice
Alverson which would bar the referendum
on Sunday pictures. The Churches would
base their action, it is said, upon the ruling

8.—It is

Best Bet on

The Market
Gem

theatre at
was taking the
HERALD. He asked that a sample copy be sent to the Gem to
give the manager "a chance to see
what he was missing."
believe the
Batesville, Ark.,

not

The following letter from
Kern, owner of the
J.
Gem, tells the result:
"To begin with, who ever asked
Charles

send us an EXHIBITORS
Well, anyhow it came
and the manager is so well taken
with it that he is going to subReally, he claims
scribe for it.
it to be the best bet of the market

you

to

when

it

comes

to

And
PASADENA.
Manager
members

C.

Also This

\Y.
the

CAL.. Nov. 8.— City
Koiner has appointed
new board of censors

of
created by an amendment to the censorship ordinance. Mrs. Beatrice C. George,
Mrs. Flora M. Turnbull, F. F. Pearse,
F. M. Chapin and Frank Hawkes hereafter will review the pictures shown
here.

And Finally This.
SPRINGFIELD, MO, Nov. 8.—The
Ministerial Alliance and various
Protestant organizations are circulating
petitions demanding a local option election on the question of closing motion
picture shows, theatres and other amusements on Sunday. Recently Springfield
local

had a

series of revival services.

A

fav-

subject of attack for the visiting
evangelist was Sunday shows. A bill to
close amusements on the first day of the
week was presented to the city counciL
It didn't make a huge hit with the lawmakers.
It was then the advocates of
the blue laws decided to circulate their
orite

election petitions.

few weeks ago, a HERALD
subscriber wrote in that he did

A

HERALD?

Court Ruling Is Blow
To Censorship Forces

Then Consider This

INDEPENDENCE,

ordinance prohibiting operation of motion picture shows on Sunday has been
enacted by the city council. The question has caused considerable turmoil in

will be
available to
conduct a sympathetic boycott in every
locality

of the corporation counsel that the council
action ordering a referendum is illegal.

delivering the

real dope.

Talmadge Departments
Move to New Quarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Nov. S.— Owing

Talmadge

:

and Constance Talmadge

will

make most

of their productions on the Coast.

Alhambra To Feature

am

enclosing the clipping for
on the 'Public Rights
which
we will be glad to
League'
run. A little boost from all sides
relieves the weight on the man in
the middle."

YORK,

to rental
studios at 318 East 4Sth
street to the Selznick organization the following departments of the Talmadge organizations have moved to the State Theatre
Booking in
building at 1540 Broadway.
charge of Felix F. Feist publicity in charge
Livingstone,
bookkeeping
of Beulah
and
in
charge of Alonzo Kirkpatrick.
During the next twelve months Norma

of the

First National Films

"I
slides

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.—The Altheatre, operated by West Coast
Theatres, Inc., hereafter will be a firstrun house for First National and Asso-

hambra
ciated

Producers attractions.
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Tax Which Has

Kills Rental

Cost Industry $10,000,000
Amendment Adopted

Senate Without Serious
Opposition— Action Is Victory for
Exhibitors and Producers
in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Nov. 8.— Eliminating the rental tax and
amending the admission section so as to exempt from the admission tax
admissions of ten cents or less and freeing community moving picture
theatres from the necessity of collecting and accounting for the tax, with
a similar exemption in the case of performances, all the proceeds from
which inure to the benefit of any post of the American Legion, or women's
auxiliary units, the Senate has finally passed the tax bill, which now goes
to conference for adjustment with that passed by the House on August 20.
Officials of both the N. A. M. P. I. and the M. P. T. O. A. are elated
over the elimination of the rental tax, which has cost the industry $10,000,000 in two years.

The

group

small

friends

of

senate

the

the

industry's

who

fought for
measure were under
the leadership of Senator Reed Smoot
of Utah. Working with him were Senators Walsh of Massachusetts; Cal-der of
New York; LaFollette cf Wisconsin;
in

support of the

McNary

relief

Oregon; McKeller of Tennessee; Dillingham of Vermont and McCormick of Illinois.
of

McCumber

Attacks Industry

During the debate a scathing attack on
the industry was made by Senator McCumber of North Dakota who stated that
it had been his hope that a tax would
be levied on "concerns which can afford
to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars
to any ignoramus who has the ability
to make a face or wobble his eyes, or to

What's

in

a

pay any ignorant girl a hundred or two
hundred thousand dollars who can make
goo-goo eyes for a picture."
He added that he tried "not to be a
crank" but that there was "a depraved

JACKIE

the moving picture business."
of the depravity," he said, "comes
from excessive salaries that are paid actors and actresses."

Brady

side

Ingram and Terry Wed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 8.— Rex Ingram, director of "The Four Horsemen,"
and Alice Terry, a featured player in that
picture, were married on Saturday at
Pasadena.

Name, Anyway?

Hereby is presented to the motion picture public a new star
ready has won popular favor in stellar roles.
Doesn't seem possible, but it is. Here's how it is done.

who

al-

But a simple ceremony performed in
Church of St. Mary of the Angels
marks the passing of "Buck" Jones.

the

From this date on this popular star of
Fox Westerns will be billed as Charles
The change

in

name was decided upon

after much discussion and legal advice.
Finally, Mr. Jones' attorneys advised
formal action that would fasten upon him
legally a given name.
'

Early on the morning of the ceremony
there assembled in the picturesque Los
Angeles church a group of the friends of
"Buck" Jones, who came to witness the
unusual ceremony.
For the most part
the congregation was composed of men
and women whose names on the screen
are read nightly by more than a million
picture patrons.

as Charles Jones.

the Western country it was as "Buck"
Jones. He won honors during the world
war as "Buck" Jones. His bank account
was under the name of "Buck" Jones.
The great motion picture public has
known him only as "Buck" Jones.

his

father's

Clad in the vestments of the Episcopal
church, the Rev. Dr. Neal Dodd, rector
the Church of the Angels, read the
impressive ceremony, assisted by Brother
Edwin S. Blake as master of ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Yost acted as
godfather and godmother, with Thomas
Miranda as the third sponsor. In honor
of the event, the altar and church were
profusely decorated with fronds and
of

flowers.

Is

Welcomed

At Indiana Meeting
President of N. A. M.
Is Honor Guest at

P.

I.

Lieber Dinner
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 8.—
William A. Brady, president of the N. A.
M. P. I., who came here recently to express his appreciation and respects to
the Indiana Photoplay Indorsers, was the
honor guest at a 6 o'clock dinner given
by Robert Lieber, of the Circle theatre,
and president of Associated First NaPictures,

Inc.

Exhibitors Are Guests

Jones.

View of ceremony which marked the passing of
"Buck" Jones who will be known in the future

fills

"My

Boy," his latest feature,
made by Coogan Productions.

tional

Jones.

"Buck" Jones, one of the popular
Western stars who works out on the
Fox lot, found that there was no legal
record of his name.
When he roamed

COOGAN
in

to

"Much

Don't Know Him? Then Read This
Story About a Popular Western Star

Ask Charles

shoes

G. G. Schmidt, president of the M. P.
T. O. of Indiana; Ed Bingham, representative of the M. P. T. O. A.; Frank

Rembusch

of
Rembusch Enterprises;
Charles Olsen; Ed Sourbier of Central
Amusement Company; David Coulter;
Herman and Ralph Lieber, and Mr.

David, manager of Loew's State theatre,
were guests.
Many problems were informally discussed.

The

necessity of a representa-

committee in every film center composed of exhibitors and producers was
agreed upon. Such a committee, it was
decided, would function only on matters
that pertain to the good of the entire intive

dustry.

Predicts

"A

get

Harmony

together

without any battle,
friendly cooperation

meeting like today
all -good will, and

makes

everything

just a little brighter, and the day
nearer when the entire industry will work
together for the big things, and when
that time comes, we will be a sound and
staple business," declared Mr. Brady just
before his departure for Columbus, O.

seem

Exh ibitor- Musicia n
Armistice Reached
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 8.— An armis-

has been reached here between the
striking theatre musicians and the exhibitors.
The difficulties over salaries
are to be adjusted later.
tice

November

Selznick

19.

May

House
Rumor

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

Build

of Project

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

Censorship!

in St. Louis

Current for
Some Time Visits Missouri City
LOUIS, MO., Nov. 8.—There

persistent

43

is

rumor going the rounds
Lewis

local film circles that

interested in a large
motion picture theatre here.

first

Is Current

has been
has been current

definite

¥

the elimination or

V irginia Courtship. "

amend-

This

is

the

¥

"I've no money for experiments! And if you try scientific
farming on my darkies, they'll run you off the place.'"

run

Selznick in City

"A

¥

a

started several days ago when Mr.
Selznick, his wife and his secretary, John
Cantor, paid a visit to St. Louis. While
here they were guests at a dinner given
by a prominent local banker, a warm personal friend of Mr. Selznick's. The affair
was attended by men high in the business
and financial circles of St. Louis.
Mr. Selznick saw much of St. Louis on
his visit and is said to have been impressed with the metropolis of the Mississippi Valley.
It is needless to say that
local boosters pointed out to him the
advantage of having a first run house for
Selznick-Select pictures in this locality.

it

the ultimate in restriction!

of a subtitle in Realart's
subtitle under the ban:

of

It

Rumor

is

ment

Selznick

J.

may become

Although nothing
done for some time

This

The Chicago censor board has ordered

Hidden within this apparently innocent phraseology the supermoral censors have discovered a sinister violation!
Can you tell wherein this subtitle offends?
Think it over. The answer will appear next week.

Bankers to Aid Industry in
Fighting Wild Cat Schemes
Vigilance Committee of National Association and
Financial Men Discuss Plan to Protect
Public from Fake Promotors
NEW YORK, Nov. 8.— Rough sledding is promised tor fake motion

A

gossip that a large office building-theatre
structure may join the local amusement
colony.
There has been much speculation concerning the probable location of
structure
this
should it materialize.
However, labor and material prices are
in a very unsettled condition locally, and
in well informed financial circles doubt
has been expressed as to whether any

picture stock promoters from now on.
coalition has been formed by the
vigilance committee of the National Association and the banking interests
of the country for the protection of the public and the industry from the
activities of wild cat promotion schemes.

major amusement construction will start
within the next several months.

man

Elmer Pearson Thinks
Admissions Too High
for Average Patrons

relations commission of the
of National City Companv.

Prominent Bankers In Attendance

The meeting at which this protective alliance of interests was made
was held last week in New York at the call of Martin J. Quigley, chairIn addition to President Brady and other
National Association there were present Thomas J. Reynolds,
alker, secretary of the public
vice president of National City Bank; G. B.
of the vigilance committee.

officials of the

W

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 8.—While he finds
attendance at the theatres throughout the
country" increasing, Elmer Pearson, general manager of Pathe. believes that admission prices are a little too high to suit
Disthe average patron's pocketbook.
cussing further this situation as he found
it on a recent tour of the Western exchanges Mr. Pearson said:
"Instead of taking in all the programs
offered in his locality, one finds a patron
indulging himself only once or twice a
week. This has resulted in picture shopping, so to speak, and is the only way
to account for the unusual difference in
box office receipts from exploited subjects and big star pictures as compared
with the so-called programme offering."

American Bankers Association, and John Young

Mr. Quigley explained the object and
workings of the vigilance committee and
dwelt at length on what had been accomplished by the body under the chairmanship of James R. Quirk, editor of
Photoplay Magazine.

Quigley Explains Plan

"There are being perpetrated throughout America many swindles, some of
them gigantic, which are not only endangering the good name of the industry, but which are robbing investors of
millions of dollars," said Mr. Quigley.
"The motion picture has provided unscrupulous promotors with the greatest
Our
bonanza they have ever known.
committee has information which indicates that this wholesale swindle in the
sale of stock of film promotion schemes
is not confined to any one section of the

country.

Wife Inherits Fortune
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 8.— Mrs. Earle
Williams, wife of the star, has just received word that a fortune mounting into
the hundreds of thousands has been left
to her by an uncle, Henry Waiz. who
This is
died abroad some months ago.
the second fortune which Mrs. Williams
has been bequeathed, the other coming
from her father's estate.

Court Changes

Name

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Nov.

now

8.

— Agnes

Agnes
Ayres, her name having been changed by
Ayres

Schucker

court action.

is

plain

"Our aims

is to put a stop to these
In order
so far as possible.
to insure the success of this vigilance
work we need the cooperation of the
banking interests and for that purpose
we have today invited several prominent

activities

bankers to meet with us."

Bankers Approve

ised.

Arthur James, editor of Moving Picture World and a member of the committee said that the industry is deeply
concerned in ridding itself of skyrocket

promotions.
in

tion.

Now Chief at
"U" City, Thalberg

Stern

Work

talks were made by each of
the visiting bankers in which, the work
of the vigilance committee was heartily
approved and active cooperation prom-

Short

"The responsible element

dustry suffers greatly by the unscrupulous methods of these promotors," he
said.
"There is no room in the business
for such irresponsibles.
It is not alone
in the promotion of so-called production
companies that these abuses occur, but
also in the promotion of studios which
may look well to an inexperienced public but may be so geographically located
that they are utterly useless.
This fact
is not understood by the unwary."
Johnston Expresses Approval
William A. Johnston, editor of Motion
Picture News, who has been active in
aiding in the suppression of objectionable
film stock promotion, also was present
and expressed his approval of the getting
together of the banking and picture interests for protective purposes.
Others who spoke were A. P. Michael
Narlian, secretary of the Los Angeles
Film Board of Trade: President Brady,
J. S. Connolly. Washington representative of the National Association, and
Percy Waters, chairman of the executive committee of the National Associa-

the

in-

Production

Manager

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Nov.

8.—Julius

Stern, brother-in-law of Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Film Manufacturing Company, has been appointed general manager at Universal City, succeeding
Irving
Thalberg
who becomes
production manager.

—
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Pictures.
Jack Lloyd's story of the Griffith snow
storm insurance, which was eaten up by
the dailies, was the best P. A. stunt of
the week, but now we must lift the laurel

wreath from Lloyd's classic brow and
pass it along to Walter Kingsley. And
thus does the stage occasionally take the
honors away from the screen.
Here's the way it goes: There was
considerable discussion in the Keith offices as to whether or not Babe Ruth
should be billed as "The Superman of
Baseball" and the suggestion was made
that George Bernard Shaw, having qualified as an athletic expert by predicting
Georges Carpentier victor over Jack
Dempsey at the ratio of 50 to 1, be consulted.
So a cable was sent to Shaw,
and back came the cabled reply: "Sorry,
but I never heard of Ruth. Whose baby
is she?"
a good yarn? At any rate
it got first-page position in a lot of the
York dailies, and the A. P. sent it
out.

Now,

isn't

it

New

*

best information we could get at the time
that they were born double in the
persons of Chester Beecroft and
Bedding, when they started exploiting

Tom

"The Littlest Rebel." Now Mr. Bedding
comes to bat with the following which
crosses us up on our original dope:

in New York:
paragraph "Exhibitors Herald." November 5th, Page 50, is interesting but not accu-

Week

first

rate.

wrote Publicity (and developed films) for the
Company, 11th Avenue and 43rd
Street, New York. August-December, 1908, and
for the Motion Picture Patents Company, FebI have been writing Publicity ever
ruary, 1909.
I

Cameraphone

since.

Chester Beecroft succeeded

me

Company.
"The Littlest Rebel" was made

Modesty

is

at

the

Patents

in 1913.

Thomas Bedding.
keeping a waiting

still

in ignorance of the answer to the
other part of the original question, which
was: "And who is the best one?"

world

*

*

*

Tex Rickard has changed his plans
about signing up Charles Ray for a bout
at the Garden with Bill Brennan or
Harry Greb. He saw Wallace Reid scrap
in "Peter Ibbetson," and now thinks a
bout between Ray and Reid would prove
a bigger drawing card. He will try to
get either Jerry Beatty or Les Mason to
referee.
*

*

*

Eddie Bonns has entered politics. Not
as a candidate for office or anything like
that, but as a keen analyst of the complex situation which confronted the vot-

New York

the battle for the
Bonns says his
work of dealing publicity for Warner
Bros, left him six hours out of the twenty-four with nothing to do, so he spent
four of these in studying the political
(A man has to sleep some
situation.
Here is his prognostication,
times.)
which he knows relieved the minds of
many voters:
"Mr. Hylan will undoubtedly be the
next mayor of New York unless it should
chance that he does not receive as many
votes as does Mr. Curran. If Mr. Curran
should carry all of the wards that are
strongly for him, and likewise get a maers of

mayoralty

chair.

And

the

result

in

Mr.

have made

I

of

this clear

*

*

Tuesday's election

Bonns was correct

proved that Mr.

in

his deductions.
*

*

*

Fred Elliott, of the National Association, says Mount Vernon is getting to be
a regular big-league town. Last week,
according to Mr. Elliott, the leading motion picture house there showed "Way
Down East" with the original New York
cast.
Great excitement, but he could
learn nothing.

*

•

*

to Vivian Moses, we are no
refer to Buck Jones as Buck

According

longer to
They
Jones.

have nicknamed
Jones "Charles" Jones.

*

*

was

Your

vice versa. I trust
to the voters."
*

»

We're all wrong again. We tried to
answer someone as to who was the first
motion picture publicity man and the

Dear Mr.

the Hylan wards
as well as in those that are classed as
doubtful, Mr. Curran will win the mayoralty fight, and this should be taken as an
indication that Mr. Hylan will lose. And
jority of the votes in

What

is

*

Buck

*

your favorite

— blonde

style

in

vam-

or brunette? And do you
think blonde ones go out of style quicker
than brunette ones? Allan Rock does.
And as a result of this belief he has filed
suit in the Supreme Court against his
Bruenner, asking
partner, Charles H.
that a receiver be appointed for "The
Blond Vampire," made a year ago.
In the complaint Rock says that Miss
DeSacia Saville Mooers starred in the
film wearing "$100,000 worth of hats,
gowns and footwear," and that the style
of vamp portrayed by her may be out of
style before the film is shown unless the
court forces action.
pires

*

*

luncheon in honor of Princess Henrietta Sava-Goiu of Roumania (pen name
Miss Adrio Val) was given at the Waldorf-Astoria one day last week and a
number of newspapers and trade paper
men were invited to meet the celebrity.
The affair was quite informal and the invitation read: "Take front elevator, come
right up to suite 513 and knock on the

door."

One

trade paper man, accustomed as
are to dining regularly with princesses,
sallied gaily over to the Astor. took the
elevator right up to the fifth floor and
boldly knocked at Suite 513. There he
was informed by a husky six-foot voice
that they were just out of princesses in
that suite.
Realizing his mistake the T. P. man
hurried over to the Vanderbilt, but failed
to find a princess occupying Suite 513.
Then he hiked back to his office, re-read
the invitation and hustled to the Waldorf, but the luncheon was over and
everyone gone. Now he says he doesn't
care much about lunching with princesses anyway.
* * *
all

Joe Reddy, of Pathe, crosses his heart
Harold Lloyd is the author of the

that

following touching lines:
doth the busy censor

Improve the wicked

,RY"
TER]

fillum;

He does not like the picture shows,
He only wants to killum.
There are two more verses of the pome
but we're so choked up with emotion that

BEATTY— nicknamed

when he was christened
jcrome
Jer
director of publicity and advertising of
^
J

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and as such directs the immense volume
of publicity and advertising on Para-

mount

*

A

How

^

pictures.

Beatty came from Lawrence, Kan.
He
just as soon as he could get away.
was graduated from the University of

Kansas and began his journalistic career
on the Kansas City Star, later working
on the Los Angeles Express, New York
Globe, New York Tribune, Washington
Post, New Orleans States and another
famous journal in Hutchinson. Kan.
Leaving the

New

York Tribune to

its

devices a few years ago, Beatty went
with McClure's when the publishers of
magazine were launching into
that
motion picture production as a means of
Beatty handled
educating the masses.
the advertising and publicity on "The
Strange Case of Mary Page" and other

own

cases even stranger.

Famous Players produced
Number One?" and Beatty

Shortly after

"Who

is

helped the world to find out the secret.
Then he was placed in charge of trade
paper advertising under John C. Flinn,
and succeeded the latter in charge of the
department.
Jerry is married, lives in Yonkers and
Several years
has two young Jerries.
ago he began to learn to play at golf.
Pressure of business, however, caused
him to fall behind in his studies. Other
golfers, humanely kind,
by telling him he is a

encouraged him

diamond

in

the

can't get past but one. Reddy will
send you the other two if you feel you

rough, where he frequently plays. Before
becoming a bad golfer Beatty was a good
writer of fiction and friends say he has
his
diverted this talent to descriptions of
game, and that he now plays excellent,

needum.

office golf.

we

:
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Public Rights League
Exploitation
^Forthef?S| _~
fiQ Freedom'/^/

^2

.

^lotion

^O

Methods in Conducting a

^<

Campaign for Freedom of
Screen Told on Page 49
Baradel Lands Knockout

Ray Stunt Should Be Emulated
Press agents often have been censured severely for
composition of press stories utterly devoid of news
This has been one of the contributing causes, no
value.
doubt, for newspaper intolerance toward the industry- and
the failure to obtain publication of stories pertaining to
their

the activities of the business.

Now, however, a new school of press agents is displacing the old. Clippings from newspapers throughout the country indicate a growing tendency to circuThat Articles of
late stories of a constructive nature.
this type are assured publication in hundreds of papers
is shown in the wide circulation given recently to a
story sent out by Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation.
The story follows
# * 4
One

of the actors

and directors

of films

who

is

entitled to

speak up at this time when the cinema profession has been
brought under such wide and indiscriminate is Charles Ray.
Ray has never made a picture that has needed the deletion
of a single scene by censors, which fact carries its own com-

ment on

his correct ethics.

Mr. Ray said:

"The people

of

the

motion picture industry have been

grievously misrepresented in some printed articles. Every profession has its smart set, so called, that goes the limit, and we
have ours, but overwhelmingly the people of the cinema are
people of rectitude.

"In some of these articles Hollywood has been represented
as one great r.est of carousing profligates. I will cite one fact
that will utterly disprove the charge. During the past year or
two a great number of the world's most famous writers have
come into this group and lived as a part of it. Look at them:
"Basil King, Leroy Scott, Mrs. Rinehart, Gertrude AtherPeter B. Kyne, Byron Morgan, Gouverneur Morris, Zane
Grey, Edward Knoblock, Sir Gilbert and Lady Parker, Elinor
Glyn, Rupert Hughes, Rex Beach, Rita Weiman, Clayton Hamilton, Stewart Edward White.
score of others could be cited.
ton,

Some weeks ago
won by

of the victory
tre,

McGehee, Ark.

In the following letter received by the PUBLIC
Mr. Baradel describes the comprehensive campaign which he conducted, and still is conducting, and which resulted in an overwhelming victory
for the public, himself and the industry

RIGHTS LEAGUE,

I

notice in the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

number

to report

Since the first gun was fired in the blue law war
have been active in .combating agitation in our little
city, although when I started there was no agitation
being noised about.
Since the organizing of the
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE by your very efficient paper I have run in each issue of the local paper screen
editorials similar to those you publish each week and
often use your copy. At the same time the same editorial is shown upon our screen nightly.
All of which has had its effect, as we never hear
any moje adverse criticism of motion pictures.
{Concluded on page 46)

Chicago, I1L

stories serve as constructive propaganda and
are in line with the campaign being conducted by the

of Oct. 22 that a

I

it?"

Such

upon

on what they
are doing toward "killing" censorship.
Some weeks
ago I wrote you about my experience with the so-called
reformers in this community and how we, through the
assistance of our friends here and information published
in your paper, defeated the move to close our theatre.

417

*

HERALD

of exhibitors are called

"Is not the mere mention of their names enough to refute
any story of wholesale indecorum? If they had found it don't
you know they would have instantly raised their voices against

*

the Herald published an account
E. A. Baradel of the Palace theaReformers there were not seek-

ing censorship or Sunday closing. Their aims were far
more drastic. They sought to destroy completely Mr.
Baradel's business by locking the doors of his theatre.

A

*

Blow

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
South Dearborn

street,

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the
Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion picture.

LEAGUE

Exhibitor members of the
are in a better position than others in the industry for placing
articles of this nature in their local papers.
Publication of a greater number of these stories which are
instructive as well as constructive would place the industry- in a more favorable light before the public.

LEAGUE members should adopt the policy of
supplying their local editors stories with news value
that will serve equally well in combating effectually
the reform propaganda.

will run each slide at every performance
I
conditions permit of this arrangement.

for

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Theatre
Street

City

.

one week when

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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my

I talk to
patrons about
bookings, etc., as often as I can and in
articles in the local paper I try to come
to the point with them so they can feel
that it is a heart to heart talk I am hav-

my

ing with them.

Example: I recently published a quarcolumn article explaining the reason
for the M. P. T. O. and how the M. P.
T. O. felt in regard to showing clean
pictures and pointed out to them that
said organization had adopted resolutions against the showing of pictures in
which the following appear: Roscoe
Arbuckle, Virginia Rappe and Clara
Smith Hamon, and mentioned the fact
ter

that our theatre
M. P. T. O.

is

a

member

of

the

We

also have caused the editor of the
paper to become a staunch supporter of ours and he and his reasonably
large family enjoy their season pass
nightly. Hence, he is in a position to
back us up in any of our arguments
which he does through his editorial
columns quite often. In my opinion the
good will of an editor is one of the
greatest asets an exhibitor can have.
We have also been partly instrumental
in the success of two musical organizations in inviting them to use our theatre
Sunday afternoons for the entertainment
local

of the public.
One of the organizations
is a Chorus Choir and the "Community
Sings" they are having in our theater
every other Sunday are becoming more
popular all the time.

Things of this kind are bound to
bring good results through the creation
of a friendlier
gether feature.

feeling

and the get-to-

29. Each week there will be printed
message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

I am afraid I have said too much and
occupied too much of your time. However, I do want to take this opportunity
of expressing my admiration of your untiring efforts in helping the exhibitor in
every way and I believe the best thing
that I can say for your paper is that it
is without any doubt whatever the "Exhibitors' Paper."
No one can deny the effectiveness of a
campaign such as Mr. Baradel is conducting.
His victory in itself is ample
proof that the public will support a re-

sponsible

movement

for the

is

copy for slide No.

in this space a brief

munities

reformer

and

places.

in
which they are published
the editorial columns of these
papers are open to the industry it will
present an obstacle to the furtherance of
the reform campaign.

maintenance

if

Of

particular interest is Mr. Baradel's
statement that he did not wait until the

freedom.
Exhibitors should note particularly Mr.
Baradel's reference to the local newsEvery theatre man
paper situation.
should become a close friend of the

activities
were threatening to
This is an answer
his campaign.
to those who would dilly-dally along,
waiting for the reformer to strike first.

Newspapers
in the com-

This shortcoming on the part of members of the industry has permitted the

of

editor

in

his

community.

generally carry great weight

reform
launch

to

gain

a

foothold

in

many

Another factor which has entered into
Mr. Baradel's success is his willingness

Your
enter into all civic activities.
greatest success will come if you are
city
in
"just one of 'em" in the town or
which you operate.
Mr. Baradel has described his camLet
paign of quieting the reformer.
other exhibitors inform the industry of
their activities through the medium of
the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
to

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD

^Forthe|C*$

OQ Freedom!. JlST

'

$tMol,on

in the interest of the

C

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail lo EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD.
Chicago.

You

then will be enrolled as

a member c/ the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

!

And Become
a

Member
League

of

—

"
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Ruling Lower Rate
Of Electric Current
Decision Saves Thousands

of

Dollars Annually for
Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NIAGARA FALLS,
The

N. Y., Nov. 8.—
has just

Decision Is Important

"By

virtue of a decision in the form of
a ruling from the public service commission just received we will henceforth
receive electric current used in our projection room on a power instead of a
lighting rate.
"Particular emphasis should be laid to
the importance of this decision, because
it effects a saving to exhibitors in every
part of the state of thousands of dollars
each year.

Rate Eight Times Cheaper
"This is easily figured because exhibitors have always paid eight times the
amount under the lighting rate as they
will

Famous Players Denies It
Is Seeking Trade Monopoly
Admits Many of the Facts Sets Up by Federal Trade
Commission Including Owning of Theatres
Claims Business Necessity

public service commission

handed down a decision relative to electric current which will save the exhibitors of the state thousands of dollars
annually, according to D. H. Finke, managing director of Bellevue Theatre Corporation. Mr. Finke's statement follows:

now have

to

pay under the power

rating.

"This victory was won by us singularly
without 2ny cooperation from ether exhibitors or exhibitor associations."

Big Time Will Be Had
By All at Salesmen's
Dinner-Dance in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Picture

YORK,
Salesmen,

ner-dance on

Nov. 8.— The
will

-Inc.,

November

20,

Motion

give

a

din-

that an

employment department

is

being

maintained.

Plans Bis Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 8.— King Bag-

gott has been chosen to direct

"Human

Hearts," the Hal Reid stage success of

which Universal plans to make an elaborate Jewel production. House Peters is
the only

member

of the cast thus far se-

lected.

also is announced at Universal City
that Lon Chaney's first starring production has been completed. It is from an
original story by the star and Irving S.
It

Thalbcrg, general manager.
been given to it.

No

title

The answer

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 8.— Max

Weiss,

president of Adventures of Tarzan Serial
Sales Corporation, has

advanced the date

of his sailing for England to November
15.
On that date he will leave aboard
the Aquitania.

Says Competition Forced Amalgamation
recites the growth of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

the Star

Feared First National?

apolis;

The answer admits that Famous Players has acquired theatres throughout the
country, but declare this has been done
"in order to insure proper exhibition
of motion pictures produced by it and
to prevent the threatened exclusion of
such pictures from the principal first
run theatres by an affiliated group of
producers and exhibitors controlling a
large number of the principal first run
theatres and claiming to control over
theatres."

Famous Players has acquired

50 per
cent of the capital stock of Black New
England Theaters and has $200,000 of
the bonds issued by the Stanley Company of America, while the Stanley
Company has acquired 15,000 shares of
the common stock of Famous Players:
Famous Players also owns stock of
Southern Enterprises, Inc., which purchased some of the assets formerly controlled by the Stephen A. Lynch Enterprises.
Southern Enterprises, it is set
forth, owns 40 per cent of the capital
stock of the Saenger Amusement Company.

Admits Owning Theatres
It is also

NEW YORK,

Washington Bureau)

8.— None

poration from 1916 to the present time. Famous Players is the final result
of the amalgamation of Bosworth, Inc., Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, Inc., and Famous Players Film Company, brought about "in order
to compete with other producers and groups of producers who supplied
exhibitors with pictures upon the so-called 'closed booking' basis, such
exclusive agreements by their competitors making it impossible for smaller
companies, whose individual producing capacities were insufficient to
enable them to supply exhibitors continuously with pictures, as was the
case with each of the said three corporations, to secure exhibitors for their
own pictures except in affiliation with other companies who together would
be able to supply such exhibitors continuously with complete programs."
per seat during the week and $2 on SatWhile it is admitted that at one time
urday and Sunday."
Paramount Pictures Corporation comFamous Players also owns a majority
pelled exhibitors to book the entire outof the stock of the corporations which
put and not to book other pictures, it is
own the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, and
claimed that when Famous Players took
owns the property on which the Putnam
Paramount over the closed booking plan
Building is located. It also owns a mawas abandoned. It is admitted that the
jority of the capital stock of Charles
name "Paramount Picture" was used on
Frohman, Inc.; is a stockholder in a
films not produced by Famous Players
corporation engaged in erecting theatres
contracted for with other probut
in
also
Canada; leases the Majestic theatre
Famous
Players
ducers, and that
in Detroit, which is sublet to the Shubooked "Deception" and other foreign
berts; owns all of the capital stock of
films.

has

Weiss Sails Nov. 15

the Herald's

D. C, Nov.

of the acts complained of by
the Federal Trade Commission in its recent formal complaint as violating
the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914 were committed in an effort
to eliminate competition or create a monopoly, according to the answers
filed with the commission today by Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and
the Famous-Players-Lasky Corporation.

:s,000

Of Hal Reid Success
LOS ANGELES,

(From

WASHINGTON,

the receipts

of which will go toward a fund for the
erection of a clubhouse and the organization of a loan department.
The organization has been assured of
the attendance of several stars and many
exhibitors and other film men.
Officials of the association announce

47

owns

admitted that

Famous

Play-

New York

Theater Building, acquired at a cost of more than
$.i,000,000, which houses the Criterion,
the New York Theaters and the New
York Roof. The New York theatre and
roof are leased for ten years to Loew,
Inc.. and the Criterion is conducted with
and performances at
reserved
seats
stated times, "with pictures of such high
quality that prices are charged of $1.50
ers

the

_

is

Amusement Company

of Indian-

a large stockholder in the cor-

poration which erected the Missouri theatre in St. Louis; recently purchased the
Koplar Circuit of theatres in Missouri,
all but one of which have been resold to
their former owners at cost or less than
cost; owns interests in theatres in Los

Angeles, San Francisco and Denver; owns
one-fourth of the outstanding stock of
Famous Players-California Corporation,
organized to build and acquire theatres
in California; has a small minority of
the stock of Loew's Ohio Theaters,

"and that part of the pictures shown in
theatres
the
above
mentioned
are
booked and displayed under the trade
name of 'Paramount Pictures.'
Denies Restraining Competition
The respondents assert, however,
"that all of the stocks of corporations
acquired by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and all the subsidiary corporations caused to be formed by it were
acquired or formed solely for investment or for the actual carrying on of
the immediate lawful business of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, or the
natural or legitimate branches or extensions thereof, and that none of said
stock has at any time been used by
voting or otherwise to bring about or
bring
attempting
to
about
in
any
lessening whatever of competition."

Royal Is
Remodeled

The Royal

theatre,

remod-

eled and reopened, gives
to Frankfort. Ind., one of
the nicest picture and vaudeville houses
in that section of the state.
The house
now has a seating capacitv of more than
500.

;;
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and are planning on

Exhibitors See Great Benefit

in

Listing Popular Pictures
As

Guide

in

in

22 issue of the HERALD, there was presented the result
INofthea October
nation-wide ballot conducted by exhibitors on "The Plays My

Patrons Liked Best." In all, 275 pictures were listed. Eleven of these
more than ten votes. Thirty-five received five votes or
more.
Since the publication of this list, the HERALD Has received scores of
letters from readers congratulating it upon this valuable tabulation and
stating it is being used as a booking guide.
Extracts from two of these
letters, which are typical, are herewith presented.
Plays My Patrons Liked Best' proved
C. MORGAN, of Horn & Morpictures received

PAUL
gan, proprietors
at

Hay

of the Star theatre
Springs, Neb., writes as folows:
*

"Your

*

compiled

*
statistics

on

'The

very interesting to us and also proved
that we are giving our patrons the very
best.
Out of the first 25 listed, we have
had or will have this winter 19 of them

MAKING IDEAS
MONEY
Have Been Used Successfully
Which

by

Exhibitors to Build
By JOHN W. SCHATT
(Gowanda Opera House, Gowanda,
N.

How

do

I

Y.)

make my

pictures

Up

Their Patronage

with photos and make my own
one-sheets.
I never raise my
prices, no matter what the pic-

and the prices are
and 20 cents and tax. When

ture costs,

pay dividends?

15

In the first place I keep my
house as clean as any good
housewife keeps her home.
The walls of my house are of a
delicate shade of pink with old

you raise the price the aftermath is a loss, as they stay
away two or three days. At
20 cents they come back the

ivory trim in flat color. That
gives the patrons a home cozy

knack of
making up your program. I
give two shows Mondays at
7:45 and 9:15 and show Pathe
News and a good feature
Tuesday's show at 8 p. m. with
a good comedy and a different
Wednesday's
style of feature
show at 8 p. m. with Pathe
News and still a different feature Thursday a comedy and
good Western feature Friday
good comedy and a fine feature
Saturday, Prizma and
comedy and strong feature
Sunday Pathe Review and
topics and fine selected feature.
On Saturday I give two
shows, at 7:45 and 9:15 p. m.
My house seats 600 and the
town is 2,500 and I make good
because I give my whole atten-

Then

feeling.

I

have

some

large and small palm trees
placed around the theatre.
I
have a change of color
scheme in my lighting every
week.
I use 10 watt lamps,
dye them with Red Devil dye,
which I buy in the different
colors.
On my stage I place
vases of flowers something
different each week.
Then I have the best of pro-

—

jection.

give my piano and
player the music cues
I

organ
one week in advance and have
the music right.
Then I let

my

patrons see that I am interthem by helping them

ested in

good seats and wishing them
good evening. At the end of

to

the show I am out in front of
the house asking them how
they enjoyed the picture and

wishing them good night.
Then I keep a mailing list of
out-of-town people. I have a

program printed in New
York by people that know the
program business. Then I pay
a good competent party to put
one in every home on Saturday
morning for the following
fine

week.

Then

next night.
Then there

make

a

good display

a

;

;

;

;

I
tion to pleasing the public.
have a fine rest room for

mothers and babies and they
can be private and still see the
picture.
Then I have a place
where men can sit and enjoy a
fine rocking chair and smoke
and see the picture, and as
they go out I have match
boxes and sandpaper at places
to light up and not scratch my
walls.

That
I

is

do

it.

is

some

of the

We

We

October 22 Herald Being Used
Bookings Films for Theatres

Tabulation Appearing

booking four of
the other six.
trust that you continue this idea and are enclosing our list
herewith.
"In buying our last two contracts, we
have relied practically without exception
on "What the Picture Did for Me.'
find that the general verdict of the exhibitors holds out true when we use the
pictures in our theatre.
If there is only
one adverse criticism with plenty of favorable comment we figure that there was
some other reason such as bad weather,
etc., to cause the exhibitor to lose money
and blame it onto the picture itself.
"We trust you will continue giving us
features in your magazine which brings
to us the experiences of our fellow ex-

ways

I

hibitors."
*

*

*

PHILIP RAND,

of the Rex
theatre at Salmon, Idaho, writes as
follows:
"I am mighty glad that you tabulated

manager

'The Plays My Patrons Liked Best.' This
tabulated page is great! Mighty valuable
If a new exhibfor so many purposes!
starting up were to pick
month's programme from this
itor

his
list,

first

he

would make a killing.
"After reading column one, I saw
where I had missed booking 'Madame X
(twelve votes) and 'The Mark of Zorro

certainly

(

(fourteen votes), so I immediate^ wrote
an order for these 'two good ones.
"This recapitulation of popular plays
sure, and
will prove of great value I am
hope you may publish it every six
I
months The most striking thing to me
plays from those
is the absence of sex
I hope direceiving the highest votes
;>

rectors will tumble to this."

Attendance Increases

As Run Continues On
Famous Players Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 8.—"Forever," or

"Peter Ibbctson" as it is called in its
presentation here, the George Fitzmaurice-Paramount production, has not only
established a record for receipts at the
Criterion

theatre,

according to Fimous

Playcrs-Lasky Corporation, but it also is
drawing greater crowds on each succeeding day of its run.
Playing in a house with seating capacperformity around G50, with only two
ances a day, the picture drew during the
averfirst two weeks a paid attendance
aging more than 1,200 daily, it is said.
This high figure is the more remarkable
when it is taken into consideration that
all

seats are reserved

and

that

the top

with $2 ruling on Saturdays and Sundays.
Elsie Ferguson, Wallace Reid and Elliott Dexter are featured.
price

$1.50,

is

Big Arrow Feature Is
Sold to Toney Luchese
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Nov. 8.—When Toney
exchange man from
Philadelphia, who has been in New York,
left the Arrow offices the other day he
Luchese,

YORK,

live-wire

He

had just signed a conin a Bar Room,"
and stated that in his opinion he had the

was

smiling.

tract for

"Ten Nights

greatest

state

Thus

right

the smile.

picture

ever

made.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
^MOTION

PICTU^yT"

—
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The Public Rights League
The Public Rights League, sponsored by
bers, has attained

rank as a national

EXHIBITORS HERALD

institution.

and embracing more than
Newspaper recognition has been accorded its

2,000

mem-

activities

in

every section of the country. Magazine articles have been devoted to its purposes and operations. The messages provided each week in this paper are reprinted in theatre and other publications throughout the nation.
being accomplished by this volunteer organization of workers for right. Every member
In view of the magnitude and character of its vast personnel there
can be no doubt that complete attainment of the ends for which the league was founded will be effected.
Definite good

is

is

benefited by the activity of the whole.

The benefit of that will touch all in the industry. To hasten the complete realization of the body's aims
none should miss an opportunity to participate in the work and benefit also by the minor victories as well as
the ultimate triumph.

There are several simple things that haven't been done.

The clean-cut and dignified insignia of the Public
Rights League has not been used by the many exhibitor members who customarily display prominently
the trade marks of various producing and distributing
companies. It is not necessary to discuss the general
subject of non-theatre trade marks to bring out the
inconsistency of this policy.
Producers' or distributors' trade marks are of ad-

in that city the timeliness of the feature
its least

would not be

attractive aspect.

*

*

*

Xo member building, as many have, a new theatre
since the founding of the organization has caused an
ornamental reproduction of the insignia to be placed
therein, at a loss for suitable decoration as

many

fre-

quently are.

vantage but two or three days each week, at most, save
during special weeks.
The Public Rights League
symbol is of uninterrupted significance. If any insignia
save that of the theatre is to be displayed, good showmanship dictates that it should be the mark of the
organization which stands for the entertainment free-

Xo endorsement of a current attraction by civic
authorities, church heads, school or club representatives,

dom

fact that the exhibitor is a

of the nation.

*

*
of the

member

ject of a special feature.
feld,

Sid

Grauman, E.

exhibitors,

Showmen like Hugo RiesenL. Hyman, Joseph Plunkett,

Stanley Chambers, X. X. Frudenfeld, Balaban
the list

disposal stage facilities

&

Katz.

have at their
for the production of a strictly

might be extended

indefinitely,

performance in which the essential entertainment function could be effectively combined with the
furtherance of the league's plans and the development
theatre

of prestige for the theatre.

Gore Brothers, Ramish and Lesser, operating approximately half a hundred theatres in the West Coast

and using the weekly screen messages in all,
Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, an admirable institution for the initial performance of this character.
In view of the recently threatened censorship
territory

have in their

Xo

theatre letterhead has been received with the
member of the Public Rights

League noted thereupon.

*

committed as many
are to a presentation policy in which the staged performance does not bear directly upon the production
screened, have made the Public Rights League the sub-

None

has been identified by the exhibitor obtaining it with
the Public Rights League, obvious though the connection appears when suggested.

Xo member speaking at any club dinner of the sort
which showmen are always asked to speak upon a
topic of his own selection has made the league and its
at

mission the subject of his discourse.
*

*

*

These are a few of the things that have not been
but can and will be done. To list the things that have
been done would be to fill vastly more space than is
available and does not lie within the province of this
department.
It is obviously true that the Public Rights League
should not be exploited perfunctorily. It is of too great

moment and

of too enduring importance for that.
should be used. It should be given all possible
prominence. By diligently participating in the work
undertaken an early rout of those who seek the restriction of screen freedom may be consummated.
In
the hastening of that result, as well as in its final accomplishment, every exhibitor is entitled to the right to
It

prosper.
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Suggestions

"The Bride
Marguerite De La Motte, recently seen
in

Douglas

Fairbanks'

"The

Three

Musketeers," appears as above in "The
Bride of the Gods," a J. L. Frothingham
production for First National distribution.
No more information than that,
with the photographs reproduced, is re-

by exhibitors who

quired

attraction

for

the

will

preparation

use the
plans

of

staging of an inexpensive and
suitable presentation feature.
The three stills show graphically the

for

the

of dance

style

which may be used

for

in

November

of the

purpose.
With these for reference
experienced dancer, amateur or
professional, will find it a simple matter

performance which will be
wholly in keeping with the picture for
which it is staged.
The stills further indicate that an inexpensive stage setting may be used, a
black drop sufficing for this purpose.
The effectiveness of this will be govto rehearse a

erened, of course, by the
vided,

house

19, 1921

the Stills

this

lighting pro-

a matter wholly dependent upon
equipment and the skill of the

Gods"
production manager.

The

theatre library contains a wealth

of suitable material for a feature of this

The popular and

character.

are well

classic

files

with selections of Oriental
character, the majority of which will
serve without alteration as dance numfilled

bers.

The
made

ease
for

with

the

which

picture's

plans

not the least attractive of
It

should

build

may

presentation
its

be
is

attributes.

up an enviable theatre

record as regards exhibitoriaF treatment.

The Woman"

(Contributed by First National)

"At least three distinct types of back drops, against which
pantomime or song prologues could be staged, are offered by
these three sets. With a drop copied from this set (middle)
the exhibitor who finds he is to play 'Hail the Woman' around
the holidays can kill two birds with one stone by providing
himself with a 'Spirit of Christmas' drop, one which at the
same time typifies one of the important sequences of the picture.

"Another

H K RAI.I)

any

"Hail

sourceful

R S

of the atmospheric sets (right) giving the reexhibitor the fundamental idea of a painted drop

against which an inexpensive song number in keeping with the
theme of the drama could be staged."
The First National selections from the stills of the picture
are obviously well chosen. Theatre history contains record
of many Yuletide observations involving settings almost identical with that used in the production. No doubt many of like
character will be used in 1921. Where the Ince feature is used
in connection a double purpose will be served.
The other stills, depicting evening scenes, are especially
suitable for theatre approximation. With dimmed lights greater
liberty is permitted the stage director, and the essential romanticism of the prologue is easily accomplished.

.

November

19,

1921
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Marshall Neilan's "Bits of Life," a First National attraction, was presented by
Hyman at the Mark-Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., with a two-ply prologue,
each phase of which applied directly to one of the four stories which make up the
E. L.

Two -Ply
Prologue
Presents
"Bits of
Life" at
Brooklyn

picture.

As

a prologue for

Sullivan's

the light

"Hop," the Chinese

story, a miniature version of Gilbert

and

"The Mikado" was staged, with fifteen principals giving ten numbers from
opera. The feature ran eighteen minutes and is referred to in a communica-

from the theatre as the "most elaborate of all Brooklyn Mark Strand efforts."
For "The Bad Samaritan," the crook story in the picture, Mr. Hyman reproduced a typical scene in New York's East Side and titled his performance "The Old
tion

Time Waltzes," his actors dancing in the style of yesteryear, to the orchestra's rendi"The Bowery," "The Sidewalks of New York," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," "She
May Have Seen Better Days," "The Band Played On," "After the Ball" and other

tion of

old favorites.

Mr. Hyman, first exhibitor to report presentation of the feature, followed closely
the course of procedure outlined in the exploitation analysis of the Neilan production
in the October 29 HERALD. The pictorial record of Mr. Hyman's application of
suggestions made in the analysis should be of great value to other exhibitors using the
attraction.
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"Cedric" Wins in Atlanta
Ballot on Pickford Roles
There
the

is

dawn

no record of the dual

role, familiar since

of pictures, being exploited in this fashion

There

previously.

is

no reason why any picture

in

which one player portrays more than one character

may

not be exploited as

was

the Pickford production at

Atlanta.

In addition, a boy

i
1f

dressed

This idea

Accompanying
manner

p/

you ftefer

in

is

or

To

you Prefer hefas
Dearest casta Whiie^

tive

of

the

idea

management, and

Pickford in her United

Lord Fauntleroy," won over

"Dearest," also played by the star in the same picture,
1

majority

in a

theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,

lobby election by the

where the picture

having a successful run.

The event

is

is

Howard

reported as

of interest to

all

exploitation exhibitors.

The two

characters portrayed by Miss Pickford in

her dual role were nominated as contestants for public
favor.

A

ballot

box was placed

in

the

Howard

lobby

and patrons leaving the theatre were given pink and
white slips of paper, the pink being counted as votes
for Cedric, the white as votes for Dearest.

was made

The voting

to involve as little effort as possible,

result that a majority of those

who saw

with the

the picture

registered their preference.

The

publicity value of the stunt

is

indicated in the

report that newspapers gave spread stories to the ballot,
carrying pictures of the lobby and the ballot box. In

addition, of course,

the

daily

much comment was

created and in

count of votes material was provided for

daily scoring of space in the

news columns.

owe

will be

Artists attraction

tc

the

detail
"Little

Lord

familiar with the

know

that the

in the

lobby

to the special representain

the

a debt of gratitude for one good

which may be used with any dual-role

one which

by a 4

Showmen

in
its

United Artists Corporation, who aided

work, exhibitors

Fallot.

Artists production, "Little

is

the

w as realized within.

It

Mary

show

which the Howard conducted

promise of good entertainment held forth

as'Cedrt'c'cast

"Cedric," portrayed by

in

likewise adaptable.

illustrations

record of that progressive playhouse will

Mary Pickford
a Pink pallor

Miss Pickford

lobby to pass out programs to patrons entering the
theatre.

Fauntleroy" engagement.
It

dressed as

one characterization was stationed

in

feature, and

found effective wherever the United
is

exhibited.

November
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"The

Blot" Bl otting Out
Evidences of IDepression

"The

Blot," Lois

distributed-

Weber

production,

by the F. B. Warren Cor-

poration, has established a theatre rec-

ord since publication which stamps

it

as one of the season's pictures instru-

mental in blotting out the
of box

office

notable

of

collection

last vestiges

The

little

pictures

that

depression.

have marked the passing of the

slump

lamented

late

worthy of an

are

unique place in picture history.

"The Blot" was used
attraction at the

Philadelphia.

atre.

as the opening

Xew Ambassador thePa.,

the

of

first

growing chain operated by Felt Brothers.

was accorded similar

It

by the Criterion in

distinction

St. Louis, recently

opened under new management, the
part that a

former resident of that

city

plays in the picture being extensively
exploited.

Other engagements have been previously

reported in these pages, as

were

the

far

reaching

plans

for

the

picture

exploitation

developed by

Marc Lachman of the home
F. B. Warren Corporation.

office

of

It has been noted that in every engagement unusual advertising brought

unusual results, that good showmanship prevailed with the invariably at-

tendant good

box

office

results.

Perhaps a dozen other attractions

contemporary

of

publication

date

might be grouped with "The Blot" in
a

list

of timely productions of 1921.

it is that a number of produchave done much, by their general
appeal and the strength of their drawing power, to reinterest an arbitrarily

Certain

tions

disinterested public in the

motion

pic-

ture theatre.

Attractions of this class are always
entitled

to

special

mention.

"The

coming from a distributing
company but lately entering the field,
Blot,"

occupies especially conspicuous position.
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"No Woman Knows" Wakes
Chicago's "Main Street"
Madison
KDTEAtf
OF LffE

Street,

"Main

cago's

motion picture Chino time may

Street," at

said to resemble that literary thor-

lie

oughfare

in

somnolent attributes,

its

wakening influence

decidedly

a

yet

was wielded by

the lobby prepared for

the Casino theatre run of "No Woman
Knows," Universal's picturization of

Edna

"Fanny Her-

novel,

Ferber's

Reproductions of photographs

self."

made give in white and black a fair
impression of the force exerted by the
colorful original.

office,

In

Chicago

L. Hill, of Universal's

W.

was responsible

may

it

for the display.

be seen the characteristics

by which his work has become

dis-

the strength of dignity and

tinctive,

simplicity

combined

in direct applica-

tion to the subject advertised.

work
become standardized

the type of
will

exploitation.

picture

of

"No Woman Knows" was exhibited at the Casino theatre, Chicago,
for the third week of its loop run, with a colorful and distinctive frontal decoration
attracting the attention of passing thousa nds. The display is remarkable in a street
of

remarkable showmanship.

In

and

It

atre, the Castle

A

in

Barbee's

playing

"No

given the im-

weeks

three

of

houses,

much

the type

interest.

Woman Knows" was

order.

motion

in
is

Chicago introduction

its

j>etus

is

that begets respect as well as

work

attention
Universal's

It

that has not been but

downtown
Loop the-

and the Casino

in that

record of that nature means

Chicago amusement shoppers

to

close observers of picture

dicated

theatre

the

in

news as

in-

advertising

pages of Chicago newspapers as well
as in their newspaper departments.

Patronage

at

neighborhood houses

will be influenced

by

this record, just

as patronage derived by
daily
cipal

many

theatres

from the traffic on the city's prinEast and West thoroughfare was

influenced to center about the Casino

screen during that week.

Many

types of advertising

may

be

on Madison street. The
summits and the depths are touched
observed

within a distance of four blocks.
is

doubtful

if

there

is

in the

It

world a

place to study showmanship
methods from the viewpoint of the
better

man

in the street.

The Casino lobby was
summit

of a week.

the towering

November
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Runs

Attest

Value of Big Productions
The value of

big productions as general business stim-

ulants has never been demonstrated so convincingly as in

the early
fices,

American box of-

weeks of the present season.

emerging from a period of depression held by some
have experienced a renewal of pros-

to be unprecedented,

was the submission

perity almost as remarkable as

weather

warm

to

In the majority of reported instances re-

evils.

juvenation has dated from the exhibition of what

known

is

as a big production.

The extra length

feature,

if

it

were valuable for no

other reason, gives the advertising exhibitor something to
talk about.

It

gives

his theatre in a

basis for

him an opportunity

to call attention to

loud and confident voice.

much new copy and

It

gives

the confidence to

go

him

the

into the

public places with big promises.

In short,

it

gives

tention of the public.

him a 'reason for demanding the

He

gets

And

it.

with

it

at-

he gets

attendance.

The Fox

special features published at this time

have

had important place among the attractions responsible for
this

general

revival.

Accompanying

illustrations

show

and

Other reports have been printed
"What the Picture Did For

in the

in this

Me"

department

department of

showing the influence of big productions
from every source.

this publication,

concrete manifestation of the principles outlined.

Below and

to the left

may be

Rivoli theatre, Denver, Colo.,

"A

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court'

Below and
in

seen the front of the

on the seventh day of the

to the right

is

downtown Chicago, during

shown

the

?

Woods

was

And

subsequent reports from the same theatres a continua-

in

theatre,

tion of the prosperity noted

"Over the Hill,"
make way for '"The

Big ex-

Big results were experienced.

used.

run.

the run of

a run of several weeks terminated to

In essential details the reports are identical.
ploitation

To
ture led

the producers

them

Queen of Sheba."
Above is seen the front of the Stanton theatre, Philadelphia, where the same picture is reported as having en-

large

joyed highly gratifying patronage.

stitution.

to

make

may

be seen.

whose confidence in the motion pichuge investments necessitated by

the

the production of this class of screen material the trade at

owes a debt of

gratitude.

men have done important work

These far-sighted business
for the theatre as an in-
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Across America With

"The Four Horsemen"
From the Atlantic to the Pacific seaboard the exploitation trail of
Metro's "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" is deeply impressed upon
American theatricals. In almost every big city and in many small towns
the film counterparts of Ibanez' famous riders have left their indelible
imprint.

As a

result of the high standards adhered to,

tion as a force for

good

is

the better for their

motion picture exploita-

visit.

The highlight record of the journey presented herewith
every showman's atttention.

is

worthy of

THE GLOBE THEATRE, ATLANand

City,

N. J., used extra illumination
lobby representation to sig-

lavish

nalize the visit of

"The Four Horsemen."

Dignity was the keynote of the entire
campaign.

Chicago run of the picture at the LaSalle
theatre, a legitimate house leased for the
occasion, accomplished great results by
combining an occasional "stunt" with unremitting high class promotion.
Umbrellas purchased and printed with the
name of the theatre and the attraction
were carried by all sorts of vehicles during the heated period when the picture
was in the midst of its run. The illustration shows a transfer stand with the
Metro production given one hundred per
cent representation.

CHICAGO'S
as

many

BEACHES,

WHERE

as the 26 miles of lake front will

accommodate seek relief from Old Sol's
rays in the Summer, were also converted
into

broadsides

versatile
the

IN "BOOKISH" BOSTON BOOK
many windows to the

official

the

Holmes.

beaches

is

picture by

the

Attendance

numbered

THE MINNEAPOLIS LYRIC ALSO
employed ushers especially selected ai
suggesting the Spanish type and dressed
them as shown in the illustration. This
policy was followed by exhibitors in
practically every city where the picture
was shown, the obviously proper costumes being of such nature as to satisfy
thoroughly both picture and house demands.
Incidentally, the costumes are
of a nature which permits of regular use.

BOOK

MINNEAPOLIS
devoted

also

space

to

special

STORES
window

displays advertising the picture and the

book

original.

In

the

herewith large panels

window shown

in vivid colors

at

flat

poster tones for backgrounds set

daily

the

book display

by the scores of thousands, and the La-

dealers gave over

cooperative advertising of the picture and
the novel by Vincente Blasco Ibanez
from which it was adapted.
Specially
drawn posters and lobby frames were
used as above in Hall's Book store.

Mr.

for

ADDITION TO THE ELAB-

decoration.

NED HOLMES, MANAGING THE

tic

IN

orate material used generally in behalf
of the production the Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., had enlarged drawings
of prominent characters made from the
Metro press book. These were used in
combination with the regular material to
good advantage in all phases of house

and
off

to excellent advantage.

This type of cooperative advertising

is

sunshades were so brilliantly col-

another exploitation feature installed by

ored and so clearly labeled as to insure

theatres in almost every section of the

Salle

all

present against failure to read of the

engagement.

country during the production's engagement.

November

19,

E

1921

AN ELABORATE SUPERSTRUCture was made up for the Minneapolis
Lyric, three sides of the space being

the exterior carrying in large
the bare essentials of the announcement. "The world's greatest picture" is a line that carries weight, particularly because of its simplicity and
the unpretentiousness of its presentation.
The street appearance of the Lyric was
in keeping with phases of the exploita-

boxed

in,

letters

UNIVERSAL

VISIBILITY

WAS

assured the street sign of the New theaMd., during the advertre, Baltimore,
tising of the picture.
Two huge signs
were placed at right angles, so that any
person passing within siffht of the theatre
front would be in a position to read the
name of the picture. Here, as elsewhere,
there was economy of word matter in the
advertising. That is
of good advertising.

always an attribute

ELABORATION OF COPY WAS
effected in a

the

to

subjoined banner referring

reserved seat

ported to have gained so
as to
in

a

much

crowds unable

week

re-

attention

scheduled performance.

accommo-

to

to gain

admission to

By

its

WHEN GOVERNOR ALBERT
Maryland arrived at the thea"The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse" a flashlight photograph was
taken and given wide circulation in the
tre

to

see

Where it is
as a publicity stunt.
possible to duplicate this stunt, it is
evident, much good should result from
its application, especialv where the newspaper attitude is such as to permit of
reproduction of the photograph by the
city

DOOR PANELS OF THE SHUbert theatre in Pittsburgh were capitalized as frames for specially drawn reproductions of characters prominent in the
Both sides of the doors were
story.
decorated in this manner, so that they
would be equally effective open or closed
or, if closed, could be seen as advantageously from the interior as the exterior.
The illustration gives an excellent idea
of the Shubert's frontal appearance.

separa-

downtown San Francisco

carried

a

measuring 50 by 5 feet while the
picture was at the Curran theatre.
sign

THE DECORATION OF THE CURitself was almost exclusively
word copy being almost entirely

ran theatre
pictorial,

dispensed with and colorful reproductions
from the play given prominent

of scenes
position.

The

illustration

shows

the

between performances.
front
Curran
Again the oil paintings have important
part in the exploitation scheme of things.

COPIES OF THE ORIGINAL
novel, with shawls, fans,

and other artipopularly associated with Spanish
life, were used in the display of one of
the biggest department stores in St.
Louis during the showing of the picture
Shubert Jefferson theatre. As in
other instances, oil paintings of scenes
from the play were given prominent poat the

The tone
much of the

sition.
tion

from the main sign the

seat

announcement gained rather than

lost significance.

A BUILDING IN CONSTRUCTION
in

cles
is

have necessitated a special matinee

the middle of the

date

This

sale.
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Ritchie of

press.

campaign previously mentioned.

tion

XHIBITORS HERAL D

reserved

for

was responsible
excellent work done in

of these

behalf of the attraction

country.

throughout the

IN

PHILADELPHIA,

WHERE

the picture was shown at the Garrick
theatre, the front of the Metro exchange,
prominently located, was ornately decorated with specially drawn reproductions
of the four horsemen in the picture.

—

EX
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"She puckered a 'take-it-from-me'
"Nobody's Fool."

Special Story

lip."

*

"The
a

Louis Rosenblu, chief executive at the New York Fox Exchange, ha*
put into operation a direct-to-public selling campaign for Fox special
features that presents new aspects. The purpose of his plans as executed
is stated to be the obtaining of maximum results notwithstanding unfavor-

battle of a

man

with a smile and

cur with a smirk."
"Sure Fire."

able conditions.

Mr. Rosenblu's description of one engagement exploited in accordance
is worthy of every exhibitor's attention.
It follows:

with his plan

"As an example

of

power

the

of

a

high calihre attraction coupled with livewire exploitation, as handled by our
special direct-to-thc-public sales department, I cite the case of Taylor's Opera
House,
Conecticut,
where
Danbury,
'Over the Hill' recently concluded a one

week engagement that resulted in the
shattering of a number of long standing
precedents.
The run of 'Over the Hill'
at Taylor's marked the first time that an
attraction of any kind
town for one week.

had

played

the

"Experienced showmen refused to believe that a town with Danbury's limited
thousand,
could
Our exploitation
department, co-operating with Manager
P. J. Martin, staged a publicity campaign that literally swept staid Danbury
off
individual and collective feet.
its
Open letters addressed to the mayor
and other prominent civic officials formed
the basis of the newspaper advertising
campaign; five thousand postal cards
addressed in the handwriting of Mrs.
Mary Carr and containing a personal
message from her were mailed to a
selected list; the co-operation of various
merchants was enlisted and a number of
attractive window displays thus secured;
a special 'Mothers' matinee' was held at
which white carnations were distributed,
a card attached to the flowers reading:
population,
stand a one

eighteen
week run.

Sahara desert told

in graphic, suspenscful scenes.
E. M. Hull's best seller....
provides an excellent story for the beau-

Agnes Ayrcs and the handsome
Rudolph Valentino. The picture offers

tiful

unusual opportunities for big exploitation
with its colorful desert scenes, festivals,
dancing girls, tribal costumes and unusual love theme.

THE ADVENTURES OF TARZAN

— There

are enough wild animals introduced in each episode to keep the
younger generation. .. .whooping her up.
"Tarzan" is already popularized for the
exhibitors booking this latest serial of the
African jungle.

RAINBOW — There

the usual exciting finish and the timely rescue. Alice
Calhoun ... .has never appeared to better
is

advantage.

THE

WONDERFUL THING—

Norma Talmadge

has followed up her
success in "The Sign on the Door" with
another smashing hit.
unhesitatingly

We

recommend "The Wonderful Thing."

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holubar production.
packed them in the first night by
the downright attractiveness of the company's
advertising.
used an unusual quantity.—
Philip Hand, Kex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

— We

We

Heart o' the Hills, with Mary Pickford.— We
put this over with excellent 24, 6 and 3 -sheets,
window cards, heralds, etc.
placed at the

We

head of our newspaper -ads, "Endorsed by the
National Hoard of Review for Plays Boys and
Girls Wanted." Also enlisted aid of Boy Scoots,
giving them bonus on tickets sold.
Philip Kand,
Kex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

The Branded Woman, with Norma Talmadge.

—
Get your
"Norma."

music store to sell the fox trot,
and hitch up with them. Earl 0.
Pastime theatre, Protection, Kan. Small

Peeler,

—

—

town patronage.

.

'compliments

to

with

Buck

Jones.

—The

F. Spang— Joseph
Okla. — General

patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, with a special cast.
Finish was very bad.
Big exploitation campaign, hut the patrons do not go out satisfied.
•P.
Smith, Crescent theatre, Syracuse, N. Y<
Neighborhood patronage.

Mother from Mrs. Mary

Carr, the wonderful 'Mother' in Over
the Hill;' a lavish amount of lithographs
were posted on choice locations and an
attractive lobhy display featuring lithograph cut-outs attracted the attention of
passers-by.
"As a result, 'Over the Hill' attracted
fifteen thousand four hundred and eightytwo admissions.
Considering the fact
that Danbury's entire population numbers but eighteen thousand, this is one
of the most remarkable achievements in
motion picture history and constitutes a
striking commentary upon the value of
our exploitation service.

Trevison.

Firebrand

book helped draw the people.
ler.
Globe theatre, Beaver,

The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille pro-

—

duction.
Did good business two days, which was
due to publicity given this picture. J. E. Capps,
Princess theatre, Okolona, Miss.
Neighborhood

——

patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
From an advertising standpoint, the
greatest of the year.
Enjoyed nice business.—
Dave Cohen, Strand theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.

—

— Transient
Lines of "lingering" qualifications
are provided in plenty for users of
Universal productions in the excellent

patronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid— Had a
fellow dresed up and on the street as The Lottery Man.
Gave out numbers, ten of which

weekly publication af that company.
Selections from the October 20 issue

had duplicates that were posted in front of the
theatre at night.
The person holding corresponding numbers were admitted free.
T. H. Smith,
Princess theatre, Colchester, Dl. Neighborhood

follow:

patronage.

—

"Black mystery shrieking suspense
capped by a tremendous climax that will
leave you gasping and faint."

—

delightful
that will

staged
chuckle and

—

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan. Tied
up with our clothier and put in a display and
it's worth
the effort.
Earl O. Peeler, Pastime
theatre, Protection, Kans.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

"Conflict."

"A

—
—

picture

— exquisitely

make you laugh and

feel good
"Nobody's Fool."

all

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles Ray
vertise

crowd.
ter,

the

fight

and

it

will

bring

—T. H. Smith, Princess theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.

—Ad-

out

the

Colches-

III.

over."

Way Down

— Out

*

East, a D. W. Griffith production.
of a population of 171,000 I drew the first
Big exploita25,601.
Weill, Strand theatre,
It pays.
E. J.

week 25,734, second week

"The appealing drama of a frivolous
who was flung from her pedestal
and found happiness through disaster."
"High Heels."

tion.

—

Syracuse, N.

Y.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

flapper

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—

I

got

1,000 stickers for this and got the kids interested
sticking them on each other's backs. This got
them excited. I sent out over 200 postcards with
I
sent some catchy lines
a friendly invitation.
and a cut to the newspaper. Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Texas.
in

MOLLY O— It

has behind

a

it

mendous advertising campaign and

tre-

has
before it Mack Sennett's name. A great
audience picture, suitable for any proit

"The amazing story of 'Fanny
by Edna Ferber."
"No Woman Knows."

Herself,'

gram.

DOUBLING FOR ROMEO — The

Rogers humor in the peak of ascendancy.
Everything any theatre needs. It should
be seen to be appreciated. Tell your public

that.

THE SHEIK— Colorful

of

the

—

Beauty, with Jean Paige. Even if the
wasn't worth a cuss the exhibitor who
clean up on this one is in the wrong
business.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, Colchester, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Black

picture

cannot

"A

whirling cycle of action and laughs."
"P. D. Q."

"A hundred
tale

—

laughs

—

"Century Comedies."

that's a

Century."

—

—

The Secret of the Hills, with Antonio Moreno.
Lobby not particularly attractive, but was
well liked by those who came.
Dwight Baker,
Circle theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa.

—

—

November

19,
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A New

Evergreen

Idea in

Lobby

"Old
Nest"

Gives
Constant

Settings

Service

From Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y„ not often but
invariably favorably reported in exploitation, comes a new idea
in stage settings of Goldwyn's "The Old Nest," a much presented production. "In a Bird Store," one of the most generally
favored overtures in the libraries of American orchestra leaders,
was used as a prelude, with a bird store stage setting in which
genuine birds provided the "effect's" customarily accomplished
by the drummer and other members of the orchestra. The idea
needs no further description. It is one of those so eminently
suitable as to constitute its own recommendation.

59

Charles Eggers, manager of the Lyric theatre, McKeesport,
used hot house plants for lobby decoration throughout the
season.
Limited by architectural disadvantages in his frontal
exploitation he finds this system of decoration satisfactory. For
Paramount's "The Affairs of Anatol" Mr. Eggers dressed up
his lobby as shown in the illustration. The regular decoration
blends nicely with the "Anatol" as with any special matter presented. The idea is especially suitable for use where circumPa.,

stances are similarly nonconducive to spectacular efforts.

Another
Lacey
Reduces
"Anatol"

Majestic

To

Display

Lobby

its

Simplest

Terms
S.

G. Sladdin-,

Paramount exploitation

representative,

re-

duced exploitation for "The Affairs of Anatol" to its simplest
terms when the picture was shown at the Elmwood theatre,
Penn Yan, N. Y. The Henry Clive posters were mounted on
an old surrey not otherwise decorated. Five boys were persuaded to parade, each carrying a letter, the five spelling
"Anatol." The bugler of the local Boy Scout unit was engaged
to act as "band."
The total cost of the enterprise was the
exploitation man's time and the material involved.
That is
exploitation on a bed rock basis.

Frank Lacey, managing director of the Majestic theatre,
Portland, Ore., is without peer in the art of lobby decoration.
His most recently reported composition was used for the Arrow
production, "God's Country and the Law."
Mr. Lacey has
produced other displays for Northwest stories, notably for
"Wolves of the North," reproductions of which were presented
recently in this department.
Mr. Lacey's production for the
Arrow feature is in key with but dissimilar to his former creation.
It goes without saying that the Majestic box office history is very closely identified with his record as a display
advertiser.

Not Such a

A

"

Foolish

Age

Western

Play in

The
Western

Way
When Edgar

Lewis' "Lahoma," a Pathe feature, was shown
theatre, Roundup, Mont., a lobby display of
extreme simplicity was arranged. The play is Western. The
city is Western.
A little
It was handled in Western style.
foliage, possibly sagebrush, was brought into the lobby and
sparingly applied, the best touch being the shaping of the
picture's title in letters prominently suspended.
The illustration shows the American lobby as it appeared during the engagement of the picture. It is unique in the pictorial record of
at the

American

American theatre

exploitation.

Several hundred "newsies" carrying the Chicago Daily Post
advertised the Barbee's Loop theatre run of "The Foolish Age,"
R-C Pictures production featuring Doris May. The complete
campaign was described in the October 5 Herald.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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DIGESTo/"PICTURESo/tAeWEEK
awarding
THE
"Photoplay Magazine"

meet with the approval

The element of mystery that pervades the story
well sustained and the whole is a credit to Stuart
Paton its director. The famous ice scene of "Way
Down East" is rivaled by a log dam bursting in this

America.

feature.

medal of honor by
Cosmopolitan Producpicture "Humoresque" will doubtless

for

tions

its

gold

the

of

ing.

to

is

of the majority of exhibitors of
Certainly this picture made more money for
those who played it than most features during 1920 and
received more favorable comments in the HERALD'S
department "What the Picture Did For Me."

"WHY

The medal was awarded
of votes cast

as the result of thousands
of the magazine for "Humor-

by readers

esque" and the editor declares "the public is more appreciative than the potentates who once upon a time
guided the destinies of artists." The voters were asked
to consider the excellence of theme, scenario, direction,
sets and acting, and no critics, or professional observers, were allowed to vote.

of

"FLOWER OF THE NORTH"

—

—

We

wonder who

will

receive the

1921

medal of

has been a great year for really big picR. M.

It

tures.—J.

"ENCHANTMENT"

(Paramount) starring Marion
one of the best Cosmopolitan productions
It should prove a big box-office
since "Humoresque."
attraction. It has a charming story, is well staged and
beautifully photographed. Miss Davies is seen in what
is probably her best performance.

Davies

(Vitagraph)

is

a

"THE LOVE CHARM" (Realart) combines hackneyed plot elements in a story of slight conviction.
Wanda Hawley, in a slavey role which develops some
unusual phases, carries the picture by her acting. The
production is adequately mounted and is benefited by
Thomas Heffron's direction. It should serve program
purposes in the majority of theatres.

Quirk's medal and the readers of Photoplay are to be
congratulated upon their acumen.
honor.

it.

special feature telling an interesting story of the land
north of 53. It was written by James Oliver Curwood,
but unlike many of Mr. Curwood's stories does not have
or depend for interest upon sledge dogs, Northwest
Mounted Police, or snow scenes. Directed by David
Smith in an intelligent manner.

"Humoresque" presented a great theme the unimotherhood and was an artistic achievement from every point of view.
It deserves Mr.

versality of

LEAVE HOME"

GIRLS
(Warner Bros.)
a story of modes and morals, of stern parents and
headstrong girls.
It was adapted from the stage success of several years ago.
A very capable cast headed
by Anna Q. Nilsson enacts the various roles. A play
suitable for any theater with an excellent lesson back
is

is

"THE ROUGH DIAMOND"

"LADIES MUST LIVE"

(Paramount) presents
story written by Alice Duer Miller.
It was directed by the late George LoaneTucker, and
besides containing some very clever character delineapicture
tions is an excellent satire on the fair sex.
with splendid exploitation possibilities and a title that
Betty Compson

in a

"FOR THOSE

should draw.

Compson

"WHITE OAK"

It

is

(Goldwyn)

away above

is

the

a Betty
average

Hart melodrama

(Paramount)

is

typical William

with action.
star makes the most of a characteristic role and is
ably assisted by Vola Vale and others in the convincing
narration of a somewhat improbable but thrilling story.
Lambert Hillyer directed with his customary effectiveness.
S.

"CONFLICT"

The

(Universal) is Priscilla Dean's latIt is replete
est starring vehicle and one of her best.
with stirring situations, beautiful scenery in the logging country of the northwest and much splendid act-

Three views of the medal
by "Photoplay
Magazine" to the producer

awarded

"Humoresque,"
duced

WE LOVE"

production.

in construction and in presentation and offers
splendid entertainment. Miss Compson is an appealing
little person and is surrounded by a carefully chosen
Lon Chaney has the principal male role.
cast of players.

(United Artists) is an excellent picturization of Rex Beach's thrilling Alaskan
story based on the building of a railroad in the far
North. Rich in scenic effects, presented with a cast of
well known players, beautifully photographed. It
should afford good entertainment.

greatest

Tom

both

"THE IRON TRAIL"

}f

with

in the

manner.

A

the

(Fox)

dual role of author and actor. Mix knows
best what he can do on the screen and so long as
It is
they're as good as this one we'd say "go to it."
an exceptionally well directed and well presented story
of a Western farm hand who becomes generalissimo of
an army in a South American uprising. He saves the
country and wins the governor's daughter in a unique

Mix

voted

picture
in

1920

pro-

in

seven reels well

filled

REVI E WS
WILLIAM

S.

HART

IN

A

(PARAMOUNT)
typical Hart story that starts in
the days when the Mississippi was
the western outpost of civilization and proceeds westward. Hart
in a strong characterization. Vola
Vale opposite. The type of picture Hart admirers like. Directed
by Lambert Hillyer.

Into the seven reels of "White Oak"
would suffice for the average
serial of fifteen episodes has been packed.

action that

The

result

is

a claim upon interest that

and undisguised
melodramatic effect.
Hart
should pronounce the picture

improbabilities

offsets

striving

and drinking his hootch. There is a
family mix-up at the finish with Kelly trying to avoid his wife and keep a date at a
cafe that is very ludicrous. It is well presented and very well photographed.
cigars

WHITE OAK

for

admirers
good.
Vola Vale is the leading feminine member of the cast, and holders of minor

PRISCILLA DEAN IN

CONFLICT
stirring,

convincing story of the

lumber country, with a punch

at

a splendid piece
Realistic atof craftsmanship.
mosphere, clever acting and a
pleasing love story combine to
make this one of Miss Dean's
strongest
plays.
Directed by

the finish that

cast that could not be improved upon.
Scenically the picture is beautiful and
the camerawork is of the
highest quality.
As the story' runs, Dorcas Remalie is
forced to give up her society life in the
city and go to live with her uncle, John
Remalie, in a secluded mansion far in the

throughout

north woods country. Remalie, she finds,
fighting a newcomer, Jevons, and he
directs his man Sloan to use every* means
but murder to prevent Jevons from shipping his logs to market. Remalie rules
the lumber country' with an iron hand.
In his household there is a Miss Labo,
who holds Remalie in her power. Miss
Labo attempts to poison Dorcas and she
goes to live with some lumbermen
nearby. She falls in love with Jevons
instinctively and when he is confined in
a hut by Sloan, Dorcas blows up the dam
and frees Jevons' logs. The on-rushing
waters, however, destroy the cabin where
Jevons is confined and he is washed
down stream. Dorcas outrides the flood,
and with much difficulty cresses the
stream on the rolling logs to the floating
raft bearing the unconscious Jevons toward the falls. She saves him and in the
end marries him.
is

(UNIVERSAL)

A

A

is

Stuart Paton.

parts too numerous to mention give satisfying performances.
There is a dog
that figures prominently in the plot, an
animal
that
seems
to
work withou

prompting.
Settings,
particularly those showing
the days when the Mississippi River was
the Western frontier and pioneers ventured west at their own peril from a
little Missouri town, are well drawn and
excellently photographed.
The direction
is well managed throughout.
Hart is cast as "Oak" Miller, professional gambler and gun expert, whose
sister is lured aboard a river boat by the
villain of the piece.
He follows, effects
a rescue and vows vengeance.
In the
little
town where he takes his sister,
who later dies, he meets the heroine of
the story, step-daughter of the town
Midas.
The villain appears. with
whiskers, and plots with accomplices to
lead a wagon
train
into
an Indian

ambush.

The

girl's step-father is killed and
with the wagon train.
Miller,

leaves
lieving she

TOM MIX

ROUGH DIAMOND
(FOX)

A

Two

scenes

from "Conflict" (Universal)

she
be-

has killed' him, assumes the
guilt and is imprisoned.
The girl dispatches the dog to Miller from the ambushed wagon train with a note telling
of the attack, and Miller escapes, rescues
the wagon train single-handed, rescues
the girl and. when the Indian chief has
effected the death of the villain, embraces
her in the usual fade-out.

A DESIGNING

HUSBAND

(ARROW)
This Broadway comedy concerns itself
with a dapper ladies' tailor by the name of
Kelly and his flirtations. Eddie Barry. Ed.
Gribbin and Helen Darling appear prominently in the cast and it is one of the best
comedies of the month. The subtitles are
crisp and there is a zip to the action that
holds your attention. Kelly is commissioned
to design a dress from a photograph, but
the baby cuts off part of the photo and
Kelly's wife accuses him of flirting.
His
lazy brother-in-law interfers with business
by flirting with the models, smoking his

IN

no doubt of the pulling power
from the showman's viewpoint.
Both the star's name and title
should attract and its thrilling and remarkably well-handled climax will advertise it far and near.
The story appeared originally in the
Red Book magazine and was written by
Clarence Buddington Keliand.
It was
widely read and for this reason interest
in the film will be found to be readymade. In adapting the story George Hull
used the best of the rather involved plot,
but there is no difficulty in following its
various ramifications, plots and counterplots, and the central idea is never lost

There

is

of "Conflict"

sight of.

Miss Dean gives a refreshingly natural
and convincing performance and others
in the cast whose work stands out for its
fine character drawing are Edward Connelly, as John Ramalie, a sinister, hardhearted old lumber king; Martha Mattox.
as Miss Labo, his housekeeper, who is
equally as good in the difficult role assigned her. Herbert Rawlinson appears
as Jevons, L. C. Shumway as Mark
Sloan, and Hector Sarno as Buck Fallon.

romantic comedy with most of
the action taking place around a
South American palace. Unusual
in plot and locale with a fine vein
of humor running through it.
Written by the star. Directed by
Edward Sedgwick.

The first part of this Fox feature
"Rough Diamond" is pure slap-stick
comedy, with Mix and some cleverly
worded subtitles furnishing the fun.
Mix is a cow puncher employed on a
ranch with a penchant for home made
guitar music.
his trick

mule

He
is

is discharged and with
employed by a circus.

Here he gets into an altercation with the
ring-master, wrecks the tent and flys
a trained horse.
Romance,
whose "scope has been widened by the
Lincoln highway and the R. F. D.." overtakes him and he enlists as "General
Sherman." head of a South American
army. Of course there is a revolution in
progress when he arrives, and with a
handful of men he routs the insurrectionists, wins the hand of the fair
Gloria
Gomez, and is made Admiral in addition to his other duties.
The whole thing is a lot of nonsense
but such cleverly managed nonsense it
furnishes a good hour's amusement. Mix
is splendid in the role of Adam Sherman, who doesn't like the sea but is
right at home in the saddle.
His horse
plays an important part throughout,
sleeps in the same room with Adam in
the best hotel and when called upon gallops away, dragging an immense rug
loaded with diplomats.
Eva Novak is
Gloria, and a small but competent cast
assist the star.

away on

KX H
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BETTY COMPSON

SPECIAL CAST IN

•:

]

R

ALD

IN

(GOLDWYN)

Thoroughly absorbing story of the
land north of 53, written by James
Oliver Curwood, and very well
acted by Henry B. Walthall,
Pauline Starke and a good supPhotography, diporting cast.
rection and general make up of
picture excellent.
Directed by
David Smith.

A

very

and

beautifully

small town
gives

photographed

drama of
Miss Compson

interesting

fairly

life.

and

careful

a

appealing

study of a young girl trying to
defend her wayward brother. Directed by Arthur Rosson.
"For Those
average both

We

Love"

is

19, 1921

The story
charm lies in

and pleasing impression.

FLOWER OF NORTH FOR THOSE WE LOVE
(VITAGRAPH)

November

above the

construction and in presentation and offers good entertainment
for almost any class theatre. It has mans
types peculiar to small town life and each
is well acted.
The person handling the
camera for this picture was allowed full
scope and besides photographing the
in

injected many beautiful "still"
pictures of beautiful landscapes.
Much
of the photography is of the hazy sort
with careful back-lighting.
Miss Compson impersonates a girl of
17 or 18 years and wears her hair down
her back.
Lon Chancy has a role equal
to that of the star's.
He is supposed to
be a gambler and plays the role with his
usual adroitness.
Others of the small
cast are
Harry Dufiield, as George
Arnold; Camille Astor as Vida; Frank
Campeau as Frank, another gambler, and
George Cooper as Johnny Fletcher.
Berenice Arnold's father is employed
in the barrel stave factor}' office.
He
learns Berenice has fallen into ^the river
and hurries home, taking $80 of the company's money he was about to put in the
bank.
That night his son Jimmy steals
the money from beneath his pillow, and
loses it playing poker.
Berenice knowing that Jimmy took the money goes to
Trix Ulner, the gambler, to see if she
cannot get it back. Trix has but $10 of
it,
Frank having taken the rest.
She
then goes to Frank's rooms, accompanied
by Trix. Her visits to the two gamblers
are misconstrued by the villagers and
she soon finds herself a veritable outcast.
Johnny Fletcher's mother forbids him to

not

unusual,

simplicity

but

and

its

sincerity.

of

is

a strong

more appreciative

plea for a saner and

consideration

It

is

its

daughter's problems

a

the home.

in

The cabaret scenes

are well done and

the acting throughout

Prominent

calibre.

in

of the

is

the

highest

support

of

Miss Nilsson appear Maurine Powers, a
very pleasing Madaline; Corinne Barker,
as Ethel; Kathryn Perry, who is Mrs.
Owen Moore, as Edith; Claude King, as
Wallace; George Lesser, as Hedder, and

action,

A

scene from "Flower of the North" (Vitagraph)

There

is

novelty

in

"Flower of the

North," a Curwood story, in that it does
introduce any Northwest Mounted
Police, wild animals or snow and ice

not

scenes.

It

is

straight-away melodrama

of the best type, with a typical North-

west background of beautiful rivers and
mountains. There is a thrilling rescue of
a girl in a canoe, a realistic fight between
group of men housed in a frame

a small

storehouse against an angry, lawless mob
an element of mystery running
through the rale that holds the interest

and

to the last foot.

The story concerns Phillip Whittemore, owner of a lumber camp, who is
endeavoring to gain the right of way
across the D'Arcambal property, owned
by a Frenchman who still sticks to the
traditions of his forefathers.
He has as
a member of his household, Jeanne, who
idolized by D'Arcambal.
Brokaw and
Blake, two New York brokers, plan to
wrest the ownership of the lumber company from Whittemore, and Blake, posing
as an expert, goes to the Canadian camp.

is

He

and on the promwho her father and
endeavors to gain the right
of way across D'Arcambal's land. Whittemore saves Jeanne from death in the
rapids
and wins the
friendship
of
D'Arcambal. He is also instrumental in
saving Jeanne from Blake's clutches and
in a terrific battle, Blake and his henchmen are routed and Phillip and Jeanne
made happy. The little girl of the Fort
O'God learns through a note enclosed
ise

meets

of

mother

in

Jeanne

disclosing
are,

a locket that D'Arcambal

is

have anything more to do with her. At
Frank's house she is attacked, but Trix
rushes into the room and saves her from
the gambler.
Then Trix, a pal and
Jimmy plan to rob Frank and get the
money that way. Jimmy is stationed in
the

ANNA

WHY

really her
(

Henry Walthall

W hittemore

is seen to advantage
and Pauline Starke makes

reels

and

The

in seven
is issued as a Vitagraph special.

an ideal Jeanne.

feature

is

Next Picture Elaborate
"Princess Virtue," Marie Prevost's third
and latest Universal feature is nearing
completion at Universal City under the
direction of George Cox.
It probably
will
be her most elaborate production, it is said. Tom Gallery plays opposite the star.

killed

is

fires at

him.

when

Frank

He

forced

is

to leave town on threat of exposure by
Trix, and Trix has the satisfaction of
seeing
Berenice
married
young
to
Fletcher.
Not exactly a logical climax
but screen writers sometimes do funny
things.
The picture gave general satisfaction
at the Adams theatre, Chicago, where it
ran for a week.

father.

as

and

street,

appears and

Q.

NILLSON

in

GIRLS
LEAVE HOME
WARNER

BROS.)

Adapted stage play makes very

ac-

ceptable screen entertainment. Director William Nigh has avoided
the sensational angle and with a
competent cast puts over a strong

A

"Why Girls Leave Home"
(Warner Bros.)

scene from

Swayne Gordon, as Mrs. Wallace.
Mis> Nilsson appears as Anna Hedder.
Anna Hedder, a sales lady, is persuaded by girl friends to take an expensive evening gown from the store's stock
and charge it to their account. Anna's
father regards the dress as disgraceful
and she is driven from home. She goes
to live with her two friends, "women of
the world," and while attending a cabaret
entertainment
observes
Madaline Wal-

Julia

lace,

an

a

young

old

flirting

girl,

with Reynolds,

Madaline's

roue.

father

be-

comes her "pal" and accompanies her to
dances to protect her from Reynolds.
But she steals away and meets him in
Anna refhe rooms of Anna's friends.
turns and finds Madaline in a faint on
Bethe floor, Reynolds having fled.
cause Madaline's father had influenced
Anna
Hedder. to turn his daughter out,
She protects
plans to obtain revenge.
further harm and there
happy reunion when Madaline is

Madaline from
is

a

returned to her home. A dramatic scene
enacted where. Hedder refuses to
admit his daughter when her mother is
dying.
Celebrated Players is handling the
feature in the central west.
is

Film Playing Under
Two Separate Titles
Universal has done the unusual thing
of changing a photoplay's title after pubKnew
"The Girl
lishing the film.
All About Men" was the original title
given Marie Prevost's second starring

Who

in the

and was reviewed under this title
Herald several weeks ago. When

shown

in the Central theatre,

vehicle,

however,

it

was

captioned

New

York,

"Nobody's

It is being sold in the Chicago
Fool."
territory under the original title.

box-office attraction.
production "Why Girls
has been brought up to
Harry Rapf production,
being distributed on the state rights market by Warner Brothers.
While not
produced on an elaborate scale, it drives

"The Land of the Lost," has been purchased by Universal for Hoot Gibson. It
is a virile western story of romance in

home

the cattle rustling country.

The

Leave

date

stage

Home"

in

its

this

point well and leaves a lasting

New

Story for Gibson

Courtney Ryley Cooper's

latest

story,

—
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MARION DAVIES

IN

ENCHANTMENT
(PARAMOUNT)
Here is one of the best of the Cosmopolitan pictures since "Humoresque," and should prove a good
box office attraction.
Has a
charming story, well staged and
well photographed. Marion Davies is

here seen in what

prob-

is

work she has done.

ably the best

Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
"Enchantment,
with Marion Davies
-

'

in

the

principal

role,

is

a

bit

of

light

of the

BETTY COMPSON IN

latter

LADIES MUST LIVE

agreement with her father, which
he explains to her.
The sleeping beauty episode in the production is one of the most cftarming yet
created by Joseph Urban, and the direction by Robert Vignola is competent.
Miss Davies as the "flapper" does what is
considered her best work. Forest Stanley appears as the actor and is at all
times convincing. Others in the cast are
Tom Lewis, Edith Shayne. Arthur Rankin.
Corinne Barker, Maude Turner
Gordon, Edith Lyle and Huntley Gordon.
The picture is from Frank R. Adams'
story "Manhandling Ethel."
In the presentation of "Enchantment"
at the Rivoli theater. Hugo Riesenfeld
introduced the picture with an elaborate
stage prologue with a special setting designed by Mr. Urban.

comedy centering around the very
modern story of the taming of a "flapper," a young society woman who is so
impressed with her own beauty and im-

WANDA HAW LEY

of
her
then the fun begins.
realization

shortcomings

—and

The actor soon discovers

that while it
an easy matter to curb Katherine in
the Shakespearian comedy, it is quite
another matter to break the heart of a
is

"flapper."
He
additional
disadvantage

modern

compete

was under the
of

having to
who were

with three others
over their ears in love with the girl and
encouraged her belief that she was a
reincarnation of
Cleopatra, Helen of
Troy and all the other famous beauties
of history.

The two

— the actor and

the "flapper"

appear together in a "Sleeping Beauty"
show for charity and here the actor takes
a rather mean advantage of the young
woman for while asleep in the scene and
before the eyes of hundreds of society
men and women, he kisses her passionately several times.
She goes through
with her part in the play and after the
curtain falls, gives him a healthy sample
of her temper.
Then he confesses first,
that he is in love with her and. second,
that he has been so unkind to her because

—

IN

.

THE LOVE CHARM
(REALART)

portance that even her parents could not
cure her.
Her father attends a performance of
Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew"
and gets the idea that it would be a
good idea to have the leading actor,
whom he knew well, to break the domineering personality of the >oung woman.
After much urging the actor accepts the
proposition, the terms of the agreement
being that the actor is to lead the girl
into a love affair with him, bring her to
her knees and then desert her.
Being
spurned by a handsome youth, in the
father's opinion, might bring her to a

63

A

sublimated slavey story involving

from many familiar plots.
star's acting is the best part

factors

The

The

settings and
are adequate.
Improbabilities work against interest
and suspense.
Thomas
Heffron's direction is beneficial to
the story.
Elmer Harris superof the picture.
allied

equipment

vised.

Wanda Hawley

is

seen as the familiar

"poor relation" whose wealthy relatives
give her "a job instead of a home," as a
subtitle expresses it. This role is given
variety a little later when she engages in
the likewise familiar, but here elaborated,
business of disgusting the hero, who has
fallen in love with her. by pretending
drunkenness, in order that her cousin
may have a clear field in her attempt to

win his affections.
These are the outstanding features of
the story- Miss Hawley is best as the
demure and persecuted young woman

who set out in the belief that she is aiding her cousin and wins the hero's love,
losing her heart to him simultaneously.
In the hectic party where she pretends
drunkenness and attempts to divorce his
affection she is less convincing, possibly
because of the unconvincing character of
that affair.

Immediately following

this

event

the
the

picture gains forcefulness and in
short remaining footage much is done to
counteract story weaknesses.
It
ends
with an O. Henry twist which is good for
the whole.

(PARAMOUNT)
Posthumous production of the director of "The Miracle Man" with
an

all-star

cast,

including Betty

Compson, Mahlon Hamilton, Robert Ellis, Cleo Madison, Leatrice
Joy and others.
An eight-reel
production with clever delineation

of characters and satiring the fair
sex.
"different" sort of photoplay.
"Ladies Must Live," the last work of
George Loane Tucker, whose picture
"The Miracle Man" assures him of screen

A

immortality, is somewhat of a satire on
the struggle of the eternal feminine to
land a lover with money. Accepting the
theorem that "ladies must live," the late
Mr. Tucker has given us a panorama of
temale financial psychology all the way
down the line from the society matron
to the scrubwoman.
"Ladies Must Live," is a film novelty
that departs from whatever traditions
and dogmas the screen may have acquired. There is no one hero and heroine,
the plot envelops several sets of sweethearts.
Some may say it is lacking in
unity, and that Alice Duer Miller's storycould have been told in six as well as
in eight reels.

As an X-ray photo of the workings
of the feminine mind, however, from the
ballroom to the servants quarters, it is
entertaining and as in "The Miracle
M an" Mr. Tucker has drawn his character with a remarkable degree of carefully artistic portraiture.

Romance, comedy and tragedy are well
in
"Ladies Must Live."
In

balanced

brief it is a combination of the love
stories of a country maid: a department
store miss, who climbs through becoming
a social secretary; a poor relation, and a

society matron, whose god is mammon.
Lucille Hutton plays the first. Leatrice
Joy the second. Betty Compson the third,
and Marcia Mamon the fourth.
Other notables in the cast are Robert
Ellis.

land.
ton.

Mahlon Hamilton, Gibson GowCleo Madison, and Lule Warren-

The picture is one that admits of worthwhile exploitation: the title should draw,
the fame of "The Miracle Man" should
help, and the all-star cast is all that can
be desired when it comes to putting
magnetic names on your lobby card and
in

your newspaper advertising.

a
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SPECIAL CAST IN

THE IRON TRAIL
(UNITED ARTISTS)
an excellent picturization of
Rex Beach's thrilling Alaskan
story based on the building of a
railroad in the far north. Rich in
scenic effects and will afford good
entertainment. Well cast and delightfully photographed.

This

is

"Directed By"

VIGNOLA
a Guarantee of Pictures That

Is

Are Consistently Good
Read What New York Said of

"Enchantment"
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS:
A

" 'Enchantment'

scene from "The Iron Trail" (Goldwyn)

is

ceived and executed.
ladies

"The Iron Trail" is a story of commercial romance (with considerable love
romance thrown in for good measure),
whose scenes are laid among the snowcapped hills of Alaska. It was produced
by the Bennett Pictures Corporation
from a story by Rex Beach, and was di-

who

like

NEW YORK MORNING

exquisitely con1

fancy the

cry 'lo-ovely'

to

'Enchantment' with a
dull hard thud.
They will pay
rich tribute to Mr. Robert Vignola
will fall for

who

Really,

directed.

it

is

enticingly beautiful."

NEW YORK

"The possibilities open to the
moving pictures when they are
endowed with an intelligently

tributor.

worked out story, delicacy of production, and a saving grace of
humor, are strikingly illustrated
in
is

NEW YORK HERALD:

wrote

very captivating proVignola has directed

Miss Davies very effectively."

NEW YORK EVENING WORLD:

gram.

When Rex Beach

'Enchantment.' The production
well staged throughout."

"It is a
duction.

"Delightful

"The Iron

little

Trail" (which means the trail of a railroad and a bridge through sections of
Alaska), he had in mind two things

of praise should be given

work

the

of

Bob

Vignola,

who

'Enchantment.'
H s
work has been well done.
The
photoplay in his hands has been
molded into entertainment of the
highest order.
This is especially
directed

i

NEW YORK
"You

TRIBUNE:

can't help but like 'Enchant-

ment.' Robert Vignola has directed the picture beautifully, with a
fine attention to the humorous
situations."

NEW YORK EVENING
"How

POST:

developed! A
charming photoplay, delightful in
staging and costume.
Marion
Davies, beautiful, charming and
cleverly

it

is

is a picturesque and
vivacious bit of girlhood."

expressive,

NEW YORK

SUN:

"Brilliantly staged."

story."

NEW YORK WORLD:

—

"One cannot see 'Enchantment'
Marion
without being amazed.
Davies is a very sweet and prop-

keen competition between a straightshooter and a quasi badman, and a desire
to let the public see a rugged bit of
Alaska. True, he managed to interweave
a love story two of them in fact but
he didn't pay so very much attention to

—

"A word

true of his direction of the star."

GLOBE:

rected by R. William O'Neill.
The
scenario was arranged by Charles Rich.
United Artists Corporation is the dis-

The story is colorful throughout and
particularly rich in scenic investiture. In
fact the background of the story is
greater than the story itself, or rather in
the manner in which the work of Rex
Beach has been handled by the director.
It is jerky in spots and has one or two
situations that might have been smoothed
down by a more careful attention to direction.
However, its faults do not mar
the picture as a whole, and it will afford good entertainment on any pro-

TELEGRAPH:

erly wilful

—

little

society flapper."

MADE FOR COSMOPOLITAN

that.

"The Iron Trail" may be said to be
more of a man's picture than a woman's.
But the matinee girls will "just love" one
of the heroes, at least.
And as nearly
everybody is awed by the marvelous
scenery of this particular region, the production is bound to be enjoyed by the
majority.
The narrative concerns the rivalry between Curtis Gordon (Thurston Hall)
and Murray O'Neil (Wyndam Standing), in the building of a railroad through
Alaska.
Gordon, a magnate, wants the
road to take a certain route, doubtless
for profit rather than engineering advantages, and O'Neil and his engineer,

Dan Appleton (Reginald Denny) oppose
him by

starting a rival route to the destibridge through the glacier reGordon seems to have the best
bitter fight, but at the end the
O'Neil men win out and the bridge is
constructed just in time to withstand the
tremendous ice floes that for a time

nation

—a

gion.
of the

ton,

and

Betty

does

not

interfere

threaten to wreck the whole enterprise.
There are two love affairs, one between
O'Neil and Appleton's sister; the other
between Appleton and the step-daughter
of Gordon.
The love affairs prove a
palatable sauce for the main stew, but

Harlan Knight as Tom Slater,
O'Neil's foreman, and Lee Beggs as a
camp doctor, both are good throughout
"The Iron Trail," in scenery, photo-

nothing more.
The audience is interested mainly in the rivalry between the

tainment.

two commercial

As

to the cast, the

work

weakens the former

ham Standing

terially.

graphy and atmosphere,

is

good

enter-

factions.

of Thurston

Hall as Gordon stands out in bold relief.
His final scenes are admirably acted, especially when the approach of mental
paresis

Carpenter as Natalie,
with the story ma-

ruler.

Wynd-

plays the part of O'Neil in
the style followed by our best matinee
idols, and manages, even in the wilds of
Alaska, to have his immaculate clothes
pressed about three times a day, and
makes each entrance with a new style of
Fifth Avenue hat.
The work of Alma Tell as Eliza Apple-

Burlesque on K. K. K.
Produced by Pollard
"Snub" Pollard's comedy, "Law and
Order," a satire on the activities of the
Ku Klux Klan, has been published. Pollard is the over-worked district attorney
of "Quija Falls," where even the police
patrol wagon is stolen, and Marie Mosquini is legal representative of the local
Klan. Charles Parrott wrote and directed
the comedy.

—
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Newspaper Men in Sales Unit
Will Aid in Exploitation Work
Wid Gunning

this

Policy of

WID GUNNING

week announces

his

new

sales policy for the

Announced

Is

Warren

Of

particular significance in

Mr. Gunning's plan

is

his decision to include

men who have had some
showmen who have displayed

tising

which

picture in a house

as he puts

it,

He

occa-

pointed out that^

he can make more

money

theatrical experience

than he wants to pay income tax on from
one big picture a year, providing he has a
high-powered, efficient exploitation
and

their ability to

sales

organization more than a score of trained newspaper and adver-

in his sales

make an

his distributing organization,

sional big production.

Corporation.

in the past has

and a half dozen sure fire
go into a city and put over a

been

machine

selling

his

on

product

Mr. Gunning also points out that the
Mr. Gunning states that it is his intention to have his sales staff made up for the
most part of advertising and idea men who
will be guided
properly by a sufficient
number of experienced film men.
In deciding upon this plan Mr. Gunning

men may

argues that the old school film

among

in

The

*

be

*

Mr. Gunning's new

inkling of

first

was contained

will

in the

home

dependent producer can easily make tre-

actually do the work.

mendously more through this method of
marketing than he has ever made in the

shall

be

departmental heads
the branch managers and

include the
office,

personally responsible.

a page advertisement published in Printer's Ink, a weekly
publication devoted to the interests of advertising and newspaper men.
The advertisement offered these young men an immediate opportunity in the motion picture
policy

men who

the

This

in

*

*

Gun-

industry.

ning points out that he has gone into the
distributing business primarily for the pur-

Another of Mr. Gunning's plans, which
whole organization, is his intention to remain personally in control of the
distributing company, but to arrange mat-

pose of establishing a point of contact between the exhibitor and the independent
producer. Mr. Gunning has been an independent producer and may, after perfecting

January
"Star the
January, 1922."

New Year

— Wid

Gunning Month

That is the slogan being carried to exhibitors by the
managers and salesmen of the distributing organization of
which Gunning is the head.
"Wid Gunning Month" is the response of his sales
force to the announcement a few weeks ago that Mr. Gunning

is

Warren Corporation.

in control of the

*

*

*

'What Do Men Want,'
be sweeping the country like wildfire by that time,"
wrote the Western branch manager who suggested the

"The million

question,

dollar

work without

a

fancy salary

ceives a portion of the profits

if

he re-

when

films
are sold through such a sales and exploitation machine,
it

and

coming years
and the
really come to a

that in the

will be possible for the exhibitor

independent producer to
and more complete cooperative harmony through the fact that there will be no

better

maker of the

men who do the actual exploiting
and selling, and the men who actually show
film, the

the film in their theatres.

At a luncheon given by the New York
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce at
the Astor hotel, Mr. Gunning explained the
constructive ideals which he was working
out, and his remarks were greeted with the
most enthusiastic endorsement.

"Wid" Gunning Month

Is

right

to

tiations other than the actual

why he

the workers of the organization, Mr.

affects his

past; that the individual director can afford

elements entering into their business nego*

can return the
profits of the distribution organization to
explaining

In

dar and all guns are set for a month's business that will
present the corporation's head with a worth-while birthday
present.

"Wid Gunning Month" times perfectly with the big
plans this distribution organization now has under way.
Long-run engagements and road-show plans are being
whipped into shape on "What Do Men Want?" and "Our
Mutual Friend." Within the next month both of these
specials will have made their splash in the principal key
cities.

*

*

*

will

"Wid Gunning Month"

to the

home

"The wonder'Our Mutual

office.

Los Angeles premier of
shows what we will do with this 'perfect movie.'
That human box office bell ringer, 'Old Oaken Bucket,'
has already demonstrated its cash register value and will

fully

successful

Friend'

be at the top of its stride in January. Let's take advantage
of these facts and concentrate on a drive that will roll up

Wid Gunning."
branch manager met with an

sensational booking figures as a tribute to

The suggestion

of the

additional impetus in the

ered that January 30
it is

that

is

home

office

when

the birthday of

"Wid Gunning Month"

is

it

Wid

definitely

was

discov-

So
on the calenGunning.

in-

divided

profits

Every worker who '"keeps in
step" is to have an equal opportunity, since
the system of reward will be based on personal effort and results rather than upon
a reward for a particular position which
might apparently show results for which
the individual in the position might not be

exploiting a production.
*

the

inspectors.

giving the exhibitor the proper assist-

ance

that

salesmen, and even the shipping clerks and

able to sell pictures but they are not efficient
in

so

ters

a

seventy-thirty percentage basis.

column.

in the red ink

In this connection the exploitation department of the
corporation is being expanded on a scale that will fit in
with the broadside plans of the organization. Outstanding
in the exploitation department's plans is the association
with its work of a corps of the best-known showmen in the
country, who will be prepared to put high-powered exploitation b^ck of the road shows in key city first runs.
These "minute men" are backed by an enlarged home
office exploitation department including in its roster specialists in advertising copy, direct mail work, newspaper
tieups and straight ballyhoo showmanship. All of these
methods of exhibitor cooperation will be brought into play

on "Wid Gunning Month."

November
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B.Warren Corporation's

Three Big Productions

moments from "The Old Oaken Bucket" May Tully's drama
"The Old Oaken Bucket" and its sweet, simple story, told amid scenes

Interesting

It is based on the old song
of the heart.
of rare beauty, offers an especially appealing

production.

Three scenes from the Lois Weber production "What

Do Men Want?" which

tures of the present

is

declared to be one of the greatest pic-

season.

Three important scenes from the adapted Charles Dickens' story "Our Mutual Friend" which has a beautiful love
story as well as some good old fashioned melodrama for interest.

aiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniB
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"What Do Men Want?" Is to Open
at Lyric Theatre November
1

Premiere
Wid Gunning
Do Men Want?''

NEW YORK

in

W eber's

announces the opening of Lois

New York

in

Scheduled

Is

"What
November 13,

production

City at the Lyric theatre on

Weber Experiment

following "'The Three Musketeers."

This drama of man's problem
tion

"A Woman's Answer

from the Warren

aroused

Weber's, because she

to a Million Dollar Question."

of

interest

production

this

in

being called by Mr. Gunning's organiza-

known

is

of

has
Lois

for her ex-

ceptionally forceful stories dealing with the
real facts of

which
yet

American life. The title is one
by its absolute power, and

startles
is

it

stated that the title

for the story, in that the

ducicn

is

around

built

is

a proper one

theme of the pro-

this big question.

known

to be not only the

most successful

woman

producer the in-

dustry has ever

known but

"Miss Weber

consistently

is

successful

also the

in

Many prominent

all

the

Are
power and

in

civic

club

women,

to

man was

skeptical

when

Miss Weber suggested that she
thought charming night effects
might be obtained in broad sunlight,
if black canvas was properly employed. The results were so pleasing that
when shooting night

as well as

"What Do Men Want."
method was used almost en-

this

tirely.

Many charming bits of color
photography (on which the producer

Mr. Gunning states that in his opinion
"What Do Men Want?" is a tremendously

Answers

"What Do Men Want," man's

personally

also

experi-

mented) lend enchantment to the
production.
The whole effect is
one of which Lois Weber herself
is

justly

Gunning's

proud

organization,

necessitated,

preachers and authors. But today,
with the use of the motion picture
as a means of education the farthest
corner of earth may be reached and
a sermon or story containing a
moral may be unfolded.
Lois Weber, realizing the need
for driving home a vital lesson at
this time of world reconstruction,
has chosen as the theme of her
new and powerful photodrama,

she considers this her greatest production."

it

is

said,

this having been
by the exceptional

advance bookings in many centers.
Mr. Gunning stated that he had purposely
withheld this production of Miss Weber's

had brought
out their biggest specials, so that it could
be launched at the height of the fall season
when weather and general commercial conuntil after other organizations

ditions

were

at

their best

and when

this

big winner could have a clear held

rest-

lessness.

Question
is

Man's restlessness stands accused
in which the

for Distribution of

itself.
Lois Weber
brings her story into the American
home and portrays in a clever man-

world

vital question which is tormenting the universe today. The
answer to that question, the remedy
for man's unrest, is causing civilization to pause in its mad rush onward and wonder!

finds

Arrow Film Product
Arrow

what a man's restlessness
means to the woman who loves
him truly.
ner,

sales

low men should have life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. But

— what marks the boun-

is life

daries of liberty, and most important of all, which course shall man
pursue to find his happiness?
This is the problem not only of
a single nation today but of the
world at large. Lois Weber has
used the problem as the underlying
theme of her new production,

"What Do Men Want."
Miss Weber touches a tender,
human note in her latest photodrama, for she deals with the rest-

young Ameri-

:

reports

McConville

tract for the

When

laying the cornerstone of
a great nation, a certain group of
wise men demanded that their fel-

Companies Close

Six

today for the turmoil

the

big,

can husband.

technical

life,

of the bars," a certain moral laxity
which has its effect upon society in
general.
Before the day of the screen, the
only means of combating this condition was through the medium of

by other directors.
"Miss Weber is not only the producer
and director but also the author of 'What
Do Men Want?' and she has stated that

lessness of a typical

"What Do Men

experimenting with new lighting
effects.
She decided that night
scenes could be improved.
The

After every great war and during the reconstruction period, there
seems to be a certain "letting down

ductions as far back as six years ago.
when such a salary was undreamed of

what

Before starting

Want." she devoted many hours

Moral of War's
Aftermath Told

producer of either

What do men want? That

has

scenes for

most

third interest in the profits of her pro-

a Vital

it

have given their enthusiastic endorsement to this exceptional
leaders

that she has

Picture

Children ?" that

humanness of such successes as "Shoes,"
"The Price of a Good Time," "Jewel" and
"For Husbands Only," and that it is a
bigger theme than "Hypocrites."

had more box office
successes than any other director, and has
never had a box office failure.
"Miss Weber has earned more money
than any other director, and was making,
as a salary. $2,500 a week, with a onesex,

—

better film than Miss Weber's "'Where

My

Success

Lois Weber, author-producer, is
ever on the lookout for something
new new and different types for
her productions and new effects in
her pictures.

Says a statement

offices

"A tremendous amount
been

Is a
is

New

following important
Patten of Boston, con-

the

&

England

rights for

Ann

"Nan

and
"Watching Eyes." starring "Kiki." the
wonder dog.
The Climax exchange of New York City
of

the

North," starring

Little,

for

drama, the National Board of Review having written a most complimentary special
report

Mr. Gunning has made extensive plans
for the exploitation of this "Million Dollar

Answer
his

to

selling

Man's Greatest Problem." and
and exploitation organization

throughout the country has been geared to
handle it in a manner that will give it a

more concentrated send-off

in the

way

of

comprehensive showmanship, it is claimed,
than has ever been known before in the
film industry.

An

exceptionally large

have been forwarded

number of

prints

to the offices of

Mr.

purchased the Edith
Sterling
picture.
"Stranger in Canyon Valley," for the territory" of Greater New York and New Jersey.
Webster Pictures, Inc.. of Syracuse, buys
a series of eight special Jack Hoxie pictures for upper New York state.
(H. Lieber Company
First National
purchases "The Deceiver" for the Indiana
territory. J. Eugene Pearce of New Orleans closes for the four James Oliver Curwoods and two Ruby de Remers. Lightning
Photoplay Corporation signs a contract for
the six Jack Hoxie features.
'

—
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SUGGESTIONS FROM—

"What Do Men Want

stills from Lois Weber's Warren production,
"What Do Men Want?" suggest two types of prologue
which may be used in its behalf. Both have been used
with various attractions effectively.
They may be

Contrasting

brought into direct application to the present story and

combined

SUGGESTIONS FROM

"The Old Oaken Bucket"

to

good

effect.

9

Two

stills

from "The Old Oaken Bucket" suggest

(left)

a lobby display with a novel bit of exploitation involved
in the distribution of drinking water and (right) a stage
setting for a prologue.
Many musical numbers ard
available for use in this connection.

FROM—

SUGGESTIONS

"Our Mutual

Friend'

Typical Charles Dickens characters shown in stills from
"Our Mutual Friend" suggest unique costumes for
house attaches and (right) a prologue setting in which
one vocalist may achieve good results by singing a
suitable selection.
Any song with friendship as its
theme should serve.
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Survey of Warren Features
For Exploitation Executives
From

BOX

the

OFFICE

Viewpoint

among the season's offered
Warren Corporation and pictorially represented upon
apart from the mass of currently available material.

Exploitation executives of theatres everywhere will find of especial interest

by

tractions the three productions distributed

Each possesses

opposite page.

the F. B.

which

qualities

set

it

Brief analysis of the productions' exploitational attributes

Presentation suggestions are set

down with reproductions

is

at-

the

presented herewith.

of the stills

which show their

suitability

on the

preceding page.

showmen

Progressive

much

will find

of interest in both aspects of the features.

"What Do Men Want?"
"What Do Men Want

In this connection prominence can be given to Bobby Con-

was produced by Lois Weber, pro-

?"

ducer of divers motion pictures treating as does the
with

sociology,

and bears a
box

offerings, a title of
in

many ways by
The

play,

stated,

is

making use of news-

paper teasers which will engage the attention of
It

is

be utilized

not a sex problem, but a domestic

problem, which indicates the advisability of

alike.

may

This

significance.

office

Warren

keeping with her previous

exhibitors using the attraction.
is

it

in

title

feature

men and women

suggested that the single line of the

title

be carried

in

newspapers over a considerable period, merchants participating

in

a big cooperative spread or several

who

sells

of Lois

Weber which

An

Gold," "After the Ball Is Over," "Just as the

and others of corresponding

date,

clubs,

ladies'

social

won

attenallied

advised, at the conclusion of

is

Song Contest." which may be managed

if

possible,

asset, that

of Lois

Weber

The name

another, and

stills

from the picture indicate that colorful paper and strong newspaper
advertising illustrations, as well as effective lines, will be available.

For the exploitation of "The Old Oaken Bucket" there
wealth of precedent that

may be

capitalized.

It

and dignified advertising

may

is

made

parents

The name and fame
basis of advertising

Warren

the

subject of special appeal.

done

of Charles Dickens should be

this

which stunts

be combined without impairment of

picturization of his last complete novel.

and admit of such

render cataloging inadvisable.

in

Educators of

all classes,

students, club

representatives and others

who may

It is
it

is,

is

be brought to a view of the

To enumerate

the outstanding feature of the

This should be treated romantically, perhaps superim-

recent advertisements in the

the

front page of the song as in

Herald.

copy to conduct

pointed out that the

that the picture

and that

name of

this

the author, important though

not the sole exploitation asset of the picture.

this fact

is

"brimful of

thrills,

should not be ignored

statement, which

It is stated

mystery and love
in the

interest,"

preparation of copy.

will appreciate the significance of

argues the advisability of

its

use

in

all

matter published.
In a recent issue of the

posed upon a reproduction of

members, librarians and

picture, should provide the exhibitor with sufficient

Herald a page was devoted

to the

Marc Lachmann,
With the suggestions

of the

cooperative exploitation plans evolved by
is

of

Their comments, with those of press

tion to a private screening.

to arbitrarily limit the scope of the theatre-

title

The avenues

motion pictures opened up

library commissions, all of these should give attention to an invita-

man's endeavor.

For dignified copy the

the

circumstance are apparent.

Readers of Diqkens' works
stunts that can be applied are so varied

made

of "Our Mutual Friend," the

in behalf

approach to prsons seldom interested

result.

attraction.

local condi-

Schools should be given special attention, teachers being inter-

a

one of those

is

infrequently offered productions in the exploitation of

is

many ways,

a many-sided and highly effective campaign.

"The Old Oaken Bucket"

made

in

tions governing.

by

ance with the extensiveness of the special drive made.

suggestions

Sun Went Down,"

be revived for the occasion,

alluded to in newspaper advertising and possibly utilized in an "Old

General advertising should be managed, as always, in accord-

free elaboration as to

may

be

may be obtained fur purposes of quoting.

The

early

has a feature

Numerous old songs, such as "Seeing Nellie Home," "When
You and I Were Young Maggie," "Silver Threads Among the

ested and

workers and

have, by reason of their nature,

invitation screening

one

who

previous productions

which comments by those present, including a minister

of the picture is

recognition,

"Our Mutual Friend"
calls attention to the

and comment from

classes.

"Humoresque" and a score of

won him wide

role in the early part of the feature.

Every

home may

product of any character for the

Another suggestion

tion

the cast of

in

work.

interested in this
'

important

productions which

individual advertisements

asking and answering the question at a psychological time.

merchant

nelly,

Warren Corporation,

for the picture.

therein and the present material

any exhibitor

to outline a

for the attraction.

it

offered

should be a simple matter for

comprehensive and profitable campaign

—

;
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Unusual Story

William Fox Special Super- Production Filled with
New Scenes and Startling Action

WITH

range of background that
from palatial estates and
mansions in a cosmopolitan center
of the United States clear to the savage
splendor of a South Sea island, "A Virgin
Paradise," another William Fox special
super-production, chooses a monster stage
for itself, and then proceeds to enact on
that stage a story of the jungle and civila

reaches

hypocrisy

ized

that

fairly

with

bristles

and unusual
With the perfect showmanship
scenes.
for which he is noted, William Fox has
stepped in just as the newly created public
appetite for South Sea adventure and atmosphere is whetted to its keenest edge.
They fairly ate it up in New York after
a run on Broadway at the Park theatre
and Capitol theatre, and now it is being
dramatic

startling

action

served to the rest of the country.

theme it is without comand atmosphere it is

In action and

In

parison.

color

prodigally rich because

it

so vividly visual-

and romantic scenes that
hold such strong appeal emerald seas and
sapphire skies; an island paradise, with all
It mixes
its wild beauty and strange life.
skillfully in its magic spell the charm of
the tropics with the hypocrisies and adthe exotic

izes

—

ventures of civilized

life.

It is

and primal drama of tangled

a thrilling

and fortunes shot through with rare romance and
lives

thrilling episodes.
Its properties

are wild animals, volcanoes,

jungle depths, strange gods, native villages,
primitive

passion

slumbering and awake

and standing out above them
central

a

a girl,

figure,

around

tiful,

strange

crescendo

whom

drama
to

the

all

barbaric and

is

the

beau-

knows he

ively she

unclean.

is

It

arouses

the tigress in her; and then, reversing
tradition

of

and

fact

she

fiction,

greater

seeks

printed

She locks him in a room with
and then in one of the greatest
and breath-taking fight scenes ever brought
to the screen, she tries to kill him with her
bare hands. But the savage fire burns out
in her breast with the ensuing and equally
thrilling episodes, and she accepts the ultivengeance.

matum

of civilization

offers clean

it

and

and

of

word could ever

with

eye,

than

the

give, this William

super-special brings them.

all

Fox

the

realism

this

becomes

intended

duction, with

ture at

it

to be

therefore

just

—a

what

because

William

special super-pro-

story of thrills and adven-

its

two points of the compass primed

meet public demand.

duplicate the success of

love and domestic happiness.

It
its

is

bound

Broadway

to

run

wherever it is shown. It offers exhibitors
everywhere an opportunity to stir things
up for it is chock full of exploitation

REALISTIC BECAUSE REAL

effective

before

right

vividness

"A Virgin Paradise"

to

when

surges in a steady

smashing

Fox

•herself,

a fickle fate has built

that

Paradise,"

all

possibilities.

climax.

A SMASHING CLIMAX

That's the big moment in "A Virgin
Paradise," and only a glimpse of what it

the two-fisted punch of this climax

grown king

contains.
It

is

made of the whole a great story.
Imagine a beautiful girl plucked by Fate
from wealth and civilization as a baby and
and haunted
cast alone on a deserted
Mothered by
island in the South Seas.
that has

of the jungle, she grows to
womanhood, knowing nothing of
human beings. Then comes an adventurer

the

beasts

young
into

her strange paradise.

An

instinctive

and primal love fills her and she journeys
back to civilization.
The sham, perfidies
and conventions of her new life irk her
madden her
She wants nothing of shoes,
dresses or mansions, and pines like some
!

beautiful
life

bird

in

captivity

for

her

wild

again.

And

then comes the tempter.

Instinct-

realistic

the

Its

wild animals are lions

because

island

Its volcanic

lions.

of

Indies, with the

they

are

real

Martinique,

in

—

full-

scenes are

— made
the

on

West

famous and familiar Mar-

volcano

belching forth its molten
showers of smothering ashes.
Many days were consumed by the company in watchfully waiting for the slumbering mountain of fire to awake and go
on one of its tantrums.
tinique

lava

Its

heart

and

jungle scenes were
of the tropics.

made

right in the

dark-skinned
people are the natives.
Its white beaches,
coral islands and picturesque lagoons are
those over which authors recently have
used up pages of rich description, holding
thousands of readers thralled with the

charm of

it.

And

here

Its

in

"The Virgin

Famous Lions in
"The Virgin Paradise"
William Fox engaged for "A
gin Paradise" a

specimens

of

number
lions

in

the

Among them "Jimmy" and
are known
appeared.

Vir-

of the finest
world.

"Beauty

wherever a circus has

"Jimmy" is a perfect specimen of
the king of beasts. He weighs 800
pounds, stands three feet high and
measures ten feet from the tip of
his nose to the end of his tail.
"Beauty" weighs 450 pounds, stands
three feet four inches in height and

measures eight feet long.

—Advertisement.

:
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Selznick Producing
At Talmadge Plant
Long Term Lease on Studio
Negotiated With

Is

Schenck
Mai! intended for the producing unit
is no longer
properly addressed to Fort Lee, N. J.

of the Selznick Corporation

Myron

Selznick.

vice-president

in,

charge of production, has taken over the
Norma Talmadge studios on East Fortyeighth

street',

rounded by

New York

City,

and sur-

has established
Mr. Selznick negotiated
himself there.
M.
a long term lease with Joseph
Schenck, the studio being available because of

his cohorts,

the

that

fact

the

Hodkinson Announces Managers and
New Exchange
Following are the managers and addresses of the twenty-four
exchanges just organized by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
S. W. Grow
ATLANTA
Mi Walton street
J. M. Cummings
48 Melrose street
BOSTON
Joseph L. Daly
145 Franklin street
BUFFALO
•Thomas Greenwood
73» South Wabash avenue
CHICAGO
Richard Stephenson
...
CINCINNATI
7th and Main streets
Mathew Schiesel
CLEVELAND
Film building
1912W. B. Scott
Main street
DALLAS
A. E. Lang ley
1942 Broadway
DENVER
Raymond Cloud
DETROIT
1S9 East Elizabeth street
'827 Main street
KANSAS CITY
C M. Parkhurst
W. T. Wall
LOS ANGELES
S3S South Olive street
R. C. McCullough
MINNEAPOLIS
506 Film Exchange building
NEW ORLEANS
415 Drayades street
A. G. Gugel
NEW YORK
130 West 46th street
William Laird
-

OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA

Talmadges,

Constance, will produce on
the West Coast for an indefinite period.

The

Selznick

from

Fort

Practically everytrouble or confusion.
thing loose within the four walls of the
big studio on the Jersey side was the
property of the company and was
The big Selznick auto
brought along.
trucks made trip after trip, back and
forth, night and day in accordance with
a schedule laid out for them by Mr. Selznick and "Joe" Schleiff and •Jimmie"

Dent, his chief assistants.

Business Continues
Despite the immensity of the task there
that the studio
just where everywas to be found and
"business was continuing during alteralet-up.
slightest
the
without
tions"

know

—

Elaine Hammerstein and her company,
engaged in the production of "Why Announce Your Marriage?" worked in the
Fort Lee studios right up to the last
minute,

as

did

also

the

Owen Moore

company.
The removal of the studios will not
cause any change or delay in the Selznick
Company's production plans.

Sennett Studio Again
Going at Full Capacity
big Mack Sennett lot is again a
industrious activity. After four
and in some cases six weeks' vacation,
the big "in and out" clock is working to

The

hive of

capacitv.
Bill Bevan and Mildred June are hnishing their second of a series of twelve
two-reel comedies for distribution by Associated First National Pictures. Inc.
Teddy, the wonder dog, is back on the
lot with a bag of new tricks. Ben Turpin.
with Phyllis Haver, will immediately begin a series of feature two-reelers. Mable
Normand is assisting Mr. Sennett and
her director, F. Richard Jones, in every
possible way to bring to an early close
the preliminary work for her next starring vehicle.

"Get Rich Quick Peggy"
On Central Theatre Bill
Baby Peggy, one
in

pictures,

charms

is

of the youngest stars
exhibiting her 2-year-old

"Get Rich Quick Peggy" at
New York. Her comthis Century comedy includes
Lorraine, who
others, Louise

in

the Central theatre,

pany

in

among

the part of a Gypsy queen, the
Aulbert twins, and Teddy, the clever
Mack Sennett dog. The story was directed by Alt' Goulding.

plays

is

now serving

changes as

7

J.

Olive

G

street
street, N.

12 is

De Walt

Malm

Robert St. John
S. A. Fineberg

So

James Beale
Vogel & Meehan
R.

H.

Pielow

Bumham

D. Jameson
William B. Prigg
J.

W

in the capacity of acting sales

to

C.

Carl

South Bernard avenue

3435
»16

From November

manager.

being observed by

all

the

new

ex-

"House Warming Week."

Lloyd's "Never
for Fifth

Weaken" Held Over

Week

at

Coast Theatre

This Is Said to Establish Record for Short Reel
Picture at House which Operates on

Weekly Change

was scarcely a minute
forces did not
thing needed

4

'Mr. Greenwood

to East Forty-eighth street was accomplished with a surprising lack of

Lee

South Hudson street
South 13th street
Vine street

1010 Forbes street
66 East 4th street.
985 Market street
2020 Third avenue

SPOKANE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

Day

migration

121

312
1324

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

Norma and

Travel Night and

71

Harold Lloyd's "Never Weaken," his
latest
Associated
Exhibitors comedy,
entered

fifth week at the Symphony
Los Angeles on November 5.

its

theatre in

This, according to Associated Exhibitors, is a long distance record for a short
reel subject at a theatre with a weekly

change policy.
Featured at Strand
Further indication that the Lloyd picture is one of unusual merits is found in
the fact that it will be given the feature
position on the program at the Brooklyn
Strand by Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman during the week of November 13.
This week the picture is being given an
elaborate presentation by S. L. Rothafel
at the Capitol theatre in New York.
The value of the short subject, which
has come to the fore with such unmistakable power during recent months, is
definitely settled by the results obtained
at the Symphony theatre with a short
reel bill.
The tendency to augment the
regular program feature with a short
subject of contrasting appeal has grown
with leaps and bounds, and. according to
Dr. H. B. Brockwedel. manager of the
Symphony, a natural outgrowth of this
movement is to present an entire program of the diminutive features.

Shatters Attendance Records
Mr. Brockwedel reports that "previously I could not tell whether Lloyd or
the multi-reel feature was pulling the
crowds. I determined to test the pulling
power of the Lloyd subjects by playing a
program composed of nothing longer
By featuring Harold
than two reels.
Lloyd only. I was able to discover the
remarkable drawing power of the comeAll attendance records for any
dian.
previous week were shattered."
Circuits Book Picture

During the week beginning November
no less than twenty-seven first run

20,

Policy
New

from 42nd street, north,
all houses of the U. B. O., Fox and
circuits will show "Never Weaken"
day and date, after which their theatres
in Lower Manhattan will follow for a
week's day and date showing. Then, in
turn, the Brooklyn theatres will have
their week's day and date run.
In addition to this huge circuit booking, the comedy will be shown at the
theatres

York,

Loew

Sheridan Square and the New Metropoliboth independent houses, day and

tan,

date with the circuit theatres in their respective zones.

Tarzan Clubs Organized
In Cities Showing Serial
According to the organization handling
"Adventures of Tarzan." starring Elmo
Lincoln, this serial has been responsible
bodies
of
several
the formation
throughout the United States known as
in
originated
This
idea
Tarzan Clubs.
New York and has been rapidly taken up
in Dallas, St. Louis and Salt Lake City,
in which cities the serial is now being

for

played.

The patrons

of picture theatres in the

mentioned have organized reading
clubs for the purpose of reading and dis-

cities

cussing the different writings of Edgar
Rice Burroughs, creator of the Tarzan
character. Following the reading of the
Burroughs' novels, theatre parties are
formed to witness any film version of his
works which may be playing locally.

"Stay Down East" New
Arrow -Schlank Comedy
"Stay Down East" is one of the latest
Morris Schlank comedies announced for
publication by Arrow Film Corporation.

The Arrow

office

must be seen

to

states that the picture

be appreciated and con-

tinues with this comment: "The
of it will convulse the continent."

humor
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Three Big Christies
Nearing Completion
One Said

to Be Best Thing
Producer Has Done for
Educational

Al

supervising

Christie,

Christie comedies,

comedy

tie

director

of

and head of the Chris-

plant,

has

near

three of the biggest and

completion

best comedies

that have yet been made by him for Educational, according to reports from the
coast to E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational.
One of these three, "A

Barnyard Cavalier," is the biggest thing
that the Christies have ever made in two
reels,

it

is

said.

Neal Burns

The

first

in First

one of the three on Educa-

schedule will be "No Parking,"
by Scott Sidney and featuring
Neal Burns. Little Jane Hart and "Laddie," the beautiful collie dog, first seen as
a pair of chums in "Sneakers," have important parts. Most of the plot is said to
revolve around this clever little baby and
the dog.
tional's

directed

French Film Being Handled by R-C
Made Without Single Studio Scene
The announcement by R-C

Pictures of

forthcoming
publication
the
of
French production, "Possession," based
on Sir Anthony Hope's novel, "Phroso,"
has created widespread interest among
exhibitors in the noted French producers
according to the distributing organizathe

tion.

Mercanton, one of the best known
and screen directors in Europe,

stage

does not use a studio when he makes his
big productions. He believes that better
effects may be obtained by employing
natural scenery in every detail, especially because it brings to the screen
a different and more realistic atmosphere.
Whenever possible he takes the
pictures on the very scenes the author
has described in his volume.

Minus Studio Scenes
"Possession," for example, not a
single studio scene appears.
Interiors
were taken in ancient dwellings near
Cannes, in Southern France, and in an
historic fortress on the island of St.
Margaret's, which squats out in the sea
off the coast of the republic
and in other
out-of-the-way places that appealed to
Mr. Mercanton as backgrounds for the
swift action of his story.
This, according to the producer, makes for far greater
realism than studio sets could create
on the screen.

—

better illustration of Mr.

prominent English actor
who made his first stage appearance
with the late Sir Herbert Tree at His
Majesty's theatre and was with him for
some years.
Others in the cast are
Malvina Longfellow, M. Paul Capellani,
Mme. Jeanne Desclos-Guitry and Raoul
is

a

Mercan-

plan of production could be obtained than in a view of "Possession,"
with its sweep of action in the most
picturesque part of the old world.
ton's

Finds Underground Passage
Those who have read the story of
"Phroso" will recall that an underground
secret
passage with a drop over a
precipice plays a very important part in
the denouement and these were found
by Mr. Mercanton to exist in a natural
grotto near Grasse.
The producer is
said to have gone more than 300 feet
below the surface of the earth to find it.
Every character, it is said, has been
interpreted by well known actors and
actresses.
Reginald Owen, as Lord

is

working

in

Christie's

biggest comedy. Half of the big Christie
studio has been transformed to represent
streets in a French town for "A Barnyard Cavalier." This picture is said to
go all the way from an American barnyard to romantic France. Viora Daniel
is playing opposite Vernon.
"A Rambling Romeo" will show Neal
Burns, assisted by the beautiful Helen
Darling as a modern Juliet.

Paoli.

Rex Beach Makes Talk
At Opening of Picture
At Strand in New York
Rex Beach, whose story, "The Iron
Trail," was given its premier presentation at the New York Strand theatre
appeared personally and told
interesting facts regarding the truthfulness of the story and the faithfulness to
actual happenings in this picture, which
is
being distributed by United Artists
recently,

Corporation.

In

No

Wheatley,

Represents French Village

Bobby Vernon

He

disclosed the fact that "The Iron
Trail" is a narrative of adventures that
actually took place in Alaska; that the
hero, "Murray O'Neill," is the counterpart of the late Michael J. Heney, famous railroad builder.
Mr. Beach's reception by the Strand
audience was a fine tribute to the
author's popularity.

Victor Heerman Signs to
Direct Selznick Pictures
Victor Heerman has been signed by
Selznick Pictures Corporation. Arrangements which had been formulated with

Mr. Heerman were concluded a few days
ago when Myron Selznick, vice-president
in
charge of production, signed Mr.
Heerman to a contract which will keep
him busy for some time.

Storey Pictures Handling
Elsie

Davenport Comedies

Storey Pictures,

Inc., is distributing on
state-right market a serial of tworeel travesties starring Elsie Davenport

the

and produced by Burlesque Photoplays.
The first three publications are: "No
Darn Yeast," Hamomelet" and "Salami."

"Permanent Peace"
Timely Kineto Film
From his large library of motion
pictures, Charles Urban, president
of Kineto Company of America,
has taken sufficient material to
make a very timely subject which
will be published under the title
"Permanent Peace."
This picture serves a purpose in
theatres similar to the hundreds of

magazine and newspaper articles
which are appearing now and will
continue

to

meetings

of

Washington
armament.
President

appear during the
conference in
the

on the limitation
Harding,

of

Secretary

Hughes, Georges Clemenceau, King
George, Marshal Foch, General
Lloyd
Petain,
General
Haig,

Woodrow Wilson, former
Premier Orlando, General Pershing, Admiral Jellicoe, Admiral Lord
Admiral Kato, Admiral
Beatty,
Harry Lauder, Theodore
Sims,
George,

—

Roosevelt, Abraham Lincoln these
are some of the figures that appear

"Permanent Peace."
There are no descriptive titles in
"Permanent Peace;" all the titles
being quotations from speeches or
in

writings of the
their own words
scribe them.

men

themselves;

are used to de-

"Permanent Peace" is the personal handwork of Charles Urban
himself. He supervised the collection of the material a task that
has taken years and he has himself edited this material into a picture of one atmosphere, one argu-

—

ment.

—
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Now Producing
Novel

Clara Morris

Director Points Out Great
This

Possibilities of

Feature
is directing for Nathan
Semerad "The Paste Board Crown,"
the popular novel written by Clara Morris.
In commenting upon the great pos-

William Farnum Back in America
Ready to Begin on Fox Picture
"I Haven't Felt So Fine in Twenty Years," Says
Star After Spending Seven Months Motoring

Through Europe

Travers Vale

&

production he says:
"The American public will never forget Clara Morris, the actress, nor will
the popular plays and books that once
made their mark, fade into insignificance.
Plays that are hits on Broadway today
are 'gobbled up' for screen rights almost
before they are launched. They will be
used, again, years hence, just as sterling
sibilities of this

William

Farnum,

Fox

has recountry after a seven
months' vacation spent in motoring
through Europe. "I haven't felt so fine

turned

in

to

star,

this

twenty years," was the

star's greetings

who met

him.
Immediately upon his return the star

to the friends

set at rest all rumors concerning his future plans that have been drifting vaguely
from the other side, by announcing that
he is going to start work at once in a picture at the Fox New York studio, which
will be followed by several others before
the definite program outlined for him by
the Fox organization is completed.
Goes Direct to France
Seven months in a motor car outdoors
through beautiful France, Italy and
Switzerland have done wonders for the
Fox star. Of the motion picture industry
abroad Farnum knows nothing, for, as
he naively put it: "I went abroad for a
rest and saw no picture people, consequently I got the rest I sought."

Purposely avoiding England, where
about twenty invitations awaited him to
attend and speak at dinners and receptions, he went to France.
There he

ber

of

the

special

is a memselected by

who

cast

Travers Vale for "The

there for the Fox organization.
He had
intended to remain only one week in the
Italian capital, but the lure of the place
got him, and he stayed three weeks, taking side trips with Mr. Edwards, and
visiting the historic ruins of the old city.
A part that Mr. Farnum has played
hundreds of times is Edmund Dantes in
the immortal "Monte Cristo," so of
course he went to Marseilles and the
Hotel Reserve overlooking the Chateau
DTf, where Dantes broke through the
ramparts of the old prison, with his
famous declaration: "The World Is

Mine."

Impressed With Italy

Paste Board

Crown."
books and plays are used now and admitted to be stupendous box office at4

tractions."

"Clara Morris, you may recall, was
America's foremost actress, in her day.
The book from which the adaptation
upon which I am working, was a sensation.
Her dramatic vision, conceded as
phenomenal, was manifested, again, when
she turned her efforts to writing.
She
was a girl of the Middle West, having
been brought up in Cleveland, O., where

became a member of the old Acadof Music ballet, in 1861.
Rapidly
advancing to leading woman, by 1870 she
was a member of the Old Daly's Fifth
Avenue Company, and not long after,
became a renowned star.
"I have selected a cast I can depend

Mr. Farnum returned much impressed
with Italy and France. By special permission he was permitted to descend into
gallery of the catacombs in
Rome, now closed on account of the
earthquakes, and he said it would take
hours to account for his impressions in
this wonderful labyrinth.
Another sight that impressed him
greatly in Italy was little children just
past the toddling age soaking big chunks
of bread in wine and eating it.

the

third

From Italy, Mr. Farnum motored
through Switzerland into Deauville, the
great French resort for the gay and carewas

at the height of the season,

she

free.

emy

and he took particular pains to refute
stories of the orgies and debauches that
have been published concerning that gay

upon as adequate.

Now

that
purpose to

tion is realized, I
a picture we may all be

my

ambi-

make

this

proud of. These
players are all well known and with individual reputations, Eleanor Woodruff,
Dora Mills Adams, J. H. Gilmour, Robert
Elliott,
Albert
Roccardi,
Jane
Jennings, Evelyn Greeley, Gladys Valerie, John Hopkins and as many others
is I may need, for minor roles.
The
celebrated

camera."

Jacques

Bizeul

is

at

the

It

spot.

Motors Through France

Upon his return to Paris the star established quarters in the French capital and
spent several weeks on motor trips
through the beautiful French chateau
country. He made short journeys to the
battlefield, but left the big trip over the
front to Mrs. Farnum, who accompanied
him on his vacation. Mrs. Farnum left
her husband in Paris to return to
America and take back their daughter,
who has been placed in a Paris finishing
school.
In fact,

Farnum

France that he states he would like to
spend two or three months there every
year.

His first picture of the present film
year for the Fox organization will be a
story in which Herbert Brenon will
direct him.

Arrow

is

so impressed with

Sales

Top

All]

Records of Company
Three Exchanges in Frisco
Are Distributing
Product

Its

Arrow's success in selling the series
pictures which it is distributing is
breaking all the records so far achieved
by this organization, it is said. Never
of

in the eight years' successful history
this company, it is said, has such

of

an

extraordinary series of triumphs been experienced.
Independent exchanges all
over the country are snapping up these
pictures as fast as contracts can be prepared and signed.

Buys Kyne Series
The Progress exchange, San

—

went into Italy first to
Rome, where he dropped in on J. Gordon
Edwards, who is making a production
leased a car and

DORA MILLS ADAMS,

73

cisco,

Fran-

bought the

has

entire series of
productions, of which one,

Kyne
"A Motion to Adjourn,"

-Peter B.

is

the four Grace Davison's, the

published;

"Love,
already on
exhibition, and the six Jack Hoxie's, of
which the first, "Barefisted," is complete.
The exchange also has taken the dog pic-

Hate and

a

first,

Woman," being

"Kiki," in which a clever little
is the heroine.
The Peerless exchange of San Francisco takes the new Eddie Lyons series
of two reel comedies, of which two, "Oh!
ture,

Pekinese

Daddy" and "Pardon Me," have been
completed.

Gets Serial Rights
Federated of San Francisco takes the
Arrow serial, "Thunderbolt Jack."
"The more I travel over the country,"
Dr.

declares

more

W.

E.

Shallenberger, "the

am

gratified not merely at the
strong spirit of independence among exchanges and exhibitors, but at the genuine popularity of independent productions.
most heartfelt regret is that
I

My

Arrow
to

hasn't nearly enough
the
overwhelming

satisfy

which

I

am

pictures

demand

everywhere experiencing for

them. We could sell ten times the number we have.
"Trust me monopoly, or attempted
monopoly in the motion picture business
is dead
dead as a door nail; dead as a

—

—

coffin nail."

Universal Films to Reveal
Experiences of Reporter
Carl

Laemmle has authorized produc-

tion at Universal
short-reel features

City on a series of
which will be based

upon the experiences of a newspaperman
on a metropolitan daily. The series will
be sent to the screen as "Ned of the
News." Albert Russell will direct with

Percy

Pembroke, a well-known young

leading man,

in

the featured role.

The

were written by George Morgan
under the supervision of William Lord
Wright, chief of the serial and short-reel
feature department at Universal City.
stories
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Henry Kolker and Company Leaves
for Italy to Produce for Shipman
A

movement

of

international

import-

motion picture industry was
practically launched the latter part of
October when Henry Kolker and his
staff of technicists sailed on the Aquitania
for Cherbourg en route to Italy under
contract with the Societa Anonima "Ultra" of Rome. Luporini Brothers and
Ernest Shipman of New York. Among
the personnel of Mr. Kolker's staff are

ance

in the

Howard

P. Brctherton, asistant director,
Charles Rosher, who for the last
three years specialized as cameraman for

and

Mary

Pickford.

Rosher will stop in London to
scenes of his childhood and to add
something unique in the way of English
lenses to his well equipped photographic

for

direction

Colvin

G.

making preparation

is

the

panies, under the control of Ultra, have
been equipped and especially prepared for
this first Italian American effort.
"Quo Vadis," -"Cabiria" and "Theodora"
are splendid examples of Italian artistry
and it is believed that the wedding of
American technique to Italian art should
result in the production of the greatest
Italian masterpieces of the future.

Mr.

visit

outfit.

Success

Wins Appointment

interpret the works of the
various authors selected by the Ultra
Company of Rome.
The internationally read stories of F.

him

to

Marion Crawford have been purchased
by this company and "Saint Ilario" is the
one selected for the premier production.
Kenneth O'Hara. who gleaned wisdom
the Thomas H. Ince school of experience, was entrusted with the adaptation and continuity and before sailing
Mr. Kolker received, on his working
manuscript, the O. K. of the various
interested parties on this side of the

in

water.

To Make Two Negatives
Two negatives will be made of each
one under the direction of an
producer for the Latin-Foreign
and the other under Mr. Kolker's

story,
Italian
field

tional.

These

are evident from a cable
Millard John, New York
manager for Australasian Films. Ltd.,
from the executive office of the company

received

facts

by

Sydney, Australia, proclaiming the remarkable success of Thomas H. Ince's
"Mother O' Mine." which has been an
unusual box office success in all sections
of the L'nited States and Canada.

Producer Savs Small Towns
Should Play Big Films
at Early Date
The importance

the

fies

Popularity of fast action melodrama is
not confined to the L'nited States but is
world-wide, and the favorable reaction at
the box office to big pictures which combine melodrama
with the theme of
mother love is not national but interna-

at

Take Advantage of
Key City Publicity

Following a round table conference of
Shipman and his associates.
Ernest
Henry Kolker was finally selected from
available American directors, not
only on account of his many screen successes culminating in "Disraeli," but because of his long experience upon the
legitimate stage which, it is said, quali-

Combination of Melodrama
and Mother Love

Rome

in

coming of
the director and his staff. The combined
studios of the Nova and Bernini comfor

19, 1921

Ince Feature Meets
Success in Australia
Indicates Wide Popularity of

Anglo-American coun-

the

William

tries.

November

of

smaller-town

ex-

hibitors playing the really big attractions

as soon after they have played the key
cities

as possible

shall

is

who

N'eilan,

pointed out by Marhas established for

himself an enviable reputation of producing consistently pictures of this type.

"A

report

the

in

'What the

Picture

Did For Me' department of the Exhibitors HERALD from R. A. Shobe. manager
of the Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind,"
SaM Mr. N'eilan, "is a striking example of
the importance of playing the big successes as soon after they have appeared
in the key cities as possible.
Cites

gratulations to Ince. 'Mother O' Mine'
only attraction drawing capacity business
in the last twelve weeks."
"Mother O' Mine" has just been published in Australia and New Zealand, a
territory which, it is claimed, is probably
the most severe test for pictures in the
world.
Has Universal Success

A survey among exhibitors who have
played "Mother 0' Mine" in big cities
and small towns made by Ince representatives has revealed no single instance in
which "Mother O' Mine failed to be a
money maker of the first degree. There
has been no report where the production
failed

to

make an unexpected

profit

for

the exhibitor.

Shobe Condition

report on the picture, Mr.
Shobe stated that one of my old pictures
was a good attraction and admitted that
had he played it sooner, while the bigtown advertising was still hot, he would
have even realized a greater profit.
"Of course, it is impossible for an exhibitor to run every
picture he has
booked, risht after its appearance in the
big cities. At the same time if he could
arrange to show the really big successes
sooner, he could take advantage of the
exploitation accorded these pictures in
the larger cities.

"In

Only Film Drawing Capacity
cable from Sydney reads: "Con-

The

his

Published November 13
"Ladies Must Live," the last production made by the late George Leane
Tucker, creator of "The Miracle Man,"
scheduled for publication by Parais

mount on November

The

13.

picture

is

presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation and features Betty Compson in
the leading role.

Serves Double. Purpose

town the public receives the daily and Sunday newspapers
from a nearby large town. The exploitation stories and advertising appearing
in these large-town newspapers in connection with the showing of pictures
there reach the small-town public just as
they do the public of the larger cities.
Word-of-mouth advertising on pictures
also travels from town to town I have
found, to a surprising extent.
Stunts
that are put over on pictures in big cities
travel via. the newspapers and other
media to the smaller towns.
"I do not intend to infer that exhibitors should not book old pictures of
merit just because they were not able to
or had neglected to book them sooner.
"In

every small

A

good entertainment will always be
good entertainment within a period of a
few years and sometimes even longer."

George

Now

Producing
Exchanges

for National

HENRY KOLKER,

who

will

produce

"Saint Ilario" in Rome, Italy, for the
Ultra Company.

EDMUND GOULDING,

popular screen

who has

National Exchanges, Inc.. 398 Fifth
avenue. New York, has just contracted
with Burton George for the production
of four features for distribution by Na-

just returned from a
vacation trip to England, to witness
three screened stories "Peacock Alley," "Man of Stone" and "Tol'able

tional.

David" which he wrote.

writer,

—

——

:
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"Thunderclap"

-

5

a Great Picture
Every Angle
Is

From
Picture — Achieved Greatness and Had

Born a Great

Upon
THE

old saying prescribes three

"Thunderclap." a

it.

cial

It

ways of

Achieved it by a prodigality of
and effects such as seldom have ever
been put into one picture. Achieved it
by
a cast of all-star players that alone
would
have given it unusual prominence.
great.

To make sure of
William Fox spe-

acquiring greatness.

super-production, used

effort

three ways.

all

was born great, achieved greatness and
then had it thrust upon it
It

It

was born great because

it

Another of the big moments in this production, probably ranking next to
the race
track scene for thrills and sheer
melo-

boasts of the

Mary Carr, the famous little
mother of "Over the Hill." plus the most
sensational and thrilling race track scene
ever staged.
These two elements alone,
with the power and permanence of a sharp
edged chisel, etched the name of "Thunderdap" now and forever among the other few
winners on the flinty scroll of famous films.
presence of

As

"Over the

in

shines

forth

mother
Benton

Hill."

And

"Thunderclap."

in

dramatic

effect, is the now famous scene
in
the whirlpool rapids. Staged amidst swirl-

rapids and a thundering
a moment that has gripped
the attention and nerves of the most blase
of theatre-goers. The perilous journey of
the

Ma

"Over the Hill." by the sheer
beauty and appeal of its character-

power of a magic wand
it has swayed to its will hundreds of thousands of people in even walk
of life, of all ages, color and creed.
In
"Thunderclap." as the wan and wistful little
mother, chained to an invalid's chair by
paralysis, able to
sits

helpless

move

while

only her eyes, she

those

she

loves

threatened with danger and the great

moves

all

are

drama

for,

arcund her.

in

Then

it

are fairly transported by the nerve ting-

and the theatre auditoriums
have been practically turned into padocks

ling spectacle

and grandstand. One fairly feels the tense
and expectant silence as the horses fight for
master}- around every turn and the pounding of flying hoofs almost sounds from the

in

Thus have these two elements given
"Thunderclap" a birthright of greatness
and with a score of other
dramatic
studded,

it

thrilling

which

with

highlights

has achieved

incident

York.

GREATNESS THRUST UPON

IT

right

the

and

it

is

to

be

and elsewhere, not forgetting the tens of
thousands of persons who have flocked
see it all over the country, to thrust
the mantle of greatness upon this producto

It is

label

"the greatest race track

Xew York

few of the

"One could

quite audibly hear the happy

—

"The

"THUNDERCLAP"

at

that

the scene that

the production,

drama ever

who

see

J.

Barney Sherry

Tommy
Betty

Wah Leong

Paul
Violet

the

life in the Niagara
water scenes of 'Way
Y. Commercial.

jY.

well staged race scene."

—A lax

Dale

American.

"We want
we

did."

everyone to enjoy

it

as

much

N. Y. Tribune.

John Daly Murphy

McEwan

Maude Hill
Thomas McCann

Hy Wattt

"A

in the .Y. Y.

as

Walter

Cooper

East.' "

Herald.

}".

Willis

Marion Audrey

Gunga Din

Down

Mersereau

Foster

staged."

The modern panoramic perfection of the
Akeley camera and the enterprise of the
Fox Film Corporation in making these
scenes right at the famous New Orleans
race track brings such vivid and realistic
effects to the screen that all those

Lionel Jamieson

rivals

.Y.

for

struggle

rapids

Mary Carr

Mrs. Jamieson

papers did

thus

The Star Cast

the stout heart and the

flying heels of a horse.

A

tion.
it

it.

where everything

to

Xew

cheers from the audience."

—

critics

—an

picture

cently opened in

sub-title or her

That's the cue to another great scene in
'Thunderclap" the thrilling, colorful race

has caused

this

In this manner has "Thunderclap" been
born great and achieved greatness.
Ir
remained for the photoplay and dramatic
critics
of
newspapers in Xew York

THEREFORE BORN GREAT

THEY'RE OFF:

spectacle

those

but a subject and atmosphere that furnished enough plot and action
for a whole big stage production which re-

of

moment depends cn

of

there are the glamorous and bizarre

scenes in the gambling casino

means of her
and power just as

voice might convey

track

the memories

in

seen it

as the invalid mother

"Thunderclap"

are registered by

consummate artistry
clearly and perfectly as a

own

the deadly rapids—the
on the brink of the falls,

screen.

Thus, deprived of all the natural means
of acting her role, does Mary Carr. by her
birthright as an artist, carry off the big
emotional and dramatic moments of this
production wirh her eyes. And if ever eyes
spoke volumes hers do here. Joy. tragedy,
fear, faith and every ether emotion that the
dramatic surge of the story at these points
calls

Mary Carr

the

-

life

forever

who have

has enshrined her as the symbolic
mother of 21 million homes in this country.
it

hero through

sticks

ization,

She gave to
with which

is

startling and daring rescue
with a human life-line, all makes this another dramatic peak of the picture that

in

artistry,

it

grim fight for
and then the

again

her

dangerous

ing,

water-fall,

crown jewel as the

a

like

Mary Carr

Thrust

It

Hal Clarendon
Joe Burke

"A most

thrilling

melodrama, concocted

of everything that has been a sure-fire hit
in the past."

"A
effects

story'

that

—

.Y.

1".

Times.

of absorbing interest and race
are marvelous." -Y. }". Tele-

—

W.

gram.

—

.-1

J.

M.

dzvrtisem ent.

——

—
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place as

If

that

is

true,

why

LETTERS
From Readers

book

Communications

on

topics

of

Writers are reconfine themselves to

quested to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

Jenkins on "Blind

NELIGH,

NEB.

—

Booking"

To

Editor:

the

in
your
editorial
Congratulations
on
the October 29 issue under the caption,
"Go and Get It," but your argument
when applied to the small town exhibitor won't work for several very good
and sufficient reasons.
You advise exhibitors to get behind
programs with an extensive extheir

ploitation.
advice, but

This sounds

very good

like

inquire how a man
can exploit an article that he knows
nothing about. Take my own case as an
example. I live 150 miles from Omaha,
where 1 buy my film and am, therefore,
unable to have screened one-tenth of
let

me

the film I buy.

The only means

I

have of knowing

anything about the pictures is what I
glean from press reports and salesmen's
talk, and my fifteen years' experience
in the business has taught me that that
is a mighty weak peg to hang one's hopes
If an exhibitor hopes to succeed he
on.
must first of all be honest with his
patrons. He should be able to tell them
exactly what a picture is, and should he
rely on the press agent's reports and
over-exploit a picture and it fails to
measure up to his statements, he loses the
respect of the community and therefore
a valuable asset.
productions
I could cite a number of
that have been extolled to the skies

by

press agents and which were in reality
lemons for the exhibitors and fell flat
wherever shown, one picture in particular
that is being three-sheeted all over the

country and is proving a bloomer for
every exhibitor who shows it.
There is no other line of business
where the purchaser knows as little of
the goods he buys as in the film busiHe has no way of knowing unless
ness.
that
he is close enough to the exchanges
he can have his pictures screened before
purchase, otherwise he must buy "a pig
salesman
in a poke," as it were, and the
will assure him it is an honest-to-goodto
ness Poland-China when it is likely
prove to be a "razor-back."

The

small town exhibitor

the most
world, and

is

galoot in the whole
I'm the king pin of all of them. The
salesman for the Peculiar Film Corporaline
tion (Inc.) drops in and gives me a
up for
of press agent talk and I sign
1
$400 or $500 worth of goods that
know nothing about (and have no
gullible

means

of

finding out),

some

of

sympathy

to the

which

have not yet been produced, and I take them
for the
at his price and put up a deposit
privilege of buving his goods and paying
Then he goes
for them in advance.
around the corner and pats himself on the
back and imagines he is a salesman. He
He found a
is not a salesamn at all.
sucker, that's all, and the creek is full
of them and they bite on anything from
a Kansas grasshopper to a tin tobacco

Your editorial would be all right and
very timely provided all exhibitors were
press agents, but they are not, in fact,
but few of them, and if they all were,
there would be fewer truthful exhibitors.
Some people contend there is no such

November

We

of the entire earth.
on the positive assur-

'TOPICS

a production

ance that it is a "knockout" and we get
behind it with an extensive campaign of
education and our personal assurance of
merits and the picture
falls flat.
Our wife and children won't
speak to us for a month and call us an
old fool for booking such a lemon, and
we go down to the river and pick out a
place where there is a deep hole and
sit down on the bank and wonder who
is going" to look after the widow and
orphans. It's a toss-up between being a
small town exhibitor and a second lieutenant.
(I will expect Sprague of Goodits

—
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exceptional

Kansas, and Meyer of Hamilton,
Ohio, to back me up in these statements.)
land,

Wid and Harrison and a lot more
know about as much about what

ics

good entertainment for the
communities as I know why a
They can
black hen lays a white egg.
tell to a fraction what will please New
York, but the Lord himself don't know
what a rural community wants. So how
are we to know? There is one thing we
know, however, and that is they want 'em
to wear something besides a girdle and
talcum powder, even though New York
rural

may

not be overly particular

in

Pat— Mike, what do

this re-

— Oi did
— Kittens

Mike
Pat

your editorials very much and
I endorse about everything you say, but
occasionally I buck a little, for, as my
wife says, "I'm of an argumentative turn
help it. J. C.
can't
of mind," and
Jenkins, manager, Auditorium theatre,
Neligh, Neb.

call

little

black

know

but Oi forget."

Cleveland News.

!

— "And how your poor hus—
Jones "He suffers something awful

Neighbor

is

band, Mrs. Jones?"

Mrs.

with his foot, sir, and I know what it's like
because I've had it in my eye." Old Doc
Gags.
*

— Did that lawyer prove
guilty of stealing that watch?
Murphy — He did that.
Casey — How did yez pay him?
Murphy— gave him the watch.
Casey

yez

not

Ameri-

I

can Legion Weekly.
*

— may be poor now, but
when was young had me own carriage.
Leary I>ouie — Yep, and yer maw pushed
Weary

Willie

I

I

it.

gard.

they

cats in Ireland?

crit-

con-

stitutes

I

——

did

they create press agents?
Us small town exhibitors are entitled

current interest

tag.

hell.

—

—

I

"Topics of the Day" Films.

like

—

Remember

the

First

Phonographs?

FLORENCE, COLO. — To the
tor:
My people are registering

Edi-

a big
kick on having to sit each night for five
minutes reading Title, Star, Story, Book,
Producers, Directors, AsPublishers,
sistant Directors, Camera Man, Assistant
Camera Man, Art Director, Scenario
Writer. Electrician, Press Agent, Office
Fed the Elephant, and other
Boy,
non-essentials that tire and disgust the
fan before the picture ever starts.
Many patrons are free in their expresOne
sion of disapproval of this abuse.
man said to me last week that it reminded him of the old "fony-graf days"

Who

"Ed-e-son
reckord, sung by Bill-e Murray, or Uncle
Josh at Punkin Center; or Ezra Hopkins' Grocery Store by Cal Stewart."
All of which is a relic of the past, and
as it is now being duplicated in films,

when each record chimed

out,

disgusting to the public that is seeking entertainment.
For the good of the industry, those
connected with producing and have
clauses in their contracts for this publicity, should volunteer to take it out.
for it and
The public don't give a d
they think less of you for trying to get
B. P.
in the limelight in this manner.
theatre,
Liberty
owner,
McCormick.
Florence, Colo.
it's

—

Cattle

Stampede Big
Scene in Carey Film

Trenches and fortifications have been
built on the plains of the Agoure ranch
in the Chalk hills north of the San Fernando valley, in order to film the cattle
stampede in Harry Carey's current starring production, "Man to Man," a Universal-Jewel photodrama based on Jackson Gregory's novel.
Carey will be called on to ride recklessly through the milling cattle. Stuart
Paton is the director of "Man to Man."

Burrows
ing for a

— Sorry, old

chap, but

I

am

look-

financial succor, again.
Bangs You'll have to hunt further. I
am not the little financial sucker I used to
be.
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
little

—

Podger (to new acquaintance)
if

that fat old girl

with me?
Cooler
her she
Union.

—

—

I

is

is

—

I

wonder

really trying to

flirt

can easily find out by asking
wife. Jacksonville Times-

my

*

— Gee my
a beauty.
Spencer — Remember, beauty
only skin
deep.
Fudge — That's
right.
I'm no cannibal.
Fudge

girl is

!

is

— Sub-Base

all

Ballast.

—

Faint Fat Shopper Where can I get
something to stay my stomach?
Floor Walker At the corset counter

—

rear third.

Judge.

Al Christie

Now

Wide Range

Planning

of Subjects

For Educational Program
Indicating a greater variety than ever in
forthcoming publications of the Educational-Christie comedies, Al Christie, supervising director, had laid out a schedule for
the immediate future which will range all
the way from rural comedy, generously
sprinkled with popular hokum to elaborate
romantic comedies of the costume type.
The following schedule of new Christie
two-reel comedies indicates the variety of
comedy subjects which will be offered:
"Pure and Simple," featuring Bobby Vernon, is an immigrant story "Saving Sister
Sue" will present Dorothy Devore as a
10-year old vamp: "Fresh from the Farm"
featuring Bobby Vernon, is a rural comedy
with ludicrous barnyard happenings "Kiss
and Make Up" featuring Earl Rodney and
Helen Darling, will be a newlywed story;
"No Parking" with Neal Burns and Helen
Darling is a story of the droll side of house
moving
"A Barnyard Cavalier" with
Bobby Vernon, is to be an extravaganza in
costume, while "One Stormy Knight" will
present Dortohy Devore as a knight in
.

;

;

:

armor.

—
—
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this d epartment.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
and read
the
PICTURE DID FOR
TELL US

You

THE

It is

m

YOU

WHAT THE

HERALD

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to

Picture Did For

Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417

Comments

Associated Exhibitors
The Road to London, with
Good
Washburn. Held up two days.
comedy-drama. Beautiful scenery. Everybody pleased— Wm. Francis, Crystal theNeighborhood patatre, Portland, Ind.

—

ronage.

Home

Keeping Hearts, with a special
Very good light program. W. A.
cast.
Nance, White Grand theatre, Conway,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
What Women Will Do, with a special
Recommended as a good crook
cast.
Majeroni
play with up-to-date methods.
My patrons
sure is a smooth crook.
come a-running when Giorgio is on the
This picture pleased them all. S.
bill.
V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge

—

—
—
—

—

Springs, Pa.

—Transient

patronage.

The Road to London, with Bryant
Not much of a story, but made

Washburn.

Pulled

—

very interesting by the backgrounds.

—

General patronage.

age.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Cute picture. Will go over and please
Business good,
all.
It draws them in.
considering conditions. A. L. Picker,

—

Asks Baker

not

Charles

For Photos
H.

J.

LONGAKER, Howard
past two years
reports of such
interesting character as to elicit
requests

Ray's

good and will especially
and young folks.
If it had subtitles it would have been
easier understood. As a whole, it was so
simple any child should understand it.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexanNeighborhood patronage.
dria, Minn.
is

many

children

from
that
this

—

this

A.

Conway,

theatre,

Nance, White Grand
Ark. Neighborhood

conditions

off

come stayed
best.

—A.

L.

here, but those who did
Norma's
for two shows.
Picker, Rex theatre, Iron-

— Neighborhood patronage.
Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
— Here a picture good for

wood, Mich.

The

special cast.

is

Hendrick is a wonder. All
houses.
the players were extra good in this picture.
Play it. It's good. J. Carbonell,
all

Monroe

theatre,

— Fla. — Neigh-

Key West,

borhood patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. A very unsatisfactory subject
and one that disappointed her followers.
A good one to sty off of. V. F. Saxton,
Plain, N. Y.—
Ft. Plain theatre, Ft.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. Very good picture. The acting
and scenery most wonderful, but Norma's

—

—

—

admirers prefer her in society clothes and
stories.
This picture did not draw nor
please.
Matinee killed the night show.

W.

E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
This is a sure fire box office attraction.

I

n

attached the following c o rri-

patronage.

—

space.

Longaker

—

The Sign on the Door, with Norma
Business
picture.
Talmadge. Some

picture

responding t o
our relayed request for a phoMr.
t o g r a p h

Place, with Constance TalNeed not be afraid of
Good.

—
one. — W.

readers
his

be presented in

Woman's
madge.

theatre, Iron wood, Mich.

ment and request:
am, ready for the
rogues' gallery, and my opinion is
that one squint at the likeness
will suffice. I have thoroughly enjoyed the discussions of 'Sandhill' Jenkins and other exhibitors,
"Well, here

I

as published in the HERALD'S
columns, and believe more of them
along the same lines would prove
very interesting.
has been the
"The

HERALD

leader in so far as trade journals
are concerned in my office, and
there is not a single number since
January, 1920, that I have not
read from cover to cover.
would like to see what
"I

Dwight Baker of Ottumwa, la.,
and Jack Cairns, of Detroit, Mich.,
look like, as I have found comments by them on 'What the Picture Did For Me' to be very nearly
correct."

Will Messrs. Baker and Cairns
oblige Mr. Longaker, the HER-

ALD

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Best box office attraction we have ever
had.
All my patrons pleased.
Will

young and

please

old.
Laboring class
Family trade.—J. J. Christie,

patronage.

Third Avenue theatre, Watervliet, N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Lots could be said about this picture. If
you haven't played it yet, be sure to book
same.
It will please, amuse and entertain.
Best part of all, no room for censors.
Harris & Crews, Orpheum theatre,
Oxford, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
I was out of town when this ran, but box
office returns were good, and all the
criticism I heard on my return was favorable.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

And Cairns

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
is-

Rex

—

theatre, Alexandria, Minn., has contributed in the

First National
this

V.

J.

—

—

—

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Good. Pleased everyone. For a kid picture one of the best we ever had. Good
drawing card. Ida B. Rowe, Opera
House, Eddyville, la.— General patron-

It

Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, Ill-

Address "What The

Chicago.

Neighborhood patronage.

Recertainly did please my patrons.
Chas.
ceived many compliments on it.

Ray. While
best one, it
interest the

fine.

St.

every week what the picture

office values.

Chist, Capitol theatre, Canajoharie, N. Y.

Bryant

—

good.

Dearborn

S.

box

and its readers by sanctioning publication of their portraits?

—
—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
business.
An excellent picture of
Pleased 90 per cent of auditype.
ence. Yelverton
Hawley, Ballston
Neighbortheatre, Ballston Spa, N. Y.

Good

its

—

&

—

hood patronage.

THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME, with a special cast.
Ran

week

as
Business excellent, especially matinees.
At
People talk about this one.
this picture for a full

second downtown run.

its

tendance mounted steadily from
Women are
opening day on.
taken with Richard Headrick, who
steals the picture.

A

lot of credit

due John Stahl on the direction
of this picture. W. S. Newberry,
is

—

Alhambra

theatre,

Los

Angeles,

Cal.

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. Very
Did not hold up for second day.
Frank D. Adams, Lyric theatre, Way-

good.

cross, Ga.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

with Charles Ray. The
fight which lasts through the entire sixth
reel is about all the action there is in
the picture, and the story value is slight,
but the acting and direction are so good
Good
that the picture does not drag.
box office attraction— E. L. Franck,
Neighborhood
Ariz.
Oasis theatre, Ajo,
patronage.
Good References, with Constance Tal-

Scrap

Iron,

—

Busi— A dandy comedy-drama.
Palace the— Eugene Saunders,patronage.
— General
Harvard,
Good References, with Constance Talspots, but not up
madge. — Amusing
cuss words

madge.

ness poor.

111.

atre,

in

Too many
They don't lend emphasis.
make for favorable criticism,
are always some who are

to usual standard.
in the titles.

They

don't

and there

—
—
—

E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
offended.
Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.
Mother o' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince proA very pleasing evening's enduction.

tertainment and patrons gave many good
comments. Drew record business. V. F.

—

——

—
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fans and believe

Scenic shots

it

fine.

and cast

raphy

Howard
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pleased all that saw it.
Plot, direction, photogfine.

— H.

J.

Alexandria,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

Longaker,
Minn.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holubar production. A nice picture and one
that pleased them all.
Fair business.

—

Mrs. V. F. Winne, Star theatre, Cherry
Neighborhood patronage.
Valley, N. Y.

—

Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
( lark.
Good. Drew splendid attendance
and pleased 100 per cent. Miss Clark's
absence from the screen for such a long
time helped this one draw. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Love Expert, with Constance TalThough handicapped by wooden

madge.

—

support, Connie puts this across. Bedroom scene should be toned down. However, it drew heavier on second than on
first night, which expresses forcibly what
my patrons thought of it. Philip Rand,

Rex

—
— Small

Salmon, Ida.

theatre,

town

patronage.

The Golden Snare, with a special
or two inconsistencies, but

— One

tan be overlooked
whole is very good.
acted and produced.

CONWAY TEARLE,

in a

as.

A

the

good

cast.

picture

they
as a

story.

Well

of Stone," his latest Selznick

— E. L. Franck, Oasis
theatre, Ajo, Ariz. — Neighborhood patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. — A good

Bros., Starland theatre, Michigan
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

Not for children. Actscenery and lighting exceptional.
ing,
Lost money on it. Clarence W. Lang-

dramatic scene from "A
production.

Man

pic-

Saxton, Ft. Plain theatre, Ft. Plain, N. Y.
patronage.

— Neighborhood
Mother
production.
daily

ture

Mine, a

o'

— Did

Thomas H.

capacity

for seven-day run.
for family houses.

— Al

A

four
great

luce
times

pichave a

Should

Beckerich, Loew's
state theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Downtown
patronage.

run

everywhere.

—

Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. Constance at her best.
Keeps
your audience in a good spirit from start
to finish.
Book it. It's good. J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE SKY

PILOT,

—

a

King

Vidor production. A strong second night puller. The Methodist
church was there in a body with
its
"sky pilot."
This play exhumed some "old timers" who had
never before chuckled over a cinema drama.
The popularity of the book put
this
over unquestionably.
This
production certainly pleased us
cattle, sheep, sage brush farmers
as we are and we offer no apologies when we say this is one of

—

the

types of

play

that

we

espe-

cially like.

First National does well to vary
the types of its specials and not to
keep too much to the straight soPeople
ciety or problem drama.
will follow a fad for a while, but
are glad to revert once in a while
to the good old human drama delaughter and
picting the love,
action of ordinary mortals such as

THE

portrayed in
SKY PILOT.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. I did not see this picture, but
every patron said it was fine. Ran Harold Lloyd comedy with this and broke

—

Book it.
records for some time.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.

all

—

Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. One of the best pictures of the
star.
Pleased 90 per cent. Business only
fair on account of depression.
Waller-

—

—

stein
City.

—
—

Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan production.
An excellent picture. Suited 90
per cent of patrons that viewed it. Star,

A

Monte

Blue,

direction

good.
H. J.

Many

laughable situations

and photography
in

it.

Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexMinn. Neighborhood patronage.
A Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan production.
A few of my patrons seemed to
think the picture was well named, but
the general opinion seemed to be that it
was about average. E. L. Franck, Oasis

—

andria.

—

theatre,

Ajo,

—
Ariz. — Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Wesley Barry is the whole thing in thiPatrons well pleased, especially
subject.
the youngsters. George Dwore, Grand
Neighborhood pattheatre, Scolia, N. Y.
ronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
I made as much money on this picture as
any picture I ever ran. Packed my house
twice. One evening beat The Kid by $50.
D. L. Short, Opera House, Bridge-

—

—

—

ville,

Del.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played two days to capacity business.
Everyone pleased.
This should make
money anywhere. J. R. Roth, Eastern
Star theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
Good picture. Book it and your patrons

—

—

—

will sure like it.
Eugene
ace theatre, Harvard, 111.

Saunders, PalGeneral pat-

—

ronage.
Peaceful

Valley, with Charles Ray.
Plenty of laughs
a real picture.
in it.
Small crowd, but those who sawit were well pleased.
E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111. Neigh-

Here

is

—

—

ture of

kind.

its

—

acher.

Wis.

—

Glarus theatre, New Glarus,
Neighborhood patronage.

New

Scoffer, an Allan Dwan
of the best pictures

The
tion.

—

—

Am

I

Guilty, with Louise Glaum.
Pleased them all.
good picture.
Carroll theatre. Waterit,
boys.

Very
Grab

—

bury, Conn.

more.

— This

tion.

Pilot, a

— Excellent.

King Vidor produc-

This made

many new

patronage.

deals with mental

my

for that reason
very willing to praise

and

realize

Hour

telepathy

patrons were not
it.

It

is

a good

and perhaps some day we

picture

worth.

its

theatre,

—

V.

S.

Wallace,

will

Idle

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Transient patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans,

a Maurice
Eevryone spoke
R. O. and
Played
S.
highly of this one.
very satisfactory program. T. E.
a
Loomis, Cozy theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

Tourncur

production.

—

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
Miss MacDonald
Fairly good feature.
shows improvement in this one. H. J.
Longaker. Howard theatre. Alexandria,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. A sure fire hit. If you can't
please your patrons with this one, then
I would hate to have to try to put any
kind of a picture across in your community.—T. H. Smith. Princess theatre.
patronIII.— Neighborhood
Colchester,

The

—

age.
a Marshall Neilan probe beat. Family theatre,
N. D. Neighborhood patron-

Go and Get
duction.

— Can't

tady, N. Y.

The Sky

— Neighborhood

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barry-

real thrill in the cattle stampede.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

borhood patronage.

ever

in

Portland,

— E. L.
— Neigh-

we

One critic said
our house.
Book
third best he ever saw in his life.
it.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.
showed

borhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
Very good Western. Well liked
by those who saw it, but it failed to draw
for us as well as we had expected. Parts
well taken. Story and detail good, and a

—

produc-

— One

It,

—

—

age.

Go and Get
duction.

It, a

— Broke

all

Marshall Neilan prohouse records and

—

sure is a fine box office attraction. W.
H. Shirley, Orpheum theatre, Schenec-

— Transient

patronage.
North, with a special
A repeat from last February, and
cast.
Good business. Everyit's well worth it.
one happy.— Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale

Nomads

—

of the

—
November

Hinsdale,

theatre,

111.

—
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— Neighborhood

patronage.

Nomads

— This

cast.-

Talmadge
Oblige Mr. Jenkins?

Will Miss

of the North, with a special
is a very pleasing Curwood

and well told on the screen. We
charged 35c and many praised the enterstory,

—

tainment. J. L. Carr, Temple theatre,
Kingfisher, Okla.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cast.
Had more favorable comments
on this one than anything we have shown
First National pictures
in a long time.
are by far the best on the market today
and make money for the exhibitor. McComique theatre,
Clure & Faulkner,
Jamesport. Mo. Neighborhood patron-

—

"What

the Picture Did for Me,"

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Gentlemen:

—

Why
your

in

—

you publish

did
last

issue?

age.

Nomads

North, with a special
Scenery and photography wonderful. If you have this picture booked raise your prices, as it will
stand it. Merle E. Rhoda. Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
Small town patcast.

of the

— Excellent.
—

—

Nomads

North, with a special

of the

— Very
picture and the patrons
be pleased. Good box
attrac— A. Stone. Rialto theatre. Schenectady, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
fine

office

tion.

Nomads

North, with a special
production in every
way.
Business very satisfactory.
Picture will hold up and please everyone. It
brings people into the theatre not in the
habit of attending regularly. Will H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.
45
Minutes From Broadway, with
Charles Ray. Ray's greatest.
Business
picking up.— Ralph Rosso. Hipp theatre.
Niagara Falls. N. Y. Neighborhood patcast.

—A

of the

first-class

Come on
J. C.

I'm game.

C. Jenkins,

Auditorium

Jenkins

theatre,

Neligh, Nebraska.

A picture of Mr. Jenkins appeared in the October 15 Herald.
Pictures of Messrs. Rand, Sprague and Meyer followed in successive
issues, Mr. Sprague suggesting the beauty contest endorsed by Mr.
ienkins in the above communication.

—

—

ronage.
a special cast.

with that contest.
J.

—

The Inner Voice, with

know

HERALD

ronage.
cast.
will

Sprague of Goodland. Kans..
the government's postal regulations?
There are some things the department won't stand
Have you overlooked your subscribers' feelings
for.
in the matter?
I will have to admit, however, that he's a handsome piker and looks to me like a "regular feller."
But why in blazes didn't he comb the short grass out
of his hair before he had the picture taken?
He suggests that the
stage a beauty
contest with himself, Fred S. Meyer of Hamilton, O.,
and myself as the contestants.
GOOD! I hereby
call his bluff, and we will include Philip Rand of
Salmon, Idaho. I hereby appoint "Connie" Talmadge,
"The Love Expert," as one of the judges, and they
can each appoint one. and if I don't win hands down
I'll agree to go down to Kansas and eat every grasshopper in the state.
that picture of E. E.

Don't you

For the consideration of Miss Talmadge and the other judges the
nominees are requested to appoint, previously published pictures of

—

An

exceptionally good clean picture. Although in seven reels, it holds them from
start to finish.
Many favorable comments.
Business good. J. W. Joerger

the entrants are presented herewith.

As

—

is

customary, equal awards will be made to tying contestants,

an v.

if

and H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre. Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Inner Voice, with
Fine

a special cast.

Pleased patrons verymuch. No drawing power. Chas. Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.
The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.
Played one night to S. R. O. and the people were all satisfied.
Book this one and
clean up. T. W. Drought, Kun Ja Muck
theatre, Broadallin. N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.
picture.

—

—

—

Fox
After Your

— One

Own

Heart, with

Tom

Mix.

of the best of Mix yet.
Plenty of
action. Best star we have in the house.
C. H. Dopp. Electric theatre, Johnstown.

E. E. Sprague

F. S.

—

N. Y. Transient patronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
A knockout. The very' best Mix ever
made, and I've run them all. A sure fire

Philip

—

—

box office attraction. H. J. Graybill.
Family theatre. Bridgeport. O. Neighborhood patronage.
The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
This is a sequel to The Untamed. Any

—

exhibitor should be able to stand them
up on Tom Mix. B. B. Hinman. Palace
theatre. Trinidad, Colo.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The Night Horseman, with Tom Mix.
One of Mix's best pictures. Big business.
Plenty of comedy and thrilling

—

A

action.
big relief from usual society
pictures.
Al Beckerich. Loew's state
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Downtown pat-

—

—

ronage.
Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck
Jones. A good picture. Don't be afraid
of this one.
Buck draws a good crowd
for me.
L. B. Greenhaw. Strand theatre.

—
—

—

Small town patronage.
Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck

Leslie,

Ark.

— Poor Western. Business
Smith. Palace theatre. Buffalo,
N. Y. — Transient patronage.
THE NIGHT HORSEMAN,
with Tom Mix. — Brothers, here
dull.

Jones.

H.

J.

is

believe would keep
people from a circus if you had it
could show a
in opposition.
picture of Mix in
and pack the house. Mix subjects
are the kind Americans like to see.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
a

star that

I

We
PATHE NEWS

—

Aberdeen, Mis.

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.— Hardly
ever see any complaints from exhibitors
on Mix subjects, but must say this one
W. S. Hattis not up to the standard.
wick. Star theatre. Mill Hall, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Tom

—

Mix.— One of
Off, with
whale
Tom's best. Plenty of action.
of a picture.
H. J. Graybill, Family theHands

—

A

Meyer

Rand

— Neighborhood patHands Off, with Tom Mix. — Lots of
action in this one, and went over big
with my patrons. — Bruce M. Sweet.
Opera House. Fillmore. N. Y. — NeighBridgeport, O.
ronage.

atre.

borhood patronage.
Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. Here is a dandy light comedy.
Back it. Your patrons will go out feeling they have been entertained. D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Play Square, with Edna Murphy and
Johnnie Walker. Just a fair program
picture of the old crook type.
It seems

—

if Fox makes a dozen, pictures from
one story"- H. Jensen. Photoplay theatre.
Clay City, Ind. Small town patronage.
Ever Since Eve, with Shirley Mason.
This is very' good, but all Shirley Mason
They
features are along the same line.

as

—

—

—A

—A

I
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—

please any kind of an audience. Joseph
F. Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with WilDid
liam Farnum. — Second time here.
Farnum pulls big here
big business.
anything. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronin

age.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE
SAGE,

with

Played

this

Farnum.—

William
reissue

continuously

afternoon and evening of the second day of the County Fair and
smashed our best box office record,

BACK TO GOD'S

namely,

COUNTRY.
went

wild

broke down

In fact, the people
over this production,
the entrance and exit

we had to call the
couldn't begin to han
crowds, while the other

and

doors,

We

police.

die the
theatre

was almost empty.

We

advertised this title, coupled
with the name of Zane Grey, a
month ahead in the County Fair
Premium List books, which were
mailed broadcast over the country.
also ran across the street a big
banner reaching from, curb to curb
with the title of the play and we
put up the usual amount of paper

We

and used hand

bills.

This will be

the first play that we will attempt
to bring back for a second engageZane Grey certainly goes
ment.

here with a money-making
bang!— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,

over

do not draw for me, and have exercised
cancellation clause on this William Fox
star.
B.
Hijiman, Palace theatre,
B.
Trinidad,
Colo.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Singing River, with William Russell.

William Russell

at his best.

If

you

like

a Russell picture this is one of his good
ones. J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key

—Fla. — Neighborhood

West,

patronage.
HILL, with a special cast.
In all my experience I
have never played a picture that
has won the favorable comment of
patrons as did this picture, and,
though in a small town where a
three-day run has never been a success, I regret that we did not book
it for at least five days, as I am
confident that we would have done
As
a bigger business each day.
was the case, on a three-day run,
I have heard nothing but the highest praise for the picture, both as a
production and a story, and am
pleased to say that I personally
think it the best production I have
ever exhibited. Dan W. Reardon,
T & D Richmond theatre, Rich-

OVER THE

—

—

mond,

Cal.
Good
a Finish, with Buck Tones.
program picture. D. E. Fitton, Lyric
Small town pattheatre, Harrison, Ark.

To

—

—

—

ronage.

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
One of the
Percy. A farce comedy.
best I ever played. Newlyweds, a honeymoon, plus business trips, mask balls, old
sweethearts and a thousand complications
that befall innocent pleasure seekers. Will
please all except prudes and super-sensitive.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre,
Florence, Colo. General patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.

—

—

—

—

first-class picture, suitable for any theFull house all day. M. Leszcynski,
atre.

—

Pastime theatre, Depew, N. Y.

— General

patronage.

The One Man

Trail, with

Buck

Jones.

will
— A clean Western romance that Book
audience.
please the most
theatre,
Family
Graybill,
— H.
Bridgeport, O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. — A six
critical

it.

J.

(reel) shooter working fast and furiously
to the delight of a good-sized crowd.
It
stirred up quite a fuss about here.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Salmon, Idaho.

The Blushing

Bride, with Eileen Percy.

—A

good comedy-drama. Pleased about
90 per cent of my patrons.— L. B. Greenhaw, Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.— Small
town patronage.
Big Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.—
A clean comedy-drama. The women all
H. J.
praised it as well as the men.
Graybill. Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix

— Small town patronage.
What Love Will Do, with a special
Very
— Only
Not much
entertainment. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark. — Small town patronage.
—
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — This
cast.

light.

fair.

one is full of pep. After the first five
minutes it is a riot. W. S. Patterson

—

theatre,

Swetland,

Mayvillc,

Y.

N.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Tomboy, with

Eileen

Percy.

—

from start to finish. No slapstick,
but a good clean comedy with a ball
game background. A fine program picture.
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre.
Bridgeport, O. Neighborhood patronage.
riot

—

—

Tom

The Road Demon, with

No

Mix.

kicks on this one. Patrons well satisfied.
Mix gets the coin for us. V. G.
Bevens. Portsmouth theatre. Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

— An old pic— Hansen &

Tom Mix.
but everybody pleased.

The Feud, with
ture,

Knowles. Airdome theatre. Eau Gallie,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Very
pleasing picture.
Had good crowd and
all seemed to like it.
H. P. Gull, Lake
View theatre, Lake View, la.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum.
(Reissue.)
A very good
picture. One hundred per cent pleased
and had the biggest house of the season.
Book this one if you can. Hansen &
Knowles, Airdome theatre, Eau Gallie,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with Wil(Reissue.)
A very good
liam Farnum.
picture and will make you real money.
Zane Grey's stories widely read. Book
it
and reap. Bruce M. Sweet, Opera
House, Fillmore, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

—

—

ran this picture in place of another that
was booked for that date, knowing it was
an old picture, but it sure pleased my

patrons.— Marion Wilson, Happy Hour
theatre, Chalmers, Ind.— Small town patronage.

The Untamed, with Tom Mix.— Best
Mix we have run, and we have run most
Good sensible story. Six reels.— H.
all.
Pace, Princess theatre, Traer, la.
Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
Thev went out praising this picture.—

—

Greenhaw, Strand theatre, Leslie,
town patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.—
\ very good picture. Star is better in
serials.— E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, LinNeighborhood patronage.
coln, Ark.
L.

B.

Ark.

— Small

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with William Farnum. This is one of the best
A 100
pictures I have run this season.
per cent picture which every exhibitor
should show. Book it and boost it. Will

—

Goldwyn
Nest, with a special castbest produced pictures of the
year.
A sure fire box office attraction.
Will send them
Patrons well pleased.

The Old
One of the

home satisfied. Seven days to good business.— T. Jelenk, Albany theatre, Schenectady, N. Y. Transient patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.—
Did not
Patrons say a great picture.
draw much on account of rain. More
business second day.— Frank D. Adams,
Lyric theatre, Waycross, Ga. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Old Nest, with a special castVery good box office attraction. Pleased
A real mother story.
all my patrons.
Three days to excellent business.— J. M.
Schine, Globe theatre, Gloversville, N. Y.
patronage.

— Transient

The Great Lover, with
High brow

stuff.

a special cast

-

Did not please our pa-

—A
November

19,

Shown

trons.

to only

an average house.

W. Joerger, Enterprise Theatre Co.,
—
Enterprise, Ore. — Neighborhood patronJ.

age.

The Great Lover, with a special cast.
Not good, and too much costume. Did
not

please.

— W.

Van

D.

Derburgh,

Broadway theatre, Statesville, N.
Small town patronage.

THE OLD NEST,
cial
cast. — A picture

C.

with a spethat every

person in the audience plays some
part in. A perfect audience picture.
Therefore a great box office attraction.
Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hins-

—

dale theatre, Hinsdale,

—

111.

theatre, Cambridge
sient patronage.

The

Shepherd

Little

Pa.

Springs,

—

—

— Tran-

—

—

—

An

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
your people like Will Rogers, grab
Lots of
this one.
It's a dandy picture.
comedy and thrills, too. It will please
your patrons. B. P. McCormick, Liberty
General patrontheatre, Florence, Colo.
age

—

—

Vivian

with

most pleasing

—Bert

pic-

Norton,

Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian

—

Martin. Acting good.
Scenes good for
a change. Story good. Too much "blind
stuff" for real entertainment.
D. E. FitSmall
ton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.

—

—

town patronage.

The

Penalty, with Lon
Chaney.
cellent picture with fine work by Chaney.
Poor business due to home talent play
for benefit of local club in nearby hall.
Yelverton & Hawley, Ballston theatre,
Ballston Spa, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Bert

Norton,

Kozy

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.

—Very

women,

however.

theatre, Eureka,

111.

A

pleasing evening's entertainand one that pleased my pa-

good.

ment

—

trons.
Drew fair. Geo. Hauf, Highland
theatre, Utica, N.'Y.
Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Tom
Tom

—

Officer 666, with
Moore. Fairly
picture, but
Moore always
pleases.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre,

good

—

Lincoln. Kan.

— Small

—

—

atre,

Ryegate,

Mont.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The North Wind's Malice, with a
special cast.
This is a good picture. Lots
of snow and ice and a good storm. There
is a good Jew character that furnishes a
lot of comedy.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour

—

—

!

A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich., writes under "Just a
Note" at the conclusion of his reports in this department this week:

"Why

didn't we get some of
the real pictures of this season
last

year

when

conditions were

good?"
Adding this P. S.—
"I'm going to wash my neck
next week and have my pitcher
took."

—

Paige.
If you don't get any other
pictures for Children's Book Week
get this. They will go crazy over

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.

Made

Tom

Heaven, with

in

rings the bell again.

Tom
It's

it.

THE

Moore.
good as

—

Jes' Call
This star is

Me Jim, with Will Rogers.-'
my best bet. Good subjects

and please

all.

—

A

dandy box

office

at-

traction.
F. W. Terry, Crescent theatre,
Neighborhood patSilver Springs, N. Y.

—

ronage.

—

—

The Man of the Forest, a Zane Grey
production. A good picture, and a good
drawing card and one that will please.
Good business. W. N. Erk, Big Ben
Transient patrontheatre, Ilion, N. Y.

—

—

age.

Patrons liked it
Clean and
Business good.
P. Servatius, Gaiety theTransient patronage.
atre, Utica, N. Y.

—

Hamilton. This is a mighty clever comedy-drama.
A type of production that
the entire family will enjoy. Also a cure
Played to good house.
for censor evils.
Patrons seemed well pleased. Sam Sax,
New Grand theatre, Portland, Ore.
General patronage.

—

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin producMy patrons were not satisfied
with this.
Edwin Lake, Lake theatre,
Baker, Mont. General patronage.

—

The U.

—

—

P. Trail, with a special cast

—

entertainment.
One
that will please.
Drew good. Van Alstyne & Albot, Donaldson theatre, FulNeighborhood patronage.
tonville, N. Y.
nice

evening's

—

—

The House
cast.
Good

of Whispers, with a special
picture.
Went over fine.
This picture holds interest from beginning to end. Book it. J. C. Harlan.
Ark.
Humphrey,
Pastime
theatre,

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.
Poor business. H. J. Smith, Palace the-

—

atre,

Buffalo,

N. Y.

—

and went over fine. Patrons well pleased.
A fine box office attraction. C. J. Haub-

—

Star theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

ner,

The

Allison.

— Giacoma

patron-

Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
Giacoma Bros., Crysfine.
General
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

—Went over

—

patronage.

Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
box office attraction. Star popular and
draws good. The picture pleased all.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y. Small town patronage.
Old Lady 31, with a special cast.—
Good picture. Appealing story.— Ralph
Rosso. Hipp theatre. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Hope, with a special cast. Good
crowd account of heavy exploitation. Pic-

A

—

—

—

ture

fair,

who

like

my

but did not please
action

in

pictures.

patrons,

— Bruce

M.

Sweet. Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

Paramount
The Great Moment, with

—We

Gloria

Swan-

played this picture to capacity.
Much better picture than so-called and
Get this picadvertised super-specials.
Will get you
ture and advertise big.
money. Harris & Crews, Orpheum theNeighborhood patatre, Oxford, N. C.
ronage.
son.

—

Woman

The
God Changed, a Cosmosplendid
story
politan
production.
with a good moral. Well acted and holds
picthe interest from start to finish.
ture people will remember and talk about.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre,
Florence, Colo. General patronage.

—A

A

—

Metro
The Last Card, with May
Good regular program picture.

— Transient

age.

—

The Dwelling Place of Light, a Benj.
B. Hampton production.
A-l production

—

Coincidence, with a special cast.
Played to
good average production.
average business and satisfied the majority.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theGeneral patronage.
atre, Florence, Colo.

tal

The Truant Husband, with Mahlon

Tombstone, Ariz.

pleasing.

— C.

The Man of the Forest, a Zane Grey
production. One of the best Zane Grey
plays I have ever shown and I have
shown about all of them. Good trade
two days. The kind all classes like.
Wm. Francis, Crystal theatre, Portland,
Ind. -Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bros., Crystal theatre,

— General patronage.
The Off-Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
— Photography wonderful. Cast good.
Story very
very much.
wholesome.

Hodkinson

tion.

MARY-

OF

with Catherine Calvert.

Good picture. A good one for
Children's Book Week, as this is an
educational as well as an entertaining feature.

The kind of picture that sends your patrons out smiling
and hungry for more picture entertainment. B. P. McCormick, Liberty theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Florence, Colo.

—

HEART

LAND,

as

Hold Your Horses.

A

Just a Note

of

this

town patronage.

The Girl From Outside, a Rex Beach
production. Didn't see anything wrong
with it. Poorest house this year. Can't
figure it out.
G. F. Rediske, Star the-

directing the attention
fellow exhibitors to two Vitagraph productions in the following reports
BLACK BEAUTY, with Jean
13-19,

—

An

Book Week, November

ren's

Unwilling Hero, with Will Rogers.
played very small house on this
picture, and the play itself is slow and
draggy.
It takes one reel for Will to
play the fool in a bathroom. Harris &
Crews, Orpheum theatre, Oxford, N. C
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.
picture that held attention from start to
finish.
little too thrilling for most

A

tributor to name attractions
suitable for use during Child-

—We

immensely.
—My patrons enjoyed
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark. — Small town patronage.

—

New

—

The Song
Martin. One

tures this star ever made.

Clarence
W. Langacher,
Glarus
theatre,
New
Glarus, Wis., is the first con-

If

—

Soul,

Book
Week

Kingdom Come,

of

with Jack Pickford. Pleased entire audience and drew some besides regular attendance. J. A. Theobald, Eclipse theNeighborhood
atre, Breckenridge, Colo.
s
patronage.

Regular advertising. H.
D. Coram, Avon theatre, Utica, N. Y.
Transient patronage.
pleased.

of the
of the

81

An

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
cast.
Opened very big. In fact, larger
attendance than The Old Nest. Wonderful production, well cast, and patrons are
well

— —A

:
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seven-reelcr that

hasn't one
Heifer,
H.
Small town

moment.

— Mrs.

theatre,

Alice,

Itasca

W.
Tex.

—

patronage.

Wealth,

program

with

Clayton.—Good

Ethel

picture.

— D.

E.

theatre, Harrison, Ark.

Fitton,

— Small

Lyric

town

pat-

ronage.

HUMORESQUE,
cast.

—

with a special
wish to add my O.K. to
and call the pro-

I

HUMORESQUE

ducers' attention to the fact that
clean stories make clean pictures,
and there is no need of muck rak
ers called censors for pictures like
this.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Way, with Matt Moore.
your audience doesn't like this one
because there is something wrong
with your audience. There isn't with the

—

Stright Is the
If

is

it

Good story, well directed. Parts
taken and very apt titles. E. L.
Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.

picture.

—
—

well

One

of the dramatic

moments from

"Conflict,"

Dean's

Priscilla

latest

Universal-

Jewel production.

— Picture pleased. Good business. —
Paul Swickard, Favorite theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal. — Neighborhood patronMeighan.
J.

age.

Liberty theatre,
eral patronage.

Florence.

Colo.

— Gen-

—

—

Half an Hour, with Dorothy Dalton.—
picture, well acted.
Suspense well
sustained.
Hut didn't pull well for us,
Don't know
even with big advertising.
what is the matter with them. C. B.
( lark.
Iris theatre, Pacific Grove, Cal.

—

—

Norwich, Kans.

The Jailbird, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. Nice little picture. Don't
raise prices, but play for volume, as it

knockout.
Sorry to see Dorothy leave
comedy. J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
Norwich, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

The Home
Lean.

—A

Douglas MacEverybody liked it.

Stretch, with

dandy.

Lots of action.
atre, Harrison,

— D.

E. Fitton, Lyric the-

Ark.

— Small

town patron-

age.

—

Deception, with a special cast. Wonderful picture for those that study ancient
history.
played two days and lost
money. Young people do not care for
old-time
pictures.
Harris
Crews,
Orpheum theatre, Oxford. N. C. Neigh-

Wc

—

&

—

borhood patronage.
Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.

— Fanciful

sort of a picture

and one

that

never send the audience out rejoicbut with the proper music it can be
put over so that there will be no violent
kicking.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.
will
ing,

—
—
—
— A. L. Picker, Rex theatre.
will please
Straight Is the Way, with Matt Moore.
Iron wood, Mich. — Neighborhood patron— Good entertainment. Cosmopolitan
age.
productions have
proven first-class atOne a Minute, with Douglas Mactractions at this theatre. —
H. Talbert,
Lean. — Best this star has done for some
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan. — Small
all.

—

Woman

in the Suitcase, with Enid
Bennett. This is the kind of a feature
that gets by good for us.
Enough comedy to please. Played it with Mack Sen-

—

comedy and made

nett

Britton
Alexis,

General patronage.

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL,
a Cecil B. DeMille production.
showman's picture. As a box office attraction it cannot be surpassed. The acting of the stars is
all that can be asked for.
The
story itself, divested of lavish investiture, would be rather weak,
but the elegance of the settings and
constellation of stars offset this.
Pleased the majority of patrons.
Third best business in the history
of the house. Played to 280 people in town of 400 population.
H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
J.

—

The

Good

Passing Through, with Douglas MacLean. Here's a dandy, especially with
your MacLean fans.
Lots of action.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison.
Ark. Small town patronage.

The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
The best Gish picture wc have
ever run.
As a comedy it is truly a
Gish.

fine program.
Lundgren, Melba theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

&
111.

—

The Lottery Man and The Valley
to

with

Giants,

the

good.
a

Wallace

Reid.

Meyers,
— —L.Neighborspecial
— Not

and the other just

fair.

J.

Liberty theatre, Ivcsdale,
hood patronage.

III.

Beau Revel, with a
cast.
a special, but a good program picture.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

— Small town patronage.
of the Giants, with
Reid. — A mighty
picture.

Ark.

The Valley

Wallace

fine
Pleased
everyone. A good box office attraction.
Glove shops and farming patronage. E.
T. Palmer, Star theatre, Northville, N. Y.

—

—

Paris Green, with Charles Ray. A litold, but it pleased highly.
Plenty of
laughs. A good clean program picture.
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, BridgeNeighborhood patronage.
port, O.
tle

—

'

Humoresque, with

all

J.

My

audience enjoyed it very much,
isn't a picture they will long
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre.
Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.
time.

though it
remember.

—
—

The Witching Hour, with Elliott DexGood picture which drew only a fair

ter.

—

—

crowd. Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale theHinsdale, 111. Neighborhood pat-

—

atre,

ronage.

The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.—
Good Western picture, although it was
not a super-special as sold. Otis Lamon.
Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.

—

Small town patronage.
Secret Service, with Robert Warwick.

— This a picture. Good business.
C. E. Belden. Midway theatre, Mogollon,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
Sentimental Tommy, with a special
— The story a lemon. Nothing to
is

fine

cast.

is

so far as the picture fan is concerned.
has beautiful sets and is
Pleased 5 per cent
well photographed.
of my patrons. Some walked out. Others
kicked like steers. B. P. McCormick.
it

It is well acted,

—

town patronage.

Too Much Speed, with Wallace

Reid.

Used this with Educational comedy. High
and Dry.
Pleased everyone and drew

— Mrs.

R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theHinsdale, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

well.
atre,

—

The Thirteenth Commandment, with
Ethel Clayton. Up to the standard of
Clayton's pictures. Royal theatre, Cen-

—

ter Point,

—

Ind.

All of a Sudden Peggy, with Marguerite
Clark.
Patrons well pleased with this
one and the star was well liked here. Fair
business.
Parsons
Quealy, Douglas
Opera House, Earlville, N. Y. Neigh-

—

—

&

—

borhood patronage.
La Apache, with Dorothy Dalton. Not
up to the usual Dalton standard. Could
be better and might have been worse.

—

T. H. Smith. Princess theatre, Colchester,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini. When I
saw this I wondered why they didn't call

—

it

a

—

special.

Has wonderful undersea

of

— Both

Ran both in the spring, the first
little more than average business

a

special

cast.

—

picture for the people and one that
sure to .play on their heart strings.
Put on special music and did a very satisfactory business. A picture that will receive good favorable comments.
F. \V.
Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont. Mining camp patronage.
real

is

—

—

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles

—

Ray. A very good picture and pleased
Fine
everyone.
Full of pep and action.
business.
Kelly & Burke. Cornhill theatre. Utica, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Greased Lightning, with Charles Ray.
good picture. A regular Ray
picture of autos and country life.
It's
sure to go over with a bang where fans
like the rube stuff.
H. Jensen, Photoplay theatre, Clay City, Ind. Small town

— Extra

—

—

patronage.

What

Every

Enid Bennett.

Woman

— Fairly good

Learns,

program

with
pic-

most of patrons.— Otis
Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
ture.

Pleased

—
Gish. — You
picture.

A

cannot over-advertise this
laugh from start to finish.

—
November

19,

—
—

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn. This pleased all who saw it.
Didn't draw much, but this is a good
comedy-drama. Give us more like it.
E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

My

Wife, with a special

cast-

Excellent picture and patrons liked it
Fair business.— M. Cole,
very much.
Grand theatre, Johnstown, X. Y. Mill
town patronage.

—

W

Too Much

allace Reid.
Speed, with
Good picture, with honors about even for
Drew a
Reid and Theodore Roberts.
little better for us than the average Reid.
E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
Don't boost it. Will pass.
H. H. Woody, Princess theatre, LinSmall town patronage.
coln, Kan.
Fair picture.

—

—

Huckleberry Finn, with

— People

—

In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick.
of a drawing card
Royal
here, but this one went over fine.
Small town
theatre, Center Point, Ind.
patronage.

Warwick not much

—

—

Clay, with a speccial cast.
Played one day and pleased 100 per cent.
good
A picture that will entertain.
box office attraction. C. V. Fish, AmeriNeighcan theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
Idols of

A

—

borhood patronage.
Victory, with a special
good picture. Name against

—
— Very

cast.

People
This is not
are afraid of war pictures.
C. E. Belden, Midway
a war picture.
Mining camp
theatre, Mogollon, N. M.

—

it.

—

patronage.
Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray.
Couldn't see much to this so-called speso there is no
cial, but it pleased all,

A

kick coming.
tion.
atre,

— F.

W.

good box
Mont.

83

office attrac-

McDonald

Horrigan,

Philipsburg,
patronage.

— Mining

the-

Ten

camp

—
one. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronage.

1

It Pays
Washburn.

for

vjate.

(Jl

Crooked

mc L/dWll,
Streets.

The Copperhead.
The U. P. Trail.
The Great Redeemer.

5.
6.

Bryant

7.

well liked here.

8.

Male and Female.

9.

A

Advertise,

to

— Washburn

is

with

—

Kiss in Time.
Sand.

10.

with Elsie Ferguson.
Business fair. C. E Belden,
Midway theatre. Mogollon, N. M. Mining camp patronage.
Counterfeit,

—

Very good.

Me

VjrOlG.

Therefore, this one was considered good.
Royal theatre. Center Point, Ind.

Horn & Morgan,

—

Star Theatre,
Springs, Neb.

Hay

The Dancin'

Fool, with Wallace Reid.
Wallie is always good and
draws a good crowd. E. D. Luna, Cosy
theatre,
Lincoln,
Ark. Neighborhood
patronage.

—A

dandy.

—

The Charm

—

School, with Wallace Reid.

— Picture that was received without much
comment one way or the other. Drew
as well as the average Reid. — E. L.
Franck,

Oasis

Ajo,

theatre,

Ariz.

Neighborhood patronage.

My

Lady's Garter, with a special cast.
right if you like detective stories.
Keeps a person guessing. H. H. Woody,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small

—All

—

—

town patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.
One of Ray's best. Very good. C. E.
Belden, Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M.
—Mining camp patronage.

—

Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton. Good program picture.
Had
no kicks on this one. E. D. Luna, Cosy
theatre,
Lincoln,
Ark. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

Excuse

—

My

—

Dust, with Wallace Reid.

good pictures.
These pictures should draw anywhere.
Sure drew us some house. H.
H.
Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.

Just

another

Reid's

of

—

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
Very good for a crook production.
Not up to what is claimed by producer.

—

— W.

W.

Alhambra

Stirlen,

theatre,

Delta. Ia.

Grande,

Rio

cast.—
Everybody said it was a dandy. Lots of
action and fine outdoor scenery.
E. D.
Luna. Cosy
theatre.
Lincoln,
Ark.
with

#

a

special

—

fine

W.

—

programs for small exhibitors. W.
Alhambra theatre, Delta, Ia.

Stirlen,

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis proThis is some picture.
Book

duction.

—

one and give them a

real evening's
entertainment.
Patrons pleased and did
a big business.
C. Marx, Rialto theatre,
Utica, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
this

—
—

The Deadlier

— Good

You

—

Killer, with a special cast.
This
not so awful as the title would suggest, but is there with the melodrama,
Nothing to
and a really good show.
rave about, but it ends well. And they
were pleased. S. V. Wallace. Idle Hour
is

—

Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.

theatre,

Best

picture

Warner has

starred in.
Niagpra
theatre,

Rosso, Hipp
Neighborhood patronage.
Falls, N. Y.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linder.
Failed to please our audience, and they

Ralph

—

—

know good pictures.
Waterbury, Conn. Neighborhood

—

Carroll

theatre.

pat-

ronage.

The House

of the Tolling Bell, with

— This

.1

pleased my audience
and they said, "Give us more like this."
Pathe is always good. R. H. Stephens,
Royal theatre. Sheridan, Ark. Small
town patronage.
The House of the Tolling Bell, with
Highly entertaining and
a special cast.
gave entire satisfaction. Pathe has some
special cast.

—

—

—

—

patronage.

—

Rio Grande, with a special cast. You
make no mistake in booking this
feature.
For this type of production it
is far above the average.
W. W. Stirlen,
will

—

Alhambra theatre, Delta, Ia.
The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.
Good picture. Good plot. Lighting

—

effects good.
Pleased my audience as
about average picture. R. H. Stephens,
Royal theatre. Sheridan, Ark. Small

—

—

town patronage.

R-C

Pictures

Cold Steel, with
very good feature.
snappy action that

J.

—

P. McGowan.
Some good, clean,

is missing in a great
reatures.
J. P. McGowan's acting
was very creditable. F. Horrigan, McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

many

—

Mining camp patronage.
with J. P. McGowan.
a good picture with plenty of
My patrons liked it. Drew a
action.
fair house.— E. J. Degenhardt. Princess

Cold

Here

Steel,

is

Mendota,

theatre,

111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

The

Sex, with Blanche Sweet.

picture, well directed and pleased
can afford to bill this picture.
It will please.
R. H. Stephens, Royal
theatre,
Sheridan,
Ark. Small
town
all.

7

Neighborhood patronage.

and Wallace MacDonald in the Vitagraph serial "Breaking Through."

on

XV1L1C1 o

O.
A
H.

—

Pathe

CARMEL MYERS

i

O
6, J-'cSclT

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
ordinary program.
Didn't draw
very good. E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre,
Lincoln, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

ne

i

1

this

Just

Pictures That

Made Money

Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie
Ferguson. More women than men liked

a special cast.

disappointed and as with all
Paramount specials, we could not play
even. J. A. Theobald, Eclipse theatre,
Neighborhood patBreckenridge, Colo.
ronage.
all

—

—A

.
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People left the theatre smiling, telling me
they enjoyed the picture. Edwin Lake,
Lake theatre, Baker, Mont. General patronage.

Behold

——

Seven Years' Bad Luck, with Max
Linder. A good comedy-drama that is
clean and funny. Did not draw a crowd
but pleased. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
Small town pattheatre. Pierre, S. D.
ronage.

—

—

—

Seven Years' Bad Luck, with Max
A five reel high class comedy
Linder.
that contains a lot of novel stunts.
Nothing to offend and it's a roar from
The best feature length
start to finish.
comedv I ever played. H. Jensen, Photoplay' theatre, Clay City, Ind. Small

—

—

—

town patronage.

The Mistress of Shenstone, with
Pauline Frederick. Followed the book
very closely. A little too long. Somewith excellent
Filled
what draggy.
Ben Norton, Kozy theatre.
scenery.
Eureka, 111.

—

—

The Bottom of the World, with Sir
Ernest Shackleton. As a scenic it is a
good film, but as a feature it is poor.
People asked where this junk was picked

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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family.
W. S.
Mill Hall, Pa.

Hattwick,

19, 1921

Star theatre,
patronage.

— Neighborhood

Sheltered
Daughters,
with
Justine
Johnstone. Not much to this one. Too
much Frcnchie. W. A. Nance, White
Grand theatre, Conway, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

and

Moonlight

Honeysuckle,

with

—

Mary Miles Minter. Miss Minter's fans
will enjoy this.
Nice little program picture.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Selznick
Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Haramerstein. A
very
good
production.
Several comments on it.
Drew pretty

—

well considering local conditions.
If the
remainder of her pictures are as good
kicks.
there will be no
E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

THE GREATEST LOVE,

—

with

Vera Gordon. Watch your music
on human interest parts and then
step for
sisters

anything.
atre,

THOMAS

—

—

—

—

—

Harvard, 111. General patronage.
The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambeau. Very good. This appealed to
me more than Humoresque and, though
old, drew a good crowd.
Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

One Man

a Million, with George
Beban. If you want a picture with lots
of good comedy and a real actor, book
it.
Don't be afraid to advertise it. E.
Degenhardt, Princess theatre, MenJ.
dota, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

in

—

—

Realart

—

—

— Transient patronage.
ONE WILD WEEK, with Bebe
Daniels. — Daniels always popular

with our patrons.
This class of
picture will always draw a good

We

Lake

have the new franchise

and trust all of the pictures are
as good as this one. Pleased all.
Shown to a very good house. J.
W. Joerger and H. M. Maloney,
O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
All Soul's Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
I find that Realart gives the best
subjects for the least money, and this
picture is equal to any special priced picture and will please the most discriminating people and that you can afford
to raise your price on admissions.— R.
H. Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan,
Ark. Small town patronage.
The Stolen Kiss, with Constance Binney.
Best program picture we have used

—

—

—
—

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
excellent picture.
It pleased my
many other exhib-

—

—

—

—

hood patronage.

—

One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.
Good business against very heavy com-

— H.

Buffalo,

J.

N. Y.

Smith,

Palace theatre,
patronage.

— Transient

Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. Mary Miles Minter is a good
drawing card for me. All of her pic-

Sweet

—

You can't go wrong
booking Realart service. R. H. Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.
Small town patronage.
tures will please.
in

—

Fortune, with a special
cast.
Tiresome.
People left the house
disappointed.
Harris
& Crews, Orpheum theatre, Oxford, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Soldiers

of

—

—

—

Sheltered
Daughters,
with
Justine
Johnstone. Justine is no big thing here.
She doesn't get over at all. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

The Furnace, with a special
The Furnace was as good as any
we played this year. — Raymond

cast.

special

Piper,

Opera House, Virginia City, Nev..
Small town patronage.
Such a Little Queen, with Constance
Binney. Not up to Realart's standard
Piper's

—

—

for entertainment.
You may get by.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,

lively little

—

— General

The New York

patronage.

The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
This picture did not please my patrons.
I
am soryy I used it. Edwin Lake,

Mont.

Idea, with Alice Brady.
Just fair. I don't understand why Miss
Brady don't complain about the stories
they are using her in. Select made her
what she is and Realart will most assuredly kill her unless they change the
type of story. W. E. Elkin, Temple
Aberdeen,
theatre,
Miss.
Neighbor-

—

As
patrons highly.
itors have reported,

—

Blackbirds, with Justine Johnson.
picture well liked. Star not known
here.
Realart pictures always good. Receipts fair.
C. B. Clark, Iris theatre,
Pacific Grove, Calif.
General patronage.

Ark.

—

Lascalle

Good

Played to good house
for some time.
and everybody pleased. You can't go
wrong by firing special advertising on
Harris & Crews, Orpheum
this picture.
theatre, Oxford, N. C- Neighborhood

—

Baker,

theatre,

Ward

patronage.

petition.

Everything for Sale, with May McVoy. A real nice, pleasing entertainment, and the star is a comer. C. H.
Mayer, Liberty theatre, Herkimer, N. Y.

house.

—

Ironwood, Mich.

— An
JEFFERSON, in a scene from "Rip Van Winkle," which
presents through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

M. Leszczynski, Pastime theatre,
Depew, N. Y. General patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. It is what
we call a big buy picture, but did not
draw. Eugene Saunders, Palace theatre.

up.

the mothers, fathers,
It will stand
A. L. Picker, Rex the-

all

and brothers.

it

is

as

good

as

Humoresque. Raymond Piper, Piper's
Opera House, Virginia City, Nev. Small
town patronage.
Bucking the Tiger, with Conway

—

—

\Ve have here one of the best
Alaskan pictures. Not a wonderful production but offers something different
from the usual Yukon type. A rather
Tearle.

novel twist makes the plot, possible
Tearle is making quite a following among
Some
the male patrons of the house.
Best for
unusually fine photography.
Harold F. Wendt,
hot weather showing.
Toledo, Ohio.— Downtheatre.
Rivoli
town patronage.
Remorseless Love, with Elaine HamStar well liked
merstcin. Very good.
by my patrons. W. A. Nance, White
Grand theatre, Conway, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
A Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Dandy comedy. The kind my
If your people like compatrons like.
Should
edy, don't pass this one up.
have bought and ran it two days. It's
worth it.— Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,

—

—

—

—

—

The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham. Here is a good picture. If
you have it booked, advertise it to the
will do you good, and vour
skies.
It
patrons will thank you for it. Edwin
Lake, Lake theatre, Baker, Mont. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

The Girl From Nowhere, with Elaine
Hammcrstein. Elaine Hammerstein is
good in any picture she plays. People

—

take well in our town. Played to small
house, but wo do not blame the picture,
Harris & Crews,
as Elaine did her part.
Orpheum theatre. Oxford, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Remorseless Love, with Elaine Hammerstein. Not a strong picture, but one
which will please audiences in a theatre

—

—

—

showing program

pictures.

—

Weak

as to

power. Harold F. Wendt,
Downtown
Rivoli theatre, Toledo,
patronage.
The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.

box

office

O—

— Small town patronage.
— A good program picture. notEntertainLittle Clown, with Mary Miles
but vour patrons
Minter. — Of
the circus plays
ending. — D. E. Fitton, Lyric
The

all

this

"clown" has the edge on any

Real circus.
Beautiful
Splendid photography.
And a
charming story that will suit the whole
I

have

scenes.

seen.

•

Wis.

ing,

will

like

the

theatre,

Harrison, Ark.— Small town patronage.
The Miracle of Manhattan, with
Eleaine Hammerstein. Good business.—

—

;

——

—
November

19,
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H. J. Smith, Palace theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y. Transient patronage.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Hammerstein.— This is the best picture Elaine
Hammerstein has ever made, in the
minds of our patrons.
Give us more
like it and we can do a good business
on them. Pleased a full house 100 per

—

cent.

1

—

W.

J.

Joerger and H. M. Maloney,

—

O. K. theatre. Enterprise, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. This was not a pleasing picCharles Lee Hyde,
ture and didn't draw.

—

Grand

—

theatre, Pierre, S.

D.

— Small town

patronage.
Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
Interesting
This is a good picture.
story, but cannot measure up to The

The

Road

Ambition.
Tearle is popular
E. Higgins, Majestic theatre,
here.
J.
Cullom, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with
Elaine Hammerstein.
It must be that

—

—

—

they didn't like the title, for the star is
usually a good drawing card, but they
Average picture.
did not come to this.
We don't boost or knock. E. L. Franck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood
patronage.

—
—

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. A
good comedy-drama and
Will give them all
pleased them all.
a good laugh.
Good business.
V.

—

—

Lyric

Utica,

theatre.

N.

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Fighter,

Tearle.

Very good. Star liked by my patrons.
W. A. Nance, White Grand theatre,
Conway, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

A

Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore. Owen Moore is good in this
picture.
A good laugh getter. Patrons
liked it
Attendance good. C. B. Clark,
GenIris theatre, Pacific Grove, Calif.

—

—

eral

—

patronage.

Worth Living? with Eugene
— One of Eugene O'Brien's

Life
O'Brien.
Is

best.

— Eugene Saunders, Palace theatre.
— General patronage.

Harvard,

The

111.

Supreme, with a special cast.
A wonderful picture. Patrons well
pleased, and this subject went over good.
A picture everyone will enjoy. Alvin

—

Gift

—

theatre,

Cleveland,

O.

—Transient

pat-

ronage.

The

Girl

from Nowhere, with Elaine

111.

— General

patronage.

United Artists
Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.

— One

of

Mary's

and went

best,

over great.
Will play repeat.
Played
two days to big business. Mrs. McGraw, Gem theatre, Little Falls, N. Y.
Transient patronage.

—

—

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
One of the really entertaining pictures
that pleases the crowd and makes them
send their friends the second night. This
is a comedy-drama that is mostly comedy.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Mark
banks.

of Zorro, with

— We

Douglas Fair-

consider this the best Fair-

banks picture we have played to

Raymond

New —

City,

The Love

date.

—

Opera House,
Small town pat-

Piper's

Piper,

Virginia
ronage.

Light, with

Mary

Pickford.

— Fine picture, but did not draw as Mary
usually does. — Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre,
D. — Small town patS.

ronage.

t

Through

—

Back Door, with Mary
This was one ot the best Pickthe

Pickford.
ford pictures we ever played.
a sure fire drawing card here.

Mary

is

— Raymond

Piper,

Conway

with

Harvard,

atre,

—

—

Opera House. Virginia
Small town patronage.

Piper's

Nev.

City,

—

with a special cast.
Continuity good.
One hundred per cent production. Tell
the Jews about it. They will do the rest.
Mack J. Davis, Dream theatre, Port
Angeles, Wash. General patronage.
The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.

—A

true to

story'-

life

—

—

— Another

story of the South Seas, and
while much the same as of old, still the
work done by the three leads makes it
different.
Our censors cut it down to
about a halt and much of the best must
have been eliminated. S. V. Wallace,

—

Idle

Hour

Cambridge Springs

theatre,

—Transient patronage.
The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason. — Good picture. Everybody from
Wish we had more of
6 to 60 liked
'em just
—W. C. Allen, Casino
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.— Small town patPa.

it.

it.

ronage.

The

Big

Adventure,

Breezy

with

picture.
More
—A
this will eliminate
cause for censor— H.
Graybill, Family theatre.
Bridgeport,
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson. —
there

Eason.

like

fine little

all

ship.

J.

It's

the action, pep and ginger reWestern every inch. If your
patrons like Westerns book it. Mack J.

with

all

quired.

Davis,

Wash.

—

Dream

Port Angeles,
patronage.
with
Hoot Gibson. Boys,

—General

theatre,

—

Action,
here's a real Western.
It's worth your
while and you get it at a price that will
leave you a nice profit.
It's better than
many features costing three times as
much. Universal is not cnarging for a
trademark and deserves our support.
B. P. McCormick, Liberty theatre, Florence. Colo.
General patronage.

—

The Rage

from

of Paris, with Miss DuPont.
picture will not do at all. Surely
it
was not meant as elevating, for my
patrons called it unfit for the screen. It
shows absolutely that censors are nothing
at all.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

of Conscience," the Russell
Productions' seven-part feature.

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak. Patrons liked this one very much. Frank

— This

—

"Shadows

in a scene

MABEL NORMAND

a

in

scene from

"Molly O." the new Mack Sennett special, distributed by First National.

Universal
No Woman Knows,

like

RUSSELL SIMPSON
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Hamerstein. The kind of a picture we
call "staple," sure to please.
Business
just fair.
Eugene Saunders, Palace the-

to

Danile,

——
AA

-

—

—

—

D. Adams, Orpheum theatre, Waycross,
Ga.

—Neighborhood

patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
Best run for some time. Ran two days.
Business fair first day. Second day off.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan. General patronage.
The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Mjers. Was a pleasing picture and satisfied the crowd in every way.
Star is
no drawing card, however. Charles Lee

Wm.

—
—

—

Hyde,

Grand theatre,
Small town patronage.

Pierre,

S.

D.—

W

allo P. with Harry
The
Carey.—
dandy Western and one that pleased them

Drew fine.
Orpheum theatre,

all.

—A.

Utica,

Tishkoff,

N. Y.

New

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A wonderful picture. Pleased everyone.
Poor house. Eugene Saunders, Palace
theatre, Harvard, 111.
General patronage.
The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak. Of
no consequence. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town pat-

—

—

—

—

—

ronage.

Once
Phillips.

to

Every Woman, with Dorothy

—By using the song exploitation,

together with novelty orchestra, packed
the house at all shows.
little old, but
pleased 100 per cent. They are still talking about it. C. G. Velas, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O. 'Small town patron-

A

—

—

age.

The Golden
Fine
one.
year.

Trail, with Jane Novak.
picture.
Good business on this
Drew better than any so far this
V. G. Bevens. Portsmouth theatre,

—

—

Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.—
This pleased, as all Waltons do. H. H.
Woody, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.
Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.
picture with a splendid moral and a clean

—

—

One that is bound to please.
good. G. Strasser. Emblem theBuffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

picture.

Drew
atre,

—

—

ronage.
Society Secrets, with Gladys Walton.
As a program picture this is sure a hit.
Although the title suggests a high-toned
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your price

raise

of

That's what will get them in,
will be well pleased. A real
special.
Wm. Francis, Crystal theatre,
Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

admission.

and everyone

—

—
Fair (Tourneur), with a
cast. — The best rural play we

The County
special

have had the pleasure of showing. The
racing held
the audience
very well.
Pleased 100 per cent. Drew better than
an average house. J. W. Joerger and
H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—
The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe
Salisbury. — Very satisfying. Well staged
and correct
— Alvin theatre,
Cleveland, O. — Transient patronage.
in all details.

Montana
Fairbanks.
series

this

(Pioneer), with William
The best one of

Bill

— Excellent.

Book them and make
Everyone pleased. J. L.
Lovejov
theatre,
Buffalo,

yet.

some money.
Rappeport
N. Y.

—

The Barbarian (Pioner), with Monroe
Salisbury.
You can advance your price
on this one. Wonderful acting. Beautiful outdoor scenes.
The kind all classes
like.
Francis,
Crystal
theatre,
Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Wm.

—

and support in a scene from "Without Fear," which Paul Sloane
wrote and Kenneth Webb directed for Fox.

Headin' Home
K. & B.), with Babe
Ruth. Ran this as a benefit to local high
school football team. S. R. O. all day.
H. J. Graybill, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Neighborhood

Mickey (Western Import), with Mabel
Normand. Good picture.
Drew well.

(

—

PEARL WHITE

you will really find a pleasing
comedy-drama that takes you to the "old
homestead" and the city. H. Jensen,
drama,

—

Photoplay theatre, Clay
Small town patronage.

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton,
Miss Walton becoming more popular
every day. Very pleasing picture and no
dark brown taste. Poorly titled. W. C.
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

A

Shocking Night, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. One of the best fivereel comedies we ever run.
Our patrons
said so, too.
H. H. Woody, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The

Key, with a special
cast.
Did poor business on this one.
Title did not seem to draw. Well-directed
production. DeGrasse a wonderful actor
and the picture merited a full house, but
we didn't get it. It's all in the game.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

Devil's Pass

—

Vitagraph
The Whisper Market, with
Griffith.

—A

fine picture,

pleased

Corinne
all

and

a

very entertaining subject.
Star's best
work.
Drew good. A. Wirtenberg,
Woodlawn theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Deadline at Eleven, with Corinne Grif-

— Fair

—

program picture. Britton &
Lundgren, Melba theatre, Alexis, 111. —
Neighborhood patronage.

fith.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. Very good Western feature.
Those who like Western and mining
stories should be able to make money on
this one.
B. B. Hinman, Palace theatre,
Trinidad, Colo. Neighborhod patronage.

—

.

—

Dead Men

—

No Tales, with a spegripping melo-drama that
pleased 100 per cent. Business fair, but
not the fault of the picture.
Don't let
this one go.
C. G. Veles, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
cial

Pleased

The Romance Promoters, with Earlc
Williams. Good picture. — Ralph Rosso,

Hogan, Bonita theatre, Canton,
Neighborhood patronage.

Hipp theatre, Niagara
Neighborhood patronage.

Black Sheep (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. Good picture and up to Hart's
standard and will please any audience.
He is a good drawing card for me. R.
H. Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan,
Ark. Small town patronage.

cast.

—A

Tell

—

—

Trumpet Island, with a special cast.
very good picture.
An adult picture.
Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus the-

Falls,

N.

Y.

Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
Well received by a Saturday and Sunday
patronage. Larry Semon on same bill in

The Headwaiter, and everyone was
fied.

— E.

Mendota,

III.

— Neighborhood

satis-

patronage.

State Rights
A Man There Was (Radiosol),
special cast.
ness.
This

—Played
is

a

with a

to a big day's busi-

wonderful picture and

—

should be shown in every house. W. S.
Patterson, Swetland theatre, Mayville,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

When Dawn Came

(Producers Securwith a special cast. A wonderful
picture, but could not get them in. Title
and photos didn't seem' to draw them in
better than a program picture.
Wm.
Francis, Crystal theatre, Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

ity),

—

Confession (Pioneer), with a special
cast.
This picture is probably all right
in some communities, but should be given
by the church instead of theatre. Otis

—

—

Lamon,
Wis.

Auditorium theatre,
town patronage.

— Small

Elmwood,

Voices (Kremer), with a special cast.
Slow and nothing to it. Lay off of this
one.
Patrons walked out. C. Marx,
Rialto theatre, Utica, N. Y.

—

Cupid's Brand (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Good, but not up with some of
his former pictures.
The ladies are falling for Jack.
Have more ladies than
with any other star run. Business good.
Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan. General patronage.
The Man From Nowhere (Arrow),
with Jack Hoxie. While this is dis-

—

—

cent.— Thomas

W.
Ga.

—

—

Degenhardt, Princess theatre,

J.

per

100

—

The

—

—

Wis.

Glarus,

patronage.

—

Ind.

City,

New

atre,

—
—

—

—

Blue

—

of

special cast.

a

Will
draw pretty well with the children, but
disgusting to the grown-ups. Too much
drawn out. Would be better if cut down
to seven reels.
W. Joerger, EnterJ.
prise Theatre
Enterprise, Ore.
Co.,
to this one.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Penny

o'

Top

Hill Trail

—

i

Federated),

Love. Good picture. Good
story.
Pleased about 90 per cent.
Jonesboro Amuse. Co., Liberty theatre,
Jonesboro, Ark. General patronage.
with

Bessie

—

Fighting
Fairbanks.

Bill

(Pioneer), with William

— These

series of five-reelers
are just as good as any Westerns I have
ever ran.
Better than some of the socalled specials.
Fine business. Charles
Allen
B. Allen,
theatre, Solvay, N. Y.—
Neighborhood patronage.

—

(Davis), with a special cast.
picture, liked by everyone who
came, but played to small house. Eugene
Saunders, Palace theatre. Harvard, 111.
Isobel

A

good

—

General patronage.
The Fighting Stranger (Canyon), with
Iranklyn Farnum. Very poor indeed. I
never had one good remark made about
it.— E. W. Elkin, Temple theatre. Aber-

—

— Neighborhood

Ruth.— Very
pleased owing

borhood patronage.
Madonnas and Men (Jans), with

A. E.
N. Y.

a spe-

Ex-

Tarzan (National), with

— Nothing

an important part does wonderful work.
This one is extra good. B. B. Hinman.
Palace theatre, Trinidad, Colo. Neigh-

—

— We

—

The Son

deen, Miss.

—

Pictures

the market.
This is an A-l production.
Clear photography, good acting, plenty of
Wm. Francis, Crystal theatre,
Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

action.

Western feature, there is plenty
of heart appeal and the child who takes

tinctly a

(Western

Blazes

ploitation), with Lester Cuneo.
run
at least 80 per cent of the Westerns on

Headin'

last

Home

summer.

(K.
good.

to the

patronage.

with

Babe

Audience

well

B.),

home runs

he made

Star great favorite here.

Rogers, Temple theatre. Dexter,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— ——
November

Cyclone Bliss (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. The word Hoxie is enough.
That brings them in 100 per cent here.
You can't go wrong with this star.
Jonesboro Amuse. Co., Liberty theatre,
Jonesboro, Ark. General patronage.

—

—

Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. This is the best
Clara Kimball Young production to date
and my patrons said so. Business good.
Wm. Francis, Crystal theatre. Portland,
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Barbarian
Salisbury.
Good

—

will

glease

(Pioneer), with Monroe
picture and one that
and get you money. J. T.

—
Binghamton, N. Y.

Bovay, Lyric theatre,
patronage.
The Three Musketeers (Triangle),
with Orrin Johnson.
Patrons liked this
and thanked me for showing it.
Of
course it does not compare with the Fairbanks picture, but that is one reason they
want to see it.
Capacity business. J.
Paul Swickard. Favorite theatre. Lqs
Angeles, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.

— Transient

—

—

—

Serials

—

Have run the

Art

third

Accord.

— All

hit.

—

General patronage.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. The best serial we have played
for a long while. Hoxie is surely a great
favorite.
Men and women, as well as
children, are wild over him.
Every episode better than the one before. Business
good only on the days we run this serial.
Savoy Amusement Co.. Savoy theatre.
Neighborhood patronage.
Buffalo. N. Y.
The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Serial going over in
Juanita Hanson.
Animal stuff is wonderful,
nice shape.
Nothing
and the settings high class.
cheap about this serial, and the best paCharles Lee Hyde.
trons I have like it.
Grand theatre. Pierre. S. D. Small town

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Patte), with Charles

—

episode
seventh
Hutchison. On
the
and picking up each week. A real story
without repetition and perfectly logical.
Patrons well pleased. Daring and thrill-

—
—

ing stunts.
C. Neidhart. Park theatre.
Utica. N. Y. Transient patronage.
-

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow ), with Jack
Hoxie. One of the best serials we have
had the pleasure of running. They sure

—

—

Hoxie here. Jonesboro Amuse. Co..
Empire theatre, Jonesboro, Ark. Gen-

like

eral

—

patronage.

Short Subjects
-

a

For Land's Sake (Educational ), with
special cast.
More stunts and com-

—

situations to the foot of film in this
than in any other I've seen for weeks.
Ifs a dandy. H. J. Longaker. Howard
theatre,
Alexandria.
Minn. Neighborical

—

—

hood patronage.

Moonshine
cial

cast.

('Educational'),

— This

is

Dizzy Finish (Federated), with Hall
Boys. This one went big. Some
new stuff in this that went big. Find

—

good. — Wm.

Hall
Room Boys all
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina.

Kans.

Chaplin Classics
(Clarke-Cornelius),
with Charlie Chaplin.- Although on second run, these please our patrons and

—

—
Co..

draw good houses.

—

Larry Semon Comedies (Yitagraph).
Larry Semon is there when it comes to

slapstick.
He keeps the audience in a
continuous uproar. His comedies are all
good. E. J. Degenhardt. Princess the-

—

Mendota,

111.

— Neighborhood

with a spe-

a knockout

and

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

Fill in this

blank

now and send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

Dear-

Chicago.

Title

pat-

Star

Don't Blame the Stork (Educational),
with a special cast. Blame Christie and

—

for this leg show and
shimmy dance that was not a part of
the story. Immorality that is suggested
by action and expression is as damnable
to our business as it placed in bold subNet results are the same. B. P.
titles.
McCormick. Liberty theatre, Florence,
General patronage.
Colo.

not

Box

W.

Joerger, Enterprise theatre
Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
J.

USE THIS BLANK

Producer

stork

the

Remarks

and Bob Series

("Pathe).

— Going

Mighty clean and the young
series.

—W.

W.

folks

Al-

Stirlen,

theatre. Delta, la.

Snooky's Twin Troubles (Educational),
with Snooky. Best animal comedian on
In fact, best two reel comthe screen.
edy on market as far as our patrons are
concerned. It doubled our children busi-

—

A

111.

A

Room

hambra

that a serial should be.
Trenlich, New Illinois

— G.

—

enjoy this

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
fire

—

fine.

Ark.

sure

Reissues, with Harold
reissue comedies are fine.

If you haven't used them, you cannot
beat them for a comedy.
Please everybody. E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

Bill

—

Hoxie.

Lloyd

—These

—

and

episode

my

find this to please
people better
than any serial I have shown. It
is different.
It does not repeat like
most of the serials. You can't go
wrong in booking this. R. H.
Stephens. Royal theatre, Sheridan,

theatre, Chicago,

Lloyd.

—

WINNERS OF THE WEST
with

—

Pathe

ronage.

—

87

—

please them all. Best one to date.
F. E.
Duffy, Hibernian Hall theatre, Utica, N.
Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

atre,

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. On the 4th episode
and holding up tine. Just ordinary exploitation, but patrons are all pleased.
F.
N.
Shay,
Happy Hour theatre,
Schenectady,
N.
Y. Transient
patronage.
(Universal)

——
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19.

will

ness.
atre.

Jonesboro Amuse. Co.. Grand the—
Jonesboro. Ark. — General patronage.

THE IDLE CLASS

(First NaThis
tional) with Charlie Chaplin.
is a real entertaining two reel com-

edy,

usual

and Charlie has left out all
vulgarity which he gen-

He

erally uses.
it.

—

— H.

...

Star

deserves credit for

Longaker, Howard theMinn.

J.

Title

atre, Alexandria,

She's a Vamp (Reelcraft). with Matty
Roubert. Good clean picture for grownStory of kid
ups as well as children.
Worth
Praised by patrons.
romance.
featuring in advertisement. Ran it with
Owen Moore picture. Five reel pictures
C. B. Clark,
like this would be good.
GenIris theatre. Pacific Grove. Calif.

—

—

Producer

Remarks

—

eral patronage.

Now or Never (Asso. Ex.). with Harold Lloyd. His first three reel comedy.
No padding. Action and laughs during
Best comedy of four
its entire length.
we ran on an all comedy night. Will
please the old as well as the young. Most
of the action takes place on a Pullman
car.
Chas. H. Ryan. Garfield theatre,
0^44 Madison St.. Chicago.

—

—

The

Stage

Hand

—

(Yitagraph),

with

Larry Semon. We play Semon every
two weeks and the public always like
him. as they do not get too much of him.
Our experience is to show not over two
comedies of any one actor in a month.
J. W. Joerger and H. M. Maloney. O. K.
theatre. Enterprise. Ore.
Neighborhood

—

patronage.
By the Sad Sea Waves (PatheX with
Harold Lloyd. These reissues are pulling and a good buy.
Advertised as
Lloyd's revivals, patrons enjoyed them

Exhibitor

Name

Transient

ronage
City

—

Walker. Barcli theatre.
—John
Schenectady. N. Y. — Transient patronage.
fine.

T.

of Theatre

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
West Coast Theatres Finishing

Equipment

Progress
When
Streator,

Majestic

the
111.,

being closed

after

all

summer

decorations

extensive

while

of

opened recently,

were going on, Manager Bradford Brayton was in the lobby
to greet the enthusiastic citi-

zens in person.

Mr. Brayton is a firm believer
what he calls managing
"from the field." He feels that
the presence of the manager in
the lobby spreads brotherly
good will about and encourages
patrons to tell him whether
in

they approve of the show or
not,

and

He

if

why not.
may valuable

not,

has secured

tips in exploitation

icy in the past.

know

that

his

by this polHis patrons

inquiries

are

prompted by a spirit to give
them what they want, so they
are quick to let him know their
sentiments.

This probably accounts for
the success of the Majestic and
the popularity of

its

manage-

The new Motiograph, latest
model to be put on the market
by the Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company, is reported as meeting with considerable favor from exhibitors.
It is said to be something much
worth while in projection machines, which undoubtedly acceived.

Gus and Louis Kerosotes Open Remodeled Strand
at Springfield, 111., Refinished Majestic
Viewed by Streator, Illinois, Public
Theatrical construction, both new and
remodeling continue unabated. The situation

is

generally true in

On

all

parts of the

west coast the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., has taken the lead
with the public announcement of an ambi-

country.

tions plan

of

the

building activities.

Work

progressing rapidly on the re-construction of the Hipodrome theatre in Bakersfield, California, sponsored by this company.
With the completion of the new Hippodrome, which is to be a 2,400 seat house,
equipped with modern stage, etc., the
Gore Brothers, Ramish and Sol Lesser,
Southern California motion picture chain,
will have forty-eight houses in actual
running.
is

Ready
Harry

in

January

C. Arthur, Jr., general manager
circuit, has just returned from

of the
Bakersfield, where Douglas Jarmuth is
handling
Kern
houses.
the
county
Arthur expects the Hippodrome to open
within three months.
There are now fourteen houses in Los

two in Pomona, four in
Bakersfield; eight in Hollywood, and
the Wilshirc district, two in Venice,
three in Redondo, two in Ocean Park,
two at Long Beach, one at Taft, one at
Glendale, one at Huntington Park, three
at Anaheim, one at San Pedro, and four
in Santa Barbara, comprising the string
of West Coast Theatres, Incorporated,
houses.
New projects include four new theatre
buildings in Los Angeles, while under
construction at the present time are five
new houses in Southern California and
Angeles,

one
will

Los Angeles. Two more houses
open in Hollywood before the first

in

of the year, while a beautiful new theater,
the California, in Anaheim, was
just opened.

ment.

counts

Forty-eighth House in Chain

for

it

being well

re-

Kerasotes Remodels House

A

novelty in moving picture construction has been accomplished in Springfield, 111., where the old First National
Bank building, a three story structure at
Sixth and Washington streets, one of the
most prominent corners of the city, has

been re-made into a modern photoplay
house.
It
is
called the New Strand
theatre and boasts every convenience to
be found in a newly erected theatre.
Gus and Louis Kerasotes, two exhibitors
of long standing in Springfield, are responsible for the new motion picture
house, which recently was opened to
capacity
crowds, with
"No Woman
Knows," a Universal-Jewel production
as the featured picture.
In remodelling the old bank building,

was

of the former structure,
outside walls.
A skeleton
steel frame suporting steel girders was
put up inside of the old building, on
new foundations. The old walls were
anchored to this, much after the manner
of modern steel building structure. The
entire inner floors and partitions then
were removed, so the auditorium could
be formed.
little

except

left

the

White Marble Foyer

The

outside appearance of the building
was done over, the front being done in
polychrome terracotta, and the entrance
and foyer lined with white marble. The
foyer is decorated in ivory and gold.
The interior of the theatre is done in
old gold, gold leaf, ivory and poly-

chrome.

A

$15,000 pipe organ, a Typhoon
ventilating system, an up-to-date lobbies and rest rooms also are included in
the
modern equipment of the new

Kerasotes house.
The New Strand is
considered one of the best theatres in
Many
Springfield.
Its capacity is 800.
prominent film men of the middle west
were present for its opening.
Majestic Dressed

Up

After "making hay while the sun
shone," by extensively remodeling and
renovating his theatre during the summer stagnation, C. V. Day, owner of the
Majestic theatre at Streator, Illinois, and
his manager, Bradford Brayton, opened
the Majestic with Charles Ray's "Scrap
National
First
Iron"
an
Associated
Pictures, Inc., attraction,
isting attendance records.

and broke

ex-

The Majestic, which is a First National
franchise holder, has been closed since
early in June while being remodeled.
Not only was the theatre beautified until
now it is one of the most attractive show
houses in down state Illinois, but the
remodeling has added considerable space
for seats, the place now accommodating
This additional space was
1100 people.
secured by narrowing the stage and by
Elimination
reducing the foyer space.
of boxes on either side of the old stage
permitted the enlargement of the stage
opening until now it is of a size possible
to give prologues for some of the super
specials, for the rearranged stage is now
thirtv-six feet wide.

May
Benjamin

I.

Build Theatre
Morris, attorney,

who

has

purchased the property at 3241-4!) North
Clark street, Chicago, is considering the
erection of a motion picture theatre. He
is also considering an arcade or a garage.

November
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one of the outstanding

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
It

enables the printer to secure perfect prints from

negatives

made under

variable conditions of light,

and renders beautiful shadow detail. It is the quality that broadens the possibilites of success, saves
the difficult situation and increases the average of
good results.

Eastman Film

carries quality

Eastman Film,
identifiable

words

both regular

throughout

its

through to the screen.

and

is

length by the

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Pearl

River,

—Pearl

N.

Y.

—

incorporated and will erect an up-to-date theatre here. Edward Kast is president of
the company.

which

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

planned to erect

La.

Shreveport,

Ehrlich

Projects

—

manager

Wagner

of

erect a theatre

upon

Danville,
undi-r>t<iod

who

has pur-

property,

—

are the architects.

—

Irvington

Munsey

T.'il

Theatre

building, will erect

Frederick avenue.

in

Va.— A

$100,000 theatre

is

*

Philadelphia, Pa.
A permit has been
issued for the erectio'n at Fairmount avenue and Lex street of a $50,000 theatre
by Philadelphia Investment Amusement
Corporation.

WHY
You Should Use American Film Printing

Laboratory capacity one
million feet weekly

Gold Fibre Screens

COST— the same. or less
QUALITY -better — American

The exhibitor who buys a Minusa knows he's
getting satisfaction. The man who sells it
knows he's giving it. That's all that either

Film printing
the standard of the world
SERVICE safer because of the organization
quicker because Chicago is the
railroad center of America.
By our unexcelled laboratory method even an under-exposed

—

—

negative often will produce good positive prints.

We

of

them want.

Samples and

literature

upon

request

get

everything possible
out of your negative.

|>

"Vorld's Largest Producers^/

potion PictureScreens

Your negative maybe valuable beyond

power to replace. At
any rate "American"
treats them all that
way.

This

sponsible

a reorganizais

tion, both in proven
results and finances.

Before you trust your
valuable negative
elsewhere, willy ulet
us tell you about our
unique guarantee?

American

10 Points

QUALITY.

Prints known tor brilExpert staff,
liancy and clearness.
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality printsobuinable.

REPUTATION.

RESPONSIBILITY. A

Lake Michigan.
and dust.

city of

6227 Broadway, Chicago

London. England
S. S.

Hutchinson, Pi

III.

lOyears

concern of

strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. \\ ithin two blocks

SAFETY.

Inc.

in

of experience.

of

American Film Co

Gained

Away from

EXHIBITORS

HERALD—
THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

dirt

Plant approved by both

Chicago and Board of Fire

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS. Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.

PRICES.

Reasonable

GUARANTEES.

Write

and comfor our

unique guarantee of quality work.

to

Main street by Southern
Amusement Company.
in

—

will

it.

Georgetown, O. Work is progressing
rapidly on the new Markley theatre.

M. Bernham

Company,

be erected
i-

*

*

*

Md.

*

*

Fort Wayne, Ind. It
that Michael E. Hanley,
chased the Epple estate

—

—

Casper, Wyo. The building formerly
occupied by Webel Commercial Company is being converted into a theatre.
It will be known as the Lyric.

a $70,000 theatre

wood.

Chicago. Vernon C. Seaver and Louis
Zahler will build a $2,000,000 theatre at
Howard street and Malvern avenue.
F.

*

Yorkville, O., has applied for permission
to erect a theatre in Seventh street, War-

—

Newhouse and

H.

street

of $">00,000.

is

Ehrlich

Baltimore,

W. Va.— \V.

Wheeling,

Wayne

*

*

tures and road shows.

L.

of

in

Sacramento,
Cal.- Construction
will
begin shortly on the new Paramount theatre which will represent an expenditure

Brothers and Saenger Amusement Company that construction will begin after
the holidays on a new theatre to cost
$:>00,000. The site selected is at Crockett
street and Louisiana avenue.

of the Dream, is planning the erection of a house next spring
which will seat 1,008. It will cost $60,In all prohahility the Dream will
000.
then be used as a second-run house. The
new structure will be equipped for pic-

Henry

story theatre and hotel

will seat 2,-

— Announcement

Harry

by

—

Fort Wayne, Ind. Consolidated Realty
Theatres Corporation will build a six-

just off of Calhoun.

:>oo.

Port Angeles, Wash. Port Angeles is
to have a new theatre next year. Mack
Davis,

is

it

made

J.

&

—

Shreveport, La. Charles Sutter has
held conferences with local business men
relative to the erection of a $2,000,000
theatre and hotel building. The theatre

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

New

*

*

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know

19, 1921

Frankfort, Ky. Acadia Theatre Company of Ashland has increased its capital
stock from 150,000 to $75,000.

River

Amusement Company has been

Th eatres

November

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

!

November

19,

EX

1921

HERALD

H IBITORS

PACKED WITH
BREATH-TAKING
WILD ANIMAL THRILLS
i

91

The Exhibitors Herald says:
"There are enough wild animals
and red blooded fights introduced
in

each episode to

keep

the

fans

whooping her up."

ADVENTURES" TARZAN
•

ELMO LINCOLN

'

Here's a serial that everyone admits

A

winner

too

late.

in

is

a winner

every respect!

Book

it

—

THE WILD ANIMAL SERIAL
SUPREME WITH HUNDREDS

Don't wait
and book it quick!

until

it

OFANINALS INCLUDING
s

A Hundred Million
Have Seen Elmo
Lincoln As The
Original Tarzan.

Six Million People

Have Read Edgar
Rice

Burrough

Tarzan

s

Cash

Stories.

DISTRIBUTED NORTHERN

ILL.,

IND.,

on

in

AND

it!

WISC.

BY

REELCRAFT
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

CHICAGO OFFICE:

MILWAUKEE
TOY BUILDING

804

S.

WABASH

AVE.

INDIANAPOLIS
109

W.

MARYLAND

ST.

JOE MARTIN

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST NEWSPAPER'S

FAMOUS FILM CRITIC
Here's Curwood's
Story That Makes
a Vurr' Fine Film

SAYS:

'GOD'S

COUNTRY AND THE LAW

Produced by Arrow Film company.
rected by Sidney Olcott.

Di-

THE CAST
Marie

Gladys Leslie
Fred C. Jones
William H. Tooker
Cesare Giavina
Hope Sutherland

Andre
Dore
'Poleon

Oachi
n>-

Mae

Tln4<-

came among the "glad, free
THERE
things of the north woods," a
whiBky runner, Jacques Dor6.
Around his neck he wore an evil
charm, which he firmly believed protected him under all circumstances.
Certainly his luck had been with
him.
Though wanted by the Northwest Mounted Police, his escapes had
been many and marvelous. With the

of the charm which was
ground under the heel of the enraged
of the
beautiful
woodland
maiden Dor6 had attempted to as-

destroyal

father

sault, this luck forsook him.

Like a treacherous beast of prey,
he still attempted marauding raids on
youth, cleanliness, and happiness, but,
as 'Poleon, the man who destroyed
the charm had said, the great north

woods rose up to protect their own.
it was Jacques Dor6 who poisoned

and

—

fatally at last Jacques Dore!
As in Maeterllnk's "Life of a Bee."
there's something about "God's Country and the Law" to attract every
Even
one.
It has so many facets!
the children will find Joy in the three
cunning bear cubs that so earnestly

nurse from a bottle. There Is wonderful scenery, beautiful photography,
a good story (James Oliver Curwood
wrote it), and splendid acting. The
picture is not too long and is well
directed.
It is recommended to your consideration by this infallible department.

Chicago Tribune.
October 30, 1921.

DISTRIBUTED BY

PROGRESS PICTURES

CO.

"THE GOLDEN RULE SERVICE"

808 South

Wabash

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Ave.

144

West Vermont

St.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Greiver Obtains New
List of Productions
"Heart

Gets Rights to

North"

of the

Territory

A

long list of feature length and comedy productions has just been acquired
by Greiver Productions for distribution
through Illinois and Indiana.
From Joe Brandt, Greiver has obtained
"Heart of the North," the Harry Revier
picture which had a record run in San
This
feature
stars
Roy
Francisco.
Stewart and Louise Lovely.
Will Distribute "Judgment"

the short length program are
twelve two-reel H. C. Witwer comedies
to be published monthly, and two reel
character
comedies
featuring
Walter
Hiers for publication each week.
The company also has "Whispering
Woman," a James Keane production.

Phil

Dunas Has Joined

Phil

Dunas,

who

until

recently

penter for transporting the films
across the state line. The promoter had pleaded guilty.
Rickard has announced that he
will engage a loop theatre for exhibition of the pictures.

Has Temporary

Security Announces
New Film Offering
"Call from the Wild" Already

Has Played Loew
Mandel, manager of Security
Pictures, 808 South Wabash avenue, announces the acquisition of "The Call from
the Wild," a scenic drama presented by
Pacific Film Company.
Frankie Lee and "Highland Laddie"
Irv

a

Now

with Pathe

who

has been selling
gone over
cover the
He will handle the

the Hodkinson product, has
to the Pathe organization to

North Side

territory.

Associated

Exhibitors'

product.

Silverberg Resigns
Samuel L. Silverberg, for seven years
associated with the American Film Company of Chicago, has resigned. Mr. Silverbere ha* not yet announced what his future
connections will be.

The

other

negative

the

of

by

Carl

"Baccarac."

is

This unfolds a story of high

life

in the

French gambling houses, the title of the
picture being taken from the French
gambling game of that name.

Hold

Will

Special

Showing

Mr. Spanuth has placed an exhibition
value of $250,000 on the two pictures. A
special showing for the Chicago terriin

Circuit

Aryan Grotto

South Wabash

A new

late this month.
reel novelty film

single

is

to

W. R. Rothacker

theatre in Chicago.

and paper is
on the shelves at the Security exchange
which is handling the picture for the
Chicago territory.
full line of accessories

Mandel Makes Statement
In announcing acquisition of the feature Mr.

Mandel

said:
"There are endless possibilities in the
successful exploitation of this picture.
It is made of the right stuff and will

stand the acid
will

it

test.

Properly promoted

prove a celluloid cyclone as a
attraction."

"Conflict"

Altland,

legend

the

Loop

capable men.

S.

concerns

feature

The
be produced by Commonwealth.
nature of this subject can not be divulged at the present time.

office

Altland

film

temporarily

"The Mandrake," is a fantastic
in six parts.
The theme of the

An idea of the caliber of the production may be gained from the fact that it
has played the Loew circuit and Barbee's

tion to the Celebrated staff is further indication of President Friedman's determination to surround himself only with

W.

titled

Title

productions,

the

of

tory will be held at the

Loew

Plays

had

wide acquaintance among
the exhibitors of this territory. His addi-

Dunas has

in-

James.

charge of the local exchange of W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation,- has been appointed by J. L. Friedman as special representative of Celebrated Players Film
Corporation.

human

which was directed by Wharton

terest

One

Mandrake.
It was produced
Troelich and George Tatzelt.

Circuit

A

Celebrated Players As
Special Representative

H. A. Spanuth, president of Commonwealth Pictures Company, 752 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, announces that
he again will specialize in negatives.
In inaugurating this policy he has
purchased the rights on two foreign
negatives for the United States and
Canada. Both will be placed on the independent market around Thanksgiving.

Dempsey-Carpentier fight pictures.
Rickard was fined $500 and costs
by Federal Judge George A. Car-

are featured in this story of

Comedies Feature Hiers

On

Pictures Will Be Placed on
State Right Market at
Thanksgiving Time

In the settlement of the case of
the government against Tex Rickard the way is partially cleared for
the exhibition in Chicago of the

for This

Another of the big features which
Greiver will handle is "Judgment," the
This picture has
Victor Hugo story.
been acclaimed by many as a record
breaker.
One picture on the new schedule, a
five reel Prizma entitled "Bali the Unknown," already has played the Capitol
theatre in New York. Among the other
feature length pictures are "Every Woman's Problem," featuring Mrs. Wallace
Reid; "Lonely Hearts" and "Sunshine
Valley," the rights of which were acquired from Chas. Barr; eight six-reel
Northwest features with George Chesbora; and four features and a series of
comedies obtained from Irving Lesser.

Spanuth Buys Two
Foreign Negatives

Rickard Hopes to
Show Fight Film

Shown

box

throughout the territory prior to the
showing. It was the neatest piece of
yet sent out.

tion pictures of all of the activities of the
leader of the allied armies.
The first print to be made at the Roth-

acker plant was presented by Mr. Rothacker to the marshal. Other prints were
rushed on Saturday evening to the Chicago, Riviera and Tivoli theatres. The
pictures were made under the direction

Major Louis

Sturdivant
8

Exhibitors and others in the trade on
Tuesday, November 8, were given the opportunity to see "Conflict," which is declared by many to be Priscilla Dean's
greatest
production.
This UniversalJewel picture was presented at a wellattended trade showing at the Aryan
Grotto.
W. L. Hill, local Universal exploitation director, is responsible for the very
readable invitations sent to exhibitors

work

During Marshal Foch's visit to Chicago the American Legion, with Watterson R. Rothacker cooperating, took mo-

of

to

Trade on November

Print
Gift to Marshal Foch

C.

Boenihg.

Is

Reappointed

Hoyburn Theatre Manager
Announcement has been made
reappointment of

W.

G.

of the
as

Sturdivant

Hoyburn theatre in
Evanston. Mr. Sturdivant was manager
manager

of

of the house

the

from 1914

to 1917.

Chicago Film Board
Is Granted Charter
The

L. M. Club of Chicago has
charter from Springfield, according to an announcement from the
office of President Cecil Maberry.
F.

received

I.

its
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School Heads Laud
"U" History Serial
"Winners

of

for

Other

J

—— ———

'

Producers
Unstinted praise for "Winners of the
West," Universal's history serial starring
Art Acord, has been expressed by E. E.
Cortright,
assistant
superintendent of
schools of Bridgeport, Conn. The educator holds the new style Universal serial
up as a model for producers and acclaims
it as of great value for both children and
adults.

In a letter to H. P. Morgan, New Harepresentative
of
Universal, Mr.
Cortright wrote:

ven

Great

Theme

in

Film

was a great pleasure to me to. sit in
with a few of our school people recently
"It

to witness the first three episodes of your
serial, 'Winners of the West.' This
was true because our experience with se-

new

has been most unsatisfactory. They
been cheap, lurid, artificial and
psychologically unwholesome.
"You have a great theme in this picture and if the following episodes are
carried out with anything like the care
exercised in the staging of the first three,
you will have made a distinct contribution to educational opportunities for both
rials

have

children and adults."

May Honor
Carl

Director

Laemmle, president

of Universal,
has just seen the completed serial and is
reported to be unusually enthusiastic concerning it.

of "Tarzan" serial contracts, if the success
already enjoyed by the local office has a
meaning.
*

Pathe,

gave

movie

thriller.

saving two months next
Under Cermak's recommendation daylight saving would become effective on the last Sunday
daylight

April and continue until the last

September. During this
year daylight saving lasted from
in

to

departing

his

guests

a

real

Apparently Osc thought
best to let the eastbound traffic have right
of way at North avenue and State street,
but the pilot behind couldn't have had his
mind on his work, for aside from the rude
impact, the Ford sedan climbed half way
through the Westcott. We always understood that Osc drove a Nash.
Herein
hangs the tale. Ask Osc, he was there.
*

*

*

Ed Quinlan, erstwhile Vitagrapher, is
now representing the local Fox exchange
throughout

Illinois on the big "Over the
production.
Should be a veritable
mine of gold for the lively Celt to handle.

Hill"

*

D. A.

*

*

has been appointed to the
entire territory of Illinois, Indiana and
Wi sconsin for the local exchange of
Pioneer Film Corp.
All right D. A., expect to see you back in or Chi. for the
coming New Year's eve festivities.
*

»

*

Gossip has been officially confirmed that
II. A. GUNBUNG, w. k. northside exhib., has

Mawr

November.

*

*

Lest we forget, here's one Abe must have
overlooked.
M. Aarons sold his Crystal
threatre, on West 63rd street, to Louis
Mu m. Will the filum sellers kindly make
this

change on the

call cards.

*

*

Is

Now

in New Quarters
at No. 730 Film Row
The local W. W. Hodkinson organization over the

week end moved

headquarters at 730 South

to

its

Wabash

all

*

*

happy, great say

*

Louis Jacobs, general manager of the
Century Comedies, passed through last
week on his way to New York from the
Coast, with Manager Leserman, the genial
host during his brief stop-over.
*

*

*

Roy Alexander, manager

of short subfor the local Universal office, will
make a trip through Illinois and Indiana.
Sort of "let's get acquainted" venture. With
the established following this young official
already possesses, it should be a cinch locating the few that may have opened during
the past fortnight.
* * *
jects

Leserman, manager of the Universal,
us the demand for paper on the new
Priscilla Dean feature, "Conflict," was so
enormous that the Morgan Lithograph
Company, rather than disappoint the variI.

tells

ous branch offices, rushed quantities to the
various distributing centers, with a crew of
five men in charge to each exchange.
Service de luxe, we murmur.
*

*

Have you

seen that beautiful stick-pin,
studded with flaming material, the boys of
Universal tendered to Morris Heli.man before he left? By the way, Morrie lets us in
on a "big one." You all know the Lyda
theatre out in Autsin ? Now playing vaudeville and
fillums.
Packed every night
Don't blame it on the cinematic product,
might get a raise on rental. Get the idea,

Morrie?
*

William

*

Brimmer, manager

(".

fur Vita-

graph, has been a very busy host during
the past week, entertaining Tom Gallery,
who appears in their big feature, "The Son
With the young and
of Wallingford."
popular star back again in his home, Bill
should have it quite easy making pleasurable arrangements.

*

Sn. verm an, manager
Selznick exchange, is a rather chesty executive these
days.
He should be with that enviable
completion of set-ins his office has effected

on their new offering, "A Man's Home."
Apropos, we have been informed that
Charley Miller has resigned from the
local Selznick exchange to return to his old
home. Back again with Universal. And
with this change, Jule Alcock of the Superior Screen comes back again under the

CLASSIFIED

new
ave-

nue.

Drumm has been transferred here
New York to assume the position

With

Selznick banner.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exportersof Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 416 Cbartres Si,

Cable Address: WUlemfilro

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH-VELOUR-SILK-SATIN - SATEEN

S. L.

from
of

office

manager

Tommy Greenwood

of
is

the local branch.
acting sales man-

Advance.

In

competition

Newman

with

steel-clad

makes, the
choppers were

We

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

$1.00

ager.

Newman Choppers in
New Chicago Theatre

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

The Fabric Studios,lnc.
FOR SALE— Fairbanks-Morse.

6 h.p. gasoline
engine and 7 k.w. generator suitable for theatre.
Liberty Theatre, Chrisney, Indiana.

177 No. State St.
*'Le" us

make your

CHICAGO
presentation irtiitic"

other

ticket

selected by Balaban & Katz for their new
Chicago theatre, which opened recently.
The choppers, it is announced by the

Newman Manufacturing Company, were

chosen by the owners of the $4,000,000 theatre because they are guaranteed not to
clog or allow tickets to pass through without being mutilated.

FOR SALE— Creator
machine

Pop-Corn

in first class condition.

and

Used

6

Peanut
months.

Cost $540.00 new and owner will sell for $300.00.
Address Jack Johnston, Manager, Isis Theatre,
Augusta, Kansas.

FOR SALE— 450

theatre chairs, 20 inch oak,
5-ply, hard wood veneer. $1.85 each F. O. B. Chicago.
Bunce. 4725 Park Avenue, Chicago.
J,
Phone Columbus 323.

|

we

Ed

.

Hodkinson Branch

Mac-— —————J

*

Kohn

year.

March

*

for a departing Milwaukee train the other evening, Osc Florine, of

*

An order has been submitted to
city council by Alderman Anton J.
Cermak to shorten the period of

Sunday

*

While hastening

theatre to Abe Gumboy, Abe, keep it up and
they'll only be a few of us that own theares about the Windy city.

Shorten Period
of Daylight Saving

in

—£fy

Carl Harthill, manager of the local
Reelcraft exchange, was sighted stepping
about the Hoosier capitol last week end.
The oldtimer should glean quite an armful

sold his Hryn
biner.
Thata

May

19, 1921

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

the West" Held

Up As Model

November

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameras

at casta

saving prices. Special professions!
discounts on UNIVERSALIS.
Immedlata delivery on all model*. DsBrW.
DaFranne, Path* and many otfaara demonstrated In oar showroom.
Sand for oar eoaa[>)«to

catalog at once, frea-ox roqoaat.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. Chlcato.

II.

—
November

19,

-
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B

Fi

"The

From

Call

the Wild"

with

Frankie Lee

—Juvenile Star—and Highland Laddie— World's
Most Famous Acting Dog

A

Picture That Is Different

Wonderfully Wholesome

Teeming With Human

— With the Breath of the Great Outdoors—
Heart Throbs and Thrills
Both Young and Old

Interest,

Gripping and Appealing to
An Extravaganza of Scenery, Action, Drama, Life
In Every Foot of Film.

—

— A Pulsating

Punch

Played The Loew Circuit, New York
Just Completed a Week's Run at Barbee's Loop Theatre,
Chicago

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

(Brady Prod.)
July 17— Life, five reels.
Behind Masks .five reels, with Dorothy
July 2*

A

State Rights Productions

Dalton.
The Lost Romance, seven reels (Wm. de
July 81
Mille Prod.)
Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.

The Broken

From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,

five

reels,

Helen

Holmes.
Quick Action,

five reels, with William Russell.
the Way, five reels, Mary Miles Min-

Shows

Sally
ter.

The Moonshine Menace,

with

reels,

five

Helen

Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holme*.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Russell.

The

Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels,

five

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

ARROW FILM
The

Way Women

Love,

CORP.

five reels,

with Rubye

De

Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

Man Came,

Before the White

five reels, all

—
—
—

— Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 — The Conquest of
Aug. 14

reels.

—

Moment

Great

Swansoo),

(Gloria

Sept 11— At the End

of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Sept. 18
Prod.), six reels.
Sept. 18
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 26— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

—
—

Prod.), nine reels.
2
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct.
2
reels.
(Thomas MeigCappy Ricks,
Oct.

—
—
9 — The

Oct.
cast.

Indian

reels,

Woman,

with Grace

five reels,

Oct.

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,

five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a
6 reels. Grace Davison.
Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and

The Star Reporter,

— Experience,

80— After

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6

reels,

(George Fitzmaurice

7 reels.

through Pothe Exchanges
six reels, with Geraldine Far-

rar.

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

Will

Do, six

reels,

Anna Q.

with

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

King Log (Special Prod.).

of the

London, with Bryant Washburn.

to

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

—The Butterfly
— Women
Who Wait,
Aug. 17— They Shall Pay.
Sept. 11 — Home-Keeping Hearts,
Sept. 18— The Family Closet,
Sept. 26— Discontented Wives,

June 12

INC.

Girl, five reels,
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

uly 10

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine,

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C.

The Victim,

FILM SALES

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

five reels.

The Nightingale

of

Paris,

five

reels,

with

Zany

Miens.

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE
The Heart

H.

INC.

five reels.

DAVIS

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
EQUITY PICTURES
Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
July 8 — The Woman God Changed, seven
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
July 10— Too Much Speed,
with Wallace

reels.

five reels,

Reid.
July 10

—The

(Wm. de

in

Mystery Road.

(British Prod.)

FRO

L.

J.

The Ten Dollar

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie
Love.

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast
The Servant in the House, five reels, with allstar cast.

INC.
reels,

Youth's Desire,

reels,

with

cast

the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.

Conn. Yankee

in

King Arthur's Court,

eight

Holubar-Phillips.

Constance

reels.

feet.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.
Footfalls, eight reels.
The Last Trail.

ten reels.

WILLIAM PARNUM SERIES

Tal-

Drag Harlan,

The

PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.

House Peters and

READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
J.
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I

Am

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.

six reels.
six reels.

Scuttlers,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six rest
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIKB
Ridin'

Romeo,

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

Wil

l

Singing River,

I

Ml RUSSELL SERIES
five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

madge.
Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
(John M. Stahl
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
Prod.)
Talmadge.
Norma
The Sign on the Door, with
A Midnight Bell, v/ith Charles Ray.
prod.).
Walsh
A.
Serenade, seven reels (R.
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola NegnThe Playhouse, two reels, Buster Keaton.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

Lying Lips, six reels, with
Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

all-star

DIST.

five reels.

Queen of Sheba,

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.

H. INCE

with

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Shame, 8.200
with

six reels.
reels.

reels,

reels,

FORWARD FILM

A
A

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall

six

MAM

FOX SPECIALS

FIRST NATIONAL

Bells,

IN*.

reels.

FILM MARKET,

six

II

I

Raise, five reels.

Thunderclap, seven

The House Without Children, seven

Homespun

the Kitchen, two reels.
two reels, with Ben Turpin.
reels, with Mabel Nonnand.

Over

Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Man-Woman-Marriage,

reels.

I-ove's Outcast,

Ethel Clayton.

six reels.

The Married

Wedding

reels.

Molly O, eight

Mille

PARKER

with Clara Kimball Young.
Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

five reels,

From

reels

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

THOMAS

of the North, six reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Straight

Show, 6

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

The Riddle Woman,

What Women

Made

Ben Turpin.

Idol, six reels, with

Talent, five

(George

Richard Travers.

Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Distributed

the

— Beyond,

Oct. 30

Woman,

A

Home

Prod.)

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Nev» Gerber.
Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

six reels.

MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS

Melford Prod.)
Oct. 23

Blue.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Dangerous Toys, seven
Great Impersonation, 7

Monte

Bedford.

The Foolish Matrons,

She Sighed by the Seaside, two

—

The

ball

reels

Prod.)

Love, Hate, and a
Davison.

Hush,

seven

Aug. 21— Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five
Sept. 4 The
six reels.

The Last

A Small Town
Canaan,

(Thomas Meighan.)

Monte Blue and

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

(Douglas

reels.

ham).

cast.

The

five

Perfect Crime, five reels, with
Jacqueline Logan.
Doll, five reels, with

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law,

five reels.

RUCK JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY

BRAND

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

five reels.

Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels
(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt. (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

What Love
Little

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead,

The Old

six reels.

Nest, eight reels.

Tom

Moore.

November
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HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchange!

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The U P.
The Man

BENJAMIN

Her Unwilling Husband,

The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill,
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

PARKER READ,

J.

JR, PRODUCTION

Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

The

Stedman and Law-

The

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS

five

with

reels,

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

J.

H

When We

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
six

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

GEORGE
Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

INC.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seiti

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast

BECK

Line, six reels.

FROTHING HAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken Gate, seven

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.

There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fairbanks.

In Society, Edith Roberts.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKF.TT FILM PRODUCTIONS

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

INC.

Mar. 16

—God's

reels.

KINETO COMPANY
reels.

VICTOR KREMER,
The Stampede,
I

Am

the

INC.

Woman,

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS

Aug.

—Life's Darn Funny,
Dana.
16— Big Game,
5—A Trip
Paradise,
1

Aug.

to
Lytell.

(Walsh-Fielding
of Society, six reels.
Prod.)
(L. J. Gasnier
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.

Oct.

3

Oct.

17

Breaker, six reels, with
Viola Dana.
Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth

—Hughes.

—The Infamous Miss
with Alice Lake.
Ladyfingers,
—
14—There

Oct. 31

Are

Revell,

six

—

NAZIMOVA FRODLCTIONS
Madame Peacock, seven
Billions, six reels,
Camille, six reels,

reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Saee Hen. five reels, with Gladys BrockwelL
J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
'•rtidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

reels,

It

reels,

Gordon

Short Skirts, five reels, with Gladys Walto*.
Man Trackers, five reels, with Geo. Larkia.
Luring Lips, five reels, with Edith Roberta.
A Daughter of the Law, five reels, with Caravel
Myers.
The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberta.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie PrrroM.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Mia* du Font.

Go

Cowboy

two

reels,

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath

The

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

Billy

stunt novelty.

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
five reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

Once

with special

reels,

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

The Prey,

six reela.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In,

six

reels.

five reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five
Moral Fibre,

reels.

five reels.
five reels.

The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
The

five

reels.

Secret of the Hills, five reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert

WARNER PICTURES
Jungle Princess, seven

Juanita Hansen.
seven reels, Anna

reels.

Henry

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

seven

Girls Leave Home,
Xilsson.
Parted Curtains, six reels,

OWEN MOORE STAR
A

Key,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Hary Carey.

Why

six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.

The Chicken

Pass

Three Sevens,

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES

Girl From Nowhere,
Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

Tsuru Ao*±

of the Gods, six reels, with

Devil's

cast

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

J.

The

five reels, Gladys Walton.
five reels, Marie Prevost
reels, Hoot Gibson.

Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Simp-

&

Jass.

LEWIS

Frank Mayo.

Straight, five reels.

High Heels,

Mason.

with Bruce

with Bruce

six reels, with

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

reels, Russell

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,

Lake.
Dec. 20— The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

The Single Track,

son.

reels,

Conquering Power, six reels, special.
The Hunch, six reels. Gareth Hughes.
Dec. 12— The Hole in the Wall, six reels, Alice

with Helen Gibson

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience, seven

six reels, with Bert Lytell.
No Villains, six reels, with

— The

reels,

and Ed Coxen.

Viola Dana.

Nov. 21
Nov. 2S

five

Pick-

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Decision,

Mary

reels,

ford.

Lucky Carson,

The Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
Girl's

Mary

VITAGRAPH

A

A

with

Douglas Fair-

Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, seven

Shams

19—The Match

Sept

Nov.

with May Allison.
six reels, with Bert

reels,

eight

reels,

with

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

six reels, with Viola

five reels,

Sept.

(Gasnier Prod.)

six reels.

Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special cast
Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast

Hayakawa.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

five reels, with
five reels,

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES

Business, five reels.

The Four Seasons, four

May

Good Women,

five reels.
and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The

Mary

May

Wings of Pride,

Man

with

Room

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

A Woman's

five reels,

Let

five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with
McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with
Hawley.

to

five reels, Bebe Daniels.
and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Everything for Sale, five reels.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men,

Heart

One Wild Week,

SPECIAL FEATURE
1—Reckless Wives.

Mar.

A
A

Wanda

five reels.
Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

— Danger

1

STAR PRODUCTIONS
The Land of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Such a Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Miles Minter.

15— Skyfire,

Nov.
Jan.

Taylor production.
D. Tayler pro-

Wm.

Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
NEAL HART SERIES

six reels, a
reels, a

duction.

The Truant Husband, five reels, with AH Star Cast
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

Dream

reels,

TIONS

SPECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

five

reels.

W.

D.

reels,

eight

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRAC-

REALART PICTURES

six reels, with Bessie Barria-

cale.

Light,

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

cale.

The Breaking Point,

of

six

A Man

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

5

9

Jan.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

L.

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right featare.

— The Love Flower, seven
—
The Mark
Zorro,
Douglas Fairbanks.
—
The Love
Pickford.
Mar. II— The Nut,
with
banks.

Down Home, an

J.

D. N.
Women,

Fickle

Griffith production.

The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hears.

All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
I? (All Star Cast)
Conceit (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

Dec. 4

Ohl Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A MUlionaire for a Day, Arthur GHy Empey.

WILL AT PRODUCTIONS

IRVIN V.

Faversham.

Red Foam,

Sept

F.

Conway
Willi**

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

INC.

special cast.

reels,

ARTHUR
The Heart

of Ambition, six reels, with
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, lix reels, with

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

B. SETTZ, INC.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Road

Who Am

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

Warren

J.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fiehter. five reels.

After Midnight

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

That

PERRET PICTURES,

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

with Blanche

reels,

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

DE1TR1CH-BECK, INC.
Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

five

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

9

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

The Harvest Moon,

CONWAY TKARLE STAR SERIES

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ton.

INC.

HAMPTON' PRODUCTIONS

R.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

Trail, six reels.
of the Forest, six reels.

97

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels. All en e Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene stay.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels. All erne lay.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Lady Luck,

Q.
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November

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

two

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reels.

tiful,

Nothing to Think About.

Take

It

Easy.

SPOTLIGHT,

one

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

NEIGHBORS,

PATHS EXCHANGE.
Lloyd.

ATTWON FILM CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

two

STAR COMEDIES,

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two

The
The
The
The
The

reela.

Torchy'a Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

reels

JIM

Sunleaa Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.

For Land's Sake.

one reeL
one reel.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

reel*.

The
The
reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reela.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

Town

it

two

with Flowers.

The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.

One Moment

A

Please.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

reels.

reel.

McLuke'* Filra-Osaphy.

Wonders of Nature.
SELECT Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
S. ft E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jaz*. two

Fall

reel.

SERIALS

Guy.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

two reel*

Adventure* of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW— Thunderbolt
FOX — Fantomas;

PATHE— Hurricane Hutch
PATHE—The Yellow Arm

ALLEN SERIES,

Seits

aad

on.

every

(Charles Hutchinson).

(Ruth Roland).
Whirlwind.

SELZNICK— The

twa reela

INC.

two reek.

one reeL

The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond

Queen

(Eileen

two

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

one red.

NEWS REELS

reela.

C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES

in

two

UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Palo).
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (Williass
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan sad
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncaa
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antonl*
Moreno V

reek.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

FRANK BRAIDWOOD,

B.

Sedgwick).

TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reela.

INDIAN

Bride IS.

FEDERATED— Miracle* of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo.
June Caprice).

DOMINANT PICTURES.

two

Jack (Jack Hoxie).

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reela.

two

Pathe Exchange.

(twice a week)

at Select ex-

changes.

reel Western*.

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchangee.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday, and Thursdays) at Universal exchange*.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational axchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
SELZNICK NEWS

reel*.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reel*.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reel*.

reel.

Fable* Cartoon*, two-third* reeL

PIONEER — Luke

Stuff.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

one

RADIN— Brind's

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
reels.

Pictograph*.

—

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

The Happy Poet
The Indian.
Say

PATH E— Aesop'*

Bakery.

MAJ. JACK

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

snapshot*.

PATHE— Topic* of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one

PATHS

Kid, six reela.
Idle Class, two reels.

Small

CO.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB,

Shoulder Anna, two reela.
Sunnyside, two reels.

Magazine, oa*

(weekly).

Rent Collector

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleaaure, two reels.

in high diving.

of Self Defense.

FEDERATED— Screen

Hick.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Vod-e-

Sermonette*.

GREIVER — Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats,
KINETO — Urban Popular Cla»*ic*.

reel.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,
two

(bi-monthly).

Original

reel.

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn Bray

other week, two reela.

two

as*

SceoU

reel.

snapshot*

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount
reel

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reela.

two

Annette Kellerman

ARROW FILM

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKT
PARAMOUNT- ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
reela.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

one

The Manly Art

DRAMAS

reel.

Burrud

Golf, slow motion.

Sportsman.

reels.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel

one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

C.

EDUCATIONAL,

Clean and dry.

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two

Serie*. on*

Scenic*,

PICTURES— Sunset

COMMONWEALTH— Soanuth's
Vil Moviea.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

Nick-of-Time Hero, two reels.
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

B.

C.

WARNER PICTURES

CAMPBELL COMEDIES

Series,

reel.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.
The Tourist.

The Vagrant.

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

ARROW— Sport

VITA GRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reela.

Saving Sister Susie.

The

one

Exploration

reel*.

Stories.

reel*.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

reela.

two

reeL

Holme* Travel Picture*

(every week).

reel.

RORERTSON-COLB
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

It.

reel

SPECIAL

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reeL
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES, two

In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.

A

reel.

reela.

Snooky'a Wild Oats.
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Freah Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

one

RBELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reela

INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

on*

(every two

reel.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
DOMINANT PICTURES,

INC.

reels

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

reel

REELCRAFT— Reelcr»ft Scenic*, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin John*on

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reeL

FILM SALES

one

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh
Buster

reels.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

JOY COMEDIES.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAVETY COMEDIES,

two

Scenica,

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderinf*. ana
one

Buster Keaton.

reels.

Outing

week*).

Mas

with

Keaton.

DO. with Harold Lloyd.

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.

two

Bruce Scenic* Be**

C.

(every two week*).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold

C. B. C.

reds,

METRO

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

two

Roberta.

reel.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenic*.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester
reel

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

1921

19,

two

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Player*).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Runs
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).
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UNIVEKSAL
Universal can
give us pictures
"If

as good as this at
half what others

ask, who gets
the difference?"
G. W. Yeaton
Iokj Theatre
Exeter, N.

H

Car™
Laemmle
for

NOVEL ME> ILR~

1

ANNOUNCING THE

1

PRODUCTION'

Si
A DffTllDC
PfCTURE VOIID
YOUR.
A
E0\-OFFTCE Wf

a .f^EWE^BER.

MY iyavoY
t)S

THE

HARpW

W r|l

THE STAR—
Realart's

"Wonder Girl" of whom

the critics said:

"There is no limit to what may
be expected of her", and who
proves it in her role of the lovely

harem

girl.

I

A Turkish

harem, with

women,

all

pretty

its

costumes,

strange

lavish

settings

— A marriage

bargain

made

in true Ori-

ental fashion

—The whipping of a harem

girl

who

tries

to escape

—The plot of the two friends which
almost succeeds
— The tremendously dramatic scene where
false

—

the harem keeper comes to claim the
girl—
These,

place

and many

MORALS

other scenes

in the

are

SPECIAL

what

class.

4T7

oT

of the seclusion and security of a

arem

of the warmth and languor of the East,
to be dropped suddenly into the chill
of a London fog—
Into the bachelor household of a man she
had never seen—

And
And

so into his bewildered, lonely heart.

there to dwell like some wild exotic
flower until a friend's perfidy, another
woman's jealous plotting, and a great
danger brought the realization of
love almost too late.

—

That's the story of

MORALS!

!

A

Special Production!

But only one way to get
it.

Not held out from the regular releases for greatly increased rentals.
It's

part of your Realart

Star Franchise.

Get it now by signing
now

Another Truly Big Production

CONSTANCE BINNEY
in

"FIRST LOVE"
Fans are shopping for entertainment, are they ?
Well, here

is

one you can

guarantee.

—

For swift-moving drama with a heart-punch;
For suspense that grips and holds;
of the romantic qualities people have
come to look for in Constance Binney's

For

all

Productions.

A

Special Production in every way!

WANDA HAWLEY
in

"THE LOVE CHARM"

—

seamstress, and then
zip
she's a bird of paradise, shalo
ing a wicked plume!

They'll

like

it,

and

call for

more.
It

has a "come-again" tag

It's

on it.

a box-office bracer!
Story

by

Scenario

Directed by

r

Harvey
by

O'Higgins

Percy

Thomas N.

Heath
Heffron

R E A L A R T
CORPORATION

ovember

26, 1921
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ear XSom
"It is a wonder that is has not been advertised as a million dollar
production, for it must have cost a fortune to do what they have done
in the way of laying railroads and bridges in the frozen North. And it
couldn't possibly be faked. There is a lot of humor in the picture in spite
of its serious nature. It is an extremely interesting picture, and the scenes in
Alaska are magnificent. If you like Rex Beach you will like this picture. The
whole cast is good."
Harriette Underhill, in the Tribune.

story usually is as bracing as the morning plunge into a cold tub.
'The Iron Trail's' fate turns on the meLing of the Alaskan
no exception.

"A Rex Beach
This one
glaciers

is

and

the

effect

is

breath-taking."

Suzanne Sexton,
"The producers have lavished upon it much in the
picture has action, with interpolations here and there
bravery, heroism and romance."

way
of

the

in

This
of atmosphere and background.
the Alaskan intrigue and far North

Quinn Martin,
There are many

thrilling scenes of the

breaking U p of the

in

ice

Morning Telegraph.

without a doubt."

in the

Morning World.

"The Iron Trail' which you can enjoy
Critic for the New York Times.

" 'The Iron Trail,' a railroad tale, sweeps along with something of the irresistible force that is
rushing down on the railroad bridge being built by the hero and threatens to shiver the t mbers of the bridge and the hero, too. As this is a Rex Beach story there are naturally fights,
this time by the wholesale and in job" lots. In the general Free-for-all the skirmish
takes place mainly with picks and shovels; and it has a good deal of the spirit of the
first battle of the American engineers in France."
Critic for the New York Herald.

V

"All romance is not concerned with the love of a man for beautiful
heroines.
There may be romance just as vital in the achievrtTint
of ambition, the organization of a great business, or the buildifig
of a railroad. 'The Iron Trail' pictures the heroism and the thrills
J
involved in performing the last named task in Alaska. There
are many thrilling scenes in the picture. The cast is a competent one."
"r^,
Critic for the New York Globe.

—

"Every new pnotoplay drawn from Rex Beach sources has become a cinema event and 'The Iron Trail' is no exception.
It is sometimes thrilling,
sometimes appealing.
and always an interesting story."
^

OCMMCTT
Picruoex COOP.

Critic

presents a picturizafron

of

citement

acx
OCACHX

throughout
photography
is good; the stage di-

^ v

raili-oad

:

recting

_

jQ. (sJilliam Mei/f
by £)orofhy dtarnum
/^hofodraphy by Cmest Mailer
^Scenario

Cost includej-

ALMA TGCL

aCGCNALO

mmUM

UNITED AQTLTTJ"* COfiPOIiATION
MARY

DICKFOriD

•

CHA/iUE CHAPLIN
HffiAM

AOBAM/

DOUGLAJ" FA
-

I

I2X5AN l<J"

POE/IDENT

•

D.W.

New

Journal.

directed by

and

artistic."

York Evening

novel

THUaSTOtl WALL

is

Critic for the

"rue taoH tciacC
VWYNOMAM XTAftOING

York Sun.

sustained.
It
has a backdeed;,
desperate
for
hatred and intrigue.
The

^•v>.

Glaslcan

New

ground

I £»

famous

for the

"The picture holds one interested throughout.
The ice floe is well stimulated; its ex-

G

November
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SENSATIONAL PRODUCTION

A TREMENDOUS

INDICTMENT

OP MODERN CIVILIZATION
UNITED ARTISTS COQDOOJXTION

MARY DICKPORD

-

CUADUE CUADUN

•

DOUGLAJ" I^AIQXVXMK^T

NIliAM ADOAM-T

-

DHEJ"IDENT

•

GlilPPm-l

h

%aru'
,ary Jlstor

Art Director-

Directed by

Jierbert

Waohe'

lejaren

a Jiiller

"THE BEGGAR MAID"
twelve two reel pictures dramatizing
the greatest masterpieces of art, created such a sensation at the RIVOLI THEATRE, New York City, where
audiences considered it the feature attraction that it
was held over for a second week at the R I ALTO
first of a series of

THEATRE.

"THE BEGGAR MAID"

\

has been booked for

One week
One week

at the
at the

STANLEY THEATRE,

Three weeks at the

PARK THEATRE,

The finest theatres
will

Philadelphia.

MARK STRAND THEATRE,
in every

Brooklyn

Boston.

community

play this series of Triart Pictures.

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

i

••>

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Caught In the clutch
of the desert!

%iii iam Fox

His

7

viva.! in

wounded- he forgot a//
and turned avenger!

"Will iam rox

presents

WILLIAM
RUSSELL
in

love mortally

presents

CHARLES
IB uck)

JONES
in

Desert

Riding

Blossoms

With Death

The Story of a Man Who Was Down
But Never Out
Story by Kate Corbaley
Scenario by Arthur Zellner
Directed by Arthur Rosson

A romance packed with action
and startling situations-*Story

and

Direction by

Jacques Jaccard

EXHIBITORS HERA L D

November

A STATEMENT
presenting

"OVER THE HILL"

INtainment and edification
over,

I

am

for the enter-

of theatre-goers the

performing a task which affords

world

me

a

delight wholly unalloyed.

Will Carleton, upon two
duction

is

based,

known

is

of

as the

homely things

and

are intimately familiar.

of life

"Farm

Poet."

this pro-

He sang

— the things with which you

of the
I

whose poems

two fine poems here referred to, Carleton
touched upon the same subject which caused Absalom
to break the heart of his father, David, King of Israel,
and which evoked from King Lear his immortal plaint,
"How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is to have a
In the

thankless child."

from poets

It is

of all the

a subject w hich w

ill

wrest songs

generations yet to come.

have watched the development of "OVER THE
HILL," from the moment the first scene was written.
I have
watched it throughout the months it was in
course of production.
It represents a Labor of Love.
In it I take a pride which has never been exceeded
or even equalled
in all the years I have been making
I

—

pictures.

"OVER THE HILL"
as long as the

cated to
will

do

a

picture that will live

virtues continue to exist.

Dedi-

the mothers and fathers in the world,

all
its

homely

is

share toward

place to live

making

it

the world a better

in.

WILLIAM FOX.

26, 1921

November
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Hard Times and Plain Facts
Box

Office Results on "Over the Hill"
Released by Fox Film Corporation
Gross
Theatre

Population

City

Capacity

Played

(Not including

War Tax)

New York

5,602,841

Lyric
Central

1,349

Park

1,354
1,120

Broadhurst
Astor

992
12 months

$768,304.50

865

(Theatres listed below still playing

OVER THE

HILL)

111.

2,497,722

Woods

1,236

Philadelphia

1,709,518

Stanton

1,600

Tremont
Savoy
Alhambra

1,250

9

750

4

2,300

1

20,875.25

7 weeks
"

89,459.00

Chicago,

Boston, Mass.

756,476

Pittsburgh, Pa.

588,819

Milwaukee, Wis.

457,000

-

9 weeks
"
4
"
"
"

136,072.25

59,664.50

94,117.00
34,454.48

Engagements Completed

Detriot, Mich.

993,739

San Francisco
Newark, N. J.
Minneapolis, Minn.

508,410

Seattle,

Wash.

Providence,
St.

R

I.

Paul, Minn.

Oakland, Cal.
Springfield,

Mass.

Hartford, Conn.

Washington
Columbia

1,750

8

1,250

414,216

Terminal

2,038

4

308,580

Lyric

1,500

3

316,000

Metropolitan

1,400

5

237,595

Opera House

1,300

6

234,600

Garrick

2,000

3

216,360

Orpheum

1,700

3

129,563

Fox's

1,444

110,900

Parsons

1,500

U.

1,400

1

Sacramento, Cal.
Fresno, Cal.

65,857

Clunie

1,124

2

44,616

Liberty

1,500

1

San

39,642

Liberty

1,200

1

13,298

Grand

700

1

8,664

Glen

Chico, Cal.

5,000

Majestic

Wenatchee, Wash.

4,020

Liberty

900
900
650

Jose, Cal.

Long Branch, N.
Glen Cove, L.

J.

I.

80 Million people

in

S.

America

Have you booked

will see

54,241.00
17,499.30

"

40,769.65

"

42,850.50

"

17,841.51

"

23,670.50
21,318.00

68,166

J.

71,002.00

"

"
1

Hoboken, N.

"

14,690.25

"

"

9,251.25

8,118.33

6,662.60
"

-

C>

6,628.41

days

6,578.00
2,289.36

3 days

1,802.25

days

2,275.37

4

"OVER'THE HILL"

the attraction for your theatre?

HAS BOOKED

ft

SELZNICK'S

HOME

Mftfl'S THE
FOR

CftMTOL
THE

NEW YORK

WORLD'S LARGEST THEATRE

p

I
from the novel

PHROSO

'by Sir Anthony Hope

a Louis Mercanfon Production
presented by

R-C

PICTURES

IS

'^/here's Action Every

"POSSE

Minute

in

from the Hovel* VYIVlOSO" by Sir dnthoviy Nope
A LOUIS MERCANTON PRODUCTION ~ ~ An R-C PICTURE

7hese Scenes Reflect the Big Romance

c/

"POSSESSION'
RO O

^

by Sir ClntKony Hope
S
from the novel PH
A LOUIS MERCANTON PRODUCTION ~ ~ An R - C PICTURE.
"

E
frvm

I

PH/ZOSO

the novel

'by Sir

Anthony Hope

a Louis Mercanton Production
presented by

PICTURES

R-C

Sir

Anthony Hope

dramatic story

have

is

His romances

telling.

of

vividness

the master of

hand

first

experience.

Mercanton, the "Griffith of Europe,"
has produced in "Possession" a

pic-

ture of such intense action as to hold

the spectator breathless.

The
real

A

sets in this picture are real.

and famous old

A

castle.

great

natural cave 300 feet below ground,
its

walls

and roof

actites

of weird

Every

action

a-glitter

and

takes

identical location,

with

eerie

place

amid the

stal-

beauty.
in

identical

surroundings that gave the novel

atmosphere and

color.

the

its

Playgoers Pictures

Father
with

presents

Tom

Tom Wise
Directed by John

B. O'Brien

Distributed through Paihe' Exchange. Inc.
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR.
PLAYGOERS PICTURES

SIDNEY GARRETT

"Father

Tom"

is

one of those wholesome,

human

pro-

"The Old Homestead" type whose appeal
American audiences is proven by time and expe-

ductions of
to

rience.
It is essentially an out-of-doors feature which wins
your heart interest from the start and ends with an exciting horse race, as vividly thrilling as ever portrayed.

Tom Wise

is

perfect in a typical

Tom Wise

charac-

terization.

"Father Tom" is a feature you can show with the assurance of its proving satisfactory and successful.

Now

Booking

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WEST

'ACCLAIM"

a
X
York\Paramount

In

New

HE SHEIK"
simultaneously
the

Rivoli

Los Angeles

opened
at

and

In

THE

both
Rialto

five

Theatres.

On

the opening day

Theatre.
it

showed

SHEIK'

has played

to absolute capacity

I

production too highly.

to

for

19,824 people.

it

records

This breaks all records for both
theatres, with the exception of
the opening day of "The Affairs
of Anatol," which played to only
301 more paid admissions.

to
all

for

days at my Rialto
cannot praise this

make new

look

I

box-office

over the country.

I

expect a longer run to greater
patronage than any picture I

have ever shown.

It hits

on

all

twelve cylinders."

SID

GRAUMAN

The Whole World Has Been Talking About the Book !
Now the Whole World Is Raving About the Picture!
By E. M. HULL
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky

2 FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

ft

Scenario by
Mcnte M. Katterjohn

—
November

26. 1921
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d Simple
eatizring

BOBBY

VERNON
Review Says:
SIMPLE'— Bobby Vernon

Exhibitors' Trade

'"PURE
is

AND

a riot in this picture.

He

borrows a funny

looking suit from an immigrant and disgraces his relatives in this country by making persistent appearances at one of their
social affairs. They weren't surprised to see
him looking so queer thev had fully
expected that but it was tough that the
Swedish count who was about to wed their
daughter (Josephine Hill) had to be so
embarrassed. Bobbv finally manages to
expose the fake count and even brings in
the tatter's wife and children to prove his
falsity.
When he changes his clothes and
makes love to the prettv ingenue, it seems
like a prettv good ending for the hilarious

—

—

short subject."

SducationaVs
a

j^ationally ^Advertised

Short Subjects

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

ff '.

Hammons,

President

Inc.

INSIDE: DOPE.
Wui JUST PUT WI2.E DAT My
P\TGHUR GOS EPWARttS SCHOOL
DAy?. WILL BE REDy FOR THE
I

BIG THEATERS KRI2N\US WEEK
DEYARE GONNER "HAVE fOO PRINT?

*!* |2JM
KAN SHOW

100

it AT

TOWN!

DER SAME TIME,
GEE WONTDIS BE
ATREE.TFOR
OES Klftft KAUSE T>E
Y HAVE N O
school all dat Week.
DEY GUV WOT R\TC S Fo St g.,DER PITCH UR
,

P9.

VV£XW?A^V>SWVi'^

MARSHALL NEILAN lent ME
2. DER V/ARNER BROS. F£,R Dl£
PtTCHUR ITS A PEACH KAUSE
HARRY RAPF MADE IT AND
BILL NIGH DIRECTED IT.

SUM

PITCHUR

Sx^ei Accm,fdnefanan

JMkdi Attn $x/ii$ifoi6 x^edlllna^
engage menfa ~ eu&foedfr
/6O0 'SbiAoizctuScuis-JTeur
jr.y.
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Capitol Theatre
NEW YORK

October
S. L-

2 5,

1921.

ROTHAFEL

Mr. J. Justioe Harraer,
President Sun-Light Arc Corporation,
16CC Broadway,
New York City.

My dear Mr. Farmer:
For the past year we have been
projecting by the use of your high intensity
Sun- Light Arc projection lamp now known as
the "Simplex Sun-Light Arc Projection Lamp,
and it afford me great pleasure to express
to you my entire satisfaction with this lamp .

They surely meet a great need of
the motion pioture exhibitor and their high
effioienoy assures us of perfect projection.

You are at liberty to u?e this
letter as you will.
i

26, 1921

Xovember

i
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nplex' Sun-Light Arc Projection Lamp
'

IS

d an Untried and Untested
Proposition
F>r

More Than

Year It Has Been Working,
Successfully, Night and Day in the
a

CAPITOL THEATRE
New York

City

Gving Complete Satisfaction in the Biggest
Iheatre Under the Most Trying Conditions

Simplex" Sun- Light Arc Projection Lamp
of This Severe Test, Has Been
llaced Upon the Market, Perfected.
le cause

UN-LIGHT

ARC CORP

1600 Broadway
Hollywood, Cal.

J.

Justice Harmer, Pres.

London, Eng.

Telephone 4468 Bryant

All Projection

Lamps

Sold Exclusively Through

The Precision Machine Co., Inc.
l

-VC.4.V

WAT SOS,

European Representative, 62 Berners

Street,

London, England

x

v
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Rothacker- Alter Laboratories,
Hollywood, California

I
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Inc.

Throughout our

electrically-

operated laboratories we utilize
wonder machines — machines of highest
mechanical perfection.

But, machinery

—chemicals are

fickle

is

— so

brainless

at the points
stand guard our

where mechanical devices fail,
skilled artisans whose verdict against the
than-perfect

is:

less-

"thcs shall not pass!"

So, by proper use of scientific
implements combined with the best
human equation, we

obtain results not otherwise

possible.

If

it

is

screen quality you

desire, plus a personal service feature of
priceless value,

you

will protect the exhibitor

own

peace of mind by specifying
Rothacker Prints.

and your

There are reasonsCome and see them.

Founded 1910
by
Watterson R. Rothacker

I*

J! if
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FAMOUS P LAY FP 5 LAS K V CORPORATION

MARION DAVIES I
ENCHANTMENT"
St O

tt-^

£j

FRANK P.ADAMS

•

Dtn^CT^D
LUTHER REED
SCENARIO
SCEMES /y J C SEP ^ JRBAN
•

//s

a paramount picture

/"y

ROBERT 5.VIGNOLA

Marion Da vies — in

New

Role!
Proves Cleverest of Light Comediennes.
Bringing "Enchantment" Into the Front Rank of
a Delightful

Broadway's Best Money-Makers

THE
Cosmopolitan
exhibitor

ment"

who

gets

Super

the

spectacle

feature

gets the very last limit in

Marion Davies-

latest

box

office

"Enchant-

money-making

features.

BECAUSE

Marion Davies is the most widely advertised
American screen backed by the greatest
actress on
advertising campaign to the public that can be produced!

—

the

BECAUSE

"Enchantment" opened its prerelease at New
York's Broadway Rivoli to continuous overflow business
for a week.

BECAUSE

"Enchantment"

is

already booked
reserve seat

Keith - Proctor - Moss high price,
throughout Greater New York.

the

in

houses

BECAUSE

"Enchantment" includes two special spectacular costume features adapted from "The Taming of the

Shrew" and "The Sleeping Beauty," with Joseph Urban
settings and a brilliant cast.

AND BECAUSE

the

New York

"...

Press says:

clean amusement
good, enjoyable fun
by far the best thing Miss Davies has done."
Telegraph.
.

.

.

.

"...

Miss Davies showed more real ability than
she has ever shown before, and the clothes she
wears are a dream of delight." Tribune.

—

"...
seems

"...

"...

a captivating
to

production

have found a vehicle that

enticingly beautiful."

.

.

fits

— Daily

.

Miss Davies

her."

— Herald.

News.

an intelligently worked out story."

— Globe.

Harrison's Reports speaks of the picture as a production ".
that one can unreservedly call excellent.
Not only the acting is good, but subtitles
are full of humor as well as wit.
The production
.

.

.

.

.

.

and

is

lavish."

PLAY THIS FEATURE

NOW WHILE

NEW YORK LAUGHING

IT

HAS ALL

»
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Cosmopolitan's Premiere Dramatic Screen Favorite Springs a
Surprise

CHE

on the Picture World

has proved to

New

of light comedienne

In

this,

—

York's

critics that a

in the Field of Classic

Comedy

recognized dramatic actress can win the laurel

the supreme test of histrionic ability.

her latest achievement. Marion Davies has dared the approval of the most critical
and has heard them confess that "She has done the best work of her screen

press in the world,

career."

Marion Davies' work in "Enchantment"
compelling, artistic!

is

merry-making

of the finest order

II 1* <4 4il4t<«1A<4llAli<J1ftl4<«<4<.ft<ftlAlJ*4<4?44*t#1«

—

subtle, spirited,
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BUT
44

ENCH A
A

Clever, Brilliant

"Flapper"— Gorgeo

slj

ARION DAVIES
of her hand,
lists

as the adorable EtheHi
and gets away with it. B:li

her experiences as the

M

scintillatir

Mother gets the diary and Papa Hoyt's eye ill
Engaging the services of an old friend, ErntE
in the capacity of lioness tamer, Papa Ho;sU
as Caveman
with the motto reading, 'M'lj

—

rical

backgrounds, stage influences and

"Enchantment" gorgeously picturizes
K. Adams, which delighted a mill

ntt(

ie

I

1

Robert G. Vignola, the d recto of
picturization from the scena)«|
Joseph Urban lives in tl el
Edith Shayne, Tom Le:s,i
Maud Turner Gordc col
I

i

A PICTUREW
THE CRM
ATI

MENT"
tieModern Society

-Superbly Acted

id

edipoiled. gay

—

has her devoted parents eating out
her conquests in a diary, where she
afternoon tea dances.

he to record
•'ierre's

t)f

©en

d

to the necessity of

taming

man and Beau Brummel

In

>te<iinics

te »nd

— Beauty

War."

his daughter.

of the footlights,

and Brains versus Apollo

Love wins, aided by

theat-

pen.

"Manhandling Ethel," by
losmopolitan Magazine.

)mly,
le

anOod Changed." directed the
^ee.

And

S'tings.

the master art of
Stanley,

Forrest

Corinne Baker and
no ble cast in support

E

RESENTS

»X

OFFICE

Frank
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MARION DAVIES
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The greatest

ever,"

says

New York!

The eighth wonder,"

says Cleveland!

£3,000,000 and worth it,"
Ten pictures in one,"

says Detroit!
says Pittsburg!

oldwyn's

Sensation

Victorien Sardou's Spectacular

Drama

Produced bv the

Unione Cinematografica

Italiana

Playing in all cities at $2.00
top, "Theodora" ivill of>en in Chicago,
November 11th at the La Salle Theatre— in
Boston, November 21st, at the Shubert Theatre
New York
your 'Ohs!' your 'Ahs!'
your interjections of acute gassy and prepare to utter them
!lect all

in

N Y

spectacle, this picture

i

Italy

the

—

produced."

Detroit

Nous

press)

in fact,

huge mobs of people,

all

are splen-

didly represented in a manner that
will exhaust your adjectives of sur-

and appreciation. It is believed
that it will scote the American record
prise

Y Times

scenes open uith an earthrush madly on through a
of battle, murder and sudden

— Archie

producers of

— Detroit

word

frequently used

who would

describe dram-

Gorgeous

by those

atic scenes

a

Bell,

to adequately

much

is
fit

too

the settings

— Chronicle Telegraph

Cleveland News

and culminate

"Most stupendous scenes ever

tic

thrown

Detroit

Jolivet

—N

doing for sheer magnificence,
s and spectacular splendor any
on picture ever seen here.

odora"

offers a

new

always room for one more,
ems, especially at the top.
adora,' presented by Goldwyn
light, holds the altitude at the
re

•nt

is

writing."

is

out-Griffithed.

— Eienmg Sun

through us stupendous setJar excelling anything seen hete
re, that it is likely
to become
of the sights of New York."

the

screen.

Rrta

— Pittsburgh

Pose

Y Herald

details

and souvenir
booklet

adorable."

wood

is made to look like a child's
paste-boatd town."

— Detroit Free Press

"It

abounds with

startling

and vivid

address

scenes that excel the thrilling visu-

klansmen in
It is more
spectacular than 'Civilization' and
its love theme more impressive than
"
Broken Blossoms.'
Pittsburgh Sun

alization of gathering

"And

if it

cost three million dollars

to achieve the amazing succession
of trip-hammer punches such as one
sees in this production, all 1 can say
is that it looks like a full moneys'

worth."

—

the 'Birth

Of A

Nation."

—

"

"Nothing so dramatic has been seen
in motion pictures, and almost alone
this would be enough to stamp the

'Theodora'

screen

is

the most satisfying

spectacle

of excellence."

and

JACK WELSH
469-5th Avenue

New York

Detroit Journal

s

— N.

For

Holly-

film sen-

— Evening Mail

n-

"Griffith

upon
is

BOOKING

whose magnificence has

The word

pleased.

weak

is

NOW

Eivning Times

Pittsburg
'

"Theodora"

day

of this production."

for receipts."

in the most
arena scene that ever let
real and obviously starved lions
on thousands of tettified
n extras "
Y Qlobe
i,

caich

to

Palaces, circus, spectacle, tumult of

"One cannot

.',

l

Tfiwi from Cleveland

imw

truly

is

"

—N

first

Yv'orLi

Most of the Hollyproducts seem like smallstuff besides this tremendous
from

in

the screen comes into its own. if it
evet will
The picture dwarfs the
efforts of the biggest American film
"
the

ificent.

iction

the

"In 'Theodora.' master photoplav.

American

Morning

i5

recc.xed

over-praise this film,

odora" a wonder spectacle. To
lately describe it would tax even
ocabulary of a P.T. Barnum"

— DeFoe in the

(This

cannot adequately describe
It is beyond anything
or criticize it
that 1 expected from producers of
films for years to come. A triumph,
and not only a triumph of cinematography, but an alluring. remarkable
plav that does not permit interest
to flag during eleven reels.

you see "Theodora" at the
Theatre.
It was a perpetual
for the eye."

—Alan Dale

production as one of the
most unusual that has ever been

Italian

Cleveland

sets

a

mark

— Qajette Times

City

ANNA

Q.

NILSSON

IN

"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME"
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH

CHICAGO

AVE.

TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
THRU

MAE TINEE
ONE OF THE FOREMOST
MOTION PICTURE CRITICS
IN THE UNITED STATES,
AT THE END OF ONE OF
THE MOST FLATTERING
REVIEWS EVER WRITTEN
SAYS OF

WHY GIRLS
LEAVE

HOME

YOU DONT LIKE THIS
PICTURE IT'LL BE BECAUSE YOU'RE LIKE A
SNAIL—ALL SHELL"
"IF

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH

AVE.

TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO

MEMBER

Col.

Fred Levy congratulates

Hope Hampton on

Box

her success.

Bigger Daily for
Col. Fred

Levy booked

theatre
was so good he held
Read his wire:

J. D. Williams,

Stardust"

"

New Kentucky

Mr.

Grew
Two Weeks

Receipts

Office

over

it

open the
Business
second week.
to

Louisville.

in

a

Manager,

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
6-8 West 48th Street,

New

York-

We are perfectly delighted with the business we have
been doing on "Stardust," each day being eery gratifying as

to receipts.

Each day has been

My

delighted.

associates are

better {han the previous

one and

Holding over for
yesterday was the best this week.
Feel sure our success here will repeat
second week.
itself

throughout the country.

(Signed)

Col.

Fred Levy.

Hobart Henley Productions
Present

HOPE HAMPTON
in

"Stardust

"

Suggested hy Fannie
Hurst s famous story
A

First National

Attraction

November

26, 1921

Loves!

Yes, and every
for

it's

man

likes

ROMANCE

it

just as well,

the kind of love

adventure and delightful surprise they
all

dream about and are looking

and only occasionally

The

for

find.

story of a beautiful girl

who

wins

her Prince Charming, loses him, and
then wins him back again.

With

the

Woman

Most Beautiful
in

the

World

KATHERINE
MAC DONALD
In

"Her

Social Value"

Presented by Katherine

MacDonald

Pictures

Corporation
B. P. Schulberg, President

From
B. P.

the original story

Fineman and

J.

by

A. Barry

Scenario by Gerald Duffy and Jerome Storm

Directed by

A

JEROME STORM

First National Attraction

A

Wonderful
Audience Picture
A

story of undying love and faith that will

touch the heart of every man,

The kind

woman and

child.

romance that vibrates to the

of

heart strings of humanity, yet a picture that
filled

of

with

thrills,

an entire train from a broken bridge over a

chasm

A

into a river.

picture your patrons will never forget.

From

the

DELIGHT", by

book,

"THE COTTAGE OF

Will N. Harben.

Directed and adapted by

KING VIDOR

Featuring Lloyd Hughes and
Distributed

t

is

including an unparalleled leap

by Associated

presents

Madge Bellamy.
First

National

/yT^f

We Ne^

61

Released on the open market!

Available

to all exhibitors!
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This Sounds Like a Fairy Tale

But

It's

the Gospel Truth
A

certain amateur film enthusiast,

prefers to remain

unknown, decided

in the picture business

He

is

knew how
back

to

on

own

his

an ardent movie fan;
pictures should be

his

judgment

who

to take a

he thought he

made and was

By an arrangement with

flier

account.

no matter what

at

as yet

willing

cost.

us he engaged Mar-

shall Neilan to direct the picture

between

his reg-

ular First Notional releases.

As money didn't matter, he engaged John
Barrymore to play the leading role. Neilan had
a free

hand on the production.

fine cast,

including Wesley Barry,

Moore,

son. Colleen

well

known

The

Anna

Q. Nils-

Barney Sherry and other

J.

vehicle selected

young man

for the first

assembled a

film players.

hune's story,
a

He

was Albert Payson Ter-

"THE LOTUS EATERS,"
of

twenty-five

who saw

a tale of

a

time when he stepped off the palatial

yacht upon which his millionaire father's
held

him

will

had

prisoner.

In our opinion the picture

dramatic,

woman

is

one of the most

most beautiful, and altogether most

perfect productions yet made.

Associated First National Pictures,
(Signed)

J.

Inc.

D. Williams, Manager.

MARTIN

J.

Publi«Ler

QUIGLEY
6?

*

*
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Editor
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Anything for a Friend But
By

MARTIN

Very obviously upon orders, Mr. C. C. Griffin and Mr. W. D. Burford last week addressed
a letter to the editor of this publication in which
they declared that a previously published report
of the recent meeting of franchise holders of
Associated First National Pictures was "a deliberate distortion of the facts."
The article referred to chronicled the fact
that the investigation of First National, which
has been insisted upon by Sydney S. Cohen and
the other enthroned rulers in the New York
headquarters of the exhibitors' organization,
was summarily rejected. Incidentally the names
of Mr. Griffin and Mr. Burford were introduced
in the article as exhibitors who joined in the
unanimous opinion of the franchise holders'
meeting that no outside investigation would be
welcomed or tolerated.
As a preface to other remarks, this publication desires to make plain that it regards
efforts of intimidation issuing from politico exhibitors in just the same light as it sees similar
coercive attempts undertaken by any other element of the industry. Our whole-hearted support and entire sympathy toward the cause of
the organized exhibitor needs no defense, yet

we

shall not

permit our

full

commitment

to

the principles of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America to place us in a position to
be used as a manikin in a proposition which if
not without merit is at least without the approval of persons closest affected.

{

We

f I

are not here concerned with whether

First National should or should not be investigated; neither were we concerned with that
issue in our report of the franchise holders'
meeting:
In the report of that meeting our
single object was to reflect accurately what

transpired and even our deference to the incumbent of the president's office of the theatre
owners' organization should not be construed
by that executive as any assurance or hope that
we would garble our report to serve some purpose he has in mind.

We stand unreservedly behind our article
an accurate newspaper report of the meeting
referred to; we challenge Mr. Griffin's and Mr.
as

J.

QUIGLEY

Burford's attempted contradiction of the facts
and we attribute the letter sent out by these
gentlemen as wholly inspired by persons who
fear a lowering of prestige through having
started something that apparently they can't
finish.

*

*

*

We

sympathize with Mr. Griffin because
he foresaw and was unable to prevent what has
happened to him when he made the following
statement, which has been reported stenographically, upon the floor of the convention of
franchise holders:
"I don't

know whether

I

am

crucified for doing this or not but

I

going to be
am going to

do it anyhow because I believe that the two
organizations of the motion picture business
which are nearest to me ought to some time or
other come to the same understanding that I

have come to in regard to both organizations.
I look forward to the time when in the minds
cf every member of both of these organizations
I refer to First National and the M. P. T. 0. A.
the same frame of mind will exist as exists
in mine and in order that word can go out
through the country that my frame of mind is
what it is, I am going to propose now a vote

—
—

of confidence or a resolution of confidence in

the officials and the
tional organization.

that

we extend

officials,

members of the
I make that as

First

Na-

a motion,

that vote of confidence to the

the executive board and the

members

of Associated First National."

This motion was unanimously carried by a
rising vote.

We

sympathize with Mr. Griffin upon the
which he was apprehensive and which, very obviously, was adminfigurative crucifixion of
istered to

him upon

his arrival at the

New York

headquarters of the organization and we would
like to ease his pain if he would suggest some
course other than along the line of what we
cannot do even for a friend in distress; namely,
misrepresent the facts.
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presses the belief that admission prices

generally are too high.

IXHIBITOKS

In view of the

source of this expression

Re -Takes

worthy

is

it

of verv serious consideration.

-MARTIN J. OJL7IGLEY
PUBLISHER,
EDITOR

That capable actor. Mr. 11. B. Warrecently was quoted in a New
York City newspaper as follows:

A

i

New Yom

Office: 1476

Broadway.

(Tele-

phone! Bryant Sill.)
Los Angeles Office:
03-1 Citizens
Hunk
Building. r,«h and Spring si„.
(Tele-

phone

"The screen

and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Offices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico aad Cuba, $3.00 •
yean Canada, S4JS0 a yean Foreign
Countries (Postpaid), 95.00 a year. Single copy, -."> cents.
Copyright, 1021. All Bights Reserved.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1011.

it's

like

won't

last

you come
real
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German-made motion picture and
there was no rioting there was no supposed puhlic protest such as marked
the presentation of a German picture a
few months ago. This does not mean
;

that public opinion in

undergone any radical change in the
past few months but it is added proof
demonstration
that
the
previous
against the
fully

German

picture

was

care-

manufactured and inspired.

sidelight

importance on the

of

is

by Elmer Pearson, the able
manager of Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,
offered

who

is

a

New York

more than a map
territories

executive

who

has

familiarity with the

comprising

States and Canada.

the

United

Mr. Pearson ex-

is

public speaking.

If

OF SPECIAL, INTEREST
Films
Committee
Lauds
"Herald" Contributors
30
Tax Bill Oners Further Relief for
Members of Industry
38

NEWS OF THE WEEK
New Loew

State on Coast Opens
in Blaze of Glory
29
Senseless Censorship Cuts Reveal
31
Folly of Begulation
Prominent Film Men Buy the Bran31
ton Studios
Five Realart Salesmen Compete for
32
Kansas City Post
Skouras Merger Will Close Several

32
St. Louis Houses
Adopts Policy for Solving Big ProbIndustry
33
lems of

of

needs one

;

—

'er

bring

hundred branch managers

sta-

throughout

properly informed and

welded into a powerforce, accomplishing directly

directed, can be

the various territories

much

various

A

it.

from Pittsburgh, Pa., just as we
were closing this week's forms.
We've only a few states to be heard
from
now.
DON'T FORGET

If they junk all the battleships but ten
there won't be enough left to accommodate the picture companies making big
super-specials, will there?

*

The

Movie

Bellyache, a snappy little
four-page magazine, edited by Joe Weil,

makes

its bow this week. One paragraph
which caught our eye states: "Can't even
bring this musty sheet out every Satur-

day. Benj. Franklin says that was his
idea with the Post and if I dare to copy
it

—

he'll

send

in

support this movement in a practical

manner.

How Come?

A

certain Eastern trade paper which is
fond of printing the announcement that

contains "seventeen reviews of current
in this issue" doesn't publish
the fact when it contains only six.

it

productions

A

certain actor submitted a letter of ref-

erence

to Karger which contained remarks hardly complimentary to the ap-

L'p Task of CutWives"
36
Chicago Council May Oppose Censor
Board Appropriation
37
George Schadc. Exhibitor Wins in
Sandusky Election
37

ting "Foolish

plicant.

"This doesn't look altogether satisfactory to me," said Karger.
"It isn't to me either," the actor admitted, "but it's the best I could get."
*

DEPARTMENTS
in

New York

31
35
3s

Public Rights League
Money Making Ideas
Exhibitors Advertising

:i|)

Reviews

40,

From Renders
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for Me
Letters

Theatre
Touring
Chicago
Guide to

(;<>

Mt
'.[

Equipment
the East

Trade Events
Current Pictures

horse!"

a

Perhaps it's a good deal like the story
Maxwell Karger, Metro director, takes
delight in telling, which goes like this:

Von Stroheim Gives

The Week

me

*

that

no other way. The
member companies should

can be done

have $3.10 toward the
lot of junk to go with
bale of hay arrived, clean

horse and a

the

ment with the association offers big
The
hope of genuine achievement.

if

inside.

We now

HORSE WEEK.

panies into an actual working arrange-

the country,

on, being sure to clinch the nails

on the

the

branch managers of the member com-

points

money.

Hammitt, manager Grand theatre,
Washington, Ind.
Thanks, brother Hammitt. Ship

other-

The movement undertaken by
to

my

a

play the 'Four Horsemen'
I will have no use for these stables,
and I wish to donate them to 'The
James Horse Fund.' " Guy D.

sudden disappearance

Association

we

After

from the screen as a merited reward
for regarding motion picture work as
just good fun.

in

Horse-

has taken

wise the public and the trade are likely

ful field

building
for the

stables

he hasn't got one.

IN THIS ISSUE
Better

busy

'Four

it

great deal of my
time, and most

tioned at various

A

very sorry that I have not
to your
'horse fund.'
I
have been very

Broadway where your
and your real work."

to

public

National

am

"I

donated

Mr. Warner has a good press agent
he should permit the agent to do his

several

subject of current admission prices

the following:

If

Los Angeles has

contributions

Horse Fund received
beg to acknowledge

men' and this

to construe his

Last week Los Angeles viewed a

Horse

very long and then back

he, very obviously,

Vol. XIII

—

a holiday at the seaside

many

the

to the James
this week, we

form of relaxation which we all rush in from
time to time with the idea tha it's good
fun.
From some points of view it is,
but then there's always the feeling that

000-10.)
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Ask Edison
Camera magazine asks: "Is the M. P.
in any way with artistry

Xews concerned

or the fostering of art?"

We'll

bite.

Is it?

*

DON'T FORGET
HORSE FUND.

THE JAMES

*

You Bet

When

an actor

for a bull pup,

mind

it

is

some

It Is

you he paid $5,000
you can make up your
tells

bull.

"
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Gores-Lesser Open
Vaudeville Exchange
Will Book Acts for Their

New Loew State on Coast
Opens

Strings of Theatres

On Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 15. A new department has been initiated by West
Coast Theatres, Inc., with the opening of
a vaudeville booking office in the Los
Angeles headquarters.
Assure Ten Weeks
regular
It is planned to establish a
route over the Gore Brothers, Ramish &
Sol Lesser string of houses, for a number of acts, preferably soloists, vocal and
instrumental, dancers and other specialties adaptable to prologue presentations.
For the present the time which can be
given each act is about a ten-week maximum, but the routing should prove attractive because of the very small expense incurred in traveling from the
various
stops.
The Kinema in Los
Angeles is the first house in which these
acts will be played.

The new department is under the direcof Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general
of the West Coast Theatres,
Inc.. who has placed William Newbery

in the

chair as booking agent.

Sep tember

A dm

of the

Collections
Increas? Ovsr

edifice received its baptism of adulation in one of the most
demonstrations ever accorded a new theatre. Governor William
D. Stephens represented the state and Mayor Cryer appeared as the chief

brilliant

executive of the city.

Huge Lobbies

August

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

taxes

D. C, Nov. 15.— Adcollected during Septem-

were

approximately one and onequarter million dollars below those of the
corresponding month last year, although
showing a sl'ght increase over the collections of the preceding month, according to a report just issued

by the

treas-

ury department.
Collections from this source during
totaled
against
$6,122,383,
$5,926,818 for August, 1921, and $7,364,353 for September, 1920.
As compared
with August, September collections of
both the rental tax and the seating tax
showed a decided reduction, the former
totaling $315,151, as compared with $538,292, and the latter $135,727, as compared

September

lobbies of the theatre and the beautiful promenade were
vivid with color, handsome gowns, flashing jewels and that highest radiance, feminine beauty, as the groups gathered, held for a moment, and
dissolved into other formations, equaling in variety and changing mood
the most equisite formations of the kaleidoscope.

Ackerman and

Sam

Harris, Irving C.
interested

others

in

the

theatre proper, and Joseph Engle, Milton
Hoffman and representatives of the

Metro studios as well, were in receipt of
felicitations upon the beauty and splendor
Stars on Program
The program included many
in

which

stars

Among

peared.

a pianologue
art;

a

by

novelties

from various studios apthese contributions

Wanda Hawley

character song by

was

of Real-

Ruth Roland

dance by Larry Semon of Vitagraph; a bicycle act by Al St. John;
ukelele solo by Herbert Rawlinson of
Buck
throwing by
lariat
Universal;
Jones, Fox; stories and comedy acts by
T. Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers; a recitation by Ora Carew and a novelty act
by Tom Mix.
Fred Niblo acted as master of ceremonies with his wit and sparkling introductions, and later "A Trip to Paradise,"
with Bert Lytell in the stellar role, was
This Metro story is adapted
shown.
from "Lilliom," famous New York stage
success, and offers an exceptional opporof Pathe;

tunity for the star.

The

film

was directed

with $365,412.

Prepare Press Books
That Create interest
In Picture, Says Loew
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 15.— Marcus
Loew at the last semi-monthly meeting
of the Western Motion Picture Advertisers in Hollywood gave one of the most
beneficial talks yet accorded the Coast
publicity men.
He pointed out the importance of good press book material to
the exhibitor and urged the members to
prepare the kind of copy that really creates interest in a production.
Bert Lytell gave a short talk on "What
Publicity Means to the Star," and then
told some humorous incidents in connection with h's relations with publicity
men.
Terry Turner, publicity man for

Mr. Loew, was another guest of the evening and gave an interesting address,
citing the exhibitor's angle in the matter
of publicity.

Colorful at Opening

The huge

Show

WASHINGTON,
ber

most distinguished audiences ever assembled.

The new

ss ion

Tax

mission

—

Nov. IS. Loew's State theatre, Los Angeles newest
playhouse, opened Saturday night in a blaze of glory, attended by one

of the house.
:

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Mr. Loew, with

manager

Blaze of Glory

in

Distinguished Audience Including Mayor Cryer
Los Angeles and Governor Stephens of
California Attends Dedication

Arthur Is Supervisor
tion

29

by Maxwell Karger, and Virginia

Valli

plays an interesting role.

Renders Classic Selections

The program

also included the appearance of Philippin's orchestra on the stage,
with Mme. Suzanna Lehman in soprano
solos,
and the orchestra playing the
"Tanhauser" march by Wagner and Rossini's "William Tell" overture.
Evol and
Claire gave a song and dance revue;
Twyan and Vincent introduced novelties
in the comedy line called "Pancakes and

Flapjacks,"

Florence

"The

playlet,

Taylor,

and George P. Moore and
were featured in the

Elliott

Highwayman."

Lincoln

Macy and Hawks

are appropriately billed as "Aces of Harmony." and
a decided sensation was found in the

"Swan's Novelty."
Practically every studio and theatre in
Los Angeles sent tremendous and effective floral evidences of good will and interest.
The Eastern theatrical managers
also remembered Mr. Loew on this momentous occasion, and he himself ad-

mitted

frankly that nothing like this
beauty of decoration had ever happened
in one of his houses befo-e.

Among Those

Present

Among

the celebrities who accepted the
invitation of the Loew State theatre to
participate in or to witness the opening

ceremonies were:
Ora Carew, Wanda Hawley,

"No Theatre
Too Small

—

The Herald serves the small
as well as the large motion
picture theatre. No playhouse
is too remote, or too small to
be entitled to every possible
consideration.
This is the reason it receives
many letters such as the following from Mrs. L. P. Bradbury, manager of the Star
theatre, at Rathdrum, Idaho:
"The Herald is of great assistance to me in running my
little theatre and I do not see
how any exhibitor could do
without

it."

Sylvia Breamer,
Dana. Alice Lake, Alice Terrv, Rex Ingram. Robert Edeson. Pauline Starke, Mary Miles
Minter. Behe Daniels, John Bowers, Madge Bellamy, Harold Lloyd, Carter DeHaven, George
Beban.
Bert Lytell. Lewis Stone. Buster Keaton, Constance Talmadge, Milton Sills, Douglas MacLean,
Ethel Clayton. T. Roy Barnes, Jack Mulhall, Virginia Valli,
Enid Bennett, Fred Niblo. Anita

Viola

Stewart. Wesley Barry.
Betty Compson, Lila Lee, Louis Wilson. Theodore Roberts, Conrad Nagel, Jack Holt, Antonio
Moreno, Miss Dupont. Rudolph Valentino. Nazimova. Charles Bryant, Ruth Roland. Al St. John,
Gloria Swanson. Tom Mix, Eileen Percy.
Marie Prevost, Eileen Sedgwick, Gladys Walton. Hoot Gibson. Herbert Rawlinson, Eva Novak,
Shirley Mason, Jack Gilbert. Frank Keenan.
Jackie Coogan, May Allison. Colleen Moore,
Cullen Landis, Helen Ferguson. Raymond Hatton,
Dorothy Dalton. Edward Connelly. Walter Hiers,
Marguerite De Lamotte, Thomas Meighan, George
Ade. Doris May.

on Busiest Corner
is at Seventh and
Broadway, the busiest corner in downtown Los Angeles. Nat Holt, a showSite

The new playhouse

man

of years experience,

is

the resident

manager and deserves ample

credit

for

successful launching of the new
dreadnought of films, music and variety.
the
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Films Committee Lauds

Better

Contributors to
Sees Great Value
LAYS My

'

'Herald"

Tabulation of "Plays

in

Liked Best" Printed
T"\

HI T

in

Patrons Liked Best,"

Recent

My

Patrons

November

26, 1621

Male and Female (Para.), 12; Pollyanna (U. A.), 10.
"Out of the 120 which received two
or more votes, all but eight, or 112, have
been selected by the volunteers of The
National Board of Review as worthy of
being put on the 'Selected Lists.' More
satisfactory
comments have been received from correspondents who have
seen

productions,

these

confirming

the

of the rank and file of the
theatre patrons of those 71 exhibitors
and of the members of the original re-

judgment both

Issue

a tabulation of lists contributed

organ of the National Committee for Better

No one can read
viewing committees.
through the list without being convinced
that the 'play-going' public in the United
States is wholesome and supports excellent drama."

The National Committee pays the exhibitors contributing to the list
a fine tribute, stating "no one can read through the list without being convinced that the 'play-going' public in the United States is wholesome and
supports excellent drama."

Ray Departs on His
First New York Trip

w w

of

by exhibitors to the HERALD during the past six months and preAI--' sented
in the HERALD of October 22, has attracted the attention

Film Progress, the

official

Films.

FILM

Progress is issued monthly by
the National Committee which is the
service
department of the National
social
Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
the
It is mailed to leading men in
motion picture industry, better film organizations, churches, schools, commuvarious associations
nity centers and
which have shown an interest in the
work of the National Committee.
The comment devoted to the subject
by Film Progress is as follows:

"The

Exhibitors

Herald

in

its

issue

October

Star and Party

1921, tabulates a number
pictures named by 71 exhibitors in
27 states and Canada, voluntarily indicating the preferences of their patrons.

of
of

22,

The

11 pictures receiving more than
votes are, in the following order:

"Go and Get

It,

(

F.

N.

),

10

In Old

22;

Kentucky.
F.
N.), 21; Miracle Man,
The, (Para.), 10; Hack to God's Country, (F. N.), 16; River's End, The (F.
(

N.).
14;

16; Mark of Zorro. The
Daddy Long Legs. (F. N.).

The (F.

N

),

12;

Madame X

I

U.

A.),

13: Kid,
(Gold.), 12;

be Met

Will

Chicago by Arthur

in

Kane

S.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov.

Ray today departed from
his

anticipated trip

often

15.— Charles
Coast on
to New York
the

City.

In the star's party, which is traveling
Santa Fe on the California Limited,

via

are Mrs. Ray, Richard Willis and Albert
A. Kidder, Jr., executives of Charles Ray
Productions, Inc., and George Rizard,
chief

cameraman.

Kane

in

Chicago

Kane, business associate of
the star, will meet the party in Chicago
and accompany Ray on to New York.
Ray is scheduled to arrive in the East on

Arthur

S.

November

23.

two-week sojourn in the
metropolis Mr. Ray will discuss business
matters with his Eastern associates and
will make certain scenes for a future
Elaborate plans
First National picture.
have been made for the star's entertainDuring

ment

in

his

New

York.

Luncheon

Among

Is

Tendered

scheduled for the star
in Chicago is a luncheon on November
18, which will be tendered to Mr. Ray as
a means of meeting representatives of the
activities

daily

local

and trade

press.

On Novem-

Ray

leaves Chicago for Buffalo. On the following day the Ray party
will visit Niagara Falls in addition to several other activities planned. The same
evening the partv will entrain for New

ber 21 Mr.

York

City.

Tully to Produce His
Plays at Coast Plant
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 15.— Richard
due here about Decemto start filming his stage producRudolph Valentino, because of his

Walton Tully
ber

1

tions.

success

in

the

"The Sheik,"
male lead

in

is

is

Paramount

"Omar

DeMille

production.

being considered for the
the Tentmaker."

to Sail Shortly

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 15.— Cecil B.
DeMille will leave on November 23 for
New York, whence he will sail for
Kurope.
He w 11 make a two months'
trip, visiting France, Italy and the Northern Coast of Africa.

:
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Prominent Film Men
Buy Brunton Studio
Schenck, Selznick, Levee and
Others Hold Stock in

United

Senseless Censorship Cuts
Reveal Folly of Regulation
Two Feminine Members

Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

in

LOS ANGELES,
arrival

of

Nov. 15.—With the
Joseph Schenck this week a

board of directors will be elected for
the United Syndicate which is taking
over the $1,500,000 Brunton Studios. The
new organization will be known as United

Mayor and Chairman
Senseless cuts made in productions by reformers whose warped minds
see nothing but a mirage of immorality in all pictures are proof in themselves that censorship is impossible.

Ruling Is Rap at Morals of Minister

Underwriters of the Brunton stock as
given out by M. C. Levee, who with Motley H. Flint, Los Angeles banker, engineered the deal, are Mr. Levee, Joseph
Schenck, Lewis J. and Myron Selznick,
Watterson R. Rothacker, H. J. Aldous,
Joseph Aller, A. T. Pelton, Ben Goldberg, Wesley Smith, Allen Holubar, Bennie Ziedman and others.
It is understood
Mr. Levee will be president of the con-

The

assininity of legal regulation is no better exemplified than in a
picture was
recent cut made by the censorship board of Kansas.
rejected in its entirety by two feminine members of the board after it
had been approved by a minister of the gospel, the chairman of the board
and the mayor of Kansas City. Read these and be convinced

cern.

Stop Cost Plus Plan

A

CAN

Bankers Put Over Deal

M. S. Epstein will have charge of the
Schenck interests here, with Lou Anger
charge of Coriiique Films Company
and Buster Keaton.
Levee claims deal was put over by the
awakening of local banking interests to

of a censorship board, the

away from Los Angeles.

Warren announces

Nov.
his

15.

— F.

resignation

B.
as

president and director of F. B. Warren
Corporation, motion picture distributors
at 1540 Broadway, effective immediately.

Mr. Warren in a brief statement ar>nouces that he has sold his entire interest in the company bearing his name
to Wid Gunning, thereby giving Mr.
Gunning the complete ownership of the
organization.

When questioned at the Hotel Astor.
where he makes his home, he declined
to discuss at this time his personal plans
in

the

industry.

Gance Will Produce

/

Six Films This Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 15.— Abel Gance,
producer of "I Accuse," which is being
distributed by United Artists, in a cable
from Paris announces that he has decided definitely to produce six pictures in
1922. They are: "Christopher Columbus,"
"The Hunchback of Paris," "Paul Feval."
"Ecce Homo," "The End of the World"
and 'The Eiffel Tower."

employed

it

did to F. L. Hicks,

to carry film

sor board's office to the exchange.

of

who

from the cen-

The

objectionable part proved to be nothing

B. L. Short and Mrs.
J. M. Miller of the Kansas State Board
"The Sheik," a
of Review think so.
Paramount production, was rejected last
of
the board, the
week by the majority

bullet is shot

more

than a scene in which a
through a milk pail. The
incident so amused Hicks that he burst

Mrs.

Eivdently

Thatcher Harris, chairman. Thereupon,
Mr. Harris invited Mayor Harry Burton
of Kansas City, Kan., and Rev. Carl Nau
Paul's Episcopal church, to pass
judgment on the picture, which was
heartily approved by the latter two. Still
the two women members of the board
refused to change their decisions and
Kansas movie fans must suffer the conof

St.

sequences.

exhibition in the local theatres by a
ruling of the board of censors. The picture first was condemned by two members of the board. An appeal was made

viewers

all

into laughter.

A

tween

and Hicks followed and

summoned. They
made by the original

were

-

flies!

IT?
PASADENA, CAE,

Nov. 15.— Efforts

were made here by the

censors,

local censors

"The

to

Affairs of

Despite the protests of the
however, the picture showed a

week at the Raymond theatre as the
result of an injunction issued by Superior
The
Judge Burnell of Los Angeles.
county judge will give a decision later on
censorship
validity
of
the
law.
the
full

No

Prospects of Early
Passage of Tariff Bill

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

BEAT

WASHINGTON,
its

CITY, KAN., Nov. 15.— The

cutting out of a scene in a film by the

Kansas State Board

of

Review

last

week

Where Will
Censorship End?
A

heated controversy be-

the latter was fined $25 for disturbing the
peace. And this happened in the same
state in which only a brief period ago
revolvers were one of the prevailing facHow time
tors of the law of the plains.

members.

KANSAS

Harris

Anatol."

PORTLAND, ORE., Nov. 15.— "Paying
the Piper," a George Pitzmaurice production distributed by Paramount, was barred

sustained the ruling

less

prohibit the exhibition of

YOU

and

or

—

two women, but approved by Dwight

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

mayor

have appeared humorous to
Thatcher Harris, chairman of

the board, but
is

and one

from

Warren Has Announced
Resignation from Unit
Which Bears His Name

not

Dwight

of the city's leading pastors, be rejected by a censorship board.

a city

in

the possibility of Florida stealing the film

may

KANSAS CITY, KAN., Nov. 15.—
Should a picture, approved by the chairman

According to Levee the cost plus system of production will be eliminated. The
studios will be the scene of unusual activity this winter.
Norma and Constance
Talmadge will work there under the
direction of Sidney Franklin.
Madame Nazimova, William Desmond,
Jackie Coogan, Richard Walton Tully,
Hamilton and White comedies, Benjamin B. Hampton, Zane Grey, four Selznick companies after December, Chester
Bennett Productions, Frothingham Productions, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Raoul Walsh and others are
scheduled to produce at United Studios.

NEW

of Board Find Immorality

Production Approved by Pastor,

Studios, Inc.

industry

31

thorough discussion of this
question by Louis B.
will be found in the

vital
Mayer

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
department on Page 35.
"While the self-styled reformers wander around in cirperfectly good motion
cles,
pictures are being hacked to
." Turn to Page
pieces to
35 and read the rest of Mr.

Mayer's

article.

action last

week

D. C, Nov. 15.— By
amending the bill

in

recently passed by the house of represen-

extending the rates of the emertariff law until February 1, so as to make those rates effective
"until otherwise provided by law," the
senate admitted that there is little likelihood of a permanent tariff law being enIn passing the
acted in the near future.
measure extending the emergency tariff
until February 1, the house believed that
at that time it would be supplanted by
the permanent tariff, but senate leaders
intimate that it may be six months or
more before the tariff is ready for the
tatives,

gency agricultural

president's signature.

Gore Returns

to

Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
Inc.,

cago.

is

Nov.

15.— Michael

West Coast Theatres,
back from New York and Chi-

Gore, president of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Five Realart Salesmen Compete

Kansas City Post

for
S.

/.

Woody

New Plan for Filling Vacancies
Company's Branch Offices

Devises

at

rTTTHE

proof of the pudding is in the eating" said some sage years ago.
And the axiom is still sound logic in the opinion of J. S. Woody,
general manager of Realart Pictures Corporation, who has inaugurated a new plan for the selection of branch managers to fill any vacancies which may arise in the future.
t t

TNSTEAD

of designating John Doe to
JL fill a vacancy at one of the brand",
offices several employes who are considered capable of handling the managerial
These men will
post will be selected.
be sent into a territory to compete for

The one
high honors in salesmanship.
who achieves the highest record over a
specified period will win the vacant post.
*

*

*

plan is now in
operation for the purpose of selecting a
manager for the Kansas City exchange.
The five whose records qualified them to
be entered in the race are: M. A.
Turner, assistant manager, and E. W.
Green, salesman, Kansas City; L. E.
Goldhammcr, salesman, Omaha; C. J.
Howard, salesman, Minneapolis, and H.
E. Long, salesman, Denver.
These men now are in the Chicago
territory working under the direction of
Harry Willard, local manager and Mr.
Woody's plenipotentiary in the contest,
which will cover a period from November 7 to December 10.
The men are being worked as individuals, not as a crew, and have been
routed on their first assignment to
enough towns to keep them busy two or
three weeks before returning to Chicago,
Daily wire reports are rethe base.
quired of them, regarding their activi-

Such

a

competitive

and these are forwarded to the home
office for analysis and tabulation.
ties

*

*

*

W hen a man enters a town for the
purpose of selling Realart service he must
accomplish the mission on that particular
trip, for if he fails, he cannot return but
must proceed to his next objective. One
of his competitors is then assigned to
the town and if he in turn fails, he is
succeeded by the others. It is easily seen
that all of a man's selling ability will be
expended before he relinquishes an assignment to his competitor.
"There is no question in my mind but
that after this contest is decided the exhibitors in the Kansas City territory will
be assured of the ultimate in co-operation," said Mr. Woody.
"I have gone
into this matter whole-heartedly and in
absolute good faith.
I
should hesitate
today to choose between the candidates,

"The

men

are meeting
of the good

on

—

National Review Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 15.—The National
Comittee for Better Films, affiliated with
National Board of Review, has arranged with Miss Louise Connolly of
the Library in Newark, N. J., for a series
of addresses on "Selected Motion Pictures" in North Carolina.
She opened
her 'tinerary in Asheville on October 31.
Miss Connolly's aim is to present the
facts about motion picture entertainments
to the public, as intelligent people not
connected with the motion picture industry understand them. She tells what
can be done to improve conditions in
particular cities where she speaks and
desires to establish more complete cooperation between the theatre, and nontbeatre-going public and the local exthe

hibitors.

Addresses have been delivered before
club women, D. A. R. leaders, teachers,
schools,
churches,
rotary
clubs
and
chambers of commerce in Asheville.

The corporation
some new ideas in

developing

is

methods

the

of

selling.

In addition to authorizing Mr.
Beyfuss to state that Martin Johnson's tale of romance will be disposed of on the independent market, the corporation has further requested him to announce that their

plans when fully consummated will
be given to the trade on the advertising pages of this publication.
This statement, it is said, will be
forthcoming within a very short
time.

Skouras Merger to
Close Some Houses
St. Louis Now Has Too Many
Neighborhood Theatres,
Exhibitors Say
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
diate

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 15.— An immechange which

will

be

made

the

in

theatre situation here as a result of the
merger of eighteen theatres operated by
Skouras Brothers and City Wide Amusement Company will be the closing of several of the smaller neighborhood houses.

Too Many Houses

in City

deal was put through because
there are now too many residential theatres in St. Louis." Spyros Skouras, president, and Harry Koplar, vice-president
of the company, said. "We plan to close
the smaller houses and improve the
larger ones where possible, by installing
larger orchestras and giving other service
that heretofore has been lacking.
"We aim to show none but the highest
The Skouras standard
class pictures.
that now prevails at the New Grand Central, West End Lyric, Pageant and Capitol shall be the rule at the new houses.
hope to give every section of the city
high class picture service."

"The

We

To Play
"With

little

Best Productions

or no competition

we

shall

purchase but one picture where we now
buy two. They must be of the best."
Spyros Skouras said today that the
Arsenal will be closed. The other houses
to be made dark will be announced later.
Recently Skouras closed the Central and
the City Wide Company closed the PerThe new consolidated theatres
shing.
are to be known as the Skouras Circuit.

Ben Blotcky Resigns

Wadesb^ro,

Concord, CharMiss
Greensboro.
Connol'y conducted a month's trip of lectures and discussions in Georgia under
the auspices of The National Committee
in June.
A second speaker, Mrs. Philip
Speed, of LTniversitv. Virginia, is about
to undertake a similar tour throughout
the cities of South Carolina.
Gaston-'a.

lotte,

general manager of Realart, who has inaugurated a sales test
to select a manager for the Kansas
City branch.

state right basis.

10.

the
of the
common ground
cause the best in distribution. Four of
them must lose and my decision at best
will be only an expression of individual
opinion, but the entire contest will be
clean-cut and square, like everything that
Realart does."
five

ConnoUy Tours
South in Interest of

WOODY,

Alexander Beyfuss, vice-president and general manager of Exceptional
Pictures
Corporation,
reports the signing of contracts
whereby Martin Johnson's "Jungle
Adventures" has been acquired for
United States by a corporation
which, while they are not ready to
announce their plans definitely,
have authorized Mr. Beyfuss to
state that this novel feature production will be marketed on the

entered into the spirit of the contest, I
shall have a very close decision to make

on December

26, 1921

"Jungle Adventures"
Goes to Independents

and judging from the way the men have

Louise

J. S.

November

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Salisbury and

KANSAS
Blotcky,

CITY. MO., Nov. 15.— Ben
F. B. Warren

associated with

more than six years, has resigned as
manager of the Kansas City branch of
No immeF. B. Warren Corporation.
diate plans for the future have been made

for

by Mr. Blotcky.

November
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Three Leagues Having
Headquarters in K. C.
Open Separate Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY. MO., Xov. 15.— Sep-

arate offices have been established

by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Mis-

souri,

Kansas City Motion Picture
Motion

the

Exhibitors' Association and the

Theatre Owners of Kansas,
formerly occupied one suite of
rooms in the Film building. Seventeenth
and Main streets.
The Missouri organization has established its headquarters on the eighth

Adopts Policy for Solving
Big Problems of Industry
National Association to Seek Closer Cooperation
With Exchanges— Executives Will Address
Gatherings of Branch Managers

Picture

which

of the Gloyd building. Tenth and
Walnut street: the Kansas City exhibitors have leased space on the sixth floor
of the Film building, while the Kansas
floor

organization

has

Kansas

Kans.

City.

The change

obtained

offices

three bodies, the Missouri headquarters now being located in the down
town district, within easy access of all
the larger first run theatres, while the
Kansas City, Kans.. office will be of
much more convenience to Kansas exhibitors and the Film building is a logical headquarters for Kansas City theatre

all

owners.

Ben Needs Rest After
His Strenuous Vacation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 15.—The big

gate at the entrance to the

Mack

Sennett

was hardly large enough to accommodate the crowd who wanted to see
the cause of all the noise when Ben
Turpin arrived. Out of a big blue closed
car emerged the loudest checkered suit
ever seen in these parts, topped by a
chocolate colored derby and finished off
at the bottom with a pair of pearl grey
uppered shoes. The eyes, the cigar and
the moustache were unchanged.
Ben came back, but not to work, just
to say hello.
He won't work for a few

You know

yet.

a star of

comedy

—

Xov. 15. A movement, endorsed by the sales executives
of member companies, has been launched by the Xational Association of
the Motion Picture Industry for the purpose of strengthening its lines of
defense throughout the country.

The basis of the new movement is closer affiliation between officials
of the association and exchange managers so that the latter may have
a clearer understanding of the industry's problems and defense plans and
may function more systematically in matters of importance to the business.
Association Officials to Address Conventions

Arrangements have been made

for officials of the Xational Association
to address future home office meetings of managers, division managers
and special representatives. Xot only at annual conventions of the distributors, but at special home office gatherings where any large number
of field representatives convene President William A. Brady or some other
designated officer will address the men on matters of vital concern.

An enlightening exchange of ideas ;s
expected from these conferences. The
National Association officials will outline the general policy of the association and the details of its defence plans
Suggestions from the
in each state.
field representatives will be requested.
Chairmen of several

of the associations's

important committees will be among
those who address the managers.

lot

days

'

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW YORK.

in

will be of great benefit to

33

Problems Face Industry

Among

most important
which active
co-operation is necessary between the
association and exchange managers, are
censorship and Sunday closing, taxation
matters and many other kinds of regulatory legislation which blossom forth at
problems,

the industry's

in the solution of

everj- legislative session.

The theory on which

the plan for these

together" conferences is based is
that correspondence with exchange managers is less satisfactory than personal
"get

interviews at which matters may be
frankly discussed from every angle and
a line of action determined without the
interchange of numerous letters.

Past Service

Commended

Officials of the National Association
.say that exchange managers' organizations and F. I. L. M. Clubs have been of
great service to the industry in actively

committees in successfully combatting hostile legislation.
aiding the national

Shallenberger Finds
Conditions Improving
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

Nov. 15.— W. E. ShalArrow Film Corporation, has returned from a brief trip
to the Coast. Although he has issued no
statement concerning his trip it is understood that Dr. Shallenberger found conditions generally on the upward trend.
lenberger, president of

must have a rest after a vacation, and
Ben just returned from a trip through
the Eastern states and must become a
acclimated before he settles
of the necessary.

little

down

to

some more

Miriam Battista Guest
of "Woman Pays Club**
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. 15.—Madame Alto

berti,

director

of

the

Theatre Company, and

Young
little

People's

Miriam Bat-

the clever child screen actress who
in Madame Alberti's pantomime, "The Doll's Adventures," at the
Cort theatre on Friday afternoon, November 25, were entertained as the guests
of_ honor by the "Woman Pays Club" on
Wednesday at a luncheon given by the
members of the club at the Algonquin,
where they meet once a week to discuss
matters of interest to authors, players,
musicians and press representatives.
tista,

will

be seen

Ingram Will Produce
Photoplay in Europe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
gram

is

to

Nov. 15.— Rex Inmake pictures abroad after

filming "The Prisoner of Zenda," according to Marcus Loew.

new and larger quarters just occupied by Associated First
National Exchange and Big Feature Rights Corporation at Louisville, Ky. This
is the fifth move necessitated in four years by these rapidly growing organizations
In addition to
that have been built up by Col. Fred Levy and Lee L. Goldberg.
the exchanges before named Educational also has its offices in the new building.

Interior view of the
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Paul Gulick

The WEEK in NEW YORK

Pu blicity Director
Fo r Universal
Film Manufacturing

press
as known only three
week
last
stories
out
sent
about their particular stars being chalyouthful
lenged at the polls on account of

So

Far

agents

appearance. Each of the stars, however
strange it may appear, managed to convince the election judges that she was
old

enough

to vote.
*

*

*

Edgar Long, after a hurColumbus, O., being called
there by the death of his mother who
was killed in an accident, left last week
He went to join
Los Angeles.
for
Madame Nazimova, who is beginning
work on Salome, her first picture fer'
Madame Nazimova is
United Artists.
being directed by Charles Bryant, her
husband, who supported her in many of
her stage successes and who has apRobert

to

ried trip

peared with her in nearly
Mr. Long handles
tures.

all

her

pic-

Nazimova's
publicity and is making the Los Angeles
trip to get in on the ground floor with
the beginning of the production.
*

*

*

Harrv
members,

*

*

#

M.

to
advice
P. A. installation
please don't interwho are here to

»

«

*

»

»

Eddie Rosenbaum has composed a new
song which he hopes to get Mary Pick ford
to sing in her next picture.
*

George

G.

*

»

who

Shor

is

as

close

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld as the Smith
Bros, are to each other, is at the mathe
With his new Nevcrdull
matics again.
he has figured out that "The Sheik,"
which was played last week at both the
Rialto and Rivoli, broke all Broadway
figures,
According to Shor's
records.
more than 120.000 persons saw the pictwo theatres during tin.
at
the
ture
to

passing

*

at the A.

»

John Barrymore

*

•

After reading in a paper that the new
revenue law reduces income taxes for
all married classes and that an income
of $50,000 will pay a rax of $8,040 as
against $9,100 under the old law, Ben
Grimm figured out how, under certain conditions, he could save $550, so commenced
looking around.

week.

in
New
arrived
Fuller
Hector
York one day last week and couldn't
understand why all the saloons were
closed until it was called to his attention
that it was election day.

»

Reichenbach's

"Now, boys,
dinner:
rupt the performers
entertain us. Just act natural. Imagine
you are working for your own compaDon't do anything."
nies.

After the first performance one veteran
"leatherneck" remarked: "Gee, it's great
can just realize howI
to be an actor.
feels."

Company

his place.

»

impressed

Rothafel

L.

Fowler taking

C.

*

squad
a
of United States marines into service for
his special Armistice Day program at
the Capitol. The navy boys were posed
in a tableau representing the advance of
the Americans through Belleau Wood as
a part of the presentation of "Where
Poppies Bloom," a pictorial tribute to
the memory of the soldier dead.
S.

Richrath has resigned from
P.
J.
the position of purchasing agent of the
F. B. Warren Corporation, George M

*

»

Desmond

considering
vaudeville
and came to New York last week for the
purpose of conferring on contracts.
Broadway is watching with interest to
see whether Keith or the Shuberts get
the silver sheet star.

WILLIAM

up

the

is

screen

J.

PAUL

GULICK,

for

S.

SPARGO.

/

stition

in

newspaper

*

Word

We

told you last week that the Chicago censor board had inupon the elimination or substitution of a subtitle in Realart s
"A Virginia Courtship." The title read: "I've no money for experiAnd if you try scientific farming on my darkies, they 11 run
ments.
you off the place."
And we promised to reveal to you why this subtitle offended the
sisted

super-critics of Chicago.

contains an awful word!
the awful word is "darkies"!
it was necessary for Realart to change the word "darkies"
to "negroes" in order to obtain official approval of the May McAvoy
It

And
And

picture.
In all our experience with censorship we cannot recall ever having come into contact with so striking an example of its asininity.
Darkies! The very sound of the word has an affectionate tone.
It calls up thoughts of plantation, moonlight, banjoes and singing.

Cottonfields and melodies.
The word occurs in a thousand poems
and songs!
Can you imagine a Kentucky or Virginia gentleman referring to

Shades of Uncle Tom!
as "my negroes"?
tremble to think of what the Chicago board will do to the
producer who dares to refer to a colored lady in a subtitle as "Honey."

his

hands

We

circles

that

it

is

Gulick has been with Universal
for eight years. That's beating the spooks
for you.
unlucky.

One day

That Awful

director of publicity

Manufacturing
Universal
Film
Company, has never had a business card
printed since he was city editor for a few
minutes of 'amity Fair. There is a superof

*

*

year a

*

man whom

Gulick
thought was his friend, flattered, cajoled,
threatened and ridiculed Gulick into
swinging a golf club. Since that very
little of
importance has happened, not
even a drop in the handicap.
Some of the pre-golf dope on Gulick is:
Born in Hancock, N. H. Left there early
and never went back. Was graduated
from University of Vermont, cum laude
left tackle and tennis and second bass.
Taught school a year to permit education
to settle. Sold life insurance to prove to
lather's

last

satisfaction that he

was not

cut

out for business.
*

*

*

Adopted newspaper career as last alternative.
Started in drygoods department of Journal of Commerce and ended
up in theatrical department via baseball
route. From this it was a short step into
pressagentry. Later managed a motion
picture theatre in Hartford, Conn., but
denies he put the con in Connecticut.
Was rescued from Hartford by a wire
from Joe Brandt, and started with Universal the next day, which was Labor
Day. The Hartford theatre commenced
to pay the day Gulick started with Universal, but he blames it on the holiday.

Reference

week

in this

on

published

may

be

ganda

will

made

be

department to
other

When

which

pages

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

propa-

used as effective

in fighting

Screen Message No. 30

each

articles

censorship, blue

laws and other forms of intolerant

legislation.

These

should be clipped and

articles

filed

away

for future use.

radical

reformers

deter-

mine on a course of action they
give no thought to the will of the
public. For instance, in Rome, N.
Y., they recently opposed a referendum vote on Sunday exhibitions
because they were fearful of putting their case to the test of public

opinion.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

"Where Will C ensorship End?
Wh o

theatre
picture

Louis B. Mayer, Former Exhibitor
Now Is Producing on Coast, Writes

Interesting
for

Members

Louis B. Mayer, producer of Anita Stewart and John M. Stahl productions, has contributed the following interesting article to the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE. As a former exhibitor and now as a producer Mr.
Mayer has had a broad opportunity to study this vital question. His observations should be read by every theatre man as well as others in the
industry. Mr. Mayer writes:

industry.

Every now and then some sanctimonious grey wolf wades into our midst
and starts to mess things up ruthlessly,
and we cannot fight back in man fashion
because he excuses his assault by claiming religious fervor or civic pride. When
confronted with their misdeeds the members of the censorial cliques usually adopt
an air of injured benevolence and say
they are working for the good of humanity, and what are you going to do about
it,

anyway?
*

*

*

Although the motion picture industry
is the direct sufferer from the arbitrary
and opinionated acts of these self-confessed, big-hearted censors, the problem
really belongs to the people.
Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Taxpayer are rarely, if ever,
consulted on the matter of a forced entertainment

diet,

and the

real

issue

whether or not they must swallow

it

as to
rests

with them.
Anything that a film man
attempts to say in his own behalf or any
claim that he tries to make for fair treatment of his industry is met with the
charge that he naturally would say just
that very thing.
What is to be the end of this censorship panic?
Is there any definite policy
behind this so-called wave of "reform"?
Is there some one faction serving as the
root of this film-slashing offensive of
"better-than-thou" activity? And does it

We

—

But the condemnation should come from the same source.
the government.
If Mrs. Jones learns that a store is displaying a photograph that she thinks is a
moral risk for a girl or boy, does she appoint herself head of a committee to enter the store and snatch the object from
its shelf?
No, she informs the police and
they do it. acting within the law.
The
lutionary literature

findings

I

1

Order IOUr Slides

|

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

I

South Dearborn Street,

417

Chicago,

III.

I

I

I
.

|

Send me, free of charge, the series of
twelve slides which the Herald is suppiying to exhibitors in furtherance of the

public RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign
maintain the freedom

of

to

the motion pic-

tare.
i

I

hold no brief for pictures with immoral or anti-civic influences. No producer does.
A picture that cannot be
shown in the best interest of the people
should be banned just as obscene or revoI

blanket

The

sorship matter, the grain that outlives
the chaff is police control. This authority rests in the center of the labyrinth
created by abstract censorship bodies,
and is ready to enforce the laws of the
people at any time. While the self-styled
reformers wander around in circles, perfectly good motion pictures are being
hacked to pieces to please the tastes of a
narrow-minded few and new groups of
censors are springing up everywhere,
eager and anxious to cut something, anything, out of films.

Why?

.

large

ments of Lake Charles, San Jose,
Waterloo or Bangor.
No matter where you start on the cen-

reflect the will of the people?
Good
charitable movements often go begging

mittees to mete out rules and regulations
to each home? Probably, while the mercury ball can still be disintegrated.
When things reach this point the publie will wake up to the fact that the real
...
r
„
l
autnonty ror
censorsnip
rests witn a conSttlUted body already charged with its enforcement the police department.

immoral

This matter

of arbitrary deor opinions of a
committee in Washington would not
effect the jurisdiction over moving pictures that is vested in the police departditional
cisions.

for support, while censorship promulgation is fed from rich coffers and pushed
for recognition.
*
*
*

Censorship is like a huge ball of mercury that can be divided into smaller
duplicates until it gets down to molecular proportions.
now have states,
cities and towns with committees of social
idlers who "sacrifice" their time in order
to be sure that the entertainment of their
fellowmen is picked over, revamped,
sorted out, sliced and served up according to their own approval. The next division of the mercury ball will be for the
little village, then the rural community.
What next? Will it be censorship com-

exhibits an

subject to arrest.

is
covered by law in even the smallest
communities. Present day censorship is a
police form of mob rule.
It allows selfselected groups to usurp authority that
should rest only with the government.
Federal censorship has frequently been
suggested as a means of eliminating the
multitudinous bodies that pass on pictures, but it would really be just one ad-

Article on Vital Question
of Public Rights League

Where will censorship end?
This is the question that has sponsored
grey hairs in many producers' heads and
one that has made all of us wonder at
some time or other just why the government officials stand around like a group
of sightseers and watch a lot of busybodies snarl and snap at the heels of our

owner who
is

this
I

i

run each slide at every performance
one week when conditions permit of
n g ement

will

f °r
,

^
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Task

of Cutting Special
Ripley Now Trimming Picture to Exhibition Length;
Director May Mai\e Another for Universal
BALFOUR

By JAY

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL., Nov. 15.— After having attempted for several
to get the world's most expensive motion picture production
cut down to exhibition length, Eric von Stroheim has given up the
Either that or General Manager Irving Thalberg of Universal has

months

task.

—

probably the former.
it away from von Stroheim
At any rate "Foolish Wives," which thus far has cost Universal

taken

close
to a million and a half dollars, is being cut to footage by Arthur Ripley, an
expert cutter, under the instructions of Mr. Thalberg.

von Stroheim
WHEN
the picture was

gave up the job

have something to talk about. Following completion of the "Penrod" prowill

34 reels, it is
said, and the problem which faced him
was disposing of 22 or more reels of
picture.
He is said to have confessed
unwillingness to assume the rehis
sponsibility involved, so it is more than
probable that he was relieved at his own
in

duction "Mickey" expects to get to work
on "Sherlock Holmes" which he bought
about two months ago from the Essanay
company.
It was done by that company six years ago with William Gillette as the renowned English detective
of fiction.
Marion Fairfax has done the
continuity and it is planned to begin
work as soon as Barrymore arrives. His
departure from New York has been delayed by illness.

request.
It

rumored

is

at

Universal that, con-

trary to general opinion, von Stroheim
will be entrusted with another big picture, but this time under adequate superUniversal evidently feels that it
vision.
has cost a lot of money putting the
Austrian director on the map and that
they might as well cash in on the publicity given him.
*

*

*

*

The Los Angeles

—

periodical lawsuit of Cora Wilkenning against Mary for commission on
some deal or other involving a hundred
thousand or so dollars. Then they will
come bask to California where Marv will
make once more "Tess of the Storm
Country," recently bought from Famous
Players.
The latter company, after refusing several large offers for the story,
finally agreed to sell it to Mary for a
big piece of money. One of the condiFamous
tions of the deal was that
Players-Lasky would withdraw the reissue of "The Modern Musketeer," one
of Doug's most successful Artcraft pictures.
It was feared that it would hurt
the sales of "The Three Musketeers."
the

Office

HERALD,

Harry

Hammond B

Mr.

e a 1
has been reto No. 634 the Citi-

manager,
moved
Bank

zens

*

won't be any Pickford-Fairbanks, or even a Fairbanks picture made
abroad, thus fulfilling the prophecies of
those close to the famous couple upon
their departure for Europe some months
ago. Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks will reach
Xcw York about the middle of December
according to latest advices in time for

John Barrymore as Sherlock Holmes.
Sounds like a reg'lar production. Add
to these ingredients the name of Marshal
Neilan as director and the film industry

of the

»

There

Building, Fifth

and Spring streets. Telephone: 660-10

A.

NEW

S.

KIRKPATRICK

YORK,

Nov.

15.— Alexander

Beyfuss, president of the Exceptional Pictures Corporation, announces
the appointment of A. S. Kirkpatrick as
vice-president and general manager.
Mr. Kirkpatrick formerly was head of

Robertson-Cole distributing system
has been assistant to President
W. Hammons of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc.
Mr. Kirkpatrick assumed his new association with the Exceptional company on
Monday, November 14. It is understood
that he is not severing his connections
with the Educational company, but will
continue in an advisory capacity.

the

and

lately

Earl

Schedules "Aesop" Film
"Conceit only begets disaster" is the
moral pointed out in "The Woman and
the Hen," the latest animated cartoon of
the series of "Aesop's Film Fables," produced by Fables Pictures, Inc., and creThe
ated by Cartoonist Paul Terry.
current animated short subject has been
scheduled by Pathe for publication the

week

of

November

20.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE

and the

PUBLIC

"For

the

Freedom

of

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

I realize the existence of a -concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

Knowing that immediate

action

must be taken

to maintain the

freedom of the screen, / PLEDGE
only obligation to be that
manner do my part in arousing

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use.

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,

You then will be
a member c/ Me PUBLIC
Chicago.

LEAGUE.

enrolled as

RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

in this

And Become
a

Member
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of

:
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:
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Chicago Council May Oppose
Censor Board Appropriation

Century Issues
Novel Reader
Century Comedies is publishing
monthly a novel house organ
which it is calling "The Century
The purpose of the
Limited."
reader, as explained in the first issue, is to create a cooperative interest in the company's product.
The editor, or the chief engineer
as he prefers to call himself, of

"The Century Limited"

David

is

In the November issue
Bader has you climb on the "limBader.

ited" for a trip to the studio where
you may meet the producers, Julius
and Abe Stern, the directors, stars
and others on the lot.
"The reason for this little paper,"

writes Chief Engineer Bader, "is
because we know and you know
Century Comedies will grow, and
grow, and grow! And we want to
growing,
tell you how they are
what they will do, and what is go-

ing on."

Action Threatened as Result on Ruling on Fight
Pictures— May Mean Passing of Legal
Regulation in City
There is a bare possibility in the action threatened by Alderman Maypole that legal censorship of motion pictures will be abolished in Chicago.
Following the ruling of Corporation Counsel Ettelson which permitted
the exhibition of the Dempsey-Carpentier pictures in Chicago Alderman

Maypole made

this statement

"I am going to find out whether the censorship ordinance means
If it means nothing, as the Ettelson ruling indicates, I will
anything.
ask the council finance committee to save the $30,252 appropriated for it
in 1921 by making no appropriation next year."
Local

and film men find
Maypole statement. They

exhibitors

solace in the

point out that without funds the local
board could not function, which would

amount

to a virtual discontinuance of the

board.

George Schade Wins
in Sandusky Election
Espousing Cause
People" Puts

"Plain

of

Him On

Commission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SANDUSKY,

O.. Nov. 15.—George J.
Schade, owner of the Schade theatre, was
elected one of five members of the city
commission at the election last week.
Although bitterly opposed by Chamber
of Commerce and other '"interests" with
which he had persistently refused to
"play," he came through with flying
colors, finishing second in a field of eight.

What Has He Done?

Investigates Issuance
In discussing the Rickard case. Alder-

man Maypole

said

in sympathy with boxing and I
would like to see it legalized, but I don't
see why Rickard has any more rights in

"I'm

Chicago than any other promotor.
"I have investigated the issuance of this
permit to Rickard.
I find that Acting
Corporation Counsel James W. Breen
appeared at the city censorship bureau
simultaneously with the appearance of
Chief Fitzmorris' letter directing the censors to issue the permit in view of the
Ettelson ruling that he had no power to
withhold it longer.

"Why

This Interest?"

"I find also that though issued in the
name of Rickard's company, the permit
was actuallv delivered to Mr. Ettelson's

Why

all this inassociate, Mr. Breen.
terest in Rickard and his fight films?"

Issues Permit for

Jeff-Johnson Film
Following the issuance of a permit for
the exhibition of the Dempsey-Carpentier
pictures in Chicago request was made of
Chief of Police Fitzmorris of Chicago to
a permit to show the Jeffries-Johnson
The chief granted the permit.
film.

Laemmle Denies

Selling

Rights to Big Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

Nov. 15.— It has been
Universal Film Manufacturnig Company was considering a big
When
cash offer for "Foolish Wives."
President Carl Laemmle was asked if the
"Would a
report were true he said:
mother sell her baby?"
"With such a picture on which to hang
my reputation as a manufacturer of mohow can anyone give
tion
pictures,
credence to such a rumor?" he asked.

rumored

that

Schade espoused the cause of the "plain
people." who carried him triumphantly to
victory.

Make Giant Photo

A

few days before the election the ooof Schade. through a friendly
newspaper, asked the question:
"What has Schade ever done for Sandusky?"
The answep came from Mrs. Charles E.
Sanduskypresident of the
Cropsey,
Conservation
Child
the
Branch
of
League.
Plenty, Says Woman
"Mr. Schade has given Sandusky and
the Sandusky locality one of the finest
movie theatres in the country," said Mrs.
Cropsey.
"Furthermore, he has given
benefits from time to time for the Child
Conservation League and other organposition

meant much to their welour soldier boys went to the
Mexican border five years ago they took
with them more than S300. the proceeds
When they
of a benefit given by Schade
left for Camp Sherman later on. they
took close to S1.000 of benefit money.
And when, still later, they sailed for the
other side, they took still more."
izations
fare.

that

When

Print Which Will

of

Wee

Star

Be Hung on Broadway Measures ?g Feet
Base and Is 40 Feet High

at

Jackie Coogan, who perhaps is the smallest star of feature productions,
has the unique distinction of having his likeness reproduced in what is considered the world"s largest photograph.

The purpose of this largest photo of
the smallest star is to advertise Jackie's
latest production, "My Boy."
"My Boy" has been booked for Christmas week by Moe Mark for exhibition in
the Strand theatre. New York City. It is
planned to give midnight shows on holidays during the engagement.
The giant photograph of the wee star
hung on Broadway where

will be

it

will

be seen each day by tens of thousands of
people. The photo measures 29 feet wide

by 40

feet high.

When

Browning

to

Produce

Six Specials

and Two

Jewel Films Th's Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Nov.

15.

— Tod

Browning again has renewed
tract with

Universal.

ment the director

his conL'nder his agree-

of "The Virgin of
Stamboul," "No Woman Knows" and
"Outside the Law" will produce two
Jewels and six specials during the year.

it is considered that 40 feet is
higher than three stories of a building
some conception of the size of the photograph may be gained.
Special arc lighting effects will be installed on roofs of buildings in the surrounding district and at night these powerful lamps will play on the massive likeness of the small star.
The picture was taken from a small
8 x 10 photograph that Shirley Yance
Martin, official photographer of the Coogan company, made. It is a scene of
Jackie in "My Boy."

The big photo will be hung a few days
prior to the opening of the new Coogan
picture.
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Tax

Bill Offers Further Relief

Members

for

November

26, 1921

Lazarus and Moyer

Promoted

of Industry

—

Salesmen Benefited by Revision All Transportation Taxes
Are Repealed, Effective January I
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Nov. 15.— In addition to the elimination of
the 5 per cent rental tax and the tax on admissions of 10 cents or
less, there are a number of other provisions in the revenue bill
passed by the senate which are of interest to the motion picture industry.

TT

will require a

month perhaps

for the

committee to coordinate the two bills passed respectively by
the senate and house and prepare a third
measure in which all differences in rates
will be adjusted.
It is likely, however,
4-

joint conference

that the provisions applying to the industry will stand.
While the present tax on telegraph and

telephone messages is retransportation taxes
freight, express and parcel post, personal
transportation and Pullman accommodalong-distance

tained,

tions

the

all

— are

repealed,
*

In

addition,

the

*

effective
*

industry

January
will

1.

benefit

from the provision which permits traveling salesmen and others to deduct from
their income returns all expenses for
board and lodging while away from home

mobiles, motorcycles and tires, tubes,
parts and accessories will bear a rate of
per cent.
The senate followed the lead of the
house in repealing the excess profits tax,
but determined that the maximum surtaxes on income should be 50 per cent,
instead of 32 per cent as provided in the
house bill, and it will be necessary to
reach an agreement on the rate while the
bill
in conference.
is
The senate also
adopted higher estate tax rates than were
provided by the house, and voted for the
retention of the capital stock taxes.
.">

»

*

The

tax rate on incomes will be 4 per
cent on the first $4,000 of net income and
8 per cent on the amount in excess of
that sum, while the surtaxes will apply
to incomes in excess of $6,000.
One of the most important differences
between the house and senate bills is in
the tax rate to be assessed upon corporation income.
The house provided
for a rate of l2 /2 per cent, but the senate increased this to 15 per cent. There
is considerable feeling on both sides regarding the rate to be imposed upon corporations, and neither the house nor the
senate rate will be adopted without a
stiff fight.
While the present law provides for an exemption of $2,000 for all
corporations, the proposed measure permits such an exemption only in the case
of domestic corporations with net incomes of $25,000 or less.
l

in the

pursuit of a trade or business.

In

the case of the transportation taxes, also,
provision is made for the refunding of
the tax on such portions of mileage books
as are unused on January 1, when the repeal becomes effective.
Purchases of automobiles, whether for
business or pleasure purposes, as well as
tires, tubes, parts and accessories, will
continue to bear a tax. Trucks will be
taxable at 3 per cent, but passenger auto-

IDEAS
MAKING
MONEY
Have Been Used Successfully
by

Which

Exhibitors

HORN

By

Build

to

&

MORGAN

(Managers, Star Theatre,
Springs, Neb.)

We

have a town
according

lation

Hay

of 577 populast
the

to

census and draw our patrons
from a farming community of

Up Their Tatronage
a two-night showing
with a good five reel feature
It will be a
to go with it.
winning game.
Many told us that our town
was so small that we could get
all the crowd we would for the
picture in one night and just
will

be

possibly an average of a ten
Within the past
mile radius.
three months, we have inaugurated the two-day plan which
might seem foolhardy for such
a small patronage.

incur additional expense for
the second. This has not held

has proven very successus for we are using only

any small town.
are now experimenting on
two three-night pictures. During November we will showtwo different pictures three
nights and one matinee each.
\Y e are especially interested in
the result.

It

ful to

the best features and many
specials with the result that

our

first

tise for

night patrons adverus.

We

are

showing

our serial only one night now,
but you can bet the next one

true.

The two-night show
tures,

serials,

especially
fine in

We

;

for fea-

comedies,

specials

will

and

work
Try it.

PAUL

N.

LAZARUS

15.—
NEW YORK, Nov.advanced

Paul N. Laz-

arus has been

from

sales

promotion manager to assistant general
sales manager of United Artists. Charles
E. Moyer has taken over full charge of
the advertising and publicity departThese promotions were anments.
nounced by President Hiram Abrams
just prior to his departure for

Europe.

New

York Exhibitor
Slugged and Robbed
Of Theatre Receipts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 15.— Robert McXaab of Bim's West End theatre recently
was attacked by four bandits and robbed
of the day's receipts,

amounting

to $1,500.

way home after
He carried
performance.

McNaab was on

his

the evening's
the money in a package under his arm.
In a deserted place the four yeggs approached him. One struck him over the
head, another hit him in the nose and a
They disapthird grabbed the money.
peared in a waiting automobile.

Legion Delegates Bunk
In K. C. Film Building
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Nov. 15.— Kan-

sas City exhibitors not only offered every
accommodation possible to Legionnaires
last week during the national convention
of the American Legion convention, but

the Film building, Seventeenth and Main
streets, was equipped with 600 cots and
used for sleeping quarters by former
service men who were unable to find hoIn brief, 600 men
tel accommodations.
returned to their various committees
with a good word for the film industry.

THE THEATRE
iSF

PRACTICAL

A Number

of

R easons

THE

name of this department is changed herewith for a number of reasons. Some of
them, stories of exploitation that is bigger than exploitation, appear upon succeeding
pages. Others have been published previously. More will follow in subsequent issues.
The sum of these may be expressed in a single word growth. That growth is more important
than the past or present name of this or any department.
In the judgment of all who use their eyes the film has supplanted song and speech as the
Opera and the speaking stage look backward to their
chief medium of dramatic expression.
hour of supremacy. They struggle valorously against overwhelming odds to keep abreast of
the new art which has eclipsed their best and daily outstrips its own phenomenal attainments.

—

It

follows that the motion picture theatre

This

is its

vitally

is

ITthe theatre

is

the theatre!

department.

important that exhibitors know

—

what it is an institution of allied arts, in which music, painting
and literature are combined to produce superfor exactly

entertainment for patrons. (Showmen
written statements like that in their
house organs, half believing what they wrote,
will do well to digest it thoroughly).
It is vitally important that exhibitors understand themselves to be at once business men and
artists, the degree of their ability in either phase
of their calling constituting the measure of their
lative

who have

success.

The unchanged personnel of this department will continue to present each week news
and editorial matter embracing all that is new
and worth while in showmanship, the sum of
theatre art and business.
*

*

*

NOT

all matter of this nature can
be
grouped properly under the head of exploitation or advertising. When a show-

The fundamental purpose
showmanship is to build up this

A

practical
In-

dividual attractions are important in themselves
and more important in what they contribute to
the welfare of the theatre. They are worthy of
the best that may be done in their behalf. The
theatre is worthy of more.

SUCCEEDING

pages hold much biggerthan-exploitation material for your consideration. Page 40 contains "Suggestions
in the Stills" through the application of which
any exhibitor may win much respect for his
presentation ability. That is a lasting respect.

The masterly exploitation of "The Three
Musketeers" by the Howard theatre of Atlanta,
Georgia, described and pictured on page 43, is
a typical bigger-than-exploitation story.
The
effects of that enterprise will endure when the
picture for which it was employed is a memory.

man's enterprise results

in the bringing of leading citizens to his theatre for entertainment as
a matter of course and to his office for counsel
relative to civic affairs it cannot be said that he
merely exploits.
bigger word than that is
needed. It will come.
For the present the word "prestige" will be
overworked. It most nearly serves to designate
that intangible composite of respect, gratitude
and admiration which the theatre man cannot
obtain at too great a price. Stories of activities
which tend toward the creation of this will be
given the special prominence they deserve in this
department of theatre progress.

of

prestige.

X

the future as in the past the greatest good
for the greatest number will be the single
policy rule of this department. The sole aim
of The Theatre is to aid in every way possible
every exhibitor to develop his business financially and artistically to the full measure of its

I

potentialities.

By this development and in no other way
the limits of motion picture progress are extended.
It is by the theatre that the motion
picture is known. It can be no greater than its
reason for being.
The

theatre

is

that reason.
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Suggestions
etc.

"Three

Word

Word Brand" there is
man and woman seated

In "Three
still

of a

Two vocalists wearing
costumes of the period and singing
a sentimental song of the plains
should furnish an atmospheric pro-

at a piano.

logue.

—A. Mike

Vogel, Paramount Exploiteer,
Seattle.

*

is

*

*

"Three Word Brand" should
break the record for double-truck;
tieups. Think of the slogans in the
mercantile world, "His Master's

legally

is

26, 1921

the Stills

Inauguration day in this
on a Sunday, the secre-

tary of state'

Brand"
a

When

country

in

November

president.

upon the screen-

attention sharply
ing.

For

advertising

further

of

the

This occurred in 1917 when Woodrow Wilson's term ended March 3
and he could not begin his second
term until March 5. Naturally Vice-

picture there

President Marshall's term was up

much lobby

Lansing the man in
succession.
If William
Jennings
Bryan had remained secretary of
state he could have gratified his am-

representation of a high order was

too,

which

left

bition to be president

— for

a day.

These odd features would make an
interesting series of newspaper contributions.
Get the high school
interested.
Ask for other
where a man was in supreme power for a brief time.
Fred V. Greene, Jr., Paramount
Exploiteer, New York.

classes

instances

—

much

is

history that

may

In behalf of
be capitalized.
another sea story featuring Mr.

"Below

Bosworth,

developed.

the

It

Surface,"

and

decoration

float

believed that the

is

diving suit stunt dates from this picture, as well as the ship street float.

Both have good box office records.
These and others may serve for
the new production, though it is
well to know more of its story
nature than is embodied in this report before settling definitely upon
the manner
used.

exploitation

of

to

be

"The
Sea
ion
A notation on the back of the accompanying stills reads:
"The two accompanying stills
from 'The Sea Lion,' in which Hobart Bosworth is starred, suggest a
prologue

with

a

strong

nautical

atmosphere about it, one which
would form an inspiring setting for
a song or two of the sea, either by
a basso or a soprano. Sea songs for
either male or feminine voice can

The picture
be readily obtained.
will be distributed by Associated
First National."

Voice," "Heinze's 57 varieties,"

Paramount

Picture."

The

"A

mer-

chants of a town should come in
for co-operative ads, in which prizes
are offered for the best store slo-

gans.

The theatre should be

will-

ing to offer tickets for the prizes.

— Walter

P. Lindlar, Assistant Director
of

Paramount Exploitation.
*

*

*

"Three Word Brand" is the story
of a man who was governor of a
state for a day. There have been
many brief interregnums in history

when some unknown person was
officially

king, president, governor,

The suggestion obviously is well
founded.
The still showing the
leading character and the girl on the
pilot deck may be used as the model
for a stage setting involving no
great expenditure and productive of
good results. A back drop such as
included in the equipment of
is
every modern theatre will serve.
The stage can be made "shipshape"
with materials obtainable anywhere,
the wheel being made up by the
stage carpenter.
All of the bass solos familiar to
theatregoers since antiquity are applicable, and the picture gives good
reason for their revival.
The second still shows a high
point in the picture. It may be approximated in the prologue and
made to bring the musical number
to an abrupt termination, focussing

evident, however, that a
display fashioned after the
general scheme of the sets shown in
It

is

lobby
the

stills

will

be found attractive.

also record of many applications of this type of decoration.
In "The Cup of Life," another
First National attraction, Hobart
Bosworth also is seen as a seaman.

There

is

His work in that production will be
remembered indefinitely by all who
see the picture.
If that feature is
the engagement of

shown prior to
"The Sea Lion"

much good may be accomplished by
drawing

comparisons

notices, advertisements

organ comment.

in

and

advance
house

in

November
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"For East

And West

41

East,

Is

West"

Is

made no exceptions when he wrote, "For East is East and
West, and never the twain shall meet."
Practical showmanship supplies a notable one in the early record of

Kipling

West
two

is

First National attractions.

At Milwaukee, Wis.

Middle

Western

showmen have assumed

leadership

Eastern
in

of

and

showing the reception given Richard
Headrick, the new child actor, who
appears prominently in the picture

the exploitation and presentation

"One Arabian

Night,"

if

the

and has won comment wherever
has been shown.

origin of early theatre reports of the

may be accepted
Herewith are presented
pictures showing work done in behalf of the attraction at Buffalo, N.
Y., Cincinnati, O., and Milwaukee,
Wis.

picture's handling

With

as proof.

it

the record of these pictures

as a basis

would not be

it

difficult to

build up a seemingly strong argu-

ment

On
At

Cincinnati, O.

Mr. Kipling
much-quoted line.

to the effect that

spoke truly

in his

the evidence of a single week's

mail

conclusion

this

would seem

logical.

At Milwaukee the Strand theatre
dramatized the exploitation of the
feature as shown in another ac-

companying illustration.
There may or may not appear

to

be

of

significance

these

If

cities.

in

the

location

you think there

is

such significance consider the early
theatre record of "The Child Thou

Gavest Me."

At

O.

Buffalo, N. Y.

W.

Lewis, proprietor of the

Alhambra

theatre,

Alhambra,

at

At Buffalo the picture was shown
at Shea's Hippodrome,
Margaret
Briscoe, a solo dancer, working

At Los Angeles,

Consistent readers of exploitation

against a single drop, introduced the
picture

to

a

news

prepared

properly

of

audience.

At Cincinnati the Walnut theatre

window
was

quality

display

of

are not, however, in the habit

forming

conclusions

such

men know

that only in the complete

course of

its

picture prove

Wise

exceptional

theatre career does a
its real

showmen

power.

utilize

early

records of a picture's exploitation in

installed.

shaping plans for

At Pasadena,
Cal.,

Cal.

contributes a photograph of his

theatre front as

it

appeared during

the run, with the statement that the
picture played to capacity business.

Another photograph
sort

the

of

attendance

Kinema

shows

experienced

theatre in

the
at

Los Angeles.

another California theatre,
the T. & D. Raymond at Pasadena,
reports unusual success with the atStill

At Alhambra,

on

Practical show-

slight foundation.

had the attraction, arid the Baldwin
Music Shop, foremost in the city,
was interested to such a degree that
a

Cal.

Cal.

traction, contributing a

photograph

its

subsequent ex-

hibition.

In this instance Eastern

showmen

will

of

apply the precedents

Western exploitation and make

the picture an even bigger success in
their cities. Western showmen will
make similar use of their Eastern

brothers' examples.
Thus is the motion picture exempted from the Kipling rule, a rule
to which too much attention is given
by too dependent showmen.
The motion picture is not and
should not in any instance be regarded as sectional in any aspect.
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"Why

Girls

Well

Exploited

26, 1921

Leave Home"

WWNo.

November

in

East

*l
No.

6.

No.

7.

2.

No.

1.

By LOUIS MARANGELLA
(Warner Brothers)

No.

3.

why girls
leave

f

,

home

If there ever
was a photoplay with
exploitation and advertising possibilities,
it
is
the Warner Brothers' production,
"Why Girls Leave Home." It is quite
possible that the exhibitor who book>
this picture will put a few posters and
photos in the lobby and play to a packed
house.
But since that is not the twentieth century way of putting over a picture, especially in these days of keen
competition, the exhibitor who utilizes to
the utmost every angle and method of
attracting the attention of his prospective
patrons is the successful showman in the
long run.
It is not the purpose here to use up
valuable space in a "sales argument," but
rather to give in a clear and concise manner several ideas that have been proven
in actual practice to be. business getters
for this particular picture, "Why Girls

mm

Leave Home.''

The

title

made

it

possible

for

Poll's

Palace and Bijou theatres, New Haven,
Conn., to put over an effective and

1

money-making campaign throughout

No.

4.

the

run of the picture.
The campaign involved newspaper, billboards, street ballyhoos and commercial
The first step taken
cooperative tieups.
was the billing of the city with twenty-four
"Do You Know
sheet teasers reading:
Why Girls Leave Home?" One-inch ads

No.

8.

No.

9.

used in the newspapers were directed at
"Mayor
prominent officials, as follows:

Wallace— Do You Know Why Girls Leave
Home?" This was followed by securing
interviews with the prominent officials of
the town on the question, and these made
interesting newspaper feature yarns which
(Concluded on page 46)

1.

7.

A New Haven

9.

Sidewalk view

5.

6.

5.

department store window.

8.

4.

No.

A New Haven

adaptable furniture window display.
interior of the Bijou theatre lobby.
interior of the Palace theatre lobby.
Sidewalk view of the Bijou frontal display.
The three cars used in the double ballyhoo.
Another of the many furniture store tie-ups.

2.
3.

An

The
The

florist's window contribution.
of the Palace frontal display.

November
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"The Three Musketeers"
Add to Theatre Prestige
What
Of

does prestige

mean

to

you?

a dozen exhibitors asked that question a

dozen different answers might be elicited. These
would range from "money" to "power," including

"patronage/' "pull," "prominence,"

"pride"

and others.
It is possible that

"respect,"

the

the twelfth reply would be

exhibitor

making

it

summing

up all that is desirable in the other replies and
adding the most precious consideration of all.
In view of concrete demonstrations too numerous to catalog, theatres that have attained
positions

in

the

civic

scheme

of

things

ex-

empting them from the petty annoyances of the
busbybody and the meticulous minority, theatres that sell themselves rather than the pictures they exhibit, it should not be necessary
to point out the value of any enterprise which
makes toward the building up of prestige.
It is always of utmost importance to point
out the general character of new and adaptable
works of this nature.
When Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists
production, "The Three
Musketeers," was
shown at the Howard theatre. Atlanta, Ga., that
already respected playhouse strengthened its
position before the public by sending out upon
the modern highway an exploitation cavalcade
unlike any that had gone before.
"D'Artagnan," Dumas' beloved fiction character portrayed by Fairbanks in the picture, was
impersonated by the rider who led the procession. "Athos" and "Porthos," two of his valiant
associates, were impersonated by the men who
followed the rider on foot.

The

essentials

most enterprises

of the enterprise

are.

as

in

genuine merit, simple.
The manner of execution is the vital thing.
The costumes of the Atlanta "musketeers"
were fresh and colorful. The carriage and bearing of the men employed were the jaunty, buoyant carriage and bearing of the fiction musof

keteer.

The

streets of a medieval

might have been the
French city for all one

could gather from the

manner

streets traversed

of the three ex-

men. Their performance rang
That's the important part.

ploitation

By

the

true.

exercise of exacting care in every

management, in exploitation, presenprogram arrangement, what not, any

detail of

tation,

any country may be advanced to
community institution ranking with

theatre in this or
the estate of a
the best.

43
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The Drama

•

November

26, 1921

in Exploitation

"Under the Skin"
the placefox's Audubon theatre,

New

York.

THE PICTURE—
Goldwyn's "Dangerous Curve Ahead."

ACTION—
Young man and woman,

dressed as

bride and groom, enter bridal limousine
at

Broadway

and

One Hundred and

New

Sixty-fifth street,
York City, site of
theatre, register confusion, etc., as car
drives through streets of community.
Citizens of country's largest city along
route of travel turn to gaze after car,
incidentally discovering banner and learning details of engagement.
Citizens of the classic "Podunk" sojourning in city accord vehicle identical
attention.

MORAL—

In exploitation, as otherwise, "the
colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady" are
very much alike i nder the skin.

"The Young Idea"
THE PLACE—
The

Rivoli theatre,

New

York.

THE PICTURE—
Paramount's "Enchantment."

ACTION—
Children, of all ages, accompanied by
parents, guardians, friends, singly and in
groups, make their way through the
lobby, the foyer and into the theatre.
They are given a little four-page folder
each as they enter, a folder that might
be a program.
The front cover is a half-tone study
of Marion Davies. The second and third

pages present brilliantly colored cutout
dresses which may be used by the children to clothe a paper doll figure of the
star.
The folder, prepared by Harold
Hodes, exploitation representative for
Cosmopolitan Pictures, immediately engages the attention of each child who
enters.

The
steal

tightly

in

young

fingers.

They

plan,

drawing attention from the picture for
a moment, what they will do with it
when they go home. They will show

They will
to the neighbor children.
cut out the dresses and put them upon
the figure. They will urge their parents
to bring them to this theatre again,
when they may get another folder like
it

this.

They do not know that Paramount exploitation men throughout the nation will
distribute identical folders to children of
every city in which the picture is shown.
That is important to theatre men, but
not to the children. They do know that
they think well of the Rivoli theatre and
will want to go there again.

MORAL —

Please the young folks and they will be
pleased to make you prosperous. That's
the young idea.

"Payment Due"
THE PLACE—
The

Rialto theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

THE PICTURE—
H. Davis' and Joe Brandt's
of the North"

Geo.

picture begins.
Youthful patrons
at
the
folder
clutched

"The Heart

glances

ACTION—
H. Perlowitz, manager of the theatre
located on Milwaukee's busiest corner,
causes to be installed a special lobby display.
The ticket office becomes a log
cabin. This idea is carried out over the
entire front. Cutouts are used in panels.
Red is used for a forest fire scene. BrilA midnight
liant colors predominate.
blue background is provided.
Pedestrians passing during the ensuing
seven days give sharp attention to the
It is colorful.
display.
It is unusual.
Many of them buy tickets and enter the
theatre.

At the end of the run the serial numbers of the ticket rolls are examined and
reckoning is made. It develops that the
theatre has enjoyed its biggest week
since April, 1921.

MORAL—
a record week
exceptional enterprise.
the payment due the exploitation

Mr. Perlowitz was given
as

the

That

is

result

exhibitor.

of

"

November
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Six Scenarios of Success
dustnoi's Mr. Fairall interestedly. They
among themselves of his work.
They tell their friends of it. Friends
promise to look it over when they are
in the neighborhood.
talk

The picture is completed, framed in a
shadow box and left on display.
Many persons atterd the showing of

"One Arabian
learned

known

many who have

Xight,"

something

not

of

generally

art.

MORAL—
"Art for

art's sake," is

while—especially
motion picture

if

the

extremely worth
second be the

art.

"Jazz Is Dead"

— Rumor

THE PLACE—
The Wichita Theatre, Wichita, Kans.

the picturefox's "Skirts."

ACTION—
"It's

Game'

a 'Big

THE PLACE—
The Strand

Minneapolis,

theatre,

.

Minnesota

THE PICTURE—
Metro's "Big

Game"

ACTIOX—
The

exploitation executive of the thea-

and the advertising manager of the
city's leading hardware store decorate
one of the store windows with snowshoes,
tre

rifles,

cartridge belts, material of

used

in

sign

reading.

GAME

A

hunting.

lobby

"When

all

still

GAME

Go

BIG

Hunting

Use Warner's Equipment.

Seeing BIG
Theatre." The

sorts

bears a

to

the

When
Strand

window is made to seem
the interior of a hunting lodge.
When the picture has ended its engagement and the display is withdrawn
notes are compared.
The theatre has
profited by the display. The store has
sold much equipment. Both parties have
made money without investment. Business has been stimulated. That is good
for industrial

MORAL—

America.

If cooperative exploitation locally apcan stimulate business locally, it
can serve the same good end on a na-

tional scale.
Showmen who insist on
calling it a "game" should know that it's
a mighty big one.

"Art for Art's Sake"
THE PLACE—
The Strand Theatre, Waterloo,

la.

THE PICTURE—
"One Arabian Night."

ACTIOX—
H. D.

Fairall. local artist

employed

for

the occasion by Arthur E. Weld, manager
of the Strand, takes a prominent position
the theatre lobby and begins work
upon a huge, bare canvas. As days pass
a !ife-s:ze portrait of Pola Negri, done
in oils, takes form and color.
Fassevsby and patrons watch the inin

who

rcctive prizes.

Admirers

music and dancing
attendance during week.
These prove to be the type of persons
swell

of popular

thetatre

who most apprecate
stick

comedy.

f^ature-ler.gtb slap-

"Skins" engagement so

profitable in face of "strong opposition
'.hat entire stunt is taken to Criterion
theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla., for use

lhe following wee.-

MORAL—
Rumors

to the effect that ja^z music
c'eclining in popularly "nave teen given
wide circulation in recent mcr.tlis. Webster defines rumor as "a story curient
is

without
truth."

plied

First National's

L. D. Balsy, manager of the theatre,
opposes
International
Wheat Show,
counter-attraction, by announcing "Jazzar.ini Band and Dance Carnival." Dancing academy co-operates by supplying
three dancing couples and advertising.
Music stores supp'y music and window
displays, etc.
Xine musicians provide
Patrons vote for best dancers,
music.

any

known

authority

for

its
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the theatre front display at the Casino,

Capitalized Criticism
"The motion picture has great educational potentialities," says the
paid lecturer at every occasion, "but commercialism is throttling it."
Whether ignorance or another cause is responsible for his misstatements is unimportant.
The facts, which everyone in the industry knows, are these:
The motion picture is educational. The motion picture is also commercial. The motion picture exhibitor profits most, in money and prestige,
when he applies himself to the advancement of both of its phases.

of this city,
It

and locale with a
running through it.

especial interest to educators. That official asked, "Why in the world have I not
heard of these before?" He then determined that others should not wait as he
did to be informed.
The superintendent invited teachers to
a special screening of the features. The
press was represented. An essay contest
for school children was arranged, the
theatre offering a suitable reward for the
best essay written by a student after seeing the pictures.
Definite arrangements were made for
a weekly repetition of the enterprise.
Mr. Burke made more friends for his
theatre than he could have made at like
cost in any other " way, and they are
friends of the most desirable class.
He demonstrated for any who may
need the demonstration that the educational and entertainment functions of the
motion picture are one, and that to give
full
range to the possibilities of each
phase of that one is the exhibitor's business.

a

New

the

the New Rochelle
Rochelle Standard

educators were enthusiastic
and applauded at the end of every reel.
Before their eyes were visualized many
of
the lessons laboriously taught in
local

Burke was assured by Dr. Leonard of the most hearty
school.

.

.

.

Manager

cooperation in the matter of exploiting
these educational films, and a plan has
been evolved whereby pictures with a
special appeal to children will hold forth
every Friday and Saturday at the North

Avenue

WE LOVE—The

FOR THOSE

theatre.

general satisfaction at the
theatre, Chicago, where it ran for

Adams
week.

WHY

LEAVE HOME—

GIRLS
Director William Migh has avoided the
sensational angle and with a competent
cast puts over a strong box-office attrac-

your attention

ENCHANTMENT— One
Cosmopolitan pictures
csque." Marion Davies

my

through
plicit

It

the photographs,

as a matter of fact, the

manager

of the Casino theatre planned the entire
lobby display for "No
Knows"

Woman

Casino.

the

at

Mr. Ralph

W.

Tippett,

present manager of that theatre and for
some years past prominently identified
with motion picture theatre activities at
Carthage, Mo., Peoria, 111., Ann Arbor

and Detroit, Mich., is a man with wide experience, which he appears to be applying quite profitably to his

work

at

the

Casino theatre.
Sincerely yours,

W.

in

what

the

HILL,

L.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111.

best

"Humoris

prob-

Why Girls Leave Home

sublimated
ends with an O. Henry
for the whole.

(Continued from

LADIES MUST LIVE— A

page it)

"different"
sort of photoplay.
The picture is one
that admits of worthwhile exploitation.

THE IRON TRAIL— An
picturization of
Alaskan story.
fully

Rex
Well

Beach's
cast

excellent
thrilling

and delight-

THE MILLIONAIRE — A

served to key the populace to the magnitude of the production.

When

corking

story. .. .with many refreshingly
original angles. Action is swift and appeal certain. It ends in a melodramatic
slight love story runs through
fight.
the plot.

good

MORALS— May

McAvoy's best picExploitation should be centered
about the star. It should be extensive
and vigorously conducted, with a view to
drawing the greatest possible patronage.
For presentation a special prologue has
been written exclusively for the "Exhibitors
Advertising" department of this
publication.
(See November 5 issue,
ture.

pages 42-43.)

of stars.

rambling story of
the struggles of a young couple forced
to live a lonely existence in a lighthouse.
Some pretty ocean scenes and picturesque
village night photography.

the campaign

was ncaring its clitwenty-four sheet teasers were
replaced with regular billing, and the many
commercial stores in the city gladly con-

max

photographed.

the

sented to cooperate in putting over the picture.

For

gave up
dressing

it

a

instance,

its

furniture

department store
window, and after

up with a bedroom

set,

four

at-

tractive cards were placed in conspicuous
sections. The reading was as follows
"If
:

all

boudoirs were furnished as attractively

as this 'Girls

Would Not Leave Home.'"

The name of die theatre showing the picture and the play dates were placed on
separate window cards.
Another effective tie-up was secured
with a hardware store dealing in washing
machines and other modern

A

household

appliances.
window card containing
lour striking scenes of the production,
with a caption across the top reading,
"She Just Wouldn't Be a Slave," followed by some pertinent data underneath each scene, also helped to get
results.
*

*

*

For a

street ballyhoo both theatres cooperated and used three touring cars to
stir up the city.
The first car, contain-

ing a banner announcing the picture with
camerman ready to shoot a scene, was
followed by a second in which a rube
character looked over a big poster on the
rear reading: "You Can't Blame it On
Me!" In the third car a well dressed
a

Beg Pardon

looking gentleman sat back
and merely gazed at the crowd in contempt.
And on the back of this car a
banner made known the name of the
theatre and the additional data that it
was being shown.
The lobbies of both the Palace and
Bijou were attractively dressed up, and
^.Itopether the results of the campaign
aristocratic

the seven reels of

Hart admirers

Gentlemen:

like.

the

should attract and
it

failure to be sufficiently ex-

when sending you

good

Exhibitors Herald
Chicago, 111.

climax will advertise

you gave

to the fact that

to the writer.

THE LOVE CHARM— A
slavey story.
twist that is

that would suffice
for an average serial of fifteen episodes
has been packed.
The type of picture

title

of
since

FALSE KISSES — A

"White Oak" action

CONFLICT— Both

of

work she has done.

ably the best

list

Review
WHITE OAK— Into

this

Publicity Manager,

New star plays with melodramatic spirit.
She (Barbara Bedford) acts with spirit
and under the proper direction should
soon become an asset to the company's

in

as

the credit for the Casino work, doubtless

tion.

CINDERELLA OF THE HILLS—

Reviews

and

pic-

gave

ture

A

said:

"The

humor

of

sorbing story of the land "north of 53."
It is straightaway melodrama of the best
type.

Commenting upon

vein

FLOWER OF THE NORTH— Ab-

tertainment significance. Any exhibitor
can do the same.
Mr. Burke submitted two of Patht's
short subjects to the school head as of

screening

fine

recognition

progress made in refining theatre advertising along Madison street that brings
about desired improvement.
I
do feel, however, a need for calling

Now,
William Burke, proprietor of the North
Avenue theatre, New Rochelle, N. Y., and
Dr. Leonard, superintendent of schools,
Pathe
recently worked together with
Screen Studies and made their exhibition
an occasion of both educational and en-

"No Woman Knows."

for

such

just

is

far

name
star's
its thrilling

and near.

ROUGH DIAMOND—Unusual

in plot

First allow

me

the satisfaction of ex-

pressing to you our appreciation of the
courtesy extended through your valuble
magazine in the prominence given to

more than
pended

in

repaid for the efforts
putting the picture over.

ex-

November
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Ohio, "mother of presidents," is likewise the "mother" of much good
newspaper advertising and many good newspapers. The world was recently made familiar with Marion, 0., and the newspaper published in
that city by President Harding. There are several publications in the state
which should be given national attention for their careful handling of
advertising as well as news.
Four reproductions of advertisements recently appearing in Ohio newspapers are presented upon this page.

They

reflect the

progress of the trade in type.

Will D. Harris, lessee and manager

tion

carried

Columbus, 0.,

vertisement

put over a veritable broadside in be-

production.

of the

Grand

half of the

theatre,

Fox

special feature. '"The

newspapers carried the

full

play reproduced herewith.

newspaper

made

the

United

Artists

"The Three Musketeers,"

a four-column composition that shows

Three Columbus

Queen of Sheba."

use has been

James theatre ad-

the

of

page disIf better

a distinctive touch

of a page or better

treatment

has

been

and LAST
SECOND
TRlUWPKANT weeh.

ac-

Goldwyn Week was the occaand of the design made up by
that company he composed a border
which must have impressed readers

below.

SUCH A SENSATIONAL SUCCESS^

corded a page of copy in recent advertising
this

it

has escaped the attention of

recall

will

with the significance of the period.

reproductions

page

advertisements

used

by

E

Mr.

Harris in behalf of "Over the Hill."

They

who

is

a

THREE

is

not believe although

The reproduction here presented

is

from the Columbus Dispatch.

Another page of the same publica-

it

is

a fact, were

from the mass

of material received in a week.
coincidence,

man

a matter of record.

genius.

advertisements, you will

selected for their merits

not design, that

all

It is

are

from Ohio showmen and Ohio news-

does things consistently and in a

big way. This

Meyer

The four

TUf JAMES STNP HO KY- ORCHESTRA

subsequent advertising of "The Queen

Sheba" that Mr. Harris

reflects the

ttUSKCTE£RJ

will gather, in the light of his

In

other details as well the composition

^

presented a few weeks ago of similar

of

sion,

HAS SMATTF»ED ALL »fCO*0« -

department.

Readers

when he produced
shown

the unique composite display

ciean

workmanship and careful

ing, incidentally a well

print-

composed

dis-

papers, a fact which strengthens rather

than weakens the statement that Ohio
is

play combining press book and original
matter.

the Union.

In the upper right hand corner of
this

page

is

presented a reproduction

of an exceptional composition by Harold F.

Wendt. managing director of

the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, a combination

house which

gives

the

program

picture phase of

its

sideration in

advertising.

all

Mr. Wendt's layout

is

motion

first

should be preserved by

con-

exceptional

in conception as well as execution
all

It

showmen

combining motion pictures and vaudeville in

own

a single program.

It tells its

story of effectiveness.

Meyer, whose showmanship
good reason for Ohio's
prominence among the states, contrived

Fred

is

"mother"

S.

another

to

some of the

best news-

papers and newspaper advertisers in
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DIGESVPICTURES oftAeWEEK
OUR

old friend Charlie Chaplin, recently returned to
these shores following a brief holiday in Europe,
is quoted as saying "American screen artists and producers
must look to their laurels if they are to keep pace with
the progress which foreign motion picture concerns are
making in the development of the silent dramatic art."
He states further that the foreign producers, particularly in Germany, Sweden and England, take their
work very seriously, more so than Americans engaged
in their line, but "they recognize that we are ahead of
them in technique, but believe they are ahead of us in
story value. They are strong for realism and subtlety
They believe we have too many bedin their stories.
room farces and sex plays," and Charlie agrees with

them.

From our recent observation of several foreignmade plays, however, we cannot agree with the noted
to story values. Many of the English importations contain very obvious plots, much poor lighting, indifferent acting and cheap sets. This also holds
good for some of the German productions and they lackconvincing appeal which the American director is constantly striving for.
J. R. M.

comedian as

—

"THE LOTUS EATERS"

(First National) a
Marshall Neilan directed production starring John
Barrymore, adapted from a story by Albert Payson
Tcrhune is a fantastic and wholly enjoyable screen play
that will meet with general approval because of the
unique story. It is treated in a light vein and should
be classed as farce-comedy. A typical Neilan cast appears in Barrymore's support.

"DOCTOR JIM"
Mayo

(Universal)

presents

Frank

hardworking, conscientious physician married to a lady with social ambitions and a
butterfly nature.
The picture is one of the best of
recent Universal specials and holds the attention
throughout by reason of the intelligent direction and
splendid acting. Claire Windsor appears to advantage
in the role of a

opposite Mayo.

"TWO MINUTES TO

GO" (First National) is a
football story with Charles Ray in the role of fullback
who wins his college game. Mary Anderson is Mr.
Ray's leading lady in the present instance and
adequately fills the bill. "Two Minutes Tb Go" is one
of the poorest vehicles Mr. Ray has ever had and aside
from the football game and the humorous titles, has
little

to

recommend

it.

;'THE SPEED GIRL" (Realart) presents Bebe
Daniels in a photoplay written around her recent experiences in jail following a ten days sentence for
speeding. It is a fairly amusing comedy but not up to
this star's recent productions.
Maurice Campbell
directed and a splendid cast appears in her support.

WAY"

"THE RIGHT
(Producers Security) is a
gripping story of prison life written by Thomas Mott
Osborne, former warden at Sing Sing prison, New York.
The picture is educational as well as interesting drama
and gives the world at large an opportunity to get an
insight into the benefits of Mr. Osborne's system as
introduced in this prison.

WITH DEATH"

"RIDING
(Fox) is a Western
story based upon the time-worn theme of the overdue
mortgage and a band of lawless men who steal the
money that is to pay off the farmer's debt. Charles
(Buck) Jones is the star and besides putting up several
stiff fights wins the hand of the rancher's daughter in
the last reel.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID" (First National) is an intensely interesting story of a backward Virginia settlement, simply told but vivid in its action and tense in
effect.
Richard Barthelmess distinguishes himself as
David and he is given capable support by a cast numbering Gladys Hulette, Edmund Gurney, Warner Hutchinson, Ernest Torrence and other well known players. A
play that will long be remembered and will especially
please Barthelmess fans.
"FIRST LOVE" (Realart) is easily Constance
Binney's best picture, lacking only the stage history of
"39 East" to surpass that production, popularly deemed
her finest work. It is a refreshing, logical and genuinely
interesting story of youthful love, admirably directed
and enacted by the star and splendid support. It has
many advertising possibilities and warrants extensive
use of them.

"PEACOCK ALLEY"

(Tiffany Productions) is
independent production and provides
screen entertainment far above the average. Under the
skillful direction of Robert Z. Leonard the story of a
poor country boy who goes to Paris and wins the love
of a boulevard idol, is convincingly told.
It should
prove a good drawing card for any theatre.
.

Mae Murray's

first

"THE THISTLE AND THE ROSE"

"POSSESSION"

(R-C. Pictures) is a French production, made under the direction of Louis Mercanton,
from Anthony Hope's novel "Phroso." The picture is
in seven reels and resembles several episodes of a serial
loosely strung together, with lengthy subtitles that are
very confusing.

"POVERTY OF RICHES"

in the leading roles and Mr. Dwan has given it his
best in the way of direction and attention to detail.

pear

(Goldwyn)

is

not up

company's recent standard. It is a clean, wholesome story of domestic difficulties encounted by a poor
young man raising a family and an ambitious youth
whose god is mammon. There are no especially appealing moments aside from the kid stuff to recommend it.
to this

"THE SIN OF MARTHA QUEED"

(Pathe)

written and directed by Allan Dwan, presents a forceimpressive picture of a lover's faith, a mother's trust

ful,

and a father's suspicion. An excellent cast, headed by
Joseph Dowling, Mary Thurman and Niles Welch ap-

(State

Rights) is a Brewster production starring Corliss PalIt is a romantic
mer, winner of a beauty contest.
comedy in five reels, presented with many lavish sets
and beautiful exteriors in keeping with the story. It
is a character study representing the extremes of the
social status.

"HER

VALUE"

(First National) preSOCIAL
sents Katherine MacDonald in a pleasing little story
of the rise of a shop girl from humble quarters to a
social position as the wife of an architect. It is beautifully photographed and a fine cast headed by Roy
Stewart and Betty Ross Clark appear in support.

"DEAD OR ALIVE" (Arrow) presents Jack
Hoxie in a typical Western melodrama, written along
more or less familiar lines. It is brimful of action, however, and contains much good photography. Directed by
Dell Henderson.
A capable cast appears in Hoxie's
support.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS IN

TOL'ABLE DAVID
(FIRST NATIONAL)

An

intensely interesting and well developed drama worthy of the most profuse praise. In direction, subtitling, good acting and careful attention
to detail it stands out as a superb piece of cinema, craftsmanship. The
photography is excellent throughout and Henry King's direction all
that could be desired.

"Tol'able David" is a notable photoplay achievement. It is drama of the
best type. The various roles are enacted
by a cast of splendid players who seem
to live their parts. Seldom has so forceful and direct an appeal to the heart been
so effectively presented in motion pictures.

as Allan Kenemon, David's brother, and
such other good players as Lawrence
Eddinger,
Torrence,
Walter
Ernest
Lewis, and Marion Abbott.
Henry King has been careful to preserve the atmosphere of the story and in
sets, dress and action it is most painstakingly carried out. The camera work is

excellent and the opening scenes present
a beautiful picture of a peaceful, religiousloving family that leaves a lasting impression and serves to implant the characters in one's mind. Director King did
another brave thing he didn't have his
characters speak the impossible mountain

—

dialect.

story concerns the Kenemon famon a little farm outside a village. David, the son aspires to the position of driver of the stage coach which
carries the mail when his brother Allan
"goes railroading," but his father frowns
upon him, says he's too young, his
mother says he's just her baby and his
sweetheart Esther says he's just "toT-

The

ily

living

That day Jake and Luke Hatwith
the
latter's
son,
having
escaped from a posse from an adjoining
state, take up quarters with their cousin,
Esther's grandfather. They soon terrorize the neighborhood and when they kill
David's dog, Allan jumps from his mail
wagon to thrash the eldest. He decides
to deliver the mail bag first, however,
,and return, and as he is leaving the yard
he is stunned by a stone thrown by a
Hatburn. Hunter Kenemon determines
to avenge the outrage perpetrated upon
his son, but as he is about to leave his
home, falls dead through excitement and
'able."

burn,

a weak heart.
duties of head

Upon David

then fall the
of the family. Allan is
paralyzed and there are many mouths to
be fed. They move from the farm to the
village and David becomes errand boy
and clerk in a grocery store. On the day
the regular driver of the mail wagon becomes drunk, David is given the coveted
job. He is returning with the mail when
one bag falls from the wagon. Jake Hatburn finds it in the road and takes it to

simple story of homespun huVirginia village, simply
told but vivid in its action and tense in
effect. It will stir the most jaded picture
devotee to unusual depths and you'll
want to cheer when David wipes out the
last of the hateful Hatburns and proves
to the postmaster, his mother and his
sweetheart that he's more'n just "tolIt

is

manity

a

in a little

'able."

Never has Richard Barthelmess appeared to better advantage, nor given a
better conception of .a youth who would
become a man but has to remain the
"baby" of the family until fate steps in
and makes him the head of the family.

He

still

retains

some

of the

mannerisms

and
inimitable
Barthelmess
touches
which made his work so notable under
D. W, Griffith and he uses them to a
marked degree and very effectively in the
present vehicle. Able assistance -is rendered the star by Gladys Hulette, as
Esther Hatburn; Edmund Gurney, as
Hunter Kenemon; Warner Hutchinson,

Two

dramatic incidents from "Tol'able David," the First National feature starring
Richard Barthelmess.
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cabin.
David, discovering his loss,
returns and traces the sack to the Hatburn cabin. A terrific fight ensues as he
enters the building but he wounds two
of the
Hatburns.
Esther, seeing his
plight, runs for help but before her return
he has finished the last man and stumbled into his wagon and drives into town
just as a posse is formed to come to his
rescue. A happy, snappy finish follows.
By all means you want to see "Tol'able
David."

the

MAE MURRAY

IN

PEACOCK ALLEY
First independent production of the

popular Paramount star provides
an evening's entertainment far
above the ordinary. It is a delove

well

story,

and
Should

directed

carefully

photographed.

acted,

skillfully

prove

a

big box office attraction. Directed

by Robert

the whole "Peacock Alley" is one
of the most delightful pictures of the
season.
There is no strain on the imagination in following the devious course
of the love story, the situations are all
clean-cut and wholesome, settings are
beautiful and
the photography could
scarcely be improved upon.

POVERTY OF RICHES
(GOLDWYN)
Average entertainment.
A clean,
wholesome story of the domestic
difficulties of two families.
No
special points of appeal beyond
the fact that it is a good story,
excellently staged and well played.
Directed by Reginald Barker.

Leonard.

is it done
"Peacock Alley" that

in
it

Under the

shown
The

to

from the
Blue

is

Paris

French

is

secure a

contract

government.

Monte
Elmer

to

well cast for the part of
his interpretation of

Harmon and

the
rather unsophisticated small town young
man is fully up to his usual excellent

work.
In Paris Harmon meets in rather an
unconventional
manner the beautiful
young dancer known as Cleo of Paris,
played by Miss Murray. As the idol of
the boulevards, she has all the luxury
usually given over to such idols in stories
and on the screen. Casting aside all her
rich, would-be sweethearts, Cleo falls in
love with Harmon, helps him secure the
contract at a time when his business
affairs appear hopeless, and the young
couple are married and return to the
village of Harmonville.
It is

a gala day in the village in honor

young Harmon's return

after having
saved the town's prosperity by securing
the contract.
Thrust into this new and
strange environment, Cleo proceeds to do
honor to her husband by dazzling the
natives in true Parisian fashion. But the
villagers refuse to be dazzled.
Instead,
they choose to be shocked.
It finally
results in Harmon being compelled to sell
out his interests and the young couple
leave for New York.
In a moment of weakness and in order
to give Cleo the luxuries to which she is
accustomed, Harmon forges his uncle's
name and is arrested. Endeavoring to
get him out of his trouble, Cleo returns
to the stage, breaking her promise to
Harmon in doing so. He is released from
custody on promise to his uncle to have
nothing more to do with Cleo, but immediately proceeds to hunt her up. He finds
her in a rather compromising but wholly
innocent situation and decides that what
he has been told is true.
So he goes
back to Harmonville and the heart-

of

NATIONAL)

cause

Marshall
Neilan,
who
directed it, has injected several
unique turns that are refreshingly
original.
Albert Payson Terhune is given to
writing fanciful tales for the magazines,
and "The Lotus Eaters" is one of his
most whimsical. From a conventional beginning it develops into a refreshingly
original and unique story, especially the
scenes and incidents upon a mysterious
Pacific island, "far from the lane of ocean
travel," where cafes serve all kinds of
beverages
and
restaurants
delicious
foods, free of charge; where the men and

role

man

of

Jacques

disappointed

who

stipulates that Jacques shall
remain aboard his yacht and sail the seas
until he is twenty-five years of age. Upon
his twenty-fifth birthday he lands in New
York to consult with his lawyer. He

at her best.

Harmon

IN

fantastic tale, well presented. Of
interest principally to those who
do not take their farce-comedy
seriously. It will prove entertaining to the average picture fan be-

in love,

her direc-

story opens in a small American
manufacturing village, shifts to Paris,
back to the village and then to New
York.
At a meeting of the board of
directors of Hamonville's chief manufacturing plant it is decided to send Elmer

A

Barrymore has the
Leneoi, only heir of a

Mae Mur-

skillful direction of

JOHN BARRYMORE

THE LOTUS EATERS
(FIRST

tree as air.

seems new.

tor-husband the beautiful blonde star

is
informed by her
physician she can never bear children.
She upbraids Colby for placing wealth
above her happiness and the two are
overwhelmed by the irreparable tragedy
which has befallen them.

women wear Greek costumes; nobody
works or worries, and everything is as

wins the love of the idol of the boulevards, is not a new theme by any means,
but so cleverly

when convalescing

On

story of a

ray's

26, 1921

concerned.

all

young American counboy who goes to Paris and there

The
try

Z.

seclusion in Normandy.
There, three years later, Harmon finds
not only Cleo, but with her is a little son,
named for him. Reconciliation is finally
effected and everything ends happily for

SPECIAL CAST IN

(TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS)

lightful

broken Cleo returns to France and seeks

November

meets and falls in love
Vance, but finds he has a

A

scene from

This

"Poverty

of

Riches"

(Goldwyn)

drama, contrasting a contented poor man's home with the home
of an ambitious seeker after wealth, contains a certain amount of pathos and
comedy, but on the whole is rather
wearisome.
It is quite a simple story,
lacking in convincing big scenes.
The
character drawing is well handled and the
cast is a capable one consisting of
Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix, John Bowers,
Louise Lovely, Irene Rich, Dave Winter,
DeWitt Jennings, Roy Laidlaw, John
Cossar, Mary Jane Irving, Lucille Rickson and Frankie Lee.
The story was originally written by
Leroy Scott and published under the
title
"The Mother."
Reginald Barker,

who

little

"The Old Nest," "Snow"The Branding Iron" and other
Goldwyn successes, made the most of the
material at hand. There are many beautiful
sets and some excellent photogdirected

blind,"

raphy.

The story concerns the Colby family,
consisting of Katherine and John Colby,
and the Donaldson family, Tom and
Grace.
Both men work in the office of
a manufacturing firm, and while both are
ambitious to succeed, Tom places happiness and a household of children ahead
of riches and power.
They are friendly
rivals for various promotions but John
Colby finally gains a position of prominence at the iron w orks and a social
position as well. Katherine envies Grace
her children and when John finally gets
a coveted berth with his firm, the news
has deep significance now she can have
children, too.
Colby, however, states
they must wait a year and keep up a
"front." They move to a beautiful home
and he, forgetful of a wedding anniversary, fails to go home to a pleasant sur-

with

Madge

John
Carson. While off the coast of Florida
with Miss Vance, however, on his yacht,
he has the captain of his boat marry
them and they go on a long cruise. Upon
his return to New York he finds, according to his uncle's will, he does not inherit
his property until he is thirty, if he
marries in haste. She thereupon leaves
him.
He is despondent and agrees to
attempt to cross the Pacific Ocean in a
dirigible balloon with the patentee of a
new form of gas. The blimp fails to rise
above the air currents and he is forced
to land on a small island, almost starved.
Here he runs upon strange occupants of
the island, people who have been saved
from various shipwrecks.
He falls in
love with a beautiful girl, but confesses
he has a wife and must return to the
United States. The natives loan him a
boat and he is soon back in New York,
where he finds Madge has become en-,
gaged to Carson. They both wait for
her to keep an appointment, only to
receive word that she has eloped with
another. Jacques is elated at being freed
and at once sets sail for the lonely little
isle where all is serene and he finds haprival

in

among

the lotus eaters in the comhis beautiful island maiden.
typical Neilan cast interprets the

piness

pany of

A

various roles.
Carson, Anna
Vance, Colleen

J.

Barney Sherry plays

Nilsson is Madge
Moore is the lotus eating
maiden and Wesley Barry a funny little
islander

that

Q.

shins

up

trees

like

a

monkey.

The

prise prepared

subtitling is very good and the
acting of Barrymore at all times in keeping with the part assigned him. He plays
the dual role of a crabbed old uncle and
a youth of twenty-five.
"The Lotus Eaters" is not to be taken
seriously and the author and director
never intended it to be.
But it is delicious satire and points an accusing
finger at the hollowness of existence in
the city where life is just one tip after

injured

another.

r

—

in

by his wife. Katherine is
an automobile accident and

November
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as Tom Stone, and Evelyn Nelson
Beulah Stone.
There is one large
dance hall set.
The balance of the

ALLAX DWAN'S

A

Gough

SIN OF
MARTHA QUEED

THE

as

scenes, except
out of doors.

(PATHE)
will want

to play.

Patrons should leave your theatre
completely satisfied with their
evening's entertainment. Dwan's
'

latest offering will

should

Exhibitors
of

rank as one

of

It is

a pic-

real Tom Stone, fatally
gives himself up but is freed
charges and marries Beulah.

ture that your patrons will advertise for

comes upon the

you by word of mouth.

shot.

the

picture

will

leave

Those who see
the

theatre

of

all

He

im-

FRAXK MAYO

pressed with the story and the sincerity

DOCTOR

of its interpretation.

Dwan has taken as the theme of his
production:
lover's faith, a mother's
trust and a father's suspicion.
He has
assigned the roles to actors who are high
in the ranks of their profession, the cast
including Joseph Dowling, Mary Thurman, Xiles Welch,
Gertrude' Claire,
Frankie Lee, Eugenie Besserer, Frank

A

Campeau and George Hackathorne. The
of players in itself is a good bet from
the advertising angle.
The interest created in the opening
list

scenes of the production is admirablv
sustained through to the last, or sixth,
reel.
Xo doubt the big moments of the
piece will bring tears to the eyes of the
fairer sex, and maybe the sterner sex
also.

"Martha Queed" was written and

di-

rected by Allan Dwan. Mayflower Photoplay Corporation is presenting the picture for distribution by Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.

Inc.,

through 'Pathe Exchange,

the story of a girl who attracts to
her three men, one a hunchback, one a
reprobate and the other a man of integIt is

rity

and

in all

ways above reproach. The

reprobate, seeing an opportunity to force
the girl to marry him, defames her character in a story to her father, a stoic,
heartless brute. Though successful in his
scheming he pays the penalty with death.
The hunchback, finding the girl in a delirious condition, takes her to his home
and there watches over her in secret. As
the third man is convicted for the murder
of the reprobate, the hunchback, realizing
that the girl will never marry him. rushes
to the court room and makes a false confession.
This plot is untangled by the
recover}' of the girl and her marriage to
the man of integrity. Martha's sin had
been only in the mind of her father.

THE THISTLE
AND THE ROSE
(STATES RIGHTS)
The

editor-in-chief

of

the

MARY THURMAN
"The Sin

tion, distributed

in "The
Thistle and the
Rose," starring Corliss Palmer.
It is a character study of two girls
representing the extremes in the

status.

The thousands

of

fans who have been enlightened
of the stages in the producing of
this picture will be keen to see it
on the screen.
Exploited with
this in mind, this picture is a sure
box office attraction.

Dwan

produc-

by Pathe,

—

W

JACK HOXIE IN

DEAD OR ALIVE
(ARROW)

Western

melodrama,
abounding in action, with some
unusual situations. The photography is good throughout and the

Typical

cast

adequate.

It

was

This picture depends a great deal for

The plot
somewhat similar

success upon the star.

all

to
the way through is
countless other Western tales of reckless
cowboys, stage bandits, changed identiThere are several
ties and lost sisters.
unusual twists, however, and it holds the

interest fairly well.

JIM

Fine entertainment in this Universal production.
Mayo in one of
his best roles.
Many strong situations convincingly presented.
Beautiful photography and skillful direction throughout.
William Worthington directed.
"Dr.

human

Jim"

is

interest,

a pciture replete with
dramatic situations, beau-

photography and splendid acting.
Surrounding Mayo, who plays the exacttiful

ing role of a successful physician with a
social whirl-loving wife, there is a small
but excellent cast headed by the beautiClaire Windsor.
croft appears as Bob

ful

Stanhope Wheat-

Thorn and Oliver
Cross as Kenneth Ford.
Stuart Paton
wrote the story.
Much of the action
takes place aboard a beautiful yacht,
where there are many clashes of

wills as
novel twist is given the
story, where the body of the captain of
the yacht is supposed to be buried at sea,
when he appears from below decks many
days afterwards, having been thrown into
the hole for insubordination.

well as

fists.

A

Following a breakdown in health,
Doctor Jim Keene and his wife take a
cruise aboard a yacht which he
leases.
Helen Keene accepts the hoslong

pitality

of

Capt.

band's

irritability

cabin.
strikes

During
the

Blake,
drives

when her husher

from

his

a heavy storm lightning
vessel and Capt. Blake is

rendered unconscious.
An operation is
found imperative to save his life and Dr.
Jim performs the operation, with Mrs.
Keene administering the ether. She is
led to believe the operation was fatal and
he is buried at sea. Dr. Keene's health

returns on the long cruise and when
Capt. Blake breaks from his chains below decks, where he has been confined
at
Dr. Jim's orders, he confronts a
po-*--*fful man instead of an invalid.
Dr.
Tim whips Blake and wins the respect
and love of his wife. They return to his
child's hospital and she decides to give
up her frivolous society career.

directed

by Dell Henderson.
its

IX

(UNIVERSAL)

scene

"The Thistle and the Rose," a Eugene
Y. Brewster production starring the now
popular Corliss Palmer, winner of the
Fame and Fortune Contest, is based on
a story idea of Miss Palmer's by Mr.
Brewster, who wrote the script. It does
not make a bid via lavish sets, but both
the interiors and the exteriors are attractive and in keeping with the theme.
Miss Palmer's work in this picture is
already known to the fans through the
widely-read pages of the three Brewster
publications
Motion Picture Magazine,
The Classic and Shadoiuland. To see the
finished product is naturally their desire.
This makes it simple for the exhibitor who books the picture at his theatre.
It's a sure bet.
Mr. Brewster promises big things from
Corliss
Palmer in the future.
"The
Thistle and the Rose" is a fitting beginning.
The story unfolded in this picture is
(Corliss
that of a wild young girl
Palmer), who is happy in her povertystricken fishing surroundings.
hen she
saves a young man from drowning, he,
gratitude,
to
educate
her.
in his
offers
He is stricken by the girl's spirit, and the
result is his fiancee (also played by
Corliss Palmer) breaks off their engagement. But the thistle cannot be at home
with the rose, so in the end she returns to
her home and the man again becomes
engaged to the girl of his heart.

three

field

of

from
Martha Queed," an Assoa

in

ciated Exhibitors-Allan

Brewster fan publications, Eugene V. Brewster, has made a
good picture for the state rights

social

are

Stone and in another town finds a girl,
Beulah Stone, seeking her brother.
A
robbery occurs and he is accused of
being the thief. He again escapes to the
mountains and while hiding in a cabin

make money with

Martha Queed."

office,

where, in attempting to wrest a
revolver from him, Mrs. Lamar shoots
Stratton.
Jack assumes the guilt and
escapes from jail through Mrs. Lamar's
aid.
He assumes the name of Tom

excellent cast and a
gripping story correctly handled.

"The Sin

sheriff's

office

An

his best.

the

Lamar's wife is being blackmailed by Stratton, a lawyer.
Jack
Stokes finds a note from Stratton to
Mrs. Lamar and follows her to Stratton's
Sheriff

you

picture

51

The camera work

is

very creditable.
Supporting Hoxie, who has the role of
Jack Stokes, appears Joseph Girard, as
Sheriff Lamar; Marion Sais as his wife;
C. Rav Florhe as Stratton; Wilbur Mc-

THE RETURN OF
CYCLONE SMITH
(UNIVERSAL)
The

first

of

this

series

of

six

two-

Western comedy-dramas featuring
Eddie Polo, contains enough punch and

reel

action for an average five reel production.
Each one is a complete story and should
an\- program the exfit in nicely with
They are clearhibitor might arrange.
cut,
concise stories, splendidly photographed and carefully produced.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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CONSTANCE BINNEY

FIRST

IN

better picture than "39 East," popularly rated

A human

Miss Binney's

interest story of

to play in the mud,
her mother is getting married;
Peggy dresses up as a bride and while
her parents are frantically looking for
her everywhere, a good natured minister
is pretending to marry her.
Clear pho-

while

(REALART)

A

who wants

girl,

LOVE
best.

young

A
convincingly narrated.
picture with advertising possibillove

and worthy of extra advertisCapably directed by Major
ing.
Maurice Campbell.

tography and some elaborate

sets

help

out materially.

SPECIAL CAST IX

ities

THE RIGHT WAY
is

a gripping story of prison

and the saving results of the
honor system at Sing Sing, based
on the actual experiences of
Thomas Mott Osborne, the
famous penologist while he was
in charge of that institution.

life

"The Right Way" carries with it a big
lesson several big lessons, in fact. Those
who are not familiar with the great work
of Mr. Osborne in making penal institutions corrective rather than entirely
punitive will find the picture educational
as well as most interestingly entertaining.
It presents to the world at large
the first oportunity to get an insight into
the benefits possible to this unhappy
phase of human life.
The story shows how vice and crime
may engulf rich and poor alike; the story
of two boys
one rich, one poor enmeshed and sinking to the depths of degradation.
The tale begins while each is
yet a boy. The rich boy follows the path
of gilded vice and when the day of retribution comes on the eve of his marriage
to a charming girl, he uses his skill as a
copyist, which has always entertained
his friends, in forging his father's name
to obtain money to satisfy the demands
of a woman of the underworld.
Inevitable discovery comes and a Spartan father allows the law to take its
course and the boy is sent to the penitentiary.
There he meets the poor boy,
sent up for burglary, and the two go
through all the horrors of "solitary,"
ball-and-chain, lockstep and all the accessories of prison life under the old system.
Finally the poor boy's sentence
expires and he is released, but soon returns as the result of another offense
against the laws.
In the meantime a new warden has
been placed in charge and the methods
of Mr. Osborne are in vogue. With the
establishment of the honor system most
wonderful changes greet the returning
convict and he is soon transformed
from a sullen criminal to a satisfied
worker, waiting only the expiration of

—

A

scene from "First Love"

(Restart)

"This one puts Constance Binney over.
She has won the hearts of our patrons
and we are assured from now on that
she will be a box office success," writes
W. H. Brenner of the Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind., of "Room and Board" in
the Herald's "What the Picture Did for
Me" department this week. If there are
any exhibitors for whom her earlier production has not accomplished that end
they may depend upon "First Love" to
do so. it is easily her best picture.
The story is a simple and wholly logical
one, fresh in every detail and true to life.
In it the star acts every minute, as do
George Hernandez, George Webb and
other members of a cast selected by an
expert.

Although a vibrant tale of love and
emotional conflict is told, no inch of the
picture may be singled out by the most
hidebound as other than clean. It is a
story for the family and every member
masses and for the
for the
Those who demand a moral may
an excellent one which is the result

thereof,
classes.
find

and not the cause of the story.
Miss Binney is cast as Katie O'Donnell,

factory worker, whose
Stanton, a foppish

Harry

first

love

is

ambulance

When her father, who knows
Stanton's true character, forbids him the
house, Katie leaves home and works
overtime at the factory to provide funds
for Harry to complete his medical education, a course which exists only in fiction.
The efforts of her family and her employer to show her her error lead her to
leave the factory and take a position as
waitress in a restaurant where Stanton
dines with his many other lady friends.
Her discovery of his perfidy results in
an attack in which she permanently inA happy ending follows
jures his sight.
driver.

in

due time.

THE MUDDY BRIDE
(UNIVERSAL)
This Century Comedy, featuring Baby
Peggy, is interesting principally because
that take part in it.
plot to it and the situations are rather forced, but withal it will
some laughter and it is clean.
elicit
Peggy follows the shadow of a big
policeman; Peggy gets a bath; Peggy
clothes with a poor little rich
of

the

There

little

isn't

changes

tots

much

—

—
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CHARLES (BUCK) JONES

IN

RIDING WITH DEATH
(FOX)
Unconvincing

story

West

the

of

that lacks heart interest and de-

pends almost entirely upon several
strenuous fights put up by the
hero for interest. Only suitable
for theatres that demand Westems, no matter how illogical.
There

(PRODUCERS SECURITY)
Here

November

no lack

is

action

of

in

this

Charles Jones feature but the director
had a very poor story to work with. The
types used are interpreted by capable
actors and the atmosphere is typically
Western but it is not up to the standard
of former Jones attractions.
In support of the star there are Betty
Francisco, as Anita Calhoun, a rancher's
daughter; H. VanSickler, as Calhoun;

Jack

Mower

as Val;

Garrety,

crooked

Steele as

Dillon,

Gillis

as Capt.

McDonald

F.

his

aide;

Hughes.

as Steve Dorsey, a
tain

J.

politician;

and William

Jones appears

member

of the

rangers, in love with Anita.

camera

work and some

as

William

MounGood

beautiful

sets

are used.
is about to lose his ranch unhe gets $5,000 to pay off the mortgage.
He sends Val after the money,
but he is robbed by Dillon and found
dead by Steve Dorsey. He informs Calhoun and starts out to run down the

Calhoun

less

thief but is thrown into jail by Dillon
and Garrety. They promise to release
him but he notes the fate of a fellow

prisoner,
leaves the

who

is

shot

down

as

he

and declines to leave.
The rangers have received word of his
plight and are hastening to his rescue.
He holds off the mob, with the assistance
jail,

of Anita, in the railway station, until the
rangers arrive, who rout the Garrety fol-

lowers and Steve captures Dillon on the
roof of the court house, jumps with him
Of
to the street, where Dillon is killed.
course Steve wins Anita's hand.

his confinement to begin life all over
again from an entirely new viewpoint.
A strong scene is made when the two
boys learn that a convict is about to be
executed for a crime of which he is innocent.
They escape from the prison,
capture the Chinaman who committed
the murder and bring him to the prison,
but too late to save the innocent man
who has paid the price for another's
crime a few minutes before their arrival.
Finally the two boys are released to be-

come

useful

citizens.

There are two delightful love

stories

woven into the
young criminals.

sordid lives of the two
Each has a mother and
a sweetheart who fail to save them but
who are made happy over the rejuvenation of their loved ones.
The picture should prove a big box
office attraction.
It is.
It is exceptionally well directed and photographed.

CHARLES

(Buck) JONES in a
from "Riding With Death," a
coming Fox feature.

scene
forth-

'

November
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KATHERIXE MAC DOXALD IN

very pleasing little story of love
and social ambitions realized by
Beautifully photoa shop girl.
graphed against exquisite sets

report aboard ship at a certain hour
and Betty, not knowing the importance
of his engagement, turns his watch back.
She is told he will be court martialed if
he is not on deck and thereupon endeavors to get him back to town. She is arrested for speeding and lodged in a cell.
Hundreds of fans visit her and the judge
who sentenced her brings her a bouquet
and asks forgiveness. Betty befriends a
fellow prisoner and is instrumental in

and carefully directed by Jerome

helping her too.

Storm.

Walter

to

HER SOCIAL VALUE
(FIRST XATIOXAL)

A

For that portion of the public that is
demanding a gilt-edge guarantee before
entering a picture house

"Her
little

Social Value."
plays that Miss

It

we recommend
is

one of those

MacDonald does

with the

There

Shattuck. Barbara Maier and
Courtright helping considerable in the
various roles assigned them.
If you have a Bebe Daniels following,
it

will

earthquake in the
last reel that gives added punch to the
play, although it is rather crudely introduced. But the thing that will leave a
lasting impression with most spectators

TWO

realistic

showing Miss

MINUTES TO GO

points of picture.
Subtitles furnish much of
the fun of this timely production.
Will probably please because of

Ray.

work.

Directed by Charles
Six reels in length.

The story concerns Marian Lodge, a
former clerk in a department store, married to Jim Lodge, a successful architect.
Because of her lack of social standing.
Lodge is dropped by society. He loses
the contract for a large railroad terminal,
in order to break with Jim, Marian
plans to elope with Trent, his friend and
associate, in order that Jim may regain
his social standing and divorce her. He

BEBE DAXIELS IX

THE SPEED GIRL
(REALART)
Miss Daniel's recent incarceration
is put to good use.
Picture depends upon the charm of the star
more than the plot or its development. Directed by Maurice Campbell.

was but natural that the Realart
company would use Bebe Daniels' reIt

cent experience in a California jail as the
basis for a comedy-drama.
However,
audiences at the
State-Lake theatre.
Chicago, found it only moderately interesting and coming so long after the
speeder's court incident probably few
connected the two. She has had many
better stories during her brief career as
a star and
to her

"The Speed Girl"

will

add

lit-

Realart laurels.
Miss Daniels is Betty Lee. a screen
star in love with Tom Manley, a naval
officer.
Manley, on shore leave, is due

tle

The

Fair

with this sevenRobertson-Cole
Pictures is distributing in America, is
the subtitling.
These have been handled very poorly. They are, like the picture itself, too lengthy and there are too
many of them. Then, too, the screen
serial has entered into stiff competition
with the sort of stories Anthony Hope
used to write, although there was none
more interesting than "Phroso."
There is novelty in the acting of the
entire cast of players.
They go about
their work with a vim and the mob
scenes were well handled. The outstanding performances were those of Reginald
principal

production

reel

Owen,

fault

which

as

Lord Wheatley; Paul

Capellani,

Max

Maxudian, as the Pasha, and MalLongfellow, as Lady Euphrosyne
(Phroso). Watkins, a man servant, was
a clever bit of comedy, played by Louis

vina

A

scene from

"Two Minutes

to

Go"

(First National)

Monfils.

Having been
having won
and won his

his

baseball

a

game, and

player

and

a prize fighter

was but natural that
Charles Ray would come through with a
football story and make a touchdown. It
is a timely picture and is presented with
light,

it

hundreds of enthusiastic football fans as
extras.
It has its "big scene" where the
local college wins against its hated rival
in the last few minutes of play, and is a
pretty truthful picture of college life,
albeit some of the boys seem to be rather
poor sports.

"Two Minutes To Go"

amusing comedy in which

ing closely upon another.

entertainment.

as the villain Constantine Stefanopoulos;

_

_

es-

Turks,

-

and

in love with Marian, however, and
thinking she no longer loves him, he
leaves New York and loses himself in
the West.
Trent endeavors to secure
from Marian, Jim's terminal plans. She
discovers that her husband is in a small
Western town, goes there to advise him
that another railroad wishes to buy his
work. An earthquake destroys Jim's
cabin in a mountain pass and he is rescued with difficulty, but is made happy
in the knowledge that Marian still loves
him.

thrilling

treacherous

with one exciting incident follow-

game outstanding

star's

islanders,

and

capes

Well

roles with credit.

Fairly

"Phroso," adapted to the screen

by Louis Mercanton and an entire
French cast.
It abounds with
plotting

photographed and stage-managed
scenes of an exciting football

MacDonald

(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Anthony
Hope's
novel,

Sir

CHARLES RAY IN

Likeable star in poor story.

seated at a large piano with a long French
window casting a soft glow over her.
Clear photography abounds.
Roy Stewart appears opposite the star.
A well-balanced cast handle the other

is

POSSESSION

(FIRST NATIONAL)

are the beautiful sets and the exquisite
lighting effects.
Take, for instance, the
first picture in reel three.
There is a
beautifully posed and wonderfully lighted

composition,

SPECIAL CAST IN

probably please.

is

a

finish.

Elliott,

Truly
William

Hiers,

villain.
is

with Frank
Norris Johnson,

light little yarn,

than have Ruth scorn him, and in the
last quarter is stimulated to victory by
a telegram from his father, stating a land
deal had turned out well and a note of
encouragement from Ruth. There is
plenty of excitement in the last few feet
of the film and the picture has a snappy

so

always appealing, always
wears beautiful clothes well, and in the
present instance displays more than the
usual amount of spirit in her encounters

She

well.

A

53

holds a wealth
suggestion for exploitation and just
now with interest in football at its height
should prove a winner almost anywhere.
The boyish pranks present many novel
ideals for the exhibitor to follow out
of

besides the main ideal

—

the football game.
Chester Burnett, a poor
boy working his way through college by
peddling milk in the wee small hours.
He has had to give up his position on
the football team because it interfered
with work.
He is in love with Ruth
Turner, but keeps his early morning job
a secret from her until he runs upon her
as she is leaving the house for an early
His fellow students find out
auto trip.
about the milk route and placard his
room, fill it with milk bottles and sing
He then falls into a
ballads about it.
trap set by his rival for Ruth's hand, and
is forced to return barber poles, gates
and other loose objects piled in the hallway of the dormitory. He determines to
play in the final game of the season rather

Charles

Ray

is

There are numerous beautiful shots
around an old castle, and the cave scenes,
representing an underground passage,
were exceptionally realistic.
However,
the

picture

strongly

resembles several
with the repeated
escapes and rescues of the heroine and
episodes

of

a

serial

hero.

Lord Wheatley, the story goes, purchases an island in the Mediterranean,
off the shores of Turkey, and under the
rule.
Upon arrival there he
the natives bitterly oposed to his
taking possession.
They plan to establish a young girl, Phroso, as the dictator.

Turkish

finds

Several fights follow between Wheatley's
loyal servants and the islanders. Mouraki
Pasha arrives and quells the natives, but
covets Phroso. Wheatley rescues Phroso
from Stefanopoulos, who wants to marry
her, but the Turkish governor threatens
his execution because he will not surrender her to him.
They escape finally
through a secret passageway, but again
fall
into the Turkish ruler's clutches.
However, an islander with a grievance

against Mouraki Pasha stabs the latter
and helps Phroso and Wheatley to escape in the latter's yacht.
European leading ladies do not compare with our American actresses, and

Miss Longfellow's role should have been
played by a prettier and more appealing

young

lady.
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"A Man's Home" Will
Have Broadway Run at Capitol

"School Days" Will

Be Presented Some Time During This
Month Under Personal Direction of Rothafel:
Special Publicity Compaign Planned

Showing to be Held

Selznick's

Open

in 100 Houses
New York and Chicago Trade

Special Will

"A

Man's

Home," heralded

as

the

greatest picture that has carried the Selz-

mark, will play the Capitol
York, this month.
The production will be presented under

nick

trade

New

theatre,

the personal direction of S. L. Rothafel,

has been an enthusiastic
booster for the feature since viewing it
some time ago.

who,

is

it

said,

Plan Extensive Advertising

An

extensive advertising and publicity
campaign will be carried on in the metropolitan district in connection with the
Capitol showing.
Its effect upon the
bookings throughout the entire country
are expected to be tremendously helpful.
As an important part of the exploitation throughout the country of "A Man's
Home," Selznick's publicity department
has prepared a campaign book that is considered by far the best work of its kind
the Selznick organization has ever turned
out.

Attractive

Book Published

Heavy antique cover

unanimously favorable reviews "A
Man's Home" received when shown to
the trade press.
These are the more
prominent sales features of the new campaign book as directed to the exhibitor,
and the rest of the work is devoted to
of the

assisting the showman in selling to the
public the Selznick special when booked
for showings.

Picture Plays Loew Houses
With "practically every theatre
Times Square closed to competition,

maintaining at this newest Broadway
house. Elaine Hammerstein's "Remorseless Love," "Handcuffs or Kisses" and
"The Way of a Maid" have been attracis

tions

at

this

The

house.

picture

its

pair in active association for

season.

Practically

Inserted in each issue of the book is an
folder carrying reproductions

latter

round of the Loew theatres at
the Times Square house on November 7.
Niles Welch again supports Miss Hammerstein in her newest picture, and
Myron Selznick, vice-president in charge
of production, has decided to keep this
began

come.

attractive

some time

to

Exceed Past Efforts
Reports from the Selznick branches
throughout the country give every indication that Selznick

Week, November

13

be a big success.
every Selznick office has
booked a volume of business considerably
in excess of that usually done.
to

inclusive,

19,

will

"Three Musketeers" Draws Big at
Broadway Houses in East and West
Douglas Fairbanks "The Three Musdistributed by United Artists

keteers,"

has two highly successful
Broadway runs to its credit one on
Broadway in New York and the other
on Broadway in Los Angeles.
In its nine weeks engagement at the
Corporation,

—

Mission theatre on the Coast the proplayed to more than 150,000
persons,
according to
Harry David,
duction

managing director of the house.

The

performances given totaled 315.

the exception of a concentrated

publicity drive in the first

week

return engagement and arouse in-

tise a

terest in this Fairbanks picture throughout the territory.

Showing day and date in five New
England cities "The Three Musketeers"
is

playing to capacity in regular attrac-

houses at special prices.
This picture was shown at the Park
theatre, Bridgeport; Parsons, Hartford;
tion

Shubert, New Haven; Lyceum,
London and Shubert Majestic,
Providence.
With two performances a

Sam

S.

New

day in these five cities, it is estimated
by house managers that "The Three
Musketeers" is showing to more than
10,000

Use Thirty 24 Sheets
With

of the

engagement and an inaugural opening at
special prices there was no unusual advertising used by the Mission.
Up to
the last week of the run no stunts were
utilized.

Thirty twenty-four sheet stands were
when the picture opened, and new
three sheets announced the final week.
taken

Photographs of the star and window
cards were planted in the most conspicuous store windows, and a fencing
contest
Musketeers"
for
"Three
a
trophy was put on at the Los Angeles
Athletic
club.
The fencing contest
proved a stimulant for the last week's
business and will also serve to adver-

held at the Hotel Astor on December 1,
and the Chicago showing in the Tiger
room, Sherman Hotel, on November 27.
AH seats to both showings will be by
reservation only.

cept Loew's State," the Selznick organization points to the success its product

bearing
artistic design, binds a sixteen-page work
of effective art and type combination.
Tipped inside the front cover is a reproduction of William A. Brady's letter endorsing "A Man's Home" and rating it
among the great screen successes of the
stock,

in

ex-

Shortly
"School Days," starring Wesley Barry
in the Gus Edwards classic and being distributed by Warner Brothers, will grace
the screens of more than 100 key city
theatres during the Christmas holidays,
it is announced.
Pre-views of the production will be given in New York and
Chicago, the New York showing to be

persons daily.

During the Baltimore engagement at
the New theatre William S. Norris,
president of Peabody Heights Improvement Association and foreman of the
Baltimore grand jury was host to ten
of the grand jury at a special theatre
party to see the picture. After the performance each was loud in his praise
of the picture.
Part of President Harding's fifty-sixth
birthday celebration consisted of a private view of "The Three Musketeers."

Shown

at

McLean Home

honor to Mr. Fairbanks
and his latest United Artists production
came at the Washington residence of
Mrs. E. B. McLean, one of the social
leaders of the capitol city, where Mrs.
McLean was entertaining the president
and Mrs. Harding
This

signal

Three Outstanding Features
Three
nected

Harry

outstanding features
with the production

are

con-

made

by
Rapf and directed by William

Nigh.
From a financial standpoint the
production of "School Days" is said to
have cost a fortune, in that it was the
aim at the outset to spare neither expense
nor time in the making. The second feature concerns the unusual amount of advertising and publicity material that has
been devised to aid the exhibitor putting
over the picture.
The third and perhaps the most significant feature is that Wesley Barry will be
-seen in the leading role.
The innumerable bits of humor that are suffused in
the production are calculated to more
than delight Wes' Barry's admirers and
also bring him new laurels as a screen
juvenile.
A special musical score has
been arranged by Gus Edwards.

Loaned by Neilan
Wesley Barry was obtained by Warner
Broth ers by special arrangement with
Marshall Neilan.

Arrow Signs Franey and
O'Connor for Series of
New Franchise Comedies
Arrow Film Corporation announces the
signing of two stars to make a series

known as the Mirth
These stars are Billy
Franey and Ralph O'Connor.
This arrangement was made by W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow, during

of comedies

Quake

to

be

Brand.

his recent visit to the Coast.
This series
of comedies completes the schedule of
the Arrow comedy franchise, which will
be fifty-two two-reel comedies to be published one a week.

Pathe

Is

Presenting
on Blue Laws

Satire

"The Frogs That Wanted

a King," the

animated cartoon of the series of
"Aesop's Film Fables," which Pathe has
scheduled for publication the week of
November 27, is an amusing and clever
satire on blue laws.
The offering was
produced by Fables Pictures, Inc., and
created by Cartoonist Paul Terry.
According to the fable, the moral of
which is "Let well enough alone," the
court of King Croesus must have been
latest

threatened at some time or other by reformers, and it must have been the clever
court jester, Aesop, who put these overzealous reformers to rout by his timely
fable. Terry has modernized the offering.
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"What Do Men Want?"
Runs

Indefinite

The Wid Gunning Company announces
Do Men
Lois Weber's "What
Want?" is starting off "its booking career
at a pace that bids fair to more than
that

equal the finest exploitation of the disThe production
tributing organization."
is scheduled for a number of big city
openings on a scale of dramatic theatre
attractions.
It opened at the Lyric on Broadway
on November 13 for an indefinite run.

16 it will open an indefinite run at the Metropolitan Opera
House in Philadelphia.

On November

Widely Exploited Picture
A broadside exploitation campaign preAbout
ceded the New York opening.
the middle of the week preceding the
showing the exploitation organization began to take advantage of the window
display tie-up possibilities in the title.
Billboards and other means also were

employed.
An advance campaign similar to that
used in New York is under way in Philadelphia.

In Chicago, "What Do
gets off to a flying start

Men Want?"
soon with a

downtown engagement at the
Manager Sidney GoldBijou Dream.
man, at the Chicago Warren office, already has booked "What Do Men
Want?" far beyond his original quota
special

of prints, it is said, but he reports that
since exhibitors have begun to see the
picture itself the interest has assumed
sensational proportions.

Book Dickens Play
Following the news that its Los Angeles premiere had been unusually successful, there comes the announcement
that the Kehrlein Brothers have booked

Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend" for
one of the initial offerings at the reopening of the famous College theatre.
The Kehrlein Brothers have taken the
College theatre and practically built a
new playhouse out of a well-known San
Francisco amusement place. The entire

Neilan

s

Will
in

Larger

Cities

theatre has been redecorated in mission
style.

"The Old Oaken Bucket," which has
just finished an engagement on Keith's
circuit in the East, is reported as dupli-

cating

its

success

in

Los Angeles.

The

Wid Gunning

attraction played at Clune's
theatre in the California city and pleased
audiences for a full week.

Booking on Washburn
Film Becoming Brisk,
Says John E. Storey
sales manager of AssoExhibitors, says that November
seeing a great revival of exhibitor in-

John E. Storey,
ciated
is

in
Bryant Washburn's comedydrama, "The Road to London," which
originally
published by Associated
was

terest

early last

summer.

He

states that after the time "The
Road to London" was first issued the exhibitors ran into the hottest summer on
record and. with activity at a low ebb, a
great many theatres decided to postpone
their showings until fall, at which time
they could make a run with Bryant
Washburn and show profits commensurate with the box office value of the

production.
"Business began picking up on this
subject as early as September, which continued to increase during October," says
Mr. Storey, "and since the first of November contracts have been coming in
very briskly and the feature is now
showing the expected results. Wherever
it has been shown the feature has given
satisfaction, according to the exhibitors'
own statements."

New Sketchograph Based
On Armament Limitation
Julian Ollendorff's next reel of Sketchographs, which he has just completed for
F.ducational, is based on the subject of
limitation of armaments.
"What's the Limit?"

The

title

is

picturization

Neilan's

of

tional Pictures for distribution within the

next month.

Backed by seven years of popularity
with the American public, this subject is
the most prominently known story ever
screened by Mr. Neilan. Because of the
national popularity of the story plus that

Marshall Neilan, Wesley Barry and
others connected with the production of
the picture, it is readily apparent that
"Penrod" should prove one of the biggest box office attractions yet offered by

of

Neilan.

Has Wide
Booth Tarkington

Circulation
in

1914 assigned the

publication of his book to DoubledayPage Company. Being a typical American story of typical American boyhood,
the story took hold of the public immedia
ately with the result that it enjoyed
Before very long the
remarkable sale.

These newspapers were big

is

producing

David Butler pictures for distribution
Exploitation
by
Western
Pictures
Company.

Bigger Independent
Films, Burston Plan
Producer Says He Wants to
Make Pictures to Play
Large Theatres
The

time has come,

in

the opinion of

Louis Burston, for independent producers to make pictures with the large theatres in mind.
"With this conviction," declared Mr.
Rurston at his own studio in Sunset
Boulevard this week, "I have adopted as
a slogan for the series of David Butler
productions 'bigger and better pictures

Confers With Lessers

circulation of the book passed the half
million copy mark.
In 1917 the newspaper rights were
awarded to the Wheeler Syndicate, who
published the story in weekly installments
in twenty-one cities throughout the country.

LOUIS BURSTON, who

for big theatres.'

For Early First National Distribution
Marshall

26, 1921

Have

"Penrod" Nears Completion

Booth Tarkington's "Penrod," with Wesley Barry in the titular role, is nearing
completion at the Hollywood studios and
will be delivered to Associated First Na-

November

city

with circulation in all the
nearby communities, thus reaching readers in practicallv every town in the counpublications,

try.

Dramatized by Rose

The remarkable popularity

of "Penrod"
printed form naturally attracted theatrical producers, and in 1918 the story
in

was dramatized by Edward

"My

picture will be made with the
idea that it will be shown for first runs
in the big houses, going into the smaller
houses for second runs.
"It is my belief that there is a tendency
to
underestimate the possibilities of
bookings. Before I signed up David Butler I talked this over with Sol and Irving
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg of Western
Pictures Exploitation Company and I
told them that if I could not make
first

worthy and meritorious product
not

make

They

any.

I

would

me my

told

idea

was commercially right.
Booked by Kinema
"Knowing that we all feel this way a
contract was entered into whereby I am

E. Rose and
produced by George C. Tyler. The success of the book was duplicated the stage
presentation, and after a record run at

to produce the David Butler pictures and
Western Pictures Exploitation Company
will distribute them. The David Butler

the Broadway theatres, the play was
taken on tour.
Stock companies everywhere then produced the play. In Los
Angeles Mr. Neilan arranged to have
Wesley Barry appear in the stage presentation which broke records at the Little

booked

Bang Boom,'

has been
run at the Kinema
theatre. Los Angeles, and it goes to show
picture,

that

'Bing

for

a

first

my judgment was

Fowler Joins Gunning

theatre managed by Frank Eagan.
In collaboration with Frank O'Connor,

M.

is endeavoring to make this
film his greatest directorial achievement.

Corporation in
succeeding P. T.

Mr. Neilan

right."

Wid Gunning announces
C.

that George
B. Warren
an executive capacity,
Richrath, resigned.

Fowler has joined

F.

November
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Tours Cities Playing
Fox's "Over the Hill"
Mary Carr Makes Personal
Appearances in Four
Theatres
Mary

Carr,

who

Ma

portrayal of

"Over the

cial,

Hill,"

Producing Organizations Synopses on

appearances in Chicago,
waukee, Cincinnati and Cleveland.

Mil-

Delays Tour

studios

by Edwin Carewe, that Mrs. Carr de-

succumb

ance.
In Chicago, Mrs. Carr participated in
the Armistice Day parade, costumed as
the Red Cross "Greatest Mother of Them
All."
It was in this pose that Alfred
Cheney Johnston, the famous art-photographer, made one of his series of nine

Carr

photographs
in

American

including

famous

history.

Carr

will

address

the

Women's

League and other prominent society and
civic organizations in the

four cities on

her present itinerary.
Among the theatres at which she will,
or has appeared, are: Woods, Chicago;
Alhambra, Milwaukee; Savoy, Pittsburgh,

and

Gift's,

be the center of

foresees this as the result of

story service that has been inauguby the Palmer corporation.

rated recently

"To say the

Cincinnati.

service as outlined should prove a distinct
to every motion picture producing
organization in America, as well as centralizing the photoplay story market in
Los Angeles," states Mr. Manker.
Simplifies Studio

Some

material.

Of Norma Talmadge

"Detailed synopses and

smaller

the

of

much

'original'

studios

stuff.

"The Palmer story

service in scope and

nothing has been
Brief synopses of all
left unconsidered.
weekly and monthly magazines published
in America, of the new novels and stage
plays and of

is

all

ideal;

worthy

original stories in

America, of the new novels and stage
plays and of all worthy original stories
handled by the sales department of Palmer Photoplay Corporation, will be
mailed daily to the scenario editors of the
carries a comto its type, merit and
suitability to the screen.

Each story

film studios.

it

full

information

as to price, availability, etc., will be furAn index to the
nished on request.
synopses furnished daily will be supplied

monthly.
Service Is Comprehensive
"All

original

stories

included

in

the

Palmer story service are registered by
number and the authors' copies held in
the files of Palmer Photoplay Corporation.

have been utterly unable to keep up with
literary production and do not receive

as

Synopsizes Old

Robert G. Vignola discarded the di
rector's megaphone recently and played
host to fifty-four guests at a dinner dance
which he gave in honor of Norma Talmadge and Joseph M. Schenck, on the

Work

"Heretofore every motion picture studio reading staff has been obliged to
cover innumerable magazines, books and
original manuscripts in quest of suitable

ment upon

Robert Vignola Host
at Dinner in Honor

Palmer story

the

least,

the needs of any particular studio is covered, the studio editor will be telephoned
and the story rushed to the studio by
special messenger.

boon

effectiveness

To Address Clubs
Arrangements have been made whereby
Mrs.

the

to the constant

and numerous demands for her appear-

women

who

tion,

New York

directed in the

will

the statement of Roy L. Manker, vicepres dent of Palmer Photoplay Corpora-

Mrs. Carr was requested months ago
make personal visits to the Central
Western theatres. Because of her inability to postpone new productions in which
she has taken prominent parts, the tour
was delayed. It was following the completion of a still unnamed Fox produc-

cided finally to

That Los Angeles

the photoplay story market in America,
is

to

tion,

All Fiction Published

Fox spehas been making
in the

personal

Work

Palmer Corporation Is Centralizing
Film Story Market in Los Angeles
Company Inaugurates Service Which Supplies to

achieved fame by her

Benton

57

Works

"When

is

it

considered that

in

addition

hundreds of 'originals,' every magazine, from the Dial to Breezy Stories, and
every novel and short story from those
of Joseph Conrad to those of Harold
Bell Wright, is covered, the magnitude
and scope of the service is realized. That
studio editors are apprised immediately
to

of all available material suitable to their
directors and stars, constitutes an aid not
to be overlooked.

Al Cohn Is Editor
"Al Cohn and Kate Corbaley are coHelen
. editors
of this new department.

Van Upp,
and cutter

a scenarist, continuity writer
of authority, is the head of the

department.

reading

Winona Godfrey,

With

her

are

magazine writer of
authority
on
Spencer,
a

Hazel
note;
dramatic technique; Carlisle Rott, writer
of

Western

Upp,

who

stories,

has

been

Virginia Van
reader at several

and

representative studios.

"In addition to synopsizing all current
literature,
the Palmer organization is
synopsizing and commenting upon all the
novels, short stories and plays written by
recognized literary artists in the past sev-

"In addition, there are fourteen 'critic'
readers, and a staff of fifteen engaged in
the typing, mimeographing and mailing
of the synopsis.

Synopses and comment
upon these and less-known works will be
furnished upon request.

furnished regarding stories and
their availability regardless of whether
the Palmer sales department is or is not
acting as agent."

eral

centuries.

"When

a

story

particularly

suited to

"With the Palmer story
mation

service, infor-

is

eve of their departure for the West Coast.
The affair was held at the Castle Cave
in

New York

City.

Music was furnished by a four piece
string orchestra, and dancing was indulged in between courses.
Other entertainers
on the bill were Johnny
Hines, who did an eccentric dance, and
Professor Krieger, slight of hand

Among

artist.

guests
present were Mrs. Talmadge, mother of the famous Norma; Dr. and
Mrs. A. H. Giannini, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Wilthe

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schwalbe, Seena
King, Sidney Olcott, Mae Murray,
Robert Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Felix Feist, Alma
Rubens. Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman, Anita Loos,
liams,

Owen, Fay

Emerson, John McCormick, Arthur M.
Brilant,
John Considine, Lillian Gale, Billee
Adams, Philip Carle, Mrs. Walker. Antrim Short,
Phil Masi, Mr. and Mrs. Ira H. Morgan, Edward
Jose, Herbert Brennon, Mr. and Mrs. Sol Lesser, Corinne Barker, Lew Cody, Renee Davies
James Quirk, Julius Steger, Milton Fishel, Billy
De Beck, Myron Selznick. David Selznick, Mr
and Mrs. John Dietz, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Stanley, Irving Berlin, Helen Lindroth.
John

Get Rubye de Remer Film
B.

H. Throop, president of Pasha Film
which recently completed

Corporation,

Rubye de Remer picture entitled
'The Unconquered Woman," announces
that same will be offered on the state
right market by Messrs. Lee & Bradford,
"01 Seventh avenue, New York.
its first

MARY MILES MINTER

and her Realart company didn't go to the South Sea Isles
for scenes for "South of Suva." The savages are homespun pork chop consumers
and the tropical scenes were taken on the beach of Laguna.
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Rail Sets in Beach

Film Cost $60,000
Alaskan
An

Ice Scenes Represent
Expenditure of
$20,000

That the accuracy of detail and the
atmosphere of realism in Rex Beach's
"The Iron Trail," a United Artists publication,
were obtained at tremendous
cost is evidenced by figures just made
public by the producers.
Two items
alone for only one sequence in the production total $60,000, without taking into
account the salaries of the players.

Build Railroad Bridge

The

first

of these items

$30,000, for

is

building a giant set representing a large
section of the real steel railroad bridge
that crosses the Copper river in Alaska.
The second item of $30,000 was for building a railroad crossing, and a third big
single item of $20,000 covers the cost of
making the Alaskan ice scenes for which
a special company of ten persons were
sent to Alaska, where' they remained for

nearly nine weeks.
Sets

HAROLD LLOYD

in a scene from his latest Associated Exhibitors comedy,
Sailor-Made Man" soon to be distributed by Pathe.

"A

to elaborate the picture with an
expensive dressing. They represent details vitally necessary to the production,
because the story of "The Iron Trail" is

desire

Publish Harold Lloyd's Next Dec. 25;

Hailed

As Great Comedy Achievement

Hailed as one of the greatest producmade by any comedian. Asso-

"Rowdy Element" and Dick

Sutherland

tions ever

as the Maharajah.

Exhibitors announces December
publication date of Harold
Lloyd's latest production. "A Sailor-

"Great American Authors"
Series Nearing Completion

ciated

25

the

as

Made Man."
statement issued by Associated
Exhibitors it is declared that, not discounting the quality of Lloyd's previous
productions or.the tremendously successful offerings of all comedians, Harold
Lloyd's "A Sailor-Made Man" ranks with
the greatest box office comedies the
In

a

screen has ever seen.

Four Reels

in

"A Sailor-Made Man"

Length
is

in four reels.

was produced by Hal Roach from a
which is the combined efforts of
comedy
of
writers
successful
three
scripts, Hal Roach, Sam Taylor and Jean
Haves. It was directed by Fred New-

It

story

meyer.

The publication date has been
December 25th with the idea of

set for

It to

Be Sensation

It is stated that it unquestionably will
be the sensation of all comedies of the
year and already the sales force of
Associated Exhibitors is arranging key
city bookings.

The titles were done by H. W. Walker
and are distinctly clever and humorous.
According to the main title, the cast
Harold Lloyd as the boy, Mildred
is
Davis as the

girl,

Noah Young

as

the

really

narrative

a

of subject for the twelfth

doubt.

It

has narrowed

down

is

to

two names, Walt Whitman and James

Whitcomb

Riley.

Cash Goes to Omaha to
Handle Fox Production

New York

who is exploiting the Fox
"Over the Hill," has been transfrom the Minneapolis office to

ferred

Omaha to handle the picture there and in
surrounding territory.
The feature
opens at the Sun theatre, Omaha; Englert. Iowa City, and Strand, Des Moines,
on November 27.

the

Christie on Selected List

A

Christie again has been selected as
the only comedy in the preferred list of
pictures picked by the National Motion
Picture League as being especially recommended as "family films."
The Christie selected is "A Pair of
Sexes" which features Neal
Burns,
with Viora- Daniel, and has just been
published by Educational.
Previously
the league picked Christie's "Nothing
Like It" with Dorothy Devore.

£h ar,es

L. Davis has
been appointed manager q{ the Rjvoli thea _
tre at Grand Haven, Mich., by American
Amusement Company. Mr. Davis opened
the first motion picture theatre in this

New Manager

.
Kivoli.
at o;__is

city.

than

Theatres

in

One Week
Visiting eighteen motion picture theatres in a single week for the purpose of
seeing how the audiences take Hallroom
Boys comedies is the record made by
Harry Cohn, producer of these two-reelers featuring Sid Smith, which are distributed by Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc.

Studies Pictures' Appeal

Lowell Cash,
special,

rather

Studies Effect
Of Films on Patrons
Makes Observations at 18

tended.
in

facts

Cohn

filming for Kineto Company of America are completed. The scries will include
twelve, though in time it may be ex-

The choice

of

and the railroad and the bridge
were really built under much the same
spectacular conditions as Mr. Beach describes them in his book.
fiction,

is

provid-

ing exhibitors with an attraction for the
holiday trade, which will produce capacExhibitors
Associated
business.
ity
states that extended runs in the biggest
first-run theatres of the country will be
"A
a rule rather than an exception.
Sailor-Made Man" will be sold as a
feature and the exhibitors must make it
the big attraction on their programs.

Expect

Eleven of the "Great American Authors" series which James A. Fitzpatrick

still

Are Necessary

These items were not occasioned by a

Mr. Cohn's trip East from the West
Coast was made for the purpose ofr a
close-to-the-exhibitor study of these comedies.

After going over several exhibitor
reports on these comedies, Mr. Cohn
decided that the best way to obtain firsthand information was to watch the reactions of as many audiences as possible
to the Hallroom Boys comedies, which
have 125 play dates each week in the

New York

territory.

Sees Films Twice

Mr. Cohn made
ances each day.

New York

five

He

theatre,

and

six perform-

started with Loew's

where "Beach Nuts"

playing, and worked through the city
to theatres on the upper West Side residential district, the Bronx, the lower East

was

and spending one afternoon in
Brooklyn. He made it a point to verify
his observation on how the audiences received these comedies by seeing some of
them over twice.
Mr. Cohn noted carefully every situation that got a laugh and that did not
and is having detailed reports made to
take back with him to the Coast.
Side,

—
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Prepare Large

And Down Comes

On

"For Sale" Sign

the streams of inquiries relative to book-

Cosmopolitan Productions has prepared a large number of prints of "GetRich-Qukk Wallingford" and the prints
have been dispatched to all Famous Players exchanges.
"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" is considered by Cosmopolitan
Productions and Famous Players such an
important production that it wfll be hanings.

—

is

:

When

in

dled

doubt book a Charles Ray picture.

by

much

as

the

"The

distributing

organization

of

Anatol" was

Affairs

handled.

Version of Stage Success

"The Storm" to Be
Vehicle for Carey
Universal Buys Stage Play
for

Reported Price of
$22,500

Universal announces
the picture rights to

the

purchase of

"The Storm," Lang-

don McCormick's successful stage melodrama. It will be used as a vehicle tor

Harry Carey.

A

price of S22.50O

was paid

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" is based
on some of the famous Wallingford
stories and the popular stage play by
George M. Cohan. Mr. Cohan's play
had a six months' run on Broadway, a
long period for its day. was played ail
over the country by road companies and
is
still
a popular number for stock
companies.
The screen production has embodied
all

Creates Stage Sensation

"The Storm" created a sensation in
New York when it was presented by
George Broadhurst, the producer, October 2, 1919. It contained one of the biggest thrills ever presented on the stage

The melodrama

ing a fraudulent project, designates the
culprit as a "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford." The popularity that Wallingford
has enjoyed for years is believed to be
an augury of success for every' exhibitor

who books

this picture.

Adapted to the screen by Luther Reed,
tin- picture was directed by Frank Bor-

who

zage.

directed

that

great

success.

"Humoresque."
Cast Is Large

The

cast

is

One

a large one and so uni-

formly fine is the acting, it is said, that
every one of the players can be said to
be a principal.
Sam Hardy, well-known on the musical
stage, was engaged to play J. Rufus
Wallingford. He imparts to that character all of the breeziness, glibness and
persuasiveness for which Wallingford

stands.

Norman Kerry proves an
ner

ideal

part-

Wallingford.
Suave,
wellgroomed, the pink of propriety, is his
"Blackie" Daw*. For the role of Fannie
Jasper Wallingford's sweetheart, the apfor

pealing

and winsome Dons Kenyon was

engaged.
Billie

of the fine points of the stage play,

Billie

Dove

in

Cast

Dove, a lovely brunette,

Dorothy Wells, to

whom

is seen
"Blackie"

elaborations made
possible by the greater flexibility of the

as

cinema

daughter of the snows, was selected for
the part of Gertrude Dempsey, daughter
of the owner of Battlesburg's only hoteL
Other members of the cast are William T. Hays. Horace James. John
Woodford. Mac M. Barnes. William
Robyns. Eugene Keith and William Carr.

it

for the rights.

a forest fire scene of

of Prints

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"

Because of the great interest aroused
by the preliminary announcements and

lowed prerogatives of the ferriinine
sex he had changed his mind.
slogan

Number

Paramount's Policy of Distributing Feature
Be Similar to One Adopted in Handling
"'The Affairs of Anatol"

And a Charles Ray picture,
"Scrap Iron," did it.
John Kotnik purchased the McNair theatre. St. Louis, remodeled
it and erected a airdome to operate
in connection with the house. Then
he let it be known that there was
a fine theatre opportunity for a live
St. Louis business man.
On the night "Scrap Iron"
opened a prospective purchaser,
and a woman by the way. appeared
at the theatre with check book in
hand. By the time she had wedged
her way through the crowds to
Kotnik"s office she found the owner
had borrowed one of the most halKotnik's

kk

is

with

said,

many

art.

Directed by Borzage
is

The character of J. Rnfus Wallingford
known everywhere. The name is a

by-word for get-rich-quick schemes. Almost invariably a newspaper, in describ-

Daw

loses his heart.

Diana Allen, blonde

unusual realism.

also had another thrill,

almost as gripping as the fire scene. It
was a storm scene in which the stage set
was all but demolished in the first act.
It is around these two big thrills that
Universal expects to build a great picture.

Portrays

Harry Carey

Lumber Mar.

will play the role in the

version which
portrayed in the play.

screen

Edward Arnold
It

is

that of

great-souled out-of-doors lumber

man

a
of

the great north woods of Canada. No
attempt has been made to select other
members of the cast for the UniversalJewel picture, nor is Universal yet ready
to announce the

name

of the director.

Luchese Tenders Banquet

To Star of Arrow Picture
Arrow Film Corporation is in receipt
from Tony Luchese of
Corporation. Philadelphia,
to be given in honor of
Grace Davison, star of a series of four
special productions being published by
Arrow and being distributed in that terri-

of

information

De Luxe Film
that a

banquet

is

tory by De Luxe.
On the evening of

November

16.

this

banquet will be held at the Progress
club, after which the exhibitors and press
will be shown Miss Davison's first feature, "Love. Hate and a Woman," written
and directed by Charles Horan.

A

scene from "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" the Cosmopolitan production adapted
Paramount is distributto the screen from George M. Cohan's stage success.
ing ft.
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications

on

topics

of

current interest.
Writers are requested to confine themselves to
Unsigned letters will
500 words.
not be considered.

Archie

(absent-minded

—

newlywed

store)
can't remember what I
I
sent for— a casserole or a camisole.

at

was

Clerk (giggling)— Is the chicken dead
or alive?

*

TEX —

ALICE,
To the Editor: I have
just read a lot of stuff about lowering
prices and I just can't keep still any
longer. To me it seems to cut prices is
to cut our own throats; lower our standards, and cause the public to think that
we haven't anything worth while. I
price and
would a heap rather raise
calling.
maintain the dignity of

raise.

have done some extra
advertising and repeatedly it has been
said to me, "Oh, don't I have to pay any
more. I thought you were going to have
a good picture!" The public wants someGet big
thing good and they will pay.

Many

times,

I

productions that are first class; give them
value and they will be better satisfied
than to sit through a common picture
and pay less. One of our leading citizens
said to me: "Why bother about looking
It takes just as
at a common picture.
long as to see a good one."
experience
actual
I am speaking from
lost good money by
I
in a big city.
listening to a few chronic kickers on price
and we ought to know better than to listen to them against our own judgment.
Keep up the dignity of our calling and
there is no better way than to impress
them with the thought that we have
the best and they must pay for quality if
is
not natural for the
It
they get it.
average person to appreciate something
for nothing.
For a long time I have thought how
nice it would be for us exhibitors to

exchange a few friendly letters between
ourselves. It would be a pleasure for me
am away
I
to reiceive letters I know.
down here in the sticks learning the
business and praying for the day to come

enough in myself
to tackle a business where I can once
more enjoy life in a metropolis, and that
time would be made happier to get a
letter once in a while from someone out
Of course, I do get a good
in the world.
many but I would like more. Mrs. W.
H. Helfer, Manager, Itasca theatre,

when

I

feel confidence

—

Alice,

Tex.

"Going Back Home"

BRIDGE VI LLE,

DEL.

—

To

the

Editor:
I wish to say that I am going
back home to Realart and Metro. They
have the only stars that I can make a go
on.
With these and Associated First

National pictures, they are the people to
do business with. D. L. Short, Opera
House, Bridgeville, Del.

—

Attention, Brother Jenkins!
the Editor:
an example of "What the Picture

SALMON, IDAHO— To
Here

is

Did for Me"

A

really did for

me.

week before playing "The Beauty

— Did you
—

say you wanted

window or a widow?
Show Manager I said window, but
they're both much alike.
When I get
near either of them I always look out.
Japan Advertiser.
*

May — Meet you tomorrow

my

Motion picture entertainment is the
So, why cheapen it?
best in the world.
I want to give a little experience that has
come to my notice along this very line.
Last summer in response to continued complaint from a certain class of scissor-bills,
I arranged to put on a picture for a reduced price. For one or two nights they
came good and then I actually had less
people in my house that I have when I

Hand

Stage
a

my

charge a

News.

I'audeville

Against Lowering Prices

MYRTLE

LINE, who appears

Art Acord

in

Universal's

new

"Winners

opposite

West,"

of the

serial.

drama

a wide berth, as it was off color.
Other reports indicated the same thing.
I
wired my cancellation.
This is real
service,
for
which I am profoundlv
grateful.
Philip Rand, Manager, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Disposes of 30 Per Cent
Of Territory in One Week
L.

L.

Hiller,

Syndicate,

Inc.,

distribution

duction

of

—

*

Old

Gentleman

How

Market," a First National production, I
discovered that Brother J. C. Jenkins in
the March issue advised us to give this

President of "His Nibs"
which is handling the
the unique feature pro-

night, usual

seven o'clock.
Ray Right! What time will you be
there? Sidney Herald.
place,

(to

gamin)

street

old are you, little boy?
Hansel Five years, sir.

Old

—

Gentleman

You

taken.

— You

couldn't

must

get

be

that

mis-

dirty

in

Klod Hans.

five years.

*

—

Hello Girl Some of the things said
over the wires are not fit for me to hear.
Lineman Aw, you can't expect to
work around electricity and not get
shocked. London Telegraph.

—

*

Stranger

Kindly

pedestrian

(to

—

knocked down by motor) Are you hurt?
Pedestrian I don't know.
I
haven't
*een my lawyer yet. Le Rire.

—

*

"Have you ever met your ideal man?"
simpered a young maiden.
"I met him two years ago," returned

which Charles (Chic) Sale
has reported to Exceptional
Pictures Corporation, the producer, that
the advertising and laudatory reviews of

the lady novelist.

the

"he's

his

Ade Writes Original As
Thomas Meighan Vehicle

in

starred,

is

reviewers in the trade press, have
had an unprecedented effect, stimulating
both the inquiries and actual sales.
Mr. Hiller's report carries the information that in the one week following
Corporation's

announcement

that

it

had acquired the rights to "His Nibs."
20 per cent of the territory had been
disposed

of.

He

feels

confident

that

the

70 per cent balance will be closed
before the Christmas holidays.

"And is he still your ideal man?"
"By no means," returned the novelist,

my husband now."
(Buenos Aires).

The

W. Film Production Is
Version of Mack Story

Another of the series
dramas being marketed by

of

society

W.

Film
Corporation is now scheduled under the
title, "For Your Daughter's Sake."
According to E. S. Manheimer the picture
is a screen version of a story by Willard
Mack. It is a Burton King production
featuring Grace Darling.
It is said that Mr. Mack has originated a plot unusual in its workings.
J.

Leader Praises "Karma"
Otto

J.

Wieland, well-known orchestra

leader and director of Wieland's Orchestra,
New York City, in writing the
Riviera Music Company, says: "We used
your song 'Karma' at the McAlpin Hotel
with great success. It seems to set the
pace as the leading Egyptian fox trot of
the year and is the rage with our
dancers."

famous author

latest

ranks of writers

who

are

to

join

working

the
for

Converted
George Ade.
motion pictures by
Thomas Meighan, who is one of Ade's

Paramount

is

to the possibilities of

closest

friends,

Hoosier author has

the

to begin work immediately on the script of "Our Leading
Citizen," his first original story of Paramount.
Thomas Meighan will star in

nrrived in

J.

Caras y Carelas

Hollywood

the picture.

In preparing the story for the screen,
Mr. Ade will work with Frank E. Woods,
chief supervising director, and
Young, Paramount scenarist.

Waldemar

Vitagraph Certain' It Has
Something Big in Special
"The

Prodigal

Judge,"

Vitagraph's

special production of the old South in
1835, is now almost finished.
All interiors have been shot and there remain
only a few more exteriors to complete
it.
Out at Vitagraph's studios in Brooklyn there is a general feeling of satisfaction and confidence that something big
and altogether worthwhile has been ac-

complished.
Albert E.

company,
tion.

Jean

Smith,

president

jubilant over the
Paige is featured.

is

of

the

produc-

—

—
November

—
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the Picture Did For
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You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
PICTURE DID FOR
and read in the
TELL US
It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

YOU

ev ery

week what

Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince produc-

— In

a personal letter to us, Ince
promised a great deal; the press agents
tion.

Neither promise was
able to do justice to this truly big picMade Paramount Week in oppositure.
tion houses look sick. S. R. O. for i days.
Sent exchange a surplus check and was
Wish we could get
happy to do so.
Lying Lips type pictures once in two
months; we'd be happy. Fred S. Meyer.
General
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
claimed even more.

—

—

patronage.

The Midnight

Bell,

Ray.—
Ray picture we

with Charles

—

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with

a special cast.
This is one of the best audience pictures we have played. Have not

—

—

received any complaints.
A. C. Klug.
State theatre. Zumbrota, Minn. General
patronage.

Pack's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
impossible picture.
The child is
good, but not ready to star alone. You
might get the money, but not please.
J.

Carbonell,

Monroe

good acting

—

The Cup

of Life, a
production.
Excellent

—

Xot a

special.

— D.

program

Ince

picture.

E. Fitton, Lyric thea-

Harrison, Ark.

tre.

Thomas H.

— Small-town

—

An

age.

the best

is

—

—

age.

— Xeighborhood
madge. — Splendid.

think this

Chicago.

St.

—

have played. A. C. Klug, State theatre.
Zumbrota. Minn. Xeighborhood patron-

We

De arborn

This was one of my best yet,
because we had to run two shows to let
the people see it D. Lee Short. Opera
House, Bridgeville, Del. General patronduction.

First National

S.

Fla.

theatre.

Key West,

theatre,

in

Tal-

Xorma does some
this.
Good crowds.

Brooklyn. X. Y.

—Xeigh-

Girl in the Taxi, with Mr.

and Mrs.

patron-

age.

Greater Than
Love, with
Louise
Glaum. Good offering; not a knockout,
but above the average. Good cast: well
directed.
Fair business. Fred S. Meyer.
General
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

—

—

patronage.
Playthings of Destiny, with Anita Stew-

— Extra

good plot.
Good.
Star's
work may be recommended.
CarJ.
bonell, Monroe theatre. Key West. Fla.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray.
Another good picture everybody liked, and
it pleased 100 per cent
Book it. J. E.
Courter. Courter theatre. Gallatin. Mo.
Xeighborhood patronage.
art.

—

—
—

Here You
Are, Mr.
Longaker
tre,

—

—

The Passion Flower, with Xormal TalAccording to patrons' comments
this is the sorriest of Xormal Talmadge's
pictures and receipts for two days seem
madge.

to

—

indicate

them

to

be correct.

—

S.

S.

J.

Minn.,

ALD,

comedies, you'll
not find better than this one.
Chas.
Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta. Okla.
General patronage.
like farce

—

—

Go and Get

It,

a Marshall Xeilan pro-

d

r

i

a

,

last

HER-

submitting

the accompanying

photograph. Thus
actype
is
a
quaintanceship of
long standing
cemented.
In his prompt response to Mr.
Cairns
Longaker's request Mr.
displays the keen appreciation of
that
has
cooperation
value
of
the

made him

a constant, forceful factor in the development of this de-

partment.

better.

—

theatre*
in

w e e k's

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. Better than the stage play.
your patrons

Longaker,

Howard

ited

If

its

Alexan

Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson,
X. C. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

findings

inception,
promptly gratified
the request of H.

—

—

of

since

—

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Xeilan production.
Very good picture
and the patrons well pleased. Drew fine.
William C. Smalley. Village theatre.
Cooperstown. X. Y. Xeighborhood patronage.

box

reports

office

have been prominent features of
this department

borhood patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.
A good 5-reel comedy. Some football game and airplane stunts.
The men
came to see the football game. Princess
theatre. Mendota. 111.
Xeighborhood
patronage.

Brooklyn thea-

Detroit Mich., whose consistent

— Good
picture. Fair business. — Heal & Davison.
Sterling theatre, Superior, Xeb. — Xeigh-

more

by

Readers who have prof-

reports will profit the
in future for knowing him the
his

Will Dwight Baker, Circle theaOttumwa, la., also requested by
Mr. Longaker, oblige with a photograph for the next issue of the

tre,

HERALD?

—

Am

—

—

—

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin. The
best money getter of the season and
pleased all.
Harry Hellman, Roval theatre, Albany. X. Y.— Xeighborhood pat-

—

ronage.
of the North, with a special
is the best big woods picture
we have had in a long while. There are
many scenes that deserve special mention and there were many situations that
cast.

— This

make them breathe hard and again forget
to breathe at all.
Good animals. S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge

—

Springs,

Pa.

— Transient

patronage.

Backjo God's Country, with Xell Shipman. This is a very good picture, but
not in a class with The River's End.
Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre. Gran-

—

—

X. Y. Small town patronage.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
Stewart Good picture. John Steichen.
Aurora theatre. White Lake. S. D.—
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.
ville.

JACK CAIRNS,

Courage, with a special cast

—

—

Nomads

borhood patronage.

The

—

Carter DeHaven. Patrons' comments indicate this to be a fair picture, but a
poor drawing card for me.
Business
very bad. Business in general no better
since Fall season.
S. S. Stevenson, Princess theatre. Henderson, X. C.
Xeighborhood patronage.
I
Guilty, with Louise Glaum.
strong picture that holds the interest
throughout Announce that you will not
seat anyone during the courtroom scene,
and you can duplicate Madame X business. \\ e did. Here's an "A" picture, if
ever there was one. Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre. Hamilton. O. General patronage.

—

patronage.

The Passion Flower, with Xorma

Luna

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

—

—

—A splendid picture to a
crowd.
H. Thomas, Community
—Small town patronage.theatre, Galva.
fair

C.

Ia.

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.—
Picture was O. K. but did not draw well.

—

Patrons were pleased. Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Xeighborhood patron-

—

age.

Passion's Playground, with Katherine
Fair picture, but Katherine
MacDonald is a dead one here. Can't
drag 'em in to see her. E. A. Baradel.

Mac Donald.

—

—

—

Palace theatre, McGehee. Ark. Small
town patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stewart Best picture we have had in months.

—

Played to a small but well pleased audiStory held interest of the people
through the six reels, even if it was very
ence.

hot in the theatre.

Melba

— Britton

theatre, Alexis,

111.

&

Lundgreri.

—Xeighborhood

patronage.

The River's End, a Marshall Xeilan
production. A
wonderful production.

—

Good drawing power and

pleased.

— C.

F.

Hancock. Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronage.
A Small Town Idol, a Mack Sennett
production. We thought we'd have another Down on the Farm; played it dur-

—

ing Fair week, exploited it circus fashion.
Did just a very ordinary business. On
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Viola Dana and
Will Rogers Judges

E. E. Sprague and F. S. Meyer, of Goodland, Kans., and Hamilton,
Ohio, respectively, entrants with J. C. Jenkins of Neligh, Nebr., and
Philip Rand of Salmon, Idaho, in the "What the Picture Did for Me"
beauty contest, name Viola Dana and Will Rogers as appointees to the
board of judges in the following characteristic communications:
Goodland, Kans., Nov.

Hamilton, O., Nov.

15.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

Chicago,

Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen

man

the most
modest, shrinking violet sort of fellow
you ever heard of? Win hands down,
eh? Judging by the chesty tone of
that

Jenkins

C.'s effusion, they
beer in Nebraska for

J.

must be

selling

"medicinal pur-

me give
fidential information.
let

we have

you

The only

grass-

Kansas are

a few
specimens that
came down from Nebraska after nearly
starving to death in the sandhills
Upon their arrival
around Neligh.
they were naturally weak, and a little
wobbly on their hopping apparatus,
but since they have grazed on the rich,

hoppers
hungry,

in

dilapidated

alluvial alfalfa fields of Kansas they
are fat and "sassy," and will certainly
make a fine dinner for Jenkins at the
I
close of this here beauty contest.
also promise that after his repast of

we will make him eat
crow for dessert.
So Jenkins picks "Connie" Talmadge? Fair enough! "Connie" has
had many handsome leading men, and
is an excellent judge of manly charms,
grasshoppers,

my

so I feel
hands.

candidacy

is

safe in her

My

selection as a judge in this "Batof the Century" beauty contest is

tle

little

Viola

111.

ready preparing the newspaper copy
with black-face headlines announcing
that I have been elected the winner

EXHIBITORS HERALD'S

the

Maybe

Dana.

When "The Old

Viola

is

prominence
Kansas,

Nest" sprung into
from Goodland.
Mr. Sprague was

this time

evidently

unaware of the "Dangerous
Curve Ahead." "Boys Will Be Boys"
and hearing from so remote a corner
as Kansas sounds like "A Tale of Two
Worlds."
However, friend Sprague,
"Hold Your Horses" for the "Roads
of Destiny" will surely show you in
entirely

the "also-ran class" when the final vote
of the contest is in, for popular selections are
not "Made in Heaven."

Thanks

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

have been designated as "The Man
I
wish all participants the
"Best of Luck," but feel that I have
"The Greater Claim," because even the
owner of Hamilton's leading paper has
admitted that I am "One Man in a
Million." "Way Down East" or, for
all I know, he may be on the coast
now is filmdom's most original comeI

Who."

—

—

dian. Will Rogers.
Like myself, he's
"Doubling for Romeo" and, fully
cognizant of
"Reputation,"
I
nominate him as judge of the EX-

my

HERALD

HIBITORS

popularity

"Dangerous

to Men," but if that is
danger, I am the bravest man in the

contest.

world.

willing to use every possible influence

"Lay on, 'MacDuff' Jenkins, and
damned be he who first cries 'Hold,

to

Enough'!"
E.

E.

If

White

I'm not accorded

first

honors, I'm

have Mr. Harding's successor come
from Kansas instead of Ohio, as is
customary.

SPRAGUE.

The Foolish Matrons, with a
The picture is good, but

cast.

F. S.

—

—

age.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
Very good. It would be a difficult task
Luna
to find a First National that isn't.
Neighborhood
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

—

—

patronage.

The

—A

Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.

dandy

little

program

picture.

— Tom

Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
cas t. One of the best Northwest stories
ever written by James O. Curwood, and
the picture is even better than the story.
Forest fire scenes are wonderful. Book
and boost it. W. F. Harding, Prinit
Small town
cess theatre, Mt. Dora, Fla.

—

—

patronage.
Passion, with Pola

—
Negri. — Had

MEYER.

it
has
neither appeal nor drawing power, and
so far as we are concerned, we'd have
been much better off we had never shown
it.

— Fred Meyer, Palace theatre,
O. — General patronage.
S.

—

age.

Temperamental

Wife,

with

Con-

Talmadge.

Fox

pheum

Hill,

Livingston,
Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and
theatre,

Johnny Walker.

— Good

program

pic-

No

—

The Last

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. This picture drew
good houses during the dullest season

—

theatre has known in four years.
Had the fullest cooperation of the public
school teachers. Gave excellent satisfaction.
It is undoubtedly a masterpiece of
its kind.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,
this

—

—

Small town patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
real good picture.
One that the lady
patrons will like.
Norma Talmadge is
very good in this. Adoplh Kohn, Pas-

Wellington, O.

—

—

theatre,

Granville,

town patronage.
Go and Get It,

N.

Y.

— Small

— Live

Wires

right.

A

Good Sunday picture.
next picture.
H. W. Russell, Family theatre, Abior.,
X. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
His Last Chance, with Dustin Farnum.
Very fine Western for those who like the

—

Good business.
Kozy theatre, Heald-

knock-'em-dead kind.

Thompson
ton, Okla.

Bros.,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
The little boy will
Excellent program.
win

hearts of your patrons.

thtf

— D.

E.

Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.
The Lamplighter, with Shirley Mason.
Fitton,

—

It is

as

good

a picture as this star ever

—

made. Pleased 90 per cent. Hansen &
Knowles, Airdome theatre, Eau Gallie,
Fla.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Shirley Mason.
dandy nice clean picture. Pleased
and good drawing card. A. J. Steggail,
Opera House, Fayette, la. College town

The Lamplighter, with

—A

—
—

patronage.

The Big Town Round-up, with Tom

— While

this is not Mix's best picso much better than the ordinary run of program pictures that there

Mix.

ture,

is

it is

no comparison.

Good comedy and

When it
action.
"pep" in pictures, Mix

of

ways.— W.
lington,

O.

J.

comes
is

lots

putting
surely there all
to

Powell, Lonet theatre, WelSmall town patronage.
Who Dared, with William
A
picture with a lesson.

—

—A

Sunday

presentation.

—Thompson

Healdton, Okla.—
Neighborhood patronage.
His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Bros.,

Kozy

theatre,

—
—

Farnum. Good picture and all well
A. R. Workman, Coliseum thepleased.
atre, Marseilles, 111.
Maid of the West, with Eileen Percy.
Fair program picture. Adolph Kohn.
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small

—

—

—

town patronage.
Get Your Man, with Buck Jones.—
Have seen better work by this star. Not

—

E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark— Small
town patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix.— This is a
good picture. Mix always takes well in
Everybody pleased.—
all his pictures.

up to previous releases.

Hansen & Knowles, Airdome theatre.
Eau Gallie. Fla. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Tom

Marshall Neilan production. A 100 per cent picture. Played
to losing business.
Exhibition value too
high for our trade.
Everybody spoke
highly of this feature.— A. H. Thost, Gem
a

is

college picture and will get the laughs
out of any audience.
These two stars
are a great combination. Good business
and will turn them away on this pair's

good

stance

—

Ham-

ilton,

The Man

special by any means.
ConTalmadge's pictures are not
money makers for me. Admission 10 to
30.— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. General patronage.
ture.

time

a very
Opinion divided.
poor house for this.
Good and fair.— A. C. Klug, State theGeneral patronatre, Zumbrota, Minn.

A

stance

special

—

Russell.

account of big efforts put forth, we lost
money on it. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
General patrontheatre, Hamilton, O.

—

ronage.

—

local election does not
take place until next Tuesday, I'm al-

of

with Jack
Steichen, Aurora theatre.
S. D.
Neighborhood pat-

— John
Lake,

with a special cast.—
Don't hesitate.
Extra good. Any theatre can run this when I did good business for four days. Wm. Hoight, Or-

Gentlemen:
Although

a little con-

Wrong,

In

program.

Over the

15.

beauty contest.

poses" already.

Now,

Mo.

hood patronage.

Name

Isn't

— NeighborPickfard. — Good

Fredericktown,

theatre,

26, 1921

—

Mix \ ery
The Texan, with
Always a crowd for Tom
crood picture.
Mix. A. J. Steggail. Opera House, Fay-

—

Ia.— College town patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix.— Extraordinarv Mix and packed both houses. Pa-

ette.

—
A—
—
November

— C.

Book

W. Comwell,

Middleburg.
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trons liked this one.
up.

X.

Y.

it

and clean

Novelty

— Neighborhood

—

A fine picture and drew a fine
Went over big. A fine one for
those who like Rex Beach pictures. Jno.
L Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney,
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
crowd.

pat-

—

Lonnie

Town

Ideas, with Eileen Percy.
One of the best comedy-dramas I have
I sure have to hand it to
ever used.
Fox for good shows. J. C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey, Ark. Neigh-

—

63

cial cast.

theatre,

ronage.

Big

——
——

—

:

—

The North Wind's Malice, with a specast.
Very good Northern picture.

Accepts

—

—

cial

crowd— A.

Pleased a big
theatre,

C. Klug. State

Zumbrota, Minn.

— General

pat-

borhood patronage.

ronage.

Should a Husband Forgive? with a
Played one night to good
special cast.
business. Patrons pleased. Should please
any class of audience. A. E. Rogers.
Temple theatre. Dexter, X. Y. Neigh-

Earthbound, with a special cast.
Played it Holy Week; just discovered
we forgot to send in our report. The
gink in Pennsylvania that said the picture is "over their heads" is only partly
right. The only objection is that "Earthbound" is two years ahead of time. The
business done in four days really surprised us and onlv Holy Week prevented
daily S. R. O. signs.— Fred S. Mever.
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O. General
patronage.
Madame X. with Pauline Frederick.
My patrons enjoyed this, indicated by the

—

—

that

—

borhood patronage.

Why

Trust Your Husband? with Eileen
picture.
Percy is a
We all like her. R.
fast growing star.
E. Johnson. Franklin theatre, Piggott.
Ark. Small town patronage.
Percy.

— Good

—

—

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
Good satreal good Western picture.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theisfaction.
town
patSmall
atre, Granville, N. Y.

A

—

red eyes on leaving theatre. Wonderful
acting by star and support. E. A. Baradel.
Palace theatre. McGehee. Ark
Small town patronage.
The Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
Exceptionally good picture. One you
need not be afraid to book. Horton &

—

—

ronage.

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
show. It pleased 100 per cent.
Do not take it for a Western.— Hansen
& Knowles. Airdome theatre. Eau Gallie.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fla.
Big Town Ideas, with Eileen Percy.

— A good

—

—

Good
gall.

—

comedy-drama. A.
Opera House, Fayette, la.
light

one
Hands Off, with Tom
has some unusually good comedy in it
It will
besides the regular Mix stunts.
Advertise it. The
please 100 per cent.
more people you get in, the more people

—

vou are going to please. H.
Family theatre. Albion, N. Y.

W.

Russell,

—NeighborMLx. — Up to the

hood patronage.
Hands Off, with Tom
Mix standard. If your people

like

ac-

'em miss this one. Good.
A. Baradel. Palace theatre. McGeArk. Small town patronage.

tion, don't let

— E.
hee.

—

Straight From the Shoulder, with Buck
Jones. A dandy. One of his best.
patrons all pleased. Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville. N. Y. Small
town patronage.
Thieves, with Gladys Brockwell. Just

—

My

—

—
—
reel feature. No compliup to Fox's standard. — H.

an ordinary five
Not
ments.
A.

Wishard,

Wishard

— Home

theatre,

Bloom-

patronage.
The Skywayrnan, with Ormer LockGood picture, but no special.
lear.
Charged 35 cents and was sorry I raised
field.

Ia.

Y.

StegCollege

—

—
—

admission. E. E. Harman, Opera House.
General patronage.
Elgin, Ore.
The Merry-Go-Round, with Peggy HyA very good clean story. A light
land.
A. J.
play, but one that will please.
Steggall. Opera House. Fayette. Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Tom

Tom

•

CONSTANCE

Cobles

Hill,

N.

Y.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special

cast.

—

wonderful family picture that will please
most everyone. Pleased a record breaking house here.
Our theatre seats 500
people and we had 650 paid admissions.
Book it, it's one of. the best. G. D.
Hughes,
Liberty
Heavener.
theatre,
Okla. Small town patronage.
Snowblind, with a special cast. It's
great, and so is the cast.
This was the
opinion of those who saw it. Good drawing power. E. J. Degenhardt, Princess

—

—

—

—

First

National star appointed as "The
J. C. Jenkins of
Xeligh. Neb., to the board of judges
in the "What The Picture Did For
Me" beauty contest, accepts the
nomination and makes a notable
suggestion in the following wire

from Los Angeles

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Chicago, 111.
I accept the nomination to judge
the Exhibitors' Beauty Contest.
I
feel that I am capable to judge impartially as I made the decision at
the last handsome man contest between Bull Montana and Kenneth
Harlan. As I understand this to be
a natural beauty contest would suggest that entries leave their cosmetics, lipsticks and powder puffs
at home, and as a suitable trophy to
the winner would recommend a

vanity case.

—

—

theatre.

Talmadge,

Love Expert" by

Goldwyn
Nest, with a special cast.
real 100 per cent picture and played to
capacity two nights. Will please young
and old. Northrup and Gordon, Star

A

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Earthbound, with a special

CONSTANCE TALMADGE.

The Old

—

Officer 666, with
Moore— Pleased
a fair
Moore crowd.
very good
picture but not his best. Jno. I. Saunders. Cheney theatre. Cheney, Kans.

J.

—
Mix. — This

town patronage.

—

Odessa Opera House, Odessa, N.
Small town patronage.

Lattin,

Mendota,

theatre.

111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a spe-

— No

complaint.
Very similar
to many others.
D. E. Fitton. Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.
Small town patroncial

cast.

—

—

my own

personal

—From

cast.

viewpoint

I

would

class this as the best picture I ever saw.
The acting is flawless. The story so fascinating that one is spellbound.
Not a
picture to run where population is creed

Did not make
too deep for my class
of patrons.
However, it is but just to
say that all who came to see it were loud
in their praise and my audience contained
the best of our citizens.
Mrs. W. H.
Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Texas.
Small town patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
Very good picture. Pleased 90 per cent
of my people.
C. R. Rhoda. Palace theatre.
Royalton,
Minn. Neighborhood
patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
A very good special for a small town.
Horton & Lattin. Odessa Opera House,
Odessa, N. Y. Small town patronage.

bound and

me money

self-satisfied.

for

it is

—

—

—

—

My

Back, with a special cast.
but nothing to rave over.
It will please the average crowd.
Jno. I.
Saunders. Cheney theatre. Cheney, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
An Unwilling Hero and Boys Will Be
Boys, with Will Rogers. Only fair reScratch

—A

fair picture

—

—

ceipts.

Second runs.

pheum

theatre,

— R.

—

Canton.

C. Stueve,

O.

Or-

— Transient

patronage.
Wet Gold, with a special cast. Good
Very entertaining because it's
picture.
different.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Branding

Iron, with a special cast.
this story of a backwood waif
not stick close to nature and yanks

— While

— General

does
the heroine from the depths to the peak
of perfection, old. old stuff, not one said
they did not like it but several said, '"That
will be enough of that kind for some
time." S. V. Wallace. Idle Hour theTransient
atre. Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Madame

patronage.

age.

Fred

Out

of College, with Jack PickAde is a good author.
S. Meyer. Palace theatre. Hamilton,

Just
ford.

— George

patronage.
X, with Pauline Frederick.
This is an old picture, but it will always
Hansen & Knowles. Airfill the house.
dome theatre. Eau Gallie. Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The North Wind's Malice, with a spe-

O.

—

—

—

Hold Your Horses, with

— Must

—

Tom

Moore.

be because we haven't enough
Irish in town, or it may be because they
saw Tom's picture out in front. Too
bad. but a really good picture, clean and
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Well made picture and title draws.
and Dooley, Madison theatre,
Troy, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Westerners, with Roy Stewart.
An excellent picture. A good story from
start to finish.
Sure to please any audigood.

— Pratt

—

Advertise

ence.

big.

it

— Joseph
Beaver,

you can

do.

Okla.

theatre,
age.

The Man

It will

stand

— General

of the Forest, a

— Oh

patron-

Zane Grey
do fill

boy, how they
house on Zane Grey stories.

production.

my

cellent

picture.

— A.

House, Fayette,
ronage.
Desert

la.

J.

a

An

ex-

Opera
town pat-

Steggall,

— College

with

Gold,

all

Globe

F. Spangler,

special

cast.

—

grand picture. Most of my patrons had
read book and appreciated it all the
more. Pleased everybody. J. C. Harlan,
Pastime
theatre,
Humphrey, Ark.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Lavender and Old Lace, with
guerite Snow.
While an age old

Mar-

—

MAE MURRAY,
ley,"

star of "Peacock Al-

an independent production made

by Tiffany Productions,

—

to waste.
Fred
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patronage.
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
With Jack Pickford. A very pleasing
picture for any town. They will go home
satisfied.
Business good. G. G. McElroy, Melville theatre, Interlaken, N.

—

—

— Neighborhood
—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
For Those We Love, with Betty Compson.
The man who wrote the story was
a local newspaper man; in our exploitation we got front page space. Lon Chancy
Weather was ideal. And
is in the cast.
The picture simply
still we died hard.
Delta, la.

—

isn't

there

—

atall.

atall,

— Fred

Hamilton,

Palace theatre,
patronage.

S.

O.

—

Meyer.
General

please the better class of people.

—

Fayette,

la.

life.

J.

Sad,

Good attendance two

Steggall,

— College

Opera

House,

town patronage.

The Man
cast.

of the Forest, with a special
as good as previous Zane Grey

— Not

productions, and patrons knew it, as they
E. A. Baradel, Palace
didn't come out.

—

theatre,

McGehee,

Ark.

— Small

town

patronage.

The Ten Dollar

Raise, with a special
Either there are no underpaid
cast.
bookkeepers in our town, or they're all
broke.
At any rate, the picture while
really good entertainment, meant less
than nothing at the box office. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

—

General patronage.
Down Home, with a special cast. It's
not the star that counts when you give
them a production like this one. They
go out smiling. It is how to let thein
know what you've got to get them com-

—

ing.

A

real

picture.

— Bellman

Bros.,

Lyrice theatre, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
Patrons all pleased and it drew very

—

— Good

— T.

G.

A

satisfactory picture.
theatre, Roch-

Thompson, Grand

—

General patronage.
East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
This was splendid, and must say HodN. Y.

ester,

—

business.

—

kinson has the pictures that will build
up your business and your bank roll.
Bellman Bros., Lyric theatre, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Partners of the Tide, with a spechl
Dandy good sea picture. A. I.
cast.
Steggall, Opera House, Fayette, la.
College town aptronage.
The Coast of Opportunity, with J. WarNothing out of the ordinren Kerrigan.
theatre,
ary.
E.
A. Baradel, Palace
Ark.
Small town patronage.
McGehee,

—

—

—

Lytell.
In the 20 odd chief cities before
a high-brow audience, this ought to be a
knockout. While we cater to the best in
town, this offering went way over their

A Message From Mars is not
what our people want or expect to sec
Lytell in.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,

heads.

—

Hamilton,

O.

— General

patronage.

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.
— Good picture, but not business. Metro
pictures don't
ison, Sterling

—

here.
Heal & Davtheatre, Superior, Nebr.

draw

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Fair and Warmer, with May Allison.
—Went over good as a repeater. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
poor picture and failed to get by
with our patrons.
Too silly. People

—A

don't like this "mushy stuff." Miss Dana
is a good actress and is entitled to better
vehicles. Of course it's an old picture.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,

N.

Y.

— General

patronage.

The Greater Claim, with

Alice Lake.
is good, story is good, so is the
But
that
covers
all.
Somehow
star.
it
or other, something else around town

Picture

seemed

hold

to

a

prior

claim,

for

—

the

attendance was very insignificant. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patronage.

—

Burning Daylight, with a

— Don't

special cast.

be afraid to boost this one.

—

She

H. H. Burden, Mirage thea daisy.
atre, Axtell, Nebr.
Neighborhood patis

—

ronage.

Home
est

—

with Viola Dana. Poorever shown in this theatre.

Stuff,

picture

No redeeming features. Patrons disgusted and were not backward in saying so. W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,
Wellington, O. Small town patronage.

—

—

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.

—

good picture, if you want to laugh.
Horton & Lattin. Odessa Opera House,
Odessa, N. Y.— Small town patronage.

The Off Shore

Pirate, with Viola Dana.

—

—

—

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
A very good picture. One that will

but true to
nights.
A.

—

26, 1921

Metro

Hodkinson

—

be classed as a special.
It's a mighty good picture.
Pleased 80
per cent.
Acting superb. Chas. Blaine,
Morgan theatre, Hcnryetta, Okla. General patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stewart.

patronage.

The Peace of Roaring River, with Pauline Frederick.
Praised by patrons. PaulSafe bet. Play
ine is always a favorite.
favorites. You win nine out of ten times.
W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre,

—
— Should

O. Downtown patronage.
The Breaking Point, with Bessie Bar-

ledo,

riscale.

S.

Y.

—

Inc.

wholesome humor, went

story,

it
is always popular.
The dramatic incidents lack great punch, but carry the
picture very well with the bucolic comedy mixed in by some fine character acting.
If your patrons will stand for a
classic, you can depend on this one. Book
store hook-ups offer ready exploitation.
Harold F. Wendt, Riovli theatre, To-

November

—As
can

pleasing and entertaining as you
expect, and Viola Dana is surely
captivates them all, old

winsome and

and young, and her success is assured if
she just stays on the job. This particular
offering has many situations that are
absolutely clever and out of the ordinary.

—W.

H.

chester,

Brenner,

Cozy

theatre,

Win-

Ind.

A

Trip to Paradise, with Bert Lytell.
picture, but did no business on
it.
Run Saturday and Sunday. Heal &
Davison. Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.
Merely proves the versatility of this little star.
You can't go wrong if you play
it; you'll not miss anything if you let it
go by. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. General patronage.
Over the Wire, with Alice Lake. Our
people liked this production immensely.

— Good

—

—

—

— Giacoma

—

Bros., Crystal theatre,

—

Tomb-

— General patronage.
The Last Card, with May Allison. —
production. — Horton
& Lattin,

stone, Ariz.
fine

Odessa Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
A Message From Mars, with Bert

DORIS MAY who

is a star in the Hunt
Strombexg productions. Her latest is
"The Foolish Age," which R-C Pictures

is

distributing.

——
November

26, 1921

— Good
please. — Fred

S.

Hamilton,

O.

—
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little
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but will

Meyer, Palace theatre,
General patronage.

Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
This was a humdinger, boys. Try it.
H. H. Burden, Mirage theatre, Axtell,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Paramount
The Inside
production.
will please

You

Cosmopolitan

all

classes of people.

Book

thank Exhibitors Herald.

will

when you want

helps
feature.
A.
Fayette. Ia.
sure

of the Cup, a

— A wonderful production that

—

J.

a

it.

It

"special"

Opera House,
town patronage.
of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeSteggall,

— College

The Affairs
Mille production.
real all-star cast.
Has great drawing power. Will get you
Book it. J. E. Courter,
real business.

—A

—

Courter

theatre,

Gallatin,

Mo.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

The End

the World, with Betty
here is some good picture.
Betty Compson is there with the
goods. Extra good picture. Should get
the money. J. Carbonell, Monroe the-

Compson.

Key

atre,

of

— Boy,

—West,

Fla.

—-Neighborhood

patronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
Charged 25 and 50
cents and just got by.
Acting and directing perfect, but they won't stand for
the advanced admissions with farm products so cheap.
In
opinion all Cecil
B. DeMille productions are over-rated.—
A. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre, Hooker,

—

my

— Small town patronage.
Inside of the Cup, with a special
cast. — A wonderful picture and every paOkla.

The

A

tron went home pleased.
picture with
a moral and the ministers will enjoy it.
Pulled great for two days.
Could have

played

—

Ed. R. Moore, Oneonta
Oneonta, N. Y. Neighborhood

four.

theatre,

—

patronage.

MARION DAVIES,

star of Cosmopolitan Productions, who is appearing in "Enchantment," just published by Famous Players-Lasky.

Warwick.

— Very

Warwick

good.

—

well

liked here.
Business fair. C. E. Belden,
Midway theatre, Mogollon, N. M. Min-

—

camp patronage.
Riddle Gawne, with William S. Hart.
This is a good Hart picture. One you

Ladder of Lies, with Ethel Clayton.
good program picture. Despite fine
weather lost money. Paramount pictures

ing

with female stars are consistent losers in
this theatre.
No amount of advertising
will put them over.
Have wondered
whether this is true generally, or whether
this town is different in this respect than
others.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,
Wellington, O. Small town patronage.

can boost. Everyone well pleased. Best
business for some time. Christmas week,
William Thacher, Royal
prices 10-20c.
theatre, Salina, Kans.

A

—A

—

—

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.—
A-l picture. Drew well on rainy night.
Pleased 95 per cent. Book it and boost
it.
E. Noah, Liberty theatre, Frankford,

—
Mo. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B.
Mille production. — Good
drawing

Depic-

but it don't please as advertised.
People thought they would see a different picture altogether.
Story not so
good.
Photography, acting sets and
wardrobe most excellent. Chas. Blaine,
Morgan theatre, Henryetta, Okla. General patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, with a special
cast.
Played two days to good business
and patrons all pleased. Especially the
best people.
C. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F.
theatre, Grand Gorge, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. Another good picture that you cannot go
wrong in booking. One that will stand
for all that has been said about it.
J-.
E.
Courter, Courter theatre, Gallatin. Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
ture,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
Wallace Reid is the best drawing card we
have on our list, and this picture pleased
them all. R. E. Johnson, Franklin theatre, Piggott, Ark.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

An Adventure

—

—

City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. This great photodrama will
The most human-like
please everyone.
story ever screened. Great work by Mr.
Meighan and his good support. Chas.
Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henryetta. Okla.
General patronage.

The

—

—

Woman

God Changed, a CosmoThe
Has a good moral,
politan production.
but not as good a picture as it sounds.
Did poor business on this one with no
comments. H. W. Russell, Family theNeighborhood patatre, Abion, N. Y.

—

Robert

—

ronage.

Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.—
This is a great picture. The best we have
seen Bennett in. R. E. Johnson, FrankSmall town
Piggott, Ark.
lin theatre,
patronage.

—

—

—

The Cost, with a special cast. No title.
Paramount
No business.
No star.
R. C. Stueve,
doesn't mean a cent to me.

—

Orpheum

theatre, Canton, O.

— Transient

patronage.
Straight Is the Way, with Matt Moore.
as The Cost. All first runs. R.
C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O.
Transient patronage.

—

—Same

—

Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.
fair

picture.

— Horton

&

—

Odessa
Small town

Lattin,

Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.

—

patronage.

His House
in Hearts, with

—

guson.

— Fair

Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.
Dandy comedy-drama, very cleverly produced, and will make any audiR.

—
—

—

ence laugh. Thompson Bros., Kozy theatre,
Healdton,
Okla. Neighborhood
patronage.
The Mystery Road, with David Powell.
No picture for small town. It will
hurt your business. D. E. Fitton, Lyric
theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town
patronage.
Eyes of the Soul, with Elsie Ferguson.
All right a few years ago, but no good
now. L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, GibMining camp patronage.
son, N. M.
The False Road, with Enid Bennett.—

—

—
A

—

—

—

—

—

dandy

we have

picture.

About the best one

ever run

of

this

star.

— E.

D.

Cosy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
Drew well two nights. A picture for
the children and the old folks, and needs
no special advertising. Brought out the
Luna,

—

who carried their money in
sacks, and said it was their first time
"pitcher
show." Pleased. No kicks.
to the
A. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre. Hooker,
greybeards

—

— Small town patronage.
—
—
Canton. O. — Transient patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billy
Burke. — A very good picture. — Horton

Okla.

The World and His Wife, with Alma
Rubens. Same as The Cost and Straight
I'm through with ParaIs the Way.
mount. R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre,

&

Odessa Opera House, Odessa,
town aptronage.
The Teeth of the Tiger, with a speial
A dandy mystery story. Well liked
cast.
R. Ross
here, especially by the men.
Lattin,

X. Y.

— Small

—

Riley.
in Order, with Elsie Ferbut drew small house. C.

—

Wigwam

—
Kans.
a special cast. — A very

theatre,

Oberlin,

Heliotrope, with
strong dramatic feature, and one that will

E XII
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'LAYERS IN CHRISTIE COMEDIES— Left

move any audience
have

to go

away and say

wonreful

show.
Hcaldton, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
A real honest-to-goodness picture. 100
per cent production.
It is worth boostDid 40 per
ing.
This is return date.
cent more than first run.
W. L. Landers,
Gem tKeatre, Batesville, Ark. Neighbor-

Thompson

seen

a

Bros.,

—

Kozy

theatre,

—

—

—

hood patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with
special cast.
A good kid picture, but grown-ups do
not care for it. Horton & Lattin,
Odessa Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.
Small town patronage
Humoresque, with a special cast.
Showed two days. Advertised it big.
Toured the town. Painted the sidewalks.
.1

—

—

Advertised it a month before play date,
but lost money. E. Noah, Liberty theNeighborhood patatre, Frankford, Mo.
ronage.
The Invisible Bond, with Irene Castle.
Just an ordinary program picture. Received no brick bats, neither any boquets, from our patrons as they went out.
T. H. Smith, Princess theatre, ColchesNeighborhood patronage.
ter, 111.
Boots, with Dorothy Gish. Fine program picture. W. L. Beebe, Opera
House, Manito, 111. Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

—

The Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray.
Very good picture. Ray one of my

best drawing cards.

— C.

E. Belden,

way theatre, Mogollon, N. M.
camp patronage.

Mid-

— Mining

White and Unmarried, with Thomas

— Good picture. Good business.
weather. — H. Pitman, Capitol theFla. — Neighborhood
Clearwater,

Meighan.

Hot
atre,

!

Invisible Bond, with Irene Castle.
This is the only Castle picture we have
played. Did not boost it, to our sorrow.
She is a great little actress, more natural
in her work than some stars with bigger
names. B. L. Hubbard, Hub's theatre,

The

—

Bishop,

Tex.

— Neighborhood
—

patronage.

in und,

Odeon

Jr.,

theatre,

Kooker, Happy Hour theatre, Ewen,
Mich. Small town patronage.
Turning the Tables, with Dorothy
Gi>h.
If I had known this was such a
dandy comedy drama, I certainly would
have featured it and raised the price.

—

Book

—

it.
W. F. Baker, Boone Way theMt. Vernon, Ky. General patron-

—

age.

Victory, a Maurice Tourneur production.
Fairly pleasing, but poor light.
However, never
Pleased f>0 per cent.
had a kick yet on a Paramount picture.
W. F. Baker. Boone Way theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky. General patronage.

—

—

—

Be Fashionable, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May. Silly thing.
Not worth a dime. Auditorium theatre.
Carleton, Nebr. Small town patronage.
Ghosts in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.
Got by with the kids all right, but
Not as good as
a little thin for adults.
Flying Pat.— R. A. Shobe, Kentland theNeighborhood patatre, Kentland, Ind.
Let's

—

—

—

out.

You

lose track of the story
H. G. Stett-

—

—Just
of

—

An Adventure in Hearts, with Robert
Warwick. Good program picture with
one reel comedy. Pleased our audience
Britton & Lundgren,
to nice business.

—

—

Melba theatre,
hood patronage.

Alexis,

111.

— Neighbor-

one.

a

— Horton

&

Lattin,

House, Odessa, N. Y.

Odessa Opera
town pat-

— Small

ronage.

Rio
story

Grande,

with

a

of

border

old
theatre,

special
picture.

cast.

Great

and

pleasing to
alike.
R. H. Stephens,
Sheridan, Ark. Small
life,

—

—

town patronage.
Twin Pawns, with Mae Murray.
State

CuIIom,

theatre,

111.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Moonshine

Trail, with a special
consider an extra good feature and will please all that wish to do

cast.

— This

I

A good temperance lesson, showwrong and right. Joseph F. Spang-

right.

—

ing

— Gencast. — This

ler,

Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.

eral

patronage.

Passers-By, with a special

—

a good picture.
Horton & Lattin,
Odessa Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
is

Simple Souls, with Blanche Sweet.
This is the poorest picture that I have
ever used. Absolutely nothing to it. My
patrons had to ask what it was about.
J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom,
III.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The A.

B. C. of Love, with

Mae Mur-

— Poor picture our estimation.
C. Klug, State theatre, Zumbrota,
Minn. — Neighborhood patronge.

ray.

in

A.

R-C
One Man

— Nice

Pictures

in a Million,

with George Be-

offering; good story; clean
and wholesome picture that deserved a
much better business than it did. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

ban.

—

— General patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max
Linder. — This
a very good comedy.
pleased.
did not draw very good, but
— A. C. Klug, State theatre, Zumbrota,
Minn. — General patronage.
is

It

it

regular

business.
atre,

— Conthis a poor picture. — A. C. King,
theatre. Zumbrota, Minn. — Neigh-

borhood patronage.
In Walked Mary, with June Caprice.

program

picture to big
Bros., Crystal theGeneral patronAriz.

— Giacoma

Tombstone,

—

age.

Good Women, with Rosemary Theby.

— It

and

it isn't.
Better see it first.
three days, but could have hanNot entirely the picdled it all in one.
ture's fault, but the exploitation went to
waste. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. General patronage.

is

Played

young and

sider

—

good

Good

Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
One of the best pictures we have had.
You cannot go wrong if you book this

—

fair picture that pleased most
patrons.
Nice little story and
photography. J. E. Higgins, Ma-

a

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Pathe
Half

distributing

is

the

jestic

—

ronage.

Educational

Cavalier."

—

Royal

on account of the action.

Chandler.

I

atre,

1<P1

"Pure and Simple" and "Fresh from the Farm";

is

Small town patronage.
Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie Ferguson. A draggy slow picture that gets
on your nerves on account of the action
being so slow it makes you want to help

them

November 26

"A Barnyard

— General patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. — This
a real special. The
best picture
have shown. — G. D. Pinholster, Clinch theatre, Frostproof, Fla.
— Neighborhood patronage.
Wanted, a Husband, with Billie Burke.
— A pleasing comedy drama. — D. A.

Above average program

—

in

AID

Okla.

The Misleading Widow, with Billie
Burke. Good picture. D. A. Kooker,
Happy Hour theatre, Ewen, Mich.

—

E R

II

to right, Josephine Hill, in

patronage.

—

QRS

T

I

"One Stormy Knight" and Viora Daniel appearing

Alice Maison, in
these comedies.

they

!

I

it

—

—

Good Women, with Rosemary Theby.

—A

good cast and elegant settings but
weak story. E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre, Mendota, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
What's a Wife Worth? with a special
Fairly good little picture. A. C.
cast.
a rather

—

—

—

—

—
November

Minn.

Would have been much
instead

of

six.

better

— Chas.

Kuchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton,

111.

General patronage.

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
Just screened this picture; intend to play
A clean-cut comedy drama, that
it soon.
all
masses and
believe will please
I
Here's one of the niftiest little
classes.
Go
plays in ages; a sure gloom chaser.
to it boys, there's no comeback on this
one. and your box office will take on a

—

Thanksgiving Day atmosphere. Fred
Meyer. Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

S.

General patronage.
Good Women, with Rosemary Theby.
Draggy. Fair business. T. G. Thompson, Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
General patyronage.

—

—

Room

—

and

Board,

—

with

Constance

The Land

—This

—

—

One Wild Week, with Bebe

Daniels.

picture fooled me as I expected a
that would register out of
the ordinary, but roust say my opinion of
it is very poor.
It does not afford more

The

production

than average entertainment
Bebe Daniels does her best

if it

does

this.

work in trick
comedy and One Wild Week does not

contain anything unusual along this

—W.

line.

H. Brenner, Cozy theatre. Win-

chester, Ind.

Two Weeks With

is

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
picture that will please most everybody.
Everybody liked it here. Every-

—A

Pay, with Bebe Dan-

—

—

Bob Hampton

c
J.

i

ne

6.

Go and Opt

7.

Madame

9.

The

Courage
O'Doone.

10.

Yukon, with a

special

mighty

fine picture and depicts
of the finest snow scenes we have

some

ever shown. Cast capable and story out
of the ordinary. W. H. Brenner, Cozytheatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe DanA real good little program picture.

iels.

—

Business only
theatre,

fair.

—W.

L. Landers,

Ark.

Batesville,

Gem

— Neighborhood

patronage.
a special

cast.

—

nice evening's entertainment.
One that
pleased 100 per cent.
Patrons will get
their money's worth.
Geo. Roberts, Colonial theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Transient

—

—

—

—

age.

The Land

of Hope, with Alice Brady.
good picture and everybody well

—

pleased. A. R. Workman, Coliseum theatre, Marseilles. 111.

Her Sturdy Oak, with Wanda Hawley.

—A

good clean, light comedy. You can
look your patrons in the face when they

—

D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,
out.Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley. Very
good picture. We have never run a poor
Realart yet. Agnes P. Calvert, Movie

—

—

Tacoma, Wash.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Room, with
the director
knew how the story should be made. A
Patrons left the show
regular mix-up.
before it was over. Harris & Crews, Orof the Yellow

— We wonder

if

—

theatre.

Oxford. N. C.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Plaything
Johnstone.

tine

Broadway, with Jushave been told this
more pep in it. When

of

—

I

picture had a lot
shown in Ohio as

we

screened it there
seemed to be scenes cut short and alpicture
is the vertogether an ordinary
dict.
S. V. Wallace. Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.
Picture pleased. E. Keithly. Lyric theNeighborhood patronatre, Center, Mo.

—

—

—
—

age.

The

Little

Minter.

draw

Clown, with Mary Miles
everyone and it will
Fair business. Frank N.

— Pleased

well.

—

Bijou theatre, Troy, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady.
Lay off of this one boys, if you don't
want to get stung. W. A. Nance, White

Barhydt,

—

—

—

—

Keithley,

Lyric

theatre,

Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room, with

a special cast.

what

ing

it

Palace

— People

are still wonderabout.
Haven't
out myself yet. E. A. Baradel,

was

it

all

—

McGehee,

theatre,

— Small

Ark.

town patronage.

Selznick
The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene

—

—

A good picture. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
Remorseless Love, with Elaine Ham
merstein. About average. Pleased a fair
crowd. She is well liked here. Her pictures are always clean, nothing sugges-

—

—

about

tive

—Jno.

them.

Saunders,
Neigh-

I.

Cheney theatre. Cheney, Kans.
borhood patronage.

—

Is Live Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien.
An average offering and
pleased patrons. However, business very
poor due. I am sure, to the very unsettled condition of all lines of business
now. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
The Invisible Divorce, with a special
cast.
True to its name. A
of a

—

—

—

good
I

H

picture.

Buy

True

to

life.

A

good

les-

Business poor, but
give the devil his dues, if they don't

son.

The Mystery

a special cast.

pheum

— E.

Center,

O'Brien.

Such a Little Queen, with Constance
Binney. About the poorest picture this
star has made.
Pitiful, for the star is
Carbonell,
Monroe theatre.
good. J.
Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

come

picture.

—

patronage.

—Very

—

Grand theatre, Conway, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley. Fine

figured

The Furnace, with

Marge

of

D. McLean,
McLean's Theatre,
Wallowa, Ore.

—

—A

Tt

X.
Snowblind.
The Copperhead.

to
see,
Bebe.
Comedy-drama.
Pleased the most critical audience. Very
good. Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre,
Henryetta, Okla. General patronage.

of the

of Placer.

rviu.

like

—

is a scene from the F. B. Warren
Corp. feature "The Old Oaken Bucket."

4.

Daniels.
It's just the kind of a picture that they

theatre,

Here

Stealers.

3.

One Wild Week, with Bebe

—

Me

for

In Old Kentucky
Dinty.

8.

Mary Miles Minter. J. E.
Courter theatre, Gallatin, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
likes

Courter.

The

1.

2.

—

body

Pictures That

Made Money

Hope, with Alice Brady.
a very good little picture.
of

Brady's acting very good, but I can't
pull a house with Brady. Lost money.
W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt.
Dora, Fla. Small town patronage.

—

—

Ten

—

cast.

Binney. This one puts Constance Binney over. She has won the hearts of my
patrons and we are assured from now
on that she will be a box office success.
Room and Board is one of the most reIt
freshing and entirely past censoring.
is the very kind of a picture for family
most
Binney
is
the
Constance
trade.
delightful Irish lass you would care to
Patrons were well pleased. W. H.
see.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Everything For Sale, with May MacAvoy. A good picture. Chas. Kuchan.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. General
patronage.
One Wild Week, with Bebe Daniels.—
Good comedy. D.
Excellent program.
E. Fitton. Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
patronage.
—Small town

—

—

The Law

Realart
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Pleased 100 per cent.
The public
craves good clean comedy like this. Pin a
success button on this one. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
iels.

Good Women, with Rosemary Theby.
Good picture, but too slow, especially in
reels

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

26, 1921

Klug, State theatre, Zumbrota.
Neighborhood patronage.

last reel.
five
in

——A

it

boys.

get the business.
Li Landers,

—W.
ville,

It

is

Gem

a good picture.
theatre, Bates-

Ark.

—

Who Am

I? with a special cast. An
excellent picture, pleased patrons.
Just
I find
dark
in first two reels.
a little too
these National specials are all good.
J. E. Higgins. Majestic theatre, Collum,

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.
pretty good program picture. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
—Small town patronage.
Is Life Worth Living? with Eugene
O'Brien. A fair picture and seemed to
please O'Brien fans. Just about an averI.
Saunders,
production.
Jno.
age
Cheney theatre, Cheney. Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
After Midnight, with Conway Tearle.
Not up to his average. Short footage.
Will need extra reel to fill out program.
Princess theatre.
E. J. Degenhardt.
Mendota. 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl From Nowhere, with Elaine
Not up to her
Hammerstein. Fair.
111.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

standard.

— Adolph

Kohn,

Pastime

the-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Family theatre, Albion, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Tamer, with Gladys Walton.

sell,

— This

a great picture. Pleased 100 per
Star well liked here. Agnes P.
is

cent.

—

Movie theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Neighborhood patronage.

Calvert,

Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson.
Hoot Gibson has made a lot of friends
here by his pre-war W. S. Hart methods,
and this picture gives him another. It
is a daisy any way you look at it.
There
is plot and action, suspense and thrills,
and the West in the making. S. V. Wallace,
Hour theatre, Cambridge
Idle

—

—Transient

Springs,

Pa.

The

Mad

patronage.

Marriage,
with
Carmel
Myers. Better than many so-called specials.
McLean, McLean
theatre,
D.
Wallowa, Ore. Neighborhood patron-

—
—

—

age.

Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.
risky nor risque about this.
was very good. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town pat-

— Nothing

—

It

—

ronage.

-

NEW YORK STREET

A TYPICAL

SCENE, but— it is many miles from Ninth
was built on the Lasky lot for the Paramount picture, "A Prince,
There Was," and that's California sunshine in the foreground.

avenue.

atre,

It

N. Y.

Granville,

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.
Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hilburn.
old picture, but one people always

water scenes and good
poor.
Wm. Hoight.
theatre, Livingston, Mont.

Beautiful

—

Business

acting.

Orpheum

Neighborhood patronage.

The Chicken

in

—A

the Case, with

Owen

very good comedy-drama
crowd. But not his best.
Jno.
Saunders,
I.
Cheney theatre.
Cheney, Kans. Neighborhood patron-

Moore.

Pleased a

fine

—

—

age.

The Mark
banks.

— Oh,

His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.
good.

—

love story in this picture. Not
A. J. Pferfer, Sun theatre.

Newark, N.

J.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Lone Wolf, with Bert Lytell.—

of Zorro, with
boy,
here's

saying,

"Why

can't

—

Atkinson, Neb.

The Mark
banks.

— One

we have

— Small

of Zorro, with

—

Romance, with
worth a dollar a

— R.

—

reel,

Ross Riley,
Oberlin, Kan.
least.

Way Down

—A

—A

with

Conway

good program
picture.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
The American Way, with a special cast.
Good comedy-drama with some thrills

Tearle.

Adolph

—

—

—

that speed it up to a high pitch.
Harold
Qaspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Out of the Snows, with a special cast.
— This one of the best Northern pictures we have ever had.
drew a good
crowd and pleased. — Jno.
Saunders.
Cheney, Kans. — Neighborhood patronis

It

I.

—

Keane. Not
for our town at

Wigwam

theatre,

two weeks. Don't raise your
you will clean up. Regular
newspaper
advertising.
Ben
Apple,
American theatre, Troy, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
in for

—

—

—

silly

sort

Adolph
ville,

of

he appears in.
Pastime theatre, GranSmall town patronage.
pictures

Kohn,

N. Y.

—

The Mark
banks.

of Zorro, with

— Advertised

it

big,

Douglas Fairbut

failed

—

to

Pleased about 75 per cent. E.
Xoah, Liberty theatre, Frankford, Mo.
.Neighborhood patronage.

please.

Dream Street, a D. W. Griffith producpicture that will draw and please
excellent.
Business good for these times.
Miller,
Gardner Hall, Troy, N.
—J.
tion.

—A

Y.—

Neighborhood patronage.

United Artists
Played two weeks to capacity business.
Sixteen 24-sheet stands. Regular admis-

He seems

ing power.
one.
Chas.

—

Canton, IIL

Hope

is no "pep" to his
to be losing his drawhe's better in the next

Kuchan,

— General

Idylhour
patronage.

theatre.

—

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.
Especially suitable
good picture.
and will go extra good in a Jewish com-

very

Compares
Humoresque. Adolph

munity.

theatre.

—

Granville,

N.

favorably

with

Kohn.
Y.

—

Pastime
Small town

patronage.

The

Breezy
Adventure,
with
Big
corker of a picture. The dog
and boy were fine. Gets the kids. R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.
Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.—
About the best picture I have used of this
star.
She is not very popular with my
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour thepatrons.
General patronage.
atre. Canton, III.

—A

—

—

—

—

with Priscilla Dean. By
far the best thing that Miss Dean has
Reputation,

The picture is there and so is
yet.
the star, and she is well supported. As
one patron expressed it, "She's some acW. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Anttor."

—

— General patronage.
Among Cannibals, with
special
— Fair picture. Didn't
a
Magruder, Elite
draw. — Tom
Kan. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace
Darmond. — A pretty good picture.—
Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. — Small town patronage.
Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walfrom The Man
different
ton. — Was
Walwerp, N. Y.

Shipwrecked

cast.

theatre,

— Pleased

100
Jewish people,

per

with a special cast.

especially the
who sent me several congratulations.
very true-to-life picture.
Showed it on Sunday to fair business.
Chas. Blaine, Morgan theatre, Henrietta,
cent,

A

— Genera!

Tamer, but equally as good. Miss
R.
is becoming a good card here.
Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kan.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Made me a lot of money. It

—

ton

—

Universal
No Woman Knows,

Okla.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith production. — A positive box office attraction.

There

lately.

Iola,

age.

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore.
A good comedy. Laughs
throughout the picture.
Owen Moore
does not take here. Probably due to the

Mayo
acting.

made

East, a D. W. Griffith progreat picture and pulled

prices and

Tiger,

Douglas Fair-

Doris

scenery.
Story's nat so bad, but something seems to be the matter with Frank

Eason.

town patronage.

of the best the star has
This firm sure gives you service.
Drew very good. F. J. A. Reilly, Columbia theatre, Rensselaer, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

them

the

knockout.

pictures 'ike
that all the time?"
Faribanks at his best
in this one.
Every exhibitor should play
this one.
A. G. Miller, Miller theatre,

duction.

Bucking

a

Just the
kind of a picture that will send them out

hood patronage.

—

Douglas Fair-

Something doing every minute.

Reissued photoplay.
Plenty of action
and pleased the majority of patrons, but
lost money on account of depressed business conditions here.
A. H. Thost, Gem
theatre, Fredericktown, Mo.
Neighbor-

—

Hill,

S.

made.

Too much
so

Strand theatre,
— U.
N. Y. — Transient patronage.

prices.

Albany,

An

like.

sion

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
-Well-made production, and beautiful

patronage.

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.
Great program picture.
Poor business,
but certainly not any fault of the star.
When you play it, brothers, don't be
afraid to tell them it's great.
H. W. Rus-

—

I think it a
p cture that should be played everywhere.
Book it. advertise it, and get them in and
It needs the music to put
please them.
W. F. Haycock, Star theit over right.
Neighborhood patatre. Callaway, Neb.
ronage.
Opened Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
Good, clean story. Drew fair. J. L.

had not been played here.
:

—

—

—

—

Rapnerport. Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo.
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy
Phillips.
A good picture, but out of date.

—

—

—
November
Would

have been great if Wilson's
of Nations had not plunked.
Fair house at 20 and 40 cents.
R. C.
Buxton, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan.

League

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of Humanity, with Dorothy
Phillips.
A little old, but your patrons
should have an opportunity of seeing this
production. A. W. West, Empire theNeighborhood patatre, Wanette, Okla.

—

'

—

ronage.

—

—

—

age.

—

—
Reputation Worth? with
— A really
picture.

What's Your
Corinne

Griffith.

The

fine

star at her best.
Patrons spoke
highly of this subject.
Book this one
and you will please. Don't let the title
mislead you. It's clean. Harrv Lazarus,
Pinehill theatre. Albany, N. Y.— Neigh-

—

Among

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith—
good Alaska mining picture. Better
than the star's previous pictures. E.
J.
Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota,
111Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

—

Peggy Puts

Over, with Alice Cal-

It

houn. — A very good program picture.
—This did not take good Pleased
about 98 per cent of the people
Nothing only scenery that
of
that saw
Ran
with Fighting Fate.
importance. — L.
Bucher. Palace
D.
—
Hughes,
G.
Libertv
theatre.
Powersville, Mo. — Small town
Heavener, Okla.— Small town patronage.

Shipwercked

any

they know a good picture when they
it.
G. D. Hughes. Liberty theatre,
Heavener, Okla. Small town patronage.

if

see

borhood patronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Pleased 100 per cent and they went
Drew good. R. T.
home satisfied.
Conghtry, Odd Fellows theatre, Voorhessville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

special
here.

Cannibals, with a
is

this

it.

S.

—

—

V. Wallace,
Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs,
Pa.
Transient patronage.
life

in

its

reality.

—

The Virgin
Dean.

— For

of

Stamboul, with Priscilla

those

who

like

this was a knockout.
action.
Pleased about 50

Oriental stuff

A

whirlwind of
per cent. J. H.
Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kan.

—

Small town patronage.

—

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.
Exceptionally good program picture. More
compliments on this one than any picture
I have shown.
Drew fine. Railroad patronage. D. M. Rector. Rector's theatre,

—

Delanson. N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
Holds interest from beginning to end. InPerfectly cast and Earle
Williams capable throughout the entire
performance. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
teresting story.

—

Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.
Best business I have ever done on any
picture.
Held out 200 people for second
show. A very fine production.
Lots of
action.
Clark Sanford, Opera House,
Margaretusle, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Diamonds

—

Adrift, with Earle Williams.
fine
picture.
Photography extra
good.
picture that will please anyone

—A

A

Neighborhood patronage.

Why
good.

good

Anna

with

Q.

any

Brooklyn, N.

—

Y.— Neighborhood
(Arrow),

patron-

with

—

Wapato theatre,
eral patronage.
Headin'

Home

Making the Grade D. N. Schwab),
with David Butler. A dandy good picture with a star who is in a class by
himself in certain roles. E. A. Baradei.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.— Small
town patronage.
1

Shepherd

of the Hills (Clune), with a
nice evening's entertainPatrons well pleased.
Pulled

special cast.

—A

it

— Wm.

—

Bill
r

—

—

Baradei. Palace theatre,
Small town patronage.

McGehee, Ark.

Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Clara Kimball
Young's best picture.
Star well liked
here.
A. E. Rogers. Temple theatre.
Dexter. N. Y.-^Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. This is a bear.

—

—

Book it if possible. Hansen & Knowles.
Airdome theatre. Eau Gallie, Fla.—
Neighborhood patronage.

Fall's!

a special cast.
the picture that you have been

Book

—

ronage.

—

Hell's

waiting for.
Pleased my 'patrons. The
only fault in this picture is it has some
poor prints. The dog and animals play
their parts wonderfully.
Has some fine
snow scenes. Will make a good play for

Hart.

Oasis

with Neal
Plenty of acgood. H. J.
Schenectady.
Neighborhood patronage.

—A

(Pinnacle),

good Western.

—

tion and pleased.
Drew
Farrell.
Lincoln theatre,

N. Y.

—

and you

—Joe Blatchke.
Wapato. Wash. — Gen-

regret

Photography
Kohn, Pastime theSmall town pat-

N. Y.

The Man Worth While (Pioneer ), with
Romaine Fielding. Fair only. E. A.

Kazan (Davis), with

never

— Adolph

—

—

some Sunday program.

get the money.

Granville,

(Pioneerl, with Wm.
ery good. A real surprise
and the star is a comer. This series going over fine.
Drawing good. Shelly &
Windbell. Orpheum theatre, Amsterdam,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

McKeg's^ Opera House. Montour
N- 14
Neighborhood patronage.

will

is

will

very good.
atre,

Serials

it.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. First two or three episodes
the wise ones would leave when the serial

—

{K.

&

B.t,

with Babe

SMITH UNIT ORGANS
Especially Designed for Theatres
A Modern

Smith Unified Organ

built pipe organ

tonal

is

presented as the highest grade American

on the assumption that

ease
—more
quality — more pleasing and

construction

efficient

in

of

it

is

more

efficient

manipulation

— more

in

point of

elegant in

beautiful as a real musical instrument.

SMITH UNIT ORGAN COMPANY
413-419

W.

a

very good picture that
Nothing big, but paper on
good, and with proper exploita-

—

Jack

Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Isobel (Davis'), with a special cast.
agree absolutely with Charles Holtz,
Danforth. Me., that this picture was
good, but not in the class with The
River's End or Nomads of the North
H. Pitman, Clearwater, Fla., says: "One
of the best of Curwood's we have run."
Our opinion and that of our patrons was
poorest Curwood yet. Geo. C. Starkev,

is

same
tion

—A

Fighting
Fairbanks.

—

Here

The County Fair (Tourneur), with
special cast.
will please.

—
—

theatre,

Hoxie. A real Western picture
Business good, but I had to do lots of extra
advertising.
The star's first picture in
my house. I have four more bought.
Watch for future remarks as I test them
a !'" L- Landers, Gem theatre, Batesville.

_

age.

Kingfishers'
Roost (Pinnacle), with
Neal Hart. One of the best Westerns I
ever ran. D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre,
Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.

As

this one.

special.— Luna

Bliss

—
—

—

hood patronage.

(Warner

age.

Cyclone

Honeymoon Ranch (Lubin), with
Doris Kenyon. This is A-l from every
angle.
D.
McLean, McLean theatre.
Wallowa, Ore. Neighborhood patron-

Patronage labor class.
Knitting
H. Hooks, New Hartford
theatre. New Hartford, N. Y.— Neighbor-

Nilsson.— Very

Don't be afraid of
as

—

—

age.

mills.

State Rights
Girls
Leave Home

Bros.),

knockout. They are still talkabout
this
one.
Luna theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood patroning

ment.
good.

We

Vitagraph
Single Track, with Corinne Griffith.
Fine picture. Boost it as far as you like.
Heal & Davison. Sterling theatre, Su-

perior,

—

•

age.

—

Moral Fibre, with Corinne Griffith.—
Excellent.
This star is ahvavs a winner
ner.e- Luna theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

S.

—A

Ruth.

—

patronage.

Blind Husbands, an Eric Von Stroheim
production.
Has every right to be
classed as a big picture and moneymaker. Made of suspense and breathless
interest.
Comes near being a chapter

69

—

cast.

theatre.

from

—

V
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—

—

Erie St.

Chicago,

111.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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was

USE THIS BLANK

started, but those that

Good

Do

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on

—

Are Doing

for

— Small

town patronage.

Die
Second

(Universal), with Eddie
Polo.
episode, Hornet's Nest,
going fine.
A crackerjack for action,
thrills and stunts.
Opened this one with
or

—

a free show and packed them in like sardines.
waiting to see if the free
stunt did any good. Watch for future reports
A. H. Thost, Gem theatre, Fred-

Am

—

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

stayed must

stunt serial, and will please the betA. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre,

Hooker, Okla.

Box

Mo.

ericktown,

— Neighborhood

patron-

A

age.

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

of

Lit-

— We

—

Birchficld. Mgr.. Illinois theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

i

—

—

Producer

—

Seaside Sirens

—

special

—

Lyric

Keithly.

A

Mo.

Center,

theatre.

Neighborhood patronage.
Adventures of Tarzan

Opened

—

The Son

of

—

grandcomedy family. Talk
Dizzy,
about High and
that is so slow
beside this one that it goes backwards.
The audience would give a yell, then a
laugh, one after the other, so fast that it
startled me.
Watching Lloyd slide over
those girders is enough to make an iceberg sweat. It is the feature of the bill
regardless of the balance of the program.
C. S. Smith, Shattuck Opera House,
Hornell, N. Y. General patronage.

Star

Producer

Remarks

—

The

great

—

—

for

—A

two

scream from
reels.

— Luna

—

ronage.

Snooky's

Twin Troubles

(Federatedanimal
comedian on the screen.
In fact, best
two-reel comedy on market as far as our
patrons are concerned.
It doubled our
children
business. Jonesboro
Amusement Co., Grand theatre. Jonesboro, Ark.
General patronage.
Chester),

—

Too funny

—

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph). with
Larry Semon. One of the best Semon
comedies.
Kept the audience in an uproar.
E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre,
Mendota, 111. Neighborhood pat-

with

Snooky.

— Best

—

Idle Class (First National), with

Charles Chaplin.

—

Wrong (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
personal opinion is that Cook is the
funniest man on the screen today. This
one better than most high-priced comedies offered.
E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehec, Ark.
Small town patronage.

Short Subjects

•

—

Our

Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.). with HarTitle

the ordi-

All

—

the

(Fox), with a spe-

better than

—

Patrons are crying because it is ended.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice.
Tex. Small town patronage.

is

Romeo
little

International
News
(Universal).
Can't make a mistake booking these.
They are the best. W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt. Dora, Fla.
Small town
patronage.

Tarzan (National), with a
up interest all along.

—

—A

—

—

— Held

old Lloyd.
This
father of the entire

Devilish

comedies

hood patronage.

—

special cast.

— These

nary everyday Sunshine Comedies. Got
a few laughs.
Wm. Hoight, Orpheura
theatre,
Livingston,
Mont. Neighbor-

T. Serial
Lincoln.

Corp.).
with
Elmo
to big business and everybody
satisfied.
T. G. Thompson, Grand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
General patronage.

Sales

cast.

cast.

cial

(A.

(Mack

Sennett), with a
go over
good and please my patrons. J. C. Wickham, Select theatre, Schenevuse, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Not
drawing the crowd. E.

Remarks

start.

—

theatre,

Look Where

I

Am!

That's where you'll be if you continue to say "a comedy" instead of

HALLROOM BOYS

Exhibitor

Name

COMEDIES

of Theatre

featuring SID
Transient

or

Neighborhood

SMITH

Pat-

If

you want comedies that will
for more

make 'em come back

ronage

Ask

for

Hallroom Boys Comedies

City

State

at

).

patron-

Hoot Gibson Westerns (Universal),
with Hoot Gibson. We run a Hoot
every week with The White Horseman,
Universal serial, and everyone enjoys
theirself when they have a chance to sec
Hoot.
Toot, root for Hoot. G. D.
Hughes, Liberty theatre, Hcavener, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Star

— Neighborhood

age.

The Blue Fox.

Fighting Fate
Vitagraph ). with W illiam Duncan. Held up all the way
through. Patrons interested all the time.
All action drew good.
Phillip Melick,
Lyric theatre, Albany, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

Title

scene from "Parted Curtains" (Warner Bros

Brooklyn, N. Y.

have run the first five episodes
Getting better with
each episode.
Consider this one of the
best serials we have ever run.
William
tle.

Fill in this

26, 1921

have done good missionary work, for they
all stay now and attendance increasing.
ter class.

Story.

November

FEDERATED
W
|

FILM

EXCHANGES

^AMERICA .INC.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Robert -Morton Adorns

Finest

Equipment

Progress
Under

the head of '"Construc-

might be carfrom the Newman Manufacturing company

tive" information
ried the report

this

week that business condi-

A

tions are improving.

batch

of recent substantial orders are

submitted

as

kind

information

of

This

evidence.

means

much more to the industry
than many armloads of well
edited speeches.
*•
*
S.

L. Rothafel

as a

who

has at-

reputation

showman, has added an-

other effective innovational to his

already long
is

list.

This time

make more

to

effective

the rendition of the orchestral

overture.

was

It

considered the finest and most complete in possibilities,
pipe organ yet constructed by the American Photo
Player company is installed in the University of California. Los Angeles.
Since the dedicatory services, when Edwin H. Lemare, famous organist, presided, the instrument has been a source of undying interest to those who appreciate
the best in music of this calibre.
Mr. Lemare, following his performance, wrote
a letter of appreciation to the company "for the enthusiastic cooperation of your
factory personnel and their successful endeavor to construct and install an organ
of such magnitude and scope"
"critical music lovers of Los Angeles were
is

is

Doing the psycho-

a habit with Rothafel.

With

the approach of

cold

warm

ap-

pearing

lobby is the thing.
Broad barren lobbies for the
winter months do not attract.
Their appearance of coldness

But do not over do.
Do not interpret cozy to mean

repels.

the

university,

follows:

PEDAL ORGAN
Bass

Bomharde
Donble Open Diapason
Open Diapason
Bourdon
Echo Bourdon

32'
32'
32' Extension from Great
16'
16'
16'
16' from
Bourdon
16' from Great
16' from Choi16' from Swell
16' from No. 2 Pedal
8' from Xo. 4 Pedal
5' from Xo. 5 Pedal
6' from Solo Gamba and

16'
8'

Contra Viole
Fagotto
16'
,

Principal
Flute
Cello

Dulciana

Trumpet

8'
8'

4'

4'

Flute

GREAT ORGAN

Celest";

Double Open Diapason
Open Diapason
Second Open Diapason
Third Open Diapason
Doppel Flute
Melodia
Erzahler
Octave

S'
S'
8'
4'

73
73
73
73
73
73
73
73

Wald Flute

i'

73

16'
8'
8'

First

4'
S'

S'

73

61
305
73
73
73

Flageolet

Mixture V Ranks
Double Trumpet
Trumpet
Clarion

Stentorphone

pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes

Tuba

Enclosed in Swell Box With Great

Flute

pipes

O r gan
73
73
73
61
73
73
73
61
61

pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes

SOLO ORGAN

Gross Flute

16'

Open Diapason
Horn Diapason
Celeste.

Tenor C

Viol Celeste
Viol D' Orchestre

Stopped Diapason
Clarabella

!

Gem shorn
Violin

Harmonic Flute
Piccolo

Cornet III Ranks
Contra Fagotto
Cornopean

Horn

Vox Humana
73 pipes
73 pipes

73
73
73
73
73
73
73

pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes

Enclosed in Separate Swell Brae

Bourdon

Clarion
3'
8'

73 pipes

S'
3'
8'
S'
S'
8'
8'

49 Bars with Resonators
20 Tubular Bells

j

Oboe

Box

8'

SWELL ORGAN

Flugel

In Separate Swell

Oboe

Harp
Chimes

Aeoline

2%'

Xazard
Piccolo

Clarinet
Orchestri!

Salicional

73 Xotes

Contra Viole
Geigen Principal
Concerte Flute

Saxophone

Horn

.pipes

2'

CHOIR ORGAX,

Celeste

French Horn
English

one.

than the barren
Use judgment.

Gamba
Gamba

8'

Enclosed with the Choir Organ

8'

more

Gamba

from Choir Xo. 106
from Xo. 2 Pedal
from Pedal Xo. 5

notes
notes
notes
notes
notes
notes
notes
notes

2'

Dulciana
Quintadena

is

44 pipes
pipes
pipes
notes
notes
notes

44
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
30

Compensating Mixture

to be avoided

stuffy lobby

32 notes
56 pipes
12 pipes

16'

SW

Lieblich

Violone

S'
8'
S'

A

instrument."

letters

and \V. F. Skeele. dean.

Flute Celeste

stuffy.

new

from George F. Bovard,
Both men were enthusiastic
Mr. Bovard thanked the company for the "successful consummation of the promise
to make this the greatest organ in the great southwest." and in the words of
Mr. Dean, "surpasses all anticipations."
Some idea of the scope of the instrument is indicated when it is considered that
many difficult compositions from Wagner. Boccherini. Dubois, Hoffmann and Bach
were included in Mr. Lemare's program.
A complete description of the organ

president of

Viola

weather, the cozy,

.

'

tried out at

logical thing at the psycological

time

.

.

loud in their praise of the tonal qualities of the
The company also received commendatory

the Capitol theatre with strik-

ing results.

and

WHAT
Robert-Morton

Trombone
it

the using of lighting equip-

ment

Evokes Praise From Edwin H. Lemare, Organist,
De an and President of Seat of Learning

Resultant

*

tained an enviable

University of California
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F.CHO ORGAN,

61

NOTES

II

I

II

I

TORS HERALD

Muted Viole

Played From Solo Keys and Affected by Solo
Couplers and Solo Swell Shoe
8'
61 pipes
Cor de Nuit

8'

Tenor C

V'iole Celeste,

8'

Zauber Flute

4'

Vox Humana

8'

61
49
61
61

pipes
pipes
pipes
pipes

COUPLERS
Choir Sub to Great
Choir to Great
Choir Octave to Great
Solo Sub to Great
Solo to Great
Solo Octave to Great
Swell Unison
Swell Sub
Swell Octave
Choir to Swell
Solo to Swell
Choir Unison

Pedal Octave
Great to Pedal
Swell to Pedal
Swell Octave to Pedal
Solo and Echo to Pedal
Choir to Pedal
Great Unison
Great Sub
Great Octave
Swell Sub to Great
Swell to Great
Swell Octave to Great

C

Sub

hoir

Choir (Jctave
Swell to Choir
Swell Sub to Choir
Swell Octave to Choir
Solo t. j Choir
Solo S ub
Solq I 'nison
Solo CIctave
Echo >n. Solo off
Univcir«al on and off
<

solemn harmony, the stage is illumined
by a soft pastel light, blue predominating.
Then comes the gradual approach of the
French and the ominous sound of drums
beating in the distance and the first notes
of "Marseillaise" are placed by the horns.
At the first beat of the drum a faint red
light begins to pulsate on the stage, in
the footlights, the house lights and in the
prescenium arch.

forte and piano.
Swell, Great, Solo, Choir and Echo tremulants.

PEDAL MOVEMENTS
Balanced Solo and Echo pedal with indicator.
Balanced Swell pedal with indicator.
Balanced Great and Choir pedal with indicator.
Balanced Crescendo pedal with indicator.
Locking pedal throwing choir shutters to Solo pedal.
Locking pedal disconnecting the intcrmanual couplers from Crescendo pedal
Great to pedal reversible.
Solo to Great reversible.
8
Sforzando pedal with light indicator.
Locking pedal connecting all Swell boxes to Swell pedal.

coming from every direction, electrifying
the atmosphere and thrilling the spec-

SUMMARY
35

18 stops
5 stops
15
21 stops
18 stops
stops
stops

268 pipes
1315 pipes

Coupltrs

1607 pipes
836 pipes
584 pipes
293 pipes

Tremulants

80 stops

4903 pipes

Piston!

is

truly painting the overture

49
5

i

Pedal Movements
Total

tator.
This
in color.

10

Movements

Newman Firm

Reports
Improved Conditions

179

That the back

normalcy movement

to

located on both sides of the stage and in the triangular chambers
formed between the wings of the stage and the walls of the auditorium, and the
echo is located in the ceiling. The entire organ with the exception of the pedal bourdon is enclosed in concrete swell boxes. Eleven sets of movable shutters in these
The console or key desk is movable
boxes furnish the means of expressive control
within a radius of fifty feet. The action is electro-pneumatic and the wind is furnished by a twenty-five horse power fan. Three different wind pressures are used
—zyi, 6 and 15 inch. The stops are in the form of stop keys arranged in one horseshoe-shaped row and the couplers are shorter keys above the solo keyboard. The
stop keys are colored according to the classification of tone which they control
The
the diapasons are white, the flutes blue, the strings amber and the reeds red.
combination pistons visibly affect Vhe stops and are all adjustable through the drawer

gaining impetus at least in the motion
picture industry is indicated through a
recent encouraging report from the New-

system.

velour-covered rope rails; Pyam theatre,
Kinsman, O., rope rails and brass ticket
office
railing;
Macomb theatre, Mt.
Clemens, Mich., brass railings, easels and
door hardware, bulletin boards; Lyric
theatre, Cincinnati, O., brass lobby rails
and door hardware; Pendrola theatre,
Lockland, O., brass poster frames; Ma-

The organ

is

Lighting Effects Aid
Orchestra Overture
Rothafel Gets Striking

L.

S.
,

Results Through Efforts
at Capitol Theatre

motion picture
presentation the use of color and lighting has become an integral part of the
musical entertainment. The development
of this phase of the performance as well
as the musical is largely due to the inventive genius of S. L. Rothafel, probably the greatest master of psychology
in his particular field. There is a psycholIn

the

evolution

as strong in its appeal as any
factor of the presentation and it

ogy of color
other

of

I

the martial notes grow louder and
nearer, the red lights pulsate stronger
and stronger; and when at last the apparent victory of the French is announced
by the full sounds of the "Marseillaise"
rising high and clear everything is overwhelmed in a mihgty blaze of red. Then
the original themes emerge again and the
brilliant red subsides for a time, slowly
pulsating.
And when the Russian national anthem
is introduced in the bass, growing up to
the crashing finale with the bells of Moscow loudly ringing out their announcement of victory, the red fades into a
brilliant amber, pulsating greater and
greater each moment, closing the overture with an overwhelming flood of gold

Chimes

Total

At the slow and solemn introduction
played by the violas and the 'cellos in

As

Six manual pistons affecting stops and couplers of Solo and Echo organs.
Eight manual pistons affecting stops and couplers of Great organ.
Eight manual pistons affecting stops and couplers to Swell organ.
Eight manual pistons affecting stops and couplers of Choir organ.
Six Pedal pistons affecting stops and couplers of 1'cdal organ.
Eight general pistons affecting entire organ.
Solo pistons to pedal pistons, Swell pistons to pedal pistons.
Great pistons to pedal pistons. Choir pistons to pedal pistons.

Echo Or&an

26, 1921.

Blaze of Red

COMBINATION PISTONS

Pedal Organ
Great Organ
Swell Organ
Choir Organ
Solo Organ

November

Mr. Rothafel's conception and application of this psychology which provides
that indefinable electric thrill to the performances at the Capitol theatre.
is

Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture played by
Capitol grand orchestra last week
was one of the most satisfactory over-

the

tures ever given at the Capitol, it is said,
and the success of its appeal was due in a
measure to the psychological application
of lighting.

Overture Well

Known

This "1812" overture is the most widely
of the Russian composer's music.
Three easily recognized themes form the
material

of

the

overture,

man Manufacturing Company

the

of

Cin-

cinnati.

The Palace

theatre of Cincinnati has

purchased the first of the new electric
ticket
choppers manufactured by the
company.
Included among other purchases which reflect the improvement in
during
conditions
the past month as reported by the Newman Company are:
Sorg Opera House, Middletown, O.,

jestic theatre, Camden, S. C, orchestra
pit railing; Palace theatre, Cincinnati, O.,
five special

Variety
poster

brass frames, door hardware;

theatre,

Cincinnati,

frames

and

Orpheum
illuminated

known

principal

is

Tulsa,

theatre,

O.,

ticket

brass

chopper;

Okla.,

two

announcement boards;

Amusement & Investment

Ideal
Co., Asheville,

N. C, sidewalk marquee.

Nervous

Old

Lady

first

being taken from the Russian hymn
"God Preserve Thy People," the second

stop at the terminal?

the French "Marseillaise" and the third
the Russian national anthem.

an awful smash

Conductor

—

I

— Will

this

train

so, or there'll be
she doesn't Winnipeg

hope
if

Tribune.

S

November
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High Intensity Projection Made
Possible

by Sunlight Arc

Projection of motion pictures with the
ame high intensity illuminant that is used
n the studio and laboratory, a developlent long and anxiously awaited, has been
nade wholly practicable by the Sunlight
vrc corporation, whose Sunlight Projector
vrc is graphically represented upon this,

'

age.

The mechanism shown in the illustraIt is in
is in no sense experimental.
se in the Capitol and five other New York
heatres, and has received endorsement of
ions

management after the severe,
year in operation.
It is stated that the light obtained is the*
earest approximation of daylight that has
een obtained, that it conveys twice the
sual amount of light to the screen, that
excels in steadiness and lack of flicker,
ermits of adjustment to a degree not
reviously attained and gives twice as good
;sults with a given current as any other

he Capitol
est of a

imp.

The

desirability of

projection with the
ap-

lentical light used in production is
arent to all. The color values, shades

and
any motion picture obviously are
rought out more satisfactorily than is
jnes of

therwise possible.

Economic and

artistic

advantages seen

the Sunlight Projector Arc are innovaonal to a degree that brings the mechanproperly to the consideration of all
terested in the advancement of the moon picture and its theatre.

i

m

One

of the Sunlight Projector Arc Lamps as installed in a Type S Simplex lamphouse ready for service.
Mechanism controlling the carbon feed automatically
is located outside the lamphouse,
so that heat action may not produce short
circuits.
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One Hundred and Eighty-fifth street
and Nicholas avenue has been sold by
Braddon Amusement Corporation to a

at

Th eatres

*

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

—

Projects
Mo. — Work has commenced

on the theatre building being erected by
G. W. Bays and \V. S. Crane.

Binghamton, N.
Simpson property

Y.
at

163

house.

John

been sold to Daniel V. Ahern,
134 Chapin street.
It is understood that
Eastern interests will install a motion

street has

—
of

James
*

Effingham,

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mark Browar of the
theatre will erect a $150,000 theatre on the Wilson lot in Federal street.
The house will seat 2,000 persons.

Kenyon

*

—

J.

— Eager

&

Berlin

will erect a theatre at 3 Westfield
west.
The house will seat 650.

stalled.

Baraboo, Wis.— F. C. Kieth and C
Holloway, who have opened the Gem
theatre, announce that vaudeville will be
included on the program from time to
time.

Marshfield, Wis.— The Adlcr theatre,
the interior of which was damaged by
fire, has been reopened.
*

— George

aterette will be discontinued.

Midland,

Mich.

— W.

A. Cassidy hat
opened his new Frolic theatre at Main
and Gordon streets. Both pictures and

road show attractions will play the house,
*

— The

Reel Picture theatre has been sold by H. H. Daniels to
X. W. Huston of Columbus.

Smith and Mrs. H. Howard.

L.

citv.

Clinton, 111.— W. F. Corrington

Motion Picture Camera*

&

arc is best
picture projection,

reis

Son

HAT
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and
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bright

white

and
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of noise

at the

light
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the

Me"
best
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is

Chicago. '.

the

trade

manager

Rhoades,

Picture
a

great

Did
aid

for
in

—

Me"

is

booking

Adolph Kohn, manager.
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.

w

HAT

the

necessary
S. R.

ager.

lack

I

UNIVERSALIS.

oo

theatre. Converse, Ind.

the

certainly
pictures.

Columbia Projector Carbons
lead the field because of their

O.

at caab
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prices.
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CAMERA BARGAINS

•

*

Rockdale, Tex.— The Dixie theatre,
cently purchased by C. W. Matson.
being redecorated and renovated.

Majestic theatre

moving

—

Orono, Me. Goldsmith and King have
opened their new Strand theatre. The
theatre is a credit to its owners and the

—

W
No

Breckenridge, Tex.— The Palace, which
compares favorably with many of the
finer theatres of the state, has been
opened.
*

—The

avenue,

Ownership Changes

the

— Carl

Hess has opened a
theatre in the Van Galdcr block. The
place was redecorated and a new ventilating system and projection machine inWis.

Greenfield, Mo.
C. B.
Hudson has
bought the Strand theatre from Mrs. C.

there.

City.

Openings
Beloit,

Reilley.

Fort Scott, Kan.— D. Filizola of the
Theaterette has purchased the Empress
from Thomas M. Henneberry. The The-

Oswego, Kan.

Concord, N. H. George Bcede has
purchased the Spicer property in Main
street. Penacook, and will erect a theatre

New York

Clintonia,

*

*

Park, N.

J.

Karras has
sold the Orpheum theatre to Cosmopolitan Advertising and Amusement Corporation, Ralph D. Stogsdill, president.
111.

picture theatre there.

Roselle

the

*

Negotiations have been
Alton,
concluded whereby the Grand and Princess theatres have been merged under the
111.

B.

Washington

They also
now nearly

are building
completed.

*

management

—The

Falls,

Victoria, Tex.
E. T. Peter has disposed of the Queen theatre to local interests. Albert Harrison is managing the

New
Carthage,

—

Wis. Eau
Claire
Theatre Company has purchased the
leases, contracts and property of Chippewa Theatre Company, which had
leases on the Rex, Empire and Palace.

Chippewa

Know

have leased the "K" theatre.

persons

Is

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

26, 1921

accommodates

theatre

and has a roof garden.
Aaron A. Corn was the broker.

l'.400

Providing Comfort for Fans

an Asset. Exhibitors

The

syndicate.

November

O.

Picture
if I

sign.

am

Did for Me" is
keep using the

to

—Mark Jackson,

Strand

theatre,

man-

Alexander

City. Ala.

arc
Above are three

of

hundreds of

tributes exhibitors are paying to one
of the

NATIONAL

CARBON COMPANY
Incorporated
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Canadian National Carbon

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Co., Limited,

Toronto

many

exclusive features of
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EAST

The decks are all cleared for action,
C. Hilman, owner of the People's

says
theC. refers to

atre at Binghamton. X. Y. J.
the Sunday opening campaign which is
being waged by all the local exhibitors and
which will be passed upon by the voters
of his city at the next general election.

*

*

.

4

The Strand at Binghamton. X. Y., has
undergone some recent changes such as a
new Kimball organ installed, and the orchestra increased and moved on to the
stage, which lends to the house a very

Dave Cohen was seen
air.
as busy as ever dodging from the Symphony to the Star, then to the Strand and
back again.
metropolitan

*

*

*

new

name.

*

WITH
H E N
-

*

A

thinks the band master of the 307th
must have been some popular guy.
L. \\ eicel, manager of the
Cclonia at Xorwich, X. Y.. and his brother.
Orlando F., chief projectionist, heard from
the writer that Williams was an exhibitor
at Bolivar. X. Y., there was much rejoicing.
These boys were all in the same outfit
across the pond. Adam Tennes, the owner
of the Colonia, is installing a wireless telephone reproducer so that concerts going on
in Pittsburgh or Xew York City can be
enjoyed by the Colonia's audience.
•
* * *

When Oscar

Frank
*

will

shortly

install

*

*

class.
He has purchased the
Cartwright block in his city; no rumors of
a big theatre are forthcoming as yet. Exhibitor Wyer has leased his theatre at
Unadilla. X. Y. Thos. Walker is the chief
capitalist's

projectionist at the
*

Hippodrome.
*

*

Mrs. L. B. Anderson, who books the
Lyric at Bainbridge. X. Y., is on a visit to
Binghamton. Mr. Anderson is in charge.
This house will continue to show two
nights a week.

*

*

George E. Martin, formerly associated
with the George Cohen enterprises of Xew
has leased the Idle Hour at
Unadilla, X. Y., taking immediate possession. George has had fifteen years' experience in various theatre enterprises along
the

of the Lyric
at Binghamton, X. Y., sure plays a wicked
fox-trot.
When he tickles the ivcries to
the tune of "Wang Wang Blues" the scenery fairly seems to tremble as 'twere.
new electric sign graces the front and a
big exhaust fan has been installed.
* * *

Xew machines are to be installed in the
Dakin Opera House at Xew Berlin, N. Y.
This house will continue to play two nights
a week. We have this info direct from C.
B. Dakin. who says "Dead Men Tell Xo
Tales."
He ought to know, as he is the
undertaker.
*

principally

Poughkeepsie. X. Y.
entirely remodeled.
*

Xewburgh

and

This theatre will he

cial

*

*

Xineveh Presbyterian Church at
Xineveh. X. Y.. has opened a Community
theatre of 300 seats operating Thursday
nights only.
The nai. e of this village

*

performances every other Monday.
*

*

*

H. Parker, the popular hotel man of
Smyrna. X. Y.. and his partner, C. W.
Humphrey, are running the Smyrna theC.

atre.

A

stalled

and a

new Powers 6-A has been
steel ceiling

*

The

*

The Sherburne Opera House, owned by
the local business men of Sherburne, X. Y.,
and booked by W. I. French, will show
Wednesdays and Saturdays and give spe-

City,

Hudson,

is

artillery'

*

Frank Bovay, manager

have

who

Me

-

-

Charles Wyer, who owns the Hippodrome at Sidney, X. Y.. has gone into the

York

It was
way to

We

booth.

*

Louis VV. Goodman, who hung up his
coat at the Court theatre, Binghamton. X.
Y.. in 1917, states that business is improving.
His house has just been redecorated
and thoroughly renovated in preparation
for a busy season.
J.

exhib's

a

originates from the Gcod Book.
the place that Jonah was on his
when swallowed by the whale.
this straight from D. L. Pearsall.
booking for the church.
* * *

Business

Opera

is

House

*

added

into booth.

*

improving

at
Earlville.

the

Douglas

X. Y., says
"Dad Parsons, who is booking this house.
Jack Qievly is doing the operating and
splitting fifty-fifty with Exhibitor Parsons.
at

-

'

The Royal at Union. X. Y., is to be enlarged by 100 seats, giving this house a
seating capacity of 420. Leonard R. Xorton, the present owner, stated new equipment will be installed and the interior redecorated,
*

*

*

Ben H. Dettrich, owner

of the Lyric at
Endicott. X. Y.. had real bad luck the
other day. Ben moved a lot of equipment
into a new building where he was preparing
to open another theatre when it took lirefrom a defective flue and the loss was
$3,000. covered by insurance.
* * *

Tony Lally. owner of the Regus at
Binghamton, X. Y., plans to give the nawhen he opens with the

tives a big surprise

'Miracles of the Jungle."

Tony

plans to

open for two days showing the first two
episodes at each performance. A five-piece
orchestra has been installed and the house
redecorated.

*

*

*

The Opera House, owned by H. A. Matthyre

X. Y..

at Deposit.

tensive

repairing.

A

is undergoing exbalcony is being

installed
and the stage
hibitor Matthyre has been

enlarged.
Exhit the last
few weeks due to an infantile paralysis
scare which has kept the children at home.
* * *
\g, -

hard

The

Excelsior King of Delaware Valley
on the job. We refer to W. F. Hornbeck, booker for the Opera House at Hancock, X. Y.
Xothing new or startling to
report from this neck of the woods as the
tourists have all gone home.
is still

*

*

*

When you

have a couple of days off and
don't know what to do to break the monot°?> we suggest an auto trip to Walton.
X. \., from Hancock. If you live to tell
the tale you will find a real showman at the
•

Majestic.

Frank

S.

Medrick

is

the local

JOHN LOWELL

in a dramatic scene from "Ten Nights in
by Blazed Trail Productions, as an Arrow

a Bar Room."
special.

produced
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THE BIGGEST KNOCKOUT
OF ALL!!
BOOK IT NOW FOR ILLINOIS
THE

DEMPSEY CARPENTIER FIGHT
5-REEL

PRODUCTION

TEEMING WITH

ACTION!

THRILLS!!

SUSPENSE!!!

THE TWO FISTIC MONARCHS OF
THE WORLD IN THE GREATEST

STRUGGLE EVER RECORDED

WIRE COLLECT!
LET BILL BARBEE. OF

B

ARBEE'S LOOP THEATRE,
IT'S DOING.

CHICAGO, TELL YOU WHAT

OFFICIAL
W. A.

738

S.

DEMPSEY CARPENTIER PICTURES

ASCHMANN

Wabash Ave.

BEN W. BEADELL

Chicago,

Illinois

(CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Announcing

Large Gathering at
Reelcraft Pre-View
Hart hill Shows "Adventures

A

trade showing on "The Adventures
Tarzan" was given at the Toy theatre
in Milwaukee last Thursday.
The pre-view was under the direction
of Carl Harthill, manager of the Chicago
exchange of Reelcraft which is handling
of

as

well

as

from out

the

in

state,

netted several contracts. The immediate
response on the part of theatre men leads

Manager

Harthill

to

that

believe

the

plav will go big through the
Middle West.
Following the Chicago trade showing a
few weeks ago Mr. Harthill found a
ready market for the production among
theatres here and throughout Illinois.

chapter

Mack Handles Publicity
Irving Mack has charge of the

exploi-

Elmo Lincoln and Louise Lorraine,
being marketed by Weiss Brothers.

is

Rush Armistice Day
Picture from Capital
Saturday Booking

for
More news

reel enterprise.

A print of the International News reel
containing pictures taken during the observation of Armistice Day at Washington, D. C, on Friday, November 11, was
rushed to Chicago last Saturday by airplane for exhibition at the new Chicago
theatre.

International News is distributed by
Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
It has been discovered that Nate Joseph
of the Lincoln theatre on the southside has
been hiding his pet hobby from the gang.
have another "heathery Scot wi' us."
Claims to be one of the most consistent
golfers playing me Jackson Park eighteen.
With the season drawing to a close, we

We

taking "Jock" Alland on for a
can then effect proper handicap
ratings for matches with our top-notchers.
Say Roy Seery, Maynie Schwartz or Tom
suggest

tryout.

We

Greenwood.

John Silha,

the Kewpie-like

manager of

Stadium theatre, has the syringe squad
of the Department of Justice faded to a
Yep, we
whisper on liquid concealment.
saw him consume a handful of pellets the
other day and rush to the water cooler for
a chaser in the Vitagraph exchange, prior
the

to

going into a sales conference.

Beadell end Aschmann Have
Success in Booking
Film
Chicago

Close Four Mattoon
Theatres on Sunday
Blue Law Advocates Win by
Majority of 1,300 at
Recent Election
Mattoon, 111., with its population of
only 13,000 and its four theatres, has
shifted to the side of the blue-law agita-

pentier

& M. Open House

F.

Mattoon has been in the limelight
more or less for the past year. The case
F.

Uran,

trolled the

city,

who

at

against

one time con-

Paramount was

Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America in its campaign
against the producing and distributing
company. The Uran case was aired at
national and local exhibitor meetings
throughout the country.
The blue law victory in Mattoon follows closely the opening of the fourth
theatre there by Fitzpatrick & McElroy.
In addition there are three houses, two
of which are operated by Uran.
used

by

the

May Launch Campaign
Whether

or not the Mattoon exhibitors
launch a campaign for Sunday opening is problematical. It may be that a
screen propaganda campaign will be conducted in the hope that Mattoon voters
will change their views before another
will

same

picture at the

Capacity

"Why

Girls Leave

Home"

Last week saw the culmination of the
last remaining territorial contracts for
the Warner Brothers production, "Why
Girls Leave Home," when H. M. Warner
disposed of the Denver territory, comprising Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, to
L. K. Brin of Seattle, who also has the
Seattle territory.
It is said that the exchanges who were
among the first to close deals for "Why
Girls Leave Home" have been keen to
take on additional territory. J. L. Friedman of Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago, after obtaining the

Chicago district, lost no time in taking
on Kansas City, Indiana and the surrounding territory.

look at the

time.

attendance

the picture opened on

every

day

November

since

9 is re-

ported by the Barbee management. Ben
Beadell and W. A. Aschmann, who are
handling the picture in Illinois, Wisconsin
tic

and Minnesota, are highly enthusiasover the reception of the subject here.
Investigate Case

Payment of a $500 fine last week by
Tex Rickard released the picture for distribution in Illinois.

It is

playing in Chi-

cago under a ruling by Corporation
Counsel Ettelson. Alderman George M.
Maypole has stated that he will ask for
a council investigation of the case as
local censorship ordinance prohibits
exhibition of "an unlawful act" on
screen. Prize fighting is barred in

the
the
the
this

state.

The

fight pictures will have an indefinite run at Barbee's. It also has been
booked for an indefinite run by Carl
Mueller of the Orpheum theatre, Rock
Island, and Dee Robinson of Peoria.

Exploited by Fisher
Exploitation on the picture in Chicago
is being handled by the Master Advertisers.
Joe Fisher and Al Dezel, head
of the company, have effected several tieups. All of the principal stores handling
sporting goods have arranged window
displays. Owing to the legal angle of the
case front page space has been given in
all the dailies.
4

'Why

Girls Leave

Now
on

Dempsey-Car-

One

lobby of Barbee's Loop theatre would indicate that everybody is trying to see the

election.

All Territories Sold

the

pictures.

May

At a municipal election held last week
the Sunday closing advocates were victorious by a majority of more than 1,300.

B.

seeing

is

fight

tors.

of

tation of the picture.
"The Adventures of Tarzan," featuring

Fight Picture Holds
'em Out at Barbee's

staff.

Nets Several Contracts

The Milwaukee showing, attended by
large number of exhibitors from the

city

1

A birth card has been received from
H. B. Frank of Rock Falls, 111. It reads:

the serial in this territory.

a

Arrival of
Alice on Nov.

"Announcing the arrival of Mary Alice
on November 1, 1921. Mr. and Mrs. H.
B. Frank."
Congratulations from the

Tarzan" to Theatre
Men in Milwaukee

of

I

Mary

In

its

Home"

Second Week

The Warner Brothers feature, "Why
Leave Home," which is distributed
in this territory by Celebrated Players
Girls

Film Corporation, is now in its second
at the Orpheum theatre. The production has been drawing capacity attendance.

week

Goetz Leaves for East
C. S. Goetz has resigned as representative for Associated Producers at the local
First National exchange. He returned to

New York

last

week.

Next Friday brings to a close the run
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" at the Randolph theatre. On Saturdav Jones, Linick & Schaefer will put D. W. Griffith's
"Way Down East" on 'heir screen.
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!

By

!

Mac

November

white glasses and the green?
heads
* * *

to Bennif. Beadell and his pal.
Bill Aschmann, to slip Chi the 'big
jolt."
Yes, the gang was over to Barbee's Loop theatre last Wednesday, November 9, with our eyes glued to the
s lver
sheet watching America's fistic
fiadiator maul and massage the ambitious
youth of "sunny" France. He sidesteps
and waltzes for the four rounds which
the camera decidedly shows assisted by
it

is no more."
No ambishould pass this up.
Most fight fans, both feminine and "as
you were" agree that at last an actual
opportunity to save money is within the
reach of all. Shortening a long tale, for
one buck, plus war tax, you can "once
over" a reel half century thrill for the
price previously quoted. At that, fellers,
do not miss it wonderful stuff!

Jack

until "there

tious

exhibitor

*

change, after their extended absence, looks
like old times.
Takes a regular to pull that

—

!

*

W.

*

*

Seymour, district supervisor for
Hodkinson in the Central West, arrived
in the Big City after an extended absence
to sort of assist in the opening of their
new Chicago exchange on the "Rue" betwixt seventh and eighth streets.
F.

*

Lee

*

*

president of the Interstate
Film exchange, informs us that W. W.
Kveritt will
represent
this
company
throughout the countrv territory.
Hf.rz,

*

The most

*

*

method

of paging
the Hodkinson
exchange is to step next door, southern
direction, and after several violent toe
raps upon the wall, in dashes "Scotty"
Greenwood all "het up." with "any of
the chain magnates seeking me?"
*
*
*
effective

Thomas Greenwood

of

—

Dan Vandawalker,

former owner of
Doll-Van exchange, apparently has
forsaken us. Understand the famous advocates of out-door advertising have captured "Van" and he is hitting on all sixes.
We refer to Thos. Cusack Co., leader of
the

'em

all

in

his line.

*

*

desertion of our ranks has
been discerned in the continued absence
of Arthur Lowy, erstwhile proprietor of
the Illinois-Indiana exchange. It is murmured about the "Row" that he has inherited another mark of distinction
we
present "Doctor" Art Lowy, master purveyor of educational and research cine-

—

matic offerings. The "Doctor"

now hangs

the hat and coat in a palatial suite just
a door north of the Blackstone hotel and
his most strenuous effort is to arrange
"set-ins" with America's leading universities at a reasonable rental.
*

One
spotted

of our

the

*

FARRIfS

from California in his big motor
equipage, and that George was leaving
Looks to us as
for li'l ol' Broadway.
Billy was "Scotching it" eastWith gas prices casing downward,
like Billy knew how to nomad eco-

though

*

*

*

seen

delightful smile District Manager
Stern of Universal has been wearing the
past few days. And a reunion did it. Fifteen years ago a fast friendship sprung
up between Stern and a Dr. Piper. For
he past few years they have not seen
each other. But at the Congress hotel
the other day they met again. Dr. Piper
•s doini; specfal work at the Public Health
hospital at T.lth street and Stony Island
*

*

Phhps
at

K.

CLASSIFIED

arrived
C. last

in

AT LIBERTY — Manager;

Wai.lie Atlakd made a quick chance the

this

Conprats ol'
improves your golf, as it
*

*

Abe Teitel, the film renovating genius
of Film Row, tells us he has just completed
renewing copies of the big Fox feature.
"Over the
and "The

also

Hill."

Three

"Way Down

Musketeers"

if

FOR SALE— Creator Pop-Corn and Peanut
Used 6 months.
in first class condition.
Cost $540.00 new and owner will sell for $300.00.
Address Jack Johnston, Manager, Isis Theatre,
Augusta, Kansas.

the

United Artists.
*

Sam Schaffer
was

caught

around
Hotel.

Tom

*

*

WILLEMSEN & CO.

of the Fulco-Schaffer Co.,

Exporters of Film

ago hanging
Taggart's famous French Lick
several

days

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans

Sam

good Samaritan please

PAINTFI,

Our new and modern Studios and Shops will be formally
opened for inspection Nov. 21, 1S21. With the facilities
of this plant we are able to offer you

QUALITY, SERVICE, SATISFACTION
and

Long

man

machine

Fast"

for

comique.

in the highest degree

with all
time lease to experienced
wanted. Victory Theatre, 1924-26
Main street, Bridgeport, Conn.

business

members

SfFNFRY

FOB SALE OR RENT— Theatre

equipment.

were.
*

tea years' newspaper

experience; knows how to increase patronage with
original
advertising ideas;
splendid
record as
owner-manager; also as manager-publicity man of
Address G.
large theatre; gilt-edge references.
T.. 502 Bryan St., Peoria, Illinois.

*

Hopped from his desk with the
Hodkinson exchange across the room to

— trust

Advance.

$1.00

other day.

deab

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per

For a while, the former
lieutenant felt that the Unity Photoplays
were surely giving him a regular homecoming, when he lit from the train, only
to ascertain that Admiral Beatty was a fellow traveler on the same train.
*

Young Herz

leave.

"Cal"
affiliated with
Louis exchange,

2.

*

*

Illinois.

back

Wednesday. Nov.

*

has been hiding from, us the past few
months, having just completed an extensive
trip through Europe.
Tells us France is
peddling the grape for sixty cents a quart
and the Rhincland slips you almost a half
gallon of the amber in exchange for a
stamp, said to be worth nearly two and a
half cents. What liberty loving country to

*

"Shave-tail" R. Thornton
from the big doings

assigned to the

will be assigned to city sales.

seen alnnsr the Row
this week. Many of the "wise aces" thought
him a brother to McCormick of opera fame.
Fellows and exhibitors, greet
All wrong!
William P. Callahan, newly appointed
sales representative for the local Vitagraph

the Famous Players. St.
for the past three years.
* * *

is

have been added to
Cress Smith's local United Artists sales
organization. Hy Smith (no relation) will
invade the country trade and Eddie Herz

is

exchange to travel northern
is no stranger, having been

*

Two new members

avenue.
*

*

United Artists Exchange in charge
of publicity and advertising in behalf of the
big Fairbanks feature, "The Three Musketeers," is having some strolls.
From Detroit to Waterloo, Iowa, thence Hammond,
Ind.. is just one.
Might try an aeroplane
and stretch a point.

that

Another new face

*

local

*

Have you

*

Pat Campbell, who

looks
nomically.

claims he installed a pair of
Powers projecting machines for the big
showing of "Way Down East." Will some

*

eagle-eyed staff
screen

inimitable

*

the Pathe sales organization.

*

Another

stuff.

M. Whitmoyer, who has been hibernating up in Minneapolis, is back again with
Manager Sid Goldman of the local F. B.
Warren exchange.
Must be those cold
northern winters, eh "Whit"?

r'ved

Reunions bring smiles.

over our

With Bennie Fdelman and Charley
Miller once more with the Universal ex-

Billy West, and brother Georc.e hovering
.-.bout the Terrace Gardens other night.
We v. ere informed that Billy had just ar-

ward.

It's

j

"comeback"

Leave

26, 1921

at a

MOST NOMINAL PRICE

tell

Sam why

Office and Laboratory, 416 Chartres Si,

Cable Address: Willemfilm

the

SPECIAL INVITATION and OFFER
To all buyers who visit our plant during the week of Nov.
Just call at our main
21, a sperial discount will be given.
office, 177 No. State St. (opposite State-Lake theatre) and
our auto will take you to the new plant which is located
at West Van Buren St. and Kedzie Ave.

THE FABRIC
Main

Phone Randolph

STUDIOS, INC.

Rooms, 177 No. State
1842

Office and Display

EASY PAYMENTS

St.

Opposite Slate-Lake Theatre

CHICAGO

RENTALS

.

November
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on attractions sold him

"Shooting Square"
Brings Promotion
Recently in these columns
nounced the promotion of L.

was

anAlex-

W.

ander to manager of the short subject

department

a t
h e local Universal exchange.
That exhibitors
in this territory

company

—

praise
izes
self.

when work

is

well done, and real-

he sometimes makes mistakes himLittle wonder he is making such

splendid progress."

may know more

Schenectady Strand
To Open This Month

Herald has
asked

friend

a

of the new manager to write an
appreciation.
It

follows:

the

"Upon

com pletion
his school

o

f

work,

Mr. Alexander entered the service of
Marshall Field & Co., where he remained
for a term of three years as their South
Michigan representative, and where he
doubtless learned much of the 'square
deal in business' ideas which have con-

toward the building of the good
and confidence of the exhibitors he

tributed

now

the

t

about the "man
in
charge" the

will

if

he served continued to serve the account.
"Alexander is a man who never nags
his co-laborers, never humiliates them,
never treats them like they belonged to
the kindergarten class is not afraid to

enjoys.

"Complete mastery of all details of exchange work, he knew his job, his men,
the product he was selling, how to work,
the job of the man ahead of him, how to
get others to work, and that his own job
was good just so long as he made good.
"While getting at all times what he
felt the product was worth, he has never
lost sight of the fact that to hold the
business he was building he must hold
the good will of his accounts, well
ing that the exhibitor must make

Former Palace Theatre Shows
Complete Transformation
Throughout
The new Strand theatre, formerly the
Palace, will be reopened in Schenectady,
Y., it is expected, about the middle
A complete transformaof this month.
tion has been wrought and few if any of
the characteristics of the former theatre
remain.
The theatre has been deepened twenty
feet and the ceiling has been raised ten
feet; there has been put in a mezzanine
N.

floor

which

is

reached by winding

stair-

ways at either side of the auditorium, as
you enter from the lobby, and in the
middle of this floor is a well, surrounded
by a handsome balustrade, which gives a
view of the auditorium below. This well,
or opening, is about twenty by thirty
feet across.

Seats 1,500 Persons

know-

There is a balcony which is reached
by an inclined floor leading up from the
mezzanine floor, which extends toward
the stage and backward above the mez-

money

zanine

floor.

The enlargement

of

both

79

floors will give a total seating capacity
of about 1,500.
With a modern ventilating system,
modern lighting facilities, and lighting
effects, and with a new and adequate
heating plant installed, the theatre will
be equipped in a manner that will appeal
to every one.
These are the principal architectural
changes that have been made in the interior, but the wonderful transformation
is mainly due to the interior decorations
and fittings and seats. In the first place
the lobby, which is the first to strike the
eye, will be all marble and mirrors and
the lobby fixtures will be in Colonial

prism

effects.

Auditorium Walls Paneled
In the auditorium the walls, which are
of beautiful ornamental plaster work, will
be paneled with golden brown velour with

heavy blue draperies.
The auditorium proper

will

seat

Little

the

seats

being

capacity 1,497.
One noticeable feature is the perfect
arrangement of the seats and the absence
of any posts or pillars, an unobstructed
view of the stage or the screen being obtained from any seat in the house.

This one gets a laugh in the Fox News
week: "Lady- Do you sell invisible
hair nets.
Clerk Yes, ma'am. Lady
Let's see them."

—

this

—

Orphan

Wl

EM GORMAN
(D.

W.

Griffith Says:

Five reels of tears and laughter

THE GREATEST CHILD IN PICTURES)

made unusually realistic by the superb acting of a child

Release Date
Following a Successful

Illinois

— November

Week

at a

28

Prominent Loop Theatre

and Indiana

Booked by
Interstate Film Service, 732

940

comfortable
chairs,
upholstered in blue and gray
leather.
In the front part of the balcony
there will be 135 silver wicker chairs,
heavily upholstered and covered with
cretonne to harmonize with the general
color scheme.
In addition to these
chairs the back portion of the balcony
will contain 42:3 seats upholstered in blue
and gray, thus making the total seating
persons,

....Announcing....

The

—

S.Wabash Ave., Chicago

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
—
—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Stale Rights Productions

From the West, 6ve reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,
Holmes.
Quick Action,

Shows

Sally

five

Helen

reels,

five reels, with William
Way, five reels, Mary

Russell.

Miles Mis-

the

ter.

The Moonshine Menace,

five reels, with Helen
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.

The Marriage Bargain,

five

Mary

reels,

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,
Helen Holmes.
Silent Shelby, five reels, with Frank Borzage.

ARROW FILM
The

Way Women

Love,

CORP.

five reels,

with Rubye

De

Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White
Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Tame

Man Who

Man

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire
Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.

A

Yankee Go Getter, 5 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 5 reels, Neva Gerber.

Aug. 21
Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five
reels.

—

Sept. 4 The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson).
six reels.
Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), six reels.
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 18
The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Sept. 26
Prod.), nine reels
2
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct.
2
Oct.
Cappy Ricks, 6 reels.
(Thomas Meig-

—
—
—

—
—

ham).
Oct. 9

—The Great

Melford

Prod.)

SO— After the Show,
reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)
Oct. 80
Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.

Oct.

rar.

The Devil,

six

Arliss.
reefs, with

Anna

Q.

Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Girl, five reels,
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

uly 10

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

FILM MARKET,
The House Without

INC.

with Art Staunton and

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too
Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Much

son.

FILM SALES

six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Talmadge

five

(Norma

reel

re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE
The Heart

H.

INC.

five reels.

five reels,

From

Girl

the

in

Walsh production.

five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and

Hampton

of

with

reels,

five

—

Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. It—The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
reels.

Conn.

six

reels

(Marshall

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Be&actt
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

H. I.M'E

PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hnghes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

reels.

PARKER READ,
Woman,
to

The

(Douglas

seven

reels

in

King Arthur's Court,

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

One, six

reels,

reels,

Louise

with

with Hobart Bos-

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.
Doll, five reels, with

Monte

Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

ten reels.

six reels.
six reels

Scuttlers,

reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Ridin'

Romeo,

five reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels
The Night Horseman, five reels.
Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
five

reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart, five reels.
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five reels.
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law,

five reels.

BUCK JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.
Bar Nothin', five reels.

Riding with Death.

CENTURY BRAND

20TII

Get Your Man (Buck Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels
Hiclrville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

five reels

Will Do (Walker-Mnrphy). five reels
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels
(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line.( Maurice Flynn).
(Murphy-Walker).
The Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

What Love
Little

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
Nest, eight reels.

The Old

W. W.

HODKINSON CORP.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

INC.

The U P. Trail, six reels.
The Man of the Forest, six reels.
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners,
J.

six reels.

PARKER READ,

All

Star.

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.

Bedford.

The Foolish Matrons,

six reels.

eight

reels.

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reel
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

worth.
Love, six reels, with Lonise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Broken

Yankee

reels.

Singing River,
Placer,

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

The Last
Canaan,

A

Thunderclap, seven
Shame, 8.200 feet

Constance Tal-

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

five

A

PEARL WHITE SERIES

Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart,

The Leopard
Glaum.

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

— Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 — The Conquest of

FOX SPECIALS
the Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.

six

eight reels, R. A.

A Thousand

Paris,

(Thomas Meighan.)

The

J.

Young.

Hart.
Aug. 14

with

six reels. Holubar- Phillips.
with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

reels,

Jim the Penman,

reels.

Over

Homespun

EQUITY PICTURES
ball

The Oath,

five

all-star east.

DIST.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Drag Harlan,

reels,

six reels.
reels.

Man-Woman-Marriage,

The Passion Flower,

Lying

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Straight

Youth's Desire,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

The Supreme Passion,
The NeVr-do-Well. six

THOMAS

DAVIS

of the North, six reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Hush,

INC.
seven

with

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES

madge.

The Wolverine,

The Victim,

Children,

reels,

FORWARD FILM

Footfalls, eight reels.

Richard Travers.

Bob

Josie Sedgwick.

C. B. C.

Dangerous Toys, seven

Perjury. 7,400 feet.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

five

five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cast.
House, five reels, with all-

the

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

Virgin, six reels.

Lessons in Love,
madge.

INC.

—The Butterfly
— Women
Who Wait,
17—They Shall Pay.
11 — Home-Keeping Hearts,
18— The Family Closet,
25— Discontented Wives,

June 12

Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

madge.

George

six reels, with

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGEI
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessi*
Love

—

Scrap Iron,

FROTHINGHAM

Raise, five reels.

star cast

FIRST NATIONAL

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

J. L.

The Ten Dollar

—

The Married

Ben Turptn.

Idol, six reels, with
reels.

five

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

Prod.)

Oct. lO^Three Word Brand, seven reels.
(William S. Hart.)
Oct. 23
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

What Women Will Do,

Impersonation, 7 reels, (George

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town
Home Talent,

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

November
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DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

FILM

DIAL.

GEORGE

ENC.

six reeli, with Dorii

Kenyon.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

son Burt.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
with Sheldon Lewis.

Silent Barrier, six reels

The

ROBERT BRUS'TOS PRODUCTIONS
Green

The

Flame,

with

reels,

five

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six
The Heart Line, six

The Power

Kerrigan

ren

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
J.

Dowling.

Within,

six

PIONEER FILM CORP.
A Man

There was. six reels, Victor Seastrom.
the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Adventurer, 5 reels. William FairWestern
A

The Broken Gate, seven

Millionaire for a Day, Arthur
In Society. Edith Roberts.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

with Bessie BarnJ-

_

.

The Breaking Point,

six

Mar. 15

—God's

HUGO BALL IN PRODUCTIONS

Such a

reels.

five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

INC.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
with Viola
Aug.
— Life's Darn Funny, six
reels,

Dana.

Game,
——ABigTrip Paradise,

6

Sept.

to
Lytell.

1»—The Match

Oct.

3

Oct.

Oct.

six

—
with Alice Lake.
31 — Ladyfingers, six
U—There

with

reels,

six

Gareth

reels,

Revell,

six

reels,

(Gasnier Prod.)
Nobodv's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

If Women Only Knew, six
Beach of Dreams, five reals,

reels.

with Bert Lytell.
Villains, six reels, with

.
,r
t
rGasnier
(L J.
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
Prod.)
.
.
FredPauline
with
reels,
six
Lash,
the
of
Sting

___

.

reels,

reels,

A

Billions, six reels,
CamiHe, six reels,

reels,

with Nazimova.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

STUART BLACK TON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

JESSE

D.

reels,

reels,

with Bruce

Mahlon Hamil-

ton.
reels,

with

Blanche

Sweet.

LEWIS

J.

INC.

E.
to

You,

reels,

five

stunt

reels,

with

five

novelty.

reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

six

The Last Door,
Is Life Worth

BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
six reels,

with Fritzi Brunette

reela

FERRET PICTURES.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac five reels.

INC.

special

Dorothy

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamond? Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In,

six

reels.
reels.

five

The Whisper Market, five reelv
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

five reels.

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five
No Defense, five reels.

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tosa
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather
ine Calvert
The Son of Wallingiord, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

Dead Men

WARNER PICTURES

in the Case.

Why

Girls
Nilsson.

five

reels.

reels.

Juanita Hansen.

Leave Home, seven

Parted Curtains, six

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
After Midnight.

with

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

Jungle Princess, seven

OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A

The Prey,

Living.

Clay Dollars.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fiehter. five reels.

with

reels,
reels,

VITAGRAPH

five reels.

Divorce of Convenience,

six

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Three Sevens,
Billy

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

From Nowhere,

seven

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels
Miracle ot Manhattan, five reels.
Girl

Key.

Woman,

Outside the Law. six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, -even reels, with Priscilla Dean
seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

The Rainbow,

ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMEHSTEIN STAR SERIES

The Chicken

B. Warner.

The Devi] to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

&

to Every
Phillips.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web. five reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
five

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

ROBT.

S.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass. two
It

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Her Unwilling Husband,

Simp-

Muriel Ostrichc

six reels, with

The Shadow,

The

Bmce Gordon

with

Half a Chance, seven reels, with

reels, Russell

SALIENT FILMS,

INC.

Children, five reels, Elsie Albert._
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

Pass

Once

The Single Track, five reels.
Received Payment, five reels.

son.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

Devil's

Moral Fibre,

Shadows of Conscience, seven

with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

Welcome

J.

Gibson

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS

NAZIMOTA PRODUCTIONS
Midame Peacock, seven

with Helen

Decision, five reels,

Girl's

and Ed Coxen.

six reels,

Marie Prevost.

five reels,

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

RAINBOW FILM CORP.

six reels, special.

Pont.

cast

Lucky Carson,

The Foolish Age. five reels. Dons May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

Viola Dana.

—The
The Conquering Power,
Gareth Hughes.
Hunch, six
—
Alice
Dec. 12 — The Hole in the Wall, six
Lake.
LytelL
Bert
26
Rich,
Dec — The Idle

Nov. 21
Nov. 23

with Marie Prevost.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The
-

special cast-

Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Ki-met. nine reels, with Otis Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with 5«
a
ak
(Walsh-Fielding
Sh?rS of' "Society, six reels.

A

reels,

No Woman Knows,

six reels.

erick.

reels,

Are No

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES
Good Women,

P rod-)

—

Not.

Allison.

six reels, with Bert

Breaker,

Viola Dana.
Garments of Truth,
Hughes.
The Infamous Miss

17

May

with

five reels,

May

five

reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels. Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim. five reels, Frank Mayo.
Princess Virtue, five reels, Marie Prevost.

Board,

Everything for

Handicap, tix reel horse race feature.
Whea Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

1

five reels, Constance Binney.
five reels. Mary Miles Minter.
McAvoy.
Sale, five reels,

Follies,

Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

.

Her Winning Wav.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

five reels, with
five reels,

Sept

Mary

Heart

Room and

reels.

Woman,

Aug. IS

with

A

VICTOR KREMER,
the

Moonlight

to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak. five reels, with \\ anda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels

A

KINETO COMPANY

Am

.

five reels,

Cannes

with

reels,

Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du
Go Straight, five reels. Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels. Gladys Walton.

Constance

with

Miles Minter.

The Amazing Lovers,

The Stampede,

reels,

five

Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

Business, five reels.

The Four Seasons, four

Queen,

five

The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberta.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.

Little

Daughter of the Law,
Myers.

Taylor production
Wm. D. Taylor pro

six reels, a
reels, a

STAR PRODUCTIONS

of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman,

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

The Land

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Woman's

A

SPECIAL FEATURES
duction.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Wivea.

REALART PICTURES

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanka.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Lit-.:: L:ri Fa-- :ler: y, :cn r«*.s. Mary P.cifoH.

Gold, five reels.

1— Reckless

Mir.
Star Cast.

six reels, with All

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

SPECIAL FEATURE

.

cale

The Other Woman,

ford.

INC.

NEAL HART SERIES

reels,

eale.

I

—
—
—

The Mark of Zoito. eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. II The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Dream Street, ten reels.
Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pick-

Guy Empey.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansf.c'.d.

».

Griffith production.

Stark.

A

Wings

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
5— The Love
Flower, seven reels. D
W
Dec. 4

PRODUCTIONS
V.
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
The Face of the World. Barbara Bedford and Edward Heara.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

reels, state right ieature.
five reels, state right feature.

five

Gamble,

Sept

Madge Kennedy.

Ca.-eful.

His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast

L.

Girls Don't

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

The Forgotten Woman. Pauline

WILLAT

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

N.
Women,

Fickle

banks.

IRVIN

Home

(Achievement

reels.

D.

Oh! Mary Be

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS

J.

A

Beyond

Colonel, six reels, with Joseph

The Kentuckv

Am

Beck

Films.)

Kerrigan.

The Honse of Whispers, with J. Kairen Kerrigan
The Coast of Opportunity, five reel*, with J. War-

reels.

of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Wtlliaa
Favershar-.
Red Foam six reels, a Ralph Ince Special
Who
I? (All Star Cast.)
Conceit.
(All Star Cast.)
Man's
(All Star Cast.)

INC.

special cast
(Arthur F.

reels,

The Road

B. Seita

Prod.)

Warren

J.

with Geo

six reels,

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

81

reels,

Henry

reels,

Anna

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES

CORP.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene 8»y.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Allene Ray.

Q.
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November

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

SHORT SUBJECTS

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reels.

tifu),

Think About.

Nothing

to

Take

Easy.

It

two

reel

METRO
NEIGHBORS,

COMEDIES
(

one

PATHE EXCHANGE.

DO,

ROLIN

with Harold Lloyd.

Lloyd.

reels.

It.

reels

JIM

TOONERVTLLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

two

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels

Town

Say

it

reela.

two

with Flowers.

The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.

One Moment

Please.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

reel.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
Alt ROW — Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).

reels

.11

FOX— Fantomaa; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracle* of Jungle.
PATHE—The Sky Hanger (Geo.

PICTURES

on.

two

svery
reels.

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

two

bi-

reels,

monthly.

two

ALLEN SERIES,

one

INC.
reels

C. B.

PRICE

DRAMAS,

aad

UNVERSAL— Winnen of the West (Art Acord).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH— The Purple Riders (Joe Ryu and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Dunsaa
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antonls

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

reel.

NEWS REELS

reel*.

CO.

featuring

Seits

PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Ann (Ruth Roland
NATIONAL EXCHANGES-The Great Reward.
SELZNICK— 1 he Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Accra).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).

Moreno)

reel.

PIONEER

two

B.

June Caprice).

Mona

Dark-

feather, one reel.

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs
days) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) si
Pathe Exchange.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

reela.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

Stuff.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

reel.

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at

Select ex

changes.

,s»

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

A

M

O. B. C.

INDIAN

reel.

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

The Jockey.

Small

two

*

FEDERATED FILM

The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

reels

—

NICK CARTER SERIES, two

reels.

one

of the Day.

SERIALS

1»

PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER K EATON",

Pictographs

PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE— Aesop's Fables Cartoons, two- thirds
PION HER— Luke MeLuke's Film Osophy
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature

reela

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

MAJ. JACK

Magazine, on.

snapshots.

GREIVER— Greiver Educationala.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats,
KINETO— Urban Popular Uaaaics.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reela.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.

reels.

in high diving.

GOLDWYN— Goldwyo-Bray

PATHE

reels.

reel.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*
S. A E. ENTERPRISES
Cowboy Jazz, two

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Shoulder Anns, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

Vod-s

(weekly).

PATHE— Topics

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
Life,
three reels.
A Dog's
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

—
THE

reel

other week, two reela.

reels.

reel.

Un«inai

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA9KY

u.

of Self Defense.

FEDERATED— Screen

ARROW FILM

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES. twu
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES

two

Annette Kellerman

DRAMAS

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

one

The Manly Art

Clean and dry.

FILM SALES CO.

Class,

\ It

snapshots, one

.-,

Movies.

Golf, slow motion.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

reels.

1'KtonaJs, one reel

SALES— Screen

COMMONWEALTH— Spannth s Jin jmilui_

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

W

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two

AKKOW — Sport
Vil

reela.

two

Scenl*

Review, one

issued weekly.

C. B. C.

The Blizzard
The Tourist
The Riot.
The Applicant.

reel
reel

Nick-of-Time Hero, two reels.
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

six

one

Burrud

MISCELLANEOUS
Mai

The Bakery.
The Fall Guy
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

CAMPBELL COMEDIES

The Kid,
The Idle

two

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.

two

reel

reels

with

PICTURES— Sunset

Stories.

VITA GRAPH

one
one

ens

Scenics,

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— Kineto

INC.

reela,

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

reel*.

Torchy'a Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

A

two

SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL,

Saving Sister Susie.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Johnson Series, oo«

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reels.

Pure and Simple.

two

5ceo.es, one reel.

reel.

COMMONWEALTH —

STAR COMEDIES,

A

MERMAID COMEDIES,

— Kccicratt

ROBERTSON -COLE— Martin

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
Pair of Sexes.

The

Kfc.fc.LLK A FT

reels

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

two reelt

two

(every week).
Fair Time.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,

In for Life

rORCHY COMEDIES,

reel

Holmes Travel Pictures

Rural Java.
Santc Fc— the City Different.

reel

Roberta.

Snooky'a Wild Oata.
Snooky'a Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Freah Heir.

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.

reel

Seville in

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

one

one

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two

reti.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

two

one reel (every rw«

EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one

reel.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

RF.F.I.F.RS.

oat

Sceoica,

At the Wailing Wall.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

JOY COMEDIES.
O. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

TWO

Outing

(every week).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
AYWON FILM CORP.

Bruce Sceniea Best)

C.

(every two weeks).

weeks).
Buster

reels

ITION IX BXCH \ RGBS
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

two

N

reel.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

Buster Keaton.

reels.

Keaton.

AHIIOW FILM our
BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
M1RTHQUAKES, Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT,

two

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

26, 1921

reels.

SELZNICK PICTURE9
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reel.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reels.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reela.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THfc. uUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Sana.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

iciency Cutting

n

Y1II
Alll, M
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the:

the:

vopldit bejt- loved actpe ss in
dejt- loved jtopy or a tamoult

WDJTED.; MISS PICKFOP.D1T GPEATEJT
PHOTOPLAY IN WHICH J*HE DOEJ* HEP
GPEATEJT WOP.K IN A DUAL POLE

from
F&ANCEV WODGJ-ON DUPNETTjT

Jam oils story
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPHY BY CUARLES ROSUER
DIRECTION BY JACK PICKPORD AND
ALFRED E. GREETN

UNITED ARTIJTf CORPORATION
CUADLIE CUADLIN
DOUGLAJ" TAIR.DANKJ" D. V/ GRIFTITU

MARY DICKrORD

UIQAM AQRAM-f

PREXIDCNT

EXHIBITORS HERALT
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William Fox present
another of the special
super-productions vnow
ready for release-

30TFALLS
from the story by
Wilbur Daniel Steele
Staged by

Charles J. Brabin
A worthy addition to
this list of specials-*

OVER THE

HILL

A VIRGIN
PARADISE

A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN KING ARTHURS COURT

THUNDERCLAP
SHAME
PERJURY
ZANE GREY'S

the LAST TRAIL
QUEEN OF SHEBA

A picture
absolutely

with an

new

idea

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

3,

READ WHAT NEW YORK
CRITICS SAY OF - - >

FOOTFALLS
Footfalls

is

remarkable

not only for the excellent acting of lyrone Power,

but because it is unlike
anything ever screened
Mw rorkMaii
before - -

William Fox
has presented another
Footfalls

Stirling
°

cinedrama -

Footfalls"

XewYorla World

has a spicK,,

span new idea! -

<-

MY. American

Direct from

Broadway
Run at the Park Theatre
its

7

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Playgoers Pictures

Presents-"

Across The Divide
'ith

Rosemary Th EBY AND Rex Ballard
RODUCED

G.&

J.

By

Photoplay Company

Distributed By Playgoers Pictures
through

.1 • I

-

Foreign RepT»*eni*ttv*

Exchange
Pto^oen

for

Picture*

Sidney Garrett

A

A

J,

"Across the Divide"
the action;

which

it

is

there a thousand ways.

has the heart interest;

inspires

you

to applause

it

It

has

has the sympathy

when

the big

moment

There is no story so gripping as the dramatic
stand of "underdog" who conquers in physical combat.
arrives.

Search over the array of today's features.
Size them
up. for adaptability to your use, audience appeal and
genuine satisfaction.
You will find that this absorbing

and romance has
requirements demanded by your box office.

story of courage, self-sacrifice

Book "Across

the Divide" Today.

all

the

—

!

W/l

Adventure and Romance!
This

IMAGINE

five reel feature

the action

when

the mut-

tered threats of a fearless mountain

has caught them both
intense

hates,

ular fights

strong

magnificent

clan takes form against a lone Govern-

enacted

ment Ranger sent to
the mountain called

ground of rugged mountains.

patrol their lands,
Little

Smoky.
Its

Imagine the romance between

Anne,

wild-rose daughter of the clan, and the

A romance

Ranger.

coming of
lass,

and

clouded

a strangely beautiful

glorified

the mountain maid

by the

by

the

gypsy

"Anne

of Little

against

a

includes Winifred

exquisitely charming

in

the

back-

Westover,
title

role;

Joe King as the two-fisted Government
Man; Dolores Casinelli as the flaming
gypsy beauty and Frank Sheridan as
the hard-fighting mountaineer.

sacrifices of

when she

discovers

Here

is

a

perfect audience picture

big in every sense of the word.

her lover's danger.
In brief,

cast

spectac-

loves,

and suspenseful situations

Smoky"

is

a

rousing and romantic out-dooi story of

an
is
It
program.

admirable offering

on,

any

E X

10

H

f

HITORS HERALD
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Beautiful

and
Appealing

mime
*

THE LURE OF JADE

"The Lure of Jade" in climax on climax, unfolds a
story of deepest love, violent hate and spiritual sacrifice.
In the difficult role of Sara, a woman whom sorrow and
tragedy at first make bitter and unrelenting, but whose
greatness of soul eventually conquers, Pauline Frederick
stands resplendent.

"

A visionary creature of the author's imagination, Sara
steps forth a living, vibrant woman who will remain as
deathless as "Camillc," as matchless as "Carmen."
of R-C ideals, an R-C 'picture
long in your memory, you are invited to see
Pauline Frederick in "The Lure of Jade."

As a further example

".hat will live

Directed by

COLIN CAMPBELL

Producedby
R-Z PICTURES

3,

1921

"

" 'The Light in the Clearing'

upon many things
and mostly upon those
which, above all others,

shone

have impassioned

and

perpetuated the spirit of

America.
Irving Bacheller.

With

a hand inspired by the spirit
of Irving Bacheller's wonderful story, T. Hayes Hunter has adapted it
to the screen --a living, throbbing
portrayal of human life, so tense,

go into the
records of this industry as one of
the greatest productions ever made.
so gripping that

it

will

^
HODKINSON PICTURES ARE

NOW

GEO, HACfTTHOPNc

DISTRIBUTED THRU HODKINSON BRANCH EXCHANdS

*

One

of the finest short reel
'

II

Productions Adade "
TRIART

PRODUCTIONS
presents

featuring

MARY ASTOR
Dramatic Director"

Herbert BlacHe'
-A.-rt

Director-

Lejaren a Hitler

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

V.TLUAM M.VCKSirOBllG>-

Beggar Maid such a success Manager
Hyman, books next Three of Series
lodkinson Pictures Are

Now Distributed Through Hodkinson Brancn Exchanges

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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THAT

Next

December

STORY

The new

PALMER STORY SERF ICE

b ri?i gs

it

to

your studio door

TjMMTORS

and Directors: The system, the plan of which
you have dreamed, for which you have fondly wished but
imagined too vague, Utopian, has been perfected by the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation.
Daily summarization of the entire literThe Palmer Story Service has made it
ary market is possible.
possible and offers it to you.

Long recognized

as the world's

largest clearing house for

material,

Palmer

the

photoplay

corporation

former remarkable records.
It has revolutionized
literary market methods by inauguhas eclipsed

all

its

rating a story service of vast scope

and

whose value to
and read-

effectiveness

scenario editors, directors
ing staffs

is

material, culled from
weekly and monthly magazines
published in America; new novels
and plays, are delivered daily to the
studios in synopsis form along with
all worthy originals handled by the
Palmer Sales Department. Think
The entire market before you
of it!
daily, ready to be scrutinized at a

Screen* able

all

glance.

inestimable.

Centuries of Literature Covered
Besides

synopsizing all current
literature, a staff of 20 expert readers
is synopsizing and commenting upon
all the novels, short stories and
plays written

by recognized

literary

artists in the past several centuries.

Another
in

engaged daily
typing, mimeographing and mailstaff of 15

Instantaneous
possible

service

by the new

is

plan.

made
When a

story especially suited to the needs
of

any

particular

studio

covered, the studio editor

is
is

distele-

is

phoned and the story rushed to him

by

ing the synopses.

For particulars write

to the

special messenger.

Palmer Story Service

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
124

W. 4th

Street

Los Angeles, California

3,

1921

THE HABIT
MAKES THE

OF SUCCESS

—

~"

-

STAR SERIES
The

ExMoft

Bid;'

Opportunity

to 'Build Ste^cjx i\tr on^.^o
NEXT OFFERING^

"II

WAT OF A MAID'

SCENARIO ETr LTW1S AIAES
DiRTCTED BY W. P. S EAB^K

BROT-KE

.

THE

TEARS MERRIEST STORY

14

I

X

.

II

I
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J
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M~m<&&^~~
Vine rtou

l—it««»M

On*
it

*

h»P py
1
° l the
The
„.

dlfttf '

» ion

"j

c t>on

*

i»

»ent »« d

"""I
'

"Has
It

"Should be given a big league rating. Looks
like a three-base hit and should grab first
money in any town. There is no reason why
it shouldn't be given a Broadway premiere;
with clever presentation and some exploitation will probably

romp home

is

,

conU'« s

.he dt»«-»

"L^

theatres-"

w eh
,

ne
V»»

-

tV ,dent

^Jucto'V

c onscte«

,ce **

rTfWl

*e

"The
come

a genuine state rights success.
a western background, rather

usual stock situation which the 'Movie' patron has.
to expect in all photoplays dominated 'western*
are noticeable in their absence.
The blizzard scenes
are so realistic that the spectator's imagination will give
him a shiver or two."
PICTURE WORLD.

MOVING

MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

~John P. McCarthy

and
"It

is

»«°

*" "
prof-

than a western of the 'Shoot 'em up' variety. The
suspense interest and constant action make it a moving
melodrama which should be enjoyed in all classes of

a winner".

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

and
*edd.n«

the marks of
melodrama with

all

a

a

,

ending-

\.

is

^ot *j

(

^

a purposeful, ardent offering.

An interesting,

well di-

rected photoplay and never was there better photography."

VIRGINIA DALE, CHICAGO DAILY JOURNAL.

in the dual role of author

director, has given Russell

picture that

is

Productions a

worthy of play dates in the

better

theatres of the country.

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

RUSSELL
PRODUCTIONS
HARTFORD
BUILDING

CHICAGO

SHADOWS W
An American Classic, Featuring Russell Simpson

CONSCIENCE

Princess

Directed

From

KICK

IN

the play

EACW

bvj

Walter Ejdwards

by Cyril Harcourt

TOOT

You've Asked For

It

— Here

Adolph. ZuKop

It Is!

presents

Thomas

MEIGHAN
in

^

cA PrinceThcreWas
4i/~^ IVE us more pictures

like

All right, here's one.
interest, in wholesomeness.

'The Prince Chap!' " you've
Like

it

in heart appeal, in

With a
Different in plot, in situation, in character.
with a thrill for the nerves and a tingle for the heart.
After you've

shown

"Give us more

it

like 'A

punch

said.

warm human
all

its

own

you'll say:

Prince There Was!' "

Based on the play by George M. Cohan and the novel "Enchanted
Hearts," by Darragh Aldrich. Scenario by Waldemar Young. Directed
by Tom Forman. Cast includes Mildred Harris.

(X Cparamount Q>icture

December

3,

EXH.IBITORS HERALD
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A
A

Great
Great
Jack Holt's

who

17

New

Play

Big
star

first

represents

Star in

that

all

A

picture!
is

best in

!

star

Amer-

A

ican manhood.
star who's had the
public with him from the moment they

saw him

Jesse

first.

L Lishy presents

-JACK,-

a
Cparamount

HOLT

The Call sf^Norttt
The

play that made the
Far North famous!

Cpicture
Based on

the novel, "ConHouse" by Stewart
Ed-ward White, and the

juror's

play by George Broadhurst.
Scenario by John Cunningham. Directed by Joseph
Henabery.

m

A

hit in the book, a hit on the stage.
The play
that a hundred writers tried to imitate and
couldn't. The play whose every scene has a thrill
for every man, woman and child in the country.

—

fr1

FAMOUS PLMFR* L\»M f ORFORATIOS E

Importance
V>/pposite

is

an exact reproduction

of a full-page advertisement

which
in

appear shortly
the Saturday Evening Post.

1 he

will

circulation

is

2.108,923

being variously estimated that

it

8,000,000. to 10,000,000 people

read every issue.

the history of the motion picture industry

in

that a feature production

on the independent market
has been advertised in
The Saturday Evening Post

sold

It

is

the forerunner

of a national publicity campaign

destined to

make

Charles (Chic) Sale

known

W
is

to every motion picture fan

e believe an artist like

Mr. Sale

needed on the screen

We know he will further our aims
for clean

and wholesome pictures

ALEXANDER BEY FUSS

!

I

To Every Exhibitor
'HIS

NIBS"

believes

in advertising

THE SATURDAY

nal Pictures Corporation
Company, Inc.
Patterson-Andress
by the

Excej..

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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COMEDIES
in one short month have be
come truly
in popularity^ m

NATIONAL

National Comedies are national in popularity.

—

Take one exchange Myriad Pictures Corp., of 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.
This exchange already has
"Wanted a Girl," the first National Comedy, booked solid

—

for the

next six weeks.

National Comedies feature John Junior and

Edna Shipman.

National Comedies are produced by Sun Productions.

National Comedies are directed by Tefft Johnson.

The next National Comedy
It

more than

lence of

lives

"Wanted

up

is

"A

Million

to the promise implied

—a Girl."

Book every National Comedy and cash
box

Book

Nearest Exchange

President

Eaiu. H. Hopkins
(Treasurer

in

by the

excel-

on laughs at the

office.

Now at Your

Walter L. Johnson

— More or Less."

Albany-

Buffalo

Dallas

Atlanta
Baltimore

Chicago

Denver

Cincinnati

Detroit

Boston

Cleveland

Kansas City

"NATIONAl
NT

December

3,
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HOTION PICTURE PRODUCING COMPANY OF AMERICA
PRESENTS

A stupendous
action drama
featuring lovely
^

HEDDa nova
directed by

Paul Hurst

"Jadowsof the West" is a powerful Western feature.
er;rtainment value is already proven.

Its

"Shadows of the West" has played
engagement of a week at Clune's Auditorium
two weeks at the Garrick theatre.

IrLos Angeles alone,
a _iccessful
ar

It as

packed these two enormous theatres.

It will

fill

your

thitre.

Pisating with
thrills,
suspense and action, "Shadows
of he West" abounds in gripping situations and startling
cliaxes which make this production a superlative boxof e attraction.

''Jadows of the West" is enacted by a distinguished cast
inuding Hedda Nova and Lieut. Pat O'Brien.

Btk "Shadows of the West'" and cash in on

thrills

at the

be office.

kittle

Rock

New Haven
New York

Angeles
Milwaukee

Oklahoma

Minneapolis

Philadelphia

.os

City-

Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City

Seattle

St. John. N. B.
Winnipeg. Man.

Toronto
Montreal

Vancouver. B. C.

San Francisco

EXCHANGES

Calgary, Alta.

HunterBennett
CVjcc - (president

General

LxchanSe

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WHY NOT TRY
/OMETHiNC NEW ?
Play the most original and
unusual picture ever produced

NOW

in

its

second week

it is

breaking

the house record of Miller's Theatre,

Los Angeles, packing them in

The
just

Stanley

booked

Company
it

at $1.00 top*

of Philadelphia have

for playing in all the theatres

of their circuit*

At the Capitol Theatre,

New

York,

this?

picture played to 118,000 people in one week,

doing a business well over $44,000.
In Pittsburgh,

it

did one of the biggest

Savoy

businesses in the history of the

Theatre

— scoring a smashing success.

Don't overlook the most
picture the

World has

startling

ever seen.

Give your Public something new.

want

it.

motion

They

Play "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. ,,

FLORENCE REED
IN

"THE BLACK PANTHER'S CUB"
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH

CHICAGO

AVE.

TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE

December

A

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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POWERFUL PRESENTATION
OF

A

POWERFUL PLAY
BY

A

POWERFUL ACTRESS

FLORENCE REED
SUPPORTED BY

TYRONE POWER^NOTABLE CAST
IN

THE BLACK
PANTHERS
CUB
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH

AVE.

TOY BUILDING

MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO

MEMBER

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Rothacker- Aller Laboratories,
Hollywood, California

December

3,

Inc.

In the long run

Rothacker

Prints actually cost you less than
ordinary prints, for the many savings in our
superior product and service soon cancel the
slight difference in first cost which distinguishesRothacker Prints from less beautiful and less
durable prints.

The
final

relation of

economy

is

the

first

cost to

important thing,

and to buy ordinary prints, which are priced
according to their quality, is to be extravagant.

Our
excessive

price represents no
premium
it represents
a

—

screen reflection of

all

that

is

beautiful in the

negative.

Rothacker Prints may cost
a fraction

more than ordinary

but their screen appearance and service
they are worth the slight difference.

prints,
prove that

Watterson R. Rothacker

1921

I

December

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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in Picture of

Most Popular Star
The Experts say

27

Big Audience Appeal!

:

BIG AUDIENCE VALUE
generally fine production in which no expense

"A

has been spared. The beauty and popularity of
Miss Talmadge and the smooth, well developed
continuity give the picture a considerable audience
A fine cast episodes excellent. Miss
value.

—

Talmadge

an appealing and artistic perMotion Picture News.

gives

formance."

REMARKABLE — EXTRAORDINARY
'•Remarkable for the

extraordinary emotional

Miss Talmadge. Acting hits you
hard and wins instant sympathy. Norma charmExhibitor's Trade Reiira\
ingly vivacious."

capabilities of

"Norma Talmadge has

followed up her success in

The

Sign on the Dcor' with another smashing

hit.

'The Wonderful Thing' will get 'under your
It

skin.'

is

bound

to leave a lasting impression.

Miss Talmadge gives a fine dramatic presentation.
The whole cast is excellent, and besides includes
Mrs. Lydig Hoyt, the famous New York Society
beauty.
is

In settings and photography the picture

exceptional.

The Wonderful

We

unhesitatingly

Thing'."

STAR
name

IS

recommend

Exhibitor's Herald.

APPEALING

"The

star's

She

thoroughly appealing in this picture."

is

is

sufficient to

fill

your house.
Wids.

WONDERFUL ACTING
"Capitally produced and acted.
gives

charm and

expert work."

Joseph

Norma Talmadge

interest to story.

Cast does

Moving Picture World.

M.

Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
"TheWonderfulThing"
Adapted for the screen by Herbert Brenon
and Clara Beranger from the staee play
by Lilian Trimble Bradley; Photography
by J. Roy Hunt; Settings bv Ben Carri.

Directed by Herbert Brenon

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

A STUPENDOU
the verdict rendered by a jury oi
America's greatest actors, dramatists and pro*
ducers on viewing "All for a Woman."
Reac

That

is

the verdict:
LEON ERROL. famous comedian
and

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK, foremost figure

star of "Sally" says:

of the

American stage

says:

"One
dustry's

of the motion picture inIt is a
biggest successes.

picture every actor, as

well as

ecery

layman, should see."

"//

"From beginning
most interesting, most
of the day."

to

end

it

"A
ically

wonderful piece of work artistand in ecery other way."

nationally

known

is

the

thrilling picture

BURTON HOLMES,
R. H. BURNSIDE, famed producer of Hippodrome spectacles says

FRANK McINTYRE,
is

produced with a

lavish

and an artistry which is seldom
ed and never exceeded."

HY MAYER,
inter-

Star

.

big stage successes says:
har,

equa

world-famou

cartoonist and producer says:

traveler, explorer,

author, lecturer says:

"One of the biggest and best-played
films I hace ecer seen.
It moves
with a tremendous sweep."

"With ib remarkable individuals
and the masterful acting
felt myself drawn into that stram
of types

atmosphere."

KENNETH WEBB,
Lionel

Barrymore

in

director

«

classi

his

screen portrayals says:

and

"Direction
splendid.

One kiss — their first and

—

a vision of life at
the gates of death
last

are

acting

a

a long time since
enjoyed a picture so much.''
It's

MACLYN

ARBUCKLE.

minent player of stage and

pr

scret

says:

gripping

"Intensely

steadily to the finish.

of the

and hoh
It

should

biggest features

of

(

year."

GEORGE

V.
dramatist says:

HOBART,

famo

"A speaking achievement in t
photography of silence.
A highlit,
in the world of shadowgraphs.
'

AUGUSTIN McHUGH, d
wrote Officer 666 says:

"The most

marvelous

picture I hace ever seen."

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

moti

!

PRODUCTION"
A Powerful Drama

of
the Loves of the Mighty

"To the Gutter
Queen
Drink "
!

Your patrons never can

mob

the force of
love,

mob

from

this

ion

forget

mob

hate,

passion that leaps

mammoth

>

/

produc-

— that raises a beggar maid

to riches, that brings a Princess
to

rags

—a

scribable
rope's

wonderful,

pantomime

greatest

thousands

Andrew

J.

of

indeof

artists,

Euwith

players.

Callaghan's Presentation of

ALL FOR

WOMAN

(I

/

i
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Coming!

t

i

This

is

*Y

'

I*

* 14 } l{
I

the magic button.

Aladdin's lamp

Yes,

it

it

will bring

will fill

i

T

Rub it, and like
whatever you wish.

your house!

The Funniest Picture
You Ever Did See!

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

* ISSUE OF •
December 3. 1921

QUIGLEY
& Editor

National Magazine Advertising
MARTIN

By

THE

J.

QUIGLEY

If

which entails a heavy financial outlay, is
actually a merchandising effort aimed to sell to
the public a product that is not bought by the public.
It seems obvious indeed to declare that it is

try will suffer if opportunities in this direction are

a type of product wherein the consumer does not

subject of so-called national advertising

of motion pictures represents a problem of
direct concern to every element in the industry.

motion pictures should be advertised in periodicals of broad, general circulation, then the indus-

On

not pursued.

the contrary,

this type of

if

national publicity for motion pictures

is

not sound

tures,

impracticable to attempt to create a

and cannot express an
words, regardless of

explicit

demand

demand.

how impressed

for

In other

a patron

may

advertisingly,

be with an advertisement of a motion picture, he

then the industry will be the victim of misdirected

simply does not under the existing scheme of affairs walk over to the nearest theatre and say,

and

justifiable,

economically and

efforts and appropriations.

want

and such a

This publication does not assume to pronounce
it does entertain
certain distinct opinions which it submits as a

patron realizes that theatrical entertainment

contribution toward a more thorough understand-

specialized to individual

with finality on the subject but

ing of the problem generally in the industry.
forestall

any misunderstanding,

it

may

To

be pointed

very close to the
out that the question
exhibitor's interests; it is in no way a problem
exclusively of the advertiser because whatever
strikes

cost entailed
hibitor.

"I

A

to see such

real

demand cannot be

picture."

created because the
is

not

demand; because custom
does not sanction the approaching of a box office
with a request for a particular picture and,

because

when

finally,

a patron goes out to a theatre he

simply wants to see a good show and does not
care a jot about trade marks or brand names.

must eventually be met by the ex-

Also,

it

is

a matter that

interjected into negotiations

is

frequently

between distributor

and exhibitor.
The advantages of national publicity for motion pictures in the abstract cannot be disputed.

No

sound argument against such a plan as a joint
participation of leading producers in a national

THERE are many very practical
affecting the question:

a patron

When

attracted through an advertisement

is

toward a product

it cannot be expected that this
going to persist indefinitely, yet weeks
and months necessarily elapse between the time

interest

is

a picture

is

advertised in a national periodical and
available to the majority of theatres.

aimed
est of the public in motion pictures and also to
crystallize public opinion along lines which the
industry believes to be right and equitable, can be

the time

advanced. The proportionate costs of such a plan
would be moderate and the results, although
largely of an intangible nature, would be easily

possible force of such advertising.

periodical campaign,

to increase the inter-

commensurate.

SUCH

a plan, however, does not come under
the head of advertising for the purpose of

National advertising
merchandising a product.
for the purpose of selling is the phase of the matter which presents the problem.
National magazine advertising of motion pic-

considerations
the interest of

it is

Pictures cannot be

great

number of

shown simultaneously

theatres, hence there

is

in

any

created

a difficulty which renders inoperative the great

Trade mark advertising

shall always remain
experiment
because,
unlike Mr. YVriga dangerous
ley's gum, of which every package is substantially
of uniform quality, the varying standard of quality creates a situation in which the worst are too
well remembered, to the detriment of all others
in the group that are to follow.
The question must be considered in light of
the fact that with respect to motion pictures the
public does not and cannot "order by name."
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lohnson boxing contest are entitled to
the same rights as has been accorded
the pictures of the Dempsey-CarpenProceeding on this basis
tier affair.
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So much

*

fun over

*

the matter. The practical side, however, presents a new problem and one
which may cause grave concern to the

Productions and

R-C

are of a character that
worthy of special note.
*

The

*

makes them

will be police interference,

*

general artistry of these inserts,

and forceful treatment,
elevate them to a standard that makes
them legitimately comparable with the

advertising.

The companies whose

products were admirably presented in
these inserts and everyone concerned
in their conception and execution are
to be congratulated.
In the light of every theoretical consideration the pictures of the Jeffries-

The manager of the Julian theHenry Goodson, Chicago,

atre,

sends

*

A

strikingly

*

us

which

Now

a

nice

leather

ought to come
who's got a gun?

One

holster

handy.

in

contributor bursts into song

thus:

"Oh Jesse James he rode a horse
bandit bold was he

A

And if on
An editor

earth today,
he'd be."

want him

will

perchance

we withhold

but requests that

name and address
to

his

for fear Hearst
write for "Cos-

mopolitan" every month.
Atta boy G. C. D.
We'll keep
your secret.
Total toward the horse in ne-

demanded

by public opinion, and then Chicago
will again be barred to fight pictures.

their dignified

finest advertising creations, not only
with respect to motion pictures alone
but as applied to the general field of

if James can't stick on
the horse he'll need it. Thanks, Mr.
Kennedy. We'll advise you later.

of the Dempsey-Carpentier contest,
are now likely to continue to be exhibited in Chicago without interferas one showing a negro who has been
recently released from state's prison
triumphing over a white man are not
brought on the scene. If one of these
appears the result in all probability

111.

Perhaps

attract

ence, provided other fight pictures such

Cosmopolitan
Pictures which

Aledo,

considerable
publicity, but it would be publicity of
Fight pican unenviable character.
tures, reporting contests of the nature

would

there were published advertising inserts presenting pictures of the Realart Pictures corporation,

contribute to the James
Horse Fund. I await instructions."
Earl
Kennedy, Empire Th.
J.

Without doubt the exhibiChicago of the Jeffries-Johnson

pictures

Here's a

are.

gladly

industry.
tion in

we

as

it

few of the week's contributions:
"I have an old bed down here
that's a little buggy, which I would

for the theoretical side of

Herald

In last week's issue of the

office

(Tele-

*

034

M.

R.

J.

persons interested in the Jeffries-Johnson pictures, immediately on the issuance of a permit for the exhibition in
Chicago of the films pertaining to the
New Jersey event, demanded a similar

funds—$3.56. LOOK OUT
FOR JAMES HORSE WEEK!

gotiable

*

intelligent

and

well-

poised discussion of the financial
aspect of motion picture production
appears in the current issue of Bankers' Monthly under the signature of
John E. Barber of the First National
Bank, Los Angeles. An outstanding
feature of Mr. Barber's discussion is
the statement that the passing of the
boom days is a blessing for the industry because it means the introduction
of sounder business methods which
will insure the support of strong financial groups.

COMING.

IT'S

Ben

Serkowich.

director

of

publicity

Madison theatre, Peoria, 111., who
grabs front page space in the big city
dailies, now and then, wants us to start
another fund and declares himself in on
for the

it

To show

50-50.

that

he's

in

earnest

and means business he encloses 10 cents
and suggests when we get enough we
buy a little "white mule" and he'll come
to Chi. and help us ride it.
All right
Ben, the new fund is on the way. If you
know a reputable Dr., better bring him
along

also.

'Stough!

And
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the breweries had got
steam up and were ready to hand the
poor sick guys who needed it a good
glass of beer, the Senate goes and grabs
it away.
just

as

Probably!

There must be a couple of ol' clothes
merchants on that disarmament congress,
there's so much
army and navy.

talk

about junking our

•

WATCH THE HORSE FUND GROW.
*

Maybe So
Charlie
"rube."

Ray

is

worried over the name

A

few years ago they changed
it
to "boob" and now they're called
"dumbells."
He supposes next year
they'll

be called double dumb-bells.

;
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Appellate Ruling

Upholds Censors
Goldwyn Film
Means $200,000 Loss
To Company

Prohibition of

Business Methods Lowering
Cost of Picture Production
Los Angeles Banker

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The

appellate division of the supreme
in a decision handed down last
Friday, sustained the board in denying
a license to Goldwyn for the showing
of "The Xight Rose."
court,

Whole Court
The

was

opinion

Decision
rendered by

the

whole court after the picture had been
viewed by Presiding Justice John Proctor Clarke, and Justices Laughlin, Smith,
Merrell and Greenbaum. The brief opinion reads:

Means

$200,000 Loss

question having been exhibited
to the court as part of the return to the certiorari order, we have reached the conclusion
that the determination of the commission refusing a license for the release of the picture
should be confirmed with $10 costs and disbursements to the respondents, upon the ground that,
in the words of the statute 'it is of such a
character that its exhibition would tend to corrupt morals and incite to crime."

"The picture

in

The picture was made nearly a year before the commission was created and features Lon Chaney.
Its
means a loss of $200,000 to the Goldwyn corporation, according to Gabriel
Hess, who represented his company in
the case.

suppression

Only Three Paramount
Houses Now Operating
closing of the Delmonte
West End house, Famous Players Missouri Corporation now has only three
theatres in operation.
The company

formerly operated eighteen houses here.

The Missouri, Grand and Lucas Avenue
are the theatres now running.
It has been rumored that the Delmonte
will be converted into a vaudeville or
dramatic house.

Paramount

to

Reopen

N. Y. Studios in April

maximum

to attain its

possibilities.

the opinion of John E. Barber, of the First National Bank of
Los Angeles, after a careful and thorough inquiry and review of presentday facts from a banker's standpoint.
is

Banks Regard Loans More Favorably
In an i;ble analysis of the picture industry, its past, present and future,
written for the Bankers' Monthly, and appearing in the November issue of
that periodical, Mr. Barber, under the caption "Financing Motion Pictures on Reasonable Terms," says unfamiliarity of bankers with the great
and growing picture industry is one of the chief obstacles in the reduction
of costs and needed readjustments, but indications are multiplying that
the same aid that has been extended by bankers to older industries at
critical times will be forthcoming to the picture business and that already
motion picture loans have been more favorably regarded in banking circles
since the perfection of a method of securing the loan by the picture itself
rather than the personal guarantee of the producer.

Many

facts

and figures of production

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 22.—Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky, who has arrived on the Coast to
"key up production." announces that "our
production program for Paramount pictures will render it necessary to reopen
the New York Long Island studio about
the middle of April."

Is

tion in attendance at

of

Rigid

Economy

Effected

"Like other lines of business, the motion picture industry

ing

itself

is

steadily readjust-

conditions imposed
patronage, previous over-

to the

by decreased
production and

new

credit astringency.

threatened invasion of

The

German and

other
cost has

foreign films made at a low
merely hastened the process by introducing competition from an unexpected
source. A period of sharp retrenchment

economy has set in, not only
production of pictures, but in their
distribution to theatre owners, who now

and

rigid

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 22.—The

first

theatre here to start price reduction is
Clune's Broadway, where matinee prices
have been cut to 30 cents inculding war
tax.
This price is not effective on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays.

Wendt Opens

Rivoli

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DEFIANCE.

O., Nov. 22.— Harold F.
of the Rivoli theatre at
now managing director of

Wendt, formerly

Toledo, O., is
the new Rivoli here which
last night.

was opened

"To counteract

the 30 per cent reducmotion picture thea-

months, producers are concentrating their efforts on reducing costs,
as well as increasing the quality of their
product.
The star system under which
exorbitant salaries have been paid tomediocre talent is rapidly passing except
for those outstanding figures who enjoy
popularity through sheer force of their
personality or on account of their exceptional ability.
Expensive studios are
being closed and production concentrated
at the point where pictures can be made
most cheaply. Overhead has been cut
in two and various parasitical demands
on production eliminated. The boom days
are over, but the hardship of their passing will be a blessing in disguise for the
picture industry, for they are being succeeded by a period of real business methods and business efficiency.
tres in recent

Needs Bankers' Assistance

"The

Takes Several;
Reads Only One
Duchess theatre, Peoria,
one of the scores of exhibitors in United States who
I1L, is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

discrimi-

reasonable financial credit has cost
some producers from 30 to 60 per cent
for the capital required to make their

hitherto

of the

Cut

grown more

nating both as to quality of pictures and
admission prices.

distribution

diaries C. Elsbree, manager

Matinee Price

cater to a public

unknown to
many persons in the industry are made
public by Mr. Barber, who says that lack

and

in the

LOS ANGELES,

era
of a

period of ieal business methods and business efficiency which is beginning to stabilize picture production and distribution and claim the serious
interest and aid of bankers and financiers which will enable the industry

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 22.—With

the
theatre, the big

Terms

The motion picture industry is on the threshold of a new
boom days have passed and in their stead has come the dawning

product.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

Declares Present Efficient
in the Financing of

Pictures on Reasonable

Such

in

_

Methods Are Resulting

NEW

YORK, Nov. 28.— The censor
board has won its first tilt in the courts
over its refusal to issue a license for the
showing of a motion picture production.

33

TAKE

several film trade paonly one.
but
Here is the way he tells it:
"I consider the HERALD
by far the best publication isWe are taking
sued today.
several and it is the only one
care to read from cover to
I
cover. I would feel lost without it."

pers

READ

chief obstacle today to the reduction in the cost of making pictures and
the successful readjustment of this huge

entertainment industry is the difficulty
of obtaining financial accommodation on
reasonable terms. This is due primarily
to the unfamiliarity of our bankers with
the needs of the industry and its method
of operation.
With the producer, under
present conditions, forced to pay from
30 per cent to 60 per cent for the capital
required to make his product and 100
per cent, or more, is by no means unusual
it is easy to see why the cost of money
is one of the chief items in motion picture production: also why the elimination
of this condition must precede lower costs

—

—

and conseauently lower admission prices.
In fact, the provision of an adequate
financ'al structure under which the financial assistance to which this business is
entitled may be obtained at a fair cost
is essential to the establishment of the
industry on a sound and competitive
basis."
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Oklah oma Theatre Man Conducts
Novel Beauty Contest
Has Woman Patrons

Select

Most Handsome Exhibitor

Two Days of

WHO

in

Balloting

the handsomest exhibitor in the United States?
to be disturbing theatre owners, who in
past years have contented themselves with finding out who is the
prettiest actress on the screen or who is the prettiest young woman in their
is

The question appears

community.

CONTRIBUTORS
Picture Did for

to the "What the
Me" department of

Herald are conducting a contest to
which of four of their favorite
authorities on pictures excels in manly
beauty. And now, one exhibitor, fearing
the

find out

the judges of this contest might be deadlocked, has submitted the question to his

women

patrons.
*

The

exhibitor

is

*

*

H. G. Stettmund,

Jr.,

manager of the Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla. The story in his own words follows:

Sprague and Meyer.
Advertised that
people were tired of girl beauty contests
and most popular actor contests, so now
there was a contest on to determine the
most handsome exhibitor in the United
States.
These three men had, after careful deliberation by competent judges, been
chosen as the three most handsome exhibitors.
The final judgment was to be
made by the theatregoers themselves.
"Also ran some comical slides bearing
on the contest, so as to arouse some interest.
On the first day of the voting we
displayed fake telegrams from each of
the contestants in which they strongly
put

forth

their

reasons

for

polling

the

ALICE TERRY,

Metro star, and Rex
Ingram, director of Metro's "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," who
were recently married, seated on a

most votes.

"I have just read in the current issue
your magazine the beauty contest challenge of Mr. Jenkins.
"Mr. Jenkins knows the method of appointing judges would result in a tie

•

*

*

of

its a cinch Miss Talmadge would
vote for him, and the other fellows would
be sure to appoint some one that would
vote for them.

because

*

*

*

"Perhaps the beauty contest I recently
put on will throw some light on this
serious

subject.

"We

had

made

slides

of

Jenkins,

"Voting was during the two days we
showed 'No Woman Knows.'
Ladies
only allowed to vote.
"Result of vote:
86
J. C. Jenkins, Neligh, Neb
E. E. Sprague, Goodland, Kan.. 214
Hamilton,
F. S. Meyer,
253
"I regret Mr. Jenkins received such
poor support and believe I am partially to
blame, because when asked about their
lives, etc., I said he was the head of a
family of seven children."

monoplane

at

Mrs. Ingram's

Venice,
first

air

Cal.,

following

flight.

$2,000,000 Theatre
Is Planned by Saxe
Construction Work to Start
In Spring— Will Seat
3,000 Persons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Nov. 22.
and theatre block is
to be erected on the northwest corner
of Grand avenue and Sixth street by Saxe
A
Enterprises and Oscar Brachman.
99-year lease has been obtained on the
property and sketches are being drawn
by Martin Tullf»ren & Sons, architects.
It is proposed to start construction early

$2,000,000 business

Leadership for Independents
Shallenberger Says State Right Men in Near Future Will
Hold Predominant Position in Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
will

YORK,

Nov.

22.

— Independent

be the leaders in their respective

The champion

the sprint*.

in

exchanges

in the

near future

territories.

of the state right man and the one who so optimistically
is Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film

expresses this belief
Corporation.

With more than

31,000 square feet of

ground floor space, the building, which
will occupy approximately a quarter of
the block, will be one of the largest m
the city.
It is proposed to build eight
stories.

The
This prediction is based upon observations made by President Shallenberger
during his recent Coast to Coast trip
when he had occasion to "talk things
over" with exchange men in the larger
centers.
*

*

preferring a state right market to any
other medium of distribution for the
reason that there is a quick turn over
and although their profits may be a little
smaller, producers at the Coast indicate
their willingness to take a smaller profit
in view of quick and sure returns.

*

President Shallenberger states
companies
are
independent
solidly on a firm foundation
financing themselves properly in

*

that the
building

dependent

and are

getting stronger.

*

*

Dr. Shallenberger believes that the infield

is

steadily

growing and

In his opinion

it

is

de-

order to
take care of the volume of business which
they rapidly are obtaining.
On the Coast Dr. Shallenberger said
that he found producers willing, in fact,
anxious to turn to the independent market for the distribution of their product.
This applies, he said, to producers not
maintaining their own distributing sys-

veloping along logical and sound business lines and it will be only a short time
before independent producers and distributors will be the dominant factor in

tems.

depression of the past summer a great
deal more rapidly than could have been
expected.

Those who are producing independently,

he

said,

expressed themselves as

the motion picture industry.

Dr. Shallenberger expressed himself as
being well pleased with conditions in
general. He stated that he found the independent exchanges recovering from the

will

theatre, according to present pla is,
be one of the largest in the north-

west, seating 3,000.

Dressing rooms and stage equipment
be built in for use when occasion
demands.
will

Music Tax Sponsors
Open Barrage on 20
Texas Theatre Men
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov. 22.— Suits total$1,391 have been brought against
twenty theatre men of this state by the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
ing

The suits which charge infringement
upon the copyright law are for amounts
Efforts are
ranging from $30 to $137.
being made by the theatres hit to have
the cases transferred to the courts in the
cities in which they are located.
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Plan Unusual Events
For Exhibitor Dance
Ted Lewis and Jazz Band to
Furnish Music for This
Year's Affair
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 22.—The Second
Annual Dinner Dance of the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce will be
held at the Hotel .Astor, in the Gold
Room,

or. Saturday night, December 3.
Never has an organization arranged so
many picturesque and unusual events as
the Chamber of Commerce crowd for this

affair, it is said.

An
Whereas

Ail-Night Affair

year the affair ended
about 4 o'clock in the morning, it is
thought this year sufficient activities will
occur to keep the party alive much later.
Ted Lewis and his jazz band will be
in attendance from 11 o'clock until the
ending, while Louis Fisher's dance orlast

chestra of fifty pieces will furnish music
throughout the evening, alternating with

Lewis.

Will Produce Picture

Win

Support of Voters is
Advice of Anti-Blue Official

Dally Says in Five Years Sunday Ball Games, Golf
And Smoking in Public Will Be Prohibited

Unless Hard Fight Is

motion picture

is

made at midand shown in

to be

night, developed, printed
the ballroom at 2 in the morning with
everybody at the ball participating in a

huge comedy-drama now being written
and which will be directed impromptu on
the ballroom floor.
Boxes have already been taken by almost every big organization in filmdom
and many individuals.

Go

to Public in

On

Blue

Fight
in N.

Laws

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 22. That the menace of blue laws is real and
cannot be overestimated and that within the next five years it may be
anyone to play golf, smoke in public, attend a ball game or a
motion picture entertainment on Sunday, was asserted by F. C. Dally,
secretary of the Anti-Blue Law League, Inc., in an address to the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at their last weekly luncheon.
Danger of Blue Laws Imminent, Says Dally
Mr. Dally, representing the Washington, D. C, headquarters of the
league, told his hearers that, contrary to the belief that the blue law idea
was so ridiculously impossible, that the danger was negligible an idea
which has done much to lull to sleep popular opposition the danger was
note only possible, but imminent.
illegal for

He

declared that
to put the blue laws

legislation

looking

on the active statute

books is on the calendar at this moment
Alabama, Tennessee and Missouri, to
come before the legislatures in January

And

this,

he

said,

was but

the

begin-

ning.

The Reformer's Plan
"Put yourself in a legislator's place,"
said Mr. Dally. "Imagine that you have

Nov. 22.— The Sundav

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW ORLEANS.

known

5

and

JULIUS STERN,

Grunewald hotel on No-

who has just been
appointed second vice-president of
Universal and who will make his residence permanently in California, is one

Hereafter the league
as the Motion Picture

of the best known
industry.
ture

Owners of Mississippi and
Louisiana.
President A. J. Bethancourt announced
that organization would be completed at
a meeting to be held here on December
6.

Grant Pemberton

III

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY,

MO.,

Nov.

22.—

Grant Pemberton. manager of the Pantage theatre, is the latest victim of the
smallpox epidemic. He is now in a hospital and
his condition is considered
dangerous.

—

votes and more votes.
you go to the legislator and he
asks you whom you represent, your answer must be 'the people,' the voters and
more still the 'voters in your state.' For
that we must begin right now. We have
begun, but we must increase, multipfy
and pile up our weapons and those
weapons are signatures and memberships
and then more memberships.
Propaganda Necessary
"Fight propaganda with propaganda
with never a moment's letup if we mean
to prevent what is surely coming within

When

League Re- organizes

be
Theatre

—

more numbers

Mississippi- Louisiana

.will

—

other hand, there is the man lawyer, it
may be sent to fight the bill.
"Immediately you, as a legislator, know
that this man stands merely for a number of producers or distributors out for
financial gain.
You realize he does not
represent votes, or in any case not systematized, organized votes, and not in

will lose.
The legislator will cast
his vote for the reformers.
"The only way to fight fire is with
fire.
You've got to organize just as the
blue law- people are organized, only still
better.
You've got to have numbers and

This was decided upon at a meeting
held Friday which was attended by fortvtwo members of the M. P. T. O. of New
Jersey and executives of the national M.
P. T. O.
As a result of the efforts of
the blue law advocates theatres in Trenton and Asbury Park are closed and the
reformers plan further action at the legislative session in January.

15.

behind

you

;

tion held at the

bill

whom, vou realize, lies a raft of votes.
The reformers have taken good care to
let you know that behind them are votes
in
your own constituency.
On the

speaker asserted. "That's the way the
reformers were enabled to win prohibition.
You've got to be able to show
the legislators that you represent not a
mere industry, but that you represent
votes and more votes.
Any other way

closing fight which has been waging
merrily for some time past in New Jersey will be taken direct to the public n
an endeavor to counteract the efforts of
the reformers.

vember 14 and

before you the advocate of a

your territory.
Win Support of Public
"That sort of opposition is futile," the

J.

LA., Nov. 22.— The
Independent Motion Picture Theatres
Owners' Association of Mississippi and
Louisiana was reorganized at a conven-

—

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Made

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

in

A

35

men

He

motion

pic-

president

of

in the
is

Century Film Corporation, of Pacific
Film Company and of Great Western
besides being a director in several other
film concerns.
He started his career as general manager of the old Imp studio on Tenth
avenue, New York.
When the studios
moved to California he went there as general manager and while there he formed
his own company called the LKO. After
two years he formed Century of which
he is the head. Among the Century stars
are Baby Peggy, the 2 year old star,
Brownie the Wonder Dog, the Century
Lions, Harry Sweet, Louise Lorraine

and

lately.

Lee Moran.

the next five ye^rs unless we see to it
that the menace is killed.
And it must
be killed in the only way it can be killed
thousands
and
thousands
of indiby
viduals concretely registering themselves
aga'nst the subtleties and organized aggression of the blue law people.

—

William Declines

To Meet M. P.

T. O.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

22—J.

D. WilAssociated
Inc., will not
M. P. T. O. at
luncheon today. Ralph Clark will appear
for First National to tell the exhibitor
organization that it is hot in accordance
with the views of the delegates to the
recent "Get together" convention in Chiliams, general manager
First National Pictures,
meet the officers of the

cago.

of

K X H
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Louis Capitalists

Plan Construction of
$1,500,000 Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
a

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 22— Plans

theatre-office-apartment

building

for

cost-

upwards of $1,500,000 are under conby a syndicate of St. Louis
capitalists headed by Charles H. Thimmig, owner of the Midway theatre, GranU
and Washington avenues.
ing

sideration

Tentative plans have been prepared by
Preston J. Bradshaw, local architect. Ic
connection with the Grand avenue structure, it is planned to erect a 4,000-seat
house.
If present plans materialize, this
theatre will be operated by a local syndicate affiliated with a leading eastern pro-

ducing company.

Gas Blast

in Theatre

Ca uses $5,000 Damage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MUNCIE,
plosion

ENGLAND'S "MARY PICKFORD" VISITS COAST— (Left

to

right)

Marshall

John Jasper, Alma Taylor, William Reed and Cecil Hepworth
Neilan studio, Hollywood, Cal.
Neilan,

Normalcy

in

Expected
Cecil

at

the

English Production
in

to United States

THAT

production in motion picture circles throughout Great Britain
is at present at its low ebb was pointed out by Cecil Hepworth, leading producer and head of Hepworth Picture Plays, Ltd., on his recent
visit to the Marshall Neilan studios.
"We have been going through a period of depression similar to that
evidenced in the United States," said Mr. Hepworth, "which has affected
our producing industry seriously. However, we are confident that within
the next six months we will be running at capacity.
appreciates

American

films," declared the producer, "but

industry is now advancing in our
country to such an extent that unless
American producers make pictures for
English people they may find serious
the

competition soon."
*

*

*

Mr. Hepworth

is accompanied on his
Hollywood by Alma Taylor, one

you have here in Hollywood," said
Mr. Hepworth, pointing out the disadvantages encountered by the British producers in bad weather conditions.
The party of English visitors showed
great interest in viewing Mr. Neilan
directing a number of scenes for "Penrod," starring Wesley "Freckles" Barry.
They also showed great interest in
various American studio paraphernalia
as

the executives of the

production of "Penrod."
To give the party a better idea as to
the magnitude of the Los Angeles producing industry, Mr. Neilan took the
visitors up for a ride over Hollywood in
his pony "blimp."

bers of the party.

No Mid- winter

visit to

of the leading film stars of Great Britain

frequently referred to as "the Mary Pickford of England." William Reed, one of

Hepworth company,
and Miss Taylor's mother are other mem-

The

used

in the

British producer stated that they

to England, possibly returning
here within a few months to make a pic-

return
ture.

*

*

*

"There is no spot in England that has
such wonderful picture making facilities

Select theatre, owned by Fred Stiffler
and C. A. Powers, caused $5,000 damage
to the theatre and adjoining buildings.
No patrons were in the house at the time
of the explosion.
Fred Stiffler was
burned on the face and his brother was
thrown through a doorway, but was not

seriously injured.

KANSAS

—

CITY, MO., Nov. 22.
home office was received

wire from the

by Roy Churchill, manager of the Kansas City Robertson-Cole branch, informing him that the Kansas City branch
had won first prize, $500, in the contest
film earnings.
divided among the
Mr. Churchill says.

for

In

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Nov. 22.—Who said
hard times? Fox Film Corporation announces that its midwinter drive in
March has been abandoned because 90
per cent of the company's exhibitors already have signed contracts for the entire

season.

The money
entire

office

will be
force,

Failure of Fuse to
Burn Saves Patrons
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,
explosive

IA.,

Nov. 22.— A high

bomb was found under

a seat

Grand theatre Sunday night after
600 patrons had left the house. Only the

at the

failure of the fuse to burn probably saved
several hundred lives, according to police.

Charge

Man Dropped

Stink

Bomb

in

house

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA, KAN., Nov. 22.— Howard
Lemins has been arrested on a charge of
dropping a stink

bomb

in

the

Marple

theatre.
Lemin claims that he was given
$1 by the business agent of the operators' union to burst the bomb.

Operators
The matter

NEW

ex-

Drive;

Most of Bookings

would remain in Hollywood for a few
weeks to "learn a thing or two" and then

22.— An

Nov.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Hepworth Says Industry Has Been Going
Through Period of Depression Similar

ngNGLAND

IND.,

gas in the basement of the

Kansas City Exchange
Wins in R-C Contest

Months

Six

of

of a

Ask Raise
new wage

motion picture operators

scale

for

up again in
Chicago. The exhibitors met on Monday
and discussed the new agreement with a
committee from the operators union. The
present agreement expires next month
and a slight increase over the present
scale is being asked by the operators.
is

;

'

December

3,
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New Charges
Against Saenger Co.

Make

Trade

Federal

Commission

Amends Complaint

Missouri Reformers Want
To Write New Constitution

of

Joseph Editor Champions Cause of Exhibitors
in Fight on Proposed Sunday Closing
and Censorship Provisions

St.

Trade Restraint
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
The Federal
amended its

C, Nov. 29.—
Commission has

complaint

against

Amusement Company and

Saenger

concern

the

cited

D.

Trade

to

answer

to

the

has
new-

charges.
It

now

gaged

company is encommerce in the mo-

recites that the

in interstate

and charges that it
brought about cancellation or breaking
by exchanges* of contracts with competing exhibitors; compelled exhibitors to
book through its agency, and '"systematically induced employes of competitors to leave their employment."
The Stanley Company and Jules Mastbaum have filed their answer to the commission's charges, denying all of the important allegations.
The answers declare that the Federal Trade Commission
approved of the agreement between the
tion picture business,

Stanley Company and Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.

Samuel Mayar Dies
at Hollywood Home
Nov.

his own company and
made Mayer general manager. Mayer
came to Los Angeles three years ago in

CITY, MO., Nov. 22.— Advocates

of Sunday closing laws
and motion picture censorship boards, who are putting up a hard fight for
representation in the constitutional convention, at which time a new state
constitution will be writen for Missouri, have found themselves confronted with some stiff opposition.
C. D. Morris, publisher of the St. Joseph Gazette, one of the leading
metropolitan dailies of Missouri, has sounded the keynote in a straight-tothe-point editorial appearing in his paper November 13. and signed.
"C. D. M."

Exhibitors to Aid His Candidacy

being boosted by exhibitors as one of the fifteen delegates
at large, who will practically control the convention, and is being aided
personally by Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary and counsel for the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri. Mr. Morris, defeated four years ago
as Republican candidate for governor of Missouri, is a favorite for the chairmanship of the delegates at large at the convention, due to the fact that the
state now is controlled by the Republicans.

Mr. Morris

is

The editorial appears under the caption
'"No Occasion for Board to Censor Moving Pictures," and is as follows:

22.— Samuel

Mayer, prominent in the Los Angeles
motion picture colony, died suddenly on
Thursday night at his home in Hollywood.
For a number of years he was general
manager of the Brulatour organization at
the time Jules E. Brulatour was at the
head of World Film Company.
While
Mayer was with the Paragon studio at
Fort Lee. N. J.. Producer Maurice

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

*

KANSAS

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

"The

The People Pay the Bill
movement to provide a

state

censorship for the movies is unwise and
unnecessary.
If successful, it will accomplish nothing more than to credit
three or four more additional salaries for
No matter
'deserving' party workers.
who signs the checks tor salaries of this
character, the money in the final analysis
It" the law
is always paid by the people.

Tourneur formed

that

capacity.

When

Brulatour opened

A

Challenge

a Western

branch of Eastman Kodak
Company Mayer was made general man-

to Exhibitors

ager.

Elbert I. Conroe, manager of
Conroe's Play House, Conroe,
Tex., started as extra boy in

Coast Exchanges Act
To Stop Film Thefts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald}

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 22.— The Film

Board

of Trade here, Joe Goldberg,
president, has taken precautionary steps
to prevent the theft of films from the local
exchanges. At a meeting called at the
request of General Manager Bershon of
the First National exchange it was decided to hire extra watchmen to patrol
film row during the night.
Another
measure was the changing of combinations on all film vaults on exchange row.
This action by the exchanges followed
the expose of the $1,000,000 film theft
plot, a story on which was published
recently in the Heraij).

Skouras House Closes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.. Nov. 22.— The
Arsenal
theatre.
Grand avenue and
Arsenal street, one of the theatres affected by the consolidation of the Skouras
Brothers and City Wide Amusement
Company, has been closed. Several other

neighborhood houses also will be closed
by the new St. Louis Amusement Company.
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theatre he now owns
played the player piano; was
the

promoted
finally

to

obtained the lease on

made

a suc-

it

HERALD
is

all
is

to a

up,

I

say,

to exhibitors

effectively!"

American people
freedom of speech and pub-

inal : enable right to the

When a man abuses this right
a method under the law to punish him therefore, so that he is not likely
to repeat the offense. I am heart'ly tired
of the growing tendency to multiply inexaminers and censorships.
spectors,
After a time we shall have the state prescribing what we shall eat and what we
there

is

shall

wear and where we

I

chal-

HERALD

more

shall

attend

To my way

of thinking, the evil
in most of the motion picture exhibitions
I have seen lies in the heart of the person witnessing them, and not in the heart
of the exhibitor.

church.

"While
fish.'

lenge other exhibitors to try to
describe the

of Publication

lication.

have been a constant subscriber to the HERALD and
attribute most of my success
to it," he declares. "It's the
pure essence of life and puts
pep into every exhibitor's
motor.
"I

what water

Asks Freedom

"Moreover, to appoint a censorship for
the movies is in direct opposition to that
to absolute

cess of the project.

"Summing

pictures.
But even this was unnecessary,
as the people would have refused to patronize the pictures had they been placed
on exhibition.

operator, and

the building and

'The

requires the moving picture men to pay
the expenses of a censorship board, they
will mereh' pass the expense along to the
people, who patronize their theatres. The
expense, however, would not amount to
so much if any good purpose were to be
served by the creation of such a board.
"No one who has given the matter
serious thought can discover any such
purpose.
At least, I cannot, and I am
therefore opposed to the innovation. To
get right down to brass tacks on the
sub'ect. the only censorship that is needed
is provided by the public, which refuses
to patronize an unfit picture.
The effect
of the recent Arbuckle incident on the
films is a case in point. When the news
of the Arbuckle party at Frisco was
flashed over the wires the first result was
to kill the Arbuckle pictures in all parts
of the country.
In Missouri the state
organization of motion picture exhibitors
issued an order to every member of the
organization to discontinue the Arbuckle

I

have no brief for the motion

picture man.
that he is a

I

am

constrained to believe

more competent judge of
what ought to be exhibited and what

ought not than any board of long-haired
men and short-haired women the appointing power would be likely to select.
"C. D. II.
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President
C. L.

big secret
ANOTHER
we'll be able to sleep

now

out and

is

Dick

o' nights.

hopes "Luxury Tax" will make so much
money that they will have to pay' it.

Barthelmess's

second picture for
National is "All at Sea," just as
everyone has been since the picture was
The picture has
started and completed.
just
been named by Porter Emerson
Browne, the author of the story.
The title of the picture has been shrouded
in mystery and caused considerable wondering as to what it was and what it was all
about.
The story is a satire dealing with the
present state of social unrest (or alleged
social unrest) and draws a contrast between
the bored existence of young society men
and women and the class of young people
who work and have a real purpose in life.
The portion of the picture typifying the
latter named class was taken on the Maine
coast.

So there you

are.
*

Now
*

you know

it,

too.

*

Richard A. Rowland has cabled from
Paris to Metro offices that he has bought
for a large bunch of American money, a
big European production, which he will
bring back with him next month.
Jack
Meador says this will be released as a
Metro special and played on a big scale, as

was "The Four Horsemen."

As Metro

has consistently fought shy of foreign pictures, under the belief that their
better, the prediction is freely

own were
made that

the one Mr. Rowland has gathered
prove to be a whopper.
*

*

in will

*

Harry Rapf, having shown a world of
"Why Girls Leave Home," has gone
to Chicago to show 'em what he has done
with Wesley Barry in "School Days." The
people

premiere of Gus Edwards' classic will be
given at the Hotel Sherman next Sunday
night.
Some New Yorkers will be lucky
enough to see it at the Hotel Astor, when
Warner Brothers show it to invited guests
on Dec. 1.
*

*

*

Max

«

*

First

*

journing in Gotham for some time past,
returned last week to the coast.
He carried with him an original story by Clara
Beranger, which will be used as a co-starring vehicle by Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt
in a picture for

Famous

Players.

*

*

is

quite a

Vivian Moses

*
little

agitated

because the christening of Charles Jones
with that name, instead of "Buck," has not
been taken as seriously as the matter deserves.
Moses says "Buck" was an allright name for cowboy stuff, but as Jones
is
appearing in pictures based on other
themes, and has shown himself to be an
actor of real worth the new name is more

So from now on we'll forget
"Buck" and wish Charles Jones all the luck
fitting.

he deserves, which

is

*

Joe Reddy, of
along

At a

*

plenty.
*

Pathc,

handed

one

this

New York moving

picture theatre a
reading' aloud the titles, ob-

woman was

annoyances of those in her
Suddenly her voice slowly died
away and the crowd about her was convulsed with laughter as she read on the
screen from "Topics of the Day": "We
livious to the
vicinity.

hate to put ashes in anybody's ice cream,
but deliver us from the woman who reads
the moving picture titles aloud."
*

*

*

And speaking

of news reels, the companies getting them out will not likely favor
the proposed reduction of the American
navy to eighteen ships. They have a minimum of twenty on the screen each week.
*

*

And

*

more about news

yet

Of

reels.

course, each one of you beat all the other
fellows by a city block in getting the Armistice Day pictures to Broadway.

47th
their

ever since.

heard to remark "By Gosh,
Moines on circus day."

at

*

*

it

beats

Des

secretary
his office

one

last week with the two upper buttons
missing from his vest. It's a boy.

*

*

William Desmond, producer and
"Fightin'

it

*

because he can see his
*

*

Joseph Levinson, of the censor board,
luncheon last week, stated that while
the board had examined more than S00 picGoldtures, but four had been rejected.
wyn's "The Night Rose" was one of these,
Clara Smith Hamon's maiden effort was
another, and now everyone is wondering
at a

what the other two were.
*

Hugo Ballin

*

American money.
corner

the

*

has commenced work on

a picture to be called "Luxury

*
I.

Bet they don't stand

Broadway and

of

and

brag

about

the dawn of his first moustache
found himself and was found by
D. Williams in Spokane.
Both beJ.
lieved in signs and in that day it was

With

"Bill"

Delegates Will Outline
First National Policies

star of

Mad," is making personal appearthis week at the Rialto theater.

ances all
He says he likes
audiences.

*

one on H.

of

day

*

this

street,
Berlin,
salaries.

*

Frank Meyer, assistant
Famous Players, arrived at

*

Blame

Tax" and

Lillian Sheffer, the Ballin P. A., says she

FORESEEING

even in those early days
that he war. destined to be a president
(of A. M. P. A.), C. L. ("Bill") Yearsley,
the man who puts the national into First
National publicity, Lincoln-like, elected to
be born in a log cabin out Kentucky way.
He got the sobriquet "Bill" from the trick
he had in youth of plugging up the drafty
chinks in the family mansion walls with
circus bills. He has been a poster expert

Phillips: German
actors and actresses, the stars, by the way,
have had their salaries raised from COO to
2,000 marks, which is $12 a week in

:

Who

DeMille, who has been so-

William

Doolittle, former Paramount exman in Des Moines, has been
commandeered by Famous Players to look
after the Criterion theater publicity. While
standing in front of the Criterion watching
the crowds on a matinee day. Doolittle was
ploitation

Yearsley

Heads A. M. P. A.
and Advertises
First National

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

KANSAS
territorial

CITY, MO., Nov. 22.
meeting of First National sub-

franchise

holders

will

be

held

at

the

Hotel Baltimore on November 28 at
which time the delegates who attended
the recent "Get Together" in Chicago
will outline the activities and policies of
the company. A large attendance is expected.

The

delegates

who

are in charge of
for the meeting are:

the arrangements
Stanley Chambers. Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan.; A. F. Baker. Electric, Kansas
City,
Kan.; A. R. Zimmer, Liberty,
Marysville, Kan.; Frank L. Newman,

Newman

and M.

B.

theatres,

Shanberg

Kansas City, Mo.,
Kansas City, Mo.

of

Yearsley's job to paint 'em.

He

painted

his adopted town so effectively in advertising the Williams show that Washington and adjacent territory ran clear out

of red ochre.

He was offered a contract to go out to
Australia, whether at the instigation of
the Spokane authorities or not is not revealed, but J. D. Williams is suspected.
There he became advertising and publicity
manager for the Greater J. D. Williams
Amusement Company.
Feeling

that
America
was being
he returned and founded First
National Advertising and Publicity Department, and has headed it ever since.
His other hobby is trout fishing and one
of his idiosyncracies is that he is a better
trout fisherman than P. A. Parsons. His
modesty keeps him off Izaak Walton.
slighted,

December
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Cohen and Walker's
National Tour Opens
In South on Nov. 29
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

39

Censor Would Muzzle Press
Or Make Rule More Drastic

Nov. 22.—The itinerary
made by
President Sydney S. Cohen and General
Counsel James J. Walker of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America has
been announced. The trip will be made
to strengthen the organization and to

Levinson Says

before the exhibitors the policies
adopted for 1922.

for representatives of the trade press en bloc to get a first hand opinion
of the
York censor board's opinion of the motion picture industry"
and the inner workings of that board.
The occasion was a luncheon give by Warner Brothers at the Claridge
to the trade press and the first hand information came from Joseph Levinson, secretary of the censor board, who was an invited guest.

the nation-wide tour to be

of

place

The executives open

campaign
at the Southern Motion Picture Exposition at Charlotte, N. C, on November
29.
Other meetings and dates follow:
Boston, December 6 and 7; Harrisburg,
Pa., December 12; Toledo, O., December
Chicago.

13;

December

15;

Indianapolis,

They then
and will

not

December

their

Peoria,

14;

return to
continue their

tour

until

Harry Rapf in Chicago
For Warner Premiere
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Nov. 22.— Harry Rapf,
"Why Girls Leave Home."

producer of

has left for Chicago to attend the premier showing at the Sherman hotel next
Sunday
evening
of
Gus
Edwards'
"School Days," starring Wesley Barry,
to be distributed by Warner Brothers.
Just before departing for Chicago, Mr.
Rapf said: "We are rehearsing one of
the biggest kid reviews that has ever
been put on in conjunction with a motion
picture.
This revtie is composed of a
selected
group of talented
youngsters, and they are being coached
by Jack B. Loeb. The review will precede the showing of 'School Days,' and
thirty minutes."
it will last about
specially

Independent Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

22.— Edward

Sloman, the director of "The Ten Dollar
Raise" for J. L. Frothingham, is soon
to join the ranks of the independents.
Arrangements have been made for
financing the enterprise and he is to
Start work around the first of the year.

Cole

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Nov.

22.

— Warner

Brothers furnished the opportunity

New

.

lot

Censor Thinks Lot Wrong with Industry
And Mr. Levinson made it plain that in his opinion there was a whole
wrong with the industry and it was the intention of the censor board

to set all these

wrongs

right.

Mr.

Levinson issued a
warning that the censor board was too
serious a body to have its operations
treated lightly and threatened retaliatory
measures if the actions of the board were
held up to ridicule by the trade press.
This had been done, the speaker said,
but it must be done no more or the commission would "put teeth in Governor
Miller's regulatory law which would make
it a fearsome statute."
Incidentally

Denies Destruction
Mr. Levinson did not make it clear
whether he spoke for the entire consorship board or was expressing his own
opinions and sentiments.
He said that
the censor board was created to. help
industry
the
and vigorously denied that
its operations would in any way hamper.

"There is a determined effort to create
the impression that our censor board will
do what it can to ruin the motion picture
industry," said Mr. Levinson.
"That is
maliciously wrong.
You require just
such intelligent cooperation as we

can

render.

Amused by Attacks

Sloman Joins Ranks of
LOS ANGELES,

Is

New York

•January.

NEW

it

Right These Wrongs

to

111.,

Milwaukee, December 15;
19 and 20.

December
will

With Industry and

NEW

Is a Lot Wrong
Board 's Intention

His Opinion There

in

"The time will come when the producers and theatre owners will say that
the best thing possible happened when
our commission was appointed.

"We

who have been in politics
merely amused by the attacks made upon us.
This will get you
nothing and going into politics will get
fellows

for years are

There are men

you nowhere.

in this in-

dustry who thought they could use the
screens for political purposes. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State, through their screens, asked
the people to write to Governor Miller
protesting against censorship.
Tens of
thousands wrote, but the letters were
ten to one in favor of censorship."
Refuse Four Pictures
Incidentally Mr.
Levinson paid his
respects to President William A. Brady
of the National Association, and said that
it was Mr.
Brady's boast of possessing
power to put on or keep off the screens
any picture he desired, that had practically forced Governor Miller to sign
the censorship bill.
Mr. Levinson stated that so far the
board had examined more than 800 pictures and had refused licenses to but
'

four.

Warner Addresses Quests
Prior to Mr. Levinson's talk, a short
address was made by H. M. War'ncc,
during which he told of the difficulties attending the production and distribution
of the big Warner successes, "Why
Girls

Leave

Home" and "My Four Years

Germany."
He pleaded for closer
cooperation between the various factors
of the industry, saying that it was
this motive which caused him to favor
the get-together luncheon. Eddie Bonns,
his director of advertising and publicity,
also spoke.
in

Month Promises
To Outstrip Records
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 22.— Exchange

re-

ports to the home office of R-C Pictures
indicate that R. S. Cole Month-November
will be the most successful in point of
bookings in the history of the organiza-

—

tion,

according to

general

manager

Charles

R.

Rogers,

of distribution.

Sanity League Files
Incorporation Papers
The Sanity League, with headquarters
Chicago, has
incorporation at the
recorder's office. The Incorporators are:
J. S. McClure, 4311 Greenwood avenue;
Jean Caquelin, Gardens, Cal., and Theodore Ahlborn. 4229 North Leavitt street.

at

414

Hartford building,

filed a certificate of

WARNER BROTHERS LUNCHEON,

at which Joseph Levinson, secretary New York censor board,
spoke. Those present were: Harry M. Warner, A. W. Warner, Harry Rapf, Herman Starr, Eddie
Bonns, Lon Young, Louis Marangella, Edward Thompson, Mr. Levinson, Harold Harvey, J. Archer,
Epes Sargent, C. S. Sewell, W. Mill ig an, James Milligan, J. S. Dickerson, Fred Beecroft, Win.
McCormick, M. Taylor, Ed. Supple, Jos. Dannenberg, M. Kann, J. Oren, Jack Alicoate, O. Cooper,
M. Sohn, R. Ferri, R. M. Vandivert, A. J. McCasker, Cliff Knight, L. W. Boynton, Jack Euld,
John S. Spargo, Suzanne Sexton, A. Cornier, Tom Hamlin and Larry Urbach.
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NEW YORK,

to the new Chicago Theatre, the "Chicago Tribune,"
under date of Sunday, November 20, makes the following comment

amusement

section

:

wonder

if,

by any chance, you have
State street motion pic-

to a large

house to sec the pictures in the
morning, taking advantage of the announcement that "the doors open at
10:45."

you have waited patiently
in line until, in the judgment of whoever
judges, there was a line long enough to
warrant starting selling tickets.

wonder

if

*

*

weary

and

ture

I

For Coming Months

Chicago Theatre for Delaying Admission of
Patrons to Early Show

So This Is
gone

you wait outside, you were confronted
by a gorgeous usher, who repeated continually in a sing-song voice:

"Just wait a few minutes, please, and
you may take your seats. The orchestra

rehearsing at present."
Wonder if you waited and waited and
Waited
waited, while the lobby filled.

is

you were crushed and jostled.
Wonder if von waited until 11:30,

until

faint

and

disgusted.

Too

formed attendant, who 'finally mounted
some stairs and announced sweetly that
" etc.
now you might enter "best seats
Wonder if you recognized yourself for
a capper.
just what you were a boob
Held there until the many of you should'
attract other crowds to see what it was

—

—

about.

all

I

wonder!

in the
theatre in this

same breath, there is no
town big enough or gor-

geous enough to hold a clientele subjected to such shameless treatment by
Uniforms and electric
the management.
lights; marble pillars and rugs the feet
sink into, all pale before the two things
guests are entitled to courtesy and con-

—

By

R. F.

DEWHIRST

It's
should have rehearsed before.
not an orchestra that requires especial
babying. There are a dozen others in the
city just as good.

tra

Up
By

Their Patronage
GEORGE

J.

experiment on my
patrons when I ran "Broken
Blossoms."
I
have a small
town show and most of my
patrons like outdoor picture

Last Christmas, I started a
serial, "The Lion Man," and
finished on February 26, 1921.
I never believed in serials but
am now- looking for another
good serial, as since February
26, my attendance on Saturday
my serial night) has dropped
to less than half in spite of my

action.

A

week before the above
attraction was to be shown
here, I announced to my patrons that I did not want them
to
come on that particular
night as the picture was a very
sad one and although a well
produced picture, it was so sad
1

knew they would not

like

it,

and I would rather not have
them come than to be disappointed with the show.

RESULT: Had

40 per cent

above normal business and no
one disappointed, as they knew

what

to

what
them

it

when

they

wanted

to see

expect

They

came.

all

could be

to see.

I

did not wish

banquet closed the week's program.

Adolph Zukor, Mr. Kent, Eugene Zukor, E. E.
Herbert Elder, Gerald Akers, Jerome
Claud Saunders, Harry G. Ballance,
Frank V. Chambcrlin, Henry Salsbury, Mel
Shauer, Paul Morgan, Oscar Morgan, G. B. J.
I'rawlcy, from the home office; H H. Buxbaum,
New York district manager; J. D. Gark, Philadelphia; C. C. Wallace, Washington; W. E.
Smith, Philadelphia district manager; Harry
Dan to and Harry Swift, New York; H. A. Ross,
Detroit district matiagcr; M. W. Kempner, Albany; Allan S. Moritz, Buffalo; F. F. Crcswell,
Indianapolis district manager; H. W. Given, Chicago; Philip Reisman, Minneapolis district manager; R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City district manager; Louis Marcus, district manager, Salt Lake
City; George W. Weeks, general manager, FaShaucr,
Bcatty,

mous -I-asky Film Service, Ltd. Toronto; Herman Wobber, district manager, San Francisco;
George J. Schaefer, Boston district manager;
L. L. Dent, Atlanta district manager.

New

York Ready to
Welcome Ray on His

of

the

biggest

features.

NEW

YORK, Nov. 22.— New York
ready to put out its right hand and
say, '"Welcome to our city," when Charles
Ray and party arrive at the Grand Central terminal tomorrow.
So much has been planned to keep the
star busy on his first visit to the metropolis that he hardly will have, a moment's time to get homesick for Los
Angeles.
Arriving with him tomorrow are Mrs.
Ray, Arthur S. Kane, Richard Willis,
Albert A. Kidder and George Rizard.

is

had a coupon in our town
paper (issued once a week) to
admit anyone free to see the

two chapters of this serial,
war tax. Ninety-nine cou
pons were presented and m

hrst
plus

cash receipts were better than
ever, on that first night, and

kept coming regardless
of the weather. Since then.
have had a poor crowd and
later closed on Saturday enall

1

tirely.

Film

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 22.— Clashes of
temperament, desires of a stock-

artistic

holder of a producing company to stage
"pink teas" on an expensive picture set
and attempts to "soft pedal" certain wine
scenes in a cinema presentation of "Omar
Khayyam" are included in the difficulties
of the Rubaiyat, Inc., made defendant in
a suit filed in the superior court by
Ferdinand Pinney Earl, producer.
Earle declares the story and continuity
copyright are his. He asserts that Mrs.
Queen W. Bordman and Theo. Ahrens,
the bathtub king of Pittsburgh, of the
defendant company seek to distribute the
picture after

1

they

Journey East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(

showing some

First

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

"Omar Khayyan"

(Manager, Auditorium theatre,
Marblehead, Ohio)

tried an

A

Those attending were:

Factions Clash Over

EBERWINE

(Manager, Beverly theatre, Beverly,
Kans.)
I

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The sessions, presided over by General
Manager S. R. Kent, were held at the
home office.

of

"The orchestra rehearses!" If the announcement is the truth, there is miserable inefficiency somewhere. The orches-

by

Build

the

sideration.

MAKING IDEAS
MONEY
Which Have Been Used Successfully
to

Nev. 22.— Sales plans
coming months were discussed
thoroughly at the meeting last week of
thirty-four district and branch managers
for

tired

realize the beauty of the uni-

to

finally

And

*

Wonder if, as you stepped gratefully
into the warm lobby, half frozen after

Exhibitors

Discuss Sales Plans
(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

EFERRING
in its

1921

3,

Paramount Managers

Forced Holdouts"

for
Scores

Hits Theatre

Tribune

Chicago

December

1m.
st

making

He demands

their

own

cuts

a restraining

in

order

them.

Kansas Censor With
Review Record Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY,

KAN., Nov. 22.—
Miss Carrie Simpson, a member of the
Kansas State Board of Censorship for
ten years,
here.
She

more
son

in

died

recently

at

her

home

had a record of having seen
of film than any other per-

reels
this section.

THE THEATRE
Exhibitor: Editor and Educator
THE motion

picture exhibitor is unique among- business men in that he combines in his servfunctions of showman, editor and educator. His actual status is such
as to entitle him to prestige and social position second to none in his community. That not
every exhibitor has established himself thus is due to tradition unjustifiably handed down by
the vanished troupe of fly-by-night tricksters who roamed the amusement world unchecked in
years that are gone. The immediate divorcement of the motion picture theatre from this disreputable spectre is the momentous business of the exhibitor at this time.
ice to civilization the

It is time to waken the public to due recognition of the obvious but unacknowledged fact
that in his selection of screen material the exhibitor is as truly an editor as the publisher of a
newspaper or a magazine.

time for the public to realize that in his exhibition of motion pictures more extensive
he is as truly an educator as
the school head employed by and for the community.
It is

and

effective in their educational influence than the best text-books

You know
ing to be told.

that these are facts. You know that the public does not
You know that none but you will do the telling.

Your every program
week theatres
LAST
gave their patrons

throughout the nation

Day

The screen account

will be

remembered when

newspapers are forgotten.
one newspaper in your community car-

details printed in the

If

ried an exclusive story of the event, or published exclusive photographs, it is practically
certain that a subsequent issue carried mention

of the "beat" scored.

show the news reel
you talk about the
scoop? Or, if your competitor was first, did he?
There was an opportunity to emphasize the

If you were first to
pictures of the event, did

editorial side of

your profession.
*

NEWS
more

*

*

reels in recent issues

have recorded

illuminatingly than could the most
able historian the arrival in this country
of delegates to the Disarmament Conference
at Washington.
Here is history in the making.
Exhibitors have been in a position to acquaint
juvenile and adult America with world history
as it develops. Through the screening of these
pictures it has been possible for the theatreman
to focus the interest of the populace upon a

matter with which
intimately familiar.

all

but

is

will-

gives you an opportunity.

better accounts of the
ceremonies at Arlington
Cemetery than the best newspapers gave them.

Armistice

know them,

should
Patrons

make themselves
who possess, as

a result of attending the theatre, accurate

men-

images of Briand, Baron Kato, Balfour and
others present will read published accounts of
the proceedings with greater intelligence and
tal

understanding.

Here is an opportunity to identify your
theatre with the educational forces of civilization. Your theatre is an educational force. The
public should know and respect it as such.
*
*
*

EVERY
worth

you exhibit is
talking about, much or little according to its nature.
Every magazine
reel, containing interesting and informative
subject matter of the type that everyone would
like to read about but doesn't, is a talking point.
Every feature production from a story by
a notable author, every one that is photographed
travel picture that

an unfamiliar

locale, every historical novel
provide opportunity for constructive work along the indicated lines.
in

picturized,

all

*

ONLY
about

a

little

*

*

effort is required to bring

the desired change of conditions.
and most important consideration is of the exhibitor himself.
He must correctly estimate his own importance.

The

first

a simple thing, with newspaper adverhis screen at his disposal, to convince
the public of an obvious but unrecognized truth.
It is

tising

and
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Suggestions

in

December

of silvered cardboard.

Wanda Hawlev makes

Practically

all

current,

past

old-fashioned wire dress form and a large telescope bag.
A girl similarly equipped, dressed in attention compelling clothes, would make a good subject for a street
stunt. The billing can be painted on the side of the bag.
A jazz dance figures prominently in the picture.
Realart suggests announcing a dance contest, offering
a prize to the couple which introduces the most novel
and original steps. The decision might be left to the

Inevitable Scene

hour, or when stills, posters, etc., are
not available, the exhibitor whose theatre is well equipped need not be disurbed to any great extent as to the
manner of his presentation. He will
not often go wrong in depending upon
the picture to contain one such situa-

and

in
have
productions
common the scene wherein the young
man and the young woman, alone in
a setting conducive to expression of
sentiment, speak of their love and become engaged. This might be called

forthcoming

It is useful.
the inevitable situation.
hen a booking is made at a late

Stills from "Molly O" and "Love
Never Dies," First National attrac-

tions, are

-

reproduced herewith to

trate the ease with

thus

perplexed

illus-

which a showman

may

solve

his

diffi-

culty.

In the stock scenery of the modern
theatre there is always a center-doorfancy, a garden-wall, a rocky-pass,
and a number of other staple sets. In
the wardrobe of the professional or
even the active amateur actor there
are always the corresponding cos-

,

will suffice for the early screenings of
the tardily received motion picture.
Preparedness, in the national sense,
is in disrepute in many quarters cur-

rently.

tumes.
In the library of every orchestra, as
on the music stands of every music
store, there are always sentimental
numbers of varied nature, one of
which, already familiar to musicians
and actors, will serve the purpose.
It is the work of an hour or two at
most, under these circumstances, to
plan and rehearse a prologue which

None, however,

will

argue

that preparedness in the theatre sense
is

not commendable and

important.

Scene" makes prologue preparedness possible.

"The

tion.

W

5>

audience.

her entrance carrying an

The

1921

the Stills

"The Love Charm
Early in the story the love-sick heroine imagines
herself in the middle ages being wooed by a gallant
This suggests a man in armor, on a large,
knight.
Behind him rides a fair damsel
fully-accoutred steed.
dressed in the medieval style. The rider carries a long
lance from which depends a large sign containing the
Should the armor not be availbilling for the picture.
able, it can be home made, fashioned from large sheets

3,

Inevitable

:: :

December

3,
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From Readers"

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen
I am enclosing photos of a double window display
secured from the Angelo Furniture Company on "The
Old Nest." The photographer did not get these photos
at the right angle to give the display a creditable showing in a photograph, but they certainly did the work,
also painted over an oldfor business was fine.
front at small cost and it added materially to our display at the theatre. The photo was not clear enough
to send in.
I
am very much interested in your exploitation
department and find it of great help to me.
Business is hard to get these days, but I find it
can be done if we hustle hard enough, and it is surprising what a window tie-up will do, even in a small
town where there are few people on the streets.
Cordiallv yours,
R. P. WHITFIELD,
Palace theatre,

I

We

San Angelo, Tex.

Two

of the profitable window displays for "The Old Nest" discussed by R. P. Whitfield, their producer, in the accom-

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

panying

111.

letter.

Gentlemen
Just because I have neglected to contribute anything
for these many months past, do not think that I have
neglilost interest in your valuable department.

My

due to the fact that I have been up to my neck
in work and finding business unusually good at this
time of the year because we have gone out and made
gence

it

is

so.

I have just returned from a three weeks' vacation
and automobile tour of the state, and will try to send
along some "dope" with more regularity, now that I
have the renewed ambition and "pep" gained from my

recent rest.

Enclosed you will find a photo of a somewhat
ancient lobby display which was more effective than
the photo indicates, for it served to apprise the public
somewhat of the type of picture they were to see, which
the title, "Deception," certainly did not
With the best of wishes for the continued success
of your esteemed department, and kindest regards, I
remain,
Sincerelv,

The

period lobby display used for "Deception" by Phil Gersdorf and commented upon in his interesting communication.

PHIL GERSDORF,
Arcade

theatre,
Jacksonville. Fla.

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen
Enclosed find a photo of our lobby and several
pages of typed matter explaining how we put over a
plan which saved us from a considerable loss.
We
have written a rather long article about it because
we believe there are many exhibitors of the small neighborhood type who do not realize fully the great value
of exploitation as a business getter.
They see photos
of lobby displays and a few words of explanation, but
very seldom an article going into the matter deep
enough to arouse their interest. The experience we
have just had has opened our eyes to what can be done
with only a simple exploitation plan, and many exhib(Concluded on page 50)

The "Twin Beds" lobby display that made exploitation history
for C. H. Lynch, whose introductory story begins on this
Dtge.
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The Cycle of Success

The Circle theatre of Indianapolis completes in any given period a cycle of success as well formed as the
cycle of endeavor to which members of this organization treat each production from booking to projection, a systematic application of attention to detail which does not admit of failure.
Read Donn McElwaine's account of the "One Arabian Night" engagement, a news story of practical
showmanship.
"One Arabian Night,"

considerably more
customary.

the Associated
National
special
starring
Pola
Negri, was given a rousing reception at

papers

First

stories than

the Circle theatre.
Following right on the heels of Charles
Ray in "Two Minutes to Go," for which
the Circle conducted an elaborate exploitation campaign, it was necessary for
the Circle to practically make two advertising campaigns simultaneously and
the box office returns more than proved
the value of the plan.
For "One Arabian Night," the Indiana
Daily Times co-operated to the extent of
running a three quarters of a page publicity story, featuring the inside story of
the
harem,
as
written
by Ahmed
Hassan, and
the
other
Indianapolis

has the largest circulation of any newspaper in Indiana, ran a full page cooperative advertisement, with a catchlinc
across the top reading "The orient transplanted to Hoosierdom."
The Circle
took about nine hundred lines in the
center of the page, while a number of the
leading stores in the city ran advertisements, featuring Oriental Rugs, Oriental
bric-a-brac of all kinds. Oriental music and
a Japanese restaurant ran an advertisement on their Oriental dishes, while
Mile. Theo. Howes advertised her dancing classes.
The paper gives preference to the
largest advertisement in their amusement

—

The

ran

advance

Indianapolis

Sunday

Star,

and therefore the Circle was able
which is worth
considerable when one considers that
there are nearly a hundred pages to the
I ndianafolis Sunday Star.
section

to get preferred position,

is

which

All the roads leading into the city were
billed

two weeks

in

advance and more

than five hundred tack cards were used,
along with three hundred one sheets and
the regular number of threes and sixes.

Ralph Lieber, manager of the Circle,
that
"One Arabian Night,"

decided

offered too

prologues

many

to
art

possibilities for novelty

pass

up,

so

W.

Hurley

Circle,
of
the
director
Ashby,
arranged one that went over with a bang.
A beautiful stage setting was made,
showing a picturesque Oriental villa,

(Concluded on page

74)
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"The Logical Test Picture

" 'Over the Hill,' specially screened for this department with a view to determining the general theatre possibilities of the extra footage production, is logically the test picture of a big picture season."

—EXHIBITORS HERALD.

"Exhibitors Advertising." Sept.

3.

"Over the Hill," William Fox prowas selected by this department as the logical test picture of

and previous

extra footage theatre possibilities in a

been of the type that withstands the
passing of time. The picture has been

knows how

to

Hill."

practically a staple pic-

used for long runs

ture product.

duction,

special
in the

ald.

exploitation

survey published

September 3 issue of the HerSubsequent reports from every

quarter attest

the

judgment of the

selection.

Me"

"What

the Picture

department, in this and

In ever}' instance exploitation has

and

instances,

in the

majority of

advertising

the

has

been handled with that fact in consid-

In Chicago the production ran for

Woods

at the

theatre, a

legitimate

the picture to be exceptional both as

nified

entertainment and as a box office at-

As was forecasted

traction.

survey, the enlarged portraits of

Reports to this department, in this

advertising used in

behalf.

its

in the exploitation

Mary

famous American
women won much newspaper space.
various

In Boston, at the

Tremont Temple,
engagement was

a similarly successful

A

experienced.

novelty used, a cut-

out card of the type that

is

not thrown

away by many who receive them, is
shown in an accompanying illustration.

The management of
Danbury.

House.

many window
shown

that

and

Taylor's Opera

Conn.,

obtained

displays on a par with

an

in

illustration

above

to the left.

Similar representation was obtained

by Harvey C. Horater. manager of the

Alhambra

wh

;

ch

is

The

theatre. Toledo. O..

shown, upper

right.

of

Globe

front

McKeesport.
strict

the

one of
theatre.

was decorated in
by M. Leavitt. man-

Pa.,

simplicity

ager during the run of the picture

in

that city.
It is

not necessary to chronicle in

detail the exploitation of the picture in

any

That

single

Broadway

its

year on

subsequent

engage-

locality.

and

In

It

has builded up theatre his-

man

to

man

Everybody
advertise "Over the

is

it is

being and will continue to

be advertised in high class manner and
to large

and well

satisfied audi-

ences goes almost without saying in

view of the reports previously published in

playhouse, with only dig-

previous issues, unanimously declared

as

it

throughout the industry.

shown

many weeks

Carr

ments

tory that has gone from

eration.

Reports to the

Did For

bear out these

issues,

statements.

this

publication.

ture, comparatively

The

pic-

young

as to general circulation, has proved itself a
box office and exploitation picture of
exceptional character.
It remains, for those who have not
vet tested the long feature as a theatre possibility, the logical test picture.
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The

best lobby reported for the extensively exploited
C.

Cowles,

Rex

theatre,
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Goldwyn production, "Dangerous Curve Ahead."
ced it.
S. C, produ

A.

Spartanburg,

ij^nsHmRaHHMHi
THEHOST PERPLEXING HYSTEDY NELODAAMA jEYER PRODUCED

MELFORD,
GEORGE
p rod uction
HIE GREAT IMPERSONATION
JAMES

The Astounding Uorj of

the

KlBKWOOD/
the

Mm Vto Footed the Vorldc baffled

tvoVoreui who Loved Ui

Accessories failed to arrive with Paramount's "The Great Impersonation" at the Federal theatre, Salem,
Mass. A local artist provided this and other paper.

Chirping locusts supplied the

final detail of realism in

this

lobby for First National's "The Sky Pilot," used

by the Strand theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

December

f

M

/
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fHE management

Luna

of the

"What

theatre, Brooklyn, N.

For Me"

Y.,

No•*
vember 26 issue of the HERALD, said of the Warner
Brothers production, "Why Girls Leave Home," "Very good.
Don't be afraid of this one. As good as any special."
The management of B. F. Keith's Prospect theatre, also in
Brooklyn, N. Y., decorated the front of its theatre as shown in
illustrations presented herewith. The combined reports provide
reporting to

the Picture Did

in the

47

events figuring prominently in the news of the industry over
an extended period. Stars have appeared at the openings of
hah a dozen big theatres in the past few weeks. If you read
as you should the news columns of this publication you are

ample information for any exhibitor planning to exhibit the
attraction.

The Luna management reports the box
tainment value of the picture to be great.

The Prospect management
its

office

reports pictorially the

and enter-

manner

of

frontal exploitation.

may proceed with this information
promotion of a well and intelligently organized campaign

Exhibitors everywhere
to the

in behalf of the picture.

The Prospect front is shown as it appeared by day and by
The cutout boxing mounted upon the marquee is color-

night
ful,

realistic

makes

Paper provided with the picture
any showman using

and compelling.

this sort of decoration possible for

the production.
*

*

*

A. METZGER, managing director of the Rivoli theaPortland, Ore., produced for "The Leopard Woman,"
|
J. Parker Read, Jr., production distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., one of the most brilliant and uni-

fy'JS
j-

formly
ment.

tre,

artistic

It is

lobby displays recently submitted to this departin an accompanying illustration.

shown

The Metzger lobby combines important

seldom
found in a single display. There is richness in its masses. There
is fineness in its detail. In his delicate handling of detail he has
built up a whole of extraordinary quality.
attributes

The information that the picture is being shown for its last
times on the day the photograph was taken is prominently and
concisely put forth in the circular standards set well forward.
Information as to the name of the picture, the author, etc., is
presented in such form as to engage alike the attention of passersby and, in the illustration, of showmen who wish to accomplish this

purpose

in artistic

but convincing
*

*

style.

"*

PERSONAL

appearances by. stars in connection with the
exhibition of their pictures has become an established factor
in motion picture and theatre exploitation in recent months.

The box

office

record of this branch of exploitation

is

such as

to indicate that the practice will attain standardization.

Hope Hampton, First National star, appeared in Louisville,
Ky., at the opening of the Kentucky theatre. Her new picture,
"Star Dust," was exhibited. An accompanying illustration shows
the volume of patronage experienced.

This event, important in

itself, is

one of a series of similar

familiar with the details of the opening of the Chicago theatre,

Loew's new theatre

in

Los Angeles, and others.

many of you do, to open a new
theatre in the near or distant future, these precedents should
convince you that it is decidedly worth while to make arrangeIf

you

plan, as doubtless

ments for the appearance

of a screen personality at

your opening.
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I

u

Two

"Coming

was

means

"Two Minutes To

attraction,

its

to

Hyinan

which was the high

Go,"

light of his

an elaborate

afforded

Credit

present atmospheric

name

affair,

The

show.

was due,

in

quartette
is

due Mr.

was mainly

Hyman

for

prologues of the type of

of the one used for Hay's picture.

room was

a

However, the setting and

Mark Strand male

great success.

'College Days,' the
typical student's

L.

timeliness and reality.

its

HERALD

December

A

Vaudeville sketches and musical comedies of college

were extremely popular

showman

To
itill

in

many

alterations

as

cases, scripts,

which may be used with

"Two

stage presentation for

from the picture discloses an

which

will

be used.

life

Practically every

Go," Charles Ray's First National attraction.

serve.

In

A

easily

college towns students

interesting a large

school students

approximated setting

may

Elsewhere high

be found to participate willingly.
in

may

be employed, thus

body of potential patrons.

may

Minutes

The below

quartette, professional or amateur,

exploitation, especially

used for the setting.

few years ago.

of experience has at his finger tips a wealth of in-

formation and,
suitable

a

Street

football season, should be productive

report

of the Brooklyn premiere

of

— This

HERALD

Go."

still

and suggestion

for October

is

reproduced from page $4 of the

29.

ItO?

1^

The week of November 6was designated "Armistice Week" by Edward L.
Hyman, managing director of
Mark Strand theatre,
the
12

N.

Y.,

a

special

program being arranged

to

the occelebrate
casion.
The accompanying
illustration shows the timely

properly

tableau which marked the
close of the stage feature.
"March Militaire" was the
overture played by the orchestra.

Following this, the curtains
opened on a dark stage. A
ballet dancer in white appeared and gave a semimartial

1921

of excellent results.

Ray Mayer's

"Two Minutes To

Brooklyn,

3,

'"Two Minutes To Go"

Most important

the reason for

— From

TORS

Brooklyn Strand

the singing of the

ability

I

at the

success of the prologue,

his

B

of putting over the production.

his prologue,

measure, to

I

Minutes To Go"

Managing Director Edward
•ample

XH

at the height of the football season, Charles Ray's

National

First

.

number

to

rousing

accompaniment.
At the conclusion of her

r

/

*

mg/!

feature, a short subject, "Victory Pageants" (Kineto Review), was shown, music carrying through to the tableau
which followed, "The Statue
of Liberty."

Mr. Hyman's observance

of

a new national holiday was
well thought out and well received.
It is this type of
work that distinguishes the
leading thinkers of the American theatre.

A

happy

combination

of

circumstances, the convening
of the delegates to the arms
conference taking place at
this time, gave added significance to the special feature, a
feature
of
the
type that
makes for public respect of

the theatre
institution.

as

a

community

!

"Puts

It

Up"

to

His Pat r ons

Rocky Ford, Colo., Member of Public
Rigfhts League Publishes Ballot m His
House Organ to Get Sentiment of His
Townspeople on Sunday Opening Issue

Seeing White of the

Enemy's Eyes
A

instructions

Sunday shows at present are taboo in Rocky Ford, Colo. But the management of the Grand Opera House believes that public sentiment there
favors the exhibition of clean pictures on the Sabbath as on the other six
days of the week.
Since the launching of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE the Grand
Opera House has carried in its weekly house organ, "The Movie Fan," the
screen messages of the LEAGUE as well as other propaganda of this nature.
This campaign is being amplified now by the publication in the
November 12 issue of a ballot upon which residents of Rocky Ford may
express their sentiments on the Sunday opening question.
This plan of procedure has been urged
constantly in these columns.
are
of the opinion that the experiment being
tried by the Grand theatre will prove
beneficial to the theatre itself and enlightening to other members of the

We

A

LEAGUE.
test ballot of this kind
gives the exhibitor something concrete
upon which to conduct an effective campaign against the blue laws.
The ballot has been clipped from The
Movie Fan and published herewith in its
entirety so that other theatre men may
file it for future use:

Does Rocky Ford Want

Sunday Picture Shows ?
Every day the management of the Opera House
is asked
"Why don't you give us Sunday
shows?" Our answer has been in each instance
— It is up to the people. The people alone have
the power to secure Sunday movies, and in order to find out whether the majority of people
want Sunday movies we are publishing in this
issue of "The Movie Fan" a questionnaire which
you will please cut out. sign your name and
either bring or mail to the Grand theatre.
Your name will not be used publicly nor will
it be published; it will be kept as secret with
us as though it was sealed in a ballot box.
just want to get the sentiment of the people before we decide on Sunday moving picture

We can point out to you how the old antiquated blue laws are broken every Sunday in
Rocky Ford. The same blue laws that prevent
us from showing movies on Sunday prevents
the sale of groceries, confections, gasoline, Sunday baseball, even the sugar factory or the
railroad trains cannot operate on Sunday, yet
no attempt has ever been made to stop them.
It is all right to have the law broken by many
other people in business for profit but for a
theatre to operate on Sunday Holy Horrors
It will never do.
We don't believe they can
make fish out of one and flesh out of another;
and again, we don't believe the old antiquated
blue laws were ever meant for moving pictures,
because there were no moving pictures when
those laws were made.
It is up to the people, the number of people
who sign and return the coupon attached to
the bottom of this article will determine
whether or not Rocky Ford may have Sunday
movies.
We published in "The Movie Fan"
some time ago the number of cities in the
country that ran Sunday Shows and what the
mayors and chiefs of police said about the
public order and decorum in those towns on
Sunday; and in every answer given by the
mayors and police chiefs they said that Sunday
movies were a benefit to those cities. If you
would rather have your son or daughter at a
movie perofrmance on Sunday night rather than
have them joy riding in the woods you should

—

shows.

The old city council which presided before the
present council overstepped their authority when
they refused us permission to run a Sunday
benefit performance for the benefit of the starving children of Europe, by making a 100 per cent
donation and taking a silver offering at the
AooT\ *bey even overstepped their authority by
prohibiting a paid performance, and those people who are opposed to Sunday movies are in
most cases opposed to movies on any other day
of the week.

—

!

have that privilege.
Sign the coupon below, say Yes or No and
bring or mail coupon to the Grand Opera House
as soon as possible.

We

I

Want Sunday Movies

I

don't

American

great

to

his

fighter in his

men before a
fire when they

them to
saw the white of the enemy's eyes.
The motion picture industry will
do well to heed the advice of that
fighter to his forces. There should
be no further procrastination by
battle told

members

of

the

industry,

for the

advanced
to a commanding position where
the whites of his eyes can be seen.
Indication of his menacing influ-

busybody reformer has

ence

is

cited herewith:

AMES, IA.—At

the behest of the min-

isterial association the cit

r

council has

voted to hold a referendum election on
the question of Sunday motion pictures
next spring. Shows now are permitted
on the Sabbath.
*

SPRINGFIELD, MO.—C h u r c h workers
have launched a movement to invoke
the initiative and referendum on the
question of Sunday shows which are
permitted here at the present time. The
movement was prompted by the indictment of Sunday shows by a frenzied
evangelist. Bob Jones, who has been
holding services here.
•

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.— In

urging censorship Grant M. Hudson, general secretary of the Baptist state convention,
told the adult division conference of
the Michigan Sunday school convention
that there would be "no morality in
the next generation unless we stop the
damnable things that are being shown
on the screen."

ASBURY, PARK,

Sign

Want Sunday Movies

Name

Here.

N. J.— Exhibitors no
operating here on Sunday
because of the warning of Sheriff Gravant that the theatres either would be
closed or their owners prosecuted. The

longer are

sheriff issued his edict after a conference with church workers.
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Aid Not Ce nsorship

For Your Files
Each

zveck in this space will be published articles

which are considered by this department as effective propaganda on the subjects with which they deal. Every exhibitor should clip these stories and file away for the time when
he is called upon to combat the activities of the reformer.
We are indebted to Charles H. Cowlcs of the Neptune theatre, Port Austin, Mich., for the article which follows:
"Some folks seem to be more interested in the calendar than
they are in their fellow men," said C. C. Shoemaker, pastor of
the Community church at Port Austin, Mich., when a group in a
business place was expressing satisfaction over the rumored
arrest of those who participated in a Sunday baseball game at
Bad Axe. Mr. Shoemaker told them he had attended the game,
that it was a fine exhibition of the national sport, and that he
could see no reason why anyone should be arrested.
"But the Sabbath is sacred," said one.
"Every day is sacred," retorted the preacher. "The Sabbath,
as you are looking at it, is the Jewish Sabbath. There is nothing
in Christ's teachings to support your idea of the Sabbath."
"But there is gambling," said another.
"Gambling is wrong at any time," replied the preacher. "The
plan of having a day of rest is a matter of common sense, not of
religion."

Mr. Shoemaker was sent to Port Austin by the Methodist
Episcopal church as pastor of the Community church. He announced the motion picture entertainments from the pulpit and
championed dancing, in proper surroundings, and regulated Sunday baseball, declaring that the church must stand behind everything that is good, and that anything good on Wednesday or
Saturday is good on Sunday.
Then an effort was made by the Methodist church to supplant Mr. Shoemaker by sending another preacher, but the board
Mr.
of the church voted to withdraw from the Methodists.
Shoemaker was recalled for another year at a salary increase.

Brady Declares Pictures
Cannot be Combated Any
More Tban the Telephone
William A. Brady, president of the NaAssociation of the Motion Picture
Industry, in a speech before the Indiana
Indorsers of Photoplays at Indianapolis,
propounded an argument against censorship which is worth while remembering.
tional

He

said:
can't

"You

keep people away from the
movies, and you can't combat them any
more than you can combat electricity or
the telephone.
Cooperation to suppress
unworthy pictures is the only way to
keep the movies worthy. Do not judge
the industry by the black sheep in it,
but by what has been accomplished."
The N. A. M. P. I. president characterized censorship as un-American; most
of the people on censorship boards as
incompetent and unqualified.

"Not censorship, but more police auis what is needed," he explained
"Anyone who shows an indecent picture

thority,

can be arrested under both state and federal laws."

Co nstructive

JNews

r avora ble
Ed ltorials on
First
National
Publicity
Is Aid
to
the Industry
Publicity sent to newspapers throughout the country on the Associated First
National "Get Together" held recently
in Chicago has elicited much favorable
editorial comment which is of inestimable
value to the motion picture industry.
More of this constructive publicity
should be sent to the editor's desk. If

more copy worthy of editorial comment
were sent to the newspapers, the time
would not be far distant when the reformers would find many obstacles to
the success of their destructive purposes.

Crushing

Bl ue Laws He re
Reform Element NoM ayor
Youngstown,

the

From the Chautauqua Platform
Suggests

Exhibitor

Th IS

secretary of the National Association of
Motion Picture Industry.

the

Campaign as a Means of
Getting Facts Relative
one certain

is

to Public
means of maintain-

ing a free screen and that is the crystallization of public opinion in support of
the motion picture industry.

How

the industry to swing the sup-

is

port of public sentiment in

its

behalf?

able

has been suggested than

plan

one which

LEAGUE

is

which has

as

of
its

...

Frank
chain

of

r

J.

"ill

*

Indiana,

a

has sug-

LEAGUE

gested a plan upon which the
will comment further in forthcoming
issues to Frederick H. Elliott, executive

Letter from Lynch
(Continued

*

Such

fanatic

a

campaign, Mr. Rembusch be-

would make friends of influential
who would "help us when the
and reformer try to destroy us

during periods of legislative work."
Parallel to the Rembusch plan is the
oft-repeated suggestion of the
that exhibitors grasp every opportunity
to address civic organizations
n their
own communities. Every exhibitor should
be his own "four minute man."
W hether or not the Rembusch plan is
adopted it merits consideration and
should not be scrapped until this consideration is given.

LEAGUE
i

Rembusch, who operates
in

exploited the

from

page

4s)

would be greatly

benefited if they
could be brought to realize the value of the
much talked about word "exploitation."
have tried to tell about our experience without any frills and we believe you
would be interested in reading about it. In
future we will try to keep you informed of
itors

people

theatres

*

like

influence of profes-

who have

side" of pictures.

lieves,

-.***.

damaging

sional reformers

basis the crystallization

campaign of
enlightenment should be given thorough
consideration and if found suitable should
be adopted.

be permitted in Youngstown."
The industry needs more friends
Mayor Oles.

However, the
the opinion that any plan

of public opinion through a

For

Work of this nature, he says, would
quickly crystallize public sentiment and

lems of the industry squarely before the

the

sponsors.

it

Youngstown, O., has elected a new
mayor, George Oles. And in the mayor's
platform is not an inkling of a blue law.

public.

offset the

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE believes that no more effective and work-

O..

instance, he has this to say:
"I expect to allow Sunday moving picture shows as long as they run clean
shows and no underwear exhibitions. If
they use common horse sense we'll get
along all right. But not one carnival will

the

To Censorship
There

Mr. Rembusch urges that speakers tour
chautauqua and lyceum circuits
throughout the country to place the facts
of censorship and other important prob-

of

Declares He Will Permit
Clean Pictures on Sunday

We

anything further

in this line

which we may

Thanking you for your kind atattempt.
tention to the matter, we are,
Sincerely,
C. H. LYNCH.
Harris-Lynch Amusement Enterprises,
(Mr.

Peoria,
Lynch's story will appear in

December

lo

issue.)

III.

full

in

tht

December
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"Blue L aws

Organization Is Conducting
State-Wide Campaign by Holding Series
Of Conventions in Each Congressional
Beneficial Results Are Noted
District
Exhibitors

What's Expense
Reformer?
Citizens

—

Important meetings, attended by high
of the state and theatre men, are
being held in each of the congressional
These gatherings
districts of Missouri.
are a big factor in the success the state
league is having in its fight on detrimental legislation for they win the good
will and support of men high in official
circles.

*

The next

*

*

meeting, and one
be of vital importance,

district

which promises

to

be held at Kirksville on November
At the present time Sunday motion

will
22.

pictures are prohibited in that city.

Nothing has been overlooked in the
arrangements for the meeting which is in
charge of a committee on which the following exhibitors are members: I. N.
Wright, Bevier, chairman; D. J. Michael,
G. W. Summers, Unionville,
M. Kennedy, Kirksville.

Kirksville;

and

S.

In addition to the personnel of the M.
P. T. O. M. including Charles T. Sears,
president; G. W. Summers, vice-president; Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary
and counsel, and Jack Truitt, treasurer,
several state officials will attend the convention,
among them being Senator
David M. Proctor of Kansas City. To
add color to the event the mayor of
Kirksville will preside at a luncheon to
be given by the exhibitors.
*
* *

The M. P. T. O. M. is not limiting the
scope of its campaign to the boundary
lines of Missouri. It is placing facts vital
to the motion picture industry before
Missouri senators and congressmen in
Washington.

The

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

en-

realize

the existence of a concerted

(.Sign

and mail
Chicago,

you wish
a

to

member

if

become
of

LEAGUE)

dum would have been unnecessary
had not the reformers and politi-

interference.

cians succeeded in enacting oppressive legislation.
But then, what's expense to a re-

former

"I have received a copy of the resolution adopted by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri of the second
congressional district at a meeting held
at Chillicothe, Mo.. October 27, signed by
W. P. Cuff and others, with directions to
reply to you.
* * *

"The bill referred to is now being considered by the senate, having passed the
house six months ago. It will come back
house only for concurrence in or
disagreement to such amendments as the
senate may insert in the bill. The house
will have no chance to consider matters
not in dispute between the two houses.
to the

"I am inclined to think that the senate
has amended the act along the line suggested in the resolution which you sent

me.
"I notice that a copy of the resolution
has been forwarded to the Missouri senators.

They can speak more

definitely
to do directly

than I can and will have
with consideration of the amendments."

movement on

the part cf
over the motion picture

r

Individu als

Must Act

Procrastination Will Not

Defeat Reform Element
F.

C.

Dally,

secretary

of

the

Anti-

Law

League, has issued a warning
which has been carried in these columns
for the past eight months.
In a talk before the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers in New York, Mr.
Dally said: "This is a personal thing for
everyone of us who is unwilling to see
still more of his personal liberty taken
away.
One thing the Anti-Blue Law

Blue

League wants from you
action.

as individuals

enforced."
It is a choice between individual action
and suppression. Which will the theatre

men

of the countrv choose.

Order Your

Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
-117

South Dearborn

street,

Chicago, 111.
Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the
Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion
picture.
I

will

run each

is

are with you' says this man
and then lets it go at that

'We

and that
through procrastination or laziness or because he supposes the blue laws will
never come, or if they come will never be

slide at

every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

(Write name and address legibly)
Theatre

Theatre
Street

City

he doesn't pay the

sage of assurance from Senator Selden P.

Spencer concerning the Lampert bill and
the following communication from Congressman W. W. Rucker relative to the
same matter:

Name

the

— when

bill?

t»

Herald,

Dearborn

street,

literature will be §36,000.
Add to
this the cost of printing and addressing the circulars and you have
the amount this referendum is costing the citizens of Massachusetts.
As stated previously, this referen-

a result of the Missouri organization's efforts on behalf of its members
Lawrence Goldman has received a mes-

RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this manner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

417 South

sides.

ing to
publican, the cost of mailing this

As

industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC

Exhibitors

the

arguments on both

activities of other exhibitor organizations in this respect will be published
in this department from week to week.

'

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship

referendum
Accordthe Springfield (Mass.) Re-

preceding

voter

The

Pledge
I

at the last session of the legislature.
The law in Massachusetts requires that the secretary of state
have printed and mailed to every

dorses this movement of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri.
This plan of procedure will maintain a
free screen and assure the industry of

immunity from intolerant

will

fall.

This
referendum would have
been unnecessary had not the reformers and the politicians succeeded in enacting a censorship law

—preparedness.

officials

Massachusetts

vote on censorship next

One by one the "blue" spots of staid old Missouri are being erased
from the map.
Only recently, through the activities of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri, the Sunday closing laws of Chillicothe were made
Public opinion made its demand and it was granted.
relics of history.
It is interesting to note the plan of action adopted by the exhibitors'
organization of Missouri. Rather than wait until the reform element has
obtained a strangle hold on the state, the officials of the association have
taken the other alternative

of

to a

City
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a luncheon given in Chicago last week,

"WHAT DO MEN WANT?"

which

;it

Charles Kay spoke briefly, the popular portrayer of

(Warren) presented

with a special cast and directed by Lois Weber, carriers an

-

hick

•

his

'

said the principal

roles

company was

encountered by

difficulty

good

the securing of

stories.

Many

are

read but few are chosen, or found to contain the nucleus
for a screen play suitable for his needs.

He

said Cecil de

many men who

object lesson which will cause
a lot of serious thinking.

It

and prove a good box-office

should

make

attraction.

see

do

to

it

a strong appeal
It

is

beautifully

staged and has exceptionally strong exploitation angles.

Mille recently paid $500 for one line which he discovered
in a submitted scenario,

material which

seem the

is

and the search goes on daily for

own

have their

stars

troubles,

and selecting leading

fined to acting

Thus

acceptable to the public.

get stories in which to act.

—

J.

R.

which

ladies

is

it

would

not con-

— they

have to

M.

"THE SILENT CALL"

(First National)

rence Trimble-Jane Murfin production
presents a dog in the stellar

that

it

l'ent

beast

Strongheart.

is

It is

the Lau-

a real novelty

is

and a most

ro'.e,

in

intelli-

an adapted Saturday Eve-

ning Post story, written by Hal G. Evarts and

is

one of

the best animal pictures ever screened.

"THE CALL OF THE NORTH"
troduces Jack Holt as a star in his

toward proving

that right.

It is

own

(

Paramount >

in-

and goes

far

right

a splendidly

made

pictur-

Edward White's novel "Conjuror's House,"
a vivid story of the Hudson Bay country. It is worthy of
the best exploitation and presentation that may be conization of

trived for

The

it.

star's

previously accomplished.
it

is

well to

let

work

greatly surpasses anything

Where

that be widely

his pictures will be

shown

"BUCKING THE LINE"
(

Lefty)

Flynn

rather interesting, though melodra-

a

in

(Fox)) presents Maurice

matic railroad story, supported by a capable cast of players.

It

depicts the struggle of a

young

mined

to ruin a

man whose

It is well directed

railroad.

fortune

man who

society

pits his strength and wits against a rival

faction deter-

invested in a small

is

by Carl Harbaugh.

known.

"THE LURE OF JADE"

(R-C

Pictures)

is

a dra-

matic recital of the evils of spreading scandal innocently
created.

Rather unconvincing story, but

it

gives Pauline

Frederick a role in which she scores and her work puts
picture over.

the

Directed by Colin Campbell.

"TROPICAL LOVE"

(Pathe)) presents Ruth

Clif-

ford and a capable supporting cast in a story of Porto
Rico, picturing a drifter

who

the love of a beautiful girl.

and

is

manhood through

regains his
It

was directed by Ralph

Ince

mildly entertaining.

"A PRINCE
adaptation

of

THERE WAS"

George M.

Cohan's

Thomas Meighan

in the stellar role.

heart interest and

is

relieved by

(Paramount)
stage
It

is

success,

an

with

contains plenty of

much good,

clean comedy.

Mildred Harris, Arthur Hull, Nigel Barrie, Guy Oliver

and Charlotte "Peaches" Jackson are

"PARISIAN PLEASURES"

in the cast.

(Universal)

from "Princess Virtue" presents Marie Prevost
picture to date.
girl

DISTINGUISHED NOVELIST VISITS STUDIO— (Left
to right) Sir Gilbert Parker, Maj. Charles

manager,

John

S.

Famous

Tom

H.

Bell, studio

Geraghty, production manager (standing),
Robertson, director (foreground right), at the
Players-Lasky London studio.

It is

all

many

suitors.

How

she turns

down and marries an American student furnishes
much of the humor. It is well titled and well

the plot and
directed.

in her best

the story of a vivacious American

reared in Paris with

them

retitled

STRONGHEART

some dense tints,
raphy throughout.

IN

of

THE SILENT CALL
(FIRST NATIONAL)
A wonderful dog in a wonderful
A Laustory of the northwest.
rence Trimble-Jane Murfin prodirected by Laurence
duction,
Trimble and presented by H. O.
Davis. It was adapted from the
"Saturday Evening Post" story,
"The Cross Pull," by Hal G.
Evarts.
This

is

angles.
police

beast

an unusual picture from many
has for its star a Belgian

It

remarkably well-trained
displaying almost human intelli-

gence.

dog.

a

Strongheart quite outshines any

other canines that have been used in

mak-

ing pictures and in those neighborhoods

where dog pictures have a strong appeal
which is pretty nearly everywhere
."The Silent Call" should go over big.
Director Trimble has done remarkably
well in directing the picture and it shows
painstaking care in development and in
keeping
the
interest
centered
upon

—

—

Strongheart.
The feature is in seven
reels, possibly a reel too long, which
could easily have been edited to six without interfering with the value of the
story, but it is nevertheless an entertaining and engrossing story.

Bowers appears as an author,
Clark Moran; Kathryn McGuire is his
sweetheart, Betty Houston; William Dyer
is excellent as the villain, Brent; James
Mason plays Luther Nash; Nelson McJohn

Dowell

is

Jimmy

the

Dad Kinney;

E. J. Brady,
Dude, and Robt. Bolder is
James Houston. There are several beautiful long shots of deep ravines, beautifully wooded hiils and with the exception

in

it

is

mount

star in "The Call of the North."
one of the best Hudson Bay stories
ever produced, and there's not a mounted
policeman in it. Stewart Edward White's

clear photog-

Strongheart, or "Flash" as he is
"The Silent Call," has been

It is

known
raised

from a puppy by Moran and when he

is

called to New York to supervise the publishing of a book, Flash is left in charge
of the cattlemen. He misses his master
and because he is part wolf and part dog,
the call of the wild asserts itself and he
joins his mate in the hills. Brent has expressed hatred for Flash from the start
and when he discovers his hiding place
he destroys it, killing Flash's mate and
puppies. Brent is in league with an outlaw band stealing cattle and Flash joins
his

"Conjuror's House"

Holt is a man's man
upstanding free trader
dictatorial

(PARAMOUNT)
Jack Holt's auspicious introduction
A stirring story of
to stardom.

Hudson Bay

country, containcharacterizations
and many high points of interest.
Unbroken suspense is a valuable
attribute of the picture. Directed
consistent

by Joseph Henabery. From Stew"Conjuror's

House."
Jack Holt wins his spurs as a Para-

(First National).

H.

the

work by

the

Hudson's Bay
a

He

eclipses

wide margin.

vehicle of a star deserves.
It will pay
handsomely for work done in its behalf.
In the story Ned Brent, a free trader
who has successfully opposed the iron
rule of the Hudson Bay Company's factor, is captured and brought into the
trading post. It is planned to keep him
here until the snows come and then to
send him out upon the long trail without
food or rifle, a custom said to have been
followed by representatives of that conDefying the factor, he falls in love
cern.
with his daughter, and finds the affection
reciprocated.
When her attempt to aid
him to escape brings her father to the
verge of murder it is brought out that the
father is responsible for the death of
Brent's father years before.
This complex situation is worked out 'ogically and
the picture brought quickly to a satisfying ending.

THE CALL OF
THE NORTH

John Bowers, Kathryn McGuire and Strongheart on two scenes from the

the picture, an

Madge Bellamy is the feminine lead,
portraying convincingly the role of a
sheltered daughter dramatically brought
to a realization of life values.
Francis
MacDonald, in a small role, gives the
next best single performance, though the
work of none in the cast permits of serious criticism.
The picture should be given the auspicious surroundings the creditable first

JACK HOLT IN

Edward White's

of

in

who opposes

wins, logically.

his best previous

ing place of Brent. He >s also instruin causing Brent's death in a swift
stream.
The story is full of human
touches, one in particular where the dog
is being tried by the cattlemen for killing
a steer and escapes through a window
before they can shoot him and claim the
$1,000 reward. A pleasing little love story
runs through the picture.

art

factor

Company and

his return to camp
the posse to the hid-

mental

the
ing

the novel pictur-

telling order.

master again upon

and leads Moran and

is

Joseph Henabery's direction, plus
the faultless settings and brilliant photography, presents the story in precise and
ized.

O.

Davis

Production,

"The

Silent

Call"
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MAURICE FLYNN

THOMAS MEIGHAN

IN

BUCKING THE LINE
which the action is smooth though
overdrawn, depicting
the struggle of a young man to

(PARAMOUNT)
Thomas Meighan's

somewhat
regain

his

position

in

picture version

Paramount

relieved

good clean comedy. Excellently
and well photographed.
Directed
by Tom
Forman.
Thomas Mcighan shines with fine humanity in "A Prince There Was," the
directed, finely cast

Paramount picture version

of

George M.

November

13.

picture

whom

to

There

is

a

child

in

the

he plays "the prince"

and in that combination of Meighan and
a youngster there is always opportunity
for the star to

scene from "Bucking the Line" (Fox)

There

one incident in "Bucking the
Line" that shows an interesting, though
cruel, phase of hobo life, where a railroad
brakeman on a freight train ties a coupling pin to a long rope and lets it dangle
under a box car so that it bounds up and
hits a tramp riding on the beams beneath.
It is a railroad story for the most part
with many miraculous escapes the pleasing "Lefty" Flynn figuring in most of
them.
The story concerns a young man who
is forced to leave his home town, where
he is a social favorite, because of a
crooked deal his lawyer gets him into.
The young lady he is engaged to has
also cut him because he is satisfied to be
a "big man in a small town."
Arriving at a distant western city with
a fellow traveler on a freight train, they
seek work on a new railroad, just being
built by Col. Dexter Baldwin.
The foreman declines to hire them, but when later
John Montague Smith saves the Colonel's
daughter from a runaway handcar, he not
only gets the job but is soon made foreman, as he has discovered the old foreis

—

man

"stalling" and trying to delay the
completion of the branch. The road is
completed on time, but the rival faction
has kidnaped the engineer and stolen all
the fuel. Thereupon Smith runs the engine over the line to hold the charter, firing up with wood gathered around the
shops.
picnic train being run from
is

A

another town almost is wrecked when
a drawbridge is raised by the villain of
the piece.
Smith also saves his hated
rival from a watery grave when he falls
from a bridge, thus heaping coals of

upon his head.
Flynn is a good actor and makes the
most, impossible situations appear plausifire

ble.

The

drawn.

characterizations are

all

well

Molly Malone was an acceptable

Corona Baldwin, Norman Selby a pleas-

Edwin Tilton an excellent Col.
Baldwin and Kathryn McGuire a sufficiently fiery Vera Richlander.
Tucker
Jibbey, the villain, was played by Lesly
Casey.
Frank B. Good photographed it
and it is good photography throughout.
ing Jerry,

show

his finest side. Little

Charlotte "Peaches" Jackson, who made
her screen debut in a previous Meighan
picture, "The Prince Chap," appears in
the child role of "A Prince There Was,"
that of a slavey in a cheap boarding
house.
The little person, burdened with
responsibilities far beyond her age, is
quite a pathetic figure though not untouched with humor.
"A Prince There Was" was presented
by Cohan a few seasons ago at his own
theater, the producer-playwright appearing also in the title role, the one played
by Meighan in the picture. "The prince"
has been leading a shiftless, luxurious life
and takes no interest in himself or others until the little boarding house dru-dge
calls on him to seek his aid for a struggling young woman novelist who boards
.it Mrs. Prouty's.
The young millionaire
had previously been urged to assume the
assistant editorship of a popular magazine, but preferring a sodden life, had
declined.
The earnestness of the child
interests the youth, and, more as an exploit than an ambition, he undertakes the
work of playing "fairy prince" to the
novelist.
He moves to the boarding
house and here are some humorous
character sketches and almost immediately falls in love with the writer. He
has assumed the name- of Prince and the
girl does not recognize in him the man
whose money drove her father to finan-

—

—

ruin and suicide.
She submits to
"Prince" the manuscript of a novel
which he buys immediately and hastens
cial

to

his

friend,

the publisher, to print

it.

Here he discovers that it had been previously rejected by the magazine and,
realizing the hope that sprang into the
girl's eyes when he pretended to buy it.
he purchases the whole magazine publishing establishment, to the consternation of his broker. The broker, a rather
unscrupulous fellow, has manipulated
the millionaire's funds in such a way as
to ruin the girl's father without his client's knowledge.
The picture is brightly set and some
of the boarding house scenes are realistic.
The slavey's little bed under the
stairs, a place from which she can tel!
of the coming and going of everybody
by their footsteps, is an interesting touch
that was not possible in the stage pro-

lipjht little story but most entertaining, and this star's best picture to date. The story of a viva-

cious American girl reared in
Paris with many suitors for her
hand.
Directed by George L.
Cox.
Just as the reviewer was comfortably

abounding
by

Is

star.

with heart interest,

Cohan's famous play which was shown on
the Rivoli screen during the week of

A

A

another success for the popular

society.

Directed by Carl Harbaugh, from
a story by Francis Lynde.

PLEASURES
(UNIVERSAL)

George M. Cohan's play scores

of

1921

PARISIAN

THERE WAS

interesting melodrama, in

fairly

3,

MARIE PREVOST IN

IN

A PRINCE

(FOX)
A

December

seated

to look at "Princess Virtue" a
Universal employe dashed into the projection room and whispered in his ear
that the title of the picture had been
changed to "Parisian Pleasures." I leave
it

committee of exhibitors whether
improved the picture much

to a

the producers

by the change.
But certainly Marie Prevost
ing. She is deserving of and

is

improv-

getting
the best support, the best direction and
some of the best stories at present available. For instance, there is Tom Gallery,
George Fisher, Lillian Law, Bertram
Grassby, George Periolat and other wellknown character players in her present
vehicle.
It was directed by George L.
Cox and is as correct in atmosphere as
is

most American photoplays which

try to

Parisian
surroundings.
Yes,
good bet for any house. Tom
Gallery plays the role of Basil Hammond,
with his usual finesse and makes a splendid vis a vis for Marie, who appears as
Liane, an American girl, raised in France
and has a "Parisian accent in her eyes."
Liane, only daughter of doting parents,
has many suitors but she becomes deeply
interested in Basil Hammond, a studious
young American who has been sent to
Paris by her grandmother to report on
just what kind of a girl Liane is. She
goes to his room at night, destroys his
note book and pleads with him to be her
friend.
Thinking he has compromised
her he offers to marry her, but she follows the wishes of her parents and becomes engaged to a Baron. At a Casino
the Baron and Basil meet, and later,
when seeking shelter from a storm in a
roadhouse they meet again, and the boy
administers a good beating to the Baron..
He is challenged to a duel, and not knowing the Baron is a crack shot, he goes
into it but is saved by Liane, who declares her love for the Baron. The boy
sails for home but finds Liane aboard,
having registered as Mrs. Basil Hammond. He thereupon has the Captain
marry them and all ends happily.
imitate
here's a

Marie Prevost never looked more bewitchingly beautiful than as the little
Parisian. There is one bathing scene
injected we presume to satisfy those who
want to see Marie in her favorite Sennett

—

costume and several excellent exterior
and interior scenes of a gambling casino.
Director George L. Cox has made a
peppy, pleasing production of the

story.

FOR LANDS SAKE
(EDUCATIONAL)

A

Mermaid comedy

Mildred Harris plays the novelist:
Arthur Hull is the broker; Nigel Barrie
is the magazine publisher; Guy Oliver is
the hero's valet; Sylvia Ashton plays
Mrs. Proufy and Fred Huntly is cast as
an old legal authority who finds his first

directed by Jack
a lot of time-worn stunts
that have pretty nearly outlived their usefulness. The action is fast and the business of the lover escaping by sliding
along a monorail on a saddle was the best
The haystacks racing
incident in it.
around with men inside them and a
farmer with a pitchfork trying to find the
right one has been used before, as have
the stuffed club and the oil spouting corn

great success 'through the hero's efforts.

fields.

duction.

White with

—
December
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SPECIAL CAST IN

cent;

TROPICAL LOVE
(PATHE)
of this production suggests
lobby display which should
prove both attractive and effect-

The

title

a

and the name
Ralph Ince, depends the measure of success a
theatre man will have in exhibit-

ive.

Upon

of the

the

Commodore VinShumway was Capt. Willings

land played the role of

title

director,

Playgoers Picing the picture.
tures presents it as an Associated
Exhibitors feature.

I.

L.

and Arthur Rankin, an impulsive youth,
Allan Corey.
Mr. Rankin was inclined
to overact at times. Togo Yamamola was
excellent as a servant. Capable direction
made up for the story's mnay shortcomings and the many views of a naval
base were well photographed.
Sara Vincent, daughter of the com-

mandant of a naval station, being interested in jades, accepts the invitation of
and visits his rooms to examine
collection.
She has incurred the
enmity of Alida Corey, whose husband
was a former sweetheart of Sara's, and
when Alida discovers Miss Vincent leavan

officer

his

55

Frank is seized with a spirit of unrest
and for several years domestic happiness
is conspicuous by its absence from the
young couple's home. Frank takes up his
residence in the city and there becomes
entangled with a fast set, his particular
Hallie
attraction being the "other girl."
devotes her time to her children and
unavailing efforts to hold her husband's
waning love. In her loneliness she is
about to surrender to the blandishments
of Yost, the evil influence of the village,
when her inherent honesty asserts itself

and she sends Yost on

his

way.

Frank

arrives on one of his visits to his home
just in time to see Yost enter the house,

ing the officer's quarters she spreads the
scandal among the inhabitants of the
naval base. The news is fatal to Sara's
father, and Sara takes up her residence
on an East Indian island, where she conducts an inn for sailors.
Corey's wife
and son arrive on the island some years
later and Bersford. an inmate of her
hostelry, is hired by Sara to make love
to Mrs. Core}' and ruin her reputation.
The son shoots Bersford, however, in
Sara's rooms and when the police arrive
she assumes the responsibility for the act
and is led awa\- to be executed.

SPECIAL CAST IX

A

scene from "Tropical Love"

WHAT DO

(Pathe)

MEN WANT?

Porto Rico affords the locale for this

Guy McConnell

story,

the

scenario for

which was prepared by Reginald Denny.
mildly entertaining. The
action, however, lapses at times, the interest created by previous scenes being

The

picture

is

lost.

Ince took his entire company to Porto
Rico for production of the picture. The
foliage and quaint buildings of this tropical country lend color to the feature.
linger" for your
advertising copy are found in the press
book.
For instance, this phraseologywill catch the reader's eye: "Porto Rico
Sonny Isle of Adventure, Tradition
and Romance. There a girl found her
name and lost her heart. There a drifter
manhood through love.
regained his
There was waged a fight for lost gold."
In those lines also is found the theme
of the story produced.
Ruth Clifford has been placed at ttuj
head of a cast which includes Fred

Very apt

"lines

that

—

Turner, Reginald Denny, Huntley Gordon, Ernest Hilliard. Carl Axzell. Margaret Fitzroy and Paul Doucet.

PAULINE FREDERICK IN

THE LURE OF JADE
(R-C

Dramatic

PICTURES)

recital

of the evils

of

a

an exacting
unconvincing
in theme, but star does good work.
Directed by Colin Campbell.

gossipy

wife

and

social circle; rather

Director Colin Campbell has dared to
do the unusual in picture production
he has given us a sad ending.
In "The
Lure of Jade," written by Marion Orth,
Pauline Frederick has a typical Frederick
role, with the tears and anguish laid on
thick, as in "Madam X." She gives, however, one of the best performances of
her career and for those who care for this
sort of thin„- when it is well done, this
R-C picture will doubtless meet with approval.
It is the star's work that puts

There are many carefully chosen artistic sets and also a good
supporting cast. Clarissa Selwynne gave
a very good performance as the gossip,
Alida Corey; Thomas Holding was Capt.
Louis Corey, her husband; Hardee Kirk-

the picture over.

A

WARREN CORP.)
Here is a picture with a lesson
which should make a strong appeal and prove a big box-office
(F. B.

attraction.
Is beautifully staged,
well acted and photographed and
has exceptionally strong exploita-

tion possibilities.
Lois Weber's greatest picture, "What
Do Men Want?" which is being shown
by the F. B. Warren Corporation at the
Lyric theatre, New York, for an extended
run carries an object lesson which will
make almost any man sit down and do

—

—

a lot of serious thinking.
According to the foreword. Miss Weber
conceived the idea of the picture after
a series of conferences with leaders of

American clubwomen, and she was asked
by them to produce the picture under
the auspices of the Federated Clubwomen
of America. The object was to point out
and offset as far as possible the spirit
of unrest so dominant in the lives of
many of the younger men of the present generation. And the picture does so
point out this tendency to a remarkable
degree in a most human and interesting
story of everyday life.
The story opens in the gymnasium of
a girls' school in the little town of OakAll the girls are happy over the
dale.
forthcoming ball with the exception of
Bertha played in a convincing manner
by Edith Kessler who is left much to
herself by the other girls because her
father is in an insane asylum and she
herself is poor and plain.
The belle of the ball is Hallie (Claire
Windsor), who is sought by all the young
beaux, while Bertha looks on. a lonely
"wall-flower." Frank and Arthur, brothers and young auto mechanics, are both
in love with Hallie. and at the latter's
suggestion Arthur asks the lonely Bertha
Her gratitude causes her to
to dance.
fall in love with Arthur and events that

—

—

follow finally cause her to end her

life

by drowning.
In the meantime, Frank and Hallie are
married and owing to the success of an
invention they are living comfortably and
Several children come and the
happily.

home

is

apparently an ideal one.

Then

scene

from "What Do
(Warren Corp)

Men Want"

and waits outside

until he can meet Hallie
alone to ask her forgiveness and seek
the reconciliation for which he has come.
Not seeing Yost leave the house, after
a long wait Frank rushes in, accuses
Hallie and goes away forever, as he
thinks.
Outside, however, he meets his
brother, Arthur, who explains matters
and convinces Frank of Hallie's innocence.
Then a real reconciliation takes
place and Frank discovers the answer to
the question which is the title of the picture.

All in all. the picture is different from
the usual and the excellence of the story,
direction and photography, coupled with
the strong exploitation possibilities,
should make it an exceptionally popular
photoplay.

HARD KNOCKS
AND LOVE^TAPS
This

is

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Hampton Del Ruth's latest As-

sociated Producers comedy, with Charles
Murray and a dozen other Mack Sennett
comedians furnishing the fun. Murray is
Plato Mulligan, a school teacher in a
hard village he is the thirteenth they
have had in one year. Things happen as
he is being taken to his hotel in a Ford
and continue to happen while he is trying
to teach the aged and youthful "how to
shoot." The incident of the bootlegger
selling Murray a drink at the barn dance
is quite funny, but the gags for the most
part are not new.

—

Carew Displays

Skill as

^(1

Fencer in Yitagraph'Film
Arthur Edmund Carew, who has arrived from the Coast to do a few pictures in New York and who is drawing
to the completion of his work in "The
Prodigal Judge," the Edward Jose production to be put out by Vitagraph. displays in the dual scene of the picture his
skill as a fencer.
Carew plays Colonel Fentriss in thr
screen version of "The Prodigal Judge."
His work has earned him the most favorable comrrrent.
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two-reeler he wrote was immediately pur-

Thomas H.

chased by

Ince.

and

since

then the association has been practically
uninterrupted. Among a number of productions that won world-wide attention
for Sullivan as a screen writer was
"Civilization."

Sullivan is said to be the most highly
priced motion picture dramatist in the
world.
He is under contract with
Thomas H. Ince, and last year made a
tour through Europe to gather fresh atmosphere and material for picturization.
Sullivan is but 36 years old, and modestly
believing himself "only beginning" as a
screen writer, he is ever on the search for
the "big thing."
He finds time to be a
keen follower of outdoor sports, a lover
of dogs and horses and a great baseball
fan.

Graf in East Arranging
Details of Distribution

Of Bosworth Features
Max

manager

of

tions, Inc.,

C.

GARDNER SULLIVAN,

well known screen writer, who has just entered into
a contract to write exclusively for Thomas H. Ince Productions.
"Hail the
Woman" is his last story, which Associated First National is distributing.

4

'Sullivan"

and 'Screen Writing"
'

and general
Hobart Bosworth Producand of Graf Productions, Inc.,

Graf, vice-president

is in New York to transact business in
connection with details of distribution of
the first two productions of Hobart Bosworth Productions, Inc., through Associated First National Pictures.
The first of these, "Blind Hearts,"
already has been published, and the second, "The Sea Lion," is scheduled for

distribution early in December.
A big production program has been
started by Mr. Graf at the studios of his

own company

Are Synonymous Words
Ince Author

and

Scenarioist

Gained Early

Training on

Staffs of Metropolitan Dailies

C

GARDNER SULLIVAN,

Manheimer

who

recently signed a long period contract to write exclusively for Thomas H. Ince productions, is the
* author of "Hail the Woman," the forthcoming Thomas H. Ince
special which will be distributed by Associated First National Pictures,
Inc.

"Sullivan" and "screen writing" are words that have become synonpicture audiences and in "Hail the Woman," Sullivan
has given to the world the most striking expression of the vivid and spellbinding writing powers that are his.

ymous with motion

IN

this

Thomas H.

Ince

production

Sullivan has expressed the joint views
of Mr. Ince and himself as to what constitutes the sort of motion picture play
which the public styles "a bigger and
better picture," and for which it has called
so long.
Thomas H. Ince designates
"Hail the Woman" as "the picture a
weary public has waited for my greatest
achievement," and Sullivan defines it as
"the ultimate solution of a problem."
C.
Gardner Sullivan's success as a
writer of screen stories once again proves
the general all-round usefulness of trained
and talented newspaper writers, from

—

whose ranks have sprung many famous
men and women.
*

*

*

A small town, Stillwater, Minn., is
claimed by Sullivan as his birthplace, and,
incidentally, Stillwater claims him.
Here
it was that even as a child the famous
screen dramatist evinced the predilection
for things literary, that was destined to
shape his entire career.
At school, to find an outlet for his literary tastes, he used to copy "pieces"
from the local papers, and would then
rewrite

them

to

suit

the fancies

of his

imagination.
Sullivan admits that this
was generally done in a spirit of truancy,

and that he used to prop up a geography
book in front of him, behind which he
could do his beloved writing, instead of
attending to arithmetic and such dry-asdust

things!

In

composition,

and spelling he was always

at

dictation
the head

of the class.

After four years well spent in the study
of "fine letters" at the University of Minnesota, Sullivan decided to become a
newspaper writer.and he joined the staff
of the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
Here he
soon attracted attention through the semihumorous, semi-pathetic theme of his
human interest writings qualities that
have since been vividly expressed in many
of his scenarios.
Sullivan subsequently
joined a number of leading newspapers,
including the Chicago Tribune and the

—

New

York Journal.
*

*

in San Mateo, near San
Francisco.
It is understood that one of
the most successful directors of the industry soon will begin work there. Graf
Productions will devote its entire energies
to making specials, the first of which has
been completed.

*

the time that Thomas H. Ince
began to climb the ladder that led him
to fame via the motion picture world,
Sullivan found that writing scenarios
offered a splendid medium for expression
of the stories he had to tell.
The first

New

State Righting
Wilson- Gerber Serial

Through the

enterprise of E. S.

Man-

heimer as general manager of Photoplay
Serials Corporation, the independent exchanges will have the handling of the
new Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber serial,
the "Mysterious Pearl." According to Mr.

Manhe'mer the time is particularly opportune for the launching of a serial of the
type of this latest Ben Wilson offering,
and it will be made available immediately.
"The Mysterious Pearl" is from the
pens of J. Grubb Alexander and Harvey
Gates. Neva Gerber plays a dual role.

Keaton Completes Next
First National

Comedy

Buster Keaton's latest two-reel comedy,
"The Paleface." made under the Joseph
M. Schcnck banner for publication by
Associated First National, has been completed and will be ready for distribution
in the near future.
This comedy has to do with Keaton's
trials and troubles with a tribe of Indians who are far from being quiet and
peaceful. The situations abound in humor
Keaton
of the highest type, it is said.
and Eddie Cline collaborated in the writing as well as the directing of the picture.

About

Buys Unique From
BUSSEY, I A.— C.

Stull

A. Baltzley has just
purchased the Unique theatre here from
W. K. Stull.

December
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Pathe News Official
Armistice Day Film
Two Reels Depicting Story of
Unknown Hero Preserved
By War Department
The Pathe News record of the burial
of America's unknown soldier, will be
preserved in the archives of the war department as the official pictures of the
nation's great tribute to the men who
made the supreme sacrifice in France.
Complete Details Shown

A

two

reel picture, depicting the entire
unknown, beginning with his

story of the

selection in France and ending with the
sounding of taps over his grave at Arlington, Va., has been produced by Pathe
News for the war department. This was
done under a contract made with the
Pathe News by Thomas H. Martell, manager of the United States Army Motion

Picture Service, on behalf of the war department.
The application was made in ample time
to enable Pathe News to give equal attention to the details abroad and at home.
Under the arrangement with the war department, this material is being edited

a two reel permanent government
record at the Pathe News laboratories
with the assistance and advice of a representative of the Army Motion Picture
into

Service.

To

Exhibit Over Country

reels contain 1,000 feet each.
the government record print,

The two

Besides
seven others are supplied for exhibition
by the Army Motion Picture Service.
This assures to every officer and man in
the navy and army free opportunities to
witness a complete and touching pictorial
representation of an historical event that
is unique, inspiring and never to be forgotten.

Precedent

is

Curse for

Pictures, Says
"

Morosco

Williams Tenders Banquet
At Astor for Barthelmess
Many Prominent Film Men and Exhibitors Attend
Private Screening of First Picture — Star
"Adopted " by Distributing Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

22.
Dick Barthelmess has been adopted. It was
pretty generally believed that the popular young screen star was getting
along rather well on his own, but First National thought differently.
So J. D. Williams gave a party a regular party last week at the Astor
hotel.
The mystic words were said with all the trimmings that could be
devised to make the affair a memorable one, and Dick Barthelmess is
now "Our Dick Our Star," the "ours" being the First National.

Nov.

—

—

—

,

Guests Present from All Parts of Country
The party was a notable one in the matter of attendance as well as
object. Many guests were there from all parts of the country, a majority
of them being holders of First National franchises.
The remainder of
the assemblage was made up of officials of First National and of Inspiration Films, Inc. and invited newspaper and trade paper persons.
President Robert Lieber of First Nawas toastmaster, and in a short
address explained the object of the
gathering and felicitated the franchise
holders on the acquisition of the star in
whose honor they had met
Good Talker, Good Actor
tional,

Mr. Lieber then introduced Mr. Barthelmess and the youthful star, in a regular
man-to-man speech, convinced the guests
that he was as good an extemporaneous
a studied actor. He explained that his first picture for First National, which was to be shown to the
diners, was a story that he had wanted
to do for more than two years, and that
he hoped it would give the public as much
pleasure in seeing the picture as he had

speaker as he

is

making it
F. E. Adams, managing director of
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd.,

in

of England, in a short talk on film conditions in England, said that picture distribution there was in a state of chaos
and exhibitors were seeking a remedy.

when we

see producers tossing over precedents and going into the deeper possibilities of pictures without following the old set rules."
"Precedent has
says Oliver Morosco.
been a curse for pictures, just like it has
been a retardation to the stage. Pictures
need more trail blazers, men who are unIn other
afraid to upset traditions.
words, originality."
The Morosco viewpoint evidently is influenced by the forthcoming production
of Oliver Morosco Productions, "Slippy
McGee." it is said. In the picturization of
the Marie Conway Oemler story which
reached its tenth edition in book form,
the Morosco forces adroitly strove to
avoid the set formulas. This applied tc
the character drawing, the settings and
"It is a hopeful sign

57

He was

in this country, he said, to study
conditions, particularly the workings of
the First National franchise system.
From what he had learned so far he
hoped soon to see a similar system in

operation in England.

Others on Program
Short addresses were made by Henry
King, director of Mr. Barthelmess' pictures, and President Buehl of Inspiration
Films.
After the showing of "Tol'able David,"
a review of which was printed in last
week's
Exhibitors Herald, each guest
was asked to write his or her criticism
or commendation.
The criticisms were
practically nil, the commendations many.

Among Those

Present

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Buehl. Richard Barthelmess, Mr. and Mrs. Henry King, Robert Lieber,
president of Associated First National, Harry
O. Schwalbe, Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Vearsley, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Hudson, Floyd Brockell, \V. T. Morgan, George
R. Grant, R. H. Clark, W. J. Heenan, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis F. Blumenthal, Mr. and Mrs. William Brandt. Irving Rose, Jules Michaels, Harold B. Franklin, Dr. Henry Hall, A. H. Blank,
Henry B. Varner, E. V. Richards. Spyrus
Skouras. Moe Mark. Col. Fred Levy. Sol Lesser,
Irving Lesser, Abe Warner, A. M. Fabian. A. A.
Elliot, Mr. Hatch, Mr. Fitzgibbon.,, J. S. Spargo,
J. W. Dannenberg, William Allen Johnston, A.
W. Boynton, Monte Sohn, Edward Weitzel,
Louella O. Parsons and F. E. Adams. Stanley
Ball and Captain Davis of London, England.

"Topics of Day" Picture
Is Aid to Unemployment
The

solution

of

the

unemployment

problem has received no greater stimulus than that being rendered by "The
Cycle of the Dollar" animated cartoon
presented by "Topics of the Day" Films
on screens throughout the United States.
This vivid depiction of the solution on
the screen brings the message directly to
the American people and in a shorter
time than any other force could possibly
accomplish.

the situations.

Prepares Elaborate Aids
For New Russell Picture

Ralph Ince Directs Next
Eugene O'Brien Picture

The wide

next Eugene O'Brien picture,
"Channing, of the Northwest," is about
to go into production.
Vice-President
Myron Selznick has assigned Ralph Ince
to direct

it.

"Channing. of the Northwest," a story
of the rough outdoors just beyond the
American-Canadian border, is from an
original

story
screen version

The
by John Willard.
is by Edward J. Montagne.

possibilities suggested by the
as well as the character of "Shadows of Conscience" have enabled Russell
Product'ons to prepare a unique exploitation and advertising campaign. An acute
perception of the most favorable angles
tor advertising and a generous outlay of
time, effort and expense in executing
these ideas is said to be evident in the
elaborate accessories which this company
has planned for the benefit of state right
title

The

WESLEY BARRY,
"School

Rapf

Days,"

and

Brothers.

in

a

scene

from

produced by Harry
Warner
by

distributed

buyers.
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Dame Rumor Has
With

'

Merry Time
Wives'

'Foolish

December

1921

3,

Ballin Prepares for

His Next Production
Will

Not Go Abroad

to

Make

Spanish Picture for

Sometime

"Theft" and "Sale"
Confiscation,
Despite Its
Universal Will Publish Picture
*

'

'

In

Month

(Special to

or

Two

Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW YORK,

Nov. 22. Dame Rumor is providing Universal's million-dollar production, "Foolish Wives," with some very valuable
Not a day passes but that some report of
publicity these days.
its "confiscation," its "theft," or its "sale" elicits an emphatic denial from
the offices of the producer.

ANENT

the numerous rumors Universal
has issued the following statement
which, though written in a facetious vein,
gives a conception of the foolish questions
asked about "Foolish Wives":

"Has Carl Laemmle

sold

the negative of

Foolish Wives' to a rich Patagonian and
will the first run be given somewhere on
the Pampas of Argentina?
"Did Manny Goldstein go to California to
the fast reel of 'Foolish
Wives' which will be shown for the first
time in Manila on July 4?
"Is it true that von Stroheim has shipped
out of Los Angeles with the negative of
'Foolish Wives' and hidden himself in one
of the mountain fastnesses of Mexico?
"Can it be possible that the Count of Monte
Carlo has paid Carl Laemmle ten million
francs not to release 'Foolish Wives' because of the injury it might do to the prinplay

the

cipality of

lead

in

Monaco?"
*

*

Hugo

'

Cochrane has made note of thirty-two
rumors regarding 'Foolish
Wives,' ranging from the thefts of the
negative by Mexican bandits to its confiscation by the U. S. government, owing
to von Stroheim not paynig his 1915
income tax when, as everyone knows,
different

von Stroheim had no income
"Boiled

down

that 'Foolish

to a nucleus,

Wives'

is

it

in
all

means

worrying someone

million dollars invested in the film.

"For the

benefit of rumor makers be it
that 'I-'oolish Wives' is slowly reach-

ing Central theatre size, which

new ones

float into the executive offices of
Universal, there to be stamped as made of
whole cloth and killed by a display of telegrams from Laemmle that 'Foolish Wives'
is even bigger than was anticipated and will
be shown very soon.
"Naturally, no exhibition date is given,
but it will be shown before New Year's
day and that's a certainty.
"R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of the
Universal, lives a short way out of town
and twice a day rides to and from his home
with several thousand other commuters.
Among these travelers are a number of film
During the past two weeks Mr.
people.

usual sets.

Mabel

Lead

Ballin in

The

picture will be filmed in the Jackstudios, where Mr. Ballin is now

son

engaged in assembling his production
staff.
James Chapin has been appointed
assistant director, and J. R. Diamond has
been reengaged to photograph the picMabel Ballin will play the feminine
ture.
lead, and it is rumored that Craufurd
Kent will have an important role.

means about

New Granada Opens

twelve reels."

*

"These are but a few of the current rumors affecting 'Foolish Wives' and each day

postpone for the time being his trip
abroad to film the Spanish story, "In Old
Madrid," and that he will first produce
the second of his two stories, entitled
"Luxury Tax." It is the work of Ethel
Donohcr, a young author who already
has several screen successes to her credit,
one being "The Black Panther's Cub."
Deals With Society Life
"Luxury Tax" is a comedy melodrama,
and deals with modern New York society
life, with scenes in England, France and
Italy.
Mr. Ballin plans production on
an elaborate scale, with some very un-

1915.

very much, so much so in fact that they
are more concerned with its future than
Universal, which concern has more than a

known

tion

Ballin has completed his producplans, and announces that he will

With "Enchantment"

Burlesque on Bootlegging
Is "Snub" Pollard Vehicle
"The Hustler" is the title of the forthcoming Hal Roach comedy featuring

Picture Booked
of Ten Days

"Snub" Pollard which Pathe has schedfor publication the week of December 4. The offering is reported to be
hilarious
a
affair from start to finish, the
comedy situations being based on the
methods of bootleggers and the amusing

San Francisco's new $2,000,000 motion
picture palace, the Granada, opened on
November 17 with "Enchantment," starring Marion Davies, as its feature attrac-

Hal Roach funmakers.

Showing

Playhouse

uled

ideas which they conceive to outwit the
wily revenue agents.
"Snub" is assisted in the comedy by
Marie Mosquini, the little Italian beauty,
Noah Young, and the entire staff of the

for

at Frisco

J. A. Partington, manager of the
house, telegraphed Cosmopolitan Productions that not only did "Enchantment"
open his new theatre, but that it was
chosen in competition with five other features.
The picture ran ten days, an exception to his rule of seven day showings.

tion.

Congratulates Star

News

Reels "Scoop" Newspapers

Enterprise of Companies Serving Theatres Give Exhibitors
Important Beat Over Local Dailies
Executives of motion picture news reel companies showed an enterYork theatre audiences to view the ceremonies in
prise in enabling
honor of the Unknown Soldier at Arlington Cemetery, Va., which dwarfs
the past achievements of daily newspaper editors.

New

Within a few minutes after the close
of ceremonies, aeroplanes were speeding
from Washington to New York with the
Record time was made in
negatives.
Early in the evening, the
laboratories.
pictures were flashed upon the screen.
*
* *

The effort did not end in New York.
The same speed was shown in dispatching prints to other large cities. Storms
interrupted the attempted cross-continental aeroplane flights, compelling resort
to fast trains.
In practically every city in the country,
motion picture theatres were enabled to
show complete views of this important

The achievement is in sharp contrast
with the news reels of a few years ago,
when they trailed the newspapers by
several days.
*

*

*

A

controversy as to which news reel
service won the "race" is in progress and
will probably never be satisfactorily decided.
There is sufficient glory in the
achievement for all.
For the first time in the history of motion pictures, color motion photography
covered a great national event so rapidly

and satisfactorily that the finished picture
appeared on the screen almost simul-

occasion, hours or days ahead of news-

taneously with the current news weeklies

papers in their

of the event.

city.

in his telegram, sent
his congratulations to Miss Davies, Director Robert G. Vignola and the support-

Mr. Partington,

ing cast.

The

Sheridan

theatre,

Seventh

and

Greenwich avenues, New York City, began a run of "Enchantment" on November 13. All the Keith, Moss and Proctor
houses

in

New York

also have run this

picture.

Bookings Piling

Up

points of the compass bookings of Miss Davies' newest picture are

From

all

streaming into Paramount exchanges, it
announced. Exhibitors and publx alike
have acclaimed it the finest work the star
has done. Newspaper and trade reviewers
have been unanimous in their praise of

is

"Enchantment."

Grace Darling Featured
In Fourth J. W. Picture
Grace Darling, who stars in "For Your
Daughter's Sake," the Burton King proFilm as one
duction distributed by J.
of its series of four society dramas, is
also the star of the fourth picture, "Every
Man's Price," which is another Burton
King feature, and completes the series.

W

December

3,
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Walsh Will Co-Star
His

In Universal Serials
First Production Will Be
"With Stanley

United Artists Envoys Depart to
Establish Branches in Australia
Geoffrey Nye Will Be Managing Head— Off ices Will

in

Be Opened

Sydney, Melbourne, Wellington
Brisbane, Queensland, and Perth

Africa"
George Walsh has been engaged by
Carl

Laemmle

Sedgwick
a

in

to

co-star

"With Stanley

new Universal

serial

just

with
in

Eileen
Africa,"

starting at

Universal City.
Universal says that the success of
"Winners of the West" is responsible for
plans to produce several more serials of
like semi-historical character.
"With
Stanley in Africa" will be in eighteen
episodes and will deal with the expedition
headed by Henry M. Stanley, which was
sent into Africa by James Gordon Bennett to find Dr. Livingstone.

a

In Preparation Some Time
Universal has been preparing for sevmonths by research work and the
of
the appliances and
accoutrements of this bygone day to put
the story on the screen, with all the realism that is possible.
Like "Winners of the West," the film
characters will enact a story within a
story.
All the actual characters will be
introduced, but liberties cannot be taken
with these characters or with their
eral

reconstruction

actions.

Planned Independent Production

To enact the Stanley serial, Carl
Laemmle has chosen Eileen Sedgwick,
who has had unusual success in wild animals serials.
Although Walsh had intended to make a production on his own
account, he

was persuaded

up for
a year with Universal to co-star with
Miss Sedgwick in serials.
to sign

Chaney Has Crook Role
In Hope

Hampton Film

Lon Chaney, regarded by many

as the
type of

cleverest portrayer of the crook
character
on the screen, has been
engaged by Director Clarence L. Brown,
for a principal role in Hope Hampton's
next First National feature, "White
Faith."
E. K. Lincoln is another prominent
screen star whose name appears among
the leads.

UNITED ARTISTS OFFICIALS
Mack Whiting,

59

First

the

of

in

executives

to

represent

United Artists Corporation in Australia
and New Zealand have left New York
for their far-distant posts and will open
offices in Sydney, N. S. W.; Melbourne,
Vic;
Wellington,
N.
Z.;
Brisbane,
Queensland, and Perth.
In the party
were Geoffrey Nye, who will be the
managing head; Mack Whiting and Mrs.

will prevent an exhibitor from running
his own affairs in his own way, free from
the dictates of those whose sole business
it should be to serve him."

Cosmopolitan Announces
Another Hurst Picture

by Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith.
Geoffrey Nye is an Australian by birth
and has been associated closely with the

Following closely the award of the
Photoplay gold medal to Cosmopolitan
Productions for "Humoresque," adjudged
the best photoplay of 1920, the company
will publish through Paramount another
East Side story from the pen of Fannie
Hurst.
This is "Just Around the Corner," which will have a Broadway run in
a few weeks.
"Just Around the Corner" was directed
by Frances Marion, who also wrote the
scenario.
Miss Marion likewise wrote

picture industry almost since its inception in that country, and has held responsible executive positions in both exhibition and exchange departments.

the scenario of "Humoresque," which was
directed by Frank Borzage.
The story
originally appeared in the Saturday Evening Post under the title of "Superman."

Whiting and John O'Donoghue.

Company

On

to

Be Formed

their arrival in Australia there will

be a corporation duly organized, which
will
be called United Artists (Australasia), Ltd., and which will be owned

Mack Whiting

has been for the last
years associated with the D. W.
Griffith corporation as special exhibition
manager. Mr. Whiting goes to the Ausfour

tralian work fresh
in handling

from the triumphs met
East" and with

"Way Down

still

vivid

recollections

cess with "Broken
Griffith features.

of

similar

suc-

Blossoms" and other

Formerly with Paramount
John
tralian.

O'Donoghue

He

is

also

an

Aus-

recently resigned as general

manager of the Australasian branch of
the Paramount corporation.
His up-todate knowledge of and connections with
exhibitors, what they want and what
they don't want, should prove of material

aid

in

placing the

new

organiza-

tion at the very top.

Mr. Abrams' statement taken to the exhibitors in the new territories is to the
effect that "the organization in all countries will deal directly with the exhibitors
by the single picture only. The booking
of each production will constitute a separate and distinct transaction, so that at
no time will there be any obligation that

WHO HAVE GONE TO AUSTRALIA— (Left

exhibition manager;

John O'Donoghue, general

sales

Western Sales Meeting
Held at Salt Lake City
By Executive of Metro
M. Saunders, general sales manager
Metro Pictures Corporation, held a
recent
conference of the
company's
Western branch managers for the purE.

of

pose of increasing the circulation of the
company's pictures.
"Salt Lake City is becoming more and
more each year one of the great key
cities

in

the distribution of films," said

Mr. Saunders. "It covers a huge territory and theatregoers in the inter mountain territory are seeing pictures as early
as they are shown in New York and the
East."
Among those who attended the conference were Harry Lustig, Western division manager, Karl Sterns, Seattle manager; G. L. Cloward, Salt Lake City

manager, Ben F. Rosenberg, Los Angeles
manager; Fred Voigt, San Francisco
manager, and Fred P. Brown, Denver
manager.

Nye, managing director;
manager, Australian offic*.

to right) Geoffrey
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Writers are recurrent interest
quested to confine themselves to
Unsigned letters will
500 words.
not be considered.

"Do you always

drive

in

your

aulo

alone ?"

"Oh, no I usually run across somebody
I have gone far."
Cleveland News.
;

before

*

Censorship

in

England

"Guess

the Editor: Since
my recent return from an eight months'
absence in Europe on behalf of the

Famous Players-Lasky Company,

I

—

We

fact of their existence.

believe that the system now in effect
England would be worth copying. In
that country the Board of Censors, presided over by T. P. O'Connor, M. P..
issues two forms of license or certificate
called "A" and "U" forms (adult and uniI

in

The "U" certificate is given to
those pictures which can safely be shown
to audiences of any age without harming
versal).

moral susceptibilities.
The
certificate is given to those pictures
which, whilst not at all morally improper,
are unsuitable for youthful audiences and
only adults are allowed at their showing.

anybody's

"A"

—

Robert

Hichens*

"The

story dealing with
a
childlessness, based on the author's book
of that name and made by the Stoll Film

Company, which was shown one month
ago in London with an "A" certificate.
Four years ago, to give a concrete
illustration,

I

adapted Tolstoi's "Resur-

*

Irishman

MARYLAND MORN F,
Walsh's

A.

R.

which

Dust,"

Queen
val

of

New

event held

New
the

may

be given to the suggestion.— Charles
E.
Whittacker,
City
Club, 55 West 44th St., New York.
discussion

Suggests Curb on Enthusiasm

BREESE, ILL.—To
have been reading
years and sure get

the

my

the

Editor:

I

Herald a few
money's worth,

:

"That

tire

bursting

made

a terrific explo-

sion."

"Yes
but it didn't last long enough.
Tires should be made so that when they
hurst the noise will last long enough to
drown my husband's remarks." Topics of
the Day Films.
;

•

Year's.

Miss Morne became very popular in the
Southern city when she played in stock at
Fontenclle theatre.

"What

sort of a time is your friend having on his motor tour?"
"Great! I've had only two letters from
him one from a police station and the
other from a hospital. Sydney Bulletin.
*

—

and as you print

letters

from

readers.

I

submitting my first.
read the "What the Picture Did for
Me" department and it surely is a help to
me, but one thing, I don't think any exhibitor should report as some do saying
"A knockout," "All I have to do is put
his name out," "This star always pulls
them in," and "So and So's pictures arc
all good."
Just as sure as you say anything like that, the next time you sign

am

I

up for that star you

will

wake

up.

Now

don't say the managers or salesman doesn't read up on your reports, for
in the November 12 issue of the Herald
one manager says: "What the Picture
Did for Me" is a great force in selling
pictures.

Brother exhibitor, I may be wrong in
views, but I don't think it advisable
I report on all picto talk too much.
tures as very good, good, fair and poor.
I am in a coal camp of 2,300 and my admission is always the same, 10 and 20

my

cents,

up with a good
is
always the
Schmidt, manager,

my

W.

"It's got so these days that a man can
hardly wed unless he can show the girl two

licenses."

"Two
Haven

marriage

and automobile."

Mew

Register.

"You run your car very fast through the
streets," said the friend to the doctor.
"Yes," he replied, "I'm always in a hurry,
and besides, when things are dull, I often
pick up one or two cases on the way."

London

Ideas.
*

"When

the

new curate

tried to start his

car he choked the engine three times in
succession."
"Did he make any remarks appropriate
to the occasion?"

"No. he

didn't, but

he didn't have exactly

same kind of expression on his face as
when he says, 'Let us pray.' " The Path-

the

*
Fable: Once upon a time there was a
citizen of a republic who didn't think he
could handle matters better than the elected
Baltimore Sun.
officials.
*

111.

There was once a man who made
an announcement that he intendedto beFable

"If the

licenses?"

"Yes,

finder.

including war tax.

Some pictures cost two or three times
I show some poor
as much as others.

ture,

put forward the proposal for which it
worth in the hope that some serious

dis-

Orleans during the carniin the Louisiana city on

many

I

plays in
of the

will

tribute, has been chosen by the Follies
Ball Entertainment Committee to be the

Julius

is

who

National

First

theatre, Breese,

children.

motor car, an
blamed a

have

•

"Kindred

Grand

other classics and well-known
including "Madame Butterfly" and
Street," to name no other exof work which are perfectly
for adults but are unsuitable for

a

to

—

same.

—

reported

He asked the way to Streatham, and the officer said "Take the car at
And he did. Punch.
the end of the road."

making that picture, I feel certain.
The censors would fear its effect
upon young minds. It could, however,
be shown to adult audiences assuming
we had two forms of certificate I had
mentioned—and so also could a great
risk of

is

policeman.

no motion picture producer dare take the

amples
proper

wife

so?"
always reminds her that she wants an
Boston Transcript.

Charged with stealing

pictures, and try to even it
admission
one, but

"Main

my

"Why
"It

rection,"
which was released by the
Famous Players-Lasky Company. Today

works,

to stop calling

automobile."

have

noticed that there have been many discussions in the trade and daily press as
to what is the matter with pictures. The
answer is censorship.
The utter futility of stories which will
not offend the very young and their complete lack of anything calculated to induce thought in people of mature years
is making the screen a synonym for silliness. The motion picture producer buys
a well-known book or play for its box
office value and alters its in treatment for
the censors, who— doubtless with every
honest intention view the picture generally with their minds calculating the effect
on children of twelve.
arc thus
merely ladling out so much photographic
pap.
Once a public office has been created, it
is almost impossible to abolish it.
Censor
boards are probably here to stay, and it
is better for us to make friends of them
than to be continually fighting them or
wringing our hands helplessly over the

example is
Fruitful
Vine"

have

'Toots.'

NEW YORK.— To

An

I'll

Shoe Fits"

:

a candidate for office who didn't claim
he had been urged to run by his friends.—
Portland Express.

come

HARVARD, ILL.— To
Often times, after

when

I

the

Editor:

have reviewed a pic-

come to play it, certain
go to make the picture good
I

parts that
are missing. I have learned that certain
operators, or thieves would be a better
name, are cutting these different parts to
make up reels of their own with.
If this information is true, managers
should be on the still hunt for them and
when found shoot them on sight. I have
advertised certain things in pictures and

had paper showing certain things, and
when I show the film it would be gone.
It seems to me that we have enough
trouble that we cannot avoid without
having to put up with this kind of a
deal.
Eugexe Saunders, Saurider's Palace, Harvard, 111.

Fable: Once there was a farmer who
didn't think he could move to town and run
a grocery store and get rich. Cleveland

News.

"Stardust" Published by
First National on Nov.

21

Hope Hampton's most
"Stardust."
recent starring vehicle for First National,
was published on November 21. The
picture plaved at the opening recently ot
KenCol. Fred Levy's new theatre, the
tucky, at Louisville. At that time it drew
praise from the newspaper reviewers.

—
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Did For Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US

THE

It IB

WHAT THE

HERALD

every week what the picture

Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Two

larly liked in this picture.

— F.

F. Peters,

Majestic theatre, Hornell, X. Y.

One Arabian

Night, with Pola Xegri.
Picture
enjoyed.
Pleased big business. William Xoble,
Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.

— Excellent

Woman's

— Get

madge.

picture.

—

Place, with

behind

this.

Constance TalIt's very good.

You'll be surprised how many ladies will
like it.
Dwight B. Baker, Circle theatre,

—

—

Ottumwa. Ia. General patronage.
Gypsy Blood, with Pola Xegri. Think

this as very good enterWhile not as good as others
Ray has made, no other star could have

—

made

Andrew

the role of

with

Phyllis,

Charles

—

and

Phyllis, with
Big business.

Charles

— Giacoma

Pleased.

Bros..

Against Wife, with
Pauline
show.
Xot big but has

good

advertising

Baker,

Circle

—

angles.
Dwight B.
theatre, Ottumwa, la.

General patronage.

Wedding

with Constance Talmadge. Good.
Pleased 100 per cent.
That's saying something. We played this
one to over four hundred paid admissions.
Matinee went big and that put the people
talking for a big night attendance. W.
E.
Elkin.
Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Xeighborhood patronage.
Wedding Bells, with Constance Talmadge. Connie scores again. Good business.
Gaiety theatre. Bluffton. Ind.
Xeighborhod patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Patrons all pleased and went over two
days to good business. Special advertis-

—

Bells,

—

—
—
—

—W.

ing.
It pays.
theatre. Highland.

R. Seaman. Highland

X. Y.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

—

comedy program.
theatre. Eureka,

— Burt

Xorton,

Kozy

111.

The Passion Flower, with Xorma Tal-

— Production
business. — A.

madge.
Fair

theatre,

Billings,

good.

Storv poor.

H. West, Babcock
Mont. Xeighborhood

—

patronage.

19

the I

"I
ground up."
commenced," he
writes,
"by de-

livering
I

|

circulars
a boy.

was promoted

piano playing
(note
player
piano) and one
day when the operator quit it was
up to me to run
I
the
machine.
served five years as operator. Business got dull and the place was to
be leased. Being a young man, I
was given the show as lessee. I
to

built

it

up and now have a nice

"I have been a constant subscriber to the
and attribute most of my success to it.
In fact, the
is to the picture show manager as water is to a
fish.
Show me an exhibitor, especially one in a small town, who can
without enjoyread the

HERALD
HERALD

HERALD

ment.

—

and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—

Even when he goes home

after losing out at the
show, he will involuntarily pick up
and plan for tothe

at

night,

HERALD

morrow."
Mr. Conroe is also editor of the
"Conroe Courier," in which appears
excellent advertising responsible in a measure for the success
of his theatre as reflected in his
consistent reports to this depart-

ment.

who saw

all

it.

— W.

G. Stuvidi111.

to

— Best
Drew

big and
it.

if

you want a moneyBolton. Opera
Y. Xeighborhood

— Frank

Monroe,

House.

X.

—

patronage.

Back to God's Country, with Xell Shipman. This is a splendid picture, and I
had a good business. J. C. McKee,
Electric theatre. Bolivar, Mo.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

— —

The Forbidden Thing, with a special
The public appears to have figured
that it was "forbidden" to enter the theLawdy.
atre during this engagement.
Lawdy, how can they make 'em so concast.

—

—

impossible? Fred S. Meyer.
Palace theatre, Hamilton. O. General
patronage.
The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
production. Here is one that tried to
preach, but made a pitiful failure of this.
There seemed to have been a mighty
effort made here to put something over,
but after seeing it I must confess I could
not figure out what it is all about. W.
Brenner. Cozv theatre. Winchester.
sistently

when only

the

The Passion Flower, with Xorma Talmadge. One of the weakest pictures
Norma Talmadge ever made. Bert Xorton, Kozy theatre, Eureka. III.

—

"from

ness

place in the heart of the city.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Pleased 100%. Here is a picture that you
can go the limit on. Boost it all you can.
R. Xavary, Liberty theatre, Verona,
Pa. Xeighborhod patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
The best box office attraction of the season and it will please both old and young.
Showed Chester Comedy with it for full

—

busi-

a Thomas H. Ince proa splendid picture and

floyburn theatre, Evanston,

maker book
.

theatre

is

God's Country, with Xell ShipCurwood produced, and if
this doesn't please your patrons I am a
liar.

the

by

Back

Built

rrom The
Ground Up

— This

Xeighborhood patronage.
man.

—

—Good

liked
vant.

Ray.

ELBERT I. CONROE, Conroe's
Play House, Conroe. Tex., learned

Wife

Mother O'Mine,
duction.

—

19

A

—

This is a very good comedy-drama. E.
Degenhardt. Princess theatre, MenJ.
Xeighborhood patronage.
dota. 111.

—

Starke.

A

Ray.

age.

—

a special cast.
better the second day than the
first.
really fine production.
picture with a kick.
Good business and it
will pay you to book.
Robert Lebriola,
Liberty theatre, Liberty, X. Y.

—

and

—Gen-

Drew

—

19

Tombstone, Ariz.

Mother O'Mine, with

quite so like-

He

—

Cry stal theatre,
eral patronage.

Support very good also. Charles
Ray one of my best bets. Sudie L
Haney. Liberty theatre, Des Moines, X.
M. Small town patronage.

able.

picture even better than Passion.
Gaiety theatre, Bluffton, Ind. Xeighborhood patronage.
Wife Against Wife, with Pauline
Starke.
Picture plot is mediocre but the
picture was badly cast. Draws, but does
not please. J. Carbonell. Monroe theatre,
Key West, Fla. Xeighborhood patronthis

Chicago.

tainment

Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.
Big business. Star particu-

— Excellent.

St.

recommend

can

First National

De arborn

S.

"W bat The

Address

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

—

—

—

H

Ind.

Lessens in Love, with Constance Talmadge. One of the cleverest pictures of
Made a good hit. Bert Xorthis star.

—

ton.

Kozy

—

theatre. Eureka.

111.

Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. One of Miss Talmadge's best
Fair business. A. H. West,
pictures.
Babcock theatre. Billings. Mont. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Xeilan production. As good a picture as
Good business.
I ever hope to show.

—

Frank

Allen.

Rose

theatre. Byron.

111.

Small town patronage.

Bob Hamptcn of Placer, a Marshall
Xeilan production. An excellent picture
Bert Xorton. Kozy
that went over good.
theatre. Eureka, 111.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. We
didn't want to be the only theatre on
earth not to play this picture, so we

—

—

—

showed The Kid.

There

about the calibre of

—

is

no question

this production.

It

H. Talbert. Legion theatre.
Xorwich. Kans. Small town patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite
Clark. Drew well and pleased, so it wa«

is

there.

T.

—

—

all

right with us.

Certainly a cute pic-
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ture.
111.

— Frank

Allen, Rose theatre, Byron,
town patronage.

—Small

Home
tion.

—A

Talent, a

Mack Sennctt produc-

fair 2-reeler

padded into feature

length. Heavily exploited, failed to stand
up.
No box office stimulant by any

means, but might get by if doubled up
with another picture. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. General

—

—

patronage.

Home

Talent, a

—

Mack Sennett produc-

Played this picture Armistice Day.
I wanted something to cheer them up
and it did. Business fair. Eugene Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.
Gention.

—

—

patronage.
Trust Your Wife, with Katherine McDonald. Curtain and Trust Your Wife

eral

—

are the two best pictures Miss McDonald
ever made.
I have played all of her releases and this is my patrons' statement.
Trust Your Wife will please 100 per cent.
Advertise it big. W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Neighborhood
theatre, Warwick, N. Y.
patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. A lavishly

Dcnison,

produced costume drama of the French
revolution period, in which Pola Negri is
supported by an unusually fine cast, taking rank among our very first artists.

100%.

—

This nine reel special, despite the fact
that it has no admirable character, is intensely and humanly interesting and is
It went oyer
certainly worth showing.
worked it up with
big the first night..
heavy advertising and a generous use of
short sketches in the newspapers explaining what the play was all about, as many
had assumed that it was the miracle play.
Very fine music aided materially in putting over this rather long entertainment.
charged 50 and 25 cents. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

We

—

We

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Very good.— Peter Krauth, Opera House,

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

vember 12 issue, you misquoted me. I
said, "Remainder of Mildred Harris pictures far below this one," and you state

Gentlemen

saying "First National pictures are
below this one." On the other hand,
First
National pictures, as everyone
knows, are for the most part very good,
with a poor one now and then as they
far

have.

all

— Geo.

C.

McKeg's

Starkey,

Opera House, Montour
Neighborhood patronage.

Falls,

N.

Y.

Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Oh, the joy that comes from
receiving compliments on a good picture.
need more such pictures as Homespun Folks. Every character true to life.
Contains some wonderful shots of peace-

—

We

country side. Pictorially beautiful.
Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines, N. M. Small town patronage.
The Devil's Garden, with Lionel Barrymore. -Better than I expected. Barrymore seems to pick out too many Jeykll
and Hyde sort of dramas. Did not draw.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, with a special cast.
A good comedy picture. Business fair.
Patrons gave many good comments. D.
Lee Short, Opera House, Bridgeville,
Del.
General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
One of the best pictures ever
shown in my house. No business, but no
fault of picture.
People just simply have
not the money to attend. Sudie I.
Haney, Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N.
M. Small town patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. It would be impossible for me
to imagine any audience in any part of
the country not liking this picture.
Eugene Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. General patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Pleased the maStewart. Very good.
jority and proved a good drawing card.
E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich. Small town patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. A pleasing comedy and one
Clean picthat pleased all my patrons.
tures and one that will pull them in.
Good busines. T. W. Wisner, Oakland

ful

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Pleased
our
business two days.
Ind.

Bluffton,

people

— Gaiety

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Sky
tion.

—

Pilot, a King Vidor produchis picture has all the thrills of a
Mix. Will please all classes. David
'1

Tom

Butler and John Bowers are two of the
likeable characters ever screened.
Good business, with strong competition.

most

— Frank
— Small

Allen,

Rose

town

patronage.

theatre,

The Jack-Knife Man,

—

a

Byron,

111.

King Vidor

production. A good clean picture, the
kind the censorship agitators would pass.
Besides being old, the action was slow

and it failed to draw even an average
Saturday business. E. H. Vetter, MajesSmall town
tic theatre, Homer, Mich.

—

—

patronage.

Chicago,

HERALD
that

of the concontest,

beauty

she turned to me and said,
don't imagine for a minute
you stand a chance in this
I

"Well,

replied.

'em I've got that contest
right now. You just wait until

tell

my

judge,
focuses her

Connie

Talmadge,

orbs on my
Adonis profile and we won't even
Why,
wait for the late returns.
winning that contest is as easy for
blind
from
a
me as stealing acorns
sow, and any time I can't beat that

bunch

of

divine

—

"Huh!" she

snorted, "Constance

What

Talmadge, indeed.

does she

know about handsome men?

You

with that

might size up
man Sprague from Kansas or Rand
from Idaho, if it was real dark, but
when it comes to Mr. Meyer, that
handsome gentleman from Ohio,
you stand about as much show as
all

right

a bullfrog."

"There you go again," I replied.
"You're just like all other women.
Every time you see a man, or a
picture of a

immediately
dency, and
pigeon-toed

man, from Ohio, you
think

of

the

presi-

was sure that a
woman would look all
right in the White House, we'd
move down to Ohio in the morn-

—

if

age.

Dinty, a Marshall N'eilan production.
Book
Small house.
Picture pleased.
Van Alstyne & Albot, Donaldthis one.
son theatre, Fultonville, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
Nomads of The North, with a special
One of the best, if not the best,
cast.

—

—

—

Used
stories we have shown.
a stencil and painted bear tracks leading
Sure
to the theatre on the sidewalks.
had them talking before and after they
had seen the picture.— E. H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. Small

I

—

town patronage.

dodged the cream
pitcher and sugar bowl and that
then

settled the
I

am

I

argument.

satisfied that

Rand and

Sprague and

are handicapped right
from the kick off by reason of our
I

location, but I'm banking on Connie for a touchdown, just the same.
J.

C. Jenkins,

Auditorium theatre,
Neligh Neb.

—

Love, with Louise Glaum. A rather
offering; not much of anything to
get it over, not even the title. No drawing power by any means. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.—
General patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A wonderful picture, but did not make me any money.
Edward Lindsey. Lindsey theatre, Industry, III.— Small town patronage.
Mary Regan, with Anita Stewart
Good program picture.—Sudie I. Haney,
Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.—
Small town patronage.
One Thousand To One, with Hobert

weak

—

—

—

Bosworth.— What we

anticipated before

playing the picture, has come to pass,
only much worse than we had figured. A

office flivver of the worst type.—
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. General patronage.

box

—

Fox

ing."

And

—

Curwood

do you?"

"Who, me?"

won

afraid of this

—

tures in the
testants in

I'll

little

—

111.

that
contest,

a

ronage.
A Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan production. Story weak; drawing power
Fred S.
nil; as a whole very ordinary.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall N'eilan production.
Pleased good business.
Picture enjoyed.
William Noble, New Folly theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla— General patron-

We've had an argument, my wife
and I. Last night at the dinner
table she was looking over the pic-

when
"You

Was

—

lerman. Her swimming stunts were fine.
Story just average. In my comment on
The Woman In His House, in your No-

my

— Excellent.

theatre,

patronage.

King Vidor produc-

Pilot, a

Good

1921

one on account of strong subtitles, but
Peter Krauth, Opera
picture pleased.
House, Dcnison, la. Neighborhood pat-

Jenkins
Banks on
Bonnie

—

tion.

— Neighborhood

3,

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.

The Girl In the Taxi, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter Dc Haven. Had put off running this because I was afraid of it, but
peppy advertising and a front put it over
surprisingly.
Will
please
audience.
Dwight B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la. General patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette Kel-

—

la.

The Sky

—Very good.

—

—

December

—

Mason. An
Shirley
program feature. Pleases old
and young.— Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric thepatatre, Valley Jet., Ia.— Neighborhood
Queenie,

with

extra good

ronage.

To A Finish, with Charles Jones.—
Splendid business and well satisfied audiences.— William Noble, Rialto theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla.—General patronage.

Play Square, with Johnny Walker and
Edna Murphy.— Good program picture.

These

stars

are

comers.— Gustine and

—
December

3,

—
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Roush, Princess theatre, Lewistown,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Little Miss Hawkshaw,
Percy. —A
program

with

picture.

—

Ben Turpin Appointed
Beauty Contest Judge

Over The Hill, with a special cast.
The greatest picture ever conceived.
September 15-16-17

to a phenomenal business with every
patron fully satisfied that they had received more than their money's worth,
even with prices at $1. Arthur E. Wab-

—

bler,

Monterey Theatres

Monterey,

Co.,

Cal.

The Rough Diamond, with
This

Tom

absolutely Mix's best.

is

Mix.
Biggest

In the following characteristic letter of appointment, Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho, requests Ben Turpin, Mack Sennett star, to serve with Constance Talmadge, Viola Dana and Will
Rogers, previously named, as judges in the "What the Picture Did
for Me" beauty contest. The Herald herewith relays his request to
Mr. Turpin, whose recent extensive "personal appearance" tour makes

him especially
Chicago,

—

—

Bar Nothing, with Buck Jones. Over
in our little town, just twenty miles
east of Vincennes, where Jones is sup-

By the immortal gods!
What did I ever do to "Sand

me

posed to have spent part of his life, we
merely hang out the sign with his name
on it and then sit back and watch the

Hill" Jenkins that he should nominate
rogue's gallery alongside his "Pink Tights"

"Short Grass" Sprague and "Christopher Columbus" Meyer?
let it not be said that any Rocky Mountain "Sagebrusher" ever
refused a challenge, or an invitation, be it for six-shooters, bucking
bronchos, white mule or even a beauty contest. So here goes my Stetson into the ring.
Come on you "Three Musketeers!" "Who's Afraid?"
Say, I feel sorry for you fellows.
Don't you know that every
Idahoan is a "Ridin' Romeo?" Don't you know that a boy christened
Philip by an adoring mother grows up to be an Apollo Belvedere in
form and an Adonis in looks.
Oh, well Miss Talmadge, when you write out your vote kindly
spell my name with one "L."
By the way, I nominate for one of the upright judges "the handsomest man on the screen" Ben Turpin. If he misses me with one
optic barrel he may hit me with the. other.

—

M. Palmer, Lib-

— General
patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — Sure a
good picture. Had a poor business on
but no fault of the picture. —
Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre, Burke,
D. — Neighborhood patronage.
J.

HERALD'S

But

erty theatre, Washington, Ind.

this,

for the

self,

shekels roll in.
But don't you forget
that it has taken some exploitation on the
first Jones films to get things this way.
This picture is without a doubt the best
that Buck has made and we extend to
Buck, not only our own but our patrons'
heartiest congratulations.
But pardon
the error, Buck; we should have said

— Harry

111.

Gentlemen:

here

Charles Jones.

qualified for service in the designated capacity.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

business on this we have had in a month.
W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked
Tree, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.

—

63

111.

Eileen
R.
Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
fair

Played our theatre

—

—

Yours for beauty,

J.

PHILIP RAND.

S.

Love Time, with Shirley Mason.
Good picture and good work by Miss
Mason. Will please any audience. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Love Time, with Shirley Mason.
Listen here, Bill Fox, you do not appreciate Shirley Mason like ybu should. She
is a most captivating star and deserves
lots better screen material than you are

—

giving her.

This picture is good. It's
satisfying to her dyed-in-the-wool admirers, but you can do lots better by
Shirley.
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.
General patron-

—

—

age.

—

Love Time, with Shirley Mason. Up
Did good business,

to Shirley's standard.

she being a favorite here.

— W.

Harris,

S.

Grand theatre, Marked Tree, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
The comedy in this remarkable drama

—

balances it to make an exceptional departure from Bill's usual efforts. H. J.
Graybell, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White.— Pearl
White has a very good one in this. It
was taken fine by my patrons. Should
please 90% anywhere.
W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The
White.

Mountain

— As

Woman,

—

Pearl
Pearl

with

a production just fair.
White well liked in this section.
McKee, Electric theatre, Bolivar,

—

of Mix's best.
E. Moslin, Crossett Picture theatre, Crossett, Ark.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

One

of the best of Farnum's released.
Patrons all pleased. Business away above
normal. Millard & Spadaro, Shadowland
Neighborhood
theatre, Ellenville, N. Y.

—

—

The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix.—
Although it is not a new one, it pleased
100%. We booked it on account of the

many

favorable reports in Exhibitors
Herald. Mix is always good, and a real
drawing card, but I believe this is even
better than the average. J. W. Joerger
& H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enter-

—

prise,

Ore.— Neighborhood patronage.

The Cyclone,
picture

and

with

Tom

Mix.

— Splendid
—

business. William
theatre, Oklahoma

good

Noble, New Folly
General patronage.
City, Okla.

—

Hands Off, with Tom Mix.—All Tom
Mix productions go good here. Good

—

crowd with bad weather. H. McGrady,
Dreamland theatre, High Spgs., Fla.
Small town patronage.
Riders of the Purple Sage, with
William Farnum. Better than The Rainbow Trail and one that will pease any
Brought them all out
class of audience.
C. H. Van Valkinto a big business.

—

Automobile race worth the money.
Patrons spoke highly of this one. Fair
business.— A n t h o n y Fontana, Opera
House, Livingstone Manor, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

A

The Road Demon, with
good

picture.

Tom

Mix.

Plenty of action.

One

—

—Neighborhood patronage.
of
the
Purple Sage, with
Farnum. — This one brought
a

Tree, Ark.

William

in

dandy

crowd and is some picture.
Patrons well pleased. Also played sequel,
The Rainbow Trail.— Clark & Malone,
Happy Hour theatre, Ithaca, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Singing River, with William Russell.
to Russell's standard.
Pleased our
patrons very well, he being a favorite

Up

here.

— W.

Grand

Harris,

S.

Marked Tree, Ark.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Riders of the Purple Sage, with
William Farnum. A dandy evening's
entertainment and one that will please.

—

A

good drawing

card.

—

J.

E.

Wiedman,

—

Central theatre, Albany, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Straight From the
Shoulder, with
Charles Jones. Fine Western show.
Jones can't be beat and is a sure winner
here. J.
C. Harlan, Pastime
theatre,
Humphrey, Ark. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

Riders of the Purple Sage, with
William Farnum. This pleased my audience fine, and played to a packed house.
These Zane Grey stories will get you the
money. R. D. Horton, Odessa theatre,
Odessa, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Beyond Price, with Pearl White. One
of the best Pearl White has appeared in
Patrons
since she has been with Fox.
say good picture. W. S. Harris, Grand
Neighbortheatre, Marked Tree, Ark.

—

Meyer Wins
Test

B allot
—See

pa-

tronage.

age.

Neighborhood patronage.

best.

—

Good program feature, but star not
known here, but pleased all who saw it.
W. S. Harris, Grand theatre, Marked
Riders

J.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Mix picture. In fact one of his

Hearts of Youth, with Harold Goodwin.

patronage.

—Mo. C.

Typical

burgh, Masonic Hall, Altamont, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

Page 34

—

—

—

—

hood patronage.

—
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December

Takes off about 1860, touches
again in '84, lands 1912, so it is all ancient
and only of interest to the women who
see themselves as they used to dress.

3,

1921

picture.

Nothing of interest

V. Wallace, Idle
bridge Spgs., Pa. Transient
S.

—

M eyer w ins

young people.—
Hour theatre, Camto

Test Ballot

patronage.

—See Page 34

The Song
Martin.

—

of The Soul, with Vivian
Was afraid of it and played it

Bum

guess on our
and kicked because
Which means nothbefore you buy.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. General patronage.

for only one day.
part.
They liked it,
we din't hold it over.
Look at this
ing.

—

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speA keen one to get up effective
cial cast.
advertising stunts about. I sent out
cards with this attractive title and gave
They read, "Don't neglect
the date.
your wife Friday." It brought them. I

—

also painted a big hand pointing to this
significant title and printed in big letters,
"If you do, don't come to see this."
that
exhibitors,
brother
Remember,
human nature is curious. Arouse curiosThe picture met
ity and they will come.
every expectation. An excellent production—Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,
Small town patronage.
Alice, Tex.

—

The Old

VIOLA DANA

doing "k. p." duty in her
"The Fourteenth
latest Metro
Lover."
The vent holes in the tin
derby are to strain things, according
to Metro's press agent, and the knife
for use when things become too
is
picture,

Prisoners of Love, with Betty Compson. A trifle spicy, but handled in an in-

—

offensive manner.
you'll

lar,

find

Compson

popua knockout; if she

If

this

is

the picture will get you some
money. Satisfactory results three days.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilisn't,

—

ton, O.

— General

patronage.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a

special

—A

splendid picture with clever
titles and plenty of humor to balance the
pathos.
Good for any audience. Gustine and Roush, Princess theatre, Lewistown, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

cast.

—

—

The Old Nest, with

a

special cast.
Greatest picture of its kind that we ever
ran.
Will please everybody.
real box
office attraction.
Book it and boost it.
McDaniel and Anderson, Liberty theatre,
Neighborhood patronKalispell, Mont.

A

—

Hold Your Horses, with

— Say,

Tom

Moore.

boys, this is the kind that sends
them out boosting. If it's the last one
you play, get this one. A. L. Picker, Rex

—

theatre,

Ironwood, Mich.— Neighborhood

patronage.

The

Silver Lining, with Jewel

— Fair
here.

entertainment.

No drawing

Palace theatre,
patronage.

card.

Star

— Fred

Hamilton,

O.

Carmen.

unknown
S.

Meyer.

— General

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a special
Fine picture and patrons all well
pleased. A. H. West, Babcock theatre.
Billings,
Mont. Neighborhood patroncast.

—

—

—

age.

—

The Old

Nest, with a special cast.
with a moral, in other words,
Good business for
a 100% production.
three days. Patrons comments were exKeeney's
Gildersleeve,
cellent.— G.
C.
Transient pattheatre, Kingston, N. Y.
ronage.
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, with a speSorry I played this one. Nuff
cial cast.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denisaid.
Neighborhood patronage.
son, la.
picture

—

—

—

—

Milestones, with a special cast.

— Fair

—

Washington, Ind.

theatre,

— General

pat-

ronage.

The Song of the Soul, with Vivian
Martin. A very good picture portraying
a
wonderful love. Everglade scenes
pleased all. This class of picture should
draw at any house. Business better than
average. J. W. Joerger & H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
One of the big pictures of all time. Mary
Aldcn's work is incomparable. They
don't get too hard boiled for this picture
to touch
them. Gustine and Roush,
Princess theatre, Lewisfown, III.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

Godless Men, with a special cast. An
excellently produced sea picture that
pleased a small crowd. Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.
A Tale of Two Worlds, with a special
This is a rather good picture, that
cast.
will stand up to what you say for it.
Will make you money. J. E. Courter.
Courter theatre, Gallatin, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Fool, with a special cast.
A little better than most program stuff.
You won't be disapBoost the stars.
pointed. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Detroit, Mich.
Made In Heaven, with Tom Moore.
Here is a pippin. At least that is what
my patrons all said. Pleased better than
some of my specials. Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre. Harvard, III.— General

and it was marked down in my list of
good pictures. Eugene Saunders, Palace

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Most popular appeal of any picture we
Five days and six matinees
good business, considering conditions.
A. H. West, Babcock theatre. Billings,
Mont. Neighborhod patronage.

ever run.

age.

Chinese jazz orchestra as a

The picture received many
comments. Harry M. Palmer, Liberty

The Little Fool, with a special cast.
Good picture that pleased. Should find
room on any program. Fred S. Meyer,

is

—

Goldwyn

a

Nest, with a special cast.
a picture that no one will make
a mistake on. The longer run you give it
It is
the better your business will be.
the best mother love story that has ever
been released. Geo. A. Roberts, Stratton theatre, Midlctown, N. Y.

Here

—

strained.

we used
plologue.

to

—

—

Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford. A good story, a corking
good cast, only marred by Jack's presHe's done for, so let's leave well
ence.
enough alone. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
General patrontheatre, Hamilton.
The Man

—
—

of the Soul, with Vivian
picture that causes strong
likes and dislikes, the former in the lead.

The Song

—A

Out

Just
ford.

O.

— General

of College, with Jack Pickthis picture for a benefit

— Played

—

theatre, Harvard,

111.

— General

patronage.

Own

Law, with Hobart Bosworth.
Very good. With few exceptions we
lind that Goldwyn pictures go over well.
Bosworth carries over a very heavy part

—

His

without too much posing. Pleased all.
W. Joerger & H. M. Maloney, O. K.
Neighborhood
theatre. Enterprise, Ore.
patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Very fine picture. Played three days.
Business better every day. Gaiety the-

—

J.

Bluffton,
tronage.
atre,

Ind.

—
— Neighborhood

—

with Madame X. One of these days, the
Vigilance Committee of the A. A. (Advertising Club of America) is going to
get busy, and when they do, look out
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. General patronage.

Sam—

—

Made
One of

In Heaven, with Tom Moore.
the best pictures we ever pro-

duced and drew good on a Saturday and
Sunday against bad weather. Second

Ten Pictures That

Made Money
1.

The

for

Me

Kid.

had more favorable comment on this
than any one I remember. Several raved

2.

out, some others
walked across the street to tell me how
they liked it, others sent word to me.

4.

Black Beauty.
Peck's Bad Boy.
The Sign on the Door.

5.

Reputation.

I

over

it

when passing

A

minority were unfavorably impressed.
think if it had been relieved by a touch

3.

6.

I

few places that it would
Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
high.
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.— Small town

of

comedy

range

in a

ace

—

patronage.
A Tale of Two Worlds, with a special
cas t. A production that afforded won-

—

derful

exploitation

possibilities

and we

Japanese lanterns adorned
both the front and interior of theatre and

grabbed 'em.

pa-

Roads of Destiny, with Pauline FredGoldwyn's press book on this picture really has the nerve to compare this
erick.

O—

age.

Martin.

—

Hamilton,

Palace theatre,
patronage.

7.
8.

9.

10.

The

Devil's Pass Key,

Passion.
The Furnace.
Outside the Law.
Gypsy Blood.
F. F.

PETERS,

Majestic theatre,
Hornell, N. Y.

—
December
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—

—

I

outside after the show.
Good house.
J. L. Hannay. Community theatre, Ravena, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast.
One of the best pictures, with interesting scenes.
Hodkinson's pictures
are above the average.
F. Hejtmanek.
Opera House, Clarkson. Neb. Small
town patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with a special cast.
Some picture. Don't pass it by. Van
Alstyne & Albot, Donaldson theatre,
Fultonville, N. Y.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

—
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caters to family patronage. Photographv
and direction good. A»so star's acting,
but cannot help an unclean story. Sudie
I. Haney, Liberty theatre. Des Moines,

—

N. M.

— Small

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
Just a fair picture, not entitled to any exploitation, but good enough to find room
on the program. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre. Hamilton, O.
General patronage.

—

—

age.

—

—

A laugh in every inch. J. CarhonelL Monroe theatre. Key West. Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.
Nice program offering that is sure to
send thenL out well satisfied. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patronage.
Life's Darn Funny, with Viola Dana.

—

best.

—

a scene from "The
Grover Jones Argosy

in

first

night better than first.
Clever subtitles
which kept the patrons in the best of
humor.
Book it. E. J. Degenhardt,
Princess theatre. Mendota, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Hugo

East Lynne, a

Had

patrons

me

one of the best pictures of the
season.
F. Hejtmanek, Opera House.
Clarkson, Xeb. Small town patronage.

—

—

Keeping
Bennett.

Up With

—One

Lizzie,

time, but did not draw.

Bluffton, Ind.

with

Enid

of the cleanest, cleverest

comedy-dramas we have had

in

a long

— Gaiety

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Down Home,

with a special cast.
must be like the juror who said he was
right and the other eleven wrong. Other
exhibitors liked this, but my patrons and
myself did not. Probably we are too fed
up on highly seasoned Delmonico specials to enjoy coming down to common
fare drama and plain acting.
The burlesque of the

department

splendid,
however, and the fight is a real one, but
the revival meeting and the type of
drama will please or displease according
to individual tastes.
Philip Rand. Rex
fire

is

—

theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

The Westerners, with Roy Stewart.
Roy Stewart brings the Western fans in.
He is always good. Little boy and dog

—
—
Coast of
—This

are great. A. J. Steggall. Opera House.
Fayette, la.
College town patronage.

The

cial cast.
if

F.

Opportunity, with a spe-

might be a good picture

you could read titles. A has-been.
Hejtmanek. Opera House, Clarkson,

— Small town patronage.
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. — Not the kind my people
Too heavy and brutish. — E. A. Baradel.
Xeb.

like.

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

The U.

P. Trail, with a special cast.

Everybody thought
picture.

You

Never

again.

May

May

Allison.—

Cannot do

Allison.

a
picture.
Could have been in five reels instead of
seven. Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,

Good

thing with her any more.

—

Des Moines, N. M.

— Small

town patron-

age.

in the acting.

Ballin production.

picture that will please.

tell

—

The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
Good picture. Bert Lytell is right there

Hodkinson
A

Fair.
Had making of a good picture if
director had injected proper pep into it.
Star only gets '"near" the top. Dwight
B. Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la.

General patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with

this was a first class
will not be afraid to stand

atre,

— W.

C. Allen,

Antwerp, N. Y.

age.

Story

is

a "proper social position."
Some humorous scenes
offensive ones. Philip Rand.
fit

no

Rex

theatre,

—
—Small

Salmon, Ida.

patronage.
Blackmail,

town

—

with
Viola
Dana. Unwell liked for a feature.
Had
many favorable comments on this picture.
Horn & Morgan. Star theatre.
Hay Springs. Neb. Small town patronage.
usually

—

City. Ok'a.

—

—

receive a few compliments in your

munity, something

is

"haywire."

com"Ana-

the greatest of all-star pictures and
believe me the stars kick through with
the acting. The theme is also worthy of
mention. Settings, gowns, and direction
unbeatable.
Personally think "Anatol"
the biggest boost in the industry in many
a moon. F. W. Horrigan. SlcDonald
theatre. Philipsburg, Mt.
Mining town
tol"

is

—

—

patronage.
After the Show, with Jack Holt. Extraordinarily good and patrons are still
telling me how much they liked it.
Ralph W. Crocker. Star theatre, Elgin,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
One of the best bets of the year. Play
it
and prologue it and it will make the
box office receipts swell as well as please
your patrons. My patrons praised it very
highly.
W. H. Ostenberg. Jr., Orpheum

—

—

—

—

theatre. Scottsbluff,

Nebr.

Wilson very good, but picture is not
better than any of the other Reid pic-

Monroe theatre, Key
— Carbonell.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. Dewithout a
Mille production. — Here

tures.

J.

West. Fla.

is

doubt the most beautiful picture ever
produced, with a cast like it has of so
many noted screen artists. It. in many
opinions of our patrons, beats The
Miracle Man, which sure is saying a lot.
Wallace Reid and Gloria Swanson play
the leads, but Wanda Hawley. Bebe Daniels

and the

rest SHre play

their parts.

—

—

The Cheater, with May Allison. Out
of the usual rut. I liked it and so did my
patrons. Well acted and sure a scorcher
for fakers. Beautiful scenery- Star ably
supported. I heard no complaints. Many
W. H. Heifer.
complimented. Mrs.
Itasca theatre. Alice, Tex. Small town

—

—

patronage.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
Probably 53-50
hit here.

Not much of a
as a program

picture.

— Giacoma

Bros..

—
—

Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. This
was a good program. In fact I have
found all of Metro's classics good classy
pictures, but I can't make any money
on any of them. H. H. Burden. Mirage
Neighborhood patheatre. Axtell. Neb.
tronage.
Extravagance, with May Allison. Fa r
Fred S.
offering, hut not drawing card.
Meyer. Palace theatre. Hamilton. O.
General patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. I believe that stories like this are
a detriment to the industry"- They cer-

—

—

—

—

;

—

tainly

homa

Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
— Small town patron- —AThemagnificent
picture.
Reid and Lois

good.

and

in exploitation necessary.
Noble, Capitol theatre, OklaGeneral patronage.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil DeMille
production. Just book it. and if you don't

—William

Casino the-

The Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
Not a lemon, neither a peach. Average.
Opens in Wyoming with Western flavor
and ends in New York life. Heroine has
sympathy of audience throughout in her
training to

Paramount
Nothing spec:al

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Hughes. A picture worth while showing.
A great moral lesson. Hughes at his

Scar," the
feature.

—

Ladies Must Live, with Betty Compson. Star popular and picture drew well

Metro

ORA CAREW

town patronage.

do no good,

at

least

where one

Plays

Worth

Return Dates
EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen:
I have net noticed any remarks
Here are
aobut repeat pictures.
six that I repeated on and got big
money.
The Romance of Tarzan.
1.
2.
Tarzan of the Apes.
Dintv.
3.
4. Peck's Bad Boy.
5.
Scrap Iron.
6. Daddy Long Legs.
The above list are sure fire
money getters and will stand repeating.

JACK CAIRNS,
Brooklyn

theatre.

Detroit. Mich.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Norwich. Kans.

— Small

1921

3,

town patronage.

My

Excuse

Dust, with Wallace Reid.—
This is a great picture. Pleased 100%.
R. E. Johnson, Franklin theatre, Piggott,
Ark. Small town patronage.
Lady Rose's Daughter, with Elsie Ferguson.—Just the women liked this one.
The picture failed to draw but I attribute this to hard times.
VV. E. Elkin,

—

—

Temple

Miss— Neigh-

Aberdeen,
borhood patronage.
Behind the Door, with

worth.

theatre,

Hobart Bos-

—A

good picture. Interesting and
perhaps, but somewhat grewNo picture for children. I did not

thrilling,

some.
admit them.— C. W. Brayman, Emprize
theatre. Cedar Springs, Mich.— Transient
patronage.
Idols of Clay, with

Mae Murray.— This
wakened up the old town all right, and
all the comments I heard were "some
show" and "got any more like that?"
Plot is laid in England and usual south
sea island, but it is big enough to boost
above average.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa.
Transient

—

patronage.

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.—
Good business and pleased audience.
William

homa

WILL ROGERS, who

is

starring in "One Glorious Day," a Paramount picture,
a close-up of Allan Hale's foot for a scene in that

watches the cameraman get
picture.

Too much cannot be
duction.

— C.

Dunsmuir,

H.
Cal.

for this proPowers, Strand theatre,
said

— General

patronage.

The Great Impersonation, with James

—

Kirkwood. Fine picture with capacity
houses and pleased big business. Wil-

—

Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.

liam

The
Mille

—

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. Deproduction.
Picture as a produc-

—

100%, but weak on story and patrons
pleased 75%.
Played two days to fair
business owing to bad weather. J. M.
Moran, Coxsackie theatre, Coxsackie, N.
tion

—

Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Cappy Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.

Drew

a very large crowd, and gave one
hundred per cent satisfaction.
Everybody will like this one. Ralph W.
Crocker, Star theatre, Elgin, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. Do you want a great, absolutely honest, straight from the shoulder
sermon preached in your theatre? If so
get this and boost it as the most wonderful invective against mammon in the
church ever portrayed. The titles do not
preach or moralize, but the play itself is
a living sermon and will furnish your
patrons mental food for a year.
It is
artistically rendered; the characters are
ideally chosen; the play is interesting.
This pulled a good second night for us
at semi-special prices, 40 and 20 cents.
used large sized paper and violin and
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
piano- music.
Salmon, Idaho.

—

We

—

The Wild Goose,
duction.

—

Just

fair.

a Cosmopolitan pro-

No drawing power

to

it.

— Gaiety

theatre,

Bluffton,

Ind.

Neighborhood patronage.
Straight Is the Way, with a special
cast.
If there were any of our patrons
who did not like this one I did not see
them. Many favorable comments. Personal opinion is that an occasional feature
without a star pleases better than the

—

one-man

—
K.

stuff.

Maloney, O.

— Neighborhood
The

W.

Joerger

patronage.

Cost, with Violet

program
houses.
Giacoma
Tombstone, Ariz.
strong

&

H. M.
theatre, Enterprise, Ore.

J.

—

Heming.

— Very

picture.
Pleased big
Bros., Crystal theatre,

— General

patronage.

Every Woman, with a special cast.
Very good production. Business was
fine.

Y.

— V.

Daniele, Lyric theatre, Utica, N.

— Neighborhood

Test Ballot

—See Page 34

Capitol

Oklapatronage.

theatre,

— General

—

Humoresque, with

a special cast.
Big
picture.
Used
machine with violin records for solo
parts.
Went over swell. High class but
has plenty of comedy relief.
Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron, 111.
Small town

business

to

wonderful

—
—

patronage.

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant

Washburn.

— One

of the best

Washburns

have run.

Small house, no comments,
but it will please the average audience.
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth.— Our first Bosworth. Was well
received and a number of very favorable
comments received on it. B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex. NeighI

—

—

—

borhood patronage.

—

Terror Island, with a special cast.
card.
Fine water picture.
Pleased 100 per cent. W. H. Jopp, Hillsboro theatre, Hillsboro, Md. General

good drawing

—

—

patronage.

patronage.

— We

Humoresque, with
Vera Gordon the

a special cast.
star in this fine pica company would feature a
of the cast with so small a part

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
A mighty good picture, full of pep and
good auto stuff. C. W. Brayman,- Emprize theatre. Cedar Springs, Mich.

member
as Alma Rubens had we cannot

Transient patronage.

stand.

—

Half

An Hour,

with Dorothy Dalton.
Good picture but failed to draw. At one
time Miss Dalton was one of our best
bets but now she hardly draws film
rental.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The
please,

Man,

Fourteenth

Warwick.

— A good

if

they

Robert

with

clean picture that will

like

Warwick.

— W.

Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Colo.
Small town patronage.

—

P.

Wells,

The Cradle of Courage, with William
S. Hart.
The best thing Bill Hart ever
made. Book it on my recommendation.
The folks will thank you. H. J. Graybell,

—

—

—

Family theatre, Bridgeport, O. Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of the Mounted, with W. S.

Meyer Wins

Noble,

City, Okla.

—

Why

ture.

underPleased 100 per cent. Horn and
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.
Small town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. Very
Can't go wrong on this one.
good.

—

—

—

Happy Hour

Hoffman,

J.

J.

—

theatre,

D. Neighborhod patronage.
Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
got this a little late, but the folks
I
applauded it constantly. The kids all inquired when another like it would be
shown. H. J. Graybell, Family theatre,
Bridgeport, O. Neighborhood patronBurke,

S.

—

—

—

age.

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
one of the most popular of
Bert Norton, Kozy theReid's pictures.

— Proved
atre,

—

Eureka,

The

111.

Life Line, with a special

cast—

—

Hart. Excellent.
Fair house. Van Alstyne & Albot. Strand theatre, Fonda, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
O'Malley of the Mounted, with William S. Hart. A mighty good Western
picture with
Bill
Hart at his best.
Pleased all Hart fans immensely. Good
busines on what is usually our poorest
night.
H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
J.

—

—

—

call

The Greatest Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

cf

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS for
Theatre and Home.
CHICAGO,
413-419 W. ERIE ST.

ILL.

—A
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—

A

very good picture. R.
Franklin theatre, Piggott,
town patronage.

—

—

and

it

would improve wonderfully.

W. Joerger & H. M. Maloney,

Enterprise, Ore.
patronage.

O. K.

— Neighborhood

My

Lady's Garter, with a special cast.
Nothing entertaining nor educational
about this. Not amusement, but very
elaborate settings and pleasing scenes.
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
An Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Ray. Ray admirers stayed to see this
one out but the balance of the audience
left.
Absolutely nothing to it.
I
lose
money on Charles Ray. His pictures are
not the kind that please my patrons.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
A Girl Named Mary, with Marguerite

—
—

—
Clark. — Dandy picture.
Book
and
boost
— R. E. Johnson, Franklin theaPiggott, Ark. — Small town patronage.
Silk Hosiery, with Enid Bennett. — An
it

it.

tre,

excellent Bennett production which, with
repeat showing of Shoulder Arms, makes
fine program.
Bert Norton, Kozy thea-

—

Eureka, 111.
The False Road, with Enid Bennett.
Better than What Every Woman Loves
and the best one of her pictures to date.
Tell them about it.— B. L. Hubbard, Hub
theatre,
Bishop,
Tex. Neighborhood
patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. Very good picture. I had a poor
house, but no fault of picture.
J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.
Neighborhood patronage.
Star
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.
is a popular favorite with Oklahoma City
fans.
Drew good business and added to
the name of Reid.
William Noble. Rialto
General
theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast.
This
real picture if played with music.
is one of the best we have played this
tre.

—

—

—

—

—

—

borhood

•

— Neigh-

patronage.

R-C

rrctures

Live and Let Live, with a special cast.
Consider it one of the best present day
features. A true to life story. Advertise

—

±j allot

big and

it

—See Page 24

The Love

theatre,

—

est

—

light
J.

i

7

Wins

JVleyer

First National made a scoop when they
picked him.
He's always a sure winner.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

/

IT

x/r

—

Special, with Wallace Reid.
Reid always popular here.
The picture is very good excepting for some
rather dark places.
Give it a little more
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Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans.

Johnson,
Ark. Small

E.

Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. A real picture and a real star.

—

—A

—

will get

it

you money.

—

J.

F.

Sanderson, Jr., Strand theatre, Winchester, Va.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
good picture, but not as big as they try
to show it up to be.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
production. Originally this was a good
picture.
Failed to draw any added business second night on account of broken
continuity, some scenes having been removed which weakened interest in the
story.
Crawfurd Kent's work very acceptable.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium the-

—

—

atre,

Neligh, Neb.

When We Were

—

Twenty-one, with H.

Warner. Good picture.
Have run
most all of Warner's pictures and they
B.

all

W.

pleased.

P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Small town pat-

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

ronage.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.

Good mystery story, but I cannot put
them over here. W. T. Biggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.
Sherry, with a special cast. One of the
best pictures for a small town you can
purchase.
Horton
& Lattin, Odessa
Opera House, Odessa, N. Y. Small town
patronage.

—

—

—

Man and

—

His

cast.
Holds
Photography

Woman,

interest
e^ctra

to

with a special
the

good.— Will

last

reel.

F.

Tad-

diken. Elite theatre, Morganville, Kans.

—

special cast/ The
picture is full of action of different kinds,
and is one that pleased all who saw it.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
Killer,

with

a

—

—

A Broadway

—

Cowboy, with William

Desmond. Good Western.
Will
pleased. Good puller.

—

Patrons
F.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Linden Did only a very ordinary business,

—

but

we

rather like the picture as a clean

comedy that moves right along and
keeps the laughs agoing. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. General
patronage.
813, with a special cast.
Best mystery
crook picture ever run here. Will hold
the interst of an audience and receive
favorable comments. F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Phillipsburg, Mt.
Mining town patronage.
His Debt, with Sessue Hayakawa.
The Japanese actor is becoming a great
cut

—

—

—

—

favorite here.

always pay
tre,

To

the last sub-title, "I

my

debts." interst was inH. Cowles, Neptune theaPort Austin, Mich. Neighborhood

tense.

— Chas.

—

patronage.

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
bad, but the star is unknown here,
and this, combined with a hot spell,
meant zero at the box office. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patronage.
Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Wonderful picture. Star not very popular here.
Attendance light. Van Alstyne & Albot, Strand theatre, Fonda, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Where Lights Are Low, with Sessue

Not

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The

—

Taddiken,

—

—

Hayakawa. Fair program picture. Clean.
Nothing to offend anyone. W. A. Nance,
White Grand theatre. Conway, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. No good

—

—

—

—

year.
tre,

—

J.

J.

Burke,

Hoffman, Happy Hour theaD. Neighborhood patron-

—

S.

age.

The Easy Road, with Thomas Meighan.
divided.
Some liked it, while

— Opinion

action was too slow for others.
Meighan, an exceptionally good actor,
and when cast in pictures with more
action will alwaye please.
J. H. Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. Small
the

—

—

town patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Good picture, but had only a fair busi-

—

ness.

—

J.

C.

McKee,

—

theatre,

Electric

Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
His House In Order, with Elsie Ferguson. Splendid program offering. Very
well received.
Personally do not think
Bolivar,

—

as
bard,
it

eood as Counterfeit.

Hub

theatre, Bishop,

— B.

Tex.

L.

Hub-

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Pathe
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
mighty good picture, and will make
you some money. A fair house. Other

—A

attractions

kept

a

few

away.

— G.

F.

A

tense scene from "The Gray Dawn," adapted from Stewart Edward White's novel,
a Benj. B. Hampton production with an all-star cast, being distributed by

W. W. Hodkinson.
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HAROLD LLOYD

in three

humorous scenes from

"A

comedy,

his latest

Sailor

December

Made Man,"

As-ociated

an

3,

1921

Exhibitors

production being distributed through Pathe exchanges
for small town.
Taddiken,
Elite

Did not draw.

—

Will F.
Morganville,
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
See My Lawyer, with a special cast.
Thought I had another So Long Letty in
this, but I think they found out by now
theatre,

—

Not a bad picture by
any means, but far from a knock-out.
Will please and get by.
Average busithat

it

"ain't so."

—

Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. General patronage.
Who's Your Servant? with a special
cast.
Very ordinary. People don't care
for a fight between a woman and a Jap.
ness.

—

—

— C.

W. Brayman,
Cedar Springs, Mich.

Emprize

theatre,

— Transient

patron-

age.

The

Stealers, with a special cast.
over fairly well.
People did not
as good as I thought they would.

Went
like

— H.

it

McGrady, Dreamland theatre, High
Small town patronage.
Spgs., Fla.
So Long Letty, with a special cast.
fine little comedy-drama.
Not too daring

—

—

thought it might be before
it.
H. J.
Graybell,
Family
Bridgeport, O. Neighborhood

as

I

—

—

I

played
theatre,

patron-

Gallagher,
with
William
Desmond.— Filled with thrills and character studies which gripped everybody.
Chas. H. Cowles. Neptune theatre. Port
Austin, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Barefisted

—

Realart

—

—

Genevieve, Mo. Neighborhood
patronage.
Room and Board, with Constance Binney. Very good.
Nothing to find fault
with as a program picture.
Clean. W.
A. Nance, White Grand theatre, Conway,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
A Kiss In Time, with Wanda Hawley.

—

—

—

— One

Mary

mighty

the way.

patronage.

chester,

—

The

House

—

The

—

111.

patronage.

Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley.-— Those who saw this were very
much pleased. Very poor title. Does
not draw for' me as is usual with Realart.
Supporting cast always good.
Clever
subtitle arrangement helped.
Raymond
Hatton especially good.- Sudie I. Haney. Liberty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.
Small town patronage.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.

—

—

Clown,

Little

with

Mary Miles

with

fine

all

Miles Minter was
Business was

average with Pollyanna as opposition.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, WinInd.

Moonlight

and
Honeysuckle,
with
Minter. One of the kind
that makes your audience chuckle. Will
Played Armistice
go over any place.
Day. Business fair. A. L. Picker, Rex
theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.

Mary

—

Miles

—

—

The

May McAvoy.

Call of Youth, with a special cast.
I am not much of an enthusiast over the above picture.
The
English do not put the stuff into their
acting that appeals to our, or I am almost
certain, any other exhibitor's patrons.

Miss McAvoy a very
F. Hejtmanck, Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb. Small town pa-

good story nevertheless. J. W. Jocrger
& H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, EnterNeighborhood patronage.
prise, Ore.

tronage.

Eve, with Mary Miles
All
Souls'
Minter. A dandy picture, and pleased all.
Fair business.
I. Berger., Lyric theatre,

— Dandy

little

very likeable

star.

Minter.
a

McDonald

theatre,

circus picture with

— F.

W.

Horrigan,

Philipsburg, Mont.

Mining town patronage.

A

Private Scandal, with

— Good

picture.
popular star here.

—

—

Sheltered
Daughters,
with
Justine
Johnstone. As an actress Justine Johnstone would make a fine seamstress. This
is one star I know Realart is glad that

—

As

left.

W.

to
in

it

the above picture, there
that entertains anyone.

is

Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Neighborhood patronage.

E. Elkin.

Miss.

—

Her

First

Hawley.

— Nice

Elopement,

with

Wanda

program picture
with little for any one to do and that's
all they did.
Went by sa far as I could
learn from patrons.
Seaside romance of
two orphan cousins. S. V. Wallace. Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa.
little

Transient patronage.
Hush Money, with Alice Brady.
Brady not a puller for us. Seems to have
lost her pep.
Martin W. Operle. Armory
theatre, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
You Never Can Tell, with Bebe Daniels.
My first with Bebe as a star and
found it very satisfactory.
Lots of

—

—

—

human

Star certainly is good
I. Haney, Liberty theMoines, N. M. Small town pa-

interest.

to look at.

Des

cast.

best

Her

Built,

—

Roush, Princess theatre, Lewistown,

— Neighborhood

Jazz

clever, true to life
domestic comedy that gives mere man
Big business.
all that is coming to him.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

tronage.

the

That

Wanda Hawley. — A

comedy-dramas we
have shown. Hawley, Barnes and Hiers
are a perfect combination.
Gustine and
of

—

—

Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.
—Nothing to rave about. Just ordinarily
fair.
T. Roy Barnes got much of the
credit.
Martin W. Operle, Armory theaSte.

than some ot the so-called speThis is a dandy production and
drew very good. J. M. Smith, New theaPort Jervis, N. Y. Neighborhood
tre,

throughout, and

cials.

nothing

age.

tre,

— Better

atre.

— Sudie

—

special
a picture that will surprise
Entertaining-, but clean.
Pleased

— This

sey theatre,
patronage.

— Edward

Industry,

Lindsey. LindSmall town

111.

—

Wanda Hawley.
program picture, clean
and entertaining. F. Heitmanek. Opera
House. Clarkson, Neb. Small town paFood

for Scandal, with

good

little

—

—

tronage.

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
Has pleasing entertainment

Minter.

—

—

—

Kingston, N. Y.

Eyes

of the

—

— Transient

Heart, with

patronage.
Mary Miles

Minter. A good program picture. Little
Mary pleases our people. F. Hejtmanek,
Small
Opera House, Clarkson, Nebr.
town patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
Great.
The best picture that I have
Big business.— H.
run in a long time.

—

—

—

Dreamland theatre, High
town patronage.
Couldn't Help It, with Bebe

McGrady,

Spgs., Fla.

She

— Small

—

Daniels.
Miss Daniels don't only draw
but she never fails to please. She Couldn't
Help It is clean and entertaining. It will
please them all. W. E. Elkin, Temple
Neighborhood
theatre. Aberdeen, Miss.

—

—

patronage.

Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. Realart certainly puts out some
splendid pictures, but the titles are sure
too hard to work with. This will interest
and please the high school girls and boys
Sudie T. Haney, Liberty
in particular.

—

—

theatre.

Des Moines, N. M.

— Small

town

—

Miss Hobbs, with

Wanda Hawley.—

is

most every one.

—A

A

—

patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a
you.

— Personally

Meyer Wins
Test

B allot
—See Page 34

—A

—A
December
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All that can be asked for in a program
Good light comedy, the kind
picture.
that people want.
E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

Be

Jenny

— Boys,
picture. — Leo

Good,

Minter.

this

good program

a

is

Miles

Bucher, Palace theatre,
Powersville, Mo.
Small town patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. A very clever picture and will
young people very much. F.
please
Hejtmanek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Stolen Kiss, with Constance
Binney. Fair.
Poor business. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.
S.

'

Mary

with

—

—
—

—

Selznick
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
Very good picture and pleased. Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Who

Lost Himself, with William Faversham. It is a genuine pleasure to view a picture like this one and
witness

—

most

the

acting

excellent

of
William Faversham. He no doubt surpasses all other screen stars in real act-

and Mrs. De Wolf Hopper is class.
She is just honest-to-goodness natural,
and the story of The Man Who Lost
Himself is interesting clear through.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy thater, Winchester,
ing,

Ind.

Hammer-

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine

— Here

a dandy little program
picture. Is in six reels and has a fine lot
of good clean comedy mixed. Will please
anyway 90% of most any audience. C.
H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,
stein.

is

—

Cal.

— General

Is Life
O'Brien.

patronage.

Worth Living? with Eugene

— About the

best liked picture of
He is not
this star that I have used.
very popular with my patrons. Charles
Kuchan, Idlyhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.

—

Who Am

I? with

a

—

special cast.
Title does not

do
very pleasing picture.
the picture justice. Business good. J. F.
WinSanderson, Jr., Strand theatre,
chester, Va.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Girl From Nowhere, with Elaine

—

—

—

Hammerstein. Star big drawing card.
Very good picture. Pleased our patron-

—V. Daniels. Lyric
— Neighborhood pat-

age.
Business big.
theatre, Utica, N. Y.

ronage.

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
I

did not like this one, but the

comments

were very good. Ordinarily O'Brien is
Business
not popular with our fans.
more than average. J. W. Joerger & H.
M. Maloney. O. K. theatre, Enterprise,

—

Ore.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—
—

Just a Wife, with a special cast. Very
good.
Program picture only. W. A.

Nance.
Ark.

White Grand

— Neighborhood

theatre,

Conway.

patronage.
Out of the Snows, with Ralph Ince.
Fine picture, as all Selznicks are. Clean
picture, and the snow scenes are the best
I have seen.
Pleased 100 per cent.
W. H. Jopp. Hillsboro theatre. Hillsboro.
Md. General patronage.
The Valley of Doubt, with a special

—
—The

moments and

beautiful
for having used
an old picture. The story is very well
handled.
Horn and Morgan Star theatre.
Hay Springs, Nebr. Small town patronage.
cast.

tense

snow scenes excused us

—

—

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein. A very good story with

—

ideal settings.

This star

is

getting to be

more popular with each showing. Her
beauty has much to do with putting her

—

over.

Business verv good. J.
H. M. Maloney. O. K.
theatre. Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood
patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene
O'Brien. Good picture. Every one liked

W.

&

Jcerger

—

—

Want more like this kind. Snow
scenes good.— W. H. Jopp, Hillsboro
it.

theatre,

Md.

Hillsboro,

— General

pat-

ronage.

— E.

J. Dengehardt. Princess theMenaota, 111. Ne.ghborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas FairSome picture. Patrons praised
Doug sure does great work in

banks.

—

this one.
this one.

Did a good business, although
weather was unfavorable. E. H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. Small

—

The Mark

United Artists
Way Down

—

W.

East, a D.

Griffith procapacity business.
Turned them away every show.
Put this on with Mapela's Orchestra of
New York City and cleaned up. John
McLean, Colonial theatre. Kingston, N.
^. Neighborhood patronage.
Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith production.
Some picture. If you want a
reputation for your house, play this
masterpiece. W. A. Nance. White Grand

duction.

show.
atie.

—

town patronage.

—

—

The Man

pictures

69

— Eight

days

to

—

—

—

—

Conway,

theatre,

Ark.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Mark

of Zorro, with

Douglas Fair-

banks.— Oh. Boy!
Here's a knockout.
Something doing every minute. Just the
kind of a picture that will send them out
saying, "Why can't we have pictures like
that all the time?"
t-airbanks is at his
best in this one. Every exhibitor should
play this. A. G. Miller, Miller theatre,

—

Atkinson, Neb.
Note Here's a good one on Mr.
Friedel,
of
Metro, traveling out of
Omaha. "Well, what's program features
worth now?" he was asked. Right quick
he answered. "Seventeen cents a bushel."
Guess all brother exhibitors in this part
of the state have impressed this so strong
on his memory that he don't know what
he is selling. Just for this mistake I am
going to take him out and see what kind
of a shot he is, because he wants to send

—

Mr. Osburn a real prairie chicken, not
the kind you get in New York.
You
know. Mr. Osburn came from NewYork.
Through the Back Door, with Mary
Pickford.
It's great.
Although business
was not as good as expected, held up
pretty well on a three day showing
against bad weather and home talent

—

which

I

of Zorro, with

Douglas Fairproduction.
Pleased
This is the best picture
have ever shown with Fairbanks

banks. A
everyone.

dandy

—

featured.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

The Mark
banks. The

—

of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbest Fairbanks picture up to

— Bert

The Three Musketeers.
Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.

Down on
production.

and

the Farm, a

— Book

bound

Mack Sennett

Play

it.

Norton,

it.

Bill

it,

draw. I did good conA. L. Picker, Rialto
theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Neighborhood
patronage.
is

it

to

sidering conditions.

—

—

Universal
Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
This one is a peach. Many, many proveable comments.
Ralph W. Crocker, Star
theatre, Elgin, 111.— Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Wo

No
man Knows, with a special cast.
excellent picture that pleased a big
audience.
Has Mama and Papa Kantor
ot Humoresque fame in the cast.
H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla. General patronage.

—An

—

—

High Heels, with Gladys Walton.—
real

feature.

The

where.

Pink

One
best

Tights.— Ed.

theatre. Valley
patronage.

Short

Very

Skirts,

light.

that will please anyshe has made since
L. Wegener, Lyric
Ia.

Jet.,

with

Nothing

— Neighborhood

Gladys Walton.
to it, and very

poorly titled.— W. P. Perry, Rialto theCheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town

—

atre,

patronage.

No Woman Knows,
cast.

— Great

not draw.

We

with

a

special

somehow does
have had too many like

picture,

but
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Patrons said

was a good picture. Did
as being anything extra.
expected too much after reading

not impress

Maybe

1921

3,

I

it

me

such favorable comments in this departG. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
General patronage.

ment.— H.

—

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.
Didn't get to see this, but those who
saw it said it was very good. Business
off.
Can't get them in on Mayo. Wil-

—

—

liam

Thacher,

Royal

theatre,

Salina,

Kans.

—

Hearts Up, with Harry Carey.
Western picture that was liked by all
classes.
Good business. Eugene Saun-

—

ders, Palace theatre, Harvard,

III

— Gen-

patronage.

eral

Tiger True, with

Frank Mayo.— This
good one. Let's have more like it.
J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre,
Burke, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
a

is

—

—

Mad

The

Marriage,
with
Carmel
fair, but not the fault
of
J. Graybell, Family
theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Neighborhood
patronage.

— Business
the picture. — H.

Myers.

—

The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. This one pleased all my patrons
and is the best one I have shown in a
month.
Drew very good. J. Knapp,
Florida theatre, Florida, N. Y. Neigh-

—

LARRY SEMON

has fun around a lumber yard
"The Sawmill."

his latest

in

Vitagraph comedy,

—

—

borhood patronage.
this

lately

together.
Picker, Rex

A. L.
Mich.

— Neighborhood

A

Will please all.
theatre. Ironwood.
patronage.

—

super-special,

— W.

should be.
Book it
go wrong on this

but

You

it.

can't

Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
one.

P.

—

Short

Good
here.
atre,

Gladys

Walton.
Walton goes good

Skirts, with
picture.
Gladys

Happy Hour
—Burke, Hoffman, Neighborhood
D. —
J.

J.

S.

the-

pat-

No Woman Knows,

with a special cast.
picture.
Another one as

— Wonderful

good as Once to Every Woman and
that's going some.
C. H. Smith. Electric
theatre. Morning Sun, la.
Small town

—

—

patronage.
Straight, with

melodrama.

little

Frank Mayo.

— Nice

Fighting parson theme

that fits Mayo like a
don't Universal give

clown

Why

suit.

Mayo an

axe and
send him out among the tall uncut where
he belongs?
Enough south seas and
mollycoddle stuff have been screened
from this source. Mayo used to spell
action, vitality and entertainment.
S. V.
Wallace. Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Transient patronage.
Spgs., Pa.

—

—

The Mad Marriage, with Carmel Myers.
Fair picture.
Carmel Myers does not
draw for me. J. J. Hoffman, Happy

—

Hour

theatre,

—Burke,

hood patronage.
Shipwrecked

—

S.

D.

15

and 30

Cannibals, with a

Carnival opposition.

cents.

G.

—

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.
Another Universal
Very satisfactory.
action picture with good photos and
Dwight B. Baker, Circle theatre.
lithos.
Ottumwa, la. General patronage.
The Wallop, with Harry Carey.—

—

—

Patrons
are all glad that Carey is getting back to
real action Westerns where he belongs.
real

Action, with Hoot Gibson. Action i>
You couldn't wish for a better
western.
Star is getting very popular.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre. Canton. 111.
General patronage.

—

Western.

Pleased 100%.

The Torrent,

with

Eva Novak.

— Pic-

ture fair.
Eva Novak does not get them
in for me.
J. J. Hoffman, Happy Hour
theatre, Burke, S. D.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

program feature, but photography
entirely too dark.
Pleased about 50%.
W. S. Harris, Grand theatre. Marked

The Man Trackers, with a special cast.
outdoor picture with snow scenery and good action.
Many good comments on this one. E. Dewhirst, Beverly
theatre,
Small town
Beverly,
Kans.
patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.
Tree, Ark.
The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo.

—A

—

The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo

— Fair

—

Mayo popular and had
This class of picture takes
well with our gang.
W. C. Allen, Casino
Antwerp, N. Y. Small town
theatre.
patronage.
The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo
I did not see this myself, but the ladies
in the house scored it for containing one
or two unpleasantly suggestive scenes.
Otherwise good. Philip Rand, Rex theSmall town patronatre, Salmon. Ida.
picture.

good support.

—

—

—

—

—

age.

Opened

Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
An excellent picture from every standPleased 100%.— C. H. Smith,
point.

—

Electric

theatre,

Morning

Small town patronage.
Action, with Hoot Gibson.

Sun,

la.

—This

good Western comedy picture.
Hoot is an A-l player.
here.

a

is

Pleased

— Leo

S.

Philbin.
Not a
kind.

Kans.

of Paris, with Miss Du Pont.
A good picture. Not the type of story
Entire cast was
that pleases everybody.
good and that helped to put it over.
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, CanGeneral patronage.
ton, 111.

The Rage

—

—
—

Cheated Love, with Carmel Myers.
M.
Poor crowd.
production.
Leszczynski, Pastime theatre, Depew, N.

good
Y.

— Transient

West

Had

a

patronage.

West, with Harry Careygood business on this, and it
is

hood patronage.
Pink Tights, with

One

fan said he liked it better than any
H. G.
Northern picture he has seen.
Stettmund, Jr.. Odeon theatre, Chandler,
Okla. General patronage.
The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
dandy Western and the star is popular.
Drew good house. Walter Hill, Empire
Neighborhood
theatre, Marlboro, N. Y.

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

—

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.
program picture. Well produced. It
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour
will please.
General patronage.
theatre. Canton, III.
Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. Good
picture, but do not think people care for
nice

—

eral

—

—

—

T. G. Thompson,
role plays.
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.— Gen-

dual

patronage.

of the North, w ith Eva Novak.
Northern picture I ever ran.
Snow scenery is wonderful. C. H. Smith.

Wolves

— Best

—

Morning Sun.

Ia.

— Small

town patronage.

The

Magnificent

—A

Brute,

with

Frank

—

Book it. H. J.
picture.
Graybell, Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Mavo.

fine

— Neighborhood

patronage.

with Eva NovakPatrons went home pleased and it sure
Drew good.
is a 100 per cent picture.
B. W. Snyder. Temple theatre, Richmondville, N. Y. Neighborhood patronSociety

Secrets,

—

age.

Go

Straight, with

— Drew
—

Frank Mayo.

very well and pleased a Sunday crowd.
Give us more of the same kind. Ralph

W.

Crocker,

Star theatre,

Elgin,

111.—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.

McKee.
— —C.NeighborThe poorest Mayo
picture.
Just a
—have
Mo.
places.
had to date. Very dark
— AdOlph Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranGladys Walton.
N. Y. — Small town patronage.

to please them.
Electric theatre, Bolivar,

seemed

—

Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
dandy Northern picture that pleased.

Electric theatre,

—

—

—

Grand

picture of its
Lost money on
picture for my house.
William Thacher, Royal thethis one.
atre, Salina,

—-Good

the

Bucher, Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.

Very good

Among

Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.
Chandler, Okla. General patronage.

H.

—

town patronage.
— Neighbor- — Small
Danger Ahead, with Mary

cast.
Used two column newspaper ads.
Put out heralds every day.
five days before showing.
Also used the
oil painting lobby from the exchange
Picture is old, but got us the best house
we have had in over a year. Admission

special

Gray bell. Family theatre, BridgeNeighborhood patronage.

right.

—Good

ronage.

Go

J.

—

Daughter of the Law, with Carmel
Myers. Excellent.
Xot classed as a
and boost

-H.

port, O.

J.

fair

I

ville,

in

—

—
December

3,
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tre,

Vitagraph
Alice Joyce.
Alice Joyce and
Better than many so-

picture.

splendid

Marked

entire cast are fine.
specials.
Many
called

compliments.
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, CanGeneral patronage.
ton, 111.

—

Heart, with William Duncan.
can not go wrong by booking this.
It sure is a fine picture and will stand up
J. E. Courter,
to what you say about it.
Courter theatre, Gallatin, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—A

picture

real

Support

was

— —

The

Silver Car, with Earle Williams.
election night audience thoroughly enjoyed this picture, which affords an exhibitor quite an opportunity for exploitation. It is not a big picture, but it will

An

—

stand some talking about. Harry M.
Palmer. Liberty theatre, Washington,
General patronage.
Ind.

—

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.
fair.
It pleased the low-class
ment, but the better class picture
didn't like it. Acting was splendid
my patrons don't care for this kind

Just

— W.

ele-

fans
but
of a

Elkin, Temple theatre,
E.
Miss.
Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Regular line of advertising and they came anyway.
One night to capacity business.
Will play return date.
B. S. Thornton,
Orpheum theatre. Saugerties. N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Moral Fibre, with Corinne GriffithVery good picture. Why do producers
persist in making features in six reels?
Nearly every' one would be improved
very much by being cut to five reels.
Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton.

— General

patronage.

III.'

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. One of the best pictures we
ever played. A money getter. E. Mo>-

—

lin,

—

Crossett

Picture

theatre.

Crossett.

Ark.

Where Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. William Duncan is sure a good
drawing card. You can book this one and
make money on it. J. E. Courter. Cour-

—

ter theatre,

—
Gallatin. Mo.

—Neighborhood

patronage.

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.

Good program feature, but our patrons
don't want this kind of plays. Star not
known here. W. S. Harris, Grand thea-

and

Alice Joyce.
star at her best.

Patrons

fine.

all

spoke

—

J.

State Rights

We

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), with

—

a

special cast.
This picture was well received. Not a large crowd, but no fault
of picture.
Welty & Son, Mid-Way theatre, Hill City, Kans.
General patronage.

—

—
—

A Broadway

Buckaroo (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. A very good picture, but people think he has produced
better ones.
M. Leszczynski, Pastime
theatre, Depew, N. Y.
Transient patron-

—

—

age.

Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. Am of the impression
is
rather old, but went over big.
Shown on Sunday night in a town that
is opposed to Sunday shows. Some of the
patrons said it was a better sermon than
they had heard in many a day. Better
than average house. J. W. Joerger, H.
M. Maloney. O. K. Theatre, Enterprise,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Dead or Alive ( Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. A good Western. Jack Hoxie is
well liked. You will do well on all his
pictures.
W. H. Jopp, Hillsboro theatre.
Hillsboro, Md.
General patronage.
Devil Dog Dawson (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Very
good Western.
Hoxie
seems to improve with every picture. I

—

this

—

—

—
—

—

—

consider

this

his

best

so

far.

— Charles

Kuchan. Idylhour theatre, Canton,

111.

General patronage.

When Dawn Came

71

The Fall of Babylon (Griffith;, with
Constance Talmadge.
Personally,
I
thought it good. Some patrons said great

—

and others did not

money

little

cluded,

(Producers Securwith a special cast. Splendid picture, well acted and a good plot, but
could not draw a crowd on it. W. C.
Allen. Casino theatre. Antwerp, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

like

Made me

it.

and 40

at 20

a

cents, tax in-

with

very heavy exploitation.
Money scarce out here now. E. Dewhirst, Beverly theatre, Beverly, Kans.—
Small town patronage.

Once

Isobel (Davis), with a special cast.
agree absolutely with Chas. Holtz,
Danforth, Me., that picture was good but
not in the class with The River's End or
Nomads of the North. H. Pitman. Clearwater, Fla., says "One of the best of
Curwood's we have run." Our opinion and
that of our patrons was "Poorest Curwood yet." Geo. C. Starkey, McKeg's
Opera House, Montour Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

ity),

—

— Neighborhood

highly of this one. Fair business. R.
Hock, Central theatre, Goshen, N. Y.

Steel

story.

Ark.

Her Lord and Master, with

You

Aberdeen.

Tree,

patronage.

The Inner Chamber, with

—A

—

to

—

—This

ant surprise.

and

good

a

Man (Frohman),

Every

Jack Sherrill.

with

feature was a pleasIt has action, heart interest
story.
It pleased a good

crowd.-^F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

The County Fair (Tourneur), with

a

special cast.— Played two days and patrons were pleased. Quite a few came the
second time to see it. Fair business
New Paltz Realty Co., New Paltz theatre,
New Paltz. N. Y.— Neighborhood
patronage.

—

Serials
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe). with Charles
Hutchinson— Rah for Hutch! Not in a
year have we used a mid-week serial, but
we thought so much of this one that we
broke a rule and put it on Tuesday. Nor
are we sorry, for it grabbed 'em' like
a
leech. Sh! Not one word did we breathe
to our Tuesday patrons that we
were
starting a serial. We got 'em in with an
exceptionally good feature (Charles Jones
in To a Finish), and we've held
em ever
7

Hutch

since.

oyer.

just

Now

naturally

won them

running chapter 5 and getting
attendance with each week.

bigger

Harry M. Palmer, Liberty
ington,

Ind.

— General

theatre.

Wash-

patronage.

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast.— On episode Nine and
business still picking up. This is the type
ot serial our patrons want.
Plenty of

—

W. S. Harris. Grand theatre.
Marked Tree, Ark.— Neighborhood patthrills.

ronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe). with Charles
Hutchinson. Have screened the second
It is liked great and also has
good scenery with good photographv.—

—

episode.

W.

T. Biggs.

theatre, Anita,"
— NeighborhoodUnique
patronage.
The White Horseman Universal), with
Art Acord. — Having just completed the
la.

i

loth episode we feel competent to render
a comment. This serial has stood up all
the way through. Yet many of our patrons kicked about it being so much repe-

and we can hardly blame them.
& Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs. Nebr. Small town patronage.
Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. Absolutely wonderful.
The be st serial made in vears. and
we run them all.— D. J. Young. Dreamland theatre. Brownsville. Texas. Gentition,

Horn

—

—

—

eral patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe). with Charles
Hutchinson. On fourth episode. Got a
poor start, but crowd is increasing. Serial
is the best we have run.
Weltv & Son
Mid- Way theatre. Hill City," Kans.—
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Moon Riders (Universale, with a
special cast. Just finished this one, and
it held interest throughout.
Patrons well
pleased. Lots of action. J. J. Ryan. Criterion theatre, Roscoe, N. Y.
Neighbor-

—

— —

hood patronage.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe). with Charles
Hutchinson. The best serial Pathe has
made. I run a Tom Santschi two-reel
western and a Snub Pollard comedy along
with it. Am on fourth episode and it is
getting better and more exciting every
week. Don't be afraid to book this serial
no matter how small your theatre is. I
have two hundred seats in a small town
and only run Thursdays and Saturdays.
If I had no sexiaU might close my show.

—

MARSHALL NEILAN,

head of the Marshall Neilan Productions, posed for the
"Screen Snapshots" weekly recently as a busy producer who does not have time
to go to the theatre, so the Fanchon Marco "Sun-kist" beauty chorus was brought
to his studio.
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The serial is the thing for me. Hutch is
a daredevil.
He makes one hold their
breath.
Snub is getting to be as good
as Lloyd in comedies.
S. Arnot, Colonial
theatre, Bruceville, Ind.

—

Short Subjects
Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
livery Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Do

(Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.
A knockout. My patrons went wild
over it. I am looking forward tor his
next one, Never Weaken, which
play in
twenty days. W. H. Ostenherg, Jr., Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff, Xcbr.
The Idle Class First National), with
Charlie Chaplin. This picture proved a
good box office attraction, playing to a
large attendance for the first half of the
week. William Noble, Empress theatre,
Oklahoma City, Okla. General patron-

—

I

(

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

—

—

age.

With Flowers (Fox), with a
cast.
W hen you co.ne to this one
It

special

—

on your contract you can advertise
for

will certainly please.

it

It

big,

it

has a plot

and it has action. Sunshine Comedies are
always good. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood pat-

—

Title

—

Star

ronage.

Producer

a very pleasing picture. Jack coming to the front.
William
Thachcr, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

The
Jack

A

Remarks

Man

Danger

l'errin.

— This

Prohibition

with

(Universal),

is

—

—

Monkey

good comedy, but very

(Universal),
of the credit

little

— W.

due Joe Martin, the monkey.
Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Colo.
Small town patronage.
is

P.

Wells,

—

Convict
(Metro),
with
Buster
13
Keaton. Played this with a Toonerville

—

comedy and a home talent vaudeville for
two days to big crowd. Buster makes
everybody laugh. Philip Rand, Rex theSmall town patronatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

—

age.

Convict
13
Keaton. Good.

with
Buster
Buster has
some clever stunts, but not as good as

As

usual.

The Haunted House.

<>r

Sudie 1. Hancy, Liberty theatre, Des
Moines. N. M. Small town patronage.
Neighbors
with
(Metro),
Buster
Keaton. Fair.
Star liked here. J. J.

—

Title

—

—

Hoffman, Happy Hour theatre, I'.urke, S.
D.
Neighborhood patronage.
Small Town Stuff (Fox), with Al St.
John. His first for Fox on new series
and doubtless his best since he lined up
with this company.
Has several good
stunts in it and a Sunday audience gave
Harry M. Palit a boisterous welcome.
mer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.

—

Star

—

Producer

Remarks

—

General patronage.

Haunted Spooks (Pathc), with Harold
Some comedy. The best we have
had for some time. Have booked the enLloyd.

—

—

series. They get the laughs.
G. F.
Rcdiske. Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.
Should Worry (Federated), with
Sid
good
comedy.
Smith. Pretty
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, III.
General patronage.
tire

We

—

—

The

Haunted

House

Buster Keaton.— This

Exhibitor

Name

laughing purposes.

of Theatre

Transient

or

City
State

with

Neighborhood

is

—W.

P. Perry, Rialto

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
town patronage.
Book Agents (Fox), with a
theatre,

Pat-

—A

cast.
off good

ronage

(Metro),

one they will all
enjoy. I find all Keaton comedies being
distributed through Metro to be A-l for

...

— Small

Sunshine comedy that
and then "flunked." Saturday

Mr. Fox.
"flunked"

It's

the

with us

first

in

Sunshine that has

some

time.

And

that's saying something, 'cause we use
'era all.
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty thea-

—

age.

The Scarecrow, (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. Very good. J. J.
Hoffman,
Happy Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Dogs

Society

(Universal).

— Very

One

that will please most of them.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

clever.

—

—

Love Grand? (Fox), with a special cast.
99 per cent of Fox comedies
arc good and that's just one reason why
Ain't

I

—

My

use them.

patrons like funny come-

—

and Fox has them. W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Toonerville Comedies (First National),
with Dan Mason. The best line of mild
laugh producers on the market. Nothing
farcical but sure humorous.
H. J. Graybell,
Family theatre, Bridgeport, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Fast and Furious (Fox), with Al St
John. Another of the new scries but
somewhat padded. Just enough material
for a one-reel comedy. While the patrons
seemed to enjoy it, the laughs were few
and far between, as there was too much
repeat stuff in it.
Harry
Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.
General
patronage.

—

—

The
with
is

—

cast.

—

two days. Audiences

it

great.

heavy.

M

Mistake (Educational),
This is excellent.

Stork's
special

a

Ran

— W.

Don't

fail

in uproar. It
advertise this

to

G. Sturdivant,

Evanston,
ronage.

atre,

Washington,

Ind.

— General

The

111.

Hoyburn

— Neighborhood

thepat-

with Larry
the best slapstick comedy we have shown in a good while. For
some reason this seemed to please even
more than others which were very good.
Keep this up, Larry, and exhibitors can
advertise the comedy as much as the feature.
J. W. Joerger, H. M. Maloney, O.
K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore. Neighbor-

patron-

Suitor

Semon.

— This

(Vitagraph),

is

—

—

hood patronage.

—

Educational Comedies. All the four
brands of Educational two-reelers are
sure fire comedies. They average better
than any other and that is saying a good
Hejtmanek,
House,
deal.
F.
Opera
Clarkson, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—
Buster
(Metro),
with
— —
Hoffman, Happy
theatre, Burke,
D. — Neighbor-

Convict
13
Keaton. Fair.

Hour

J.

J.

S.

hood patronage.

A Monkey

Movie Star (Universal).
classed this as a Jewel. I
would class it as a lemon. Very poor in
every way. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.
Universal

—

—

The Clean-Up (Universal), with a speNot much to this one. The kid
helps this picture some. Not much at
cial cast.

— William

Thacher, Royal theatre,
Kans.
Aesop's Fables (Pathe), cartoon come-

that.

Salina,
dies.

special
started

crowd got quite a number of laughs out
of first two hundred feet. Other 1,800
feet just "fillum."
But that's all right,

tre,

—

(Metro),

—

The Scarecrow

1921

—

dies

Say

3,

Circus Heroes (Federated), with HallThis is another one of the
good Hallroom comedies. You will find
all of them good. Have run quite a number of them. Boost this one. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

room Boys.

I

—

—

Other Exhibitors

December

— For those

desiring a short reel and

draw and please, don't overlook Aesop's. Here is a one-reel subject
that is entirely in a class by itself. W.
E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.
Larry Semon Comedies (Vitagraph).
When I have a picture booked that I am
afraid of I book a Larry Semon comedy
and believe me they put them over. Just
Eugene Saunders. Paltry one. any one.
one that

will

—

—

—

ace theatre,
ronage.

Harvard,

111.

— General

pat-

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Half Million Dollar Theatre
Underway at Stamford, Conn.

Equipment

Progress
Three Motiographs De Luxe,
product of the Enterprise Optical Company of Chicago, are
now furnishing the projection
for the Tivoli theatre, Chicago.
The Enterprise people were

awarded the verdict

after the

kind of a test had been
made, it is said. They replaced
stiffest

installed.
machines
already
Another demonstration that
being in and staying in are two

Specifications Call for Strictly Fireproof Building
to Seat 1,800 Persons Every Provision Made
for Safetv and Comfort of Patrons

—

completely-equipped

theatre on this

will supply the musical needs, occasionally varied by special innovations as the
necessity for them arises.
The contracts for building, land and
equipment involve a total of about 5432,000. and located in the heart of Stamford
at the corner of South Street facing the
Boston Post Road, it will be one of the

site.

The Rosemary Tea Room

building, as

well as the garage at the rear, have been
removed and excavation for the theatre
is now well under way.
There will be
an up-to-date business building across
the entire 117-foot front.
This building
will be a 3-story structure with space on
the street floor for six stores and a spacious theatre lobby, the two upper floors
to be subdivided for office rental purposes. The 30-foot theatre lobby is a feature of this building and will conform
closely in quality of materials and treatment with the beautiful theatre structure
to

different things.

which

it

leads.

Eugene DeRosa Architect

The Fabric Studios, Inc., are
soon to move into more spacious quarters, a step made
necessary by increased business.
An invitation has been
issued to the industry gen-

new plant
West Van Buren

erally to inspect the

located

at

and Kedzie avenue, Chiweek of November 21.
street

cago, during the
*

*

*

After more than a year's test
at

the

Capitol

theatre,

Xew

York, the "Simplex" Sun-Light
Arc Projection lamp has been
placed on the market

by the

Arc Corporation.
The new projection lamp is one
Sun-Light

of

high intensity and in the

words
tor

of

of S. L. Rothafel, direc-

the

Capitol,

"its

high

efficiency assures us of perfect

projection."

Anything which

tends to increase the popularity of

motion pictures.

room,

Some weeks ago contracts for the purchase of the beautiful corner plot in
Stamford, known as the Rosemary Tea
Room plot, were signed by Messrs. C.
Win. Wurster and E. O. Gordon, who
also engaged Jardin & Co. of Xew York
City to erect a high grade motion picture

The architect, Eugene DeRosa of Xew
York City, is nationally known as an expert in theatre designing, while the wellknown firm of contractors, Jardin Co.,
Inc.. also of Xew York, have built many
large theatres throughout the East. The
Park theatre will be in all important respects equal to those sumptuous Xew
York houses devoted to motion pictures
which have in recent years been erected
in the heart of Manhattan's theatrical district.

The specifications call for a strictly
fireproof theatre of 1,800 seating capacity,
constructed of steel, concrete, brick and
terra cotta, and with every convenience
which modern usage demands for the
comfort and safety of patrons. The heating, lighting and ventilation systems will
be of the latest and most effective type.
The main floor will contain 1.300 opera
feature of the
chairs, the balcony 500.

A

balcony will be

its

luxuriously appointed

loges, the seats of which will be comfortable arm chairs similar to those
which have become so popular at the
large
Capitol theatre in Xew York.
completely rigged stage, with ample
dressing and property rooms, allow the
presentation of any class of entertain-

A

ment.

projection

where installation will be made of the
most approved and latest apparatus. As
the program will be composed entirely of
pictures and music only the best and latest mechanism will be used. A large pipe
organ and an adequate selected orchestra

most

striking

and costly structures

in

the

The Rippowam Square Corporation

has

city.

been formed

handle the entire project.
The builders are under contract to complete the entire structure in a little over
six months. The big theatre for which
Stamford has been waiting and for which
there has been an urgent need is assured.
The public in Stamford and elsewhere is
given the opportunity to acquire stock in
the operating corporation.

Xew

to

Tivoli Theatre
Installs Motiographs

Announcement
the

made

this week by
Manufacturing
manufacturers of the Moti-

Enterprise

is

Optical

company,
graph De Luxe projector, that three of
its new type projection machines now
occupy "the heart of the Tivoli Theatre"
Balaban & Katz, pretentious south side
Chicago house.
Many severe tests were made to ascertain what equipment would assure the
kind of projection desired, it is said, and
selection of the Motiographs was the decision of the Chicago theatre men.
The Motiographs replace the battery of
Simplexes which were announced as the
original equipment of the theatre.

World Realty Chief
At Projection Plant
Following a trip through the factory
which Motiographs are made, Mr.
Hanson, chief projectionist of the World

in

Marble Staircases Feature

From

the

staircases at

marble
each side lead to the balcony

main

auditorium

mezzanine lounge, handsomely furnished
and decorated, and open fireplace adding
a touch of comfort and hospitality. The
telephone booth room, men's tiled smoking room and women's lounge and retiring rooms are also located on the mezzanine floor.
Above the balcony will be located the

Company. Omaha, Xeb., exRealty
pressed himself as impressed with the
materials that were used in manufacturing the machine and commented particularly upon the efficient basis featuring
the conduct of the plant.
The World Realty Company owns and
operates a chain of theatres. Mr. Hanson reported that the new De Luxe model
installed in the Sun theatre, one of the
chain, is giving very satisfactory results.
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ment Company theatre

at Royal Oak,
World, Toledo; Strand, Pontiac,
.Mich., and Oakman Boulevard, Detroit.
"The organ to be installed in a motion
picture theatre," says Mr. Barton, "must

Quality and Service
Aid Bartola Results

Mich.;

Above Dan Barton's Formula

old
idea of adapting church organs to theatre
Only an orchestral organ
use is gone.
will give the satisfaction required by a
theatre audience."

For Counteracting

Bad Business
Quality and service!

A

The Bartola company, however, manu-

good

sales argument and one which
unexpected results during the
dull period from which the motion picture industry is emerging, according to
Dan Barton of Bartola Organ Company.
"Our service alone," says Mr. Barton,
"has built up a good reputation for us
among our customers.

both

factures

brought

.

the

church

and

theatre

1921

3,

Reports Sales Brisk

On New Motogragh
Thrash

D.

R.

tributor of the

the

for

excellent

of

Dallas,

Texas,

dis-

new Motiograph De Luxe

Southwest

territory,

is

reporting

He

has just taken an
order for twenty-two new Motiograph
De Luxe projectors to equip eleven theatres.

He

business.

states that the

new equipment

is

receiv-

ing considerable attention in that territory

organs.

and he expects to have a big run on these
machines for the balance of this year.

Three New Theatres
Gift to Stockholders

"We maintain a school for players at
which we make no charge for instruction.
Also, we book players without charge to
the organist or the exhibitor.
Player

The

built alone for that purpose.

lie

December

Harry

C. Arthur, Jr., General

West Coast

of the

from

turned

Manager

Theatres, Inc., has re-

The

Bakersfield,

California,
where he is superintending the final details on the construction of the 1800 seat
new Hippodrome Theatre on the site of
the old Hippodrome which was razed to

Demands Met

"In our card index system we have the
names of more than 1,000 organists. This
enables us to meet the demand of any of
our customers for players."
A new invention which is said to make
possible thousands of new tonal combinations has been added to the Bartola instrument. The invention is known as the
divided manuel and, according to Mr.
Barton, has never before been offered.
The Bartola organ was designed and is
now built by Mr. Barton who spent
seventeen years in the theatre orchestra
It is the claim of the
pit as a drummer.
company that this is the only organ designed by a man who has had actual
theatre experience and knows the demands for such a type of organ.

Circle s

Success
{Continued from page 44)

the ground.

Arthur announces that as a Christmas
gift to their patrons and stockholders, his
organization will open three magnificent
new neighborhood houses before the first

A

capacity business is reported from the Strand Theatre on
Moneta Avenue in Los Angeles, the luxurious new Wilshire Theatre in Hollywood and the new California Theatre in
Anaheim.
These three houses were
opened during the last two months and
seem to bear out the contention of the
West Coast Theatres' officials that motion picture patrons will patronize the
higher type of neighborhood theatre, in
fact make them a habit two or three
times a week.
Arthur expects to go on the semiannual tour of the Gore Brothers, Ramish
& Sol Lesser circuit of houses within a
few weeks. He will then confer with the
various managers of the Southern California theatres, and outline the policies
for the coming season.
of

Equip Many Theatres
In the list of theatres which recently
have included the Bartola organ in their
equipment are the Tower, St. Paul; Oxford, St. Paul; Miller, Milwaukee; the
new Saxe house in Kenosha, Wis.; the
new house being erected at Dixon, 111.,
by L. G. Rorer; the Royal Oak Amuse-

year.

the

with

protruding

balcony.

The

back-

ground showed just the sky, with the
moon throwing rays of light across the
setting, with the clouds moving dreamily
across.

A

the
appears
below
singing "The Bedouin Love
Song," followed by a beautiful girl, in
Oriental costume, on the balcony, who
sings "Less Than the Dust," finishing as
the clouds move slowly across, forming
an eclipse of the moon, while the lights
fade out and into the beginning of "One
Arabian Night."
The prologue was roundly applauded

hunchback

balcony,

every performance and as one Indianapolis critic said: "It could not help
but put the audience in the right frame
of mind to thoroughly enjoy the picture."
Three of the biggest football games of
the year in Indiana helped not only to
put over Charles Ray in "Two Minutes

at

Go," but proved beneficial to "One
Arabian Night," as well.
At the Notre Dame-Indiana game permission was obtained to place a huge
banner above the score board in the field.
This banner measured thirty feet in
length and six feet in height, which

To

Device Dissipates London Fog
System of Air Purification
Dollars

in

11 'ill

Save Thousands of

Prodnctio)i

plainly visible from every part
grand stand and bleechers.
Cards and posters were placed above
every ticket window and above every

made

it

of the

The famous London fog no longer is a drawback to production activthe Islington studio of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd. A system of air purification, designed by Carrier Engineering Com-

ities at

pany, Ltd., has brought the desired relief
of dollars annually.
It was a year ago in October, during
the filming of Donald Crisp's production,
"Appearances," that the studio management first realized fully what havoc
London climate could play in the making
of a motion picture. At that time there
was a long period of foggy weather. The
fog permeated the studio to such an extent that production was held up for days
at a time and the loss which is entailed

was conservatively estimated by Paramount at more than $50,000.
*

*

*

and

is

expected to save thousands

which break it up
then passes successively
through two banks of sprays fed by a
large intake pipe from the street main.
The water is chilled to a very low temperature, which produces a condensation
of the dampness in the air fed through.
Thus thoroughly washed the air passes
over a series of heating banks and reaches
the studio at the temperature called for
by the thermostats.
series of baffle plates

completely.

It

*

At

*

*

Since then, the Carrier company has
been at work on a device to eliminate the
trouble.
By an elaborate system of air
washing and subsequent heating under

times the air pressure inside the
studio is kept at a point slightly higher
than that outside, making it impossible
for the outside or unwashed air to get
in, although the pressure is quite unno-

pressure, the air within the studio is now
kept perfectly clear and not a day has
passed when conditions have not been
ideal for interior photogiapny.
The air is drawn from the outside
at
the rate of 3,500,000 gallons
an
hour.
This air is admitted through a

ticed by the workers in the building.
The invention is regarded as the salvation of the motion picture producing
industry in England, especially in London and vicinity where the fogs are particularly heavy and frequent at certain
protracted periods of the year.

all

entrance leading into the field, which
could not help but be seen by virtually
everyone at the game. Similar exploitation work was done at the TechnicalShortridge game which was for the city
high school championship, as well as at
the Butler- Earlham game, which was for
the secondary college championship of
Indiana.
This not only included advertising for

"Two Minutes To

Go," but for "One

Arabian Night," as

well.
In addition to this a half

dozen circular
which were made to fit into the
extra wheel on the rear of automobiles,
were used for advertising "One Arabian
As these machines are on the
Night."
street virtually all day long, they undoubtedly proved of considerable value.
posters,

Several

attractive

window

displays

were used for both "Two Minutes To
Go," and "One Arabian Night." For the
former the best window probably was
the Spalding Sporting Goods store, which
was decorated by the Circle art department. For "One Arabian Night," a drug
store window probably proved most attractive, advertising
ers of the Orient."

"Florient."

— "Flow-

December

3,
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Any

film will print a

light—it's the tones in

positive

its

75

shadow and a highbetween that give the

quality.

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
Has the long

scale of gradation— the repro-

ductive quality that registers

all

halftones of the softest or the
lightings.

the delicate

most

brilliant

through to the

It carries quality

screen.

Eastman Film,
identifiable

words

both regular

throughout

its

and

length

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

by

is

the

stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. V.
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street has been

Theatres

derson.

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know

avenue.

new Gibson theatre here. "Madame
X" was the initial attraction.
*

O.

— The

theatre,

rere-

— George

—

Philadelphia,

Pa.— The new

Davenport, la. N. Gordon, 1330 Washington street, has purchased the Bettcndorf theatre from Harry Pabst.
•

San Francisco, Cal. The $2,000,000
Granada theatre was opened on November 17. The house is under the direction
of Partington and Roth.

*

East Stroudsburg, Pa.
has purchased the Grand
The house, which will
renovated, will be opened

Batesville, Ind.

1,500 seat

E

My
of

— Dr.

condition

Gibson has opened

I nr reased
earnings
exhibitor and producer.

CHICAGO

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Word
Minimum

«

Advance.

in

Exportersof Film

Payable
Charge,

Five Cents per

Spanish Tltla Work a Specialty
New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 416 Charlres Si,

$1.00

Cable Address:

V\

illemfilm

WANTED—

terests.

*

new Am-

Baltimore, Md.— Work on the
bassador theatre to be erected in Charles
between North and Lafayette
street,

Salesman acquainted with buyers
and who can obtain orders for sales check books,
can make favorable commission arrangements
with leading Chicago concern in this line. CHICAGO SALES BOOK CO., 337 W. Madison St.,
Chicago.

avenues, by Ambassador Company, will
begin about January 1. The theatre will

equipment.

cost

ness

$1,250,000.
*

OR RENT—Theatre with all
lease to experienced busiwanted. Victory Theatre, 1924*26
Slain street, Bridgeport, Conn.
FOR

SALE

man

— Local

interests have
revived their plans for the erection of a
theatre in the lower end of Valley Falls,
adjacent to the town line dividing Cum-

berland from Central Falls. It is understood that an effort will be made to get
a lease on the building occupied by the
Burnham Store Company.

—A

•tjuH
7Var—j

T^\!— _

Motic
Motion
Picture Camera*

for

Samples and

literature

Moving

Picture Theatre work

at cash

ONIVERSALS.

The Fabric Studios,lnc.

I)«KrU.
delivery 90 »H modal*
and m»n» other* darsoav
|j#
SWnd for oar co»»
Mtwroom
'
Bt one*, fro* 00 rtqant.
plot*
''' rtuloc
-

l-D-n«dli
dlttU

177 No. State St.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
St..

"l.c ui

Chlc«so.

make your

I

EXHIBITORS

I

HERALD—

CHICAGO
presentation artistic"

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

of progressive exhib-

rapidly

SATEEN

Special Lrofessional

saving
•a vine prices
discounts on
diacoi

Judging from our orders, the
is

specialize in

-

the

Gold Fibre Screens

number

PLUSH - VEL0UR - SILK - SATIN

We

BARGAINS
CAMERA
^
fclft

D«pt. H. 109 N. Oaarborn

permit

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies

Long time

if

increasing.
upon

I

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

request

(
"Vorld's Largest Producers^/

J^otion Picture Screens
Pjiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiii

ADVERTISING
RE SULTS
miimmiimiffliiMM^^

to

TEITEL

CLASSIFIED

—

itors

assures the

a film in perfect
to his patronage.

804 Se.Wabash Aft.,

O. A $2,000,000 theatre,
plans for which were drawn by Rapp &
Rapp of Chicago, will be erected at Fifth
and Vine streets by the B. F. Keith in-

Conn.

process of conservation
films and effective

new

renovating

*

—

Bridgeport,

The Only Way

A.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Quinccy Jones, president of the Kirst National Bank of South
Charleston, will erect a motion picture
theatre there. R. A. Schutte will manage
the house.

Cumberland, Md.

be completely
within twenty

exhibitor

City.— Property at 1248-12GH
Fulton street in Brooklyn has been leased
by Harold E. Wittemann, who will erect
a theatre on the site.

Fabel

Opera House.

days.

Aldine theatre was opened to the public
a few days ago. Three Proctor automatic
projection machines and six Monsoon
fans have been installed.

New York

Cincinnati,

Bowles opened

E.

new

Lyric theatre with the Cosmopolitan production, "Humoresque."
his

—

Marvin

modeled and redecorated, has been
opened by C. D. Bellinger.

street.

— Charles

Ownership Changes

Openings

Projects

111.

*

Findlay,

—

1921

3.

his

*

Sioux City, la. A $40,00(1 business
block which will contain a theatre will be
The
erected here by J. C. Morrison.
structure will occupy a site at 1959 South

Aubin

to

Wash.— O. E. Foley of
Ridgefield,
Yacolt is erecting a theatre in Pioneer

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

St.

awarded

Casey,

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

New

East Main
Percy P. An-

of a theatre at 439

erection

December

WIIISS—

—
December
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Organ or Orchestra
Music for Any House
T~^ID you ever realize that monotony in your musical programs

AIPPEME

hurts the box office?
Your patronage was never more varied than
Your pictures must be accompan-

today.

by appropriate, accurately reproduced
music, be it opera or jazz, organ or orchestra.
Offer these features and you'll find
ied

your house in a class by

itself.

The

masterful Cremona Orchestra-Organ was
developed for the peculiar needs of silent
drama presentation. It employs a double
roll system which permits playing by any
standard roll in conjunction with organ solo
roll.
It may be played with or without an
operator, a feature that protects you and
duces your musical overhead.

There

is

JBTMiifii"''

re-

v STARRING
\Jke MIGHT

a size for every house.

The Marquette Piano Co.

ll.llFlllC<IliHLPy

Chicago, U. S. A.

Your patrons

Qtkeatre OrchcslrarOrcjCu)

QUALITY FILM PRINTING

will

be thrilled by the
Great Jungle Fire,
Tarzan's barehanded fight with
a lion, Joe Martin,
the famous ape
wild animals galore
and 1000 other
thrills.

AT THE

LOWEST PRICE
Use your judgment!
American Film Company produces film printing surpassed by none and equalled by very few laboratories in

The

the world.

NO. ILL.

quality could not be higher!

INDIANA

"American/' price is right because of quantity production
facilities and an organization of skilled, time-tried men.
They get the most out of your negatives at the mini-

mum

Him

wire.

cost.

"American" location near the center of the country insures speedy delivery..
Every one

of the

Points"

an argument

is

"Ten

why you should buy
"American" printing.

TRY

US!
Developing
Printing
Tinting

American
1.

Toning
Editing

2.

Titling

Standard
un-

6.

CLEANLINESS.
Lake Michigan.
and dust.

of
7.

Laboratories

All

of the

most

111.

and

Plant approved by both
Chicago and Board of Fire

Underwriters.
8.

PROMPTNESS.

9.

PRICES. Reasonable and com-

Accustomed

to

serve exacting requirements.

London, England

Hutchinson, Pres.

Within two blocks
Away from dirt

SAFETY.
city of

S.

CHICAGO

RESPONSIBILITY. A

EQUIPMENT.

Inc.

Samuel

804 S.Wabash Ave.

lOyears

modern obtainable.

American Film Co.

6235 Broadway, Chicago,

in

5.

size.

all fire

Gained

concern of
strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.

(Absolutely fire-proo'f
film passed by
derwriters.)

REPUTATION.

4.

3.

Safety

Prints known for brilliancy and clearness. Expert staff,
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality printsobtainable.
of experience.

Ordinary film reduced to

American

10 Points

QUALITY.

petitive.
10.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for our

unique guarantee of quality work.

HURRY TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
REELCRAFT EXCHANGES AND
BOOK THIS TARZAN SENSATION:

CHICAGO— 804 So. Wabash Avenue
MILWAUKEE— Toy Building
INDIANAPOLIS— 109 Maryland

Street

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Postpone Exhibitor
Meeting One Month
Theatre Men Will Appear at
Hearing on Daylight
Saving

nounced.

The postponement was necessitated to
conform with the itinerary of President
Sydney S. Cohen and General Counsei
James J. Walker, of the M. P. T. O. A.,
who launch their nation-wide tour on
29.

Peoria Is Convention City
Peoria has been selected by the executive committee of the state organization
as the convention city.
Chicago exhibitors have been assured
by Alderman Cermak that they will be
notified of the council hearing on daylight saving.
An effort is to be made to
shorten the period of daylight saving and
the local exhibitors association will have
representatives at the hearing to support

movement.

Name

man by
Bennie Serkowich

publicity

state convention of the Illinois unit
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America will be held on December 15,
instead of this month as previously an-

the

Swamp

Bennie Did!

Star of

Grievance Conferees

President M. M. Reubens of the state
organization; W. D. Burford and J. B.
Dibelka have been selected as to represent the exhibitors on the grievance committee of the local F. I. L. M. Club.

name

the

who

une"

week:

last

"Peoria,

Nov.

111.,

16.

— Camou-

which assumed marvelous
forms during the great war, never

at a

meeting

projection

last

room

Harding Appoints
Former League Official
United States Marshal

Pres.

Robert R. Levy, a former officer in
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
and active in picture circles for several
years,
was appointed United States
marshal for the northern district of Illinois by President Harding, last week.
Mr. Levy is an active Third Ward Brundage leader, and succeeds John Bradley,
who resigns, effective January 1. The
office pays $5,000 a year.
Besides owning a picture theatre on
Forty-seventh street Mr. Levy conducts
a drug store, and is now chief clerk to
William Parker, clerk of the criminal
the

courts.
He is also an officer in International Motion Picture Corporation.

Carl

Laemmle

in

Town

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
arrived in Chicago Saturday and following a meeting with Branch Manager I.

Leserman, continued
Sunday afternoon.

to

New York

City,

Charles Ray, wife and party arrived

in

Chicago from the West Coast on Friday,
November 18. They were met at the
Mlackstone hotel by Arthur S. Kane, who
looks after the distribution of the Ray
pictures through First National. Richard
Willis, Albert A. Kidder, Jr.,

man George

and Camera-

Rizard accompanied Mr. and

Mrs. Ray.

achieved a more weird character
than it did here recently when a

calibre

First Trip in 16 Years
Mr. Ray's first trip to New York
and it has been sixteen years since he
has been in Chicago, although he was
born at Jacksonville, 111., and resided in
Peoria and Springfield before going to

extortionist."

California.
At a luncheon given

newspaper man (Serkowich) disguised as an old tree trunk, changed
one of

his

'branches'

into

a

.45

automatic
pistol
and
arrested Matthias Hanna, would-be
In

HERALD

story to the
Bennie forgot to mention about his
ability as a quick change artist but
he did state that Hanna, who had
tried to extort $2,000 from Mr.
Robinson, had been convicted and
that now an effort was being made
by United States District Attorney
a

have Hanna deported to Bohemia.
Thanks, Bennie, for the contribu-

Montgomery

to

tion.

Name

appointed the following managers to act
on the grievance committee with the exhibitors heretofore named: Carl Harthill,
Fred Aiken, Clyde Eckhardt, R. C.
Seerey and O. W. Bollen.

National Films

flage,

Exchange Managers
Conferees
The F. I. L. M. Club
week at the Universal

Ray

Charles

In Chicago

of

thinks up

stunts for putting over pictures at
the Madison theatre. If you think
Bennie isn't good just read this excerpt from a story he put over on
the first page of the "Chicago Trib-

First

Has Busy Three Days

Down Dee Robinson's way,
Peoria to be exact, there is a live

A

November

23 Boxes of Candy

Look What

Paul Smith Signs Former
Film Player for Vaudeville
Word has been received from P. G. S.,
otherwise known as Paul Gerard Smith,
and prominently known in these parts,
that he has signed Jean Sothern, former
motion picture player, for a vaudeville
act for this season and for the production
of a series of pictures next fall.
Her
vaudeville act is "Girls Will Be Boys,"
written by P. G. S.

Van Ronkel Announces
Trade Show on Picture
Ike

Film

Van Ronkel
Corporation

acquisition

of

a

picture,

the

Favorite

A

Marie Dorouska.
the

Players
has announced the
production
starring
of

trade showing on
of which has not
will be held in the

title

been made public,

It is

to the trade

newspaper press representatives

in

Attends Football Game
the Chicago theatre, the
new Balaban and Katz house, and several
other points of interest during his two

He

visited

days' stay in Chicago, besides taking in
the Wisconsin-Chicago football game
and a performance of "Lightnin". "
While in the city he was the recipient
of many beautiful bouquets and California friends had showered him with
twenty-three boxes of candy, ten boxes
of cigars and several cartons of cigarettes
to sustain him on his trip.
cago on Sunday night.

He

left

General Manager John M. Quinn, of
Vitagraph, called a meeting of branch
managers in Chicago on Saturday, No-

vember 19, and two interesting sessions
were held in the Wabash avenue exchange.
Luncheon followed the morning session at the Blackstone hotel and
in the evening the managers had dinner
at the Terrace Gardens and attended the
theatre. Those who were present besides

Mr. Quinn were: W. C. Brimmer, Chicago branch manager; Burt King, Kansas City; Tom Delaney, Omaha; John H.

Shauers Open New House
At Valparaiso on Nov. 23

Local Educational Office

raiso, Ind., erected
will be opened on

by Shauer

November

&

Sons,

23.

The

house, which seats 1.000, is one of the
finest and most up-to-date playhouses in
the territorv.

Detroit; J.
Division

Louis and
Dunkin.

A.

Steinson,

manager,

J.

St.

M.

Handling Illinois Territory
The management of the local Educa-

Valpa-

at

Chi-

Vitagraph Managers Hold
Meeting at Local Branch

Young,

theatre

the

English room at the Blackstone on Friday, he stated the purpose of his trip
East was to see New York and to take
some scenes for a forthcoming feature
around Manhattan and in Boston.

near future.
Charles L. Glett of New York is here
handling publicity on the production.

The new Premier

and

exchange has announced that there
no foundation to the rumor that the
Louis branch would handle the
St.
Southern Illinois territory. The Chicago

tional
is

office will

continue to serve this

district.

December
I
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like our old pal Bexxie Edelma.v
putting on the checker stuff, making a
jump this time to the First National from
Best o'luck, Bennie here's
the Universal.
hoping you stay as put.
* * *

Looks

is

—

With

Max Gumbixer

New Era

and

slipping the Rogers
theatres to Brunhilde

&

Young

giving this fast-growing chain two
more links, guess Jule Lamm will be a very
busy youngster, keeping track of his varied
playing dates. By the way, film purveyors,
you can now lay your offerings before Jule
at his downtown office, at present with the

Pioneer exchange.

local

*

*

*

It seems like Hill Berxsteix, publicist
and director of advertising for the Ascher
Bros, enterprises, is due for copious compliments through the recent appointment
of Miss Lauretta Reed to his department.
We trust this charming Miss from sunny
California will like our city, after a careful
comparison with San Francisco.

*

*

*

Max
Get this habitat of Rue Cinema.
Heller, manager of the Special Messenger
Service, informs us he can deliver anything
from the entire furnishings of a bungalow
on a moment's notice to
any point on the Western Hemisphere, by
motorboat, auto or aeroplane, at economical
to a film trailer

rates.

*

*

*

M. P. Fitzpatrick. former New York
manager for Spoor-Thompson, is back
again in Chi. representing the Associated
Exhibitors through the country' territory
and lest we forget, ''Jock" Altlaxd is with
Associated and not Pathe.
beg pardon still a rose by any other name is just

We

—

*

*

Lee Herz, manager of the Interstate Exchange, tells us his feature, "The Little Or"repeat" set-in at the
Bandbox theatre for the week of Dec 4.

phan."

is

to play a

*

*

A.

W. Freimel

is

now

nois territory for the local
having recently resigned

traveling the

The

latest

*

Metro exchange,
from the Pathe

*

appointment to the local Hodis "Oil" Drum, office manyoung chap from Manhattan

kinson exchange
ager, a likable

Isle.
At foist the "Windy City" just got
by with the peppy New Yawker. but since
his buddy. Tom Greexwood, stepped him
along Boul Mich after dining. "Oil" tells
the boys he kinda likes the goils out here.
Rawther charming for him to speak so

nicely, savs

which?
*

*

*

With Fraxk Ishmael and

S.

R.

Moses

stepping on it for Metro week. Nov. 20-27
looks like another first prize will be tendered to the Chicago team. 'Member Dad
Moses copped the watch last year. Our
best to you both.
* * *

We

*

L. Hill and Carl Lesermax of the
Universal exchange played a duet
act through the "sticks" in the Illinois territory and if proved a worthwhile act to
all exhibitors they visited not to say what
Louis Laemmle and J. Armguard accomplish in behalf of the Chicago field.

W.

local

*

*

*

I. L. Lesermax. manager of the local
Universal exchange, informs us that W. F.
Wendell has just become a member of his
sales organization and looks like a real find.

*

*

*

Educational. Pathe. Selznick
and Universal news reels on the burial
ceremony of the unknown soldier. Armistice dav, all making the same reports on the
arrival' of the film to the Windy City, the
best we can determine is a dead heat, so

With

the

wait for another chance at a "beat."

let's

How's that?

*

*

offerthe Tiffin theatre, will represent R-C
terriings to the exhibitors in the Illinois
Watch him. he knows both sides of
tory.

the problem.
*

*

*

hear that the debonair young show-

the local trade.

the other eve. while E. P.
Grohe of the Fox exchange was calling
big sevenon his Northside clientele in his
Jordan. Fate must needs decree

much

noisy

whose

fault

Atter

and active bickerings as
was. they parted.

it

to

Ernie re-

Checker crowd
ceiving a letter from the
intorming him that
the other daw however,
had damaged their equip-

"TRUCK"

Can you image to the extent of S50.00.
placard the
agine anvone brave enuff to
Grohe motor car

thusly.'

Lnderstand that

counter suit claiming
damages for slander and detamation.

Ernie

is

now

filing a

*

*

*

*

*

Looks like the of horseshoe must have
been hung over the Pathe door this week
with the charming Sadie Popkixs cashing
in for fifty worth of smiles from the Hearst
contest. Makes a neat addition toward the
hope-chest or yuletide bankroll.
Which,
Sadie

?

*

*

*

O. R. Haxsox, former district manager
for Robertson-Cole, gave Chi a brief visit
a few days ago enroute for his new home,
Toronto. Canada, being recently appointed
manager of the Canadian Educational
Films, Ltd. During his brief stopover, the
steering committee terminated a most joyous visit at the Virginia theatre, with Paul
Rutishauser, the genial host to the departing guest.
*

*

Jack Young of

*

Detroit, T.

Steinson of

Louis and Bert Kixg of Kansas City,
exchange managers for Vitagraph, were
St.

week-end visitors to Manager W. C. Brimmer's Chicago office.

Latest reports from the sickroom pleasantly inform us that buddy Harold Loeb.
of the local Fox exchange, is gradually on
the mend, after his terrific siege of pneumonia. Ours for a speedy recovery.

*

seems

It

talent

*

Al Gallas. manager of the local Robertson-Cole exchange, informs us that J. J.
Lvnch. former associate of his brother at

*

Fellow exhibitors of Illinois and Indiana,
your request for the translation of Johx
Medxikow's monicker has been given our
careful attention.

From

confidential sources,

emanating from the Celebrated suite, we
have been informed that Mednikow is from
an old Irish legend, meaning "the modesty
of a violet."
*

*

*

"Haxk" Goodsox

of the Julian theatre,
out on Belmont avenue, is strong for "personal appearances" and gave the neighborhood a treat a few days ago by presenting
little
Miss Virginia Lee Corbin in her
Orpheum vaudeville sketch.
It
"bane"
some attraction, too, and the crowds ate
it

Florixe
Local gossip has it that Chub;
His
in cord tires
is a buver of bargains
two sizes larger
last purchase was only
your best bidthan he required, so make
refer to.
Chub can't use it! The tire, we

up.

*

*

*

-

*

Illi-

exchange.
*

*

*

his

*

the local Educational exchange
claiming 897 theatres out of a possible total
of 1,025, it seems as though I. Mayxard
Schwartz, manager, and his crack sales
organization, are hitting the target with
accuracy plenteous. And. by the way, last
week was the initial trade showing of diversified short subjects.
With the crowd
of exhibitors that assembled to see them,
looks like this may become a weekly feature of note along the Row.
* * *

With

new

added to the local
Pathe sales organization is C. L. Filkins,
erstwhile
Associated Exhibitors, E. P.
Casaxav and Ray Nolax. The former
duo covering the country sale's, with young
Nolan making his debut as a salesman to
the

Gundling.

passenger
cab.
that he collide with a Checker

sweet
*

man, Joe Koppel has been appointed to
manage the new Gumbiner theatre, the
Bryn Mawr, formerly owned by G. A.

Among

*

*

*

j

i

•By Mac>'

as

recovering from his operation and will be
back at his desk most any day now.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

79

Stw

*

*

Keely and Dave Dubin of

the

# #

Fox ofClyde Eckhardt. manager local
been appointed
has
Cook
William
states
fice
territory specializing cm
to the southside
"Over the HiU.
the "giant specials"
\ankee,
"Queen of Sheba." "Connecticut
etc.

*

*

;>

*

Charles Ryax. manager of the Garfield
the
theatre, and exhibitor of note along
westside's Great White Way. gives us the
gladsome tidings, that the "chief." Charles
Schaefer.

who

has been confined for the

past few weeks at

Mercy

hospital, is

street theatre cat gave
birth to three kittens Wednesday. Oct. 26,

Balaban & Katz. across the street,
were dedicating their new Chicago theatre.
The house manager promptly named them
"Barnev. Abe and Sam."
while

Edu-

make it known
cational exchange, arise to
the New Illinois
that Gvs Treulich. ot
land-office business
theatre, is doing a
box-office at
with subtle suggestion, that a
means lett to show a
the rear is the only
Undoubtedly Gus will
further increase.
act on the tip.

—

The Randolph

fast

TELL IT'WITH

_

TRAILERS
FILM TFAILERSOH ALL FEATURES
C A FOOT
mclud/mg tinting

^AN BE OBTAINED FROM

IRVING MACKK
8oe SO.

U/ABASH AVENUE
ILL.

^WIvJA^U

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
State Rights Productions

From

the West, five reels, with William Russell.
Tbe*Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.
The Man from Medicine Hat, fire reels, Helen

Holmes.
Quick Action,

five reels, with William Russell.
five reels, Mary Miles Min-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace,

five

with

reels,

Helen

Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Russell.

The

Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels.

five

Miles

Minter.
of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

The Loggers

Helen Holmes.

reels.

—

Sept. 4 The
six reels.

ARROW FILM
Way Women

Love,

CORP.
with

five reels,

Rubye De

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Came, five reels, all Indian
Before the White
cast.
Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Tame
Man Who

Man

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

son), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), six reels.
Sept. 18
The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 26— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

—
—

Prod.), nine reels.
2
Oct.
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct.
Cappy Ricks, 6 reels.
(Thomas Meig-

—

2—

ham).
Oct. 9

— The

Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)
Oct. 16
Three Word Brand, seven reels. (Wil-

—

liam S. Hart.)
Oct. 23
Experience, 7 reels.

—

through Paths Exchanges
six reels, with Geraldins Far-

Distributed

Woman,

The

George

Devil, six reels, with

What Women

The Married Virgin,

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

The Rider of the King Log (Special Prod.).
The Road to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.

—The

June 18

INC.

10— Women Who Wait, five reels.
17—They Shall Pay. five reels.
Sept. 11— Home-Keeping Hearts, fiv* reels.
Aug.

Closet, five reels.

Wives,

five reels.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine,

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Talmadge

CREATION FILMS,

GEORGE
The Heart

H.

INC.

of the North, six reels.

ball

five reels,

From

with Clara Kimball Young.
five reels, with Clara Kim-

—

Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14— The Whistle, six reels, with William S.

—
—

five

reels.

Hampton

Holubar-Phillip*.

reels,

with Anita Stewart.
with Constance Tal-

five reels,
five reels,

POX SPECIALS
Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

A
A

reels.

Thunderclap, seven

(Douglas
seven

reels

reels.

feet.

The

ten reels.

six reels.
six reels.

Scuttlers,

reels.

six reel*.

The Thief, six reels.
Tbe Mountain Woman, six reef
Know Your Man, six reel*.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

TOM MIX SERIKS
Ridin'

Romeo,

five reel*.

Wedding

Placer,

six

Bells,

six

reel*

(Marshall

reels,

with

Constance

H.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
o'

Mine, six

reels.

PARKER READ,
Woman,

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

reels,

with

Louise

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Tbe Mother Heart,
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five
Queenie, five reels.

five reels.
reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN PARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law,

five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reels.
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reel*.
Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).

The

Jolt.
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six
to

One,

six

reels,

with Hobart Bos-

Tbe Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

The Old

Tom

Moore.

reels.

Nest, eight reels.

W. W.

HODKINSON CORP.

Distributed through the Pat he Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The

The

INC.

P

P. Trail, six reels.
Man of the Forest, six reels.

BENJAMIN

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light bv Winston Churchill.

Doll, five reels, with

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reels.

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Broken

five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

Tal-

madge.

Mother

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

of

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.

The Last
Canaan,

reels.

Over the

six

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
Aug. 21 The Conquest of
(Thomas Meighan.)

six

cast

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Trailin*.

The Leopard
Glaum.

Paris,

five

all-star

DIST.

Sowing the Wind,

A Thousand

Young.

Hart.
Aug. 14

Youth's Desire,

The Tiger's Cub,

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

reels,

with

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.

J.

EQUITY PICTURES

reels,

FORWARD FILM

The Oatb. eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

Lying

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Straight

Man-Woman-Marriage,

The Passion Flower,

THOMAS

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Hush,

star cast

PEARL WHITE SERIES

reels.
reels.

Homespun

(Norma

reel

five reels, with all-star cast
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reels, with alt-

tbe

Dangerous Toys, seven

six

DAVIS

five

re-isue.)

For the Freedom of Ireland,

with

five reels.

FILM SALES

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Drsg Harlan,
reels,

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine Mac Donald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stmhl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

son.

C. B. C.
The Victim, six reels.

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bests*

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

five

five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!

WILLIAM PARNUM SERIES

Richard Travers.

Scrap Iron,

FROTHING II AM

I

Footfalls, eight reels.

INC.

The House Without Children, seven

Bob

July

—
The Family
— Discontented

J.

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

reels.

FILM MARKET,

urpm

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Butterfly Girl, five reels.

Sept. 18
Sept. 26

six

1

reels.

five

The Ten Dollar Raise,

Shame, 8.200

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Ben

Idol, six reels, with

Talent,

she Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Norn. and.

madge.

Arliss.

Will Do, six reels, with

Home

—

FIRST NATIONAL

rar.

HACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town

(George Fitzmaurice

the Show, 6 reels (Win. de Mille
Prod.)
Oct. 80
Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Riddle

Swansea),

(Gloria

World (Betty Comp-

the

Oct 30— After

Remer.
Luxury, six

P-tae

Moment

Great

Prod.)

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

The

—

Sept 11— At the End of

Shows the Way,

Sally

—

Aug. 21
Wraith, five reels with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid), five

The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.
J.

PARKER READ,

JK, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
reels.

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

3,

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

GEORGE
Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTION S
Sheldon Lewis.

six reels, with

The Silent Barrier,

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Flame,

Green

The

with

reels,

five

with Joseph

J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
IRVIN

V.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Down Home, an

Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and EdAll

The Broken Gate, seven

The Breaking

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

In Society, Edith Roberts.

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

Up With

five reels,

Lizzie,

UIGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

STAR PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Woman'* Business, five
Wings of Pride, five reels.
K

KINETO COMPANY
reels.

VICTOR KREMER,

INC.

to
Lytell.

May

with

—The Match Breaker, six
Viola Dana.
3— Garments of Truth, six
Hughes.
17 —The Infamous Miss Revell,

Oct.

six

reels,

—There
Are No
Viola Dana.
Nov. 21 — The Conquering
Nov. 2S— The Hunch,
Dec.
12—The Hole

Villains,

with

six reels,

Power, six reels, special.
six reels, Gareth Hughes.
in the Wall, six reels, Alice

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
STUART BLACKTO.N PRODUCTIONS

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

JESSE

D.

reels,

reels,

with

with

Bruce

Mahlon Hamil-

Her Unwilling Husband,

five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

six reels, with Fritzi

PER RET PICTURES.

The F.mpire nf Diamond* «i*
The Money Maniac, five reels.

reels.

reels.

INC.

Brunette

Moonlight

Follies,

five

with Marie Prevost.

reels,

Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Raee of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Post
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

five

reels,

Marie Prevost.

Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

SALIENT
S.

LEWIS

J.

with Muriel Ostriche.

The Prey,

to

You,

reels,

five

reels,

with

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

From Nowhere,

five

reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kissel.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.

reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.

Him

In,

six
five

reels.
reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming

Deceiver, five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men,

No

OWEN MOORE STAR

SERIES

in the Case.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriaa
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
•
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

Trumpet

five

Why

Girls
Nilsson.

reels.

Juanita Hansen.

Leave Home, seven

Parted Curtains, six

reels,

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reeJs.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter five reels.
After Midnight.

five reels.

Defense, five reels.

Jungle Princess, seven

Divorce of Convenience,

reels.

five reels.

WARNER PICTURES

Clay Dollars.

The Chicken

five

Three Sevens,
Billy

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
Girl

six reels.

Cousin Kate,

Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

ENTERPRISES

E.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

A

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

FILMS, INC.

six reels,

&

with Dorothy

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott,
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

Moral Fibre,

son.

The Shadow,

with special

reels,
reels,

The Single Track, five reels.
Received Payment, five reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows

six

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

Decision, five reels, with Helen

Girl's

seven

Woman,

to Every
Phillips.

Lucky Carson,

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A

Pass Key,

Once

Bring

erick.

The
The

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Devil's

cast.

special cast.

(Walsh-Fielding
of Society, six reels.
Prod.)
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
(L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

We

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

Cartaei

No Woman Knows,

A

The
Bruce Gordon

ton.

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

(Gasnier Prod.)
reels, with Mae Marsh.

six reels.

Nobody's Kid, five
If Women Only Knew, six
Beach of Dreams, five reals,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven reels, with

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

Lahoma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladyi Brockwell.
J.

May

It

INC.

A

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

five reels, Constance Binney.
five reels, Mary Miles Minter,
McAvoy.
for Sale, five reels,

Board,

Good Women,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

with

reels,

The

Lake.
Dec. 26— The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

Madame

five

Room and

Shams

Gareth

Daughter of the Law,
Myers.

reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim. five reels, Frank Mayo.
Princess Virtue, five reels, Marie Prevost.

Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.

with

with Alice Lake.
Ladyfingers, six reels, with Bert Lytell.

—

Oct. 31
Nov. II

Mary

with

Hayakawa.
reels,

reels,

Oct.

five reels,

to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.

Bert

Allison.

six reels, with

19

Sept.

Constance

with

Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessne

reels,

five reels,

Heart

Everything

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Aug.
— Life's Darn Funny, six
with Viola

—BigDana.
—A TripGame, Paradise,

reels,

Her Winning Way,

five reels, with Texas Guinan.
I Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe,
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

Aug. IS

five

Piek-

The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberta.
Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The March Hare,

The Stampede,

1

Queen,

Miles Minter.

A
A

reels.

five reels, with Diana Allen.
Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Four Seasons, four

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.

Little

Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

reels.

Man and Woman,
The Amazing

A

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Tayl9r pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

duction.

Such a

Mary

reels,

ford.

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

SPECIAL FEATURES

The Land

with Douglaa Fair-

reels,

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglaa Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arlias.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickiarti.

reels.

REALART PICTURES
The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast,
East Lynne. seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

NEAL HART SERIES

with All Star Cast.

Enid Bennett.

Nut, six

Street, ten reels.

Through the Back Door, aeven

INC.

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wivea.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

—
—
—
Pickford.
Mar. II— The

Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. i The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary

banks.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
five

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Dream

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

God's Gold,

Man's

six reels, a Ralph Ince Special.
I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)
Home. (All Star Cast.)

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

I

Mar.

Conceit.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Oh Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.

—

WTJli*ia

D. N.
Fickle Women,

There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

Mar. 16

Conway

with

(Achievement

reels.

A Man

six reels, with All Star Cast.

The Truant Husband,

Sept. 5

six

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.

cale.

Keeping

Within,

PIONEER FILM CORP.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

J.

Beck

A

Power

with

Faversham.

Films.)

ward Hearn.

of Ambition, aix reels,
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels,

Red Foam,

banks.

His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

The Road

Who Am

special cast
(Arthur F.

Beyond

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
six reels,

INC.

Prod.)

The

Kerrigan.
The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan,
the Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

The Kentucky Colonel,

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels,
The Heart Line, six reels.

Warren

J.

with Geo. B. Seiti

six reels,

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Stedman and Law-

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

The

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

81

Henry

reels,

WESTERN PICTURES
Honeymoon Ranch,

five

reels,

Anna

Walthall.

CORP.

Allene Ray.

West

of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray

Lady Luck,

five reels

Allene Ray.

Q.
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December

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

two

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reels.

NEIGHBORS,

one

DO,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

with Harold Lloyd.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
A V WON FILM CORP.

Lloyd.

reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

INC.

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.
In for Life

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,
two

STAR COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Sunless Sunday

Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.

The Vagrant.

JIM

For Land's Sake.

VANITY COMEDIES,

one
one

CAMPBELL COMEDIES

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

S.

reela.

FOX— Fantomas;

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

Town

Small

O. B. C.

reels.

two

Midget's

One Moment
Perfect

l.ove

an-1

two

reels.

two

reels,

bi-

two

INC.
reel*.

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MA J. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reeL

reeL

two

reels.

PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona
C. B.

feather,

one

reels.

Side Show.

Please.
Villain.

War

UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
I'NIVFRSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
UNVERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
VITAOKAPH— The Silent Avengei tWilliaas
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH—The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Anton!*

WARNER—The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

NEWS REELS

PIONEER

Dark-

reel.

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday* and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
SINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational axchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

WILLIAM

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
reels.

(twice a week)

at

Select el-

changes.

reela.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Westerns.

with Flowers.

The Book Agent.
A

every

Stuff.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
Singer

on*

monthly.

two

of Jungle.

Ranger (Geo. B. Seitt sad
June Caprice).
PATH E Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATH F The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland!
NATIONAL EXCHANGES-The Great Reward.
it.UMl.K- The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

The Happy Poet
The Indian.
it

PA THE— The Sky

—
—

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

INDIAN

Jazz, two reels

Bride II.

FEDERATED— Miracle*

NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

Say

two

—

ENTERPRISES Cowboy

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).
—Thunderbolt Jars 'jack rloxie).

PATHS

TOONER VI LLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,
'-els
THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON,

E.

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

A

Kid. six reels.
Idle Class, two reels.

ft

ARkOW

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Anns, two reels.
Sunny side, two reels.

two-third* red.

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

reels.

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

The Tockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AI. ST TOHN SERIES, two

two

other week, two reels.

two

reel.

SERIALS

AUBREY COMEDIES,

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reels

one

PlONr.ER— Luke McLuke's Film Ossphj.
RADIN — Bnnd's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT— Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*

reels.

DRAMAS

two

Pictogrsphs.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE— Aesop's Fable* Cartoons,

reela.

on.

snapshot*.

GRE1VER —Greiver Educational*
KINETO — Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO—Charles Urban Movie Chats,
KINtiO — Urban Popuiai Clatsic*.

CO.

ARROW FILM

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

The
The

—

(weekly).

reel

FEDERATED— Screen

Clean and dry.

reel.

Vod-s

Golf, slow motion.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

reels.

Original

Serm.nettes

Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.
FAMOUb P LA Y EKS Paramount Magazine

WAROTBB PICTURES

SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS

FILM HALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

two

one reel.
snapshots, one reel

Movies.

Vil

reel.

two

Review, one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

COMMONWEALTH-Spanuth'a
EDUCATIONAL, one reel.

The Blizxard.
The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

reel.
reel.

Nick-of-Time Hero, two reels.
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

The White Mouse, two

oos

Seem.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport
C. B. C.

The Bakery.
The Fall Guy.
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

Cart.

GAYETY COMEDIES,

one

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

MERMAID COMEDIES,

The

weekly.

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuths

reels.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

reels.

Torcbv's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.

A

Max

with

VITAGRAPH
two

Series, on*

Burrud

Stories
reel issued

reels.

reels,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

A

la

two

PICTURES— Sunset

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray

TORCHY COMEDIES,

reel.

Scenics.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— Kine to

INC.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

reela.

It.

Falling for Fanny.
Exit Quietly.
Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.
Saving Sister Susie.

Torchy a

two

SPECIAL

REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reels.

reel*.

Snooky'a Wild Oats
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Freah Heir.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
two

reeL

Roberta.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

Pictures),

Rural Java.
Sante Fe— the City Different.

REELCRAFT — Keelcratt teenies, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reeL
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
DOMINANT PICTURES.

Holmes Travel

(every week).

reel.

FILM SALES
two

reel

At the Wailing Wall.

one reel

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.

JOY COMEDIES.

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

one

Seville in Fair Time.

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REFLERS. two reels.

om

Scenics.

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every tw.
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, *ne red.

PARAMOUNT— Burton

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

reel.

C. B. C.

Buster

KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

Buster Keaton.
two reel*.

reels.

Keaton.

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Memain.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT,

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

Onting

(every week).

reel

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

C. Bruce Scenics Bca*

(every two weeks).

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Easy.

It

one

tiful,

Nothing to Think About.

Take

1921

3,

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

reels.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

two

Babe
twr

Art
lh

His Home »un*
Annette Kellerman
\ar (Man «' Wart

Ruth— How He Knocks
of

Diving,

Wa<-«-

-t

the

with

)1.

Louis Exhibitors to Uperate Exchange

Eddie rob ever made. Book this bil
Continued Feature now and line em up!
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M
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ADEL vAHCEj
PRODUCTION
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A TREMENDOUS

INDICTMENT

OF MODERN CIVILIZATION
UNITED ARTISTS CONDONATION

MAfiV DICKPOR.D

•

CUAIiLIE CMADLIN

•

DOUGLAJ" FAIRBANKS

UlteAM ADHLAMJ"

•

PD£J~I DENT

•

DiV GR.IFFITU

.

1921

December

10,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

OCNNCTT P(CTOReS coapoaorcoN
presents a p/cturiz.at/'on

famous

of

Glaslcan railroad novel

5

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

10,

DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTIONS,

1921

INC;

presents

tfiut

P

ia##

Qord>Q

ISRAELI
Cfrom his celebrated
staq'e success

by

Couis J^C Parker

Directed by

IColIcer
\.V^*\

v

0*Y

6^

°^ OS*

UNITED AQTI9T9

CORPORATION
MARY DICK FORD CHARLIE CUADLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS D. V GRIFFITH
•

oM X)idrtinctic/e S^voductioa

Ml RAM

ACRAMS

•

PRESIDENT

December

10,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Mary
Picktord
in

(4

X^ittCe

£ord

(U^auntCeroy

1

from

FRANC EJ~ HODGSON DURNLTTLt
jfamovur story
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUARLES ROSUER
DIRECTION BY ALERED E. GREEN &.
JACK PICKEORD

UNITED ARTIJTf CORPORATION
MAQY DICKTOR.D

CUARLIE: CHAPLIN

DOUGLAX TAIRDANKJ"
UIQAM ADIJAMJ:

D.

W GRimTU

DriCJ"IDZNT

THE WOP.LDy MOST POPULAR ACTPEJT
IN AMEQ.ICA'J~ MOJ"T POPULAR STOQ.Y. EACH
LOVED DY ALL FP.OM FIVE TO EIGHTY- FIVE

December

10,
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"K- \

The remarkable reception
Theatre,
Lois

New

York, proved

the big Lyric

at
it!

Weber has given motion picture

exhibitors

the greatest clean-up picture recorded in her
career.

And

that

means even

a greater, bigger, better,

than such sensational Lois Weber
successes as "Shoes," "Where Are My Children?", "For Husbands Only," "The Price of a
Good Time," "Hypocrites," "Jewel," etc.
box

office bet

Get on the band-wagon now!

the big
money in motion picture history has been
made by riding while the big ones are snowAll

balling to success!

Here's the one that will mean the happiest,
Happy New Year in the history of your house!

MA

1540 B'way, New York
Kvfcuiive Offices
146 Marietta St.
Atlanta
78 Broadway
Boston
257 Franklin St
Buffalo
607 Film Exch. Bldg.
Cleveland
.-804 S. Wabash Ave
Chicago.
Cincinnati. ..Pioneer St. and B'way
Dallas
1812J/2 Commerce St.

Denver
Detroit

1714
143

E

Broadway

Elizabeth St.'

Film Bldg.. 17th 4: Main St
838 South Olive St
16 North 4th St
729 7th Ave
1235 Vine St

Kansas CiTr
Los Anceles
Minneapolis
...New York City
Philadelphia

..Pittsburgh
Ave..
124 Golden Gate
r .San Francisco
Seattle
2024 Third Ave
3617 Washington Ave. ..St. Louis

1201

Liberty

525 13th St..

N.W.. Washington

" Conceit "

is

the second

Selznick Supreme Six

— the

the

of

series

of

important picture productions of which

"A

Man's

was

directed

Home"

was the

the story by Michael
the scenario
tagne,

who

first.

It

by Burton George, from

is

J. Phillips,

by Edward

wrote the

Man's Home".

J.

script

and

Monof

"A

&3L

is

.onceit"

wl has ever
te;

— the

of

wh

a

(

of a relentless

will say.

t.

It is

ma

of

It is

with himself

of the city

and

a story to

deeds.

in
stir

in

From

everyone

conquered

enemy,

night—and the fear

the

hie at grips

foi

fear or

humiliation— the nameless

people

lar

interest

fear

thiear of
fe<

will

known

of

a story of

the asphalt

lady

of

fashion

to

the

from

the millionaire sportsman to the wilderness outlaw
is

played

— every role
by

Mrs.

Wm.

De Wolf

trackless

the pulses—

Costello,

Hartigan

Betty

"Conceit"
dramatic

of

Davidson,

B.

Hopper.
Hilburn,

Warren

— an

in

master

a

interpretation.

Gerard,

the

the

simple daughter of the woods,

Cook,

impressive

list.

Charles

Maurice
Patrick

THE PICTURE THAT

EVERYTHING!

CAST— A group of distinguished players,
perfectly

SETS— Staged

adapted to their

roles.

under the personal

tion of Albert d'Agastino,
noted Italian scenic artist.

direc-

the

EXTERIORS-the entire company transported to Banff, the wonder spot
of the world, for this production.

ACTION — From
rooms

to big

Avenue drawing
game hunting in the

Fifth

Rockies.

NOVELTY —A

man's battle with the

terrors of the wilder-

ness at night.

i
Playgoers Pictures
Presents

RUTHCLIFFORD
in
ll

Tropical Love
M

c
From Teaks of Gold" by Guy W.
ConnelL.
Directed by Ralph Ince
Distributed by Playgoers Pictures thru Pathe Exchange Inc.

Foreign. Representative for Playgoers Pictures

Sidney Garrett
Because it is as fascinating as the lure of the tropics, as
rousing as the rugged lives of the adventurers who brave its
that's
fatal spell, as passionate as its moon-flooded nights

—

why
box

this tale of the tropics has the lure

which

leads to the

office.

"Tropical Love" was made "on location" in Porto
Its atmosphere is real, its production perfect and

Rico.
its

cast includes

Ruth

Clifford

Reginald

Denny

Huntley Gordon

Fred Turner
Margaret Fitzroy
Catherine Spencer

Ernest Hilliard

Margaret Seddon

Paul Doucet

Carl Axzell

The Biggest Theatres Are
Booking It!

~\

12
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10.
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was a treat to see the women pouring forth
from the Lyric Theatre, New York, where
"What Do Men Want," enjoyed such a sensational special engagement.
It

The women

Weber's greatest picture,
they talk about it, boost it send their friends,
and come again to see it with their men.
love Lois

—

No need
to

to tell

women

any exhibitor what

this appeal

made
production — means to

the greatest direct appeal ever

by any motion picture
the box office.

No need

start the

and

talk,

From

women
talk

every angle

is

Executive Offices

1540

257 Franklin St.

Devves
Drreoil

St.

and B'way

1812^4 Commerce St.
1714 Broadway

Dallas
143

Yo

E

Elizabeth St

St.

Broadway

607 Film Exch. Bldg
804 S. Wabash Are.

Cincinnati-— Pioneer

—

title,

and word

B'way. New
146 Marietta
78

.

— as

it

means

to

they talk, and

Men Want?"

exploitation, quality

of

mouth

advertising,

the year's million-dollar winner.

Aiuxu
Boston
Buffalo
Cleveland
Chicago

talking

about "What Do

of production,

here

any exhibitor what

to tell

Film Bldg.. 17th £ Main St
838 South Olive St
16 North 4th St

Ave

729 7th

Vine

1235

Kansas City
Los Anceles
Minneapolis
New York City
Philadelphia

St

Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
Golden Gate
San Francisco
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
3617 Washington Ave
St. Louis

1201

124

J25 L3th St

.

N \V-.Washisct3n

JEEN

A Villiam Fox Special
Directed by

Gordon Ed wards

J.

Story by Virginia Tracy

The Romantic Love Story of
Most Beautiful Woman The
World Has Ever Known

A Super-Spectacle

le

Lavishly

Produced
10,000 People

500 Horses and Camels

600

M onster

Scenes

N e w York Acclaimed

]

"

'Queen of Sheba' a gorgeous spectacle.
Chariot race t^kes one's breath away.''
N.Y.

—

JOURNAL.
'The chariot race
last

word

in

in thrills

— N. Y. EVENING
" 'Queen of Sheba'

many
circus."— N. Y.
"

is

'Queen of Sheba' was

...

the

a great success."

WORLD.
elaborate and spectacular
gorgeous

characteristics of a

TIMES.

'Queen of Sheba' has most exciting chariot
N. Y.
ever put upon the screen."

race

—

HERALD.

Direct

from a feasors

Theatr

HE

Super -Production
low Running' Indefinitely At
Wood s Theatre. Chicago
'here

Conquered Public and

It

The Antics Dav

Critics Alike

:

Fox has struck the gong of motion
'The Queen of Sheba'fis
supremacy.

illiam

picture

superlative.

"There
tional

is

nothing above

conquest before

it."

it

.

.

uncondi-

.

— Rob Reel

in the

CHICAGO AMERICAN.
" 'The
tacles

does

in
all

Queen

of

Sheba outdoes most spec-

grandeur and

it

spectacles in

intensity of romantic

unquestionably out-

passion.

"It has

what other spectacles lack

—

a great

love story.

"The smashing chariot
tings, desert

temple,

made

race, the

huge

set-

caravans, battles and Solomon's
the audience bulge their eyes."

—CHICAGO HERALD.

Itun at the Lyric
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WILLIAM FOX

WILLIAM FOX

Super-Production

Super -Production

SHAME
toitk

1921

WILLIAM
FAR.NUM
in,

John Gilbert
Directed by

Emmett
<Jhe

J.

Flynn

man who staged

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
IN

KING ARTHUR'S COURT

Story by Emmett J.FIynn

and

Bernard

Mc

Conville

Perjury
Directed by

HARRY MILLARDE
<Jhe

man who

OVER THE

staged

HILL

Story by
Ruth Comfort Mitchell

R-C PICTURES

fled

Presents

Stone m

THE DUKEo/CHIMNEY BUTTE"
c/Jw

cA

ANDREW J.CALLAGHAN

PRODUCTION

Western, Sboiry oP RolyicVc HiPe
FdANK, BOFLZAG E
Directed, Toy
GEOR.GE WASHINGTON OGDEN
Story

'Jy-picoi.l

A SOUND
PRODUCTION

PASTEBOA
Adapted from the novel by
Clara Morris

CAST:
ELEANOR WOODRUFF
DORA MILLS ADAMS
ROBERT ELLIOTT

AVBBb

JOHN HOPKINS
EVELYN GREELEY
J. H. GILMOUR

V A LBI P R SBUfflt) N

NUiflaN &
FILM DIVISION
13«

We*t 46th

Street

Telephone: Bryant 6930

GLADYS VALERIE
ALBERT ROCCARDI
JANE JENNINGS

s e

mTd
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

NEW YORK

81 Fulton Street
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UNDER THE
LAS H
ER

second picture
than her first

*

— bigger

When you" showed "The Great Moment"
you found out how popular Gloria Swanson was to start with.
And you know
that that picture more than doubled her
following.

Here she

kind of role an action picture
that sparkles and sizzles with excitement.
is

tremendous,

in a different

[vital,

in

From

the 'novel "The Shulamile" by Alice
and Claude Askew, and the play by Claude
Askew and Edward Knobloek. Scenario
Directed by Sam Wood.
by J. E. Nash.

C£ (paramount Cpicture

December

10,

1921

December

10.

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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AdolphZuhor presents

M. Barries

J.
W

play

the little
minister;

//

A

picture that has everything!
Gypsy love and village scansurging

dal,

m:n

crowds,

the

clash

of

against men, heart-inter; st that

makes you laugh and weep all at
and the romance of a girl who
was braver than a thousand men.

—

once

Your audience
its

is

—

ready

made.

Book-

play-lovers and lovers of life at
brightest and best will pack your house

lovers,

at every showing.

A Penrhyn

Stanlaws production

Scenario by

Edfrid Bingham

a
(paramount
Cpicture

E
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LOIS

X H

I

15

IT

(

)

R S

II

Malt

ft'

KALI)

December

WEBER'S

Greatest Picture

Mr
Mb

E

10,

1921

December

10,
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MA|S peAl

.-

^.-.iavyofc.-.

4&h

What Do Men Want?" Film
of Powerful Mass Appeal
LYRIC THEATRE— "What Do Men ^
Humor flashes through it, nere
Want?" A Lots Weber producand there, and Misa Weber has
tion, presented by Wid Gunning.
drawn aimost a scorj of typea re-

THE

markably true

CAST:

(The Girl)
Frank (The Youth)

Windsor
Frank Glendon
Arthur (His Brother) George Hackathorne
Tost (The Evil Influence) .. Halam Cooiey
Bertha (The Unfortunate) ... Edith Keesler

Hallle

Claire

J.

.

By

JOSEPH~MULVANEY.

HERE

r

isn't „ ny use trying to
guess Lhe answer to the interrogative title of Lois Web<>'

to life. She has mado
her characters look and act like real
people of their respective classes in
a small town; they are not always
pleasant to look at, but they ring
true to the forms of humanity they
are intended to represent.
Claire Windsor as th'e heroine is
altogether appealing, with a di gqlfied beauty th;

latest film.

Oft
lilll

mm

the phrase that tells
the whole, big story for the exhibitor— "MASS APPEAL."
Never were the New York newspapers so unanimous in their
praise as they were following the
opening of Lois Weber's greatest
production at the Lyric Theatre,

"charming."
The Daily News said "Immensely interesting, I enjoyed
every minute of it." The Evening
Telegram, "Absorbing and admirably made." The New York
Telegraph, "Very sincere and
done with [remarkable fidelity to

Broadway and 42nd Street, SunNovember 13th.
The New York Times declared:
"Lois Weber's knack of making
moving pictures with the spark

detail."

There

is

day,

'mm*

again evident in
of life in them
her latest production." The New
is

York Tribune found

it

Never before had lhe famous
given a two-

New York American
column head
review.

motion picture
a head! It
Million Dollar Box
to a

And such

shouts —-"A
Office."

1540 B'way, N'ew York
Executive Offices
Film Bldg., 17th i Main St
Kansas City
Atlanta
146 Marietta St
838 South Olive St
Los Angeles
Boston
78 Broadway
16 North 4th St
Minneapolis
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
New York City
729 7th Ave
Cleveland
607 Film Exch. Bld =
1235
Vine
St
Philadelphia
m Chicago
S04 S. Wabash Ave.
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
Jpjr /JLiJk
Cincinnati. ..Pioneer St. and B'way
San Francisco
124 Golden Gate
WIIOL
Dallas
2024 Third Ave
....Seattle
1812J4 Commerce St.
Jfif CUNNING
St. Louis
Denver.
1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Ave
-

JpW

Dftboit

143 E.

iltf

Elizabeth St.

525 13th St.,

X.W_. Washington
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MONTY BANKS
IS

NOT A

MOUNTE BANK
BUT

A

FINISHED COMEDIAN

PUT

YOUR

MONEY
IN

BANKS
EXHIBITORS FEATURE MONTE

BANK COMEDIES

BECAUSE

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES ARE FEATURES
THE HOUSE OF COMEDIES

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
810 South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

Toy Building
MEMBER

MILWAUKEE

1921

December

10,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Hall-Room Boys Comedies
FEATURING

SID

SMITH

THE NERVIEST MAN

IN

PICTURES

THEY
RING

THE
CASH
REGISTER
A THRILL BACK OF EVERY LAUGH
A LAUGH BACK OF EVERY THRILL
THE HOUSE OF COMEDIES

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Toy Building

810 South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

member

MILWAUKEE

TATE RIGHT
\jbz j^Lr st:

Second:

^Partners
of the

'ke

ioicLi)

Sunset

Jot UJeilSiwice

B E R,T

LUB IN

offe

ALIJSNEnew
in a

.

ERIE
S ojP SIX
mono, -making
y

ATTEAC TIOXI

IN

ADDITION TO GETTING
A MONEY-MAKER

EVERY EXHIBITOR AND EXCHANGEMAN
who

signs a contract for

CHARLES
living

(CHIC) SALE

seven different characters
177

"HIS NIBS"
Helps

deavor

to

unify the great

in the

of independent en-

field

motion picture industry

encourages not only Exceptional Pictures, producer of "His Nibs,'' and the Syndicate which is
handling the distribution.
.

.

.

.

.

.

but offers to every other such producer

and distributor concrete evidence of the only
thing they desire to

know

—

that they will find a

ready market for their product

when

it

is

of a

calibre to warrant support

and when those producers co-operate with the
buyers and exhibitors to the

full

extent Excep-

marthe
toward
ket will have added another factor
solidifying of the foundation upon which it now
tional Pictures has done, the State Rights

stands in the industry.

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE,
L.

Inc.

HILLER, President
Longacre Building

42nd

L.

Street

and Broadway

New York

City

THE PICTURE WITH A WORLD-WIDE APPEAL

Nothing New
Under the Sun?
Are

all pictures the

Can't

we have a

same?

little

nov-

a change? Please
give us something new I
elty for

You have voiced these sentiments so
many times that we could put quotation
marks around our headline and
with your signature.
Yes,

we

agree

— the
the

if

newer and a

little

it

public has had an

overdose of sameness.
great pictures

sign

We

can't

have

one isn't a little
better than the one
last

before.

And now we want you

to play a picture

something new under the Sun. To
play it is to gratify your desire for someting different and this picture is not only different but it is one of
th great works of picture art.
that

is

—

toiny of

our prominent exhibitors have established their house
re:ords with this electrifying picture.
$44,000 in one week at New
Y.rk's Capitol, going into a jammed third week house ($1 top) at
toiler's, Los Angeles.
A sensational success in Pittsburg at the Savoy.
Piyed to great success on the Fox circuit.

N>w the Stanley Company, in every theatre of their vast circuit, will
P'iy Goldwyn's last-word-in-thri|ters — 'The Qpbinet of Dr. Caligari."
Gve your public something new! They want it!

28
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Greatest Picture
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:

.
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Thousands saw

it the opening day at the Lyric
Theatre, New York, and then when the women
started talking it started building and building and BUILDING tven breaking beyond the
bounds of the sensational opening day.

—

—

—

great to have a picture that every

It's

goes

away boosting and

They carry the word
the woman's picture

woman

praising.

like

wild-fire— for here

is

of the century.

Be sure you book "What Do Men Want?" for
enough extra days, for in no other way will you
get full advantage of the word of mouth advertising that makes each day's box office receipts
step higher than the day before.

The million
ing

now

Go

to it!

dollar question

is

ready for show-

for the years' million-dollar clean-up.

Kansas City
Film Bldg.. 17th & Main St
b'40 B'way, N>w York
Executive Offices
1-05 AxCELES
858 South ° live St
Atlanta
146 Marietta St.
J^Bk.
Minneapolis
"8 Broadway
Boston
JsjflCr^, 16 North 4th St
New
York City
Ait
JpJT
729 7th
251 Franklin St.
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Vine
St
1-3'
Exch.
Bldg.
607 Film
Cleveland
XiOW
Pittsburgh
Liberty Avc
804 S. Wabash Ave
Chicago
XflW 1:01 Gold-n
San Francisco
Gate
1-4
Cincinnati . Pioneer St. and B'way JT-W WlGL.
Seattle
Ave
:0:4 Third
Dallas
1812*4 Commerce St.
CUNNING
3617 Washington Ave. ..St. Louis
M?W
1714 Broadway
Denveki—
SIS 13th St.. X.W..\Va 5 hisctos
Elizabeth
143 ~E

\X
VA
V\
\^
St/^fegQJQgg^
JCw
fUF Mf X
JKW

Detroit...- .

.

:-v. >.

•

i

••
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Hollywood, California

The

reliability

of a product

depends upon the responsibility of its
maker — Our reliability, our responsibility and
our

ability are firmly established.

Any

clever or careless talker
can make temporary friends by making
pretty promises, but

it

takes real performances

— We

point with pride to our
them
of
record
achievement.
to keep

By constant

vigilance

and

diligence we will always protect our
clients and our reputation.

Rothacker Prints look
better than ordinary prints,
and service considered
long run.

and quality

actually cost

less in

the

10,

1921

—

—
December

10,

1921

——
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A Wonderful Audience

Picture!

Critics All Agree

That

Her Best Drama

It's

INTEREST AT TOP PITCH
"One

dramas ^in which she has
yet appeared- a most interesting story, replete with
dramatic scenes. Miss Stewart has never looked
bewitching picture in which the
more lovely.
of the strongest

—

A

mounts to emotional heights with skill and
finesse.
She holds the attention at top pitch
Drama produced with beauty and
throughout.
novelty, showing the rarest skill." Los Angeles
star

Examiner.

PATRONS ARE THRILLED
beautiful, dramatically gripping
the most interesting picture in which Miss Stewart
has been seen. The big crowds at the Kinema applauded in exultation at the satisfying solution to
the tensely dramatic situation. Northland scenes
surpass in beauty even scenics gems of loveliness."
Los Angeles Herald.
""Artistically

—

—

THEY ALL LIKE

IT

"Capital scenes. You're bound to enjoy Miss
Stewart's luminous beauty. Her charm is of the
first order.
She appeals with strange directness.
The acting of the entire cast is superior." Los
Angeles Times.

WINS NEW LAURELS
"Miss Stewart plumbs a new depth in emotional
The play is staged
acting, winning new laurels.
with a lavish hand. The storm scenes are particuLos Angeles Record.
larly good."

Speaking of

Louis B. Mayer's presentation of

ANITA

S

TE

WA R T

the inimitable star in

"Playthings of Destiny
By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimby Edwin Carewe;
Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly

ble; Directed

A First National Attraction

Released on the Open Market

"

Mickey WasGrea
makes such a

Picture
that

it

big

has been held over

Broadway

Read

house.

BETTER THAN "MICKEY"

n

ft

wi

the country have

cities in

,

t

t

—

" 'Molly O'

is full of romance and beauty
delightful.
It is the
Mabel Normand ever made. It is a modern 'Cinderella'
exquisite.
'MICKY' WAS GREAT. 'MOLLY O' IS
GREATER." Rob Reel in the Chicago American.

best picture

—

IT'S

A THRILLER

—

"Mabel Xormand blossoms out again for what she really is an
actress of the first water.
Modern melodrama of the most thrilling
type concludes a good

human

role."

— By

Observer, in the Chicago

Her aid-Examiner.

EXCEPTIONALLY GREAT PRODUCTION
"An exceptional and a great production which will command wide
attention.
One of those rare films we remember out of a year so
human, so quizzical and quixotic so playful, having such unexpected
turns and blends of what makes the laugh and the tear what artists
Carl Sandburg in the
call inspiration, taste, subtlety, character."

—

—

—

Chicago Daily News.

STAR

IS

DELIGHTFUL

"Mabel Normand

is

delightful."

New

York Tribune.

REVEL OF FUN AND THRILLS
"A

revel of fun

the art that

and excitement.

made

with a strong cast. Mack
to put action into a picture.

scale,

how

her famous.

MACK

Mabel Normand has

lost

none of

The

picture is staged on a big
Sennett certainly has not forgotten

A

thriller."

New

York American.

SENNETTi
Big Super Special

Comedy Drama
Directed by F. Richard Jones

Distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market

—

—

— —

O Is Greater?

VIolly

— Chicago American
t

Central Theatre,

r

New

indefinite run in

k

critics

ay

of it!

York,

this big

of the two largest

DELIGHTED BIG AUDIENCES
"Mabel Normand delighted an audience
Theatre."

New

of admirers at the Central

York Globe.

YOU MUST SEE

IT

"Strenuous fun making and moments of deep sentimental appeal.
'Molly O' brings back Mabel Normand in an enjoyable and wholesome
photoplay, one that lends itself again and again to the flashes of
genius of this vigorous and loveable screen player. See this picture."
New York World.

—

FULL OF THRILLS
sighs mix deliciously with romance in this- dashing
cinnema. Filled with thrills. A splendid cast. Miss Normand is
even more fascinating than in 'The Slim Princess.'" New York
Evening Telegram.

"Laughs and

STAR NEVER BETTER
"Miss Normand has never been better. Melodrama, with extremely
good light comedy, and sensational scenes, that are excellent." New
York Evening Mail.

SHAKE WITH LAUGHTER
"The opening night audience laughed until the orchestra chairs shook,
it abounds with the same laugh making quality that made Mark
Twain famous. Mabel Normand is ravishing." New York Morning
for

Telegraph.

"MOLLY O

99

with

MABEL NORMAND
Available

to

All Exhibitors

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"One
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of the Best of the Season!"
That's what the

Atlanta

Constitution

Read the other reviews:
BEST OF THE YEAR

says.

"One

motion picture productions

of the best

A

of the season.

thrilling series of adventures

— makes capital entertainment and the punch
at the

end

is

strong one."

a

Atlanta

Constitution.

DELIGHT TO WITNESS
"Rare Entertainment — a delight to watch
the deft touches of this actress.
Each of her
succeeding pictures is a better one.
A good
story, good acting and masterly direction,
holding suspense to the end." A tlanta Journal

INTENSE INTEREST

—

—

"A

great delight to all
interest intense
Morning Oregonian, Portland, Oregon.

WORK

OF RARE ART

"Miss MacDonald hits the bull's eye once
more rare entertainment, delightful towatch.
Her work is rare art." Portland News.

—

ACTION AND ROMANCE
"Full of action and romance.
Miss Macis not only very beautiful, but she
can act." Detroit Journal.

Donald

FAR ABOVE AVERAGE
"Above the average. The star is not only
beautiful, but she displays marked ability as
an actress in the emotional scenes." Detroit
Free Press.

FULL OF THRILLS
"Interesting and entertaining, well staged,
well acted

and

ly thrilling."

full of

atmosphere. Marvelous-

Atlanta Georgian.

EXCITING— INTERESTING
"Interesting and exciting and the star
Indianapolis Star.
always lovely."

is

K ATHERINE

MAC DONALD
In

"Her Social Value"
MacDonald Pictures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg, President; from the original
story by B. P. Fineman and J. A. Barry; Scenario by
Presented by Katherine

Gerald Duffy and Jerome Storm.
Directed by

A

JEROME STORM

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

HERALD
MARTIN

J.

Publisher

» ISSUE OF *
December 10. 1921

QUIGLEY
6?

Editor

To Keep
By
'"PHE American producer

World Market

trie

has

MARTIN
been

deal

development of
the industry he was practically without competition.
During this period and since he has
been singularly fortunate in having the means,
financial and otherwise, to carry on.
vital period in the

In the face of all these favorable circumit might be assumed at this time that the
American producer is well fortified in his position in the world market.
Such, however, is
not the case; the preeminence of the American
stances

picture throughout the world

is

critically

im-

periled.

The reason

for this situation which, unfor-

not receiving due consideration, is
that the American producer persists in the attitunately,

is

tude of merely regarding foreign sales as an incidental by-product of his business.

emplified partly in the

manner

in

This

is

ex-

which foreign

administered and chiefly in the almost
universal ignorance of and disinclination toward
knowing what the foreign markets want.
sales are

*

*

is. and shall continue, the
source of the most important foreign demand for American pictures. Despite the larger
quantity of suitable British pictures that are

produced there

To put

concretely to the American producer

the problem he faces in England, and the prob-

lem he must solve

if

he

is

to retain even a por-

tion of his present volume of business, he may
be reminded that a rather large number of the

he produces are based on English
stories, have English settings and attempt to
reflect some phase of English or British life.
Very obviously it might be assumed that these
pictures

are the pictures that are certain of favorable reception in Great Britain. They should be, but

inquiry reveals that almost generally they are
not.

A LONG list of American-made pictures

which

some segment of British life have
been sent over and with them went the confireflected

dence of their producers that they were accuMany of
rately suited to the British market.
these have missed substantial popularity by a
wide margin and the regrettable feature of the
situation

against

is

that

their

the things which militated

popularity were matters which

doubtlessly appealed to the producer as too
trivial to warrant more than passing attention.

*

OREAT BRITAIN

certain to be

QUIGLEY

1

kindly with in respect to the world market

During a

J.

will be a stronger

market for American pictures in Great Britain,
provided that American producers take the trouble to make their pictures more nearly conform

with British requirements and tastes, which
means, in many instances, simply making the
pictures conform with the realities of life, estab-

customs and universal good taste.
We assert the importance of this consider-

lished

ation because a great theatre building period
just ahead, particularly in England,
mean the consumption of a larger

is

which will
volume of

product from foreign sources, even in the face
of considerable suitable product that will be
produced locally.

Pictures have been burdened
social inconsistencies that

would hardly

West End

of

attract

when presented

in

London have been regarded

as

attention in Hollywood, but

the

down with

grave irregularities. Traditional practices in
English life have been ignored or misinterpreted. A long list of similar items could be
offered. They may not be regarded essentially
as matters of outstanding importance, but their
practical application to the destiny of pictures
in

Great Britain have been great.

The offense that these things give may be
due largely to the impression they convey that
Great Britain, in the production of pictures in
America, is not being considered which is a
very undesirable thought to be entertained by
a market of such importance to the producer in

—

the United States.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Therefore,

least

at

graceful

a

the participants
all
larger calibre individuals.

as

presented

*

.MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ 6s EDITOR
Published every Wednesday by Martin

J.

Qulgley.

*

*

We

cannot regard as constructive
of an influence upon a
exertion
the
United States senator which causes
him to declare in debate that he

would

and

(TeleSlew York Office! 1476 Broadway.
phonei Bryant 5111.)
Bank
Citizens
634
Los Angeles Office:
(TeleBuilding, 5th and Spring Sts.

be that of producer, distributor or
exhibitor
Certainly,
exhibitor.

branch of the industry, whether

Subscription Prlcei United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cabs, $3.00 a
year; Canada, $4.50 a yean Foreign
Countries (Postpaid), $5.00 a year. Single copy, 25 cents.
Copyright, 1021. All Bights Reserved.
Copyright throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1911.
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have perused carefully state-

would accomthe theatre own-

as to feel that they
plish

something

for

ers of the country

if

they succeeded

getting punitive taxes levied
If this should
against producers.
transpire, the producer, following
the established practice of the manufacturer in this as in every other line,
would simply pass the new burden
on to the buyer, who in this case is
in

Industries, like individuals, probably must become sea-

soned with many years before being
boast of much common-

ments issued by both the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America

able to
sense.

and the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry with ref-

The

erence to the industry's victory in
getting the five per cent rental tax
eliminated.

We fail

to find in either

statement any acknowledgment

of

assistance rendered on the proposition by the other organization, yet
it is a matter of common knowledge
that each organization had a legis-

committee which was busily
engaged in the work.
lative

*

*

*

must be assumed that

It

indi-

viduals identified with either of the

organizations must have encountered some evidences of the other
group's efforts if not evidences of

—

other

the

group's

achievements.

from 44 states.
Four states and
a few outlying

it

the exhibitor.

We

tributions
have
been received
from exhibitors

*

*

New

still

censor

state

from
the first contest resulting from an
appeal from one of its rejections.
It is unfortunate for the cause of
the whole industry that at least the
first appeal was not predicated on a
case which offered greater merit.
*

The

victoriously

*

*

condition of the

amusement

business follows very definitely the
trend of the general business of the
nation
ably,

—and

is

this

upward.

trend, unmistakStudents of busi-

ness conditions declare that general
business is rapidly emerging from
the protracted period of depression.
Which fact mirrors the immediate
future for this business.

"Wampas" Will Edit Year Book
W. R. Hearst

From

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Louis Exhibitors Fluance New
37
Independent Exchange
M. P. T. O. of Missouri Protest Non38
Theatrical Bans
Industry Continues Work for AddiSt.

tional

Tax

Relief

Chinese College Graduates Form
Production Unit
Atlanta "Get Together" Rivals
Others In Enthusiasm
Executives of M. P. T. O. A. Open
War on First National
Cohen and Walker Leave New York
for Tour of Country

good tail, all mounted on a stick,
and a bottle of royal glue goes
with it to complete the animal.
Thanks, Mr. Schneider.
That's
two tails. The horse will be well
provided for in fly time.

WATCH FOR OUR BIG ANNOUNCEMENT.
Now that Thanksgiving is over and
we've had turkey, turkey croquettes,
turkey hash and turkey soup, we look forward with joy to a turkeyless Christmas.
«

We
Rumor

.*.

*

Parker, Irving Lesser's P. A., contributed a good joke on medicinal beer,
but President Harding beat him to it and
knocked out the amber brew before anyone had a chance to get sick and enjoy it.
Bill

Some

of the illnesses Bill mentioned as

popular on the

wood

are "Under-

Knocks,"

"Carbon

Loan;

"Woodsox

Itch,"

by
by

Van

Ralph
Lester

"Klieglightitis,"

Doing

It

Early

Quite a few stars are in the East doing their Christmas contract shopping.
the Boards

59
70
70

of personal appearances
the country is expected to run its course next month. Chicago has been the centre for stars who
have deserted the screen temporarily, the
following having appeared, or are sched-

71

uled

Reviews
Letters from Readers

Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

West Coast

Callouses," invented by H. H.

On

39

37

It!

one actress-star

43

39

41

is

firmed.

DEPARTMENTS

Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for Me
Touring the East with H. E. N
Theatre Equipment

there

it

*

44
Eye
Reform Stronghold and Win

Victory

has

Doubt

on the West Coast who does not own
an automobile. Up to the hour of going
to press the rumor had not been con-

44

42
The Week in New York
44
Money Making Ideas
45
The Theatre
55
PubUc Rights League
With the Procession in Los Angeles. 57

40

comes

111.,

FEED THE HORSE FUND.

Bull's

Law

Metamora,

the cheering news that if we happen to get a horse without a tail,
the Midget theatre will furnish a

for

Editorial In the "Herald" Hits the

Anti-Blue

en-

by Irving Cummings, and "Saxaphobia," by Wally Reid.

IN THIS ISSUE
Strike

One

from.

Lewis;

3S
Conn., Catastrophe
National Board of Review's List of
58
Christmas Pictures

be heard

thusiastic exhibitor says he'll give
$100 if James will ride the horse
he picks out.
Another says he'll
give $50, and quite a few five
dollar prizes are offered.

Cuneo;

OF SPECIAL. INTEREST
An Editorial on the Xew Haven,

to

*

York

emerges

board

are

precincts

leaders cannot be so short-sighted

All Editorial
fices.

Well, the James Horse Fund is
Conentering the home stretch.

penalizing

of

phone 660-10.)
and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

Giddap

some means
any

like to discover

chastising

Editorial and Executive Offlceai 417 Sooth
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone Harrison 9248-9240.)
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acknowledgment would not have
changed the facts, but it would have

XHIBITOR.

Vol.
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82
83
86
88

The epidemic

which

is

to

sweeping

appear

soon:

Clara

Kimball

Young, Ruth Stonehouse, Kathlyn Williams, Lew Cody, Louise Glaum, Billy
Mason, William Russell. Ben Turpin and
Hope Hampton.
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Ethical Society Blames
Producers for Failure
Of Plan to Hold Fete

Louis Exhibitors Finance
New Independent Exchange

St.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 29.—Los Angeles
have to worry along without a motion

will

picture exposition so far as the Ethical Motion Picture Society, the organization which
was sponsoring the cinema exhibit, is concerned.
The society has abandoned definitely the
project, it is said, because of the lack of
support from film producers. It is said the
society will be dissolved soon.
Apathy on the part of the producers to
the affair was said to be due to a fear that
the society was setting itself up as a sort
of unofficial censor body, and that they did
not believe an exposition should be conducted by men not identified with the industry. It was organized about two years
ago by a Lincoln Hart.
.

37

Leaders of M.P.T.O.M. Interested in Venture Which
Is Regarded as Defensive Measure to
Check Skouras Enterprises
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 29.— St. Louis

exhibitors, many of them leadMotion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri, are financing the
organization of an independent film exchange to be known as the Exhibitors Direct Service Exchange.
Sidney J. Baker, former manager for
Associated First National Pictures here, will be general manager. The
capital stock of $50,000 has practically been subscribed.
Local film circles regard the exchange as a movement to checkmate
the growing strength of Spyros Skouras and his associates in Skouras

ST.

ers in the

Stanley Company of America, is on a two
weeks' tour of the West "'for an inspec-

Brothers Enterprises, a consolidation of the City Wide Amusement Company and the Skouras theatres.
Organization Perfected at League Meeting
Plans for the organization were perfected at a meeting of the St. Louis
Motion Picture Exhibitors League in their headquarters in the Empress
theatre building on last Friday. In the absence of Joseph Mogler, presiWehrenberg is the
dent, Fred Wehrenberg. vice-president, presided.
owner of the Melba and Cherokee theatres, two of the big South Side
independent amusement places.

tion of his interests in that section and
for the purpose of completing certain details connected with the plans of the
Stanley Company in other sections of the

day's gathering and agreed to take stock
in the exchange. L'nder the plan of or-

Mastbaum Tours West
To Broaden Scope of
The Stanley Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA.
Jules

Mastbaum.

E.

—

PA.. Nov. 29
president of the

country, which when matured, will widen
the scope" of this well known organization.

Mr. Mastbaum declined before leaving
here to discuss the nature of his plans
although he indicated that on his return
he might issue a statement of interest to
both exhibitors and patrons as it was his
intention to look over the field and see
what big things he could discover for

them on

his trip.

Rialto Exhibits Only 13
Pictures in One Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Nov. 29.— Prepara-

are being made for an extensive
celebration of the second anniversary of
tions

Rialto, beginning on DecemIn addition to Sam Wood's "Don't

Grauman's
ber

4.

Tell Everything." starring Gloria Swanson, Wallace Reid and Elliott Dexter, Sid
-Grauman announces that the anniversary
offerings will include a special program
by Jan Rubini. violin virtuoso.
During its first year. Grauman's Rialto
is said to have made a record for extended
runs of motion pictures. Only thirteen
photoplays were exhibited during that
time.
Five world premieres have been
held at the Rialto in the past year.

Cohen and Walker
On Country-Wide Tour
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK. Nov. 30.— President Sydto

nev S. Cohen and National Counsel James
J. Walker, of the M. P. T. O. A., left last
night for Charlotte, N. C, to attend the
convention of the Southeastern states. This
marks the beginning of a series of tours
which will embrace visits to the state organizations of nearly every state east of
the Mississippi river.
The biggest meeting of the series is
planned for Boston on December 6 and 7.
when a joint meeting of exhibitors of

Maine,

New

Hampshire. Vermont, Rhode

Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts will
be held. The route of the officials was published in the Herald last week.

About

forty

exhibitors

attended

Fri-

ganization they will hold franchises and
will share in the profits of the venture.
However, the pictures controlled by the
company will be sold to exhibitors in
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri
regardless of whether they have stock
in

the company.

Purchases Arrow Output
The men behind the exchange have

been working on the plan for several
Shortly after Baker quit First
weeks.
National he
City

made

a trip

to

New York

and purchased the Southern

and Eastern Missouri the best pictures
tne independent market affords.
feel
that there is a field for an exchange of
this kind.
Although our plans have not
been fully perfected it is very probable
we will have franchise holders but they
will be confined to the forty stockholders.
hope that the exchange will prove

We

We

profitable.

"But regardless of whether they own
the
independent exhibitors of
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri
will have an opportunity of securing our

stock

pictures at prices that will enable them
to make some money for themselves.

the Arrow pictures
intend to buy other
high class independent pictures from time
to time."

"In

listed

addition

above

to

we

Illinois

and Eastern Missouri rights to the latest
output of Arrow Film Corporation. Other
pictures will be secured from independent producers. The exchange will bid
for the best the independent market affords to assure exhibitors patronizing
the exchange high class pictures at all
times.
The pictures secured from Arrow include: Four new Oliver Curwood productions; four pictures starring Grace
Davidson: tour in which Neva Gerber
and Ben Wilson are featured: six of the.
series of Jack Hoxies; fifty-two
comedies and the new serial "Nan of the
North" featuring Ann Little, star of the
Blue Fox serial.
Won't Bid for Films

Ottumwa Theatre Man
Is Hit by Music Tax
(Special to Exhibitors Heroic)

OTTUMWA.

IA, Nov. 29.—The
American Society of Composers, Auand Publishers has found fertile
ground in Iowa. Dwight B. Baker of
the Empire. Circle and Princess theatres,
has been sued by the society for alleged
thors

violation of the copyright law.

Two of the charges are that Baker
played taxable music on his player pianos.

new

"We don't intend to bid for ^pictures
against any circuit of theatres," Baker
said when asked concerning the plans of
"It is our object to
the new exchange.
afford the exhibitors of Southern Illinois

Taylor Dies

in

Texas

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON.

IND..

Nov.

29.— Word

has been received here of the death of

James Taylor at the home of his sister,
Mrs. Sam Graham, in Brady, Tex. He
formerly operated motion picture theatres
here, in Frankfort. Ky., and other cities
in the blue grass region.

Which Trade Paper Has
Exhibitor Circulation in

the Largest Paid

New York State?
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Missouri Protesting

Providing for His Patrons'
Safety Is Exhibitor's Duty

Non-Theatrical Runs
Organization Decides to Hold
Motion Picture Dance
Shortly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

and Panic at New Haven Drives
Home to Every Theatre Owner and Manager
This as His Greatest Responsibility

Disastrous Fire

The

disastrous

theatre fire and panic in

on Sunday, November
greatest

responsibility

27, drives

—namely,

home

New

Haven, Conn.,

to every theatre

providing

for

the

owner

safety

of

his

the

patrons who commit themselves to his care.
This is the exhibitor's paramount duty to his patrons and any
attempted evasion or neglect of it is fraught with the most serious
consequences.
Against every precaution theatre fires and panics have occurred
and probably will continue to occur. Even when every effort has
been exerted to maintain the safety of his patrons, when a disaster
does occur public opinion immediately places the exhibitor in an
unenviable position. But in cases where even a trace of blame can
be placed upon the theatreman, he is utterly without sympathy and
only a great deal of good fortune will enable him to escape serious
punishment.

Whether the New Haven theatre company

is

with or without

blame for the disastor the incident stands out as a new and forcible
warning to every exhibitor.

No

exhibitor can afford to take chances with the safety of his

patrons.

From

personal information he should be certain that the

arrangements in his theatre provide within all reasonable limits for
He should take no chances with
the avoidance of fire and panic.
effects which may become actually dangerous or which might be the
means toward precipitating a panic.
The exhibitor should not only cooperate with the local fire authorities but he should at regular intervals insist upon their formal
approval of arrangements which have been effected to insure the
safety of patrons of the house.
*
fires

and

panics,

*

initial

films

*

steps to prevent
to non-theatrical

Kansas City were taken

Nov. 29.— The
the

renting of

institutions
last

Thursday

in

at

a dinner at the Hotel Baltimore, given by
President Charles T. Sears of the M. P.
T. O. M. to members of the newly appointed Kansas City advisory board.
The board, which was formed recently
and which is composed entirely of exhibitors, was created for the purpose of

consulting and advising with county and
state

officials

concerning

problems

af-

fecting the motion picture industry in the

Kansas City

Go

district.

to National

League

In addition to local efforts to reach an
agreement with the various exchanges,
relative to the renting of films to nontheatrical institutions, a request was sent
to the headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A.,
asking that immediate steps be taken to
halt this growing practice, which is endangering the business of exhibitors. In
some instances, churches and schools give
screen exhibitions almost daily.
It also was decided at the initial meeting of the board that a motion picture
ball

would be given

in

Convention

hall,

the date to be selected later. Jack Roth
of the Isis theatre was appointed chairman of the dance committee.

Members

of

Committee

The members of the advisory board are: Frank
L. Newman. Newman theatres; E. W. Werner.
Warwick theatre; David Harding, Liberty and
Doric theatres; Robert Carnie, Alamo theatre and
president of the Kansas City Exhibitors' Association; Jack Roth, Isis theatre; Arch Josephson.
Victory theatre; Carl F. Weiss. Linwood theatre;
F. Baker, ElecJ. W. Watson, Benton theatre; A.
tric theatre; W. L. Shelton. Ashland theatre; S.
Copper, CopperHostettler theatres, and A. K.
Boussad, World-in-Motion theatre.

Fox Exchange

Is

Sold

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

—A

deal

has

just

been

Nov.

29.

consummated

of All Star Produc137 East Second, South, is trans-

whereby ownership

however unavoidable, are

a far greater
financial blow to the business in the locality than the cost of the most
elaborate safety precautions.
Don't gamble with the safety of your patrons.
Make certain beyond every reasonable doubt that you are safeguarding your patrons to the best of your ability against any possible

Theatre

KANSAS CITY, Mo,

tions,

ferred

from

S.

S.

Fox

to

Frank

Coret.

emergency.

Your

And

public expects this of you.
a case wherein no excuse for failure in your duty

it's

is

ac-

ceptable.

Now

Their First Usherettes
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Nov. 29.—
Walter David, manager of Loew's State
theatre,

has

introduced to

Indianapolis

fans the usherette. Ten girl ushers appeared in blue knickerbocker uniforms
with white tarn o'shanters at the showing
of the Nazimova picture, "Camille."

Will Desert Screen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Nov.

29.— Tsuru

Aoki, wife of Sessue Hayakawa, is going
to give up her film career after one or
two more productions.

Studio Director

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 29.— Romaine

Fielding has joined National Film Publicity Company as studio director.
The
company is producing a semi-advertising news weekly and plans later to make

dramatic and comedy films.

Wallerstein Organizes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MICHIGAN

CITY, IND., Nov. 29.—
Dreamland Theatre Company has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $15,The directors are Jacob Wallerstein,
Abraham Wallerstein and N. N. Bern000.

stein.

A

scene from "Alf's Button," a First National comedy soon to be published.

December
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Forms Chinese Unit
To Produce in West
President Sees Photoplay
As Cure for Opium
Smoking
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 29. A Chinese
motion picture company, organized by a
group of young Chinese graduates of
American colleges,
ment in filmland.

the latest developobjects are to produce entertainment for
American and
Chinese audiences, and to interchange information between the Far East and

America.

Financed by Chinese

new company

This

Chung

Regard Elimination of Film Rental Tax as BigVictory But Renew Campaign to End Seat Tax
And Admission Taxes

will

be

known

as

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

subjects

to

be Chinese, with the

first

four adapted from original stories by Mr.
Leong. who wrote "The Lotus Blossom."
Offers Greatest Field
Mr. Leong sees in China the greatest
field for motion picture exploitation in the
world and he says the field will develop
just as rapidly as facilities can be provided
for exhibition there.
He sees the picture shows as the enemy
and the ultimate cure for opium smoking,
intemperance, gambling and other social ills.

—

YORK.

Nov. 29. With the ink of President Harding's signature on the new revenue bill hardly dry, executives of M. P. T. O. A. and
N. A. M. P. I. working separately have tackled the task of obtaining
further relief from federal taxation when the revenue bill comes up for

—

—

consideration at the next session of Congress, two years hence.

Present Victory Is Big One

Wah

Motion Picture Company. It
is
incorporated under the laws of California and is financed by Chinese capital.
The new company, which will be headed
by James B. Leong, plans to begin production on a schedule of four pictures a year,
all

Industry Continues Work
For Additional Tax Relief

is

Its

The revenue

just signed relieves the industry of nearly $6,000,000
annually through the repeal of the 5 per cent film rental tax. and an additional sum through the repeal of the admission tax on admissions of 10
bill

cents or less.
Two years from now, it is the hope of both organizations that the
seat tax and the admission tax can be eliminated.
Both organizations worked long and
industriously for the repeal of the film
rental tax.
Hundreds of individuals in
various capacities in the business did
their bit in the fight.
Members of the
Public Rights League, who deluged congressmen and senators with personal
messages, share in the victor}'.
Credit to Trade Papers

"To

made public the Apollo
theatre in 42nd street will be used for the
next two years for showing pre-release
United Artists pictures.

the trade papers and their editors, the grateful appreciation of the industry is due for their valuable work,
both editorially and in the news columns,
in keeping the progress of the taxation
repeal before their readers and urging
every man in the industry to do his bit
in placing the issue squarely before members of Congress."- said William A.
Brady, president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
in discussing the repeal. "Without their
support, the fight could never have been

A new subsidiary company has been
formed for the purpose of handling the
United Artists productions which will be
shown as specials at the Apollo. The new
company is known as A. G. S. Corporation,

won."
William A. Brady and Saul E. Rogers,
chairman of the taxation committee, led
the fight for the N. A. M. P. I. and were
materially aided by executives and em-

the initials being the first letter of the last
names of Hiram Abrams, Albert L. Grey

ployes of

and Edgar Selwyn.
Mr. Grey is general manager of the D.

nolly,

Company Formed to
Show Big Four Films
At New York Apollo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 29.— By the terms of

an agreement just

W.

Griffith Company and it is said will be
general charge of the showings at the
Apollo. "The Two Orphans" will have its
first showing under the subsidiary company
in

at the

Apollo about January

1.

Washington

The
matter

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IND.. Nov. 29.— As

part of the celebration of Children's Book
Week the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays entertained crippled children from
the city hospital at showings of "Alice
in Wonderland"
at the
Colonial and
Ruralton theatres. Prominent women of
the city acted as hostesses at the shows.

Webb Dies

in

Indiana

and by Jack

S.

of the

Con-

representative.

legislative committee handled the
for the M. P. T. O. A., the mem-

bers being H. B. Varner, Lexington. N.
C, D. A. Harris, Pittsburgh, Pa., W. A.
True, Hartford. Conn., J. G. Rhode, Kenosha. Wis.. C. T. Sears. Kansas City.
Mo.. M. J. O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.. S. I.

New

York. N. Y.. F. C. Smoot,
Ya.. Martin Yan Praag.
Kansas City, Kan., G. G. Schmidt. InParkersburg,

With Book Week Film
INDIANAPOLIS.

many company members

national association

Berman.

Children Entertained

39

W.

dianapolis, ind.. E. M. Fay, Providence.
R. I.. C. E. Wingreene. Bismark. N. D..
Jacob Lourie. Boston. Mass., H. E. Skinner. Ogden. Utah. T. C. Duncan. Sioux

City

la..

H. A. Graves,

St.

Johnsbury.

Vt G. A. Anderson, Gulfport. Miss..
Gus Kohn. Las Yegas. N. M.. James J.
Walker, New York. N. Y.. and Sydney
S.

Cohen,

New

York, N. Y.

Both Organizations Pleased
Both the M. P. T. A. O. and N. A.
M. P. I. have issued statements that they

consider the step taken by congress "a
signal victory."
consider it the greatest single
"I
achievement since the inception of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry," said President Brady.
"'The repeal could
not have been
brought about were it not for the exexhibitor
hibitor the
very
smallest
member of the M. P. T. O. A." says the
official statement of that organization.

—

Boston Wins First in

Paramount Week

Test

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

exchange

of

poration was
$1,500 in the
test.

Nov. 29.—The Boston
Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

awarded the

first

prize

made at the close of the recent convention of district and branch managers
Other winners are:
here.
Second prize, $1,250. St. Louis; third,
$1,000, Salt Lake City; fourth, $750, Cincinnati; fifth, $750. Seattle; sixth, $750.
San Francisco. Judges of the contest
were Herman Wobber, district manager,
San Francisco, chairman: H. H. Buxehaum. district manager, New York; Louis
Marcus, district manager. Salt Lake City,
and W. E. Smith, district manager,
Philadelphia.

Educational Sues for
Statement in Variety
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

Nov. 29.— Suit has been
Films and by Raymond P. Parker of that company, against
Yariety on account of a printed statement
filed

by

Educational

by that publication to the effect that the
Hudsons Bay Company was backing Educational Films and was sending a representative to New York to supervise the
concern and get its accounts settled. Educational Films asks $100,000 damages and
Mr. Parker seeks $25,000.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TERRE HAUTE.
L.

P.

IND..

Nov.

29.—

Webb, aged 33 years, lessee and
of the Grand Opera House, died

manager

following a short illness with acute diabetes.
He is survived by the widow,

Eleanor Webb, formerly an actress, his
parents, three brothers and a sister. Mr.
Webb was on the stage for more than
ten years as a character player and later
as a producing manager.

of

Paramount Week sales conAnnouncement of the winners was
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Others

Together" Rivals

in

Enthusiasm

Sig Samuels Chairman of Territorial Advisory
of Associated First National

Committee

H.

Odeon

metto

;

theatre,
theatre,

Observe Metro Week
In 7,300 Theatres
This

Big

Is

"Get Togethers" being held by franchise and
holders of Associated First National one of the most
successful was the recent gathering at Atlanta, Ga.
The Southern meeting rivalled the national convention in Chicago for
healthy enthusiasm and constructive achievement, according to those who
attended both.
territorial

at the

Hotel

Ansley, was sponsored by R. D.
Graver, original franchise holder for the
Atlanta territory;
R. Beacham, branch
manager, and Willard
Patterson,
representative
exgeneralissimo
and

G

G

traordinary of First National's
in the Southeast.
*

*

field

forces

»

was the appointment of
an advisory board for the territory
body authorized by the national "GetTogether," whose duty will be to function
regularly on any differences arising between the sub-franchise holders and the
exchanges, reporting their investigations
to the home office with specific recommendations for action. To the important
post of chairman of this board Sig Sam-

of the meeting

uels

Joe Burton of Toccoa proved a
capable and enthusiastic presiding officer.
After he had called the meeting to order,
he tendered the floor to R. D. Craver,
who welcomed the sub-franchise holders.
Called by the chairman to deliver the
message of the Chicago meeting, Willard
Patterson made an enthusiastic address
on what he termed "the splendid spirit
that was manifest at the national gathering" which brought the unanimous endorsement of the local sub-franchise

ity

ties,

holders.

G

R. Beacham,
branch manager at Atlanta;
B.
H.
Mooney of Mudd & Colley Amusement
Company, Birmingham, Ala.; Sig Samuels of the Metropolitan and Criterion
theatres, Atlanta; Louis Kalbfield of the
Grand theatre, Palatka. Fla.; Barney
Beachmam, Orlando, Fla., and E. A.
Schiller, sub-franchise holder in Athens,
Ga., and Elberton, Ga.

Other speakers were

*

One

of

the

*

*

most important incidents

—

was elected; the other members are
R. D. Craver, Joe Burton, Louis Kalbfield and B. H. Mooney.
C. R. Bcachan;
will serve on the committee in the capac-

regional chairman named by the
Southern delegation at Chicago to lead
the sub-franchise holders of Georgia,
Florida and Alabama in the local activi-

As

of secretary.

The only social event of the occasion
was the luncheon given in the main dining room of the Ansley. Willard Patterson presided as toastmaster. Among tht
speakers were Mayor Key of Atlanta an«'
James B. Nevin, editor of the Atlanta
Georgian, who was the personal representative of

Governor Hardwick.

The sub-franchise holders
the Atlanta meeting were:

Increase

Over

Year Ago, Declares

the
AMONG
sub-franchise

THE "Get Together," held

1921

McCarth. Barnesville, Ga.
John Evint,
Savannah. Ga.; Max Bryant, PalRock Hill, S. C; W. R. Liebmann, Atlanta exchange (Associated Producers):
Louis Kalbfield. Grand theatre. Palatka. Fla., and
Barney Beacham, Orlando, Fla.
A.

Atlanta "Get

10,

who

attended

L. S. Drum, Atlanta exchange; M. M. Flemister.
Colonial theatre. Milledgeville, Ga.: W. C. Patterson, Atlanta; H. G. Cope, Opera House. Carters-

Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 29.— Metro has
announced that 7,300 theatres in this
country and Canada observed the second
annual Metro Week which extended over
the period from November 20 to 27. This

just

a substantial increase over last year's
according to the company.
The company statement says that the
surpassing of last year's record is of particular significance because of the diminuation of business in the industry during
the past several months.
William E. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro, in commenting upon the success of Metro Week, said:
"The exhibitor has come to know that
when he picks up a Metro contract he
picks up in business. Given opportunity
to lay the foundations of the season's
success, it is not unexpected that he seize
the opportunity of getting financial momentum by turning on the power of
Metro plays for a solid week."
is

figures,

Ray's Visit East Gives
Scribes Material for
Human Interest Yarns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 29.— Reporters
ample material in Charles
visit to New York for any
number of front page human interest

Ga. ; W. A. Sanges, Atlanta exchange; B. H.
Mooney. Mudd & Colley Amusement Company,
Birmingham. Ala.; C. R. Beacham, branch manager. Atlanta; Teddy Schull, Atlanta exchange;

have found
Ray's first

B. Wilbanks, salesman, Atlanta exchange; Joe
Burton. Star theatre. Toccoa, Ga.
C. H.
J.

The
stories for their respective dailies.
star has been kept busy giving interviews to the press representatives.
On his arrival here, Ray was driven to
the city hall, where he was welcomed by
Mayor John F. Hylan on behalf of the
Photographs of the event were
city.

ville,

.1.

;

Wink, Manning & Wink, Marietta,
ton, Ga.; R. D. Craver, Broadway

Ga.. and Daltheatre. Chai-

lotte, N. Cj A. H. Paxson. Valdosta Amusement
Company. Valdsota; C. F. Jones, Atlanta exchange; W. F. Gann. Atlanta exchange; J. E.
Turner, Atlanta exchange; Harry Nonnemacher,
Si-Non theatre, Demopolis, Ala.; Emory Rylander.
Americus, Ga.; Frank Sands, Atlanta exchange;

published in the New York American,
the Daily News and other journals.
Ray is making his business headquarters at the offices of Arthur S. Kane, his
friend and associate.

Sourbier Is Assigned
Post by Mayor- Elect
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.,

Nov.

Edward G. Sourbier, an official
Amusement Company of this

29.—

of Central
city, has

been chosen by Mayor-elect Lew Shank
as one of the Republican members of the
board of public safety. Mr. Sourbier has
an interest in four motion picture theatres
in Indianapolis and one in Toledo. Another theatre is being erected in this city
to be leased by the Central company.

Rowland Buys "Film
Sensation of Europe"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 29.— Richard A.
Rowland, president of Metro, has cabled

FIRST NATIONAL FRANCHISE HOLDERS
at

the Ansley Hotel, Atlanta,

attend a big get-together meeting

Ga.,

November

14.

the home office that he has purchased
"the film sensation of Europe" for distribution by Metro early in 1922. The
title of the production was not given.
President Rowland will return to this

country

in

December.

December
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Truck Line Speeds
Shipment of Films
Prompt Delivery
Is

of Prints
Assured by $500
Guarantee

Executives of M. P. T. O. A.
Open War on First National
James

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 29.—The

41

in-

J.
Walker in Bitter Attack on Officials
Of Distributing Organization Lieber's

—

Comment

an automobile truck line between here and Fredericktown, Mo., has
stallation of

'

Carries

'Stinger"

solved the transportation problem for the
local film exchanges serving theaters in
The trucks have reduced
that district.
the round trip on films from two to three

days, while the rates are but
the parcel post charges.

Two Round

little

above

Trips Daily

Under the new system a film that
leaves St. Louis at noon can play a showthat night and be back in the
the next day at 9 a. m.
car leaves St. Louis at

A

exchange

noon and

midnight daily.
Returning it departs
from Fredericktown at 4 a. m. and 4
p. m.
Guarantee Is Made
The best feature from the viewpoint of
the exchange manager as well as the exhibitor is the company has posted a $500
guarantee that every shipment will be deExchanges are paid
livered promptly.
full rental on any shows lost through de-

on the part of the taxi company,
while exhibitors are paid $50 for weekday shows and $75 for Saturday or Sunday performances lost through neglect
by the automobile drivers.
It is probable other trunk lines will be
lay

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Nov. 29. Acting as spokesman for executives of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, James J. Walker, national
counsel, bitterly attacked the business methods of officers of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., at a meeting of the Theatre Owners Chamber

Commerce November

of

22.

you theatre owners

"If

will start

nounced

be the scene of a "friendly
of disputed points between
officials of First National and officers of
the M. P. T. O. A.
to

discussion"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

New

new company.

Public Protest Keeps

Not Represented

Sydney S. Cohen, president, James J.
Walker, counsel, and A. J. Moeller, general manager, were included in the number of executives of the M. P. T. O. A.

who

appeared.
D. Williams, speaking for First National, declined to have his organization
J.

stating in a letter that a
resolution, adopted at the Chicago "Gettogether meeting, to the effect that any
survey or investigation pertinent to the
franchise system should be made only by
franchise holders, prevented any such at-

represented,

tendance.

Oklahoma House Closed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HARTSHORN E,

First National

B.

Hannibal
prominent
in
Price,
long
theatrical affairs, has just announced the
formation of a new company to be
known as Price Theaters, Inc., which
will have a capitalization of $240,000 and
control three Hannibal theaters.
The houses to be taken over by the
new company are the Star, Broadway
Orpheum, the latter now under
and
construction.
Price is president of the

The meeting opened
afternoon
o'clock

in

OKLA., Nov. 29.—

The city council will not permit Sunday
shows here. When D. Buffo of the Lib-

and

at 1 o'clock in the
6:15
until

continued

the evening.

Brandt Opens Session

by operating on the Sabbath.

session was opened by William
Brandt, president of the T. O. C. C, who
expressed deep regret that Mr. Williams
had seen fit to decline the invitation of
his organization to attend the meeting,
especially he said as the proposed conference had been arranged at the suggestion
Mr. Brandt then read
of Mr. Williams.
the letter from Mr. Williams giving the
reasons no First National official would
be present.

Kann New Goldwyn

Mr. Brandt then introduced President
Cohen, of the M. P. T. O. A., paying him
a high tribute for the work he had done

erty theatre appeared before the council
to ask that they sanction Sunday shows
he faced a large group of citizens who
protested such action by the council.
Mr. Buffo said he had been prompted
to ask permission to show on Sunday
by the fact that the use of pictures in
the public school had hurt his business
and that he hoped to make up the loss

Foreign Sales

Head

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Kann, well known

Nov.

29.— George

E.

the industry, has
been appointed foreign sales manager of
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation. The
appointment is effective January 1. Selection of Mr. Kann for this post is said
to be in line with the company's policy
to develop fully the foreign market.
in

wring from First

in

Comment

exhibitor organizations, trade papers, distributing producing organizations
or other component parts, will realize that the business as a whole is not
helped by destructive measures and destructive tactics that some men
find as their only stock in trade."

Price Acquires Three

MO., Nov. 29.—John

will

Robert Lieber, president of Associated First National Pictures, asked
by trade papers to comment on the meeting, issued a brief statement which
concluded: "Sooner or later everyone connected with this industry, whether

The meeting at which Counsel Walker
made his address was originally an-

HAXXIBAL,

we

here,

Robert Lieber Puts "Stinger"

started shortly.

Theatres in Hannibal

it

National a Magna Charta for these little franchise holders which will give
them a square deal or we will put First National out of the picture business. Are you willing?" was the climax of his address. There were cries
of "Yes," "Yes," and a few minutes later resolutions "condemning the
methods" of First National were passed.

The

ducing Senator "Jimmy" Walker, who,
he said, would present the case of the
exhibitors against First National.
Mr.
Cohen then launched the attack with the
following:

"The motion picture theatre owners
of Minnesota have asked me to call attention to the resolution adopted at their
meeting on October 19th, 1921, protesting against the increase in the number
of pictures distributed by the First National in the territory, and objecting to
the product of other distributing companies being distributed through the First
National.
The exhibitors of Kansas,
Iowa and Nebraska have passed similar
resolutions.
have other complaints

We

from sub-franchise holders in other territories.
I want to say, in so far as I personally am concerned, and in so far as
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America are concerned, that these matters have come to us unsolicited from the
sub-franchise
holders
throughout the
country, and from exhibitors in territory
where there are no sub-franchise holders.
"I also want to state here, as national
president, that every sub-franchise holder
of the Associated First National, who is
a member of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, can depend that our
organization and myself will do nothing
to injure these men or their investments,
and will do everything to protect them,
and that is our purpose here not alone
to protect the sub-franchise holders of
Associated First National, but also, those
exhibitors who are doing business with
that company, in non-franchise terri-

—

tories."

Compares Williams

in securing a repeal of the five per cent

Mr. Brandt said:
"The motion picture theatre owners of
the country can never fully compensate
Mr. Cohen for this and other work he

film tax.

has done.
it

possible

Sunday
states

in

is the man who has made
show motion pictures on
this and a number of other

He
to

Cohen Precedes Walker
briefly before intro-

Zukor

and great amazement" that First National declined an opportunity to appear
before a neutral organization seeking
only a discussion of alleged evils and a
basis upon which complaint of such could

He stated that
sort of invitation had
Famous Players,
extended
to
(Continued on Page 69)

be equitably adjusted.

when

Mr. Cohen spoke

to

Senator Walker expressed "deep regret

been

the

same
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WHO

had the five per cent film tax
removed by Congress?
Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T.

O. A. says in effect: "I cannot tell a lie;
I did it with my Legislative Committee."
William A. Brady, of the N. A. M. P. E
"As a disciple of
says also in effect
:

George Washington, I must tell the truth
I did it with my Taxation Committee and
Jack Connolly."
So there you are.

If

you need any more
This from the

evidence, get these gems.

M. P. T. O. A.
"Our part has been considerable. We
have worked hard to bring to the attention
of Congressmen and Senators the injustice
and hardships of this tax. It was the exhibitors representing the retail field of the

who accomplished

this

wonderful

thing."

And
"It

M.

is

P.

the N. A.

M.

P.

The

after

led the tax repeal

officials

success of the association's

months of conscientious en-

deavor, forcibly demonstrates the efficiency
of coordination within the industry."

Now
who

you know

cares

who

all

did

about
it,

it.

But after

so long as

it

all.

was

done?

Will Pace mailed

*

*

Eddie Bonns, the versatile P. A. of Warner Brothers, was listening to the troubles
of a newspaper friend who had been assigned to "cover" a musical concert, and
who frankly confessed he knew nothing
about music.
"That's easy," said Bonns, "just say the
orchestration was thematic.
In writing of
the star say that her notes were wellrounded, that her middle register was of
fine timbre and that she rendered her num-

a pair of

'

Theodora"

New

H. G. Ballance, general sales manager
of Famous Players, is making a four weeks'
business trip, in the course of which he
will visit the Paramount exchanges in Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Minneapolis and
Chicago.
*
is

*

*

always a new one

Now

in

the picture

using it in the
New York milk strike. Since the beginning of the strikes complaints have been
numerous that the police have been getting
considerable exercise by beating up the
they are

striking drivers.
The strike leaders assert
that they could get no action on the charges
of brutality, and now they are after
evidence.
Strike leader George W. Briggs employed
a motion picture camera operator, stationed

him and
*

Nine Years Advertising and Publicity
Manager for Pathe

tickets to one of the British picture men
York, and received a letnow visiting
ter of acknowledgment and thanks for the
"two stalls for your theater which I received
by post." Page immediately sent a boy to
the Astor Theatre to see if any of the
scats were missing.
*
* *

business.

I.

a tremendous victory for the N. A.

E whose

campaign.
efforts

from

P arsons

A.

bers with good understanding and exquisite
It's all stock stuff.
taste.
"Don't forget to use that 'middle register'
and 'fine timbre' and next time they'll give
you a seat alongside of Charles Henry
Meltzer."
* *
*

There
this

1921

111(11

'i

P.

industry

10,

his

machine on a truck which

is

stationed at union headquarters to answer
calls when the police get active with their
clubs.

Just what he intends doing with the pictures Mr. Briggs does not state, but he says
he is getting them.
*

*

World!

Some

wise bird long ago made a
remark touching on and appertaining

to

the

entertainment of angels un-

aware and undoubtedly the management
of the London Times often thinks of this
and weeps when the name of P. A. Parsons
flashes across

Born

horizon.

its

an early age in Newbury,
Mass., Mr. Parsons was graduated from
at

Wilbraham Academy, where,

in addition

the academic curriculum,

he studied

to

the art of

fly

casting

in

Nine-Mile Pond.

Later he was graduated from Wesleyan

*

William D. Garwood

LISTEN,

is

now making

a

flying trip around the country calling on
the franchise holders of Associated Photoplays, Inc.

John

S.

Sparco.

University, Middletown, Conn., and embarked in a business career by accepting
a position as salesman traveling through
New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.
*

»

*

After two years of this Mr. Parsons
decided it was unfair to longer play favorites, so he went to London, where
•he joined the staff of the London Times
He then associates himself with the Manderville-Adams Co. as advertising manager and assistant secretary and later
became a partner in the advertising firm
of Assmus & Parsons.
Eight years in the advertising business disclosed to Mr. Parsons other
worlds to conquer, so nine years ago he
joined Pathe Exchanges, Inc., as advertising

and publicity manager and pro-

ceeded to make that organization famous. For the past two years he has
devoted his entire attention to advertising.

• *
Mr. Parsons was president of the A.
M. P. A., 1918-1919, and is now a director. He is an ex-member of Squadron
A, New York, member of the Sons of the
III

THEATRES

throughout the United States, almost without exception,
a special effort to enter into the spirit of Thanksgiving during
the past week. Above is a view of presentation of the Circle Ensemble of
Voices at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., which is typical of the prologues staged in the larger theatres.

made

American Revolution, several other like
societies, and votes once each election
day in West Orange, N. J.
In addition to being a worthy disciple
of Izaak Walton,
assert that he is a

Mr. Parsons' friends

demon with the
racket and backs away from no one

tennis
at ski

History is silent on whether
jumping.
he acquired the rubber-tired spectacle
habit in London or Massachusetts.
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Would Film
"Naval Holiday" Ships

Griffith

Contends

Producer

And Win Anti-Blue Victory

Picture

"On

War

to the

(Washington Bureau Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
/

Reform Stronghold

Strike

Would Arouse People
Against

of the

war

D. C, Nov. 29.— The

vessels

Open

which would be

scrapped under a "naval holiday" agreement and the making of a stupendous
motion picture drama which would serve
to perpetuate the memory of our navy
and arouse the people against war, is
suggested to Secretary Edwin Denby in
a letter received from David Wark Griffith.

Requests Consideration
Mr.. Griffith's letter says in part:
"May I invite to your consideration a
proposal that before this fleet is scrapped,
it be used for a few weeks in arranging
a naval spectacle for a motion picture
drama, in which the activity of the fleet
serves as a powerful climax of a drama
which has for its theme the closer brotherhood of all mankind; also illustrating
the futility and the stupid and terrible
uselessness of war.

do not

entirely

feel

selfish.

I

that this

request

is

should be proud to

work with

as little personal reward as my obligations permit. Further,
I
should be most willing to stipulate

do this

that a fair percentage of all profits should
be devoted to any cause which you, Mr.
Secretary, or your advisors may indicate."

W. W. Hodkinson Signs
To Distribute O ffi cial
Reel of M. P. T. O. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Nov. 29.—W.

W. Hod-

kinson has signed a contract with the
Theatre Owners of
Picture
Motion
America and Charles Urban to distribute
the "Official Urban Movie Chats" of the
national league.
These one-reel

Kineto

Company

subjects,
of America, are of edu-

entertainment value and
cational and
form a part of the campaign of education
planned by the M. P. T. O. A.
The films will be edited by Charles

who will be assisted by an associated editor appointed by the exhibitors'
league.
The contract for distribution
Urban,

was signed by Mr. Hodkinson, Mr.
Urban and President Sydney S. Cohen.

Working on
"Foolish Wives" to
Get $40,000 Bonus

Cutter

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 29.—Arthur
Ripley, chief cutter at Universal City,
left here today on the Los Angeles Limwith 500,000 feet of the Erich von
production, "Foolish Wives,"
in a special cutting car.
Ripley, it is said, will receive a bonus of
$40,000 if he delivers the print to President Carl Laemmle by noon on December 5. The car will be attached to the
Twentieth Century in Chicago on Friday.
A marine guard accompanies the car,
which, it is said, is insured for $978,000.
Harry Reichenbach is in charge of the
ited

— Theatres Will

at Kirksville, Dec. 4

KIRKSVILLE, MO.,

Nov. 29.—The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of Missouri is making a sweeping attack through the state, and with the
support of public opinion is winning victory after victory over the radical

minority which has sought to impose a "sour" Sunday on the people.
Kirksville is the latest to benefit from the series of district meetings
being held under the auspices of the M. P. T. O. M. Beginning on December 4 the theatres here will throw open their doors to the public on

Sunday.

"On

to the

Next Town"

Is

League Slogan

With

victories at both Chillicothe and Kirksville the war cry of the
state organization is "On to the Next City," which in all probability
will be Springfield, where blue law advocates are threatening to darken

the theatres on Sunday.
The campaign against blue laws started
a few weeks ago, when the first of a
of district meetings of exhibitors
at Chillicothe.
The result was
the repealing of a Sunday closing amendment and the reopening of Sunday shows.
Tuesday of last week the second district
meeting of exhibitors and officials of the
M. P. T. O. M. was held here.
series

Conference Is Held
prominent state and county
officials were called into conference with
the exhibitors, whose ranks included
Lawrence E. Goldman, counsel and secSeveral

retary of the state organization.
Result— motion picture theatres in
Kirksville, which have been closed on
Sundays, since the wave of a reform cam-

paign

last July, will again open their doors
for Sunday shows.
It was through the
efforts of a few self-appointed reformers,

who

prevailed upon the county prosecutor that theatres were forced to close
their doors on Sundays.

A

Mayor Favors Opening
Mayor W.

statement from

E. Neil

of Kirksville:

produced by

Slogan of Exhibitors

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

was held

Request Not Selfish

"We

Next Town"

Organization in Missouri

gathering together by the navy depart-

ment

43

"Without any

qualification whatsoever,

nine-tenths of the people of this city desire Sunday shows, including the mayor
and city council. I do not think that
the churches of this city have gained in
attendance as a result of the Sunday closing.
If the sentiment of the people is
against Sunday shows they will not patronize them. Sunday shows bring people:
to the city from the country and lend a
progressiveness to a town. The statute
under which the Sunday closing threat
was made by the county prosecutor is
an antique and not consistent with the
spirit of the times.
I see no reason why
the Sunday closing law can be enforced,
as there is no city ordinance to that
effect."

Wright Is Chairman
The meeting of the exhibitors, which
included those from the first and second congressional districts, was held at
a local hotel.
J. I. Wright of Bevier,

a member of the representative exhibitors
of the districts, acted as chairman of the
conference, while Carl Muff of Clarence

acted as secretary.
resolution was adopted, indorsing
the movement to induce Col. Charles E.
Morris, editor of the St. Joseph Gazette
and one of the strongest supporters of
the exhibitors, to enter the race as a
constitutional
delegate-at-large
the
to
convention.
It
is
at this convention
that advocates of a censorship board are
planning to get a blow home.

A

Seek Tax Repeal

A

resolution also

was adopted, urging
first and second

congressmen from the

to work for the repeal of the
seating tax and the passage of the Lampert bill.
No better example of the minority
power of the radical faction of Kirksdistricts

can be found than was brought to
between Mr. Goldman and Prosecuting Attorney H. Higbee
of Adair county.
Mr. Higbee openly admitted that his
action in closing the theatres was due
ville

light in a conversation

the fact that a minister and a committee came to him and insisted that
shows and athletic events be prohibited
The committee prevailed
on Sunday.
upon Mr. Higbee to believe that it represented the sentiment of the community,
although Mr. Higbee confessed that he
to

had made no investigation.

Better Times Seen in
New Studio Projects
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 29.—The

Stroheim

car.

re-

turn to normalcy in Los Angeles motion
picture production is exemplified by the
large amount of new construction going
on at the various studios.
Latest to swing into line for large and
costly improvements is Realart studio,
where two open stages are being covered with a glass roof to form one huge
enclosed stage, 100 by 160 feet.

Which Trade Paper Has

the Largest Paid
Exhibitor Circulation in New York State ?
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Herald

Expression

Editorial

'

Statement

Shows Significance
November 12 Issue

Incident

Made

in

No Chances

Eye

Hits Bull's
Washington Realart

Takes

of a

HERALD editorial has hit the center of the target.
ANOTHER
The practicability of the expressions in the HERALD, so often
by actual conditions, again
Washington, D. C.

illustrated
just revealed in

November 12 issue of the HerIN THE editorial
published under the capald an

"What the Exhibitor Wants," said
"One fact of startling significance which
was brought out by these exhibitors, who
may be regarded as representative of the

tion,

entire exhibitorial body, is that the theatre
man is willing to pay higher rentals for pictures of demonstrated box office merit."
On the heels of this statement comes an

announcement from
manager of Realart,

J.

Woody, general

S.

to the effect that

one

of their franchise pictures recently broke
records at Crandall's 9th and E street theatre in Washington, and that Mr. Payette,
assistant general manager of Crandall theatres, in recognition of the unusual merit
of the picture, arranged for a repeat showing, voluntarily paying the same price for
the repeat booking as he did for the first
Mr. Woody says further:
run.
"Does this not point out the significance
think so.
of Mr. Quigley's assertion?
And we believe also that this is not an
distributors
can
that
other
isolated case but
furnish similar evidence of the willingness
of the exhibitor to pay a fair rental for
revenue-getting pictures.
"It has long been my contention, borne

We

evidenced in a situation

is

out by actual experience, that the average
exhibitor, instead of being the grabbing
individual whom he is represented to be.
is usually ready and willing to meet the
distributor half way.
"This fact has been brought out very
forcefully during the past year in connection with the operation of the honor plan.
Under this system of booking, an exhibitor
can contract for five special Realart features for which he is not required to pay
until after they have been played in his
theatre.
And even then he is obligated to
pay only what he thinks they are worth,
the amount of his remittance being left
entirely to his own sense of justice.
"Contained in our files, which are open
lor inspection, are hundreds of letters and
reports from exhibitors who have run these
features in which they openly avow that
they would gladly stand a loss if that were
necessary rather than have us think that
the amount of their remittance was not a
fair one.
Many of them stated what their
total receipts were and asked us to advise
them what we thought they ought to remit,
which we of course declined to do; others
actually did stand a loss, holding that the
picture was worth more than it brought
at the

box

office."

When Ben

Turpin, "the handsomest
filmdom," agreed to act as a
judge with Constance Talmadge, Viola
Dana and Will Rogers, in the Herald's

man

in

"What

the Picture Did for Me" beauty
contest, he immediately had his roving
optics insured for $25,000.
Above is a
reproduction of the Lloyd's policy issued
to the Mack Sennett-First National star.

"Wampas" Will

Edit

Hearst's Year Book
Famous Writers Will Answer

Many Attacks Made
On Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IDEAS
MONEY MAKING
Used Successfully
Which Have Been

Exhibitors

Build

to

MONEY MAKING IDEAS

wrong with

what's

Give

wonder

that

benefit

a

!

business.

away

Give

some money, make some
money and make some friends.
Let me tell you about my
benefit for the football team
of Charlotte high school.

a

bunch

of

special

I

had

tickets

gave them to the
Booster Club of the high

printed;

school

to

sell

;

booked Jack

"Just Out of College," a picture that ordinarily
wouldn't be worth anything at

Pickford

in

;

some

interested

town's best boosters

the

help

two performances and

THEY

ALMOST TORE MY DOORS
DOWN.
The

football

team got one-

fourth of the net receipts.

I

got the rest (which was some
rest)

and a whole

flock of

new

have only
months, will

friends, which, as I

been

here

mean many

six

dollars in time.

Do

once a month for some
one or other. It will do you
and your house good.
this

N. B.

I

received

press

on this stunt in Detroit
and Lansing dailies, both before and after.
stories

of

the

Nov. 29.— Members
Western Motion Picture Adver-

endorsed a plan at their last meetsubmitted
by
F.
H.
Eldrige.
editor of the Los Angeles Examiner, a Hearst paper, whereby the
tisers
ing,

managing

publicity men will edit a special motion
picture yearly number of this paper to
be distributed nationally to exhibitors,
dramatic and motion picture editors and
others interested in motion pictures.

school

the

of

board; reserved the seats for

Mich.)

Here's a tonic for you small
fellows

the box office

got

(Manager, Arcade theatre,

town

Their Patronage

Up
of the

By W. Ray Erne
Charlotte,

by

LOS ANGELES,

The
A.

P.

Will Answer Reformers
brought before the W. M.
by Florence Lawrence and Al

plan,

Price of the Examiner, calls for the appearance in this number of articles by
the most famous writers in the country
as an answer to the attacks that have
been made upon the industry. Members
of the film industry will contribute stories
and feature articles on the different
phases of the business.

Benjamin

B.

Hampton

is

chairman

of

the advisory board of the motion picture
men who will cooperate with the Examiner and the W. M. P. A. in editing

number.
John McCormick Speaks
Another speaker of the evening was
John McCormick of Associated First
this

National Pictures,
tions as he found
trip to New York.

who

reviewed condi-

them on

his

recent

The creation of an employment bureau
was instituted with Joe Jackson, chairman, to work out a plan whereby members of the W. M. P. A. and motion
picture concerns seeking publicity men
could get together.

THE THEATRE
OF PRACTICAL

ingf

the Box Office Knot
T F you

read this department and no other you are of the
opinion that business is good in just about every section
of the country, that box office records are being broken
with gratifying regularity and that exhibitors everywhere
are making much money.
You do not read of vacant
seats, closed doors or unpaid rents. You read of exploita-

Holidays
Thanksgiving, according to scattered reports received at this writing,

was

an

exceptionally

theatrically.

Much

good holiday
was due, no

of this

to advance preparation made
by showmen for adequate observation
Another page of this
of the day.
issue carries a photograph of the
Circle, Indianapolis, stage, with the
Thanksgiving tableau posed for the
curtain.
This and many similar commendable enterprises are mentioned in

doubt,

tion successfully conducted to produce fat profits.

you read as carefully reports to "What the Picture
Me" you know that fluctuations in the corn and
other markets are exercising unpleasant influence over
theatregoers in certain sections. You do not miss the
If

Did

for

significance of the recurring statement, "Business only
but no fault of picture." That's the vitally important
and obviously honest box office statement of the hour.

fair,

*

early reports.

Christmas, coming on Sunday, may
not be so satisfactory in the box
office sense unless careful laying and
It
execution of plans make it so.
is not too soon to begin work in this
direction.

tree will be

main-

tained at the progressive theatre may
be taken almost for granted. There
are many familiar and wholly practical methods of managing this.
It

time to start that series of

is

screen announcements reading,
"Twenty More Shopping Days BeIt is well to add a
run a following announcement, directing attention to your own
Christmas tree and program.
If you can interest merchants in
this, possibly through advertising in
your house, organ, that will assure you
of their support in spirit and donation.
If you can interest patrons, through

fore Christmas."
line,

or

asking advice, names of deserving
persons, etc., that will assure you of
much publicity and many ticket sales.

The

early start

is

the important con-

sideration.

Start now.

Holidays, long regarded as unavoidable occasions for red ink entries in
theatre ledgers, may be developed to
"theatre days" by constant effort. By
making each the occasion for a theatre
observation of such overwhelming interest that it will go down in memory
permanently linked with the holiday it
represents, theatre attendance may be
made as much a part of Thanksgiving
as its turkey, of Christmas as its tree,
of Independence Day as its fireworks
and of New Years as its resolutions.
Let's, as a certain top kicker
to say, get at it.

used

*

SINCE

the report, "Business only fair, but no fault of
picture," indicates that the existing box office knot is
not to be untangled through rearrangements in booking,

must be found elsewhere.

Since it is unwillingness
with money obtained at seemingly excessive cost
rather than lack of desire to attend the theatre that causes
this report to be written, it is apparent that only through
dissipating that unwillingness or increasing that desire
can patronage be restored to normalcy.
relief

That a Christmas

*

to part

work
what you will.

Call that
ship,

theatre

man

exploitation, advertising, showmanIt is the dominant concern of the

today.

"D EAD,

if you have not done so, the letter from R. P.
Whitfield, San Angelo, Tex., on page 43 of the Herald
for December 3. Do not fail to grasp the importance of
the statement on the same page by Phil Gersdorf. Jack"Business unusually good at this time of
sonville, Fla.
the year because we have gone out and made it so." Read,
also, the letter from C. H. Lynch, Peoria, 111., beginning
on the same page. Then read his story in this issue.

All of these men tell you exactly
to counteract current conditions.

what you need

to

know

jfc

ENOUGH

ifc

+

letters of this nature from men in the field
supply showmen with a fund of ideas for making
the theatre and its offerings so attractive that the most
tightly clenched purse will be opened. This way lies reYou are invited to avail yourself of this department's
lief.
space to give and receive practical suggestions for the
untangling of the current box office knot.
will
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Suggestions

in

"All

W o m a n,"
French

for

here illustrated could be

a

reproduced by the theatre
possessing a sufficiently
large stage and employ-

the great
revolutionary

ing fifty or sixty extras.

of Danton, to be

life

in the

picture, the precise scene

drama revolving around
the

employed

prison set

prologue ideas
suggest themselves in the
of

1921

10,

the Stills

Three

stills

December

No words would

distributed by Associated

spoken,

First National.

mime

but

the

be

panto-

of the revolutionary

soldiers

coming

in at in-

tervals and selecting vic-

tims from among the
waiting prisoners would

be clear and impressive.

The one
the

first

illustrated

still

the form of a

"ALL FOR A

would tak"
pantomime

depicting

prologue,

in

WOMAN"

the

an aristocratic home by the Paris
mob and the hurrying off
invasion

of

of the victims to prison

and the
old

guillotine.

eighteenth

An

'4k

The

stage

dimly

lit

would

be

throughout,

with a back light indicating the city showing
through the bars of the
prison. The climax of the
prologue would be the
leading forth of a young
woman, while her lover
was left behind to await

As the
a later doom.
spotlight showed the girl

.

century

ascending the steps

the

love song might be used

lights should

as the motif of the open-

the picture should begin.

go down and

ing moments, with an undertone of the Marseillaise growing louder as

mob approaches, and
culminating in a fortis-

the

7%^

simo as the sans-culottes
break down the door.

Suggestions by First National.

A simpler

prologue

than the two foregoing
would be a romantic duet

between
woman
tury

The second prologue
idea, somewhat reminisfirst but nevindependent of
might fittingly be

cent of the
ertheless
it,

called

"The Shadow

of

"Madame
Entertains," "A

the Guillotine,"
Guillotine

Night Under the Terror,"
or some
priate

equally

appro-

title.

Using a duplicate of the

a

man

and

eighteenth cencostume, to which
in

might be added

a

dra-

matic climax, as the off
stage shouts of the revolutionary

mob

interrupted

the love duet of the two

persons and drove them
into each other's

arms

in

terror.

At this point the lights
would fade out and the
picture would be commenced.

December

10,
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"The proof of the pudding is in the eating."
The test of the motion picture title is in the exploitation. ("Exploitation" precedes in point
"box office" which suggests itself first for the paraphrase.)
"Fanny Herself is a good book title. Records prove that.
"No Woman Knows" is a good picture title. Records in the making prove that also.
Wherein lies the distinction?

The book buyer is guided mainly
by the name of the author. Edna
Ferber's name on a volume will sell
to a given number of readers regardless of its title.
Put the name of any motion picture author" on a. production, with
it

an unattractive title, and see what
happens.
You've' seen it tried.
Maybe you've tried to exploit a picture of that kind.
difficult in all

You know

it's

save a small minority

of cases.

Edna Fer"Fannv Herself" under the
of "No Woman Knows," did

Universal, picturizing
ber's
title

not

make

exploitation difficult for

was reasoned, and
doubtless logicallv. that of the two
names on a six-sheet, "Edna Ferexhibitors.

It

Woman Knows," the
would attract the greater
number of people. That title was
ber" and "Xo

doubtedly

latter

Americans

used.

This did not deprive the enterprising showman of the box office
value there is in the author's name
and the original title.
The best exploitation campaigns
reported for the production brought
all the names involved to bear with
full force upon the sales argument.
This was accomplished by divers
means interesting to all who advertise motion pictures.
In practically every big campaign
for the picture theatre fronts were
decorated similarly to that of the
3. S. Moss Broadway, New York,
a photographic representation of
which is given herewith. Above the
doors an elaborate structure bore
a reproduction of the book cove'
in heroic proportions, to which was
added suitable pictorial adornment.
In another New York engagement, at the Central theatre, more
exact coidentification of picture and
novel was effected by use of pages
from the book, upon which character cutouts from stills were superimposed, red outlining connecting the pictured face with the
character name as printed upon the
page.
Several of these pages are
reproduced herewith, as well as one
board showing the manner of their
-

display.

Much

effort has

been put forth
country to in-

in all sections of the

delibly

associate

book with the

title

the title of the
of the play. Un-

about

the

great

of time the

majority

of

who know anything
pictures know that the Uni-

versal production is from
ber's widely read novel.

Miss Fer-

That

fact

has been made almost axiomatic.
But what of those who do not

know

it?

These see the picture

title

only

for what it is. It cannot be denied
that it is a more attractive title to
this class of patron than the book
original.
It is equally apparent that an exploitation man assigned :o the advertising of the picture can do

infinitely more with "No Woman
Knows" than with "Fannie Herself."
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''Over the Hill" Prologue

Theatre Betterment Force

The photograph reproduced upon

this

page was

received bearing the simple notation:

Alhambra apparently accomplished in this engageThe irreproachable teaching of the picture is

ment.

"Settings used for prologue for 'Over the Hill,'
the Fox special, during its run at the Alhambra theatre,

Milwaukee.

the

The scene was designed by Director Lan-

crystallized in the setting shown.

It is teaching that
should be given the full measure of the theatre exploitation department's support.

dau."

It is

absolutely certain that the

Alhambra manage-

The notation fixes responsibility for an act of
showmanship which merits the attention of all who

ment made

have at heart the furtherance of theatre interests. No
information other than that afforded by the picture is
required to show that an important step toward theatre betterment was taken by Mr. Landau in his presentation of the picture.

tion in no way related to box office records or flattering
comment by patrons was experienced by those in charge

The bright, white line that stands out from the
background doubtless voices the keynote of the presentation. Do you know of a better type of theatre endeavor than that indicated? Do you know of a better

own

*

line?
If it

familiar

were not

were not even
would command

if it

that line

reverence and respect.
The theatre cannot engage in nobler

work than

it

is

certain that a certain

More

glow of

im-

satisfac-

of the engagement.

You, when and

if

you play the

picture, can use

the photograph reproduced herewith to fashion your

presentation of the picture.

You can do your

part in the important

work

of

bettering the theatre as an institution.

you are a practical showman, in the broad sense
term which implies a man who properly estimates values financially and by every other standard,
you wilh not fail to make the most of a rare opporIf

of Biblical origin,

to the observer,

portant,

friends during this exhibition.

of that

tunity.

.

December

10,

1921
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Realart Suggests Theatre

Campaign

to

Embrace

A co-operative campaign which would embrace the whole merchant
body of the city in which it is conducted is suggested by Realart in its
campaign book for "First Love," new Constance Binney vehicle. Unlike
a score of suggestions along similar lines that have been made, the
Realart plan seems practical.
Accompanying illustrations, reproduced from the press book, practically outline the idea, which is offered especially for exhibitors in the

~".z?~ r
-

1

1

i

..-

smaller cities.
It is

suggested that the exhibitor employ an artist and gain consent

whitewash signs like those shown in the illustrations upon
every store window. The merchant is told at this time of the big newspaper advertisement to be used, in which he will share. This is also
shown in an illustration.
If it is desired to obtain newspaper co-operation, as it should be in
the majority of instances, a contest may be started in which essays on
"First Love" are published and letters describing the first loves, real or

i

City

.•

...

-'•

icteuot

to paint in

readers are invited.
These are the bare essentials of the plan. It is better to present
it in essentials only, allowing exhibitors ample freedom in the working
out of their individual applications of the idea.

fictitious, of

CO>S T A •< C E^B N N E Y
I

-F1RSI LOVE

EXHIBITORS HERALD

GOLDWYN
its

ing

in

PICTURES CORPORATION,

exploitation of

New

in

Goldwyn productions open-

York, has brought out forcefully the

merits of the at once artistic and colorful lobby.

In

specimens of work from this quarter the sensational
and the fine, the former in proportion and the latter
in treatment, may be observed in commandingly effective combination.

At the Capitol, when "Doubling for Romeo" was
presented, stills were enlarged to gigantic dimensions,
the reproductions painted in oils and richly mounted.

December

10,

The result, in exceptionally eloquent black and
is shown above.

1921

white,

For the introduction of "Theodora" through an
engagement at the Astor theatre similar methods
were employed. One of the huge banks of brilliantly
colored scenes from the play, each in itself worthy
of respect, is

Both

shown below.

in their half-tone reproductions,
exercised their compelling influence upon you before
you began to read about them. Multiply that influ-

ence as

it

displays,

is

divided in the reproductions and calcu-

late the effect of the lobbies

upon passersby.

tb^-ESSRS. SCHWARTZ
Jy_l tre, Milwaukee, Wis.,

AND

RICE, of the Riviera theacontribute the photograph of a

unique window display for Paramount's "The Affairs of AnatoL" reproduced above. Readers will recall their recently contributed display for "Mother O' Mine." and conclude, properly,
that exploitation precedent in no way cramps the initiative of
these progressive showmen.
Other theatres have exploited "The Affairs of Anatol" by
the time-honored street car method. Other theatres, by the
score, have used window displays, cooperative and otherwise.
In Milwaukee these forms of exploitation were combined.
What of the result? Well, what effect did the photograph
have upon you? You stopped to read about it. It follows that
Milwaukee pedestrians stopped to look at it.

W. WINEQUEST,

manager

proprietor and

Long Beach, CaL,
Barbarian," Pioneer production, for a week "to
#

Rialto

theatre.

of the

exhibited

"The

a capacity busi-

ness." His lobby display, effecting the establishment of a fitting
atmosphere without forfeiting simplicity, is shown in the above

reproduction of a contributed photograph.
Mr. Winequest's method is essentially practical. He uses
atmosphere as atmosphere and as nothing more. He does not
subordinate the stock advertising matter to the original device.
Ncne passing within sight of the front can fail to know the
name and character of the picture in exhibition.
The business report of the week indicates the soundness of
his theory. Capacity business is not a report shouted in chorus

by American showmen

at this time.

y^vRIENTAL

rugs and tapestries, the
property of a wealthy Chinese resident of Denver. Colo., and said to be
valued at $25,000, were used by the
Princess theatre in the decoration of its
lobby rotunda for the run of Realart's
(

j~\

OY TILLSON,

managing the Re-

Lansing,
JL\_ gent and Rivoli theatres,
Mich., utilized the stairway in the foyer
of the latter as

shown

to advertise the

run of "Lying Lips,"

in the illustration
dis-

by First National, at the Regent.
The incident is one in a long series of
similar enterprises reported by Mr. Till-

tributed

J

Brady production, "Dawn

Alice

of

the

The

illustration suggests as well
be suggested without color the
appearance of the front
The general color scheme was black
and yellow, the lighting being arranged
in such manner as to bring out contrasts

East."

as

may

sharply.

son.

picture

In his preparation of the still life displays used in this manner Mr. Tillson
exercises minute care to preserve the
harmonious appearance of the lobby.
Special backing is provided in every instance, and a scene from the picture advertised is approximated as closely as
circumstances permit.

done

The

GENIUS,

in keeping.

Atop the box office a makeshift pagoda
was erected, an immense Chinese parasol
surmounting the whole. The single inharmonious note was struck in the short subject banner in the background. This was
easily overshadowed by the generally
rich display scheme.

said,

largely

is

He might

have been speaking of exploitation, speof lobby decoration.
Consider
the front of the Clinton Square theatre,
Albany, N. Y.. during the run of Anita
cifically

Stewart's First National attraction,

"Sow-

ing the Wind."

lettering for the title of the

and the name of the star was

somebody

a matter of opportunity.

Architectural

barriers

to

spectacular

achievements are apparent in the

illustra-

shadows

of the
cutouts

tion.

Yet,

within

the

were placed
which added a touch

front,

mammoth

of the unusual to

otherwise stock display.
to

speculate

as

to

an

It is interesting

what

the

Clinton

Square management might accomplish
with a front like. say. the Crystal Palace
in Sydney. Australia.
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'School Days

w

Every showman should attend an exhibition of "School Days," Warner
Brothers production based upon Gus Edwards' enduring stage piece, a
picture ideally qualified to serve as a test of showmanship.

The feature was screened for an invitation audience at the Hotel
Sherman, Chicago, on the evening of November 27. Gus Edwards was
present and his company enacted the playlet which has survived the years
and countless "tank" interpretations. An orchestra played the score provided for the picture, a score which embodies a dozen or more of Mr.
Edwards' best known compositions, and the several hundred showmen
and others present voiced optimistic prophecy for the attraction.
The

picture

comes

the

to

or-

chestra leader, the stage director

and the exploitation man ready-toserve. It possesses abundant material for advertising and for presen-

And

tation.

in

content matter

exactly the picture that

its

II

A

boy" tradition unified by an orderly
and sufficiently convincing story.
"School Days" is a picture that

showman full reign. It is
what he will make of it, and he can
make of it much.
gives the

A

The Hope, with a special
account of heavy exploitation.
Opera

House,

N.

Fillmore,

— Good
— Bruce
M.
cast.

Y.

crowd

Sweet,
—Neighborhood

patronage.

The Great Moment, with Gloria Swanson.
Get this picture and advertise big. Harris &
Crews, Orpheum theatre, Oxford, N. C. Neighborhood patronae.

—

The Deadlier

—

Blanche Sweet.— You
can afford to bill this picture. R. H. Stephens,
Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark. Small town patSex, with

—
—

ronage.

Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy Phillips.
—By using the song exploitation, together with
novelty orchestra, packed the house at all shows.
They are still talking about it. C. G. Velas,
Family theatre, Bridgeport, O. Small town patronage.

—

—

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated), with a special cast.
Just ordinary exploitation, but patrons
are all pleased.
F. X. Shay, Happy Hour theatre,
Schenectady, N. Y. Transient patronage.

—

She's a

— Worth
Iris

—

—

Vamp (Reelcraft), with Matty Roubert.
featuring in advertisement.
C. B. Clark,

theatre,

Pacific

ronage.

Humoresque,

with

——General patspecial
— Put on
very satisfactory busi-

Grove,
a

did a
— musicW.andHorrigan,
Philipsburg, Mont. — Mining

special
ness.

F.

One Man

Calif.

cast.

McDonald theatre,
camp patronage.

a Million, with George Beban.
Don't be afraid to advertise it. E. J. Degenhardt, Princess theatre, Mendota, 111. Neighin

—

—

borhood patronage.

—

The Stolen Kiss, with Constance Binney. You
can't go wrong by firing special advertising on
picture.— Harris & Crews, Orpheum theatre,
Oxford, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.

this

—

—

We

Gem

issue of

the

every

For two hours
and noted that
man, woman and child
read.
street

to pass in front of the theatre

The following plan was decided upon
only three or four days ahead of the playing date of the picture. This plan worked
like a charm in spite of the fact that both
nights of the showing brought us the worst
weather we've had this season.
*

*

*

:

GIRL,
help

us

to run a slide

"WANTED — A

attired

TWIN BED

to

was

in

pajamas,

to

in the lobby of this

advertise

in

amaze-

did not receive a single applica-

'TWIN

BEDS,' the Screamingly Funny Farce,
Here Thursday and Friday. WILL PAY

it

— the

commenced

ing time and rained
evening.
Did

first night of the
to rain just at open-

good and plenty the en-

stop the house from
up? Not on your life! Naturally,
pleasant weather would have brought out
a still larger crowd
but why worry about
tire

it

filling

—

Ordinarily

that?

the

with

picture,

such

weather conditions, would have brought in
about enough money to pay the express
on the films and no more.
*

The second day

*

*

of the showing

it

snowed

almost the entire day. A mean, wet, slushy
snow and the very first of the season. Any
neighborhood exhibitor knows what would
happen to his business on such a night
business simply would be "ain't," as our
However, we are
colored friends say.
happy to say that while we did not pack
'em in the second night, we did very satisfactory business and wound up the showing
a dollar or two ahead of the game, whereas
with the same weather conditions and the
same picture, BUT with ordinary advertis-

lutely

theatre

rather,

Here's the result

to probable drawing power, but which
flivved with the usual advertising methods.

thing we did
as follows

we

showing

ing

a

*

to

some plan to make it get the
coin for us. We've had several attractions
in the past just as good as "Twin Beds" as

in

*

occupy the cute little twin bed—
whether the chilly weather or the pajamas
prevented prospectives from accepting the
offer, we do not know.
tion

to figure out

PRETTY

— or

to say,

Probably not very good grammar, but
the above title is expressive at least.
We
never before had the true value of even a
little
exploitation so forcibly impressed
upon us as our little experience with First
National's "Twin Beds" recently.
Just a little neighborhood theatre somewhat out of the beaten path of fan passersby, with most of the factories closed, we
have had a rather hard time of it the past
few months. We've tried various advertising stunts and distributed thousands of cutprice tickets for certain pictures, but never
seemed able to whip the business up to a
profitable point.
And we've usually had
good weather to aid us at that. Our Saturday-Sunday business has taken care of itself pretty well but, as with most other
houses in our class, getting the business for
the mid-week days has been the difficult
problem.
We had "Twin Beds" booked for a twoday mid-week showing and, knowing that
it was a dandy audience picture, we tried

first

not

ment at the strange spectacle of a bed fully
made up and ready for an occupant, out
in the middle of the street, almost.
The
first shock over, they would approach the
bed and read the various signs. Then they
would smile or laugh about it and comment on it to their friends. Quite naturally,
the majority of them went on home with
their minds made up to come and see
"TWIN BEDS" at the Gem. Altogether it
caused more fun, interest and wonderment
than any plan we ever heard of. Needless

theatre, Peoria,

December 3

did

vertising furniture store.
Doubtless the
store would want a sign placed upon the
bed with the usual "Courtesy of" and if
the store's name was well known to our
patrons as a progressive store, it would
naturally add some prestige to the stunt.

who chanced

campaign
for "Twin Bids." A photograph of
his lobby was reproduced on page
Mr. Lynch's complete story of
43.
the engagement is presented herewith, under his own title.

pose

that

then conceived the idea of getting a

practically

Reader

told in the

worded

but

job,

and setting it up in the street lobby.
We looked around a little and decided that
it would pay us to hook up with a live ad-

we watched

his successful exploitation

The

the

us.

it

lied

listen

Exploitation as a Business Getter

Report

fect

did not get the bed set up in the
lobby until late Wednesday afternoon,
only one day before the showing, but it
certainly made 'em all stop, look and

Behind
the

for

The slide had the desired efwoke up our patrons and soon
everybody was talking about "TWINI
BEDS."
worry

caught sight of the bed, stopped

C. II. Lynch,
III.,

applicants

We

Letter
from

advertis-

1921

10.

WELL." This slide was started on Monday night, only three days ahead of showing date and created a real sensation. First,
patrons laughed about it and then began
to wonder whether we would actually dare
go ahead with such an unusual scheme.
Of course, we did not really expect any

*

it is

ing will lead patrons to expect, a
compendium of cherished "small

December

methods

we

POSITIVELY

would

HAVE WENT AWAY DOWN DEEP
IN THE W. K. HOLE. This was absothe

greatest

lesson

in

exploitation

we've ever had and. believe us, we are
going to be the greatest little exploiters in
the business from now on.
The whole plan did not cost us more than
two or three dollars and certainly saved us
In fact, it was better than
a heavy loss.
a "bad weather insurance policy," as it
brought in many new faces not usually seen

We'd like to see our friend
in our theatre.
Jenkins of Neligh of "Pink Tights" fame
Wonder if he would dare
use this plan.
trv it on the natives
C. H.

LYNCH.
Gem Theatre,
Peoria,

III.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago,

Screen Message No. 32
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who

Fanatics

This will acknowledge receipt of
the Public Rights League slides.
You can rest assured that these
slides will be run at each and every
performance. They are very attractive and no doubt will serve a good

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

purpose.

W.

E. Elkin,

Aberdeen, Miss.

opposition

South

in

Organize

deprive a
as

the

to

In the South, toward which the guns of the reformer have been
directed in many instances in order to gain a strategical position, a movement which should prove far-reaching in effect has been launched to
dispel the intolerant agitation which is a forerunner to the disruption of
the amusement world.
Factions in the motion picture and dramatic field have been brought
together through the medium of the Georgia Amusement Protective Association, launched recently at a meeting held in Atlanta.

assuming a scope beyond that of
motion picture industry the assohas included

ciation

owners

and

dramatic theatres, film

and

picture

is

William Oldknow,

Tudor theatre

Freeman,

new

owner

Atlanta.

in

organiof

Y. F.
Enter-

Southern
and Lionel H. Keene,
southern representative for Marcus Loew,
representing

prises, is treasurer,

is

secretary.
*

On

*

*

the executive board,

which

will direct the activities of the
tion,

are:

C.

R.

Beacham

of

in reality

organizaFirst

Na-

Louis L. Dent of Southern Enterprises, Willard Patterson and the president and treasurer.
Although the organization at present is

tional,

in

embryonic

the

stage, the sincerity of

the guiding spirits of the association

and

the fact that they have brought together

under one banner the several factions of
the South indicates the beneficial results
that may be expected from such a coali-

As

interests

means

a

of

solidly organizing the

Edenfield has 'offered to go
into every town and city and place before each exhibitor the plans and purposes of the organization.
A plan of procedure has not been comR.

J.

out, but it is understood
crystallize public
of the amusement

is

being

considered

favorably

Movements of this
by the organizers.
nature have proved 100 per cent effective

many

instances; in fact, it is the genaccepted theory that the public,
and only the public, can create opposition
of such formidable proportions as to win
decisively over the reform element.
erally

*

*

and the further crystallization of
public sentiment through the civic acstate

tivities of

the individual

showman.

South
have had a long, uphill fight to maintain the freedom which is their constiIn the launching of the
tutional right.
Georgia Amusement Protective Association, however, is seen the end of the
flagrant attacks by the reformers in that

The amusement

their

of

much

man

of his rights is just

stealing as to deprive

him

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

E nemv

— And Look at^the
Kaiser

Now

Kaiser Wilhelm threatened an invasion of the world.

And

look at the kaiser

interests of the

now

—

in

exile.

Emperor Karl threatened to conquer Austria.

And

look at Karl

now —in

exile.

Levinson of the New
York censor board threatens to
"put teeth" into the censorship law
unless the trade press, over which
he has no control because of its immunity from censorship, ceases to
Joseph

the

"ridicule"

activities

of

tlie

board.

And

*

In all probability the activities of the
organization will be centered in the exhibition of slides, the dissemination of instructive propaganda in the press of the

Is

!

it

possible that the

and Karl cases will find a
in the Levinson threat?
It is

human

tatorship

who

An
York

and

Wilhelm
parallel

nature to resent dicto

despise the

man

attacks an innocent bystander.
effort

will

be made in

to repeal the censorship

New
law

which was enacted at the behest of
Governor Miller. Levinson, one of
Miller's henchmen, is offering valuable propaganda for the industry.
Levinson's

threat

clearly

indi-

state.

cates the political status of censor-

effort of this kind is one
of the menacing problem conShowmen of
country.
the
Georgia are to be congratulated on their
enterprise in launching such a movement
(This is the second of a series of
articles on the activities of state organizations in combatting intolerance. From
week to week the plans adopted in other
states will be published herewith.)

ship. His threat is one of the best
arguments the industry can offer
that legal regulation will not work.

Concerted

solution

fronting

tion.

state,

mapped

campaign to
sentiment on the side

in

chief executive of the

zation
the

its

of

organizations.

fair

The

membership
and
men and baseball

in

managers

pletely
that a

will

Georgia

—

In

the

of his property.

Amusement Protective Association to
Showmen of
Combat Reform Activity
All Classes Are Members of Alliance

the

for

neighbors should remember that to

Factions Unite to Fight
Interests

clamor

closing of theatres on Sundays in

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

This Will Win Support
of Patrons

Early Returns Indicate Victory
For Grand at Rocky Ford, Colo.

The

following excerpt from a letfrom
by the

HERALD

ter received

Exhibitor Publishes Extra
Ballot in

House Organ

He avy

Voting on Sunday

Shows

the

for

House

Opera

Grand

previous

at

Only Means

is-

were pub-

*

In explaining to his readers the reason
publishing two instead of one ballot in the current issue of The Movie Fan
the editor says:
"Last week we published in The Movie
Fan a voting coupon for you to vote
Our erfor or against Sunday movies.
ror was in only printing one coupon, as
manv of the coupons were turned in with
as high as three names on a single coupon. Below we have published two coupons, this will give enough space for all
members of the household to vote.

*

*

Maj estic at
Columbus Register Th eir
Patrons

LEAGUE

*

referendum was decided upon
Ohio censor board had cut a
scene from "The Woman God Changed."
Believing that the public would object to
such eliminations he advertised in the
newspapers that the test vote would be

after

the

programs and house

held.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

former does not wish to

Another reason why the bigoted

hopes to have the results of

realize

the existence of a concerted

Knowing

that immediate action

movement on the part

of

motion picture
drastic and un-American laws.

must be taken

to maintain the freecause of the PUBLIC

that I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this manner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.
mail to
Herald,

417 South Dearborn
street,

Chicago,

you wish
a

to

member

if

become
of

LEAGUE)

the

re-

public

r

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be

(Sign and
Exhibitors

let

decide lor themselves.

radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over the

industry through the enactment of

small-town exhibitors that are always knocking their town, in my
lobby any Friday afternoon when I
give a special matinee to the school
kiddies, and let them see the kids
come in laughing and hollering. The
noise is like a storm but in the long
run it's worth the money and then
some. Get a smile on your face;
be a kid for three hours per week

and

it will return 100 per cent of
the investment."
simple, but effective, formula
for quieting the reformer.

A

Move

Public Behind
Threatens

The

progress at

Pledge
I

give him just as

in return.

"Cooperate with your people.
Help them and they will help you.
I would like to line up a bunch of

Censor

of

tion of censorship to his patrons.
Legal regulation of pictures was defeated overwhelmingly in a referendum
conducted by Howard Frankel of the Majestic theatre, Columbus, O.
The vote
revealed that the public is against censorship three to one.

a 100 per cent servonly does it advertise

week the

will

it

Retaliation

Picture

Shows Are

Clo sed

on

the

if

Kept
Sabbath

Another exhibitor has taken the ques-

oreans to this work.

Next

town

of

Disapproval

is

in their

his

many bumps

has

Ohio Public Speaks

the Grand, but it also is an aid in moldExhibitors throughing public opinion.
out the country would benefit themselves
and the industry if they would devote

more space

Element

at once.

Rocky Ford

Not
ice paper.
effectively the forthcoming

Made

PUBLIC

should have Sunday movies vote and
bring or mail the coupons to the Grand
Opera House. The majority rules, and
if the majority wants Sunday movies we
If the majority says
will show them.
no we will abide by their decision."

The Movie Fan

Counterby

to

propaganda.
Theatre owners and managers who
have not ordered their
RIGHTS LEAGUE slides should do so

last time the coupons
If you are at all in-

terested in whether or not

"You are just as likely as not to
be sitting by the ministers of the
town as any one else. I have been
reading a bunch of junk from a
nearby exhibitor about the people
in the town not being alive. I only
want to say this through your paper: A man's picture business is
just as big as he is. If he knocks

Ministerial Alliance at Springfield,
presented ordinances for the
Sunday closing of theatres to the city
council.
At Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., the ministers have asked their congregations to
be ready to finance a campaign for Sunday closing of the motion picture theatres.
These arc three good reasons why the
industry, and especially the exhibitors,
must conduct a thorough campaign of

for

"This will be the
will be published.

should be heeded by

exhibitors.

says:

Vital

The

Mo.,

campaign.
*

dom which

Speaking at Fairmont, W. Va., the
Rev. W. J. Eddy of the First Baptist
church, declared that "movies today constitute a greater menace than ever the
saloon did."

lished in this department last week. The
Grand for several months has conducted
in the columns of its house organ, The
Movie Fan, an unceasing campaign for
tolerance.
The referendum climaxes this
*

movement.

Is

Act Statements
Fanatic Reform

sues.

Details of the referendum

found convincing proof

Propaganda

The eagerness with which citizens of
Rocky Ford have voted has made it
necessary for the management of the
Grand to publish two ballots in its house
in

believe, will be

B.
L.
Hubbard, Hub's theatre,
Bishop, Tex., offers words of wis-

Mr. Hubbard's
formula will prove effective in winning the support of the public. He

Rocky Ford, Colo., in its referendum on
the question of Sunday motion pictures.

organ instead of one as

we

In these results,

other

Early returns forecast a sweeping victory

Grand referendum.

of the effectiveness of this

to

of

Meet Demand

the

1921

10,

Retaliation

is

threatened by the public

Asbury Park, N.

of

J.

Walter Gravett has
closed the motion picture shows on SunAsbury
Park are planday residents of
Because

Sheriff

ning a counter attack.

They

demand

golf,

that

Sunday

say they will
automobiling,

etc., be stopped. They also will
ask that the old blue laws be enforced
and that the sheriff stop bootlegging and
other violation of existing laws.

bathing,

The mayor and

a

number

of city

Order Your

Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

South Dearborn

street.

Chicago, III.
Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the
Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion
picture.
I

will

run each

slide at

every performance for one week when con-

ditions permit of this arrangement.

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Name

rheatre

Theatre
Street

the

City

com-

missioners are among the citizens planning action.
Such is the situation when the public
is aroused to the fact that it is being deprived of its rights.

CSty

,

December

10,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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the filing of the final decree in the divorce
case of Mildren Harris Chaplin.
* » *

With

By Harry

Charlie Murray is off for the East on
his second vaudeville tour of the Pantages
circuit, taking in all points »ot touched in
his tour just completed.
* * *

Los Angeles

the Procession in

Hammond Beall

Ray

Charlie
buildings in

is

Xew

The Vitagraph

studios have been in gala

week in honor of the arrival of
Alice Calhoux, the young Vitagraph star,
and her mother, from New York. Miss
Calhoun and her mother were met at the
station by W. S. Smith, general manager
of the western studio.
attire this

*

*

*

Dr. Carlos De Mandil, concertmaster
de luxe at the Mission theatre, left this
week for New York, where he is to conduct the orchestra of the Central theatre
during the eastern premier of "Molly O."
*

*

*

Elmer Harris, supervising
announces

Realart,

scenario staff of

known

writer.

the

Thomas
*

»

director

addition
J.

to

of
his

Hopkins, well-

*

West Coast Theatre Co. is building three
new theatres in the Bakersfield region, according to Harrv Arthur.
*

Yerxox,

Bobby

«

*

Christie

comedian,

is

passing the cigars this week, as the result

Hospital.

*
All Hollywood

is

*

*

more.

It

shortly

from the East

is

its

midst once

understood she will
*

*

return

brother

*

contestant to participate in the $1,000 prize
offered by Hollywood's leading new daily
for a suitable name for that publication.
The fart that Hollywood Sens was the
thle chosen to describe the new suburban
daily paper launched under the auspices of
the Ez-ening Express caused the tow-headed
publicist of the American beauty to cash
a substantial check.

*

is

*

»

*

Elmer Harris,

supervising director for
bought the home of Mrs.

Realart. has
Charlotte Pickford and two lots additional,
which will be transformed into a tennis
court for the use of the Realart scenario

interviewed this week with regard

to his marriage plans. Charlie Chaplix
settled it all very conclusively with three
words. "I have none." Gossip concerning
the comedian and his proposed marriage
ventures came to a head this week with

*

Youxg. Katherine MacDonald's
press agent, was one of the thousands of

the latest star to leave
the "movies" for the "sneakies."
She is
playing the leading role in one of the oneact plays at the Harlequin theatre this
week. Florence Pierce Reed, music critic
of the Ez'ening Express, is the author.
* * *

When

*

Kixg

Fisher, who has been entertaining
the elite of the film world at the Alexandria Hotel, has taken his jazz associates to
Sid Grauman's theatre for a limited engagement.
*

tall

Tom.
*

*

Max

Enid Bexxett

the

*

Matt Moore, leading man of many Cosmopolitan productions, is in Los Angeles
for a
couple of
weeks,
visiting
his

getting ready to wel-

come Elinor Glyx back.ro

»

The seat sale for "The Writers' Cramp"
to be staged by the scribes of the films at
the Ambassador Hotel Dec 21, is going
strong.
* » *

of a baby daughter having arrived at the

Good Samaritan

looking over

York.
»

staff.

*

Edward Le

.

*

Saixt

*
is

marshaling

his

forces preparatory to commencing his first
photoplay for Realart, Constance Binney
is to be his star.
* * *

Rumor

has

it

that Sid

Graumax

soon

is

sport an imported Rolls-Royce.
And
rumor likewise has it that the imported
J?-R is a recent gift from Adolph Zukor,
to

with

whom

Mr. Sid Grauman has been

closely associated in a business way.

*

*

*

Tack Cohx, pioneer producer, now making the Hallroom Boys Comedies, featuring Sid Smith, and Screen Snapshots, arrived in California this week to supervise
the new series of Hallroom Boys Comedies.

"Little Minister" Will

Be Published Dec. 25
Penrhyn Stanlaw's production of Sir
T. M. Barrie's play, "The Little
Minister," will be published by Paramount on
December 25. In the cast are George
Hackathorne.
Edwin Stevens, Xigel
Barrie. Will R. Walling and Guy Oliver.
Other publications for the month are:
December 4: Ethel Clayton in "Exit
the Vamp" and "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford": December 11: Sam Wood's
"Don't Tell Everything!" starring Wallace Reid. Gloria Swanson and
Elliott Dexter, and the Cosmopolitan
production, "Just Around the Corner";
December IS: William S. Hart's "White
Oak" and Gloria Swanson in her second
star picture, "Under the Lash": Decemspecial,

ber 25: Pol?. Negri in "The Last Payment."

Title

W.

F.

Fawcett, "Captain

Billy"

of

Whiz-Bang fame,

recently

visited

Universal

where he encountered some of Art Acord's desperadoes, who gave the
famous cynic a thrill. Harry Hammond Beall. West Coast representative of
the HERALD, who had Capt. Billy in tow, stands in the background with
a "movie" bartender.
City,

Changed Thrice

Universal is changing titles too fast for
us lately. Last week while reviewing the
latest Marie Prevost picture we were informed the title had been changed from
"Princess Virtue" to "Parisian Pleasures"
and we so recorded it. Now we are advised it is to be called "A Parisian
Scandal." Oh, well, "a rose by any other

name."

etc.
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this season of the year when exhibitors all over
the country are seeking suitable subjects for the
holiday trade, the following list of Religious and Christ-

was prepared by
Review and exhibitors would do

pictures will be of interest.

the National

Board of

well to preserve

it

It

for future reference.

RELIGIOUS
TITLE

REELS

Man
6
the Manger to the Cross
7
Eternal Light, The
Multiple
Birth of Our Saviour, The
1
Star of Bethlehem, The
3
First Christmas. The
1
Behold the

COMPANY

From

Palhe
Vitagraph

Holy Night

Catholic Art Society, N. Y. C.
Atlas Film, Chicago
Atlas Film, Chicago
Atlas Film, Chicago
National Non-theatrical Motion Pic-

1

tures, Inc.

Holy

Land

and

Jerusalem

Famous Players-Lasky

(Scenic)

;

Educational

Film Corp.

CHRISTMAS
TITLE

8

Associated Producers

4

Famous
Famous
Famous
Famous
Famous

Sign of the Cross
Bluebird, The

«

Humoresque

6
4

•

Swans, The
Servant in the Houm-

Seven

5
8
6
6
8
11

Tack-Knife Man
Kid, The
Passing of the Third Floor Back

Over the Hill
Cinderella Man,

The
Rip Van Winkle
Spender, The
Little Orphant Annie

5

7
5
6
S

Nobody's Kid
Everybody's Sweetheart
Right to Be Happy, The

life

plays the stellar role and

Players-Lasky
Players Lasky
Players-Latky
Players-Lasky

dull

(Metro) presents Gareth Hughes
comedy written around
a young broker who plays a hunch and gets into many

amusing

places

thereby.

five reel

Ethel

Hodkinson
Metro

picture edited by Irvin Cobb,

The

Tearle

This

Carpenter.

is

a pictur-

excellent in the

and though the story is
carefully directed and well presented. Five

Flan-

Comedy
Length,

subtitles

trite, it is

reels.

"FIGHTIN' MAD" (Metro) is an S-L Production
with William Desmond in the leading role. The action
is swift and the play contains many thrilling experiences

the

little

(Goldwyn)

with

farce-comedy, offers

fair

were written and the

it being an adaptation of
Pantry" by Edward Childs

star deserves better stories than

It is in five reels.

this.

"THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND"

Conway Tearle

ably supported by Martha

role assigned him,

Edward

Grandin,

in a light little

the story "Polly in

R C

is

a

"THE HUNCH"

in a mildly

Pioneer

(Selznick)

is

(Warner Bros.) has all the
whimsical charm of "The Old Swimmin' Hole" and the
exploitation possibilities of a "Mickey."
It is seven
reels of good clean fun, with Wesley Barry the chief
fun maker, supported by a well chosen cast. In sets and
direction "School Days" measures up to any of the
recent big productions along this line.

•ioldwyn

Arabia.

There

the story and

It is six reels long.

"PARDON MY FRENCH"

Fox

Universal

on a farm.

"SCHOOL DAYS"

Vivian Martin
entertainment.

Select

is

a pleasing love interest.

Film Booking

5

Mansfield and Betty Howe.

life

humor running through

five reels.

Players-I-asky

5

in

finds

satisfying vein of

nagan and others appear in the star's support.
does not seem to be Hughes' forte however.

First National
First National
First National

"THE MAN OF STONE"
esque story of army

who

of a youth

tight

COMPANY

REEL S

Homespun Folks

Cinderella

1921

10,

PICTURES o/tAeWEEK

AT
mas

December

(Educational) a

three reel subject that should prove not only good en-

tertainment but instructive as well even to the most
casual observer of big events of th world war. One of
the most unusual pictures of recent date.

"THE DEVIL WITHIN"

(Fox) presents Dustin
an unusual story of a brutal sea captain, who
is cursed by a Malay high-priestess and sees the folly of
It was directed by Bernard Durnhis ways in his old age.
ing, who also enacts a difficult role in Farnum's support.
I'arnum

An

in

entertaining story with

"EXIT

much

fine acting.

THE VAMP"

(Paramount) is easily the best
of the recent Ethel Clayton pictures. She has a role similar to that portrayed in "Young Mrs. Winthrop" and enacts it convincingly. Theodore Roberts and T. Roy Barnes
have the next best parts, giving characteristic performances.

The

story

is

an original by Clara Beranger, directed

by Frank Urson.

"DESEHT BLOSSOMS"
sell in

(Fox) with William Rus-

the role of a construction engineer

who

sacrifices

employer's son. An absorbing story, well told against a background of immense
bridges and dams in the course of construction. Five
his position to protect his

reels in length.

"THE BONNIE BRIAR BUSH" (Famous

MARYON AYE

and "Bob" Reeves, stars in the new series
of eighteen Cactus Features, produced by Albert Rogell
and William Main Brown for distribution by Western
Pictures Exploitation

Company.

Play-

one of the best of the foreign made
Paramounts. It is an adroit picturization of Ian Maclaren's classic story of the same title, admirably directed by Donald Crisp, who also plays a leading role. It
is an excellent story of Scottish life of half a century ago,
doubtless meriting more patronage than the modern public
ers-British)

will

accord

it.

is

WESLEY BARRY

WILLIAM RUSSELL IN

IN

DESERT BLOSSOMS

DAYS
SCHOOL
(WARNER

(FOX)

BROS.)

Absorbing story of the struggles

Seven reels of good clean comedy of a type that cannot fail to strike a responsive chord in the hearts of most picture-goers. '"Wes" Barry at his
best in a role well suited to his talents. A Harry Rapf production directed
by William Nigh, who collaborated with Walter DeLeon in writing the
story.

duction.

Wesley
typical of

Barry's "Speck" Brown is
almost any neighborhood and

the incidents that are told in the film's
unreeling are for the most part in the
The story is not
run of everyday ljfe.
so wonderfully clever, but the situations
are, and the manner in which each incident is worked out holds the interest to
the end. The subtitling is exceptionally
well handled and has been kept to the
minimum. Many of these are in Prizma
colors.

A

musical

has

score

been

prepared

especially for the picture and includes
many of the well-known Gus Edwards
melodies, which will aid materially in
putting the picture over.
Supporting the freckle-face star are
George Lessey. as Deacon Jones: Franci>
Conlon. as Leff; Nellie Spaulding, as
Margaret Seddon, as the
Leff's wife:
teacher: Arline Blackburn, as his sweet-

heart:

Hipp3% a clever dog:

H. GilJohn GalsJ.

more. as "Speck's" uncle:
worthy, as Hadlev Jerome Patrick, as
Wallace, a lawyer: Eveline Sherman, as
Miss Wallace, and Arnold Lucv as the
valet.

"Wes" plays the principal role, that
of "Speck" Brown, a country boy who
has been raised by hard-hearted Deacon
The deacon insists that "Speck"
Jones.
attend school, but when the teacher defends
the
boy against his vicious
guardian,
turns
Jones
against
her.
"Speck" becomes acquainted with a
stranger who comes to town and finally
he 'realizes his ambition, through the
stranger, to go to New York City and
have plenty of money.
At a private
school he continues his boyish pranks
and is snubbed at a party he gives to his
wealthy neighbors. A couple of crooks
plan to make him the "goat" in a scheme
in which his friend Leff. an inventor
of a patent clothes pin. is involved. Disgusted with society and realizing that

money cannot buy him happiness and
friends, he returns to his boyhood town
and finds happiness there.
Wesley Barry gives a good account of
himself in the role of the poor country
boy suddenly transplanted to the city,
and it is as fine a piece of acting as the
screen has seen in some time.
Under
William Nigh's direction the little touches
of humor are nicely brought out and the
picture at a private showing in Chicago.

Nov.

27,

met with hearty approval.

CHESTER CONKLIN IN

A PERFECT VILLAIN
(FON)
Chester Conklin. with the easy technique of the- veteran comedian, makes
refreshing entertainment of new and old
material admirably set forth in "A Perfect

Villain."

A

number

of

unnamed

actors and actresses help accomplish this
end. The two reels hold interest steadily
and end with a laugh that has its origin
in

mid-anatomy.

Not many can

fail

to

accord the comedy this tribute.

A
with

WESLEY BARRY
"School

Arthur Rosscn directed.

goers.

properly exploited. "School Days"
should prove a money-maker for every
exhibitor who books it. It has that boyish
touch that lingers with everyone whose
early days were spent in a country
school, ft is full of genuine humor, little
touches of pathos and will appeal to any
audience with a sense of humor and any
who admire clever acting and clever proIf

Days"

Warner Bros.

in

being

a scene from
distributed by

of

construction engineer wno attempts to shield his employer's
son. Pleasing twist to love story
and good support by entire cast.
Will appeal to majority of picture
a

watch

TNT

which the hero-villain loads
and presents to his rival is

the center of excitement. A poker game
in which the infernal machine is repeatedlv returned to its donor is a high light
of the action. There are several others,
almost as good.
Absolute cleanliness is not the least
attributes.
attractive
the picture's
of
Erie Kenton's direction is responsibility
situtelling
for even distribution of the
ations and continuity that reduces necescity for thought on the part of the observer to a

minimum.

A

scene from "Desert Blossoms" (Fox)

William
advantage
for

much

Russell

appears to the best
these virile roles that call
physical action, sacrifice and
in

mental struggle. In "Desert Blossoms"
he is in the daughter-saving business. In
reel he saves Lucy Thornton,
employer's daughter, from being
crushed to death by an untimely excavation blast, and some time later rescues
Mary Ralston, the daughter of another
employer, from death in a barn that is
destroyed by a storm.

the

first

his

Most

of the action takes place around
big engineering jobs, with immense bridges and dams in the course
of construction for background.
It's a
good out-of-doors picture and one that
holds a certain amount of interest and
appeal for the average fan.
In Russell's support are Helen Ferguseveral

Mary Ralston: Dulcie Cooper, as
Lucy. Thornton: Wilbur Highby. as
Thorton: Charles Spere as Bert Thorton: Willis Robarts as Ralston and
Gerald Pring as Joyce, who has the villain's role.
It ends with the villain confessing his villainy and a pretty romance
son, as

that leaves a favorable impression.

Steve

Brent

saves

Thorton's daugh-

Lucy from death beneath tons of
rock and dirt set off by a fellow workter

man, thereby earning the gratitude of
Thorton. who takes him into his office
and home and treats him as a son.
Thorton's son Bert returns from college
and is put under Steve's charge. Joyce,
a crook, endeavors to sell some faulty
cement to the construction company, but
Bert is in
Brent.
it is condemned by
Joyce's debt, however, and passes_ the
The abutment in which it js
cement.
used fails on the day the bridge is
opened, and Brent leaves, taking with
him the secret that Bert is at fault. He
again works his way up to foreman with
another

construction

company

but

is

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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threatened with exposure by Joyce unhe accepts a consignment of poor
cement.
He rescues Mary Ralston,
daughter of his new employer, from
Joyce's clutches and brings Joyce back
to Ralston, where he confesses.
less

ETHEL CLAYTON

EXIT THE

IN

VAMP

(PARAMOUNT)

of

vamp as a
The star is

the

social

her
capably assisted by Theodore Roberts and T. Roy Barnes.
institution.

at

best,

Frank Urson

good

little

direction.
picture.

The

result

an

officer of the British

SPECIAL CAST IN

is

a

good

Clayton recalls "Young Miss
Winthrop" in her finished portrayal of
the modern American business man's
w fe. T. Roy Barnes introduces his inEthel

escapable note of humor in his portrayal
of the husband. Theodore Roberts makes
much of little footage as the husband's
father.
Other parts arc well disposed of.

THE BONNIE
BRIAR BUSH
(FAMOUS PLAYERS— BRITISH)
admirably
classic
stcry of old Scot-

Maclaren's

Ian

picturized.

A

land which registers a high degree of artistry. A well balanced
cast imparts realism to a difficult
Donald Crisp didramatization.
rected and enacts a principal role.

The

picture is not big, but it's good.
delivers its illuminating commentary
upon the vamp as she is supposed to exist
in the social scheme of things in simple
manner, effectively and entertainingly. It
should give any audience an hour of
It

pleasant pastime.
The story projects into the life of a
successful lawyer a vampire of the accepted type, who fascinates him.
His
wife becomes aware of his infatuation and
adopts the ways of her opponent, pretending incidentally an affection for a
world war veteran whom she knew in
France. (No touch of war stuff here.)
At a house party to which she invites the
other woman the husband discovers his
mistake in the judgment of womanh
values and the wife emerges from the

(FOX)

An

unusual

ing a brutal captain who is cursed
priestess and his
ultimate atonement.
An entertaining stcry rather original and
interestingly told.
Directed by

Bernard Durning.
George Allen England's unusual storjjj
of a brutal sea captain makes a good
vehicle for Dustin Farnum.
It
is unusual in several respects for unlike most
of his screen plays Farnum depicts
the
unsympathetic role of a hard-hearted,
tyrannical man of the sea and through-

out the story there is no love interest or
love story in which he figures.
His Capt. Briggs, however, is a fine
piece of acting and he holds the centre
of attention for the entire five reels. Vir*
ginia Yalli appears as Laura, the sweetheart of the Captain's nephew, Hal; Nigel
dc Brulicr gives a fine characterization

as

Dr.

little

Philiol; Kirk Incas, a likeable
chap as the cabin boy; Hazel Dean,

pleasing, as the child of the

(EDUCATIONAL)

The
cabin,

:

could form little idea of the many angles
the great engagement.
The picture
is made by the use of model ships and
the filming was done after an exhaustive
study of the logs of the gunnery officers
of both the British and the German fleets.

opens

a

detaining
child

with
a

he

the

Capt.

young

has

The
A

natives threaten to
unless he gives her up.

scene from "The Bonnie Briir Bush'

cites

Donald Crisp, directing and playing a
prominent part in "The Bonnie Briar
Bush," Famous Players-British picturMaclaren's classic,, atizat on
of Ian

please.

their crews.
battle itself was fought over more
than 10.000 square miles of w ater, so
that even those most directly engaged

story

in

of

island

Briggs

girl

in

his

picked

up in a
drunken stupor on a South Sea island.

had its premiere in New York last week.
Probably no great battle in the history
of the world has ever been so widely

The

Hundreds

excellent.

employed

forcibly

tains artistic heights.

and sinking with

priest-

scenes.

One of the most widely discussed
questions of the late war is presented
for the consideration of American thearegoers by Educational Films Corporation in "The Battle of Jutland" which

many lives. This picture shows vividly,
many huge war ships bursting into flames

is

were

extras

:

discussed as to who really won it, as has
the meeting of the British high seas fleet
and the German armada in the North Sea.
This picture also presents as great or
greater an argument against huge armaments as any that will be presented at
the Limitation of Armaments Conference
being now held in Washington. It shows
in
a few minutes how- vessels costing millions of dollars are sent to the
bottom of the sea carrying with them

Malay

Evelyn Selbie was excellent as the
Witch; and Otto Hoffman splendid as
Ezra, as was Jim Farley as Scurlock.
Director Durning played the role of Hal
in a spirited and convincing manner.
The picture is well photographed and

ess;

hut.

BATTLE OF JUTLAND

tale of the sea, concern-

by a Malay high

the sea stuff

conflict victorious.

of

THE DEVIL WITHIN

Ma-

and a recognized authority, is responsible for much of the accuracy of the
picturization. After more than two years
of study of all obtainable records he directed the compilation of a plan of battle which has been pronounced eminently
satisfactory to both British and German.
Upon this plan the picture was made.
From a box office viewpoint the picture
should be a good attraction. There are
many appealing exploitation angles.

1921

10,

DUSTIN FARNUM IN

rines,

directed.

Clara Beranger, writer of "The G.lded
Lily,"
and other direct-for-the-screen
stories, contributed a good little story
in "Exit the Vamp."
Frank Urson gave
it

—

C. B., long

Best of the recent Ethel Clayton
vehicles. A quasi-humorous treat-

ment

Every movement of each vessel and each
fleet is shown with great accuracy and the
impression one gets is of being up a
great distance looking down upon the
actual battles — or more properly speaking
the many battles which made up the
gigantic engagement.
Major-General Sir George Asten, K.

December

modern American

It

is

picture's exhibition in great

those

whom

it

doubtful

if

a

public will attend the

numbers, but

will attract are those

it

will

Dr.

stealing an

Philiol,

a

further

in-

image from

friend of

attempts to restrain him
course, but he will not listen.
boy releases the Malay girl
tain's,

the captain

He

the

a

Cap-

in his mad
The Cabin

and then

escapes in a boat with Scurlock, a member of the crew. The Malays hold them
as hostage, but Capt. Briggs refuses to
return the idol and they are slain before

The Malays descend upon the
although the Captain and his
men rout them, the witch of the island
wishes an evil curse of Vishnu upon him
declaring he will pay two lives for one
of those slain.
When he returns to his
native land he sells his cargo and settles down in a comfortable cottage, built
along the lines of his sea craft.
Years
His whole life is centered in his
pass.
nephew Hal, who also has taken to tht
Hal returns from a long cruise, has
sea.
a terrific fight with the Captain of the
boat and confronts his uncle in a
drunken state. He arouses the temper
of the Captain by stealing money from
his safe and as he is leaving the wharf
is attacked
by members of his former
crew, stabbed by a poisonous knife and
his eyes.

ship and

The work of Donald Crisp, as the dour
Scot whose harshness to his daughter
brings about the plot complications, is
excellent.

His direction

is

of like quality.

Valuable assistance is given by Dorothy
Fane and Mary Glynne. English actresses
of personality and poise, well suited to
the roles they portray.
The settings are apparentlv authentic
and certainly beautiful. The peculiarly
brilliant

photography which has been obother English productions ob-

served

in

tains.

Something should be written upon

that

them by

kill

subject.

In the story Donald Crisp is seen as
the shepherd of the Earl of Drumtochty,
as much a democrat as his lord is an
aristocrat.
The shepherd's daughter «nd
the earl's son marry secretly, according
to Scottish custom, and parental objection
leads to misunderstandings followed by
separation and misery.
The reconciliation is logically brought about and the

There is a dramatic
severely beaten.
scene at the end where old Dr. Philiol
wishes to determine which is a poison
and which an antidote to save Hal's life,
and the Captain swallows the powder to

ending satisfactory.

ried.

The Captain lives to see his
it.
nephew and his sweetheart happily mar-

test

December

10,
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WILLIAM DESMOND

FIGHTIN'

IN

MAD

(METRO)
Here is a virile Western play full of
good action and many thrills, interspersed with sufficient clean
comedy to make it rank with the
best yet done by Desmond. Direction and photography better than
the love story.

Six reels.

some high powered "hootch" stored in
the hotel fire hose.
In attempting to
extinguish a small blaze the whole place
catches fire and the rescues and near
rescues furnish the fun.

VIVIAN MARTIN IN

PARDON MY FRENCH
(GOLDWYN)
Light

CONWAY TEARLE

Irvin Cobb subtitles. Versatile star in pleasing adaptation

THE MAN OF STONE

of
Edward Childs Carpenter's
story,
"Polly in the Pantry."

(SELZNICK)
army

The

love story of the gallant cowbojbeautitui maiden which is supan important feature of every
posed
good Western is not much in evidence in
"Fightin' Mad,"
illiam Desmond's latest thriller, but it is a good picture just
The thinness of the love
the same.
theme does not prevent the dashing Desfor the

of

to be

Sidney

Bud McGraw, a young man who returns
from overseas war service and rinds life
on his father's ranch dull after battling
with the Huns. In search of excitement,
he joins the Border Police of Texas, and
from then on excitement comes in large
bunches and often.
He celebrates his arrival by engaging
with the three
encounters
fistic
in
toughest fighters of the border police,
from which he emerges triumphant, also
gaining the undying friendship of the
three men he has defeated. They form
a sort of a D'Artagnan-Three Guardsmen
friendship and adopt the famous "one
for all
all for one" motto of the Dumas

—

quartette.

In the meantime, the beautiful girl in
Brown Faire has
appeared on the scene and intrigued
Bud's bashful affections. He has promised her he will not engage in scraps
and after his encounter with the third
border policeman, she refuses to speakto him.
Later the heroine is captured by Mexican bandits, who demand a heavy ransom from her rich uncle, at the time a
guest of the colonel in charge of the
border police.
Bud asks to be allowed
to deliver the ransom to the bandits and
promises to bring back not only the girl,
but the money as well.
With his three
the person of Virginia

and makes the most
to him. Well

much

Five

add

a
is

directed.

This Messmore Kendall production will
little to Miss Martin's popularity despite the array of talent that participated
in its production. She is worthy of better
vehicles and as one subtitle puts it. "she's

assigned

reels.

There

Olcott

reels.

staged and well photographed,
with careful direction at the hands
of
Gecrge Archainbaud.
Five

W

indulging in thrilling hghts
ana riding to rescue the girl trom the
usual bandits, and these he does with an
his -accustomed wholeheartedness.
The picture is based on tne story of

officer

role

farce-comedy with hu-

little

morous

IN

Star well suited to role of English

mond from

61

good

little

actress

but

never

had a

chance."
skillful

and

artistic

At the Chateau theatre. Chicago, where
the picture ran for four days it pleased but
did not stir audiences to outbursts of applause.

handling of scenes in the early part of
this production and the various roles are
excellently played.
It is suitable for any
class house, although the theme is somewhat hackneyed and the authors or the
scenarioist failed to maintain the dramatic suspense introduced in the earlier
scenes.
Tearle is excellent in the role of Capt.

In the beginning the story gives promof considerable amusement, but it
lapses into the conventional toward the
end and even the Cobb subtitles, which
are numerous and witty, fail to keep up
the interest.
ise

Neville Deering. D. S. C. and given such
capable support as Martha Mansfield,
who plays Lady Fortescue: Betty Howe,
as Laila. an Arabian girl: Warren Cook,
as Lord Brar.ton and Charles Brown as
Lord Reggie
Director Colin Campbell
appears also in the role of Lieut. Wake
The story was written by John Lynch
and Edmund Goulding and the scenario
by Lewis A. Brown.
Capt. Neville Deering of the British
army finds that during his absence from
England, his fiancee. Mary. Lady Fortescue, has jilted him for Lord Reggie.
Stung with mortification he accepts serv-

The cast consists of George Spink, as
Bunny: Thomas Meegan as Hawker, a
Kansas farmer: Nadine Beresford. his
wife; Ralph Yearsley as Zeke. the son;
Grace Studiford. as a bogus countess.
Carstairs; Walter McEwen as Marquis
de Void, and Wallace Ray as MacGillicuddy. an actor. Some of the characterizations were good, others were greatly
overdrawn. The cyclone in the first reel
was a realistic bit of cinema craftsmanship.
Poll}-, an ingenue with a barnstorming
troupe, works her way back to New York
City with the rest of the company on a
Bunny, who has always
coal barge.
played butler roles, secures a position
with a newly-rich Kansas family on Long
Island, and when they are in need of a
French maid, secures the position for

British Arabia and is attracted to
pretty Arabian girl who nurses him
through the fever. Lady Fortescue has
a change of heart and arrives at his camp
while Capt. Deering is absent. She tells
Laila, the Arabian girl, she is the CapLaila leaves the camp and
tain's wife.
Capt.
is attacked by marauding bands.
Deering and his troops save her and
there is a happy reunion between the two
ice in

a

Polly. A bogus Count and Countess attempt to win the confidence of the Hawkers from Kansas, but Zeke. the gawky

son.

prefers

Polly

to

the

company

of

Countess Carstairs. Mrs. Hawker gives
a party and Polly is dressed up to act as

with promise of continued happiness together.

—

for one
one for all" companions.
sets out for the outlaws' stronghold

"all

Bud

across the Mexican border, appearing
there unarmed as is one of the stipulations of the ransom agreement.
Then
comes the big scene with thrilling handto-hand rights between the unarmed cowboys and the bandits, the rescue of the
girl and the recovery of the money, followed by a wild ride and thrilling gun
fights back to the border, where a troop
of border police come to the rescue, and
everything ends well, as do all good

western dramas.
In detail and direction, the picture is
away above the average, being without
the many impossible situations found so
necessary to many. As Peggy Hughes,
the heroine. Miss Faire is always charming.
Rosemary Theby. as Nita de Garma.
the sister of the bandit chief, does good

work

in
an unsympathetic part.
The
story is by H. H. VanLoan and was exceptionally well directed by Joseph J.

Franz.

WET AND WARMER
(EDUCATIONAL)
This comedy follows the

more or less
of several others, with
hairbreadth escapes along a high ledge
outside a large hotel. It concerns a nutty
familiar

bell

lines

hop and a rube guest

in a hotel,

with

CONWAY TEARLE

and support

in

a

"The Man

scene

from

of Stone"

his

latest

Selznick picture.

K \
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She is insulted and
leaves the house. The family jewels are
stolen and Polly is arrested. She unwittingly tips off the police to the bogus
one of the guests.

Count and his accomplice and is freed.
Having fallen in love with a wealthy exactor, Ferdinand Aloysius MacGillicuddy,
she agrees to become his leading lady for
life.

GARETH HUGHES

IN

THE HUNCH
Star and
in comedy role.
members of cast work hard to inject humor into situations that
star

Trite story given
lack humor.
good production. Five reels.

George D. Baker directed "The Hunch."
Percival Wilde wrote it and it appeared
originally in Popular Magazine. As a vehicle for Gareth Hughes it serves but
poorly to bring out this young star's best
points. A competent cast appears in his

7

Z7

I

T

()

RS

M K R

All)

support and the rube jailer incidents afforded the most laughs at the Adams theatre, Chicago, where the picture played
for one week.
Prominent in the cast are Ethel (Iran-

Barbara Thorndyke; John
C. Steppling as John Thorndyke, a broker; Edward Plannagan as George Taylor, an attorney; Harry Lorainc as the
Sheriff; Gale Henry as Minnie Stubbs,
sweetheart; and Win. Brown as
his
Gareth Hughes appears as
Hodges.

1

December

a suitor for Barbara's

Jimmy has great faith in "hunches."
and when he awakes from a big party
and finds "Buy Jerusalem steel" written
on his white shirt front, he borrows $100,000 from the father of his fiancee, and
loses. He leaves his clothes on the bank
of a river with a blood-stained knife and
disappears. He is set upon by tramps
who strip him of his other suit and he is
locked up as the murderer of Humphreys.
His father-in-law, best girl and lawyer
friend arc each locked up by the impetuous Sheriff as they arrive to get him out.

When

T \ T/~*

the old

SI

man

A DC
ARS

ties

the Sheriff to a

10.

1921

by his whiskers and escapes there it
Aside from that there is little
fun derived from the various situations.

cell

a

lautfh.

TAMALE-O

din, as the girl,

lurrrrnn'C
T
n c C7
METRO
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hand and a broker by occupation.

to put over serious

7"

I

Jimmy Humphreys,

(METRO)
Obvious attempt

II

(ARROW)
Eddie Barry is a scientific news hound
on a daily paper in this Broadway Comedy, which Arrow is distributing. It was
directed by W ard Hays, and patrons at
a loop theatre, Chicago, found it only
mildly amusing, principally because of
the witless subtitles.
Barry is sent to
Mexico to write a story on tamales. He

who

talis

a pretty Senorita

is

by a tough Mexican.
on his head and floors
and Barry wins her

in love with
being courted
A flower pot falls
the tough lover

good will.
He is taken to a
The
mine where tamales arc mined.
mine is blown up by the jealous lover and
mule
of
and
a
Barry lands on the back
The auscurries back to the U. S. A.
thor doubtless had considerable fun writlather's

ing the

story but

idea over very well

he failed to get the

upon the screen.

^horse.
(left to »gr.t)-Gareth Hughes whose hobby is a lively
Alice Lake plays
"Little Eva Ascends" in his next Metro picture.
Uitt
the role of a singer who has lost her voice in The Golden

Top

Viola Dana, star of "The Fourteenth Lover," likes her own cooking.
Bottom— Alice Terry hasn't outgrown her childnooa
sport.
She is featured in "Turn to the Right," and Bert Lytell in a scene from "Ladyfingers," a corking good feature jus.
issued.

December

Closed Corporation

Formed bv Russe
Stock of
$10. imo
Paid In
Papers are

Capital
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Adopt Wid Gunning, Inc., as Name
Of Former F. B. Warren Company
Definite

whom

offered.

Statement of

Announcement

Filed in Illinois
Russeli Productions. Inc.. Chicago producer, has filed incorporation papers subThe
ject to the state laws of Illinois.
stock, all paid in. aggregates $10,000. all
of which will be held by the Russell
family, making it a closed corporation.
The first production to be published bv
the company, "Shadows of Conscience."
promises to be a winner, both from the
standpoint of the producer and the state
the picture has been
right buyer to

Policy

of

To Have Broadway Premiere
claimed by the company that negotiations are under way for a Broadway
premiere of this feature, which has been
received favorably by all reviewers of
the press who have reviewed it.
B. D.
Russell, production manager, is now in
New York for the purpose of disposing
of the rights to the eastern states.

Producing for Independents
Following the

of ""Shadows of
Conscience," Russell Productions, Inc..
will continue operations on the coast.
Plans are under way for the production
of a series of pictures which will be
bnilt with the idea of supplying the independent market.
In each of these pictures, a star of the Russell Simpson rank
will be used.
sale

Twenty Large Theatres
Book Warner Production

Wid

has been adopted

Gunning

of the distributing organizaformerly known as F. B. Warren
corporation. Xotice of

bled the

as the
tion

Gunning.

Inc..

name

change

this

in

name has

been issued by Robert
E. Welsh, whc is associated with Mr. Gunning

the organization.
a part of this announcement a definite
statement of policy also is made. "The
id Gunning organization." says the anin

W

nouncement, "will sell and exploit any
productions worthy of its efforts, forming a direct,

Warner Brothers production.
"Ashamed of Parents," it is announced.
latest

William Fox. who has booked the picture over his entire circuit, has arranged
to have it shown for week runs in the
Washington theatre. Detroit: Rivoli.

efficient, service

said to have more than dousales of Eclair pictures which

A

plan of distribution

Change Is Expected
This change in the corporation name
has been expected since the

initial

an-

nouncement several weeks ago that Mr.
Gunning held the controlling interest in
the distributing organization.

His resumption of active interest

in the

industry recalls Mr. Gunning's early worK
in the distribution and production fields.
In the days when the three-reeler was
still a novelty Mr. Gunning went to Xew
York from a small Ohio town and became advertising and sales manager of
the American Eclair organization which
was producing a series of Xorthwest
mounted police pictures starring J. W.

Johnston and Barbara Tennant.

the

association with Eclair. At this time it
is said that Lewis
J. Selznick and Abe

and Harry Warner, who were operating
a series of state right exchanges known
as W arner's Features, became interested
in the proposal and a stock company
known as Warner's Features, Inc., was
launched. Mr. Gunning was general manager of the organization.
Studies Sales Methods

Following his associations with these
companies Mr. Gunning began, as editor
and publisher of Wid's Dailv. a thorough
study of sales methods. Wid Gunning,
Inc.. is the outgrowth of this analysis.

The Welsh announcement states that
exploitation is the most important element in the sales service of the Gunning
organization. More than 80 per cent of
the organization now being built bv Mr.
Gunning numbers

-

exploitation men or
exploitation ex-

who have had

salesmen
perience,

it

is

said.

Full attention

is

to be given to active

and complete cooperation with exhibitors.
Mr. W elsh says, and each production distributed is to be given a distinctive and
definite treatment.

Aided Foreign Sales

He also handled and assisted in selling
foreign Eclair product which was
being state righted in this country.
While with Eclair. Gunning published
a house organ called the "Eclair Bulletin." which was widely distributed among
the

exhibitors.

Through

Scores at Preview
Of Warner Picture
Days" Wins Favor
At Private Showing
At Sherman

"School

this bulletin service

Several

hundred people attended the
showing of Warner Brothers
Days" in the Tiger room at the
bherman hotel on Sunday e -ening.
The performance was presented under
the personal supervision of Harrv Rapt,
producer of the feature.
Opening the
show was a prologue arranged bv Gus
Edwards, who has his company at one
private
"School

Payne Latest to Join
Realart Writing Staff

of the local variety houses.

of the latest additions to SuperDirector Elmer Harris' growing

J.

vising
staff of authors who have identified themselves with Realart is Will Payne, noted
novelist and short story writer.

L.

Friedman Assists

L. Friedman, president of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, assisted Mr.
Rapf in arranging for the preview which
was the most successful one held in sevT.

""We are fortunate in securing the servMr. Payne," says Mr. Harris, "a;
he is considered one of America's most
prolific authors. Xot only has he written
many novels which have reached a large
circulation, but his short stones have
been looked for eagerly by the magazine

months in this city.
The feature, which stirs Wesley Barrv.
met with immediate favor. Comments

eral

ices of

heard on every side after the showing
were very commendatory. If these comments are any criterion the production is
destined for success.

reading public."

Review

is

Published.

A

Jackie Working in New
Picture Entitled "Nobody"

review of the picture is published
on another page in this issue.
Mr. Rapf returns to Xew York shortly
to arrange for the Xew York showing.'

Jackie Coogan has started work on his
new production at Brunton studios. Hollywood. The title of the picture is "Nobody" and like "My Boy" it will be a

dramatic subject

Jerome Storm is in charge of direcWallace Berry. Gloria Hope and
Eddie Gribbcn are members of the cast
so far chosen.

similar to

one adopted by Wid Gunning, Inc., was
suggested by Mr. Gunning during his

contact be-

Liberty, St. Louis: Terminal.
N'ewark: Elizabeth. Elizabeth. X. J.:
American. Paterson. X. J., and the Academy of Music, Xew York City. The
B. K. Bimberg circuit and Charles Steiners' circuit also have booked the production for their respective chains.

tion.

Formal

of

were being distributed through Universal.

Denver;

One

in

Name

in

is

tween the producer and exhibitor."

More then twenty of the

largest theatres in the country, in addition to a number of big circuits, have booked the

Made

is

Change

Distributing Corporation

As

It is
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BEBE DANIELS,

the Realart star, from
recent photograph, snapped on the
porch of her Los Angeles home.

a

Lincoln, Me.— The I. O. O. F. hail and
the Auditorium have been rented by
Samuel Kurson and Edwin Epstein, representing Graphic Theatre. Inc. The
halls will be used as motion picture
houses.
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complished by the organization

Hope

Realizing

Coast

Big Distributing Center
's Organization Today RanJ^s As One of Most
Powerful of Independent Companies

Irving Lesser

ALTHOUGH

it is

but fourteen months

old,

Western Pictures Exploita-

tion Company of Los Angeles is perchance one of the most powerful
of the independent distributing machines. It has been hardly a year
since the
published the announcement by Irving M. Lesser
that his brother, Sol Lesser, and he had come to the parting of the ways in
their business activities.

HERALD

THK
ment

Herald

printed
announcethe
Sol Lesser would confine
his activities to his theatres and the exhibitor's end of the film world, while
Irving Lesser had formed Western Pictures Exploitation Company, created to
assist the independent producer.
The success that Western Pictures Exploitation Company has enjoyed proves it
must be right and that it must be a Mend
to the man who makes his pictures in
Recently, Mike
independent fashions.
Rosenberg, then head of De Luxe Film
Corporation of Seattle, came to Los
Angeles and joined hands with Irving
Both Lesser and Rosenberg
Lesser.
were in Chicago, recently, on the last
leg on a Coast to Coast trip, during which

ductions"; the series of "Scattergood
Baines" productions; the series of David
Butler five-reel comedy-drama features;
the scries of eighteen "Cactus Features,"
co-starring
Maryon Aye and "Bob"
Reeves;
the
"Philo-Gubb"
series
of
stories; the series of "Mission of California." and a host of others of equal
importance.

time they disposed of more than $2,000,000 worth of independent films.

York

that

*
It

ern

*

*

was Mr. Lesser's plan
Pictures

Exploitation

to

make West-

Company an

institution that would assist the independent producer in every way, shape or form.

—

In the incipiency back fourteen months
ago, when the producer made a picture he
had to market it, which incurred time,
worry and much money. Now the Lesser-Rosenberg concern will contract with
the independent producer for a single
production, or for a series of from five
to thirty pictures, marketing them from
their Coast offices and giving them a full
100 per cent distribution.
their recent tour, they had with
them a set of series, numbering seven or
eight.
Among this set were the series

On

of Lester Cuneo Western productions:
the series of Dick Hatton "Prairie Pro-

*

*

The producer can spend more money
his products — can make bigger and

on

better pictures because he does not have
to save any certain amount of reserve
capital
for exploitation,
traveling expenses East and return, and other expenses that he necessarily would have to
put forth were he to market his picture
from a point away from the West Coast
The independent market of the West
has taken on mighty strides.
In preparing data for a financial sheet, a Coast
report stated that within the present
year Los Angeles alone would contribute
over $10,000,000 worth of independent
pictures to the world.
That is no small
amount of money and when it is considered that this money is spent and returned to the producing center, it looks
like clear sailing for the independents and
bigger and better independently produced
motion pictures.

"A Man's Home"

Mr. Lesser and Mr. Rosenberg
return to Los Angeles within the next
few weeks they will find awaiting them
many
independent
producers
with
products of merit to offer them for distribution.
The headquarters of Western

Company
There

is

arc

no

lo-

New

and the work is accomplished
directly from the Coast.
It is the intention of the Lesser-Rosenberg organizaoffice

make the Pacific Coast a center of
distribution as well as a center of production and their hopes and dreams are
more than forming they are being
realized more and more as the days go
tion to

—

past.
It is reasonable to believe that within
another twelve months this combine of
Lesser and Rosenberg will be one of if
not the largest independent distributing
organizations in the world.
Their pictures are made under their supervision.
They are within a half hour's ride of each
and every producer's office and studio.
Their bankers are at their side, and
directors' meetings, meetings of stockholders, bankers' conferences and every-

thing

pertaining

producing and

to fast and successful
distributing can be ac-

Is

Feature at Opening
Picture Chosen for Initial
Program by Elimination

When

Pictures Exploitation
cated in Los Angeles.

in record

time.

Make

to

1921

Contest
On

Sunday,

November

13,

Fort

Worth's new $2,000,000 Rialto theatre
was opened with Selznick's special, "A
Man's Home," as the feature.
S.
J.
Phillips, a picturesque character in Texas
filmdom, built the Rialto.
"A Man's Home" was chosen as the
opening attraction in an "elimination contest," which included as entrants for the
honor every film producing concern with

a

branch

in

Dallas.

Former Exchange Man
Manager Phillips has owned independent exchanges, managed theatres and has
won a state-wide reputation as a leader
among picture showmen and in building
the Fort Worth Rialto has crowned his
career with an accomplishment that is
unique the beautiful, inviting and modernly equipped theatre having been completed
and opened within forty-eight
working days.
The big features of this season were
screened in competition.
Every picture
of importance was screened, including
those of current publication as well as

—

pre-release, and "A Man's Home" finally
was selected and contracted at a sum
declared to be the largest ever paid for a
film attraction in Texas.
Mr. Phillips
took into his council as judges in the
competition the editors of three Fort
Worth dailies, their business and advertising managers; four of his associates in
the Rialto undertaking and several prominent citizens of Fort Worth.

Selznick Proud of

Lewis

come

J.

Selznick

is

Fort Worth.

Honor

proud of the

out-

The

Rialto is one
of several new theatres that "A Man's
Home" has dedicated, and the feature has
only recently been issued.
in

Holubar Prepares Script
For His Next Production
Allen Holubar, who has returned to
Coast from New York, has prepared

the
the

scenario for his next First National production, which, it is said, will have a
scenic investure excelling "Man-WomanDorothy Phillips will have
Marriage."
the stellar role. The picture will be produced at the Brunton studios, now known
as

United studios.

December

10.
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Investing Public
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Buys Entire Pathe

Says President Brunet

Issue,

Declares Company ''Is Very Proud of Its Present
Financial Condition"
Believes Lower

—

Admission Prices Necessary
Paul Brunet. president of Pathe Exchange. Inc.. announces that the American investing public has absorbed the

bond issue of the distributing company
which was made recently through Merrill, Lynch
& Company.
Brunet states that the

President

was snapped up

$750,000

in less

last

than two

weeks.

Brunet Issues Statement

The

statement

issued by President
Brunet follows:
"Pathe is very proud of its present
Its quick assets are
than 385 per cent of its total

financial condition.

now more
the wonderful

Ger-

man

police dog, who stars in '"The
Silent Call," the H. O. Davis production, being distributed by First National.

Newsboy Contest Packs
'em in During Show ing
Of Mary Pickford Film
morning

performances

were

"Even before
period

showing of Mary
Pickford's "Little Lord Fauntleroy." as
the result of a newsboy contest conducted by Edwan Forrest Young, exploitation- man for the Rialto and MaKy.,

tingent

"Slates" appeared in all newspapers announcing the contest for the most popular Louisville Herald newsboy.
The idea
was that the boys were to cut the "slates"
from the newspapers, insert the names of

depression,

of

the

we emthat we

liabilities

are

practically

negli-

gible.

Company

Is "Unfettered"

"Being thus unfettered, we surely are

during a

jestic.

beginning

the

business

of

ployed extreme conservatism in
refrained from making long term producer contracts for elaborate and expensive features, until today we stand in
the position of having no embarrassing
contracts of that kind. Thus our con-

necessary to take care of the crowds attracted to the Majestic theatre. Louisville,

in

the best financial position imaginable

for adjusting our future output in strict

keeping with the demands of the exhibitors.

"Xot only that, but contracts for big
and producers during these times

stars

certainly should be written at figures that

are very

much

same

these

different than the figures

stars

and producers would

have been contracted

for during the

war

their favorites,

boom

$3.

"While we do not look for any tremendous betterment in general conditions, it
is our opinion that the depression so far

and the boy receiving the
largest vote, or leading the bigest gang
to the Majestic, got a $10 prize.
There
was a second prize of $5 and a third of

The answer was

that

the newspaper

gave one and two column news stories
on the contest, and that boys from all
sections of the city

stormed the Majestic.

Lachmann

Directs Special
Exploitation for Big "U"

Marc Lachmann has been placed

in

exploitation and
publicity department created by the Universal Big "U" exchange for exhibitors
playing all Universal productions.
This department will assist the exhibitor in exploiting and promoting public
interest in the Universal-Jewel features,
special
attractions,
Century and Star
comedies, serials, weeklies and other
products of the Universal organization.

charge of

the

ture enthusiast than ever before.
"The picture business always has been
a gigantic success, because it was so well
within the means ot the poor people, and
even the poor people could afford admission prices of twenty-five and fifty cents
during the boom period of 1918. 1919 and
early 1920. But they cannot afford those
prices today, and if we would include in

our patronage those multitudes we must
keep our admission prices within their
buying power, with the result that instead

away entirely, as many of them
will come to the motion picture theatre as often as ever before."

of staying

do now. they

liabilities.

STRONGHEART,

Two

which keeps up admission prices and
which the average motion picture fan
does not feel he can afford to pay for today, even though he is a more ardent pic-

special

Select Next Reid

Film

"Across the Continent" is to be Wallace Reid's next Paramount Picture and
Philip E. Rosen, who has just completed
"The Champion," in which Mr. Reid
stars, again will direct.
In this picture
the star returns to his old love
mobile.

— the auto-

Entire Canadian Territory
Sold by Sacred Films, Inc.
Arthur Cohen, president of Regal
Films, Ltd., of Canada has signed a five
year contract with Larry Weingarten of
Sacred Films,
tribution

Inc., for the exclusive dis-

Old Testament NarraDominion.

of the

tives in the

The distribution rights in Great Britain
and Ireland have been contracted for by
Pearl Films, Ltd., of London. Sale and
Fraser of Tokyo are distributing in the
Japanese Empire. The United States has
been sold 100 per cent and Raymond
Wells, who is enroute to Mesopotamia
for scenes for the forthcoming Biblical
story "Abraham." will negotiate for the
distribution of the Sacred Films product
on the continent.

—

Wichita, Kan. B-C Amusement Company has purchased the Kansas theatre,
which formerly was the Star.
Charles
Barron is managing the house.

period.

Predicts Gradual Betterment

as the

exhibitor

is

concerned, has just

bottom and we are sure to witness a gradual improvement. That improvement will be more noticeable in localities where the exhibitor himself has
about

hit

taken drastic steps in so adjusting his
operating costs so as to enable him to
establish an admission price well within
the buying

"When

I

power

of his public.

refer to exhibitors' operating

costs. I do not refer alone to film rentals,
because the government tax figures have
already reflected a very considerable reFurthermore,
duction in film rentals.
even though film rentals, as a cost of
were removed, entirely, it
operation,
could not replace the loss of business
many exhibitors have sustained during
the fast three or four months.

Cause of High Admissions
are today, however, theatre
operating costs aggregating a couple of
hundred million dollars annually that exhibitors did not find necessary a few
years ago. It is the cost of such items

"There

VICTOR HEERMAN, who

has been
signed to direct Selznick pictures.
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Exceptional Pictures Will Produce
"Mister Antonio" Starring Skinner
Alexander

president of ExCorporation, has persuaded Otis Skinner to appear in the
screen version of another of the star's

Beyfuss,

Pictures

tional

stage

This

time
"Mister Antonio" with Skinner
of

successes.

it

will

be

in the role

Tony the Organ Grinder.
The Exceptional announcement states:
" 'Mister Antonio' means not only a

film.

one

will

It

who

bring with

it

the artistry of

can help elevate the standard of

the screen; one

who

will

call

forth pat-

to

that the

lend dignity, art and accomplishment to the silent drama, and it will
add to the roster of those to whom the
industry must look for the big things of
the future the name of one of America's
greatest authors, Booth Tarkington.
"It will

—

"Otis Skinner is more than a personality; he is part of the foundation of the
art of the modern theatre. Successful in
the highest degree, he is beloved throughout the entire country for himself, and
for the type of artist for which he stands.
Known in practically every city and hamlet in the country, he has continued to
sweep aside precedents established, by
appearing in the smallest towns for one,
two and three night stands. That is why
the public knows him and honors him as
America's foremost romantic actor. This
popularity, so well deserved, will lend tremendous appeal to his motion picture of
'M ister Antonio.' "

Remember

HERALD

Two

showmen.

There are

Allen, retiring

Pathe
Ind.
file

for

Masquerade."

"The

"A

Referee,"

Wide-Open Town,"
"Shadows of the

and

Sea."

Paris Post of Legion

Supplementing the announcement, Mr.
Beyfuss said: "We feel that it will demonstrate once more that every step we
shall make will be a definite advance in

Paris post No. 1, the
American Legion, were entertained recently by Louis Mercanton, often called
"The Griffith of Europe," at a showing

the industry for Exceptional Pictures.
In bringing Mr. Skinner to the screen
again we wai}t to be considered only as
the agency in associating him with the

of

Members

that this French-made picture is a
step forward in putting France's camera
products before the American public.
The production, which has been purchased by R-C Pictures, will be shown
soon all over America under the title
fact

"Possession."

Complete Plans for Six
Leah Baird Productions
Final arrangements have been made
by Arthur F. Beck, president of Leah
Baird Productions, to complete a series
of six features starring Miss Baird for
distribution
by Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.

The first of the series, "Don't Doubt
Your Wife," has been completed at the

Planned by Lesser on
Arrival on Coast
Irving M. Les>er, general manager of
Western Pictures Exploitation Company,
has left New York for the Coast with
contracts calling for more than $1..">00,000 worth of his independent film products now being produced on the West
Coast.

Total to Reach $2,000,000.

A

million and a half dollars

big asset

play

"Mister Antonio" has been purchased
by Exceptional Pictures, and in which
Mr. Skinner will be starred.

field

and.

—

tures.

"Burn 'em Up Barnes" Is
Slated for Broadway Run

duction units are busily engaged in creating their respective productions. The
Western Pictures company can well be

It

stage

a mighty

is

independent

according to Lesser, the Western Pictures Exploitation Company is not content to stop at that staggering point.
Other independent deals are to be closed
upon the .arrival in Los Angeles of
Lesser next week. With the totals from
these additional transactions, a two million dollar mark will have been reached
all
for independently produced pic-

regarded as one of the largest
ing organizations
sphere.

is

said that the production has

met

With big success on the road where it has
been playing to capacity audiences. To
date 85 per cent of the territory has been
sold on the feature.

in

the

distribut-

independent

Planning Other Units

run on Broadway.

whose

the

All of the products contracted for by
Lesser and his associate, Mike Rosenberg, will be produced in Los Angeles
during the next six months. Nine pro-

being

Charles C. Burr, president of Affiliated
Distributors, Inc., announces that "Burn
'cm Up Barnes," the first feature made
by Johnny Hines, is slated for an early

SKINNER

to

Ince studios and is
rushed through the laboratories to meet
an early publication date arranged by
Arthur S. Kane.

Thomas H.

OTIS

copy on

Million in Contracts
Other Production Units Are

of

Mr. Mercanton's picture. "Phroso,"
based on the novel of the same name by
Sir Anthony Hope. The interest of the
men of the Legion was centered on the

"I have every
since 1917."

Returns West with

Views Mercanton Film

Beyfuss Issues Statement

of the

Uniondale,

fine

Midnight"

started the Tearle
the season, Zena Keefc then
contributing her talents as leading woman
Ralph Ince presentation that thus
in a
became a three-star offering. "The Man
of Stone," now in circulation, is the second of the series which includes "Love's

at

found the HERALD a
magazine when I needed
it," writes W. M. Fay, owner
of the Temple theatre at Elgin,
111., which was destroyed by a
tornado and not rebuilt.

six

tion.

"After

theatre

Stanley

manager

"I

productions in the
series.
One has been published and a
second is ready for immediate distribu-

series

great

a

is

from

message

the

Comedy

York, as a star under the
management,
Shubert
the
producing
forces under direction of Myron Selznick
have completed the entire issue of photoplays for the Tearle star scries under the
"Forty from Selznick" promised for this
season.

HERALD

"The

magazine, and no exhibitor
can afford to be without it," is

New

theatre,

appreciation for
rendered them during
time they were active

the

Have Been Completed
the

express

to

While Conway Tearle has been appearat

retiring

service

Tearle Series of Six
Pictures for Selznick

"The Mad Dog"

exhibitors,

from the motion picture field,
have written to the HERALD

hibitor, for his public, a product of a
higher standard, thus assuring the patronage which will not only mean financial success for everyone, but carry motion pictures nearer the goal for which
they are striving."

ing in

Art"

Will

—

may become more creative;
distributor may give to the ex-

producing

1921

10,

The

motion pictures we need him and
others like him for the good of all that

art of

ronage to the motion picture theatre that
could not be brought otherwise.

"Lends Dignity

—

II

December

Mr. Lesser states he

will

add

several

and
that within another ninety days fifteen
dishis
units will be filming pictures for
tribution service.

more

units to his already large

list

December

10,
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Now Scenario

Baker

Letters

Chief at Vitagraph
Succeeds George Randolph
Chester as EditorAlbert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, announces that he has appointed
Charles Graham Baker to succeed George
Randolph Chester, resigned, as editor-inchief of the scenario forces.

Reward

for Success

Mr. Baker's promotion comes as a wellearned reward for years of exceptional

As

services.

associate

editor

for

two

years he has had the selection, purchasing and adapting of stories for all the
Vitagraph stars under his personal supervision.

In the comparative short time Mr.
Baker has been connected with the industry, he has worked his way up the
'

ladder

of

success

with

from Theatre

astonishing

ra-

pidity.

Former Newspaper Man

Hail
Office Merits of "Disraeli

Box

One Exhibitor Says He Considers Arliss Vehicle One
Of 'the Superlative Achievements in the Art
Of Motion Picture Production"

Graduating from the metropolitan dailwhere he worked as a special writer
and cartoonist, he has written more than
100 comedies for Larry Semon, Vitagraph

Henry M. Hobart, president

Disproduced the George Arliss picture, "Disraeli," a United Artists publication, announces the receipt of many letters from
exhibitors
which clearly indicate, he
says, that the sweeping success of "Disraeli" in the big first run houses is being
duplicated in the smaller theatres. Some
tinctive

Productions,

Inc.,

of

which

of the letters follow:
"I consider 'Disraeli' to be one of the
superlative achievements in the art of
motion picture production.
I
do not
believe Mr. Arliss' acting before the camera has been equalled in fineness or
power by any actor, and the beauty of
the production splendidly supports his
masterful portrayal of the prime minister.
The patrons were delighted with the pic-

ture."— Irwin Wheeler, Auditorium, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

ies

comedy

star; he has directed a series of

twenty pictures featuring Agnes Ayres
and Edward Earle; he has scenarioized
most of the Vitagraph serials; and he
has made into scenario form such features as Winchell Smith's "The Fortune
Hunter," "Love Watches," "The Broadway Bubble," "The Garter Girl," and
others.

Mr. Baker has selected as his associate
Harry Dittmar, author of "Closed
Doors," and other Vitagraph features.

editor,

In "Class by Itself"

"Comments

received on the 'Disraeli'
production were more complimentary
than on any one play that I have presented in the last year." T. L. Little,
Majestic treatre, Camden, S. C.

—

"Disraeli" is in a class by itself.
here last month under unfavorable conditions on account of the closing
of the summer season, this picture and
star drew many persons who ordinarily
never attend the theatre. The praise by
those, and my many regular patrons, of
the wonderful acting by George Arliss,
and the beauty of this most gorgeous
production, was most gratifying." Sam
E. Bleyer, Garden theatre, Southampton,
L. I.

Shown

—

Virginia Lee Corbin Big

Box Office Attraction
At Manitowoc Theatre
Virginia Lee Corbin is proving
to be a big box office attraction in the
theatres of the Middle West. At Asher's
Capitol in Manitowoc, Wis., she drew
3,800 people to a Sunday matinee.
According to her mother, Mrs. Virginia Corbin, the child has received a
Little

offer to appear in all of the
Ascher houses. Complete plans for her
future engagements will be announced
flattering

soon.

Two

Men

'

in-Chief

Is
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Gives

Complete

Satisfaction

Carl

Laemmle Taking

Managers to Europe
Four Employers to Get Trip
As Reward for Efficient
Sales Service
Four

Universal

exchange managers
accompany Carl Laemmle to Europe
next June, when the company president
makes his annual trip across the Atlantic
to study film conditions abroad.
The
managers will go as a reward for effiwill

cient

from

service and
a first-hand

so

may

they

benefit
film

knowledge of the

business in other lands.

Get Six Weeks' Tour
The lucky exchange managers

will be
on tour for six weeks, visiting London,
Paris and other places, all at the expense
of Universal Film Manufacturing Company. In case any of the selected four
managers do not desire to make the overseas trip, they will be entitled to draw
on Universal for $2,000 as a cash bonus

for their efficiency.
Mr. Laemmle's offer

is

a

result

of

a

Universal determination to have 100 per
in the United States
and Canada.
It
is
planned to assure
showings for Universal pictures in every
community, every week.
cent representation

"We

presented 'Disraeli' at the Plaza
and it is a pleasure to say that
the production gave complete satisfaction from every angle."
Leo Brecher,
Plaza theatre, Madison avenue and 59th
theatre,

—

New York

street,
" 'Disraeli'

was

here and enjoyed

came

with Mr. Arliss at his best.
Played it
three days to very satisfactory business.
The comments from my patrons were
very flattering. Since my showing have
recommended it to several other exhibitors."— W.
W.
Young,
Ridgewood
Playhouse Company, Ridgewood, N. J.

very

by

all

well

with

received

whom
whom

I

contact,
or from
1
heard indirectly." D. J. Shepherd, Paramount theatre, Newark, N. J.
"I consider 'Disraeli' a most delightful picture, and wonderfully well done.
in

—

Directed By Berman
Representation Drive is being
conducted under the direction of Harry
M. Berman, general mrnager of exchanges.
He says the Universal representation is on the up-grade and that next
summer should see 100 per cent representation for all of the Universal out-

The

City.

put.

scenes from the Cosmopolitan Production, "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," adapted from the play by George M.
directed by Frank Borzage. Paramount will distribute it.

Cohan and

E X H
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EVELYN GREELEY,

Robert

I

TO RS

13 I
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G'adys Valerie and Eleanor Woodruff in two scenes from the Travers
±-astt-Board Crown," being distributed by Nathan & Semerad.

Elliott,

"A

a Last Trail," Latest Fox Special, Is
Booked for Runs at Leading Houses
Following closely the story of the pioneer

West

is

the film adaptation of

"The

Last Trail," written by Zane Grey and
produced as a special feature by Fox
Film Corporation. The photoplay version was published on November 27, and
already has been booked for showings
in leading theatres throughout the country,

it

is

said.

Produced by Fox

Fifth

Zane Grey's "The Last Trail"
fifth

is the
of that author's widely read stories

be produced by Fox, and presents
Maurice Flynn, the newly named star
and former Yale football captain, in the
leading male role. The other four Zane
Grey stories "The Rainbow Trail,''
"Riders of the Purple Sage," "The Last
of the Duanes" and "The Lone Star
Ranger" have featured W illiam Farnum.
It
was because of Flynn's work in
to

Hugo Riescnfeld, managing director of the Rialto.
A single print of the picture, which had
been in preparation in England since the
armistice, was brought to this country
recently by E. R. Russell of Ideal Films
of London. The picture has been turned
oyer to Educational Film Exchanges for
distribution in America.
ranged by Dr.

36-a-Year Policy Is
Acceptable to Trade
Playgoers Say Letters of

—

was created

"The Last
Fox star.
The closeness with which the story of
"The Last Trail" is followed is not
strange, in view of the fact that all Zane

a

Grey's stories contain sufficient stirring
situations and strongly drawn characters
to meet the exacting demand of picture
producers.

Flood Scene

is

Climax

Numbered among
this
tain

production
valley,

human

is

the big scenes in
the flooding of a moun-

sweeping away villages and

life.

To

create

this

incident,

which constitutes the big climax of the
the erection of
valley and the
a formidable concrete
More than 500,000 gal-

Fox special, necessitated
a town in a California
construction of
in the hills.
lons of water, it

dam

is

said,

was pumped

from a river below to the reservoir to
produce the flood, and eleven days were
consumed in the pumping.

Educational Distributes
"The Battle of Jutland"
of Jutland," to which the
refers as "an invaluable animated chapter of the great war
which every person interested in the
great sea conflict should see," had its
American premiere at the Rialto theatre

"The Battle

New York World

in

New York

Special

on Sunday, November

20.

musical accompaniment was ar-

Exhibitors

statement from Playgoers Pictures

declares

that

the

policy

of

making

its

features available on the basis of thirty-

productions a year has
ceptable to the exhibitors.
six

proved acThis indi-

is based both on the manner in
which the pictures are being booked on
that basis an-d by the many letters of

cation

satisfaction

received.

Need

for

Arrangement

In part the statement says: "We feel
that there was a need as well as a fertile
held for such an arrangement. When the
plan was put into operation, the exhibiiois proved to their own satisfaction that
we attach no strings to the arrangement
and offer it simply upon its merits as
a business proposition.
are gratified to see the way in which the policy
has been received, as indicated by the
amount of business done.
Lists Pictures Published
"Features released under the Playgoers banner which have been highly commented upon include 'Tropical Love,' a
feature which was produced in Porto
Rico, and directed by Ralph Ince; 'Across
the Divide,' a romantic Western drama;

We

J.

P.

McGowan's 'Discontented Wives;'

The Family Closet,' a first mystery play;
and 'Home-Keeping Hearts,' one of the
best rural dramas of the fall season.
"The two latest Playgoers features are
'Anne of Little
particularly noteworth
Smoky,' which was released on November 20, 'The Ruse of the Rattler,' a won-

—

derful

Gowan

Western
in

the

scheduled for

1921

Vale production,

Made by Nathan

Being

and Semerad
The

"A Pasteboard
founded upon the novel by
Clara Morris and produced under the
auspices of Nathan & Semerad, and directed by Travers Yale, is complete. Distribution arrangements are being made.
Nathan & Semerad, after witnessing
the completed product, were lavish in
their praise, stating that the results were
beyond their expectations and ambitions.
screen version of

Crown,"

Nathan Makes Statement
interested in motion pic-

some time ago," stated Mr. Nathan,
"at which time Mr. Semerad and myself
were discussing the merits and demerits
tures

From
A

10.

Producers Commend
"Pasteboard Crown"
Distribution Arrangements

"We became

Satisfaction Received

—

Trail" that he

Decern her

feature, with J.

leading

December

role,
4."

P.

Mc-

which

is

motion pictures we had seen. Our
views became of vital interest to us and

of

we decided

the best way to furnish the
public with clean, wholesome, yet vitally
entertaining photoplays, the kind we both
believed the people really want to see,
was to enter the producing field.
believe the screen is entitled to the same
calibre of motion picture, as we would
also wish to see our families indulge in,
in the way of literature."

We

Elliott

in

Cast

In the cast selected for "A Pasteboard
Crown," adapted for the cinema by
Thomas F. Fallon, are listed the following screen players: Robert Elliott, Evelyn Greeley, Jane Jennings, Gladys Val-

Albert Roccardi, John Hopkins.
Eleanor Woodruff, J. H. Gilmour and

erie,

Dora Mills Adams

Special Natural Color

Planned for
Weiss Bible Feature

Effects
In

connection

work involving

with the preparatory
the feature production of

the Old Testament. Louis Weiss, vicepresident of Artclass Pictures Corporafor this film, announces
effects in the matter of
tinting, toning, subtitle backgrounds and
natural colors will embellish this protion,

that

sponsor

many new

duction.
Due to the character of the film and
the subject with which it deals, special attention will be given to the art
backgrounds for the numerous captions,
he says.

—
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said time limitations only prevented

M.P.T.O.A.

Opens

War

on

First National
(Concluded from Page

Adolph Zukor came

"'like

41)

a

man,"

lis-

tened to complaints, promised adjustments, and had made more than good in
every instance.
In the present instance, the speaker
said, only fear or contempt for the Mation Picture Theatre Owners of America
could be the cause for First National officials
not appearing.
Senator Walker
then launched into a bitter excoriation
of the acts of First National and of Manager J. D. Williams and Treasurer Harry
Schwalbe. He then read various sections
from the contract signed by the subfranchise holders, which document, he
declared, was void of mutuality and
therefore would not hold good in any
court of law.

Unjust
no mutuality and no hope in
such
a
contract,"
shouted
Senator
Walker, thoroughly warmed up to the
Calls Contract

"There

work

is

hand.

in

"It

is

a

weapon

of opIt re-

pression and of oppression only.
cites in every instance what the exhibitor
'shall do' and tells what the company
'may do.' And many of these 'shall do'
requirements are so unjust and grinding
that they have driven exhibitors out of
business and many others are finding it
impossible to live under them.
"It is this contract whcih has made it
possible for Schwalbe to say, and he has
said it, that the only way to treat an
exhibitor is to hit him on the head and
take his money.
And under this contract Williams has declared he would
make the exhibitors the janitors of their
own theatres, and he has come pretty

many cases."
Reads Many Complaints

near doing this

Senator

then

proceeded

to

read complaints registered against First
National, some of them in the form of
affidavits, from sub-franchise holders and
other exhibitors who were not sub-franchise holders.
In some instances subfranchise holders had forwarded power
of attorney to Senator Walker, he stated,
authorizing him to act for them in an investigation of the First National.
The
reading
of
the
complaints
occupied
nearly two hours, and Senator Walker

TOM

he declared.
"And when I say a trunkful I
mean it. It is no figure of speech."
In
his
peroration
Senator Walker
shouted:
"If you theater owners will
start it here we will wring from First
National a Magna Charta for these little
franchise holders which will give them a
square deal or we will put First National
out of the picture business.
Are you
willing?"

Resolution Is Adopted
This was greeted with cries of "yes,"
"yes," and cheers which lasted several
minutes.
Mr. Edelhertz then presented
the resolution in the form of a motion,
which was seconded from a dozen or
more points in the room. Several exhibitors present spoke on the motion,
each urging its adoption. Henry Gainsborough of Flushing said that threats had
been made that First National was to
provide product for a theater to be built
in his town, one of the chief parties interested, he said, being Earl Hudson of
First National.

wood,

N.

J.,

W. W. Young

of Ridge-

and Secretary Samuelson

of the M. P. T. O. of
of similar threats.

New

Jersey told

President Brandt then put the motion
vote and it was carried unanimously,
The
after which the meeting adjourned.
to

resolution follows
Whereas, the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce has extended an invitation, both to the
:

Associated

First

National

Pictures.

The statement

issued by

Robert Lie-

ber, president of First National, the
following day is as follows:
"It would seem from the phone
calls
coming into our offices from the trade

press regarding the meeting held yesterday by the Theatre Owners Chamber of

Commerce, in which Senator Walker
made an oratorical attack upon this company, that a statement by us has become
necessary.

"This company has held, and still holds,
its relation with its franchise
holdis a matter of individual action
between them and ourselves. We have a

that
ers
full

realization of the seriousness of this
and we shall continue to

obligation

handle any complaints
sented to us, with the
consideration that they
position,

originally

Executive

officers,

properly
full

pre-

measure of

deserve.

This

expounded by the
was unanimously up-

held by the delegate meeting of our franchise holders in Chicago.
As far as we
are concerned, we consider this phase of
the matter a closed incident, as far as a
public discussion goes.
"We do wish to make the statement
here and now that sooner or later, every-

one
connected
with
this
industry
whether exhibitor organizations, trade
papers, distributor and producing organi-

—

zations, or other component parts
will
realize that the business as a whole is

not to be helped by destructive measures

and destructive

tactics that some
find as their only stock in trade."

men

Incorporated,

to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to appear at this public forum, for the
purpose that each side might present its case in
connection with the grievances that have been
received from the sub-franchise holders of the

and

First National Pictures, Inc., against said Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and
Whereas, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America have appeared in accordance with said
invitation, and have presented its case, through
its counsel. Senator James J. Walker,

NOW. THEREFORE. BE

IT

RESOLVED,

that the evidence which has been presented here
is of such a serious nature and character that it
affects the entire film industry of this country,

in

Walker

him

from reading more.
"We have a whole trunkful,"

69

and
Be
ers'

It

Further Resolved, that the Theatre Ownof Commerce go on record, unequivo-

Chamber

and unalterably to condemn in their every
phase the practices and methods employed by the

cally

First National
Films, Inc., in
their dealings with sub-franchise
well as with all the other exhibitors;

Associated
connection with
said

holders, as

and

Be

Further Resolved, that this Organization
go on record as favoring a thorough investigation of the said methods employed by the said
Associated First National Pictures. Inc., to the
end that this Organization shall employ all the
powers at its command toward cleaning out said
It

Selton President of
Kansas City League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS
following

CITY, MO., Nov. 29.— The

of the Kansas City
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association
were elected for the ensuing year at a
recent meeting:
William A. Shelton,
Ashland theatre, president; Robert Carnie, Alamo theatre, vice president; Archie

Josephson,

officers

Victory

theatre,
treasurer,
theatre, sec-

and A. M. Eisner, Strand
retary.

The

exhibitors

adopted a resolution,

agreeing that the screens of Kansas City
will not be open for the discussion of
any commercial projects, but that the
exhibitors will stand readv at all times
to assist
possible.

the

government

in

any way

MIX, the Fox star, in two scenes from "Trailin' " in which he appears for the first time without his familiar cowboy
accoutrements which have characterized his previous productions. "Trailin'," however, is a Western story and gives him
ample opportunity for much dare-devil horseback riding.

K
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TOPICS

From Readers
Communications

on

1921

10,

OT THE DAY*

The Literary Digest

topics

of

Writers are reconfine themselves to

current interest

quested to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

—

A few words mumbled by the minand people are married.
He Yes, a few words mumbled by a
sleeping husband and people are divorced.
Boston Transcript.
She

ister

—

—

*

Children as Assets

BISHOP, TEX.— To
the

Herald

the Editor:

the best in field and

is

I

Husband (reading market report)

think

—

see-

I

there's a corner in eggs, now.
Wife I see no advantage in that, the old
fashioned round ones were all right. Duhtth Herald.
*

—

would

not attempt to run Hub's theatre without

While it is only a small town house,
on the map; seats 200 people;
equipped with two DeLuxe model Moit.

is

it

Hub— What

W ife — Come

you

are just as likely as not to be
sitting by the ministers of the town as
I
have been reading a
anyone else.

in

return.

Help
Cooperate with your people.
them and they will help you. I would
like to line up a bunch of small town
exhibitors, that are always knocking
their town, in my lobby any Friday
give a special matinee
afternoon when
to the school kiddies and let them see*
the kids come in laughing and hollering.
The noise is like a storm but the little
ones have a good time. They ask me
I

1.000

questions but

in

the long run,

it's

worth the money and then some. Get a
smile on your face; be a kid for three
hours per week and it will return 100

—

per cent of the investment. B. L. Hubbard, manager, Hub's theatre, Bishop,
Tex.

Another Viewpoinc

DANVILLE,
The question

I

ILL.— To
would

Editor:
ask of all

the

like to

exhibitors is "Why the half price ticket
for children?" Why does an exhibitor
have a lot of seats filled with children
at half price while people, paying the
full admission price, are compelled to
stand up?
Other people see these
standing up and pass on.
Then the second trouble: You plan
an age limit of eleven years and the
children swear to it that they are only
eleven when you know they are fourteen and fifteen years old.
Some of
them will never get over the age of
eleven.
1
have had some nights on which I
charged the full admission price and T
found that while less children came,

more grown people did come and some
grown people waited for these nights to
come as they escaped the noise made
by the children on the other nights.
Here's hoping the day of the half price
admission will soon be over and that
all exhibitors will have a single price
for children and adults. J. T. Flaherty,

—

Jr..

Danville,

An

111.

Analysis of Conditions

DETROIT. MICH.— To

the Editor:
Now that the good times are (not)
here, a little word of optimism will per-

to the milliner's.

*

Mrs.

You

bumps

on down

British American.

people.

bunch of junk from a nearby exhibitor
about the people in the town not being
only want to say this through
1
alive.
your paper: A man's picture business
If he knocks his
is just as big as he is.
town, it will give him just as many

glorious spring day!
I
face anything, on a

a

could dare anything,
day like this.

tiograph machines, Blizzard cooling system, Gold King screen, 5 ply veneered
oak seats, $3,000 soda fountain in the
lobby, and patronized by the best of

Howard

until

I

— I've

am worn

—

talked and talked to

to a frazzle.

Mr. Howard Well, why not shut up for
"Topics of the Day" Films.

repairs.

»

BILLY BEVAN

and Mildred June, in a
scene from "By Heck," a Mack Sennett
two-reel comedy distributed by First
National.

haps help some brother exhibitor. Business is not near what it should be (that
is in neighborhood houses).
No matter
what we put on, they just hustle by and
don't even give you the once over.
Why? Don't you know? Guess again.
Here's my dope. I may be wrong.

Do you remember last summer how
bad business was?
Did it ever strike
you or did you bother to find out why
the producers were not releasing their
big specials? No? They, like ourselves,
anticipated a renewal of business in
the fall and just naturally held up the

—

Mrs. Scrapp John, I've invited one of my
old sweethearts to dinner. Do you mind?
Scrapp Certainly not, I always like to
meet lucky people. Jack Canuck.

—

(surveying his wife's new
don't mean that you're going
to wear those indecent clothes in public?
Mrs. Sprinky I don't see any object in

Mr. Sprinky

togs)

— You

—

them

wearing

—

Town

away
Then he asked

to see

anywhere

else!

Topics.
*

Wife — The doctor
needed a stimulant.

my tongue.
Hub— Good
give you a
Transcript.

said right

heavens!
stimulant

I

for

that

I

hope he didn't
Boston
that.

big ones.
The result
They started
with a rush and big unheard of exploitation campaign and released altogether about ten big real super-specials.
Here are some of them: "Over the Hill,"
"Old Nest." "Three Musketeers," "Little

mother used to bake.
She And I wish that you made the
dough my father used to make. Hudson

Lord

Observer.

*

:

Fauntleroy." "Dangerous Curve
Ahead." "Affairs of Anatol." and so on.
Besides, we had a whole flock of stars
in personal appearances (who needed

some

cash).

Now
the

all

little

this

house.

rush has a bearing on
Naturally, the patrons

from your neighborhood wanted to see
Ben Turpin's blue eyes, and Lew Cody's
mustache and Theda Bara's vamp, and
George Beban's monkey. So they hustled past your house.
Perhaps, they
look in, but at the same time,
perhaps they were thinking about you
and saying to themselves "Oh, we can
go over there anytime. Let's go downtown tonight and see Pearl White. She's
at the Bi Joe.
It only costs 75 cents
didn't

ijicluding the war tax."
it is a safe bet. quite a

Now

few hunfrom your particular zone went
"down" and spent money you ordinarily
would get if there had not been so
many big attractions in the down town
dred

houses.

Now,

if I

am wrong

in

my

dope.

I

am

going to be disappointed some, but

hunch that

am

I

The main
thing is not to worry. Just get down
to business.
It's bound to come right
feel a

I

right.

my

in
opinion. There is nothing wrong.
If you survived the past year, you are
a real showman.
Jack Cairns, manager,

—

Brooklyn theatre. Detroit, Mich.

He — I wish you

could

make

pies

like

—

Walthall Cast for Lead
In New John Stahl Film
Henry B. Walthall will play one of the
two leading male roles in the next John
M. Stahl production, "One Clear Call,"
adapted from Frances Nimmo Greene's
book of the same name. This announcement is made by Louis B. Mayer in conthe statement that he is
entire industry for stars of
distinct type and international fame for
the all-star cast of this next Stahl picture.
It will be a First National attrac-

nection

with

combing the

tion.

"Life's Greatest

New

Problem"

Davis- Brandt^ Picture

The second of the independent feature
productions being produced by Quality
Film Productions, Inc., the George H.
Davis-Joe Brandt organization, is practically completed. The picture bears the
It will
title "Life's Greatest Question."
be ready for distribution within the
month, after final editing under the personal supervision of Mr. Brandt.
Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely are
featured in "Life's Greatest Question."

——

—
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US

THE

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

week what the picture
Address "What The

every

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.

Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

A mencan

comments from

Dearborn

S.

who do

the elite

not atgive satis-

tend shows very often:

It will

Payment Guaranteed, with Maragrita
Fisher.
This is an extra good picture,

faction to high-class
theatre, Reedsburg,

people.

with a love story of a different angle from
most pictures. Promise your patrons 100
per cent entertainment when they see
this one.
J. E. Higgins. Majestic theatre,
Cullom. 111. Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

—

—

—

—

Sunset Jones, with a special cast. Did
not pull. Like a man wanting a new car
and waiting til! it becomes second-handed
Strand theatre, Norton, Ya.
to buy.
General patronage.
Payment Guaranteed, with Margarita
Fisher.
A fairly good picture. It took
well with my patrons.
Chas. Kuchan.
Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111. General
patronage.

—

—

—

—

Associated Exhibitors
Women Who Wait, with a special cast.

—A

good

Most

all of the Assofor us.
This picture
will
please any class of patrons.
M.
Oppenheimer, Empire theatre.
Or-

picture.

make money

ciated

Xew

—Transient

—

patronage.
What Women Will Do, with a special
cast.
Drew fair on two rainy nights.
Good picture. Everybody pleased who
saw it. J. L. Rap'perport, Lovejoy theatre, Buffalo, X. Y.
Neighborhood -patronage.
The Rider of the King Log, with a
special cast.
Not a special. Too long
drawn out. Redeemed by scenery. Some
patrons thought it very good and others
very poor, so pleased only about 50 per
cent.
Poor attendance two days. Chas.
Kuchan, Idylehour theatre. Canton. 111.
General patronage.
leans, La.

—

—

—

—

W

is.

—

Picture is padded
gets the worst of it.
Action slow
to at least one extra reel.
and draggy. A case of "suspended aniNorman
If
I
were
it
were.
mation" as
I
would kick on being cast in any more
Another case of
antediluvian themes.
wasted energy and ability of an excellent
Too bad. If your audience isn't
star.
too exacting you might play this to adMine "hollered" their heads
vantage.

but without sufficient cause for so
much noise. I've played better but I've
played a lot that were a whole lot worse.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, NeGeneral patronage.
Ijgh, Nebr.

off,

—

—

Mamma's
madge.

—A

with Constance Talbut not up to the

Affair,

fair picture,

He

Exploits
And R eports
The esuits

R

D.

WOLERSTEIN,

theater, Jackson,

service

National

ness

Rained.

fair.

— G.
N.

Buffalo,

theatre.

Strasser.

Y.

Place,

with

have

Emblem

"T h e
of his

— Neighborhood
Constance Tallike

fine.

in

age.

Minutes to Go, with Charles Ray.

Ray

average

picture.
Will not
stand raise in admission prices.
Charles
should let some one else direct him. Local
football enthusiasm being at high pitch
aker,

some

in

Howard

— General

patronage.

— H.

J.

theatre, Alexandria.

LongMinn.

patronage.

One Arabian Night, with Pola Negri.
One of the kind that pleases about 50
per cent of small town patronage.
Of
course

am

speaking for this town only.
S. S. Stevenson, Princess theatre, Henderson. N. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Man Woman Marriage, an Allen
Holubar production. Did not make
money for me. but heard very favorable

—

I

—

box

fice reports.

Busi-

— Patrons seem to
this picture
No business. Carnival
town for
week. — Frank D. Adams. Lyric theatre,
Waycrosse, Ga. — Neighborhood patronmadge.

helped

exploitaof-

You

read

in

Theatre"

showman-

ship over

Woman's

Two

is

tion to

Norma

patronage.

— An

complete

from

The Sign on the Door, with
Talmadge. Best she ever made.

to

brother exhibitors

—

Majestic

Miss., stands for

100 per cent co
His
operation.

—

—

—

—

standard of

long

a

period.

recently
More
you have read
departthis
in
ment his reports
office
box
of
results obtained with pictures from
various sources.
Mr. Wolerstein is, to use his own
He
words, "no spring chicken."
has been in the show business most
the
directs
now
and
of his life
destinies of the Majestic and the
Century theatres, the latter Jackson's theatre of the speaking stage.
Two of his exploitation achievements stand out from his consistent
record, his campaigns for First

to be a little

Na-

drawn

Strand theatre,
patronage.

The Old Swimmin'
The Ray fans

Ray.

—

picout.

Al-

Hole, with Charles
will

like

He

this.

the over-grown kid who does not act
extra smart.
Plenty of laughs. Adam
Horning. Yictor Opera House, Victor,
Mont. Small town patronage.

is

—

—

Jim the Penman, with Lionel Barrymore. This is pretty heavy stuff, but
an excellent attraction of its kind. Not
the kind of a picture to be a drawing
card for me, but commended by those
who saw it. E. L. Franck, Oasis theatre,
Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. A 100 per cent production from every angle. Authentic account of Custer's last right. Love story
throughout.
Humorous comedy situa-

—

Thrills

tions.

in

Photography

plenty.

good.

Exterior scenes all that could be
desired. Two days to big business.
Get
in touch with your schools. Feature Wesley Barry strong for kiddies. Kirkwood's
portrayal of Captain Nolan excellent.
Miss Daw has youth, beauty and art.
Play it. Get behind it. You can't go too
strong.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre,
Detroit. Mich.

—

Mother O' Mine,

a Thomas H. Ince
kind of a mother picture that the public likes.
Has every
appeal that goes to put over a big story.
Setting and acting the best.
It can be
put over big and pleases. Ben L. Morris. Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. Went over big. Everyone well
pleased.
Business big. More like this.
Y. F. Saxton, Fort Plain theatre. Fort
Plain. N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance

production.

— The

—

—

—

Talmadge.

—A

fair picture.

Connie

is

los-

ing out here, and this picture failed to
draw. E. J. Degenhardt. Princess the-

—

Mendota,

atre,

111.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

The Woman in His House, with Mildred Harris. This sure is a special. Too
much cannot be said for it. There was
hardly a dry eye in the house among the

—

women.

Such pictures as this one will
C. H. Powers, Strand
Dunsmuir, Calif. General pat-

censorship.

kill

theatre,

—

—

ronage.
Devotion, with E. K. Lincoln and Hazel
Dawn. Just an average plot; but well
produced insofar as photography, direction and stars were concerned. The story
surely part of the entertainment.
is

—

Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexGeneral patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Excellent, and excellent business for two
days. Rain second day did not stop them.
H.

J.

andria. Minn.

tional week and Paramount week,
both of which won full page display in the exploitation pages of

— G.

the

N. Y.

HERALD.

Constance Talmadge's

Seemed

tures.

— Majestic — Silverman Bros.,
— Neighborhood toona, Pa. — General

The Branded Woman, with Norma Talmadge. Same old story wherein the wife

—

First

St. Chicago.

—

Strasser.

Emblem

— Neighborhood

The Last

theatre,

Buffalo.

patronage.

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
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&

Gustine

Roush,

Lewistown,

III.

Princess

theatre,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The

River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. An A No. 1 picture. They
all
said so as they went out.
J.
W.
Baird. Crystal theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.

—

—

— Neighborhood
Talmadge.
Clarence
theatre,

is

right

there, felsure.

get your audience,

.Langacher, New Glarus
Glarus. Wise. Transient

W.
New

—

patronage.

—

Passion, with
Pola Negri. Greatest
picture I have ever run.
Poor business.
Ran three days. Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Am

with Louise Glaum.
out of their way to express
appreciation of this picture.
consider it an excellent attraction.
E. L.
Franck,
Oas s theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.
I

Bloomfield,

theatre,

Charles

with

10,

1921

— Home
Chaplin. —
la.

wonderful comedy, but it was not all
there as I saw this before showing here
and noticed that some was cut out.
Clarence

W. Langacher, New

New

Gtarus, Wise.

Glarus the-

— Transient

pat-

ronage.

— Connie

She'll

Wishard

patronage.
The Kid,

atre,

patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
lows.

December

Guilty,

Many went

their

—

We

:

The Inferior Sex, with Mildred Harris.
This is a fairly good picture for the average audience.
Nothing to rave over.
Drew fair crowd. James J. Christie,
Third Avenue theatre, Watervliet, N. Y.

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with
cast. — Excellent picture.
The
patrons

a

special

kind

my

A

picture like this is a
credit to the picture industry.
Clean in
every respect. Admission 10-2.i cents.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre. Fairmont,
like.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Midnight Romance, with Anita StewAnother full house and everybody
art.
pleased.
This was sure great. Book it.
Ncbr.

—

— W.

F.

Way

Baker, Boone

—

theatre, Mt.

Vernon, Ky. General patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Exceptional.
Clarence W.
Langacher,
New Glarus theatre. New Glarus, Wise.
Transient patronage.

—

—

Fox

BEN
pointed by

TURPIN, Mack

Rex

Philip Rand,
Idaho, as judge in

Salmon,

—

Over the Hill, with a special cast.
wish to recommend to all exhibitors large

Sennett star, aptheatre,

and small throughout the United States
that they play this William Fox production.
There is no praise too great for
this picture.
Not only is it a remarkable
attraction from the box office standpoint,
but there is absolutely no class of audi-

the beauty
suggested by J. C. Jenkins of
Neb.
(First National will distribute
his
next comedy, "Love and
Doughnuts.")

contest
Neligh,

Tourncur production.

— Had

arrangements

who will fail to appreciate
Over the Hill is
picture.
Henry
a safe bet for any exhibitor.
Daly, Ye Liberty theatre, Chico, Calif.
ence anywhere

the schools and we
played this one together on percentage,
with no advance in admission prices, and
played to the largest business in a year.
Production faithfully follows the book
and is satisfactory entertainment; in fact
in some respects it is a masterpiece.

made with one

W. H.

of

Brenner, Cozy theatre, WinchesGeneral patronage.
A Splendid Hazzard, with Henry WalExcellent production.
Held interthal.
est from start to finish of big houses.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, TombGeneral patronage.
stone, Ariz.
Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
Two reels too many. Neither drew nor
pleased.
Story
very unconvincing.
Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale. 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. Very good. One of the kind
Will
that people want here and there.
keep them in laughter for an hour and
Clarence W. Langacher. New
a half.
Glarus theatre, New Glarus, Wise.
Transient patronage.
ter,

Ind.

and enjoy the

Over the

—

Hill,

with

a

special

cast.

This is the most wonderful picture we
have had the privilege of exhibiting. Each
actor's

Carr

—

is

work

is

perfect

and

simply wonderful.

that of

Though
should see this picture.
sad parts, it has lively ones also.

—

it

by

all

means.

— Adam

Mary

Every person
it

has

Book

Horning, Victor

—

—

—

VIOLA DANA,

appointed judge in the
Contributors' Beauty Contest," has signified her willingness to act
in this capacity. (Miss Dana is seen as
above in "The Fourteenth Lover," a
forthcoming Metro production.)

HERALD

—

Bob Hampton

of

—

Marshall
very good draw-

Placer,

a

Neilan production. A
ing card and seemed to please all classes.
Particularly pleasing to the old-timers.—
E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
Whether they like westerns or not

—

classes will like this one. Used it for
a nigh school benefit and pleased them as
well as the regular picture fans and we
want to please our regulars as well as
those that have the benefit. G. W. YeaNeighton. Ioka theatre. Exeter, N. H.
all

—

—

borhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
All the
Just as good as The Kid.
laughs you want. Business fair on this
picture.
Ralph Rosso, Hippodrome theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sky Pilot, a King Vidor production.
A splendid picture. Boost it.

—

—

—

—

The Branded Woman, with Norma Talmadge. Good picture. Good business at
advanced prices. A. A. Suszycki, MaMauston,
jestic
theatre,
Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge.— Dandy good corned}'. Pleased
everybody. Constance's smile wins them
P. J. Burford, Princess theatre. Daniphan, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

all.

—

—

Woman

The
madge.

— This

is

Gives, with Norma Tala good picture but not

as good as previous Norma Talmadge
pictures.
But she always draws. James
J. Christie. Third Avenue theatre, Water-

—

vliet,

Not
good

N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Guilty, with a special cast.— Very
picture.
Majestic theatre, Reeds-

burg, Wis.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Midnight Romance, with Anita Stewart.
A good one. Fine scenes, fine cos-

—

tumes and a picture that pleased. Made
me some good money two days at 12
and 27 cents. No kicks. H. A. Wishard,

—

ROGERS, appointed to the
WILL
the Jenkinsboard of judges
in

Sprague-Rand-Meyer beauty contest by
F. S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
(His Goldwyn production, "Doubling For
Romeo," now in circulation, has been
called his greatest.)

—A

—

-

December

10.

:

:

—
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Opera House. Victor, Mont.

— Small

town

paronage.

Over the

—

Stars Agree to Serve

with a special cast.
telegram to William
Fox: "Wish to extend congratulations
the
Hill
as being the best picon Over
ture we have ever had the pleasure to
exhibit. Picture was booked for rive daj s
against our better judgment. Held over
two additional days and was shown to
more than one-third of our city's populaJones & Cammack, Cozy theatre.
tion."

am

I

Hill,

sending

this

As Judges

Viola Dana. Ben Turpin and Will Rogers have agreed to act as
judges in the "W hat the Picture Did tor Me" beauty contest. Constance Talmadge's acceptance was published in the November 26 issue
of the Herald.
Miss Dana wires from Los Angeles as follows

—
Shawnee,

Okla
Over the Hill, with

special

a

cast.

Played three days and should have held
Turned them away.
over another day.
Patronage kept picking up all the time.
Fine picture and will get the money.
Fred L. Conplin, Liberty theatre, Suffern.
X. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
A very good balanced picture bound to
Here he
please, although a new star.
made good as the plot was good. J.
Carbonell. Monroe theatre. Key West.

THANKS TO E E SPRAGUE FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
SERVE AS JUDGE IN YOUR EXHIBITORS BEAUTY CONTEST AS
TURNING TABLES ON EXACTING SHOWMEN OFFERS UNLOOKED
FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO HUMBLE SCREEN PLAYER AM SURE
YOU WILL FIND SOME NEW STAR MATERIAL AMONG SHOWMEN IF YOU TROT OUT YOUR HANDSOMEST BEST OF LUCK
VIOLA DANA

—

—

Mr. Turpin. also

—

—

—

—

— General

A

—

it

Victor

—

would stand me up and then the girl beside me and if she looked the least like*
me she wasn't accepted. But on the other hand, if she differed from me and
showed any human characteristics she was taken on. I was used in that show

This particular production only

for me.

as contrast.
I don't drink, but it looks like the judges should be furnished liquor as it
would be utterly impossible to give a fair and unbiased opinion if sober. Now
I suggest you start a department in your progressive paper called, "What
This Face Has Done For Me." And by all means don't publish any pictures
of these birds as you want the paper to keep selling.

Xot so good as some of their other
productions. J. C. McKee, Electric theXeighborhood patronatre. Bolivar, Mo.
fair.

— —

age.

Hickville to Broadway, with Eileen
Percy. A dandy comedy that pleased.
All of Fox are good.
In fact, so good
we are booked solid for a year. C. X.
Armstrong. Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rose
Lake, Idaho. General patronage.

—

Yours

—

P. S.

—
—

—

After Your Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
This picture held the audience from
start to finish.
One of his best. A. Eastwood. Strand theatre, Manluis, X. Y.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Lovetime,
Mason.
with
Shirley

—

beautifully,

WILL ROGERS

challenge "he winner.
R.

pictures of the contestants will be republished in the December 17 issue. Judges are urged to cast their votes in time for
publication of the result in the Annual Holidav Issue, dated December

The

24.
|

Order extra copies

early.

—

—

dandy picture and

— E.

my

patrons told

me

Ford.
Broadway theatre.
O.
Brooklyn. Ia. Xeighborhood patronage.
Rough and Ready, with William Farnum. Farnum. as ever, always good.
Subject also good.
Although a reissue,
it made good.
J. Carbonell, Monroe theso.

I

W.

—

Little Miss Hawkshaw, with Eileen
Percy. Very ordinary program picture.
D. E. Fitton. Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.

THIS EXHIBITORS

I have been dishonored by being asked to be a judge in a men's beauty
contest.
I will accept on the condition that I don't have to look at the faces
to be judged. If they are brought before me I demand that they be masked,
or if they are not I will be.
Now, I am a beauty specialist. I was for five years with Ziegfeld's Follies
and helped him pick all his girls. In fact he used me as a kind of decoy. He

was splendid. Adam Horning,
Opera House, Victor, Mont.
Small town patronage.
What Love Will Do, with Johnny
Walker and Edna Murphy. This late
Fox team has been drawing fairly well
said

Los Angeles, wires:

BEAUTY CONTEST BEEN CONDUCTED WITHOUT ME THE REIGNING MATINEE IDOL OF THE SCREEN BEING ONE OF THE JUDGES
MAY HAVE TO MAKE TWO DECISIONS ONE FOR EACH EYE
THAT IS PHILIP RAND MIGHT APPEAL TO MY LEFT OPTIC AND
F S MEYER TO MY LUSTROUS RIGHT ORB YOURS FOR MASCULINE PULCHRITUDE
BEN TURPIN
Mr. Rogers in Xew York writes the following on his own Corona

patronage.
Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
This broke all house records for the
Everybody
year in number attending.
111.

in

WOULD HAVE BEEN INSULTED HAD

I

Xcighborhood patronage.
Bucking the Line, with Maurice Flynn.
Fair picture. Everyone seemed pleased.
New star, of course, hurt business some.
H. B. McFarling, Gem theatre. Cairo.
Fla.

of Contest

—

—

atre.

Key

—
West,

Fla.

— Xeighborhood pat-

ronage.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom MLx.
This is good.
A little different and
has plenty of action. Played on Sunday
to a very good crowd.
Spalding Bros..

—

Gem

—

theatre. Taylorville,

111.

— Xeighbor-

hood patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Charles Jones.
A good Western. A good story. Pleased
my audience. Xo compliments, but several good comments.
Will please any
audience that likes plenty of action.
Joseph
F.
theatre.
Spangler.
Globe
Beaver. Okla. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

Skirts, with a special cast.

— Considered

anything but a super-special. Just an
ordinary picture. J. C. Wickham. Select
theatre. Schenevus, X. Y.
Xeighborhood
it

—

—

patronage.

The
Jones.

One Man

— An

Trail, with
excellent western.

Charles
Pleased

Be sure and book this
100 per cent.
one.
You can't go wrong on it. All
of the Jones pictures I played so far were
Admission 10-25 cents. P. G.
good.
Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Xebr.

—

— Xeighborhood patronage.
His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum. — A good picture. Patrons well

Splendid acting. Good story.
Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington.
O. Small town patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. Very
good. This picture is more of a comedy
drama than a w estern, having very many
pleased.

W.

J.

—

—

humorous

sub-titles.

Very

thrilling.

W. Langacher, Xew Glarus
Xew Glarus. Wise. — Transient

Clarence
atre.

thepat-

ronage.

The Big Town Roundup, with Tom
Mix. This one did not draw my usual
crowd, but no fault of picture. Xot his
best, but will get by Okay with Mix
E. O. Ford. Broadway theatre.
fans.
Brooklyn, Ia. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Big Town Round Up, with Tom
Mix. This picture is full of action. It
pleased all. Tom Mix always good, but
does not draw as good as he used to.
Jones draws better. James J. Christie.
Third Avenue theatre. Watervliet. X. Y.

—

—

—

—

—

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

Lovetime, with Shirley Mason.

— Shir-

ley

is

always welcome

in

our town.

We

are sure of a house when we play her.
G. X. Armstrong. Y. M. C. A. theatre.
Rose Lake. Idaho. General patronage.

—

The Mother Heart, with Shirley Mason.
Good picture and pleased. Very light
business owing to bad weather. Shirley
Mason usually gets at least a fair amount
of business. J. C. McKee. Electric theXeighborhood patronatre. Bolwar. Mo.

— —

age.

Firebrand Trevison, with Charles
Jones. Variety is the spice of life. Every
exhibitor wants a good western picture
now and then. Try this one. It will
majority. Adam Horning.
satisfy the
Victor Opera House. Victor. Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Hands Off and

Tom Mix. — Both
A Ridin' Romeo

A

Ridin'

Romeo, with

good ones. Many said
was the funniest westIf your
ern they ever saw screened.
patrons like good comedy westerns give
them this one. M. D. Foster. Gem theSmall town
atre. Williamsburg. Kans.

—

—

patronage.

Singing River, with William Russell.
fairly good western picture with Russell in the character that made him popuRussell fits better in western type
lar.
than any type and should stay at it.

A
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>ecember

I

1921

10,

—

bank on Goldwyn every time. Loren I.
King, Wigwam theatre, Los Angeles,
Neighborhood patronage.
Calif.

—

Stocker Starts Fund

To Buy Winner

Wet

Gold, with a special cast.— Wonunder-sea photography.
Picture
will draw.
Best Sunday in a year. B.
Shaw, Nostrand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Transient patronage.

derful

Prize

—

—

Snowblind, with a special cast. We
consider this a poor picture. Too much
sameness.
They use the word "star"
very carelessly in some of these all-star
productions.
H. F. Oilman, Club the-

E. Stocker, Myrtle Theatre, Detroit. Mich., believes that the
winner of the "What the Picture Did for Me" beauty contest should
receive a prize in keeping with the importance of his victory and
encloses with the following communication a check for $1.
J.

—

111.

The

The North Wind's

Malice, with a speall pictures were
as good as this our worries would vanish.
--G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Exeter,
N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.

The

Invisible

—

The Girl With the Jazz Heart, with
Madge Kennedy. According to latest reports, Madge has retired from the screen.

—

truly,

STOCKER.

E.

J.

hold Mr. Stocker's dollar in trust pending disposition of his suggestion by contributors to this department.
will

Let us give thanks to Him from Whom
ble-vings flow.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. General patronage.

—

all

Woman

The

Christie,

J.

Watervliet. N. Y.

Third Avenue theatre.

— Xeighhorhood

patron-

gara Falls, N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

age.

Get Your Man, with Charles Jones.
Jones gets his man all right, and we

—

them at the hox office also. G. N.
Armstrong. Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rose

get

Lake, Idaho.

— General

patronage.

My

Girl of
Heart, with Shirley Mason.
of those nice little program picWill please any audience.
tures.
Admission 10-25 cents. P. G. Held. Sterling
theatre. Fairmont, Nebr.
Xeighhorhood

— One

—

—

patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
One of Mix's good ones. They usually
are all good but this one is better than
the average.
Gave fine satisfaction.
Majestic
theatre,
Reedshurg.
Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
Nest, with a special cast.
No picture ever exercised so much influence over our patrons as did The Old
Nest.
With all the war pictures and
other spectacular screen wonders, nothing ever got the heart of my people.
There is nothing spectacular about thisNothing in the way of a plot
picture.
or anything of that sort.
It just portrays a typical American home and family and follows them from infancy to maturity.
It contains the greatest tribute
to motherhood that it is possible to
think of.
The scenes'. are so natural.
Told the average story of life that people
simply could not resist.
Tears?
Yes.

Nothing

This picture pleased about 75 per cent.
I
thought it was great myself. R. E.
Johnson, Franklin theatre, Piggott, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Lamplighter, with

—All

Mason's pictures
She goes good with

plays.

Wickham.
Y.

Shirley Mason.
are nice clean
us.

—

J.

C.

Schenevus. N.
patronage.

Select theatre,

— Neighborhood

—

Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix.
This
western feature is interesting from start
to finish.
Plenty of action and comedy
combined.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Exhibitor, book it if your patrons like action.
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre.
Beaver, Okla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Dare
is

a dandy.

— Adam

Devil, with Tom Mix.— This
Full of excitement. Pleased

Horning,
House, Victor, Mont.

all.

Victor Opera

— Small

town pat-

ronage.

The
Jones.

—

Nest, with a special cast.
This is one of the best pictures I have
ever seen and I have been looking at
them for the last 15 years. Book it. It
will
make monev for you. James J.

— Great

Ralph Rosso,

Trail, with
Charles
picture.
Fair business.
Hippodrome theatre, Nia-

—
theatre.

Third Avenue
WaterNeighborhood patronage.

Christie.

N. Y.

—

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with

—

a

spe-

A very human picture. Only
could be sure of six each week
as good as this.
Mrs. R. G. Jordan.
Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale. 111. Neighborhood patronage.
cial

wish

cast.
I

—

—

The North Wind's

Malice, with a spe-

cial cast.
Very good; many liked it even
better than Humoresque. With the right
kind of exploitation should go over big.
Did a very nice three-day business for
us.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre.

—

Wed

— General

—

—

Tom

Officer 666, with
Moore. Tom
Hereafter,
to like brass buttons.
we'll know that it's cheaper to buy him
a uniform in preference to wasting our
Can't
efforts, trying to "put him over."

—

Fred
Hamilton. O.

be did.

Meyer, Palace

S.

— General

theatre,

patronage.

Laughing Bill Hyde, with Will Rogers.
ill
Rogers dominates pleasing pro-

—W

My

—W. W

patrons

—

atre, Delta. Ia.

are

strong

Men, with a special
Good picture. Poor business. G.
ser,

—

Emblem

for

Alhambra theNeighborhood patronage
Stirlen,

Godless

theatre,

Buffalo,

cast.

N.

StrasY.

Neighborhood patronage.
Godless

Men, with

a special cast.
to the taste of our patrons
but a good picture, with ample action.
flivver for us; should go good where
the "fighting kind" of pictures are in
demand. The religious part was insuffiFred S. Meyer.
cient to offset the other.
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O. General

Not

suited

A

—

—

patronage.

The

Street Called Straight, with a spehigh class picture that
Can't get
pleased all of a small crowd.
them out to anything here any more.
Down East at 5 and
Don't think
10 cents would get 200 out.— R. C. Buxton. Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.
cast.

—A

Way

Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

Gold, with a special cast. A wonderful production which will get good
houses and please them all.
You can

Buffalo,

theatre,

patronage.

seems

cial

—

— Neighborhood

Rogers.

—

Worlds, with a special
Poor business.

Chinese.

Emblem

Strasser.

Y

duction.

The Old

vliet,

— G.
X.

Two

Tale of

— Too much

women

all

touch the human
did.
Chas. Blaine. Morgan theatre, Henryette. Okla.
General patronage.

Hamilton. O.

One Man

in

A
cast.

pictures ever made to
heart as this picture

Grownup men sobbed and

—

—

The Old

cried.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

—

and the Puppet, with GerFarrar.
The poorest picture I
have ever played during the five years
GerI've been in the picture business.
aldine Farrar may be a singer, but sure
is
no actress.
My patrons walked out
on this one. Seven reels of trash. P. G.
Held. Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
\i ighborhood patronage.
aldine

James

if

— What

—

I

can afford to blow myself with a dollar.
Who is next?
May the handsomest man win.

Yours

but

Power, with a special
docs Goldwyn mean by telling us their pictures are all good for two
days? They fooled me once, but never
again.
H. W. Russell. Family theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Albion. N. Y.
cast.

nickels, dimes, quarters or dollars.

so

— Old,

—

on, Boys, if you think I am right that the winner of
beauty contest, between Jenkins. Sprague, Rand and Meyer,
ought to receive a prize in the form of a loving cup. Chip in your

week showing "The Old Nest,"

cast.

cial

this

last

—

—

—

?

had a good week

pat-

Penalty, with Lon Chancy. Good
but failed to please. Chas. R.
Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
General patronage.

Come

The Herald

— Neighborhood

picture,

—

I

Calif.

ronage.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find check for $1. This dollar is to go toward
a fund to buy a loving cup for the winner of the world's most
famous beauty contest.
What is the good of receiving the beauty prize without the
prize

Weed,

atre,

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
Chicago,

—

The Revenge
cast.

— There

will draw
of the Apes.
it

of Tarzan, with a special
much to this one but

is

not

if

you have played Tarzan

— Geo.

C. Starkey,

Mc Keg's

—A
December

Opera House, Montour
Neighborhood patronage.

Falls,

N.

Y.

but

figure and dancing.
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone. Ariz.
General patronage.

—

with Alice Lake.
Story ends too abruptly.
Did not please the majority oi
patrons. D. Wolerstein, Majestic theatre. Jackson, Miss.

Madame
No good.

Peacock, with Nazimova.
Acting too slow. Poor business.
(First Run).
R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O. Transient

patrons.
Pictures ot this
calibre it is a pleasure to run in a theExhibitors should give plenty of
atre.
Silverman Bros., Strand thepublicity.
atre, Altoona, Pa.- General patronage.

East Lynne, a Hugo Ballin production.
Lost big money due to non-arrival of

Second night fell down.
advertis.ng.
Didn't keep to story, which
Play sad.
disappointed some. In spite of our failure I believe Harry M. Palmer of Washington, Ind., is right in his appreciation
of Hugo Ballin's work as a producer.
Many thought Mabel Ballin's acting exThis play, though sad.
ceptionally tine.

The U.

P. Trail, with a special cast.—

Little rough, but, like all Zane Grey's
pictures, it pleases most of them.
F.

—

Hejtmanek. Opera House. Clarkson, Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

—

The Spenders, with a special cast.
very excellent attraction. A good clean
comedy-drama. Story is interesting, actand

amusing.
house enjoyed this.
E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
A real big western that pleased all. Did
not make any money, but no fault of the
picture.
Can't get farmer trade when
corn is cheap enough to burn and other
things in proportion.
R. C. Buxton.
Strand theatre. Ransom. Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart.
Sympathy for the three important charing

first-class
Everyone in the
is

titles

—

—

made

acters

Marguerite

—

this a picture that

Dc La

the blind girl

was

was

loved.
Motte's portrayal of

fine.

—Adam

Victor Opera House,
Small town patronage.

Victor.

Horning.
Mont.

your

—
—

—

theatre,

— Neighborhood
Billions,

Niagara

—

with Nazimova. A well proStory, while ordinary, is

interesting, cast capable and up to standard, but while Nazimova is rated as "The

Great," business

— W.

ANTONIO MORENO

in a scene from
Guilty Conscience." his latest Vitagraph production.

"A

was

less

chester. Ind.

— General

patronage.

The Cheater, with May Allison.— This
w as a very good program picture. Metro
r

—

all pretty good.
H. H. Burden,
Mirage theatre. Axtell. Nebr. Small
town patronage.
The Great Redeemer, with Hou>e
Peters.
This one did my house good.
Bill it as a special and cash in.
F. W.

pictures

too much war
connected with it.
People are tired o:
seeing war pictures. H. E. Gilman. Club

However, there

cial.

Weed.

theatre.

is

—
— Neighborhood pat-

Calif.

ronage.

The Man Who, with Bert Lytell.—
This was a

little

too light,

and not as

interesting as the story" it was taken from.
Bert Lytell is much better in a more
serious part, like "Jimmy Valentine."
Ben. L. Morris. Temple theatre. BelIaire.

O.

The Match Breaker,

with Viola Dana.
Viola popular with my

— A good picture.
people. — G. M. Yeaton, Ioka theatre. ExN. H. — Neighborhood patronage.
eter.

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.
A much hashed story made into an inBert Lytell
can always bank on Lytell.
whether in comedy or drama. I do wish
the producers would leave out the cuss
words. It does not help things one bit.
Sudie I. Haney. Liberty theatre. Des
Moines. N. M. Small town patronage.
The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.
A dandy picture and pleased, although
business was below average on a Saturday and Sunday. E. J. Degenhardt.
Princess theatre. Mendota. 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Passion Fruit, with Doraldina.
Nothing particularly striking about this.
teresting photoplay because

makes

it

so.

—

I

—

—

—

than average.

H. Brenner. Cozy theatre. Win-

—

—

—

Lyric

Gates.

Holley.
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre.

N.

Y.

The Hope, with Jack Hulhall— Angood average program picture.
so good looking he makes a hit
with the ladies. H. H. Burden. Mirage
theatre. Axtell, Nebr.
Small town patother

Jack

is

—

—

ronage.

Eye
other

for

Eye,

with

Book

good one.

Nazimova.

— An-

Actress is
great. J. W. Baird. Crystal theatre. Pattonsburg. Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Off-Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.

—

— Very
Gates.

it.

—

good program
Lyric

picture.

Holley.
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre.

— F.
N.

W.
Y.

Paramount
The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production. On November 5th I
played this picture. Will say as a box
office attraction it is all there.
You can
raise your prices and fill your house, and
with an even dozen big stars making up

—

the cast no one will leave your theatre
and say anything but something com-

plimentary about the show. It broke my
house record on just the ordinary ad-

The Sagebrusher, with Roy Stewart.
This

splendid production, sure to
was well liked by my audiGood story from start to finish.
As near perfect as it could be made.
Pleased 100 per cent. Joseph F. Spangler.
Globe theatre. Beaver. Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
is

please.
ence.

a

Thanksgiving

It

—

Metro
The Infamous Miss Revell, with Alice
Lake. The plot is fine and the star can
not be beat. She is as good as the best
and a great personality. Book it. boys;

—

—

you can't go wrong. j. Carbonell, Monroe theatre. Key West, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

—

—

with a special cast. The picture is well
taken and is long enough for a big spe-

N.

Falls,

patronage.

duced offering.

—

—

—

Hippodrome
Y.

seriousness of the drama. Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.

We

If

like May Allison this picture
give satisfaction.
Admission 10-25
cents.
P. G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special cast.
Good picture. Plenty of
action.
Fair business. Ralph
Rosso,
will

—

consider only a fair feature.
Will just get by with the public, but
nothing to brag about.
If it were not
for the novel it would not draw.
only had small crowd. Joseph F. SpanGlobe theatre. Beaver. Okla.
gler.
Neighborhood patronage.

Allison.

Just a
—
patrons

— Pleased

I

—

Are All Men Alike? with May
fair program picture.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a speciaf

— This

—

patronage.

Small town patronage.

Lavender and Old Lace, with a special

fine.

—

—

is not slow nor draggy, being filled with
many interesting scenes which relieve the

Seas,

Scenic effects

Jefferinterest

Like the story, is of more
son.
I gave a story contest
to the children.
for children between 10 and 14 years,
gave good prizes for the best written
by a boy and the best written by a girl.
It created quite a bit of interest and
helped to draw the crowd. Adam Horning, Victor Opera House, Victor. Mont.

cast.

—

Uncharted

Rip Van Winkle, with Thomas

—

Doraldina's

Giacoma

Hodkinson

cast.

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

10;

—

(Fox) with Eileen Percy
another proof of the great value of this department. A year ago. in
appeared the black face type
the December 25. 1920. issue of the
report of Will F. Taddiken. cf Morganville. Kans.. concerning his "Turkey
Night" stunt. I tried it out. Gave away a dressed turkey to an adult and a
dressed chicken to a child. It made the best paying night in nineteen days.

Beware

of the Bride

Still

HERALD

Many

thanks.
I should say not. It is a rattling
is not a "J. Fuller Gloom" picture.
clever farce drama, not over-refined to be sure, but good for a general mixed
Saturday crowd, which will raise your roof a few inches without the aid of a
jazz orchestra. The comedy situations are very funny and the titles amusing.
There is nothing coarse or risque, and though Miss Percy romps around in
her ahem teddy bear, I believe. it will go over without offense. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon. Idaho.

This

—

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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1921

10,

night.
The ticket seller could go
before the show. H. W. Russell,
Family theatre, Albion, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

good

—

home

—

The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton.
The story is a little "far-fetched" but
interesting and held the
of the crowd.
W. C. Cleeton,

very

—

Higbee, Mo.

atre,

— General

attention

Gem

The Witching Hour, with

ter.

Elliott
reel entertainment.

it

best pictures

— A big 7
one of the
run. — H. W.

I

McCampbell,

Carpenteria,

theatre,

the-

patronage.

Calif.

Dexcall

I

have ever
Auditorium
Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

Too Much Johnson, w ith Bryant Wash-

—

Not enough Johnson for us.
Could have looked at more. Good laugh
all
the way.
G. N. Armstrong, Y. M.
C. A. theatre. Rose Lake, Idaho.
Genburn.

—

—

eral patronage.

The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dalton.
Good program picture. Everyone
pleased.
Raymond Schneider, Midget
theatre,
Mctamora, III. Neighborhood

—

—

—

patronage.

Too Much

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN,

Way

scene from "The
nick picture.

in a

of a Maid," her latest Selz-

Speed, with Wallace Rcid.^
surprise in this one.
It's great.
Don't be afraid to exploit it. Theodore
Roberts is the best I ever saw in this one.
H. W. Russel, Family theatre, Albion,
N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

A

real

—
best of all, my
Story
s
patrons were well pleased.
weak, but 1 want to say it gets tinmoney. Raise your price and clean up.
H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium theatre, Carpintcria, Cal.

what

and,

vertising

is

—

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. De
Mille production. Just ordinary picture
Stars, of course, draw, but you are forced

The

—

your admission, which antagoH. B. McFarling.
nizes your patrons.
Gem theatre, Cairo, III. General patron-

to

raise

—

—

age.

The

Woman God

Changed,

Cosmo

a

— The play good.
Scenic effects great.
Pleased the majorof our patrons. — D. VVolerstein, Ma-

politan

—
N.

Jackson, Miss.

jestic theatre.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Good business on this, but I am sure the
majority of fans

like

Hart better

in

pic-

tures like some of his older ones such
a* The Toll Gate or O'Malley of the
Mounted. H. W. Russel. Family theatre.

—

Albion, N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

— Pleasing

Sham, with

Ethel Clayton.
entertainment, but not up to
tions.
Patrons did not think it
as The Price of Possession.
J.

Legion theatre,
Small town patronage.

bert.

—
Norwich,

expectaas good
H. Tal-

Kans.

Wealth, with Ethel Clayton— Not heralded as a world beater, but pleased and

A

drew

business.
held all the way.

really nice picture that

Newburgh,

Park theatre.
— Stone.
ransient patronage.

R.
Y.

Kirkwood.

—A

very

good

James

with

picture,

well

produced. Kirkwood is very good in his
impersonation.
Book.
It
is
bound to
Carbonell, Monroe theatre.
please.
J.
Key West. Fla. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Whistle, with William S. Hart.—
Just a program picture. Acceptable to a
-mall Saturday aud'ence.
Mrs. R. C. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Great Moment, with Gloria SwanGood story for the star. Good box

son.

—

— B.

office attraction.
Brooklyn,
atre,

N.

Shaw. Nostrand theV.

— Transient

pat-

ronage.

Cappy

A

Ricks, with

Thomas Meighan.

No

very good picture.

doubt Meighan

a "good luck star." The picture was
good at all angles. J. Carbonell. Monroe
is

—

Key West,

theatre.

Fla.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
McLean. Dandy picture and will please

—

any audience. Just tell them its another
2Z]/2 Hour's Leave and it will make good.
H. W. McCampbell. Auditorium theNeighborhood
Carpenteria. Calif.
atre.

—

—

patronage.

Deception, with a special cast.
nificent production
from every

— Magangle.

Miss Clayton and her
support were at their best. Ben L. Morris, Elk Grand theatre, Bellaire, O.
The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production. Very ordinary.
We
bought It for a super, put on a big ad-

Many said it was the best picture I ever
run.
Personally I consider it a wonderful picture.
Best business I have had
in three months.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric
Small town pattheatre, Harrison. Ark.

vertising campaign and
flat the second night.

the Way, with a special
Fa r p cture but no "biz." Lost
cast.
money. R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre

—

—

and

lost

Gustine

money.

&

the picture fell
raised price*
Pleased 50 per cent.--

We

Roush. Princess theatre. Lew-

—

111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Inside of the Cup, a Cosmpolitan
production.— It will be many weeks before this picture is forgotten.
It is a
pleasure to show oictures of this calibre
and if more pictures of the same qualitv
were produced we would get more boosts
and less knocks from censors. H. T.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria.
Minn. General patronage.
The Hell Diggers, with Wallace Reid.
Played two days to big business and

istown.

The

—

—

—

was

really surprised.

Patrons

all

pleased.

—

ronage.
Stra ght
:

—

—

Is

;

;

—

Canton, O.

— Transient

patronage.

Beau Revel, with a special cast. It's
a fine thing that they don't make all pictures like this.
If they did it would be
The

Achievement
in Theatre Organ Building
Greatest

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

rf Hieh-Orarle

ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS
Theatre and Home.
413-419

W. ERIE ST.

—

Midsummer Madness,

'i

The Great Impersonation,

production.

ity

J.

with a special
A high class story and well done.
pleased but not nearly as well as
Mother O' Mine. Ben. L. Morris, TemIt

—

Too Wise Wives,

with a special cast.
Just a fair program picture.
D. E. Fitton,
Lyric
theatre,
Harrison, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.—
Another J00 per cent picture. Get it.
It's
Raymond
a dandy picture, boys.
Schneider, Midget theatre, Mctamora, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Grim

Game,

with

Houdini.

—

thrilling picture.
One that holds the interest well.
P. J. Burford, Princess theatre, Daniphan. Mo.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Love

Special, with Wallace Reid.
one pleased everybody.
Not a

— This
dull

moment

in

the entire picture. Great

Combination of Reid, Ayers and
Roberts cannot be beaten. J. H. Talbert, Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans.
Small town patronage.
What's Your Hurry? with Wallace
cast.

—

—

Reid.
Good picture, but not his best.
A. J. Swingle, Paulick theatre, Muscoda,

Wis.

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas McLean and Doris May. It
sure did me a world of good to sit in
the back of the theatre and listen to the
hearty laughter when this picture was on
the screen.
It isn't new, but it is just
as full of laughs as the day it was reHarry M. Palmer, Liberty theleased.
General patronatre, Washington, Ind.

—

—

—

age.

Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
production. Three days to fair business.
Due to weather. Do not notice title as
Settings are wonderpicture is clean.

—

—

Photography excellent. L. F. Hanful.
more. Broadway theatre, Newburgh, N.
Y. Transient patronage.
Heliotrope, with a special cast.
good dramatic story, overdrawn perhaps,
Its finish is too
but seemed to please.
gruesome, so that the happv ending leaves
Ben. L. Morris, Temple
a bad taste.
theatre. Bellaire, O.

—

—

—

The
ILL.

O.

ple theatre, Bellaire,

for

CHICAGO,

—

cast.

it.

— A very
lesson
cent. — E. D.

Cost, with a special cast.

good nrogram

picture.

Good

Pleased about 80 per

in

—
December

10,

the

—

Ark.

Man, with Robert War-

Everyone enjoyed the picture
wick.
Raymond SchneiStar not popular here.
der,

—

Midget,

Metamora,

theatre,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

Humoresque, with a special cast. The
picture I ever had in my house.
Patrons pleased 100 per cent. Drew fine.
J. W. Winters, Club theatre, Tuxedo,
N. Y. Xe ghborhood patronage.
best

i

—

—

The Witching Hour, with

— An

Elliott

Dex-

unusual picture in many ways,
that pleased about 75 per cent of our

ter.

patrons.
Strong plot.
Elliott Dexter
does the best work in his career. Some
remarked that the picture should have
ended at the sixth reel. J. H. Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. Small

—

—

town patronage.

—

The White Circle, with a snecial cast.
A. fair picture. Pleased only about one

Lose money consistently on ParPlayed 13 Paramounts during
past three months, and lost money on
10 of them.
Played 19 Universals with
a substantial profit on each; 9 First National, gained on 6, lost on 3, 5 Metros,
gain on 4, lost on 1; 3 Fox gain on all.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.
in five.

amount.

—

—

—

What Every Woman Knows,

—

with a

cast.
Opinion divided on this.
Personally enjoyed this more than any
for a long time.
Some said it was ex-

special

Some said "rotten." Consider
a high-class audience picture.
D. E.
Fitton, Lyric theatre. Harrison, Ark.

cellent.

—

it

Small town patronage.

The Tree of Knowledge, with Robert
Warwick. Pleased a small audience

—

Personally I thought it an excellent program picture.— B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre. Bishop,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Easy

to Get, with

An
•

Marguerite Clark

old production.
It went fairly well
popularity of star. Raymond
Schneider. Midget theatre, Metamora, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

on

—

Thou Art

the

—
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Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln,
Neighborhood patronage.

Thou Art

—

Man, with Robert War-

—

77

wick. A good picture. Warwick is most
generally good.
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

T en

The Dancin'

Fool, with Wallace Rcid.
clever Reid picture that sends
them away smiling. B. L. Hubbard, Hub
theatre, Bishop, lex.
Neighborhood pat-

— Very

Pictures

Ma de Money

1

hat

For M[e

to

5.

Male and Female.
Out of the Dust.
The Miracle Man.
The Little Clown.
Everywoman.

hear 'em laugh like they used to in old
Keystone days get this one.
It's
so
good I am repeating it. Jack Cairns.
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit. Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

6.

45 Minutes from Broad-

7.

way.
She Couldn't Help It.
Moonlight and Honey-

—
—

1.

2.

ronage.

3.

The Ghost
Gish.

— Clever

in the Garret,

comedy.

If

you want

—

Mary

Ellen

othy Gish.

4.

with Dorothy

—

8.

suckle.

Comes

to Town, with Dorstory, but star is all

— Weak

— Edward Lindsey. Lindsey theatre
Industry,
— Small town patronage.
The Toll Gate, with Will.'am
Hart.
— This a fine picture. — Horton & LatOdessa Opera House, Odessa, N. Y.
— Small town patronage.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas McLean and Doris May. — One
of the best we have run.
100 per cent
success. — R. E. Johnson, Franklin theatre, Piggott, Ark. — Small town patron-

The Lone

Star Ranger.
Don't Ever Marry.

9.

r.ght.

10.

111.

F.

KOZUCH,

J.

Airdome

S.

is

theatre,

Schulenburg, Tex.

tin,

age.

Albany,

theatre,

—

a

Cecil

B.

DeMille

—

Easy

One

of

to Get, with

the

best

—

comedy-dramas

for

the

best

I

Cynthiana,

Montgomery, Royal
Ind.
Neighborhood

have had.

— Edward

theatre,

—

patron-

age.

Treasure Island, a Maurice Tourneur
production.

— Very

good, but did not get

them

on old costume paper. All were
but poorest Saturday business
many moons. B. L. Hubbard, Hub
theatre, Bishop, Tex.
Neighborhood patin
satisfied,
in

—

—

ronage.

Sand, with William

a

Neighborhood patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
of

Leave, with Douglas McDoris May.— Good in every

Marguerite Clark.

long time. Give us more of this kind.
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

One

Y— Neighborhood

23% Hours'
Lean and

way.— A.

Male and Female,

production.
Played this one day, mat.nee and night, Saturday, October 22nd.
Turned them away at 55 cents admission.
Broke my house records for any picture.
Back to God's Country had held record
for more than one year.
B. L. Hubbard.
Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

N.

patronage.

S.

Hart.

— Patrons

well pleased and this is a good western
subject.
Drew good—W. W. Mase.
Mase theatre, Prattsville, N. Y.— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

Pays

It

to

Advertise,

W ashburn. — Good

with

Bryant

Lindsey, L'ndsey theatre. Industry, 111.
SmaJ town patronage.
A Virtuous Thief, with Enid Bennett.

true to its
name. Business only fair. W. L. Landers,
Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

Photography excellent and a swell little
Drew
Clean and will please.
fair.
A. C. and J. W. Gardner, Bearl

Neighborhood patronage.
Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
A splendid Dalton picture. Well received by 90 per cent of a good crowd.
— B. L. Hubbard. Hub theatre, Bishop,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

picture.

—

comedy and

—

—

Pathe
The Lure

Egypt, with a special cast.
Pleased most of the patrons. This picture and a good comedy will draw a
good house. M. Oppenheimer, Empire
theatre.
New Orleans, La. Transient

—

of

—

—

patronage.

The Deadlier

Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
misleading.
Blanche kidnaps a
stock jobber rival and takes him to the
north woods, where he is held captive
while her lieutenants prevent a raid on
her railroad. Story well worked out and
some beautiful shots of rivers and moun-

— Title

tains.

Good entertainment and

I

would

—

advise playing it at regular prices. J.
C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Xeligh.

Neb.
Note:

I see that A. L. Picker, of the
theatre, Ironwood, Mich,, says he is
going to wash his neck and ears (and
we trust his feet also) and have his picture taken for the Herald.
I know A.
L.
I met him on the Pullman on our

Rex

way home from the Cleveland convention, when he gave me a note to giveto Sam Mclntyre. Metro's Omaha man-

REX INGRAM

directing "Turn to the Right," the adapted John Golden stage success for Metro. Alice Terry, Jack Mulhall and Edward Connelly have the principal roles. The New England scenes are being made in California.

ager, and it is to be hoped that guy won't
butt into that beauty contest. If he does
it will be good night for the rest of us.
-jr. c. j.

Rio

Grande,

with

a

special

cast.

E"X

73
Rather old now, but a picture that

—
Schcnevus,

make 'em howl.
theatre,

J.

C.

Wickham,

N. Y.

will

Select

— Neighborhood

patronage.

P.

1

I!

I

1

—

—

Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar Lewis
This pleased all that came
Did not draw very many peoto see it.
ple for me, although it is a good feature
and should get the crowd if well adverJoseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre,
tised.
Beaver, Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
production.

—

—

—

—

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
very good program picture. J. .).
Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

TORS

Thompson, Liberty
Wis.

ville.

— General

II

R A

]•:

Pardce-

theatre,

patronage.

—

—

The House of the Tolling Bell, with
May McAvoy. — I'll say give us more of
"That's the kind we want," many
'em,
Good
patrons of my theatre told me.
business. — Ralph Rosso. Hippodrome theNiagara

atre.

N.

Falls,

V.

much.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
is
a fine picture and pleased all
that turned out to see it; some stayed
Weather 30 below.
for both shows.
Lost
Everybody hugged the heaters.
money, but no fault of the picture. G.
F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.

This

—

Fla.

1921

10,

one of Gasnier's poorest.

It's

L'arbonell,

Pleased.
Played to lull house
and had many favorable comments and
no complaints. Dr. Roy Hudson. The
Liberty theatre, Killeen, Tex. Neighborhood patronaee.

—

December

1.1)

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis production.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Pleased my patrons 100 per cent. Not
Our part of the
an adverse criticism.
country being bit hard, I used a special
letter which brought me desired resultC.
A real full house once more. R. H.
Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.
Small town patronage.

I

Monroe

Salvage,

with

Key

theatre.

— Neighborhood

—

J.

West,.

patronage.

Frederickget by in

Pauline

Mother love story

that

will

—

nice shape.
It's worth booking.
E. O.
l ord,
Broadway theatre, Brooklyn. Ia.—

Neighborhood patronage.
What's A Wife Worth? with a spcdJ
cast.
Not much can be said for this
either way; if you play it, exploit the
title.
It will go over.
Fair business.

—

Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamiltdh,
O. General patronage.

—

Bright Skies, with ZaSu Pitts.— ZaSu
why such a name? The four-legged animals had a hard time to save the twolegged actors in this production. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

Black Roses, with Sessue Hayakawa.
One of the best pictures we have played.

— Small town patronage.
— Frank D. Adams. Lyric theatre, Way—
cross, Ga. — Neighborhood patronage.
The
Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis proThe Devil to Pay, with a special
type of
altogether
new
duction. — An
— Strong program picture and gave en- western that has more punch than DcmpRealart
satisfaction. — W. W. Stirlen, Alham
western, fellows.
a
— Neighborhood sey.youHere
bra theatre. Delta,
Everything for Sale, with May Mcplay
put your shoulder to
patronage.
Avoy. — A clean, sweet picture that everyworth boosting.
your publicity.
cast.

tire

this

If

Rio Grande, with a special

cast.

— This

good interesting story taken on the
Mexican border. Adam Horning, Victor
Opera House. Victor, Mont. Small town
is

real

is

la.

a

—

—

It

likes a western will like
first-class picture.
H. P. Thompthis.
son, Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis.

— —

—A

The

poor
Killer, with a special cast.
opinion, as it might keep
title in
some away, but a fine picture just the
same. It is clean, abounds in action and
real suspense, a clever story and good
acting and real direction and some clever
Lots of good comments on this
shots.
one, and it was worth all that was said
about it. Clean as spring, thrilling as a
H.
fire and fascinating as gold, is right.

my

—

—

A

General patronage.

patronage.

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
Played this the week following Reputation and had more comments on Half
a Chance, although it did not draw as
well.
Half a Chance has something to
please everyone. Wish we could get more
L. Meyers. Liberty theatre.
J.
like it.
Small town patronage.
Ivcsdale. 111.

is

Anyone who

RC

Pictures
with J. P. McGowan— This

Cold Steel,
a very good western picture.
should please any audience.
Club theatre, Weed,
Gil man,

is

Think

— H.

it

E.

Calif.

Nobody's

Kid,

Mac

with

a

—

Key West, Fla.
Two Weeks With Pay, with Bebe Dan-

atre.

Neighborhood patronage.
Marsh.

Daddy Long Legs
picture
style, minus the drawing power of the
latter.
Too bad that Marsh isn't more
popular.
A picture of this type is a refrom the average. Fried S. Meyer
lict
Palace theatre, Hamilton, ( ). General

Good

will enjoy.
May McAvoy is as sweet
looking girl as could be presented in
a picture.
Her ability as an actress is
wonderful. I predict that if her director
keeps on giving her as good vehicles as
Everything for Sale she will become one
of the most acclaimed favorites of the
screen.
I
must also mention Kathlyn
Williams, who never fails to please. This
picture can be recommended, as you cannot go wrong. J. Carbonell, Monroe the-

one

kid

—

—

iels.

— Nothing

fering too much.

I

run

much.

Be careful

Picture

is

in of-

boomed

too

all

Realarts

double

in

them strong enough

not consider

—

hood patronage.

Hush Money,

Wite's Awakening, with Pritzi Brun-

nctte.

Do

—

patronage.

A

— Good.

bill.

to run alone, but they are just the thing
for a double feature bill.
G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H. Neighbor-

with Alice Brady.

drew us no business.

picture, but

McFarling, Gem theatre,
General patronage.

— Fair

— H.

Cairo,

B.

III.

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
The former Majestic had been playing
star in the small house.
Switched
over to larger house and did twice the
this

business.
theatre.

— Frank

D. Adams, Orpheum
Cross, Ga.
Neighborhood

Way

—

patronage.

The Land of Hope, with Alice Brady.—
Good program picture. Alice is a fair
drawing card for me.

— W.

Ark.

L. Landers.

Business only

Gem

— Neighborhood

fair.

theatre, Batesville,

patronage.

A

Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawlcy.
One of the best of Wanda's pictures we
have shown. A. R. Workman, Coliseum

—

theatre. Marseilles,

111.

A
—A

Kiss in Time, with Wanda Hawley.
pleasing feature. G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Exeter. N. H. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Two Weeks With

— Good clean
everybody. — A.
iels.

J.

atre,

—

Pay, with Bebe Dan-

comedy

that

pleases

Swingle, Paulick

the-

Muscoda, Wis.

—
—

Brady. Very
D. E. FitSmall
ton. Lyric theatre, Harrison, Ark.
town patronage.
Little

Italy,

The Land

— Failed

wjth

Alice

program

entertaining

picture.

—

of Hope, with Alice Brady.

to arouse any particular interest.
Giacome Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb
General patronage.
stone, Ariz.

-

—

—

One Wild Week,
One of Bebe's best.
one.

with Bebe Daniels.—
Pleased most every-

Miss Daniels always draws

for

me

—
December

—

J.

Mo.

McKee,

C.

—AA

.
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Electric theatre, Bolivar,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

A
~A

Heart to Let, with Justine Johnstone.
dandy comedy. Everybody liked it.
D. E. Fitton, Lyric theatre, Harrison,
Ark. Small town patronage.
Her Face Value, with Wanda Hawley.

—

—

— Picture, not suited to this star. Poor
business. — H. B. McFarling, Gem theatre.
Cairo,
— General patronage.
111.

Selznick
A

Man's Home, with a special

suited

should pass'

up, as

it

it

is

No

any audience.

to

cast.

much and

This picture pleased very

exhibitor
a sure box-

is

— Benjamin Apple, AmeriTroy, N. Y. — Transient pat-

office attraction.

can theatre,
ronage.

Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.
very pleasing rural comedy-drama.
Gave almost 100 per cent satisfaction.
As a rule, Selznick offerings are good,
and they are getting a good start on

A

—

Degen-

their 1921 and 1922 service.
E. J.
hardt. Princess theatre. Mendota,

111.

Remorseless Love, with Elaine

—

merstein. Weak
Poor continuity.

Bad

Ham-

Good theme.

story.

Over-

lighting.

unreadable titles.
In fact one of
poorest Selznick pictures put out.

tinted,

the

many

Too
Clark.

and

fade-outs
theatre.

Iris

— General

Pacific

ins.

— C.

Grove,

B.

Calif.

patronage.

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein. A good program picture.
Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
theatre,
New Glarus, Wis. Transient

—

—

patronage.

Handcuffs or Kisses, with Elaine Hammerstein. Remarkable
she
star,
but
won't shine long in such pictures. Mrs.
R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre. Hins-

—

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Sin That Was His, with William
Faversham. — A real honest-to-goodness

dale,

111.

special.
Better than some of the socalled super-productions.
Good Sunday
picture.
F. W.
Gates, Lyric theatre,

—

Holley, N. Y.

—

JANE HART

—

— Neighborhood

cannot praise this picture highly
I
enough. It was as good as any I have
ever run. W. L Landers, Gem theatre.
Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

A

Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore. I thought this was a good comedy, but fooled
patrons. It's too silly
and nothing to it.
people like comedy, but not that silly stuff.
Majestic
theatre. Retdsburg, Wis.
Neighborhood

—

my

My

—

—

S. S. Stevenson. Princess theatre. Henderson. N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up the Road with Sallie, with Constance Talmadge. A reissue, but one of
the best comedy dramas I have ever
The third reel has one of the
played.
biggest laughs ever put in a picture. The
story is delightfully interesting. Not one
program picture out of fifty will give the
W. J. Powell.
satisfaction this one does.
Lonet theatre. Wellington. O. Small
town patronage.

—

—

patronage.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.

issue.

on the

eum

—
audience. — H.

W.

Albion. N. Y.

Russell, family theatre.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle.
good.
Business fair.
Pleased. W. L. Landers,
theatre.
Batesville, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Very
—
—

Gem

Money,

Wife's

with

Eugene

— This a good picture. — Ralph
Hippodrome theatre. Niagara
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.

O'Brien.
Rosso,

is

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. If Owen didn't make any other
good ones, this and The Poor Simp are
very
good. Clarence
W. Langache'-.
New Glarus theatre. New Glarus. Wis.

—

—

— Transient

D. Adams. OrphCross, Ga. Neighbor-

—

D. E. Fitton. Lyric theatre.
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

Harrison.

—

Fairbanks. A massive, high-class production with Fairbanks at his best. Ran
Music score with the
it a whole week.
Book it. Geo. \\
picture a feature.
Davids. Stratford theatre. Poughkeepsie.
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

with George Arliss. This is
an excellent picture, well acted and directed, but only did a fair business, astory is above the heads of the average
AmeriApple.
Benjamin
picturegoer.
can theatre. Troy, N. Y. Transient patDisraeli,

—

a

special cast.

ronage.

—

Universal

theatre,

and
Down, with
Olive
good program picture.

—Very

—

patronage.

— Yery

—

—

with George Arliss. Strictly
and a credit to the screen and
We need more pictures like this
star.
George W. Davids. Stratford theaone.
Neighborhood
tre. Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Disraeli,
high class

—A

—

—

—

Universals. G.
Exeter. N.
patronage.

W.
H.

scene from

good, but not the best Mayo has
ever made. But you need not be ashamed

—

Gem

of this one.
Spalding Bros..
theatre, Taylorville. 111.
Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.
Action, with

Hoot Gibson.

— This

pic-

ture will please any audience that likes
Western stories. Gibson is a big favorite and draws away better than many of
the swell-headed stars.
Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre. Bellaire. O.

—

—

The Smart Sex. with Eva Novak. This
picture pleased our patrons very much,
being so good and clean. You can't go
wrong on these Universal special attractions.
Veryr few of them that we have

—

used have proven mediocre. W. C. Allen, Casino theatre. Antwerp. N. Y.
Small town patronage.
The Wallop, with Harry Carey.
pretty good western, but did not please
like some of Carey's former pictures
have.
M. D. Foster. Gem theatre. Williamsburg. Kan. Small town patronage.
Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.
pleasing picture.
Quite a number came
up to the box office and expressed their
opinion as such. Silverman Bros.. Strand
theatre. Altoona. Pa.
General patronage.
Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.
The title is misleading as well as the
paper. Not one-half as good as her The
Fire Cat.— H. W. McCampbell. Auditorium theatre. Carpenteria. Cal. Neighborhood patronage.
The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.
very good program picture for a neighborhood house. G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Exeter. N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.
Wolves of the North, with Eva Novak.
Story not much but beautiful scenery
of the north and a very cute ending that
sends them out laughing. M. D. Foster,
Gem theatre, Williamsburg. Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. NothPoorest picture have
ing to the story.
run for months. D. E. Fitton. Lyric theSmall town patronatre. Harrison, Ark.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Follies, with Marie Prevost.
eood. pleasing picture, as are nearly

Moonlight

al!

in a

— Very

—

United Artists

patronage.

Upstairs

— Frank

Way

hood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Best comedy-drama I ever saw Owen
Moore in. Pleased, but did very poor
He does not draw for me.
business.

Business not as good as it
should have been. W. L. Landers, Gem
theatre, Batesville. Ark.
Neighborhood
picture.

Thomas.

styles.

theatre.

patronage.

Red Foam, with
good

with

The Three Musketeers, with Douglas

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Take my word, brothers, this
one will sure get the laughs out of any

Falls,

—

Norma Talmadge. — ReVery good business. Some kicks

Poppy,

patronage.

His

and the popular motion picture dog actor, "Laddie,'
"No Parking," an Educational-Christie comedy.

Yeaton.

Ioka

— Ne ghborhood
:

The Shark Master, with Frank Mayo.

—

—

age.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
a good crowd and gave good sat-

— Drew
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isfaction.

— W.
—

C.

Gem

Clccton,

theatre,

Higbee, Mo. General patronage.
The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
The picture has a splendid moral lesson,
but as a Cary picture it does not have
the punch. H. W. McCampbell, Auditorium theatre, Carpenteria, Cal. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

The
Mayo.

Magnificent Brute, with Frank
real production.
Go to bed
with a Universal contract under your
pillow.
When you wake up count the
coin.
F. W. Gates, Lyric theatre, HolNeighborhood patronage.
ley, N. Y.
The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason. This picture pulled me through
on a night that I had a big home talent
show for opposition. Eugene Saunders,
Palace theatre, Harvard, III. General
patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—This
tion

W

proved a real box office
and patrons were all pleased.

attrac-

— R.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Miss Dean is cerDr. Roy Hudson.
tainly a drawing card.
The Liberty theatre. Killeen, Tex.
exploitation possible.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The Virgin

of Stamboul, with Priscilla

1921

10,

good Oriental. I would not
Admission 10-25c.

call this a big special.

— P.

Neb.

G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,

— Neighborhood

The Golden

patronage.

Trail, with

Eva Novak.—

a one you can not go wrong on.
Book and boost. Will please all. Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville, 111.

This

is

—

Neighborhood patronage.

A

The Blazing Trail, with Frank Mayo.
very good program picture with ac-

tion,

suspense

scenery.

— M.

beautiful mountain
Foster, Gem theatre,
Kan. Neighborhood pat-

and

D.

Williamsburg,
ronage.
Reputation,

—

Dean.—
with
Priscilla
following Once to Every
Woman and Outside the Law, and we
played to about same number of people
Good picture. J.
as the latter picture.
L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, III.
—Small town patronage.
Played

this

—

A.

Wilt theatre, Ligonier, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A might good, strong picture with
plenty of action and will please them if
they like strong pictures. M. D. Foster,
Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan. Small
town patronage.
The Kiss, with Carmel Myers. Good
picture, but my patrons do not like the
Would have pleased much better
star.
Kuchan,
star.
Charles
with
another
Idylhour theatre, Canton, III. General
patronage.
The Wallop, with Harry Carey. This
Adolph Kohn, Pasis a good picture.
time theatre. Granville, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. A mighty good production. Many
If
favorable comments on this one.
your patrons do not object to Oriental
M. D. Foster,
stuff be sure to run it.
Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Big picture.
Will
Dean. Pleased all.
go over any place. Played to capacity
against strong opposition and a commuMany angles of
nity fair and carnival.
ilt,

—A

Dean.

December

Vitagraph
Her

—

Lord and Master, with Alice
entertainment,
Most
pleasing

Joyce.
holds interest from beginning to end.
Protography good.
Well selected cast.
Alice Joyce had the auell directed.
They
dience with her all the time.
seemed to enjoy her different moods.
Business not holding up, but conditions
are worse than bad. I might add that the
opening scenes are taken in and around

W

summer home which is rustic in style
and some very superb shots are taken.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, WinchesGeneral patronage.
ter, Ind.
The Heart of Maryland, with Cather-

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY, who
Thomas H. Ince
Woman," which
distributing.
He

rected the
"Hail the

tional is
recting "Jim,"

an

di-

production,
First Nais

original

now

di-

story

by

Bradley King.

a

—

— Very

good. Many pleasant
remarks by the crowd. J. C. Wickham,
NeighSelect theatre, Schcnevus, N. Y.
borhood patronage.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Good
If you can get school to
to pull them in.
help put it over, you will make good. I
The
lost money, but no fault of picture.
horse takes good. R. C. Buxton, Strand
ine Clavert.

—

—
—

Bobby Vernon. — Best comedy we have
shown in a year. — P. J. Burford, Princess
theatre.
Doniphan, Mo. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

In Again (Universal), with Harry
Sweet. This one went big.
New stuff
in this one, that went big. You can boost
this
comedy.
Will go big. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

—

—

Toonerville Follies
with a special cast.

(First

—A

National),

patronage.
Cousin Kate, with Alice Joyce.

very enjoyable
comedy. All of the Toonersvilles have
pleased here.
H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre,
Alexandria,
Minn. Neighborhoow patronage.

ton,

cast.

—

Ransom,

theatre.

Kan.

— Neighborhood
— Crazy.

No good from any angle. — W. C. ClccGem theatre, Higbee, Mo. — General

patronage.
Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.
Our hat is off to Tony, for he gave us
a good one in Three Sevens. If his next
ones are as good as this one, we'll have
no difficulty in getting a crowd. These
Vitagraph trailers are sure dandy exHarry M. Palmer, Libploitation gags.
erty theatre, Washington, Ind. General
patronage.
The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams. Earle Williams is in nearly
Picture was
all pictures a "safe bet."
highly entertaining and all well pleased.

—

.

—

—

— W.

W.

Alhambra

Stirlen,

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.
When Men Are Men, with William
Duncan. — From my own viewpoint
Delta, la.

I

class this picture as the best proFree from this
duction of its kind.

would

I
was favorably
"shoot-'em-up" stuff.
My
picture.
this
with
impressed
patrons said it was an exceptionally good
picture.
The quicker we get away from
th s rough stuff and wild and woolly productions the better it will be for the

—

—

Tin Cans (Universal), with a special
Brownie, the dog, is a favorite of
our juvenile patrons and he surely scored
another bull's eye with this one. He is
clever and he gets the laughs.
What
more could you want, besides another

—

—

comedy? Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. General patronage.
Brownie

—

The Country Hero (Universal), with a
cast.
The best Century comedy

—

special
in

W.

—

the bunch; 100 per cent laughs.
H.
Russell. Family theatre, Albion, N. Y.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Now or Never (Asso. Ex.). with
Harold Lloyd. — This
a three reeler that
please
— Adam Horning, Victor
Opera House, Victor, Mont. — Small town
is

will

all.

patronage.

Law (Pathe). a cartoon comhave used several of the Aesop's
Fables stories and this one pleased as
H. J. Longwell as any. All very good.
aker. Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
General patronage.
Cats

edy.

—

at

I

—

—

:

—

W.
exhibitors.
theatre, Delta,

W.
la.

—

Alhambra
Neighborhood patStirlen,

ronage.

The Hayseed (Fox), with Al St. John.
I can say is, if you are not playing Al's comedies you are missing some

— All
DO THAT,"

DeHaven
him

in

to the lady

"My Lady

First National film.

says

Carter

who would

kiss
Friends," his latest

good

stuff.

— H.

W.

Russell,

—

Family the-

Albion, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Kiss Me, Caroline (Educational), with

atre,

—

Snub Pollard and Sambo are

W.

Short Subjects

"DON'T

Burglars Bold (Pathe). with a special
These comedies are not worth the
express charges, except a few in which
cast.

C. Clceton.

— General

Gem

featured.
theatre. Higbee, Mo.

patronage.

Captain Kidd's Kids (Pathe), with
Not as good as
Harold Lloyd. Fair.
Haunted Spooks. No business. "Frose
out." G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. RyeSmall town patronage.
gate. Mont.
Pathe Review. The best one reel you
Ralph
can show.
Just like a feature.

—

—

—

—

—

—A
December

Hippodrome

Rosso.
Falls,

X. Y.
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—

Niagara

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

theatre.

Food (Federated), with Monty
is
a real comedy.
Good
Tell them
stuff in this and went big.
that you have a good comedy coming, it

— This

you play

this.

— William

Tracher, Royal

Kan.

Salina,

theatre,

Serials

—

dian picture has been out that this one
Some of the
is going over pretty good.
serious scenes, however, get a laugh.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bel-

O.

The Son

Tarzan (Xational), with a
Episodes 1 and 2 show
special cast.
Too rapid change of
poor continuity.
of

—

scenes. Confuses spectator. The photography poor. Good drawing card, but so
far picture is not up to mark.
C. B.
Clark. Iris theatre, Pacific Grove, Cal.
General patronage.

—

The Adventures of Tarzan (A-T Serial
Sales Co.), with Elmo Lincoln. AdvenI'll say so!
Book this serial and
tures!
Increased my business 25 per
clean up.
Ralph Rosso. Hippodrome theatre,
cent.
Xiagara Falls, X. Y. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Honeymoon Ranch
but

the

riding

stunts

—

much. Just a fair program
Bob Townley, who directed the

picture.
picture, plays about sixteen parts.
Geo.
C. Starkey. Mc Keg's Opera House, Montour Falls, X. Y.— Xeighborhood patronage.

The Struggle Can>on), with Franklyn
Farnum. While it was running we wondered what it was about. When it was
over we knew. It was about the worst
ever shown on our screen. Justin &
Roush. Princess theatre. Lewistown, 111.
Xeighborhood patronage.
|

—

—

—

Western Pep (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Very good Western.
Have
seen better and a bunch much worse.
W. L. Landers. Gem theatre, Batesville.
Ark. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Montana BUI (Pioneer), with William
Good Western. My patrons

Fairbanks.
liked

—

—

Henderson,

theatre,

X.

C.

—Xeighbor-

hood patronage.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchinson. "Some stunts." is heard on
every hand.
Picking up each week.
Filled with thrills and stunts that everyone likes. V. F. Saxton. Fort Plain
theatre. Fort Plain, X. Y.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Straight
Clara
Kimball
marked that this

—

with

atre,

Degenhardt, Princess the-

J.

Mendota,

111.

— Xeighborhood

pat-

Up

Barnes

—

(Affiliated Dist.),

with Johnny Hines. A type of a melodramatic comedy-drama that the public
eats.
It is good every minute and put
over by a cast of stars. Want more like
it
Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre. Bel-

—

laire,

A

O.

Sale (Abrams), with a
A fine piece of work, that
drew out a good house in spite of bad
weather, and received more compliments
than anything we have shown in months.

Child for

special cast.

—

A

timely subject, dramatic, clean.
You
can make money on it if you have not
played it. H. P. Thompson, Liberty-

—

theatre.

Pardeeville,

Wis.

— General

pat-

ronage.

Dead or Alive

—

(Arrow),

with

Jack

Hoxie. Plenty of action.
If you are
looking for shoot-'em-up stuff, grab it
Business good. W. L. Landers, Gem the-

—

atre.

Batesville,

patronage.

Kazan (Davis),

cast.
picture, but not in the class -with
several of the other Curwood pictures I
have shown. The dogs and other ani-

good

It

will,

no

doubt, make money in most any house.
It did for me.
H. P. Thompson. Liberty

—

Pictures

You Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitor*

blank now and send
Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St, Chicago.
Fill in this

to

Title

Star

— P.

Burford,

J.

Mo.

Princess

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

patron-

age.

Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Xeal
Hart.

—Just

fair.

— P.

Fairmont,
patronage.
theatre,

The
with

Fall of

Babylon

special

a

G.

Neb.

cast.

Held,

Sterling

—Xeighborhood

I'D.

—This

W.

Griffith),

is

indeed a

wonderful feature for small town exhibitors.
It brought people to see it that
had never been before and I notice so.ne
of them are coming back.
Book and
boost.
E. O. Ford. Broadway theatre.
Brooklyn, X". Y. Xeighborhood patron-

—

Kazan

Title

(Davis), with a special cast.
over big for me on
account of being read by teacher in one
of our rooms at high school. I would call
it okay.
E. O. Ford. Broadway theatre.
Brooklyn, la. Xeighborhood patronage.

Star

went

Picture

—

—

Fair

(Tourneur),

—

Producer

Remarks

with

Helen Jerome Eddy. Picture talked
about and press agented as a special. If
you can buy it at program price play it

And

If not. lay off.
sions.
R. C.

—

don't raise admis-

Buxton,

Strand

theatre.

— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Inner Voice (American Cinema),
with E. K. Lincoln. — Viewed from any
Ransom. Kan.

angle it is a fine production, and should
go over big anywhere. Take a tip and
book it. E. O. Ford. Broadway theatre.
Brooklyn, la. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.
Some good snow scenes. Some good animal acting. Up to standard of Curwood
stories.
Fair crowd. Most all satisfied.
R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre. Ransom.
patronage.
Xeighborhood
Kan.-—

—

Heart of the West (Pioneer), with William Fairbanks. Very good western pic-

—

This series is proving very popular.
Star has good support in this one.
W. C. Allen. Casino theatre. Antwerp.
X. Y. Small town patronage.

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ture.

— Xeighborhood
—
—
with a special
Ark.

mals put the picture over.

Report Regularly on

Remarks

—

The County

ronage.

Burn 'Em

Join in This Co-operative Service

Hearts of the Range (Lubin), with a
Too slow. Barely enter-

—

tains.

Reports Tell the Whole

age.

Young. Patrons
rewas her best picture.
No one can go wrong by showing it.
Miss Young sure is beautiful and can

— E.

Office

Story.

Producer

—

—

State Rights
From Paris (Equity),

Box

Better than average business.
A. S. Suszycki. Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.
Small town patronage.

Doniphan,

—

USE THIS BLANK

it.

not setting this town afire, and
gets no better business than other serials
are getting us.
Conditions are still bad
here, despite all the producer talk about
no depression. S. S. Stevenson. Liberty
is

also act.

with a
does some fine
story does not

to

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchinson. This serial may be good,
it

star

cast.

amount

(Lubin),

— The

special

special cast.

but

pat-

—

Winning the West (Universal), with
Art Acord. Been so long since an In-

laire,

— General

ronage.

Squirrel

Banks.

Wis.

Pardeeville,

81

ronage

—

Charge It (Equity), with Clara KimAll of this season's Clara
ball Young.
Kimball Youngs are good. She is a fa-

City

—

my

vorite with
Ioka theatre,

—

patrons.
G.
Exeter. X. H.
hood patronage.

W.

Yeaton,

— Xeighbor-

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

[•:

X

II

I

I!

I
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i
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I)

The Jewish gentleman, Ered

E. Duffy,
operates the Hibernian Hall at Utica,
X. Y., has joined the sales force of Educational
Films for Central Xew York.
Xotice Fred, you sold that contract down
at West Winfield.

who

*

*

—

—

an upstairs house the authoriwere afraid it would collapse some
night. So Joe has purchased the former
Cayuga theatre and re-named it the Universal. The policy will be two changes
theatre
ties

a week.
*

Ed Harsh
Dresserville,

*

*

will reopen his theatre
X. Y., the second week

Xovember. Mr. Harsh plans
some real features.
*

*

to

at
in

show

J.

in

first-class shape.
*
*
*

S.

Burnham

Y.,

is

fine,

as he has the best pal

—

world for a nurse his charming
mother, Mrs. ; rank Farner. of Gouverthe

neur, X. Y.
*

The Xovelty

*

theatre

at

Cortland.

X

been all spruced up for the coming showing of "The Affairs of Anatol."
Y., has

Harry Still has installed two new
Powers machines and a Miroid screen,
and redecorated

his house.
*
*
*

The "Gay White Way" is due for another splurge, as Claude Hayes and
family have left for a motor trip down
that way in their new Chalmers. Business must have been good at Union Hall,
De Ruyter, X. Y.
*

*

Extensive alterations are
this house and perhaps a

planned

for

new one

in the future.
*
*
•

The W'ilmer & Vincent

*

If you live to tell the tale, try a motor
trip to Cincinnatus, X. Y., then you will

*

The Opera House

at

Ilion,

X.

Y.,

is

undergoing extensive alterations. The Temis operating Thursdays and Fridays and
the Big Ben is running like an alarm clock.
ple

William Erk was

seen slinging the paint

brush.
*

houses, the Gaiety

*

*

The Liberty Theatre

East" played the Gaiety at
popular prices with three acts of U. B. O.

Co., at Herkimer,
X. Y.. are planning to branch out in the
near future, according to Manager C. H.
Mover of the Liberty. Two additional
houses are to lie purchased. They say as

and they had to

how

and Colonial of Utica, X. Y., are enjoying
big play under the able joint supervision of
Messrs. C. P. Servatius and Sim Allen.

"Way Down

call

the cops.
»

*

Falls,

have a
X. Y.,

W. H. Linton, who owns the
Hippodrome and Linton of that city is runDemocratic
ning for alderman on the
ticket.

«

Exhibitor V. Danile. who owns the Lyric
at Utica, X. Y., is sprucing up his place
these days. Two new Simplex of the latest
type have just been installed.
*

«

•

Aura m Tishkoff motored up

Rochester to confer with his brother William, the
Eastman City theatre magnate, last week.
Ili> Xew Orphcum at Utica, X. Y., is a
real
a
of
place to delight the lovers
subusban house. Arthur Tishkoff, late of
California, is understudy to Abram.
*

*

some

B. P. S. paint peddler.
*
»

The charming Mrs. Francis McGbaw
owner of the Gem theatre
X.

to

*

of a new theatre out in the Cornhill section of Utica, N. Y., are circulating
thick and fast. Tom Kelly and Joe Burkk.
owners of the Cornhill theatres, will

Rumors

at

Little

Falls,

stated that she attributes her sue
cess to the Realart program.
think
Y.,

We

—

order to add to this personality is wh
counts in the show business, with whic
Mrs. McGraw is well endowed.
in

*
will

next season.

*

is

*

»

The Daylight Saving Law
hard row to travel in Little

*

C. H.

*

Looks like Charley Xeiihiart made a
good tie for the season by landing the BSharp Musical Club Concerts for his Park
theatre at Utica, X. Y. We wonder if the
(ioat worked properly the other night after

l

*

&

*

X.

abed with "Thrombosis and Flabitas." Xo, this is not the name of a new
Exhibitor Burnham is
Metro special.

in

the D. L.
theatre.

Williams, agent
W., and owner of the
R.

eleven o'clock.

of Auburn,

sick

coming along

for

G

»

*

Milton Tottman has reopened the
Dryden theatre at Dryden. X. V., running two nights a week. Milton has installed a new booth and the house is

now

meet the genial

Avon

1921

neither deny nor confirm these reports. Exhibitor Kelly is alderman of the 8th Ward
and Joe plans to enter the reducing contest
l>eing held in Madison Square Garden.
*
*
»

TOURING
^EAST
The landlord made Jon S. hwartzwalder move at Auburn, X. Y., as Joe had
so many people packed in his Universal

10,

The

«

«

theatre at Fort IMains,
X. Y., is enjoying exceptional patronage
under the able management of V. F.
Saxton, a local merchant. Xew heads are
being installed on the machines in this
house.
H. L. Richardson is doubling in
brass clerk in the store and exploitation
chief for the theatres.
The Rialto is now
running two nights a week.
* * *
Ft.

Plains

—

A very fine little house has l>een opened
by the local Grange at Sprouts Brook,
X. Y., seating 400. A. II. Bleekman, president of the Grange, is managing this house
and stated he would l>e in the market for
bookings real soon.
*

*

*

Chest, to whom the smell of
sawdust was familiar for so many years
and the lights in the "big top," is now run-

James

B.

ning the Capitol theatre at Canajoharie,
X. Y. This house will be entirely remodeled next spring.
James hails from the
alfalfa

licit

around Beatrice, Xeb.
*

*

*

The

Victory
at
Canajoharie, X. Y.,
opened Nov. " 10.
This house has been
F. P.
closed during extensive alterations.
Barrett stated $20,000 had been spent in
remodeling and it is now practically a new
theatre seating 670. Two latest type Powers and a Miroid screen have been installed.
Typhoons will ventilate. The policy will
be feature pictures and road attractions.
* * *

Clarence H. Dopp has

new Powers

just

installed a

in the Electric theatre at Johns-

town. X. Y., and ventilation fans. "Hurricane Hutch" will open at this house in a
few weeks.
*

*

*

The Star at Xorthville, X. Y., is shining
like a new dollar.
This house was entirely
remodeled this summer and Grant Palmer
is

looking forward to a busy season.
*

*

*

Extensive improvements are planned for
the Kun Ja Muck at Broadalbin, N. Y.
have this info from Tom Drought, who
burns the midnight oil learning big business.
A new Baird machine has just been
added.

We

*

*

Postmaster William

*

Van Alstyne

and

assistant Tom Albert at Fultonville,
X. Y., are making the natives sit up and
take notice that attend the Donaldson and
his

HOPE HAMPTON
contest,

contestants in the Chicago Daily News scenario
Hotel, Chicago.
Miss Hampton has
personal appearances over the country and recently returned
to begin work on her new feature, "White Faith."

the

making
New York

been
to

in

talking

to

Gold Room, Congress

Strand Theatres at Fonda, X. Y., with the
high class features they are showing. 'Tis
rumored Tom will soon go. housekeeping.

Ozark Said

to

Rank As One

of

Finest Playhouses in Missouri

Equipment

Progress

Webster Groves Theatre Embodies All the Latest
Innovations of the Modern Showhouse—
Seats 1.200 Persons
Xo city in Missouri, excepting St.
Louis and Kansas City, it is claimed,
can boast of a picture palace to surpass
Ozark theatre at Lockwood
and Maple avenues, Webster Groves,
which opened its doors last week with
Clara Kimball Young in "Charge It" as
the beautiful

The past few weeks have
been marked with the opening
a number of theatres in
various parts of the country.
This fact in itself is not a new
condition in the industry, but
one feature is worthy of comof

ment.
In each case, small town or
city, the theatre has been constructed along the most modern lines and equipped with
ever}- up-to-the-minute adjunct
available

the

in

equipment

field.

No

longer does the motion
picture patron of the small
'

town have to go to the large
city to see the modern in theatres.
He has the same thing
in his own town, on a smaller
scale, it is true, but complete
in

-

ever^ detail.

The small town
coming into

his

exhibitor

is

own through

the progressive spirit he is
manifesting. Through his enterprise, he now. has available to
him everything the large show-

man can

buy.

Equipment houses have him
in mind in designing new and
better

back a comfortable

distance from the street and is of commanding appearance, its California Mission architecture harmonizing perfectly
with the landscape work and beautiful
white walks leading to the main entrance.
Its wonderful appearance can only be appreciated by a personal inspection. Kennedy & Stiegemeyer. architects, designed
the theatre.

Owned by

Residents

The theatre, which is owned by the
\\ ebster Theatre Company, a corporation formed by lead'ng residents of the
St. Louis suburb, represents an investment of $75,000. It embodies all the
latest innovations of the modern theatre,
catering to the comfort as well as the
pleasure of its patrons.
The interior decorations, which were
made by Hugo R. Yolland. well known
artist who died very suddenly a few
days ago. are of soft rose tinting with
here and there touches of gold and light
tones.
series of historic Ozark Mountain scenes form the stage decorations.
The draperies of rose tone were furnished
St.

by Scruggs-Yandervoort-Barney.

Louis.

the Ozark theatre was
broken on April 10. and on October 9
the builders. William & Ferris Construction Company, and the architects informed Frank Thompson, president of
the theatre company, that the structure

Ground

was ready

for

for occupancy.

Seats 1200 Persons

exhibitor in the larger cities.
This gives the theatre accessory business a larger field
which in turn furnishes the impetus for better things for the

enters the Ozark he is impressed by the beautiful manner in which
the terra cotta. tile and stucco exterior
harmonizes. The lobby is very spacious
The audiand elaborately decorated.
torium has seats for 1200 with standing
room for 250 additional in the foyer. To
the west of the foyer is the ladies* rest
room comfortably furnished with divans
and settees for the fair patrons. The

theatre.

furnishings

atre.

wants
same

fresh.

lighting system is of the latest
thousands of globes being used
on the stage and on the walls and ceiltype,

ing of the auditorium. The stage is 18
foot deep by 50 foot wide furnishing adequate space for large road shows. The
Golden Fibre Minusa Screen works on
pulleys so it can be lifted out of the way
when stage acts are to be presented.
Projection equipment is of the latest,

^ Simplex machines and a
Hertner transverter being used.
Seats were purchased from the American Seating Company and are the peer
of any in use in St. Louis.
The large
Ozark sign 15 foot high and 4 foot wide
was obtained from the Brilliant Sign

two Type

Company.
The staff

of the

Ozark theatre consists

Louis C. Hehl. manager: Edward
of:
Florreich. operator: Miss Irene A. Bauer,
ticket seller: Arthur Stoesberg. stage
man and electrician: Marshal Lindhurst.

Joseph Cushing. Fred Clamp and Elmer
Burson, ushers.

A

equipment

for the theHe has made known his
and his wants are the
as those of his brother

sits

ways

The

the feature attraction.

The Ozark

nue. St. Louis.
It is known as a direct
fire heater and has a 12-horse power motor to drive its fans.
The hot air is
circulated throughout the house evenly
and the proper amount of cold air is
brought in to keep the atmosphere al-

As one

were purchased from
Scruggs-Yandevoort-Barney while the
Lammert Furniture Company equipped
the office of Louis C. Hehl. to the east
of the foyer.
The building is equipped with a combination heating and ventilation system
furnished by Skinner Brothers Heating
Company. 1440 South Yandeventer ave-

Equips Plaza Theatre
The Plaza

theatre. Galesburg. Illinois,

which recently opened, was completely
equipped by the Exhibitors Supply Company, of Chicago.
Joe Duffy, manager, says that this
theatre has. without a doubt, one of the
finest booth equipments in the country.
The following is a list of the more
important equipment furnished: 2 type

"S" Simplex Machines, one Ft. Wayne
50-50 Generator Set. one 14x18 Minusa
Screen. Lightning Coin Changer. Yictor
Double Dissolver. Snaplite Lenses and
Also 2 IS-inch
a bank of 9 Dimmers.
and 2 36 inch Ilg Yentilating Fans.

—

—

—

Elfelt

Heads Company

(Special to Exhibitors HeraSd)

LOS ANGELES.

Nov. 29.— Metropoli-

was organized this
week with Clifford S. Elfelt as president
It will produce
and general manager.
eight adaptations of famous novels and
tan Productions. Inc.,

four

originals

Maver

studios.

yearly

at

the

Louis

B.
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Marcel Dupre Guest
Of theatre Organists

packed with the specially invited guests,
and the enthusiasm in which the various
selections were received presages success

Mons. Marcel Dupre, organist of the
Notre Dame Catheorai, i'aris, was tue
guest of the Society 01 'lneaire Organlsts at an honorary reception held in tne
Magna Lhordia studios, 10 East Fortytourth street last week. M. Dupre is on
a two months tour of this country under the direction of Alexander Russell
of Wanamaker's stores and Princeton

lor

l niversity.

hollowing introduction by Mr. Russell,
M. Dupre addressed the gathering in a
interesting talk.
Other speakers
were J. Warren Andrews, representing
the American Guild of Organists, Frank
short,

Adams, representing tne Society ot
hcatre organists, and A. Campbell W'cston of the National Association of OrRene Hnais responded to M.
ganists.
S.
1

Uupre in French.
M. Dupre improvised in modern style
on a theme which was given him. It
is recognized that he has no equal in
improvisation.

Many prominent

church and concert organists, as well as theatre organists, were present, including George Ashdown Audsley, Alexander Russell, F. \\
Risberg, Musical Courier, T. S. Buhrman, American Organist, Kate Elizabeth
Fox, Mauro Cottone, Capitol Theatre,
local

.

Lynnwood
Harry Rowe

Farnam,
Shelley,

Win. J. Webb,
Oscar F. Comstock,

Secretary American Guild of Organists,
Frank Scaly, Capt. Perry, and practically
the

entire

membership of

the

Society.

This is the first social event given in
honor of M. Dupre.
This event is significant in bringing
together many representative church con-

and theatre organists in common.
also demonstrates the interest being
taken in theatre organists and the importance which the Society attaches to
a high musical standard for its members.
M. Dupre has examined the organs at
the Rialto, Capitol, and other local theacert
It

tres.

New

National Opens
At Greensboro, N. C.

The new National Theatre,

a 2,000 seat

releases that this

Protects

New

Harry Levey, president of National
Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures, Inc.,
has acquired world rights on a portable
projector which experts claim is the missing link in visual education.
In order to properly present motion
pictures to school or school audiences it
becomes necessary to have motion picture equipment which is fool proof, practical, safe from fire hazards and yet so
simple that a child can operate it according to Mr. Levey. Engineers who
have been working on these problems
under Mr. Levey's direction are convinced that such a machine has now
been perfected which contains every
latest device found practical in the professional projector.
The big feature of the machine
fact that it is impossible to burn

standard inflammable film
In an actual test, film
projector.
was allowed to remain in front of the
light for 48 hours and on examination
under the microscope not even a blisThe importance of this is
ter appeared.
In order to get clear
at once apparent.
and sharp pictures high-powered lamps
are needed, but in this machine, which
will be known as "The Homelight." both
perfect projection and cold light is oblar
this

—

built

in

heart

Dedication addresses were made together with an elaborate presentation
ent.

under the able direction of the manageThe two thousand seats were
ment.

1044

CAMP

ST.,

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

will

—

Carthage, Mo. G. W. Bays is erecting
new theatre adjoining the Harrington

hotel.

The

theatre, to
*

cost $50,000.

Middletown, O.

seat

— Work

is

1,200,

will

progressing

rapidly on the new theatre being erected
here by Gus Chifos and Steve Chartevei.
*

Va.

Danville.

Company

— Southern

Amusement

build a $150,000 theatre
and office structure here. C. K. Howell,
35 Poplar street, is the architect.
will

*

Wyo. — The

Casper,

pany

will erect
Center streets.

seating

Lyric theatre comhouse at Second and
The theatre will have a

a

capacity

of

Garbutt,

1,000.

Weidner and Sweeney are the

architects.

—

Charleston, W. Va. A $30,000 theatre
will be erected in Seventh avenue opposite the Indian mound, South Charleston.
R. A. Schutte will manage the house.
*

Miami, Fla.

— Building

new Fairfax theatre
Amusement Company

Two

material for the

which
will

Bradford

erect has ar-

*

rived.

Rivers,

Wis.

— Rivoli

Theatre

Company has filed incorporation papers.
The company, having a capitalization of
$40,000, will erect a $100,000

house

here.

Evansville, Ind. A theatre to cost
$100,000 will be erected at the intersection of Ninth, Tenth and Canal streets

Anderson
avenue.
Lincoln
and
Garmjost are the architects.

*

Rock Falls, 111.— A. E. Berlin, Jr., has
taken over the Lyric theatre and also the
new show-house, now under construction,
which should be completed by December 24.
*

Washington C. H., O.— Miss Edyth M.
Rlackman has purchased the Wonderland theatre in East Court street from
Isaac L. Sollars.

255 NO. I3T

"

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA PA.

and

Openings

—

National

of the business section of
Greensboro, the home of the North Carolina State College for girls.
The opening was a gala affair. Officials from all walks of life were pres-

the

building

—

Ownership Changes

*

Amusement Company and was

The

*

owned by

the

will

corner of Ninth

the

streets.

tained.

made.

is

Ga.— George M. Kirsch

*

the
regustock on
is

Salem. Mo. W. A. Donaldson of Sullivan has purchased the Lyric theatre
here from Sankev Brothers.

It

Projects

a theatre at

and Walker

a

that

bow

erect

Projector

part of
for public
approval after an expenditure of three
quarters of a million dollars had been
in

initial

New
Augusta,

*

its

theatres

film

Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

cost $16,000.

America made

lavish

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

Hodkinson

production was finally selected.
S. Galanty, general manager of the
Hodkinson Corporation in the Washington territory, attended the opening to
give whatever advice he could in the
presentation of the production and at the
same time see that no slip would occur
as far as the feature was concerned.

Cairo, 111. The McFarland and Rodgers interests have taken over the Bijou
theatre here from Maurice Horwitz.

of

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know

those in authority, are very particular
regarding their photoplay entertainment
and knowing this to be a fact the management took special pains and much deliberation on the selection of the opening bill and it was only after viewing

many new

1921

10,

Th eatres

the venture.

According to the management special
attention was paid to the opening bill.
The North Carolinians, according to

Greensboro, N. C, held its
premier opening on November 23rd with
the W. W. Hodkinson super-production
"A Certain Rich Man."
The National theatre of Greensboro
considered by press and public alike to
be one of the best equipped and most
house,

December

Stockton,
atre at

Cal.

— The

new

Hunter and Main

Rialto thestreets has been

*

opened.

—

Minn. The Electric theatre has been reopened after being dark
during the summer months.

Deerwood,

*

Philadelphia, Pa.— The Jackson theatre at Fifth and Jackson streets, erected
at a cost of $200,000, has been opened. It

was built
ration.

by

Stiefel

Amusement Corpo-

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL

December

10.
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WE ARE

Superior Music Pays
Satisfactory Dividends
QTUST

the

as

IT

TO YOU

drama has
superlative of

filmed

become the

-J'

GIVING

pantomime, has the p:pe organ established its position in the moving
picture theatre.

The manet that

lines the curbs with automobiles before the most profitable houses in
t e co -ntry is not film exploitation alone.
To put the picture a cross big. it must be
accompanied by exquisite, appropriate pipe
organ anJ orchestra music

The masterful Cremona Orchestra-Organ in
ways no other instrument can. fills the inIt assures
herent desire for superior musi:.
never failing musical features and reduces
your financial outlay for music No matter
what your requirements may be. investigate
There is a size lor every
the Cremona.

house.

BOOKTHE GREATWILD ANIMAL SERIAL

ADVENTURES

OF TARZ AN
STARRING THE MIGHTY

ELMO
LINCOLN
AND YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE

A

The Marquette Piano Co.
Chicag °'

CTtlC

V

5

a

Cxemima
^Iheatre, 0rchestra~0rcja:

•I*

A A

A A
A *

*8

THE PROFITS WILL LEAVE YOU

V

5

V ¥
A At A A\

W

HAT
paper.

Me"

the Picture Did for

best department

— R.

Orpheum

O.

of

is

HAT

manager

Rhoades.

.Picture

great

a

Did
aid

§

A At

Book

Me"

for
in

It

and Ycu'il

is

booking

—

Adolph Kobn, manager.
Pastime theatre. Granville. N. \
pictures.

A

the

theatre. Converse. Ind.

the

certainly

A

best trade

the

Need

W

V

IF

a

YOU BOOK

WINNING AS

IF

IT

YOU'RE JUST AS SURE OF
IN YOUR HAND A

YOU HELD

.

w

HAT
S. R.

ager.

Picture

the

Did

for

Me"

is

am to keep using the
O. sign. — Mark Jackson, manStrand theatre. Alexander

necessary

if I

Gty. Ala.

_

NORTHERN ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND WISCONSIN
Above are three

hundreds of
tributes exhibitors are paying to one
of the

many

ot

exclusive features of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
The Independent Film Trade Paper

REELCRAFT
CHICAGO

804 S. Wabash
109 \V.

Maryland

INDIANAPOLIS

Ave.,

Tov Building
MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Surprise Dinner

Simmons Sales Chief
At Hodkinson Office

Is

Tendered Leserman
Salesmen

Present

Seymour Also Announces New

Handsome

Sales Force for Local

Leather Portfolio to
Their Chief

Exchange
W. F. Seymour, district manager for
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, announced Monday that Ralph Simmons

The employes of the Universal exchange, under the leadership of Herman
Stern,

manager, staged

district

pleasant

surprise

stone hotel last

ager

Leserman.

I.

a

very

had been promoted from the Kansas City
exchange of the company to sales manager of the Chicago branch.
Simmons comes to Chicago with an enviable record in sales work.
Tommy
Greenwood is assistant to Simmons.

dinner at the BlackFriday night, for Man-

Preceding the ban-

quet Mr. Leserman was presented with

handsome leather portfolio embossed
name in gold, in which substantial manner the salesmen and employes

a

with his

expressed

their

high

regard

for

The

their

chief.

Owens Amuses With

Stories

Following the dinner, which consisted
of

many good

things including delicious
steak, the evening

in

Present

Those present were: I. Leserman, HerStern, Louis Laemmle. C. B. "Brick"
Owens, L. W. Alexander, J. J. Sampson.

man

Ted Schlanger, Charlie Miller. R. W.
Funk, R. Fox, Benny Eisenberg, Henry
Igel, Jack St. Clair, Carl Leserman, S.
Decker, F. O. Nielsen, Lipton Astrakan,
W. F. Wendell, Walter Hvland. Walter
L. Hill, J. E. Armgardt, J. P. Denton, A.
Platzman, J. Block, J. F. Smith, and J. R.
Murray, Exhibitors Herald representative.

been further
adding Eddie Barber to the
local office of the Progress Pictures exEddie will cover the city terrichange.
tory on short subjects and serials.
sales organization has
in

FILM TRAILERS
OH ALL FEATURES

& C A FOOT

rncludvng tinting

^AN BE OBTAINEP FROM

IRVING MACKttt
U/ABASH AVENUE
S3I-IieAv3C7
ILL.

8o8 SQ.

f.

telling stories
a new recruit to the

Whole Force

The

1

1

-«

>

office

ii

exchange

J.

is

F.

Terry, C.

Drumm

W.

Gavin and

Salter.

song and

C. B. "Brick" Owens,
Universal sales staff, kept the crowd in
good humor with his baseball experiences, he having officiated as umpire in
big league games for several years.
Louis Laemmle acted as toastmaster.

augmented

1

Lundgren, H.

planked porterhouse

was spent

manager

of the new IlodL.
who
v i- transferred from the East here.
In announcing the appointment of Simmons Mr. Seymour also gave a list of
the new sales-force he has selected. The
most recent additions to the staff are
L

CLYDE

E. ELLIOTT has resigned
president of Pioneer Film Corporation and has sold his stock to the
Pioneer Film Corporation of New York.
Mr. Elliott has been connected with
the motion picture industry for a period
of seven years, in which time he has
served as sales manager for Famous
Players in Chicago, special representative
for Select on the Pacific Coast, and as
an exhibitor in Chicago managing the
Ziegfeld theatre and Orchestra Hall, and
has also acted as the manager for various
picture stars.
In severing his connection with Pioneer
he will open Clyde E. Elliott Amusement
Enterprises at 810 South Wabash for the
distribution of the largest attractions
available for the independent market, and
various novelty attractions to be presented in the larger moving picture-

as

theatres.

Mr. Elliott has just purchased all the
unsold territory in the world on "The
Lady of the Dugout," starring Al Jennings, and is at present booking this
production in conjunction with the personal appearance of Mr. Jennings in the
middle West.
Mr. Elliott's honest methods and fair
dealings have won him a host of friends
among the exhibitors and he has received
many congratulations upon his new
move. He expects to announce his first
independent production for distribution
about January 1st. J. S. M.

—

T. V. Phelbin of the Goldwyn local exchange, tells us O. Reddington, manager.
Central theatre. La Porte, Ind., completed
a most successful four day run of their
big feature "The Old Nest." terminating
the longest run Manager Reddington ever
undertook. Understand Laurette Rich, featured a most laudable prologue to this
big picture.

Society at Preview of
Rex Beach Picture at
Chicago Athletic Club
Scores of Chicago's elite attended the
premiere showing here last week of the
new Rex Beach-Whitman Bennett-United
Artists

production,

"The

Iron

Trail."

The review was

held under the direction
of Charlie Giegerich, the personal representative of Mr. Beach and Mr. Bennett.
In an introductory address Mr. Giegerich told of interesting events during
the filming of the picture and the difficulties that were overcome in reproducing the big railroad bridge that crosses
the Copper river in Alaska.

Ascher Brothers are making special
preparations to present "The Iron Trail"
Roosevelt in a big way and Rex
Beach himself will make a personal appearance and tell the history of the story
of "The Iron Trail."

at the

"Shadows of the West"
Announced by Superior
For Publication Shortly
The following

pictures have been announced by Superior Screen Service for
publication in December and January:
"Smiling All the Way," "Shadows of the
West." "The Xew Minister," "Girls Don't
Gamble," "A Western Thoroughbred"
and "The House Without Children."
Clarence W. Phillips has been added
to the city sales staff of Superior.
Harry Weiss, who has just returned
York, is making a tour of the
from

Xew

of Illinois. Indiana and Iowa
of the company's new
He will be out of the city
productions.

key
in

for

cities

the

interest

two weeks.

—
December

E X
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as to
year.

"Watts Watt" for the turn of the
*

*

*

Cress Smith, manager of the local
United Artists exchange, tells us that Chicago's very own Rex Beach will appear
in person when his big picture, "The Iron
Trail,"

makes

screen

of

debut upon the
Roosevelt
theatre,

initial

its

Ascher's

Christmas day.
*

*

*

We

just received an inquiry from an exhibitor down South who is just taking up
the rugged game of golf as to just how
possible it is for a beginner to register a

couple of hundred strokes on an eighteenhole course.
Inquiry has been forwarded
to I'n it. Ditnas of the Celebrated Players
and "Jock" Altland of the Associated
Exhibitors.
At your service at all times,

men

!

*

*

*

With

most of our local exchangemen
much enthused over football this year and

RAY LUNCHEON, CHICAGO— Held

at the Blackstone Hotel, Nov. 18.
Those present,
the foreground) and reading to right were
L. H. Mason,
M. P. News; Patricia Dougherty, Eve. American; Richard Willis, publicity director; Mary Kelly,
M. P. World; Arthur S. Kane, Ray's business manager; Albert A. Kidder, studio manager; H. O.
Blackburn, Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.; Charles Ray, J. J. Moroney, Post; Leigh MetcaJf, Journal
of Commerce; J. R. Murray, Exhibitors Herald; Genevieve Harris, Post; H. L. Stern, general
manager, Balaban & Katz; Mrs. H. S. Johnson, Journal; W. K. Hollander, publicity Balaban &
Katz; Mrs. H. L. Stern, and Fred S. McQuigg, Eve. American.

CH"ARLES

beginning with Mrs. Chas. Ray

(in

:

with the season now closed, just to sort of
one over ahead of Walter Camp's AllAmerican team we tender our selection of
probables
Ted Meyers, Pathe, center
L. A. Rozelle of Metro and William Brimmer of Vitagraph, guards; Harry Willard
of Realart and Al Gallas of RobertsonCole, tackles; Clyde Eckhardt of Fox and
Cress Smith, ends with Cecil Maberry of
Goldwyn, Sid Goldman of Wid Gunning
and J. Manning of Famous Players, backs,
and Edwin Silverman piloting as quarterhack.
Joe Friedman, Ike Van Ronkel,
Clyde Elliott and Lee Herz have volunteered to be cheer leaders and we understand that Frank Zambreno has signified
a willing spirit to accept the berth of
head coach for the team. Owing to Tom
Greenwood of Hodkinson being in his
freshman year, we must abid" by conference rules.
slip

:

;

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

By Mac.

!

THE

ol'

Scot pastime must be

o'er.

We

see R. C. "Sandy" Seery, manager
of the local First National exchange, forsaking the little elusive white pill of the
fairways for the gladiatorial contest of
football at the Cubs park, Turkey day. At
that, we would say, that Roy's mind was
not on the game, for the breeze wafted
several paragraphs of golf lore to our
ears.
"Skokie course in ninety-five.
Not
so good as my eighty-two at Bob-o-Link !"

Must have been handicap tournaments, eh

C?

R.

*

we

Messrs.. Gruwell, Frackman, Levy and
Charnas, the "big four go-getters" for
Frank Zambreno's Progress and Unity
exchanges spent Turkey day at the home
Geor<;e Levy was all fussed up like
office.
a regular Hotel Claypool guest and tells
us their new Indianapolis branch exchange
is doing so well that they now occupy more

than half of the

forget,

popular Selznick executive and
mien of his departure, should
Eddie hadn't picked that crack

exit of the

the serious

surmise

from Buffalo.

of the Auditorium theSouth Bend, Ind., while spending a
few hours along the Row the other day
was busy renewing acquaintance with most
of the lads that travel the Hoosier territory with the urgent request that they all
after the first

the ol' town very soon, for
of the year, "nuthin' doin'

wadderyer mean?

Woods,

iera,

theatres

all

company,

*

While on the sport

25.

stuff,

we must

surely

first

run sub-

all

*

get-together feed
with Universal film salesmen at the Blackstone, on the evening of Nov. 2oth, J. P.
Denton, a new recruit to Universal ranks,
received word that he was urgently needed
at a nearby hospital and an hour later he
'phoned "it's a girl." Congratulations, Mr.
Denton. Herman Stern, district manager,
lost $10 to "Brick" Owens, so it's up to
"Brick" to buy Miss Denton's first outfit.
little

CAMERA BARGAINS
Motion Picture Cameraa

at cath
saving price*. Special orofesslonal
discounts on UNI

VERSALS.

DeBrta.
Immediate deliver, OD .11 model*
DeFranne. Pathe and many others demonSend for oar com*
strated In oar showroom.
plete catalog at once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

*

the financial department of Goldwyn, was a Chicago visThanksgiving week sort of
itor during

of

giving affairs in the big Lakeside metropolis the oncet over.
of the Vaudette and Gaywas spied
111.,
dashing to and fro along Rue Cinema the
Sort of making arrangements
other day.
theatres-,

*
a

Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago,

in.

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporters of Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty

Springfield,

Office and Laboratory, 416 Chartres St,

New

Orleans

Cable Address: Uillemfilm

Gentlemun Roy Alexander of

the Universal was referee, with Al Lyons
of the Peoples theatre in one corner and

Manager Israel of the Halsted theatre in
the other, for a three-round battle, no decision, at catch weights, Dave Rubin of
watch.
Our
"Chub" Florine
and Del Goodman of the

the Educational

two

*

W. Alexander

II.

*

While attending

Orpheum and Rose

Rialto,

playing various

he needs is some
more new theatre openings to increase
their de luxe first run set-ins.

ety

register the "big mill" that was staged in
the lobby of the Scown building last Eriday,

Nov.

of the

Educational exchange, has another
one for ambitious exchangemen to
shoot at. With the Chicago, Tivoli, Riv-

W. W. Watts

*

.*

t

the Indian-

Maynard Schwartz, manager

I.

jects of his

Harry Easton

make

floor of

local
live

atre,

should

first

Film building.

*

*

Manager Edwin Silverman was entertaining a box party at
the same game and judging from the early
lest

hit

a popular song.

apolis

And

outfit

•

harmony when those "U" fellows

real

j

pugilistic

holding the

experts,

Vitagraph,
United Artists are

of

now

in

been wagered.
*

—

*

It was discovered
after the third round
of highballs at the Universal salesman's
dinner, last Friday eve., that there's some

—

Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

in

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH - VEL0UR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

$1.00

conference on

the contest and will announce later, just
who did glean the honors, in order to
settle all outstanding bets that may have
*

CLASSIFIED

We

specialize in

Moving

Picture Theatre work

FOR SALE— Two

Powers Six "A" machines,

motor drive. .Sixteen foot screen.
American flaK, Jewel liphts both
O. Monroe, Beatrice, Nebraska.

FOR SALE OR RENT— Theatre

Electric sign
sides.

George

with all equipment. Long time lease to experienced business
man if wanted. Victory Theatre, 1924-26 Main
street, Bridgeport, Conn.

The Fabric Studios, inc.
177 No. State St.

CHICAGO

"Ler us make your presentation artistic"

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
Minter.

Holmes.
§uick Action

Shows

five

reels, with William
five reels, Mary

Russell,

Way,

the

Helen

reels,

five

Miles Min-

The Moonshine Menace,

five reels,
with Helen
Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William

Russell.

The

reels.

4— The Great Moment

Sept.

The Man from Medicine Hat,
ally
ter.

Aug. 21
Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 2H Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoc
Arbucklr
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid). five

—

State Rigkts Production!

Marriage

Bargain,

five

Mary

reels.

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers

of Hell-Roarin' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

ARROW FILM
Women

The Way
Remer.

Love,

CORP.

six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

Luxury,

Who

—

Prod

),

2

Oct.
Oct.

nine

of the

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

(Special), six reels.
of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

— Footlights. 7
— Cappy Ricks,

Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Melford Prod.)
Oct. 18 Three Word Brand, seven reels.
(William S. Hart.)
Oct. 23
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
Oct. 30— After the Show, 8 reels (Wm. de Mille

—

through Pathe Exchanges
six reels, with Gersldine

The Riddle Woman,

Ladies

Must

The Bonnie Briar Bush,

five reel.

Prod.)
Sheik, seven reels.

The
The

(Geo. Melford Prod.)
Jack Holt.
Marion Davies.

Call of North, five reels.

Enchantment, seven

reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

«r

Anna Q

King Log (Special Prod.)
London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.
June

11—The

— Women Who Wait,
—They Shall Pay.
11— Home-Keeping Hearts,
18 —The Family Closet,
Wives,

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

Scrap Iron,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

Much

son.

C. B. C.

FILM SALES

six reels.

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

five

(Norma

reel

re-isue.)

CREATION FILMS,

INC.

For the Freedom of Ireland, 6ve reels

GEORGE
The Heart

H.

EQUITY PICTURES
ball

five reels,

From

with Clara Kimball Ynune
five reels, with Clara Kim-

Paris,

Young.

—
Hart

—
—

Hampton

with

Passing Through,
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
The Conquest of
(Thomas Meighan.)

five

reels.

Placer,

six

reels

(Marshall

Bad Boy, seven

II.

The

(Douglas
seven

reels

six reels.
six reels.
Sacrifice, six

Scuttlers,

IMCE PRODUCTIONS

PARKER

Am

six reels, with Louise Glaum.
Guilty, six reels, with Louise

reels,

Monte Blue and

Jacqueline Logan.
five reels,

with

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Last of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

j

five reels.

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
five

reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

five

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON NKHIK*
The Mother Heart,

five

Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five
Queenie, five reels.

reels

reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TH CENTURY BH*NP
Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square ( Walker-Mnrphy), five reels.
Hiclcville to

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy),
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy),

Little

five reels
five reels
five reels.

(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).

The

(Murphy-Walker).
Jolt.
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORP
Love, five reels.
Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.

All's Fair in

Dangerous Curve Ahead, six

The Old

Tom

Moore.

reels.

Nest, eight reels.

W. W.

wood and Helen Jerome Eddy

six reels.

Big Town Round-up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels.
The Night Horseman, five reels.

HODKINSON CORP

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

Glaum.

with James Kirk-

K Perfect Crime, five reels, with

The Broken Doll,

reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Romeo,

Ridin'

worth.
i.ove,

ftKRIK*

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six rev*
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, seven reels.

reels,

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes
Lying Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six reels.
J.
READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.
V Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos

I

ten reels.

The Primal Law,

with Jackie Coogan
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)
Peck's

reels.

feet.

Singing River,
of

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pols Negri.
Playthings of Destiny, six reels, with
Aniti
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tsl

r he

Canaan,

reels.

Thunderclap, seven

Constance Tal-

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
—

Aug. 21

Marriage, six reels, Holubar- Phillips
reels, with Charles Rav.
six reels, with Norma Tal-

The Forbidden Thing, six

Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reels.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. 14 The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Aug. 14

Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

A
A

Homespun

of the North, six reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

Straight

POX SPECIALS
Over the

The Tiger's Cub,

five

THOMAS

DAVIS

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

Hush,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

PEARL WHITE SKRIK*

madge.

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too
Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Talmadge

with

six reels.
reels.

reels,

all-star cast

DIST.

Vouth's Desire, 6ve reels.

His Greatest

five

with

reels,

FORWARD FILM

Drag Harlan,
reels,

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrrmore
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

Josie Sedgwick.

The Wolverine,

The Victim,

star cast

Dangerous Toys, seven

The Passion Flower,

Love,

five reels, with all-star cssi
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reels, with all-

the

WILLIAM PARNUM

Richard Travers.

rbe Supreme Passioa,
The Ne'er do-Well, six

Bob

five reels.
five reels.
fivs reels.
five reels.
five reels.

28— Discontented

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Footfalls, eight reels.

INC.

The Honse Without Children, seven

Lessons in
madge.

INC.

Butterfly Girl, five reels.

July 10
Aug. 17

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

reels

FILM MARKET,

PROTHINUHAM

L.

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

madge.

George Arliss

of the
to

six

r.

Dollar Raise, hve reels.

Shame, 8.200

Man Woman
t

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

(Donald Crisp

lu<

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie l^ove
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessis

six reels.
Ethel Clayton.
Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.

FIRST NATIONAL

rar.

with

Ten

he

I

— Beyond,

Oct. 80

Hen

with

Idol, six reels,
reels,

five

'

—

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

reels,

(Thomas Meig-

9—The

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

six

Elsie Ferguson.

reels, with
8 reels.

The Married Virgin,

six reels, with

British

reels.

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

What Women Will Do,

Powell

ham).
Oct.

Town

Talent,

ihe Sighed by the Seaside, two reels
vladr in the Kitchen, two reels
nve's Outcast, two reels with Ben Turpin
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.
J.

The

The Devil,

World (Betty Comp-

(Paul

Lies

2

cast.

Distributed

Swanson),

(Gloria

reels.

Home

l'rod.)

with Rubye D«

five reels,

six

Sept. 11— At the End
son), six reels.
Sept. 18— Dangerous
Prod.), six reels.
Sept. 18
The Golem
Sept. 28— The Affairs

MACK MBffNBTT PMOMl CTIO%«
\ Small

ZANE GREY PICTURES.

INC.

r »>e I T

The

P. Trail, six reels.
Man of the Forest, six reels.

HAMPTON

PBOnrCTIO.NS
BENJAMIN H.
The Dwelling Place of Light, hv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).

The Westerners,
J.

six

reels.

PARKER READ,

All

Star.

JR. PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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10,

DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

GEORGE

INC.
Kenyon.

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
son Butt.

LOUIS TRACT PRODUCTIONS
Sheldon Lewis.

six reels, with

The Silent Barrier,

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Flame,

The Green

with

reels,

five

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six
The Heart Line, six

The

Kerrigan.

ren

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky

Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast

IRYIN

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an

All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Ed-

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

six reels, with Bessie Barriisix reels,

A

Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,
1— Reckless

Uar.

reels.

Business, five reels.
five reels, with Diana Allen.
five reels, with Diana Allen.

The Amazing Lovers,

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four

reels.

VICTOR KREMER,

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.
A Heart to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.

Such a

of Pride, five reels.

Man and Woman,

INC.

five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love It Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

reels,

1

Dana.

—A Trip Paradise,
—The Match Breaker,
Viola Dana.
3

Oct.

17

Oct. 31

Nov.

Garments
—Hughes.

of

Truth,

—There
Are No
Viola Dana.

six

six

—The Infamous Mis*
with Alice Lake.
— Ladyfingers, six

14

Allison.

six reels, with

to
Lytell.

Oct.

May

with

five reels,

Gareth

reels,

Revell,

fix

reels,

(Gasnier Prod.)
Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special

reels,

Hughes.

(Walsh-Fielding
of
Society, six reels.
Prod.)
(L. J. Gasnier
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

Shams

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

STUART BLACKTON PBODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

reels,

Bruce Gordon

Forbidden Valley, six reels, with
»nd May McAvoy.

JESSE

D.

with Bruce

reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil-

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

five

reels,

with Blanche

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche 'wtf
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B.

Warner.

BOUT.

BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

six reels, with

FERRET PICTURES.
The Ftnpire nf Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

Fritzi

INC.

Brunette

Decision, five reels, with Helen

Girl's

Gibson

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

Shadows
son.

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,

It

six reels, with

INC.

two

LEWIS

J.

reels,

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

From Nowhere,

five

reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.

The Prey,

Divorce

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In, six
five

reels.
reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five
Moral Fibre, five reels.
The Single Track, five reels.
Received Payment, five reels.

reel*.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

five reels.

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reel*.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five
No Defense, five reels.

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom TerriM
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

Trumpet

WARNER PICTURES
SERIES

The Chicken

A

special

Dorothy

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reel*.

Jungle Princess, seven

OWEN MOORE STAR
in the Case.
of Convenience,

with

VITAGRAPH

Three Sevens,
Billy

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
Girl

with

reels,
reels,

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The

six

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Mason.
Jass,

Key, seven

Woman,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean
seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott.
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

The Rainbow,

Muriel Ostriche.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with

Cowboy

Pass

to Every
Phillips.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Put* It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

&

S.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Devil's

cast.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

and Ed Coxen.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
kladame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
CamiUe, six reels, with Nazimova.

five reels, Frank Mayo.
five reels, Gladys Walton.
five reels, Marie Prevost.
reels. Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont,
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
Princess Virtue, five reels, Marie Prevost.

Lucky Carson,

Foolish Age, five reels. Doris May.
Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A

Carmel

with

reels,

Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

cast.

A

The
The

five

No Woman Knows,

Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pzuline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

reels, special.

reels, Alice
Dec.
Lake.
Dec. 25— The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

J.

six reels.

erick.

with Bert Lytell.
Villains, six reels, with
reels,

—The Conquering Power, six
Gareth
—
The Hunch, six
12 —The Hole in the Wall, six

Nov. 21
Nov. 28

Bert
with

reels,

May McAvoy.

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES

with

Go Straight,
High Heels,

Otue

Good Women,

reels,

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rowdy, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevost.
Red Courage, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pont.

Everything for Sale,

I

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
with Viola
Aug.
—Life's Darn Funny, six

Daughter of the Law,
Myers.

The

five reels,

eight

The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Roberta.

One Wild Week, five reels, Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels, Mary Miles Minter.

The Stampede,

It— Big Game,

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Taylor pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

The Land

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

Zorro,

of

The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 11 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Dream Street, ten reels.
Through the Back Door, seven reels, Mary Pickford.
Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.
Three Musketeers, twelve reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

A

SPECIAL FEATURES
The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

STAR PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.

—The Mark
Douglas Fairbanks.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Wive*.

REALART PICTURES
duction.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
The Journey's End, All Star Cast.

Madonnas and Men,

Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

INC.

NEAL HART SERIES

—God's

*

Griffith production.

—
—

Wise Husbands, six reels, Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.

16

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
—The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W

Sept. 5

Careful.

I

Mar

five reels, state right feature
five reels, state right featore

Gamble,

Dec. *

Oh Mary Be

with All Star Cast.

The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star Cast.
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

19

Girls Don't

There was,

William

Ralph Ince Special

reels, a

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women,

Fickle

six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 5 reels, William Fair-

cale.

The Other Woman,

Sept. i

(Achievement

reels.

Conway

with

Man's Home. (All Star Cast.)

D. N.

cale.

The Breaking Point,

Sept.

six

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.
The- Broken Gate, seven

Aug.

Within,

with

I? (All Star Cast.)
(All Star Cast.)

Conceit.

A

Power

A Man

ward Hearn.

A Woman's

Beck

banks.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS

Wings

Who Am

special cast
(Arthur F.

reels,
reels.

of Ambition, six reels,
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels,

Faversham.
Red Foam six

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Dowling.

J.

INC.

The Road

Films.)

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

B. Seiti

Prod.)

Warren

J.

six reels, with Geo.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rognet and Romance,
and June Caprice.

89

Why

Girls
Nilsson.

Parted Curtains,
five

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR

SERIES

reels.

Juanita Hansen.

Leave Home, seven
six reels,

Henry

reels,

Anna Q.

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

After Midnight.

Lady Luck,

Partners of the Sunset, five reel*. Allene Ray.
five reels, Allene Ray.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?
Nolhing

to

Take

Easy.

It

two

SCENICS

reels.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

Think About.

NEIGHBORS,

reel

one

PATHE EXCHANGE.

Lloyd.

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NKVER with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
ATWON FILM CORP.

Lloyd.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. H. C.

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two reel*

two

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.

STAR COMEDIES,

two

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.

The Vagrant.

JIM

For Land's Sake.

VANITY COMEDIES,

GAYETY COMEDIES,
A

one
one

CAMPBELL COMEDIES

FAMOUS PLA YER8-LASKT
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
reels.
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

two

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
reels.

Class,

two

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.
The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

Town

The Happy
The Indian.
it

Singer Midget's Side Show.

One Moment

Please.

Perfect Villain.

Love and War.

Hone).

.Jack

two

one

two

Roland)
Great Reward.

The Branded Four.

on*

rvery

two reela

UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
UNVERSAL— Winner* of the West (Art
VITACiRAPH — The

bi-

reels,

INC.
reel*.

Avenger

Acord).

(Wilnea

Duncan).

VITAGRAPH—The Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncan
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (Antonl*

WARNER— The

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

reel.

NEWS REELS

reela.

PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

Silent

(Eileen

Acord).

MorenM

reeL

PIONEER

two

C. B.

Dark-

reel.

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational achanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) a!
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

WILLIAM

at

Select en-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Pathe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Player*).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).

reels.

RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman),
reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
reel*.

(twice a week)

change*.

reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD, in two reel Western*.

with Flowers.

The Book Agent.

A

reels.

J»rk

PATH E—The Yellow Arm (Rutb
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The
SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.

Stuff.

two

Jazs. two reel*

FOX— Fantomaa; Bride II.
FEDERATED— Miracle* of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seit* and
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charle* Hutehinaoo).

FILM SALES

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,
reel*.

E ENTERPRISES—Cowboy

Adventure* of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln).

reels.

ALLEN SERIES,

one

*

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

reels.

monthly.

Poet.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
Say

—
—

reels.

STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two

feather,

one reeL

o< the

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

C. B. C.

INDIAN

Pictograph*.

Popuiai Cla*ac*.
Day.
PATHE Pathe Review, one reel.
PATHE Aesop's Fable* Cartoon*, two-third* red,
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osopby
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*

reela.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

MAJ. JACK

snapshot*.

—

AR ROW — Thunderbolt

NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

Small

two

Magazine, a*.

(weekly).

GREIVER — Greiver Educationala
KINETO— Kineto Reviews, one reel.
KINETO Charles Urban Movie Chat*,

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB. one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reel*.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reela.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,
'—Is
THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON,

reel.

GOLDWYN — (joldwyn-Bray
CO.

PATHS

reel*.

Vod-*v

SERIALS
two

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Shoulder Anns, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

reel.

Se«nonette.

MNLTO — Urban

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reela.

one

one

Original

—

week, two

two

reel.

Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defen«e.

S.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

other

Review, one

Golf, slow motion.

reel

ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

reela

six

EDUCATIONAL,

DRAMAS

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

one

b nap shot s,

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuths
Vil Movie*.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth'.

Clean and dry.

CO.

Pictorial*,

SALES-Sc rccn

PATHE— Topic*

two

on.
Scent*

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport
C. B. C.

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

reels.

FILM SALES

The Kid,
The Idle

Mas

with

WARNER PICTURES

SELIG-ROKK PHOTOPLAYS

The White Mouse, two

Burrud

issued weekly.

reels.

The Blizzard.
The Tourist
The Riot.
The Applicant.

reel.
reel.

Nick-of-Time Hero, two reela.
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

two

INC.

The Bakery.
The Fall Gay.
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

reels

PICTURES— Sunset

Storied
reel

reel.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.

Serie*. on.

Scenic*.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— rarameunt

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

reela.

Johnson

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

NATIONAL EXCHANGES— Ki neto

VITA GRAPH

Saving Sister Susie.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

The

one

Scenic*, one reel.

reel.

FEDERATED— Screen

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

In for Life
Falling for Fanny.
Exit yuietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pure and Simple.

REELCRAFT — Keelcratt

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

two reela

It.

Picture*..

Rural Java.
Sante Fe— the City Different.

SPECIAL

REEL CRAFT PICTURES
ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES two reela
SUN LITE COMEDIES, two reela.

Snooky'a Wild Oata.
Snooky's Blue Monday.
Snooky'a Fresh Heir.

Holmes Travel

(every week).
Fair Time.

reel

At the Wailing Wall.

INC.

reels,

on*

Seville in

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel

two

Scenic*,

EDUCATIONAL— Screenic*. one reel (every two
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs. one reeL
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, ene red
one

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

reel*.

Outing

(every week).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

Roberta.

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATION Ali FILM CORP.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Buster

Bruce Scenics Be**

C.

(every two week*).

ROBERTSON COLE— Martin

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

reel

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REKI.F.RS. two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

I'lWACLE PRODUCTIONS.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two

CELEBRATED PLATERS

CHESTER COMEDIES,

reels,

S LTIONAX BX( ii \ \<;es
KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

reel.

DO, with Harold

two

Keaton.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

Buster Keaton.

reels.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLY WED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES. Bobby Dunn.
SPOTLIGHT,

two

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

1921

10,

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

two

—

How He Knock* Hi* Home Ran*
Art of Diving, with Annette KeUerman.
the Age (Man o' War).
of
R*ce
The
Babe Ruth

two
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Here 5 yon chance to I
hit it four times more

DECEMBER
CARL LAEMMLEpesenh

lEVOS
IN

Supported by Mae Bush and /?
tram Grassby. Directed by Geo.
Cox.

Story by Louise Winter.

mm
*m*mmtw%
Chearted Hcaffc
Directed by Hobart Henley.

From

mm
Playing with Fire
Directed by Dallas Fitzgerald
Story by J. U. Giesy

I

a novel by

Wm.

F. Payson

JTGIK3SI

nhe Fire- Eater
Directed by Reeves Eason
Story by Ralph Cummins

REALART
/announces

$ ix $ure
$pecial$

A

William D. Taylor
Production

Heart Appeal

Adapted from William J.
Locke's novel and play "The
Morals of Marcus Ordeyne."
Scenario by Julia Crawford

Arthur James Speaking:
In a Special Editorial in the November 26th
Edition of The Moving Picture World.

Ivers.

"Into a season of good pictures steps Realart
with a production that for absolute charm,

beauty and human appeal is unsurpassed
even by the greatest of the year. The picture
is

MORALS

and the star

— and

what a

star she

is!

—

is

MAY McAVOY
"The

that of a great
special which should be heavily advertised to
the local public well in advance of its presentations at the theatres."
class of the picture

is

ARTHUR JAMES

The Class

.

of a Great Special" — and at Regular Service Prices.

J

Mother Love!
That's the appeal that is gripping audiences
today! Analyze the really great features of
the season and you will find that they have
been built upon this same powerful theme.
When a story of mother love is faithfully,
dramatically told, there is not a human
heart that can resist it.

FIRST LOVE
mother and a daughter
who was unworthy. But told

Just the story of a

and a man
with a heart throb
through

it all

in every scene.

And

shines the radiance and sym-

pathetic dramatic

work

of

CONSTANCE BINNEY
Many of

the

Years Biggest Features Will be Numbered Among Re

An
E.

original story

by

Lloyd Sheldon

Drama

Directed by

E. H. Griffith

This is the picture that a few weeks ago
broke the house record at Crandall's in Washington, and was booked a little later for a
repeat run.

DAWN
A

OF THE EAST

beautiful girl caught in the

web

of Orien-

tal intrigue.

Action and romance that carry you to the

monsoon-swept shores

of the

Yellow

Sea.

ALICE BRADY
Never has this brilliant emotional
had quite such a colorful background
dramatic genius.
A

Special In Every Respect, Except Price.

You Get

It

actress
for her

With Your Franchise

—

—

—

Adapted by

Pep!

Douglas Doty
From an

original story

by

Elmer Harris

Zip and go!
Glad raiment!

Directed by

Maurice Campbell

Catchy

plot!

Side-busting

titles!

THE SPEED
GIRL
WITH
BEBE DANIELS
As a movie queen
Scraping the clouds in an aeroplane

Riding a run-away horse
Racing an express train in her
motor-car!

You can make

it

on high with

this one!

Star Alone Is Worth an Extra Price, But You Get Her With Your Realart Franchise

An

original story

by

Ewart Adamson
Directed by

Frank Urson
Scenario by

Fred Myton

Thrills
Midnight in a tropical jungle The wild beating of tom-toms. The flare of torches. The
frenzied dance of Fiji braves in their hideous

war

paint.

And

in the center of this scene,

illuminated by the torch light, a white
bound by ropes to the voodoo altar.

girl

SOUTH OF SUVA
STARRING

MARY MILES MINTER
Stirring drama of what happened on a South
Sea Island when the young American wife of
a planter arrived to find that the man she
married in the States had degenerated into

a beachcomber.
This Special Belongs to the Perfect

Thirty-six.

There's Just One

Way

to

Get 'Em.

!

Directed by

Suspense
Wid's

Chester M. Franklin
Scenario by

— "The
says:

attraction of Realart's
screen version of David Belasco's stage play
is by all means the performance of

J.

Clarkson Miller

CONSTANCE BINNEY
"The play grips

observa ghost story
ers need not apologize for gripping their
chair arms during the tensest minutes"
like

.

.

.

— The New York Evening Journal.

THE CASE OF BECKY
The

original

play

by Edward

brought stardom to
fortune to Mr. Belasco.

Locke
Frances Starr and
J.

The

picture affords
the greatest example of dramatic acting
seen on the screen and insures a clean-up
every owner of a Realart Star Franchise.

Profits

On These Six

Specials Will

Pay For The Whole

Thirty-six.

Profit—
The Realart Star Franchise provides
thirty-six exceptional productions.

Twelve are now

and of these
described herein take rank with
available,

the six
the best special features of the season.

And

the price

We're not

?

Why,

it's

your regular

afraid.

Are you?

REALART

PICTURES CORPORATION
469

FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK

CITY

WILLIAM FOX
presents

CLYDE

CGOK
9he

Chauffeur

$

TILA.MS

—

.

—

"

f

f

TJLAMP

One picture with an

«

TRAMP

t

TRAMP

!

TRAMP

absolutely

!

TRAMP

Jf.Y^JournaL

!

TRAMP

new idea

!

TRAMP

t

TRAMP!

TRAMPi

TRAMP
T 12AM P
!

TRA^P

TRA
F00 ALLS
A William

Story by
Wilbur Daniel Steele

rbx

Production

Directed by
Drabin
Charles

J.

v#

%

*W#

V«

UEEN<SHEBA

SUPERIOR.

ENTERTAINMENT
"THE LIGHT IN THE
CLEARING"

J

(T. Hayes Hunter-Hodkinson)

Pmwrftd

MvltHlranui Qupt'rior F.ntvrtniumpnt

are reasons more definite than the * moralising * trend
THKKF,
the limrt for
play* and objectionable farce hating faded

Mi

insignificanre

*hen

of

into

romei
more or

it

to pirturet.

Such offerings

a*

"The

Light in the ( leering " .ire
le*» responsible.
Il i» not difficult to
forego one enjoyable form of entertainment »f another, more interesting
and of greater purpose. is tubstituled.
A worthy example of this has been accomplished in the dramatization of
Irsing Baeheller'h heralded story in the hand* of the dirertori.il ;eniu».
T. Ha ye* Hunter. Hit keen vitaalization i» plainly evident. He ha* given
pirture follow ervs

another product ion that will add to hi-

of

list

prize

inner*.

It would be impossible to outline the story, the live* of the charaiirrs
being interw oven with one another, developing a story earh in itself. Suffice
**
it to fay that it
it of the
New England " variety, and the time. long, lone
ago, Mr. Hunter's great respect for details ha» been carried throughout.
If anything to hold the "atmosphere** were misting, we did not notice il.
He »rlecled a rant that i« second to none. Each player scores in o part
that has required artistic as well a* hard work.

*

A

The scene* depicting the attack on the jail by men intent upon a lynch*
suspense held while the young hero defends the law, is among the
most thrilling incidents yet seen on the screen and certainly well done.
There is a lesson for the young and old, the love interest supplied by a
lean cut youth who admires the daughter of a village snobs. And one of
the be*! thing* about the offering is the excellent photography. Seven
reels.- Lillian R. Gale.
ing, the

l

THE

DIAL,

FILM COMPANY*"***^^

"presents

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
DEC.

3^

LIGHT IN

THE CLEARING
A T HAYES HUNTER Production
IRVING

BACHELLERS

Greatest

Story—

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

—

jvsks&w onrntmuro* m
"
'famous pwvfBS jSj-LflH? in

I

li

December

17.
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JfN/ATIONAL PRODUCTION

A TREMENDOUS

INDICTMENT

OP MODERN CIVILIZATION
UNITED ARXLTTX CORDOQATIOM

MAnY DICKCORD

-

CMAHiUE CWADLIN
DOUGLAT PAiriQANKJ~
HIRAM AQtlAM-T DrtE^lDENT
•

-

•

D.V GHilPPITM

8

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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1921

supremo portrayaC of
motfier-Coue and
ufiiCdfiood

and

rofCic/cingf

~afamous story

tfxe

perfect dizaC roCe

—

Mary
PlCKFORD
d
djaun tferou

1

from

FRANC EJ~ UODGSOH DURNETd*
jamovus story
SCCNA15D CY DQ2NARD MCCONVILLE
DUOTOGRADUY BY OJARLCS teOSUER
DII5CCTION DY ALTRCD t GREEN 5.
JACK PICKrORD

UNITED AQTIJTf CORPORATION
MAHV DICKTOOD

CUADLIC CUADLINI
DOUGLAJ" rAlOQANIO" D. V GQimTLI
UIIQAM AOOAf-ir

DQCJ-IDCNT

December

17,
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9

UNITED ARXLTTT CORPORATION
MAR.Y DICKTOR.D

•

DOUGLAJ" FAl &DAN KJ*
CHAaLIC CWAPLIN
PHiX-H DENT
HIHAM ADfiAMJ"
-

•

•

D.

^ GR-IFTITW

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Going Strong!

THE ADVERTISING SCORE FOR NOVEMBER, 1921, AS COMPARED WITH THE
SAME MONTH OF LAST YEAR:
News shows

LOSS of 60 pages
Moving Picture World shows a LOSS of 45 pages
Exhibitors Trade Review shows a LOSS of 41 pages
RS SHOWS A GAIN OF 40 PAGES
I
E
Motion Picture

a

^HERALD
Di^
At

when buyers

of advertising are weighing
values with extreme care it is significant to the
industry at large, and gratifying to the HERALD,
that this publication has been elected to receive a
constantlv increasing volume of business.
a

time

1921

>asoriA

Ton thousand theatres all over
the world willreflect Good Cheer
fbrthoir audiences by show/ to

them Cheerful throuih the
Now Year with the Best Comedies
Christie Iws ever produced and
insure Good Cheer lor your
3 ox Office
](eop

\

.0

<H

INTEREST SCENE

IN

iTH

NEAL

Bl.

Tko Cias
CowpcUps

World

of fast farce

—

Dorothy Devore in the type
which has made Christie famous.

ONE STORMY NIGHT

A RAMBLING ROMEO — Neal

Burns dashing into

a

hot-water romance.

PURE AND SIMPLE

—Bobby Vernon's

quarantined house

full of

laughs.

drolleries in a

Youtk And
Boauiy witk
Clean Clover

Stories

pvpw

For
is

tHHU&^>e>r

th& Fact ihair-

arp booking Succossftdly
witk all types of features
AL CHRISTIE

No tH&tfer what features
ittemoat of

1

&re

yourprograms

(&!(M&(§x&"
are always fitting dosseri
'J(g>

Qu&liiv Entertainment
CURRENT AND COMING RELEASES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

TITLE
FEATURED PLAYERS
DIRECTION
Nothing Like It
..Dorothy Devore, with Eddie Barry
Al Christie
Oh Buddy!
Wm. Beaudine
Neal Burns, with Vera Steadman
In For Life
Al Christie
Viora Daniel, with Jay Belasco
Falling For Fanny.. Eddie Barry, with Helen Darling
Wm. Beaudine
Exit Quietly
Frederick Sullivan
Bobby Vernon, with Vera Steadman
A Pair of Sexes
Frederick Sullivan
Xeal Burns, with Viora Daniel
Hill
Pure and Simple
Wm, Beaudine
Bobby Vernon, with Josephine
Saving Sister Susie.. Dorothy Devore, with Earl Rodney
Scott Sidney
Wm. Beaudine
Fresh From the FarmBobby Vernon, with Josephine Hill
Kiss and Make Up Earl Rodney and Helen Darling
Scott Sidney
No Parking
Xeal Burns, Helen Darling, Laddie, Baby Jane. .Scott Sidney
A Barnyard CavalierBobby Vernon, with Viora Daniel
...Al Christie
II. Beaudine
One Stormy Knight.. Dorothy Devore, with Jay Belaseo
A Rambling Romeo ..Xeal Burns, with Helen Darling
Scott Sidney
.

.

.

Now Booking

Through

Don't Judge
a Picture by
Its Length
Many of the
men among

greatest

show-

motion picture
today

exhibitors are

enter-

taining audiences everywhere with programs made

up exclusively

of short sub-

ject features.

With

diversified

— well-balanced
Invariably

these short sub-

programs

ject

Educational
cause

programs
programs.

list

several

Pictures,

be-

—Educational Pictures

are the recognized standard

by which quality short subjects are judged.

Look

entrances for
posters and cards showing the
in theatre

Educational pictures trade-mark.
When you see it go in!

—

It's

the Sign of a

Well-Balanced

Program
Educational Film Exchanges.
E.

Inc.

W. Hammons. President

Executive Offices— New York

This

message will be

read by over 9,000,000 persons

in

the

Dec.

24th

issue

of "The Saturday Evening Post

Playgoers Pictured

PRESENTS

M Gowan
c

J. P.

IN

the Ruse
of The Rattler
A HERALD PRODUCTION
DisTKiBurto Thsough

Pathe'Exchange Inc.
.

Thrilling
have
FEW
west which match
features

come

out of the

one for sheer
action and breath - quickening heart
throbs. It is a story of revenge and ro-

mance centered
acter who
profession.

found

this

in the career of a

c

har-

by instinct and by
Sent to "get" a man, he

killed

in the flashing blue eyes of his

victim's sister a power which challenged
the scrutiny of his steel-grey stare;

a

courage which matched

nature.

The manner

in

his relentless

which he de-

ceived the girl in order to rescue her
brother is one of the biggest moments
in a feature which abounds with rapicltire action. The cast includes J. P. Mc-

Gowan, Lillian Rich, Jean Perry,
Gordon McGregor, Stanley Fitz,
Andrew Waldron and Dorothy
VVolbert.

You can book "The Ruse of The Rattler" and be assured that it will
satisfy your patrons' demands for rousing good entertainment

.
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VITAGRAPK CO
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK NY

AL3E?.: E

AS THE AUTHOR OF THE NOVEL FLOWER OF THE NORTH I CANNOT FULLY EXPRESS
MY APPRECIATION OF YOUR PICTURIZATION OF THE BOOK IT IS ONE OF MY

FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE BIG NORTH AND I AM DELIGHTED WITH THE MASTERLY
WAY THAT DIRECTOR DAVID SMITH HAS PUT IT ON THE SCREEN NOT ONLY HAS
HE KEPT MY STORY IN EVERY DETAIL BUT HE HAS ADDED TO IT A CRAFTSMANSHIP
THAT MAKES OF IT ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN I AM
ACCUSED OF BEING AN ULTRA SEVERE CRITIC OF THE PICTURIZATION OF MY OWN
STORIES BUT IN THIS INSTANCE I CANNOT FIND WORDS WHICH CAN TOO FULLY
EXPRESS MY SATISFACTION OF THE SPLENDID PIECE OF WORK YOU HAVE TURNED
OUT WITH FLOWER OF THE NORTH PAULINE STARKE IS EXQUISITE
HENRY WALTHALL HAS DONE HIS BEST ACTING THE ENTIRE CAST FITS IN LIKE
A CROSS SECTION OF THE NORTHLAND ITSELF THE REAL JEANNE D'ARCAMBAL
AND I TENDER YOU OUR THANK'S
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

|

MISS LULU BETT-"
The Book
Half of America read
America talked about

it
it.

only

all

of

Not

a best seller it aroused more
discussion than any novel published during the year.

"MISS LULUBETTThe Piety
One
son in

of the real hits of last sea-

New York. Winner of the

Pulitzer Prize for the best Ameri-

can play. Played to
houses for months.

A WILLIAM

And now Adolph Zukor

de A1ILLE

The Picture

From the novel and play

CI CparamOUflt GplCtlire

m

with

LOIS WILSON,

a-

presents

MIS S LULU BETT-

PRODUCTION

by ZONA GALE -Scenario
byClara Beranger-

crowded

"At more than one point the picture improves upor
both book and play. By such work as this Paramoun
is doing a service not only to the screen but to fic
tion and drama."
(Signed)

MILTON

SILLS,

ZONA GALE

THEO. ROBERTS, HELEN FERGUS

December

17,
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Why

I

Show

(paramount Gpiclures
By

Robert

G. Peltier

Proprietor Bijou Theatre
Mt. Clemens. Mich.
I have often been asked why I show
Paramount pictures at the Bijou Theatre.
The answer, to me, is a very simple one.
As long as I have been in the show business,
and it is rounding out nearly 25 years at
I have always made it a point to
cater to the demands of my public.
If I
didn't I would have been in the showman's
graveyard long ago. If an exhibitor doesn't
show good pictures his public will tell him
about it.
have made it a point at the
Bijou Theatre to get just as close to the
public as possible, and one of the methods
we use is a standing invitation to the people
of Mt. Clemens to call us on the telephone
at any time for any picture information
they want. Therefore the telephone in our
offices is buzzing most of the time.

this time,

We

For the past few months I have made
a point to tabulate the number of queries
from prospective patrons on what we were
showing, together with whatever comments
they might have to make. I discovered
at the end of a three months period
that a little more than 90 per cent of
the telephone inquirers were winding
up their conversation with our employes by asking, "Is it a Paramount
Picture ?"
it

Here Are Some Current

Paramount Pictures
CECIL

B.

DE MILLE'S

"The Affairs

The name "Paramount" means some-

of Anatol"

GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayers and Rudolph Valentino
A George Melford production
"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cosmopolitan Pro-

at all times.

duction

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must Live"
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and ELLIOTT
DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"
ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
WILLIAM deMILLE'S "Miss Lulu Belt," with Lois Wilson,
Milton

WILLIAM

Sills,

S.

me

besides good, reliable pictures
It means that my audiences
If I never
are partly created in advance.
was convinced before, that telephone tabulaIf 90 per cent of
tion set me to thinking.
the people that called our theatre were interested in knowing whether the day's offering was a Paramount picture or not, then
the product must have a firm hold on the
public mind.

thing to

Helen Ferguson and Theodore Roberts

HART

in "Travelin'

A

On"

A William S. Hart production
BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and

the

Woman"

in

"A Prince There Was"

mount

4*.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYC

a rut and succeed.

I

believe

an exhibitor should constantly keep
up with his public's wants. Because I keep
my hand over the pulse of a good percentage of the people the Bijou Theatre caters
to is the reason why I am showing Parathat

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

good showman can never allow him-

self to get into

C

RPORAT;

>N

pictures.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Guarantee your theatre good
business for twenty weeks

Y^OU

cannot have a "Way Down East" or a "Three Musketeers" every
week. The problem of those other weeks is your great box office problem
today, when, as you know, the public "goes shopping" for films. You can
solve that problem by getting the right to play twenty money-getting

CHARLES RAY
TWO
in

V^OUR

REELERS
your theatre.

present booking contracts do not interfere as these

RAYS

are less than

with any program.

two thousand

They

feet in length

and can

will be released to permit of

CHARLES

be booked along

being booked con-

secutively for twenty weeks.

Advertising and accessories on these CHARLES RA
are the same as for the big feature attractions.

THEY

YS

guaranteed rapid-fire action - - the plays that "MADE"
CHARLES RAY! And all wonderful stories of the Great Outdoors.
Made originally by one of the most famous producers they have not been
They will be
in circulation since the original release seven years ago.
audiences.
brand new to your
are

—

If

you

realize that

TODAY

you must have extra attractions of real box office
name of the nearest exchange handling

you will write or wire for the
—CHARLES
RAY Short Features.

value

these

ART BRAND PRODUCTIONS,
Room

200

1600

Broadway

Bryant 6212

Inc.
New York City

1921

!

—Next

Own

Your

to

Sport Review

Business

What

is

Your

Ready

for

The Greatest Thrill
Life

baseball, golf or pinochle

magazine
orld.
\

sporting page

its

know

lie

Form

Sport

what draws

is

crowds.

How's Your Form ? Are
You Champion or Duffer ?

ou, too, are
nil interest

an

editor.

You must

your patrons.

The Sport Review"

decide what

Sport interests you.

will interest

Stamina /

them.

GOLDWYN

The requisite that tells
in sports of endurance

presents

.'

TAe

SPORT

REVIEW
Edited

h

-y

Produced y
JAC K EATON
by arrangement with Artdass Pictures

Pink
When you're on your

toes
for the battle of life
.'

A

Series of
-

six

— one

reel every other

1>

strilouted

In the

Twenty

GRANTLAND RICE
.

in

.'

Americans are

that the

nation of sport lovers.

Speed

— every

writes of the heroes of the athletic

Editors

Viewing

3peea /

Every American is a
"fan" of some sort —

newspaper has

Now

Releases

Favorite Sport?

very

!

Corp'n-

week

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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?ealed by (osmfcpolitan

Hugo

Riesenfeld

saw

this Picture

Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford
Then Booked

Two

Show

Simultaneously for
Continuous Weeks at His Big Broadway
Theatres
It

to

The

The

—

RIVOLI

RIALTO

THEATRE

UNUSUAL
ture,

THEATRE

two first-run Broadway theatres within a
stoned throw of one another to show the same picat the same time even for a week Hugo Riesenfeld
for

—

—

—

knows the value of a powerful box-office attraction knows
the public demand — that's why "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" goes into both houses simultaneously for two weeks

—

in each.

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" is the world-famous play
by George M. Cohan made into a smashing picture.
Directed by Frank Borzage,

who directed "Humoresque,"

the Gold Medal Winner of 1920.

Scenario by Luther Reed.
Settings by Joseph Urban.

Opens Sunday, December

4th, at both Theatres

PLAY THIS PICTURE
It's

NOW

a Paramount Picture

I

nA Drama

of Battles

—battles of millions

—battles with beasts
—battles with self

zA BIG UNIQUE CREATION
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Orders for extra copies
of the

HERALD'S
HOLIDAY ISSUE
must be received at the
Chicago office not later

Monday,

than noon
Dec.

12.

Despite efforts

previous

in

years to anticipate the

demand

for

issue, the

supply has been

this

special

found inadequate to the

demand

after publication.

Forms close
6

p. m.,

Dec.

Monday,
12.

Advertising copy to be
telegraphed can be
with

New York

filed

and Los
up until

Angeles offices
noon Monday, Dec.

12.

December

17.
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WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

With

ask your
nearest exchange for bookings on the new
seven more sure shots to follow

NEAL HART

series of thrilling western fivephotodramas. all pictured on virgin territory
and packing real punches.

reel

(AMERICA'S PAL)
supported by well known screen artists, and
a galaxy of rough riders of the west. Address
is

all

communications

WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
SUITE

220 West 42nd

605

St.,

-

611

NEW YORK

CITY
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EAST NEVER MEETS WEST
BUT

"WESTERNS"

SATISFY THE

WORLD

WHEN CELEBRATED BRANDS WITH AN
EXHIBITORS ALWAYS

ARE

O. K.
SURE OF A K. O.

LESTER CUNEO
DICK HATTON

KIPLING
WHEN YOU THINK OF "REAL WESTERNS"
STORIES WITH A PUNCH— STORIES OF
THE GREAT OUTDOORS— STORIES OF
RED BLOODED MEN and FEARLESS WOMEN
THINK OF KIPLING— CUNEO AND HATTON

KIPLING FEATURE RELEASES
12 DICK HATTON FEATURE RELEASES
8 LESTER CUNEO FEATURE RELEASES
12

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

TOY BUILDING

MEMBER

MILWAUKEE

"

December

17,

.
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The Prince

of

23

Wales Busts a Button!

Laughing at

H

.

At

M

.

S

.

Renown

Sea— Lat.

14.5 N., Long.

161 W.

Dear Mr. Hepworth:
We showed "Alf's Button" to the
Prince of Wales, his staff and ward room
officers. The success of the picture was
pronounced

His Royal Highness stopped me on the
quarter deck and said:

"Convey my hearty congratulations
to Mr. Hepworth on this clever production. I laughed enough to burst a button
myself.
Will G. Barker,
Official Cinematographer
to His Royal Highness.

THE FUNNIEST PICTURE

YOU EVER DID SEE!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Crowds So Tremendoiji
B reaks House Rule 1
1

Capitol Theatre,

New

York, continue

who were unable to see production
and "The Birth of a Nation" only oth

i

"The Lotus

Eater"

opened

to

a

$6,315.00
house, the

matinee crowd in the big Broadway
biggest matinee in the history of the theatre.
17,547 admissions the first day.
$11,473.00 day's box-office receipts.

The

biggest single day except "Passion" which
was $11,783.00. And this in the face of continuous rain.

And

the crowds continued to pack this 5,000
seat theatre all week long.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

That's

How
there'll

Big This Picture

be a Franchise everywhere

Is!

December

17,
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World's Biggest Theatre
[old
T in

at

Picture Second

Week!

demand of thousands of patrons

ause of packed houses.
p ctures

"Passion"

held over in history of theatre

JOHN BARRYMORE
in

"The Lotus Eater"
From
famous

Albert Payson Terhune's
story in the Cosmopolitan
Personally directed by

Marshall Neilan
WITH ALL STAR
Wesley Barry
Anna Q. Nilsson

CAST,

INCLUDING
Colleen

Moore

T. Barney Sherry

A JOHN BARRYMORE PRODUCTION

Tou Can Make a Clean up With
Iherell be a FranchisG^GyeryLuh^.

It!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"Strong Heart Interest Drama With Thrills!"
That's what the Motion Picture

News

Read the

says.

rest of the

report.

"King Vidor has long been
recognized
is

ever

a

as

striving

He

searching for the

audiences

find

enough

his

is

ever

human

note

are

to

make

to

pictures genuine.

and

who

director

certain

satisfy

to

them.

The exhibitor who books
"Love Never Dies"
sent

his

will

patrons with a good

heart interest drama.

are

also

touches
a

train

trestle

pre-

—a

There

melodramatic
thrilling

plunging

scene of

off*

a

and picturesque

high
res-

cue scene."

Speaking of

King Vidor's
presentation of

"LOVE NEVER DIES"
novel, "The Cottage
King Vidor; photographed by Max

Adapted from Will X. Harberi's famous
of Delight," directed by

Dupont.

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market

—Available

to

All Exhibitors

December

17,

1921
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Our Hats Off To—

Thomas H.
was

Ince!

He

right! "Hail the

Woman"

is

a

Big Pic-

ture—a Mighty Big
Picture!

An American Drama of Today,
by C. GARDNER SULLIVAN;
Directed by John Griffith Wray;
Photographed by Henry Sharp;
Supervision of

Distributed

THOMAS H. INCE
by

Associated

First National Pictures, Inc.

Released on the Open Market
Available to All Exhibitors
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"One of the Comedy Hits of the Year
—Wid's

Here's a review that's 'as funny as the picture. Hand yourself c
big laugh.
There's hundreds of them in the picture. Read whai
Wid's says:
"A

splendid comedy. Live
original. One
of the best two reelers oi
the year. Every foot of 'The
Boat' has a good laugh. The
business is a scream anc
ly,

funny and

Keaton does some of hi?
very best work in this one
No time is lost between the
laughs.

All the action

ha:

do with the boat thaBuster builds for himself ir

to

the

of

cellar

his

house

When

he comes to put
into water he finds that it i;
too big to go through the
door.
He drags it out with
i

a flivver

down

in

and pulls the house
doing so. From the

ruins he saves a bath tub
which he attaches to his ship
for a lifeboat. His wife and
children attend the launching and help hold the rope
that lowers the boat into the
water. Buster stands proudly
at the bow as the boat slides
into the water and sinks
like lead. Only the anchor
floats.
But as a title ex
plains: 'It is hard to keep a
good boat down.' The fam
ily soon set sail upon one oi
the funniest voyages ever
recorded on the screen. The

Joseph

M. Schenck
presents

BUSTER
KEATON
in

"The Boat"
written and directed by

Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

boat does

and

the

kinds of tricks
rushes
skipper

all

about from one end

to an-

other.
At a calm moment
he nails a picture to the wall
of the cabin, only to discover that he has punctured
the ship below the water
line. This leak grows worse

and Buster is forced to send
out an .S. O. S.—but the
name of the ship was 'Damifino.
The shipwrecked family take tc
the tub and sail along until on<
of the boys pulls out the plug
After saying farewell to eac!
other they find themselves ir
water only knee deep, so the)
walk ashore. There are man}
other funny incidents in thi:

comedy.

Every

moment

is

:

splash and every splash a laugh
You will make no mistake ir
giving this one to your people
It should go over big, for it
one of the comedy hits of th<
year.
'The Boat' is the secoru

i;

new series of comedies
Buster Keaton is making
First National."— Wid's.

of a

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

thafoi
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Beware
By

RECOURSE
A motion

dangerous experiment.

who

of exhibitors
stricted

A

MARTIN

on the part of

to vaudeville

picture exhibitors

of Vaudeville

is

very largely a

considerable

number

are facing a condition of re-

patronage at

time feel called upon

this

to take heroic action in

some form and

to

them

vaudeville appears as the solution of their prob-

Further complicating the situation, there
merchants
of vaudeville acts who have
are
seized upon the exhibitor's dilemma to establish
a wider market for what they have to sell.

lem.

not a solution for the exhibIt is a distinct and
itor's problem of the hour.
foreign type of amusement which has a sphere

Vaudeville

of

its

own and

is

this sphere

cannot be generally

blended with that of motion picture entertain-

ment

to the

advantage of anyone except the

man

with vaudeville acts to sell.
Variety entertainment, even in the second

which it is available to exhibitors,
To employ it at any time, and
especially when receipts are below normal,
means a cheapening of the motion picture program which is a certain means of making bad
business worse and of still further limiting the
attendance of the film theatres which is maintained, first and last, by the motion picture and
by no other attraction.
^ ^ 4

J.

QUIGLEY

dry setting with which to surround even the
weakest motion picture subject. Many motion
pictures can lay small claim to being intellectual
entertainment, but none of them is the insult to
an intelligent person which is the only possible
reaction from cheap vaudeville.
The motion picture theatres are irrevocably
committed to sink or swim by the fortunes fixed
by the public's response to motion pictures. The
introduction of variety acts may appear as a
momentary stimulus to attendance, simply because of the novelty of the procedure, but the
eventual result will be found to be very frothy
and unstable. The same expense, the same time
and effort devoted to improving the film program, its reasonable presentation and its proper
exploitation will accomplish a great deal more
and in addition it will be building solidly for the
future.

rate status in
is

expensive.

T^HE

public that

is

interested in vaudeville

is

compared with the public that
There is also
to be considered that substantial part of the motion picture public which will not tolerate agreeably vaudeville entertainment except in its most
negligible as

is

interested in motion pictures.

meritorious development.

amusement

is

aside

the exhibitor, even

The type of

from
if

act

This type of variety

this discussion because

willing, cannot obtain

which

is

it.

placed at the dis-

motion picture theatres is very largely
the dregs of that branch of the show business,

posal of

not acceptable elsewhere.
Considered from anv angle, such acts are a taw-

the flotsam that

is

'T'HE

vaudeville

craze

among

exhibitors

is

simply a frenzied effort to correct a condition that only time and a return to normal prosperity can alter. If the time ever comes when
the motion picture theatres of the nation really
need the doubtful aid of vaudeville to fill their
seats nothing but disaster will be ahead for
thousands of houses because the vast neighborhood and small town patronage that made the
motion picture theatres of today possible constitute a theatre public that was developed exclusively by pictures and cannot be maintained
by any other known form of amusement.
Exhibitors who are tempted to yield to the
importunings of vaudeville merchants should
give full consideration to the fact that the only
thing that is wrong with the picture business
the public's lack of currency just how cheap
variety acts can ameliorate this condition is far
is

:

from understandable.
Stick to the form of entertainment that
makes your business possible.
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them avoid the
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type of subject which belongs to the
theatre.
*
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Angeles celebrates

second

its

anni-

be taken to mean that the longrun policy has built up a successful

record at this house, thereby confirm-

Grauman, his
and many others in the
trade who have insisted upon the cer-

ing the judgment of Sid
associates

tain success of the long-run policy in

Notwithstanding the

record of the Rialto and other theatres

under the same policy, the number of
*

The

is still

*

issues involved in the contro-

in-

again being manifested in St. Loui^.
out of their

diffi-

versy concerning the non-theatrical exhibition of pictures should be clearly

culty by the organization of a co-oper-

To oppose

the exhibition

least, to relieve the individual exhibit-

of strictly educational and informational subjects in schools and churches

ors of the necessity of bidding against

understood.

is

to incur the ill-will of persons

whose

support the industry needs.
*

The

*

intended, at

is

power of

the circuit on

the product required.

The outcome

the big buying
all

watched with

exhibitor has a right to

demand

interest.
*

*

*

own

pictures by churches and schools, at
the usual nominal admission charges,
creates a serious brand of unfair competition for the theatreman.

Also

it is

a line of activity which is wholly outside the proper sphere of churchmen

and

exchange which

of the St. Louis experiment will be

*

province the exhibition of
amusement subjects. The use of such

as his

ative

educators.

The

exhibitor

is

wholly within his rights in demanding
and schools keep out of

that churches

the picture business.

If

they want

to

quarrels

Family

should

be

not

— a principle which

fought in the street
obviously

is

are supplying information for

Fire Losses in Theatres Total Million
32
and a Half in Year

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Metro May Halt Production for 3
31
Months. Says Balfour
Methodists Launch National Blue

Law Campaign

in

Iowa

Southern Picture Conclave Goes
Over with a "Wallop"
Big Theatre Merger is Effected at
St. Joe, Missouri
"Foolish Wives" Completed in Coast
to Coast Trip
Directors Protest Use of Extravagant Presentations
Split-Bills Mean Destruction of Pic-

33
35
35

38
39

awful?
*

plied:

"Quite a number.
of them."

In fact,

I

appointed

most

disarmament thing goes
through down in Washington, the
bunch of artillery we've received
from generous readers to go with
the horse to be presented to one of
the James boys will have to be
this

However, the rules may
junked.
not cover bludgeons or battle-axes,
so if you have any big sticks, gentle
readers, you might shoot 'em along
(express prepaid) and we'll see that
they reach the proper party.
Kennedy,

Earl

theatre, Aledo,

of

111.,

the

came

Empire
make

in to

inquiry as to the horse
fund this week and said his bed,
is a little buggy, was O. K.
for shipment.
The money keeps rolling in. The
Christmas spirit is in the air. The
Wc
fund now amounts to $4.21.
ought to be able to dig up a pretty
good horse for that amount.
HAIL HORSE WEEK. IT'S

personal

which

COMING.

who

Ford's attack upon the business. These
persons believe they are operating
secretly, but they are as

wrong

the statements which they have caused

Ford paper

"Left to Right"—

arms parley does nothing else,
it
has furnished most excellent footage
for the news weeklies.
the

If

*

in this

conclusion as they are in various of

DO YOUR HORSE FUND CONTRIBUTING EARLY.

to utter.

A Burning Question
A London writer says "were

one to
judge the United States by her film product, one would say that the burning question over there was as to whether it was
really worth while being 'on the level' or

tures and Vaudeville. Says Ballin 40

Which Trade Paper Has the Largest
Circulation in Xcw York State... 36

it

Quite Likely
Will Rogers asked President Harding
recently if he knew any political jokes, to
which the president is said to have re-

Henry

IN THIS ISSUE
OK SPECIAL INTEREST

ain't

flapping,

not being subscribed to by

certain persons in the industry

the

Gosh,

If

with the buying power of a large circuit

way

«

Hear 'em flapping, flapping,
Going up and down again.
(As Kipling would say.)

Horse Talk

difficulty of the individual

ors seek to find a

in again.

too few.

In this instance the individual exhibit-

The

*

They're

*

dependent exhibitor when confronted

is

Galoshes!

Which

may

long-run theatres

M.

Los

in

versary as a long-run house.

the larger cities.

R.

J.

Grauman's Rialto theatre

jWARTIN J. QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER, & EDITOR

1921

17,

Ohio Exhibitor Leagues to Merge at
41
Meeting December 12
Blue Law Proponents N'ow Meeting
43
Indiana
in
Defeat

Sometimes we wonder

not."

it

pays.

DO YOUR HORSE FUND CONTRIBUTING EARLY
*
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Touring the East with H. E.
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What the Picture Did for Me
Theatre Equipment
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Guide to Current Pictures
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*

42
44
45
57
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73
74
75
89
94
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Save Digging 'em
The fishing season ought to come
this

time of year

when chestnuts

are

at
in

and the worms are needed.
*
Sist!
If

old

Here's Wilbur!

Doc Wilbur

Crafts

puts

the

kibosh on racing charts it will open up
a new line of bootlegging, and those who
follow the ponies will have to sneak off
to the garret to read their favorite dope.

December
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Metro

Halt Production
For 3 Months Says Balfour

Company Now Has

Product to Maintain

Sufficient

Distribution for Next Half Year— Only
Two Stars Will Remain

By Jay Balfour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL., Dec. 6.—Decision to close the Metro Hollymonths beginning January 1 is expected to be made
at a meeting of Metro officials in New York on December 9.
The determination to close down for a long period was made during
the recent visit to Hollywood of Marcus Loew, but Mr. Loew stated at
the time to persons connected with Metro that he would do nothing without the sanction of the executive committee which meets Friday.
Has Supply for Six Months Schedule
Metro has enough pictures ahead to last for six months. In other
words every picture scheduled for issue up to June. 1922. is readv for the
screen.
George Baker the veteran director who is making productions
under the Sawyer-Lubin auspices for Metro release has two more to make
and will take his star Gareth Hughes to another studio.

wood

CHARLES RAY,

First National pictures
shaking hands with Mayor John
T. Hylan, of New York on the occasion of Ray's first visit to the "big
tasr,

city."

Holds Sunday Closing

Of Picture
Is n

*t

Theatres

Discrim inato ry

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LA MARS,

treatment

or

IA.,

"To make
favor

as

a difference in
to

discriminate

against a special class."

Apparently dictionary definitions carry
no weight with Judge Charles Bradley,
who, in his decision that motion picture
theatres cannot be operated in Iowa on

Sunday

anybody objects, held that
legislators had the power to classify businesses and so long as there was no discrimination between members of anyone class there was no discrimination exif

isting within the law.
The court ruled also that the

Rex Ingram has two more productions to
make under his contract but he expects
to take a long rest before resuming work
because of his run down condition due to
his strenuous work of the last eighteen

law was

not unconstitutional, as claimed by employes, on the ground that it deprived
them of the right to work when they
The employes were fined S3
pleased.
and costs by the mayor for working on
the Sabbath.

The only

Smoking

in Theatres

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

stars remaining

whom

Dana and Bert Lytell, both of
upon the completion of current pro-

Dec. 6.— Recommencommission that an

dation by the fire
ordinance prohibiting smoking in Los
Angeles theatres be adopted was preferred by the city council to its public
safety committee. Fire Chief Scott rec-

ommended

that smoking in theatres be
prohibited in the interest of fire preven-

May Ask

Milton E. Hoffman, the studio manager,
whose contract has a long time to go, may
ask for his release to accept another very
important position, according to rumor. It
is understood that during his stay here Mr.
Loew promised him his release whenever
he asked for it.

Bayard

and

Veillier

Max

Karger,

Prominent Film

Man

LOS ANGELES.

Dec.
6.— Funeral
were held Monday for Thomas
Edward Hancock, prominent in the motion picture industry here.
Mr. Hancock
recently formed
Company,
Pacific Film
in partnership with J. J. Hayes and had
become one of the best known and most
popular men in Los Angeles' film row.
services

is

ished.

May Go Back
With Hearst
Marion,

who

is

working

on

stories for both Norma and Constance Taimadge as a free lance, may go back to
International Film Company at the biggest
salary ever offered a scenario writer.

Miss Marion, long famous for her Pickford screen stories, quit the Hearst banner

summer

after directing a picture her-

Around the Corner," Joseph
Schenck made her a big offer to do some
Talmadge stories and she accepted but de"Just

clined to sign a contract.

Responsible for Treatment
Then the Marion Davies production "Enchantment.'' came out and was a knockout.
Although not given credit for the adaptation or scenario, Miss Marion, it is said,
was responsible for the treatment which
made the picture the most successful of all
Marion Davies pictures. Prior to that she

Another Chance

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

it

understood, sever their relations with Metro
when their current productions are fin-

Frances

job.

Release

tion.

Last Rites Held for

-

Talmadge

tours.

self,

decided he would have to have Miss Marion
it is said that he has told
her
she could name her own salary if she
returned. Miss Marion is expected to make
her decision as soon as she finishes the

back and

under contract

will be Viola

last

Ordinance Would Stop

wrote the scenario for "Humoresque" and
several other Hearst pictures of less importance.
Well, after "Enchantment" proved such
a hit. the millionaire publisher-film producer

months.

ductions are planning personal appearance

Dec. 6.— This is the
definition in Webster's dictionary for discrimination:

studios for three

Brunton Contemplates
Building London Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES. Dec. 6.— Robert
Brunton has definitely decided to pull up
stakes and leave at an earlv date for

London via New York, with his wife.
Mr. Brunton will look over the territory
there, according to his statement vesterday, with a view to building a studio in
London, or near there.
"I have several customers already," declared Brunton, "who are anxious to
make pictures abroad, and who will take
studio space with me. Among others is

Mme. Nazimova. who

in

wishes to produce

England and France.

over

in

case

I

She

will

come

decide to build a studio."

Denies Censor Board
<(
Rejected The Sheik"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.. Dec. 6.—An announcement was made recently that "The
Sheik," a Paramount production, had been
rejected by the Kansas State censorship
board.
Press notices to that effect were
published.
According to R. S. Cole, manager of the Kansas City Paramount branch,
the picture, which is now showing at the
Newman theatre, was not rejected and
will be shown in Kansas.

Business on Increase
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

for Exhibitors
to Give Aid to

One Another
{See

Page 8q)

6—

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec.
There has
been a noticeable improvement in conditions in this territory in recent weeks.
Manager McKean of the Fox exchange
reported one of the biggest weeks in the
history of his office.
Manager Floyd
Lewis of Realart and Jack Weil of Goldwyn were others who spoke in optimistic
tones of present conditions and the prospects for the future.
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Fire Losses

Theatres Total

in

Millon and Half
Make

Legal Safeguards Can

MR.

December

These Are Causes
Of Theatre Fires

Year

in

The following tabulation of
the causes of theatre fires in ig 19
and the losses incurred has been

Playhouse Safest Place for

made by

Crowds of People to Gather
EXHIBITOR: Are the stoves, furnaces, boilers

and their pipes
your theatre in proper working condition? Is your electrical
equipment defective?
In a bulletin just issued by the National Board of Fire Underwriters
these factors are cited among the principal causes of theatre fires which
in 1919 caused a total loss of $1,331,616.
timely

is

this disquisi-

to the recent holocaust in

tion

New Haven, Conn., which resulted
death of several persons.

A

in

study of the causes of theatre

the

fires

supplies exhibitors with valuable information on which to base their campaign of
safety which the bulletin urges upon
every theatre man.
*

*

About the causes

*

of theatre

fires

the

bulletin says:

"Taking

reports of 761 claims
covering fires in 1919, a careful analysis
has been made. This data is of vital importance in safeguarding the thcatregoing
public, since it indicates the chief hazards
existing in this occupancy and thus
points
out
where vigilance is most
needed.
"Losses in moving picture houses as
well as in other theatres are included in
this tabulation, which displays a total for
the year of $1,331,616.
No figures are
available as to the loss of life involved in
these fires.
"Theatres should be constructed acthe

to approved specifications for
safety.
There should be efficient alarm
service, automatic sprinklers installed as

cording

prescribed by the building code, and hand
extinguishers located at strategic points.
*

"It

is

*

*

most important

to prevent

smoke

from

escaping

Defective Chimneys and Flues
Fireworks, Firecrackers, etc
Ga«, Natural and Artificial

the auditorium in
case of fire on the stage and this emergency should be provided for by the introduction of an adequate ventilating outlet, opening automatically
in the event
of fire.
The first thought when a blaze
starts upon the stage is to lower the fire
curtain, which should be provided with a
smoke seal' at the floor and another at
the top of the proscenium arch.
"It is impossible to overemphasize the
importance of adequate exit facilities, and
the properly designed theatre provides
aisle space, risers and other details upon
a carefully computed scale based on seating capacity."
The pamphlet states that the modern
theatre building, "where it has been made
to conform with the legal safeguards
and is constantly being inspected by fire
department officials, is a safe place as
structures go, and probably one of the
safest places where crowds of people
come together."
In dwelling

*

Explosions
Exposure,

jumping

from

hundred of those
lery and 125 were

were

killed
in

Four

above."
in

the gal-

the balcony.

26,240
23,296
5

61,299
'229

7,455
32,723

304

and

Boilers

109,499
108,330
105

Electricity

Including

Conflagra-

_ «'»ns

236,821
7,356
22,542
15,295
126,825
8,733
13,187
497,614

Sparks from Machinery
Incendiarism
Lightning
Miscellaneous Known Causes
Sparks from Combustion
Spontaneous Combustion
Unknown Causes
Total

$1,331,616

"Naked Truth" Fete
To Be Held in March
Preliminary Details Made for
Event Par Excellance
of

upon the greatest theatre

catastrophe in this country, the burning

people

Stoves,
Furnaces,
Their Pipes

33,725

35

Petroleum and Its Products
Rubbish and Litter
Sparks on Roofs
Steam and Hot Water Pipes

*

of the Iroquois in Chicago in 1903, when
581 persons were killed, the bulletin
points out that "not more than seven of
those in the orchestra were killed and
some of these deaths were caused by

$

Hot Ashes and Coals, Open Fires.
Ignition of Hot Grease, Oil, Tar,
Wax, Asphalt, etc
Matches — Smoking
Open Lights

into

*

the National Board of
Underwriters
CAUSES
LOSSES

Fire

in

P SPECIALLY
owing
r~*

1921

17,

Industry

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec. 6.— The date finally
has been set for the much talked of annual "Naked Truth" dinner of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.
It will be held in the Grand ball room
of the Biltmore Hotel on March 25, and
many of the preliminary details of what
is billed as the event par
excellence of
the industry have been arranged.

Committee

Now

at

Work

was at first expected that the A. M.
A. officials would fix a date during the
holidays or shortly after the first of the
year. The late March date, however, was
decided upon and the entertainment comIt

P.

"The Paper That

Read"

Is

Metamora,

III,

November

19th.

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

Illinois.

Gentlemen

my doorman, "Charley," my operator "Lou," my wife who
and myself, who is general flunky and manager of our one

In behalf of
sells

horse

the

tickets,

show

the interest
letter

in

we

we wish
HERALD.

a one horse town,
get

from your

thanks to your

to express
It

is

like

a

staff

family paper to us

for

—

list.

from home.

We

all talk here about old man Jenkins from Neligh, Neb., Philip Rand
from Catfish, Idaho, and in fact, the whole darn gang in that wonderful
beauty contest.
And also the "man with the horse." If this bunch happens
to get a horse without a tail, we can furnish a good tail and a bottle of glue to
complete the animal.
have been tight and selfish in the past as we have read all of our
brother exhibitors' reports on "What the Picture Did for Me," but haven't
contributed any for a long time.
are going to do our bit from now on.
If a man takes from that department and doesn't contribute, we consider
him a slacker.

We

We

Long
ness,

mittee is now busy at work on a plan
of entertainment with which they hope to
outdo the memorable "Naked Truth" dinner of last year.
Invitations Are Limited
It has been decided to limit the invitations to 400 and already more than that
number of members of the industry have
intimated that their year would be incomplete if their names were not on the

live the

and we mean

HERALD.
Thank

it.

We

think that

it

is

by

far the best in the busi-

you,

Raymond Schneider
Midget

and

theatre.

staff.

Gordon 's Own Company
Will Produce in Manila
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 6.— Charles
Gordon, who is remembered for his playing of the. part of Page Clarence in "A

Yankee
formed

in

King

Arthur's

Court,"

has

own company and

has gone
to Manilla to produce films, according to
word just received from him.
his

Walter B. Oakes is at the head of the
new company and has secured five acres of
land just outside of Manila. Two acres
of this were obtained from the business
community of Manila and three from the
Chamber of Commerce.
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17,
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Methodists Launch National
Blue Law Campaign in Iowa
Imported Reformers Seek

to Win Public Support
by Hurling Insults at Industry
Theatre
Men Counter With Newspaper Ads

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

WATERLOO,

IA., Dec. 6.
It has developed that Waterloo's campaign for the Sunday closing of theatres is an opening wedge in a national

movement sponsored by

the Methodist Episcopal church.
National officers of the church, among the most radical of the present
day reformers, have been imported to Waterloo to harass and insult the
industry in the hope of crystallizing public sentiment in favor of a "sour"

Sunday.
This is the first indication of the scope of the campaign being conducted by the Methodists, which is one of the few denominations to
maintain in force its bigotted disciplinary canons. Although secrecy has
shrouded the movements of the church, it is understood that the campaign has reached a magnitude very threatening to the industry.

m

The

MOTTE

MARGUERITE De

La
in a
L. Frothingham production, "A
Bride of the Gods," being distributed
through Associated First National PicJ.

move

the

Rock

of Sunday movies are ignorant, selfish and disloyal to the coun-

at

Proposition to Increase
Capital Stock Voted

the

Down

In his attack on the industry, one of.
imported reformers, Dr. George
Wood Anderson, an official of the Methodist Temperance Board and Moral Reform Bureau, said:
the

Zukor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. 6.— Invited in

as a precaution against possible disorder,
a police lieutenant sat on the side lines
last

to

Ages.
The sponsors

try.

Stockholder Meeting

LOS ANGELES,

slide read:

The Movies are trying
of

On Guard

One

church.

tures.

Police

unethical and insidious methods of

the reformers are indicated in the wording of the slides screened in the Methodist

week while representatives

of

the

thirty stockholders of the Rubaiyat, Inc.,
held a meeting at the. Hollywood residence of Ferdinand Pinney Earle, pro-

ducer of the company's "Omar" film,
and voted down a proposition to increase
the capital stock from $150,000 to $200,000.

"There

At the conclusion of the meeting, Secretary Herbert Newcomb declared that
everything will work out all right and
that Arthur D. Ripley, who has been engaged to cut the film, will be at work
on it shortly, but Earle thinks it may
be some time before notable progress is
recorded.

Master Mind

mind

mo-

of the

and the one man who has a
greater power than any man who has

tion picture

ever lived is a man who several years
ago ran a fur store on Hector street in

New York

His name is Adolph
at the head of the
largest company, they control the minds
Zukor.

of

Says Everything O. K.

Is

a master

is

propaganda in the movies has
degraded the home, cheapened virtue,
made marriage relations a joke, and has
more to do with the divorce evil than any
other one thing.
They have degraded
the ministers and the teachers.
insidious

Appeals to Labor
"The labor organizations of America
must vote for the closing of the movie
institution on Sunday or they will lose
nine-tenths of that which they have
gained
their

want

more than

2,000.000 people daily.

American home

The men who

They

should be and is.
head the picture business
as

it

know American

Ad

Is

life."

Published

In sharp contrast to the ravings of this
is the conservative advertisements
published in the daily press by the exhibitors.
One ad read:

according to a statement made by him
yesterday, but in their haste they overlooked about 15,000 of its salient features
which, Mr. Earle asserts, are now in his

No! The question to be voted on by the
voters of Waterloo on December 6, is as
"Shall the City of Waterloo,
follows:
Iowa, prohibit the conducting within said
city of motion picture houses and thea-

possession.

tres

bigot

on Sunday?"

If the moving picture theatres are so
immoral that they should be closed on
Sunday, then they should be closed the
other six days as well!
We believe the people of Waterloo are
in favor of a continuation of clean Sun-

day amusements.
All those who voted

last fall

are entitled

enterprise in order to strengthen her social position.
The big difficulty right now, according
to the stockholders, is to determine who
is going to cut the film and get it ready

CLEAN AMUSEMENT COMMITTEE

to show.
Newcomb says Ripley is going
to do it. Earle says the company already
has had a cutter take "Omar" clear out
of the picture and leave nothing but a
lot of melodramatic lollypop.

In continuing his contemptible denunciation of motion pictures, the imported
reformer heretofore mentioned intimated

to vote at this election.

Vote at the same
Do your

place where you voted last fall.
thinking vote your
ments.
That's all we ask.

OWN

a

City.

About the middle of November a group
of stockholders spirited away most of
the "Omar" film from a studio, where it
was being cut under Earle's direction,

And the Trouble Began
According to Earle the Rubaiyat's
trouble began when a certain Hollywood
woman bought 55,500 worth of stock in
the company. He declares she joined the

in

With Zukor

are un-American in ideals and ideas and
never has the screen portrayed the

do not

motion picture executives were
league with bolshevism and that
"through the breaking down of the Christian Sabbath" they eventually would do
away with Sunday altogether.
In opening his address, Anderson called
attention to the fact that the blue law
movement here was not a local fight,
but one that touched the whole motion
picture industry.
He said also: "The majority of the
crimes of the younger generation of today can be traced to the movies. The
that the

—

OWS

senti-

Charges Bolshevist Plans

in

their

fellow

the rest of
say: 'We

for

battle

They

workers.

to give clean entertainment

day.'

W hat
T

they

mean

on Sun-

'We have
sake of making
is:

some men who. for the
money, are going to co npel others to

work seven days out of the week."
The entire ministerial association
supporting the Waterloo movement.

is

On

the side of the exhibitors are stores and
shops which usually are open on Sunday.
They are contributing to the motion picture fund, inasmuch as they probably
would be forced to close if the anti-blue
fight is lost
The referendum is being held today.

Stars Will

Make Tour

To Appear

in

Person

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Dec.

6.—Wesley

Barry, Bert Lytell and Viola Dana are
among the stars who have announced
that they will make personal appearance
tours after the holidays.

Smith on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES.

Dec. 6.— Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, and Jean
Paige, the picture star, who in private
life is Mrs. Albert E. Smith, have arrived
here. They are planning to remain here
throughout the winter, this being a part
of Mr. Smith's project to concentrate

Vitagraph

activities

on the

coast.
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Production

Win

Will
Says

Themes

Biblical

of

B. S.

NEW

ducer who desires to win the confidence of churchgoers, according to
the Rev. Dr. William Carter of the Throop Avenue Presbyterian
church in Brooklyn.
This statement was made by the clergyman in an address before the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers on "How to Put Motion Pictures

Over Among Church People."
he said, producers should take
higher classical literature and capitalize upon it. As an example he cited "The
Three Musketeers," declaring that it had

ment.' That is a Biblical term which was
not recognized by a few of our newspaper
critics who wondered why the play was
not called 'A Bill of Divorce.' You all
know the words of Christ, 'He who

been presented in the right way and that
the scenarioist had not taken liberties with

among you is without sin, let him cast
the first stone.' Why not take the title,
'Casting the First Stone' and develop it
in modern dress? It suggests much."

the story.
*

»

»

*

Dr. Carter impressed the fact upon his
hearers that a producer should be true
to the great basic thing in a story and
not

insult

changing

it

the

public's

intelligence

by

to suit a star or to inject clap-

trap situations to cause sensationalism.

"But," he declared, "to get films into

must have Biblical
I
do not necessarily
costume play, unless it

churches you
themes. By that

the

mean

the Biblical
a spectacular production. The Bible is
full of material which can be developed
is

along a modern theme.
"Take the play, 'A

An Open

Bill

Divorce-

of

•

*

Dr. Carter is well acquainted with the
motion picture industry. At one time lie
was president of a motion picture organization which produced religious and educational pictures. He said that the bigger
companies in the industry should be the
producers of plays of Biblical significance, as companies which were formed
to produce only Biblical pictures would
never be a success.
The clergyman said that more than half
of the population of the United States
were churchgoers and that motion picture
producers should realize their importance
and their viewpoints when it came to the

the wall?"

Isn't

the hand-writing on

from

off

twenty-five per cent to fifty per cent from

prices
still

not

moment; yet,
over-prosperous
at
the
strangely enough, as you have pointed out,
the amusement business has not been hit.
Secondly, motion pictures being the least
expensive and the most acceptable type of
amusement for the masses of America, they
are cutting in rather seriously to the vaude-

patronage.
Thirdly,

many

and

was nearly

there

persons

in

attendance

opened

half that many
when the doors
By the time the

at 10 o'clock.
dining room doors were thrown open at
midnight, it was not noticed that anybody
belonging to the picture world was missing.

Moss

had

been given carte
Brandt and had
commandeered a number of Keith headliners and other artists to make up an
B.

S.

by

blanche

President

program of entertainment.
all the film stars in the East and
large number of leading lights of the
legitimate stage were there, many of them
rn the dual capacity of guest and enterelaborate

Nearly

a

tainer.

Use Sun-Light Arcs
room was fitted with SunLight Arcs and shortly before midnight
pictures
were made by Jack Cohn
motion
and Kennth Carson of Screen Snapshots.

The

big ball

Among

those

who had boxes were:

L. D. Williams, J. D. Williams, D. J. Hennessey, Lewis J. Selznick, Hiram Abrams, Abe
Warner. Rufus S. Cole, Adolph Zukor, Carl
I.aemmle, Morris Kolm, Marcus Loew, William
Brandt, Earl W. Hammons, Wid Gunninff, Al
Lichtman, Samuel Goldwyn, J. L. Ryan, A. E.
Lcfcourt, Ben S. Moss, Hyman Winik, E. M.
Porter. Ralph H. Clark. Sydney S. Cohen. Wtllian Fox, Mac Murray, Jules E. Brulatour, Charles

New York

City:

is

You need not change your
if

policy or your

you have the capacity.

You can

give your public vaudeville acts but give

them

also a

good picture to make them glad

they came.

Motion pictures represent the most popform of amusement the world has ever
seen and because of their mass popularity
the business is the most profitable of the

ular

show world.
Get aboard the band wagon before

it is

too late.
of your acts are not

what

the prospectus called for.

But do not despair; the darkest cloud
has a silver lining.

ball

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, which was held last Saturday
night in the grand ball room of the Hotel
Astor, was voted one of the most pretentious events that has yet taken place
in connection with the industry.
Invitations Are Limited
The invitations were limited to 2,000
of the

tion projection booths.

or three reasons.
is

'

annual

motion
pictures, and wise you were when you had
all your new theatres equipped with regula-

what you expected when you entered the
variety field? There's a reason; in fact, two
In the first place, the country

G— The

In this case the silver lining

City:

your business

Dec.

Urban.

selection of subjects.

New York

"Have you seen

ville

YORK.

Letter to Mr. Lee Shubert, Shubert Vaudeville,

Shubert Vaudeville,

by

Staged

Is

Moss—Jack Cohn

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of More Classical Literature
Would Find Favor in Religious Circles
YORK, Dec. 6. — Two factors must be considered by the pro-

FIRST,

1921

Films Crowd

CARTER

Pastor Says Picturization

NEW

17,

Annual Exhibitor Ball
Is Pretentious Event
Entertainment

Church goers

DR. WILLIAM

December

wire or write the nearest distribugood pictures.

Call,

tor of
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Effect Big Merger
of St. Joe Theatres
Consolidated Company Will
Build New $750,000

House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

JOSEPH, MO.,

ST.

Dec. 6.— Clarence

&

ZehPhilley of Crawford. Philley
rung has just announced the consolidation of seven of St. Joseph's leading motion picture and combination theatres,
representing an investment of §1,000,000.
But one St. Joseph downtown house,
the Tottle, owned by Dubinsky Brothers,
and playing vaudeville and pictures, is not
affected by the combination.
Crawford, Philley & Zehrung controls
theatres in Lincoln and Omaha, Neb., Topeko and Wichita, Kan., and a year ago
formed Interstate Amusement Company,
which controlled the Crystal, Orpheum
and Colonial in St. Joseph.
The company also plans a $750,000 theatre to occupy a half block adjoining the
Crystal on South Sixth street.
V.

Robbins Purchases
Three Playhouses

WATERTOWN,

N. Y., Dec. 6.—The
Olympic. Palace and Antique theatres
have been purchased by Robbins Amusement Company. This leaves but one
house, the Avon, not under the control of
the

Utica

Southern Picture Conclave
Goes Over with a "Wallop"
Exhibitors from Nearly Every State South of the
Mason and Dixon Line Attend Exposition
National Executives Present
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHARLOTTE.

X. C, Dec. 6.— Charlotte put over a four reel thriller
with a wallop that has made the rest of the country sit up and take notice
with the four day "Get Together'' of the Southern Motion Picture Exposition last week.
Exhibitors from nearly every state south of the Mason and Dixon
line began to pour into the city the day before the exposition was scheduled
to open on November 29.
The city of Charlotte opened its doors and
threw the keys away. Xever in the history of the industry in the South
has any movement met with such response.
Wells and Varner in Charge of Conclave
Percy Wells, president, and H. B. Varner, secretary of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Xorth Carolina, met the exhibitors as they
came and conducted the administration of the affairs. A great bulk of
the work fell upon the shoulders of Herbert C. Wales who deserves unstinted praise for the smoothness with which the entire affair was carried
out.

Attending the exposition were President Sydney S. Cohen and General Counsel

company.

James

J.

Walker

of the Motion

Pi—

Owners of America. In an
address before exhibitors from six Southern states meeting at the Selwyn hotel
President Cohen declared that "the diffiture Theatre

Exchange

Exhibitors

Opens Headquarters;
Arrow Deal is Closed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO.,

ST.

Dec. 6.— The Ex-

Exchange, a 5100.formed by exhibitors in
Louis and vicinity, has opened head-

hibitors Direct Service

000
St.

enterprise

quarters at 3314 Lindell boulevard with
Sidney J. Baker as manager. Announcement of the organization was made last

week

in the

Herald.

Arrow representative, was here last week to close a
association.
with
the
new
$70,000 contract
Thomas Curran,

special

He departed on Sunday for Dallas, Tex.
B. A. Pappas, owner of the Majestic
theatre, was elected a director in place
of Steve Kaiman of the O'Fallon Park
theatre.
Pappas was selected to give exhibitors of his vicinity representation on
the board.
Kaiman withdrew as his section was represented by Ferd Warner of
the North Grand theatre, who is vice-

in

Recognition of Service
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

6—

M. R.
CITY, MO., Dec
Fink general manager of Peacock Prosailed for a six-week's
The board of directors
of Peacock voted Mr. Fink the trip in
recognition of his services.
The trip will
be a combination of pleasure and business.

ductions, Inc., has
tour of Europe.

Die in Theatre Crash
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROOKLYN,
six

Held

in

Auditorium

He

said that he had information that
the Lynch interests were purchasing
First National pictures at lower prices
than the sub-franchise holders.
The exposition was conducted in the
Auditorium, admirably decorated for the
occasion. Nearly every National distributor was represented with one of the
booths arranged along the walls. The
center was reserved for dancing. A balcony above the exhibition floor accommodated to capacity the enthusiastic
public who came to watch the film stars
show how pictures are made and later to
join in the dancing.

Open Exposition
Hope Hampton and Richard

European Trip

K\XSAS

culties of exhibitors in the South would
be freighted with greater severity were it
not for the M. P. T. O. A." "For a long
period," he said, "the South has been torn
between two great combinations, namely.
First National and Lynch Enterprises."

with

new

and a renewed store of

ideas

pep.

One of the big ideas spontaneously expressed by exhibitors amonj themselves
and by their spokesmen at the gatherings
was the need for clean pictures. They
felt
that too often the exhibitor was
blamed by some of his patrons for pictures that offended and the general trend,
as a result, will be the exclusion of meaningless and immoral sex pictures.
Effect Is Gratifying
The effect of the exposition on the publis has been gratifying.
It is felt that the
experience should be repeated in a number of places for this reason alone. The
public has been brought into closer connection with the inside working of the
industry.

Last but not

least,

such a gathering as

this has been has served a great purpose
in linking together the exhibitors of this
section of the country in personal friendships.
They have so been able to assist
one another in their various problems and
to keep the big fundamental ideas of their

chosen work before them.

That the exsmashing success cannot
be denied for it did not one but all of
these things, and threw in four rolicking

was

position

a

days of clean fun into the bargain.

Stars

president of the organization.

Gets

35

N. Y., Dec. 6.—At least
persons lost their lives and twenty

others were injured in the collapse here
of the new American theatre in course of
construction in Bedford avenue near Park
avenue. Sylvester Rosenthal and Samuel
Moskowitz are owners of the building.
An investigation is under way by District
Attorney Harry E. Lewis to determine
the cause of the collapse.

Barthel-

mess opened the exposition with impromptu scenes to the accompaniment of
Later, Mr. Barthela clicking camera.
mess assumed the role of director for
several scenes of twenty-five Southern
girls competing in a contest for the leading part in a picture to be made in this
The girls had
section of the country.
been chosen in a popularity and beauty
contest in their various localities.
The second day after the opening,
Shirley Mason and Mrs. Mary.Carr made
They carried on the
their appearance.

work

of "showing the public" where Mr.

Barthelmess and Miss Hampton left off.
Little Business Enacted
There was very little business enacted
It was not for that
at the exposition.
purpose that the meeting was called. It
was merely a "get together"; an exchange
of views. And it worked. An exhibitor
in his own town, without this stimulus,
finds himself getting into a rut It is the
general opinion that the meeting in Charlotted has sent every one of them home

Alleged Chief of Gang
of Film Robbers Held
by Pittsburgh Police
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH.

PA., Dec. 6.— Harold
Goldberg, alleged by city detectives to be

one of the leaders of a band of international film thieves

whose operations in
more than SI. 000.-

the past year will total

been brought here from Chicago
on several charges of burglary. Almost
000, has

simultaneously with the arrival of Goldberg word was received from Boston by
Captain of Detectives Clyde S. Edeburn
of the arrest of Morris Taitus, another
alleged

member

of

the

"film

burglar's

ring."

Detectives assert that the "film ring"
is
one of the best organized bands of
crooks preying on film exchanges all over
the country. Further details on the opera-

tions

of

clique were published
several weeks ago.

this

The Herald

in
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See next page for answer

To

the question,

"Which trade paper has the largest
paid exhibitor circulation in

New York

State?"

December

17,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

NEW YORK

SIGHT IN

37

STATE!

A personal theatre-to-theatre canvass of New York
state, exclusive of the City of Greater New York,
which has just been completed by the HERALD
752 theatres
"booked" by 593 exhibitors.
reveals that the

in this territory are

Out

of these 593 actual buyers of films and theatre
accessories, the
has as paid-in-advance
subscribers the significant total of 457.

HERALD

The showing

of the five national trade publications with reference to the number of subscribers
York state,
among the 593 buyers of films in
York City, is as follows:
outside of

New

New

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Motion Picture News

.

.

Picture World
Exhibitors Trade Review

Moving
Wid's

{Comprehensive and
is

on

file

in the

The HERALD,

.

.

.
.

definite

data attesting

HERALD

upon request from

.

office

and

to

the

shall

457
218
162
161
58

accuracy of

be

this

statement

available for inspection

any advertiser.)

in furtherance of the only sound circulation
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" Foolish

Wives" Completed

December

17,

1921

In

Coast to Coast Trip
Working in three Special Cars, Cut,
and Print Big Universal Special

Technicists,

Edit, Title

RUSHING
negative

across the country at top speed in three special cars the
of Universal's big special production, "Foolish Wives,"
passed through Chicago on Friday and arrived in New York on
Saturday. The film, which was insured for $978,000, was under guard of
two "devil dogs" and in Chicago was escorted across the city under heavy
guard.
I 'HE three cars, which left Los Angeles
* on November 29, after being loaded
l>y
a bevy of Universal stars, were
equipped with special cutting, editing and
printing devices in charge of ten expert

'

two

two negative assemblers,
writers and several assistants.
this was made necessary owing

cutters,

film

title

All of

contract

a

to

between

Film

Universal

Manufacturing Company and A. D. Rip& Company, film cutters, the former
agreeing to pay the latter company $40,000 if the task of editing and cutting
"Foolish Wives" was accomplished beley

fore noon,

December
*

5.

*

Von Stroheim

The

*

production

sisted of 261 reels of film
train left

con-

and when the

Chicago en route to

the Ripley firm had reduced

it

New York
to sixteen

It will be shown in New York during Christmas week at the Central theaIt was in
tre as a twelve-reel feature.

reels.

thirty reels

when

the production

left

Los

steel

generators,

and

baggage

car,

with

electric

as a cutting room
booth.
The cutters

was used

projection

worked
the

hours each, while
writers and laboratory men
alternate shifts during the entire
in shifts of six

title

worked
trip.

The

erts

and E. L. Mandel cutting.
*

special train

was under the

direc-

*

•

Captain James E. Betts of the U. S.
Marines was assigned by the post office
department to guard the film during the

Unloading the 30 cans of film for "Foolish Wives," the big Universal special,

The completed film was delivered to
the Universal office, 1600 Broadway, at
11 a. m., Saturday, and the bonus of $40,000 paid

Ripley.

New York

Griffith Feature
Is

Tried Out on
to Exhibitor j

(S fecial

NEW

"Dog"

Herald)

YORK, Dec. 6 — D.- W.
"The Two Orphans" on

the

dog

last week, the "dog" in this
particular instance being a New England
town, name as yet not made public. The
picture was presented in sixtccn-reel form
and required more than three hours for
now is being cut to
the showing.
It
twelve reels and the first showing of the

( Special

ST.

9.

to Exhibitors

LOUIS, MO.,

Herald)

6.— Marcus
announced that he
construction on his conDec.

I.oew. here recently,

would not

start

templated $1,000,000 State theatre at
Eighth street and Washington avenue
until construction costs were reduced.
He expressed the opinion that the St.
Louis scale of wages for building mechanics was prohibitive, and that a drop
in values is so inevitable his corporation
did not feel justified in going forward
with the theatre under existing condi-

The Loew corporation has

a lease on
with a frontage of 135 feet on Washington avenue by a depth of 226 feet on
Eighth street. The present ground rental
lots

is

$60,000 a year.

Selznick Goes

Abroad

On Important

will be at Hartford, Conn.,
3

Wait Reduced

tions.

Griffith

one evening

shorter form
on December

to

Costs Before Building

to reach
have lost

tives.

New

Loew

Had

the cutting firm
in time, they
would
$18,000, receiving only
the amount paid the cutters.
Airplanes along the route picked up
photos of the train's progress and rushed
them to newspapers at Omaha and Chicago, while in Chicago the train was met
by cameramen and newspaper representafailed

Chicago.

at

trip.

tried out

Angeles.

The

of Harry L. Rcichenbach, with A.
D. Ripley in charge of the cutters. Mrs.
Marion Aijalec and Lucy Hickox were the
title writers, with E. N. Sowder, D. Rob-

tion

Mission

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

N. Y., Dec. 6.— Myron

Selznick, vice-president in charge of production of the Selznick Corporation, has
sailed for Europe on an important mission where he will look after matters

connected with production and distribution.
President Lewis J. Selznick would
give no definite reasons for his son's
departure for abroad.
Mr. Selznick will remain in Europe for
about six weeks. His itinerary includes
visits
England, France, Germany,
to
Scandinavia and other points in southern
Europe. Mr. Selznick will work in cooperation with Louis Brock, in charge of
the Selznick foreign department.

Second Fire Threatens

New Orpheum

Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SLAYTON, MINN., Dec. 6.—Another
in less than a few months again
threatened the new $90,000 Opheum thefire

atre.
fire

Quick action on the part of the
department prevented spreading of

the flames. The previous blaze resulted
in considerable damage.
It is believed that the fire, which originated in different parts of the building,
was of incendiary origin and the theatre
has been closed pending an investigation.

December
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Sunday Closing
Fight to Springfield

Shift

Referendum Will Be Held on
Hope To
December 28
Gain Victory

—

(Special to Exhibitors

Directors Protest Use of
Extravagant Presentations
Quigley They State That
Entertainment
Menaces Production Progress

In Letter to

and

third

most

Dec. 6.— The
important battle con-

fronting Missouri exhibitors in their campaign to banish Sunday closing laws from
the state will be decided here by a ref-

erendum on December 28. The first two
at which referendums were un-

battles,

necessary, resulted in clean-cut victories
for the exhibitors, ChilHcothe and Kirks-

respective towns which
cast aside their antique closing laws.
Every available resource of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri will
be thrown into the Springfield set-to in
an effort to land a victory. The referendum is the result of a traveling evangelist, Bob Jones, who recently stirred
church members to action during a series
ville

being the

of revival

meetings.

being sent here by
is
Lawrence
the exhibitors' organization.
E. Goldman of Kansas City, counsel and
secretary, is here directing the forces
against the radical and self-appointed reE. Wilhoit, second viceformers.
S.
president of the M. P. T. O. M., and A.
F. Baker, a member of the executive
board, both are residents of and own
theatres in Springfield, which is a town
of about 55,000 population.
No definite plans of action have yet

"Ammunition"

been announced by the Missouri organization, which, in the past, has found public opinion
to be its greatest offensive
factor in launching campaigns against

Sunday closing laws.

1,200 in Attendance
At Private Screening
Of Warner Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Dec. 6.— One of the high
lights of the industry here last week was
the special showing of "School Days" in
the grand ball room of the Hotel Astor.
More than 1,200 invited guests of Warner
Brothers were in attendance and the
Wesley Barry picture met with a most
enthusiastice reception.

The showing was made under
sonal supervision of Harry Rapf,

the perthe producer of the feature, who, in conjunction
with Gus Edwards, had prepared a prologue which in reality was a goodly part
of the Edwards stage play of "School
Days." Many of the songs of the Edwards show were sung by the youngsters
and these, together with the excellent
dancing of the youngsters were heartily
applauded.
The picture, a review of which was
in last week's Herald, met with
immediate favor and if the applause and

printed

favorable

comment

are

a

criterion.

"School Days" is destined to be one of
the big successes of the season.

Censor in New York
Urges Changes in

Law

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
to

the

be urged on the next legislature by
George H. Cobb, chairman of the board.

The

alterations

he desires would

tate

operations

of

the

J.

The Motion Picture Directors Association, in a letter to Martin J.
Quigley, publisher and editor of the Herald, protest the extravagant
theatre presentation as a "menace to any further advance in motion
picture production."
Prologues Are Creating Wrong Impressions
Use of the "unnecessary" atmospheric prologues, vaudeville numbers
and expensive orchestras, says the letter which is signed by William D.
Taylor, president of the organization, "is subtly impressing a certain class
of our public with the thought that the play is not the thing but that the
trimmings are."

facili-

commission, he

The

letter follows:

"As the

result of a spirited discussion
the last meeting of the Motion

held at
Picture Directors Association, I have
been instructed to write you this letter.

Would Aid Industry
"The Motion Picture Directors Association feels that it would be to the material advantage of the industry if certain
extravagant and unnecessary phases of
motion picture presentation were cur-

tailed.

"We mean

specifically:

Atmos-

pheric prologues, vaudeville numbers and expensive orchestras.
"In almost all the larger cities of the
United States, first run theatre managers
have gradually added theatrical features
to their feature entertainment until today
in many instances the theatrical entertainment overshadows the featured photodrama of the program. This condition
is
a serious menace to any further advances in motion picture production.
Belittles Film's Importance
"In the first place it is subtly impressing a certain class of our public with the
thought that the play is not the thing
In other
but that the trimmings are.
words, it is belittling the importance of
the photoplay upon which the entire industry has builded.
"In the second place, added numbers

often take up so much of the program
time that the feature picture is 'raced'
by the projectionist in order to maintain
a timetable schedule. This works grievous
injustice alike to audience and to author,
director and players.

Increases Exhibition Cost
"In the third place, this custom is increasing the cost of exhibition to such a
prohibitive figure that many exhibitors
are forced out of business by the loss
they must sustain, and admission prices
are increased to such an extent that we
lose an important and intelligent but
economical portion of our public.
"In the opinion of this association,
whose members are dedicating their lives
to the betterment of motion pictures, the
over-elaborate prologue is a useless adjunct to the feature picture, often destroying dramatic effect and turning the climax
to anti-climax; the place for vaudeville is
in the vaudevile house, and the greater
portion of the picture-going public pre-

—

—

fers its motion picture comedy and drama
'straight'; and while the musical accomis an invaluable part of picture
presentation and is working wonders in
furthering musical culture in this country, expensive orchestras are unnecessary
and often in poor taste.
Expensive Presentation Futile
"The Motion Picture Directors Association believes that these theatrical fea-

paniment

YORK,. Dec. 6.— An amendment
New York State censorship law

will

says.

Martin

Billing of Theatrical

Herald)

SPRINGFIELD, MO.,

'

39

tures have been brought to become such
an important part in American picture
programs through a mistaken sense of
showmanship and in some cases mere
personal rivalry between managers. We
believe
futile

that extravagant presentation is
it does not increase the atpictures to the

because

tractiveness of motion
general public."

Church Members Will
Pick Theatre Program

One Day

in

Each Week

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WESTMINSTER, MD„ Dec.

6.^-

George Osborne of the Star theatre announces that on one day each week he
will turn over the selection of pictures for
his program to church members, parents,

teachers and the Civic League.
If the
plan works out there is a possibility that
it will be adopted
for another day each

week.
Neither the church nor the league will
derive any financial gain from the plan.
Undoubtedly the plan will dispel any agitation for the exhibition of pictures in
schools and churches.

Hirshfeld Opens Two
New Trenton Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TRENTON,

N.

J.,

Dec. 6.— Two new

motion picture houses have been opened
here, the St. Regis and the South Broad
street theatre, by Milton Hirshfeld of
New York. Both houses were acquired
from William J. Vernon, who also is connected with Mr. Hirshfeld in another theatre project which was chartered here recently.

conjunction with these enterprises
Hirshfeld is lesseee of the State
vaudeville
street
and motion picture
house.
In

Mr.

See

Show During

Fire

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

N. Y., Dec. 6.— A

fire at

Keith's Jefferson theatre was successfully
extinguished while a crowded house
watched the performance unaware of the
Investigation revealed that a
danger.
boy of 14 had started a blaze in two
places, which had burned from the top
floor of the building into the second floor
and was weaving its way toward the roof.

Discovery was made by an ausher who
sent in a fire call and the flames. were extinguished without knowledge of the patrons.
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Mean

Split-Bills

Destruction of

and Vaudeville

Pictures

the

ARE

the motion picture theatres literally starving to death? Can the
large theatres exist "on the meagre program of pictures?"
Lee Shubert, vaudeville and dramatic producer, answers the first
question in the affirmative and the second in the negative. His attitude,
however, has aroused stiff opposition on the part of motion picture producers.

BALLIN, whose productions
W. W. Hodkin-

are distributed by

son Corporation, is among the first to
challenge the statement of Shubert, who,
in offering vaudeville acts to the motion
picture theatres, makes the erroneous
declaration that "the day of the
picture
a

as a

moving

complete entertainment

is

thing of the past."

In answering this, Ballin makes the
emphatic statement that "split-bills of
vaudeville #nd pictures must eventually
Ballin
lead to the destruction of both."

continues
*

"Mr.

Shubert

*

*

says

the

theatres

are

starving to death.
"I hope he doesn't mean the Shubert
know he doesn't mean the
houses.
I
picture theatres. Because only this week
I have before me reports on my own pictures, notably 'East Lynne' and 'The
Journey's End,' which show percentage
showings in several theatres and either
the exhibitor came off very well indeed
or he likes me very much to send such
substantial cheques to the \V. W. Hodkinson Corporation for me.
"No, no, it must be just another cry
of 'Wolf, wolf!' and I'm praying that the
exhibitor has his ears well stuffed with
cotton.

"Just another voice in the now dwinCondidling chorus of depressionists.
tions have not been so good. They have
been bad by contrast, let us say. But

—

are getting better are better and
be 1,000 per cent better before many
moons have passed.
"Exhibitors have lost money?

they
will

»

»

»

"So Mr. Shubert writes,
letter of the

"'See

the

in

his

open

the

wall!

other day:

on

handwriting

Book vaudeville

acts.'

"No, Friend Exhibitor, it may be the
same handwriting you see on the wall,
Let's focus
hut not the same message.
down on this subject and get it straight.
"There is a handwriting on the wall
for you to read, carefully, a powerful
message, a story expressed in pictures
like 'Way Down East,' 'Over the Hill,'
Peter Ibbetsen,' 'Molly O' and many,

many

others.
"Here is the message:
" 'Good pictures make

ON

for

WITHOUT

money

for the

OWN!
CANNOT make
exhibitor, WITH or

the
vaudeville

or

so-called

'added attractions.'

"You knew
"That's

all

this before?
Of course.
is to the message."
»
»
*

there

with capacities of from 2,000 to 3,000
containing audiences of only 200 and 300

The

theatres are literally starv-

The managers, in order to
bolster up their business, are compelled
ing to death.

program by introducing
such features as Theda Bara, to whom
they pay $3,000 per week, and Victor

to

improve

their

Herbert, who conducts the orchestra at
In cases of this kind,
$1,500 per week.
the attendance shows an appreciable increase, which has convinced Mr. Shubert
that these large theatres cannot subsist
on the meagre program of pictures. The
big features are too few and far between
to hold out hope."

James Young on Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Young, the

IRVING CUMMINGS, who
series

of twenty-four

is

making a

two-reel North-

west Mounted Police stories for Western Pictures Exploitation Co.

film

Dec.
6.—James
has taken a

director,

fling at the stage this

To Rival Exposition
Buildings in Beauty

—

CAL., Dec.
San Francisco's new $2,000,000 theatre,
the Granada, just opened, is said to rival
in beauty the most pretentious of the
Panama-Pacific
Exposition
structures,
and is built on the same style of architecture and decorated in the same color
scheme.

Crowned by

dome

80 fee* above the
presents an
in length and
108 feet in width.
Under the dome are
3.500 seats, each with a perfect view of
the stage and richly upholstered. About
half of the seating capacity is in the
balcony, where there are arranged comfortable loges with wicker chairs.
Above these are two de luxe boxes, innovations, and said to be the last word
Here private parties
in theatre design.
can view the performance seated as in
their own drawing rooms and entirely
isolated from other patrons of the house.
From these boxes a sweeping view of the
entire theatre is obtainable.
a

auditorium
unbroken expanse 160 feet
the

floor,

First

big

National

Is to

Distribute Series of
Five Coogan Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
a

YORK,
First

Dec. 6.— Jackie Coogan is
Negotiations
star.

National

pending for some time were concluded last
week and an agreement entered into between Sol Lesser and First National offifor the distribution of the youthful
production.
After signing the contract Mr. Lesser departed for the Coast,
where the second of the series of Coogan
pictures is being made.
Five pictures are planned for the series.
"My Boy," the first, was brought East by
cials

star's

On the other hand, the Shubert offices
have issued this statement:
"Shubert vaudeville is making a bid to
supply acts to the better class of moving
picture theatres, no matter where they
are located, and it must be apparent to
the average showman that the time is
ripe for a change of policy in most all
of these theatres.
It may be a question
of having 'over-built' or again it may be
a question of theatres with capacities all
out of proportion to the drawing power
of the entertainment offered.
"At any rate, during Mr. Shubert's
trip to the west he found many theatres
people.

Granada Theatre Said

now

THEIR
exhibitor—
"'Mediocre pictures
money

1921

(Special to Exhibitor t Herald)

Producer Declares That Good Features Do Not Need
Addition of Acts to Make Money

HUGO

17,

SAN FRANCISCO,

HUGO BALLIN

Says

December

week.

He

is

play-

ing an important role in G. B. Shaws
satirical playlet, "Candida" at the Harlequin theatre.

Mr. Lesser and has been turned over

to

The second is being made
First National.
at the Brunton studios and has been named
"Nobody."

Company Organized to
Make Scripture Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 6.— A

new

firm

just launched for the production of feaIt is sponis Scripture Films, Inc.
sored by a long list of well-known persons
interested in public welfare and has as its

tures

president,

The

W.

S.

Dysenger, D. D.

organization

is capitalized at $1,Francis
000,000.
Other officers are:
Eigel, formerly with the Lasky organiza-

vice-president; and Clare Moreley,
secretary and treasurer.

tion,

DeMille Says He Won't
Produce While Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec

6.— Cecil

B.

De

Europe, denied the report that he would
produce while abroad. The director general of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation stated that the trip "over" was to
Before returning
be a vacation only.
home the first of the year he will visit
the Paramount working units in England and on the Continent.
Mille, just prior to his departure for

A

December
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Binderup Appeals Case
Against Film Companies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec. 6.— Charles G.
Binderup of Minden, Neb., has appealed
his case against the Omaha Film Board
of Trade, which was sued for conspiracy
under the Sherman anti-trust law, according to word received by E. J. V. Ludthe attorney who represented the
of the National Association of
the Motion- Picture Industry involved in
the case.
The action involved a claim for $720,000 triple damages. Binderup claimed he
had been driven out of business by a
conspiracy.
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Ohio Exhibitor Leagues to
Merge at Meeting Dec. 12
One Organization Will Permit of More -Aggressive
Action Before Legislative Bodies— Convention
Will Be Held at Waldorf Hotel, Toledo

vigh,

members

Show Afternoon Grid
Contest Same Evening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY,
ord time was

made

MO., Dec. 6.—Rec-

development of
Missouri-Kansas football
game, which were shot by V. A. Simes,
Kansas City cameraman for Pathe. It
was about 4 o'clock when the game was
over and it is a two-hour ride, via railroad, from Lawrence, Kans., to Kansas
City.
The pictures of the game were
shown in Kansas City in time for the
second show at the Newman and Liberty
theatres.
The developing was done by
Gold Seal Film Company, Kansas City.
in the

the films of the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO,
instead of

two

—

O., Dec. 6.
One state exhibitors organization in
as at present, is nearing a reality, it is believed.

This movement to crystallize public
opinion on the side of the industry would
be conducted in the twenty-two congressional districts of the

"The

play,

A

Little Minister,"

executives are enthusiastic in their assertion that her work in this is the best that
she has yet done. The first distribution
of the pictures will be made on Christmas

Day.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO.,
Famous
poration, and Hugo
ST.

—

Dec. 6. Felix Kahn,
Players Lasky CorRiesenfeld,

of the Criterion, Rialto

New

atres,
York,
cently, arriving in

the

visit

of

and

manager

Rivioli the-

stopped off here retown coincident with

Marcus Loew. They
any significance

claimed there was
tached to this fact.

H. H. Lustig

movement
in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

national

BOSTON. MASS.,

Dec. 6.— The New
England conference of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America opened
here this afternoon for a two days session.
Sydney S. Cohen, national president, and James J. Walker, national counsel, and other officials arrived early this

inasmuch as

Ohio showmen appreciate
what has been
done
for
them
at
Washington by the repeal of the 5 per cent

and the 10 per cent tax on admissions of 10 cents and less.
Many exhibitors from other states have
rental tax

morning.
The afternoon session was devoted to
organization and routine. Tonight Cohen
and Walker will present complaints
against First National.
Exhibitor rep-

signified their intention to attend the convention which will be held at the Waldorf
hotel.
National President Sydney S.

resentatives

Cohen,
Walker,

Favors Serious Films
director of

legislation,

last

week and was viewed by the executives
of the company.
Betty Compson plays
the part of "Babbie" and the Paramount

similar

would take

reached

offices

Expect Fireworks at
Boston-Cohen Meeting

National Plan

Dec. 6.— The first print
of Penrhyn Stanslaw's production of Bar-

Famous Players Lasky

of the Southern League and H. H. Lustry is chief executive of the Northern Association.

state.

YORK,

the

disat-

Riesenfeld expressed

com-

By consolidating the two organizations it is believed that more aggressive action before the next
legislative sessions will result.
Several measures detrimental to the theatre men in all probability will
be introduced at the next assembly. If the two assoJ. A. Maddox
ciations are merged, as seems certain now, a comprehensive campaign of enlightenment will be launched immediately.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

rie's

Ohio,

bined convention of both the Northern and Southern units of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America will be held here
on December 12 and 13 at which time it is thought the
merger will be effected.
A survey of the state was made by Sam Bullock,
executive secretary of the M. P. T. O. A., who reports
that he found the sentiment for one state organization
unanimous.
Plan Big Legislative Campaign

"Little Minister'' Print
Reviewed by Officials

NEW

A

National
Counsel
James J.
Doctor Francis Holley, director general of the department of public
service, and Representative C. Gilbert
Taylor, father of the Taylor anti-blue
bill,

ing.

from

six

The fireworks

state ; are attendof the meeting is

expected tomorrow.

Film Companies Merge

will address the convention.
Smith Is in Charge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

Martin G. Smith, secretary of the
Toledo Exhibitors Association, is chairman of the convention arrangements
committee and announces that it is
sparing neither expense nor effort to put
over a real convention.
J. A. Maddox of Columbus is president

CITY, MO.. Dec. 6.—Crescent

Film Company and Federated Film Exchange have merged, according to M. A.
Kahn of Kansas City, manager of the
merged companies. Both companies have
been owned and operated by the same
interests for

some

time.

motion pictures will
favor with fans and that the day

the belief that serious

gain in
of sex appeal films has passed never to
return.

"Family

Week" Success

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 6.—
"Family Week" idea was initiated by
Samuel Harding, owner of the Doric theatre, last week, the special feature of the
exploitation being played up in all newspaper advertisements: "Kiddies, 10 Cents."
Despite the handicap of a smallpox epidemic, the result was gratifying, as juvenile fans made up a large part of the
audiences and they brought their par-

—

ents,

in

most

cases.

HERALD

"I consider the

ARDSON, Strand

theatre,

one of my greatest assets."
Schroon Lake, N. Y.

*

*

—ARTHUR

RlCH

*

—

RlCHARD C. Barlow, Star
"I would not be without the HERALD."
• • •
theatre. St. Francios, Mo.
"I think the HERALD is the best in the field and would not run
HUBBARD, Hub's theatre, Bishop, Texas.
B.
theatre without it."

—

"I sure get

Grand

my

L

*

money's worth

theatre, Breese,

111.

*

in the

*

HERALD."

—JULIUS W. SCHMIDT,

I'.XHIBITORS
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Chas. E. Moyer
Director of A deer Using

And

Publicity for

United A rtists
UNITED

ARTISTS

subjects

as

soothing

result of the aforesaid
suit

libel

Company

of

objected

As

syrup.

Anglo-American

the

a

to

serious

the

promise the $100,000

against United Artists

The

withdrawn.

been

has promised not

joke any more with such

to

plaintiff

sub-title

in

et

Drug
al

has

company

Douglas Fair-

banks picture, "The Nut," referring to the
artificial sleep producing qualities of Mrs.

Winslow's soothing syrup. The drug company pointed out that its remedy, as it
contained no narcotics, produced sleep only
by the natural means of aiding the child's
digestion.

Settlement was effected by the withdrawal of the caption in question and by a
statement on the part of the United Artists
that the motive inspiring its use was merely

one of innocent fun.
*

*

*

"Les" Mason, of First National, is now
and deposes

the busy boy with the pencil,

expressed great relief when he
learned that Trimble had left the dog on
the coast.
hotel,

*

*

*

R. Levee has moved his coat hanger
from the Paramount home offices to the
J.

Paramount
he

jects

New York

Exchange, where
Paramount short subfor the entire New York district.

will

handle

all

Mr. Levee has had a wide and varied experience in the film business and was at
one time branch manager for Triangle, as
well as special representative for United
Pictures.
*

*

*

Charlie Moyer says it is a shame the
way somebody is always trying to steal
something from somebody. And for that
reason he is making it known to the world
that the National Vigilance Committee of
the

Associated

Advertising Clubs

of

the

World has its collective eyes on somebody.
The committee has issued a bulletin warning against a so-called "Three Musketeers"
being advertised in such a way as to convey the impression that it refers to the

genuine Douglas Fairbanks production of
"The Three Musketeers." Now, let's all be

that he

honest.

that

R. William Neill, director of "The Iron
Trail" and many screen successes, has gone
to the Pacific coast, accompanied by his
He will at
assistant director, Bert Seibel.
once make arrangements for starting work
details
of which
picture,
the
on a special
It is underhe did not make public here.
stood a Hollywood studio will be used for
the forthcoming production. To date Neill
has directed Dorothy Dalton in several
photoplays, and has directed Norma and
Constance Talmadge in two each. Other
stars he has directed are Catherine Calvert,
Constance Binney, and
Enid
Bennett,

wore out only one in figuring out
"The Lotus Eater" on its opening
day at the Capitol broke all Sunday records
for Broadway. There were 11,547 paid admissions during the day, and after the war

own deadhead

tax and his

ducted, there

Mason

was $11,473

says he doesn't

ticket
in

were de-

the bankroll.

know whether

the

great influx of paying guests was due to
the
his
ing

John Barrymore or to
exploitation, but modestly is willdivide the credit with Barrymore.

popularity of

own
to

*

And now

*

*

pinned

they've

a

medal on

Dorothy Herzog. Bernard Macfadden did
it.
The medal is indicative of the fact that

who is president of the
Physical Culture Corporation, which owns
Movie Weekly, has promoted Miss Herzog
from the position of chief writer to that
And
of Editor of the movie publication.
Dorothy just says: "Now, isn't that thrilling?" It is.
Mr. Macfadden,

*

*

*

Paul Perez, of Universal, was talking to
who wanted to break into the publicity game, and asked him why.
"I've understood there is good money in
a friend

it,"

replied the friend.

"That's right," said Paul. "There's good
money in it. Not very much, but what
there is is good."
* * *

Volstead note: South Africa reports that
drinking petrol (which is the overseas nickname for gasoline) will cure snake bites.
Hector Fuller sees in this another wallop
for our old college chum, John Barleycorn.
*

*

*

Eddie Bonns will send upon request a
chart for this one which the publicity department of Warner Brothers is charged
with sending out
"After seeing Monte Banks at work acting for the movies, twenty little orphans
were glad to go back to the asylum."
* * *
Larry Trimble, director of "The Silent
Call,"
is

in

great dog picture,
and stopping at the AlFrank Case, manager of the

First

National's

New York

gonquin.

Corp.

*

*

»

Thomas Meighan.
*

Louis Silvers,

*

*

until recently

head of the

D. W. Griffith's musical forces and composer of the scores of "Way Down East,"
"Dream Street," "Peacock Alley" and "Silas
Marner," has joined the Jess Smith EnterMr. Silvers will have charge of a
prises.
department making a specialty of writing
music scores for motion picture productions.
*

*

*

Flo Ziecfeld declares he is tired of digging up beautiful girls for the "Follies," and
then having them hop to pictures, and he
Wonder how he's
will have no more of it.
going to stop 'em.
*

»

*

the truth when they
One of the Broadway
sharp-shooting publicity men last week sent
out a press notice of a production he is interested in and said "It is now completed
with an entirely new angel." This is really
not an entirely new angle. It's been done
before, but they don't always tell of it.
* * *

Sometimes they
do not intend to.

tell

Bob Greathouse, now helping Jack Welch
see that "Theodora" gets proper distribution throughout the country, was reading a
review in one of the daily papers which
found fault by referring to "subtitular
banalities." Greathouse borrowed a pencil
and made some notes. "I'm going to use
"It's sure great to be so
that," said he.
highly educated that you can knock pictures
will
know what you're talkso that no one
ing about."
John S. Spargo.

—

INTRODUCING

Mr. Moyer, of United

Artists Corporation.

Director
licity for

of advertising
the "Big Four."

Registered

and

pub-

"Who's Who"

as Charles
the film industry west
to Hollywood, south to Key West, north
into Canada and east to London and
Paris as "Charlie." Likes the name and
deserves the popularity.
Was born at Reading, Pa., but doesn't
look the part. Only sometimes.
Went to
Liked pictures as a child.
Later dabbled in
school when young.
E.,

in

known

but

in

home-town

Didn't get elected
politics.
Became a newspaper reto anything.
porter; found politics interesting. Knows
Boise Penrose. Became managing editor
and hired good reporters.
Wanted to make money and ran a
vaudeville theatre. Made money and ran
a chain of vaudeville and motion picture
Bought part interest in newshouses.
paper; sold

it.

came to New York.
With Paramount, Lasky-Famous Players
Still liked

pictures;

combination for several years, popularizing Paramount stars via advertising and
publicitv department.

Hiram Abrams met
"H. A." merged Mary
and Doug and Charlie Chaplin and D. W.
into United Artists he took
Griffith
"Charlie" Moyer from Fifth to Seventh
avenue. He's still there. He swears by
"H. A."; sometimes "H. A." swears, too.
Plays golf, tennis, billiards and snooker.
That's

where

When

"Charlie."

Good

at tennis

and

billiards;

new

at golf;

not so good at snooker.
Married and glad of it: celebrated first
wedding anniversary a few days ago.

A

bit

times,
friend,

explosive

would
whether it

but

temperament

in

his shirt
or not.

give
fits

to

at

a

December
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Aitken Plans to Make
Films That Entertain
As Well As Instruct
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 6.— Again in
our midst is Harry E. Aitken, formerly
one of the organizers and heads of Triangle Film Corporation.
Believing that visualization is the most
effective form of education, because pictures are seen by a larger percentage of
people than read books, he is planning
the making of pictures which not only
shall tell entertaining stories but which
shall inform the public regarding certain
problems which touch their everyday

humdrum

lives, including transportation,
farming, labor unrest, banking, co-opera-

tive questions, etc.
effort is being made to induce no
Griffith to interless a person than D.
est himself in the stupendous plan, and,
in fact, an effort will be made to bring
Mr. Griffith to the Coast in the interests

An

W.

of the enterprise.
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Blue Law Proponents Now
Meeting Defeat in Indiana
Man Found Not Guilty on Charge
Of Violating City Ordinance -Change of
Venue Taken in Mitchell Case

Bicknell Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BICKNELL,
the

IND., Dec. 6.— Following closely upon the heels of

Sunday opening

victories in Missouri is the defeat here of the blue
in their case against Charles Mitchell of the Colonial theatre.
The exhibitor was found not guilty by a jury in the city court
on a charge of violating a city ordinance by operating the Colonial on

law advocates

Sunday.
A change of venue was taken

in the case by Mitchell from Mayor
Winter to a special judge. During preparation for the trial it was stated
by Horace A. Foncannon, city attorney, that if the case failed under the
city ordinance against Sunday shows then the prosecution would be resumed under the state common labor law which prohibits pursuit of daily

avocation on Sunday.

Contemplated Action Satisfactory to Defense

Pasmezoglu Aquires
Criterion in St. Louis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.
terion
street,

LOUIS, MO.,
theatre,

Dec. 6.— The Crinear Olive

Broadway

has been purchased by Hector

M.

E. Pasmezoglu for $250,000.
The deal
was made by a syndicate headed by Sam
Lewis, who recently bought the house
from the Famous Players Missouri Cor-

poration for 5200,000.
Pasmezoglu also owns the Congress
and Delmar theatres here. The Criterion
opened under the new management Saturday with "No Woman Knows" as the

main

of the defense to that threat was that such a move
would be satisfactory for then the prosecutor would be required to deal
fairly with all and to close every place of business on Sunday instead of

The response

merely picking on the three Bicknell theatres.
the Colonial theatre had been operated on
It was argued by the defense
that Mitchell was only an employe of the
theatre and was not therefore guilty
under the city ordinance.
The prosecuting attorney said it made
no difference whether Mitchell beat

At the opening of the trial a demurrer
was filed by the defense, stating that a
city had never had powers except those
granted by the state. The state Sunday
law was read and it was pointed out that

Sunday.

the city could not attach a penalty for
a thing that the state had prescribed the

penalty

drums or posted up

for.

City Is at Error?
It

was argued

that

the action

could

have been brought under the state law
and decisions were cited to support the

attraction.

Children's Nursery is
Feature of Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

contention that the common council of
Bicknell had no right to pass the motion
picture ordinance when there was already
a state law concerning the prescribed

Again Semon's Heroine

The

court overruled the demurrer on a
showing that the state legislature had
delegated to cities the power "to regulate. Kcense, tax, restrict or prohibit theatrical and all other exhibitions, shows
or entertainments."

Argument

of

everybody knew

charged.

offense.

Dec. 6.— A distinct
novelty in neighborhood houses will be the
new Vermont theatre at Vernon and Vermont, of which Glenn Harper, representative of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and secretary of the local organization, is one of the lessees.
The new house has a children's nursery
which Harper claims is the only one of the
kind in America. It is a comfortable and
well furnished room where the mother may

LOS ANGELES,

bills,

that he was the active manager of the
theatre and that he was guilty of violating
the city ordinance.
He said it was not
the duty of the jury to pass on the law
regulating Sunday shows, but simply to
decide whether Mitchell was guilty as

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS
Semon's
are

ANGELES.
affairs

Lucille

settled.

Dec.

Defense

many

comic Vitagraph characters,
to

resume her

— Larry

who

Carlisle,

the beautiful heroine in so

Evidence was introduced to show that

6.

regarding a leading lady

is

played

of Semon's

once more

place.

come with her
comfortable
entire

show

child, arid while seated in a
rocking chair may view the

in privacy.

Writers Fete Success
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. 6.— '.'The Writsocial function
given at the Hotel Ambassador by an organization known as "The Writers," was
a big success. Funds derived from the
sale of tickets will be used, it was indicated, to equip a new athletic field for
"The Writers."

LOS ANGELES,

er's

Cramp," an elaborate

Mr

" Theodora" Closes
"Theodora," the big Goldwyn spectacle,
which is being road-showed by the
Shuberts, has closed after a brief engagement at the La Salle Opera House on
Madison street, Chicago. Even under a
price reduction of 25-75 cents,
to draw the downtown crowds.

it

failed

TWO SELZNICK PLAYERS— (Left)
Elaine

Niles Welch, leading man, and (right)
Hammerstein, Selznick star.
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the

Blessing

of

Town

the Small
Noted Author

Now

Writing for Realart Says Films Today
Educate While Entertaining

must have amusement
not a luxury.

—

it's a
People enjoy

seeing the joys and sorrows of others

—

and
where the motion picture has its great
advantage over all other forms of enterthat's

The

tainment.

stage could

show only

a

small bit of life; the scope of the screen
is

world-wide.

Only recently have
contact with

member
Studio.

kept

me

I

come

into

direct

motion picture-making, as a

of the writing staff of the Realart

My

other writing activities

so fully occupied that

my

have
intro-

duction to the world of cameras and close

ups has been somewhat delayed.
•

*

without sticking its hand
the breast of a Prince Albert coat and
eloquently announcing that it is going to
take them by the hand and lead their toddling steps into Kingdom Come.
If the motion picture had done nothing
more worth-while than to bring wider
sympathies and newness of viewpoint into
our "Main Streets," it would have more
than justified its existence.
As a newcomer it strikes me that the
motion picture is pretty new and sprawling;
something like a great, big friendly puppy
which hasn't gained proper control of its
legs and awkwardly knocks over choice
vases and bric-a-brac through no particular
fault of its own.
The motion picture has
knocked over its share of bric-a-brac, but
thetic stories but
in

now

*

the

is

it

period

something

But now that I am in it I am delighted
to see that the industry is moulding itself
along the lines that will educate while entertaining;

that

shows Minnesota how

people live in Louisiana and gives

New

a close up of New Mexico, a treconstantly operating agency to
break down sectionalism and build true national sympathies.
The motion picture gets under the skin
of hundreds of millions by telling sympa-

England

mendous,

growing out of puppyhood
of

flux

is

settling

•

*

—and

down

portrays life.
People want to see how
other people act who are undergoing just
the same sort of domestic, business, and
personal problems that they themselves have
it

do myself is
on the screen

by

By W.

J.

to

Builc

POWELL

Mr. Small Town Exhibitor,
did you ever try a "Baby

Show?"
Have your patrons bring

Up Their Patronage
Parents

(Manager, Lonet theatre, Wellington, Ohio)

in

photos of their babies and have
slides made from these pictures.
Run these slides with
your regular program during

"Baby Show Week."
Local photographers will asin advertising the event
and will offer special prizes if
they are awake. Make a limit
of SO slides.
More than this

pleased

are

when

immensely
you present

them with the slide at the
time you return baby's picThis may not be a new
idea but if it has not been
worked in your town, it is well
worth trying.
ture.

BY RALPH ROSSO
(Manager, Hippodrome Theatre,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.)

When you

have

a

weak

sist

night, try this!

would grow tiresome. Try it!
It will give you a good week
and make many friends for
your theatre.

Get a western picture and
advertise it big. Get about 20
one-sheets with theatre name
and date and flash them
around in all kinds of stores.
Also, use a 24-sheet if you can
and just watch the results.

Mary Miles

Minter,
Daniels, May McBinney, any of whom
can well be the center of a real romance of
business.
I think there is a great field for
that sort of a picture, a production which
will please not only Mrs. Playgoer, but Mr.
Playgoer as well.
girls,

Avoy and Constance

Re-edited Ray Subjects
Will Be Sold by Brandt
On State Right Market
Joe Brandt announces that the first
of the two-reel subjects starring
Charles Ray, which he will re-issue on
the state right market, are ready for disthree

tribution.
The pictures,

which Mr. Brandt terms
"modernized versions," are being reedited and furnished with special art
titles.

The initial publication is "African
Love," which formerly was "The Renegade."
Louise Glaum supports the star.
"Saved from the Depths," a re-issue of
"Shoal Light," is the second publication.
Joseph Dowling is cast in this picture.
Third on the schedule is "After the
Storm," a modernized version of "Desert
Gold," and in the cast are Frank Borzage and Clara Williams.

Lee

picture of the future, in my
opinion, will be successful in proportion to
the accurate but simple manner in which

daily to contend with.
What I am going to try to
to write stories which will place

five

Wanda Hawley, Bebe

The motion

MONEY
MA KING IDEAS
Which Have Been Used Successfully
Exhibitors

Realart are

into

definite.

*

is quite possible to get your love
and yet retain a story which will
as well as women.
Here at

men

interest

Blessing of the Small Town.
That's the way I've always thought of motion pictures. For I
was born in a "Main Street" and I know the amusement starvation that exists among the millions outside the big cities. Years ago they
had stock companies, small, not particularly choice in their selection of
vehicles, but better than the frowzy pool halls and saloons that became
the leisure hour centers when the stock theatre disappeared.
necessity,

It

interest,

THE

PEOPLE

1921

background of accurate business life,
not merely a stage indication of business
achieved by a few files and a stenographer
with a pencil in her hair. There are thousands of men who don't enjoy the supersentimental motion picture which has solely
to do with a peppermint boy and a gumdrop
girl.

WILL PA YNE

Says

17,

a

Are

Pictures

December

&

Bradford Announce

Three Earle Productions
Lee

New

&

Bradford, 701 Seventh avenue,
announce that they have

York,

ready for distribution on the state right
market three Josephone Earle productions.
They are: "Branded," "Serving
Two Masters" and "Way of a Man."

The following territories have been disposed of on the series: Greater New
York and northern New Jersey, to Capital
Film Exchange; New York state,
Webster Pictures Company; New England states. Pioneer Film Corporation of
New England; Eastern Pennsylvania,
Screen Art Pictures; Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, S. & S. Film
Exchange; Ohio and Kentucky, W. A.
Kaiser Enterprises; Michigan, Minter
United Amusements; Northwest territory, Interstate Film Exchange; Louisiana and Mississippi, S. T. Stephens Film
Distributing

Company.

Minister Aids in Editing
New Tru-Art Photoplay
is made that a minister
assisting in the editing of the Becker

Announcement
is

and Tullar Tru-Art production, "The
Power," thereby "reducing possible censorship troubles to a minimum."
It is
said that more than 200 stills, exclusive
of publicity and exploitation shots, have
been made on the picture.
Fred Becker directed the picture, which
has in its cast Ora Carew, Walt Whitman, Theodor von Eltz, Gloria Joy,
Charles Spere, S. F. Davidson and others.

Will Produce "Religion"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec.

6.— Nazimova

has obtained film rights to Sudermann's
"Religion" and will produce it following

"A

Doll's House."

THE THEATRE
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Must Live

Exhibitors

Two questions bearing importantly upon the theatre future figure conspicuously in current exhibitorial discussion.
The first is, "Has the public lost interest in pictures?" The
second is, "Does the public want lower admissions?" Their
answers lead to a third, "What are we going to do about it?"
To determine that it is necessary to answer fully and completely
the first two.
None who observe audiences
will

grant that people are less

interested in motion pictures than

most prosperous period in
box office history. Take a seat
in any auditorium and listen to
the conversation of those about

at the

The names

you.

of players are

tossed about as familiarly as the

names
ments

days in the week. Arguarise over direction, photography, even continuity.
The
of

latest pictures are discussed and
compared during intermission.
The apparent fact which many

have overlooked
is

lic

in

a

is

mood

that the pubfor

shopping.

Merchants signify recognition of
fact by advertising many
bargain sales.
condition has
been brought about wherein purchases are made after much critthis

A

examination and weighing of
values.
This includes purchases
of motion picture entertainment.
It does not follow that a bargain sale of motion picture entertainment is advisable, or even
ical

by buyers.
never met a patron
desired

You have
who wanted

amusement at any price.
The records of half a dozen big
pictures of the moment, exhibited
inferior

great profit at increased admission prices, constitute conclusive evidence that the public
will, today as always, spend practically any sum that is asked for
good entertainment. All of which
puts the matter of rectifying
existing faults squarely up to picture makers.

produced.
When they are
available the questions mentioned
will be heard no more in the industry.
In the meantime, ex-

be

must live.
Not many favor

hibitors

a policy of rereduction at this
time is almost certain to be regarded as permanent.
Subsequent return to a scale which will

duced

prices.

assure

A

revenue commensurate

the magnitude of production plans necessitated by the demand for better entertainment
could be accomplished only with
great difficulty if at all.
Exhibitors reaching this point
in their reasoning turn to the
consideration of possible reduction in overhead or operating expense. Various suggestions have
been made, none of which are

with

particularly attractive.
It has been suggested that expensive presentation features be
dispensed with. As an emergency
measure there is little against
this proposal, although it involves
loss of ground in an important
direction. Others have suggested
elimination of at least one short
That plan is not sersubject.
iously entertained by the intelligent showman. He realizes that

*

*

Better pictures must and will

ture.

has been suggested that the
may be reduced
number, pending readjustment.

It

theatre personnel
in

The army

of unemployed, from
exhibitor draws patrons, is sufficiently large without addition of recruits from the
theatre. Salary reduction, wholly
out of key with sustained admission policy, is obviously out of
the question.

which

no

*

*

*

The development

of new and
effective methods of bringing patrons to the theatre is the
logical solution of the problem.

more

You

have

read of individual
of record business reported
to this department.
There are
several such stories in succeeding pages. You know that a new
field of endeavor has been opened,
the field of cooperative entertain-

weeks

ment.

This is the outstanding
development in current showmanship.
If you can align yourself with
a lodge, a school, a civic or industrial organization, to produce
record business in a given week
with a given attraction, as has
been and is being done regularly,
there is no reason why you cannot duplicate the accomplishment
with another body the following
is no reason why
not be continued in-

There

week.
this

may

definitely.

necessary to arrange
with this cooperative
policy in mind, such arrangements should be made. Since it
is a shopping era, with the public
obviously shopping for its amusement, you are entirely justified in
shopping for your pictures with
the same exacting care and disIf

it

is

bookings

to

*

the short subject is an integral
and essential part of the screen
program and subject to the same
laws as govern the feature pic-

Another Chance
for Exhibitors
to Give Aid to

One Another

crimination.
*

(See Page

<?p)

There

*

*

are, of course, the inevi(.Condudei on page 5f
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the Stills

in

scene which

may

lobby, foyer or

be approximated

upon the

the distribution of gifts

stage.

may

in

From

the

theatre

this

setting,

be made.

shows a young woman carrying
where there is little giving
and little happiness at holiday time. That also should
be paralleled by the theatre, representatives taking
presents to those who will not come to the theatre
Another still gives a close-up of a
to receive them.
scene which has annual recurrence in every AmeriAnother

gifts into the

can
all

still

sections

city.

The physical side of the enterprise is familiar to
showmen who have conducted properly such cam-

paigns

for

community welfare.

The

side

ethical

is

another matter.
If

there

is

exhibitor body a

the

in

man who

undertake a work of this character from purely
^elfish motives we shall be sorry if this pledge aids
will

A Christmas Picture
"Hail

The Woman." Thomas H.

Ince production

for First National distribution, is excellently qualiIts stills
on the Christmas program.
admirably as illustration for an outline of
what should be done by exhibitors on that occasion and may be done by many who use this at-

for use

fied

serve

traction.

The
cases

Christmas

theatre

standardized

institution

newspapers

assist

in

tree

many

practically

is

exhibitors

in

a

some
making the

cities.

In

promoting the event as a
charity enterprise and according it voluminous publicity.
In other instances schools and clubs enter
heartily into the spirit of the work, contributing
observation

gifts

the

for

news

a

success,

distribution
of the

to

the

deserving,

spreading

coming event and encouraging

tendance at the theatre.
In "Hail the Woman" there

is

at-

a Christmas tree

on the other hand, it is of
the slightest aid to the thousands known to be
sincerely interested in the happiness of their fellow
men at this period and anxious to take part in gen-

him

in

any degree.

uinely charitable

If,

work

for

its

own

sake,

we

will

consider the page used in the best possible manner.
This is an exceptional year. The army of unemployed is great in numbers. Wage reductions

have enforced curtailment of the plans of others
There will be few
for the holiday celebration.
Christmas trees. Many stockings will be hung and
With every exhibitor and every
taken down empty.

good citizen doing his best to add to the store of
good things for all, there will be more than the
usual amount of disappointment, sadness and actual
misery.

The more reason

for exceptional effort

on the

part of those in a position to do good for humanity.
The exhibitor's position is especially advantageous.

December
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Exploitation Letters
THE THEATRE
'

Editor,

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

TOMGHT

111.

Sir:

We

submitting copies of
in connection with
ing of "The Midnight Riders."
For a week previous to the
date both our city papers had
are

ments used

mering

in editorial

that stirred

MYSTERIOUS

KLANSMEN
Featuring
J

ATTRACTION

PATTON

BIG BILL

"PA I S"

"pet,

Wyoming during

•h.T^'L,

1

another flyer.
pers not only carried the organizer's denial,
but the editor of one paper printed a short
editorial commenting upon the organizer's
advertisement.
On Tuesday night we announced in display advertisements the coming, of the picture entitled ''The Midnight
Rider" and on Thursday night, the exhibition date, we were absolutely unable to
accommodate the crowds.

Very

HARRY

truly yours,

M.

PALMER,

among

lations, in

For prompt

Thanks for

at.

Get that

// you've seen EducationaYs comedy,
"Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.," you remember
the dynamite egg that the ostrich laid.
Your stunt reminds me of that, with the
happy difference that it didn't explode.
You're either a past master of tact or

&^™« ™""
v

in

telling

us about

THE THEATRE

Lake

theatre.

Baker, Mont.

Exhibitors have done a
the

111.

Enclosed

trulv,

EDWIN LAKE,

DEAR MR. LAKE:

Editor,

Law"

in

lot

with "Outside

the larger cities, but I think
upon that Continental

none have struck

Dear Sir:
of

Yours verv

it.

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago.

Intl.,

the railroad agent to use the Continental
Telegraph Company envelopes and mailed
these with a two cent stamp.

THE THEATRE.

Editor,

1

"The Last Chance"

habit.

you

herewith

wi'l

find

some

the

recent displays that I have used
at this house.
How do they compare with
the theatrical advertisements of the average American city of the population of
Halifax, about 60,000?

Yours

THOMAS

Washington, Ind.
:

THEIR LAIR

9ff*.

sensation was capitalized by Harry M. Palmer, Washington,
Liberty theatre, as told in his letter herewith.

Liberty theatre,

DEAR MR. PALMER

DRIVEN TO

The Ku Klux Klan

shoot

we distributed
The Monday evening pa-

night, midnight,

the early

THE

Saturday franklyn Tarnum

tisement.

Monday

it

the best

you ever saw!

— the terror of the sheep herders

the luckiest of the lucky. Congratueither case.
capitalization of an opportunity you set a real mark for others to

city,

is

band of desperadoes

X

of Paradise Valley in

for he made arrangements with
one of the newspapers to carry an adverthe

Youll say

Riders

town!

and news columns the

known

tnmimamma

ITS HERE!

up the whole

been ham-

as the Ku Klux Klan.
It was rumored that an organizer was in
It was the topic of discussion
the city.
on the streets and from the pulpit.
Five days before the showing we distributed all over the city, during the night,
small flyers reading, "Clansmen. Let This
Be a Solemn Warning, etc." Xext morning, Sunday, the city was in an uproar.
The police department took the case in
hand and political leaders got their heads
together, as the city was in the throes of
It developed during
a bitter campaign.
the day that an organizer was really in

organization

rf.ci i.aM

'

TheMidnight

the picture

exhibition

1

Richard Kipling's Greatest Western Special

Whoop-ee!

advertisethe show-

FRCP V

FRIDAY

and

telegram

They've

idea.

used

cooperative

advertising, tic-cards, and what not, and
reported success, but your addition to the
general fund of exploitation data for the
picture is especially important because it
can be applied to any picture.

Editor

THE THEATRE.

truly,

DALEY,

S.

Casino theatre,
Halifax, X. S.

DEAR MR. DALEY:
Not many American
Halifax often produce

cities

the

size of
work.
In
average is not so good as the
"Boys Will Be Boys" layout. You struck
the optic center just about perfectly in

fact,

the

that one,
it

better

and the background

effect gives

both force and dignity.

The work you sent indicates careful
preparation. I take it you don't rush copy
through as too many American exhibitors
do. Cotilpare your stuff with the American
products you come upon
self

that

you are

to

right.

for American exhibitors
Editor,

THE THEATRE

convince your-

And
to

send more
examine.

THE THEATRE.

Editor,

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

Dear

111.

Sir:

On Sunday, November 6, we had PnsDean in "Outside the Law" to a
packed house and everyone satisfied. In my
advertising I created quite a commotion.
For
I mailed out about 300 postcards.
Dick Smith lives in Baker. I
instance
addressed the post card from an adjoining
town and sent it there to be mailed, telling
Mr. Smith that I was coming to Baker to
see that big picture, "Outside the Law," on
Sunday night, and signed it, "Your friend.
Bill," asking him to be sure to meet me at
cilla

:

Lake theatre as I wanted to see him.
In several cases people had friends by
the name that I signed on the post cards
and made preparations to see them. In
Somefact, no two post cards were alike.
times I told them that I was going to come
and have supper with them and see the

^VICEKTi BLASCO IBANEZ

ALL SEATS RESERVED

the

Thomas

S. Daley, Casino, Halifax, N. S.,
asks comparison of his work with that

of

American advertisers. This

ple.

is

a sam-

picture.

In another stunt

I

got permission from

,

Sfc. 75c.

SIM

g

|

SS«

Stc

TSc.

TICKETS FOR \LL PERFORMANCES

sum

list

K

NOW SELLING

l

Press book matter arranged to suit local
conditions in a four-column upright
by Alexander Frank, Garden theatre,
Waterloo, la.
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Short Subjects Replace

Too

Costly Presentation

Diversified short subject programs have replaced lavish and expensive
prologues at four important San Francisco theatres.
Better treatment is accorded the short subject in practically every
progressive American theatre today than a year ago.
Better short subjects are being made, perhaps in recognition of the
increasing importance of this class of product.
A question of theatre economics arises:
"Shall it be prologues, short subjects, or both?"
Two answers may be strongly supported.
The Christie Film Company, Inc., newspaper advertising from every seclion of the company. The line, "Also
producing comedies for distribution by

has contributed photographs reproduced herewith and informative data which is exceedingly
Educational,

interesting in this connection.
The fact that comedies are more in-

and thoroughly advertised
than at any previous period in the inin
dustry's development is shown
telligently

a Comedy,"

made

article in this

the

title

of a special

department some months

but dropped out of use.
It is found at this time only where
space limitations prevented use of title

ago, has

all

and description.
*

*

*

The billboards of the country have

come

know comedies

to

An

only in recent

method of combining advertising of comedy and fea-

months.

excellent

ture attraction on 24-sheet boards

is

shown in an illustration on this page.
The space between the theatre name
and the date of exhibition is given
over to paper advertising the comedy,

which

neatly framed

is

and duly

in-

formative. If the big paper has caught

name and date
None reading them
comedy representation.

attention the theatre
line will be read.

may

escape the

paper has not caught interis a good chance that the
comedy paper will.
The second illustration, in the order
or your examination, shows dignified
treatment of short subject advertising
in the theatre, frontal display. This is
special work, expensive to a degree,
and proves the theatre management
wholly observant of the most recent
developments in short subject imporIf the big

est,

there

tance.
*

*

*

may be mentioned in this connection, have done
pioneer work in this connection. They
have given the comedy phase of their
programs spot position in lobby advertising consistently over a long
period, the position being maintained
regardless of the character of the big
picture offered.
In electric lights the comedy has
been accorded at last its proper conChicago theatres,

sideration.

Three

it

illustrations

pre-

herewith show representation
on marquee lights that was not considered practical or wise a little time
This type of advertising has
past.
sented

become
Roth

virtually standard.
*
*
*

&

Partington, operating the

California, Imperial, Portola and New
Granada theatres, San Francisco, are
the first showmen reported to abandon
an extensive presentation policy and
direct their attention to the building

up of a short subject program policy
which will satisfactorily fill the
Everyone is familiar with
vacancy.
the type of prologues formerly in use,
It was
especially at the California.
known as one of the big presentation
theatres of the West Coast.
Is the course chosen the course of

wisdom? Each showman must answer
for himself, governed by his
knowledge of local conditions. It is
?s
logical to assume that in some cases

that

December
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NOW PLAYING

THOMAS NEIGHAN »«' CAPPYJHCKS
OH BUDDY
NEW CHRISTIE COMEDY
J_ ALSO
J

this policy is
is

economically sound.

.:

fc

!

It

as logical to conclude that in other

instances,

due to competition,

it

may

not be adopted without certain danger.

*

*•

In no

known

case

is it

conceivably

wise to underestimate the importance
of the short subject, to curtail over-

head at the expense of

its

advertising

or treatment.

Perhaps the most logical answer

made

that can be

to the question

is,

short
all means
and presentation if possible."
It should not by any means be
gathered that the two are in any sense

"Short subjects by

;

subjects

incompatible.

should not be for-

It

gotten that both are in the majority of

programs adjunctive to the main picture.
Both should at all times be
given the

benefit

of the exhibitor's

showmanship.
If rank may be assigned the comedy
obviously takes place above the proThere is too
logue in importance.

best

much

known

generally

history to ad-

mit of another conclusion.

A neat little blank has been prepared by Leonard H. Garvey, McLaughlin's theatre, Oriskany Falls,
N. Y., for distribution among his
patrons.

It reads, "The new manthis theatre aims to

agement of
please
extent.

you

to the greatest possible

With

this

we request you

to

in mind
in the follow-

thought
fill

ing blank lines. What do you consider the best motion picture you
have ever seen?
are your
favorite stars?
What style of
.(Name
picture do you like best?.

Who
.

.

and Address.)

There are no

traffic

policemen in

Meyer

Brothers,
operate the New Royal, obtained permission to employ a speChillicothe,

O.

who
cial

officer

of the chief intersections during the
run at that theatre of "Over The
Hill."
He directed motorists and
pedestrians to the theatre.

to direct traffic at one

Roy H. Haines, of First National
at Cincinnati, screened "Two Minutes To Go" for the Cincinnati University- football team, each member
being accompanied by a co-ed, just
prior to the playing of the big game
of the season. The college orchestra
provided music and the team went
directlv from the showinsr to the

Even the sport writers thus
became ad writers for the picture.

train.

Three hundred members
Albany Club, Albany, N.

of the
Y., attended the private screening of
"Over The Hill" made possible for
the club by Manager Elliott of the
Clinton Square theatre. One hundred wrote letters to Mr. Elliott expressing their thanks and praise of
the picture. With this as the climax
of
an
unusually
comprehensive
campaign the picture opened its
public run under ideal conditions.
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Big Pictures Put Theatre
On "Big Business" Basis
The big

pictures of 1921-22 have put the the-

atre on a big business basis.
If

you've read bad news about "big business"

the newspapers and think that's an undesirable

in

development, consider

Ten per cent

terms of arithmetic.

in

it

on a $10 sale

profit

is $1.

One per

cent profit on a $100 sale

Ten per

cent profit on a $1,000 sale

$1.

is

is

$100.

Etc.

Big pictures cost much money to produce.
Big pictures cost much money to exploit.
Big pictures cost much money to see!

You know the box
Fox

office

answer.

features that cost

special

much money

produce and exploit figure importantly
theatre

news of

in

the

to
live

the day.

Consider the exploitation given three of them

re-

cently, referring to illustrations presented herewith.

In

Washington Heights,

son, of the

Audubon

New

York, Ben E. Jack-

theatre, obtained a real chariot,

three white horses, a suit of mail and sent

!

E"

-

IB

CD

the streets for

"Queen of Sheba."

that didn't cost

money

—try

In Perth Amboy, N.

J.,

about

it

you think

If

it.

the

management of

the

Strand theatre gave the front the appearance of

"A

castle for

Try

Court."

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's

done cheaply.

to get that

James Rourke of

In Bridgeport, Conn.,
pire theatre scooped

local

story

Ten banner

motor car were equipped for the

a

Em-

the

newspapers with the

of a hotly contested election results.

men and

a

with one line of their banners blank.

street

They

beat

the newspapers to the street by half an hour, paint-

ing in the
last

name

of the winner at the instant the

vote was counted.

money

—but

it

These stunts are
big

typical of the exploitation given

productions this

stunts,

That didn't cost so much

cost a great deal of work.

year.

They are

expensive

used for expensive pictures exhibited

high box

office figure.

at a

Resort to arithmetic again

to arrive at the logical conclusion as to profits.

—
December

17,
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Gamut

For Gunning Production
WHAT DO MEN WANT?
SO IN W»

"What Do Men Want?" was

New

advertised at

New

Times Square district, the rewere decorated for the
picture and identified by a card which

and old exploitation methods

were applied with
preparation of

in the

port

vigor to the

like

downtown New York

for the opening at the Lyric theatre

on

The campaign opened with the
Square. The sign read,
Do Men Want? Now."'

"Lyric.

And

"What Do Men Want? Ask

have

us.

it."

One-sheets were posted along
vated roads leading into the

ele-

downtown

and in other advantageous
newspaper campaign said to
have been comprehensive in the extreme was also used.
On the opening day of the engagement lines extending for a block in
either direction from the theatre front
are reported, with packed houses the
district

spots.

susIn the air-

What

beneath

whole held aloft by kites, a
trapeze from which a dummy figure
the

it,

states,

read.

We

November 17 of "What Do Men
Want ?" Illustrations presented herewith show chiefly the stock material
used. They do not constitute a complete record of the work done.
pension of a big banner above Times

York's Lyric theatre

A

rule, subsequently.

was observed.
Ford chassis was dressed up for
The illustration shows
street work.
that in detail. It should be added that

dangled,

A

lights

connected with the batteries

minated

it

Holiday Offering

pedestrians

the

silt

stunt,

used

of

pedestrians

the

stilt

stunt,

used

New York and

Bookings from a number

interest

of

elsewhere, was re-

cation of the timeliness of the

On

the street-

gentleman sitting upon the top of convenient taxi cabs at intervals

away from

and

of first

run houses in key cities throughout
the country are offered by W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation as an indi-

vived and used as before, the elongated

ing

Van Winkle"

at night.

For further attracting the

in

."Rip

illu-

Hod-

kinson special, "Rip Van Winkle,"
as a holiday attraction. "Rip Van
Winkle" is a Ward Lascelle production starring

Thomas

Jefferson.

It

was published by Hodkinson in October and already has played a

rid-

his beholders.

In other parts of the city another

large percentage of first run houses
in the East and Middle West.

was used. At elevated railroad
and subway stations men were posted

In all of the key cities, it is declared, "Rip Van Winkle" is proving a strong contender for first

buyers of tickets imitation

honors during the holiday season.
This is no doubt due, it is explained, to the holiday atmosphere
which the character of "Rip" has
always suggested, in addition to the
distinct appeal which a picture of

device

to give to

theatre tickets

which were advertise-

ments of the picture and

To

its

opening.

measure of the
reported success of the campaign is
said to have been due.
More than a hundred store windows
this stunt a great

this sort

ment.

And above

the crowd.

makes

to the

younger

ele-
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The Crowded Theatre
You've heard this
"Did you see the crowd
Strand

last

night?"

What was

"No.

the

at

I

passed there.

I

Boys'

thought maybe you

knew."
"Let's look at the paper."
(Business of looking up theatre ad•
vertisement.)
"Oh, yes. This is the week they've

got Soandso in Suchandsuch.
to see -that."
"When will

strumental in widely publicizing the
picture to the box office benefit of subsequent exhibitions.

going on?"

"I didn't find out, but there must
have been hundreds of people lined up
outside the place at nine o'clock when

I

go.

Let's

in the

Week was

same

fittingly

city recently,

observed

and a parade

10,000 boys was organized.
Roy
H. Haines, First National representaof

tive,

co-operated with the B. F. Keith

management and offered the theatre
and "The Old Swimmin' Hole" as an

crowd, by

*

it

is

necessary to use

artificial

produce the appearance of
glittering prosperity, it is none the
less certain that you will be rewarded
for your enterprise.
There are many established methods
of attracting the initial crowd. There
is the benefit performance, the school
show, the charity drive, the class ap-

*

That's what a crowd inspires. More
important than the conversation, however, is the frequently demonstrated
fact that the people who see or hear or

read of a crowd do go to see
responsible for it.

odds the most desirable,

tisements.

means

it

a party."
*

all

but frequently the least easily obtained variety. Its profit-paying qualities are in keeping with the difficulties
its creation involves.
Crowds are the theatre's best adverIf you can create one by the simple
methods of everyday showmanship
and exploitation, you are certain of
big returns from efforts made.

want

make

Is

Portland, Ore., awaiting admittance to
the screening of "The Sign on the
Door."
This is a paid admission

If

you

1921

Advertisement

Best

Its

17,

what was

to

of the procession.
The
parade is shown in an illustration.
Permission was obtained from the fire
department to allow the boys to sit
two in a seat during the screening.
Big publicity was given both picture
and theatre, productive of big profits
to be derived later. In Omaha, Neb.,
when "Peck's Bad Boy" was shown at
the Strand, one of the leading departobjective

ment stores promoted a kiddie party,
the theatre co-operating. An illustration shows the front of the theatre
If the responsible factor is

your

pic-

ture or any feature of your

program

you make money.

very im-

That

is

portant at this time.
If for no other reason than its exploitation value a crowd is decidedly
worth getting by whatever legitimate
means it may be attracted. It is apparent that the means must be legitimate
if the good accomplished is to be per-

manent.

Here are devices recently used by
exhibitors showing First National attractions to get crowds.
It need not
be added that in every instance the
original crowd begot other crowds.
*
*
*
Mrs.

Emma

Shakespeare, National

theatre, Cincinnati, O., obtained four
Jackie Coogan dolls prior to her ex-

"The Kid,"

exhibited after
At the
gates of the schools of the city she
passed out announcements of an afterschool matinee at which the dolls
would be given away. The matinee
was a big success in itself and was inhibition of

some delay

in this territory.

with several of the guests who attended. The report reads, "The store
made friends, the picture made a large
acquaintance, and the Strand, by indirect benefits,

The
crowd

made money."

fourth illustration shows the
outside the Liberty theatre,

peal.
The last named permits of
greater elaboration than it has been
accorded.
In almost every picture a certain
class of persons, classifying by occupation, is given prominence.
If the
hero is a factory worker, as he often
used to be, but seldom is in current
production, the opportunity to stage a
special showing for workers in a given
factory is ready-made.
You are familiar with the many similar possibilities presented in current attractions
and capitalized by a small minority of
the showmen who exhibit them.
Lack of appreciation of potentialities is doubtless to blame for this failure to interest masses in given productions.
Lack of proper esteem for the
value of a crowd, drawn by whatever
means, is accountable for many ordinary engagements which might have
been made exceptionally profitable occasions by proper estimate of values.
The point that should not be forgotten is this:
"The crowded theatre is its best advertisement."

December

17,

1921
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"Disraeli" Exploitation
Sets Box Office Record

"Disraeli,"

tion

starring

lished a

Mark

United Artists produc-

George

new box

Arliss,

estab-

record at the
Strand, Albany, N. Y., when
office

the merchant body of the city was
interested by U. S. Hill, a manager, in
a cooperative campaign which cost
just $40.
Especial interest attaches
to the campaign in view of the infrequency of record engagement reports
at this time.

Exploitation had been frowned upon
by Albany merchants since war times,
when they had had '"too much of a good
thing."
Mr. Hill approached them in a
manner calculated to overcome this
prejudice, simply sending them a letter
stating that an extraordinarily attractive
picture, 22x28 inches, would be entrusted
to them for one week on the condition
that it be placed in the center of their

See reproductions of window
displays on this page to learn how they
received his offer.

windows.

This drive was augmented by a spesent to a mailing list of 5.000.
This went to prominent and influential
cial letter

citizens.

An Albany judge well known for effecting reconciliations in domestic differences
was invited to the first screening and quoted
in an- interview subsequently published
as calling the production "a picture
that every married person and every
young man and women contemplating
marriage should see."
The total expense of the exploitation

was

$40.

The box office record of the Mark
Strand was broken.
The moral of the story does not require
a diagram.
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RALPH W. TIPPETT. Casino

theatre, Chi-

cago, obtains brilliancy without garishness,
the spectacular without the sensational, in
his frontal displays.

A

word

as to the theatre's

location brings out the importance of his

accom-

is

on Madison

of the loop district, where not
tise

as cleanly as

Competition

is

is

street, in the heart
all

theatres adver-

good for motion

strong,

theatres

with

pictures.
little

in-

(The

Here pass thousands hourly.

are fine examples of time exposure.)
struggle for attention

showmen

plishment.

The Casino

dividual advantage standing almost and in

some

cases exactly side by side.

is

And

keen.

pictures

Here
here not

the
all

play square as to tactics or veracity.

Mr. Tippett's layout for Universal's "The Fox"
shows you how he focuses the attention of a
goodly portion of those who pass upon his theatre
and

its

attraction.

There

is little

tion of as high grade reported

business decora-

from any source.

December
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WASHINGTON,

D. C, was interdivers means in the
Loew's Palace theatre run of "The
Foolish Age," R-C Pictures producSandwich
tion starring Doris May.
banners were relied upon as the chief
street enterprise, local legislation preventing more spectacular endeavors.

^* ested by

The banners were given double
est by novel wording upon the

inter-

55

TN

Milwaukee, Wis., where interest in exploitation is keen, the management
of Saxe's Rialto theatre scored the beat of a recent week with the lobby display for First National's Curwood feature, "The Golden Snare," which is
photographically represented herewith. Film men who have said that "That
sort of thing is alright for the tanks, but doesn't amount to much in a real
town" will profit by giving close attention to the reports of Milwaukee theatricals printed herein from time to time.
In that city real showmen use real
showmanship methods to produce real business. This is a case in point.

front,

which did not disclose the details of
engagement but persuaded ob-

the

servers to

examine the reverse

side.

Front and back views of the theatre
representatives are presented herewith.
In the exploitation of this production throughout the country an exceptionally effective six-sheet has figured
importantly. It is, in effect, a pictorial

T7IGHT

participated in the prelude to "The Three Musketeers,"
production, at the Mark-Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
enacting a condensed operatic version of Alexander Dumas' novel. Edward L.
Hyman, directorial genius, contributed the special song number which crystallized the foregoing and ensuing subject matter and put across the point of
the prologue. "One For All and All For One," was the closing song number.

^ United persons
Artists

outline of the picture's characterization.
It shows
various characters,
each picturesque, in attitudes they as-

in the play.
The interest-holding qualities of the paper are apparent
in the reproduction.
new note of

sume

A

poster composition

should be more
forthcoming.

is

struck.

There

paper of this class

THE
R-C

PICTURES

Doris

May

the Foolish Age
BE]

v

titular origin of Rupert Hughes' Goldwyn production, "Dangerous
Curve Ahead," was dramatized in lobby display by the management of the
The illustration is worthy of detailed
Majestic theatre, Wilmington. Del..
study. No more admirably conceived layout has been reported from any quarter
The
as used in exploitation of this widely and actively advertised feature.
photograph makes adaptation of the idea a simple matter for any who wish to

duplicate

it.
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News

all

Sees
Progress

the perusal of its analysis.
In order that you may acquire workable knowledge of the most profitable modern devices of the theatre, the following important stories are
presented in the utmost brevity compatible with thoroughness.

The Orpheum theatre, Walnut
was robbed recently. The

Avenue

theatre,

booked Universal's "Winners of the

robbers were not captured. But A.
G. Hettesheimer, manager, recovered materially on his loss. Theatre
employes were posed as bound and
gagged by the outlaws. The safe
was photographed as found. Several
highly dramatic photographs were
obtained and given to the newspapers._ The story broke on the front
page and carried the page wide
streamer in Cincinnati newspapers.

West"

Alva D. McGuire, American theaTremonton, U., devoted half of
a program of recent issue to "The
Sage Hen," Edgar Lewis producThreetion distributed by Pathe.
tre,

quarters of that space was given
over to reports reprinted from the

"What The

Picture Did For Me,"
department of this publication. Mr.
McGuire wrote to the Pathe home
office, "I had the biggest Saturday
night I have had in nearly seven
years' experience as an exhibitor. I
had them standing up until ten
o'clock and many went away with-

out gaining admission."

Recent news weeklies have carscenes taken at the Seattle.
Washington, "Mutt Dog Show,"
conducted to add funds to the Community Chest. It was a big event
locally.
William Cutts, manager of

as the first serial in six years.
He issued 1,000 free tickets to
school children and offered a prize
for the best essay on "The Days of
'49."
The theatre was crowded the
first day, he sold out the second and
the third.

The Shakespeare

Press, printers
Mich., designed a
special letterhead with the traffic
stanchion widely used in exploita-

Kalamazoo,

in

tion

of

Goldwyn's
"Dangerous
occupying almost

Ahead"

Curve

Alongside the stancha message asking business
men of the city to stop and think
what caution signified, then to apply
it to their selection of printing mahalf its face.

ion

was

comedies.

The Kalamazoo Amusement
Company, operating the Fuller and
Elite theatres, profited by the advertising.

Establishment of a new box office
is reported by A. W. Forrest,

record

Forrest's theatre, Boonville, Ind.,
as a result of an essay contest conducted for "Woman's Place."

appears.
His
that he "filled

records
theatre to over-

statement

my

flowing-."

sandwich men carrying
banners as suggested
some weeks ago in this department
is reported as having brought highly
of

"election"

gratifying results to E.

J.

Weisfeldt,

Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
during the run of Constance Talmadge's First National production,

"Woman's

Place."

Manager Zottman

the

Girard

Christie

Another indication of the trend in big
houses toward a diversified propictures with no vaudeville, and

tirst-run

gram of

with the prologue supplanted by short suband music, is the recent announcement
by Fred Miller, operating the California
and Miller theatres, Los Angeles, that in
his houses dating from November 1st, this
year, there would be no more vaudeville
or prologues and that pictures would reign
supreme, with an augmented orchestra of
fifty

pieces.

Mr.

Miller's statement reads: "I have
studied presentation here and in other large
cities for years and have now come to the
conclusion that those people who flock to
the larger motion picture houses come primarily to see the pictures and hear the
music that you furnish with them.

"I think that if they want vaudeville or
musical comedy they will go to the vaudeville house or wait and attend a musical
show when it hits the town. The best entertainment of that kind you can get is
always a little poorer than what they can
find on almost any vaudeville program and,
even if it is as good or better than the
average vaudeville act, it fails to make the
same hit for the simple reason that a large
part of your audience is impatiently waiting for it to get over so that they can
enjoy what they came to see."
This announcement is right in line with
what we have always maintained, simply
that a complete diversified program of picis

Knowing

the thing.

Must Live

»

table

exceptional

cases

where

admission reductions and eliminations of certain overhead expenses are not only justifiable
but obligatory.
Knowledge of
these should not be allowed to
confuse the general issue.
Consideration of the theatre
future advises maintenance of
'the present admission scale and,
within reason, overhead.
The public is shopping for pic-

—

You can shop also for
tures and patrons as well.

this,

we some

time ago laid aside our own program of
feature pictures in order to concentrate
every effort to develop to the utmost our
small share of the diversified bill. Thus we
can bend all efforts toward making the
short subject specialty one of the features
on the bill, making it a feature in itself.

(Concluded from page 45)

tures.
of

the

ment. Mr. Christie's article is of interest and value to every progressive
exhibitor.

tures

Exhibitors

He booked
which the dog

in

of

Inc.,' endorses in his
on the divorcement of motion
pictures and vaudeville in two of Los
Angeles' leading theatres a policy
consistently advocated by this depart-

irticle

terials.

the Clemmer theatre, advertised in
the newspapers that rewards would
be given for the dog most closely
resembling "Brownie," of Universal-

Century

Christie,

Company,

jects

ried

"Around Corners,"

H.

C.
PillH

Philadelphia,

Hills, O.,

Use

1921

Christie

good news is big news. If you read headlines exclusively, as
too many Americans do, you miss much information essential to the
rounding out of a complete knowledge of the theatre.
Full mastery of modern showmanship is not obtainable through a
skimming of its recorded developments. Ideas, exhibitors' capital
may not be comprehensively presented in the necessarily few words of a
headline or a cut caption. If you would gain thorough familiarity with
the new and best in exploitation and management, you must give time to

Not

17,

pic-

*

*

When you

have done that you have
achieved something bigger than making a

An
successful program feature picture.
example of this is a recent review from
one of the hardest critics in the country,
Robert E. Sherwood of Life, who recently
declared that one of our comedies contained more plot and more entertainment
value than most feature films.
This is a
remarkable thing in itself, coming as it
does

in the

midst of comments of the sever-

form of

criticism on all of the big pictures of today.
Mr. Miller, I believe, has announced a
really forward step, which means that leading picture houses are coming to what they
were originally intended for, places of entertainment with pictures of all types and
lengths for picturegoers.
est

—

—

Is

Screen Message No. 33

Censorship Unfair ?

Mrs. J. M. Miller of the Kansas
Censorship Board says: "No individual, nor board of censors, can
judge perfectly, perhaps not even
fairly,

all

time."

the

Yet,

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE

New

York censorship is costing $420,Read details of this

000 annually.
story on page

59.

Proposed Tax

Is

Other Amusement Run

for

find privilege

will

ind favoritism enthroned and the
rights of the public scorned.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Confiscatory
Profit

New Members
Following

new

is

an additional

members

of

the

capacity.

theatres, Muncie, Ind.

Eugene M. Daly, Paragon

list

of

PUBLIC
theatre, Bea-

con, N. Y.

R. A. and H.
Ligonier, Pa.

Guimond, Lyceum

L. F.

Wilt

Wilt,

G.

theatre,

theatre, Monti-

N. Y.

cello,

A.

Bennett,

E.

Strand

and

Liberty

Grand theatre, Lake Linden, Mich.

To

accentuate the severity of the measure the following figures are adduced:
The present license tax on Chicago theatres ranges from approximately $200 to
Under the proposed ordinance a
$2,500.
house seating 5,000 and charging an admission price of 50 cents would pay a
daily license fee of $75 if the entire house
were sold only once; $150 if filled twice,
and $225 if sold out three times. If the
house were sold out twice daily for a
year the license fee would total $54,750.
Add to this almost inconceivable license fee, which has no precedent in this
country, the many other taxes imposed
on the theatre and the confiscatory possibilities of the proposed ordinance are
apparent.
Theatre operation would become a municipal affair with exhibitors
working as city employes.
The Kostner and Toman resolution in
part follows:
the

license

fees

for

places

of

amusement, especially theatre licenses, in the
City of Chicago, are based on seating capacity
the theatre,

on

League Roster
RIGHTS LEAGUE:

of

any-

censorship

An ordinance which, if enacted, would mean a virtual confiscation of
the amusement enterprises of the city has been introduced in the Chicago
council by Aldermen Kostner and Toman.
The proposed ordinance, authority for which was granted by the 1921
general assembly of Illinois, would impose a 3 per cent tax on the gross
receipts of all amusement places operated for profit. Passage of the measure would abrogate the present law which bases license fees upon seating

WHEREAS,

In-

eliminates.

it

political

where and you

City Council in Chicago Considers Bill
Which Would Impose 3 Per Cent Tax
On G ross Receipts of Theatres and
All

than

evils

vestigate

creates

censorship

Legalized

more

and

WHEREAS, too many of the theatres operate
continuously and the price of admission at
other places of amusement varies, making the
license fee as based on seating capacity unfair
and unjust, as in some places of amusement
the total number of tickets sold each day is four
or five times the seating capacity and such
places of amusement pay the same license fee
as those who sell the seating capacity but once
or twice each day; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the committee on finance
through its subcommittee on revenue, immediately consider and submit to this council an
amendment to the existing ordinances to pro*
vide for a license fee for all places of public
entertainment or amusement, for all buildings,
tents or enclosures used wholly or partly for
dramatic or theatrical or operatic or vaudeville
performances or tragedies or comedies or farces,
for the exhibition of fixed or moving pictures or
stereopticon views or for athletic exhibitions or

games or for the exhibition of tamed animals or
circuses or menageries or museums or wild west
shows, amounting to 3 per cent of the gross receipts.

*

*

*

Exhibitors confronted by such unreasonable tax legislation should carry their
fight to the public.
If patrons clearly
understood that eventually they must pay
such taxes at the box office they would
not tolerate public officials who constantly seek to impose these additional
financial burdens upon them.
Legislation of this type is discriminatory and this fact should be conveyed to
the public. There is no more logical or
effective medium for arousing the public

enactment of the Kostner ordinance than the screen.
Increased taxation at this time would
mean increased admission prices. Exhibitors who have sensed public opinion
know that admission prices must not be
boosted. Theatre owners and managers
to protest

should tell their audiences of the proposed measure. Inform them that passage of the measure would result in higher
admissions.
These facts will arouse
theatregoers to protest to their aldermen.
Here is a message which may be carried
both on the screen and in programs:

A proposed ordinance before the Chicago city council would impose a 3 per
cent tax upon this theatre. Enactment of
and unreasonable
discriminatory
this
measure would mean increased admission
prices. Do you want to pay more for your
tickets? If not protest to your alderman
against passage of the proposed ordinance.
interesting to note that Kostner
and Toman, in presenting their resolution, have recommended as a license fee
the maximum amount allowed under the
3 per cent.
state law
It

is

—

K. Morris,
Harrold, S. D.
W. H. Esch,

Pleasant

L.

Princess

Hour

theatre,

theatre,

New

Ind.

Castle,

Poindexter, Broadway theatre,
Hopewell, Va.
A. H. Thost, Gem theatre, Fredericktown, Mo.
T. H. Nelson, Family theatre, Seattle,
Geo.

C.

Wash.
T. W. Wisner, Oakland theatre, Warwick, N. Y.
Beechers, Inc., Liberty theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
F.

Opera House,

Bolton,

E.

Monroe,

N. Y.

John McLean, Colonial theatre, Kings*
ton, N. Y.

George A. Roberts, Stratton theatre,
Middletown, N. Y.
S. C. Clayman, Yale theatre, BartlesOkla.

ville,

Howard

B.

Barr,

Rialto theatre, Enid,

Okla.

M.

E.

Wooldridge,

Wigwam

theatre,

Altus, Okla.
O. D. Freer, Lyric, Binford, N. D.

McNulty, Delft theatre, Munising,

E. C.

Mich.

M.

L. Radler,

Auditorium, West Point,

Neb.

Campion,

L. R.

Gem

theatre, Chatfield,

Minn.
D.

A.

Kooker, Kooker theatre, Berg-

land, Mich.
F.

L.

Tenbrook, Bijou theatre, Delray,

G.

Smith,

Fla.
J.

Butler theatre, Tonopah,

Nev.
O.

J.

Smith, Majestic theatre, Akron, O.
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Report
107

For Your Files
Each week

in

In the

articles

by

the Picture Did for

of

Herald,

the

Me"

exhibitors

oftentimes will find suggestions for furthering their campaign for a free screen.

Fur instance:
In Again Out Again, with DougF a r b a n k s. The admission
charge was any article of food.
The proceeds went to charity.
One thousand one hundred kids attended and :u)0 adults. A big success and will pull the same stunt
Xmas.
Total families receiving
benefit from performance, 107.
las

"The wrong and injustice of Sunday laws are readily seen
by the following facts: It forces church doctrine upon a people;
deprives one class of the right it gives another the right to
labor seven days.
Makes criminals of men for doing one day
what is right for them to do any other day. It makes our nation
a thief by depriving men of one-seventh of their time; time is
money. It makes hypocrites of men by making them comply
with the outward act and appear to be what they are not. It is
contrary to the principle of Jesus Christ and therefore un-Christian, as seen by comparing Mat. 7:2 with 22:21: 'Therefore all
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them; for this is the law of the prophets.'
"The blatant reformers show a cruel unconcern for the

—

i

\Y. Van Noy, Riviera theatre,
II.
Anderson, Ind.

—

champion of

"What

department

which arc considered by this department as effective propaganda on the subjects with which they deal. Exhibitors
should clip these articles for immediate use or for their
The following statement on blue laws was made bx
files.
the Rei'. D. Herbert Jones, former pastor of the Baptist
church at Huntington Park, Cal.:

great

Benefit

Ch arity Performances at
Van Noy s Indiana House

this space will be published

rights and liberties of others.

Story

Tells

Families

1921

17,

Another story in this department announces Mr. Van Noy's plans for his
Christmas benefit.
This report is adduced merely for the purpose of emphasizing

the

success that

from such a

How many
their

other exhibitors are serving

Exhibitor
Distribute

Hear what Adam Clarke, the
which

To 200

encourages and practices persecution under the pretense of concern for the purity of the faith and zeal of God's
glory is not the church of Christ, and no man can be of such
"
church without endangering his salvation.'

is?

Xmas Cheer
Indiana Will
Baskets
Needy Families
in

Food

Civic enterprise

tolerates,

be derived

communities as Mr. Van Noy

Bringing

religious liberty declares: 'The church

may

stunt.

is

an important phase
His unselfish

of every exhibitor's duty.
participation
nity

And an

in

the affairs of his

commu-

win life-long friends for him.

will

exhibitor's

friends

arc

the

re-

former's enemies.

At Anderson,

Cooperation Between Press and

TH eatre

Is

Sought

Editors Not to
Give Undue Publicity to
Incidents Which Do Not

Will Urge

Warrant Such Prominence
A logical step, and one that should
further the cause of a free screen, has
been taken by the Motion Picture Thea-

In the past it has been the policy of a
majority of the newspapers to give promi-

nent display to statements harassing the
industry and to play down the industry's
statements which endeavor to clarify the
situation.
The Michigan association,
through its campaign, hopes to arrive at

mem-

some
issue.

Owners

of

Michigan

lationship

with

respective

cities.

the

in

urging

editors

their

of

Like the screen, the newspapers are a
in the communities in which they
are published.
The analogy between
these two great educational forces warrants a coordination of effort which has
been almost wholly lacking in the past.
*

"

*

As one means of creating to a greater
degree than now exists a spirit of cooperation between the two interests, the
editors will be urged not to give undue
publicity to
theatre men

stories

unless

detrimental
the subject

the
treated
to

justifies it.
It is hoped also that the editors may be
induced to grant to the theatre men the

opportunity

to

counter publicly

in

the

amicable

understanding
*

Only
gave

power

Michigan

columns of the press aay published statement considered harmful to the proper
development and progress of the industry.

bers where possible to effect a closer re-

tre

in

*

on

this

newspapers

or no consideration to motion
picture subjects. Gradually, however, the
larger dailies, impressed by the screen's
appeal to the public, began devoting space
to motion picture sections.
While this
change has been gradual, it is such movements as has been launched in Michigan
that have induced the change.
Since
its
inception,
PUBLIC
the
RIGHTS
has emphasized the
need of coordination between the press
and the screen. The value of this cannot
be underestimated.
Proof of this is
found in the several stories which have
been published in these columns.
Ask
Harry Crandall of Washington. D. C.
W. E. Elkin of Aberdeen, Miss., or
Charles H. Cowles of Port Austin. Mich.
Thej- know.
little

LEAGUE

Harry Van Noy,

Mr. McCullough will add to each basket a pork roast, apples and sugar. Several stores are offering other necessities.

Manager Van Noy is to be congratulated on inaugurating this worthy undertaking. It is one that should be emulated
by members of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE.
(

aunc h

T exas

Fight

Fort Worth the State
Federation of Clubs adopted a resolution
recommending the enactment of a censorship law by the legislature. The purpose of the club women is to have a state
law that in no way would interfere with

At a meeting

*

a few years back, the

Ind.,

manager of the Riviera theatre, with the
assistance of Ncel M. McCullough and
other citizens, will take Christmas cheer
into more than 200 needy homes.
Morning matinees are to be held at the
Riviera, the admission price to be an article of food. In this manner Mr. Van Noy
hopes to fill the 200 baskets which he will
distribute to the poor.

in

Ask yourself: "What
the local boards.
will be left of a picture after a dozen
or so of shears have mutilated it?" The
exchange manager won't recognize

his

print.

Miller Leaving Us
Governor Miller of

New

York, whose

roller tactics resulted in the enactment of censorship legislation at the last
sessions of the general assembly in that
state, has announced that he will not be a

steam

candidate for re-election.

:

December
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$500,000 Price of Unfai rness
Member

Kansas Board Admits Public

of

Logical Censor

Is

— Barring

By Ohio Commission Wins
Support

Woman

of

Censorship in

Sunday Shows Favored

Picture

of

7 to 1

for Industry

Scribes

The

State

of

New York

It

when the law enacted at
By next August 1, if that

1,

safe

is

to

conclude that the New-

York board is no more qualified to pass
upon the merits of pictures than is the
Yet the Eastern
receiving in fees nearly half a
million dollars annually for duties which
Mrs. Miller admits cannot be performed
"perfectly, perhaps not even fairly."
And in the final analysis it is the public, which Mrs. Miller calls upon for assistance, which pays the half a million
dollars annually in New York and thousands of dollars in other states. In other
words, the public must pay a bill incurred by a radical minority.

Kansas

board

commission.

is

*

*

*

Another apt illustration of the unfairness of legal regulation is found in the
action of the Ohio board in barring from
the screens "One Arabian Night," the
First National picture, which was permitted exhibition in other states.
Through this action of the board, however, the industry has won the loyal sup
port of the Newspaper Women's Association of Ohio.
These scribes were given
a private showing of the picture through
the courtesy of Roy H. Haines, manager
of the First National exchange at Cincinnati.
The action of the board was
criticized by the more than 100 members
of the association who saw the picture.
Following the screening many of the
members expressed their appreciation of
the production and declared that they
could not understand why it had been
prohibited by the censors.
Relative to
the showing of "One Arabian Night,"
Myrtle Miles, photoplay editor of the
Cincinnati Times-Star, said
"Some pictures are prohibited from any
•

somethin' musta happened to Ole.'
"I saw a censored picture on one of
Cincinnati's screens the other day that
looked strikingly like Ole.
people, and I believe all women,
resent having the length of gowns fixed
by legislation or by state or national
regulation.
I believe the same is more
If anyor less true of motion pictures.
thing objectionable is filmed, American
women will be the first to see and to
resent its unsavory inference. This will
be felt in the box office and moving pictures are made for profit rather than

"Most

propaganda purposes

South Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

you wish
o

to

member

if

become
of

LEAGUE)

is

believed, will lead to

official

This 7 to 1 vote in favor of Sunday shows is a fair indication of the
sentiment throughout the country.

The

great mistake made in other
communities is the failure to crystallize public opinion as Mr. Decker
has done by the publication of
propaganda in his house organ,
"The Movie Fan."

Charge

Refuted

Is

Exhibitors

Iowa Deny
a Lack of
at
Churches

in

Shows Cause
Attendance

A

service to themselves and the industry has been performed by exhibitors of

Sioux City, la.
In a statement given prominent display in the Sioux City Journal the theatre
men challenge the charge made by a Des
Moines Sunday school superintendent at
a meeting of the Woodbury County Sunday School Association that motion picture shows are responsible for a decrease
in attendance at Sunday schools.

Manager Frank Wood

of

the

Rialto

said:

"Sunday schools are run in the mornI cannot see how moving picture
shows, which are shown after the Sunday
school lessons are completed, can affect

ing and

discriminate between those films which
are profitably entertaining or insidiously
degrading."

Statements also were made by Manager T. C. Duncan of the Plaza and W.

is

Sunday school attendance."

the

C.

O'Hare

of the Princess.

Order Your

Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

concerted movement on the part of
a dictatorship over the motion picture
industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this manner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

417

it

favorable, the

my experience that people go to
picture theatres to be entertained
I
believe that, generally
and amused.
speaking, the public can be trusted to
"It

moving

I
realize the existence of a
radical reformers to establish

mail f«
Herald,

this,

is

be opened on Sunday

that day.

by a court to tell the story of a railroad
His
accident just as he remembered it.
version of it was:
* * *

A

will

referendum at Rocky
Ford on the blue law issue.
Should the theatre be opened on
Sunday, Mr. Decker will rely on
donations to operate the house on

You may remember the story of
emotional Texan who was instructed*

Pledge

(Sign and
Exhibitors

and
an

tion.

" 'Well, me and Ole was goin' down
the railroad track when the train came
along.
I got off the track.
The train
went on and then I went back to walkin'
along the track. Pretty soon I saw Ole's
little
arm lying alongside a crosstie.
I
further on I saw one of Ole's legs.
walked on a little ways and then I saw
another one of Ole's arms. And presently over alongside the track I saw
And I said, my Gawd,
Ole's head.

the decision

If

Grand

showing whatever.
Others are edited
and blue penciled to the point of mutilathe

Sunday

by the Grand Opera House at
Rocky Ford, Colo., now stands 475
for Sunday pictures and 63 against.
Charles Decker, manager of the
house, is withholding announcement
on what action he will take pending
a ruling on certain provisions of a
law by his attorney.

State has cost the industry $140,000 since
the behest of Governor Miller became
effective.
rate of expenditure continues, $420,000
will have been given the censorship board as fees for the inspection and
licensing of films.
Coincident with the issuing of this report by Chairman George H.
Cobb of the New York commission comes a statement from Mrs. J. M.
Miller of the Kansas State board admitting in all frankness the unfairness
She says: "No individual, nor board of censors, can
of legal regulation.
judge perfectly, perhaps not even fairly, all the time. Your opinion (the
public) will help in many a tight place."

August

on the

vote

test

opening question being conducted

417

South Dearborn

Chicago,

street,

111.

Send me, free of charge, the series of twelve slides which the
Herald is supplying to exhibitors in furtherance of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE campaign to maintain the freedom of the motion
picture.
I will run each slide at every performance for one
ditions permit of this arrangement.

week when con-

Name
(Write name and address legibly)

Name

Theatre

Theatre
Street

the

City

CSty
I

I
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DIGESVPICTURES offAeWEEK
DR.theHUGO

RIESENFELD, managing

Rialto,

director of

New

Rivoli and Criterion theatres,

who

spent several days looking over Chicago's picture houses last week, when asked what he
attributed his success to along Broadway said he made

York,

it

a point first to secure a

up his program. "This feature," he said, "must
be one with romance and heart-interest, and one to
which the public will be attracted, for after all the
feature is what the public comes to see and the music,
prologues and all the rest is merely incidental or added
attraction."

This from a musician, who is known in the East
as a composer and for a number of years conducted
large orchestras along Broadway before he became
managing director of three motion picture theatres.
Nevertheless Dr. Riesenfeld believes in giving his
patrons the very best there is in the way of music and
thus he satisfies both picture devotees and music

—

J.

M.

R.

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD"
moplitan-Paramount)
stage play of the
fashion.

translates

same name

George

(Cos-

M. Cohan's

"THE

WAY OF A

Doris Kenyon

MAID"

(Selznick)

is

another

Hammerstein stars.
accorded splendid support by Niles Welch and
little

business and each stunt

story in which Elaine

She is
George Fawcett, and the picture has been beautifully
staged and photographed. William P. S. Earle directed.

"DON'T TELL EVERYTHING" (Paramount)
brings out an interesting bit of philosophy through
orderly and entertaining narration of a very modern

Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter
and Dorothy Cummings have the four chief roles and
register

success in that order.
its

The

picture

is

well

screening requires to any theatre.

"FROM THE GROUND UP"

(Goldwyn)

is

a

Rupert Hughes story written especially for Tom
Moore, who has the role of a happy-go-lucky Irishman
who works his way up from a common laborer to a
well known contractor. It has a pretty love romance
running through it but lacks the humor and spontaneity
of other Hughes stories and Moore vehicles.

"MISS

LULU BETT"

(Paramount) represents
William DeMille's most effective endeavor directorially
Zona Gale's prize play becomes a picture of
to date.
Lois Wilson gives memorable imperfitting merit.
sonation of the leading character. Theodore Roberts
and equally capable others support her excellently. The
biggest exploitation asset. It
should score equally as well in one theatre as another.

history of the story

"A SAILOR
Harold Lloyd

is nicely timed.
Most of the
war with regular "jackies" as
rate comedy from every angle.

o'

A first
"STARDUST" (First

atmosphere.

National) a

Hope Hampton

starring vehicle that will receive the approbation of
every lover of good, clean screen stories. It is quite
the best thing Miss

gives her her
trionic ability.

Hampton has even done and

it

opportunity to display her hisDirected by Hobart Henley. Six reels.

first real

"JACKIE" (Fox)

is an English story, conventional
but intensely human and possessing considerable sympathetic appeal.
Jack Ford directed it and
Shirley Mason enacts the leading role, that of a Russian girl thrown upon the world in the slums of London. A pleasing love story runs through it. Six reels.

in

plot,

"THE IDLE RICH"

(Metro) brings Bert Lytell
very humorous, swift moving comedydrama, an adapted Saturday Evening Post story by
Kennett Harris, called "Junk." It was adapted to the
screen by June Mathis and directed by Maxwell Karger.
It is entertainment of the best possible type, clean and
wholesome.
to the screen in a

"A VIRGINIA COURTSHIP"

is its

MADE MAN"

in his first four reel

(Pathe)

comedy.

presents
It

was

(Realart) adapted

from an old play furnishes material for an average program picture in which to star the talented May McAvoy. A splendid cast appears in her support and the
story has been given the best in the way of production
and direction. Pleasing but not very substantial entertainment.
»

"CHEATED HEARTS"
Herbert Rawlinson

(Universal)

introduces

based on brother-love. It
is nicely presented and with a cast numbering such well
known players as Marjorie Daw, Warner Baxter, William Hall and Doris Pawn, it is regrettable that a
stronger story was not provided. Hobart Henley diin a story

rected this five reel feature.

"THE GIRL FROM PORCUPINE"

story.

worth the time

man

scenes are on a

to the screen in masterful

Sam Hardy, Norman Kerry and

have the outstanding roles, though a dozen other players score prominently.

pleasing

Newmeyer and was written by Hal
It is crammed full of unusual

Roach and Sam Taylor.

good feature and from that

built

lovers.

directed by Fred

(Arrow)

is

a strong story of the far-North, written by James Oliver
Curwood, directed by Dell Henderson and starring
Faire Binney. It is rich in love interest and the many
thrilling situations are relieved by good, clean comedy.
One of the best stories from this talented author's pen.

HOLE

THE WALL"

IN
(Metro) presents
"THE
Alice Lake in a forceful, melodramatic crook story,
pointing a moral, in which a seeress and her fellow
workers seeking revenge, reform and go straight. Maxwell Karger directed in his usual masterful style. It
is in

six reels.

"THE SEA LION"

(First National) is a virile,
convincing and thoroughly enjoyable story of the sea
starring Hobart Bosworth. It is one of the best Bosworth productions in recent months and Director Richard V. Lee and all who had a hand in its making are
to be commented for its completeness.

"THE SILENT YEARS"
special cast

(R-C Pictures) with

a

headed by Pauline Starke, Tully Marshall

tells a sentimental story of a woman
prevented from marrying through her duty to
a crippled sister. It is a Louis J. Gasnier production
done in his usual style.

and Jack Mower,

who

is

SPECIAL CAST IN

GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)

A

thoroughly satisfactory adaptation of George M. Cohan's stage

made by Luther Reed and translated to the screen by
by Frank Borzage. A play worthy of extra advertising and one
that will bring in added returns. An excellent cast, with
One of the best box-office attracsettings by Joseph Urban.
success,

Seven

tions of the year.

with the magazine
Rufus Wallingford and his irre-

you're familiar

IF

J.

pressible

,„

reels in length.

co-worker, "Blackie" Daw,
them in the persons

you'll not recognize

of

Sam Hardy and Xorman Kerry

tion.

At

at the

Cosmopolitan produc-

beginning of the

the end of the

first

reel you'll

have forgotten about that disappointment.
Messrs. Hardy and Kerry do not "look"
their parts

— they

act them.

Frank Borzage, directing the picturization of George M. Cohan's stage play,
puts action to work promptly. There is
a brief introduction of the leading characters and then the sleepy town of Battlesburgh, la., (why always Iowa?) is
revealed in its traditional repose. You
meet at once the townsfolk, prominent
and lowly, plain and picturesque, and you
know them from the first meeting henceforth. Daw is already in their midst, setting the stage for Wallingford's tri-

umphal

Wallingford and Blackie

from the play not too profusely interjected in subtitle and with an admirably
assembled mass of detail that rounds out
an impressively complete production.
Telling a story known to millions. Mr.
Borzage scored a rare success in building
suspense and retaining concentrated attention from beginning to end o: his narrative. In view of this he may be pardoned a short anti-climax not seriously
detrimental to the effect of the preceding
footage.

ally in newspapers throughout the country.
Every consistent reader of Cosmopolitan Magazine is a potential patron of
the theatre that exhibits the picture. The
stage play, with the name of George M.

is
thoroughly Wallingif not in physique.
Norproperly sleek, glib and
debonair, creating a believable Blackie
Daw without the aid of a saxaphone.
Doris Kenyon, as the small town stenog-

(SELZNICK)

is

Tex

filled

in

Wallingford finds time to make love to

Fanny

Jasper.

rapher who marries Wallingford. gives
both gentlemen a worthy contest for first
claim to honors. Footage is in their favor.
Edgar Kelson, who played Eddie Lamb,
the hotel clerk, on the stage, will be remembered as an exacting and convincing
actor. If precedent is a dependable guide
he'll be seen in many forthcoming productions.

Diana Allen satisfies in a suppressed
William T. Hayes, dominant village
capitalist; Horace James, as mayor: Eugene
Keith,
William
William
Carr.
Robyns and J. Sinclair as leading citizens,
create a small town group that satisfies
thoroughly the fiction-fed traditions.
Settings, lighting and photography are
of superb character. Luther Reed's scenario leaves not a gap in the continuity of
role.

action or interest.
Eddie swears

allegiance

to

Wallinsford-

Taylor's story of a bankrupt society

maiden who is forced to become a house
maid in her own home, following a flirtation with a candy salesman, whose parents
ultimately buy her property, gives Elaine
Hammerstein another ideal vehicle to dis-

down.

in bare outline. This
with a dozen or more
characterizations that will be remembered
indefinitelv.
with humorous and near-

outline

THE WAY OF A MAID
pleasing
Harnmerstein
production with the agreeable
Niles Welch appearing- in support.
Splendid production given
light comedy following conventional lines. Directed by William
P. S. Earle.
Five ree^s.

Carpet Tack Corporation is
formed, with Battlesburgh capital and
Wallingford brains. Options and traction
franchises
are
are
obtained.
Offices
opened. Plans for the get-away are laid.
The conspirators fall in love with local
young women. At the instant when de-

settle

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN IN

Another

the

That's the story

is decidedly worth talking about.
picture itself contains a rich fund of
exploitation material.
Will it please? Exhibitors at the Chicago trade showing, possible renters of
the film, abandoned a critical silence of
long standing to praise it.

is

Covered

and

Cohan,

The

Sam Hardy

The

tection and arrest seem inevitable all the
intentionally unsound enterprises turn
out profitable and prosperity exceeding
the most glowing promises of the promoters descends upon the town. The plotters become honest men, marry the girls

enjoy the reception.

fordian in spirit

man Kerry

entry.

follows immediately. Then
story of the Cohan play is enacted.

This

Daw

tragic bits that effectively dam thought
of aught but the picture, with crisp lines

The box

office

interesting.

The

aspect of the picture is
story is appearing seri-

play her talents.
It is a particularly well knit and entertaining romance and director Earle gives
the vivacious star every opportunity to appear to the best advantage. The story is
improbable in spots but because it is well
produced its plot's shortcomings will readily
be overlooked by the majority.
Tom Lawler. a successful candy salesman,
returns to his hotel room and finds his
room in disorder. Mistaking Nadia Castleton, entering the apartment opposite, for a
maid, he orders her to make his bed. She
keenly enjoys the joke and afterwards
keeps up the deception and accepts a position as Tom's mother's secretary, when her

fortune is swept away. Tom falls in
with her and when she is sent to
Newport to open up a summer home the
Lawler's have just purchased which incidentally formerly belonged to Nadia
her
friends descend upon her and she is forced
to disclose her identity.
She accepts Tom,
however, as she finds he loves her just as

own
love

—

much

as Nadia Castleton. society
Marie the maid.

—

swell, as
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HERBERT RAWLINSON

FAIRE BINNEY IN

(UNIVERSAL)

PORCUPINE

Not the best of Rawlinson's vehicles

(ARROW)

but one that holds the attention
and will prove fair entertainment.
Directed by Hobart Henley from
a smooth running continuity. Artistic
settings and an excellent

strong play with most of the
scenes laid in the Yukon country.
Rich in love interest and with

many

thrilling situations, relieved

by sufficient good, clean comedy.
Splendidly cast and directed by
Dell Henderson. One of the best
far-North pictures yet shown.
"The Girl from Porcupine," the second
James Oliver Curwoocl productions
made by Pine Tree Pictures for Arrow

cast.

With such a splendid cast in
port Marjorie
Daw, Warner

—

Scene from

is

a picture that will please.

probably the best story that has yet
come from the pen of that Rifted writer
and should prove a gootl box office atIt is

"A

picture opens in the

mining

town of Por-

camp

COURTSHIP

(REALART)

a

Red McTavish, who could well
a typical Jack London abyssmal

pose as

little

in

brute, is beating his adopted son, Jim.
with a dog whip. Hope Duggan, a child
about Jim's age, interferes as Jim is
knocked unconscious by his brutal stepfather, and takes the boy to her home.
There it develops that the boy and girl
had been found a number of years before
by Duggan and McTavish in the wreck of a
caravan after a terrible sand storm on the
desert.
Duggan, himself a rough miner,
had taken the little girl and McTavish the

boy.

On hearing the
beating of the boy

the

brutal

Duggan went

to the

story

of

McTavish where a terrific fistic
McTavish getting the worst
of it. Duggan tells McTavish that the boy
cannot come back to him. McTavish procabin of

battle resulted,

ceeds to load himself up with bad whisky,
and that" night goes to the one saloon in the
town, finds Duggan standing at the bar
with some friends and shoots him dead.
McTavish is lynched by the miners and Bill
Higgins and Sam Hawks, prospecters.
take the boy and girl with them to a
claim they have in the mountains.
A period of years elapses. Hope is
rapidly approaching young womanhood
and keeps house for the miners. Jim,
now a young man, helps work the small
mine and is in love with Hope.
It is
decided to give Hope the advantage of an
education so she is sent to a fashioneable
finishing school on the Hudson, where
she is known as "the richest girl in the

Yukon."

Sam Hawks

and Bill and Jim arc
make enough from the mine to

unable to
keep Hope

in

dies

school,

so

they

sell

the

mine to the proprietor of the saloon and
a few minutes later are robbed by two
tools of the saloon-keeper.
In order to
get the money to send to Hope, Jim
holds up the saloon man at the point of
a pistol and recovers the money.
Then
follows a wild ride with the posse after

man and

boy, during which Jim is
wounded and captured, while Bill escapes
with the money which is sent to Hope.
In order to hide Jim's arrest from Hope,
she is told that he is dead.
Hope immediately returns to the
in jail.
The following day the boy is to
be taken to the penitentiary to serve a
long term for robbery.
Bill and Hope
hold up the stage, rescue Tim and the
story ends with the three riding into a
new country to begin life all over again.
It is a pleasant story well told in pictures.
As Hope Duggan, Faire Binney
shows a keen understanding of the part.
William Collier. Jr., has the part of Jim.
and gives promise of doing even better
things.
The entire picture is well cast
and spendidly directed.
the

Story of an old man's blighted love

and

the

cupine,

Yukon.

IN

A VIRGINIA

traction.

The

Virginia Courtship." (Restart.)

MAY McAVOY

of the

distribution,

IN

CHEATED HEARTS

GIRL FROM
A

192i

17,

a

young

girl's

romance

fur-

nish material for an average heart
interest drama. An excellent cast,
beautiful sets and careful direction outstanding points.
Frank

O'Connor

directed.

Adapted from the famous old play by
Eugene Presbrey, but modernized and
brought up to date, this story of an old
man and his ward, serves but poorly as
a vehicle for the talented and beautiful
Miss McAvoy. The cast consists of
Richard Tucker, as Neville, the villain of
the piece; Alec B. Francis as Col. Fairfax, (a Southern gentleman without an
accent); Jane Keckley as Betty Fairfax,
the Colonel's sister; Casson Ferguson as
Tom Fairfax, his nephew; Vern Winter,
as Zeb, a youthful playmate; Guy Oliver,
as Buck Lawton; George Reed as Sam,
and Kathlyn Williams as Constance
Llewellyn,
the
Colonel's
sweetheart.
With such a cast to work with it was indeed unfortunate a better story was not
furnished.
The settings are very beautiful and form a fitting background for the
clash of wills and the pretty romance that
comes to a climax.
Prue Fairfax is the ward of Col. Fairfax, a lovable old Southern gentleman
who has remained single because of a
misunderstanding, fifteen years previous,

with Constance Llewellyn his next door
neighbor.
Prue, while staging a chariot
race, she has seen pictured on a circus
is thrown into a stream running
through Constance's estate by a runaway
horse, and is rescued by Mrs. Llewellyn.
They become fast friends and when the
Fairfax Manor is about to be sold for
debt,
she buys it through her broker,
Robin, and almost precipitates a duel.

poster,

However, the old romance
and Prue marries

Tom

who

for

all

is

arrested

renewed

is

instead of Neville,
counterfeiting, and

ends happily.

DOG GONE TORCHY
(EDUCATIONAL)
Johnny Hines has a lot of fun with a
bright young infant and a very slender
plot in this two reeler.
Its the old, old
story of the kidnaped baby, a mix up in
suit cases and the ultimate hunt for the
child.
The attempts of Johnny to hide
the baby are highly amusing as are his
attempts to feed the youngster.
subtitles,

good

Riverside

Drive,

photography

New

and

Crisp
the

York, locations
are the comedy's outstanding points.
Hines is always good.

supBaxter,

his

—

William Hall, Doris Pawn and such exquisite settings and a smooth running
story, culminating in one or two well
staged climaxes, it was indeed lamentable
that the choice of story here does not merit

the skilful production or artistic sets.
It is

and

based on the theme of brother love
most part is quite unconvinc-

for the

There are several beautiful shots
showing pretty estates in America, artistic scenes of Paris and also in Morocco.
All are exquisitely photographed and will
please.
Mr. Henley's direction too is
good.
The principal weakness is the
ing.

story.

Gordon and

Barry

brother

his

Tom

Beekman. Barry
a waster, however, and because he be-

are in love with Muriel
is

Muriel loves
drinking heavily.
thinking Tom will
lieves

Tom
He

best

goes

marry

takes

to

Paris
Muriel, but
to

there learns that his brother has been lost
in Africa. He goes at once to the nearest
town and learns where his brother is being
held by natives. He agrees to exchange
places with him and pay the natives handsomely.
Muriel and her father arrive
also and when Tom returns they are
overjoyed but are anxious about Barry.
Tom, however, is content to wait in the
village
instead of
searching for his
brother.
Finally Barry, who has escaped
from a cave, staggers in and Muriel
recognizing in him the better man, declares her love for him.

A RURAL

CINDERELLA

(EDUCATIONAL)
Noel Smith directed this bit of foolishness, featuring Louise Fazenda, Chester Conklin and Eddy Baker.
It is another version of the orginal Cinderella
tale,

with

per

at

Louise losing her No. 7 slipbarn dance and her husky
Romeo seeking the owner. The Sennett
dog Teddy also plays a small but important part in the picture and there are
a good many genuine laughs tucked away
a

in this 2,000 feet of celluloid.
The titles
are short and crisp and director Smith
has handled his players well.

LOVE AND

WAR

(FOX)
This Fox comedy is 98 per cent slapwith a few new gags, but most of
them repeated so often they become tiresome. At the McVickers theatre, Chicago, it did not stir audiences to gales of
laughter.
Al Herman directed it. It is
in two reels, and concerns a young man
wrecked near an island where the governor has a beautiful daughter, whose
hand is sought by the captain of the
army. The target practice incidents are
stick,

funny.

The

rest

is

old stuff.

December
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LOIS WILSON" IN

Saving Sister Susie

(PARAMOUNT)

Gale

wrote

"Miss

Lulu

Every so often Al Christie comes
through with a comedy that fairly
knocks 'em off their seats. Such an
one is "Saving Sister Susie." The
exhibitor on the still hunt for a
good, clean comedy to bolster up
his program will do well to book it.
A smail but splendid cast appears
in support cf Dorothy Devore, who
is starred.
Scott Sidney directed it
and kept the action always in

Ben"

"high."

the book. It sold. She then made a play
of it, and it won the Pulitzer prize for the
best stage play of the 1920-21 season.
William DeMille made a picture of it, and
the picture is of a quality in keeping with
the story's history.
Lois Wilson has the title role and gives

what many

Here's a brief synopsis:

married,

a slavey in the

refuses

stay

to

falls

dresses her in rompers,
her in her room, places a
guard over her, but each time she
escapes and finally elopes with the
eligible y. m. and they get married
after a laughable experience at the
minister's where she lengthens her
rcmper dress in front but leaves it
lecks

open

in the

appears and

back.
all

is

Finally mother
forgiven except

by the hotel detective who hustles
the

groom

off to jail to

serve ten

days for assault and battery.

home

married half sister.
Her life of
drudgery is interrupted when the scapegoat brother of the head of the house
"accidentally" marries her and, when he
confesses he has another wife and she
leaves him, allows her to return.
Persecution is redoubled after her return, but
the town schoolmaster, to whom she tells
her story, falls in love with her and gives

she

mother

roles.
is

but

and a wealthy young man

"put,"

— Earl Rodney) — the catch of the
town—
in love with her.
Her

deem her

minor
Miss Lulu Bett

tellingly in

Susie's

mother wants to keep Sue in the
background until her elder sister is

best performHer accomplishment is a genuine
ance.
characterization of an exacting role.
Theodore Roberts attracts second attention with a real part, his inevitable
and inimitable humor just tinging a
strong portrayal of a dour and despicable
Milton Sills, hero,
small town father.
does his excellent best. Mabel VanBuren
Ethel
is a surprisingly effective matron.
Wales, Helen Ferguson. Clarence Burton.
Taylor Graves and Charles Ogle score
will

Bosworth

(EDUCATIONAL)

widely read book and a prize
stage play made into a motion
The
picture of the best type.
story is the thing that impresses.
The work of the leading character
and an exceptional cast give it
power. William DeMille has not
done more masterful work than in
the production of this picture.
Zona

reels

of delightful

Two

comedy.

of her

her courage. Her final rebellion and departure from home are followed by news
that her marriage was not legal and she
is free to marry the man she loves.

BERT LYTELL IN

THE IDLE RICH
(METRO)
The

Metro

comes
through with another fine comedy-drama that must be classed
as good entertainment. An adapted
"Saturday Evening Post''
story by Kennett Harris, adapted
by June Mathis. Maxwell Karversatile

ger directed.

star

It is in six reels.

This story was originally called "Junk"
because the hero retrieves his lost fortune, and regains his lost sweetheart and
lost respect, through the accumulation
and selling of old clothes, old beds, old
buggies and other junk.
For those who like good, clean, wholesome stories we can think of nothing
better than "The Idle Rich."
It hasn't
an objectionable feature.
well
It
is
staged,

beautifully

photographed

and

Maxwell Karker has kept the action
high

at

throughout.
The story concerns Sam Weatherbee, a
wealthy youth, who is told by his sweet-

a

pitch

heart that his

money

is

stunts.
Sea stories, as a rule,
prove good drawing cards and "The Sea
Lion" contains sufficient thrills and action
to satisfy the majority and especially the

vertising

MISS LULU BETT
A

63

a liability instead

She favors a poorer but more
young man by the name of
Dillingham Coolidge.
However, when
Sam's fortune is swept away over night

of an asset.

industrious

by the suicide of an executor, he is cut
by his society friends and he leaves San
Francisco to accept a small property left
him by an aunt in Los Angeles.
He
finds the place filled with old and useless

five

The

followers.

reels

Producers,
National.

picture

is

ia

and was made for Associated
for distribution through First

Bosworth depicts Captain John Nelson,
captain of the "Sea Lion's Lair," a whaler
sailing the Pacific.
He remains in port
only long enough to discharge his cargo
and is off again, is surly to his crew and
hates the society of others, because of a
disappointment early in life when upon returning from a cruise he finds his wife
gone and note stating she has left with
the man she loves. There ships with the
Captain on one of his trips a young society
youth whose father has disowned him, and
upon him the Captain vents his wrath, until
the youth comes to his rescue, and thereupon Capt. Nelson makes him First Mate.
A figljt for a cask of fresh water after
days of calm bring the two together. They
finally land upon a strange island for
water and find an old man and a child.
Blossom and 'L'ncle Billy" are brought
aboard and through the child's story Capt.
Nelson finds she is the daughter of Nell
Nelson, his wife.
He ill-treats her and
when befriended by the first mate and taken
in the boat to catch a whale, the Captain
lifts anchor and deserts them.
storm
comes up and he finds an old bible on the
floor of Blossom's cabin, in which her real
identity is disclosed
she is his own daughter.
He then turns about and rescues the
whaling crew and Blossom at the risk of

A

—

his life.

SHIRLEY MASON IN

things, but conceives the idea of transferring them into cash by advertising a
barter and exchange emporium. Soon he
has taken larger quarters and leases a

town from a former
Then, when his business grows

valuable property in
friend.

JACKIE
(FOX)
Jack Ford has taken a rather conventional, slow-moving story and
made an intensely human screen

and they want to get him out of the
neighborhood he makes them pay dearly
Eventually he wins back
for his lease.
Miss Mattie Waitings, his sweetheart, and
his position in society.
Lytell plays the role of Sam Weatherbee with his usual cleverness and he is
accorded good support by the entire cast.
There are unusual opportunities for
excellent exploitation in this picture,
using the plaid or checked cloth for dressing ushers, doormen and walking street
advertisements, this being the costume
worn by Lytell in the picture.

HOBART BOSWORTH

IN

THE SEA LION
(FIRST NATIONAL)

A

convincing story of the sea,
well told, with good action and inThe
terest sustained to the end.
sort of thing Bosworth likes to
do and consequently does so well.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
virile,

"The Sea Lion" is one of the best things
Bosworth has done upon the screen in some
time. He is a hard-fisted, hard-hitting and

who

disappointed in life
through the disappearance of his young
wife, sails the seas continuously to avoid
the society of men and women. There are
several little human touches that add immeasurably to the story's value and the
whole has been carefully photographed and
edited. Most of the scenes are aboard ship,
with several exciting climaxes that lead up
to a thrilling finish and a happy ending.
Bessie Love appears opposite the star in the
role of Blossom, a wait picked up on a
strange island. A capable supporting cast
appears in support and the picture presents many possibilities for excellent adcruel

captain,

drama with considerable sympaMiss

appeal.

thetic

Mason

is

splendid in the role of a Russian
waif, living in the slums of London.
There are some
in

this

story of

fine

characterizations

London slum

life,

some

them only bits, otherr that run
through the story- That of Harry Carter,
as the rough, uncouth showman, Bill
Bowman, is especially noteworthy, as is
the small part played by Georgie Stone,
as Benny, a cripple traveling with Bowman's troupe.
Shirley Mason appears as the daughter
of a famous Russian dancer who has been
raised by a French woman who conducts
a cheap dancing school.
The settings
representing London slums are typical of
the squalid quarters of the poor and give
of

the picture the proper English atmosphere. The scenes of interiors of a cheap
inn are also faithfully reproduced.
Jacqueline, orphaned child of a Russian
dancer, called "Jackie" for short, is contracted to Bill Bowman by Jackie's foster

mother. She
and when he
her room he
a

cripple.

London and

is

ill

treated by

tries to force his

Bowman,
way into

is
struck down by Benny,
The two then go back to

accidentally

come upon Mervyn

who had

befriended Jackie before.
Carter arranges to have Benny sent to
a hospital and Jackie to a noted dancing
master.
She gets an engagement in a
Carter,

London show and becomes engaged to
Bowman, however, returns and
demands that she return to him until her
contract is fulfilled.
She buys him off
Carter.

for five

hundred pounds and eventually

she marries Carter.
entertaining drama.

Six reels of good,
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HAROLD LLOYD

IN

A SAILORMADE MAN
(PATHE)
Audiences

that
appreciate good,
fast, clean comedy are going to
demand more like this one. Full
of novel stunts, new twists and a
slap-stick finish that's a scream.

Hal Roach and Sam Taylor wrote
it and they know what Lloyd can
do best. Fred Newmeyer's direction
This

is

A-l.
Harold Lloyd's

is

Associated

first

Exhibitors feature-length comedy and the
comedian and his co-workers have reason
to feel proud of the result.
No exhibitor

need fear that it will not please. It has
comedy touches in it that are irresistible

and

will

stir

the

risibilities

most

of the

confirmed grouch.
Lloyd is a genius at getting laughs
and "A Sailor-Made Man" has been given
a very costly and complete production.
He is ably assisted by Mildred Davis,

Noah Young and a score of others. Mr.
Young was especially pleasing as the
boy whom Harold pals
Miss Davis is her usual
blonde self and fits in nicely with

tough sailor
around with.
dainty,

the plot.

The scenes showing the palace of
Maharaiah, both inside and out, with
sunken pools and wide expanses, are
quite the most elaborate ever used in a
comedy.
is

Throughout

particularly

clean,

photography

the
the

subtitles

con-

and the action nicely timed.
Lloyd is a youth with twenty millions
in the bank.
His best girl urges him to
He sees a sign "Men
go to work.
Wanted in the Navy" and enlists. Then
the fun starts.
On shipboard he is
browbeaten by a big bully until, while
boxing with the champion of the navy
he slips on a piece of soap and knocks
out the heavy weight. The tough fellow
then becomes his pal. One of the most
amusing incidents is where they get into
a street brawl with eight husky colored
men. They knock Lloyd out first and
attack the tough.
Then Lloyd picks
them up as the tough one knocks them
out and drags them to his side of the
street where he is supposed to be fight-

Years" the story of a woman, whose obligation to a crippled sister prevents her
from marrying while young and who
finds
happiness in pouring out her
mother-love on the child of the man who
was to have been her husband, but who
married another.

He has subordinated all other members of the cast to Rose Dione, who takes
the part of "Mam'selle Joe," and she
merits his confidence by capably handling
the role.
There are no elaborate sets. The story
is confined to a
little French-Canadian
village.
There are no fights, floods, fires,
or other spectacular scenes. It is simply
a character study of a self-sacrificing
woman, who gives up her entire life to
her crippled sister and later to the daughter of her former sweetheart, who has
married a woman unfit for motherhood.
Pauline Starke, Tully Marshal and Jack

Mower

are the best

ing.

The

final

rescue of the

girl,

able and well executed.
in four reels.

is

who

The comedy

SPECIAL CAST

is

in excellently.

"Mam'selle Joe" declines her lover's
proposal of marriage on acount of her
invalid sister,

who

later dies.

He makes

an unfortunate marriage and, when taken
ill,
brings his child to "Mam'selle Joe"
to protect.
She keeps the village in ignorance of the child's parentage, fearing
the mother may reappear to claim her.
Ugly gossip follows.
"Mam'selle Joe"
suffers in silence until the

mother

ALICE LAKE IN

THE HOLE

IN

THE WALL

(METRO)

A

melodramatic
crook story, with a moral that is
straight-forward,

drawn at the conclusion. A
production, well staged and
impressive.
Carefully
directed
by Maxwell Karger from a scenario prepared by June Mathis.
nicely

fine

This picture will impress and entertain
those who are not interested in spiritualism as well as those who are. There is
one scene in particular, where the medium in a trance tells the reporter's lady
friend some amazing truths and these
truths are graphically presented when the
walls crumble and figures crying for recIt is
ognition appear in the distance.
from this scene the picture gets its name.
Alice

Lake gives

(R-C

a careful delineation

Jean Oliver, a girl, wronged by a
wealthy lady and seeking revenge. She
becomes a seeress, posing as Madam
Mysteria, a medium who has been killed

as

a

band

of

and raid the place. The leader of the
gang has escaped with the baby, however, and requires their release before he
will give the child up.

Ramsey

He

also asks Mrs.

acknowledge that she lied and
that Jean Oliver was innocent of wrongdoing, which she does.
There is the
usual happy ending when Jean and Grant
to

are reunited after years of separation.
All of the roles are well played by
Allen Forrest, Frank Brownlee, Charles
Clary, Kate Lester, John Ince and Claire

DuBrey.

HOPE HAMPTON

IN

STARDUST
(FIRST NATIONAL)
An excellent picture from every
angle. Well acted, well directed,
and given a good production.
"Stardust"

prove a big
Miss Hampproves that she is

should

box-office attraction.

ton again
capable of really good screen
work. Directed by Hobart HenSix reels in length.
ley.

Adapted from Fannie Hurst's novel of
the same name, this Hope HamptonFirst National production offers pictorial
It
entertainment of »he highest class.
is the simple story of a sensitive little
music-loving girl, reared in a small western town and married, against her better
judgment, to an arrogant, brutal and presumptive youth who makes life a burden
It was written with fine
for his bride.
understanding and Miss Hampton imbues
the character of Lily with a sympathetic
appeal that is free from mawkish sentimentality or obstrusiveness. Certain libhave been taken with Fannie
erties
Hurst's story, but these make for a
clearer understanding of the plot and
reduce the number of characters involved
to

the

minimum.

The characters are all well drawn. That
of Albert Penny was ably interpreted by
Ashley

Buck; Thomas Maguire was

a

satisfying and docile Henry Becker, Lily's
father; Mrs. "Mary Foy, a forceful, domineering mother; Vivian Ogden, splendid

as Mrs. Penny, and Charles Musset, good
James Rennie plays
as Jethro Penny.
the role of Thomas Clemons and Gladys

Wilson was Daisy Cameron, a show girl.
Hobart Henley's direction is well nigh
faultless and he has made the most of
his artistes and the possibilities of every
There is a rich vein of humor
scene.
and sentiment running through the story,
but the sentiment

is

never stressed

for

effect.

IN-

PICTURES)

appeal.

Harriet Comstock's story "Mam'selle
Joe" gives Louis J. Gasnier an opportunity to present under the title of "Silent

Lily Becker, born and raised in Paraa small western town, longs for a
musical education, but her unsympathetic
mother-in-law thwarts her ambition. She
forced into an unwelcome marriage
is
with a vulgar youth, the son of vulgar
but prosperous neighbors. When life becomes intolerable, she leaves for New
York, where begins a long and hard
struggle to keep body and soul together.
A child is born and when she wires home
for money, her husband replies with a
rebuff.
At last success and happiness
come to her, when she is given an opportunity to sing in grand opera, and she
is
is rid of her brutal husband, when he
killed in a tram wreck while journeying
to the city to join her as her "manager.
dise,

sentimental story of a woman,
prevented from marrying by her
duty to a crippled sister, finding
happiness in giving a home to the
daughter of her former suitor.
Directed by Louis J. Gasnier.
Depends upon heart interest for
its

Through

accident.

1921

crooks she determines to avenge herself
upon Mrs. Ramsey, who was instrumental
in sending her to prison.
A reporter by
the name of Grant comes to the medium's
parlors with a girl posing as his aunt
He is endeavoring to solve the kidnaping
of Mrs. Ramsey's grandchild, and while
he is there the police arrest the crooks

finally

appears and gives up her claim. At the
climax, the child marries and "Mam'selle
Joe" tells her secret, clearing herself and
the child of the shadow.

SILENT YEARS
A

an

17,

of

supporting cast.
The subtitles are
placed on a background showing a
woman ascending a slope, at the top of
which she achieves happiness. They fit

is

laugh-

in

the

cise,

kidnaped by the Maharajahans,

known members

December

A

scene from "The Hole in the Wall." (Metro.)

—
December
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A SPECIAL CAST IN

THE ADVISER

DON'T TELL

(EDUCATIONAL)

EVERYTHING

"The Adviser"

is a Mermaid comedy,
starring Lloyd Hamilton.
It hasn't any

(PARAMOUNT)

A

sophisticated and mannerly nartold in the style of Cecil

ful,

Sam Wood, whose

DeMille by

best picture many will consider
society drama intimately
it.
interesting to patrons in any
good
plane of the social scale.
picture, worth advertising well.
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott
Dexter and Dorothy Cummings score
strongly in about that order as the leading players in "Don't Tell Everything,"
a picture by Sam Wood in the vein ot
These four, it may be
Cecil DeMille.

The

picture

is

excellently

mounted,

photographed, etc., but the story is its
outstanding item of interest and merit.
This gets into motion after a somewhat
attenuated and unwieldy introduction and
holds attention unbrokenly from that
point forward.
Reid, as Tommy Dale, becomes en-

gaged to Marion Westover, played by
Gloria Swanson, and in explaining numerous photographs showing him intijuxtaposed
to
divers
young
mately
women, spreads a network of falsehoods
which promise to involve him in subsequent difficulty. One picture shows him
Ramsey, portrayed by
with
Jessica
Dorothy Cummings, a sportswoman who
Learning
calls her men friends "pals."
of Tommy's engagement, she courts his
company so persistently that the piqued
Marion precipitates a secret marriage.
The budding honeymoon is interrupted
by a quarrel which terminates with
Tommy's departure to Jessica's hunting

Here Jessica's love-making becomes obvious and. the arrival of his
wife, accompanied by their mutual friend.
Harvey Gilroy, Elliott Dexter, finds him
anxious to patch up differences.
After
suitable delay, he is permitted to do so.
and a satisfactory ending follows.
lodge.

TOM MOORE

GROUND UP

(GOLDWYN)

A

Rupert

Hughes

Tom

especially for
ventional
plot

story

written

Moore.

lacking
taneous humor of usual
play.
Directed by E.

Hopper.
"From the Ground Up"

Conspon-

Moore
Mason

poor Irish lad, who
Alger stories, rises from a
a

common

la-

A

scene from "Don't Tell Everything."
(Paramount.)

borer to a position of influence and, of
course, marries his former employer's
daughter, all in the course of a short
time.

Moore

given

isn't

much opportunity

to

shine as a

comedian although Director
Hopper worked hard to maintain the
slight interest the story engenders in the
early scenes.
The rescue of his employer's son from a perilous position, furnishes one of the thrills, but this even
has been overdone in many comedies of
late.
However, it is clean and for those
who like Moore it will doubtless prove
sufficient.

Helene Chadwick is adequate as Morimer's daughter Philena, and others of
the cast were well chosen for their roles.
It is well staged and beautifuly photo-

Average entertainment.
Terrence Giluley plays his way into
Philena Mortimer's heart with his mouth
organ, while employed deep in the excavation of a new building her father is
graphed.

She gives him a dollar for the
instrument and he is insulted. The balance of the picture is taken up with Giluley trying to return the dollar.
Mortimer loses his money and Philena is
erecting.

forced to seek

work

as a stenographer.

She applies and gets a position in Giluley's contracting office and there is the
usual happy finish.

Sells

Harry Lande
A

contract has been signed between
Harry' O. Lande of Pittsburgh and W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow, which
is said to be the biggest independent short
reel deal made this year. Under the terms
of the contract. Mr. Lande obtains the
Arrow comedy franchise for his associated
companies for the following three terri:

Buys for Three

Territories

Quality Film Service of Pittsburgh for

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Lande Distributing Corporation of

the

productions known as Speed comedies
and featuring Charlotte Merriam and
Nealy Edwards and J. Belasco and other
well known players; the twelve Cruelywed comedies featuring the Cruelyweds;
and fourteen Mirthquake comedies fea-

(Goldwyn)

is

feet.

sitting

at a

Hamilconfer-

Lubin Appoints Scott
Special Sales Agent
On Allene Ray Films
Bert Lubin has announced the appointof Lester Scott as special sales representative on his new series of six Al-

ment
lene

Ray

five reel features.

Mr. Scott

will

leave

immediately on

an eight weeks' tour of the principal
independent exchange centers to arrange
for the distribution of the Ray series.
"Partners of the Sunset," the first of
the series, is now ready for distribution.
A complete line of accessories, including
a special art lobby display, a sixteenpage, three-color press book and a star
folder and the usual run of supplies are
available on this picture.

Sunnywest

Is

Handling

Burr's Novelty Review
Sunnywest Film, Inc., of New York,
operating in New York City and Westchester County and that part of New
Jersey not including Trenton, has contracted to take Burr's Novelty Review,
consisting of twelve one reel pictures.

Comedy Franchise

contract these
three corporations will obtain for their
respective territories the fourteen Broadway comedies featuring Eddie Barry and
Helen Darling; the twelve Reggie Morris

"From the Ground Up."

he

with William Jennings Bryan
he addresses as "old grapejuice"
Woodrow Wilson. The scene dissolves and four school boys occupy the
boxes in front of him. Next he is a pin
boy in a bowling alley but is blown up
by a bomb. The comedy has no plot,
but is funny in spots and is above the
average of recent two reel comedies.

Cleveland for Northern Ohio.
Lande Distributing Corporation of CinOhio and Kentucky.

scene from

few hundred

whom

cinnati for Southern
By the terms of

A

first

ence

tories

the story of
like the hero of the
is

in it, for which we are thankdoes resort to the dream idea

— and

Arrow

IN

FROM THE

it

ton imagines

A

assistance.

but

for its

A

added, carry the story practically without

ducks

trick

rative

turing Robert L. Conor and Bobby Dunn
and other comedy players.
To Open Special Department
Mr. Lande states that it is his intention to open a special short reel depart-

to
for Three Territories
ment with

special managers in charge.
He also will maintain special departments
for the exploitation of short reels.

"The comedy," declared Mr. Lande,
"has at last come into its own. The big
theatre man of today pays as great attention to the selection of his comedy as
to the feature, realizing that innumerable
theatregoers follow the motion picture for

amusement and entertainment and can
secure as much relaxation and pleasure
from a finished, witty, well produced two
reel comedy as from any feature."

Big Eastern Chains Are
Booking Fred Stone Film
R-C production, "The
Butte," is entertaining
audiences in many of the big key centers and has been booked solid by the
Keith. Proctor and Moss circuits, according to Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution.
Mort Singer, gerferal manager of the
Orpheum circuit, has placed his stamp
of approval upon "The Duke of Chimney
Butte" and it will be shown in the theatres of the western chain, following its
pre-release showing in Chicago, where
Mr. Stone is appearing in his current
Fred Stone's

Duke

of

first

Chimney

musical comedy, "Tip Top."
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Ince to

Make World
to

Is Installed

world-wide survey to ascertain the
public reaction to motion picture entertainment and to determine his future
policy in the production of features for
been
First
National
has
Associated
launched by Thomas H. Ince.
A questionnaire bearing thirty questions is being forwarded to editors in

The new Liberty motion

the event Norma Talmadge
the Door." The theatre
has a seating capacity of 1,200.
The entrance to the theatre is on
Broadway on the site of the old Isis
theatre.
A steel and glass marque extends to the curb over the entire width of
the theatre.
The marque is surmounted
by a sign representing the Goddess of
Liberty.
Hundreds of electric lights illuminate the entrance.
picture

range.
seeks to determine the effect of pic-

upon community

life,

upon mental

politics, the attitude of

Large Orchestra Pit

community, the school and the church
toward pictures, the development of visual education, seeks to determine what
the

The lobby has a beamed

Some

of the

known

stories justified?"

"What

is

meant

"Has
perfect screen drama?"
the motion picture stimulated a keener
interest in American institutions?" "In
Science?"
"In
the
great
outdoors?"
are some of the questions asked.
by

the

R-C

Pictures to Launch
Direct to Fan Ad Drive

in December R-C Pictures
carry advertising spreads in eleven
of the fan magazines. The company estimates that "nine million people will read
each month of the ambitious advance of
this organization towards satisfying their
demand for pictures of real worth."

Beginning

will

The company
will

states that
for the

conducted

be

awakening

its

campaign

purpose

consumer appreciation

a

of
of

the better motion pictures.

Irving in Authors Series
"Washington Irving"

is the next pic"Great American
Authors" being produced by Kineto un-

ture

the

in

series

of

der the direction of James A. Fitzgerald.
It will play at the Strand theatre, New

York. The picture carries the name of
the author as its main title with a subtitle which reads: "A Brief Review in
Memory of the Father of American Literature."

Universal

Mei

Pro noted

S. Penson, who for the past
years has been with the supply department of Universal Film Manufacturing Company's home office, has been pro-

Charles

five

moted

to

the

position

of

manager of

succeeds F. W.
Talbert, who has been appointed district
auditor for the Western exchanges.
supplies.

Mr.

Penson

ceiling

and

a

contains a box office con-

It

structed of marble and glass.
In the
rear of the lobby is the Liberty Coffee
Shop. The aisles of the main floor are
covered with linoleum, while the foyer
and the stairs leading to the mezzanine
floor are carpeted.
The orchestra pit

measures 8x32

and

feet

will

accommodate

musicians.
$10,000 organ has been installed by
Smith Unit Organ Company of Chicago.
Miss K. L. Mowery of Chicago is the
organist.
The proscenium opening of
the stage is thirty-five feet, the entire
width being sixteen feet, with a depth of
thirty-two feet.
The front drop is in
velour of pompeian red and was obtained
from Marshall Field at Chicago.
fifty

A

CHARLES

Questions

the criticism of the motion
picture most often made?"
"What will be the future development
of motion pictures?"
"Is the general
complaint of the screen treatment of wellis

floor.

tile

the public thinks of present picture standards,
seeks to compare the existing
standards of pictures and the present
popularity of picture entertainment with
the standards and the popularity of the
legitimate drama and carries a tabulation
wherein it is sought to determine the
personal views of the editors and their
judgment of public opinion on various
types of screen entertainment.

"What

for

"The Sign on

in

Covers Wide Range
The questionnaire covers a wide
tures

picture thea-

has been opened to the public. Manager Dale Loomis chose as his feature
tre

every civilized country.

development, upon

1921

Liberty a Magnificent House
$10,000 Smith Unit Organ

A

It

17,

Peru, Indiana, Greets
Newest Film Palace

Survey on Pictures
Questionnaires Submitted
Editors in All Civilized
Countries

December

(CHIC) SALE in another
one of his seven character studies in
"His Nibs," the Exceptional Pictures
production.

Hodkinson Is Publishing
Three Films This Month
productions are announced for
by W. W. Hodkinson during
this
month.
They are "The Bashful
Suitor." second in the series of Triart Great
Master Productions, on December 11
"Fifty Candles," fourth in the series of
Irvin V. Willat productions, on December
11, and "Cameron of the Royal Mounted,"
Winnipeg Productions-Ralph
the second
Connor picture presented by Ernest Ship-

Three

publication

man, on December

Kern Picture

25.

Is First

On New Year

Schedule

"The L nfoldmcnt." a George H. Kern
production will he the initial feature published by Associated Exhibitors for the
new year, it being scheduled for January
1.
The picture, in six reels, is based upon
truth as the highest incentive toward hu-

man

happiness.
Among the players are Barbara Bedford,
Florence Lawrence, Lydia Knott, William
Conklin, Muidock MacQuarrie, Charles K.
French, All>ert Prisco, Wade Brothers and

Raymond Cannon.

Shows Burdens

of

War

Picture Committee of the
Council for Limitation of Armament has
written to practically every exhibitor in
the Un'ted States and Canada urging
them to book the picture, "What's the
Limit," the latest issue of sketchografs,
which is based on the world's need for
reduction in armaments. The film, produced by Julian Ollendorff, will be distributed by Educational Film Exchanges,
represents, in sketches drawn
Inc.
It
under the camera, a story of the burden
laid upon the people of the world all
through the ages by war and the preparation for war.

The Motion

Comfort

in

Mezzanine

The

mezannine floor contains armchairs and settees and two rest rooms.
Manager Loomis' office is on that floor.

The

decoration of the auditorium is in
and gold, with a faint touch of
blue.
The draperies are all in velour
ivory

of

pompeian

red.

The

lighting effects are

obtained through a series of red, white,
blue and amber lights installed by the
National Ex Ray Lighting Co. of Chicago.
The building is heated by a hot
water system supplemented by the latest
type of ventilating system.

Loew Chain Claims Record
Business With Metro Film
The

thirty-seven

Greater

New York

Loew

theatres

in

did, in the aggregate,

the biggest business in their history with

simultaneous showing recently of
"The Conquering Power," the Rex Ingram production for Metro that succeeded "The Four Horsemen of the
the

Apocalypse," according to a report from

Loew offices.
The success of

the

the picture in the test
of its box office power at the Loew theatres bears out Rex Ingram's contention,
it is said, that the public has been educated in motion pictures far beyond
photoplays that are simply sensational.

Schlager With Hodkinson
Sig Schlager, well known throughout the
industry as a sales and exploitation expert,
who has been identified in the past with the
exploitation of certain pictures distributed
by Hodkinson, notably the J. Parker Reed,
Jr. productions, has been appointed assistant to General Sales Manager A. W. Smith
of the Hodkinson office. Mr. Schlager will
specialize

Hodkinson

on

the

pictures.

exploitation

of

certain

December

17,
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the

Woman"

in Course of Production at Ince
Distribution by First National
Another Film Is in the Cutting Room While

Four Features
Studio

—

for

Another^ Has

Still

Already Been Announced

Six big pictures are on the production schedule of Thomas H. Ince
for the first three months of 1922 to follow "Hail the Woman" under his
recently negotiated distribution contract with Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

At the Ince studios at Culver City four pictures are in the course of
production, one is in the cutting room and the sixth has been announced.
For 1922, Mr. Ince has laid down a
"big year" production policy and his
plans include definitely, for the first quarter of the year, the following specials:

—

"Face Value" Florence Vidor, Milton
Marcia Manon, Joe Singleton,
Sills,
Frank Campeau, Charles Clary and WinDirection and
ter Hallin in the cast.
Charles
scenario by Lambert Hillyer.
Stumar at the camera. Original story by

Marc Edmond

Tones.

It is

the story of

a tin-eared, broken-nosed crook,
ceives a

noted

new

identity at the

plastic

surgeon.

who

re-

hands of a

Many

unusual

twists and exploitation possibilities.
* * *

Hottentot"— From Willie Colrecent stage success, Douglas MacLean in the role of "Sam Harrington,"
the man mortally afraid of horses, who
is
mistaken for a daring steeplechase
rider.
Madge Bellamy, in the feminine
"The

lier's

lead; Raymond Hatton, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Lillian Worth, Sam Armstrong and

others in support.
Story by William
Scenario and
Collier and Victor Mapes.
direction by Del Andrews.
"Jim" Milton Sills, John Bowers and
Marguerite de la Motte in the leading
roles.
An original story by Bradley
King.
Directed by John Griffith Wray,

—

The
directed "Hail the Woman."
story of a school teacher and her soul's
conflict between a career and a great love.

who

"Wooden

Spoil"

— Directed

by

Irvin

The story is from a novel by
Victor Rousseau.
Scenario by Joseph
Franklin
Poland.
All-star
cast.
A
Canadian lumber country drama.

Willat.

*

"Finding

*

*

Home"— Timely and

absorb-

drama

of immigration with the Colorado mines as locale. Featuring an allstar cast. Direction by Lambert Hillyer.

ing

Story by Gertrude Nelson Andrews.
Scenario by Bradley King, the author of
"Jim."
"Bellboy 13" Another Douglas MacLean comedy to be published after "The
Hottentot."

—

"Someone

to

—A

Love"

drama

of

a

Canadian trading post, a girl and elephant and a musician written by C.
Gardner Sullivan and to be produced with
an all-star cast.
The new feature already announced by
Mr. Ince is "Someone to Love," the latest original screen story by C. Gardner
Sullivan.
It is declared to be one of
the most unusual dramas ever prepared
for the screen.
in a

The

entire story

is

laid

north Canadian settlement and trad-

ing post.
*

*

*

Relative to his production schedule,
Mr. Ince says:
"From the outset of my career as a
producer, I have realized that it would
be folly on the part of the motion picture
industry to ignore any of the demands of
the all-powerful public.
"Therefore, I have made a careful diagnosis during the past year as to what

THOMAS

H. INCE w%ose production
schedule calls for six big pictures the
first three months of 1922.

constitutes a 'better picture' in the opinion of that severest of all critics, the
American public. Motion picture audiences have grown tired of namby-pamby
plots, of impossible characters, of sensations founded on sand and of weird situations existing only
in
the exhausted
imaginations of hack writers.
"What the public demands now is motion picture drama dealing with the actualities of life, which are in themselves
a hundred times stronger than the figments of dreams.
* * *

"In

made

producing 'Hail the
in conformity with

it

Woman,'

my

I

observa-

tions of what the public really wants in
screen entertainment and an answer to
the public demand for 'bigger pictures.'
"The public has been getting educated
rapidly as to what constitutes a good picture and what does not.
The industry
must keep pace with such development of
the public mind.
It cannot stand still,
for stagnation means ruin.
" 'Hail the Woman' is a human play.
It rubs shoulders with humanity, and
deals with humanity's problems. It holds
the mirror up to life, and the people want
to see life.
The public wants to see the
naturalness of life itself.
"The motion picture industry must
satisfj- the ever-increasing appetite of the
people for genuine screen entertainment.
The solution of this problem is one of the
big achievements yet before the producer,
the distributor and the exhibitor."

New

Junior Orpheum
To Open in St. Louis

ST.

LOUIS, MO., Dec. 6. A new
Orpheum theatre of the Orpheum

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

H. INCE and a few of the stars of his company now appearing in his
pictures distributed through First National. Tully Marshall, Lloyd Hughes, Florence Vidor, Madge Bellamy and Theodore Roberts are prominent in the fore-

junior
Circuit will be opened in St. Louis next
fall.
The theatre, to be known as the
Mississippi, will cost upwards of $1,500,000 and have accommodations for 4,000
persons. It will be in the downtown distirct on a site already selected.
Plans
for the showhouse have been prepared

ground.

by Rapp

THOMAS

&

Rapp, Chicago architects.
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Cabanne Cutting His
Latest

to

December

11

.William Christy Cabanne and
are

engaged

studio,

the

at

cutting

his stall

Sixty-first

the negative of

street

"At the

Stage Door" to an approximate length of
6,300 feet.

"At the Stage Door," the working title
of which was "Women of Conquest," is
to be presented by R-C Pictures for publication on December 11.
It is a story
of sharp contrasts and unusual situations,
involving the life of a young girl in a
who later come?
little up-state village,
to the city and enters the chorus.

Miriam

Lillian

"Penrod," Marshall Nemnewest production now being
filmed for Associated First Na-

Big Features Each

tional distributions, defies the cen-

George Randolph Chester, who has refrom the Vitagraph Company
where he familiarized himself with every
phase of production, announces the formation of his own producing company.

lead in the later scenes is taken
by Lillian ("Billie") Dove, who attained
popularity in the Ziegfeld Follies and in
"Sallie,"

while

Elizabeth

North appears

as her sister. William Collier, Jr., has a
small part.
Others in the cast are: C. Elliott Griffin.
Myrtle Mausrhan, Charles Craig, Viva

Ogden,

Billy

Quirk.

Huntly

Gordon,

Katherine Spencer and Doris Eaton.

—

Berlin, Wis.
W. A. Kempen of BerH. C. Rusch of Oshkosh, and R. A.
Mosimar, also of Oshkosh, have purchased the Strand theatre, which has
been renamed the Rex.
lin,

Year

sor be he ever so determined is
pointed out by the producer of
the famous Booth Tarkington story

signed

and play.
" 'Penrod' is one motion picture
will
that
escape
the
censorial
shears," said Mr. Neilan.
"I believe it is of interest to exhibitors
throughout the country to know
that we are producing this story in
a way that cannot offend even the
most rabid reformer.
"It is indeed difficult to decide
what ridiculous objections are lia-

The company

Permanent headquarters
at

the

the latest

join

languages.
his

plays

is

Barrymore

"The

Jest,"

starred.

be estab-

subject

will

be

started

in

Company

ing of the story, the writing of the continuity, the casting, the directing, the
editing, the cutting, the titling and the
placing of the big production of "The
Son of Wallingford" in final shape.
Mr. Chester states that the withdrawal
of himself and wife from the Vitagraph
was perfectly amicable and amiable and
that the good-will of the Vitagraph executives followed them upon their departure.

To Make

in

Mr.

is a hero of the world war, havfor
decorated
conspicuous
been
bravery by the king of Italy during the
Piave campaign.

Benelli

ing

Superior Films

new venture, Mr.
Chester said: "I want to produce some
very big pictures, at least two a year,
but I do not expect to revolutionize the
Speaking

of

his

motion picture industry.

I firmly believe
three years of thorough experience in the technical departments as well
as the writing of stories and continuity
and the directing of them that I should
be able to produce a superior grade of
pictures, both from the artistic and the
showmanship standpoint."
Distribution plans of the Chester pictures will be announced later.

that

John

initial

Mrs. Chester

of a number of dramas and plays, many
of which have been produced in foreign

Among

will

Associated with Mr. Chester will be
Mrs. Chester who worked day and night
with him in the carrying on of his film
work with the Vitagraph. Among the
many things that Mr. and Mrs. Chester
accomplished at that studio was the writ-

Associated International
Pictures.
"Tears of the Sea," his first
screen story, will be presented by Malcolm Strauss. Mr. Benelli is the author

which

big

shortly.

Picturized by Strauss
is

Two

on the tenth floor of the building
510 Fifth avenue, New York, and work

on

Italian Author's Story

to

as George

lished

proof."

writer

known

pictures a year will be produced.

to be made at any time by
censors in connection with a picture that any sane person would
consider entirely proper. Because
of this there are few productions
indeed that one can safely predict,
will pass any and all censors.
" 'Penrod,' however,
is
censor-

Benelli, Italian author,

be

will

Randolph Chester Productions.

ble

Sam

The

Producing Unit
Author Plans to Make Two

That

Battista in Cast

Dove Has Lead

1921

Own

an's

It is said to be different from many
other stories treating of the stage, in
that it shows both the dark and the
lighter sides of the lives of the girls who
dance and smile behind the footlights.
Little Miriam Battista, who achieved

screen fame over night in "Humoresquc,''
has a number oL interesting scenes in the
opening episodes, playing opposite
Frances Hess, another child actress.

17,

Chester Forms His
Claims "Penrod"
Is Censor-Proof

R-C Picture

Be Published
by Distributing Company

Production

December

my

Klein Gets Foreign Rights
On Four Lesser Pictures
Edward L. Klein of A. N. DuMahautEdward L. Klein, 62 West 14th street,

New York, has acquired the entire foreign rights to four productions distributed by Western Pictures Exploitation
The deal was made with
Company.
Irving Lesser.
The features are: "A Dangerous Pastime," starring Lew Cody; "That Something," adapted from the book by W. W.
Woodbridge, with an all star cast headed
by Margery Wilson and Charles Meredith; "Souls of Men," from the novel
by Beatrice Frederick, featuring Will
Young and Yvette
Lucille
Jeffries,
Mitchell; and "Sins of the World." a picture featuring Edward Coxen, Loys del
Kav and Vivian Rich.

Directs Century Comedies

MAE MURRAY

and her husband-director, Robert Z. Leonard, looking for locations
for their next production for Tiffany Productions, Inc.

Julius Stern, president of Century Film
Corporation, has signed Arvid E. GiHstrom to direct Harry Sweet. Gillstrom
has worked extensively in the comedy
for
field having wielded the megaphone
Fox, Mack Sennett and Educational. Recentlv he finished a production starring

Constance
Queen."

Binney

in

"Such

a

Little

—

1

December
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DeHaven

Picture to
Be Published Dec.

Film

1

Be

in Six Reels is to
Distributed as First

Hiller Says Producer Cooperation
Will Strengthen State Right Field
Cites Handling of "His X b s " As an Example of
System Which Will Place Independent
i

National Feature
Exhibitors announces the
and Mrs. Carter DeHaven's "Marry the Poor Girl" on Dec.
11.
The screen version has been taken
from Oliver Morosco's stage success,
which was written by Owen Davis. It
was adapted for the screen by Rex Taylor

Exchanges on

Associated

publication of Mr.

and directed by Lloyd Ingraham. The
production is in six reels and will be disExhibitors
tributed as an Associated
feature.

Story of Smart American Life
•"Marry the Poor Girl"
a perfect screen version

said to be
of the stage
as a story of

In a statement just issued, L. L. Hiller,
president of "His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc.,

which

is selling the first Charles (Chic)
Sale-Exceptional picture on the state
right market, declares that "lack of unity

and the harmonious working of each of
its individual
elements have been the
only factors which up to the present
time have kept the state right or independent endeavor from taking the fore in

is

the industry."

which is remembered
smart American life, which hinges upon
a fashionable house party of Long Island
play,

Should Unify Factors'

of

well

Mr. and Mrs.

known

Carter

to patrons of

both stage and screen, which fact,
coupled with the appeal the production,
is
expected to make "Marry the Poor
Girl" an unusually attractive offering for

Prepare Exceptional Posters

Lande and Goldberg Buy
"Adventures of Tarzan"
Marking the
interests of

final

drive in

sales

the

"Adventures of Tarzan," the
Elmo Lincoln, announce-

starring
is

Cooperation

made

territories
tributors.

to

"And when

"Obviously it is to unify all the factors.
But how?
Theorizing on the subject
might lead one into various channels
an experience that will probably guide as

more

easily.

"I refer particularly to the

Associated Exhibitors have prepared
an exceptional display of posters on this
production, in perfect keeping with the
nature of the feature, which means that
the posters are replete with gorgeous
gowns and pretty girls.

ment

the independents, but other producers
will get busy to furnish the kind of productions they want. The state right field
will
add other successful exceptional
stars like Charles (Chic) Sale to its list.
"And then the results will go further
toward the upbuilding of the independent
market.
Every buyer who obtains this
and other similar pictures will not only
be getting the pictures they want, but
will be assuring every other independent
producer that he can expect the backing
of the independent exchange man when
he has to offer a production that warrants
support.

In citing a Solution to this problem Mr.

the exhibitors.

serial

Solid Footing

Hiller says:

society.

The names
DeHaven are

of the disposal of

two more

prominent state right

Harry Lande

of

69

dis-

Lande Film

Distributing
Company of Pittsburgh.
Cleveland and Cincinnati, purchased "Adventures of Tarzan" for Ohio. The second buyer is Lee Goldberg. First National Exhibitors Circuit of Louisville,
who acquired the states of Kentucky and
Tennessee.

Writes Titles for Sunset

Youngstown. O.. and which feature
Billy Gilbert. These films are being state
righted by J. Joseph Sameth of Forward
Film Distributors, Inc.

operation which has been extended by
Exceptional Pictures Corporation, the
foundation upon which independence is
built will be made absolutely solid.
"The market needs good" pictures, the
legitimate producer wants to make them.
Exceptional has led the right way. Let
others follow for the good of all."

Change

"In the first place, 'His Nibs' was a
production that any national distributing
organization would have gladly accepted
for release, Charles (Chic) Sale was a
name to conjure with for popularity, the
picture itself was big in every way, even
to the point that it was a guarantee as a
money maker for anyone who handled
it, its exploitation possibilities are unlimited
in fact, it was just the kind of production the independent market wants

—

and needs.
"Not satisfied

with

merely

deciding

that the state rights man should have it,
Exceptional got behind the picture to assure him of a success after he bought it.
They will use full page advertising in the

Saturday Evening Post to tell the public
about it. they have assembled the greatest line of accessories ever offered with

"What

will be the result?
'His Nibs'
probably be one of the greatest sucman has ever han-

of the Star theatre to The Strand
included in the program of improvements to be made to make this one of

most modern motion picture houses
according to an announcement by Vance Amusement Company
the

in this section,

The

front will be rebuilt to rrovide for

a larger lobby and ticket otEce. and :he
interior furnished with new decorations.

New

current

the

said

:

"When

in tinting

and

other

of

critic

that

of Life.

publication

Hall of Film

Fame

is

must be reserved
honor of Robert G. Vig-

wall space

for a tablet in

There

issue

the

some

Hall with

effects

and

be installed.

Robert E. Sherwood, the

dled.

only mean that Exceptional w-ill probably have more "Chic" Sale pictures for

will

Suggests Vignola Name
For "Film Hall of Fame"

nola.

—

machines

projection

equipment

cesses the state right

"But the results of this kind of cooperation will not cease there it will have a
double-edged effect. The success will not

Included

name

erected,
will

Name

is

in

Predicts Great Success

of

In Theatre Improvements
HANCOCK. MICH.—A change in the

Independents Need Picture

Three scenes from Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation

many new

ideals

a picture.

A contract has just been entered into
between Buckeye Pictures Corporation,
through their director, J. A. Fitzgerald,
and Joe Farnham. who is to write the
titles for the twenty-six single reel Sunset comedies, which are being produced
in

new

inaugurated in the independent field by
Exceptional Pictures Corporation. What
they have done through the trade journals is now a matter of film history- The
promises made to the state right buyers
have been lived up to, right to the letter.

Foundation

Is

that producer offers the co-

will be

many

occupants of the

less legitimate claims to distinc-

tion."

The producer's

latest

Cosmopolitan pro-

duction starring Marion Davies prompted

Mr. Sherwood's laudatory comment.

screen presentation of "The Bible." The producers announce
with backgrcunds in natural colors.

sub-titling
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Heavy Booking for Gunning Month
Reported From New York Offices
"Oar Mutual Friend"

Being Popularly Received
by Many First Run Houses as Christmas
Offering, Says Company
Is

Play dates for VVid Gunning Month, a
feature being arranged for the month of
January by the exchange and home office
sales staff of Wid Gunning, Inc., as a
tribute to their chief, are being reported
in large numbers from various parts of
the country according to announcement
of one of the company's officials.
The statement also announces that
Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend" is
being popularly received by many first
run houses which are making special arrangements for its showing during the
Christmas holidays.
Haven't Forgotten Wid
"We find that the exhibitors of the
country haven't forgotten the time when

Wid Gunning was sales manager of the
Eclair Company and Warner's Features,"
says a company official, "and that they
are all willing to help the success of his
company not only because they remember
how fair he was to them in those old
days, but because they are sure that any
picture on which Wid puts his stamp of
approval is going to be a sure fire box
office picture.

"Every day we are rising

to a higher

pitch of enthusiasm about Wid Gunning
Month because of the aid exhibitors are
giving us in putting it across.

Keen About Pictures
don't mean to say that all our
sales force has to do is to sit around
with its feet on desks shaking contracts
out of envelopes. The film business isn't
quite as easy as that these days, even for
Wid Gunning. But we do find that exhibitors are keen about Wid Gunning
pictures, and that when they find they
can join in the organization's tribute by
piling up January play dates, they do so.
"We are making some plans for Wid
Gunning Month which will be a surprise
to the industry when they are announced
in a few days.

"We

Wid made no

mistake when he arranged

for the distribution of this 'perfect movie.'
Many big first run houses will still be

playing 'Our Mutual Friend'

in

"What Do Men Want?" which

January."
has been

playing at the Lyric theatre in New
York, has been moved to the Broadway
theatre because of the opening of the
company's "Our Mutual Friend" at the
Lyric.

"What Do Men Want?" is scheduled
play the Broadway for a week and
then will be shown in all the other Keith
houses in Greater New York during the
next few weeks. The success of the Lyric
to

showing, says the company, was reflected
in the crowds which turned out for the
showing at popular prices at the Broadway.

New

Efforts of Producer
That

Col. William
picture, "The

N. Selig's latest
Jungle Goddess,'

now under production for the Export
and Import Film Company, will eclipse
any of the producer's previous efforts is
the prediction of officials of the company,
after viewing the first two episodes which
have arrived in New York.
Episode four is expected in the near
future.
Working on the schedule now
arranged the serial should be completed
by February L

Wid Gunning,

Joins

who

is

now

ing his

Inc.

Field Carmichael, formerly with Pathe
and Fox Film Corporation, has joined
the sales staff of Wid Gunning, Inc. Mr.
Carmichael will represent the home office
and will make his headquarters at the
Denver exchange for the present.

at Realart studios prepar-

first

original screen story for

Wanda Hawley.
First of

Selig Serial Said

To Surpass Previous
jungle

WILL PAYNE,

Lyons Series

Is Announced by Arrow
Announcement is made by W. E. Shallenberger, president of Arrow Film Corporation, of the immediate publication of
"Peace and Quiet," first of a series of
twelve two-reel comedies being made by

Eddie Lyons.
Neither time nor money has been
spared and Mr. Lyons, who directs as
well as plays in these comedies, has surrounded himself with an able supporting
cast.

Confers at Arrow Office
Frank Marshall, producer of the Reggie Morris Comedies, is in New York
conferring with heads of Arrow Film
Corporation, which distributes these comedies.
He took to New York a print
of the latest Speed comedy, "Vacation
Time." It features J. Belasco and Charlotte

Merriman.

Welcomed
"The welcome

at Lyric
which the public gave to

opening of Charles Dicken's 'Our
Mutual Friend' at the Lyric shows that

the

Hodkinson Publishes New Willat Film;
Announces Latest Renco Production
W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation

an-

nounces the publication of Irvin V. Willat's

production, "Fifty Candles,"
based on the Earl Derr Biggers

latest

which

is

said to be

week announcement also is made of a
new Renco Film Company production,

"Sentiment as opposed to sex problems
for the basis of motion picture stories is
gradually receiving the recognition from
producers that has long been its due.
It was the simple charm and sentiment
of Myrtle Reed's 'Lavender and Old
Lace' that made this production one of

o'

Lantern."

Produces Mystery Story
"Fifty Candles" is a mystery story and
is said to be one of the most unusual
narratives ever adapted for the screen.
The plot for the story was conceived by
Mr. Biggers during the author's recent
visit to Honolulu, where the action of
"Fifty Candles" takes place.
The cast includes* Marjorie Daw, Bertram Grassby, Dorothy Sibley (winner
of the Movie Weekly Beauty Contest),
Edward Burns, George Webb, William
Carroll, Wade Boteler and Ruth King.

Same
Goldwyn

E.

KANN, who

will join the
1, as head of

January
the foreign sales department.
staff

summer, may be
more strongly emphasized in

attractions of the past

story of the same name.
In the Hodkinson statement issued this

"At the Sign of the Jack

GEORGE

pany's production of 'Lavender and Old
Lace' one of the most valuable box office

Qualities

Emphasized

In announcing the new Renco picture
the Hodkinson statement says:
"Features that made Renco Film Com-

'At the Sign of the Jack

o'

Lantern.'

the outstanding attractions of the past
season, and earned for it the unqualified
admiration of the press of both England

and America.
Cast

Is

Excellent

"The same thing may

truthfully be
said of 'At the Sign of the Jack o' LanThe simple charm of the story,
tern.'
excellence of cast, and the capable direction which it has been given, combine

make the picture one which will surpass in drawing power many of the tm-t
notable productions of the year."

to

December

17,
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Comprehensive Drive
Heralds Engagement
Special

Selznick

"Will

Open

at Capitol Theatre on

December 18
The Selznick

special,

"A Man's Home,"

going into the Capitol theatre, New
York City, on December 18, preceded by

71

Larger Directorate Is Necessitated
By Growth of National Exchanges
Four Additional Members of Board Are Appointed
According to Announcement Just Made
by President Johnson

is

an extensive advertising and publicity
campaign and there are high hopes by
the producer that

its exceptional quality
be sufficient to offset the bad business which usually precedes the Christmas' holiday week.

will

Staff Is Enthusiastic

Influenced

which

largely

by the enthusiasm

L. Rothafel of the Capitol has

S.

shown for the production the big. New
York theatre staff is doing everything to
bring to the attention of patrons the fact
that a production of an exceptional nature has been chosen for the pre-holiday
week.

Expansion of National Exchanges, Inc.,
398 Fifth avenue, New York, is indicated
by the increase in the board of directors
just announced by the corporation.
Officers of National Exchanges are:
Walter L. Johnson, president; Hunter
Bennett, vice-president; Dale Hanshaw,
secretary, and Daniel A. Kelly, treasurer,
the latter two succeeding Earl H. Hopkins, who was both secretary and treas-

firm

tional City
rest

Proctor.

Davis

Rollins

W.

New York

City

Paramount

&

& Co., Forand Freeman,

Company, Pearl

& MacDonald
Co.

is a member of the
Foulds, attorneys and
counsellors at law, 156 Broadway.

F. Ashley, Jr.,

firm of Ashley

urer.

The board of directors, which now has
seven instead of three members, includes
in add'tion to the officers Earl H. Hopkins, W. F. Ashley, Jr., and George D.

was the

exchange. He has been associated with
such prominent Wall Street firms as Na-

&

Adapted Popular Pictures
George D. Proctor is well known in
the motion picture industry as an advertising and publicity expert and also as a

Slogan Is Amplified

scenario writer. He has exploited several
concerns, including Fox, Mutual and
Popular Plays & Players. As a scenario
writer he has made such adaptations as
"The Inside of the Cup," "The Fortune
leller" and "Other Men's Shoes."
He
as held several executive positions iniuding that of scenario editor of Gaumont and of Broadwell productions.
The productions distributed by National Exchanges are "Shado\vs of the

in the "Man's
advertising recently.
The line
"The Greatest Picture That Has Ever
Carried a Selznick Trade-Mark" was
chosen as a slogan for the production.
Now there has been added, "and the
Most Successful," the complete slogan
telling the story, it is said, that the Selznick organization is handling the biggest
winner of its business career.

West," "Lotus Blossom," "Welcome Children," "The Great Reward" serial, Na^
tional comedies, King Cole comedies and
Kineto reviews. The stars include Elsie
Albert. Lady Tsen Mei, Hedda Nova,
Ella Hall, Edna Shipman, Lieut. Pat.
O'Brien, Francis Ford, John Junior and
Bobby Burns.
Distribution is through thirty-one exchanges in the United States and Canada.

Henry Siegel, manager
York Select exchange, says

of the New
that exhibitterritory are

metropolitan
the bit awaiting with but
little patience the premiere of the picture
at the Capitol.
It has been booked in a
score or more of the bigger theatres
where exhibitors are confident it will have
strong appeal for their patrons.
ors

in

the

champing

at

Notes Steady Increase
Concerning the activities of the company, President Johnson says:
"Since we became an active factor in
the distributing end of the motion picture

1

'

There has been a change

Home"

Neal Hart Completes His
First Steiner Production

Corinne Griffith Stars
In "Received Payment"

Neal Hart has just completed the first
production of the new five reel series for
William Steiner Productions. The story

Vitagraph executives and friends who
have seen Corinne Griffith in her latest
picture, "Received Payment," agree that
it
is one of Miss Griffith's best efforts,
if not the very best picture in her career.
The play, based on a story by John
Lynch, which Charles Maigne directed,
is now ready for distribution.
Miss Grffith in the picture has the opportunity to appear both as a struggling

young actress

is

living in typical theatrical

boarding house, and as the petted,
wealthy girl in society. Supporting her
in the cast are Kenneth Harlan, as leading man; David Torrance, William David,
'

Charles

Hammond, Henry

Duffy, Regina

Sedley,

Dan

Quinn and Dorothy Wal-

tury Film

WALTER

L.

JOHNSON,

president of

National Exchanges, which is expanding its distribution activities.

ters.

Football Scenes Feature
New West Coast Picture
When "The Great Alone," Monroe
production for West
Films Corporation, is published, film fans

Salisbury's

first

goodly part of the football
game between the universities of California and Stanford replayed on the
will

see

a

dedication of the new Stanford stadium, the second largest in the
country, by 65,000 lusty lunged football
rooters, likewise will be shown. Jacques
Jaccard is the director and Isadore
Bernstein, supervising director. The picture is to be distributed by Producers
Security Corporation of which Ricord
Gradwell is the head.
screen.

The

entitled

"Tangled Trails," a

tale of the

Northwest, in which Neal Hart appears
as Corporal Jack Borden of the Northwest Mounted Police. He is supported
by Violet Palmer, Edward Roseman,
Jules Cowles, Jean Barry and others.
Among those holding contracts for the
series
are:
Frank Zambreno, Unity
Photo Plays Company, Chicago; M. A.
Kahn, Federated Film Exchange, Kansas
City, Mo.; Gene Marcus, Twentieth Cen-

industry in March our increase in business has been both steady and substantial.
now are distributing three feature productions, one serial, two comedy

We

series

and a single

reel series.

Company, Philadelphia;
;

Announce-

ment will be made soon of several other
meritorious productions which we will
distribute."

Dale Hanshaw has had a long career
executive in the industry, having
been associated with Metro, Fox, World,
as an

Universal, Goldwyn and Vitagraph. More
recently he has been Western production
representative for National.

Company's Former Accountant
Daniel Kelly,

now

Another Chance
for Exhibitors
to Give Aid to

One Another

treasurer, has been

the company's accountant. He formerly
assistant general manager of William
L. Sherry Feature Company when that

was

E. R.

Champion, Washington, D. C. Southern
States Film Company, Dallas; Greater
Features, Inc., Seattle; Sam Werner,
United Film Service, St. Louis; W. B. A.
Productions Company, Boston; Harry
Charnas, Standard Film Service, Cleve-.
land; Floyd St. John, Co-operative Film
Exchange, San Francisco.

{See

Page 8g)
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Brunet Honor Guest at Gathering
Of Canadian Newspaper Officials

\

Pathe

President Believes Motion Picture Interests
In Canada, As in U. S., Demand Reduction
in Prices of Admission

Renewal

ness.
He quoted the published belief of
the financial editor of the Montreal Star
that deflation has largely run its course,
while the general tendency is toward re-

of his former impressions of
cordial feelings existing in Canada
toward leaders in commerce and industry
in the United States reiulted from the
recent visit to Montreal and Quebec of
Paul Brunet, president of I'athe Exchange, Inc., and a member of the
Franco-American Chamber of Commerce.
In speaking of his meeting and frank

Mr. Brunet expressed the belief that
motion
picture
interests
throughout
Canada, as well as in the United States,
demand, more than any other single con-

with Prime Minister Tascherau of the Province of Quebec, Mr.
Brunet said that it "opened his eyes"
wider than ever to the long-existing feeling of friendship, even comradeship, for
the United States which animates the

sideration, a reduction in prices of admission, especially in agricultural communities, where the cost of going to the
movies is in particularly sharp contrast
with the people's buying power, owing to
low prices of farm produce.

the

discussion

principal officials as well as
of Canada.
Visit

of the

people of both countries,

and an early return to general prosperity
likely to remain undisturbed for a long
period to come, was entertained in no
less degree by the men of experience and
whom he exchanged
authority
with
'views.

This visit to Canada was urged upon
Mr. Brunet by L. Ernest Ouimet, president and general manager of Specialty
Film Import, Ltd., Canadian distributors
of Pathe productions.

La Patrie;

P.

M. Bernard.

Canadian government's correspondent

at

the Disarmament Conference at Washington; Fred Porier, editor of The Film.
and J. P. O'Loughlin, director of exchanges for Specialty Film Import, Ltd.,
were among the other speakers.

Responds

to

Toast

Paul Brunet, responding to the toast
in his

honor, said:

"I think that, in
colleague of yours.

"Tears of the Sea," soon to be distributed by Associated International Pictures, marks the American screen debut
actress.
English
of Associated
International Pictures, is responsible for
the starring of Miss Savory, having been
favorably impressed with her work upon
Arrangements have
the sta^e abroad.
been concluded whereby she will appear
in a stated number of productions.

Isabelle

of

Savory.

Malcolm Strauss, president

some sense, I am a
While Pathe News
copies of its two is-

publishes only f>00
sues per week, I am entitled to say that
they are of 1,000 feet each. (Laughter.)
And they are kept constantly in circulation for ninety days."
On his return to New York, Mr.
Brunet said that, respecting film conditions, the situation in Canada seemed to
be analagous to that in the United States.
The same is true regarding general busi-

PAUL BRUNET,
who has
to

visit

First
"The

Wolf Resumes

manager of the
theatre. Paris, Arkansas, and
now located at Little Rock, is to resume
activities as an exhibitor after a short
T. L. Wolf, formerly

absence from the business.

Mr. Wolf is at the present time considering a number of offers to act as manager, but has not, as yet, come to any
definite decision.

Mary Carr and

president of Pathe,
returned to New York after a

Montreal and Quebec.

Animal Film Ready
Master

of Beasts," first of a
four five-reel wild animal productions, is being placed on the state
right market by Aywon Film Corporation.
series of

Exhibiting

Pastime

News Men

Immediately on his arrival in Montreal
Mr. Brunet was guest of honor at a welcoming assemblage of influential editors
and other newspaper men. It was the
first occasion in the history of Montreal
journalism, it is said, to include every
daily and weekly newspaper in a reception to the head of an American film
concern.
P. Arthur Cote, president of
the Montreal Press Club, acted as master
Fernand Rinfret, editor
of ceremonies.
of Lc Canada and member of Parliament,
conveyed to Mr. Brunet the feelings of
those present toward the head of Pathe
Exchange, describing especially the services of that organization to the cause of
science and of popular education.
H. M. Boland. news editor of the
Montreal Star; Charles Robillard, chief
editor of La Patrie; John Gardiner, theatrical editor of the Montreal Standard;
P. St. Clair Hamilton, theatrical editor
of the Montreal Herald; Gustav Comte,
theatrical editor of La Patrie; Leo Houle,
city editor of

construction.

English Actress in Debut

Urged by Ouimet

Guest of

»

4

the people

Also it convinced him that his own
well-known optimism regarding the interests

IT

The second one

is

undergoing

final

cut-

ting and editing in the studios of George
Martin and John Nattcford.
Nathan
Hirsh, president of Aywon, has entered
into arrangements with the famous Hagenbeclc circus for the enlistment of its
entire collection of trained wild animals
for the pictures.

Shirley

Mason Given

Rousing Reception at Southern Fete
At the urgent request of H. B. Varner,
chairman of the invitation committee of
the Southern Motion Picture Exposition.
William Fox sent Shirley Mason and
Mary Carr, the famous mother in "Over
Hill," to attend the
week at Charlotte, N. C.

the

conclave

of their appearances
Miss Mason returned to
Los Angeles, while Mrs. Carr proceeded
to Atlanta, Ga., where she appeared at

the

Howard

theatre.

last

Gets Rousing

of Miss Mason.
Mrs. Carr, her daughter Luella, who was
in the cast of "Over the Hill," and Vivian M. Moses, director of advertising and
publicity for Fox Film Corporation.
cordial welcome was accorded the stars
by the several hundred exhibitors present
at the convention.

The party

At the conclusion

at Greensboro,

Welcome

number of women's clubs, chapters
of the Red Cross and civic institutions
extended invitations to the two motion

Probably the greatest reception accorded Mrs. Carr on her personal tour
was at Wilkes-Barre and Scranton, Pa.,
where she appeared at the Savoy and the
New State theatre, both operated by
Comerford Amusement Company.
At Wilkes-Barre she was met at the
station by a delegation of prominent citizens headed by Mayor Daniel L. Hart.
Mayor Hart personally introduced the
visitor to audiences at the Savoy theatre
and a dinner was aranged in her honor?

picture actresses to attend dinners and
receptions in their honor.
Following the closing of the four-day
conclave, the Fox party proceeded to

At Scranton her reception was no less
hearty.
The two cities vied with each

consisted

A

Attend Club Receptions

A

Addresses Woman's Institute

Greensboro, N. C, where Miss Mason
and Mrs. Carr made personal appearances
at the opening of the Leitch and Pryor's

other

theatre.
The National is
said to be one of the finest and most pretentious picture houses south of the

Between appearances at the theatres
and filling the numerous social events arranged for her Mrs. Carr addressed several hundred women instructors of the
Woman's Institute of Scranton and also
talked to hundreds of children from an
orphanage who were guests of Comer-

new National

Mason-Dixon

line.

The opening program

featured Miss Mason's recent picture
"Jackie," followed by the big Fox special
"Over the Hill" in which Mrs. Carr has
the leading part.

round

make

ford

for her appearance, necessitating
trips between the two points to
her appearance at each.

Amusement Company.
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mented orchestra of 20

TOURING
HAST

^T7¥
HEN.
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walls of Clark Saxfqrd's new house
Margaretville, N. Y., are rapidly going
up.
It is planned to have this 500-seat
house ready by March 1. The stage will
have a maple floor for dancing, also a flat
space in front 30 feet wide will be used as
a modern ball room floor.
* * *

The

at

The Oneonta theatre at Oneonta, N. Y.,
under the able management of Ed R. Moore
is being completely rebuilt.
The stage "has
been moved back 50 feet and the house
will seat, when completed 1,500 persons.
This place will be strictly modern in every
respect and it is said $135,000 is being spent
on this project. Arthur Olivay will have
charge of the projection and will have one
of the most modern equipped booths in
the state.

*

The Novelty

*

*

Middleburgh. X. Y., has
just been remodeled and repainted and is
now all set for a busy season. Charley
Corn well, the manager, stated two new
machines will be installed.
at

*

*

*

Harry Lazarus, owner

of the Pine Hill
theatre at Albany, N. Y., is the proud
possessor of a new heir a seven pound
boy.
Harry was last seen putting in a
supply of "hair tonic" and cigars for the

—

film

hounds.
*

*

to the Buffalo office as

overseas

the

Theodore

is

F.

*

*

*

*

*
at

*

A

swell front has just been added to the
Rialto at Schenectady, X. Y.
Abe Stoxe
and the Mrs. are mighty proud of this
suburban house.
Abe plans some novel
serial stunts this season.
* * *

Harold Farrell, the exhib. with
Eugene O'Brien hair wave, has all the

*

fair

Arthur has a very nice
suburban house out at Stop 5, Schenectady.
N. Y. The Woodlawn has just been completely remodeled.
*

is

still

going strong

handling the publicity end for the Barcli.
*

A

new

*

*

power service will be
opened in a couple of weeks at Hamilton,
X. Y., and Exhibitor E. B. Sheldon will
dismantle the Delco plant and hook up to
the new power. His Sheldon Opera House
electric

will be entirely renovated.
*

*

*

The South has invaded the Xorth. One
of Jake Wells' proteges has leased the
McLaughlin theatre at Oriskany Falls,
X. Y. We introduce Leonard H. Garvey,

new manager, who will operate this
house two nights a week for pictures and

the

two for

local dances.

*

*

*

The Shauls theatre, owned by Roy
Shauls, of Richfield Springs, will be

L.
re-

seated and remodeled this fall and a couple
Roy is also a
of new machines installed.
member of the local postoffice staff.

Territories Are Selling
remember Ar-

thur Wurtexberg.

*

*

*

Walker

manager of the Barcli at Schenectady,
X. Y. Exhibitor Walker is one of the old
timers and is putting over this downtown
house in great shope. F. X. Breymaier is

*

All the Detroit boys will

J.

the

sex patronage for miles around. His Lincoln theatre at Schenectady seems to be the
Mecca for the ultra smart set. Yes, he is
Mr. Farrell advises us that
a bachelor.
two new projection machines will shortly
be installed.
*

Johnny
as

Schenectady, will reopen the Broadway in
a few weeks. This house has been equipped
with Mazda projection.
*

*

Com-

Tiltox Loomis, owner of the Cozy

*

*

Irish

H. was

this spring.

*

*

and the Jewish make a good
partnership if Frank X. Shay and Morris
Silverman are examples. The Happy Hour
has a new Crystal Bead Screen and the
Pearl their suburban house has just been
repainted.
Mr. Shay is the popular alderman of the 9th Ward, Schenectady, X. Y.

Exhibitor Christie has installed a Powers-6-A in his Third Avenue theatre, Watervliet, N. Y., and reopened the house at
Loudenville, X. Y.
James states that the
Third Avenue will be entirely remodeled

*

George Roberts, general manager of the
Bernstein circuit at Albany, N. Y., and other
cities seems to be loaded down with titles.
He is a member of the executive board of
the M. P. T. O. A. and state organizations
and president of the Albany Theatrical
Managers Association. But George handles
all the jobs with equal skill and keeps them
coming in at the Colonial and Hudson

manager.

*

The

Paris offices of the
munity Motion Picture Bureau.
in

pieces.

a great believer in exploitation and is running 200 inches in three local papers.

*

Theodore Jelexk, owner of the Albany
at Schenectady, N. Y., is presenting three
special concerts on Sunday with an aug-

Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast Productions, Inc., announces that contractsare being closed with independent exchanges at a rate which insures the closing of all territories in the country by
December 15 on the productions of the

The

Amalgamated.
tributed one
are "Ashes"

a

pictures will be disTwo of them

month.

and "Any Xight."

theatres.

*

The Lyric

*

*

Albany, X. Y., will be entirely remodeled soon and redecorated says
Phillip Melick, member of Operator's
Local Xo. 324 who also manages the theatre.
This house has the Loop idea and
the only theatre in this, city that has three
machines.
at

*

*

*

Al V. Bothner who modestly

states he
has been in the show game since 1903 is
pulling off some great stunts at the Majestic theatre, Troy, N. Y.
A half ton of
coal is given away every Monday and
Thursday evenings and other country store

products.
*

*

*

The Grand-Warner Film Exchange

at

Albany, N. Y., has opened its doors under
management of Robt. A. Bertschy,
formerly special representative of Associated Producers. The "Miracle of the Jungle" may be located at 676 Broadway.
the

*

Saul

*

#

manager for Pioneer at
Albany, X. Y., was seen with his star
salesman, Lee Laxgdox, the other night in
Troy selling dates on "Out of the Dust,"
E. Rose,

a seven-reeler featuring Robt.

*

*

McKim.

*

Merit Film Company of Xew York announces their acquisition of the new Bible
pictures for immediate release.
One subject a month.
*

*

*

H. Meyers. Jr., branch manager for
Fox at Albany, X. Y., is to be transferred
F.

(.Photo copyrighted by

ROBERT W. SERVICE,

Frank B. Howe.)

famous author and Louis B. Mayer, producer
the lot at the

Mayer

studios.

(right),

on
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications

on

topics

of

Writers are reconfine themselves to

current interest

quested to
Unsigned letters will
500 words.
not be considered.

Earns Subscription

for

100 Years

PEORIA, ILL.— To

the Editor:
I just
read Brother Conroe's challenge to exhibitors in the December 3 issue of the Herald
and we hate to pass up an opportunity to
accept a challenge of this sort. However,
Mr. Conroe has sure hit the little old nail
squarely on the head and it would be
mighty hard to devise a more effective description of your wonderful paper.
Mr. Conroe's description is fine as far
as it goes but it doesn't go quite far enough.
Water, of course, is absolutely essential to
a fish, but we doubt if all the water on
earth would help a fish any if it did not
contain food to supply the aquatic animal's
needs. Well, here's where the Herald steps
in and becomes both water and food.
all know that in a general way, the Herald
is quite essential to the successful operation
of a movie show, but I want to tell you
about a certain specific instance where the
Herald actually stepped right in and became a personal adviser talked to me, as
it were
and actually urged me to take a
step which resulted in a most profitable
affair for yours truly. Sounds like I've gotten away with a few slugs of hootch,
doesn't it? Peoria "white mule" is too well
known for its quick knockout qualities, so
that let's me out on that point Here's the
story and it is just the plain truth:
About two years ago, I think it was,
when "The Unpardonable Sin" was in
vogue, Harry Weiss, then of the Chicago
office of First National, called on me about
a contract on the "Sin" picture.
had
previously done considerable experimenting
on high priced pictures with somewhat discouraging results, so we turned Mr. Weiss
down pretty cold when he sprang the price
of his picture.
told him that his price
was altogether out of our reach and that
we did not care to risk it. Mr. Weiss
dropped the matter then and said that he
could not make the price any lower. This
all happened on a Saturday night and Mr.
Weiss informed me that he was staying in
town over night and would leave during

We

—

—

We

We

Sunday morning.

We

forgot

all

about

the

matter

show was over and

until

writer
was at home, comfortably encased in carpet
slippers, and settled down in the old rocker
to enjoy a smoke before retiring. To while
away the time, the writer indulged in his
usual after-the-show-evening-habit to wit:
poring over the "What the Picture Did for
Me" department of the Herald. The idea
occurred to me to see what the exhibs had
to say about "The Unpardonable Sin." Believe me, I sat up and took notice, for I
found upwards of forty different notices
on the picture from exhibitors all over the
country and each and every one told about
the big hit, the big business, and the big
story the picture had.
The columns of the Herald seemed to
speak, telling me what a lobster I was to
pass up such a sure money-maker and what
a pile of money I had lost by not grabbing
the picture.
But I thought "This picture
may have gone big all over the country,
but it wouldn't do for me," and the Herald
after the

the

columns answered and seemed to say, "Take
my advice. Get it and run it. If it went
big in all classes of theatres and all kinds

KATHERINE MAC DONALD
coming

of communities, and I tell you it did, then
it will go big for you."
Talk about a keen,
expert personal adviser at your elbow, but
that's exactly what the Herald was in this
instance.

As

was

after midnight and too late
Mr. Weiss, I waited until morning and then after calling up every hotel
in town, I finally located Mr. Weiss; had
him hauled out of bed, and gave him the
contract over the telephone.
And now
it

to bother

please listen to the results of my personal
consultation with my expert adviser, Mr.

What-the-Picture-Did-for-Me:

We

ran

"Unpardonable Sin" two days and played
to the biggest business in all our expelience:
record this picture holds to this

A

day.

We

have the Herald to thank for it because had I not happened to look up the
comments on this picture when I did, I
would have forgotten all about the matter
and would have passed up the greatest
money maker ever run in. our house. But

— the

fire

too.

Mr. Editor, the above may seem like one
of the hectic old melodramas, but it is simply the plain, unvarnished truth. Mr. Weiss
may still remember our sudden decision
and feverish eagerness to book this picture,
but he didn't know what caused us to do

We

did not unfold the story until now
We've been awfully
for several reasons.
busy and we were a bit afraid the Herald
editor might have demanded 50 per cent of
our box-office receipts (he certainly would
have been entitled to it), but now his claim
is outlawed and we're not afraid to tell
So you see I've made the
all about it.
Herald give me a life subscription free of
charge or at least I consider the matter in
this light.
The above referred to bit of
it.

HERALD

money

to

year

I

if

Since

Herald

advice brought in enough
pay for the HERALD every
live to be a hundred, a
possibility in this strenuous

should

most remote
game.

we

Infidel," a forth-

in 10,000 or more
must be many oth-

are only one

readers, there

who have had an experience like ours
and we would like to hear about them. We
see where our contemporary, the Duchess
theatre manager, tells about how he reads
He's got
the Herald from cover to cover.
nothing on us because we not only read it
from cover to cover but we go right back
and read it all over again. We've read
"What the Picture Did for Me" so many
times that we need only to read the heading on each comment and can tell what the

ers

A certain salesman
rest of the item says.
once called on us and began a long speech
about his product, but we cut him short and
told him more about his picture than he
knew himself. He said that we must be
an Exhibitors Herald fan and we said,
"You bet I" C. H. Lynch, manager, Gem

—

theatre, Peoria,

One Thing

Herald did not

stop with simply
advising me to grab this big picture. Because of the praise lavished on this picture
through the exhibitors' comments in the
Herald, it gave me great confidence in the
merits of the picture and urged me to advertise the picture like wild fire and believe
me the rush on our box office was like wild
listen

"The

dramatic incident from
First National feature.

in a

111.

Is

Worse Than Death

PARDEEVILLE, WIS.— To

the Editor:
takes the Herald
knows that it would be death or worse if
he did not get his good old Herald every

Every

exhibitor

who

week.

As soon

as I can get the cover ripped off,
to see what the other fellows have
got to say in "What the Picture Did for
Me." This section is surely invaluable to
all of us and if it were not, it is of great
interest as it reflects so much individuality.
I

want

should have entered the beauty conbut a great sense of modesty attacked
me as I read the unblushing statements of
some of the contestants, and anyway I
have found out that it is not always beauty
of face or figure that gives evidence of
"What Women Love," and so I will withhold my entrance and give these modern
Romeos all a fair chance to awaken the
sympathies of the beloved judges, whom I
am sure will be actuated by a deep sense
of fairness when the time comes for making
a decision, and in such case, what chance
would the present entrants have in case I
should allow myself to be aspiring for
honors. This, however, does not lessen my
need for the Herald. Keep it coming.—
H. P. Thompson, manager, Liberty theatre,
Pardeeville, Wis.
I

test,

——
December
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
a co-operative service FOR
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US

THE

It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

First National
Woman's Place, with Constance Tal-

—

This is the best picture Constance ever made. It pleased 100% and
we had to run three shows for the crowd.
Of course this was due to Thanksgiving.
consider the Talmadges our best
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
bets.
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

madge.

We

—

—

age.

Wife

Wife,

Against

Pauline

with

this
— My people don't
too homely for the
They say she
screen. — Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
— Neighborhood
theatre, Hinsdale,
like

Stark.

star.

is

111.

patronage.
Place, with

Constance Tal-

clean,

entertainment.

— Good,

theatre,

St.

Mont.

Phillipsburg,

town patronage.

of Life, a Thomas Ince pronot know a picture when
I see it, but I predicted prior to playdate
just exactly what would happen.
It did.
Picture is entirely too melodramatic, and
lacks the real punch; besides it leaves too
much to the imagination of the public, all
glowing reports and reviews to the contrary notwithstanding.
Look at it, before you book it.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace

—

I

may

—

Hamilton,

theatre,

O.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Wedding
liked

well by

Constance TalConnie is
patrons. O. Trayer,

with

Bells,

—Very

good

my

picture.

—

attraction and pleased
First National are
ninety-five per cent.

Good box

office

good drawing cards

all

Geo. H. Cooke,
Calif.

Hub

— Neighborhood

The Midnight

—Satisfies

in

my

house.

theatre, Mill Valley,

patronage.

Bell,

He Uses

Trie Service

with Charles Ray.

—

Good business. E. W.
Werner, Warwick theatre, Kansas City,
all.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Stranger Than Fiction, with Katherine
MacDonald. — In this picture Miss Mac-

tries to do her best, but that is
no vehicle for her, although it is a fair
program picture. R. Navary, Liberty
Neighborhood pattheatre, Verona, Pa.

—

JOSEPH SPANGLER, Globe
Beaver, Okla., one of the
most constant

theatre,

and consistent
porters of box

—

ronage.

not

—

is

about

all.

This

does
his

any

is

—

confine

reof-

interest to
single section of
the
service departments are his
favorites a n d i n

poorest
Ray picture I ever ran. W. P. Perry,
Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town patronage.

and that

HERALD

.

The

Home

Talent, a Mack Sennett producbig lemon.
Stay away from
this one.
A. M. Leitch, Royal theatre,
Milford, la.
tion.

values,

fice

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. This one pleased most of the kids,

reading them and

— One

aiding

—

in

m

their

o
p i 1 ation he
keeps steadily

c

Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. 100 per cent. Worth
all the advertising you can give it.
R. R.

abreast of the best showmanship
developments. The communication

McKinley, Rex theatre, Dunkirk, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

reads, in part:

—

—

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Went over big for two days with increased admission prices. Pleased everybody.
Next to The Kid from B. O.
angle.
Crosby Bros., Lily theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Passion, with Pola Negri. Excellent
production, but too long for my patrons.
Most of the comments very favorable.
Attracted an unusual number of better
class Spanish speaking element.
E. L.
Franck,
Ariz.
Oasis
theatre,
Ajo,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Inc producAnother Ince special in every
sense of the word.
Pleases the most
critical audience.
Some great sets, and
acting of House Peters and Florence
Vidor is very good. Book it. It's worth
.

tion.

a

—

run in

all

houses.

— F.

W.

Horrigan,

accompanying

his

photograph

think EXHIBITORS HERthe greatest and most useful
and up-to-date trade paper on the
market. The 'Letters From ReadPicture Did for
ers,' 'What the
Me,' and 'Money-Making Ideas' are
the three greatest parts of your paper and may these departments exThen there are
ist at all times.
other useful helps to the exhibitor.
The 'Guide to Current Pictures'
and 'Digest of Pictures of the
Week* are just fine. I wish your
paper the best success and its staff
"I

ALD

a

Merry Christmas and

New

a

Lyric theatre,
patronage.

Rugby,

N.

D.— General

The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge.

— Great

Pleased every-

picture.

—

one.
Business good. J. M. Farrington,
Carroll
theatre,
Waterbury,
Conn.

Neighborhood patronage.
I

Am

Guilty,

Mahlon Hamilton

with
is

Louise Glaum.—
very popular here

and this picture seemed to please. A little
overdrawn at times but people liked it.
Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire,
O.

— General

patronage.

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge.— All honor to Constance

Talmadge. She is a delight to the eye.
But why, in this age of splendid plays,
can't the producer choose the best for the
star? Her pictures are all alike.
If you
see one you see all.
They are largely
mediocre and depend entirely on the star
to put them over.
It's manifestly unfair
to her.
We lost heavily, mainly due to
this fact.
Let us have Miss Talmadge as
a lovely, appealing young girl in a good
old melodrama for once.
Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

Departments

Mo.

Donald

All

Address "What The

Chicago.

The Cup

duction.

madge.

Woman's
madge.

McDonald

— Mining

Dearb orn

S.

Happy

Year."

Readers who have profited by
Mr. Spangler's countless reports we
are sure join us in returning the
greeting.

—

Scrap Iron, with Charles Ray. It is a
different picture than any in which Mr.
Ray has been seen. There is lots of
action in it, especially the four rounds of

— R. Navary, Liberty
— Neighborhood pat-

boxing pleased 75%.
theatre, Verona, Pa.
ronage.

Love, Honor and Behave, a Mack Sennett production.
Good comedy. Good
lesson.
Especially for jealous couples,
single and married.
G. Strasser, Emblem
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

patronage.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Good picture but no drawing
power for us. The paper we got led the
people to believe that we were going to
run a wild animal serial or something of
the kind.
Hardin Entertainment Com-

—

—

pany,

Odeon

theatre,

Hardin,

Mo.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Last of The Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A wonderful
photoplay and a faithful reproduction of
the book. Tied up with schools and received wonderful advertising through this
source weeks in advance. Special music.
Arranged my musical program myself as
I had seen the picture.
Received more
praising on this and the way it was put
over
than
any picture in months.
Charged 35 and 20 cents. Business?
Those who could raise the 35 cents attended.— Sudie I. Haney, Liberty theatre,
Des Moines, N. M. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

—

Passion, with Pola Negri. Played at
advance. Had good attendance but picture didn't please over 50 per cent.

Thompson
ton,

Okla.

Bros.,

Kozy

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Peaceful Valley, with

Heald-

patronage.

Charles Ray.
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McDonald

gan,

Look Them

Mont.

O ver

Everyone pleased. Used it two
days. Sorry I did not book it three days.
V. E. McGhee, Empire theatre, Amherst, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
acted.

—

cast.

— Small town patronage.
to God's Country, with Nell Shipman. — A very fine picture. You can ad-

Mr. Sprague
appointed Viola

ter.

t

—

—

—

Portland, Ore.
ronage.

atre,

Good picture of its kind and drew an
average business. Don't believe it pleased
generally as some people said it was too
"churchy." W. H. Creal, Suburban
Neighborhood
theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

idol.

cial

features

Mother O' Mine,

Ince

a
in
picture
trailer and the picthe
every way. Use
ture will do the rest.— C. L. White, Arleta theatre, Portland, Ore.— Neighbor-

—A

their decisions

wonderful

Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

town

pat-

,

—

theatre,

Bloomer,

Wis.

— General

patronage.

The Truth About Husbands, with

— This

a

wasted.-

not a picture for
very suggestive.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
Neighborhood patronage.
la.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan proPleased 100
Fine production.
duction.
per cent. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theGeneral patronatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

and

age.

hood patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.

— Disappointing.

ister.

night.
terest.

Failed to regsecond
slumped the
Business
Weak story which failed to inThe ability of a favorite star

Give Connie something to do
do it.— J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb. Neighborshe'll

—

hood patronage.

The Girl in the Taxi, with Mr. and
Carter De Haven.— A positive
Mrs.
knockout. It kept the audience laughing
Some said better than
the time.
all
Twin Beds. Matinee put the night show
Advertise it big for it will cerover.
tainly please.— W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,

Aberdeen,

Miss.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
a Thomas H. Ince producthe best pictures I have
patrons say the
ever played, and
same.— A. C. Betts. Power's theatre, Red

Lying Lips,

tion—One

of

Creek, N. Y.

my

— Neighborhood

Go and Get

—

It,

special

cast.

the whole family.

patronage.

a Marshall Xeilan pro-

A picture that met
duction.
Played this
proval of all that saw it.
three months ago and they're still talking
about it.— W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre,
the

ap-

—

is

It

is

—

—
—

—

The Girl In the Taxi, with Mr. and
DeHaven. Very good
Mrs. Carter
comedy. Drew more laughs than most
No business, due to
short comedies.
depression. W. H. Creal, Suburban theNeighborhood patatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

—

—

ronage.
Costume
Passion, with Pola Negri.
pictures do not satisfy our audiences.
M. Farrington,
good. J.
Production
Conn.
Waterbury,
theatre,
Carroll
Neighborhood patronage.
Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Splendid picture heavily
exploited, and did only fair business.
Audience well pleased. C. B. Davis,

—

—

—

—

theatre,

Norwood, O.

—

A

very

Good box

evening's entertainment.
fine
office attraction.F. W. Horri-

—

Dawn.

— Very,

—

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Not Guilty, with a special cast. WonHad more comments on
derful picture.
A. A.
this picture than many specials.
Mauston,
theatre,
Majestic
Suszycki,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Trust Your Wife, with Katherine MacCan not
Donald. Very poor picture.
see this star at all. Wish First National
would get rid of her. If hadn't been for
The Idle Class on the same program our
show would have been a flop. People
on this feature anyway. W. H.
left

—

—

—

—

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. An exceptionally good picture.
One that keeps them guessing. Best
business since the Fourth. Give us more
Creal,

—

A. Suszycki, Majestic theatre,
town patronage.
Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri.—TragGood acting, but play not
edy plav.
Heal & Davison, Sterling theatre,
liked.
Superior, Neb.— Small town patronage.
A Perfect Crime, an Allan Dwan prolike it.— A.

Mauston,

Wis— Small

—

duction.— Poor picture. Poor title. No
drawing power. Lost money.—A. M.
Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford, la.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production.— A good picture but not a
special.— Ideal theatre, Bloomer, Wis.—
General patronage.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Mother O' Mine, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Here is a picture that got
under their skins and gave them a thrill.

Norwood

Hazel

—

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin. This
drew and pleased at advanced prices.
Ideal

with

—

— Small

ronage.

—

very, light offering, with a plot rather
Your painconsistent, and far-fetched.
trons will not feel offended if you forget
Devotion of this kind. Fred S. Meyer,

addition to the rich compendium of spealready assembled for that issue.

—

production.

communicate

time for publication of the winner's
forthcoming Annual Holiday Issue, mak-

Extra good program picture. Ideal theatre, Bloomer, Wis.— General patronage.

Thomas H.

to

patronage.
Devotion,

in

notable

a

urged

pat-

—

—

Meyer

are

— Neighborhood

19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—
This is a splendid program picture.
Bloomer,
theatre,
Ideal
all.
Pleased
Wis. General patronage.
Salvation Nell, with Pauline Stark.

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

Philip

ing

please 90%.

Royal theatre, Milford, la.
The Last of The Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Put this one on
Made
the toughest day of the week.
some money. Could be made a knockout
in the box office if you could line up with
the schools. C. L. White, Arleta the-

Idaho, famous by reason of the "Ten
Best Plays" series, which he started,
contest
by Mr. Jenkins. Ben Turpin
was roped into the
was his judicial appointee, selected, said Mr. Rand, because
of his dual visual qualifications and his rank as a matinee

Rand

will

—

Jenkins

were," as adver-

a published likeness of the lat-

Philip

it

—

bravest man in the
world."
F. S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., has in his
favor a victory won
E. E. Sprague
in a test ballot conducted by H. G. Stettmund, Chandler,
Okla. described in a recent issue. This
may be offset in a degree by the determination of Will Rogers, whom he
designated as judge, to act without
viewing the contestants.

this office
name in the

big and

it

A. C. Betts, Power's theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Foolish Matrons, a Maurice Tourneur production. A dandy good picture
that will please if you can get them in on
it.
But it has a misleading title and it is
hard to get them in. A. M. Leitch,

Dangerous to
Men," he was "the

The judges

scene wonderful.

Okla.

tised,

to

fire

B. Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula,

vertise

commenting
caustically upon

F. S.

Forest

past year.

challenge

she

of the North, with a special
best picture I have run in the

Back

by

stating

— The

— L.

Jenkins'

if

—

Nomads

mitting that F. S. Meyer possesses
the seeming advantage of living in
Ohio. Mr. Jenkins pinned his faith
to "The Love Expert," Constance
Talmadge, whom he appointed to
the board of judges.
E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre,
Goodland, Kans., paved the way for

that

Philipsburg,

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
all records.
Good play. Well

—

Dana,

theatre,

town patronage.

— Broke

In order that there may be no question of advantage,
the previously published portraits of entrants in the
"What the Picture Did for Me" beauty contest are reprinted herewith for the inspection of the board of
judges Constance Talmadge, Viola Dana, Ben Turpin
and Will Rogers.
Neligh, Neb., isJ. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
sued the challenge which precipitated the contest. Ad-

Mr.

— Mining

1921

17,

Fox
Trailin*.

with

Tom Mix.— This

is

a

Mix liked here.— Ed. L.
good one.
Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Junction.
Neighborhood patronage.
Ia.
The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.

—

—
——

——
December
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— Great

at all angles.
More of Dustin's
pictures will be welcomed around this
part of the country.
J. Carbonel, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.
Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

The Primal Law, with Dustin Farnum.
Fine picture. The little boy will cause
as much comment as the star.
Heal &

—

—

Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.
Small town patronage.
A Virgin Paradise, with Pearl White.
A good picture, but did not hold up in
my theatre. Why? You perhaps can
when you see it. Wm. Hoight,
tell
Orpheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Live Wires, with Edna Murphy and

—
—

—

Johnny

Walker.

—

If

their

all

pictures

good as this I want them.
Johnny Walker is a dandy, full of life
and just the kind of fellow everybody
likes.
Fine picture for any class. J. G.
be

will

as

—

Va-rnell, Princess theatre,

Piedmont, Ala.

—Small town patronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix. Good stunts.
Good Western.
Good business and everybody enjoyed it.
What more could you ask for? L. C.

—

—

Snyder, Majestic theatre, Oakley, Kans.
town patronage.
The Face at Your Window, with a spe-

— Small

cial cast.

— Lay off this one. No good for
— Henry Imming, Star the-

small town.
atre,

Newton,

— Small

111.-

town patron-

age.

After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix. Good picture, but not as well liked
Heal & Davison,
as others of Tom's.
Small
Sterling theatre, Superior; Neb.
town patronage.
The Big Town Round-up, with Tom
Mix. This picture was hardly up to the
But they were well pleased
standard.
because it was Tom. Marion Wilson,

—

—

—

—

—

Happy Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind.
Small town patronage.
The biggest
Skirts, with Clyde Cook.
Absofailure I have seen in months.
My patrons
comedy
about
it.
lutely no
all kicked on this one.
L. B. Creason,
Okla. Small
Eufaula,
Palace theatre,
town patronage.
Singing River, with William Russell.
No
Fine picture and a real Western.
"dressup stuff" in this. J. G. Varnell,

—

—

—

—

—and in San Francisco

—

—

—

—

should go back to serials. W. E. Elkin,
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Temple

—

A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix. This
was one of Tom's best, but they are all
good and all get the crowds. E. E. Harman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore. Small
town patronage.
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin. A good picture. My patrons liked
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
this.
Small town patronage.
Granville, N. Y.

—

—
—

—

—

The Big Town Round-up, with Tom
Played with Lloyd in Number,

Mix.

—

seemed to please nearly
Even those usually not liking
was good. A. L. Hepp, Idyl-

and

Please,

everyone.

Mix

said

—

it

hour theatre, Greely, Neb.
Stay away
Skirts, with Clyde Cook.
from it. Positively nothing to it. Very,
Rex theMcKinley,
R.
poor.
R.
very
Neighborhood patatre, Dunkirk, Ind.

—

Tom

Mix.
the kind

This has action galore and is
people want. Extra good program picBloomer, Wis.—
theatre,
Ideal
ture.
General patronage.
Hands Off, with Tom Mix. Mix surely
gets them in and pleases them. This one
no exception. If there is a slow spot

—

in

it

I

would

like to

know where

it

is.

L.

—
—

Romeo, with Tom Mix.
of Tom's good pictures.

Another

one

Patrons

well

—

Marion Wilson.
pleased.
theatre, Chalmers, Ind.

—A

very

Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Hands Off, with Tom Mix.— Like all
Mix pictures, draws like a house afire.
Mix one of my best
Can't beat them.
drawing cards. Henry Imming, Star
Small town pattheatre, Newton, 111.
ronage.
The Feud, with Tom Mix.— Pleased my

—

for the

Granada Theatre

Lying Lips.
Dangerous Curve Ahead.

IQ.

When you

talk

The

first

—

A

audience.
theatre,

—

good

Bricelyn,

Western.— Unique

Minn.— Neighborhood

patronage.

A

Ridin'

Romeo, with

Tom

Mix.

about

how about

money-getters,

ten big
these?

broke house records,
L. MORRIS,

five

BEN

Temple

theatre,
Bellaire, Ohio.

A

good comedy.

m

Mix

like

the

However,

my

full-of-action,

patrons

Western

thrillers.— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre
Granville, N. Y.— Small town patronage.

The Lamplighter, with

—A

fair

W.

picture.— J.

theatre, Breese,

Shirley

Mason

Schmidt, Grand

111.

The Skywayman, with Ormer Locklear.— Fair program picture which is
over-advertised as a special by the producer.
Raised admission and dissatisfied
patrons, as I have run better pictures at
regular admission.—J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
theatre,

Swanton,

Neb.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Hands

Off,

with

well pleased.
"they all turn out
all

Tom Mix.— Patrons

A

good

to

see Mix.
Marion
theatre, Chalmers,

picture,

Wilson, Happy Hour
Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

and

Goldwyn

ronage.

—

it

The Furnace.

8.
9.

—

The Road Demon, with

Town

Big

Roundup.

Know Your Men, with Pearl White.
Very poor indeed. People left the house
disgusted,
saying
Pearl
White
that

—

And so he booked

The

7.

—

good picture. Good satisfaction.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. Small town patronage.
A Ridin' Romeo, with Tom Mix.
Tow always brings the crowds. Heal &

"A MAN'S HOME'

6.

—

Small town patronage.
The Thief, with Pearl White.

is

Trust Your Wife.
Behold My Wife.

5.

—

Happy Hour

"opportunity picture"

4.

—

Breese, 111.
A Ridin'

J. Selznick's

3.

—

—

Action.
Reputation.
A Ridin' Romeo.

2.

Straight From the Shoulder, with
Charles Jones. His best yet. In 6 reels.
W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre, Ripley, Tenn.
General patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Nice
little light program feature, but ending
spoils it to my personal notion.
Thompson Bros., Cozy theatre, Healdton, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. Story,
picture and star all good, and deserve
boosting. One of the cleanest, snappiest
Westerns we have played. R. R. McKinley, Rex theatre, Dunkirk, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

Me

for

The Old Nest.

1.

—

—

Pictures That

Made Money

—

White, Arleta theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
J.
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,
Fair.

knows that the Golden Gate to big business

Ten

ronage.
After Your Own Heart, with Tom
Mix. Very good pictur e. J. W.
Schmidt, Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

C.

EUGENE ROTH
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Princess theatre, Piedmont, Ala.— Small
town patronage.
Bar Nothing, with Charles Jones.
Good. Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre,
Valley Junction, la. Neighborhood pat-

—

Lewis

—

The Old Nest, with
This

a

special

cast.

without a doubt the best picture
Goldwyn ever produced and will stand
as a screen masterpiece. It is one of the
is

biggest box office attractions that was
ever offered.
Ran this November 23,
24 and 25.
Preceded the showing with
a month's advertising campaign that was
one of the largest ever used in this city.
Everyone was talking The Old Nest. It
opened to better than average business
on a rainy night. Everyone thought it
was wonderful. The second day being
Thanksgiving we did capacity business
at night.
People stood in line for an
hour and a half. The third and last night
it rained,
but the people came just the
same, people who had never been in the
house.
Even local pastors, one of whom
used the picture as a text in his Sunday
sermon.
This business was done in a
small town with the roads almost impassable and all factories closed. Everyone thought it was the most wonderful
picture
ever
seen.
Every
exhibitor
should run it and book it for at least an
extra day.
The people who see it the
first day will tell their friends and neighbors about it. E. J. Degenhardt, Prin-

—

cess theatre,

Mendota,

111.

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with

— Light

a special

entertainment, that gives
good satisfaction, but big local exploitation combined with extensive national
advertising campaign failed to bring box
office returns anywhere near what they
A picture you will
should have been.
want to play but neither a great special
nor anywhere near the dr wing card of
cast.
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December

—

17,

1921

cent.
E. E. Harman, Opera House, ElSmall town patronage.
gin, Ore.

—
—

Don't Neglect Your Wife, with a speGood lesson for every married
cial cast.

—

Emblem theatre,
Strasser,
G.
Neighborhood patronage.
Buffalo, N. Y.

man.

—

The Star Rover, with Jack London.-rUnless your people are much adverse to
and action, you'll find this picwelcome relief from the everyday

"thrills"

ture a

Well
hash you're feeding your public.
worth playing. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.
Officer

with

666,

Tom Moore.— Not

Tom

Moore's best by any means.
Pleased about 50%. You can just get by
with it. W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Hodkinson
Hugo Ballin production.
afraid of this one. Played it one
night.
Used illustrated song. Went
over big. Should have played two nights.
This is the kind of picture it makes you
proud to run. Henry Imming, Star theEast Lynne, a

— Was

—

atre,

Newton,

— Small

111.

town patron-

age.

A

scene from the Lois

Weber-Wid Gunnning

production,

"What Do Men Want?"

The Face

—

The Old Nest.— Fred
theatre,

S.

Meyer, Palace

O.— Neighborhood

Hamilton,

patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Very fine picture for all classes. Give us
more like this. Great many favorable
comments. F. A. Rice, O-At-ka theatre,
Warsaw, N. Y. Family patronage.
From the Ground Up, with Tom
Moore. A good week's business on this
one, which won the approval of good
crowds for a week's run. Samuel Harding, Liberty theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

—

—

—

—

Transient patronage.
Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
Great.
Rogers always good here. Goforth & Son, Dreamland theatre, Kiowa,
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
The Branding Iron, with a special cast.
It
This picture should draw them.
did for me. There's some pretty photography through this picture. James J.
Christis, Third Avenue theatre, WaterNeighborhood patronage.
vliet, N. Y.

story of error and hate.
Chaney very
good, but why not a happier theme?
People usually object to an hour of crime
with a flash of spiritual cleansing in the
last few feet of film.
S. V. Wallace, Idle

—

Hour

—

—

—

In Love, with a special cast.
program offering, without
great plot or merit, but pleasing. Starved
to death on it for two days, despite the
fact that we used names of stars as having been featured in Dangerous Curve
Ahead. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
All's Fair

— Ordinary
—

The Old

—

Nest, with a special cast.

A

wonderful picture. Played two days
The best
to record breaking business.
picture ever shown here is the verdict
of all who came to see the picture. Book
Peter
it, boys, and boost it to the limit.

—

Opera House, Denison,
Neighborhood patronage.
Krauth,

la.

—

Snowblind, with a special cast. Picture fair, although there is not quite
enough pulling power. We had good
business on account of Thanksgiving.
W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre, Charlotte,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Used this one pre-release on Labor Day
and following day. Broke all previous
house records and gained much prestige
Pleased the worst critics
for my house.

among my

—

100% picture. O.
H. Southworth, Opera House, Adams,

N. Y.

patrons.

— Neighborhood

The

Penalty, with

patronage.

Lon Chaney.

— Great

Pa.

Spgs.,

Neighborhood patronage.

Madame X, with Pauline
An Al program, especially

Frederick.
for Sunday
showing. A picture that holds the interest and entertains your audience, and
brings them out asking for more pictures
of this type.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theSmall town
atre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

—

—

patronage.

—

—

Cambridge

theatre,

Madame
Excellent.

would
not repeat a class of pictures like Miss
Frederick's too often. It made me good
money. Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.

However,

and the story good.

I

—

Power, with a special
A very good picture, cleverly dicast.
Story
and beautifully acted.
rected
Three days to
absolutely true to life.
very ordinary business. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood patronage.

The

Invisible

—

—

—

Love, with a special

All's Fair in

cast.

— Good picture, as most of Goldwyn's
did not have drawing power.
but
House,
— O. H. Southworth, Operapatronage.
Adams, N. Y. — Neighborhood
Officer 666, with Tom Moore. — This
are,

title

is

"

Brought an increase

right.

all

tendance— S.
theatre,

Wallace,

V.

Cambridge

Spgs.,

in

at-

Idle Hour
NeighPa.

—

borhood patronage.

The Girl With
Madge Kennedy.

the Jazz Heart, with

—A

program

picture,

sure a dandy. Coloring beautiful.
Goforth & Son, Dreamland theatre,
Kiowa, Kans. Neighborhood patronage.

but

it

—

is

—

Woman

in Room 13, with Pauline
mystery story.
Frederick Interesting
Well produced. Male actors splendid. It

The

failed

—

to

draw and we

lost

heavily.

It

unfortunate that Pauline Frederick
was not given immortal youth. She is
not appealing in this. Philip Rand, Rex
Small town pattheatre, Salmon, Idaho.
ronage.
Pinto, with Mabel Normand. A very
good program picture. Pleased 80 per
is

—
—

—

The World,

with a special

suggestiveness of the young wife, to keep
her husband at home. Why use a scene
like this and spoil the masterpiece?
Geo. H. Cooke, Hub theatre, Mill Valley,
Neighborhood patronage.
Calif.

—

Partners of the Tide, an Irwin Willat
production. A good picture with plenty
of heart interest and enough action to
satisfy.— C. L. White, Arleta theatre,
Ore.— Neighborhood patronPortland,

—

age.

The Man
production.
stories

X, with Pauline Frederick.
The acting above the average

of

This picture deserved the name of
cast.
special, but was absolutely ruined by the

of the Forest, a

—A

one.
interesting.

Zane Grey
Zane Grey

Good
many good comments.

always

ness and

good

busiL.

— A.

theatre, Greely, Neb.
of the Forest, with a special
cast.— All of the Zane Grey pictures are

Hepp, Idylhour

The Man

Horning, Victor Opera
House, Victor, Mont.— Small town pat-

good.— Adam
ronage.

The Man of the Forest, with a special
cast.— Another good Zane Grey producPleased my audience. The kind
tion.
and
that all classes like. A good story,
F.
a good book, in this feature— Joseph
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Keeping Up With Lizzie, with Enid
Bennett.— My patrons all liked this one.
Only fair business.—
Pleased 100%.
Tacoma,
Jean A. Calvert, Movie theatre,
Wash.— Neighborhood patronage.
Riders of the Dawn and Down Home.
Hodkinson's productions have given us
good business and pleased the audience.
—Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Coast of Opportunity, with JWarren Kerrigan.— Reminiscent of two-

—

episodes of a serial.— b..
NeighFranck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.—
borhood patronage.
special
Partners of the Tide, with a
and-a-half

tor-

cast— A splendid picture, especially
Divers take an >mp°rtant
small towns.
Victor
part in this.— Adam Horning,
town
Opera House, Victor, Mont.— Small
patronage.
The Spenders, with a special castwell
Extra good. Everyone spoke very
Exhibitors wanting a good showof it.
book it— A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre,
Greely, Neb.

—
December

17,
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Metro
A

Message

— I've

From Mars,

with

Bert

seen knocks on this picture.
Can't understand why. It's an excellent
pre-Christmas program.
Book it now.
Boost it and instill a generous spirit into
the tightwads of your audience.
F. E.
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mt.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Lytell.

—

The Four Horsemen

of

—

The Apoca-

lypse, with a special cast.
Played this attraction as a road show for 6 days, two
a day, with symphony orchestra, and spe-

Opinion unanimous that it's
a great picture, but I think that, like in
my own instance, the picture impresses
more when seen a second time. Percentage arrangement and extensive exploitation made it impossible for us to break
even, but I urge and advise every exhibitor who thinks of tomorrow to play
It's all
this picture
at equitable terms.
that it's cracked up to be, and only extreme weather conditions the last 2 days
caused us a loss. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
cial effects.

—

—

theatre, Hamilton, O.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.
This one came recommended from all
angles as being "there" as a laugh producer; therefore, I was very much disappointed in the picture, and so were
most of my patrons, as I had boosted and
advertised it as a comedy-drama, heavy
on the comedy part. Out of the seven
reels there were not more than four
laughs and they were not serious. Better see this one before you book it.

W.

P.

Rialto

Perry,

Wells, Colo.

— Small

theatre,

Cheyenne

town patronage.

my

patrons.
Viola Dana is a favorite with
I thought it a very ordinary offering for
this star myself for she is capable of
much better. Her acting was all that
saved this picture.—^Sudie I. Haney, LibSmall
erty theatre, Des Moines, N. M.
town patronage.

—

The Match Breaker, with Viola Dana.

Story very weak.
picture.
a
—JustSchwartwalder,
Universal theatre,
—
Auburn, N. Y. —Transient patronage.
Big Game, with May Allison. — Good
fair

J.

—

i

Camille,

with

whom

from

City

—

— Oh,

flow,

period of Thanksgiving,

the

Lord,

at

this,

us give

let

thanks unto Thee that Nazimova is no
longer with Metro.
She sure is an
actress, but
Neligh, Neb. is a long way
from Broadway, and the constant closeups, the opportunities Valentino might
have had, but couldn't carry out, well,
just chalk up on the register of fallen
heroes the name of the mighty Nazimova.
Unless you're sure of your public, think
twice.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Great Redeemer, with
cast.

—

book
a

If you
this one,

want

a

get the

to

and push

it.

special

business

Even

if

it

is

old it will please your audience.
Lyman B. Steenblock,' Odell Opera
House, Odell, Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.
little

The Great Redeemer, with a special
cast.— Al picture. One that will go with
any audience and is especialy suited for
a Sunday program.— W. P. Perry, Rialto
theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.— Small

town patronage.
Hearts Are

Trumps, with a

special

cast— Showed this to a $4.20 house. No
more Metro for me as they run so much

to English stuff.
It makes you sick all
over
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D.
-

—

Burning Daylight, with a special

— This

is

program

a fair

many good

picture.

It

cast.

has

—

—

The Great Redeemer, with

special
cast.
I'll say, as many exhibitors have
said before,
super-fine.
F.
E.
Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. Neigh-

—

a

Ladyfingers, with Bert

—

—

hood patronage.

Claim, with Alice Lake.

—

ronage.

The Mutiny

of the Elsinore, with a special cast.
Fair picture. Julius Schmidt,
Grand theatre, Breese, 111.

—

—

Jimmy

Valentine,
with Bert
Lytell.
Another excellent picture. Patrons very enthusiastic. F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mt.— Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Heart
much.

of a Child, with
theatre,

— Ideal

—General

Nazimova.
Bloomer,

patronage.

Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
good picture, will please average audience. The kind of a picture my patrons
seem to like. L. A. Pilloid, Photo Play
Grand Rapids, Ohio. Small
theatre,

The

where they know how to strike

J.

H.

oil

COOPER

The box

office

theatre,

felt about the same.
Bloomer, Wis. General

—

patronage.

Fine Feathers, with a special cast.
picture, with good cast, but
no drawing card. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood
patronage.

Very good

—

—

—

it.

women. Picture
more actio n.
versal theatre,

could

stand

a

J.

patronage.

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
is
a masterpiece.
My patrons

— Here

it.
Some of the fathers, after
seeing the picture, compelled their sons
to see it, as the lessons for young people
are better than many sermons.
These
are the pictures that would do away with
censorship.
ali
Geo. H. Cooke, Hub
theatre, Mill Valley, Calif.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
In regard to the story,
this picture is not any better than a lot
of program pictures that I have played.

—

My

patrons

were

very much

Criterion Theatre
by booking Lewis J. Selznick's
Supreme Six,

first

of the

"A MAN'S HOME"

The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
acted. One of Miss

good picture and well

—

W. C.
Allison's best.
theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.

Allen,

Casino

— Small town

pat-

ronage.

Lombardi,

Ltd.,

with

Bert

Lytell

—

About twenty-five per cent of our audience walked out on this. As far as our
audience was concerned this appears to
be about the poorest

we

have ever had.

dis-

In the first place because I
appointed..
charged 55c and in the second place this
picture is not worth that much.
It is
not worth a cent more than the regular
admission price that you get for Wallie
Reed or any of those stars. R. Navary,

—

Another Chance

town patronage.
has arranged for a gusher at the

little

— Schwartwalder, UniAuburn, N. Y. — Transient

enjoyed

good program picture and pleased the
few that saw it. No drawing power.
Hardin Entertainment Company, Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Neighborhood pat-

Wis.

attraction.

Paramount
—
The Call of the North, with Jack Holt.
— Very good picture. Wonderful scenLytell. — Pleasery.
Patrons liked
Especially the

ing offering for anyone but Lytell. One
of these days, somebody is going to make
a real star out of Lytell, then Metro will
wake up. As entertainment, Ladyfingers
is light, but will please.
Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighbor-

—Not

noted writer of fiction,
a First National

"The Lotus Eater"

—

borhood patronage.

Alias

WILL PAYNE,

Ideal

points but these are mostly
bad
ones.
Ideal
theatre,
Bloomer. Wis. General patronage.

by

The Greater

Oklahoma

Nazimova.
blessings

all

A

in

m

79

c t u r e.
G i a c o a Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

offset

Cinderella's Twin, with Viola Dana.
Those who saw this praised it highly.

—and

—

——
A

for Exhibitors
to Give Aid to

One Another
(See

Page 8q)
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Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.

hood patronage.

— Neighbor-

Key West, Fla.— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

After the Show, with a special cast.
Extra good picture. The plot is magnificent and the stars are very good.
Picture will please all audiences. J. Carbonel, Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan. Local talent had this for their
show last winter and spoiled the effect to
some extent, but it drew well and artistic
stories always please here.
S. V. Wal-

Neighborhood patronage.

lace, Idle

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
While there is much
to be said in favor of this picture from
a production standpoint, it lost us money
and pleased possibly twenty-five per cent
of those who saw
it.
Ideal theatre,

Neighborhood patronage.
Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
Spectacular rather than dramatic.
Pleased nearly all who saw it. Fair patronage.
Smallpox still demoralizing
business.
E. W. Werner, Warwick the-

—

—

—

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
Too many stars in one

—

Drew

but

well,

—

was not very

well liked.
Heal & Davison, Sterling
theatre, Superior, Neb.
Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. DeMille production.
This was one of the
best
drawing pictures
I
ever
ran.

—

Pleased everyone. Did not advance price.
A. Pilloid, Photoplay theatre, Grand
Rapids, Qhio. Small town patronage.

— L.

—

The

Jailbird, with

Douglas McLean.—

A good comedy that pleased. We didn't
do the business we expected, but no fault

—

Pa.

—

Rookie's Return, with Douglas
This one rings true and everyit.
Some very clever subtle
comedy in the picture. Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre. Hinsdale, III.
Neighborhood patronage.

McLean.

—

liked

—

The Great Impersonation, with James
FCirkwood. This was a great picture
three years ago. Is it possible the directors do not know the war is over?
Geo.
H. Cooke, Hub theatre, Mill Valley,
Calif.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

White and Unmarried, with Thomas
Meighan.

Tom

is

— Good.
a

Southworth,
Y.

Everyone

liked

—

it.

100% star with us. A. H.
Opera House, Adarns, N.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Beyond, with Ethel Clayton. A nice
picture, worth while seeing.
Star generally

makes good.

—

J.

Carbonel, Monroe

City,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

—

—

mount programs. Thompson Bros.,
Kozy theatre, Healdton, Okla. Neigh-

—

borhood patronage.
The Ghost in the Garret, with Dorothy
Gish.
If you're looking for something
to cheer them, make them laugh, and rid
your patrons of the blues in general,
here you are, brother exhibitor, you
needn't look any further.
Just book it
and boost it. W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

A Lady
Eminence

one

Spgs.,

The Idol of the North, with Dorothy
Dalton. Very fine production.
Pleased
100 per cent.
Well pleased with Para-

Good

The

Cambridge

—

Kansas

patronage.

—

theatre,

A

Love, with Ethel Clayton.
program picture. A. N. Miles,
in

—

Eminence, Ky.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart—
fine picture.
Everybody was pleased
theatre,

with this one.
It will stand big adverV. G. Bevens, Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett.
Pleased
all, the married folks especially.
Guess
it hit the nail on the head in some cases.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. Have had many calls for a
return date, and will show it again
shortly.
Wonderful sermon. A chapter
tising.

—

—

—

—

—

—

from many

Show
atre,

lives

where money means

all.

it.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theCambridge Spgs., Pa. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

The Cradle
S.

Hart.

of Courage, with William
Entirely a different

— Splendid.

1921

17,

type than Hart's usual releases.
It is
not Western, but a policeman story.
Everyone enjoyed it. Pleased all. W.
E.
Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Paying the Piper, with a

special cast—
beautiful production.
The last word
film elegance.
cynical satire on the
fast life in society with a heart appealing

A

A

in

Bold and daring to the edge.
Has some melodramatic scenes and some
humor. Rod LaRoque is splendid.
Should go well where Paramount society
finish.

high

plays

life

usually

take.

— Philip

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

patronage.

the picture.
W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood

of

—

Hour

—

atre,

Bloomer, Wis.— General patronage.

picture.

—

December

—
—

The

Jucklins, with Monte Blue.
Good
Monte is well liked here. Heal
Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior,

picture.

&

Neb.

— Small town
—

patronage.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrymore. A very artistic performance.
Went over great.
added to his popularity here. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

Barrymore

—

—

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Very good picture, but Ray will
not get the crowds for us. They simply
will not come out to see Ray.
E. E.
Ray.

—

—

Ilarman, Opera House,
Small town patronage.

Ore.

Elgin,

—

Bennett. Good
not draw patronage.
Pleased those who saw it but
picture.
W. J. Powell,
lost money on the
Lonet theatre, Wellington, O. Small
town patronage.
Hairpins,

program

with

Enid

picture, but did

—

The Valley
Reid.

—A

—

of the Giants, with Wallace
good picture that will

very

—

M. D. Foster, Gem
satisfy the majority.
Neighbortheatre, Williamsburg, Kans.

—

hood patronage.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace

— As

Reid.

good as there is for the regular
program. Everyone liked Wally. L. D.
Fairfield. Legion theatre, Wakonda, S.
D. Small town patronage.

—

—

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart—
this the best picture of Hart's but
Could not
business was very poor.
understand it unless because of business
depression. W. H. Creal, Suburban the-

The

Think

—

Omaha, Neb.

atre,

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray
entertaining program picture.
They go out smiling. F. E. Sabin, Ma-

— An

—

Eureka, Mont.
hood patronage.

jestic theatre,

— Neighbor-

with a special
sex story beautifully
produced with splendid acting. This will
please a large element, but may displease
Not so much on account of the
a few.
sex problem itself, but because of it being carried a bit too far in one scene.
The subtitles should also have been toned
down. The exhibitor and patron is uneasy during the unfolding of the plot.
Think carefully before booking. We
used piano and violin and just got by at

Midsummer Madness,

cast.

— An absorbing

40 and 20 cents.— Philip Rand,
atre,

Salmon,

Rex

Idaho.— Small town

thepat-

ronage.
Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith production.— Positively the worst picture I ever
plaved. How did it ever get by the cenTake warning, brother exhibitors,
sor?
and lay off this one. Entirely too many
suggestive scenes. Henry Imming, Star
Small town patrontheatre. Newton, 111.

—
—

age.

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. Fine picture. Boost it high.
You will not go wrong. Heal & Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—

Don't have to have wintry days to produce snow scenes in California. Just use lots
of salt. Joseph Henabery directing a scene for "The Call of the North," with Jack
Holt starring, for Paramount.

—

—A

-

December
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— Pleased

most everyone. It's different.
Plenty action and suspense. F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mt. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Humoresque, with
100% attraction, but

a special cast.
failed to draw.

—
It

Woman God

The

—

Changed, a Cosmo-

—

—

—

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
good society drama.
Pleased my patrons.
T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre,
Baxter Springs, Kans.

The Dark Mirror, with Dorothy Dal-

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
This is really one of the best things
Clark ever did.
She has been slipping
fast for us, but this will help her and us
to our feet a little.
Better than usual
attendance. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

those

—

—

—

Poor picture and no business on
ton.
L. C. Snyder, Majestic thethis one.
Kans. Small town patronOakley,
atre,

—

—

age.

The Toll

—A

Gate, with William S. Hart..
picture, and goes over big with
Played two days to fair
fans.

good

Hart

houses, and everyone seemed pleased.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

—

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
well acted
rather light
people.
W.

—

—

comedy-drama, although
on plot. Pleased most of the

Gem

Cleeton,

C.

theatre,

Higbee, Mo.

—

Straight, with Charles Ray.
Starts off very good, ends very lamely.
One of his poor ones. Our folks didn't
like it.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,

Crooked

—

Eminence, Ky.

Something

to

Think About,

DeMille production.
with

good

a

—A

clean

— L.

fine

story.

a

Cecil

Attendance

—

Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth.

—A

old, but nevertheless it is
patrons enjoyed it. L. D.

bit

—

good and

my

Fairfield,

Legion theatre.

—

Wakonda,

S.

Small town patronage.
Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
Good program picture. Star well liked
here.
A. H. Southworth, Opera House,
Adams, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. Good clean picture, enjoyed
by all. R. R. McKinley, Rex theatre,
Dunkirk, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn. This will please any kind of
Washburn puts over some
audience.
very good comedy in this. V. G. Bevens,
Portsmouth theatre, Portland, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
A safe bet in any house. One of

—

Reid's best pictures.

—

Fine business. A.
theatre, Schnecpatronage.

Woodlawn

Wirtenberg,
tady, N. Y.

—

with Enid Bennett.
This
picture and Stepping Out are a couple of
Hairpins,

pictures you can't go wrong
Many favorable comments on both.
on.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne
Wells, Colo. Small town patronage.

Bennett's

—

—

Why

Change Your Wife?

many

a Cecil B.
On account of bad
on this one. Heard

—

DeMille production.
weather I lost money

favorable comments and
any audience. Marion

—

Happy Hour

theatre,

it

should
Wilson.

Chalmers,

Ind.

Small town patronage.

Thou Art
wick.
Good

—

the

—

Six Best Cellars, with Bryant Washburn.
poor picture. Did not draw or
please those attending.
Weak comedy.
Wirtenberg, Woodlawn theatre,
A.
Schenectady, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—A

—

—

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. The best picture in our
house this season to please all classes of
Goforth & Son, Dreamland thepeople.

—

—

Kiowa, Kans.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

in

Reno

Hearts of Men, with George Beban.
Our grandfather should have reported on
this one and probably it would have
In justice
saved us from being stung.

Beban we are of the opinion that
we did not have enough of the picture to
it.— Hardin Entertaintell much about
ment Company, Odean theatre, Hardin,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
to Geo.

—

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
If
This is a dandy program picture.
your patrons like good clean crook
stories, book this one, and they will tell
you they liked it.— F. H. Gatcomb, ArmSmall
strong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.
town patronage.

—

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.

where they are good judges

C. O.

— Good

DAVIES

picture.

Seemed

to please.

—

has booked the Lewis J. Selznick production
that everyone is talking about

—

"A MAN'S HOME"
Wigwam Theatre

Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet. A fair picture that will get by.
Star don't take here.— G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
Rouges and Romance, with June CaJust an average program picture,
price.
not up to the star's average. R. H.

—

for his

—

—

in

England.

Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.

— Small town patronage.
The Other Woman, with a special cast.
— Failed to draw, and was not liked.
Slow

and story improbable. People
walked out on this, something which very
seldom happens with us. E. L. Frauck,
Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz. Neighborhood

—
—

patronage.

The Heart Line, with a special cast.
The Heart Line leads through many
mysterious places, and one could take a

anywhere between the

first

—

and

seventh and get the same results. S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Neighborhood patronage.
Spgs., Pa.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. One
of the best Westerns in a long time.
Plenty of action, riding, shooting, etc.

—

A

—

box

good

office

McDonald

Horrigan,

— Mining

attraction.
theatre,

— F.

W.

Philips-

town patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
A 100% picture. Lots of action.
Good story. Book this one, advertise it
F. H. Gatcomb, Armbig and clean up.
burg, Mont.

—

—

— Small

strong's theatre. Vanceboro, Me.'

town patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
picture for a regular program.
Should please most audiences. Heal &
Davison, Sterling theatre, Superior, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Stuart Blackton production. All BlackHave failed
ton productions are good.
G. W. Johnson.
to show a poor one yet.
Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis production. Very good picture, but did not
draw for some ^unknown reason. Probably due to many poor pictures Gladys
Brockwell has made previous to this one.

— Good

—

—

—

—

—

theatre, Omaha,
—W. H. Creal, Suburban
Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.
Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner. —

very

good

Warner

is

production,
fine in this.

and

Book

pleased.

it.

— G.

W.

Johnson, Mvstic theatre, Marmarth, N.
D.

Not

an advance in prices. L. B.
Creason, Palace theatre, Eufaula, Okia
Small town patronage.

worth

comedy made

tional

—

Pathe

I

scene from "Alf's Button," a First Na-

reel out

Man, with Robert Warprogram picture.-— L. D.
Fairfield, Legion theatre, Wakonda, S.
D. Small town patronage.

atre,

and

A

— Neighborhood

please

age.

D.

—

production

A. Pilloid, Photoplay theatre,
Grand Rapids, Ohio. Small town patron-

poor.

81

politan production.
Good class of melodrama that average audience likes. Well
done and well acted. A picture to be
commended. Ben L. Morris, Olympic
theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

that saw it, but I lost
money. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

pleased

—A

—A

RC

Pictures

The Foolish Age, with Doris May.
One of the best we have played. Book
Frank D. Adams, Lyric theatre,
it.
Waycross, Ga. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Live and Let Live, with a special cast.
entertainment of the Daddy
Longlegs type that will please but, its
effect on the box office was directly op-

— Light
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—A

Little Italy, with Alice Brady.
nice
program picture and pleased.
Krauth, Opera House, Dc-nison,

clean

Peter
la.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

A

Kiss In Time, with Wanda Hawley.
Every Realart picture I've run has

Need

been

splendid.
Beautiful girls,
entertaining as

no

censoring.
settings and

beautiful

they can be.
have enough comedy to make

— G. Varnell,
Piedmont, Ala. — Small
able.

J.

enjoyPrincess theatre,
town patronage.

One Wild Week, with Bebe
Like

Realarts,

all

Always

clean.

it's

it

Daniels.
Full of

punch and pep. This one keeps them
I
laughing through the entire show.

would

call

it

100%

a

picture.

— C.

L.

White, Arleta theatre. Portland, Ore.

Neighborhood patronage.

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
Minter. Very fine picture for family
More of
Good business.
patronage.
such pictures would elevate the picture
business.— F. A. Rice, O-At-Ka theatre,
Watersaw, N. Y. Family patronage.

—

—

The

Clown, with Mary
satisfactory,
very

Little

Minter.

—A

mind-healthy play.

Giacoma

To

big business.—

Bros., Crystal theatre,
General patronage.
stone, Ariz.

PAT O'MALLEY,
McGee,"

the

Colleen

new Morosco

Moore and Wheeler Oakman
production,

—

from what its title teaches. Fred
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Neighborhood patronarje.

positc
S.

Slaves of Vanity, with Pauline Frederick.
This being the first Frederick picture we have run since she left Goldwyn
I was surprised, for she failed to draw.
This picture is not up to her standard,
but you will get by with it.
VV. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
good program picture. We thought
we had a lemon, for some reports we had
noticed, but got by okay.
Hardin En-

—A

—

tertainment Company, Odeon theatre,
Hardin, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Salvage, with Pauline Frederick. At
Frederick in a story that is suited to
her, and she makes the best of it.
Far
from being a second Madame X as
claimed, but got money for three days,
and pleased. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
General patrontheatre, Hamilton, O.

now

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
Excellent picture. Drew well. Ran it as
a benefit show. Every one pleased. Star
popular here. A. E. Rogers, Temple
theatre, Dexter, N. Y.

—

The

Mistress
of
Shenstone, with
Pauline Frederick
Beautiful gowns
gorgeous settings no acting of any great
caliber
a popular stpry filmed end first
(plot very obvious from beginning)
such is this picture. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. General
patronage.

—

age.

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.

Good

picture if it was in five reels instead of seven. It would get over better
but the action drags a little. O. H.

—

Southworth, Opera House, Adams, N. Y.

— Neighborhood
The

patronage.
Stealers, with a special cast.

—This

an excellent picture weU liked by large
crowd. E. E. Harman, Opera House,
Small town patronage.
Elgin, Ore.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
Very heavy drama. Good picture but
not suited to star. Drew fair business.
is

—

W. H.
Neb.

—

Creal,

Suburban

—Neighborhood

The Stealers, with
Very good picture; a

theatre,

Omaha,

patronage.
a special cast.
credit to any the-

Will please patrons and send them
Good business 3 days.
out boosting.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. General patronage.

atre.

—

The

—

Stealers, with a special cast.
good picture. J. W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese, 111.

—

Seven Years Bad Luck, with

Max

Linder.
A knockout, boys. You can sure
go the limit on this one. O. Trayer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby. N. D.— General
patronage.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

The Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Rambcau. Excellent picture outside of
Opera
Southworth,
age.
O.
H.
its
House, Adams, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

—

—

The Wonder Man, with George CarVery good picture. Many com-

penter.

—

—

ments on this one. O. Trayer, Lyric
theatre, Rubgy, N. D.
What Every Woman Knows, with a

—

Very fine production.
cast.
Pictures like these will build up patronspecial

age.

— Thompson

Cozy

Bros.,

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronwith Otis Skinner. — Picture

Healdton, Okla.
age.

Kismet,

drew good patronage, and box

office expoor six
expectations.
C. B.
sheet hurts exploitation of picture.
Davis, Norwood theatre, Norwood, O.

ceeded

A

my

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Realart
The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
A delightful comedy pleasing to all.
Good in every respect. Ladies will enjoy
Carbonel, Monroe
this very much.
J.
Neighborhood
theatre, Key West, Fla.

—

—

—

—

Tomb-

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
Minter.— Suitable for any kind of an
Nice clean picture. Nothing
audience.
big.
Just a nice program. Entertaining.
Book Realart. You won't go wrong.—
Henry Imming, Star theatre, Newton,
Small town patronage.
III.

—

A

May McAvoy.

Private Scandal, with

— Very

A

picture. Good business.
F. A. Rice, O-At-Ka thestar.

good

—

coming
Family patronage.
atre, Warsaw, N. Y.
Mary Miles
with
Good,
Be
Jenny
Minter. Pleased as usual and increased
the attendance, so it must be the star's
magnetism, for Jenny Be Good doesn't
Rather a poor title
excite one much.

—

—

Idle Hour thePa.— Neighbor-

anyway.— S. V. Wallace,
Cambridge

atre,

hood patronage.
She Couldn't

—A

Spgs.,

Help

It,

with

Bebe

very good picture but might
have done better under right name, "In
the Bishop's Carriage." Bebe is at her
Daniels.

patronage.

last

—

in a scene from "Slippy
being completed on the West Coast.

Miles
clean,

best in this.

These Realart pictures are

very pleasing entertainments.
Morris,

Olympic

General patronage.
All Souls' Eve,

— Ben.

Bellaire,

theatre,

with Mary Miles
picture.— W. D.

Minter— Good program

Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

Don't Call

Me

L.

O.—

Little

Florala,

Girl,

with

Ala.—

Mary

She is a
Minter.— Pleased all.
favorite with my patrons.— F. E. Sabin,
Miles

Majestic theatre, Eureka,

borhood patronage.
She Couldn't Help
Daniels.— Good, which

Mont.— Neigh-

with Bebe
nothing unusual for this star. Some of her pictures
for
are rather light but all go over good
me _W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre,
Ripley, Tenn.— General patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. Mary Pickford has noth-

—

ing on this

little

this one.

star.

Good

It,
is

She appeals to
story and enter-

patronage.

you

Everything For Sale, with May \tcAvoy. Concensus of opinion gathered
from patrons. They liked the star, but

taining.— E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
McGehee, Ark.— Small town patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney.—A fair picture.—J. W. Schmidt,

—

Would
of case was not so good.
say cast about 50%. Good photography
and lavishness of sets, but story is so
very weak that in places it fairly groans.
May McAvoy is no doubt another Olive
Thomas for she seems to be sincere in
her portrayals and this and nothing else
will win the hearts of the fans.
W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
rest

—

in

Grand theatre, Breese, 111.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
this
Minter. Try and arrange to play
wont
one on a rainy night when you

—

out. This is the worst
used.
Realart picture we have ever
i
Majority of the audience walked out.
thestayed hid.— W. E. Elkin, Temple

have many people

—A

—
December
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— Neighborhood
Sinners, with Alice Brady. — A crackerpicture.
Reminds one
jack moral to
of the two faced reformers. — E. A. BaraAberdeen,

atre,

Miss.

patronage.

this

Palace theatre, McGhee,
Small town patronage.

Ark.

del,

The Soul

of Youth, with a special cast.
Put it on as a children's special, charging 5 cents and giving away balloons.
Patrons said one of the best ever. One
hardboiled said it was worth $1.00.
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Neigh-

Dixie theatre,
patronage.

—

—

always pleases

my

rick, Cozy theatre,
borhood patronage.

—W. D. PatFlorala, Ala. — Neigh-

patrons.

of Broadway, with JusFair.
J.
W. Schmidt,
tine Johnstone.
Grand theatre. Breese, I1L

The Plaything

—

—

Remorseless Love, with Elaine Hamusual feud story handled
merstein.
in the usual way by very capable cast,
especially Elaine Hammerstein and Niles
Welch. These two won the hearts of
the fans in the beginning and held them.
The story is very interesting and is
surely fine entertainment for best family

—A

—W.

H.

trade.

Cozy

Brenner,

theatre,

The Miracle

of Manhattan, with Elaine
very good picture.
Son,
Star better all the time. Go forth
Dreamland theatre, Kiowa, Kans.

Hammerstein.

—A

—

&

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Conway
recommend it

After Midnight, with

—Nothing

to

— Mrs.

Tearle.

Lost

R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
Neighborhood
Hinsdale, Til.
theatre.
patronage.

money.

Who Am
average.

—

—Just
power. —A. H.

I? with a special cast.

No drawing

Southworth, Opera House, Adams, N. Y.

—Neighborhood patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Lots of good comments. Will
impress most any audience as being a
Henderson.
B.
picture. — W.
splendid

—

and in Buffalo

— General
Ham-

Elaine

A

—

—

age.

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.

—Splendid
better

it

Many

picture.

than

patrons liked

Humoresque.

— W.

Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington,
Small town patronage.

O—
J.

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.—

Good program

—T.

picture.

One

of his best.

N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Baxter
Springs, Kans.
The Fighter, with Conway Tearle.
very good picture. Pleased my crowd.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville.
N. Y. Small town patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien.
Good program picture.
Pleased.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre,
Florala, Ala. Neighborhood patronage.
The Palace of Darkened Windows,
with a special cast. Fine. Some thought

—

—

—

—

was

great.
Good acting and oriental
settings.
Just splendid in everv wav,
that's alL
W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre, Ripley, Tenn.
General patronage.
it

—

—

She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge. Like all other Ta'madge pic-

—

—

E. M. Oslin, Crossett
Picture Theatre, Crossett, Ark.
Clay Dollars, with Eugene O'Brien.

tures, first class.

Winchester, Ind.

Pretty fair story, but lost money on this
one. Mrs.
G. Jordan, Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, I1L
Neighborhood patronage.
Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brein.
A very good picture. Our lady patrons

—

R

—

—

praised this big.
theatre,

—Adolph

Granville,

N.

Kohn. Pastime
Small town

Y.

—

patronage.
The Valley of Doubt, with a special
cast.
great snow picture.
Beautiful
scenery.
Can't go wrong.
Everyone
pleased. J. R. Sanderson, Strand theatre, Winchester, Ya.
Small town patronage.
The Perfect Lover, with Eugene O'Brien. A swell picture for all classes.
Comments great.
Goforth & Son,

—A
—
—

— Fair

picture.

All

my

patrons

Eugene O'Brien. Good business.
Jean A. Calbert. Movie theatre, Tacoma.
Wash. Neighborhood patronage.
like

—

—

—

—
—

C

—

—A

—

book this. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre. Granville, N. Y. Small
exhibitors to

WEINBERG

has

E. O.
ballasted himself with a booking
Lewis

J. Se'_znick's

of

big mcney-getter,

"A MAN'S HOME"
Cortland Theatre

—

town patronage.
Youth,

Blind

with

Leatrice

Joy.

picture.
Very good acting.
Calvert. Movie
Fair business. Jean
Neighborhood
theatre. Tacoma, Wash.

Wonderful

—

A

—

patronage.

—

A high
lit. ':
Pleased 100^.
go wrong by booking same. Everyone
pleased. T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre,
Baster Springs, Kans.
Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with
Elaine Hammerstein. It pleased a big
Red Foam, with

in

a

scene from

a special cast.

class production.

—

—

his

new Vitagraph comedy, "The Messenger.*'

—W. —D. Patrick,
Ala.
NeighborYouth, with Leatrice Joy. — Fair
for program. —W. L. Landers,

Thanksgiving.

house

Cozy theatre, Florala,
hood patronage.
Blind

picture
Gem theatre, Batesville, Ark.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
The Miracle of_ Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein. This is an extra good pic-

—

Took

ture.

fine here.

—Adolph

Many

favorable

Kohn, Pastime
Granville, N. Y. Small town

comments.
atre,

—

thepat-

ronage.

United Artists
Through the Back Door, with Msry
Pickford. Here is a real picture. Try it.

—
—
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
—
Kans.
Kans.

—

Dreamland theatre. Kiowa,
Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien.

JIMMY AUBREY

—

Panthea, with Norma Talmadge. Exceedingly poor re-issue from every angle.
People of all classes dissatisfied. W.
Cleeton. Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
A Chicken In the Case, with Owen
Moore. Never ran a better comedy than
W. B. Henderson, Dixie thethis one.
General patronage.
atre. Ripley. Tenn.
The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
This will please
dandy picture.
virtually every man or woman who sees
Vera Gordon very good. Advise
it.

where they know the kind of pictures that
make the "ship" ccme in

83

was an excellent picture.
would please any audience. Fair business.
Jean
Calvert, Movie theatre,
Tacoma, Wash. Neighborhood patron-

—
—

SeLznick

Tenn.

—This

It

borhood patronage.

Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
Good program picture. Alice Brady

Ripley,

The Daughter Pays, with
merstein.

—
/

—A

Ober-

lin,

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks. We advertised this big and
played it on Thanksgiving Day. but could
not put it over. I don't think it's the picture's fault. It is splendid, but the farmers simply haven't got the where- with-all
to attend" picture shows. A. N. Miles,

—

—

Eminence

theatre.

Eminence. Ky.

—

with Mary Pickford.
that will please anywhere. Mary
Pickford's work in this is great. Any exhibitor ought to do big with this.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre. Branville,
Pollyanna,

dandy

—Small town patronage.
the Back Door, with Mary
ever there was a typical
Pickford. —

N. Y.

Through

If

Pickford picture, the type that a year ago
our audience would have stormed the
is it.
But. alas, and
starved to death, and are
figure out why. It is not
the picture, and frankly
speaking, we're muchly vexed. Fred S.
Meyer. Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas FairOne of Doug's
banks. Good picture.
best Heal & Davison. Sterling theatre,
Superior. Nebr. Small town patronage.
Hie Mollycoddle, with Douglas Fairbanks. I class this as just a fair program
picture. Some of my patrons said it was
good. Some did not seem to care for it.

house to see,
also alack, we
still trying to
the fault of

—
—
—

this

—

—
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very pleasing picture. All Dolled

is another Walton picture that pleased.
Both pictures are very entertaining, with
light comedy.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.
Small town

—

—

patronage.

Short Skirts, with Gladys Walton.

program

good

fairly

—

—

picture

that will
Dixie theatre,

W. B. Henderson,
Ripley, Tenn.
General patronage.

please.

—

Wolves

Eva Novak.

of the North, with

— Beautiful

scenery and remarkable snow
scenes in this one, which pleased our audience and got a good hand.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp,
X. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.—

—

Has made many

fair picture for this star.

but

better

ones,

serial

crowd.

— W.

Omaha,

theatre,

seemed

this

to

please

H. Creal, Suburban
Nebr. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.
Only fair. Lots of action, but story not
convincing. This one is not in a class
with The Adorable Savage, which was
extra
good. F.
H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theatre, Vanceboro, Me.
Small
town patronage.
The Fighting Lover, with Frank Mayo.

—

— They

WHY

"WES" BARRY

IS

FAMOUS— Marshall

Neilan points out to Prince Ferdi-

youngster's nose.

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

—

know

with
Mary Pickford. Don't
why they knock this picture. A

really

clever

Suds,

variety,

slapstick

Mary can be something
Riley,

besides a beau-

— R.

Ross
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

or

princess

tiful

showing

Wigwam

girl.

little

Universal
with

Conflict,

a

special

cast.

— An

motion picture production.
A picture of tremendous drawing
power and appeal. Ninety per cent will
say it is the greatest picture they have

achievement

in

ever seen. The other ten will say that it
wonderful. And it is both. Advertising

is

matter excellent, especially herald, which
is great.
Universal should be congratulated on this "Jewel," which should prove
Arthur
a jewel to every live exhibitor.
Richardson,
Strand
theatre,
Schroon
Lake, N. Y.
Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
Another winner for Marie, and me. This

—

picture pleased a lot of

new

patrons,

who

heard about Moonlight Follies, and now
Tuesday night will pay. S. V. Wallace,

—

Hour

Cambridge Spgs., Pa.
patronage.
Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. One
of the most satisfactory pictures ever
run. More favorable comments than we
ever had. A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre,
Greeley, Nebr.
Reputation, with Priscilla Dean. This
is a fairly good picture, but I do not consider it a big special. Did not get the
average crowd. E. E. Harman, Opera
House, Elgin, Ore. Small town patronIdle

theatre,

— Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—

age.

The Poverty

—

of

Riches,

with

Marie

Prevost. A most delightful picture all
the way. Pleased more than many of the
"big" specials. Star was at her best in
this.
Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

Danger Ahead, with Mary Philbin.—
Take my tip: Get in touch with Universal. Most consistent program of pictures
on the market. Book Danger Ahead. Will
get you money anyway. J. F. Sander-

—

Strand

son,

theatre,

Winchester,

Va.

Small town patronage.
The Millionaire, with Herbert Rawlinson.
A very good program picture. H.

—
Russell, Family theatre,
Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
W.

—

Albion, N.

—

Hoot Gibson. Not as
good as Red Courage, but a good western,
and some action in spots. Gibson is making friends here, and it is the pep and
Sure-Fire, with

dash

they want.

stuff

—

V. Wallace. Idle
Spgs., Pa.

S.

Hour theatre, Cambridge
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Sure-Fire, with Hoot Gibson. A very
picture.
Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric
Neighbortheatre, Valley Junction, la.
hood patronage.

—

good

is

—

The Torrent, with Eva Novak. — This
a rough one. Sorry I showed it. Pa-

trons didn't like it.
theatre,
Eureka,

—

F. E. Sabin,

Mont.

Majestic

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Moonlight

Follies, with Marie Prevost.
not care for this one. Intended for
comedy, but too slow and draggy. Star
will have to improve if she intends to

— Did

— W.

Suburban theatre.
Omaha, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.
The Kiss, with Carmel Myers. Just
fair. My patrons do not care for Mexican
or any foreign atmosphere in pictures.
Carmel Mj'ers is a top-notcher and
last.

H.

—

should be given better plays than

this.

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville.
N. Y. Small town patronage.
The Beautiful Gambler, with Grace
Darmond. A picture that pleased. Lots
of action. Good for one night show in a
small town.
Boost it.
You can't go
wrong. Henry Imming, Star theatre,
Newton, 111. Small town patronage.
If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
About
time Carey was getting something besides
the glory of watching the other guy get
the girl. A good picture.
R. Ross Riley,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wigwam

theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

Opened

Shutters, with Edith Roberts.
little picture. Not very deep,
clean entertainment.
F. M. Gat-

— A pleasing
it

is

—

comb, Armstrong theatre, Vanceboro.
Me. Small town patronage.
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-

—

would

they

moonlight.
If
night
scenes

blue

make

plainer
Universal
would show up better. K. Ross Riley,
.Wigwam theatre. Oberlin. Kans.
their

—

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
I ever screened.
For action, suspense and general entertainment it is there, every foot of it. Book
it, Brother, and boost it.
You can't beat
it.
W. P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells, Colo. Small town patron-

— One of the best pictures

—

—

age.

The Virgin of Stamboul, with Priscilla
Dean. Made me more money than any
have had since The Mark of Zorro.
Universal Jewel fits it right and I would
have had more dollars and less grief if
I
had known long ago just what class of
jewels these pictures are. But we have
to live and learn. I have run lots of pictures from many different distributors
that people stopped to tell me how they
liked them, but the thing we want is
something that pulls like a pair of dental
forceps to draw them in and this one sure
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,
does.
Alice, Tex.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A big crook story. Way above the
average.
Everybody pleased. W. D.
Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.—

—

I

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Creal,

—

but

it had a big tight in it, but
sec nothing but flashes of dark

claim

we could

nande Pignapelli of Italy, and Capt. Ernesto Burzagli, a hero of the World war,
one reason why Wesley Barry is famous, a large freckle on the port side of the

—

Secrets, with
picture.

Society

Dandy program

Eva

One

Novak.
of the best

I
have ever shown. Pleased everyone
w ho saw it. Had many come to boost it.
A. M. Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford,
:

—

la.

Action and Red Courage, with Hoot
Both very good comedy westerns. Everybody likes them. Believe GibGibson.

—

son will be drawing card from

— W.

Nebr.

now

on.

H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
Best Carey I've shown in a long time.
Well liked by all.— F. E. Sabin, Majestic
theatre,
Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Freeze-Out, with Harry Carey.—
Just a fair Carey picture, but seemed to
satisfy my patrons. Carey is only a fair
Wilson,
drawing card here. Marion

—

Happy Hour

theatre,

A

program picture, with lots
Kohn, Pastime thea-

Chalmers, Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Man Trackers, with a special cast
pretty good

of action.

— Adolph

—A
December

— Small

Granville, N. Y.

tre,

town patron-

A

a special cast.

very good Northern picture, and
without any sex situations. J. J. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Wilson, Happy Hour theatre,
Chalmers, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.

— This

star

is

not well

known

here, but

Frank

house and they went home
well pleased.
Marion Wilson, Happy
Hour theatre, Chalmers, Ind. Small

good picture with lots of acfind Frank Mayo's pictures are
I
tion.
all good and he is a good drawing card
F. M. Gatcomb, Armstrong thefor me.
Small town patatre, Vanceboro, Me.

Island, with Edith Roberts.
Business average.
Paul
Swickard,
Favorite theatre, Los
J.
Angeles, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.

The Magnificent Brute, with
Mayo.

—A
—

—

played to

fair

Luring Lips, with Edith Roberts.
theatre.

—

Ripley, Tenn.

— General

patronage.

Desperate Trails, with Harry Carey.
good one-day picture. It will get by,
but is nothing to rave about. Did not act
well as a second-day drawing card. W.
P. Perry, Rialto theatre, Cheyenne Wells,
Colo. Small town patronage.

A

—

—

Frank
good picture with
and fine scenery.

The Magnificent Brute, with
Mayo.

—This

plenty

of

a

is

action

Wilson, Happy Hour theatre,
Chalmers, Ind. Small town patronage.

Marion

—

—

Thunder

Picture well liked.

—

—

picture, good enough for any
W. B. Henderson, Dixie theatre,

—

town patronage.

ronage.

splendid

Vitagraph

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. If a
picture broke all your house records and
pleased alike young, old and middle aged
of both sexes, would you say it was a
fine picture?
That's what Black Beauty
did for me and I can't say too much in
its favor.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre,

—

Wellington,

O.

— Small

town patronage.

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Got
me a nice black horse, large banner on
side of wagon, drove over town ringing
a dinner bell.
Broke all house records.

Ran Harold Lloyd
which helped carry

Number

in

Please,

— Henry ImNewton,
— Small

it

over.

The Big Adventure, with Breezy
Eason.— A real good picture.— Adolph

ming, Star theatre,

Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

The Silver Car, with Earle Williams.—
One of Williams' extra good ones. Full

—

Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
go here.

— Poor picture. Walton doesn't
— Goforth & Son, Dreamland

theatre,

Kiowa, Kans.— Neighborhood patronage.

Once

to

Every Woman, with Dorothy

— Pleased

100 per cent.
the best specials of the season.
Phillips.

One of
You will

to book this picture. It
W. D. Patrick, Cozy
will surely please.
Neighborhood pattheatre, Florala, Ala.

make no mistake

—

—

ronage.

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A very good crook picture. Good
crowd. Pleased all of them. E. E. Horman, Opera House, Elgin, Ore. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

A Shocking Night, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Plenty of good comedy

—

—and

in

Troy

111.

town patronage.

and keeps your patrons interL. Hepp, Idylhour theatre,
Greeley, Neb.

of action
ested.

— A.

The

Sporting Duchess, with Alice
Joyce. Played this Thanksgiving Day.
Good picture. Fine business. A Wirtenber,
Woodlawn theatre, Schenectady,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Charming

Deceiver, with Alice
Calhoun. A very pleasing picture, but
did not draw, but no fault of picture.
W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.

—

The Heart

of Maryland, with Catherextra good one, and patrons more than pleased. A. L. Hepp,
Idylhour theatre, Greeley, Neb.

ine Calvert.

— An

The Courage

—

my

with

Alice

patrons.
tures which pleased
but in this role she

more of my patrons,
was well received.
W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta,
Neighborhood patronage.
la.

—

Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Affiliated Dist.),
with Johnny flines. Johnny Hines' admirers supported him well in this picture
Samuel Harding, Libfor a week's run.
erty theatre, Kansas City, Mo. Tran-

—

—

sient patronage.

BEN APPLE
has buttoned

down

the Lewis

J.

Selznick

master creation,

"A MAN'S HOME"
for the

American Theatre

-

—

—

Lone Hand Wilson (W. P. E. C), with
Very good Western.
Good business. L. A. Parsons, Dixie theatre, Abbott, Tex.
Small town patronLester Cuneo.

—

—

—

age.

The County Fair (Tourneur), with a
cast.
More than pleased, espe-

—

special

children.
Didn't think there
were
many children around here.
Wesley Barry made a hit here all right.
Fine production. A. E. Rogers, Temple
theatre, Dexter, N. Y.
cially

the
so

—

—

Cyclone Bliss (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. A western picture consistently
good. Lots of action. The last reel is a
regular knock-'em-down and drag-'emEddie Polo hasn't anything on
out.
Hoxie when it comes to scrapping. Evelyn Nelson was very attractive as the
heroine and Fred Kohler did the part of
This is the first
villain to perfection.
Hoxie picture I have had the pleasure
of showing, but judging from this one
Hoxie is right there with the goods.
Business poor, but not the fault of the
Times are hard right now and
picture.

—

—

wood

L. A. Parsons,
stuff sure fire here.
Dixie theatre, Abbott, Tex. Small town
"patronage.
Go Get 'Em (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Advertise it all you like. It
ranks right up with the best Westerns.
Very good fight that brings lots of laughs
and thrills. W. B. Henderson, Dixie theGeneral patronage.
atre, Ripley, Tenn.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Eva Novak. Why did they make such a
picture? There is absolutely nothing to
Patrons and myself disgusted with it.
it.
L. D. Fairfield, Legion theatre, Wakonda, S. D. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

State Rights

—

I
figure it is mighty hard to get a good
crowd. F. M. Gatcomb, Armstrong theatre, Vanceboro, Me.
Small town patronage.

Deceiver,

Calhoun is well liked by
She has appeared in pic-

—

in a scene from
picture.

new Metro

borhood patronage.
The Golden Trail (Arrow), with Jane
Novak.— Pleased. Good business. North

Neighborhod patronage.

— Miss

"Fightin' Mad," a

—

a

good

The Charming

WILLIAM DESMOND,

Kazan (Davis), with a special cast.
This is one of the best pictures anyone
To a
could show.
Pleased everyone.
packed house. Lyman B. Steenblock,
Odell Opera House, Odell, Neb. Neigh-

Marge O'Doone, with

of

—A

picture, but could
Played this
have done more business.
two days to a small house. J. L. RappeBuffalo,
theatre,
N. Y.
port, Lovejoy

special cast.

Calhoun.

where they collar every good picture they
can get
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and pleased the people.

in this picture,

Marion

age.

The Man Trackers, with

—
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——

—

—

—

—

of the Blood (Canyon),
with Franklyn Farnum. Mighty sorry
"shoot 'em up" western. All right, but
J. G.. Varjust a poor picture, somehow.
nell, Princess theatre. Piedmont, Ala.
Small town patronage.
The Woman He Chose (Swedish BioA poor
graph), with a special cast.
The poorest excuse of a picture
picture.
that we have ever run. Had a poor house
and glad there was no more. V. G.
Bevens, Portsmouth theatre, Portland.

The Hunger

—

—

—

—

Ore.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Fighting Stranger (Canyon) with

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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—
—

Farnum. This picture very
dark. All patrons kicked on this. Seemed
Frank D. Adams,
to like it otherwise.
Orpheum theatre, Waycross, Ga. NeighFranklyn

—

borhood patronage.
Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. This held interest throughout the piece and gave the
impression to the picture fan that it is
something big. Clara gave usual fine performance and the cast was all that could
be expected. W. H. Brenner, Cozy the-

—

—

atre,

Winchester, Ind.

Carmen of the Border (Pioneer), with
Very good picture. The
a special cast.
story is different from any picture I have
shown. This picture will sure please any
audience. Sam Nelson, Strand theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Berlin, Wis.

—

—

—

Hush

(Equity), with Clara Kimball
Good
Young. Not as good as usual.
acting and support, but Clara gets too
near the danger line to suit our patrons
in this one.
W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

theatre, Killeen, Tex.

December

17,

1921

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

The Barbarian
Good

—

Monroe

(Pioneer), with

Acting could
not be improved upon. Book it and adThe
vertise it as a big outdoor picture.
Salisbury.

picture.

Business
scenery is certainly beautiful.
good. F. H. Gatcomb, Armstrong's theSmall town patatre, Vanceboro, Me.
ronage.

—

—

Deliverence (Kleine), with Helen KelGood business and comments many.
Very fine picture for high grade audience.
F. A. Rice, O-At-Ka theatre, Warsaw,
N. Y. Family patronage.
ler.

—

—

—

Dead or Alive

— This

(Arrow),

with

Jack

the boy that brings them
in for us, and I have not had a bad one
Plenty of action. Dr. Roy Hudson,
yet.

Hoxie.

is

—

Liberty theatre, Killeen, Tex.
hood patronage.

Kazan (Davis), with

— Neighbor-

a special cast.

—

north country picture, and

fine

Curwood's good

stories.

one of
All around very

entertaining and should please everyone.
A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Grecly,

—

age.

Straight From Paris (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. It drew and it
pleased.
Matinee helped pull them in
My patrons said it
for the night show.
was the best picture Miss Young ever
made. This picture has a good deal of

—

comedy about

it.

— W.

Aberdeen, Miss.

theatre,

Temple
Neighborhood

E. Elkin,

—

Neb.

Mother and the Law
special

Wigwam

Devil Dog Dawson (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Another one of Hoxie's good pic-

tic

tures.

Hoxie draws good

for

me, and

patrons have never been disappointed.
Sam Nelson, Strand theatre, Berlin,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—
Dead or Alive (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Patrons seemed
Hoxie. — Our
Legion thewell pleased. — L. D.
Wakonda,
D. — Small town patS.

atre,

ronage.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Played to a dandy business
Saturday. Plenty of action and pep. Just
the kind tht we get the business with,
and everyone pleased. Good glove fight
and no fake. Dr. Roy Hudson, Liberty

—

—

—

theatre, Obcrlin,

Just
Riley,

Everyone spoke well

day.

of

it.

Sam

Nelson, Strand theatre, Berlin, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Masks

White

Franklyn Farnum.

(Canyon),

— Excellent.

with

First of

this series.
If balance are as good I'm
satisfied.
L. A. Parsons, Dixie theatre,

—

— Small

Abbott, Tex.

The

town patronage.

Babylon (Griffith), with
Constance Talmadge. If Griffith had
made no other picture this one would
make him the world's greatest director.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
of

Fall

—

Hearts of the West (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. This picture sure
has action, and has a heart gripping story.
This series of Westerns are the best I
have ever run. Sam Nelson, Strand theNeighborhood patronatre, Berlin, Wis.

—

—

—

age.

The
Co.),

Birth of a Race (Birth of a Race

with a special

cast.

— Stacked

this

against The Old Nest, getting one day
the start, and held up three days' busiPleased 100 per cent. However a
ness.
little, old.

night, then

Some patrons came the first
going to see The Old Nest

and returning again to see it again, while
others saw it the entire three nights,
and all were satisfied. Dr. Roy Hudson,
Liberty theatre, Killeen, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Up

—

Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Just a good comedy.
a special cast.
Adam Horning, Victor Opera House,
Small town patronage.
Victor, Mont.
The Three Musketeers (Triangle),
in

—
—

—

with Orrin Johnson. Ran this while the
Fairbanks picture was running down
town, but advertised it just as it is. Did
good business two days. No one disappointed. Book it. Loren I. King, Wigwam theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.

—

I

Am

the

—

Woman

(Guinan ProducGuinan. This is a

—

with Texas
Pleased a fair
western picture.
Bros.,
Gem theatre,
house. Spalding

tion),

good

COLIN CAMPBELL,
Swamp," the R-C
Sessue Hayakawa.

director of "The
Picture starring

PAULINE GARON,
Owen Moore

Kan.

—

Taylorville,
age.

Black

111.

—Neighborhood

Sheep

Hart.— Only

fair

(Pinnacle),

Hart

patron-

with

Neal

picture, but busi-

leading woman for
Selznick pro-

in his latest

ductions.

—

first

Farifield,

(Griffith), with a
down on this

fell

The Broken Spur (Arrow), with Jack
Splendid picture. Ran it Armis-

Hoxie.

my

— Griffith

some one changed it.
program picture. R. Ross

one, or
a good

patronage.

—

cast.
else

ness good.

— R.

C. Stueve,

Orpheum

the-

— Transient patronage.
A Western Adventurer (Pioneer), with
William Fairbanks. — Some exaggeration.
ride a horse on top of an
We see
plane — but
got the money.
Good
paper on this subject. — M. Oppcnheimer,
Canton, O.

atre,

Bill

air-

it

Empire

New

theatre,

Orleans,

La.

Transient patronage.

The

Woman Untamed (McGovern),
A south sea island pic-

with Doraldina.

ture and an excellent one. The story is
not impossible, the acting is good and
the settings fine. It will be well received
in any house by any class.
My people
Good business
liked it and said so.
proves it. H. P. Thompson, Liberty theGeneral patronatre, Pardeeville, Wis.

—

—

age.

Fighting Bill (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. Took mighty well here, this

—

being the star's first appearance in this
town. Those liking westerns spoke well
of it. M. D. Foster, Gem theatre, Williamsburg, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

Heritage (Reelcraft), with Matty Roubert.

— Here

a

is

little

five

reeler that

is

Put this
big enough for any program.
on with a news and a good comedy and
you have got a real show. Matty does
some fine work and has a good story.
Being only a five reeler I did not boost it
the way I should had I known what it
was. It is very good. H. P. Thompson,
Liberty theatre, Pardeeville, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

Serials
Breaking Through (Universal), with
Carmel Myers. This is proving to be a
Carmel Myers is very
real good serial.

—

good.

My

patrons

Adolph Kohn, Pastime
N. Y.

— General
—

liked this one.
theatre, Granville.

patronage.

Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. On first episode. Did a bigger business on this than any serial ever
run in my house for a day showing.
Broke house records. Started night show
at 6:50. Held them out at 7:30. Ran the
last episode of The Purple Riders and a
Lloyd comedy, also Pathe News, with

—

—
December

Two

17,
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(Left) Thomas Jefferson, sen of Joseph Jefferson, in "Rip Van Winkle," and
scenes from recent Hodkinson pictures.
(Right) Marjorie Daw and Edward Burns in a scene from "Fifty Candles," an Irving V. Willat production.

Started one serial and
one.
The Purple Riders went
big all the way through to 15th episode.
Everyone pleased with the two serials.
Wm. Thacher, Roval theatre, Salina,

Hurricane Hutch.
finished

Kan.
Hurricane Hutch (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. This one does not take here,
although it is a good serial. Something
V. G.
different than the average serial.
Bevens, Portsmouth theatre, Portland,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Lion Man

(Universal), with a spe-

—We have run the 17th episode
the way
and
has held up good
through. — Hardin Entertainment Comcial cast.

all

it

pany,

Odeon

theatre,

Hardin,

Mo.

—

up good from start to finish. J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theatre. Buffalo, N. Y.

and rough stuff. Just finished this to a
good business for 15 episodes. You will
find lots of action and they will come
back for more. Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.
General patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

for this kind of a picture. J. F. Sanderson, Strand theatre. Winchester, Va.

—

The Purple Riders (Vitagraph), with

— Crosby Bros., Lily
Y. — Neighborhood

grown

ups.
Buffalo, N.

theatre,

age.

The Blue Fox (Arrow), with Ann

in Atlanta

— We

have run the

first

—

The Son

—

—

Ore.

theatre,

—Neigh-

The Avenging Arrow (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. This is proving a big
lemon for me. Crowd on this serial night

—

falling off every week.
Glad there are
only three more episodes. Lay off this
Kohn. Pastime theatre,
one. Adolph
Granville, N. Y. General patronage.

—

Do

SIG.

SAMUELS

show the first of Lewis
SeLznick's Supreme Six,

first to

Metropolitan Theatre

Eddie
Polo. A very good serial. Eddie always
On seventh
a sure clean up for me.
episode. Getting better with each week.
J. F. Sanderson, Strand theatre, WinSmall town patronage.
chester, Va.
Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. On the 11th episode.
Everyone liked this
Holding up fine.

—

—
J.

"A MAN'S HOME"
at his

—

or

Die

(Universal),

with

—

—

go wrong on this one.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

You

serial.

can't

—Wm.
Kan. — General

patronage.

The Diamond Queen
Eileen.

say

serial,

one

Chaplin.

(First National), with

— Ran

this

with

Buster

The Playhouse and A Ride on
Runaway Train. The Idle Class is

Keaton
a

Idle Class
in

good comedy, particularly the first reel.
The Playhouse is not up to Keaton standRunaway Train a novelty. E. L.
ard.

—
— Neigh-

Blue Sunday (Universal), with Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran. Good comedy,

—

Many
but not up to producer's claim.
comedies put this in the shade. J. J.
Kudlacek. Swan theatre, Swanton, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

What a Whopper (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.
I find these Pathe single reels
about the best on the martcet. Have been
running them for a long time. G. F.
Rediske. Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont

—

Small town patronage.

The Idle Class
Charlie Chaplin.

(First

National), with

— A good comedy.

it

with The

Ghost

"in

the

Played

Garret, with

Dorothy Gish. Patron's comments on
leaving that they didn't care much for
The Idle Class, but would come to see
The Ghost in the Garret again the next
night and they did. Gave fifty poor kids
free tickets and they advertised for me.
Otto J. Petrich, Rex theatre. Vale, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Seven Bald Pates (Educational), with
Too much Vernon and
Failed to get a
not enough comedy.
laugh except from a few kids. J. C. Jenkins. Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

Bobby Vernon.

—

—

The Guide (Fox), with Clyde Cook.

The Greatest Ackiewement
in Theatre Organ Building

SMITH UNIT ORGAN CO.
Manufacturers

(Universal), with

and can
this
—Justof finished
the best of the year. Held

it's

Charlie

—

—

Tarzan (National) with a
special cast.
The one serial that didn't
Follows the book closely and
fall down.
is liked by the majority.
All serial fans
like it.
Book it. Boost it and insure
your business tor 15 weeks. C. L. White,
of

Portland,
borhood patronage.

be

—

Lit-

five

age.

Arleta

where only magnclious pictures can compete
with the sweet magnolia blossoms

—

Franck, Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.
borhood patronage.

episodes
of this serial and it is without doubt the
best serial we have used and is getting
us more money than any other.
Start
them out right and book this serial and
your patronage will increase with each
episode. Plot and thrills holding throughout this serial. C. W. Cook, Scenic theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
General patrontle.

—

—and

Never Weaken (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd. An excellent picture which
did a good week's business and satisfied
patrons. Samuel Harding. Liberty theTransient paatre, Kansas City, Mo.
tronage.

The

Miracles of the Jungle (Federated),
with a special cast. On second episode
and doing very good. It gets the children Sunday matinee, and at night we

patronage.

—

Short Subjects

Small town patronage.

Thunder-bolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. Just finished running this serial,
and it was the best I have ever shown.
Held up to the last. Patrons asked for
more like it. Sam Nelson, Strand theatre, Berlin, Wis.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

The Avenging Arrow (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. Stay away from this one.
Too much Mexican stuff. Star not suited

get the

—

—

Joe Ryan. If you want a good Western serial book this one. Lots of action

Neighborhood patronage.

will

——

of

High-Grade ELECTRO-

PNEUMATIC PIPE ORGANS (cr
Theatre and Home.
413-419 W. ERIE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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—

Good. Ideal theatre,
General patronage.

USE THIS BLANK

Bloomer,

Scrappily Married (Educational), with
a special cast.
Picked this from all oth-

—

companion piece for Dangerous
Curve Ahead
W hen you play the feature be sure you get this comedy along
with it, as its title and plot make up for

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

for

—

Fall

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Guy

— My

Semon.

Fill in this

—

patronage.

The

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

the possible shortcomings of the feature.
Christie comedies are getting better and
funnier right along,
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood

(Vitagraph), with Larry
is "play Larry and

motto

play the best there is in comedy."
He
never fails to draw and has never failed
please.
The Fall Guy is extremely
funny and you should advertise it big.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

to

—

—

Star

—

Producer

—

tronage.

Now

or Never (Asso. Ex.), with Harold Lloyd.
Consider this the cleanest
and best comedy I have run for many a
Many remarks on it. Will repeat
day.
very soon. Business bad on account of
worst storm in years. C. L. White, ArNeighborleta theatre, Portland, Ore.
hood patronage.

Remarks

—

—

—

Doggone Torchy (Educational), with
Johnny Hincs. As usual, Torchy scored
a bullseye. It is a comedy that will keep

—
laughing. — H.

them

Longaker, HowMinn. Neigh-

J.

—

Alexandria,
borhood patronage.
ard

,

theatre.

Bashful (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.—
Lloyd drawing well in these re-issues and
you will do well to book them if you
have not run them before. W. C. Allen,
Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Title

—

Idle Class (First National) with
Charlie Chaplin. Chaplin drew the business but comedy is only fair sample of
what star can do. Pleased the fans, however.
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre,

Producer

—

—

—

Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Ne'er-to-Return Road (Educa-

Remarks

—A

great
with Wallace Beery.
story in two reels with plenty of action
and no dull moments. Princess theatre,
tional),

—

Thompson,

la.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Town

Stuff (Fox), with Al St.
John. Good comedy with lots of action.
Plenty of laughs. A. M. Leitch, Royal
theatre, Milford, la.

—

—

The Fighting Actor

—

Art Acord. Pleased
fact, one of the best
ever saw.

Most

—

all

satisfactory.
W.
theatre, Florala, Ala.

arc

Exhibitor

(Universal), with
100 per cent.
In

westerns I
Unversal westerns
D. Patrick, Cozy
2

reel

— Neighborhood

pa-

tronage.

Name

of Theatre

The Lion Killers (Paramount), with a
special cast.
This may have some educational value, but it is entirely without
entertainment value.
The posters have
drawing power. Ideal theatre, Bloomer,

—

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

—

ronage

— General patronage.
(Pathe), with Snub
Pollard. — Rolin comedy
the best consistent comedy yet.
A good laugh
every one. — L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theY. — Neighborhood pa-

Wis.

Law and Order

City

is

in

J.

State

atre,

Ladies Pets (Educational),
Snooky. A fine comedy. Trained
and Snooky do fine work in this.
please all.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic
atre, Marmarth. N. D.

—

—

with

dogs
Will
the-

The High Sign (Metro), with Buster
— Not his best, but a corking

Keaton.

good comedy, that will tickle the ribs of
your biggest grouch, and make the others
howl with joy. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre,
Hamilton, O.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The Grocery

Clerk,

(Vitagraph) with

— Extra good slapstick.
good. — Ideal theatre,
Bloomer, Wis. — General patronage.
Ship Ahoy (Paramount) with Al
John. — Poor
No laughs. — A. M.
Larry

Semon.

The Semons

arc

all

stuff.

Leitch, Royal theatre, Milford,

Buffalo,

N.

tronage.

Southern Exposure (Educational), with

la.

Roaring Lions on Parade (Fox), with
a special cast.
We expected an ordinary
program comedy, and found instead one
of the funniest and greatest laughterprovokers ever screened. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Aesop's Fables, (Pathe).
pills

wisdom

of

—

— Sugar coated
The

right.

is

neatest

on any
program. J. L. Rappeport, Lovejoy theNeighborhood patatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
cartoon half reel yet.

—

Will

fit

in

—

ronage.

Paramount

Magazines.

— About

as

clever a short reel as we have had. Good
cartoons.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

—

Harold Lloyd's Single Reel Re-Issues
Exhibitors who play the Lloyd

(Pathe).

—

specials, as well as those who don't; will
find these one-rcelers good, clean, whole-

well worth playing. We're
proud of the fact that we play all Lloyds
and new exclusively. Fred S.
old
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

some comedy,

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

dandy

all

(Arrow).

subjects.

Educational

raphy.

—

—These

and

are

photog-

Splendid

entertaining

Adolph Kohn, Pastime
interesting.
General pattheatre. Granville, N. Y.

and

—

ronage.

Snub Pollard Comedies (Pathe).—The
best single reel comedies we have been
able to find. Ideal theatre, Bloomer.
Wis. General patronage.

—

—

—
—

Buster Keaton Comedies. Among the
money can buy. Ideal theatre.
Bloomer, Wis. General patronage.

best that

age.

Small

—

—

Sport Pictorials

The

Star

a special cast.
I class this one with the
best of Educational's comedies.
Princess theatre, Thompson, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

St.

Snooky's Twin Troubles (Federated),
with a special cast. This is some comedy.
If you play this one, tell them one
week in advance that you have "some"
comedy coming. Kids will eat it up,
Wm. Thacher,
as well as the grownups.
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan. General pa-

Title

1921

17,

—

Wis.

ers as a

Box

December

—
—

Get Out and Get Under (Pathe), with
wonderful
Lloyd. There are
Harold
cimedies. They draw and please. Ideal
General patrontheatre. Bloomer, Wis.

—

—

age.

One Week (Metro), with Buster
Keaton
Buster
Keaton. Very good.
goes good here. J. J. Hoffman. Happy
Hour theatre, Burke, S. D.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Peaceful Alley (Federated), with Monty
A dandy. This comedy went big
to a good business. Monty is good in all

Banks.

—

Haven't had a bad one
William Thacher, Royal theatre.
Kans.
his stuff.

yet.

Salina.

Musketeers (Pathe), with
This is the first twoSantschi.
reel western that I ever used that should

Sagebrush

Thomas

have been put in
pep and action.

—

reels. It is full of
will most assuredly
E.
like westerns.

five
It

— W.

please those who
Elkin. Temple'theatre. Aberdeen.
Neighborhood patronage.

Miss.—

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Another Chance for Exhibitors
To Exchange Ideas in "Herald"

Equipment

Progress
The prologue
is

to the picture

now an established institumany of the country's

Earl 0. Peeler, Kansas Theatre Man, Makes Suggestions for Readers to Act Upon Letters Will
be Printed in This Department

—

Earl O. Peeler, manager of the Pastime theatre, Protection, Kan.,
have profited so much by exchanging business pointers
through "What the Picture Did For Me," "Money Making Ideas," "The

feels that exhibitors

Theatre" and "Communications from Readers"
department should be given space.

"When

subscribed

first

I

tion in

Herald," he writes,

motion picture theatres. It has
become so because it has found
favor with the motion picture

reviews for comparison but

"it

to get

I

Herald at the top of the list.
think the reports on 'W hat the Picture

Did for Me' are immense and

not an expensive feature
of the program, on the contrary
many effective prologues have

have come to know the boys that report.

been produced at a surprisingly low cost.

department devoted to the projection end

In a number of instances the
prologues have failed for want
The
of suitable costuming.
actors taking part were handi-

capped because their dress was
not convincing. This is a condition the exhibitor is not forced
Leading costo countenance.
tume companies are amply
equipped to provide suitable
costumes for nearly any prologue.

Do

tant feature of your

program

through failure to get in touch
with the proper companies who
can provide costumes in accordance with the spirit of the
prologue to be put over.
* * *
Sun Light Arc scored another triumph in the pictures
of the

disarmament conference.

getting so that when anyone wants to be sure of proper
lighting they call Sun Light.
It is

Suggests

"As

New

of our business

feel that I

Doesn't
Break Condensors

A

go?

a similar

clear steady pic-

what we are selling
and the best picture in the world loses
some of its value if poorly projected.
What do you think about it? We all
have little troubles that an exchange of
ideas as to what their cause is and what
was done to remedy it might be of great
ture on the screen

value to

The Herald
suggestion

upon can

is

of us."

all

feels

Mr.

that

Peeler's

a sound one and
bring about a great

if

is

acted
of

deal

good.

To

Publish Shortly

has his own "pet"
economical and efficiency devices, little
knacks of theatre management that he
has discovered and found profitable.
Operators' rules, rules for care of projector and other equipment, communicaexhibitor

systems, screen installation,
matters of general interest which
discussed with mutual benefit.

all

tion

are

may be

a need
for this exchange of ideas and will take
If

the exhibitors feel there

time

the

Herald

to

contribute

their

is

bit,

the

be pleased to provide the
space within this department.
The first letters will appear in an early
issue and will be printed from time to
time as received.
Regardless of how
trivial

you
it

will

your idea

start to put

in.

If

it

is

may seem
it

down on

valuable

to

to

you when

paper, send

you,

doubtedly will be valuable to
vour brother exhibitors.

George C. Starkey, McKeg's OpHouse, Montour Falls, New

era

York, got

rid of his pet aversion recently, that of breaking condensors.

"A few days

Department

how would

a suggestion,

Every

not cheapen this impor-

new

since put the

patron.
It is

that a

Now He

have long

I

Herald

the

for

was merely

in the

it

many

unof

ago," he writes, "a

show man came along and put me
on to a mighty good scheme which
I think should be passed along.
I
have been continually breaking my
condensors. He said if I placed a
piece of mica between the glass and
the heat it would protect them.
I

did this

and

it

works

fine."

Sunday Concerts on
Robert- Morton'Organ
With the forthcoming grand opening
of the five manual Robert Morton orchestral organ in the Kinema theatre,
Edward A. Smith, managing director, announces a series of Sunday morning concerts at that house.
The five manual organ is the only one of its kind installed
in a Los Angeles theatre, and Miss Irma
Falvee, noted San Francisco and Seattle
organist, has been engaged to officiate at
the console of the magnificent instrument.

The Kinema Sunday morning concerts
are to be of a popular type, combining
organ recitals, vocal solos, instrumental
solos and symphonic orchestra renditions,
by Rene Williams' organization of musiIt is planned to make the series
cians.
individually attractive by engaging noted
soloists from time to time whose reputation is not onlv local but national.

Schayer Appointed to
Manage Argus Branch
D. E. Schayer has been appointed
branch manager of the Salt Lake City
office of the

Argus Enterprises,

Inc.

For

past seven years Mr. Schayer has
been connected with the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and the Salt Lake
Theatre Supply Company, being well
the

known

to exhibitors in this territory.
the latter organization Mr. Schayer
for two and a half years manager.

In

was
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Smalley Builds House
Builds Italian Garden
In Cooperstown,N. Y.
Set for New Capitol
The walls and floor to Smalley's new
Installation Will Be Made by theatre, Cooperstown, N. Y., on the site

Sosman and Landis

of

now

Chicago

A
New

one of the features of the
Capitol theatre owned by the Kunwill be

The installation will be made by Sosman and Landis Company, 417 South Clinton street,
Chicago, who originated the scene.
sky Enterprises

at Detroit.

Describes Setting
In

describing

the

scene

Landis,

be used on a stage
that has a proscenium opening of thirty
by fifty-eight feet and a depth of thirtyfive

setting

feet.

is

will

It

to

represent a

beautiful

Italian garden, showing the Bay of Naples in the background, with two large

colonnades framing the picture sheet
which is placed on a platform that is
seventeen feet from the curtain line.
"This platform is large enough to allow
for the production of a tableau back of
the picture sheet opening. A gold bronze
shutter curtain which in reality is a movable proscenium arch allows the producer
to obtain any size proscenium opening
desired.

This arrangement has met with

great success.

Create

The

theatre

when complete

cost about $00,000.

will have
be one of the

It will

most modernly equipped theatres in a
radius of a hundred miles, with a stage
large enough to accommodate any traveling show company.

New Atmcsphere

has been planned with
care and will be very
handsomely decorated.
It will have a
seating capacity of 800 people. The ceiling will have a rolling effect and at the
rear there will be a low balcony.
Heating and ventilating systems are the latest
approved methods for theatre use.
The theatre will have its own power
and lighting plant at the rear of the main
building.
New projection machines will
be installed, and Mr. Smalley states that
nothing will be left undone to make his
new theatre a delightful place in every
a

great

of

way.
1 he front of the building

is

finished in

tapestry brick with the theatre entrance
in the center and space on cither side for
small stores, while space will be provided
on the second floor for offices. The outside measurements of the building arc

40x140

feet.

Press Praises Project

"The

setting is equipped with three
ground rows so arranged that by changes
of position an entirely new atmosphere
can be created. The cyclorama and all
of the various drops that appear in the
setting have been designed with transparencies to take the special lighting effects that will be arranged."

deal

"The building when completed will be
great improvement to the appearance

a
of the

business section on that end of
Main street and will be a credit to the
progrcssiveness of the town, as well as to
the energies of Mr. Smalley," is the com-

ment

of the

Cooperstown

press.
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Sun-Light Arc Lamps
At Arms Conference
Battery Used in Filming Noted
Gathering of Diplomats
in Washington. D. C.
The

official

photograph of the confer-

ence on the limitation of armaments was

made on the morning of Monday, November 21st, at 11 o'clock. This hour
marked the opening of the third plenary
session in the headquarters of the D. A.
R.,

Seats 800 Persons

The auditorium

Mr.

president of the company, said:

"The

in

going along rapidly.

stage setting representing an Italian

garden

wing of the old Carr hotel, are
place and work on the inside is

of the east

December

Washington, D.

The
graph.

C.

cut herewith

is the official photoSeated at the head of the table

Premier Aristide BriSenator Oscar Underwood of Alabama; Hon. Elihu Root of
New York; Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
of
Massachusetts; Secretary of State
Charles Evans Hughes, chairman; Rt.
Hon. Arthur James Balfour, Lord Lee of
Fareham, Sir Auckland Geddes, British
ambassador to the United States. Seated
on the left side are the Japanese and
French delegates; seated on the right side
are the delegates from Italy, India, New
Zealand, Australia and Canada.
Seated
at the tables in the foreground are the
representatives from China, Portugal,
The Netherlands and Belgium.
Get- Government Permits
are, left to

and

of

right:

France;

For weeks the editors of the leading
news weeklies, together w^i representatives of the various still afl^commercial
houses, endeavored to make arrangements
with the State Department for filming an
session of the Arms Conference
that the general public might see through
the medium of the screen and the press
the men who arc struggling with the all
official

important problems.
finally

made by

Arrangements were

the association of news

weekly editors, and permission granted
for a picture to be made on the morning
of November 21st.
At five o'clock on the evening of November 18th the Sun-Light Arc Corporation was notified of this fact and the
problem was put up to them to furnish
the illumination and be ready for work at
eleven o'clock Monday the 21st.
C. G. Nesbitt, sales manager of the

Sun-Light Arc Corporation, immediately
got on the job with his crew of experienced Sun-Light Arc operators, and the
next morning all of the equipment was
in Washington, and Sunday the 20th at
three o'clock the lights were installed and
a test made by all the camera men present.

Sun-Light's Achievement

Monday

morning

sharp the lights were

and the camera

at

eleven o'clock
turned on

officially

men began snapping and

grinding instantly. But two and a quarter minutes were allowed, and as a consequence all of the stills and movies were
obtained in that short space of time. The
finished results which have already appeared in the press and on the screen
in almost stereoscopic detail prove once

more

that the Sun-Light

Arc Lamps give

light that is photographically perfect and
flexible enough to meet any and all production necessities as well as emergencies.

This achievement was made possible
due to the whole-hearted co-operation
given by the editors of the news weeklies and their staffs in collaboration with
the Sun-Light Arc Corporation and Mr.
Patchin of the State department.

JANE AND KATHERINE LEE.

"The Baby Grands," at the console of the Robertof the trio is "Shmuck," the pet anteater, who
accord with the Lee harmony.

Morton organ. The
evidently

is

not in

third

member

—

Newton, Kan. G. W. Bags has sold
the Royal theatre which will be remodeled and reopened as the Regent.

December

OFFICIAL
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(

PHOTOGRAPH OF ARMAMENT CONFERENCE— This

Photo copyrighted by Underwood and Underwood)

remarkable snap shot was made during the third
plenary session of the body in the D. A. R. building, Washington, D. C, Ncv. 21, 1921, by means of Sun-Light arcs.

Playgoers, Lloyd

and

DeHaven Productions
On December Program
Associated Exhibitors' publications for

December include: December

4

—A

Loew

December

11

—The

Mr. and
comedy drama,

six-reel

Carter DeHaven
"Marry the Poor Girl,"

Mrs.

said

to

be

a

and wholesomely funny story,
centered around the affairs of a fashionThe
able Long Island house party.
screen version is from Oliver Morosco's
stage success by Owen Davis.
December 25 Christmas Day, Harold
Lloyd's four reel comedy, "A SailorMade Man." This is said to be the most
lavish comedy ever made, and in spite of

—

The music score of Thomas H. Ince's
Woman," soon to be published

by First National, was arranged by
Mischa Guterson, one of America's foremost symphony orchestra leaders.

The expanding

•44

Inc.,

of

CAMP

has

2,000

ST.,

activities of

Wid Gun-

necessitated the taking
additional square feet of

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

Wanted

middle aged man capamanaging any theatre picture or vaudedesires a location after January 1st on
salary or commission.
If you need -a manager
write T. L. Wolf, 1002 Oak street, Little Rock,

ble

—

of

—

ville

WILLEMSEN & CO.

Exporter s of Film
Office'

aod Laboratory, 416 Chartres St, New Orleans

Cable AddreM: Willemnlm

at caan
taring pricea. Special professional
discounts on

UNIVERSALE.

ImmedisTo delivery on •]] models. DeBrls.
DeFrmQDe. Pmthe end meny others demonSend for oar comstrated In oar showroom.
plete catnloe nt once, free an request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago,

Theatres For Sale

CHAIN OF THREE
towns

Spanish Title Work a Specialty

CAMERA BARGAINS
Larger Office Quarters

Position

WANTED— Successful

Arkansas.

Motion Picture Cameras

Wid Gunning Takes Over

$1.00

"Hail the

the breadth of this statement, Associated
Exhibitors declare that such as the actual
case.

in

Noted Musician Arranges
Music Score on Ince Film

riotous

ning,

Five Cents per Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

Playgoers'

and colorful Western feature, in which a
professional bad man turns upon his
associates in crime when they doublecross him, and champions the cause of
a girl whose property is at stake.

over

CLASSIFIED

York.

five-

Picture feature, "The
Ruse of the Rattler," starring J. P. McGowan. This is described as a dramatic

reel

on the sixteenth floor of the
building at 1540 Broadway, New
The new offices will be used by
the exploitation department. It is planned
to take over the entire floor the first of
the year.
floor space

in.

in

one

of

the

largest

Wisconsin.
Absolutely the best propobeen placed on the market
been clearing, under present
management. $75 000 to $100,000 per year.
Includes one building which cost close to $200,000
Long time leases on others at very
to build.
All are equipped with the
reasonable rentals.
very latest appliances, Bartolas, washed air venBest locations in the City.
tilating systems, etc.
Offered at a sacrifice price of $250,000 on account
Will consider gilt edged seof owner's health.
in

which has
sition
Have
this year.

curities as part

payment

OTHER THEATRES
states

at

prices

in

from $1,000

Northwestern
Investi$75 000.

six
to

THEATRE SERVICE COM-

gation

solicited.

PANY.

INC.. 341 Loeb Ardsde, Minneapolis, Min-

nesota.

255 NO. I3?ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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seating capacity of 2,500, to be one of
the finest in the city, is proposed by the
Boulevard Theatre Company to be built
next year.
The new motion picture
house will be known as the Boulevard.

Th eatres

*

Providing Comfort for Fans

Two

Is

Wis.—The

Rivers,

Rivoli Theatre

Company

has been incorporated for the
purpose of building a modern motion
picture theatre on Washington street to

an Asset. Exhibitors Know
This. Palaces Are Going Up.
Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

neighborhood of

cost in the

$75,000.

Philadelphia,

Projects

Pa.

— Site

a

for

$200,000

— Work

*

—

has been leased by E. B. Buchwalter and
M. O. Folsom.

111.
Kewanee,
A
marked the three day

from

Quincy,

*

—

111.

S.

Liberty
A. Hunter.

—A

*

theatre

of

company owning

a

Fort Worth,

its list.

Scenery, Curtains
Settings, Draperies
PLUSH - VELOUR - SILK - SATIN - SATEEN

Ohio— Property

acquired by
and Walter Shaw on Carobe remodeled and turned
a modern motion picture theatre.
will

—A

Peru,
theatre,

with

motion

a

177 No. State St.

—

Gold Fibre Screens

—

Judging from our orders, the

number

No

matter where you may be located there is direct express-train service from Chicago to you. Your prints come
quickly to our plant and as quickly return to you.

itors

is

is

of progressive exhib-

rapidly

Samples and

There is every reason why you should try "American" on
your film printing.
the price

CHICAGO

"Le" ai make your presentation artiatic"

IS

American Laboratories serve the most particular buyers
of film printing in America and abroad, because they give
you the benefit of quicker service the finest equipment
and the most experienced organization in the country.

And

Moving

The Fabric St udios, inc.

Ind.
The Liberty, Peru's new
picture house, opened its doors

TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS NEARER

CHICAGO

specialize in

Picture Theatre work

built

•

*

Ind.

We

—

Md. The new Columbia
by Eureka Amusement
Company, has opened under the management of Eugene B. McCurdy, secretary and treasurer of the company.
Baltimore,

theatre,

C. E. Bartley

Indianapolis,

one of

Openings

*

into

Rialto,

tures.

*

—

Philadelphia, Pa.
A motion picture
theatre will be built by Louis Blumbcrg
at 510-12 North Fourth street.

line

Tex.—The

the largest motion picture theatres in the
A large austate, has been opened.
dience attended the opening of the new
house, which contains many unique fea-

Burlington,
la.
Princess
Theatre
Company of Clinton has purchased the
Garrick theatre from Fred Leiser. The
house will be renamed the Rialto and
will be remodeled.

Ncwhouse, Chicago.

avenue

program
opening of

—

—

City, Ind.
L. Sample and
E. Le Vewey will erect a modern motion picture house here to be known as
the Tivoli. Plans were drawn by Henry

W.

Chester,

special
official

the Peerless theatre here.

the

tion picture house to
*

*

L.

•

chain of theatres throughout the Middle
Western states has added the Bijou mo-

a $50,-

1.

Michigan

*

—

ing capacity of over 1,000.

this city

000 motion picture theatre to be ready

about March

initial

Paul, Minn.
George W. Granstrom, well known motion picture theatre
operator in the Northwest, announces
the opening of the Oxford theatre at Oxford street and Grand avenue.
St.

Susanville, Cal.
The Orpheum theatre,
owned by Red River Lumber Company,

have purchased

has been

by A. Sydney Lynch on

the

Amusement Corporation in South Philadelphia.
The latest addition has a seat-

*

West Haven, Conn.

Norma Talmadge

audience.

Ownership Changes

Newton, Kan.—J. O. Kelly and K. B.
owners of motion picture
theatres at Pratt and Hutchinson, Kan.,

liminary plans call for a seating capacity

large

"The Sign on the Door" was

attraction.

Stephenson,

of 2,000 persons.

started

in

1921

*

*

motion picture and vaudeville theatre at
Fifty-second and Ludlow streets has
been acquired by Abraham Felt.
Pre-

to a

17,

Philadelphia,
Pa. Another
theatre,
the Jackson, has been opened by Stiefel

—

New

December

literature

increasing.
upon

reauest

'World's Largest Producers^/

right.

Jilotion Picture Screens.

Developing
Printing

Tinting

American

Toning
Titling
Ordinary film reduced to

Standard

American
Safety

size.

(Absolutely
film passed

fire-proof
by all fire un-

derwriters.)

Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feel Per Week

American Film

Company
Inc.

SAFETY.
III.

and

London, England

Samuel

S.

Prints known for brilliancy and clearness. Expert staff
trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
REPUTATION. Gained in 10 years
of experience.
RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of
strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper geographical location, assuring quick
delivery anywhere.
EQUIPMENT. All of the most
modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two blocks
of Lake Michigan. Away from dirt
and dust.

Hutchinson, Pres.

EXHIBITORS
I

and Board

of Fire

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS.

HERALD—

l

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

Plant approved by both

city of Chicago

Laberatories

6235 Broadway, Chicago,

10 Points

QUALITY.

Editing

|

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

Accustomed to

serve exacting requirements.

PRICES.

Reasonable

and com-

petitive.

GUARANTEES.

Write

for

1

our

unique guarantee of quality work.

Iumiiiiiiiiii

ADVERTISING
RESULTS
M

imimiimiimiiniiiHuinfiimniimmHimTinnminiiimiiiiTiiiiiiiiiit
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film will print a

light—it's the tones in

positive

its

93

shadow and a highbetween that give the

quality.

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
Has the long

scale of gradation— the repro-

ductive quality that registers

all

halftones of the softest or the
lightings.

the delicate

most

brilliant

through to the

It carries quality

screen.

Eastman Film,

both regular

identifiable throughout

words

its

and

length

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

by

is

the

steneiled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Arrange for Special
Car for Convention
Exhibitors Ask

Hearing

for

on 3 Per Cent License
Ordinance
number

the

If

Here is the genial face of the new Chicago manager for Pathe. Undoubtedly

many

picture as that of
of exhibitors going to

Chicago,

which
Dec.

Rock

leaves

has been in
these parts before
exploiting various
productions.
Mr. Martin was
transferred
from
the Pittsburgh of-

warrants it, a
be attached to the
Island and Pacific train,

will

Chicago

at

5:33

m.

p.

14.

Advise Mr.

The meeting will be
William Sweeney

Sweeney
held on

December

of the local headquarters of the league has requested that
theatre men who are planning to attend
15.

the convention get in touch with him
immediately so that arrangements may
be completed for transportation.
The Peoria convention will be held at
The Chicago
The Alexander hotel.
meeting on Dec. 14 will be held at the
Sherman.

Proposes

New Tax

Chicago exhibitors are facing a license
tax of 3 per cent on gross receipts. The
proposal has been made to the city counMr. Sweeney has requested a
cil and
hearing on the measure.
With business just reviving from the
summer slump, exhibitors do not feel
that they should be burdened with addiThe present license tax
tional taxation.
is on the basis of seating capacity.

"White

Eagle,"

starring

Ruth

Ro-

new Harold Lloyd comedies,
"Never Weaken" and "A Sailor-Made
land,

its

Man," a feature-length comedy, at the
Aryan Grotto theatre, in South Wabash
avenue, Monday, December 12, at 1 p. m.

An

orchestra will provide appropriate
music for the occasion and it is expected
a good turnout of exhibitors will be present to view Lloyd's latest funmaker and
the

new

serial.

to

was

manaChicago.

here
month

less

than a

Mr.

Martin

has

the exhibitors.
Speaking of the sales force it is working on a 100 per cent efficient basis. He

—

must be

a good chief.
Under the reorganization plan there arc
two managers at the local Pathe office.

Mr. Martin has charge of city sales and
S. (Jimmic) Gillick is directing sales

J.

Illinois and Indiana.
faces a photographer we'll
he looks like.
in

When Jimmie
show you what

To Raise Fund

for the
Starving People Abroad

Film

men and exhibitors of the Jewish
Chicago met at the Sherman hotel

race

in

last

week

assisting

to

the

campaign

further their

Associated

War

in

ing people in Europe.

dustry attended.
brated Players

L.

J.

of the local in-

Friedman

of Cele-

Film Corporation and
Sam Katz of Balaban & Katz presided.
It is understood that approximately the
entire amount has been pledged.

Riesenfeld,

Rialto and

New York
to

City,

who

the

theatres

in

interested visitor

circles last

week. Mr.

Riesenfeld spent Tuesday and Wednesday with Paramount officials, and visited
the new Chicago, the Roosevelt, the Tivoli and Riviera.
He stated that he considered good music essential in every
motion picture theatre and considered it
30 per cent of the program.

Johnson With Hodkinson
E.

W. Johnson

staff of the local

change.

Committee

A permanent organization similar to
bodies formed in New York and Minneapolis, has been formed in Chicago to be
known as the Chicago Film Board of
Trade.
It has established headquarters
at 831 South Wabash avenue and will
hold weekly meetings at that address.
Officers

Are Named

Officers of the board are: C. E. Maberry. president. S. J. Goldman vice-president, I. L. Leserman, secretary, and E. Silverman, treasurer. The
Board of directors consists of Ered Aiken, chair-

man;

Clyde Eckhardt, Joseph Eriedman. Carl
Harthill, I. Leserman, R. C. Seery, and H. W.
Willard, while members of the organization are,
besides the above named, O. W. Bolle, Paramount; W. C. Brimmer. Vitagraph
Clyde Elliott. Elliott Amusement Enterprises; A. J. Gallai,
R-C Pictures; H. O. Martin, Pathe; L. A. Rozelle.
Metro; I. Maynard Schwartz, Educational; ana
l-r.ink
Zambreno. Unity, all managers of local
distributing concerns.
;

A particularly interesting branch of the new
organization is the arbitration committee composed of members of the board and a group of
exhibitors.
This committee will investigate any
claims submitted to it, save court litigation between exhibitors and exchanges, and impartially
decide differences arising from time to time between exchanges and theatremen.
The joint arbitration committee consists of
L. M. Rubens, Crystal theatre. Joliet; W. D. BurKubens, Crystal theatre,
ford, Aurora; M. M.
J.

B.

Dibelka,

Parkway

theatre.

Chicago;

George Hopkins, Hamlin theatre. Chicago; Fred
Aiken of Superior Screen Service; Clyde Eckhardt of Fox Film Corp.; C. Harthill of Reelcraft Pictures; R. C. Seery of Associated First
National and O. W. Bolle of Famous PlayersLasky.
The Committee is now prepared to receive grievances and has acted on several matters

submitted to

it.

Realart Executive Here
To Confer With Willard
Jay A. Gove, assistant general manager
for Realart, has been in Chicago confer-

Realart

Harry Willard on the many
connected with the contest which
is running for the managership

of the

Kansas City

ring

with

details

office.

recently stated, General Manager
J. S. Woody selected five men from the
various branches and brought them
Chicago for a competitive test to determine which of them was best fitted to
take the leadership of the Kansas City
exchange, made vacant by the transfer

As

%

Here

conducts

Criterion

was an

Chicago theatre

Man

—

in

Relief

raising $1,.">00,000 for the relief ot starv-

One hundred members

Arbitration

Functioning
Weekly
Meetings Held

Joliet:

Men Meet

Chicago Film

Hugo

can be obtained from

also
ger,

made many

Rivoli,

with or without scenes

where he

friends among

N. Y. Theatre

TRAILERS
ON ALL
FEATURES

fice,

Although

Pathe's Special Showing
The Pathe exchange has arranged to
give a special preview of its new serial,

Martin,

H. O.

who

hibitors' Alliance at Peoria

coach

Joint

the territory will recognize the

in

the state convention of the Illinois Exspecial

Film Board Located
At 831 Wabash Ave.

Keeps City Force
Hopping at Pathe

has joined the sales

W, W. Hodkinson

ex-

David Blyth to Denver.
ager Willard was placed
of

Branch Manin

charge of

the men.

Convention of
First National Held Here

Territorial

First National sub-franchise holders in
met at the Sherman hotel
on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week.
The local offices of the company expected
between 200 and 300 exhibitors to attend.
Sam Katz of Balaban & Katz, original
franchise holders here, presided at the
sessions.
this territory

!

December

i

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

17,

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
We

note the handsome duo,

and Bill

Ben Beadell

Aschmann, purveyors

of the big
fistic classic, the Dempsey and Carpentier
fight pictures tendered a special showing of
their big feature to Governor McKelvic of
Nebraska and a host of City officials at
Omaha the other day. The strong endorsement given by all present to this wonder film is sure a "pack 'em in" omen for
the weeks run to be held at the Brandeis
theatre, Omaha's biggest legit house at a
dollar

Gollos announce their feature "The Wandering Jew," plays a repeat engagement at
the Band Box theatre for the week of Dec.
11.
They are now in preparation for
plans to state right their "big bet," "The
Littlest Rebel," for which they control the
United States rights, is being entirely reedited with new sub-titles and judging
from current comment they have alreadyestablished considerable demand among local exhibitors for this notable feature.

top.

*

*

Again

*

been discovered along
the Row. Fellows we have with us a song
impressario, Paul Bush.. Yep, Paul and
Casper Nathan are the authors of a vocal
outburst termed, "Crystal Gazing," two
verses and chorus, so keep your ears open
for squawks from the song boosters about
town.
talent has

*

*

*

into Harry Miller, manager of the
theatre, the other day and he
us, that Jack Haig, another w. k.

Ran

Windsor
tells

\

J

By Mac'-

l

95

of Madison street, is out there with him
assisting and that the Windsor is now one
of the bright lights in the northside firmament of money getters. With prohibition
now a stern reality, Jack is seriously contemplating having his name changed to a
more appropriate flavor. Might try, "W. J.
Bryan", a harmless product of America's
vineyards, says us"
* * *
I

Understand that that Jack Barry, who
has been affiliated with the local Pioneer
exchange for the past two years, has been
appointed sales manager. With Jack's popularity among exhibitors in these parts looks
like a winning appointment.
*

*

*

smiles of Bob Lucas were
in evidence at the opening of the
New Peerless, Harry Gramp's new theatre
With the
at Kewaunee, 111., Dec. 1-2-3.

The
much

popular

genial

owner

Harry Gramp and Bob

busily handclasping their numerous well
wishers, reminded one much of inauguration dav at national capital.
* *
*

George N. and Harold M. of Gollos

&

Besides representing the local Pioneer
exchange, D. A. Kohn is handling the Billy
West two reelers and arranging personal
appearances for this popular young screen
comique, who hails from the Windy City
and is now spending a few weeks of leisure
in the ol'

home

city.

*

*

p ALPH

*

With Earle Silverman now attached to
the booking department of the local First
National exchange, brother Edwin had better watch his step, for rumor has it Earle
has plenty of that pep and go get it in his

make-up.
*

*

*

former man-

ager of the local Paramount exchange, has been appointed head of the
sales department of Celebrated Players
Film Corporation by President J. L.
Friedman. Bradford is the third manager

exchange to join Celebrated.
Jack Grauman, former

of a national

The

others are:

manager

That's sure some one hundred per cent
volume that Harry Willard, manager of
the local realart exchange, is giving the exOne
hibitors to record their bookings in.
of the best and most up-to-date aids ever
tendered the exhibitor.

BRADFORD,

*^

Metro

for

in Chicago,

who

is

associated with Mr. Friedman and is in
charge of the Milwaukee office, and Phil
Dunas, special representative who formerly was manager of Hodkinson in Chicago.
exquisite parking facilities for motor equip-

Bill Lyman is back again on the job sevHad the ol' tonsils
eral ounces lighter.
junked at one of our very best surgical
Bill says, just as soon as he can
resorts.
purr audibly, he is going to take a try at
Paul Bush's latest.
*

*

*

ages along East Eighth street.
* * *
Latest reports from the "Langford Rail-

way System" advise that "Conductor" McCoy has been equipped with a pair of rublike the Twentieth Century
a spell of competition from a

Looks

bers.
flyer

is

in for

speed angle.

Jo Fischer and Al Dezell, the direcgenius of The Master Advertisers
Corporation wish to be known they are

torial

established in their new and commodious quarters, 752 South Wabash avenue,

now

equipped and prepared to handle your
are work, cuts, publicity, etc.
Right in the heart of Cinema row with
fully

pringting,

*

*

*

With Tom Mitchell pestering

the

life

out of everyone about the Progress exchange, prexy Frank Zambreno, at considerable expense, has acquired a beautiful
skin of the BLUE FOX which now adorns
the wall, so now the canny Celt is satisfied
a fox is no relative of the "buther-fly" tribe,,
nor a snake ayther, me bucko
* * *

The All-American selection of the exchange managers foot-ball team in our last
issue has caused much feeling in the exhibitorial ranks and in all fairness to them
we tender an All-American exhibitor team,
who go further and challenge the exchangemen to mortal combat in the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway amphitheatre. This
location for the big struggle should aid
for no one should get
all considerably,
We tender the team as
off the track here.
follows
George Bromley, Montrose, fullback
Jim Collins, Francis theatre, right
:

;

half; Ken Fitzpatrick, F. &McE. chain, left
half; Vine Lynch, Tiffin theatre, quarter;
Hermie Applebaum and Ad Powell. Wicker

Park theatre, ends Jake Cooper, Twentieth
Century and Sam Rabinowitz, Marion theMaury Choynski, Newberry
.atres, tackles
and Sig Faller, Bijou Dream theatres,
guards; with big "Mike" Kiski holding
;

;

CHICAGO'S FILM ARBITRATION

COMMITTEE—

—

Left to right I. Leserman,
sec'y Chicago Film Bd. of Trade; J. P. Denton, recording sec'y; C. Harthill, Reelcraft Pictures; F. B. Dibelka, sec'y 111. Exhibitors Alliance; M. M. Rubens, president I. E. A.; Fred Aiken, Superior Screen Service; L. M. Rubens, member executive com. I. E. A.; W. O. Bolle, Paramount; George Hopkins, Hamlin theatre,
Chicago, and W. D. Burford, member of I. E. A. and M. P. T. O. of A.

John Sherrin, Sherrin theParkway, and John
Keane of the Bandbox theatre, have volunteered to act as cheer and song leaders
with Al Lyons of the Peoples theatre as-

down

center.

atre

Jack

;

Bourke,

head coach for the team. Lest we forget,
Gus Treulich while undergoing further
training hints from coach Lyons will be
held on the bench to avoid confusion.

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
—

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
From the West, five reels, with William Russell.
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles
If inter.

Helen

reels,

five

five

reels, with William
five reels, Mary

Russell,

Shows the Way,

Milea Mis-

ter.

The Moonshine Menace,

five

Helen

with

reels,

Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Rusaell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reels, with William
Russell.

Marriage

Bargain,

five

Mary

reels.

Milea

Minter.

The Loggers

of Hell-Roaria' Mountain, five reels,

Helen Holmes.

—The

ARROW FILM
Way Women

Love,

CORP.

five reels,

with Kubye

De

reels, with Kubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Trifled, five reela, with all star cast.
Before the White
Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.
Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
The Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Fair*

Man Who

Man

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law, 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
A Yankee Go Getter, & reels, Neva Gerber and
James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6 reels, Neva Gerber.

son), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British
Prod.), *ix reels.
Sept. 18— The Golem (Special), six reels.
Sept. 25— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille

—

Prod

),

nine

2

reels,
reels.

Melford

The Riddle Woman,
rar.

six

Arliss.
reel*, with

Anna

Q.

Nilsson.
of the King Log (Special Prod.).
to London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES.

INC.

The Butterfly
——Women
Who Wait,
17—They Shall Pay.
11 — Home-Keeping Hearts,
18— The Family
26— Discontented Wives,

June IS

80— After the Show, 6 reels (Wm. de Mille
Prod.)
Oct. 80
Beyond, six reels. Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin,

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,
Western Hearts,

five reels,

with Art Staunton and

Josie Sedgwick.
five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too
Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

Much

son.

C. B. C.
The Victim, six reels.

FILM SALES

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

Talmadge

five

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

GEORGE
The Heart

reel

(Norma

re-isue.)

H.

INC.

five reels.

DAVIS

of the North, six reels.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

EQUITY PICTURES
Hush,

Straight
ball

with Clara Kimball Young.
Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

five reels,

From

Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
—

Aug. 7 The Princess of New York, six reela.
(Donald Crisp-British Prod.)
Aug. It—The Whistle, six reels, with William S.
Hart.
Aug. 14

—
—

Passing Through, five reels.
(Douglas
MacLean-Ince Prod.)
The Conquest of Canaan, seven reels
(Thomas Meighan.)

Aug. 21

Dangerous Toys, seven

FILM MARKET,

Youth's Desire, 6ve

with

the Hill, eleven reels
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

A

A

reels.

Thunderclap, seven
Shame, 8 200 feet.

The

reels,

six reels, Holubar-Phtllips.
with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

five

of

with

reels,

Placer,

H.

Beyond

six

reels

(Marshall

IVCK PRODUCTIONS

Mine,

o'

six reels.

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

reels,

with

Louise

A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart
worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

Bos

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacoueline Logan.

The Broken

Doll,

five reels,

with

Monte Blue.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

Price, seven

Romeo,

Ridin'

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

The Foolish Matrons,

six reels.

reels.

five reels.

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

five reels.

The Lady from Longacre,

five

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart,
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five
Queenie, five reels.

five

reels.

reels.

Jackie.

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law,

five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

a

Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin', five reels.
Riding with Death.

20TII

CENTURY BRAND

Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reels.
Play Square (Walker-Mnrpby), five reels.

Broadway (Eileen Percy),

Hickville to

five reels

What Love

Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels
Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reel*
(Barbara Bedford).
Cinderella of the Hills.
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).
(Murphy-Walker).
The Jolt
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).
Little

GOLDWYN PICTURES
All's Fair in

Woman,

six reels.

Big Town Round up, five reels.
After Your Own Heart, five reels
The Night Horseman, five reels.

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

PARKER READ.

reels.

TOM MIX SERIK8

Constance Tal-

Florence Vidor.
J.

reels.
reels.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountsin Woman, six reel
Know Your Man, six reels.

Homespun

The Leopard
Glaum.

six

six

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me
(John M. Stahl
Prod.)
The Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reel* (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels, Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

Mother

ten reela.

Scuttlers, six

The Tiger's Cub,

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Playthings of
Destiny, six
reels,
with Anita
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal-

Lying

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

reels.
reels.

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reela, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

THOMAS

FOX SPECIALS
Over

six

Man Woman-Marriage,

Hampton

reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

The Passion Flower,

all-star east.

DIST.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Drsg Harlan,
reels,

Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Weil, six

with

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES

INC.
seven

Children,

reels,

FORWARD FILM

Footfalls, eight reels.

madge.

The Wolverine,

Love.
Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast
Bad Wife, five reels, with all-«tar cast.
The Servant in the House, five reels, with allflood

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

reels

six

The House Without

Bob

INC.

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with BeaaW

Perjury, 7,400 feet.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

five

five reels.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!

—

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Girl, five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
fiv* reels.
Closet, five reels.
five reels.

July 10

FHOTH1NGHAM

J. L.
The Ten Dollar Raise,

—

Scrap Iron,

with Ben 'Iurpin

Idol, six reels,
five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin.
Molly O, eight reels, with Mabel Normand.

star cast

madge.

George

six reels, with

What Women Will Do,

MACK BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town
Home Talent,

Prod.)

—

Oct. 16 Three Word Brand, seven reels.
(William S. Hart.)
Oct. 23
Experience, 7 reels. (George Fitzmaurice

FIRST NATIONAL

through Paths Exchanges
six reels, with Geraldine Far-

Distributed

reels.

— Footlights. 7
with Elsie Ferguson.
2 — Cappy Ricks, 8
(Thomas Meigham).
Oct. — The Great Impersonation, 7 reels, (George
Oct.
Oct.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

The Rider
The Road

Swanson).

(Gloria

Oct,

Remer.
Luxury, six

rbe Devil,

Moment

Great

reels.

Prod.)

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

The

4

six

Sept 11— At the End of the World (Betty Comp-

Holmes.
§uick Action,

The

reels.

Sept.

The Man from Medicine Hat,
ally

Aug. 21
Wealth, five reels, with Ethel Clayton.
Aug. 28 Crazy to Marry, five reels, with Roscoe
Arbuckle
Sept. 4— The Hell Diggers (Wallace Reid). fiv*

—

State Rights Productions

CORP.

Love,

five reels.
Beating the Game, five reels, with
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
Love, six reels.
For Those
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
The Old Nest, eight reels.

Tom

Moore.

We

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES. INC.
The D. P. Trail,
The Man of the

BENJAMIN

B.

six reels.

Forest, six reels.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.
J.

PARKER READ,

Churchill.

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

:
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THE WORLD

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF LABOR ENDORSES
OFFICIAL

DEMPSEY CARPENTIER PICTURES
Read what

Secretary E. X. Xockels, of the Chicago F(

Can

iat

Mae

Tinee sat

HEADQUARTERS

Qhtraxto peforatiiin of Jjabnr
E

M NOCwE_S
166

FEDERATION BUILDING.

5

W

=

:

=

£•

By Mae Tinee.
made Tex Rlekaxd pa>
$500 to show that film!
It's a crime!
Why the Dempsey-

=

WASHINGTON STREET

And

they

fsrpentler .fight picture Is or should
a knocko'ut blow to all conscientious

i>e

objectors'
objections
against
prize
'fighting. It's a nice, clean. "instructive
film that should be

fcrenber 17. 1921

KT. Ben I. 3eadell

boys

shown

to al

.

school

demonstrate the valuable effeet of exercise and fresh air on the
uman anatomy. It should stand as
a monument to Tex Rickard. Just at
Solomon's w. fc. temple has made
So-omon famous. The arena, the man-

Official r«crp3ey-CarpeaWer Piatures
738 3. wabash At.
Chicago

to

:

Dear olr
its cieeti=g
5he Chicago ?ederstioa of Labor
iaguet 21, 1921, eadcrsed the Kopsey-Carteiitier ?lght
Pictures and by resclutiou publicly urged that the pict
be permitted to he exhibited in Chicago, is order that
folis aot sufficiently well-to-io to travel to Sew Jersey
to see the fight Itself, sight see the sotica plcturee of it.

agement of the crowds,
of a great brain behind

We in told that the pietires are being exhibited
ia Chicago aow, after -ach delay afld the overcoating cf nany
obstacles, bat that the adnlBSioa to see the= is $1 a persoa.
fkile we reallte that they are wonderful pictures
aad in fact, taat to wltaesa the pioturee is so doubt better
thaa to hare seea the fight Itself, still, the federation
arged their exaibltiea ia Chicago as that wtge earners cculd en;cy
Tola high adadsaioa charge places the pie tare*
the fight.
beyond the reach of the great body of wage earners aad la
new of oar previous eaderwenaat, we feel Justified ia
protesting agaiast it.

^Tours very truly.

rz.~s.i- ::s

The

picture as a picture

to 30,000 people the first

ia=c=

:?

MORE

week

the well

—

i

Showed

is

produced history of an event in sporting circles.
It is well photographed.
It shows you
"close
up" people
you've heard a lot about the apelike

Dempsey and the flower-faced Carpentler being the main actors.
Tou
see the training quarters a_id * the
fighters in training.
Tou behold the
Then
arena, the crowds, the ring.
you see the fight, which, to see not
half as well, thousands put down 554
a ticket and called it money well sper.t.
Fi«5 hundred dollars to show I

secretary

chicaso

the evidence
all the workings of the preliminaries to the fight,
and the* fight itself all would carry
their message to an active, adolescent
brain.
If al! j>r!ze fights are like this one
I think the government should maintain atfund to"ser.d.ils young men as
eye witnesses.

at Barbee's

PRINTS BOOKED
EXPLOITATION

FAVORABLE COMMENT
PERFORMANCES DAILY
BOX OFFICE REVENUE

Loop Theatre, Chicago,

THAN

Any
[_

hu_-

1

re

at SI. 10 admission

Picture ever
offered
to

you

Exclusive Illinois Rights

VempseyCaf&tieM
WAMmtitm

ctftcAco

nW^Beatiell
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GEORGE

DEITRICH-I1ECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

Ken yon.

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The

PRODUCTION

LOUIS TRACT
The

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

6ve

with

reels,

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. WarKerrigan.

ren

The

Power

Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS

WILLAT

V.
PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
The Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hearn.

IRVIN

The Broken Gate, seven

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

six reels,

Oh! Mary Be
Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
A Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

HUGO MM, 1.1% PRODUCTIONS

six

REALART PICTURES

A Woman's

Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.
Man and Woman, five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four

VICTOR KREMER,

INC.

five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Am the Woman, five reels, with Texas Guinan.
Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena jteefe.

Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Aug.
— Life's Darn Funny, six
with Viola
1

reels,

Dana.

Aug. It Big Game, five reels, with May Allison.
Sept 6— A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

Good Women,

If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special

Oct.

3

Breaker, six reels, with
Viola Dana.
Garments of Truth, six reels, Gareth

—Hughes.

— The Infamous Miss Revell,
with Alice Lake.
Ladynngers,
—
with Bert
Nov. 14— There Are No
Viola Dana.
Nov. 21 — The Conquering Power,
Nov. 28
17

six

Oct 81

six reels,
Villains,

six

reel*,

reels,

with

six reels, special.
six reels, Gareth Hughes.
in the Wall, six reels. Alice

—The Hunch,
12—

(Walsh-Fielding
of Society, six reels.
Prod.)
(L. J. Gaanier
Wife's Awakening, six reels.
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

Dec.
The Hole
Lake.
Dec. 26— The Idle Rich, six reels, Bert Lytell.

A

Peacock, seven reelv with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.
JESSE D.
Half a Chance, seven

reels,

reels,

with Bruce

It

reels,

with

Mahlon Hamil-

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

five

reels,

with

Blanche

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
to Pay, six

reels,

with Fritzi Brunette

Stewart.

PERRET PICTURES.
The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

INC.

six

reels,

INC.

Daughter of the Law,
Myers.

two

J.

reels,

Go

stunt novelty.

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
five

reels.

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Worlds Apart,

Straight, five reels,

False
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank
Princess Virtue, five reels,

The

Pass

Devil's

Key,

seven

with

reels,

special

cast

Woman,

Once

to Every
Phillips.

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

Outside the Law.
Reputation. «rvrn

six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
reels, with Priscills Dean.
seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION!
The Prey,

six

reel*.

Consin Kate, five reel*.
Her Lord and Master, six reel*.
The Scarab Ring, six reel*.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reela.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In,

six

reels.

five reel*.

The Whisper Market, five reel*.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reel*.

five reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
The Charming

Deceiver, five reels.

five reels.

The Secret

five

reels.

of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men, five
No Defense, five reels.

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toe)
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather

Trumpet

ine

f~ alvert

of Wallingford, eight reels.
reels.

WARNER PICTURES
SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

Mayo.
Marie Prevost

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

Flower of the North, seven

OWEN MOORE STAR
A

Frank Mayo.

five reels, Gladys Walton.
five reels, Marie Prevost
reels. Hoot Gibson.
Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.

Nobody's Fool,
Sure Fire, five

The Son

six reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.

The Chicken

Caravel

High Heels,

Three Sevens,
Billy

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

From Nowhere,

with

reels,

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

ELAINE HAMHERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Girl

five

Action, five reels, with Hoot Gibson.
five reel*, with Gladys Walton.
Moonlight Follies, five reels, with Marie Prevent
Red Courage, five reel*, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Mis* da Poet

The Rainbow,

&

Jass,

LEWIS

Pick-

The Shark Master, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Open Shutters, five reels, with Edith Robert*.

Mason.

Cowboy

Mary

reel*.

ford.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

with Muriel Ostriche.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

ton.

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

SALIENT FILMS,

Douglas Fair-

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

Mora) Fibre,

son.

The Shadow,

Man

with

reels,

with

reels,

The Single Track, five reels.
Received Payment, five reels.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows

The
Bruce Gordon

with

reels,

Helen Gibson

and Ed Coxen.

NAZIMOVA I'KUDUUTIO.NS
Madame

Decision,

Girl's

six

with

reels,

CORINNB GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
with

W.

D.

reels,

eight

Street, ten reels.

Lucky Carson,

Foolish Age. five reels. Doris May.
Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)

five

Nut,

The Fox, seven

Shams

The
The

seven

Zorro,

Light, eight

— The

cast.

Black Roses, six reels, Sessue Hayakawa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kumet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sessue

erick.

Lytell.

8

of

No Woman Knows,

Hayakawa.

19—The Match

The Devil
and Roy

six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Nobody's

Lytell.

Sept

J.

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES

I

i

The Rowdy,

of Hope, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Little Queen, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, five reels, with Mary
Miles Minter.
A Heart to Let. five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
A Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniel*.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reela, with Wanda Hawley.

The Stampede,

Trail, five reels, with

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Taylar pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

One Wild Week, five reels. Bebe Daniels.
Room and Board, five reels, Constance Binney.
Her Winning Way, five reels. Mary Miles Minter.
Everything for Sale, five reels. May McAvoy.

reels.

Flower,

— The Mark
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan.
— The Love
Pickford.

A

SPECIAL FEATURES

Such a

reels.

Love

Griffith production.

Dec.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Wive*.

The Land

reels.

Love Without Question, seven

— The

Sept. 6

Three Musketeers, twelve reel*. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arliss.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reel*, Mary Piekfei*.

STAR PRODUCTIONS

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Mcb,

INC.

duction.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast
The Journey's End, All Star Cast

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

bank*.

Gold, five reels.

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

WtlUaa

a Ralph Ince Special

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATIO*

Dream

SPECIAL FEATURE

Cast.

reels,

Through the Back Door, seven

NEAL HART SERIES

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

Conway

with

Who Am If (All Star C**t)
Conceit (All Star Cast.)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

Mar. II

Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

with All Star Cast

with

reel*,

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right f eater*.

Careful.

1— Reckless

reel*,

six

(Achievement

reels.

There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
A Western Adventurer, 6 reela, William Fair-

Ifar.

The Other Woman,

Oct

six

Indiscretion, six reels. Florence Reed.

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barria-

cale.

—

Beck

A Man

cale.

The Breaking

Winding

special east
(Arthur F.

reels,
reels.

six

D. N.

—God's

six

Hi*,

Faversham.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Mar. 16

Ambition,

of

Red Foam

Films.)

FROTHING II AM PRODUCTIONS

L.

INC.

banks.

His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

J.

Within,

The Road

The Sin That Was

Beyond

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

with Geo. B. Seita

Prod.)

Kerrigan.

1921

17,

Tearle.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six
The Heart Line, six

Warren

J.

six reels,

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Stedman and Law-

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle

son Butt.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

December

Jungle Princess, seven reels, Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.
Nilsson.

Parted Curtains, six
five

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

reels,

Henry

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES

CORP.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fighter, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, Allene Ray.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

After Midnight.

Lady Luck,

Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Allene Ray.
five reels, Allene Ray.

21
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CARL LAEMMLE

offers

PRJSCILLA

DEAN

STUART PATON'S TREM EN DOUS THRJLE
MADE FROM THE NOVEL by CLARENCE B.KHLLA ,
IN

INFLICT
HARRY

CAREY
The

First

Super-^festem, ever Screened

Directed by Robert

Thornby

I

Mabel Julienne Scott

Stuart Holmes

THE BIGGEST HEART- PICTURE OF THE YEAR
from Edna FerbeKs famous "FANNY HERSELF"
Directed by TOD BROWNING, who made "OutsideThe Law"
IN

NO WOMAN KNOW

ii

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE

WILLIAM
FOX presents

Directed by

EMMETT

J.

FLYNN

Another Superbly Staged
Special Production

I

January

BOOK YOUR SHOW

<

The Ninth Anniversary
Policies

That Brought Success:

Business Integrity

The guiding hand of William Fox, a showman with a purpose fulfilled.
Breaking clean at all times with showmen and the public they serve.

Production Quality

Unerringly giving the public what it wanted when it wanted it, and making
each succeeding production a reflection of highest quality ideals.

Making

Financial Resources

expenditures when necessary to advance the interests

vast, judicious

of motion pictures and the industry, the

Foreign Markets Expansion

Giving the
prestige

instituting studios

Every department working

of.

the Trade

at strategic

American

points

for the acquisition of

public.

clockwork with the others, each supervised
every angle of his profession— all units
constantly operating as a highly effective and efficient whole

Open and aboveboard

like

who knows

by a trained executive

Confidence

his public.

whole world the benefits of Fox's American organization and

and

foreign material to entertain the

Perfected Organization

showman, and

in all business transactions

and rigorously maintaining

the highest standards of fair-square dealing.

Studio Efficiency

and most completely equipped studios in the industry, manned
corps of experts in every branch.
competent
by a highly

The

largest

Exhibitor Good-will

Pledging assured profits and absolute independjm^;\iev^3ttempting
assume management of a loyal showman's theatr€T

Showmanship

Anticipating what the pubh^vants, and theref^fe^vhat ,4he sh.o

u

have,

Public Favor

and producing

it.

J

$Kdity </nd the,€5nsist£nt individuality' of
x proiucTions abvays areSoUght after and patronized finally.

leir sustajftedTrighest
~

L

1914 1915

J,

1916 1917

^

1918

?)/

ft? v.:*

1919

192)

to

February 4

FOR FOX WEEK^
of Fox

Film Corporation

1921

1922
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Associated Exhibitors

I

)ecember

24, 1921

p resents

Carter De Haven
"Marry The Poor Girl

Mr and Mrs.

Oliver Morosco's Stage
Success By Owen Davis

Adapted By Rex. Taylor
Directed By Lloyd Incraham
Product/on Personally
Supervisedby CARTER De HAVEN
Distnbuted by ASSOQAJTD EXHIBITORS,

I/k

*

OirougA Pal he Etching*. Inc.
foreign Repre^entdOve/arAisoaated Ex/iibton
Sidney Garret
Si3>

The De Havens Have Hit

It!

That olusive'quality of audience appeal which makes a
good comedy drama a brilliant success in the theatres:
that essential "something" which draws the enthusiasm
of the people and sends them away talking about the show.

"Marry The Poor Girl" — the emphasis

— has caught

A

it.

ol houdoir,

hit

on the Marry

is

perhaps;

innocent

hut entangling situations, unexpected matrimonial mixups, i lever comedy business, Mashes of real drama, speed,
class; surprises, complications, climaxes and a riotous
finish

"Marry The Poor Girl"

is

hound

to

lie

a

hit.

li

has

the lure which puts lines in your lobby, it lias
title
worth exploiting, it has two stars 'famous on both stageand screen, it is lax ish in its production, smart in its
.1

settings, satisfying in

its

It's as good a guarantee
drama can offer.
•

entertainment.
of big

business as any

comedy-

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

24, 1921

OP MODERN CIVILIZATION
UNITED ARXLTTT CORPORATION
MARY

DICKCOR.D

CUAfiLiE CUADLIN
DOUGLAJ" FAI Q.DAN l<J~
UlfiAM ADIiAMJ" PfiEJ-IDENT
•

•

•

D.

V

GRIFFITH

10
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December

24, 1921
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nVilham Christy Cahannes

AT THE STAGE

DOOR

Another smashing Cabanne success. A romance of "Little Old Broadway" the intimate life story of a sensitive stage beauty, who from

—

L

childhood sacrificed herself for her younger

RG
7>ICTxJng£

sister's

happiness.

First she gave up her toys, next her sweetheart. Then she joined
the chorus of the "Follies" and met every temptation that New York's
"Great White Way" has for an innocent girl. And finally she found
wealth, happiness, and the man.

zArt

R-C PICTURE

Here

Is

What They Want:

This feature will take your audience to the stage door, through it,
theatre, showing the good

and into the dressing rooms of a Broadway
and evil that a girl must meet back stage.

—

—

cast which contains many Follies beauties — is notable Lillian
Dove.Huntly Gordon, Miriam Battista, Willie Collier, Jr., Elizabeth North, Katherine Spencer, Charles Craig, Vivia Ogden, Doris
Eaton, C. Elliot Griffin, Billy Quirk and other well known favorites.

The

"Billie"

Get the money.
It Is

Book and play "At the Stage Door."

What THEY Want

j^

r&

>*Jap

Hold Every Kind of Human
Being In Any Kind of Audience

Will

EXHIBITORS TRADE
REVIEW
December

10th, 1921

"THE LIGHT IN THE
CLEARING"
A GOOD PICTURE THAT WILL HOLD
EVERY KIND OF HUMAN BEING IN
ANY KIND OF AUDIENCE. The screen
more such stories, filmed as
use
Irving Bachnotable authors write them.
Mr. Hunter
eller's story is one of these.
has sacrificed nothing of his abilities as a
director in holding to the author's plan and
yet the result is a highly interesting picture
whose suspense is unvarying from beginning

can

!

to end.
It

is

sort,

a melodrama, but melodrama'of a finer
with a real plot and several unusually

thrilling situations.

Roving Kate, the
Eugenie Besserer as
crazed outcast daughter, registers brilliantIt
ly the most difficult part of the play.
is
a great characterization of an unusually
exacting role.

The photography

is

excellent.

The

titling

good and the direction compares with
the best of the year.
is

AUDIENCE THAT

THE

IS

NOT

PLEASED WITH THIS ENTERTAINMENT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO
PLEASE WITH ANY PICTURE

T

Mr

ESI

[Y
NTER
IG B jhCHELLEI
Gi

30D]KI1

]

1

—
December
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FIFTY
CANDLES
JW
IRYIN V. WILL/IT

from the SylTUHPJIY

hy EJH\L

Production

EVENING POST STOI^Y

DEI^ BIGGERS
A Saturday Evening

Post Story

Brings Business to the Box Office
More than 6,000,000 regular readers
follow the Saturday Evening Post
because of the

Featuring

Marjorie

Daw

Bertram Grassby

Dorothy Sibley
Willat Production Inc.

CAWilUt

IW

appeal of

its

More than

6,000,000 regular readers

wait impatiently each week for the
next issue of this greatest of all
magazines.

When you
Produced by

human

stories

advertise a picture that

is

taken from a Post story, you have in
addition to this vast army of regular
readers the prestige of the world's
greatest publication to draw upon.
Earl Derr Biggers in "Fifty Candles"

gave the Saturday Evening Post one
of the most engrossing stories of the
year, and Irvin V. Willat in adapting it to
the screen has preserved all the mystery
and intensity of the original plot.

—

Advertise the Saturday Evening Post The
Author—The Director—and the Cast— and

you willfpack them

lH>DKINSON PICTURES DISTRIBUTED

in.

THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES

EXHIBITORS HERALD

December

24, 1921

^^zone^m\\\e Firmament

oPRImdom

in thai"

Jazzij Blaze

of

Dazzling

Mi'rUt

'

' *

OH MABEL BEUAVE

$\66eA Five Deel Box-^
QFi'ce Record Breaking
Tfie

Comedij Sen/ah'on Ever Offered-

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

PREPARE TO RECEIVE THE DELUGE OF
DOLLARS BY SECURING TERRITORIAL RIGH1
/ro/n

PhoIocrjuT ^PrpducIions
Nath an

HirsK Pres

729 SEVENTH /ME.N.Y

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

24, 1921
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Notice
The extraordinary success
Wid Gunning

leased through
in

the

critics

minds

of

referred to

the
it

"Our Mutual Friend."

of

caused

Inc..

critics

as

to

its

much

re-

confusion

Some

origin.

some Swedish and some
York dailies as well as trade

as English,

American, but all of them. New
papers, pronounced it one of the finest achievements in the
history of motion pictures.
So splendid were the criticisms,
and so complete was its success with the public, that in
I feel called upon to announce that
Mutual Friend" was made by the Nordisk Films
Kompagni of Copenhagen. Denmark.

justice to the producers.

"'Our

For the last three years I have been searching in every
producing center in Europe for really great pictures, and I
finally settled upon Nordisk because I found that, in point
of photography, technique, acting

established concern

is

and conception,

head and shoulders over

all

this old

the other

producers in Europe.

you think this is an extravagant statement, go and
see 'Our Mutual Friend" or let me show you five extraordinary new Nordisk pictures, any one of which is just as
Is

;

good or better.

These pictures

will

the trick of singularity.
are censorproof.

delight

They

And they

for sale

They have
They
to any high-

market

for beautiful,

any audience.

are photographic gems.

are

now

class concern that is earnestly in the

clean, surefire successes.

Chester Beecroft
501 5th Avenue

New York

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

24, 1921

COLSEUGS SERIAL MASTERPIECE 11
15 Episodes
packed with
thrills, wild

animals
jungLe

gr*

romance

VICTOR,

GODDESS
JUNGLE
TRUMAN VANDYKE
^ELINOR
FIELD 8^

"World Rights Controlled by

CO. Inc.
FILMEximf
IMPORT
EXPORT
&
NY
AddressNew
YorK,
Seuenth
729
Aue..

Cable

ilm

,

vr

THOMAS H-INCE-s
answer

to the public

demand

for

pictures

big'g'er

*

THOMAS

H.

presents

HAUL
THE
%
C.

GARDNER

SULLIVAN -

Personally Supervised

Distributed bv

by

ASSOCIATED FIRST

mCE

WOMAN

Directed by John Griffith
THOMAS H. INCE
^j^y

Wray^

NATIONAL PICTURES INC^-<^

CREATED

by a master of picture production,
written by America's most forceful screen
dramatist built on a theme of American life
,

^LHUMAN J^TENSE %,TRUEj^

HAIL THE

WOMAN

speaks to the heart and to the mind of
every man woman and child in America
,
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Paper

Reviewer

That

Agrees

CHARLES DICKENS'

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND
is

"The Perfect Movie"

"Mighty fine picture entertainment.
a lot of material to work with
here."— Wids.

You have

"A

picture that should by right of

its

artistic and entertaining qualities prove
one of the big money-makers of the

coming year."

Moving Picture World.

"Fine sentiment, captivating charm,
suspensive melodrama, eloquent atmosphere, exceptional photography.
Picture the best ever made from a
Dickens story. Not a slip anywhere
."
So book this picture.
Motion Picture News.
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GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"
"BOOMERANG BILL," with Lionel Barrymore.
Cosmopolitan production

WALLACE REID

in

"Rent Free"

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY."
Lila

JOHN

ROBERTSON'S

S.

THOMAS MEIGHAN

and 20 more current
e
t
J>aramount pictures

with Will Rogers and

Lee

in

"Love's

Boomerang"

"A Prince There Was"
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BY WILLIAM
<<TT

the most thrilling picture in which
S. Hart has appeared in all the
twenty-five years he has been before the
public."
is

1 William

New York Telegram

A WILLIAM
Adapted by Bennet Musson

S.

S.

HART

is all excitement, outdoors and action,
1 with danger by bullet, knife, fire and rope

<<TT

hovering over every reel, and love splashed
through the theme with a heavy brush."
New York Journal

HART PRODUCTION

Directed by Lambert Hillyer

(X paramount (picture

Photographed by Joe August, A.

S. C.
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PARAMOUNT AMUSEMENT
Lake

Salt

City,

CO., Inc.

Utah

NOV. 16TH,
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Mr. S.H. Kent,
General Manager of Distribution,
Famous Players -"La sky Corpn.,
New York„ N.Y.

Dear Mr« Kent:Juat out of the projection room
and still smiling, the writer feels that he must
pat your organization on the baok for being responsible for such a Jolly picture as "DON'T TELL
EVERYTHING". The more I think about this picture
the better I like it. ,In the language of ine chap
on the street, "It's a knockout". Knowing how
Christmas cheer and a corking good bill go together I have booked "DON'T TELL EVERYTHING" for
Christmas week because we always endeavor to give
our patrons something worth while at the season of
the year.

(X (paramount Qiclure

Kindly give) us some more out of the
same basket because smiles are worth a score of
heavies in any man's market.

Here they are
CECIL
of

DE MILLE'S

B.

"The

Affairs

Anatol"

"THE SHEIK/'

with Agnes Ayres
and Rudolph Valentino, a George
Melford production

GLORIA SWANSON

in

"The Great

Moment"

"GET RICH QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cosmopolitan production
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "LaMust Live"
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BETTY COMPSON
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duction

(paramount

in "The Little
Penrhyn Stanlaws pro-

ELSIE FERGUSON in
WILLIAM deMILLE'S
Bett,"
Sills,

"Footlights"

"Miss Lulu

with

Lois Wilson, Milton
Theodore Roberts and Helen

Ferguson

BETTY COMPSON
the

in

"The Law and

Woman"

And Dozens More

(pictures

To

build up a Better and a

Greater Business for you and
for ourselves, and to Secure to
you and to Ourselves that
Priceless Treasure— GOOD will

Christmas as an organization. The Motion Picture Industry has been Good to Us. We have done
our best to be good to it.
This

our

is

We have

first

improved

QUALITY of release

prints.

The work

turned out by our members stands head and shoulders
above the work of others.

We

have forced others to pay

MORE

attention to

QUAL-

ITY.

We

have improved laboratory standards.
unequalled the world over.

Our

prints are

We

have aided the entire Motion Picture Industry by supplying a quality service to the screens of the country that
make others in our business envious.

And

This Yuletide we are glad to say that instead of spending money for star, director and producer publicity we
have done our utmost to reproduce as perfectly as is possible the great work they have performed upon the screen.
So it's a Merry, Merry Christmas and
ous New Year We wish you.

a

Happy, Prosper-

ALLIED FILM LABORATORIES ASSOCIATION,
Biograph Company,
807 E. 105th St.,

New York

City.

Eclipse Film Laboratory,
523 W. 23rd St., New York City.

Inc.

National Film Laboratory,
Hudson Heights, New Jersey.

Erbograph Company,

Burton Holmes Laboratory,
Chicago,

203

III.

W. 146th

St.,

New York

City.

Palisade Laboratories,
Palisades, N. J.

City.

Republic Laboratories, Inc.
128 W. 52nd St.; New York City.

Evans Film Mfg. Co.

Claremont Film Laboratory,
430 Claremont P'kway
New York City.

Inc.

416 W. 216th St.,

Film Developing Corp.,
216

Weehawken

Hoboken, N.
Craftsman Film Laboratory,
251 W. 19th St., New York City.

New York

St.,

J.

Lyman Howe,
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

Cromlow Film Laboratory, Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.

Kessel, Nicolas Laboratory,

Dobbs Laboratory,

Kineto

315 E. 48th St.,

New York

City.

Fort Lee, N.

71

J.

Company of America,
W. 23rd St., New York City.

Rex Laboratory,
Cliffside,

N.

Inc.

J.

Tremont Film Laboratories,
1942 Jerome Ave.,

New York

City.

William Horsley Laboratory,
6360 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Inc.
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too?
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Dollar Picture.
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S.
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Skouras Brothers,
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Grand Opera House, Columbus;
Pantheon, Toledo;
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&

Von Herberg, Portland;

Keith, B. S. Moss circuit;

John H. Kunsky, Detroit;

Miller's California Theatre, Los Angeles;
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Wid Gunning Month

Goldwyn's

Sensation

Victoricn Sardou's Spectacular

Drama

ProducrJ bv the

Unione Cinematografica

More than two
"Theodora."

Italiana

years were required in the making of
actual production cost exceeded

The

three million dollars.

Twenty

gigantic sets, reproducing foiums, amphitheatres, palaces, pavilions and gardens, built of
stone, were constructed by Armando Brasini, the
famous architect of the Vatican.

So vast was the assemblage of actors that the

Government assigned a regiment
of cavalry to keep order.

Italian

to big money in
several of the big Eastern cities. It
is the talk.of the whole picture-loving
going into its fourth
public.
month in New York at the Astor
Theatre at $2 top.

Theodora has played

Now

What

the

Critics

say about "Theodora"
Photoplay

"In attempting to describe it adequately, one looks in vain, for suitable superlatives. It literally knocks one's eye out."

New York
"Collect all your 'Ohs!' your 'Ahs!' and your interjections of acute
gaspology and prepare to utter them when you see "Theodora" at
the Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual feast for the eye."
Alan Dale in N. Y. American

—

Cleveland

"One cannot

over-praise this film, in fact, cannot adequately describe
or critisize it. It is beyond anything that I expected from producers
of films for years to come."
Archie Bell, Cleveland Neuj

—

Detroit

"And

cost three million dollars to achieve the amazing succession
of trip-hammer punches such as one sees in this production, all 1 can
»ay is that it looks like a full moneys' worth."
—Detroit Journal
if it

Pittsburgh
is a word frequently used by those who would describe
dramatic scenes whose magnificence has pleased. The word is much
too weak to adequately fit the settings of this production."
—Chronicle Telegraph
Chicago
'The splendors of the Byzantine Empire, the stupendous cast of
25,000 people, the terrific rain of climaxes, the under current of a
frenzied love tragedy will lift the jaded movie fan out of his lethargy
into the seventh heaven of attention."
Herald Examiner

"Gorgeous

—

I(

Boston

It is a picture that will live as one of the great spectacles of motion
Picture art. There is a gorgeousness of pageantry which surpasses any

thing that has ever been shown."

L

—Boston

Glofce

WATCH GOLDWYN!

—

HREE
ACTS

Home"

is

not only the
greatest
picture that

ever bore
the Selznick

trade mark-

Two courses
are open to

every
exhibitor

Mans
OME"

book
be

it,

sorry.

or

MR WILLIAM FOXFew

can boast of a theme that is
scope, and fewer productions can

productions

universal in

its

boast of a box-office title that digs [into the
and imbeds itself within the soul.

We,

therefore,

Want

congratulate

to

home

you for

booking

"ASHAMED OF PARENTS"
over your entire circuit,

and

the fact that

show our production for week, runs

you

will

at the following

theatres:

Washington

.

.

Liberty

.

.

Rivoli

Detroit
St.

Louis

Denver
Newark, N. J.

.

.

Terminal

.

American

Paterson, N.

Elizabeth

Elizabeth, N. J
Sincerely

WARNER BROTHERS
1600 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

J.

!

TO
7

EXHIBITORS

EVERYWHERE

I

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BOOK ANY
OTHER PICTURES

IN

ORDER TO

PLAY

WHY

GIRLS

PRODUCED
d BY
by
HARRY RAPF
DIRECTED

BY

WILLIAM NIGH

I

1

OLD

LEAkVE

HOME

ON INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT

ONLY

WARNER
BROS.
1600
NEW
BROADWAY,

YORK.

WESTEJ
*"Co "it..

"AM
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You Can Do Big Business
With Lotus Blossom.'* When Mr. W. L.
Newberry feels sufficiently inspired by
'

;**

— ^ r*r — set *

results to wire in about the startling success
unusual feature in the face of keenest competition
in
Los Angeles, where
of this

,rTs

motion picture audiences are the most
you owe it to your Box-office to
display as good showmanship as has West
Coast Theatres Inc. and to go after big
critical,

business.

With "Lotus Blossom"
44

Lotu FTSossotrv
O.K. Picture-Ploy Ffagazine

SHODDY GIVES WAY TO GOLD
Oriental pictures

made

Chinese people and
tenderness and affection

in

America by Americans have spread misconceptions

their customs.

of

Craftiness and guile have been featured in them;

left out.

A

But now fans are now to see Chinese people and their customs as they really are.
Chinese motion picture company has been formed and soon you will have an opportunity to see their first production "Lotus Blossom."

Where we have grown used

to a curious

hodgepodge

of

mistaken ideas

pictures of Chinese setting, a shoddy web of falsities, we will now
gold fabric of tradition in Chinese pictures sponsored by Chinamen.
Squier in Picture-Play Magazine.

in

our motion

have the

Emma

clear

Lindsay

"NATIONAL

tram the

When SID

GRAUMAN

Grauman's

million-dollar theatre

Tftt0i$£«ytr

books Kineto Reviews for
Los Angeles, which
ranks among the six leading theatres in the whole
country, it means that one of the biggest and most able
showmen realizes that it takes Kineto Reviews to put
the finishing touch of perfection on the finest program
that can be booked.

Grauman

has signed a contract to play Kineto Reviews for eighteen weeks, starting
with "Kentucky Thoroughbreds."
He thinks they are good enough to play every week
for more than four months.
Mr.

Mr. Grauman is a real showman. You can do your bit to put your entertainment on a
par with the program at Grauman's million-dollar theatre if you book Kineto Reviews.
Follow this thought through and book a series of these one-reel featurettes.
Kineto Reviews have played at such houses as the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion and
Strand in Times Square, New York City.
But they are not
of

any theatre

to

beyond the reach

of the smaller theatre.

They

will

a degree of excellence which you can brag about

in

lift

the

program

your advertising.

PLAY KINETO REVIEWS AND GO AFTER REAL BUSINESS
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RORK

Present

THE ROSARY
An

original story by Bernard McConville, inspired by the theme of the
famous stage play by Edward E. Rose.
Directed by Jerome Storm

Released by

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS,

INC.

—

An all-star

cast in this famous seven-reel classic Lewis Stone, Jane Novak,
Wallace Beery, Robert Gordon, Eugenie Besserer, Dore Davidson, Pomeroy
Cannon, Bert Woodruff, Mildred June, Harold Goodwin, Ann May, James
Conway and Walt Whitman.

Book these four new sensational Selig-Rork two-reel dramas
released by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

"The
"The
"The
"The
All-star casts

1

Northern Trail* by James Oliver Curwood.
Policeman and the Baby" by Clarence L. Cullen.
Ne'er- to- Return Road," by Mrs. Otis Skinner.
White Mouse" by James Oliver Curwood.

headed by Lewis Stone. Wallace Beery, Ethel Grey Terry, William Desmond, Jack Mulhall.
Directed by Bertram Bracken

In preparation

SNOWY BAKER

DEBONNAIRE
by

The

William Farquhar Payson
Adapted by Bernard McConville

Champion

all-around athlete

SLEEPING ACRES
by

All-star cast featuring

Brayton Norton

Lewis Stone

The

Australian

Adapted and Directed by Bertram Bracken

made

—THE

JUNGLE GODDESS — by

Agnes
Johnston and Frank Dazey. Directed by James Conway. Featuring Elinor
Field and Truman Van Dyke.
Released by Export and
Import Film Company

greatest wild animal serial ever

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"THE FOUR SEASONS"

.

.

.

"The Four Seasons"

tinct invention

...

It

is

a dis-

opens up a

whole new field of possibilities
For it is a real photoplay, more thrilling than most of the "thrillers."
.

— From

.

.

"

"Exceptional Photoplays
November,
1921, published by
for
The Xational Board of Review
of Motion Pictures.

Address Your Inquiries

to

KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
INCORPORATED

71

West Twenty-third

St.

New York

City
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M ERRY CHRISTMAS

A

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES
CHESTER-SNOOKY COMEDIES
.-.

.'.

FOLLY COMEDIES

TONY

ANY
91

A

SARG'S

.'.

ALMANAC

OF THESE WILL

MAKE

M ERRY C HRISTMAS

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION
810

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

TOY BUILDING

CHICAGO

MEMBER
pi\ia

^changes of^

MILWAUKEE

December
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GEO.H.DAVIf

7>i
"RESENTS

A HARRY REVIEft PRODUCTION

QUEfTIOH
/AWOM
AN

EMOTIONAL PLAY

ANT

PROBLEM --SHOULD SHE HAVE TOLD?

nor r te wart
LOUIJE LOVEUY- dOOCOTHY VAIECCA
PRODUCED

QUALITY FILM
9

PRODUCTIONS,

joe.brandt.pr.es.

I600 BR.OAOWAV NEW /ORX.
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BEN BLUMENTHAL, SAMUEL RACHMANN
and

HAMILTON THEATRICAL CORPORATION
BEN BLUMENTHAL,

President

ANNOUNCE
that they control for the United States, Canada,

—

Dominions and Colonies
the entire output and all productions produced
and to be produced by the
Great Britain

its

UNIVERSUM FILM AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
of

BERLIN
and

ITS SUBSIDIARIES

AND AFFILIATIONS

WARNING EVERYBODY
against

purchasing any

of

the rights and

productions except through the

HAMILTON THEATRICAL CORP.

December

24, 1921
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Perfect Lighting

WJ}

PerfectProjection

Hp

Both were provided for the

ANNUAL BALL OF THE
THEATRE OWNERS' CHAMBER of COMMERCE,
HOTEL ASTOR, DECEMBER 3
By two wonderful

products,

Standard Sun-Light Arc
"Studio Model" Lights
an*,

Sun-Light Arc High Intensity
Projection

Lamp

Proving to the hundreds of exhibitors present that
The

Arc Studio
"Simplex" Sun-

rare quality of photographic light obtainable only with Sun-Light

Light can be transmitted to the screen with the same perfection by the

Light Arc High Intensity Projection

Lamp.

—

Brandt, Pres. of the T. O. C. C. says: "Sun-Light Arc Lamps enabled us to
I do not
break the world's record in the taking and projecting of a motion picture.
The
see how it would be possible to have taken this picture with any other lights.

Wm.

answer to their effectiveness was the unanimous
applause of the immense audience who watched
the motion picture taken by their light."

SUN-LIGHT ARC CORP.
J.

1600

JUSTICE HARMER,

BROADWAY

Pres.

NEW YORK

CITY
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Rothacker- AlUr Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, Ualttornia

I

have not

sufficient

Adjectives to properly

Express the pride with

Which

I

announce the fact that

Mr. Fairbanks'

truly wonderful

Production "The Three Musketeers"
Shines on the screen

Through Rothacher-Allcr
Prints

I

made

Hollywood.

in

wish publicly to pay

Tribute to the genius of the

Great Fairbanks,
Skill of

the directing

Fred Niblo, the camera

Art stry of Arthur Edeson and

The

splendid work of supporting

Players and technical

staff.

Douglas Fairbanks
Booi\ this super-feature

Through United

Artists Corp.

in

'The Three Musketeers"

Watterson R. Rothacker.

Watteraon R Rothacker

December
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Knted
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ONE GOOD LOOKING MODEL
SOMEONE TO BUY ARTWORK PAINTINGS
A DRESS SUIT - NOT MOTH BITTEN

*

RESTAURANT THAT WILL GIVE CREDIT

?

-

CHARLES
in

presented by

ARTHUR

S

.

KANE

directed by

CHARLES RAY

Charles

Ray

spatters a study of hobo-

hemiawith deft daubs of delightful humor.

He

the artist-feller

is

who won

a dress-

—

when he needed one most thereby winning an heiress when he needed
HER most!
coat

V. P.

your exchanges at once
if you want to jam your house to the
doors with this delightful comedy.
R.

S.

to

Written by Rob Wagner, the most famous writer
movie stories; produced by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.; photographed by George Rizard.

of
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MOLLY

OPENED HERE TONIGHT
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Directed
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HARRY DAVID
MANAGING DIRECTOR ut^t™
g„?i 33I0 N THEATRE

Released on

'
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Distributed
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e

CE
WONDER
khibitors say of
vith

Mabel Normand —

Gentlemen:

"Molly 0" has proven a tremendous success.

I

consider it a greater box office picture than "Miciey."
has humor, pathos, thrills and dramatic appeal.

One picture

The big crowds at the Central Theatre were

in a thousand.

delighted.

It

The theatre is still jaamed after two wseis run.

3eld it over for Indefinite run.

The exhibitor who wants an

exceptional picture that appeals to all classes should grab

Holly o" auiok.

V1ABEL

ORMAND

Available

Tours very truly,
Central Taeatre, Broad -ay, H.Y.
Andrew J. Cobe, Vianager.

to

F

RICHAPD

^ONES

All Exhibitors!
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Wrong!

I'm
Mr.

We

aim

to give

(A ""<"

you the

facts.

Theatre

•«o.d».» . I"*.":,?-'

This time we slipped up.
*•

We

said

that

opened

Eater"
Theater,

New

paid admissions,

"The Lotus
at

»«

York, to

sions the

opening day.

first

" k,r

3ri

".

1921.

inc.

rr

U7 ouoa
"

"

P,ctu

Ccpitol The«tr«
,>,„_

-

a.

*

. ctual f
.etg

i-*Ute

said the total receipts the

day were

$1 1,473,

when

they

were $12,647.21.

We

..

-

ctur

J °hn

were 17,547 paid admis-

»

.

. or t

when asan actual

— —

°,C

|| lu

J.d.

12,547

fact there

We

B

Tort Cit|.

% *—r

Capitol

the

J.
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Retract!

I

EXHIBITOR:

December

If lie
rooord of

wish to thank Mr. Bowes

for calling

our attention

•PP««r

IM.

""""

Mnwtl,.

* 1U

to h.,.
||

to this.
"•naffiii

Read

his letter.

Speaking of

JOHN BARRYMORE

in

"The Lotus Eater"
From

Albert Payson Terhune's

Story in the Cosmopolitan
Personally Directed by

Marshall Neilan
A

John Barrymore Production

A

A

Picture That's

First National Attraction

Bigger Than

the

"Ad" Man Claimed!

G

QeautiFul

Star

In

HOPE HAMPTON

U

I

can give you jewels

—wealth."

A FIRST NATIONAL

in

a"STARDUST"
famous

Story
+

You're lucky to get me," he told her.

ATTRACTION

—

What

Is

the "Holley
By

What

is

the "Holley

MARTIN

Movement"?

J.

QUIGLEY

—

would now seem is a solicitor of advertising, a worthy vocation, indeed, but still a

as

Is it a program of social service undertaken
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Movement?"

it

thoroughly commercial one,

why

is

to in literature pertaining to the

he referred

movement

America, or
Is it a commercial enterprise aimed to link
up the screens of the country to afford means

"the venerable philanthropist"?

for exhibiting advertising films?

simile of a letter sent out over the signature of

S$

3fr

9p

As either a program of social service or
as a means for showing advertising reels the
movement is of importance. Both propositions
have great

possibilities

and both may be said

Elsewhere in

this issue

we

as

present a fac-

Dr. Francis Holley in which the statement is
openly made that the Department of Public
Service of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America has been created to handle the circulation of industrial films. The term, "indus-

used in the Holley

to fall naturally within the province of the ex-

trial films," as

hibitors' organization.

susceptible to misinterpretation because the let-

The occasion for our inquiry is that developments seem to indicate that while the movement has been presented to the trade as a
program of social service it, in reality, does not

ter is a solicitation addressed to a firm of fur

end there but actually contemplates the other
sphere of activity; namely, the creation and
maintenance of an exhibiting arrangement for
advertising films.

not our intention to even suggest that
the officials of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America are properly subject to criticism
if, in fact, the Holley movement is a means toIt is

ward getting theatre

circulation for films ad-

vertising commercial products.
ter devolving entirely

upon

their

This

own

is

a mat-

discretion

and the judgment of the exhibitors who shall
be called upon to project the screen advertising.

But we do believe that if the movement is
commercial undertaking in whole

in reality a

or in part

trade
the

is

—as

it

now

entitled to

appears to be

some explanation

movement has been presented

truistic,

—that
as to

the

why

as an al-

educational undertaking which, in the

official of the M. P. T. O. A., "will
do for Young America what the Red Cross has
done for humanity." If Dr. Francis Holley

words of an

letter, is

not

merchants to avail themselves of the proffered
means of advertising their product on the
screen.

¥

V

V

At the Criterion theatre, New York City,
on October 29, Mr. Sydney S. Cohen, president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, disclosed a somewhat different meaning
for the Department of Public Service when he

made

the following reference:

"We

are very

much

interested in educa-

and with that purpose in view, in
the City of Washington on May 18, 1921, the
executive committee members and officers of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
adopted resolutions at its meeting at which
President Harding, Secretary Davis and other
members of the cabinet were present for the
opening of the theatres of our members on Saturday morning
for the showing of national
educational films, free of admission, to the boys
and girls of the high schools to help them select
their vocations in life and in that way tend to diminish the misfits and the taking up of callings
unsuitable or unadapted to the person's temperament or character. We are interested in
tional films

(Concluded on page 48)
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proposition which resulted
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The negotiations

No. 26

1921

24,

that have been

progress for several weeks looking toward the formation of a new
in

producers and disto supplant
the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry present sevassociation

tributors

of

aimed largely

eral interesting phases.
*

Readers

will

*

*

wonder why,

the

if

weeks, the trade papers

The expla-

did not print a report.

nation

is

that the various trade pub-

were specifically requested
to refrain from any possible premature announcement. Those assolications

with the new proposition
apparently were so busy prevailing
ciated

upon the trade press

withhold
the report that they did not have
time to guard themselves against
to

talking outside the trade about the

associa-

tion does not offer in itself an as-

sured

relief

from the

ills

of the ex-

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

organization.
The present
National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry has not been a
failure but there is no secret to the
that

repeatedly has fallen
far short of expectations. This has

.

persons who should be interested
than to any other single cause. The
absence of team-work has been another factor. But a new association
can hardly be expected to fare any
better

or a

if

every time an individual

company

is

something that

dissatisfied

or

with

not done
they cease co-operation with the organization and commence to oppose
it

is

is

publicly.
*

*

*

There has been much dissatisfaction with William A. Brady as president, yet those entertaining this
dissatisfaction have neglected to exercise their prerogative by opposing

Mr. Brady's successive elections and
getting someone else into office.
alleged dominance of the association by Famous Players has been
another cause of discontent, yet
those having this grievance have refrained from making it an issue in
the association, thereby neglecting
to avail themselves of the proper
means of relief from such a condition.

*

We

*

*

the judgment behind this talk of a salarv of $100,000
or $150,000 for the head of the proposed association.
Such figures
represent an attraction to the fortune hunter but would cause the
type of man needed in the job to
stop and wonder what would be expected of him to earn such a salarv.

Producers and Distributors Forming \cn Organization
Coast
Writer
Predicts
Sectional
Fight to Control Industry
Swedish Riogrnph Is Ready to Invade Distributing Field
Cohen Declares Dr. Francis Holley
Did Xot Write Letter
First National Subfranchise Holders Vote Confidence
Exhibitor Leaders Jubilant Over

Xew England

Meeting:

Under Kansas Labor
Revives Sunday Fight

Renewed

Enforce I'se of
Slow-Burning Film
55
Million Dollars in Film Destroyen by
to

Tex., Fire

'.

.

57

DEPARTMENTS
45

46
47
48
50
51

Law
53

The Week in New York
Money Making Ideas
The Theatre
Public Rights League
Reviews
Letters From Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for

Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
Guide to Current Pictures

Merry

*

Eliminate the grouch, kick out
pessimists, and start all over new.

Clean up week

Dec. 24 to Dec.

is

the

31.

*

My, look what Santa has for the producers and distributors a new associa-

—

tion.
*

And see who they want to head
Hays, Colby and Hoover.

We've Got

Down
Blue

the Horse!

meadows

the

in

Grass

it

state

there's

of
a

the

horse

champing

at the bit waiting, pawaiting,
for the
James

tiently

Horse Week to come around. One
Kentucky readers who knows
Heinz knows
like
iiorse
flesh
pickles was delegated some time
ago to select a steed with pep and
power, for our Horse must be
stealthy and also quick on the getaway if he's going to last long on

of our

Today we rethe Eastern job.
ceived the following message from
Kentucky:
the very horse you reHe's six hands high in bare
feet, can carry quite a load and he's
so fast there hasn't been a slow
motion picture camera made that
can catch him going over the
Wire shipping instruchurdles.

"Have

quire.

B."
All right.

tions.

We're

Bill.

all set

for

HORSE WEEK.
How Come?
By

question

Dallas,

NEWS OF THE WEEK

100 per cent

a

it

it

been more due to the apathy of

Fight

Annual Holiday Section, Beginning 59
Miami studio Section, Beginning. .144

make

Let's

Xmas!

isting

fact

M.

R.

J.

new

IN THIS ISSUE

Arrest

Re -Takes

*

of a

24, 1921

New

print-

The

negotiations have been in progress
for several

a

ing the report last week.
*

-M.AR.TIN

in

York newspaper getting and

December

Me

56
58
85
135
139
152
152
153
165
173
192

the way what gave those Los Angeles writers the cramps?
See where they
had a "Cramp Party." It isn't the green
apple season.
*

How We

We

Love 'Em

hope none of the

stars will forget
to put a clause in their new 1922 contracts asking for twenty close-ups to the
reel.
*

Pete Has a New One
Pete Smith has a "vamp-let" in "Penrod," Marshall Xeilan's latest opus. A
"vamp-let" is something younger than a
baby vamp, but twice as dangerous.
(Better get her copyrighted Pete, or some
of these other publicitv
her.)

hounds

will steal

It isn't every film critic who can get
her stuff on the first page of the newspapers as Fannie Hurst did last week.

*

A

bootlegger by the name of Smith
was arrested in Chicago last Saturday
and now every Smith in town is denying
the charge.
*

"Take

It

Away"

hate to be the chef who serves
Gen. Diaz a chicken dinner when he gets

We'd

back

made

home.

The

Italian

Commander

103 speeches and ate 105 chicken
dinners while here.

December
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Preliminary Plans Are

Being Made for Next
Convention in Kansas

Producers and Distributors

New

Forming

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY. KAN".. Dec. 13.— One

of the greatest semi-annual state conventions, with such men as President Sydney
S. Cohen, Senator lames J. Walker and
prominent Kansas state officials present
is the plan fostered by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas. The
convention probably will be held in February a^ Salina or some other conveniently located town.
It is planned to have Senator C. H.
Ridgeway of Kansas and Attorney General Richard J. Hopkins present at the
gathering, which will afford an ideal opportunity tor the threshing out of many
perplexing problems.
No definite arrangements for the con.vention have yet been made, much depending upon the date selected by President Cohen and Senator Walker for their
trip West.

45

Organization

Postmaster General Hays Among Six Prominent
Men Suggested as Possible President of

—

Association May
N. A. M. P.

— that

Abandon
I.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK.

Dec. 13. Executives of the leading producing and
distributing organizations have practically completed plans for the launching of a new national association for the announced purpose of effecting
"a better understanding of those interested in the production and distribution branches of the business and to work in harmony with the exhibitors."
The general scope and plan calls for much the same work that is now
being handled by the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
Man of National Reputation Sought as Leader
Sponsors of the idea propose to obtain the services of a man of national reputation to head this organization and one who is in no way
directly or indirectly interested in the motion picture business.
Many
names have been suggested but no final choice has been made.
.

Increased Attendance
Overcomes Depression
fin Country's Theatres
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

Preparations are said to be so far advanced that complete announcement of
the officers and the purposes of the association is expected within the next ten
days or two weeks.

WASHINGTON,

D. C. Dec. 13.— Tax
returns filed by the theatres indicate a
slight increase in attendance, according
to a report just made public by the commissioner of internal revenue.
A total
of §6.413.426 was collected in admission
taxes during October, an increase of more
than §250,000 as compared with September, although more than SI. 500.000 below the taxes of October. 1920.
The taxes collected from films leased
and licensed also increased somewhat
during the month, totaling $388,616, as
compared with §315.151 for September.
The seating capacity tax, however, fell
off considerably, totaling only $77,178.
against $135,727.

Many Favor

Will Hays

to

Stop Theatre Project
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON.

WIS., Dec. 13.— Members

of Holy Redeemer church parish and
other interested citizens lost a fight to
prevent the erection of motion picture
house in State street when the common
council voted to "indefinitely postpone"
the ordinance prohibiting the erection of
the building.

York Body Meets
at Albany on Feb. 14
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

13.— Charles L.
the Motion Picture

Dec.

O'Reilly, president of

Theatre Owners of the State of New
York, has announced that a convention
will be held at Albany on February 14.
15 and 16.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Hire Union Operators
Dec. 13.— The Foy
Neighborhood Theatres here have signed
a contract to employ union operators in
the future. The scale paid by the Foy
houses was not made known, but it is
said that neighborhood houses were offered a special rate below that paid by

in

huge salary.
Other well-known men under consideration are Herbert Hoover, Bainbridge
George
Beveridge,
Colby,
Albert
J.
McAneny and John Finlay.
It is understood that the man chosen
will be given powers similar to those
given Judge Landis bv organized baseball.

Association Not a "Combine"
association is in no sense a "combine." It is to be purely a trade organization, functioning along the line of other
national trade organizations.
Companies which will ally themselves
immediately with it are:

Vitagraph
Pathe

Metro

Goldwyn

First National

Triangle
Vitagraph. Pathe, Goldwyn. Fox and
Universal have taken the leading part in

of the

be

will

throughout

the

HERALD

the trade papers renders this
service to the industry as other

have been
not appear un-

special issues that

announced
the

will

HERALD
over

blanketed

already

the

is

trade

throughout America.
in

many

There has been friction
ranks of the N. A. M. P.

and

others, as the trade

knows, the
way.

HERALD

within
I.

tor

the

some

Several influential men withdrew
from the organization and there have
been rumors from time to time that there
has been a likelihood of a reorganization
time.

or a

new

association.

Will of Public Fails
To Impress Council
In "Blue Law" Vote
COLO.. Dec. 13.—
Despite the fact that a test ballot showed
that the citizens of Rocky Ford stood
7 to 1 for Sunday shows, there is every
reason to believe that the blue law ordinance presented to the city council will
be enacted.
The test ballot was sponsored by Manager Decker of the Grand
theatre.

When the sent'ment for Sunday shows
became prevalent the local reformers,
knowing that they could not win through
an appeal to the public, went directly to
the council.
The will of the majority
to guide the deliberations of the

failed

council.

Will Test Validity of
Advance Deposit Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

In this point of service

L

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Number

HERALD,

N. A. M. P.

that the companies going into the new association will withdraw their support from the N. A. M.
P. I. It is doubtful if the other units
would attempt to support the continuance
of the organization without the producers and distributors.

ROCKY FORD.

trade before Christmas Day.
alone among
The

til

May Abandon
It is indicated

Famous Players

the Holiday

THIS,

DALLAS. TEN..

the downtown, theatres.

Realart
D. W. Griffith

R-C

the early negotiations.

the project as the active
head of the organization. The Herald
is informed that he has been offered a
interested

distributed

New

United Artists

Universal

Postmaster General Will Hays is said
to be favored by many of the executives

The

Church Loses Fight

Fox

leads the

been taken

NEB., Dec 13.— Action has

this state to restrain the
attorney general from carrying out the
provisions of the anti-advance deposit law
enacted by the last legislature. There is
a possibility that this action is the beginning of a test case on the validity of
the deposit legislation which has been
enacted in several states.
in
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Control

For

Fight

Sectional

Predicts

24, 1921

Brady Comments on
Editorial in "Herald"
Says

Industry

of

December

Credit

for

Cooperation-

Given to Exhibitors
Organization

Coast Writer Says Question of East and West Supremacy
Is Agitating Financial Circles

Recently an editorial paragraph in the
Herald pointed out that within our ob-

Motion Picture
neither the
Theatre Owners of America nor the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry had made what would appear to
servation

By WILLIAM PARKER
ANGELES and New York have locked horns

LOS

in a titanic struggle
for absolute control of the vast motion picture industry and the distribution of $100,000,000 worth of film product yearly.
Close observers in the Los Angeles colony see beneath the surface of
what the public has considered as merely economical readjustments in the
cinema world a financial battle of major proportions.

TTP

^

two years ago the East disputed
Los Angeles to be desig-

to

the claim of

Now

nated the capita! of the film world.

the next big question agitating cinema and
is

whether

or Los Angeles shall

become

financial circles

New York

on both Coasts

the entertainment arbiter of the universe.
*

The

*

*

significance of the

movement

is

to

matter of "approximately 30
per cent, the cost of distributing each
completed production. In addition there
is the interest charged on money loaned
and either a bonus or a share in the
profits, as well as a quick turn-over of
capital invested, a potent factor in investment circles.
The crux of the financial situation has
been the unspoken thought on the part
of Los Angeles financiers of "why should
we finance a product and then let New
York dictate how it shall be sold?"
Financial supremacy in the film realm
involves a staggering sum when set down
The value of motion pictures
in dollars.
produced during 1921 is placed at $100,be found

in a

000,000.
*

*

who has just returned from the East.
"New York has abandoned all hope of

tor,

becoming

a film producing
striving vigorously now,
with all of the financial strength at its
command, to retain control of financing.
"All that is necessary now to obtain
capital for picture production is a guarantee of a stable releasing contract. In
the past entirely too many independent
made pictures have gone on the shelf, or
been subject to inadequate and nonprofitable distribution.
"Mr. Barber's reference to the high rate
of borrowing money was called to my
producer told
attention in New York.
me a bonus of $50,000 was asked for the
months."
loan of $200,000 for four

ever again
center,

and

it

is

A

2,000 Miles of Film
Exported
WASHINGTON,

October

D. C, Dec. 13.— In-

creased exports of motion picture films
arc indicated by figures just made public
by the bureau of foreign and domestic

commerce, which show

*

Indicating the trend of the battle, these
significant notations are to be recorded:
1 —A
public announcement in New York that
members of the American Bankers Association
had met with the vigilance committee of the

in

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

that for October,

10.211,050 linear feet of exposed film,
with a value of $468,108, and 3,252,365 feet
of unexposed film, with a value of $92,871,

were shipped abroad.

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry to discuss plans to restrict exploitation
by irresponsible persons of fake motion picture

company

stock.

2—There emanated from New York

financial

sources some days later a statement that there
was plenty of money in Wall Street for cinema
projects, and that contrary to its previously
established policy Wall Street would not dictate
how the money should be expended, or for what
type of screen entertainment.
3— Los Angeles came into the limelight next
by a sudden invasion of New York and literally
walked away with half a dozen of the biggest
This was the
of the stars of the silver sheet.
buying into the Brunton studio of such noted
producers as Joseph Schcnck, Wattcrson Rothacker. Lewis J. Selznick, Allen Holubar, Josepl
Aller, Ben Goldberg, Gus Frank, and H. J.

be appropriate recognition of the aid rendered by the other organization in obtaining from congress a repeal of the 5 per
cent rental tax.
In this connection the following communication has been received from William A. Brady, president of the National
Association:
"Referring to the enclosed editorial in
your paper, may I call your attention to
the fact that when it became indicated
that the 5 per cent film tax was to be repealed, I called attention to the fact that
the M. P. T. O. A. had cooperated with
the N. A. M. P. I. and through this cooperation we had been successful.
"I noticed that one, Francis Holley,
had sounded a discordant note before the
ways and means committee. A reference
to the recent trade press will verify this
statement. God knows I have always
stood for united action."

Court of Appeals to
Hear Binderup Case
In St. Louis Jan. 17
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO.,

Dec. 13.— The suit
Binderup against the
Omaha Film Board of Trade is set for
hearing in the United States circuit court
of appeals here on January 17.
Early this week counsel for the defendants filed a motion to dismiss the

ST.

of

Charles

G.

action, but this was overruled, the court
deciding that the case should be heard on
its merits.
Binderup filed his suit originally in the
United States district court for Nebraska at Omaha, asking for $240,051
He charges violation of the
damages.
anti-trust law.
On June 11, 1921, when
the case was tried, the district court sustained a demurrer instructing the jury
Binderup then
to find for the defendant.
filed his appeal.

Wires Invitations to
New Theatre Opening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Havous.
4
Schenck

PORTLAND,

ORE., Dec. 13.— More
than 200 personal telegrams of invitation

—

immediately brought two of his
stars, Norma and Constance Talmadge, to Los
Angeles to make pictures.

were sent out by John Hamrick, owner
of the Blue Mouse motion pcture house,
in announcing the opening of his new
Among those invited were city
theatre.

5— New York moves to
West Coast when

counteract the hegira
the news was printed
in New York that four of the most influential
bankers were organizing a syndicate to finance
independent motion picture producers.
6 The formation recently in Los Angeles of
three or more financially powerful companies, apparently with bank backing to underwrite stable
film producers.
7 The next shot, if it could be so termed,
to the

members

of the censor board,
press representatives and
heads of film companies in the Northwest,
as well as theatre managers of the city.
The invitations included not only
friends and organizations in Portland,
but in Seattle and New York as well.

—

officials,

school

—

appeared in "Bankers' Monthly" for November,
an article by John E. Barber of the First National Bank of Los Angeles.
* *
*

officials,

j

Mr. Barber points out

in his article that

reasonable financial credit has
some producers from 30 to 60 per
for the capital required to make
their product.
lack
cost
cent

Bar Clara Hamon Film

of

the situation is viewed in New
York was told in Los Angeles by Irving
M. Lesser, the Los Angeles film distribu-

How

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IRENE CASTLE
Rise of

in a scene from "The
Roscoe Paine," to be distributed

by Hodkinson.

ARDMORE, OKLA.,

Dec.

13.—The

city council has taken action barring the

exhibition of "Fate," the Clara Smith
Hamon production, in any theatre here.

December
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Swedish Biograph

To

Is

Ready

Invade Distributing Field

Exchange Opening

in

Link of Chain

January at Minneapolis First
Carry Scandinavian

to

Productions to the Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Dec. 13. After a six months' survey. Nils Bouveng,
American representative of Swedish Biograph, has completed his plans for
the invasion of the American distributing field.
Joseph F. Lee, well known film man, is already on his way to Minneapolis to open the first of a chain of exchanges which will eventually
serve the entire United States with Scandinavian-made features, scenics,
cartoons, comedies and even news reels.

Arrange for Premier Showings on Broadway
Simultaneously, it was announced that the theatre now being hurried to completion at Broadway and 42nd street, New York, has been
leased for a long period by Mr. Bouveng and will open Christmas Day
with "Thy Soul Shall Bear Witness." a Swedish Biograph picture, which
scored a notable success in London.

JOSEPH

Who

F.

Bouveng. it is declared, takes the view
that the film market is now overcrowded,
but that there is still room for pictures
of merit, and he is prepared to back his
product on the assumption it will prove

LEE

is in charge of establishing national exchange system in United States for Swedish

Biograph.

worth.

Claims Corner on Product
in charge of the American invasion declare that Swedish Biograph has
control of all product of Scandinavian
studios and will offer only the cream of

Men

Convict Union Chief
In Stink Bomb Case
Labor Situation

Is

Somewhat

Relieved in Wichita,

Kansas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA, KAN.,

Dec. 13.— Howard
Lemmins and Charles Hedges, the latter
secretary and treasurer of the operators
union, have been convicted in both the
city and district courts on charges growing out of recent stink bomb throwing.
Conviction carries a penalty of $200 fine
and sixty days in jail.
Lemmins had been charged with dropping a stink bomb in the Maple theatre.
When arrested he claimed that he had
been paid SI by a union official to commit the act.
This case is only one of a series of like
character which has created a strained
situation in labor and theatrical circles.
In each case the theatre men have won.
Conviction in the Lemmins-Hedges case
is believed to have relieved the situation
to a great degree.
Exhibitors have been assured that contemplated future action will remove the
trouble.

Insults of

its

Reformer

Factor in Exhibitor
Victory in Waterloo
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERLOO,

Dec. 13.— Waterloo citizens by a majority of 1,262 have
voted for Sunday motion pictures. The
IA..

spectacular campaign waged by the reformers and the conservative manner in
which the exhibitors handled the situation were responsible to a great degree
for the theatres' success.
The insults flung at the industry by the
imported fanatics won many supporters
among church members for the theatres.

these pictures to

American

theatres.

Mary Johnson, Gosta Ekman. Renee
Tora Teje. Edith Erastoff. Lars
Hansson. Karin Molander and Victor
Seastrom are numbered among its stars.
While "Thy Soul Shall Bear Witness"
is regarded as its finest offering, the company executives believe that "Judge Not,"
"Sir Arne's Treasure."
"Youth Meets
Youth," "Dawn of Love" and "The Secret
of the Monastery" will compare favorably
with any American-made production as
box office attractions.
Al Jones, for seven years resident manBjorling,

"How
Attempt

Kitchener

is to manage the Xew
theatre and will be in complete
charge of the presentation of the features.

ager of the Strand,

York

See

Welcome

in

Northwest

All of the product is regarded as suitable material for all American theatres by
Swedish Biograph executives, who believe
that many theatres in Illinois, Minnesota,
Iowa and other states with large Swedish
and Norwegian populations will welcome
the opportunity to book complete pro-

grams.

For this purpose, prints of one hundred
educational, travel and scenic pictures, a
series of cartoons, and a series of tworeel comedies starring the popular Swedish and
retitled

Norwegian comedians have been
and edited for the American

market
Mr. Lee, who is in charge of exploitaand the opening of exchanges for the
company, represented Anita Stewart for
a number of years and more recently organized the exchanges for Educational
Film Exchanges.
tion

Was

Betrayed"

in
London to Bar Film Purporting
Depict Life and Death of Naval Hero

Made

to

Screen Plays, Ltd., of London has produced a picture purporting to
depict hitherto unrecorded incidents in the life and death of Lord Kitchener, England's naval hero who was lost in the sinking of H. M. S. Hampshire during the world war.
Reports from London papers state that
attempts have been made to prohibit circulation of the feature. There is speculation as to the identity of the persons
behind the suppressive movement and
In this
the reason for their activity.
connection the Weeklv Dispatch says:
*

"Who

*

*

trying to stop the film versions of the death of Lord Kitchener?
Even the company preparing the scenes
cannot sav definitely.
"The film purports to depict hitherto
unrecorded incidents in the life and death
of Lord Kitchener and it shows the methods which, it is alleged, were employed
by the enemv to bring about his death
He was. accordin H. M. S. Hampshire.
ing to the story, unwittingly betrayed in
a London restaurant by a young staff
officer, now dead.
"It is believed that the presentation ot
incidents based on these reports is the
is

cause of the attempted ban. Direct methods would be useless, for neither govern-

ment departments nor individuals have
power to forbid the circulation of the
film."

*

*

*

producing company
former government
officials supplied them with a convincing
version of the manner in which the naval
hero's death was brought about.
Officials
state that

of the
several

alleged that the sinking of the ship
by the information given
a German woman spy by British officers.
It is

was

facilitated

is now back
She is said to have received 10.000 marks for the information

The woman. Elby Boecker.
in

Germany.

she supplied.
B. Nichols, managing director of M.
P. Sales Agency, Ltd., of London, announces that the picture will be brought
to the L'nited States and Canada shortly
for distribution.
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Cohen Declares Holley
Did Not Write Letter

What

December

Movement?"

the "Holley

Is

By

MARTIN

J.

24, 1921

QUIGLEY

(Continued from page 43)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec. 13.— Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
when asked to comment on the Holley letter soliciting

desirous

Department

develop-

of

to serve this

aim

screen advertising, said:

"A copy

purpose and very

this

ing our Public Service
"

of that letter

was

sent in to this office

various

In

addresses

before

exhibitors'

about six weeks ago. We immediately got in touch
with Dr. Holley and told him that we not only would
not sanction but were most strongly opposed to such
Dr. Holley immediately came to New York
action.
and informed us that the letter was sent out without
his knowledge or sanction and that he repudiated it

meetings and elsewhere Dr. Holley has discussed enthusiastically the program of the Department of Public Service. Invariably he refers to President Harding's endorsement of the
work and then proceeds to describe the benefits

entirely.

of visual education; the force that the screen

want

make

and positive right here,"
continued Mr. Cohen, "that we have no arrangement
to take any film of Dr. Holley's selection and in our
"I

Department

to

of

clear

Public Service

we

will

use only the

Urban Movie Chats.

Official

where

in

in enlightening mankind
but noDr. Holley's public remarks has he

dwelt on the possibilities of the screen
fur coats or other merchandise.

evident to me that the letter was sent out by
someone unfriendly to our organization and without the
knowledge of Dr. Holley."
"It

—

can become

in selling

is

EDITOR'S NOTE:

In the interview from which
quoted Mr. Cohen intimated his belief that
in view of the fact that the alleged Holley letter was
repudiated by his organization and also by Dr. Holley
six weeks ago, at which time he said the matter first
came to his attention, that the incident should be considered closed and that no discussion of the matter
the above

is

should be taken up by this publication.
We disagree with Mr. Cohen in his contention because the repudiation of the Holley letter was not made
it would be apparent that
being done to stop a possible victimizing of
manufacturers who may be under the impression that
the exhibitors' screen can be put at their disposal for

public and in consequence

nothing

is

advertising purposes.

can be proven that some element either inside
is hostile to the Motion
Picture Owners of America is sending out forged letters
endeavoring to embarrass and reflect upon the exhibitors' organization and Dr. Holley, we believe that the
widest possible investigation should be undertaken imIf it

or outside the industry which

mediately.

We believe that the

tion and Dr. Holley

owe

it

officials of the

to themselves

and

organizato

advertising.

particularly enthusiastic sponsor of the

movement

Sam

is

Bullock of Cleveland,

who

has been active in screen advertising work
In a lengthy statement at
hand, which has been submitted for publication, Mr. Bullock discusses in detail the work
and the aspirations of the Holley movement, but
for several years.

dark as
to any commercial significance of the movement.
For instance, Mr. Bullock says: "When
you mix idealism and altruism in your business,
without looking for financial returns, the community will resent and will help you repel the
attacks of the 'common enemy.' " In stressing
the point that no financial returns are looked
for Mr. Bullock obviously has inadvertently
again, the reader

left entirely in the

is

misled the reader because, certainly, in advertising fur coats, for instance,

upon the screen

someone beside the fur coat manufacturer
would be expected to make a profit.

manu-

facturers and merchants outside the industry who may
be imposed upon by unscrupulous persons to prosecute
a rigorous inquiry into the matter.
prints the alleged
On the next page the
Holley letter with a view of giving it the widest possible publicity in order that any treachery that is being
practiced may be exposed through the discussion that
will be attendant upon its publication.
The circumstances warrant a full explanation of
the plan and scope of the Department of Public Service
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. If
screen advertising has no part in the plan, then an explanation will make this plain and also will serve as
a guidance for manufacturers and merchants who might
be imposed upon by unauthorized letters offering screen

HERALD

A
Holley

cf

The further we proceed into the question
the Holley movement, the more perplexing it

becomes.

We

shall

abandon the inquiry pending an

opportunity for

make

plain

means and

HERALD

M. P. T. O. A. to
Holley movement really

officials

what the

of the

for this purpose the columns of the

are open.
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Movement?"

NATIONAL PRESIDENT

Cable

SYDNEY S COHEN
New Yow cmr

Acu<t*:if

b u rcom econ
a a c

Washington
cooe

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE
Washington
FRANCIS HOLLEY

ALLIED WfTM THE

Director General

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL ECONOMICS

ANITA MARIS BOGGS
associate Director

Oct. 4, 1921.

Burgess Sons,
585 First Ave.,
New Ycrk City.
H.

Gentlemen:

Theatrical Circulation of Industrial Films

Have your industrial films been shown in the theatres as part of
the regular program? According to government statistics 20 million people attend the moving picture theatres every night, and
your films can have such circulation if you wish to put your product "before the public.
The Motion Pictures Theatre Owners Of America, controlling 89%
of the theatres of the United State3, has created the Department
of Public Service to handle the circulation of industrial film.3
thus GUARANTEEING actxial circulation of such pictures by direct
contract between the owner of the film and the theatre.

You can have 500-25,000 exhibitions or more if ycu like. These
will be bona-fide displays and regular reports will be sent you
of such exhibitions; the expense is trifling in proportion to
the millions reaohed nightly.
If you have no pictures of your industry, have seme made.
Your
process is interesting and you cannot afford to let your competitor reach 20 million a night.

Who makes the film is a matter of indifference to us, providing
it accords with our standard. We are interested in giving real
Bervice in the theatres, which can bring the whole factory and
its products to the very people who buy.
Do you wish your films included?

Sincerely,

FE/B

Director General.

educaIs it an altruistic program of social service under which the screen would be used for
Printed above is a
tional purposes, or is it a means toward circulation of advertising films?
facsimile of a letter which appears to indicate that screen advertising is a part, at least, of the
proposition.
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Vote

out prominently in the news of the recent sectional "gettogethtr" meetings of sub-franchise holders of Associated First National are the votes of confidence tendered the parent organization
and the adoption of a new policy under which certain advisory boards
will operate.
to

re-

office

were those held at Washington,
D. C, San Francisco and Detroit.
tional

Baltimore, Norfolk. Richmond and
other points, so that franchise holders in
each state might feel that the board was
ton,

in a position to act authoritatively

on any

situation because of their familiarity with

*

*

conditions.

Also of particular note
activities of the distributing

in

the recent

company was

the change in operation decided upon at
the semi-annual meeting of the original
franchise holders at Atlantic City.

Under

new plan

of operation each
of
the
twenty-six original
franchise
holders will spend two weeks at the home
office each year.
His principal function
will be to keep in direct contact with the
advisory boards of the country.
Each
member will donate his time to the organization without salary.
this

Nearly fifty franchise holders from
Maryland, Virginia and the District of

First National

*

*

the

cost

of

First

National pictures Goldberg said: "When
exhibitors complain about the high cost
of First National pictures let me suggest that from 25 to 50 per cent increase
in film rentals is being asked this year
by the salesmen of other film companies
and<Jliis in the face of present depressed conditions."

—

*

*

A. J. Kleist, Jr., Pontiac;
Glen A. Cross, Battle Creek; J. R. Den-

Monroe; James C. Ritter, Detroit; George W. Trendle, representing
John H. Kunsky.
niston,

"This is absolutely a misstatement, for
although we were thoroughly convinced
that everything was all right, our resolutions and complaints were read to the
open convention, word for word, and we
then explained to the convention at large
that each and every item had been satisexplained to
pressed our confidence
First National."
factorily

Following Mr.

us, and we exin the officers of

Segall's discussion of
operation of the advisory board in
Pennsylvania, the circuit court plan of
operation was adopted for the District of
Columbia territory. The advisory board
will hold a series of meetings in Washing-

the

OKLAHOMA:
A. B. Mom

G.
i

F.

Okeene;

Roetzel.

Shawnee; W.

Blair,

T.

CALIFORNIA:

J. Lustig. Los Angeles;
Lazarus, Los Angeles; Glenn HarAngeles; O. W. Lewis and
Mike Gore, Los Angeles.

J.

L

per,

Los

PENNSYLVANIA:

Charles Segall. Phil-

M. E. Comerford. Scranton;
Pizer,
Floyd Hopkins. Harrisburg;
Phoenixville; C. Rappaport, Philadelphia.
adelohia;

L

C.

NEW

JERSEY:

Irving

Union

Rose,

Hill; Joseph Stern, Newark; Louis Bollinger, West Hoboken; Mr. Hennessy,

Newark; Mr. Hayes. Metuchen;
Hunt, Wildwood; Jacob Fabian.

transportation charges. It is a successful
of the work of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
through its transportation committee, P.

outcome

H. Stilson, chairman.
In the past, companies have been
obliged to scrap old film at the exchanges
before it would be accepted as freight.
Otherwise old prints had to be returned
to the home offices by express or parcel
post, a more expensive means of trans-

Lexington- Louisville
Men Incorporate New

Motion Picture Firm
Louisville,

Amusement

GEORGIA:

Sig Samuels, Atlanta; Joe
Burton, Toccoa; Louis Kalbfield; W. S.

Mudd, Birmingham, Ala.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:

Jake Wells,
E. P. Wine. HarrisFrank Durkee, Baltimore,
Md.; Guy Wonders, Baltimore, Md.;
H. Clay Evans, Lonaconing, Md. William C. Murphy and Harry M. Crandall,
Washington.

Richmond,

Va.;

Va.;

burg,

;

Son of Exchange

Wins Pony

Man

Dec.

13.

— Lafayette

capitalized

at

At present the company is building the
Lafayette theatre at Lexington. The officers
are
Harry Switow, president;

Sam Switow, vice president, and
Goldberg, secretary and treasurer.

Wages Drive

to

Lee

Reduce

Fire Risks in Theatres

Mr.

L Libson. Cincinnati; F. N. Tynes, Portsmouth; C. A.
Smith, Chillicothe; C. F. Pfister. Troy;
Al Kinzeler, Dayton.

Ky.,

Company,

Promi$250,000, has been incorporated.
nent among the stockholders are Col.
Fred Levy, Lee L. Goldberg and Harry,
Sam and M. Switow of Louisville; Louis
des Cognets, George K. Graves, Charles
N. Manning, L. B. Shouse and David L.
Ades of Lexington, and W. L. James of
Columbus, O.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SOUTHERN OHIO:

*

Charles Segall, of Philadelphia, speaking before the Washington meeting, denied the statement published by Eastern
trade papers that the delegates to the
Chicago meeting were not permitted to
read their complaints in open convention.

which have been accumulating for many
in exchanges throughout the countyThis ruling lias just been made by the
official classification committee of railroad representatives, and will save the
film companies a large sum annually in

years

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MICHIGAN:

*

ducted. Laying stress upon his loyalty to
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, of which he is a member, Goldberg declared that he felt most strongly,
as First National felt, that the former organization as an outside body, had no
right to launch an investigation of First
National's affairs.

Commenting upon

S. C.

Pawhuska;
Albert
Jackson.
Poteau;
Tom Boland, Oklahoma City.

In reporting the national "get together" both Durkee and Goldberg told
of the fairness and openness with which
the Chicago convention had been con-

YORK. Dec. IX— Old film may
be shipped intact by freight from
exchanges to their home offices, thus relieving a congestion of worn-out prints

Youngstown.

Thomas
Harry

NEW

now

M. P. Horwitz.
Cleveland; Sam E. Lind. Zaneaville; W.
K. Richards. Findley; E. A. Renner,

together."

Speakers at the sessions were
Goldberg,
Frank Durkee,
Crandall and Charles Segall.

Camden,

NORTHERN OHIO:

Columbia attended the Washington "get

D.

C. L. Welch, Salis-

bury, N. C; H. B. Virntr, Lexington,
N. C; Max Bryant. Rock Hill, S. C;

C. L. Little,

Prints

portation.

Advisory Boards
TWO CAROLINAS:

Freight Ruling
Shipping Ban

Lifts

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

STANDING

most recent meetings
be
THE
ported to the home
of First Na-

24, 1921

On Worn Out

National Advisory Board at Washington, D.C. Will
Operate on a Circuit Court Plan

*

New

Sectional Meetings

at
First

Tendered

Confidence

of

December

NEW

ORLEANS, LA., Dec. 13.—
motion picture theatres in New
Orleans is the objective of a campaign
being waged by City Fire Inspector
James Leonard. According to Leonard,
certain theatres have not been observing
the law in regard to the opening of fire
exits and the maintenance of lights over
Safer

these exits.

He

proposes to make an inspection of
theatres in the city to see that the
houses are observing fire hazard regulations.
According to the fire inspector, a
near panic ensued recently when patrons
discovered the exit doors of a theatre
locked.
all

in Picture

Essay Test at Dallas Finds Feeling of Amity
Toward Film Industry

'(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS. TEX., Dec. 13.— The Daily
Times Herald's pony has been awarded to
Irvin Shannon for the best essay on "Out
of the Dust." The contest was conducted
during exhibition of the picture at the Old
Mill theatre.

Irvin

is

Shannon of the
organization at Atlanta. He

a son of John C.

Wid Gunning

formerly was with Associated
here.

Irvin

is 11

years of age.

Producers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. Dec. 13.— Mrs. Philip
Speed of the University of Virginia, who
been
conducting
has
a series of meetings
in South Carolina for the National Committee for Better Films associated with
the National Board of Review, reports
that she has found "a change in attitude
toward motion picture entertainments,
from one of suspicion pointing toward
censorship to one of understanding and
a desire to co-operate with exhibitors."

:

December
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Exhibitor Leaders Jubilant

New

Over
President

England Meeting

Cohen Declares Conference Was Made
"Both
Moral and Financial"— Given

Especially Pleasing by Support
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON. MASS.,

Dec. 13.— Officials of the Motion Picture Theatre
America are jubilant over results obtained at the New England
conference of exhibitors which was held here last week. They do not
hesitate in pronouncing it one of the largest and most enthusiastic yet held.
President Sydney S. Cohen, in commenting on the conference following

Owners

of

adjournment, said
"It was by long odds the best meeting we have yet held and was made
especially pleasing by the support both moral and financial
given and
pledged by the exhibitors of all of the Xew England states.

its

—

—

"Brought Their Money and Turned

COLLEEN MOORE,

appearing in "The
Wall Flower" and "Sent for Out," two
Rupert Hughes stories which Gold-

wyn

is

distributing.

Smallpox

May

Force
Closing of Theatres

Spreading of Epidemic
Result in Drastic

May

Measures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.. Dec. 13.— With a
smallpox epidemic in various sections of
the state, including Kansas City, motion
picture men are anxiously watching the
efforts of the state board of health, public
health service and various local health
authorities to combat the spread of the
disease.
Xaturalh-, a severe general epidemic would affect theatre attendance
and might cause authorities to close

shows.

Combat Disease
The

state board of health meeting her?
decided to take drastic steps to prevent
the spread of the disease from one section of the state to another, and beginning
next week no one will be permitted to
travel on the railroads of the state without presenting a certificate from a reputable physician showing that the person

has been vacinated within the past three
years.
St.

Louis Not Hit

Louis so far has not been affected.
This is due primarily to health departSt.

ment regulations which require that all
school
children
must be vaccinated.

men take pride in the fact
recent years the movie screens
have been used to help the health department educate the people as to the advantage of the prevention of diseases.
There are thousands of people in St.
Louis and elsewhere in the state who
were vacinated after reading a slide in a
movie show advising them of the advantages of doing so.
Local theatre

that

in

"It

gratifying that similar action has

is

been taken in
Michigan, and

nounced

Xew York

state and in
states have an-

other

doing so. The
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
has voted a 5 per cent film tax for a
full week in January to the organization.
All this is an indication of the recognition and support the national body is
their intention of

getting."

Send Organizer

into State

Two

purposes were served in the Boston meeting: Exhibitors of Xew England
were brought together to hear the addresses of President Cohen and General
Counsel James J. Walker and the organization of the Massachusetts unit of
the national league was completed.
An organizer is to be sent from the national headquarters to enroll every theatre

Manage R- C Branch
INDIANAPOLIS, IXD..
A. W. Carrick, for the past
sales

Dec. 13.—
four years

manager with Pathe exchanges

Indianapolis.

in

Omaha and Washington,

has resigned to accept
post at Indianapolis for

the

R-C

managerial
Piatures.

plaints against First National was only
to protect the exhibitor, and was entirely
impersonal and without any intent to injury, but that it would be pressed with
such vigor ss might be necessary to bring
about justice and effect a better understanding all through the Motion Picture

Industry.

He went into great detail, reading from
more than 100 complaint letters, and said
the

interests

of the state and make the organiThis is vital to the
zation 100 per cent.
welfare of the exhibitors of the state bereferendum
the
censorship
cause
of
which will be held next Xovember.
Officers

Are Elected

To

handle the censorship situation, a
committee was appointed to act with the
The Bay
officials of the M. P. T. O. A.
State contingent at the convention elected
the following officers:
President Jacob Lourie. Boston.
First Vice-President G. W. Allen, Jr..
Xew Bedford.
Keon.
John
Second Vice-President
Salem.
Treasurer E. R. Gregory. Dorchester.
Executive Secretary X. Yamins. Fall

—

—

—

—

River.

—
Secretary — Charles

Ross,
Recording
Boston.
D.
are:
E.
directors
board
of
On the
Xathan Hoffman.
Attleboro:
Rhinds.
Somerville; W. E. Warr. Adams: Glover

Wrightler.
Gordon
Beverly:
Springfield: A. R. Lawton. Fitchburg:
George Giles. Boston; Al Summersby.
Boston: George Ramsdell, Maiden; Louis
Bois, Stanley Summers, Allston; Ray
Averett. Boston; Thomas Soriero. Loweli.
and Sam Paninsky, Boston.

Opens on

First National

Senator Walker said the purpose of the
organization with respect to the com-

of

every exhibitor

in

this

and other cases would be cared for to the
full extent of the Protective powers of the
M. P. T. O. A.

A resolution was passed as the session
was closing, thanking President Cohen
and Senator Walker and others for their
presence and the substantial aid they
gave in forming the Massachusetts division.

200

man

Ware.

Carrick Leaves Pathe to

Over"

it

action of the Xew Hampshire men is typical of the support the
organization is receiving. They are nearly all small exhibitors, but they
are live ones. Xot only did they come and take part in the deliberations,
but they brought their money and turned it over. They recognize that
an organization requires the sinews of war, so they had voted among
themselves to levy a 5 per cent film tax for the national organization.

"The

in

Attendance

More than

200 representative theatre
owners from the Bay State and members of the executive boards from Maine.
Xew Hampshire. Connecticut, Rhode
Island
and
Vermont were present.
Among those present from other states
were President True of the Connecticut
organization:
Senator
Bean of New
Hampshire, president of the state unit
there: President Fay of Rhode Island,
and M. J. O'TooIe. Scranton. Pa., member of the national executives committee.

The convention endorsed the "Official
Urban Movie Chats" and pledged the
members of the Massachusetts state body
to use the same as far as practicable in
their theatres.

Made

Fine Art Chief

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS. MO.. Dec. 13.— Dr. J. A.
Campbell of Marissa. 111., has been
president of Fine Art Pictures
Corporation to succeed S. J. Hankin. who
recently sold his interests in the exchange.
Secretary Walter Thimmig, who has been
in temporary charge of the office, has announced that on December 19 P. E. K.
elected

Collins, present manager for Enterprise,
will assume charge of the Fine Art ex-

change.

K X
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Richard Rowland Back

K R

U.

in

A LI)

S.

President of Metro Announces Purchase While
In Europe of Screen Version of "L'Atlantide"
Richard A.
Rowland, president of
Metro Pictures Corporation, returned
last week on the Aquitania from Fngland and a three months' stay in Europe
in the interests of the company.
President Rowland brought back specific information about, though not the
actual print, of the European motion picture, purchase of which was announced
by cable several weeks ago. It 's the
screen version of "L'Atlantide," by Pierre
Benoit, which two years ago won the
award of the Frencl) Academy as being
the best novel of the year.
*

*

*

The photoplay has been on

exhibition
Paris for months and, according to the
Metro executive, is jamming the picture
theatres where it is being shown. The
print of the picture is expected to arrive
by another vessel within a few days.
In the course of the Metro president's
continental trip he visited Vicente Blasco
Ibanez, author of "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse." in his villa in Nice.
Southern France, and showed the great
Spanish writer the completed screen version of his story, as produced by Rex
Ingram for Metro. Senor Ibanez, according to Mr. Rowland, was tremendously
moved by the fidelity of reproduction and
the understanding maintenance of the
spirit of the novel under the masterly
direction of Mr. Ingram.
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" likewise was run before special
audiences in London, Paris and Rome,
and evervwherc acclaimed a triumph.

Denies Plan to Curb
Activity of Skouras

Mrs. Rowland returned to New
York a fortnight ahead of Mr. Rowland
and Count de Cippico.
France.

Darkened

Playhouses

Campaign
Against Fire Hazards

Says Baker

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald/

HAVEN. CONN.,

stating

that

he did

not

t

exchange was formed

to

recent

of

consolidation
Brothers and City

checkmate the
the
Skouras

Wide

Amusement

Company.
Regrets Impression Gained

in-

Dec.

believe

that

a

motion picture theatre here or in
the state had complied with the state and
city
laws governing construction and
safety requirements, Mayor David E.
Fitzgerald last week ordered the chief
of police to recall the I. cense of every
motion picture theatre in the city.
The mayor granted the theatres fortyeight hours in which to comply, after
wiiich each could apply for a new license
under the city ordinance.
Six motion picture theatres in the state
have been closed on the ground that the
safety law had not been complied with.

Government Probes
Alleged Tax Bribery
WASHINGTON,

—

ST. LOU-IS, MO., Dec. i
Sidney J.
Baker, manager of Exhibitors' Direct
Service
Film
Exchange,
which
has
opened its offices at 3314 Lindell boulevard, has officially denied that the new

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Not

Is

Result of Merger,

of the journey, the Count de Cippico, who
has wide film interests in Italy and

New Haven

24. 1921

Exhibitor Exchange

single

in

December

D. C, Dec. 13.— Fol-

Exhibitors Direct Service Company,
a $50,000 organization, is owned by forty
of the independent exhibitors of St. Louis

and

vicinity.

am

very sorry that there are some
believe that our exchange
was
formed to fight St. Louis Amusement
Company or any other organization or
"I

who

said.
"The Exhibitors
Service Film Exchange was organized because the theatre men behind
the company believe that through it they
can obtain high class independent pic-

company," Baker
Direct

tures at lower prices.

Not Responsible for Move
have no intention of antagonizing
Spyros Skouras and Harry Koplar and
their associates in the St. Louis Amusement Company, or any other man or
group of men in local film circles. The

"We

recent

consolidation

of

the

City

Wide

Company controlled
Harry Koplar and Sam Hamburg.

Amusement

by
Jr.,

lowing the recnt arrest in Pittsburgh of
Louis Schwartz, connected with Western
Pennsylvania Amusement Company, on
the charge of attempted bribery, an investigation has been undertaken by the
internal revenue bureau to ascertain if

with several of the Skouras Brothers
theatres was not responsible for the formation of our exchange."

Jury Imperial. Ltd., distributor throughout Great Britain of Metro productions.

other paities are implicated

Significant of the popularity of these pictures in the British Isles is that Sir Wil-

Schwartz is charged with having offered John W. Myles, an internal revenue

CLINTON, IND.. Dec. 13.— William
and Paul Shew have sold the Wonder-

Mr.

agent of the Pittsburgh district. $2,000,
in consideration for which the agent was

the

to approve the individual income tax
returns
of
Louis Schwartz and his
brother, Maurice Schwartz.
Myles preU tided to accept the offer and notified
special agents of the bureau.
A meeting
was arranged and. according to the
agents, twenty $100 bills were placed by
Schwartz in Myles' overcoat pocket.
Schwartz was immediately arrested and
held in $.">,000 bond for hearing.

*

*

«

England Mr. Rowland was
the guest for several days of Sir William
Jury, head of the cinema organization of
While

liam

in

renewed

contract before
departed for France.
his

Rowland
Accompanying Mr. Rowland upon
trip

were Mrs. Rowland, and

for a part

in

the alleged

transaction.

Board Denies Plea

Stine

Buys Shew House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald;

land theatre to J. B. Stine of this city.
plan to go West for their
Mr. Stine also owns the Gem
health.
here and has two theatres in Twelve
Points atvl Terre Haute. Ind., two in

The Shews

Paris.

III.,

and one

in

Jasonville.

Ind.

to

Stop Films in School
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

— The
the

CITY. OKLA.. Dec. 13.
school board here has turned down

request

of

theatre

owners

to

pro-

use of the high school auditorium for concerts and entertainments,
and announced that it would continue to
rent the auditorium for all events of a
cultural or meritorious nature.
Future
bookings of fifty-two nights will be permitted to stand.
The theatre owners
particularly
objected to "Carmen." a
grand opera production brought to Oklahoma City by Hathaway Harper, on the
ground that it was discriminating against
hibit

the

the city theatres.

WILLIAM RUSSELL

and support in a
scene from "The Roof Tree," a new

Fox

picture.

Club women of the city vigorously
urged that the request of the theatre
managers be disregarded and that the
entertainment and concerts be permitted.

ORA CAREW

on her Kentucky thoroughbred presented to the J. L. Frothingham star by an admirer from the
Blue Grass

state.

December
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Arrest Under Kansas Labor
Law Revives Sunday Fight

Realart Subject
Of Varied Rumors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Dec.

13.—The

Realart Pictures Corporation
has been the subject of many
and varied rumors about the
film trade during the past few
days. Although admitting that
certain important changes are
under way, officials of the corporation have refrained from

any announcement.
It has become known that a
large number of changes in
the personnel of the field force

and the home

have been

office

decided upon and that a pro-

gram

retrenchment

strict

of

has been undertaken.

Unanimous Approval
Of Merger Expected
Visitors

From

Several

States

Attend Joint Meeting
in Ohio

Conviction of Farmer for Working on the Sabbath
Gives Reformers Ammunition With Which
to Attack the Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, KAN., Dec.

12.—A careful can-

of delegates attending the joint
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of both Northern and South-

vass

ern Ohio indicates that the merger of the
two organizations will be voted unanimously at tomorrow's session.
This is considered the most important

convention yet held
itors

from

all

in this state.

Exhib-

of the important cities are in

attendance, as well as visitors from New
York. Michigan. Illinois and other states.

Among

M. P.
T. O. A. present are President Sydney
Cohen. General Counsel James J.
S.
Walker, Samuel I. Berman, secretary of
the New York state league, and M. J.
the representatives of the

Van

I'raag of

Kansas

City, Kas.,

is

"If we lose this case of Mr. Gable's,"
said Mr. Van Praag, "then we are going
to find out why street cars and other
industries are permitted to operate on

Sunday."

Theatre

president.
importance is attached to Mr. Gable's
case, due to the fact that it was his opening week and he had gone to much expense in making preparations for a formal opening.

Expect Fair Treatment
without the
The
services of their counsel, Attorney General Richard J. Hopkins of Kansas, as he
is primarily a representative of the state.
will

be

However, the theatre owners feel certain
that they will be accorded fair and just
treatment in the matter. No representative
for the exhibitors has yet been
A date for
chosen, but will be soon.
taking action on the case has not been
but no time will be lost, according to
Mr. Van Praag.
Much hinges on a victory for the exhibitors.
The Sunday labor law never
before has been tested, in respect to motion picture houses, and a favorable ruling probably will mean that every house
in the state can operate on Sunday. At
present, theatres in many towns of KanAdditional
sas are closed on Sundays.
set,

exhibitors.

in

Picture

The Kansas labor law, dealing with persons doing manual labor on
Sunday, has been the seat of many humorous articles in daily newspapers
recently. The law is generally regarded as a joke, but it was recently put
to a test and a farmer living near here was fined $1 for working on Sunday.
Appeals to State League for Aid
That case left an opening for blue law and "Sunless Sunday" advoLast week. J. Gable, owner of the Lyric theatre at Beloit, was
cates.
Mr. Gable at
arrested on a charge of operating his theatre on Sunday.
once appealed to the Kansas state exhibitors' organization, of which M.

O'Toole of Scranton, Pa.
In effecting a merger of the two state
divisions it is believed by officials that
much more can be accomplished for the

Abandons Boy

Motion

of Kansas, the affairs of which have been moving along harmoniously enough for the past few weeks, has suddenly found itself confronted
with two knotty problems of state-wide importance, as well as a semiannual state convention.

exhibitors

O., Dec.

13.—The

Owners

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOLEDO.

53

Seek Ruling on

Law

The other problem, which

is causing
concern, is the
revenue pertaining to 10-cent admissions.
The state organization, through Attorney
Hopkins, will endeavor to obtain a ruling
settling the question of whether or not
10 cents of a regular 20-cent admission
can be deducted, under the new federal
law, or whether the law applies only to
houses charging a regular 10-cent admission.
Action on this matter is expected
within the next few days.

Kansas exhibitors no

little

to Bar
Her Name From Film

Author Seeks

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec. 13.— Fanny Hurst
says she will use every legal means to
prevent the use of her name and book
title in connection with Hope Hampton's
"Star Dust." The matter is now in the
hands of her attorney, B. H. Stern, who
will demand elimination of name and
title and, if this is not done, he will file
First National offian injunction suit.
cials say they have heard nothing of the
proposed action.

House

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Mukaeda Off

HOUSTON.

TEX., Dec. 13.— A baby
boy recently was abandoned by a young
woman in a motion picture theatre here.
The child, about 4 years old, gave his
name as Carl Wright, but no further

to

Japan

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. Dec. 13.— K. Mukaeda, head of the Orient Pictures Corporation and owner of a string of important motion picture houses in Japan,
has sailed for the Orient. Mr. Mukaeda
has been in Los Angeles for several
weeks and is expected to return here in

information as to his identity could be
learned.
The mother has failed to claim
him.

•ibout six

months.

Doug and Mary Back
Heads Magician

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec. 13.— Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford arrived yesterday from Europe and are expected to
remain in New York until after Christmas.

Society

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

EDITH ROBERTS, who

plays a leading
role in Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount
Night."
picture, "Saturday

Dec. 13.— Adam Hall

Shirk, publicity manager for Lasky, has
been elected president of the Los Angeles
Society of Magicians.
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Imported Films to
Revive Theatregoers Interest
Says CHESTER BEECROFT
'•Imported films will be the salvation of the independent distributor
during the current season and will do more to revive the Magging interest
of the picture fans throughout the country than anything that is likely to
be done by our habit-bound producers in this country."
Chester Beecroft of 501 Fifth avenue,
York, makes this statement to the
Herald. In amplifying his assertion, Mr.
Beecroft, who has been in the export and
import branch of the industry for the

New

last

five years, said:

so-called independent has not
been as quick as his entrenched brethren
in taking advantage of the foreign film
probably because he hasn't as much
money to risk in speculation.

"The

*

*

Herbert, Mario Carrillo, Paul McAllister,
former matinee idol; Etienne Gerardot.

Bernard Seigel, Hal De Forrest, Edward
Kipling, Augustus Balfour, Jack Collins,
Culver C. Supplee, Edward Boring, Paula
Shay, Viva Verome, Florence Kimball,
Florence Ashbrook, America Chedister
and Ruth D. Goodwin. Several more
characters are yet to be added.

Griffith Organization

*

"But now that their value has been so
widely demonstrated and so definitely established by such powerful distributors

Famous Players, First National, Goldwyn and United Artists, the independent,

Schedules Play Dates

On "Two Orphans"

as

contemplating the extraordinary success
that has been scored in every instance,
together with the fact that each of the
firms mentioned is announcing 'more
foreign films to come,' realizes that investment in such material is an insurance
and not a speculation at all.
"Let us assume that the slump in patronage which set in last spring was financial

depression,

strikes,

unemployment

and heat. One of these conditions has
changed with the season and industrial
conditions are said to be on the mend.
Why, then, doesn't business come back
to normal?

among erstwhile picture
"Circulate
fans and ask questions. You'll find out
they don't go back regularly because the
habit has been broken, and they will tell
you that they are 'sick of the same old
the society drama, the formulathing'
made productiens, the pretty star and
rotten company, the horrible boredom of
sameness. These folks used to go regularly on certain nights to their favorite
local theatre.
Now they go irregularly
and only when some special appeal is
made and their interest aroused.

—

*

*

*

"This is where the foreign film comes
in.
It has novelty of appeal to rouse and
attract them, and novelty of expression
when they see it. It gives them a fresh
and new viewpoint. It breathes life and
stimulates a business that has become
poor and uncertain only because it has
grown stale. It gives the skeptic hope
and promise and will do more to revive
the movie habit than any move the exhibitor can make at this time."
Mr. Beecroft contends that there is no
danger of the foreign pictures crowding
out the American product. Importation
of foreign films will have a "tendency to
rouse up the American producer and pull
him out of the fatal rut he has gotten
into." he says. He said that the foreign
picture would "be like medicine" to the
"great directors here."

Farnum Supported by Big
Cast in His New Ptcture
One of the biggest screen casts that
has been assembled recently is supporting
William Farnum in the latest picture he
is
making at the New York studio of
William Fox. The feminine leads are divided between Peggy Shaw, late of the
Ziegfeld Frolics and Myrta Bonillas.
Others in the production are: Holmes

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

13.— Following are

the opening dates of D. W. Griffith's latest
attraction, "The Two Orphans," in the
larger cities of the country:
Hartford, Conn., Parson's theatre, December 19 ; Boston, Tremont theatre, December 26; New York, Apollo theatre,
either December 29 or 30; Philadelphia.
Forrest theatre, January 9
Cleveland.
Ilanna theatre. January 9; Pittsburgh, Pitt
theatre, January 16; Chicago, Great Northern theatre, January 30 or February 5.
Traveling companies will be organized
immediately following these openings.
;

Selznick News Cameraman
On Prince of Wales Tour
Covering events in various parts of the
world is keeping Selznick News cameramen on the jump. Harold Jeapes, head
cameraman, it is announced, is on board
the Renown photographing the progress
of the Prince of Wales through India.
The selection of Jeapes is said to have
been made by the Prince himself, because
of favor won when he accompanied the
Duke of Connaught on his travels.
Cecil Raleigh, another Selznick cameraman is in Paris, covering news of the
FYench capital.
Fred Schoedsack, who
has been in Ireland, has been transferred
to Nice to photograph the winter functions on the Riviera. At home Charles
Sanwald is making news photographs of
the Stillman divorce case.

Kineto Feature to

Run

Indefinitely at Carlton
"Nature's Babies," one of the "Animal
series, produced by Kineto.
which ran for eight weeks at the Criterion
theatre in New York during the run of
"Peter Ibbetson," has been selected by
Frank W. Buhler. of the Stanley Corporation in Philadelphia, to run indefinitely at
the new Carlton theatre there during the
engagement of Cecil De Mille's newest
picture, "Fool's Paradise."

HOBART BOSWORTH
"White

Arrow announces

that Eddie Lyons, director-comedian, has completed the final
scenes of his latest comedy. "Just a
Minute."
He will start shortly on the
next of the series of comedies for Arrow
entitled "Moving Day."

a

Wid

in a

scene from

Graf Production,
Gunning, Inc.

Vitagraph President

New

Praises
Picture
Delays Western Coast Trip
to Supervise Making of
Latest Production
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph,
who is at the company's studios at Hollywood. Cat, has been giving his personal
attention to the forthcoming Vitagraph
production, "The Prodigal judge." it is
learned. The picture, to be distributer! in
January as an Edward Jose production,
will be one of the biggest of 1922. Mr.
Smith believes. So great has been his
interest in the production that he Was
present personally at the filming ot more
than three-quarters of the exteriors in
Canada and in various parts of the United
States, which necessitated a delay to the
Western Coast for several weeks.

Sees Film Play Before Leaving

Not until virtually all of the footage on
the new feature had been projected for
him did he leave Hollywood. Mr. Smith
evinced complete satisfaction at the result

and describes the production as one of the
best he has seen.

A

feature of

"The Prodigal Judge,"

in

which Jean Paige is starred, is a scene
in which the cast "shoots the rapids" of
the St. Lawrence river on keel boats and
rafts of the type used on the Mississippi
"before the war."

were made
and background.
trips

Kingdom"

Lyons Completes Comedy

Hands,"

distributed by

Several other location
to get proper coloring

Is Story of

South

picture from the book by Vaughan
Kester of the same name which enjoyed
considerable popularity in 1911, deals
with the old South during the period of
1853, when slavery and corn whiskey
were permitted by the Constitution.
in a spectacular duel
It culminates

The

scene.

Russell Sells Interests
Y.— Harry W. Russell

has
sold the Family and Temple theatres to
Wilfred Robson of Holley. For the present Russell is making his home at Sherman, N. Y. After a short vacation he
will resume his theatre activities.

Albion, N.

December
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Claims Device Gives

Depth
Mary Bruce
Is

to Pictures

of

Fight

New

Apparatus
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 13.— A new dehas been perfected, according to
Mary Bruce, its inventor, which gives
depth to motion pictures when projected
on the screen.
The effect is accomplished, according
to Miss Bruce, by a device known as an

to Enforce

Use of Slow-Burning Films

Los Angeles

Inventor of

Renewed

National Association Committee Will Meet With
Representatives of the National Fire
Protection Association

vice

intensifying

which

is

the main object of
to "round out" the bodies of the
screen,

players.

The apparatus consists of three net
screens attachable to the front of the
usual screen.
The screens graduate in
•size, the graduations absorbing the flat
effect usual to motion pictures.

Statement by Rowland
Verifies Herald Story
On Closing of Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

12.— Official an-

nouncement was made today by President
Richard A. Rowland, that the Metro
Hollywood studios would close on January
in

1 for a couple of months, as stated
last week's Exhibitors Herald.
The

shutdown was decided upon by the executive committee, when the matter was
taken up after the return of Marcus Loew
from the Coast and of Mr. Rowland from

"The decision to close down temporarsaid Mr. Rowland, "was reached be-

ily,"

cause, for the first time in the history of
any company, Metro was able to complete
its
entire program of pictures for the
1921-1922 season. All pictures exhibitors
have contracted for up to Sept. 1, 1922,
are finished.
As an illustration of this,

Mr. Rowland pointed out Rex Ingraham's
"Prisoner of Zenda," which is finished,
but not booked for distribution until late
next fall.
Early in
opened.

March

has revived its
slow-burning motion picture

film.

News

of this action was contained in a letter to Executive Secretary
Frederick H. Elliott of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry from Franklin H. Wentworth, secretary of the fire association.

To Study "Motion
Wentworth informed

Picture Film Hazards"

Elliott that the fire association

was appointing
a conference committee on "Motion Picture Film Hazards" and requested
that the N. A. M. P. I, appoint representatives to serve on the committee.
The conferences will be held in New York late in January.
Jules E. Brulatour, chairman of the fire
prevention committee of the N. A. M.
P. I., has designated the following to
serve with him during the conferences:
Jack G. Leo, vice-president. Fox Film
Corporation; Frank Meyers, assistant
secretary and manager of laboratories,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; F.
M. Brockell, sales manager, Associated
First National Pictures; E. M. Porter,
general
manager.
Precision
Machine
Company; Albert deRoode, council, committee on fire prevention, N. A. M. P. I.;
H. J. Yates, managing director, Allied
Laboratories, and Frederick H. Elliott,

twenty days as against ninety days for
the present stock.

Consider Improving Reels

The conference

also will take under
question of improving
film reels.
At the semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Engineers in
Buffalo a letter was read declaring that
the reels in use today are of poor design
and quality and do not properly stand up
under rough treatment.
The reason for bringing this subject up
at the conference, according to Secretary
Wentworth, is that the use of cheap reels
increases the fire hazard, due to mutilation of film and its breakage while in the
machine.

advisement

committee secretary.

Opposed

in 1919

ment by Prizma.

Among

the pictures said to have

won

"If," "Where Poppies
Bloom," "Royal Family of Swaziland,"
"Rheims," and Madge Evans in "The

special favor are:

Match

Girl."

Finis Fox Conpletes His
First Independent
Fox has completed

Film

his first inde-

Law and God's."
laboratory work on
which was done by the Rothacker-Aller
pendent picture, "Man's
feature,

Los Angeles
Livingston

Fire Protection Association would
substitute the non-inflammable film for
the nitro-cellulose stock. When this same
proposal was made by the association in
1919 it was opposed by the industry on
the ground that it would involve a financial burden and that such precaution was
unnecessary because of added safeguards
which had been placed around the handling of film.
It is pointed out by some
that the film stock suggested by the fire
association has a usability of about

the

the

plant,

is

in five

reels.

Jack

starred in the picture, the
story for which was written by Mr. Fox.
is

Cha nges Made in K. C.
Exchange Personnels;
Rubert Leaves Pathe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Dec. 13.— W.
L. Rubert, who resigned recently as manager of the Pathe branch, will spend the
winter in Pocatello, Idaho. Mr. Rubert
was presented a gold fountain pen, penand chain by members of the office
upon his departure.
M. Parkhurst,
former bookkeeper at Pathe's
cil

"Mail Your Xmas
Parcels Early"

Evidence of the interest in Prizma
color pictures in England is seen in the
fact that Sir William F. Jury, managing
director of Jury's Imperial Pictures, Ltd.,
has cabled an order for 150 additional
prints to meet the demands of the English market, according to an announce-

The

Dec. 13.— The National Fire Protection Association
campaign to encourage the use of non-inflammable and

the studios will be re-

Get English Order for
150 More Prizma Prints

Finis

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

The

abroad.

Little

NEW

News

reel companies are cooperwith the post office department in its appeal to the public to
do their Christmas shopping early
and to mail packages as far as possible in advance of December 25.
The National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, through
its
news reel committee, has
pledged its aid to Postmaster General Will H. Hays to assist in the
campaign to induce early mailing.

ating

The news reel companies are working on special screen stories showing the great strain to which the
postal employees are put by the
eleventh hour rush of gifts. These
pictures will be shown on screens
throughout the country from now
until the middle of December.
The news reel officials that are
cooperating with the post office department are: E. B. Hattrick of
International; Herbert Hancock of
Fox; E. V. Durling of Selznick; G.
McL. Baynes of Kinogram, and E.
Cohen of Pathe.

force

branch, has accepted a position as office
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation's
branch here. Thomas E.
Dodd succeeds Parkhurst at Pathe.
Calvin Rice is the latest addition to the
sales force of the Crescent Film Company's Kansas City office. He will cover
Southwestern Kansas.
Ben Westerhoff
is covering Northern Missouri for Universal, having been transferred from the

manager

Southwestern Kansas territory, which is
now being covered by J. C. Maxwell.
Within the last sixty days the Kansas
City Goldwyn branch has sold fifteen
more franchises than their year's quota
calls for, according to W. E. Truop,
manager.

.

Edith Roberts Lead
in New Read Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

ANGELES, Dec. 13.— Edith
Roberts has been engaged to play the
leading role in a new J. Parker Read, Jr..
production which will be commenced
within a few days at the Ince studios.
The name of the story is "Pawned," by
Frank L. Packard of "Miracle Man"

LOS

fame.
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Howard Dietz

The WEEK in NEW YORK

Four Years Director

Advertising and
Publicity for Gold-

HERE'S

a little tip for some of you
Take a page from
exploitation boys
the book of "Chick" Daley, erstwhile
some exploitation
but
now
doing
cowboy,
for "Ten Nights in a Bar Room." Arrow's
big picture, which had its premiere at
:

Providence

last Saturday.
"Chick's" idea of good exploitation was
to put window cards of his show in the
window's of the ex-booze emporiums, most
all of which are now near-beer joints, and

anyone who knows Providence knows

it

is

them.
At one of these the proprietor, full of
reminiscences of the good old days and
other things, objected to being particeps
crimini to the boosting of "Chick's" particular brand of show, and attempted to
throw him and his window cards out with
as much joy as he used to give the rush
to the free lunch bum.
full of

"Chick" had a different idea, however,
and proceeded to mop up the floor with the
barkeep, and did it so effectually that when
he had finished and asked

"Do these cards go up?"
"They do."

the

answer was

they stay up?" asked "Chick."
do," said the barkeep.

"They

And there's your tip.
they did.
Only be careful to hand pick your bar-

And

tender.
*

*

Eriends of Miss Lucille Lkf. Stewart,
known in private life as Mrs. Ralph Ince.
say they are going to unpin the piscatorial
championship medals from the manly
bosoms of "Bill" Yearsley and P. A. Parsons, and hand them over to the beautiful
young sister of Anita Stewart.
They assert that she does anything in the
fishing line and with it, that "Bill" or "P.
A." does, only more of it and better. She
sails her own boat, baits her own hooks
with the wiggly little worms, takes her own
fish off the hooks without batting even one
of her pretty eyes. And besides that she
can take her fish home and cook it in a
manner fit for an epicure whatever that
is) and it is an even bet "Bill" and "P. A."
(

can't.

in Bay Shore, L. E. and
she isn't making pictures spends
of her time luring finny dainties from
Her slogan is "Keep the
the briny deep.
home fires burning," sufficiently at least to

Mrs. Ince lives

when
much

cook the

And

fish

that's that.

*

*

*

a new sign on
It
at Universal.

Harry Reichenbach has

the door of his office
reads "No Admittance." Some wag wrote
underneath, "This goes for all except
newspaper men who wish to print someReichenthing about "Foolish Wives."
bach is looking for the wag. He says his
hardest work is to keep newspaper men
from printing too much about "Foolish
Wives."
Harry is a regular shrinking
violet.

*

*

*

rumored that one of the features of
the A. M. P. A. "Naked Truth" dinner will
be Bob Long's recitation of "The Face on
the Bar Room Floor," with "The Shooting
of John McGraw" as an encore if Long
It is

lasts that long.

wyn

Pictures

we

don't knock our friends, was speaking
peevishly about a story one of«his writers
had turned in.
Said the peeved one.
"Words. Words. Words. That fellow's
system is so full of words that there's no
room for an idea." So there.
*

»

»

A. Hammei.l has joined the sales
staff at I'aramount's New York Exchange.
Mr. Hammell's film experience dates back
over a period of twelve years, during
which time he had charge of the New
York offices of the General Film Company
as well as those of Pathc. He also served
a term as president of the F. I. L. M. Club
of New York.

John

*

9

Merkitt Crawforii

»

worrying over the

is

installation of the "featherweight" turnstiles in the subways.
"This is rank dis-

crimination," says Merritt. "they must be
trying to drive all of us heavyweights to
should get together and
the taxicabs.
protest. There is great indignation."

We

*

"Do

*

One of our esteemed publicity directors,
who shall be nameless for the reason that

*

*

And
and

speaking of the Irish-English soiree
its
near settlement Eddie Weskit

Dunn

says the assertion

is

now made

that

George M. Cohan brought about peace
between the warring nations. "However,"
says Dunn, "the settlement which gives Ireland its freedom was not brought about
until after George went to London, so you
can draw your own conclusions."
*

*

*

A

cablegram received at the home office
of Paramount from Sydney, Australia, announces the birth of a daughter to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Hicks, Jr. Mr. Hicks, who
is now managing director of Feature Films,

Paramount Australasian organizawas formerly assistant sales manager

Ltd., the
tion,

of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
*

*

*

at Dclmonicos by
honor of Mr. and Mrs.

At the luncheon given

Arthur

S.

Kane

in

Ray, Mr. Ray stated that as a
speechmaker he felt that he was a fair sort
of an actor. No one tried to start an argument with him on this.

Charles

*

*

*

Erich von Stroheim is said to be packing about with him a peeve of considerable
According to the dope von
dimensions.
"Foolish
showing
Stroheim's
idea
of
Wives" is to show it in thirty reels, and let
the lookers take two evenings to giving it
the "once over," getting fifteen reels per
night.
Two theaters would be required to
pull the stunt this way, one theater one
night for the first half another theater the
next night to see the remainder. Wouldn't
it be awful if you'd slip a cog and sandwich in some other show between the two
pieces of "Foolish Wives"?
* * *
;

Max

Doolittle, publicity person of the
says that the entry "Choreography by Paul Oscard." which appears on
this week's score card of the Criterion program, does not mean that Paul does the
chores about the place, as some have sugDoolittle says that Paul is their
gested.
regular big league dancer. But it's a real
Criterion,

good word anyway.
future use.

Let's

file

it

away

for

HOWARD

DIETZ,

director of AdPublicity for the
Goldwyn I'icturcs Corporation, is
a bear on other things besides getting
Goldwyn stuff in print. He is a skillful
versifier, specializing in the lighter-thanHe is an expert at
air types of poetry.
ping-pong, and has a special room in his
home devoted to this ancient and honorable sport, with referee's platform, linesmen's benches and chalking apparatus all
complete.
He wields a deadly billiard
cue and shakes a mean tennis racket. He
regards himsilf, with all due respect to
Mr. Rothafel, as the best handball player
in the home office field.
Dietz was groomed at Columbia University and polished in the offices of a
While"
well-known advertising agency.
in college he won the $500 prize offered
adverby Fatima cigarettes for the best
tisement written by a university student
and he still smokes them, proving conclusively that he is a glutton for punishvertising

and

ment.

He has been with Goldwyn for about
four years, working himself up from a
humble ink-slinger to commander-inchief of all the space hounds of that big
organization.
His experience on several
New York dailies has been a great help
to

the

him

in

sneaking Goldwyn matter past
As may be seen
guard.

editorial

from the above picture Dietz is not exan octogenarian, and his friends
shudder to think of the things he will
do when he attains his full growth.
He is a director of the A. M. P. A. and
a member of the censorship committee of
the N. A. M. P. I., but is perhaps a bit
actly

prouder of the fact that for years he
has contributed verse to the country's
leading magazines and. under the pseudonvm of -Freckles" to F. P. A.'s Conning Tower" in the New York Tribune.

)
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Number of Admission

Now

Returns

Delay

Causing
Adjustment

in

$1,000,000

By

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON".

Dec. 13.—
Reasons for the delay of the revenue department in adjusting the admission returns

theatres

of

the

that

fact

C.

D.

are

indicated

tax

sales

the

in

to

unit,

Nine Exchanges Gutted by Blaze on Film Row
Gunning and United Artists Branches Burn

DALLAS.

The unit also received 63.000 claims for
refund or abatement of taxes or penal-

Ten

in

ties,

a

month

-during

the

were on

addition to which 15.000

More
file at the beginning of the year.
than 6S.000 claims were disposed of during the year, and the number on file
unsettled on June 30,

duced to

had been

last,

re-

10,000.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 13.— The photo-

play is to be made more interesting for the
That is a decision just
business man.
reached by Realart, which heretofore has
devoted its energies largely to the story
of particular appeal to women.
Announcement of the new policy was

made by Elmer

Harris,

manager of pro-

duction, following the arrival of Will Payne,
magazine writer, who has made a special
feature of industrial articles and fiction.
Mr. Harris has mapped out a plan
whereby he can utilize the talents of

Wanda Hawley, Bebe

Daniels.

May Mc-

Avoy, Constance Binney and Mary Miles
M inter, and carry out at the same time

new

his

idea.

Levey Acquires Swedish
Biograph Company Films
Announcement

made

is

by

Harry

Levey that National Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures. Inc.. has acquired the entire
library of scenic and educational
pictures, together with a series of comeproduced

dies,

Biograpn

Swedish

by

Company.
"National

library

Non-Theatrical's

of

films, selected for the non-theatrical field,

has passed the 1.000 mark." said Mr.
Levey. "We are adding to it every day.

Swedish

These

films

are

particularly

adapted for schools and churches, showing as they do many of the less visited
parts of Europe, such as Iceland. Greenland.

Denmark and

the beauty
den."

Finland, as well as

spots of

Norway and Swe-

Ray Gets Rousing
Welcome at Boston Depot

Charles

Boston doffed its garb of dignity long
enough to give an enthusiastic reception
to

Charles

Ray when he

arrived at the

Although the star, accompanied bv Mrs. Ray. Arthur S. Kane,
Richard Willis and Albert A. Kidder. Jr.,
South

station.

stepped

off the

train after 10 o'clock at

crowd awaited him.
Mr. Ray was welcomed by Mayor An-

night a tremendous

drew J. Peters and Mayor Edward Quinn
of Cambridge, which city he visited later.
He spent three days in Boston viewing
points

New

of

exchanges

interest

before

York, from where he

tour of the South.

proceeding to
left

for a brief

13.

—A

ravaging

fire

which swept Film

street Saturday night totally
and film valued at $1,000,000.

Row

destroyed nine of the

buildings were gutted by the fire which spread so rapidly that
firemen could make no headway in placing it under control.
the film
AMONG
destroyed were:

exchanges

totally

R-C

Pictures

Corporation.

Peacock Productions and Consolidated
Film and Supply Company.
Immediate steps have been taken by
the companies to establish temporary
headquarters and to replenish their supply of prints so as to keep the interrupof service

tion

to exhibitors at a mini-

mum.

which started in the offices of
Era Film Exchange and Blackstone

Fire,

Pictures Corporation at 21 East 7th
Chicago, resulted in the complete
destruction of office furniture of the two
companies and considerpble damage to
the building.
The blaze, which, it is
thought originated in the poster room,
was confined mostly to the fore part of
the building. A number of prints locked
in a vault in the rear section of the offices
were not reached by the flames.
Temporary headquarters of the two
companies have been established at IT
East 7th street.
street.

Frederick Ireland Joins
Fabric Studios as Chief
of Production
Frederick

J.

Department

Ireland,

director,

has

joined the Fabric studios as manager of
the company's production department.
In his new connection Mr. Ireland will
have charge of the division which renders
assistance to theatre managers in conceiving

and

Vitagraph Cast in South
To Make "Island Wives"
Corinne
ture.

Griffith's

"Island

next Vitagraph picwhich contains

Wives."

South Sea island scenes, will be made in
vicinity of Miami. Fla.
Director
Webster Campbell, with his technical
staff and cast, has left for the Southern
resort to start work on the production.
Included in the company, which will
remain in the South for about six weeks,
are Charles Trowbridge and Rockliffe
Fellows, who have leading male parts.
The story was written by Bob Dexter
and adapted to the screen by William B.
Courtney.
the

Vaults Save Film
from Destruction

New

material conies from probably a dozen
photographers in many parts of
the world.
Their material is all assembled in the Kineto editing room and
out of all of it comes the reel in its final
form.

different

United Artists. Wid Gunning. Southern
Enterprises.
Parker
Film
Company.
Emergency Film Company. Texas Film

Company.

Realart Plans Appeal
To Busy Business Men

TEX., Dec.

Commerce

in

returns

— Wid

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

year.

000

Film Destroyed

Dallas, Tex., Fire

which

admission, rental and other excise taxes
are reported, received an average of 380.-

in

57

producing

prologues

and

presentations.

Mr. Ireland, who has written as well as
staged theatrical and motion picture productions, has a wide experience in this
In obtaining his services the comfield.
pany is following a policy of increasing
the service to be rendered by the department.

Kineto Review Exemplifies
Value of Variety in Films
"Nature's Babies." the Kineto Review
which is now in its seventh week at the

Vignola Selecting Script
For His Next Production
Having just completed a second production with Marion Davies in the star
role for Cosmopolitan. Robert G. Vignola
now is engaged in reading scripts with a
view to beginning a new production
shortly.

The

special just

completed was

taken from a magazine story by Sophie
Kerr entitled "Beauty's Worth." and is
said to offer Miss Davies as fine opportu-

"Enchantment." which was
Mr. Vignola's first production with the

nities as did
star.

Second Castle-Hodkinson
Picture Is in Production
Irene Castle, favorite stage and screen
has started work at the Estel studio
under the direction of Edwin L. Hollywood on her second production for \V.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. The picture
from "The Rise of Roscoe Paine." by
, is
Joseph C. Lincoln. The first Castle production, which was also directed by Mr.
Hollywood, is "French Heels." a story by
Clarence Buddington Kelland.
star,

"Over the Hill" Tops
Blank Record by S400

that to get the finest results in true
educational pictures there is essential a
variety that can only come from many

Word has been received from Lowell
Cash, who is exploiting Fox's "Over the
Hill" in the Middle West, that the picture broke the house record at the
Strand theatre in Des Moines.. Ia.. on

sources.
In the case of "Nature's Babies." the

Thanksgiving Day by $400.
is an A. H. Blank house.

Criterion theatre in

New York

is

said to

be an apt example of the Charles Urban
idea

—

The Strand
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Designate

Week

Settlement

for

Pending Grievances

of

—

—A

concerted campaign to adjust all pending
New Year has been launched by the F. I. L. M.

Club of New York City.The period from December 24 to 31 has been designated "Clean Up
Week," and it is hoped to settle all trade differences relating to money,
credit, dates

COMMITTEE

comprised of Wil-.
Marsh, as chairman. Charles
Rosenzweig, John A. Hummell, S. H.
Fabian and I. Schmertz has been appointed by President I. E. Chadwick of
the club to direct the campaign.
liam

*

*

merce, and President Sydney S. Cohen of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America have endorsed the movement.

—

Fills Church
With Film Exhibition

Pastor

*

The movement
tised in all the

is being widely adverexchanges in Greater New

York and among

the

exhibitors.

Hun-

dreds of placards bearing this announcement: "Everybody's Clean Up Week,
December :>4 to 31," are on display at
the exchanges.
Fifty thousand gummed stickers have
been printed and will be attached to
every envelop carrying correspondence

The comor invoices to the theatres.
mittee is urging exchanges to meet the
exhibitor half way in an endeavor to
"clean up" all grievances.
*
It

is

*

president of the
state organization; William Brandt, head
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of ComO'Reilly,

L.

MA
MONEY
Have Been
W

'h

ich

Exhibitors to Build
BY A. M. LEITCH
(Manager, Royal Theatre,
Milford, la.)

how I successfully
started "Winners of the West,"
the Universal serial.
Here

As

is

this serial

was taken from

in our
United States history, immediately upon booking this chapter play I had an interview
with our school authorities.
actual

happenings

They became interested in
"Winners of the West" and as
I
had been asked before by
the high school to give them a
benefit show I decided this
would lie a dandy time to start
a

serial.

gave them the entire rededucting only actual
expenses and they showed two
nights to S. R. O. They had
canvassed the town and vicinI

ceipts

ity a week in
tickets.
I

advance, selling

have now shown the fourth

chapter and find
best and

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOGANSPORT. IND.. Dec. 13.—
Motion pictures have been placed on his
winter program for Sunday evening services by the Rev. Wellington C. Holmes,
pastor of the Universalist church here.
Pictures

shown.

to be the
cleanest serial I have
it

of

A

a religious nature will be
similar program last winter

filled the church for each Sunday evening service, the pastor says.

Murray Film

*

understood that exhibitor leaders

—Charles

NEW

YORK,

Dec. 13.— A

Eve dance will be held at
Regiment Armory by the

New

Year's

the Twelfth
Allied Film

Laboratories Association.
It
make this an annual event.

is

planned

Officials promoting the dance believe
that the public, as well as all branches
of the industry, will welcome the opportunity to get together in a grand jubilee.
The armory was chosen as the logical
place for holding the ball because of the
attendance anticipated.

and service between exchange men and exhibitors during that

week.

A

Allied Laboratories
Are Promoting Ball
For New Year's Eve

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. 13.
grievances before the

24, 1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Effort Will be Made in New York to Adjust All Trade
Differences During Period from Dec. 24
31

NEW YORK,

December

for

Metro

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW

YORK, Dec. 13.— Metro has
signed to distribute "Peacock Alley," the
Tiffany production starring Mae Murray.
'.

N

I

IDEAS

G

sed Successfully by
Up Their Patronage
evei shown. If it continues as
good as it is to date, it will
sure be a winner. In booking
this serial, be sure to take this
up with your schools for they
will put it over for you.

By ELBERT

I.

CONROE

(Conroe's Playhouse, Conroe, Tex.)

Mondays and Thursdays

my town

as a

rule

are

in

dull.

To overcome

this, I ordered a
supply of Kewpie Doll lamps
and gave one away on Monday
and Thursday.
I give one away and hold a
country auction, with the first
bid not over 75 cents and every
bid thereafter 3 cents. This put
real enthusiasm into my patrons and it provided plenty of

fun.
Everybody will want a
lamp and you will be surprised
the price you get aucat

tioneering one off.
This is for small towns but
believe me it works and the
electric kewpie dolls are not
expensive. Try this and write

me

Here's Resolution
Creating Division
Of Public Service
Here is the resolution which created the Department of Public Service of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

of America.

be noted that if screen advertising was actually contemplated
in this resolution the language employed served rather to veil this fact
than to make it plain to the exhibIt will

itor

:

WHEREAS,

the
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners of America, having had
always in mind the promotion of all
projects of public welfare through the
medium of their screens, do hereby offer
their services to the people of our country
in exhibiting in their theatres, free of
charge, at special performances, a series
of motion picture films touching upon
and dealing with vocational education;
the object of these films being to aid
young men and women in the high
schools or other educational institutions
of similar grade and character and to
assist all other persons in determining
the vocation for which their talents and
inclinations seem to fit them best, the
intent is also to visualize all important
industrial and scientific pursuits, as well
as the activities of industry, trade, commerce, agriculture, public health, and
travel in such a manner as to place before the spectators a fair and complete
picture of each subject.

RESOLVED,

That the Department of
of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America be, and the
same is hereby created, and be it further
Public

Service

RESOLVED,

That the Department of
the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America be and
hereby does ally itself with the Bureau
Commercial Economics, and be it
of
Public

Service

of

further

RESOLVED,
Theatre

Owners

That the Motion Picture
of America designate

Director General of
of Public Service of this
Organization for a period of five years
at one dollar a year, to inaugurate and
carry out the resolution passed at the
annual convention of the Motion Pic-

Francis Holley. as

the

Department

Theatre Owners of America, at
Minneapolis June 27, 28, and 29, 1921,
and be it further
ture

RESOLVED,

That the

said

Francis

Holley be and hereby is authorized to immediately take such steps as he may

deem necessary
intention

of

said

put into effect
resolution."

to

Unanimously adopted.

the

+

without number has
TIMES
Christmas salutation. ""Peace

good

earth,

will

the

on
to men." been sounded

—yet neither has peace taken up

a per-

manent abode here below nor has man
learned to dwell in friendliness with
fellow

his

man.

maneuvering,

political

the

of

pacts

congress or conclave, but simply upon

upon earth of that
good will among men which is the burden of the ancient Christmas salutaAnd the good will that shall be
tion.
the establishment

the

of

basis

this

amity

international

as the logical result of that

There has been centuries of wish-

shall

come

ing for "Peace on earth, good will to

good

will

man," but very

us take into our
as the monithere
enthrone
hearts and
tor of our thoughts and deeds toward

CJ

those

things

little

of the doing of

which would cause the

salutation to be materialized.

^ Each

year

mankind

enters

with

the

of

spirit

Christmas but soon the garland of the
holiday season is permitted to wither,
the message of peace

and good

forgotten and in the festering

will

and the quarrels of
uals take root and flourish.

B

UT

+—

the world moves.

Mankind,

of

soil

individ-

Humanity's
if

is

never-

not done

completely with the wars of nations,
least

upon

is

at

the threshold of the estab-

lishment of a parliament of

man, where

the fiery sword of destruction will be
sheathed and where the eternal principles of righteousness will hold undis-

puted sway.
<|

The

man

THIS

industry of ours, possessed

upon

military victory,

/Reprinted by request

a

position of leadership

great work

to

further the

of giving peace a

perma-

making

nent abode upon earth and in
"Good will to men" a world-wide

re-

thereby adding immeasurably, in

the only certain way. to the sum of
human happiness. And realizing our
responsibility
€J

To

days

this

of

we

shall not default.

industry,

whose infancy

antipathies

petty

are

well

passed, no greater blessing could be
the orift of this Christmas-tide than a

on the part of the men

practical resolve

and women
this

accomplishment of this, how-

ever, hinges not

throughout the year.

tremendous influence upon
the thought of mankind, is in a natural
of

ality,

progress, however slow,

theless certain.

our fellow

is

prejudice, passion and hatred the wars
of nations

individuals which the

spirit bids

enthusiasm

fine

into

among

Christmas

of motion pictures to

'"Good will to men"
greeting but a

holiday

throughout the year.

—from Holiday Issue,

1980)

make

not merely a
living

thing
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December

the Tie w Tear about to
dawn and bring to the industry its deserved heritage of
ifti

better times and an increasingly greater influence in its ordained mission of entertaining and in
spiring mankind throughout the
world, flie staff of fhe HERMJ),
grateful for the opportunity it
has had to serve the business

of motion pictures, conveys to
all the people of ftie industry
its heartiest best wishes {hat
every bright promise of £he
Hew Tear may be realized a
thousand-fold
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NINETEEN TWENTY-ONE
EDWIN

By

S.

CLIFFORD

(Managing Editor, Exhibitors Herald)
after year as the Christmas
YEARapproached
and a New Year
tide

prepared to make its bow. it has
been the accepted custom of the
trade for executives of film companies and exhibitor organizations,
directors and producers.
in fact,
everyone connected with the motion
picture industry to predict a "new

—

—

epoch."'

And

has been good form for
the executive in the second or third
paragraph of his statement to point
out that his company or his organization has set the stage for this '"new
era." The director or producer has
put aside his modesty to "point with
pride" to the "no small part" he has
had in bringing the industry to the
brink of the revolutionary- change.
it

long-heralded
THE
arrived!

Two

great
Neither force

The

new

epoch

has

brought it about.
came from within the inforces

general economic readjustment, which has affected
every line of commercial endeavor. The
second is a group of reformers, meddustry.

first

dlers, politicians

is

and

the

idealists,

who have

made

the motion picture industry a special target for their cupidity or edification.

The economic readjustment is rapidly
making a business of what has been aptly
called "a game."
It is mercilessly forcing the waster, the idler, and the figurehead from the business. It is compelling
everyone in the business to demand a
dollar's value for a dollar spent.
It is
forcing producers to create better pictures: distributors to make the organisations more efficient, and exhibitors to be-

come showmen.

—

—

Bulk buying blind buying :s a thing
of the past.
Sane competition is replacing destructive rivalry, at the studio, the
exchange and the theatre.
* # *

SIMULTANEOUSLY,

meddlers
the
are forcing the various units of the
industry to abandon petty jealousies and
distrusts, adjust differences, and effect intelligent cooperation.
Executives and leaders may continue
to go their separate ways, exchanging
fiery letters, declining to compromise and
hurling
charges
and counter
defies,
charges, but down in the ranks, the exhibitor is finding out that the exchange
man is an ally worth having in time of
need and the exchange man is finding
out that exhibitors are fundamentally
fair, honest, and anxious to do the right
thing.

Every Sunday closing

agitation, every
censorship campaign, every effort to put

.

new taxes on the theatres is bringing
about a better understanding between the
seller and the buyer of film. They are
beginning to realize that their interests
are identical and to survive, they must
put up a solid front against reformers,
politicians,

and

idealists.

mission tax on admissions of 10 cents
or less by Congress. It is estimated that
this will save the industry $6,000,000 in
1922.
Statements of senators and representatives

indicated

*

At

the same time, the industry is no
longer blind to the fact that some reforms were necessary. The fact that cen-

sorship advocates made headway brought
home the truth that all of the people
were not satisfied with all of the films
being shown. War to the finish on wildcat producers of risque films was inaugu-

Concerted

rated.

effort

to

keep

films

starring
notorious
people
from
the
screens has been made.
Producers are
weighing scenarios more carefully posters are prepared more carefully advertisements are being written more care-

——

fully.

*

*

*

A GLANCE

back over the rapidly moving events of the past twelve months
gives considerable opportunity for
thought.
In January, one of the keenest sources
of friction between distributors and exhibitors was the question of the former
entering the exhibiting field.
Economic
conditions apparently has ended this debate.

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

tion,

the storm center of this agitation,

has disposed of extensive holdings in St.
Louis and many other cities and has
delayed indefinitely the building of thea-

many key cities. Other distributcompanies have abandoned theatre-

tres in

ing

building programs.

Chain

however,

holdings,

have

in-

creased greatly during the year. Two of
the biggest combinations was the forming of- Gore Brothers. Lesser and Ramish on the west coast and the St. Louis
merger headed by Skouras Brothers.
Scores of other chains have been formed:
a large number of cities, formerly the
scenes of live exhibitor competition, have
become "'closed"
through
sales
or
mergers, and old chains have greatly ex-

tended their holdings.
*

*

*

THROUGHOUT

the twelve months,
there has been a constant need of
activity throughout the trade to prevent
the enactment of hostile legislation and
to attempt to secure relief from measures
already in force.

Censorship
Congress and

Washington

were introduced in
bills
in thirty-seven states.
At
and in thirty-five states,

In Xew York, state
they were beaten.
censorship was adopted and is in force.
was adopted but its
Massachusetts,
it
In
operation has been suspended pending
a state-wide referendum vote in November. 1922.

The most important victory of the
year was the repeal of the 5 per cent
film rental tax

and the repeal

of the ad-

that

further

relief

can be expected at the next session of the
law makers.

TCOREIGN

*

*

paved the

films

way

for

considerable anxiety at production
centers but did not prove to be serious
competition. A few less than a dozen
found the American field receptive and
scored notable successes at the box office.
The mediocre product was short
lived.
Hundreds of imported negatives
»-

—

were junked in New York.
Los Angeles, where rioting occurred
when foreign film was advertised in July,
quietly received the same film in November. Heated advocacy of a tariff on
foreign film has apparently subsided.
In foreign markets, however, American producers are finding competition.
This has resulted in many American producers establishing studios in England
and on the continent. Many stars have
assured their continued popularity by

going abroad for personal appearances.
Needed reforms in the export field are
being made.
*

*

*

ORGANIZATION

has advanced in almost every department of the industry during the year.
From cameraman to directors, practically every
branch of the production end of the business beasts of a strong association which
is getting results and increasing the efficiency of its members.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
recently announced that it had extended
its organization to include 46 of the 48
states.
State
organizations have in-

creased both their membership and their
In addition, exhibitors in
many of the larger cities have organized
for cooperative purposes.
During the past year, the M. P. T.
O. A. adjusted its long-standing feud
with Adolph Zukor and the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and the closing month finds its executives opening
war on Associated First National Pictures.
In July, it started an ambitious
movement to form an exhibitor-owned

efficiency.

distributing organization, but. up to now,
has taken no concrete step toward bringing it about. In several states, legislation
curbing advance deposits was obtained.
The music tax and the uniform contract
questions remain to be solved.
*

»

«

year 1921 saw a big advance in
THE
production standards.
"Bigger piclonger
runs" — long talked of—betures,

came

Charles Chaplin's scora reality.
ing unprecedented success in a feature
production;
Famous Playerslength
Lasky 's producing a picture with twelve
{Concluded on page 6e)
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Baby Peggy and her dog, Brownie, at the Century comedy
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NINETEEN TWENTY-TWO
A

Composite Forecast of the Industry's
Future as Compiled

By
(

Nineteen twenty-one has been a year of
and readjustment.
Nineteen twentv-two will be a year

91
abnormalcy

of

.

A

study of the
heavens is unnecessary in forecasting the future of
industry
a s
a n
is
the
great
as

motion picture

in-

JAY

News

SHRECK

M.

Editor, Exhibitors Herald

I

be produced during 1922. Prodistributors and
players
alike hold that the future is bright
for a higher quality of production.
will

ducers,

president of Famous
"The future
Corporation
holds better pictures. The year now closing
has seen decided improvement in the
standard of pictures released. The response
ment has been equally decided. The public
has grow n great in its discrimination. This
development in public taste will increase
rather than diminish, and producers and

Adolph

Zukor,

Players-Lasky

:

T

Keen and
dustry.
impartial observation and comparison alone are the
basis of any rat i o n a 1 prediction
of this nature.

The motion

pic-

is
industry
ture
passing with calcuShreck
Jay M.
lating step through
a period of readjustment following the general business
depression of 1921. Significant, then, is the
forecast, based upon concrete plans, for

1922.

Sensing at this time a profound interest
the industry's progress toward normal
conditions, the Herald has requested a
number of the producers, distributors, exin

hibitors, directors, and players to contribute
their views on the subject:
What does the

future hold, and why ?
In this composite forecast are the opinions of men whose keen perception of the
prerequisites for development has been responsible in a great measure for the steady
growth of the industry. It is logical to
conclude that these opinions were in the
minds of the men contributing to this symposium during the time they were formulating their plans for the new season. This
fact should convince readers of the accuracy of this forecast.
Nineteen twentv-two will be a year
of
.

Substantial

success, better pictures, readjustment of the general
scheme of production, continued efforts for closer co-operation, introduction of rational economy in theatre operation, development of a
more discriminating class of patrons, greater development along

educational lines, and greater opportunity for independents.
In brief, the composite forecast
is:
The future has no limitations.
*

*

Pictures
There is no divergence of opinion
on the quality of pictures which

exhibitors

may

as well

fact that

face the

next year only the big pictures, the worthwhile pictures, will succeed financially at
the box offices. The only way to bring back
prosperity is to
exhibit them."

make

pictures

better

and

Marshall Neilax, Marshall Neilan Productions
"We owe it to our public to hold
out a promise that will retain the theatre
patron's faith in motion pictures. That this
faith has been shaken is clearly evident and
that we must act to restore this faith to an
extent that will accord our product with
the popularity it previously enjoyed is imperative.
The quality of our current product instead of being better than normal to
overcome general conditions and induce
people to go to theatres in spite of them
is
without a doubt below the normal
standards of quality established years ago
We cannot exin our American product.
pect to retain that great enthusiasm on the
part of the public for the motion picture if
we do not satisfy that public."
:

Samuel Golpwvx, president of Goldwyn
"The future, no
Pictures Corporation
doubt, will bring a more discriminating
class of patrons and it will be the aim of
producers to see that pictures advance proIt is inspiring to know that
portionately.
we are not bound by traditions that we
can go on inventing and changing and improving, always working toward the goal of
the perfect motion picture."
:

;

\V. E. Atkixsox, general manager of
"It is my
Metro Pictures Corporation
firm belief that a few months will find
business endowed with the liveliness and
:

prosperity which will last many years. CerAmusetainly, this is so with pictures.
ment is an American necessity and in the
various enterprises of diversion there is no
It is true
rival to the screen's popularity.
that the public is more discerning than it
has been, but then the photoplay is meeting
the insistence upon better pictures with
exceptionally fine productions."
Arthur S. Kane, president of Arthur
"We must
S. Kane Pictures Corporation
remember that our audience is composed
of thousands of centers, and not any one

and with this fact in mind we
must create product with universal appeal.
Producers large and small are paying more
territory,

attention to their product

now

put has been curtailed.

This

that the outreflected
is

exhibitor reports."
R. S. Cole, president of R-C Pictures
"There has been evidence
Corporation
during the past few months of a very
earnest desire on the part of all producers
to offer to the exhibitors and the public a
class of production which will not invite
criticism owing to its catering to sensationalism or salaciousness with simply the
box office angle in view and that the class
of productions now being released will not
only meet with the favor of the general
public but in addition to helping to entertain gradually instill a thought or example
which must be for the good of all."
* * *
in

:

Pail Brlxet. president of Pathe Exchange. Inc.
"The quality of motion picture entertainment will continue to improve
because, it is an entertainment that educates.
This means a constant advance in
public taste, which will be responded to by
authors, actors, and all the other forces
entering into picture production, as a matter of economic necessity, as well as natural
There will be no
pride in achievement.
audiences left for cheap and tawdry pictures, and consequently that sort of pictures will cease to be made."
Charles Ray, Charles Ray Productions:
"The future, in my opinion, will witness a
constant improvement in the quality of motion pictures. The bigger and better film is
coming into its own. I do not mean bigger
in the sense 'of more elaborate or necessarily more costly films but in the charThere will
acter of the stories they tell.
be less attention to sex questions and a
greater appeal to the humanities.
Life as
it is lived by the average normal person will
be portrayed more and more to the gradual
exclusion of the sordid and artificial."
L. Frothixgham. independent proJ.
"Although this statement may
ducer
sound trite to many, I believe that the audiences of tomorrow will not be satisfied with
the motion pictures of yesterday and that
the producer who does not keep abreast or
ahead of the times will go under as they
:

:

We

who make more elabin the past.
orate pictures must work with one ear to
the ground and be in readiness to swing
with the change of the tide. It is no longer
a case of the producer educating the public.
Audiences of the future will dictate to the
producer and he who ignores the teachings
of the public will have to step aside."
have

Co-ordination

:

While

the general impression
prevails that closer cooperation has

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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developed during this year, the
opinion of many leaders in the
industry is that a stili more pronounced spirit of cooperation is
vital to the healthy condition of the
industry.

D. Williams, general manager of Associated First National
"Cooperation is
the keynote of future success in the motion
picture industry, and, speaking in the name
at an organization that is one of the most
successful examples of practical business
cooperation in the world, I am convinced
that cooperation is more important than any
other single element in the motion picture
field today. Xo two branches of this business
have stood more in need of mutual cooperation than the exhibitor and the producer.
feel certain that the year 1922 will see
that principle of cooperation carried to
greater length than ever before, and that
before the year is over, the independence
of the exhibitor and producer will be established beyond the power of any individual
or group of individuals to endanger it
again."
J.

:

We

*

Aaron Jones,

*

*

president of Jones, Linick

and Schaeffer, Chicago
"There can be no
normalcy until there is a general get-to:

movement in all branches of the
motion picture industry. This movement
must begin with the manufacturer. The
greatest hindrance to a successful new year
is the fact that the big producers are still
fighting
among themselves and cannot
agree to agree. This quarreling, bickering
and backbiting tends to keep high salaries
of stars in force and high cost of production continually.
Thus the manufacturers
must keep the price of rentals up to the
standard set last year and in some instances
even higher. The lowering of production
costs and rentals will be followed by a
reduction in admission prices and then
normalcy will be at hand."
Charles Urban, president of Kineto
Company of America "The best augury I
gether

:

can see for 1922

the spirit of cooperation
between the exhibitors, the producers and
the distributors.
When the three main
groups that go to make up the motion picture industry can see out of one eye, can
travel one road, then the future is bright.
I firmly believe that 1922 will be the best
ever for all the forward looking men in
the film industry. Those who are building
for the good of the whole industry will
find the deserved rewards
those who are
building selfishly will find their structures
tumble. It is that way in other fields and it
must he that way in ours."
R. S. Cole: "I* believe that while it will
be very gradual there will from week to
is

;

Two

week and month to month be a desire for
closer cooperation between the producers,
distributors and exhibitors, which must
naturally result in a betterment in the conditions for all concerned and by a united
front more successfully combat the various
questions which come up in the industry
and which can only be handled
torily where all work in unison."
*

*

satisfac-

*

Production
The heightened

interest of finan-

ciers in the industry is looked upon
as a boon to the further progress
of the industry.
Marshall Neilan,
however, has approached the subject of production from a different
angle. While his views may not be
universally endorsed, they are of
interest in this discussion of the
future of the industry.

Marshall Neilan
"We have not during the past year satisfied the public.
One
of the chief reasons for this inferior quality of product lies in the fact that the
producing industry of today has not progressed but has fallen back into the scheme
of motion picture making that prevailed
three years ago.
The plan of turning pictures out like so many sausages, condemned
years back, is now again prevalent throughout the producing world. Instead of allowing genius and talent the time, money and
opportunities to assert themselves, we again
find that the creators of the motion picture
are confined to narrow bounds that stifle
real
achievement.
The director, who
should be the man in charge, is merely the
director in a physical sense, in that he
carries out the instructions of a superior.
As a rule these "superiors" are business
men whose main purpose lies in the curtailing of expenses.
With the efficiency man
in control of most picture production we
can expect little else but efficiency, which is
said with all due respect to the gentlemen
who may be entirely capable in their particular line of endeavor.
The trouble with
the motion picture business, to no little
degree, is with the motion picture itself.
When we improve the general quality of
our product we will increase the popularity
of the cinema.
The quality of the film
cannot be improved if the present general
scheme of production is allowed to con:

tinue."
*

*

*

Cole: "ExVravagance and waste
have been eliminated and I believe there is
concerted
the
effort to endeavor to offer to
exhibitors and to the public the very
highest type of productions which can be
built at a cost which at least promises a
R.

S.

scenes from the Cosmopolitan-Paramount production, "Just

December

return to justify the
in

24, 1921

enormous investment

them."

William A.

Rrai>v. president of the NaAssociation of the Motion Picture

tional

Industry:

"Still

another important devel-

opment the future holds

will be the further
establishing of the industry.
This is assured by the increasing interest that bankers
and financiers are taking in the industry
from an investment standpoint and by the
constantly increasing tendency to eliminate

unnecessary waste both in production and
distribution and to conduct every branch of
the business along the economic lines that
have long ago been adopted by older industries."
•

*

*

Education
This phase of the photoplay received little attention from the
leaders contributing to this article,
with the exception of William A.
Brady and Charles Urban. Both
view the future with optimism in
this respect.

William A. Brady

"The motion picmind, will attain its greatest
development in the future along educational
lines.
Its use in colleges and schools and
churches will undoubtedly become universal.
ture,

The

:

my

to

tide

is

setting strongly in that direc-

Many thousands

now.

of schools have
already installed picture machines and are
augmenting the spoken word by visual education.
Clergymen are using the motion
picture both to emphasize the moral of
their sermons and to stimulate attendance.
Welfare organizations and community centers are depending more and more upon
the pictures in furthering the effectiveness
of their work. The showing of pictures in
churches, schools and welfare centers attracts new patrons to the movie theatres.
It stimulates picture interest in young and
tion

old."

Charles Urban

In dwelling upon the
value of pictures Mr. Urban
attention to
his
favorite
slogan: "To entertain and amuse is good;
to do both and instruct is better."
He
points out that to be really worthwhile
pictures must meet the test of that slogan.
:

educational
directs

your

*

*

*

Exhibition
Of particular interest is the comment made upon this phase of the
industry by Aaron Jones.
He
touches upon a subject about which
little

has been published.

Aaron Jones

:

"I

should like to give a

word of warning to prospective investors
new theatres. Almost every large city

in
is

(Concluded on page 143)

Around the Corner," written and

directed by Frances Marion.
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THE BIG PICTURES OF
By

TH E
tra

ing

is

the

ture.

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligary"
a big box office attraction.

over-

First National and Famous Players
also imported a few features during the

The

stage

The

curtains

are

about to part on
a new, big, spectacular production

— 1922.

In

the

mean-

while we
are comfortably
seated
waiting
time,

J.

for the performance to begin,

Ray Murray

glance over
the record of past performances the remarkable year of 1921.
Two years ago the expression "bigger
and better pictures'' was just an expression, except in a few rare cases.
In 1921
let's

—

it

became

a reality.

The Metro company, which first used
the phrase, made it an actuality by producing "The Four Horsemen" and later
"The Conquering Power." Not
Metro's program features lived up

all of
to the
"big" part of the phrase, but they were
certainly "better" than in years previous.
Metro's best bets in the way of stars
seem to be Bert Lytell and Gareth
Hughes with the former a strong favorite.
Bigger and better stories is the
rule now with most companies and Metro
is
following the lead set by Famous
Players and Goldwyn buying stage successes and the best works of well known
authors.

—

*

*

*

Goldwyn is trying something new. It
doing away with the star system. With
the retirement of Tom Moore the Goldwyn Company parted with its last star.
And this company had quite an array
of them at one time
Farrar, Frederick,
Will Rogers, Mabel Normand and Moore
is

—

—with

Rogers getting better each suc-

ceeding picture.

The Goldwyn company

intends to go

even further, in fact has gone further.
Henceforth no long-term contracts are
to be made and both, directors and actors are to be engaged for each specific
picture.

as a test case,
whether a company can survive, depending upon its stories alone, without the
aid of a big star's name to advertise its
product.
If they can follow through
with more features of the calibre of "Dangerous Curve Ahead" the outlook is
promising to say the least.
It is interesting,

The Goldwyn company
the foreign

market and

RAY MURRAY

orchesplay-

set.

is

J.

also dipped into

"Theodora,"
peans of praise
its

an Italian film, won
from the critics, as a mammoth spectacle.
Whether or not it will prove a big draw
with the public remains to be seen, although Goldwyn's other foreign film

proved

—

»

*

these; Universal has "Conflict" and

"No

oman Knows," while Fox presents "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court," "Thunderclap," "Over the Hill"
and one or two others. Lewis J. Selznick, too, has a special which commands
special mention, "A Man's Home," and
Famous Players' "The Affairs of Anatol"
must not be forgotten, with its twelve
\\

year which served to relieve the tedium
of
our all-American programs "The
Golem," "Deception," "Gypsy Blood,"
and "One Arabian Night" being among
these high-class features in every respect.
*

United Artists Corp. feeling the need of
more pictures for its "big four" program,
imported "Carnival" and recently purchased "I Accuse." Robertson-Cole has
also augmented its output with a French
film, "Possession," an adaptation of an
Anthony Hope story, done in typical continental style.

Most of the imported pictures are principally remarkable for their elaborate
sets and exotic themes.
If these same
stories were produced in this country' on
as large a scale (.provided our producers
would bear the expense) it is doubtful
if they would meet with more than passing notice. It is the novelty of the thing
that draws, the difference in acting and
the bigness of the sets.

However,

to get back to our Americanproductions, it has been a great
year for "mother" pictures. Witness the
success of "Over the Hill." "The Old
Nest" and "Way Down East."
The
American public never grows tired of
stories of the home, of "pa" and "ma"
and the success of this type of plajupon the stage is being repeated in celluloid form.

made

Of

the year's output of pictures the
following stand out as box-office attractions of unusual merit:
"The Three

Musketeers,"

1921

"The Four Horsemen,"
"The Sheik," "Danger-

"Tol'able David."

ous
Curve Ahead." "Bits of Life,"
"Molly-O," "Conflict." "The Old Nest,"
"Over the Hill," "Hail the Woman" and
"Miss Lulu Bett"

While there are many new faces there
seems to be no lessening in popularity
of Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin. Elaine Hammerstein,
the two Talmadges, Constance and Norma.
Charles Ray. Tom Mix. Will Rogers,
Katherine MacDonald. Harold Lloyd,
Wallace Reid. Ethel Clayton, Buster
Keaton, Bill Hart, Bebe Daniels, Priscilla Dean, Alice Joyce. Viola Dana, Bert
Lytell, Shirley Mason. Mary Miles Minter and other favorites who have stood

stars.
It has been a year of oddities in theatre circles as well.
Marshall Neilan's
"Bits of Life," four short stories bound
into 7,200 feet of film, was one; "The

Journey's End" a wonderfully well told
story without any subtitles, was another.
*

»

*

The short subject also came into its
own during 1921 and many theatres both
east and

made up

west put on whole programs
of travelogs, scenics, short fea-

and comedies, with success. It is
an experiment that is worth trying octures

casionally,

especially in hot weather.
exhibitors made the mistake last
summer, when Col. Hotweather and Gen'l
Depression staged a prologue called "The
Big Slump," of booking cheap pictures
or re-issues along with it, thus they dis-

Many

couraged patronage when they needed

it

most.

Optimism is a good thing to have
around the house at all times that and
a little can of paint to gloss over the
wear of time and keep the place looking
spic and span for it is often well to
"assume a virtue though we have it not"

—

A

many

neat theatre helps to put
picture over.

The question "What does

a big

the public

want?" which has vexed producers and
theatremen for many years is still unanswered. One season it is one thing,
another six months and it is something
different.

At the height of her career probably
Theda Bara thought the public would
always demand "vamp" pictures. Now
you couldn't give one away if you paid
a theatreman a

bonus for running
*

*

it.

*

The year 1921 has witnessed the passing of a number of old favorites and the
introduction of many new faces in pictures.
The work of Rudolph Valentino
and Alice Terry has marked them for
stellar

honors, while Florence Vidor.
Roberts. Conrad Nagel and
Blythe have proved their rights

Theodore

Betty
stardom by sincere performances

the test of time.

to

companies such as Universal.
Realart, Fox. Vitagraph and Paramount,
have been content to produce a regular
line of pictures, with an occasional special feature on which extra effort and
money has been expended and which are
worthy of special attention from exhibi-

recent productions.
May McAvoy has
been given the star's dressing room by
Realart and in "Morals" fully justifies

Other

tors.

Vitagraph's "Flower of the North" and
"The Son of Wallingford" arc two oi

in

their choice.

Universal has the petite and likeable
Marie Prevost and the pretty Miss DuPont. both capable actresses who show
much promise. All they need is proper
direction and the proper vehicles.
Fa-

mous Players

is

following

this

course

!•

with Gloria Swanson, Jack Holt
Agnes Ayres, three new stars.

better written subtitles are taking the
place
of
the
ungrammatical, lengthy
"leaders" that were often employed by
lazy directors to put over a scene. Let
us hope 1922 sees an improvement in
the messages, telegrams and letters that
are thrown upon the screen, as far as
legibility
is
concerned.
for improvement here.

room

There"s

Well, the orchestra's playing. The curtains are about to part.
We'll see what
]'J22 has in store for us.

1921
S. Clifford

{Continued from page 6l)

and the Universal Film
Manufacturing
Company's
expending
more than $1,000,000 on one production
are spectacular high lights, but do not
stars in the cast,

the entire story.
Without exception, producing companies outdid efforts of previous years.
tell

Exhibitors responded with

ments

new

achieve-

exploitation.
The result was
sustained runs on pictures of merit. Even
towns of 500 population not infrequently
have reported runs of three days.
Improved pictures have made it possible
for the theatre man to maintain his admission charges.
In isolated cases, reduction of admission prices was reported.
in

*

*

*

pIGURES

issued by the federal gov4 crnment show that one dollar in every
forty spent on construction in 1920 went
into theatre building.
It is probable that
when the statistics for 1921 are compiled,
an even greater percentage is reported.
From the largest city to the smallest
town, enormous sums were spent during
the past twelve years in the building of
new theatres or in the remodeling or improving of old playhouses.
Chicago,
which witnessed the opening of the Chicago, Tivoli, Roosevelt and Senate, is
probably the most favored of the larger
cities, but estimates place the number of
new theatres opened in 1921 at 400.
Marcus Loew opened a series of large
theatres
extending across the entire

*

Investigation

Inc., which is taking over the immense Robert Brunton plant with a
greatly enlarged clientele of producers and stars.
financial institutions, according to M. C. Levee, president of
United, have made a careful and scienanalysis of this method of operatific
tion, under which the producer is charged
a flat fee per picture, and have come to
the conclusion that it is the logical plan
through which the producer can operate
most economically and successfully.
In addition, declares Mr. Levee, the
banks indicate that they will be more willing to negotiate with producers who seek

capital to

produce under
*

»

being met with hearty approval, as is
demonstrated by the class of independent
producing units actually operating in our
studios. The Los Angeles financial insti-

is

tutions,

the

scrutinizing the
of operation.

carefully

Producers, Stars
on United Roster

this policy.

Following

*

The

blanket fee is determined in advance by negotiations between the producer and the studios, and is based upon
the class of production and the number
Labor is
of pictures to be produced.
provided on an hourly basis, at co c t, and
material is furnished at wholesale cost
at about 25 per cent under the market
because of the cooperative buying power
Under such a policy, the
of the studios.
producer knows before he commences
production within a few dollars of how
much his picture will cost.
The United plan has attracted such
big eastern producer? as Joseph M.
Schenck, who iias established Norma Tal-

madge and Constance Talmadge

at

is

a

list

of the produc-

and stars now working, or who
will
be working shortly, at the
United Studios on the West Coast:
ers

UNITED ARTISTS:

Mary

Pickford,

Douglas Fairbanks and Nazimova.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK: Norma
Conrtance Talmadge.

and

COOGAN PRODUCTIONS:
Jackie Coogan.
ALLEN HOLUBAR: Dorothy Phillips.
RICHARD WALTON TULLY: Guy
Bates Post.
BENNETT PRODUCTIONS: Jane NoBENJAMIN B. HAMPTON.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK: Elaine HamJACKIE

merstein,

Eugene O'Brien, Owen

Moore

and special unit.

FROTH INGHAM.
EMORY JOHNSON.
HAMILTON-WHITE COMEDIES.

J.

the

L,

Lewis J. Sclznick also
United Studios.
is sending to the United a special production

unit

which

is

to

commence

its

Walter's
"The
Easiest Way," and three of his stars,
O'Brien
Eugene
Elaine Hammcrstcin.
and Owen Moore, will soon be at workon the same grounds.
series

with

Eugene

*

In discussing the
Mr. Levee said:

*

*

newly adopted plan,

"The reorganization

of

these

studios

is

indicated that they will be more
willing to negotiate with producers, who
seek capital to produce under this policy."
Mr. Levee declares that the plan of
supplying labor at cost on an hourly
basis will mean a considerable saving to
the producer, because once his sets are

have

he

built

will

not

have to carry a car-

penter, painter or mechanic on his payroll.
Electricians and property men will
be charged to the producer only while
actually being used by him.

Bryson Back From Abroad
Is

Promoted

"U"

Famous

to

Manager

Foreign Department

Announcement has been made by Unithat James V. Bryson has been
appointed foreign manager to succeed
George E. Kahn, resigned.
The new
manager assumes his duties on January 1.
Mr. Bryson recently returnd to America after spending eighteen months in the

Players-Lasky Corporation initiated by
Federal
Trade Commission has
the
raised many interesting points bearing on

versal

the possible relations of distributing companies and exhibitors. The charges were
tiled in the early fall but the hearings
will not begin until January.
The step
recalls the investigation of Finkelstein
and Ruben of Minneapolis by the Minnesota legislature last spring, in which the
exhibiting company was given a clean

Orient as special Universal representaHis work has taken him to Australia, New-Zealand, China. Japan, and he
was bound for India when he received
President Carl Laemmle's order to retive

slate.

Independent exchanges went a long
way during the past year toward regaining their position of a few years ago.
Various combinations of independent
buyers improved the market for state
right producers.
The expansion of the
Arrow Film Corporation and the formation of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company at Los Angeles were big factors in the independent field's growth.

after

new United Studios plan

*

of

in

interest in the new
United Studios,

country.
*

of

banks are displaying considerable
LOSplanANGELES
of cooperative production control adopted by

regarded as the first of a chain of theatres the Canadian magnates will erect in
this

Plan

Levee Believes United Policy Will Relieve Difficulty
Obtaining Money for Film Manu facture

Of more than passing inwas the opening of the Allen

Brothers' theatre at Cleveland, which

24. 1921

Cooperative Production

United States.
terest

New

Approve

Bankers

THESE

By Edwin

December

and

In the matter of stories greater strides
have been made during the past year than
in several previous years.
Shorter and

their

XHIBITORS HERALD

turn.

FAIRE BINNEY.

featured in "The Girl
a James Oliver Curs^ory being distributed by Arrow.

from Porcupine,"

wood

Mr. Bryson is one of the oldest of Mr.
Laemmle's employes, becoming associated with him in 1907. His earlier training was in the newspaper field, which he
later forsook for the show business.

1
December

EX
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THE THEATRE—
The Discovery of
WILLIAM

By

92

1

WEAVER

R.

Editor "The Theatre"

ADVERSITY WAS AX INCOMPARABLE BOOX TO THE
exhibitor in 1921.

It

He

taught him the theatre.

learned the folly of

upon picture drawing power. ' An
summer made him think. He had
He had to find something new to offer his
public and new methods of effecting its acceptance.
He discovered the theatre and theatre exploitation.
Much hokum was ejected. Sanity superseded superstition.
Bunk gave way to business. Everyone
implicit

ments and their causes.
Europe contributed to the disillusionment, sending over pictures made by unknown players and
for
unknown companies.
The exhibitor
took hold of them in gingerly fashion, found that he
could do with them practically what he could do with

directors

himself.

domestic products and made money with some of
them. His success fed his faith in his theatre and
sensed for the first time his power.

Weaver

He

WERE THROWN"

BIG PICTURES
at

him.

Half

a

dozen

companies an-

nounced extra footage attractions, the exhibition of which entailed long runs, big
admissions and extraordinary exploitaPossibly his success with the foreign product led him to attempt what
seemed a colossal undertaking. The re-

tion.

sults of his masterful disposition of

ment were introduced. People liked them.
The showman advertised them and found

You hear less talk of short
profitable.
subjects th:.n formerly, but you see more
of them on the screen and read more
about them in the advertising.
The theatreman quit speculating about
exploitation and began to use it. An illchosen word, it became a staple bit of
trade jargon.
These are surface changes, indicating a
more deeply seated and vital one.
it

*

THE MAX WHO OPERATES
theatre in a given community has

new

industry with a

A

come

to realize his responsibilities and his
rights. Community forces have reacted
to stimulus as it was inevitable that they

should react. The modern exhibitor meets
his townsfolk of highest estate upon a
common plane. He is their equal socially
He always was. but
and industrfallv.
now he knows it
As a consequence, he about faces to

regret

these

develop-

None on any

side should. They
are entirely logical, and in logic lies thit
sole infallible guarantee of succes-

ments.

Deprcssion. properly bemoaned and improperly exploited, performed a function
that possibly no gentler influence coui-?
have performed in making the exhibitor

work and

He always needed to do
Doing them, he found him-

think.

these things.
self

and

He

his theatre.
starts 1922 in full

awareness of his

power and the importance of his institution to his community, his industry and
himself.
He will attain heights it is not
in the power of this or any writer to anticipate.

Every force in the industry should be
dedicated to his assistance.
his

He

attitude.

THE THEATRE SIDE

ON"

industry

business.

demands good

pictures and knows that
they will be provided. He accords them

good treatment and his patrons repay him
in patronage and respect.

The

exploitation of a single attraction

momentous thing

is

not the

is

an incident, important, but a part of

a whole.
The theatre

is

it

was.

It

the thing.

RECOGNITION" OF THIS DEVELopment led to the retitling of the Herald
department formerly known as "Exhibitors

Advertising."

new

title,

"The Theatre," the

comprehensive in keeping
with the magnitude of the institution it
names.
The novelty era passed because novelty

is

The

not enduring.
strictly picture era

judgment

faulty

is

it

is

commercial
gle

life

investment,

ever}" energy-

*

the

of

It's

the

th-.

big picture problem gave him additional
confidence in himself and his institution.
Short subjects of better character were
produced. New types of brief entertain-

*

NONE

difficult

should be mightily interested in the year's develop-

R.

its

reliance

unusually
to work.

Wm.

discredit for what it offers and makes
awards without reference to labels.

is

passed because

for a

man whose

dependent upon a

his

theatre,

and resource exclusively

the interests of a product which

only transiently
be

will

prominence

Even the

as

in

at best

his.

Trade marks are

They

is

falling

displayed
the

in

theatre

into disuse.

diminishing
progresses.

practice of cutting in the ob-

"The Strand
being abandored by the best
showmen. The public has come to know
that the theatre alone deserves credit or

viously fraudulent subtitle.
Presents."

is

IN"

Co-

sin-

exhaust

to

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION"

operative enterprises of various types
figured in the exhibitor's change of viewpoint perhaps as importantly as any other
single factor.
This doubtlessly may be
traced to successes scored in cooperative
advertising by newspaper, window display and otherwise in behalf of single attractions.
To the undertaking of more
comprehensive enterprises productive of
more lasting good was a short and natural step.
In any community evidence that the
public is fully aware of the showman's
new importance may be observed. Exhibitors are taking more active part in
civic works than ever previously. Letter*
on file in this office show their writers to
be school superintendents, councilmen.
judges, library executives, what not. but
By their work in
primarily exhibitors.
such capacity they advance mightily the
cause of the screen.

THE

SERIOCS

PROBLEMS

which showmen met and solved in 1921
were not without good result. In testing
theatreman's
business
judgment,
the
foresight and resourcefulness they demonstrated to the world and to him his
importance to civilization and his obligations to society. They forced him to analyze himself and his business and discover things he had overlooked.
In 1922 and subsequent years he will
progress with speed born of confidence
along lines of endeavor previously regarded as closed to him.
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December
strictly by
cameramen.

invitation,
*

Among

24, 1921

almost

of

ninety

»

*

the aspirations of the

society

are:

A home

where members may

live

if

they choose, a club, clearing house, home
and place of business, up to date and in
harmony with the times.
A school of motion photography wherv
cincmatograpehrs may be trained under
the expert tutelage of the masters of the
art.

A studio and laboratory, perfect in
equipment and capable of production of
the most pretentious pictures, to be used
for research and for the making of an
occasional picture of unusual quality and
subject to promote art and progress in
the cinema.

A

machine shop for research and invencinematographic

tion along

A Xmas

lines.

Message

By MARION DAVIES
Cosmopolitan Star

Christmas

RALPH INCE

and wife, Lucille Lee Stewart,
Shore,

Long

in their

home

at Brightwaters, Bay*

Island, N. Y.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
CINEMATOGRAPHERS

The

of

Chronological Review
The formation

of the

motion picture camera club in America came
about under somewhat mysterious and peculiar circumstances. During the
summer of 1913, while employed at the Edison studio in the Hronx, New York
City, Messrs. Frank Kugler, Philip E. Rosen and Lewis Physioc got their
heads together. These men were operating cameras for the Edison Kinetoscope Company at a salary of $18 a week.

The Motion Picture Patents Company
practically controlled the industry, making

impossible for an employe to, seek
employment with independent con-

it

sate

cerns.

as

There are
like

—

Anonymous notices were sent out to
many cameramen as it was possible

to reach, with a request that they reply
to a certain office in the Tribune building.
few straggling replies were re-

A

ceived and it was decided to hold a
meeting at Heinebund hall, Thirty-fourth
street and Eighth avenue.
Thirteen men
attended, each a stranger to all the others
definite idea as to why they

and with no
were there.

*

*

meetings were secretly carried
on for six months and, with the establishers,

the

ing

of

a

friendly

interest

among

the

cameramen, "The Cinema Camera Club"
made its debut into motion picture so-

The expected

opposition never
materialized and with a rapidly increasing n.embership quarters were opened in
a building in Columbus Circle.
The next move, in 1915, was to the
Times building, where spacious offices
were occupied by the rapidly progressing
ciety.

seum

in Harlem.
During this course of events, a similar
body was formed in California, known
as "The Static Club." Both were formed
for social reasons, for an exchange of
ideas and for the general advancement
of the cameraman and his work.
*

*

*

Later on, the "Static
to

of

*

if

remember

sure to

—
—

for those we
to buy
the others well, it has to
we forget them they are

gifts

we

and

us,

that's

an em-

don't like to invite.
* * •

There's one good formula for the
ceiving of presents
ent.
Say, "Urn ah

if

— —

—just

what

re-

the donor is preswhat a lovely thing

wanted!"
That always
donor is far away and it
well, let your conisn't what you want
science be your guide.
I like one factor of Christmas best of
It
all.
That is the youngster's part.
works.

I

If the

—

the kiddies' great field day.
I can't
dress too many dolls or buy too many
toys both for my own young relatives
and for the many little strangers those
children for whom Christmas is a lonesome time indeed if someone isn't sure
is

organization with a register of more than
120 members.
The first social event was
a ball, held at the Palm Garden hall,
which proved a huge success and added
prestige to the club.
A second affair
followed, a year later, at Pabst Colos-

the

Club" changed
"Cinema Camera Club" and an
was formed with an exchange

affiliation

After a few anxious moments, a waiter
came in and distributed a paper to each
which read, "This meeting is yours."
Then things began to happen. A temporary chairman and officers were appointed from among the small group and
they proceeded to get together.
Lest there be opposition by the produc-

is

fine, for

be done and

of This Order of Cameramen

first

a joy

is

pose.

barrassment

A

—

Christmas is a bore
the greatest fun of the
year and the greatest nuisance.
But
without the annual fuss and fun the year
would drag along right wearily, I sup-

— Christmas

membershin.

In 1916 a house organ,

"The Cinema News," made its appearance and for a time was fairly successful.
"Static Flashes" also was issued as
a representative paper of the Western
club.

—

to remind
existence.

Santa Claus of their humble
*

Take

it

all

and

*
all,

*

by and

far,

it

is

a

jolly season.
It
brightens our jaded
spirits and makes us remember how once

we used

to hope and pray for the great
day of the year. And in spite of the
nuisance involved we DO like to be remembered by our friends and to remember them.
"Merry Christmas" has and always will
have a merry ring. And I wish all my

friends

the

brightest

and the happiest

of all

of

New

Christmases
Years.

Nazimova Abandons Dual
Program for Latest Film

In 1918, Philip E. Rosen went to Los
Angeles, where he played an active part
in the reorganization of the Coast association, which constituted the beginning
of the American Society of Cinematographers. with the motto of "Loyalty, Prog-

Nazimova has found Ibsen's "A Doll's
House," her forthcoming United Artists
issue, too important and elaborate a sub-

ress and Art."

ject for a dual film

Mr.

Rosen

was

elected
president;
Charles Rosher, vice-president; Homer
Scott,
second vice-president; William
Foster, treasurer; Victor Milner, secretary.
By the time the fifth meeting was
reached, the society occupied quarters in
the Markham building, Hollywood, its

precpnt home.
The A. S. C.

now

has a membership,

program as

originally

intended.

When
Doll's

she

House"

began work on "A
was her plan to produce

first
it

as the first of a series of reperpictures, Oscar Wilde's "Salome.
But as work on the Ibsen drama progressed, she decided it was too important
a work to be produced in any but the

with

it,

toire

most elaborate form.

—
December
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK
'Rambling Through the Filmdom
Of Ten and Fifteen Years Ago
With William F. Haddock
'

'

{Member
k w

of

Motion Picture Directors Association)

rrf HOSE were the happy days. We
I
lot of money but we had a lot of

In those early days a rock icas a rock and a
tree zvas a tree, but a sanitarium or an asylum
zcas

any building we could put a sign

WILLIAM

F.

on.

—

HADDOCK.

didn't get a
fun."

That old bromide certainly has worked
overtime but it
the photoplay.

is

the truth about

—no, not the movies

suppose "Campaigning With a Camera" would
title but "Rambling" is more
truthful for that is what I have been doing for several
years and what I intend to do now in the space allotted
to me in the Christmas issue of Exhibitors Herald.
Just "Rambling Through Filmdom."
I

be a more euphonious

*

*

*

My thoughts ramble back tonight to those early
days at the Edison plant in Orange when Jim White
informed me that I was to be the director of some
That was when a
pictures he was going to make.
directorship was wished on me when I did not wish it.
But I've wished for it several times since.
We rambled all around at that time making picOrange. Newtures when and where the spirit moved
port, Charleston, Lakewood. Savannah and then back
to the Edison studio in the Bronx section of New \ork.
That was the real start for me.
In those early days a rock was a rock and a tree
was a tree, but a sanitarium or an asylum was any
building we could put a sign on.

—

*

*

The studio "feast" is a custom as old as the industry itseli. This group
was working down in Florida with Gaumont back m 1915. In the
picture are Matilda Baring-. Gertrude Robinson,

Helen Martin, "Bill"

Haddock and Mildred Greg gory

*

Cuba and the Canadian Northwest were back of
Rambo's hotel at Cottesville, N. J. The wild and
wooly West was Staten Island and the South Sea
Islands were on Long Island Sound. But I had been
inoculated with a rambling virus and for Western pictures I wanted the real West and for tropical locations
started to ramble.
I wanted the tropics, so once more I
Cuba, Texas, California. Oklahoma and nearly
every other state in the Union have been visited since
then. But those were the happy days.
Did the director have to know much then? I'll say
he did. He wrote his own story and continuity because there was no scenario department, with one or
two exceptions, for him to call upon. He engaged the
best people he could get. or his best friends, as no engagement department existed. He laid out his sets,
He
a technical director being an unknown quantity.
looked up his locations: would buy. beg, borrow or
More than one director has been arrested
steal them.
was
for shooting a location without permission. There
no assistant director and very often no property man.

The

director

he developed?

was

Is there

it.

*

*

in 1910 at the Edison studio.
Old timers will recognize in the picture Frank Mc Glynn, Charley
Ogle, Charles Seay. "Bill" Haddock. J. Sea He Dawley, George Larkin
and many other pioneers in the industry.

Group picture taken by Harry Cronjaeger back

any wonder that

*

director was a Jack-of-all-trades and obliged
to
little of everything from period furniture
a
to
double exposures, and often he had to tell the studio
propertv man, if there was one, where to procure the
former.'and tell the cameraman how to make the latter.

The
know

Trv

to do it now.
There were no dark studios with artificial light
under perfect control in those days. Just at a critical
moment in a big scene the sun would go under a cloud
and the director's day would be utterly ruined for pictures had to be turned out on schedule as oftentimes
thev were advertised for release before completion.
,

(Concluded on page 132)

and you found the exhibitors "doubling in brass."
as far as
F^rinstance you see here a group of theatre men from Texas on locaFord.
The picture was taken in the pioneer days at
with
Francs
tion
San Antonio.

Go back
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Storey Expresses Gratitude For
Support of Exhibitor During 1921
Volume

Hold "Century Week"
During Holidays

of Business Done Is Indication Associated
Exhibitors Has Not Fallen Short of

As

n turn would be better than its predecessor has been actually proven in practice.
are glad, indeed, to feel that his
comedies contributed in no small measure
to the offsetting of bad business for a
great many exhibitors during the past
summer. It is with pleasure that we ant'cipate the wonderful profits which await
the exhibitors who play the Harold Lloyd
special, "A Sailor-Made Man,' which we.
have scheduled for release on Christmas

We

Day. Not only is this production longer
than any previous Lloyd offering, but its
quality and its box office value is increased in comparison to its length.
"When we say that 'A Sailor-M.ide

Man' is the most carefully and lavishly
made comedy which ever came out of an
American studio, we but reiterate the
opinion of every qualified authority who
l'a> seen the picture, all of whom unanimously agree that it is one of the biggest
money makers ever released.
"As we have proven the value of Har-

Lloyd to exhibitors, so, we feel that
we have proven the adaptability of our
Associated Exhibitors features to the
usage of the biggest theatres of the coun-

keynote of the drive.

A number
available

Chinese Feature Handled
By National Exchanges Is
Meeting Favor in West

the occasion.

Buy Cartoon

successful week's showing of "Lotus
Blossom," the Chinese feature in which
Lady Tsen Mei heads the cast. The
feature was produced in Los Angeles by
Wah Ming Motion Picture Company,
now Chung Wah Motion Picture ComNational Exchanges, Inc., is dispany.
tributor.

E. STOREY, sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, issues statement to
theatre men of country.

J.

a record as any organization comparable
to ours.
Proud of Product

"Associated Exhibitors set out with the
sole purpose of distributing feature attractions of consistently good box office
value. The business which we have done
and the expressions which we have received from hundreds of exhibitors indicate that we have not fallen short of our
expressed intentions.
"We are particularly proud of our Harold Lloyd comedies. Starting with 'Now
or Never,' which was released last March.

Harold Lloyd has steadily, I might even
say phenomenally, risen in box office
value and in popularity with the general
public.

In
May, we
Present,' which

released

'Among

was hailed as one
cf the finest comedies Hal Roach ever
produced. In July, came Harold Lloyd's
T Do,' a tremendously appealing comedy,
based on married life, which proved a big
Following this offering came
winner.
'Never Weaken,' which proved a veritable
Harold
Lloyd and is
triumph
for
acknowledged to be one of the most sen-

Those

sational

comedies ever made.
Predictions Realized

gratifying to say that our pred ctions that each Harold Lloyd comedy
"It

:

is

Despite competition of three Chinese
character pictures playing in Los Angeles at the same time. Manager W. L.
Newberry reports that "Lotus Blossoms"
drew double the average patronage.
Sid Grauman has booked Kineto Reviews, also distributed by National Exchanges. Inc., for eighteen weeks' run at
his

theatre.

He

will

first

show "Ken-

tucky Thoroughbreds" and the other onereel features will follow at the rate of one
each week.

Third Morante Film Ready
Announcement of the completion of
the third picture by Morante Producing

Long Beach,
General Manager F.

Company

of

Cal.,

is

Distribution Rights

Ink Sketches
The

exclusive

California

recting the series.
picture is "For the

Ballin Film
Hugo
his

fifth

The title of
Love of the

the third
Service."

Ready Soon

completing work on
is
independent picture. "Luxury

Ballin

Tax," for Hodkinson distribution, at the
The picture concerns
Jackson studios.
a young woman who yearns for money
and a voung man who has too much or
it, in which a happy balance is arrived at.
In the cast are Mabel Ballin,

Raymond

Bloomer, Crauford Kent and others.

of

distribution

Max

rights

for

cartoon
series, "Out of the Inkwell," have been
purchased by S. L. Warner, and the
rights for Greater New York and northern New. Jersey by Warner Brothers.

W

ith

Fleischer's

the acquisition of this series

Warner

Brothers feel they have one of the most
unique short feature subjects on the
market.

Booked by Riesenfeld

Grauman and Hugo Riesenfeld
have signed to show the entire series for
Sid

one year

respective theatres. Mr.
the
one-reel
in
his
three
theatres, the Rialto, Rivoli and

in their

Riesenfeld
will
present
novelty
simultaneously

Broadway
Criterion.

The success that has attended the
screenings of the feature is said to be
due to a number of distinguishing characteristics.

Fleischer Explains
of the clown," Mr.
smooth and
explains
Fleischer
"are
His actions are like a regular
graceful.
human being, in that he walks, dances
and leaps and does not jerk himself from
one position to another. Most animated
cartoons are made with four or five
separate pictures for each foot of film, but
in the 'inkwell' series there are fifteen
or sixteen drawings of the clown in each

"The

motions

foot.

"While many pen and ink drawings
made from the imagination my aid is

made

D. Fowler.
by
George Chesebro is being featured in this
series of eight Northwest Mounted Police
stories which are being distributed b?
Clark-Cornelius Corporation on a states
Milburn Morante is dirights basis.

Series

Warners Contract With Big
Houses for Fleischer

The Alhambra theatre, owned by
West Coast Theatres, Inc., has completed
a-

new pictures will be
exhibitors during the

of

to

Holiday Century Week, and special
arrangements are being made to
rush late prints to exchanges for

old

try."

a tribute to Julius Stern, presi-

dent of Century and newly appointed vice-president of Universal,
the Century organization has inaugurated Century Week for the
period from December 25 to 31.
Sales Manager Art Schmidt has
originated the slogan "A Century a
Day Keeps the Blues Away" as the

Intentions, Says Official
Associated Exhibitors has issued a
statement by J. E. Storey, sales manager,
in which he expresses his gratitude to the
exhibitors for the manner in which they
have supported the Associated Exhibitors
features and the Associated Harold Lloyd
comedies during 1921.
In part Mr. Storey says: "When you
consider that during the past summer the
exhibitors were handicapped not only by
a protracted hot period, but bv a business
depress on which reflected the general
situation in all of our industries, it is
gratifying to realize that the product of
Associated Exhibitors made as splendid

24, 1921

are
a

man dressed as a clown. This
poses for the principal positons to

real

man

be assumed by the animated figure."

Press Lends to Success
Of Picture, Says Warner
Favorable comments by the trade press
and newspapers throughout the country
has attributed materially to the success
"Parted Curtains." being distributed
by Warner Brothers, according to a
The
statement by Harry M. Warner.
production is being issued on a state right
and
basis and stars Henry B. Walthall
Marv Alden. The supporting cast inLandis,
cludes Edward Cecil. Margaret
of

Mickey Moore and William

Clifford.
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Picture Invasion of the

Dramatic Theatres
By

JOHN

Is

Spreading

SPARGO

S.

(Neiv York Editor of Exhibitors Herald)

—

New York, Dec. 13, 1921. The encroachment of the motion picture on the so-called legitimate field is assuming such proportions as to
make the purveyors of the old line of entertainment anxiously wonder
what it will all lead to.
Throughout the entire country many of the big theatres which were
dedicated to the spoken play are now giving up a large portion and in
many cases all—of their time to the playing of motion picture specials.
In New York five of the best theatres are now under lease to or owned by
motion picture producing companies and are being used exclusively for
indefinite runs of big screen productions. And it is rumored that negotia-

—

two more Broadway houses

tions are on for the acquisition of at least
the screen.

And

another cause of worry to the
legitimate people is the $2 top which
not only obtains at some of these houses
but which is gladly being paid by seekers

When

the $2 price
of
was first suggested it was believed by
many of the regulars that this was prohibitive and would not meet with the
support of the public. Not only has this
belief been proven a fallacy, but it is
said that a $5 top will be established
for one of the big productions soon to be

entertainment.

shown

to

Broadway.
*

Of

*

*

the big New York theatres being
for special productions, probably

used
the Astor should be mentioned

first,

ture's run be closed in time for the opening of "Foolish Wives."

The Apollo

theatre has been used at
for special showings of feature
pictures, the most notable ones recently
being "The Three Musketeers" and "Little Lord Fauntleroy."
When the run of
the latter started a two years' lease was
entered into whereby the theatre becomes
exclusively a feature picture house for
the next two years.
The controlling
company is A. G. S. Corporation, a subsidiary to United Artists.
The name is
taken from the first letters of the last
names of Hiram Abrams, head of United
Artists; Albert L. Grey, general manager
for Griffith, and Archie Selwyn.

times

in-

as this theatre made history by
being selected as the first in that line.
This was in 1912 when the Italian-made

*

asmuch

"Quo Vadis" was brought

to this

country

by George Kleine and put on as a special
The
at the Astor by Cohan & Harris.
top price was 50 cents and so successful

was the innovation that the Tremont
theatre in Boston was engaged and "Quo
Vadis" was sent there.
J. J. McCarthy, now in charge of all
of D. W. Griffith special productions, was
at that time connected with Cohan &
Harris and was the man selected to take
Quo Vadis" to Boston. This marked the
'

beginning of "road showing" of big picture productions and the history of special showings was in the making.
The Astor theatre is now under lease
to Goldwyn and the big "Theodora" spectacle is running there in its tenth week
Recently the lease was reat a $2 top.
newed and "Theodora" is booked to remain for some time to come.

*

*

In anticipation of the coming of "Foolish Wives," Erich von Stroheim's million
dollar picture, the Universal Film Comseveral months ago procured a
long time lease of the Central theatre,
Broadway neighbor to the Astor. Here
a number of first showings of Universal
and
features have been made at $1 top
a clientele built up which the producers
feel will justify a $5 top price which they
are now considering for the von Stro-

pany

—

heim
have

picture.
its

premiere

"Foolish Wives"
at the Central on

The Apollo

will

New

Year's Eve.
Several weeks ago, when the run on
Priscilla Dean's "Conflict" was ended.
First National secured the use of the
Central for a showing of "Molly O,"
with the stipulation that the latter pic-

*

*

be used for

will

first

show-

ings of big United Artists features and
is here that "The Two Orphans" will
have its metropolitan premiere.
Louis
Mann in "Nature's Nobleman" is playing there now, but again the "legit" has
to give way to the screen and this show
will move out in time to allow for the

it

Two

opening of "The
is

Orphans," which

December 29. D. W. Grifthe members of his organiza-

billed for

and

fith

all

tion

who have had anything

the

making

of

his

latest

to do with
picture, are

strong in their assertions that it is by
long, odds the biggest and best of his encareer, and "Two Orphans" is
going into the Apollo with the expectation that it will break all records as to

viable

length of run.

The Lyric

theatre

is

under lease to

Wid Gunning, Inc.. and is used as
run medium for the presentation

a first
of the

largest productions of that organization.

Do Men Want?" was the first of
Gunning features to be shown there.
This was followed by "Our Mutual
"W

*

for

hat

the

Friend," a picturization of Charles Dickfamous story, which is still running.
This will be followed by another Dickens
ens'

picture.
*

*

*

which is owned by FaPlayers- Lasky Corporation, was
opened as a feature picture house in April
of last year, and since then has been the
home of many long runs. The opening

The
mous

Criterion,

was Cecil DeMille's "Why Change
Your Wife," with Thomas Meighan and
This ran
Gloria Swanson in the leads.
five weeks and was followed by "Humor-

bill

esque." which remained for twelve weeks.
"The Golem," which ran for sixteen weeks,
was the longest at the Criterion. "Fo^ii*

Paradise" opened there last week and is
due for a run of considerable length.
The policy of indefinite runs was inaugurated, according to the best informaobtainable, by J. J. McCarthy in
1914 when he took charge of the Chestnut Street Opera House in Philadelphia,
and opened with "Cabiria," which ran for
a period of six weeks.
The playing of
"Quo Vadis" in 1912, arid of "Cabiria"
two years later were simply summer
fill-ins.
The policy of the Philadelphia
house was big pictures regularly and to
the total exclusion of spoken plays.
The six weeks of "Cabiria" was foltion

lowed by "The Spoilers," an eight-reel
picture of Rex Beach's story.
This, by
the way, as the first big picture of William Farnum, and ran for eight weeks.
This was followed by "The Christian,"

made by Vitagraph, which was played
ten weeks.

All three

for

were played at $1

which was the highest price yet
reached as admission to see a picture.

top,

*

*

*

About that time D. W. Griffith came
along with "The Birth of a Nation," and
Mr. McCarthy joined the Griffith forces
and opened the big picture on March 3,
1915, at the Liberty theatre at $2 top and
again picture history was made.
There
have been many $2 top pictures played
since that time, and but one of them has
come anywhere near equalling the record
of 47 weeks set by the big Griffith production.

Fox's "Over the Hill" ran in New York
for one year, but during that time was
compelled to change theatres no less
than seven times, being shown at the
Lyric,
Astor,
Nora Bayes. Central,
Broadhurst, Academy of Music and the
Capitol.
"The Queen of Sheba," also a
Fox production, had a New York run of
six months without a break.
Shortly after the opening of "The Birth
of a Nation" at the Liberty theatre, Mr.
McCarthy, acting for Mr. Griffith, sent
out fourteen companies and the big production was opened in all the principal
cities of the country.
It was played in
the biggest "legitimate" houses in each
city, and thus was history again made, as
this was the first real big instance of
"road showing" a picture. Mr. McCarthyhandled all of these companies, and after
getting properly "set" in this country,
decided to pay some attention to foreign
lands.
*

*

*

Soon

companies were sent to Great
Britain, Australia and South America and
in all 34 companies were playing the big
special in this country and abroad at the
same time, which made more history for
that time.

Road showing has been an

established
the handling of big pictures
since that time.
The Griffith company
followed with "Intolerance," "Hearts of
the World," "Broken Blossoms," "Way
Down East" and Mr. McCarthy is planning to send out many "Two Orphans"
companies shortly after the premiere of
the latest Griffith production at the Apollo
the latter part of this month.

custom

in
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Brush Builds Modern
Tropical Picture Scheduled as Next
Plant at Miami, Fla.
Minter Publication Through Realart
Contracts

Ewart Adamson's
of Suva,"

is

"South
the next Mary Miles Minter
tropical story,

scheduled for early publication by Realart.
"South of Suva" is
said to be a production that tests the
dramatic abilities of Miss Minter.
"Nothing kills a motion picture star
quicker than a monotonous succession of
the same kind of roles and plays," says
picture.

J. S.

It is

Woody. "People

like variety.

their latest production. Harry M.
states that "School Days" will

to

warner Brothers,

star."

first

Has Dramatic Role

Mary Miles Minter plays the dramatic
role of an English wife who goes to the
tropics to join her husband after three
years' separation and finds him a hopeless degenerate.
Her escape from the
terrible bondage furnishes her the biggest
role of her career.
"South of Suva" is said to be a picture
that should strike the fancy of all Minter
fans because it is so different from her
other offerings.
Ewart Adamson, the
author, spent five years as a cocoanut
planter in the very country which is the
locale of the story, and he personally
watched every detail of direction.
Directed by Urson

Frank Urson directed the picture. He
has had the advantage of an excellent
cast headed by John Bowers, who has appeared in some of the best features.
played the lead with Miss Minter in

"A

Long, who plays the heavy
role, is another well-known player, his
latest appearance being in Melford's "The
Sheik."
Winifred Bryson, Fred Kelsey
and Lawrence Steers are all clever players who have previous appearance in
Realart and other productions to recom-

Roy

comedy

Atwell

is

pre-issue

it

on

a

Exchanges,

The Brush

Honors Laemmle

W.

Carl Laemmle, president of Uni-

Film

versal

Manufacturing

Com-

pany, recently received resolutions
of gratitude and a silver memorial
medal from the Roosevelt MemoDuring the past
rial Association.
year Mr. Laemmle, through his
agent Charles R. King, a former

friend of the ex-president, has renmuch assistance to the RooseMemorial Association.

dered

said to con-

presentations

of

Gus Edwards' "School Days," featuring
Wesley Barry, at the Sherman hotel, Chi-

8th street

Mr. King's position as
Universal agent in Cuba, the Universal president's cooperation with
the Roosevelt Memorial Association
has been largely in connection with
the Cuban branch of the Association.

to

Universal's theatre, the

Cam-

poamor, one of the leading cinema
houses in Havana, has been used to
aid the Association in its promulgation of Rooseveltian ideals and in
building up the organization by
which the late president's memory
is

being crystallized.

Jack Hoxie, and
company are at work on the third issue
of the special series in which Hoxie is
starring. The direction is in the hands of
Roy Clements. The title of the picture
will probably be "Under Orders."

NEW

star,

New House

YORK.

N. Y.— Property on
Ogden avenue near One 'Hundred and
Seventy-first street has been purchased

by Ogden Amusement Company for the
erection of a

STAFF AT R-C PICTURES CORP. STUDIO,

new

Inc.

Fifteen Acres

plant has been erected in S.
fifteen acre plot running
S. VV. 8th street between 9th

on a

Executives of the company are: W. B.
Brush, formerly connected with the Thomas
H. Ince organization, president and general manager; N. J. A. Reno, assistant manager; Dudley Read, chief camera man;
Royal A. Lett, technical director Thomas
Findlay, art director
Leland Coutan, laboratory superintendent, and Oscar Woodward, assistant laboratory manager.
;

;

Equip Complete Laboratory

On

the ground floor of the administration building is a complete laboratory containing
developing,
drying and cutting
rooms.
The executive offices are on the
second floor.
Behind this building is a
stage 50 feet by 85 feet on which six interiors can be shot simultaneously.
Hunter Bennett, vice-president and general manager of National, and Earl H.
Hopkins, director, arc at the Brush plant.

Publish on January 10
of the Sea," the third of the
series of six Conway Tearle pictures be-

Picture of Arrow Series

Bronx to Have

has

"Shadow

Hoxie at Work on Third
Arrow's cowboy

Inc.,

south from
and 10th avenues.

velt

Due

Company,

Photoplay

Have

Roosevelt Society

role.

Warner's "School Days"
Will Be State Righted
Following

sell

Brush

erected a modern and completely equipped
studio and laboratory at Miami, Fla. Contracts already have been signed for distribution of the Brush product through National

Walter

mend them.

will

He

Cumberland Romance."

tribute a fine

who

state right market.

A

Miss Minter, our

W arner

not be
handled by any organization other than

Distribution

for

Through National
Exchanges

inquiries

They

see their favorites in a broad
range of situations; they enjoy being surprised when some totally different characterization is flashed on the screen.
variety of themes has helped greatly in
continuing the undoubted popularity of
like

and the Astor hotel. New York,
have been received at Warner
Brothers offices as to the disposition of

cago,

theatre to seat

1,300.

ing distributed by Selznick Enterprises,
will be ready for publication on January
10. Doris Kenyon is starring with Tearle
this picture, which was adapted from
a story by Frank M. Dazey, who is now
assistant to Myron Selznick, as associate
editor of the scenario department.
in

Butler in Universal Film
David Butler has been engaged by Universal to play a leading role with Gladys
Walton in her next picture, "Kind
Deeds," which Tod Browning will direct.
The story is from the pen of William
Flavens McN'utt. In addition to Butler,
Hallam Cooley has been engaged to play
an important role.

giving a holiday toast to R. S. Cole, President. From left to right, the members of the party are: Dev. Jennings, W. S. Heywood, Joseph Dubray, Ray Carpenter, Louis Gasnier, Eve Unsell, Colin
Campbell, Allen Boone, Pauline Frederick, Doris May, R. J. Tobin, W. S. Seiter, Ray Crone, Hunt Stromberg, James Wilfanson, Bert Cann, Carol Warren, Garrett E. Fort, and C. McDonald.

)
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Film World in an
"Exhibitors Herald" Service Car
the

HARRY

By

NICHOLS

E.

( Chief Field Representative of Exhibitors

Herald

had kept going East and hadn't
detoured for oceans when I left Atlanta.
If

I

Georgia, in February of this year to get
first-hand information as to theatre conditions I'd have circled the globe and
arrived at the Herald's home office about

weeks before I did. The speedometer
indicated 26,876 miles when I parked in
front of 417 South Dearborn street, Chicago, last week.
Geographers say it's
only 24,000 miles around the world.
If, as I say, I'd kept going East. I could

five

tell

you

all

about Malay, Silesian, Hindu,

Oriental exhibitors and
they are as different from
expectations as those I found in Cuba the
story would be decidedly worth telling.
But I went South.
The first stop was Waycross, Georgia,
notable as the home of E. A. Johnson,
whose Lyric theatre was brilliantly decorated for "The Last of the Mohicans"
when I arrived. Business was good, because he made it good. Maybe you noticed the photograph of his lobby that I

Slovakian
theatres.

and

If

sent back to the office.
* * *

The second step, to Jacksonville, Fla.,
should be made with seven-league boots.
It's 75 miles, and it took 10 hours to make
it in the best little car that ever turned
Phil Gersdorf
turtle and back again.
welcomed me to the sanctuary of the
Arcade theatre with true Southern hosPhil,
pitality, the kind you read about.
by the way, is the 100% kind of showman
well-spaced
you read about, and meet at
intervals. (He's been taking the Herald
was a

boy.)
In Jacksonville business was "about the
same." I spread such profitable information as I'd picked up in Atlanta and elsewhere and put on the road to prosperity
the scattered minority who didn't understand why Gersdorf always gets the
crowds. They, too, are Herald readers
and contributors now.
*
* *
since

it

Speaking of the Herald, as I do occasionally, recalls an interesting little conversation I had with William Menzel, of
Boynton, Fla. He was just putting the
finishing touches on a new theatre when
I drove up, and when we got acquainted
he asked me what the best name for his
theatre might be. He wanted something
new and a name that meant something.
"Exhibitors in 48 states have told me

the

Herald

means

quite

considerable

something," I suggested. He looked it
over critically, agreed with them apparently and christened the new theatre on
the spot. Out of modesty, perhaps, I declined his invitation to break the cham-

HARRY

E.

I

met

another

Herald

veteran

luscious turtle

been

my

lot

to

taste

*

They were
about Cuba in

*

*

telling me great things
this part of the country, so

I
decided Herald readers should know
about conditions there. Senor Juan Car-

bonell,

West

is

whose Monroe theatre in Key
represented every week in "What

the Picture Did for Me." gave me letters
of introduction that were worth their
weight in gold. And R. P. Thompson, of
the Strand, took me on a wild ride around
the city and finally located a judge who
would get out of bed to revise my passports about three minutes before sailing
time on the night I left.
In Havana Mr. Carbonell's letter got
me all set pronto. Senor Carerra, of
Medina, "on the Belas Coain
Carerra
633," made easy for me the investigations
I reported in the article published some
months ago. There is nothing more to
add. but it's a great country.
Coming back through Florida I dropped
in on C. E. Daffin at Tallahassee, whose
claim to the original exploitation stunt
has withstood assault as to its authenticity

&

from

all

sides.

also to the

He

palm

is

He

is

prosperous accordingly.
*

hiding place the most

On the return we also made the acquaintance of Lon Burton, of Live Oak.
It was a little after our visit that he wrote
the letter about "small town exhibitors"
that became a burning topic of Herald
contributors and brought replies from
every" community. Mr. Burton's contentions have not been discredited, and if
you knew Burton you'd know why.
Mobile Bay was the center of the supposedly most prosperous theatre section
at

this

time, according to exhibitors, so
Negotiating the
that way.

we headed

at

an important

hazards we reached the theatre
operated by Miss M. Luckel. a theatrewoman known for her keen judgment

ferry

throughout the country.
On another ferry (the country is full of
them hereabouts) we met Mr. E. V. Richards, Jr., general manager of Saenger

Amusement Company, in whose company
we spent some of the most delightful
days of our tour. The dinner I ate at the
Saenger home for employees at Bay St.
Louis. Miss., holds top position in the
culinary highlights of the journey's memory.
Mississippi was, however, not all smooth
going. It was here, in fact, that a weary
bridge elected to lie down and rest while
I was crossing it. The water just came to
my chin as I sat in the driving seat. Two
priceless teams of oxen extricated us
eventually, but we'll never feel the same.
Now I know why they named the river
after the state.

When we told D. Wolerstein, at the
Majestic in Jackson, about it, he sympathized. He's a veteran in the show business and also knows Mississippi.
*

probably entitled

for consistency.

in

We

its

it's

»

"Fort Meade.
J. A. Cole, who runs the
.Majestic theatre, made me feel at home
promptly by inviting me fishing.
boarded his piroque (that's Seminole tor
boat) and paddled out to where he insisted fish were obtainable. But we forgot the poles. At this juncture Mr. Cole
proved himself every inch a man and
Off came shoes
a host extraordinary.
and socks, up rolled trousers, and into
the water he stepped. In less time than
it takes to cook one of the things he dis-

lodged from

surveying the road map of New York State
pause in his 27, 000-mile tour completed in 1921.

and we feasted thereupon forthwith.

pagne.

9

NICHOLS

I'd

like

to

tell

*

*

you about Arkansas,

where

F. C. Clarke operates the Cozy
Hazen and tells you about it in this
paper. There was a Public Rights League
slide on the screen when I went in. I'd
like to tell you also about the "Memphis
at

Blues"
in

I

experienced on the longest road

the world,

But they

tell

which leads to that

me

there's a

limit

to

city.

the

amount of punishment a reader will stand.
Anyway, I arrived in due time at Washington, D.
and was taken under the
far-reaching wing of Harry Crandall.
Louis Rome showed me Baltimore and
a string of great theatres. Then I got to
Havre DeGrace. Md.. and Judge J. W.
Bauer, of the Willow End other theatres.

C
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showed me

a

ponies quite as

string of

attractive.
About this time the Atlantic City convention was at hand and I tarried there
for a period.
You all know what took
place there, so I'll omit it.
*

*

Then came New York, with

its

Adolph

Granville, who
stunt
Mr. Kohn had never exhibited a picture
at 50 cents top in his life. Business being
bad, he considered it a good time to try
it.
But he didn't know where to get the

Kohn, of the Pastime

told

me

at

So he gathered together his back
copies of the Herald, checked up on the
reports in "What the Picture Did for Me"
over a long period, and found that "In
Old Kentucky" ran the highest in percentage of favorable comments.
He
booked the picture forthwith, raised his
admission price to half a dollar, and
cleaned up. He states that he'll repeat
the stunt every year henceforth.
In the next few weeks we met A. Richardson, of Scroon Lake, whose letter you
read recently in this paper, C. W. Allen,
of Antwerp, who also operates a cheese
factory but doesn't let the aroma thereof
influence his theatre, and drove from
there to Harrisville.
At this point I found Henry M. Wolf,
like William Menzcl, of Boynton, Fla.,
looking for a name for his new theatre.
I repeated my suggestion and he adopted
it, ordering signs lettered in the style of
this paper's front cover.
C. Ellis, who runs Convention Hall at

Alexandria Bay and is ambitious to own
each of the Thousand
Rosso, at Niagara Falls,

a theatre on
Islands; Ralph

and Harold B. Franklin, astute executive
of the Shea Amusement Company in
Buffalo, were among acquaintances made

Then 1 reached Friendship,
N. Y., and attained what I hold to be the
pinnacle of service.
At the Star theatre they told me that
F. A. Garthwaite, the proprietor, was
busily engaged in repairing a certain roof
in the town. They didn't know just where
he might be found but suggested that I
might drive around and look for him.
I
did so, and after threading the thoroughfare system for an hour I sighted a
man in shirt sleeves astride the ridgepole
of a residence. I made
way up the
ladder propped against the house, took a
seat directly facing him and introduced
myself. He read "What the Picture Did
for Me" practically in its entirety while
we talked about this, that and other
at this time.

my

He was

things.

dismounted

still

reading

it

when
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Eight Productions on Schedule of
First National for Holiday Season
Announce Big Pictures Are Ready for Distribution
as Boon to Christmas Business Three
of the Films

of his greatest

picture.

December

Eight
portant

Now

the most imsince hirst National an"self-starters" at the opening
of the fall season, comprises its "Christmas
Sock" offering to franchise holders. Three
of them, "All for a Woman," "Molly (),"

nounced

productions,

big

group
its

and "The Lotus Eater," have played on
Broadway, the latter being in its second
week at the Capitol. In addition the group
"Hail the Woman," "The Silent
Call,"
"Alf's
Button,"
"Stardust" and
"Tol'able David."
"All for a Woman" has had its prc-issue
showing at the New York Strand. This is
a foreign drama, built around the personality of Danton, leader of the French revolution, and has for its chief player Emil
Jannings.
At a special showing to the
members of the Lambs Club in New York
recently the picture was acclaimed one of
the finest that had been brought to the
screen in many years.
contains

Dog
"The

Is

Featured

I^aurence TrimbleJane Murfin production, is an outdoor adventure melodrama, made from a story by
Hall G. Evarts.
It has a cast headed by
John Bowers and Kathryn McGuire, but
the outstanding character in the play is
Silent

Call," a

in

Theatres

starring Hope Hampton, is a franchise production, based on the story by Fannie
Hurst. James Rennie, husband of Dorothy
Gish, heads the supporting cast.
"Tol'able David" marks the dual debut of
Richard Barthelmess as an independent
star and as a hirst National unit.
The
production, made from the story of the

same name by Joseph Hergesheimer, was
directed by Henry Kind and. at a recent
special showing in the Belvedere room of
the Hotel Astor, was declared by reviewers
and exhibitors to approach as near cinematographic and entertainment perfection
as any picture produced. It has been picked
out by experts of the trade as one of the
big and important pictures of the present
season.
S. R. O. at Capctol
"The Lotus Eater," starring John Harrymore, in a story by Albert Payson Terhune.
was directed by Marshall Neilan, and has
already attained considerable popularity.
In this picture Barrymore plays three distinct roles.
The Capitol theatre on Broadway reports that "stand up" business has
attended virtually every performance of
"The Lotus Eater."
"Hail the Woman" was made under the
personal supervision of Thomas II. Ince.
from an original story by C. Gardner Sullivan, and is interpreted by a cast justifying
.the designation all star.
The personnel includes Theodore Roberts, Florence Vidor,

Strongheart, a champion German police
It is said that the picture has been
dog.
declared the greatest dog story ever brought
to the screen.
Tully Marshall, Madge Bellamy, Lloyd
"Alf's Button," a comedy of the Chaplin
Hughes, Mathilde Brundage, Charles Meretype, was made in England, and has demondith, Gertrude Claire, Vernon Dent and
strated on tryouts in this country to have
Edward Martindale. The story of the play
the same appeal to American audiences, it is
is
founded on woman's claim to equal
said, that it had in its native land.
The
rights in the matter of moral and economic
central idea of the picture and the one
independence.
announced that the
It
is
whence it derives its title, is the magical
production already has been booked for
powers of a button made from a part of
most
first
run
in
of
the
key cities, and that
lamp.
popular
Aladdin's
Leslie Henson,
during Christmas time it will be well under
English comedian, is the star.
"Stardust." a Hohart Henley production way.

I

dwelling, having contracted to send him the paper weekly,
and pointed the car toward the city limits,

the

headed toward Chicago.
*

*

*

kept going East in a straight
line and had negotiated the seas successfully (I believe the car would do it) I'd
Yes.

if

I'd

have met a lot of interesting showmen.
But they would not have been as interesting or as well worth meeting as the
thousands of American exhibitors who
picked "Welcome" right up off the doormat and thrust it into my hands.

These are the

salt of

the earth.

wish every one of them a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
I

Paramount Closes

for

Rights on Foreign Films
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
under the terms of a contract entered
into with Hamilton Theatrical Corporation, an American concern of which Ben
Blumenthal is president and Samuel

Rachman

is
vice-president, obtains the
rights to a group of German
features starring a number of prominent
European players, including Pola Negri.

American

ELINOR FIELD AND TRUMAN VAN DYKE,
fifteen-episode animal jungle serial,

and Import Film Co.

co-starred in Col. Selig's new
"The Jungle Goddess," controlled by Export

—

!
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"Saturday Night" ought to be a clean

British

critics

slip

ducing English society

Of all the jokes that have to stand the
vaudeville firing line the one about the
"dishes in the sink" seems to be the
hardiest.

often they don't present American
"as is," so that makes it 50-.50.
*

How

exhibitor

who

played "The Sheik" and whose theatre
caught fire and burned down from an
overturned incense burner, has concluded
it

was

punk

a

idea.

—

—

type-setter

*

A

Statistics

whole column of
First National reports to Associated Exhibitors.
Also three Stoll productions
'The Flame,' 'Bars of Iron' and 'Mr. Wu'
were handed to Selznick when they belonged in Pathe distribution. We hasten
to make the correction."
From the M.
P.
World's "Straight-from-the-Herald"

There were 865 screen dramas produced last year in which 864 villians
with moustaches lit 854 cigarettes and
got their just deserts in the last reel.
(The one was a Northwest Mounted
Police story and the villian wore a
beard.) Over 596 white haired old men
were killed in reel one of these 864
dramas and they all had daughters under 20 years of age, which left 596 young
girls at the mercy of 596 suave, oilytongued schemers that turned 596 keys
in the doors and trapped 'em
Then
596 heroes picked up 596 chairs and
busted in 596 doors and after flooring
the 596 villains, rescued the 596 maidens.
There are 596 close-ups of the heroes
and heroines, with 428 sunsets showing
them embracing. (Note: Some companies don't use the sunset finish.)

—

gifts,

to

present a few.
decorate the mantelpiece

mileage book for Sydney Cohen.
for

James

A

great big calendar with lots of ex-

"weeks" in it for Paramount, Metro,
Goldwyn, R-C, Fox, Vitagraph, Selznick,
and Universal.

A

gold medal for the union operator
the de luxe theatre who keeps his
picture "framed."'
A shiny silver medal for the orchestra
leader who is on time.
A rubber medal for the exchange manager who refuses to show trade paper
in

reviewers his current pictures.

A new substitute for the "Why" and
"What" titles of films.
A lot of new superlatives for the
*

The old-time photographs
ily album wouldn't be near

in

the fam-

so funny if
they'd had motion pictures in grandma's
day.

Taking

No Chances

From any shape
With

of

—
—

saw one go

package

in

swimming.
*

last week, thereby
depriving a lot of Los Angeles space
writers of the wherewithal to buy this
year's Xmas presents and next summer's
B. V. D.'s.

Of course it might be Santa
Sending him a costly stone.
But Santa Claus' initials
Also stand for one Syd Cohen.
*

Hart got married

Universal has started something, if the
report is true they intend screening the
popular song, "Second Hand Rose." Soon
we may expect "Them Crybaby Blues."
"Ten Little Fingers" and "My Mammy."

much.

Begins to look as though we'd have
plenty of "orphans" to look after this
winter. D. W. has two and there's two
just arrived from Europe.

Wet

doesn't believe in signs
any more. He saw one in the window of
'If it
a fish store recently that read:
swims we sell it.' He went in, but found
they didn't have any bathing beauties in
Motion Picture Magazine.
stock."
At that the sign was O. K. Whoever

"S. C." on the thing.

•

All

"Roy Moulton

Bill

Who started this "junking" idea? No»v
they want to scrap the N. A. M. P. I.

big

tra

Roy Was

D. will probably hesitate
Before he'll take the string

*

Walker — a

J.

one.

P. A.

J.

Carl Laemmle didn't have to grf to Europe to find out why foreign stories cost

when everymore or less ap-

poor P. A.'s.
A censorproof show for the A. M.

department.

Won't it be great when all the theatres
are built with nothing but end seats?

Gifts

of the year

a

—

so

like

Another

Editor
a generous fellow

is

week gave

"Oh, some sort of a bug."

We'd

Now We Know Who's
last

Between Reels
"What's a lotus eater?"

propriate, we'd like to

.

"Our

appear-

with

!

It was the year 1976
Roy McCardell
had written the "life, activities and adventures" of everyone but Roy McCardell, the Baron of Pelham Manor, and
creator of the Jarr family. So he took
his pen in hand

and

makes personal

At this season
body is making

3Mi

was

England

investigate."
"Film star

ance."

*

How

New

is going into vaudeville."
"Federal trade commission is going to

A Few

a star?
can one company make pictures
so long with only one plot?
Is a box-office title more to be desired
than a noted author's book title?
does a staff scenarioist find so
many "original" ideas?

That

"Theda Bara

Speaking of slow motion pictures,
wouldn't an ultra speed picture of a messenger boy passing a baseball park be an
awful thing?

Great Unanswered Questions
How does he get by as an actor?
told her she

teriors.'

life

toddler's latest maxim is: "Hips
that touch likker shall never touch mine."

Not all the real screen heroes are
actors. There's the reviewer who has to
eat the under-done spring chicken served
as special showings.

Whoever

up when reproWell, very

life.

The

*

Headlines That Thrill Us (Not)
"Director goes to North woods for ex-

frequently

that

state

American directors

picture.

77

Clara Kimball Young is thinking of going into vaudeville. She's asking $5,000 a
week. The vaudeville managers are doing
a lot of thinking, too. But then, there's
no harm in asking.

It has been a great year for spooks in
pictures, but so far no one has given a
wee-ge board a star role. Wooden that

*

estimated over 4.000 prohibition
gags were used during the past season,
but that's one thing they can't blame on
to the M: P. industry.

"Sent for Out"
ture.
us.

Sounds

like

is

a

be funny?
*
It

new Goldwyn

pic-

Pennsylvania Dutch to

is

78
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featured in Goldwyn productions,
"The Sin Flood" and "Yellow Men and Gold," isn't

Top— Helen Chadwick,

afraid of a sprig of mistletoe.

Bottom—Constance Binney, Realart star,
in Santa Claus. else what is she waiting

still

believes

for before the

fireplace?

Mack Sennett-First Nacards and presents early
caught her doing it.

Above— Mabel Norm and,
tional

star, sent

this year, for

we

her

the

Xmas

December
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Individual Units

Tabloid Review of the Activities of the State Or ganizations Affiliated with the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
news during the past year.

as in the case of

all

national organizations, has held the

spotlight in exhibitor

This does not mean, however, that the state units have been inactive.
national organization has enabled that body to steadily strengthen

its

Their close cooperation with the

position in the industry.

In order to give the industry an idea of the activities of the individual units of the M. P. T. O.
lowing tabloid review is presented:
Secretary:

Maryland

Treasurer:

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Maryland, with an active membership
of 105, is launching a membership drive
to enroll every exhibitor in the state.
the Department of Public

Although

not as yet operating in the
organization has been a
staunch supporter of the national league.
of
the association are:
The officers
Service

is

the

state,

President:

E.

B.

McCurdy, Columbia

theatre,

Baltimore.

Vice-President:

Thomas Goldberg, Walbrook,

Baltimore.

Secretary: William E. Stumpf, New, Baltimore.
Treasurer: Frank Hornig, Horn, Baltimore.
Business Manager: Thomas Goldberg.

operated with the state superintendent
of schools and the extension department
of the University, of California in the

department of public

mem-

service. 3Tie organization, with a
bership of 200, succeeded in defeating
censorship and other legislation before
the legislature.
President:

C. C.

New

Griffin,

Savoy

theatre

Iowa
The Iowa

association, recently organhas had very little opportunity thus
far to handle the problems confronting
the exhibitor. Its legislative activities
have been devoted chiefly to the 5 per
cent rental tax and Sunday closing
cases. The organization already boasts
ized,

a

membership

of 150.

President: J. C. Duncan, Sioux City.
Vice-President: Thomas A. Brown, Iowa City.
Treasurer: M. R. Tournier, Mason City.
Secretary: Eller Metzger.

Piedmont, Oak-

A

campaign

persistent

the

fol-

though the organization has no business

manager
one

at this time, it is probable that
will be appointed shortly. The Kan-

sas league succeeded in its campaign
for an anti-advance deposit law and defeated a bill which would have "put
teeth" into the state censorship statute.
There are 287 exhibitors enrolled in the
league.
President: M. Van Praag, Art, Kansas City.
Vice-President: R. G. Liggett, Gauntier, Kansas City.

Secretary:
Treasurer:

H. H. Woody, Princess, Lincoln.
William Meyn, Photorium, Kansas

City.

Colorado

During the past year the Northern
California division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America has co-

of the

Herrington,

H. Goldberg, Savoy theatre build-

ing, Pittsburgh.

Northern California

promotion

Fred

building, Pittsburgh.

A.,

against

the

music tax has been waged in Colorado.
Other than the repeal of daylight saving,
the legislative committee has had little
to do of recent months. The department of public service is not yet operating in the state. The membership of the
organization is 239.
President: Thomas G. VicRoy, Strand, Denver.
E. Rompkins, American,
Vice-President:
J.
Colorado Springs.
Secretary: John Broughton, Colonial, Denver.
Max Schuback, Midwest Circuit,
Treasurer:
Denver.

Missouri
Here

Missouri's Record: Defeated
censorship at last session of legislature;
obtained passage of advance deposit bill;
is

defeated standing room bill and about
six other detrimental measures. The organization also has succeeded in opening theatres on Sunday in a number of
towns. The organization has effected
an educational tieup with county school
districts and has aided in charity and
civic movements. It has 589 members.
President: Charles T. Sears, Grand, Brookfield.
Vice-President: I. W. Rodgers, Criterion, Poplar Bluff.

Secretary-Counsel:
Lawrence E. Goldman,
Kansas City.
Treasurer: Jack Truitt, Sedalia, Sedalia.

Lincoln,

land.

Vice-President:

Aaron Goldberg, Palace, San

Indiana

Francisco.

Secretary-Treasurer:
Francisco.

Business Manacer:

H.

Gobish,

Flag,

Thomas D. Van Osten.

Southern California

President: J. S. Lustig, Starland, Los Angeles.
L. Lazarus, Royal, Los
Vice-President:
J.
Angeles.

Secretary: Glenn Harper, Apollo, Los Angeles.
H. Lustig, Dreamland, Los
Treasurer:
B.
Angeles.

Western Pennsylvania
The Western Pennsylvania organization undoubtedly has raised the high
standard of the industry by focusing its
efforts so that the public in general
would realize and appreciate its prominence and influence for good in the
community. The league also has effected an amicable settlement of differences between exhibitors and exchangeIts

membership

President:
theatres,

is 300.

Jerome Casper, Rowland & Clark

Pittsburgh.

Vice-President:

John Newman,

New

The Indiana organization has to
credit the defeat of a blue Sunday
and several censorship measures

Exhibitors of the Southern California
division at the present time are directing their attention to the situation arising out of the exhibition of pictures in
churches, etc., in competition to the theatres. The organization cooperated with
the Northern division in the defeat of
censorship. It also has had to fight local
regulation and blue laws. The league
has a membership of 150.

men.

Michigan

San

Castle.

last legislature.
in the state are

President:

Gus.

Eighty-six

members
G.

its

Briefly, these are the activities of the

bill

Michigan league: Cooperation with the
mayor and city in handling the unemployment situation; establishment of department of public service and settlement of approximately 315 grievance
The organization had several
cases.
adverse measures to fight in the last
legislature and is constantly aiding exhibitors of the state in combatting the
reform movement. The membership is

at the

exhibitors

of the league.

Schmidt, Lyric, Indianap-

olis.

Vice-President: Charles Miller, New Albany.
Secretary: Frank Heller, Victory, Kokomo.
Treasurer: Ray Andrews, Columbia, Muncie.

Nebraska

590.

of the big achievements of the
Nebraska unit during the past year was
the defeat of ten detrimental measures
introduced in the state assembly. The
organization with its 361 members also
has effected an arbitration board ar-

One

rangement- with the Omaha Film Board
The department of public
of Trade.
service is being developed in the state.
President: A. R. Pramer, Alhambra. Omaha.
Vice-President: H. F. Kennedy, Lyric, Broken

Bow.

Secretary: J. E. Kirk, Grand, Omaha.
Treasurer: S. A. Hayman, Lyda, Grand Island.
Business Manager: Stuart Gould.

Kansas
The Kansas League, in its cooperation
with the Film Board of Trade, has
ironed out many petty grievances and
misunderstandings. A committee from
the organization sits with the Film
Board in adjusting all differences. Al-

Presidents Claude E. Cady, Colonial, Lansing.
Vice-President: J. C. Ritter, Rialto, Detroit.
Secretary: H. T. Hall. Russell, Detroit.
Treasurer: F. R. Rumler, Warren, Detroit.

General Manager: H. M. Richey.

District of

Columbia

Forty exhibitors are enrolled in the
unit, which succeeded this
year in defeating a drastic censorship
measure proposed by Crafts. A grievance committee composed of three exhibitors and three exchangemen meets
monthly. This committee in a majority
of instances has reached an amicable

Washington

settlement

of

differences

existing

be-

tween the two branches.
President: H. M. Crandall. Crandall theatres.
Vice-President: A. Julian Brylawski.
Secretary: William C. Murphy.
Treasurer: A. Brylawski.
Business Manager: S. M. Boyd.
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HIGH SPOTS

NEWS

in the

of 1921

The year just coming to a close has been an eventful one in the motion picture industry.
Overshadowing all else has been the business adjustment and the unprecedented assaults
upon the industry from reformers. From the dawn of 1921 until the time this was written,
there has been a continuous series of censorship and Sunday closing campaigns, apparently inspired and possibly directed from a central source.
tell the story of the past twelve
The files of the

HERALD

operations

Educational Film exchanges acquire
Kinograms and Gaumont Weekly and
combine into one news reel, retaining

Public

Martin

deal

deluxe films

paign

$2,500,000

raise

to

fund.

Hoover

for

N. A. M. P.

I.

"thirteen points" to

resigns

ager of distribution for

and

is

general

as

Famous Players

announces its famous
keep films clean and

x
Gore

and

Lesser

Bothers,

Ramisch

finds

Brady's

trip

violat-

X

McKelvie

Nebraska

of

writes remarkable message in vetoing cen-

sorship

Nebraska.

bill in

X
censorship

declares

Finkelstein

that

ing anti-trust laws of Minnesota.

Governor

*
Cohen

for

fight

and Ruben of Minneapolis are not

Dr. Crafts pledges coopera-

man-

succeeded by S. R. Kent.

legislature

Governor

tion.

Al Lichtman

by

*

Associated Exhibitors reorganized with
Samuel Harting president and Arthur S.
Kane chairman of board of directors,

wholesome.

X

Actors Equity League opens
on foreign-made films.

State

x
Motion picture industry launches cam-

formed

tariff

censorship ordinance at public hearing.

X
five

is

task of combating enemies of the industry.

Quigley and Police Chief
death blow to radical

J.

Fitzmorris

League

Rights

Exhibitors Herald and immediately begins

MARCH

of Kinograms.

National issues
as "Big Five."

MAY

April.

in

Joint Committee of M. P. T. O. A.
and N. A. M. P. I. meets in New York
to combat blue-law agitation.
x

First

as follows:

Synchronized Scenario Music Company organized and announced to begin

JANUARY

name

months

Miller

bill

Clayton-Lusk
York.

signs

New

in

X

has

strengthened organization: N. A. M. P. I.
issues statement explaining "membership

ceived by

drive."

ington.

M.

Officers of

P. T. O. A. are

Harding

President

at

re-

Wash-

X

big merger of theatres, exchanges
and property holdings on west coast.

effect

James

J.

Walker and Samuel

man complete

APRIL

T. O. A.

at

tour of country for

meeting

in

Ber-

I.

M.

P.

Chicago.

FEBRUARY
Dr.

Wilbur F. Crafts

surprises

film

JUNE

leaders by appealing to Congress for strict

Al Woods
theatre

circuit

sponsors

company

leading

in

cities

to

for

form
big

Motion picture

films only.

i
Reports
scribes

its

laws governing motion picture industry.

show
quota

that
to

bar
industry

Hoover

oversub-

Clara

theatre owners

Hamon

Smith

move

picture

to

from

Brady

screens.

Censorship agitations started by reformers in Massachusetts and New York.
New censorship ordinance for Chicago is

terview with Dr.

Crafts,

which awakens

x

William A. Brady's opening of announced nation-wide tour brings debate
Chicago.

making
lost

bill

thirty-five

is

beaten

states

in

in

Illi-

which

their fight to establish cen-

X

state exhibitors' league.

X
Censorship law is passed in New
state: Chicago ordinance killed.

State censorship
nois,

sorship law.

X

New York

in

X

reformers

entire industry to gigantic peril.

Charles O'Reilly elected president of

with Sydney S. Cohen

president.

fund.

Exhibitors Herald prints exclusive in-

drafted.

National Association of Motion Picreelected
William
Industry
A.

ture

Sydney S. Cohen reelected president
and resolution favoring an exhibitor-controlled

York

national

distribution

passed at Minneapolis
M. P. T. O. A.

organization

convention

of

•
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SEPTEMBER
Lasky announces

Jesse L.

mount plans
25 per cent.

reduce

to

its

Para-

that

production costs

Independence Month is held.
Exchange owners differ as to value of movement.

*

Labor Day marks beginning
Producers and DistribAssociation organized with Joe

Independent
utors

Brandt as president.

Zukor adjusts

film

tariff

reaches

Eastman
tories

in

and

with
P. T. O. A.

differences

M.

theatres

(

back

orporation

Harry

to

Koplar.

M.

independent

controversy

settled.

Famous Players-Missouri
twelve

busi-

Com-

*

foreign

fever point.

sells

of

*

mittee of Five of

*
Debate on

ness revival.

which

labora-

amicably

is

*
P. T.

O. A. launches educational

department under Dr. Francis Holley.

Trade

Federal
Commission files
charges against Famous Players Lasky
C orporation, its executives and associated
*
companies.

AUGUST

GERTRUDE OLMSTEAD,

appearing
in support of Herbert Rawlinson in
"Blarney," a new Universal feature.

National closes arrangement to
distribute Associated Producers product.
First

Walkout

of

carpenters,

electricians,

and technicians fails
production at Los Angeles.
painters

to

interrupt

W. W.

*

*
Hodkinson announces organi-

zation of his

own exchange

U.

S.

investigates

transportation

Dempsey-Carpentier fight
York and other states.

films

into

begin

drives

I.

to

have

congress

repeal

Cohen and Walker announce
to tour country to strengthen

labor trouble

censorship

New York
in

theatres through-

Film

P.

holders

T.

year campaign to win
referendum in Massachusetts.
starts

Public Rights League issues
twelve slides to exhibitors.

*
Universal

intention

M.

sub-franchise

endorse work of company's executives at
"Get Together" in Chicago. Cohen appoints
committee to
investigate
First
National.

*

features

out nation.

pany

ammu-

National

NOVEMBER
Industry

*
strike in

as pres-

O. A. and combat reformers.

Producers join in protest against proposed tariff on foreign-made films.

similar

as

and M. P. T. O. A.

*

Musicians

First

Arbuckle case is seized upon
nition by reformers.

various taxes on industry.

man-

*

New

*

N. A. M. P.

general
Inc.

Richard A. Rowland resigns
ident of Metro Pictures Corp.

OCTOBER

of

named

Pearson

*

Sydney S. Cohen objects to "Motion
Day." Plan is abandoned.

Picture

*

Elmer

ager of Pathe Exchange.

system.

series

of

*

Manufacturing Com-

*

M.

J. D. Williams and Sydney S. Cohen
exchange series of warm letters.

entertains censors at Universal City.

Spyros Skouras becomes head of big
combine in St. Louis.

theatre

P. T. O. A. closes arrangements
with Kineto to have one-reel educational
subject produced weekly.

*
Congress

kills

per cent

5

film

rental

tax and takes off tax from admissions of
1

cents or

less.

*
Federal Trade Commission postpones
hearing
of
charges
Famous
against
Players until early in 1922.

DECEMBER
Los Angeles bankers announce plan to
extend financial aid at reasonable terms
to responsible producers.

*
Louis exhibitors finance independent exchange to serve entire territory.
St.

James

Walker

J.

"opens war" on
T. O. C. C.

First National at meeting of
in

New York

city.

*

One

of the

many humorous

incidents in

comedy, showing the vicissitudes

"No Parking,"
of

the latest Educational Christie

an "own-your-own-home"

disciple.

Various

units start

extravagance

movement

to curtail

in theatre presentations.

I
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"What

the Picture Did for Me"
Contains 13,298 Reports in 1921
Record of 10,878 Established in 1920 Broken by
Exhibitors of U. S.. Canada and Cuba in Face of
Depression —Contributors Introduce New Features

Exhibitors representing every state in the Union.

Canada and Cuba contributed 13.298 signed reports
of picture box office values to "What The Picture Did
For Me" in 1921. This figure is 2,420 in excess of the
Xo more elo1920 record of 10,878 reports printed.
quent testimonial to the usefulness of the trade newspaper has been written.
This increase, recorded in a year during which
many theatres were closed for extended periods, is
notable for many reasons. It is apparent that in their
recourse to this department at a time when accurate
knowledge of box office values was essential to business salvation showmen signified recognition of its
value in the sincerest terms commandable. In a time
of need it was "a friend indeed" and friendships formed
under stress of adversity have not been broken off
at the

dawn

of better times.

Showmen

As is customary, an unsuccessful attempt to
approximate the series was made by another publi-

greater.
cation.

Contributors' Pictures

Lead

Department Permanent
Exhibitors using for the first time Herald space
exchange of business findings have found it to
be of such great value that the writing of their weekly
contributions and the reading of others printed has
become a fixed duty in the executive program. It has
for the

been determined that consistent support of the department ameliorates unfavorable conditions. It has been
deduced that the same support makes good business
better.

Several unprecedented accomplishments have been
scored by contributors during the year. Each is worthy
of brief review in a compilation prepared to show exhibitors responsible exactly what they have done for
themselves and for motion pictures. The "Ten Plays
My Patrons Liked Best'' series was the outstanding
event of the year.
•

"Ten Best Plays'' Series
Has Genuine Cash Value
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho, contributed for the February 19. 1920, issue a list of ten pictures designated by the line that came to identify the
Other conseries.
It was printed without comment.
tributors liked the idea, with the result that statistics
of the series printed in the October 22 issue embraced
275 pictures named by 71 exhibitors in 27 states and
Canada.
Showmen clipped the page that carried these statistics and made special bookings of the indicated successes which they had not contracted for or exhibited previously.
The actual money value of the tabulation is inestimable.
Its value as a demonstration of
what may be achieved through cooperation is even

Novel Contest

The

picture of Mr. Rand was printed in the "What
Picture Did For Me" department at the time the
compilation was published.
picture of J. C. Jenkins,
of .Xeligh, Neb., had been carried previously.
So pronounced was the reader interest in the pictured likenesses of men whose writings had been long prominent
in the department that additional photographs were
received and published. Exhibitors contributing photographs have said that by thus rectifying the always
erroneous mental pictures of the men whose writings
they read they have increased the department's value
to themselves.

The

A

i

As an outgrowth

of an ancient reportorial feud
and E. E. Sprague of Goodland,
Kans., the Contributors' Beauty Contest which at this

between

Find Value of

to

J.

C. Jenkins

writing awaits judicial decision was started.
Philip
Rand and F. S. Meyer of Hamilton. O.. were made contestants with the gentlemen previously named.
Constance Talmadge. Viola Dana. Ben Turpin and Will
Rogers were appointed judges for various good and
sufficient reasons.
Xo exhibitor will know more about
good box office attractions as a result of that contest.
But every exhibitor will appreciate more definitelv the
almost family-like relationship that exists between contributors and profit by the mutual confidence thus

established.

Brazen Attempt Made
Duplicate Department

to

In addition to the usual rather questionable flatterv
to duplicate the
made it the
Herald's privilege to conduct, a particularly brazen
if somewhat grotesque attempt was made in 1921 by an
eastern publication of avowedly national circulation.
Despite general recognition of the essentials vital to
the successful carrying on of a work so extensive in
scope and exacting in sincerity mild surprise has been
manifested in some quarters when the showing made
has been compared with the showings of admittedly
regional publications.

numerous zone publications seeking
department which subscribers have
of

In presenting this summary of the Herald department's progress during a year when maintenance of an
average would have been considered remarkable this
publication merely acts in accordance with its departmental policy and assembles for readers and contributors data for which they are entirely responsible and
As the medium
for which they are given full credit.
chosen to perform the all important work of box office
knowledge distribution the Herald extends thanks and
seasonable greetings to contributors herewith.
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Scene from "Stardust,"
tional

attraction

a First Nastarring
Hope

Hampton.

December

24, 1921

Hope Hampton and Lon Chancy from
a scene in "The Light in the Dark,"
Miss Hampton's next starring feature.

"Stardust"

with

Scenes from "Stardust" and "The
Light in the Dark," two First National

attractions

now

being

shown

in

theatres

dicted for

Hope

starring

is

and is meeting
the wonderful success pre-

leading

it.

in the Dark" is being
the Paragon studies in
Fort Lee, but will not be ready for
release until after the first of the
New Year.

'The

Hampton.

Light

filmed

at

One

of the big moments in "Stardust" is
the scene of the opera "Thais." This
shows the star, Hope Hampton, making her debut as the opera singer.

'The Light

in the

Hope Hampton

Dark"
is

is

now

the star.

It

being produced at Fort Lee.
is a First National feature.

Another scene from "Stardust," Hope Hampton's present
starring production.
This shows Miss Hampton and
James Rennie.

THE THEATRE
S£ PRACTICAL

Christmas

19
Mr. M. P.

2

1

Exrnbitor,

Your Theatre,
Your

City.

Dear Mr. Exhibitor:

The

theatre

is

humanity's daily holiday.

Possibly you've thought of
that the comparison

To

is

an accurate one.

it

in
It

that

is

millions the theatre brings each

cheer that the holiday represents.

day a

Each day you,

bit

its

bag

to

St.

Nicholas,

Your

Happily,

Your

generosity

it

is

is

in-

contribution to the world's welfare

arranged that you thrive

in

You
is

a gift in

to

endow your

possess the

accordingly greater.

proportion to your

You

receive as

may

present to you

you

the measure of your prosperity.

In order that
at this season

from an

you have power

success in discharging the obligation thus bestowed upon you.
give.

revealed as a

are

gifts

your allotted segment of humanity.

Unlike the traditional

initiative.

agree

of the happiness and

daily Christmas with qualities amounting almost to perfection.

power of

will

important.

executive,

commercial Santa Claus unstintingly distributing incomparable
exhaustible

you

Certainly

light.

also extremely

this,

the

department of the theatre,

some degree comparable

to

your

gift to

humanity,

matter appertaining to the holidays of the year meriting theatre observation has been
prepared.

place

in

I

your

hope you
file.

I'll

will consider the seven pages that follow
tell

you more about them on

worthy of

the page they precede.
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The

Holidays

Patriotic

24, 1921

Provide

Opportunity

Greatest

The holidays that may best be described as "patrireason of their origin, events important in
American history, provide the theatre's greatest opportunities to perpetuate the holiday spirit. There is a
vast store of precedent to which showmen may refer
in making plans for due observation of these occasions
in their programs.
The illustrations presented on this and the following page are of such character as to permit of ready
adaptation.
They are supplied by S. Barret McCormick, managing director of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, and record pictorially his "Triumphant
America," a special feature which may be approximated in any theatre on any of the patriotic holidays.
otic" by

*'

The McCormick feature opened with a brilliant
overture made up of musical numbers popular during
the various American war periods.
It is within the
power of the most ineagerly endowed orchestra leader
or musician to arrange a similar composition.
obviously -suitable for the pur-

December

It

is

tions the feature may be used as the basis for an
observation of Washington's Birthday, the first unit
of the series being elaborated and a tableau in which
a character impersonates Washington, at Valley Forge
or crossing the Delaware, used at the close.
By similar alteration the second unit may be developed to serve on Lincoln's Birthday, the finale representing Lincoln signing the Emancipation Proclamation.
On occasions of this character it is almost
invariably advisable to follow grooves worn deep
through the passing years in appealing to the general
audience. The response to the standardized appeal is
most markedly consistent in matters of patriotic nature.

The newly created Armistice Day adds to the list
of big days in the theatre year.
If this day in 1921
was not a big box office day it was because the event
was not fittingly observed or, if it were, the observation
and the special picture program that accompanied it
were not properly advertised. This is the direction in

which

^HHHHHMBMHMMMnH

effort

must be aimed

to

make

pose.

Following

of the calendar
holidays
big business

this

tableau

the

shown upon

days

opposite

tre year.

"The
76,"

was disclosed.
Here a

McCorMr.
mick does not
what atstate

familiar painting
recreated,
s

traction he used

the
page,
Spirit ot

i

umphant Amer-

impression early

But the

From
'61"

this

Spirit

to

of

and hence

and

a

supplies

"The Spirit
of '18" are simsteps.

list

of

attractions currently available

to

ple

spectacle.

ica"

the feature.

"The

"Tri-

the

with

making a strong
in

in the thea-

va-

riety.

For the Lin-

logical

The Allen

Birthday

coln's

series

program

Selz-

nated

nick's

"The

Highest

Law"

in

culmiproperly

"Triumphant

America,"

the

will
tre

elaborate
finale
shown herewith.

serve theaand enter-

pur-

tainment

poses excellently.

For
For Indepen-

tice

dence Day, July
4th,

it

ful if a

is

doubt-

more

fit-

THE
America,"

the four-part S. Barret McCormick Allen theatre production, "Triumphant
serves adequately as illustration of what may be accomplished by
recognition of the patriotic holidays. This tableau marked the culmination
of a series of contributory features depicted upon the opposite page. The musical score was
compiled by Philip Spitanly, Allen musical director, or patriotic songs familiar to all.
finale of

theatremcn

which
in

ting observation
could be devised.
The martial music used invariably begets warm response. The chronological nature of the feature gives
it
cumulative force.
It may be depended upon to
produce good effect and contribute to the prestige of
the theatre.

By varying

the original

and making obvious addi-

Armis-

Day

prob-

ably the best
current production

is

''The

Metro's

Four

Horsemen

of the

Apocalypse."

"The Heart of Maryland" is likewise
Independence Day.
Goldwyn's "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come"
is another production especially qualified to arouse
hearty response if exhibited on a patriotic holiday
\ itagraph's

suitable for

December
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ture of this nature that is produced.
The observation of patriotic holidays, and of any holidays for that
matter, is something more than an
exhibitor opportunity. It is in fact
an exhibitor obligation. The public
which he serves is entitled to special
entertainment in keeping with the
occasions observed. Citizens leave
their homes to attend the theatre on
a day when it is not uncommon for
Americans to devote their time to
fireside

communion and family

cele-

brations. You owe it to them, ana
to yourself, to make certain that

your theatre is
well taken up.
As in every case,
your obligation to your public and
your duty to your business is revealed as synonymous.
their time spent in

A

FTER

of war songs. "The
was presented, the famous

overture

an

Spirit of '76"

painting of that title lxHng approximated by
the Allen players. The drop used here was
maintained until the finale.

program.
In addition to the holidays mentioned due observation should be
made on Decoration Day, as well as
such home-coming days are as obIn the latter inserved locally.
stances the American Legion posts
may be depended upon to enter actively into the spirit of the enter-

This is the most important single
phase of the theatre business.
When a thorough appreciation of
this unquestionable but too frequently obscured principle becomes
general there will be a new type of
showmanship. Much of the annoying inconsistency that retards general advance toward a higher estate
will vanish. The public will render
deserved reward to theatre business
men acting in full accord with an
easily demonstrable

and wholly

logi-

cal precept.

Sixteen pages of this issue are

the Revolutionary
P OLLOWING
servation, "The Spirit of '61" was

pace with the theatre. The point is
unimportant and should be given no
extended consideration. The gen-

advancement

eral

This

much

is

Producers

certain.

that

it

is

in their

power

manu-

to

facture for thea-

Exhib-

tremen.

occasion

itors are equally

success.

determined
t o
develop their

the

a

essential

of motion pictures are determined
to provide the best entertainment

make

to

the

is

thing.

prise and do
much

Wt

portrayed
the classic manner. The same setting was
War songs known to all Americans
usedsince that period were used as accompani-

in

Here

in the

it is

exhibitor's

theatres

power

maximum

to practically create for
himself a special

of efficiency and
productivity.

To make

holiday, the ob-

servationof
than

monious a

beneficial.

The

must

illustra-

literally

such procedure
approximate

general
or
in
tone by every
showman, sub-

is

perfection

With

re-

strictions.

W here

these are

pa r

c

t

i

u1a

rly

stringent we

the chronological development of the feature, "The Spirit of '18** was the
next unit disclosed. Against the same setting a squad of latter-day doughboys appeared
This
to the accompaniment of more recent martial compositions brilliantly executed.
prepared the way for the finale pictorially described upon the opposite page, the three
preparatory phases giving striking power to the final tableau.

CONTINUING

mav

be used for

any fea-

devoted to this compendium of matter especially relevant to the genuinely important subject of the theatre.

It is

well

known

that theatres

have improved in pace with pictures.
It might be argued quite as
logically that pictures have kept

cally

no

this

consist-

spirit

suggest that the
processional form of prologue, admirably described by C. Alfred
Karpen in another part of this secIt permits of
tion, be resorted to.
elaboration and requires
infinite
A stock drop of
little stage room.
solid color

at-

tainable.

theatre

to

equipment

prevail.

Mutual helpfulness must be the
rule.
Only by

presented
herewith may be

ject

spirit

cooperation

of

tions

adapted

this

a d v a n c ement
rapid and har-

which cannot be
otherwise

the
point

to

maine n11y
tained in the

ascend ency
there
to the

limit

is

practi-

achieve-

ments that may be recorded
the next decade.

in

Since every in-

dividual profits through the ad-

vance

of

the

contribute to

it.

mass

all

should
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Christmas

December

24, 1921

the

Logical Holiday
for Theatre Observation

Christmas, marking the end of a brief period of box office depresis properly the holiday upon which the theatre should concentrate efforts to re-interest the public in the screen. Christmas

sion,

Eve is all but unavoidably unprofitable. Christmas Day is normally
good and may be made better. To effect this improvement and retrieve losses sustained in the preceding fortnight a

campaign should

be started well in advance.

The growing
tion

is

spirit of

coopera-

closely related to the Yule-

tide spirit.

It is fitting

therefore,

as well as logical, that cooperative

from

benefits

the

should be derived
properly

exploited

Christmas program.
There are
in any city a number of civic organizations which invariably give
assistance
to
any
institution
undertaking charitable work at
this season.
Their assistance is
invariably valuable.

commendable

space

this

that

donated to theatres propdevoted to civic welfare.

price

is

erly

These facts point out the obviously advisable method of procedure.

A tree should be erected in the
lobby, in the foyer or upon the
Donations should be so-

stage.

for a considerable

licited

and

a theatre

period

Santa Claus should

distribution of gifts at the

holiday season.

The newspapers of the nation
have shown in repeated instances

in

could not be purchased at any

make

*

inclination

Much

connection.

All the children

accommo-

that

it

date

should be brought

is

possible to

to

the

theatre for a special performance

which the

at

gifts will

be

The presentations
should be made without prejudice
and wholly in the spirit of the
occasion.

The

advertising value of such
an enterprise is purely incidental.

none the

less great.

But the

showman who

disregards thought
and enters unreservedly

of self

into the work of bringing happiness to those not likely to find
their

Christmas particularly en-

joyable

the

is

man who

reaps the

greatest reward in money, pres-

and self-esteem.
Every year report

tige

1

time.

DHtr

bution of

gifts

to children

add distinction to the theatre.

will

received

Clau* for

in

divert

a feminine
tingle
might be at-

picture.

A

manner. Complete costuming
staff in costumes modeled
photograph should prove highly ef-

this

in

the

of

usherial

after the
fective.

upon

this

page are provided by

the

Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

tion

and were posed by Cullen
and Jacqueline Logan.

Landis

Both represent scenes that should
be approximated in every theatre
Christmas time every year.

at

There

is

customarily a dearth

of attractions especially suitable
for the Christmas program.

The

commercial reasons for this shortage are good and sufficient. There
should be no criticism on this
point.

Mars" and

the holiday a red letter day

this

assistant for the theatre Santa

made

Metro's

"A Message From

First National's "Hail

Each year

the

Woman,"

greater

tail

description in a recent issue,

scope of activity, a more sincere
do good. Naturally, box

are

the

reports are in keeping as

the

theatre

these

which exh bitors may refer to as guidance in the setting of an effective Christmas
ir tenor for
heir stages or foyers at holiday

Sam

of scores of enterprises that have

in

LANDIS, of Goldwyn pictures,
CULLEN
posed for this photograph, a picture

is

appearing

Goldwyn productions, posed as

tired

dis-

tributed.

It is

JACQUELINE LOGAN,

history.

reports

reveal

a

effort to
office

illustrations

specially

ductions that

moment.

qualified

come
Both

to

pro-

mind
have

at
se-

quences which bear directly upon

to general tone.

The

the latter given de-

presented

the Yuletide.

December
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Thanksgiving
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Day

Mothers

and

Merit Special Attention

FINKE, ma
DH.showing

n aging director of the Bellevue Theatre CorporaNiagara Falls, N. Y., contributed the above photograph
the stage setting used Thanksgiving week.
Eight
colors were combined in lighting arrangements, a cyclorama drop
being used. Much favorable comment was received during the week.
tion,

Strand stage during Thanksgiving week, a Puritan party pausing on their way to church to sing Kreuser's "Hymn of Thanksgiving."
Prop snow fell continuously throughout the number and
other suitable musical numbers were executed.

Thanksgiving was observed this year by more theatres than at
any previous time in picture history. That is evidence of progress in
the proper direction. The illustrations shown above attest the quality
of the work done by two progressive showmen. With the passing
of time and the development of theatre technique the volume of these
reports will increase mightily.

Neither

Hyman

ting

Finke

Shown on

picture of

should

fittingly.

D.

this

the

serve

W.

is

Mr.

of the

holiday.

New England

set-

occasion

Griffith's

United

'"Way

Down

Artists production,

East,"

nor

mentioned names

pictures

Any

Mr.

the obvious selection.

It is, happily, a picture that will

serv e as well in 1922 as

many exhibitors in
The presentation

it

served

1921.

patrons

selected

by

suggests arrangements with the
post office and the telegraph com-

panies

whereby

communication

with "home folks" may be forceThe
fully suggested to patrons.

divers

screen should carry slide or film

methods, or the general distribution of articles commonly found
on the Thanksgiving dinner table,
to the needy, is a worthy work
that may be performed in connection with the holiday program.

copy pointing out the importance
of the day and of writing letters
or sending telegrams to parents

As

Christmas observation, co-

in

disposed

operatively

The attendants
this time.
should provide even.- facility for
the execution of the worthy impulse thus inspired.

at

individuals

be found
ready to aid in the enterprise.
The fruits of such endeavor are

next Mothers

wejl known.

ing

and

institutions

will

of turkeys to

Possibly on the occasion of the

showman

Day an

enterpris-

will take the lead

in this direction.

Day has not been
by any showman to
Here is an oversight that
date.
merits your special attention.
There is here a great chance to
Mothers

observed

make

history.

Illustrations

with,

presented

here-

from "Bits of Life" and

"Over the

Hill," are powerful in

suggestion.

The Fox

production,

a story of mother love that has
demonstrated its appeal in scores
of brilliant engagements, is obvifrom "Bits of
ABIT
lan's production for

Life."

Marshall

N'ei-

First National, which
illustrates the accompanying suggestion that
exhibitors facilitate the writing of letters to

mothers on Mothers' Day.

ously a suitable picture for the
occasion.

The

still

CARR appeared as above
MARY
the Hill." Fox's great mother

in

"Over
an

story,

for a Mothers' Day programthat a picture as suitable is not

ideal selection

from "Bits of Life"

In the event
obtainable such a prologue

may

be used.
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Patrick's

St.

All Fools'
Three

December

Day,

Hallowe'en,
Day New Timber
ber of IrishAmericans.

holi-

days that have
been regarded
of

as

insuffiis

tention each
year, unless the

the-

tance

for

atre

observa-

growing

interest in local enterprises
des-

tion are called
to your atten-

by

tion

Festival

pre-

Week,"

o - o p e rates
with those in
charge of such
a civic event
and stages a
c

prestige

gained by com-

picture or

recogni-

plete

in

responsibilities.

Patrick's

St.

is

easily

observed at

lit-

expense.

tle

Rookings may

made

be

ON

ST.

unit

PATRICK'S DAY
in

S.

Barret

a more or lest comprehensive approximation of the elaborate
McCormick's "Musical Festival of Nations" designated "Ireland"

should prove profitable for every exhibitor. The reproduction of the Allen's stage as it
appeared at the close of the feature serves as a model. "The Luck of the Irish," Realart.
and "Room and Board," by the same company, are suitable attractions obtainable for this
occasion.

feature

p

tures

c

use

all

but a minority
o

communi-

f

ties

the popu-

lation
a

includes

large

num-

complete

r e s e

forthcoming is-

You

lication.

save that
for an accurate
guide as to the

can

manner

"IreIn

com-

sue of this pub-

special

land."

brilliant

n t ation will be described in a

-

McCor-

feature,

most

p

mentioned
under the picture of S. Bar-

mick's

one

of his

The

are

r e t

pro-

"The

positions for its
p r e s entation.

quali-

fied for this

the R-C
duction,

produced

especial-

well

ly

i

1,

McCormick

There
are several on
the market at
this time and
throughout the
Realart

For April

All Fools' Day,

is

picture.

Two

will

it well
worth his time.

Foolish Age,"
a ready-toserve
attraction. S. Rarret

to

year.

keeping

find

provide a suitable

feature

stage

tion of theatre

Day

who

exhibitor

as

contributing to
h e

The

connection
is
apparent. The

worthy of con-

t

etc., is

considered.

sented on this
page. They are
sideration

"Fall

ignated

illus-

trations

Hallowe en
given less at'

impor-

cient

24, 1921

this

may

be ob-

served most
the scenes from Charles Ray's
First National attraction, "Two Minutes
to Go," suggests a Hallowe'en party that
might be given on the stage of the theatre
with the entire audience participating as
guests and entertainers. Where community
spirit is well developed this should prove

^~JNE

effective.

of

^.^LEOPATRA" was

conveyed to the cen-

the Allen

theatre stage in the

ter

of

most modern vehicle when the bizarre presentation of R-C Pictures* "The Foolish Age,"
which will be described in a forthcoming issue, was staged. The ridiculous tone of that
McCormiclc feature suggests use
stunt on All Fools' Day.

of

a similar

in
day

which

n g
year.
t

i

1

y

fit-

next

days
These
have not been
given program
attention
by
exhibitors.
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N ew

Years,

Arbor Day,

Easter,

Days

Potential Profit

A

CHILDREN'S

ballet produced by McCormick is shown hereperhaps, no more satisfactory type of observaYear's. Any of the feature pictures cast in the
holiday period will serve, although a religious subject is particularly
desirable.
Hcdkirson's "The Journey's End" is a production obviously qualified for presentation at this time.

rpHE

semi-rt ligious c h a racter of the Allen theatre production, "Les
Preludes," based upon Liszt's classic and pictorially represented
above, suggests adaptation for the Easter program. The variations permitted are manifold.
Local requirements will govern these
in all cases.
The general tone of the feature staged will be universal.

There

with.
tion

I

for

is,

New

New Years and Easter offer special inducements as theatre holidays.
Their religious derivations make especially potent whatever special appeal
is made to citizens of the church element, citizens not commonly regarded
as friendly to the theatre.
Through the arrangement of suitable programs for these occasions, followed by special effort to interest the church
possible to effect a closer and more harmonious relationship.
will question the advisability of that.

faction,

Xone

Two

it is

photographs of the Allen

theatre stage suggest the type of
fetaure

stage

that

may

be used.

Several theatres operating Sundays

have contributed valuable precedent
in

developing

sacred

semi-

of

policy

a

concerts

can be interested

in the

of such a feature.

It

production
is

a simple

matter to add the candlesticks, the

and the impediments commonly associated with Xew Years.
Arbor Day is perhaps the least
stars

which are given

This obviously

is

a

feature worthy of use on Easter and

Xew

of the best selections that

made

is

more than a year ago

been

widely

observe

months and

revived
its

in

theatre

it

of the plant-a-tree-for-a-hero ele-

ment

it

sacred concert

is

children's ballet

is

especially appro-

Xew

won

greater newspaper

Wanda Hawley.

Realart

star,

posed for the accompanying

illus-

produced.

Here, because

new
in-

three holidays are not

com-

theatrically

as they should be. Xo great number of showmen have actually spent

A few have
in this work.
had the forethought to mention
them in house organ editorials and
upon the screen. A few bookings
have been made with them in mind.
Yet these are potential profit days
money

obviously a

Years feature.
Local dancing classes and schools
for a

gaining in importance.

space than at any time previously.

The

is

The

it

monly commemorated

recent

suitable feature for either day.

is

Last year

terpolated effectively.

has

record

But the schools
and with the introduction

it.

an element of patriotism may be

may

enviable.

priate

frequently passes without attract-

note in the holiday's observation,

Although pub-

lished

cal-

and

ing great attention.

the

tributed by Pathe.

The

it

it

of the patriotic character of the

Edgar Lewis production, "Other Men's Shoes." disbe

many

in red letters

holidays in the year. Xot

endars indicate

may be

Years.

For the screen element of the
program a wide range of suitable
attractions are available at any time.

One

prominent of the regularly observed

tration, which suggests a fitting costume for ushers on this ocas'"" ~
for players in a stage feature which

prior to the opening of the regular

performance.

91

the year of the exhibitor who
senses the true value of his institution and enters unreservedly into
in

HAWLEY. Real art
WANDA
" the costume
shown for a
graphing of
special

posed in
recent photostar,

It may be duplicated in the costuma
the usherial staff or players
stage feature for the observation of

Arbcr Day.

m

community life.
Thev merit consideration.
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Every Important Local Event

*

When

the B. P. O. E. convened in Los Angeles
the Louis B. Mayer studios prepared a float that figured prominently in the evening parade. Los Angeles
citizens undoubtedly experienced a heightened appreciation of the Mayer organization's importance as they
observed the evidence of its interest in local affairs.
The news scoop of the
Empress theatre man-

visability of following his

same

effect

Upon

example.
*

This generally evidenced tendency of exhibitors to enter enthusiastically into the civic life of
their communities is possibly the most promising development of 1921. In metropolis and hamlet the
spirit has been observed.
Only in isolated cases do
showmen continue the self-centered policy that delayed for so long proper recognition of the theatre's
importance on the part of the public.
As in any new undertaking, those who have in
hand the shaping of a practical policy make minor
mistakes and discover through them managerial
methods of major importance. Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of the task is its profit-yielding character.
There is yet to be reported a single enterprise
of this nature which did not work out wholly to the
Enthusiasm is the keynote
exhibitor's satisfaction.
of every communication
regarding such an

That the work
on

is

effective single stunt
that could have been de-

vised.

his

most

welfare.

Cleveland's

for

its

is

row

will see

not necessary
to enlarge upon the adtion.

It

is

A N ELECTRICALLY

AP1TALIZ ATION of local elections as means of identifying the
theatre with the spirit of civic interest is possible through adaptation of the principle followed by James Rourke of the Empress theatre. Bridgeport, Conn., who scooped newspapers with the result of
an election in exploiting Fox's "Over the Hill."

lighted float celebrating the Elks' Convenwas entered in the parade by the Louis B.
Studios, producing First National attractions. Similar recognition of events of this character by theatre executives is one of
the probable developments of the future.
tion at Los Angeles

Mayer

is

working as never before

observation of

the accompanying illustra-

go

profitable, is his

theatre. Today he

McCormick's

Anniversary
admirably depicted in

will

The reward

In 1921 the exhibitor
discovered that his most
valuable possession, and

most

theatre

certain.

of the slightest effort of
this nature is so great as
to assure the making of
similar efforts subsequently.

resi-

dents of that city. It was
only indirectly exploitation for "Over the Hill,"
although probably the

S. Barret

effort.

*

agement, Bridgeport,
Conn., announcing elecbefore the
results
tion
newspapers did so, had
the

Is

a Holiday

Theatrically
Every important local event is theatrically a holiday. It may be capitalized exactly as is the legitimate
holiday, with results especially gratifying. By the very
restricted character of its importance it effects concentration of public interest upon anything appertaining
to it.
Your observation of the affair takes on added
significance because it is apparent that you are making
a special effort to contribute to the success of a local
enterprise.
Three illustrations on this page are worthy of consideration in this connection.

24, 1921

TTHE

S. Barret McCormick tableau, "Cleveland Onward," which
was staged on the occasion of that city's 125th anniversary, is a
worthy of adaptation. Constance Talmadge's quasi -drama
politics and the woman, "Woman's Place," is a suitable attraction

feature
of

Tomor-

developments
that not even the most optimistic forecast can at
this time anticipate.

for

such a program.
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^ ou noticed

that S. Barret

McCormick, managing

director of the Allen

theatre at Cleveland. O.. contributed a majority of the illustrations used
in the

What McCormick

preceding pages.

exhibitors are doing today.
ticability of suggestions

But not

There are showmen

did three years ago hundreds of

His photographs were used because they

all

toward theatre Tjetterment

effort

branches of the industry

in other

thought to the subject and donate to the trade the
contributions

attest the prac-

made.

by four such men are presented

who

fruits

made by

is

exhibitors.

devote time and

Valuable

of their study.

the six pages that follow.

in

C. Alfred Karpen, of Realart Pictures Corporation, breaks new ground
in

Promenade." a processional

presentation with his "Life's

The

feature attains impressive

room and no

power by cumulative

The

special scenery.

Many

hensive and definite.

Love."

for "First

and

requires

little

stage

idea permits of infinite development.

Robert Hage. of Associated
sense in his exploitation analysis of

effect

"The

First National, reveals

Lotus Eater."

His

sound showmanship

compre-

article is

of his suggestions will be adopted by

showmen

using the attraction.

E.
discusses

Pritchard,

E.

the general subject of

service

for

Goldwyn

Pictures Corporation,

with references to specific attractions.

stills

"Grand Larceny," a forthcoming

manager

production,

represented in the illustrations.

is

William Christy Cabanne. whose productions are
Pictures Corporation, contributes the

production

made

is

"At The

Stage Door."

the picture has written a

fitting

distributed

producer-written prologue.

first

It

goes without saying that the

prologue.

by

R-C

The
man who

Other producers should follow

his

example.

These men contribute importantly
haustible supply from

Then

which you draw your

turn to the close of

prologue and see

if

this

letter

you agree with me

to the previously

gifts to the public.

mentioned inex-

Examine

these articles.

on the page following Mr. Cabanne's
in

regard to the future cf the theatre.
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Still

L

Still

StUl

2.

Still

3.
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4.

Promenade

Life's

A

December

Processional for "First Love
By

C.

ALFRED KARPEN

Realarl Pictures Corporation

Of

all

the lovet that attail the heart, from the very be-

none

it »o enduring at
that real
but once, and remaint forever.
All othert are at drott in the refinement of the one True

ginning of

Firtt
Still

life till its close,

Love that manifettt

ittelf

Love.

9.

THE LOVE OF BABYHOOD
From

the right of the stage a nursemaid enters, pushing a perambulator before her.
The orchestra is playing "Peek-a-boo." The hood is down so that the audience can see
that the carriage contains a baby with a rattle and a few kittens which can be playing
policeman
with a wooly ball dangling from a wire fastened to the side of the carriage.
enters from right, flirts with the girl and they all exit at left.

A

THE LOVE OF CHILDHOOD
My

of five enters from the left, while the orchestra plays "Go to Sleep,
Baby." She also pushes a perambulator before her, but a miniature one, of course.
The tiny matron stops and tucks "baby" in cozily, talking in soothing tones the while.
Having comforted her "child," she proudly exits toward the right.

A

little girl

THE LOVE OF GIRLHOOD
orchestra plays "Smarty," as, from the right, a girl of ten enters, walking along
About the same time a boy of
with a parasol, looking neither to the right nor left.
about twelve comes toward her from the left, whistling. When close to her he stops,
expectantly, but she passes right by him, ignoring him entirely. He is nonplussed for
the moment, and then sheepishly follows after her, kicking imaginary things out of his

The

way.

CALF LOVE

the tune of "School Days," comes a maid of sixteen, making her entrance from
the left with a couple of her chums. They are evidently coming from school, as is indi-

To

Still

10.

Still

n.

StUl

1Z.

Still

13.

StUl

14.
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Still

5.

Still

7.
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Still

8.

cated by the books in their arms. From the opposite direction an awkward lad of a fewyears their senior comes. He dutifully tips his cap and bashfully asks to carry hi>
"ideal's" books, an action which seems to tickle the others, who exit snickering and
giggling knowingly. The two objects of their amusement follow after them, she also
It would be effective and amusing if in some way a
a bit amused, but he very serious.
calf could be induced to follow this couple off, indicative of the "calf love" stage.

FIRST LOVE

A

of perhaps twenty years now engages the attention of the audience
as she and her bashful swain enter from the right to the tune of "Because I Love You.
Dear." Silently they walk along; words are such idle things when true love has come.
The ring, a scintillating solitaire on her left hand, shows that Cupid's dart has found a
resting place.
Her enraptured gaze is concentrated on the gleaming diamond as she
flirts her hand before her so that each ray of light will reflect itself in myriad colors.
Her beloved has eyes for nothing but her, and he takes a closer hold of her arm to
distract her attention from the diamond to himself. Smiling guiltily at him, she lifts her
face to him as they halt for a moment in their promenade. He takes advantage of the
then they resume their walk, whispering over their wonderful plans
halt to steal a kiss
for the future.

young lady

—

TRUE LOVE

—

Still

20.

Still

19.

Still

18.

—

A burst of melody from the orchestra Mendelssohn's "Wedding March" heralds
coming of the bride, who enters from the left on the arm of the groom. Preceding
them are two bewitching little flower girls, who strew their path with flowers. Behind
them come the pages carrying the bridal train. After them the bridesmaids, the whole
the

procession disappearing

in

the right wings.

MOTHER LOVE
The soothing

of "Rock-a-by, Baby, on the Treetop," gives a premature
announcement of the next promenade, as from the right comes the mother, bearing in
her arms her first-born. Beside her, in the great pride of possession, walks the father,
stopping ever and anon to push a teasing finger at the precious bundle and listen to its
cooing.
collie or a hound on a leash would complete the picture, as thev exit to the
strains

A

left.

THE LOVE OF THE AGES

"Silver Threads Among the Gold" will strike a responsive chord in the breast of all
She is still
as a tottering, aged couple make their uncertain way toward the right.
his first love and always will be, even in spite of Father Time, whose faltering steps
bring up the rear of the last of Life's Promenade.

Slow Curtain.

Quick change by orchestra

into

something

lively.

The

may

Still

is.

incidental music

is

be substituted should

simply a suggestion.
be desired.

Other pieces

it

Still

is.

Still

17.
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"The Lotus Eater"
A

Showman's Symposium
By

ROBERT HAGE

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
wealth of plot, ranging from heavy drama to whimsical
villa on the Mediterranean, New York City, Palm Beach and an Utopian island in the Pacific,
"The Lotus Eater." a John Barrymore production personally directed by
Marshall Neilan and released by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., will
fill
with joy the heart of the exhibitor because of its endless exploitation

Notable for

its

humor, and for

its

variegated locales, which include a

possibilities.

Probably no other picture has ever been so

fruitful of advertising

ideas;

"The Lotus Eater" possesses them in superabundance and furnishes unlimited
opportunities to break box office and attendance records in every house in
every city, town and hamlet.
And it is in reality a picture which merits
extravagant and glowing praise.
The potent drawing power of the production is illustrated by the experience of the Capitol theatre in New York.
Despite a cold, biting rain
throughout the day, "The Lotus Eater" broke the theatre's box office matinee
record, established a year before by "Passion," another First National photoplay, and came within $:i10 of equalling the "single day receipts" accredited to

"Passion."
»

*

*

pe ters and other matcr'al. liberal
and conspicuous mention should be made of the "big names" connected with
the production.
John Barrymore, the star; Marshall Neilan, the director;
George Adc, who wrote the subtitles, a^id Albert Payson Terhune, the author,
all have tremendous followings; and the combination in itself is suffie'ent to
draw crowded houses. Therefore these names should be stressed. The supIn

all

advertising copy, heralds, original

porting cast likewise is of exceptional strength, including Wesley Barry, J.
Barney Sherry, Colleen Moore and Anna Q. Nilsson.
The extraordinary character of the story should not be neglected in advertising the picture, and considerable interest can be created by the use of
snappy catchlines, such as the following:

"He was 2S and had never seen a woman; but he married the first one
he met."
"Dropping: from a balloon, he landed in a hidden paradise, finding love,
peace and plenty.*'
"She had two husbands, one solved the problem by eloping."
"The tale of an unsophisticated youth, an adventuress and a desert island
maiden."
"Drama and comedy woven by a master hand into a film masterpiece."
"The Great American Picture made by America's greatest director with
America's greatest star."
"A tale of love that reached the heights."
"A tale of city cabarets and South Sea Island joys."

—

A
of

highly effective prologue

the

picture,

which

is

in

pantomime can be based on the first reel
drama of terrible power.
Following

condensed

closely the action of the story, the prologue will
spirit

sweep the spectator

into the

of the tale with gripping suspense.

It

settings

will

not

of

the

be

difficult

villa

to

interior

reproduce on any motion

shown

in

the

picture.

picture

stage

However, an

the

exact

"

December

replica
will

is

not necessary, a few pieces of ornate furniture and painted drops

do as

The
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well.

action should take place as follows:

Elderly housekeeper, passing window, looks cut; registers surprise and
consternation as she looks at dcor on other side of stage; then registers
cunning and revenge. Man, garbed to resemble Lenoi, enters door; greets
housekeeper.
Looks at her inquiringly — eagerly.
She involuntarily glances
at closed door to other room.
He steps toward it, but she make a pretense
of trying to stop him.
At that moment the door opens and Lenoi's wife,
clad in negligee, backs cut, carrying a tray with two empty glasses and
laughing gaily at unseen person in the room. Lenoi, thunderstruck, staggers.
Wife turns and sees husband. She shrieks. Drops tray. He looks into
room, his face convulsed with rage. Draws revolver and levels it at open
door.
Wife springs in front of him and clasps him in her arms, sobbing.
He throws her to the flcor and again aims the weapon. Changes his mindThrows revolver to floor and walks brokenly out of the other door. Wife sobbing
on fleer. Housekeeper triumphant. Curtain.

The suspense

will be

heightened

the prologue will be more effective.
ture will not be expensive.

*

*

A

no word is spoken by the actors, and
Requiring only three persons, this fea-

if

*

would be a prologue or interlude with a tropical island
setting; with dancing by a bevy of maids clad in the Greek costumes illustrated in the stills.
It would be more suitable as an interlude
just before
This sugthe island scenes with a backdrop painted to resemble a beach.
gestion can be elaborated upon by any manager with the addition of apvariation

—

—

propriate songs or action.

Due to the present interest in the south sea archipelago, a tropical island
lobby display would be most appropriate. This effect can be obtained by
Backthe use of ..palm tree cutouts, sand, cocoanuts and artificial flowers.
drops painted to resemble beach scenes will aid atmospherically.
From the twenty-four sheet poster can be cut the figures of Barrymore
Placed on
in yachting costume and Anna Q. Nilsson in a bathing suit.
either side of the entrance, these will attract instant attention, for they are
eye-inspiring.
Across the entrance a large card or calico streamer can be
stretched, with the inscription:
"He was 25 before he saw a woman. Then he stepped from his father's
yacht, on which he had been a prisoner, and married the first girl he met."
Cut-outs of the heads of the cast from the three-sheet posters will orna-

ment other portions of the lobby and
A Lotus-Land custom which has

vestibule.

a picturesque part in the play is the
Imitations of
wearing of leaves by unmarried girls who desire husbands.
these wreaths can be displayed in the front of the house, together with a card

bearing this copy:
"In Lotus-Land the Lotus-Girls wear a wreath like this when they wish
If any girl would like to try this plan, she may take one of
a husband.
these wreaths and wear it in the theatre when she sees 'The Lotus Eater.'
The presence of Wesley Barry in the cast will allow a reptition of
the "freckles contest," and thus attract the* boys with the facial ornamentations.

*

*

*

As considerable of the action of the story is laid on a private yacht, the
lobby likewise can be furnished to resemble a cabin or a deck. A steeringwheel, portholes, an anchor and a boxed compass are practically the only
props required. In following out this motif, attire ticket sellers, ushers and
other attendants in sailor costumes.
In theatres where prologues cannot be used for various reasons, a
The most effective would be that illuspainted back-drop can be used.
trated on this page, showing Wesley Barry, as Jocko, the "monkey-boy," sittin g
on the tree trunk. Have it painted in black, with a light behind the drop
silhouetting the figure and foliage.

Another opportunity for atmospheric exploitation is furnished by the
Greek costumes worn by the islanders. A Greek pantomime, with Grecian
dances, is another possible type of prologue.
In tie-ups with stores, choose only the best; otherwise it will cheapen the
picture.

Florists

particularly

are

blossoms, the nature of the tie-up

suitable;
is

if

obvious.

they can

make

artificial

lotus
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Talk

PRITCHARD

E.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
Greatest

of

the

all

problems

that

must be decided by the advertising
manager is the question of media. His
biggest one is to determine which to
use to reach as nearly as possible a
hundred per cent of his buying public with the least possible duplication.
There are occasions when it pays to
put all the eggs in one basket and
take a chance, but it is dangerous unless there is a mighty sound basis
Similarly, the
for such a decision.
cost is often a bar to the use of all
methods in an effort to reach the
greatest number, especially since the
most evident thing in the world is
that a considerable portion of the expenditure is for duplicated effort.
*

»

«

While the element

of

expense

in

exploitation is init
is just as important to
make an effort to reach the greatest
number. A single window display, no
matter how lavish or Iiqw effective
will only reach a certain number.
It is
extremely difficult to get a confirmedin-the-habit bachelor to study a milliner's window and you wouldn't look
for a group of women in front of a
cigar store window.
For these reasons the picture that
offers an opportunity for tie-ups with
a number of different merchants supplies the best basis for exploitation
the use of
significant

with

stills.

stills

in

Goldwyn makes an

(Concluded on page

effort

132)

J

—
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"At

the Stage

A

99

Door"

Producer's Prologue

By WILLIAM CHRISTY CAB ANNE
Producer for

R-C

Pictures

Corporation

SETTING:
Plain alleyway, showing exterior of theatre.
illumination in scene.
lovely cloaks

out

file

Dim

light

burning

over

stage

door center only

Chorus

Stage door Johnnies lined up against wall, carrying bouquets.
of

in

girls

stage door.

PRINCIPALS
"Mary" — A chorus girl playing this theatre, wrapped
— Her sweetheart, in evening clothes.

in plain cloak.

"Philip"

admirers

Several

the

of

chorus girls within are lined

Knows"— Ernest

R.

Ball

Witmark.)

up against the wall and as
the girls

they take

cloaks
the

out in lovely

file

arm and

them by

stroll off in dif-

Her song ended, she walks
toward

slowly

before

but

distance
exit

is

Mary, who has given up

all

hope

last

of

coming.

girl

to

her

sweetheart's

She

nevertheless

gone, with a futile thought

She

leans,

ing to hope that this were

huddled within

voice,

dim rays upon her

hair.

with

she

as

the

union, and,

her
joy

recognizes
face

of

when he

lights

their

re-

appears,

taking her in his arms, she

him

she

sings.

joins

suggestion

"Who

the song.

Disconsolately,

(Song

— Chapelle.) Breath-

she waits, hardly dar-

less,

but,

way, the light
its

Del Rigo

the

above casting

the

Dry Those Tears"— Theresa

he,

her cloak, against the door-

reach
in

her atten-

arrests

yet claim her.

may

wings,

(Song suggestion. "Oh,

tion.

lingers after the others have

that he

can

them, a voice singing

ferent directions.

The

the

she

in

the

finish

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Mr.

Exhibitor.

(-3)

If

is

it

true

that

"the theatre

Utter fairness

in

every transaction

humanity's daily holiday"

is

by

that a holiday spirit should be maintained
future.

December

concerned

all

it

the shaping of

in

follows
its

the only policy compatible with progress.

is

Whole-hearted cooperation by individuals and organizations

a requisite of

is

rapid advancement.

The

theatre

has

attained

present

its

enviable

estate

brief period despite a certain happily diminishing element of conflict

forces responsible for

its

character.

Those

in

an amazingly

between

the industry have presented at times

in

a spectacle analogous to miners quarreling over nuggets found on the earth's sur-

face

in

preference to digging for the mother lode.

The

potential intake of the national theatre

putation based upon seating capacities or population

may

is

No

incalculable.

com-

be considered reason-

ably as more dependable than the assumption that because the biggest theatre erected
this

at

year cost $4,000,000 a bigger theatre costing more will not be erected

some future

time.

The
stitions.

The

of cooperation pervaded in

and doubt had long dominated confidence and

The

holiday

Through

may be

abandonment of outgrown super-

passing years record gradual

spirit

its

1

92

I

recesses

where

spirit is logically the theatre spirit.

cultivation

lies

the

way

to

a

more

attractive

outlined by the veriest optimist.
Sincerely,

Wm.

WRW/IK

distrust

throttled initiative.

Editor

R. Weaver,

"The Theatre."

future than

24, 1921
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Bait Fails

to

Lure Producers from West Coast
By

HARRY HAMMOND BEALL

(West Coast Representative of Exhibitors Herald)
Another year has rolled around and
Los Angeles retains her title as the

still

film

capital of the

world, notwithstanding all sorts of
bait, placed temptingly on the hook
to lure her producers to Florida

and

San

Fran-

The

cisco.

latter

or rather its
exclusive suburb,
city,

Mateo,

San

is

temporarily housing two of the
Southland's stars,
but Florida has
made a slight dent
H. H. Beall.

if

any

in

the

photoplay population of the Southern California

metropo-

lis.

A

few new faces we find in the innumerous changes of base, a few
retirements and one or two deaths, but
in the main there has been little change
in the lineup of cinema workers and
executives on the West Coast.
dustry,

Starting with Associated First National,
which has the greatest number of units
in the West, as the result of the Associated Producers affiliation, we find this
cooperative organization well represented
at the United (formerly Brunton) studios,
where Mike Levee is lord of all he surveys.
*

*

*

"The Bride of the
Gods" which Ted Sloman directed, has
his staff hard at work on the editing of
"The Man Who Smiled" which features
William V. Mong, Marcia Manon and
Frothingham's latest find Mary Wynne.
From the United we can jump out
Santa Monica boulevard to the Hollywood studio where Marshall Neilan holds
sway.
There we find Wesley Barry
romping through Booth Tarkington's
"Penrod," with Clara Horton in the principal feminine role, although little Lena
Baskette plays Penrod's sweetheart, and
is
classified by Pete Smith as "some
vamplet."

The King Vidor

studios, a

couple of
are
beginning to show renewed signs of activity again after the Vidor's temporary
sojourn with Tom Ince at Culver City.
King Vidor is scheduled to start production on his own at an early date.
The two comedy centers of First National, the Mack Sennett and the Buster
Keaton studios, are on our way back to

blocks

further

Santa

out

Monica,

Buster Keaton is now on his fifth
comedy for First National under the tutelage of Eddie Cline and Mai St. Clair,
and the "frozen faced comedian," as
Harry Brand calls him, is grinding 'em
out with speed and quality at the same

town.

time.
*

*

*

Over on

the Sennett lot three comic attractions are being "shot." Mabel Normand is playing in her new feature

"Suzanna;" Ben Turpin

Joseph Schneck has installed the Talmadge sisters, Norma and Constance,
there for their winter season of production, and Norma is to start at once on
"The Duchess of Langeais" with Frank
Lloyd of Fox and Goldwyn fame direct-

is

working

You will find R. A. Walsh busily engaging in cutting and editing Peter B.
Kyne's "Kindred of the Dust" recently
completed.
Allen Holubar, maker of "Man, Woman, Marriage," has started casting for
"The Soul Seekers," his new play in
which Dorothy Phillips is to be starred.
With his able assistant, Harry Bucquet,
he has been busy selecting locations,
working over the script, and will commence shooting within a few days.
Since
First
National bought "My
Boy," Jackie Coogan's latest feature, it
seems reasonable to classify this starlet
as one of their producing units at the
United.
With General Manager Arthur
Bernstein in charge and Jerome Storm
directing, you will find the little playmate of Charlie Chaplin busy on the set
daily making his third independent picture.

L. Frothingham,

who

is

still

receiv-

his

good eye overtime in a two reeler
"Bright Eyes;" while "The Blockhead"
is being made with Teddy the famous
dog, Mildred June and Billy Bevan. The
cutting room is scissoring gaily on Mabel
Xormand's "When You Leave Home."
B. P. Schulberg, president of the

ing.

J.

ing congratulations on

bassador
sonally

Am-

Pictures Corporation, is perdirecting affairs at Katherine

MacDonald's studio, B. P. Fineman,
former general manager, having resigned.
The iair Katherine is working on "Domestic Relations" a story of marital woe
and joys, dealing with the divorce court,
with Chet Withey directing.
Her cutters are active on "The Infidel" a story

tinuity

department

genial general manager, in charge, but
new publicity director, Arthur McLennon, from San Francisco, a lad who
is
doing things up brown, greets the
a

press.

At the Louis B. Mayer studio out on
Mission road, Pasadena-way. Fred Niblo
has just finished directing Anita Stewart
in "The Woman He Married." while John
M. Stahl is making Larry Evans, "One
Clear Call" with a notable assemblage
of photoplayers.
Col. Wm. N. Selig and Sam Rork
close by are resting on their laurels for
a few weeks after completing "The Rosary" which is expected to be one of the
biggest box office attractions of 1922.
Paul Conlon alias "Scoop" is doing the
megaphoning for the colonel and his
associates.

a

Charlie Chaplin is well under way with
new comedy for First National at his

La Brea avenue studios, and Maurice
Tourneur is getting all ready to start
on the famous classic "Lorna Doone,"
probably at Universal City or the United.
Charlie Ray's Fleming street studio is
deserted while the popular star is enjoying his first trip to New York in

many

years.

The Lasky

lot on Vine street, Hollywood, seems to always keep busy. Among
the directors working are Al Green, Gerge
Melford, William D. Taylor, Paul Powell,
Phil Rosen, James Cruze, Victor Fleming, Sam Wood, Tom Forman and Joseph
Hennaberry. The two De Mille's, Cecil
and William C, have been enjoying a

vacation.
The latter is to start work
early in 1922, but C. B. is enjoying a
trip abroad.
The stars on the active list
include Betty Compson, Gloria Swanson,
Wallie Reid, Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt,

and Tom Meighan. Popular Ethel Clayton has just gone east for Christmas. We
find Charlie Eyton still in charge of
business end, Frank Woods as supervising director, and Fred Kley as studio

manages.

of the South Sea Isles.

*

we find unThomas H. Ince

Arriving at Culver City

usual activity at the
studio where in addition to Mr. Ince's
own features J. Parker Read, Jr., is making "Pawned." Irvin Willat is directing

"The Hottentot" which Jimmy Horn and
Del Andrews are making, perhaps, the
most notable production under way there.
The cast is truly all-star. John Grif-

Wray

shooting

"Jim"

heart
Lambert Hillyer has
interest drama.
started choosing his players for "The
Brotherhood of Hate," while the confith

is

a

burning midnight

is

over four new Ince features "Finding
Home," "The Desert Fiddler," "Wooden
Spoils" and "Someone to Love."
Once
more we discover Clark Thomas, the
oil

*

*

Over at Realart, which seems sort of
a second cousin to Lasky's, Mary Miles
Minter, Bebe Daniels, Constance Binney,

May McAvoy,

and

Wanda Hawley

are

donning the grease paint daily under the
direction of such megaphone wielders as
Chester Franklin, Edward LeSaint, Maj.
Maurice

Campbell,

Thomas
the new

Heffron.

Frank

Urson

and

Barrett Keisling
publicity director for Realart.

is

Rex Ingram is the busiest man on the
Metro lot. He is producing "The Pris-

XII
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oner of Zenda," which he believes

will

"The Four Horsemen."

He

far

eclipse

has been given a remarkable cast, and the
key to the safe. Alice Lake is leaving
the organization, Viola Dana and Bert
Lytcll are starting on personal appearance tours, while Gareth Hughes has
just finished "The Ready Letter Writer"
with George D. Baker.

Garrett Graham, former Angeleno police reporter who now tells the world
about the Robertson-Cole studios, boasts
Norman
of four directors and four stars.
Dawn is making "The Vermillion Pencil"
with Sessue Hayakawa; Colin Campbell
is cutting "Judith of Blue Lake Ranch"
with Pauline Frederick; Bill Seiter is using the shears on "Eden and Return."
the latest Hunt Stromberg production
starring Doris May; while Gasnier, he
prefers to omit the L. J., is editing
Call of Home" in which an all
cast is said to have played.

"The
star

With an abundance of releases ahead,
and only thirty-six pictures a year on
their schedule

Goldwyn

is

taking

it

easy.

Rupert Hughes has now become a director in his own right and dropped the
typewriter in favor of the director's horn
rimmed spectacles. Cutters are busy on
Al Green's last all star feature "Sent
for, Out" which was made before that

young director signed a highly
sirable long-term Lasky contract.

clever

*

*

de-

I

15

TO

I

is

making a

series of six

comedy dramas

Burston;
Edna
Louis
producing the Scattergood
stories by Clarence Budington Kclland;
the Doubleday production company is
making five reel westerns with Lester
Cuneo as the star; the Cactus features
are making two recler westerns with
Maryan Aye and Bob Reeves; Irving
Cummings is "shooting" a series of
twenty-four two reelers dealing with the
northwest mounted police; Dick Hatton
is making Prairie Pictures at the Berwila
studios; and Philo Gubb comedies, made
by Webster Cullison, are being brought
Hermann
into the world at the old

sponsored
Schley is

by

E RA L

features or short subjects.
The old Lois Weber studio is now oo
cupied by Hope Loring and Jackson
Reade, who are producing a drama by
one Robert Lee, no relation to the Mississippi steamer, and not quite so well
publicized.
Hope was at one time the
big chief of short reel and serial production at Universal, and is one of the cleverest wonten in the industry.
Having gotten "Foolish Wives" off

hands and shipped to New York,
Universal City executives are welcoming
of a lull. A decided cut in salaries is reported under the Julius Stern
regime.
The most notable production
under way is King Baggot's " Human
their

somewhat

Hearts"

from

Hal

melodrama.

Reid's

Tod Browning

has signed a new contract,
and agreed to put out a flock of productions yearly.
Harry Carey is going
to be given even bigger starring vehicles,
as his pictures are leading the Jewel releases.
Priscclla Dean has just finished
Cynthia Stockley's "Wild Honey." Hobart Henley is to direct her next picture.
He just finished one with "Herb" Rawlinson. who is once more a strong feature
of the Big

U

program.
*

Jean Hersholt are handling the direction,
with William Clifford collaborating as
production manager.
Irving Lesser and Mike Rosenberg
have a number of units producing for
Dave Butler
their distribution system.

11

sistant to "Mickey" Neilan, is starting to
produce some "kid" westerns.
"Tex"
Guinan is also there.
At Glendalc. Long Beach, and Santa
Monica we find one or two companies of
small consequence making independent

*

Benjamin B. Hampton, by the way, is
busy on his first Goldwyn release over at
the Brunton (beg pardon, United) studio.
He is making Zane Grey's "Wildfire"
with Claire Adams and Carl Gantvoort
in the principal roles. E. Richard Schayer
wrote the continuity. Elliott Howe and

R S

*

success.

The

usual serials are

being made.

Returning again

we

to

the

comedy

field

find a veritable beehive of activity
factory.
Bobby Ver-

at the Christie fun

non, Neal Burns and Viora Daniels are
hard at work in snappy comedies for
Educational release.
Ask Pat Dowling,
if

they aren't?

Hal Roach is going strong at Culver
City and is planning to add new comedy
L-Ko
producing units early in 1922.
comedies are now listed under the Century brand. Reggie Morris sponsored by
Frank Marshall is making his own line
of mirth-feats at the old Jesse D. Hampton, more recently Special Pictures studio.

Emory Johnson

is

putting

Ella

Hall

back on the screen with a feature drama
"The Midnight Call" which he is producing at

United.

to bring a new
Vitagraph star to the coast. First came
Alice Calhoun, and then Jean Paige, both
popular favorites. Bill Duncan and clever
Edith Johnson continue to make sure

Each limited seems

studios.

Speaking of Berwila, Marin Sais is
coming back strong there in the DenverDixon comedies. Marin used to be KalHer
em's most dare devil serial star.
husband Jack Hoxie as a western star
is fast climbing the ladder of fame, and
is releasing through Arrow.
Ben Wilson

attractions; Tony Moreno is still
fire
riding strong, while Jimmy Aubrey and
Larry Semon are making comedies. Car-

cific coast newspaper man, is now wielding a mean typewriter cxtoling the virtues of Vitagraph.

*

*

*

At the current writing the Fox lot
seems rather lonesome, with comedy compredominating. Charles Jones is
Tom Mix has been on location,
Dustin Farnum has been busy with his
yacht and speed boats, and Shirley Mason
has been east. Clyde Cook keeps perennially busy. Edgar Lewis has just finished
cutting "The Strength of the Pine."
In an article of this length it would be
impossible to touch on probably twenty
other independents producing in and
around Los Angeles, at Bakersfield, in
Arizona, and even New Mexico, not to
mention the Pacific Studios at San Mateo
where Monroe Salisbury and Hobart
Bosworth are working, but what has
been written will serve to show that the
film industry is far from needing the
services of the undertaker in sunny Southern California.
panies

up,

laid

Announces Changes in
Gunning Sales Force
New Men Are Added

to Various

Exchange

Staffs

A number of changes and additions
have been made in the field sales force of
Wid Gunning. Inc., with a view to obtaining greater efficiency in the distribution of its pictures.

Manages Detroit

Office

George W. Sampson, for the past three
years Pathe exchange manager in Detroit,
has been given management of the Detroit Wid Gunning exchange.
George A. Falkner has been appointed
manager of the Buffalo exchange, and E.
A. Westcott made manager of the office
in

that city.

W.

R.

manager

Assigned to Coast
Wilkerson, until now resident
in

the

Wid Gunning New York

has been appointed a special representative to handle exploitation in the

office,

Pacific

Coast territory.

Wilkerson

the Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Seattle offices. Albert W.
Edon will be special representative in
the middle west territory with headquarters at Kansas City.

The San Francisco exchange has been
moved from 124 Golden Gate Avenue to
2X4 Turk street and the Boston exchange
has been moved to 19 Piedmont street.

Universal to Distribute
Announcement

is

made by Universal

has arranged for the exclusive distribution of "The Leather Pushers," a

that

it

The

series of twelve two-reelers.

lease.

the one representative of
the United Artists at present, working
on the west coast. She is making Ibsen's
"Doll's House" under Charles Bryant's
Douglas Fairbanks
direction at United.
and Mary Pickford have not yet returned
from their European trip. It is said they
may co-star when they do.
A number of independents are producing at the Fine Arts (Griffith's old studio)
on Sunset boulevard. Bill Campbell and
F. C. Griffith are making comedies for
Gene Lowry, former asEducational.

will

work between

"The Leather Pushers"

personally is in New York at this writing arranging for his 1922 contracts.
Lloyd Hamilton is making the only
comedies on the United lot, with Jack
White.
They are for Educational re-

Nazimova

24. 1921

mel Myers recently finished her "Breaking Through" serial there. Bradley Smollen,
more power to him, has been
elevated from publicity man to scenario
scribe.
And Ed Moriarity, pioneer Pa-

Several

*

Eddie Laemmle, clever young nephew
of Carl Laemmle, is just about ready to
start making a serial around the life of
Buffalo Bill with Art Acord as the star.
Eddie Polo is doing westerns again.
Reginald Barker has just been engaged
to do "The Storm" from the famous

New York

December

I)

plays

H. C. Witwer
which appeared in Collier's and are now
being syndicated to newspapers throughare from

is

the stories by

out the country.

Knickerbocker Photoplay Corporation,
headed by H. L. Messmore, has been organized especially to produce the series,
in which Reginald Denny plays the role
of the young college man and football
star

A

who

seeks his fortune

in

the prize

Harry Pollard is directing with
Mr. Witwer supervising the screening.
ring.

scene from the Paramount production,
"Ladies Must Live."

Two

of the series have been completed.

December
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ORPHANS"
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by D. W.
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some
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HARRY
Directing

A.

"The Leather Pushers,"

the

i

POLLARD
H. C. Witwer

Knickerbocker Photoplay Corporation

stories

for release

produced by the

by Universal.

!
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RICHARD
SCHAYER

December

24, 1921

Photo-Dramatist

/

1920-21 Productions

B. B.

Hampton
Hampton
Hampton
Hampton

B. B.

H ampton

Haven

B. B.

The Mysterious Rider

B. B.

The Man of the Forest
The Spenders
The Killer
The Gray Dawn

B. B.

B. B.

Wildfire

B.

Hearts*

Black Roses

The

Woman

in

Room

13

Everybody's Sweetheart

The Branding

Selznick

Goldwyn

Iron

Kismet

The Glory

Hampton
B. Hampton
Hayakawa
Goldwyn

Robertson-Cole
of Clementina, for

Address:

Pauline Frederick

BRUNTON STUDIOS

.
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Whitman Bennett Studios
YONKERS,

W.

O.

N. Y.

HURST, Manager

The Home

of Artistic Productions

Devoted This Season Exclusively
to Special Releases for the

UNITED ARTISTS
=
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Editing and Titling

Edmund Goulding

Means

the arrangement of a photoplay in

perfect continuity.

Presenting every merit

of the picture to best advantage.

Elimi-

nating every noticeable defect.

"TOL'ABLE DAVID"

R EC ENTLY COMPLETE]
Fred Stone

with

"THE DUKE OF CHIM-

in

NEY BUTTE"

Richard Barthelmess

SWAMP"

Sessue Havakawa in "THE
Fred Stone in "BILLY JIM"
Louis Mercanton's "POSSESSION"

"PEACOCK ALLEY"

"FIDELITY"
The SNOWY
The BIG BOY

with

Mae

Murray,

etc., etc.

The H.
Four

Two

C.

BAKER

Witwer Comedies

originals

for

milium

iiiiiiimirjiii.immimmiiuiiiiimiimiiimniiimmimimimmii

(continuity).

and

Big Boy Williams
Series.

SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW
i.uniiiiiiinnmiiimiMiiiiiimiiii

the

Series

GEORGE MARTIN AND
JOHN NATTEFORD
723

=

Western

stories revised in continuity form,

Western

Now writing —
Mae Murray's next.

Australian Series

WILLIAMS
ALSO

11111

iiimmimi
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BRYANT
YORK. CITY

5437
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ALFRED

GREEN

E.

Director

Recent

Affiliation

rou gh
""Little

—M ary Pic kford

The Back

Now With The ramous

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

D oor

Lord Fauntleroy

Directing

Play ers Lasky

omas Meighan

milium
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LOS ANGELES

MYRA FURSTand JAY PACKARD
Authors' and Managers' Representatives

PLAYS
Motion Picture Material

FOR SALE
World's Motion Picture Rights

in

BUSTER BROWN
GREETINGS TO THE INDUSTRY FROM A BOY
STILL BELIEVES IN SANTA CLAUS

WHO

MASTER BILLY THOMPSON
The

living

image of the international character
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Said Hard Times?
Under the new United plan

MARY PICKFORD

of

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

co-operative
studio

control,

Constance Talmadge

or-

are available at a

facilities

Norma Talmadge

space,

and production

ganization

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

production

FLAT FEE PER PICTURE,
with labor on an

HOURLY

MME. NAZIMOVA

BASIS,

JACKIE COOGAN PRODUCTIONS

material at wholesale cost.

ALLEN HOLUBAR
Dorothy

AT COST,

The rental rate

Phillips

RICHARD WALTON TULLY
Guy Bates Post

CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCTIONS

and

determined
by negotiation in advance,
and is based upon the class
of production and the number of pictures to be made.
is

Jane Novak

Through this plan
ducer knows AT

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B. B.

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

within

few

a

Elaine Hammerstein

how much

Eugene O'Brien

cost him.

the pro-

ONCE

dollars

his picture

is

of
to

Owen Moore
Special Unit
J. L.

why the cream
industry produce

That's

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

of the

here.

EMORY JOHNSON PRODUCTIONS

hot

YOU?

UNITED STUDIOS,

Inc.

Why

HAMILTON-WHITE COMEDIES

(Formerly Robert Brunton Studios)

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
M.

C.

LEVEE, President
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THE

BURTON
HOLMES
LABORATORY
7510

NORTH ASHLAND

CHICAGO

ARE IN THE FILM BUSINESS TO GIVE COURTEOUS, QUICK, EXPERIENCED SERVICE TO OUR
CUSTOMERS; A " QUALITY PRODUCT" FOR
A REASONABLE PRICE AND TERMS TO

WE

PRODUCERS PLEASE NOTE:

WE
WE
BY
WE OMY

HAVE THE SAFEST VAULTS IN THE WORLD
FOR STORAGE OF YOUR NEGATIVES
PRINT IN 1000-FOOT LENGTHS AND KEEP
NEGATIVES ON 1000-FOOT REELS, THEREBY MINIMIZING DANGER OF SCRATCHING
UNNECESSARY HANDLING.
ARE IN THE CENTRE OF THE FILM-USING
COUNTRY. THIS MEANS SPEED AND ECON.

.

YOU

HAVE THE LARGEST "TRAVEL-FILM"
LIBRARY IN THIS COUNTRY. WE CAN
THEREFORE FURNISH "CUT-INS" OF FOR-

EIGN COUNTRIES, CITIES, PEOPLES, INDUSTRIES, NATIONAL DANCES, SPORTS,
TO GIVE TRUE "LOCAL COLOR" TO
ANY "FEATURE" YOU ARE PRODUCING.
WHY SPEND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS IN
BUILDING A "FAKE" WHEN YOU CAN BUY
"THE REAL THING" AT SO MUCH A FOOT
FROM US? (SEE "THE SHEIK.")
ETC.,

IN DISTRIBUTION.

NOTE THE PICTURE OF OUR LABORATORY; IT JS AS FIREPROOF AND CLEAN AND EFFICIENT ON THE INSIDE AS IT
LOOKS ON THE OUTSIDE OSCAR B. DEPUE IS IN PERSONAL
CHARGE.

WE

AVE.

WE MAKE

Directed "I Accuse,'' "Soldiers of Fortune,''

PICTURES— DEVELOP, PRINT, TONE
."AN' EVERYTHING."

TINT, TITLE, EDIT.

"Paid

in Full,"

.

and many

others
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Storey Pictures, Inc. nQuality
rt :r;X
ffffor
Short Stuff
7

A. D. V.

STOREY,

President
17

OFFERS

West 42nd

LONGACRE

Street,'

New

York

24, 1921

State
Rights

8825

BURLESQUE
PHOTOPLAYS
with

ELSIE

DAVENPORT

'Shadowland

One a Month
Two Reels

Screen Review"
A SINGLE REEL DE LUXE

EVERY TWO WEEKS

"HAM OMELET"
"NO DARN
YEAST"

STARS
of the

STAGE
SCREEN

"SALAMI"
"LITTLE LORD

FOND

O'

DANCE

JOY"

ARTS

"LET HER RIP
VAN WINKLE,"

At

Etc.

ANY MORE

ELSIE

DAVENPORT

ORPHELLIAR

'NO

At Play

IN

IN
Series of 12

Home

At Work

DARN YEAST"

'HAM OMELET"
Series of 2S

"SHADOWLAND SCREEN REVIEW" IS PRODUCED IN COOPERATION WITH THE BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS
"MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC"
"BEAUTY"
"MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE"
"SHADOWLAND"

REGINALD DENNY

MERRY CHRISTMAS
From

Starring in

NORMA SHEARER
Leading

Woman

with Eugene

Northwest

*

O Brien in

now

in

"Channing

Production

of the

"THE LEATHER PUSHERS," the

H. C. Witwer stories, directed by Harry Pollard
and produced by tbe Knickerbocker Photoplay
Corporation for release by Universal.
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MABEL BALLIN
Star of Ballin-Hodkinson Productions
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FRANK LOSEE
Co

errp
D. W.

Latest Productions

Griffith's

Cfjrifitmafi
"THE TWO ORPHANS" and

an

"ALL AT SEA"

with Richard Barthelmess.

AN OPPORTUNITY NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED!
TICKET CHOPPER
FOR $50.00, and
$75.00 TICKET MACHINE
FOR $30.00

$100.00

Shipped by American Railway Express
C. O. D-, with the privilege of examinaBrand New and not Shop Worn
tion.
made of the highest grade materials, finished in Mahogany only with porcelain
enameled top and legs.

—

Our ticket chopper and ticket machine
does not infringe on any patent rights, and
should not be confused with inferior prodAll buyers fully protected.
ucts.
Write for catalogue

STUDIOS
We

FOR
RENT

have space for two or three Companies

UP TO THE MINUTE
LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

ALTERNATING

CURRENT
DIRECT CURRENT

For Space Address

A.

H.

322

Main

An

FISCHER FEATURES,

Inc.

NEW

Street,
ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Telephone -New Rochelle 2277

outstanding reason for the pre-eminent
HERALD with the cre-

popularity of the

ators of motion pictures
ers

and

"What

writers

—

is

—directors, play-

the

department,

the Picture Did for Me," which
affords the one indisputable record of box
office performance.
Ticket Chopper.

Sixe 42'xl2'xl2'

CLIFTON
West 45th St.
Telephone: Bryant 66S3.

158-160

Ticket Machine.

Size 42*xl2'xl2*

R. ISAACS, INC.
New York
Cable Address: "Mopices

New

City

York'*

1

—
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Those Contributing to Industry's
Advancement Are to be Rewarded
— WID GUNNING

24, 1921

"The Lion's Share Must Go

to the Lion," Declares
Distributor— Says This Is the Answer
to Nineteen Twenty-two

Wid Gunning
has

of

Wid Gunning,

Inc.,

following statement on
the prospects for 1922 in the motion picture industry:
The days of the "prospector" are
over.
The day is here and Nineteen
issued

the

Twenty-Two will prove my words
when each man who really contributes to

—

the industry's advancement be he producer, distributor or exhibitor will receive the reward that is rightfully his.
The prospector, who entered the picture field with the same mental attitude
that he would have gone hunting gold in
Nevada contributed nothing to the indusHe "promoted" perhaps, or else he
try.
merely set his eyes on an imposing title
and grabbed it. Creative brains made thpictures, exploitation brains sold them.
Showmen's brains brought the public to
see them and the "prospector" received
the major share of the reward because
he happened to be sitting in the middle.

—

—

BABY PEGGY,

Century Comedies' two-year-old
comedienne, rolls her own and helps out a pal.
Universal distributes these comedies.

May

Harry Carey Says Public
Expect a New Type
in 1922

The

public in 1922

type of
of

Western

Harry Carey,

productions.
"The cheap,

may

expect a

picture,

the

is

new

belief

star of Universal-Jewel

slapped-together-quickly

Western has seen its day," he says, "but
the true Western drama will never fade
because

it

is

the

only truly distinctive

American drama.

is

The day has come when
asking. "Where does the

is

buying

split

the picture on the screen and the exploitation that goes with it
And he is
wise to the fact that in the past the
greater portion of his dollar has gone to
swivel chair warmers, a few paltry cents
to the men who actually did the work of
distribution, sales and exploitation, and
amount to the creative
a picayunish
brains responsible for the production.

Order Must Change
That order must change. One of the
boys in my organization created the line
the other day. "The lion's share to the

Fan Has Progressed

SCENERY

PAINTED

That the figures
action on the screen.
moved was about the only demand. But
today the picture fan is also a picture

plete in the country and
following departments:

and he has progressed as fast, if
not faster, than the producer.
"The old costume play went out of
favor in this country because the producer dwelt largely on costume instead
of making that part of the play only
critic

incidental.

Action Is Vital

"Today the costume play

coming

back because the producer uses the costumes merely to please the eye and centers his work on action detail. The \\ estern has never gone out of favor because
action and suspense have always served
to hold the eye, if not the mind, but
like in the costume play human interest
has been overlooked.

"But few westerns have progressed for
the very reason that many producers have
thought thrills and gun play to be the
only essentials of this type of picture.
What the real Western success of 1922
will contain is 75 per cent human interest and the remaining 25 per cent in

melodramatic action."

FABRICS

Our New Shops and Studios in
our own building are the most comembrace the

SCENERY PAINTING STUDIO
DRAPERY MAKING SHOPS
UPHOLSTERING SHOPS
CARPENTER SHOPS
PROPERTY MAKING SHOPS
PAPIER MACHE SHOPS
LAMP AND LAMP SHADE
STUDIOS

is

FIRE PROOFING DEPART-

MENT

With such an
offer

organization,

—

We

Can Determine

Profit

Most

of the dollar goes to the creative
brains back of the picture, and the bal-

ance

— well,

man

every

my

profits.

I

when it reaches New York?"
The exhibitor knows that he

"At present the market is being flooded
with cheap Westerns. A decade ago these
pictures would have gone over with a
bang because the fan public only wanted

Just as
pictures can only come through
giving the full, honest and rightful reward to the creative brains that inspire
and make them so, too, must better exploitation and better presentation result
from giving a just share to the boys
who actually handle that work.
I
know it's the answer to Nineteen
Twenty-Two because I am seeing it at
work in my own organization.
are
whizzing along on all twelve cylinders
because we are giving every cent of the
exhibitor's dollar to the man who should
get it.
There isn't a red copper for
swivel chair warmers.
better

dollar that
it

go?

And the lions in
who sell them,

the exhibitor
is

film rental

right.

organizasalesman, is
my partner. He has it within his own
power to determine his share of our

How

pay for

is

are the ones

and the ones who show them.

tion,

Exhibitor Asks Question

Bright Future for
Westerns Predicted

He

lions."
this game

we

are able to

vou

MODERNISTIC DESIGNS
and ideas perfectly executed
and absolutely assure you

QUALITY. SERVICE and SATISFACTION

And

only a

Executive Office and Display

177 No. State Street
Studios and Shops
So. Kedzie Ave. at W. Van Buren St.

CHICAGO

man who

to

has been through

every' angle of this picture business knows
how vitally important this is to the exhibitor and the exhibitor's pocketbook.
Again I say "The Lion's Share to the

—

Lions."

Hepworth
On Tour of Country
English Theatre Man Will
Cecil M.

Study Distribution
Films Here

of

The beginning of a movement toward
the specializing of motion picture theatres in the same manner that legitimate
houses specialize in drama, vaudeville,
musical comedy and other forms of
spoken entertainment is the most encouraging sign for the future of the industry noted by Cecil M. Hepworth, the
leading producer of England, on a tour
of this country which he has just completed.
He spent considerable time in
studies on the west coast prior to a stay
in
New York studying distribution
methods, and some of his impressions he
summarized in an address before the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
Specialize

in

Pictures

"The most encouraging sign I noted
on my trip is the fact that in Los Angeles a theatre has been established with
a definite policy of showing but one style
"It is quite some
of picture." he said.
time ago that I came to the conclusion
that the coming of the day when motion
picture theatres would assume definitely
established strata in relation to the kind
of entertainment they offered was inevitable.

in the highest degree.

INC.
THE FABRIC STUDIOS,
Rooms

in

from vice-president

Predicts Progress in Art

"That is the result that every other art
has reached in its development. Motion
pictures have grown so rapidly that we
;

have quite

lost

sight of the necessity of

orderly progress
tained."

if

success

is

to

be at-
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7 he Year 1922 Will^ Reward
the

'

"Go-Getter"

Says

J.

S.

WOODY

General Manager of Rcalart

WHAT

does the future hold for the motion picture industry?
There can be only one answer to that question; there must
be only one, and that is continued success.
We must not delude ourselves, however, into thinking that this success will come to us if we simply fold our arms and sit back to wait

—

for

it.

THAT
case

may have

been the obscure
formative days of this
industry but we -have passed through a
period of transition that has lifted it from
obscurity to one of the foremost places
in

the

Today the
in the march of progress.
motion picture enjoys the distinction that
is bestowed only upon the meritorious.
It is clothed with all the dignity of the
arts and professions and with its manifold accomplishments it has lent valuable
aid to science.
*

*

*

Where
ally,

yesterday the public apologeticalmost shamefacedly, sought the un-

certain amusement of the store-theatre
and the nickelodeon, it enters today palaces that shade into insignificance those
garish places of which the film pioneers
boasted, and there views productions
that for sheer beauty and effectiveness
so far outshine the earlier photoplays as
to lose all semblance to them.
Yesterday, only the crudest forms of
entertainment were within the reach of
the multitude; only royalty could afford

amusement. Today motion pictures have reversed those conditions and
staged

the devotees at the shrine of the photoplay number hundreds of millions, and
every race and creed are represented.
That fact is the keynote to the future,
and it is the gauge by which we can measure future progress.
I do not want to use the old bromide
that the motion picture industry is in
It's a
It isn't!
its swaddling clothes.
robust youngster with a man-sized appetite
and it has to be fed.

—

*

+

coming

year.
*

It

going to continue to flow into the
coffers without strenuous efforts on our

part.

Success must continue, but we've got
put our shoulders to the wheel to
Never before
bring about that result.
has it been so necessary to battle as it is
now. No one will deny that there has
been a general depression throughout the
to

entire business world and, naturally, as
in any time of economic stress, the amusement industries suffer equally if not more
than some of the others.
We've got to sit tight and plug harder
And while we're plugging
than ever.
we've got to plug some of the leaks that
have been sapping the strength of the industry, of which extravagance is the most
Some are loath to heflagrant example.
lieve that the abnormal war-time conditions are past.
It is hard for them to
get down to the steady grind again. In
making comparisons, we are prone to
consider present conditions in relation to
the recent period of unprecedented prosare
perity instead of with normal.
blinded by the light of this prosperity
that has burned so brightly for many

We

of us are too shortsighted

to see that the oil that has been feeding
the flame has been steadily used up.
It

*

*

What

does the future hold?
I am convinced that pictures that can
be produced economically and supplied
to the exhibitor at a figure that will not
necessitate his placing himself and his
house in hock; pictures withal that carry
an appeal to his patronage and win him
new friends, are going to be the salvation of this industry.
And that is another

— the

salient

point

to

upbuilding of a new
clientele.
The exhibitor must recognize
the fact that where people have been in
the habit of going to the theatre three
and four times a week they now go only
once or twice, perhaps. And if these same
people cannot be stimulated into renewing their attendance, a circumstance that
apparently is prevented by changed conditions, then it is obviously necessary to
interest new patrons.
Heretofore, when
a man had ten dollars in his pocket to
spend for amusements, he wasn't so particular as to how, when, or where he
spent it.
But today it's different. The
ten dollar bill has shrunk to a one, and
the holder, instead of spending any part
of his dollar, is bending over backwards
in his efforts to economize.
It is up to
the exhibitor, therefore, to coax that dollar or any part of it out of the public's
pocket, but it can't be accomplished by
sleight of hand.
He has got to give
value received for every cent he gets.

be considered

*

Where's the money coming from?

Some

the

*

isn't

months.

time to conserve the oil and trim the
We must put the house in order
and figure out a new budget system for
is

wick.

.

*

*

There are thousands of people who are
potential patrons of the motion picture
theatres, but they are averse to attend
on account of the character of the offerings in a great many instances. This
may be due to some extent to a prejudice which has been held over from the
days when trash was the rule rather than
These folks can be won
the exception.
over if the exhibitor will take the trouble
to convince them. It is to the non-theatregoer that the exhibitor must look to
cover the loophole made by his dwindling
patronage.
The future of the exhibitor is assured.
If his theatre is run on sound economic
principles and he shows the kind of pictures that strike a high average of dependability, he need not worry about the
future.

The year

1922

will

reward

the

go-

getters!

WOODY,

general manager of Realpredicts that 1922 holds big
rewards for the "go-getter."

J. S.

art,

who

Producers Present at
Coast "Get Together"
Of Franchise Holders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—A

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 13.
regional
"get together" of Southern California and
Arizona theatre owners holding First National

sub-franchises

was

The meeting gave about
owners an opportunity

to

held

200

recently.

theatre

meet promi-

nent producers distributing their photoplays through First National.
Producers Joseph M. Schenck, representing Norma and Constance Talmadge
and Buster Kcaton, Thomas H. Ince and
L. Frothingham were at the head of
the list of speakers. Los Angeles banking interests were represented by Motley
H. Flint, vice president of the Los Angeles Trust and Savings Company. Producers Louis B. Mayer, Marshall Neilan
and Mack Sennett were represented by
Smith and A.
Pete
Charles Condon,
J.

MacArthur. respectively. John McCorWestern representative of Assowas
Pictures,
National
First
ciated
mick.

chairman.

at Studio During
Filming of His Story for
Distribution by Hodkinson

Author

Joseph C. Lincoln, author of more than
dozen Cape Cod stories, including such
well-known novels as "Captain Eri,"
a

"Cape Cod Folks," "The Woman Haters,"
"Galusha the Magnificent," "Shavings,"
"The Rise of Roscoe Paine," and many
others, has been in close attendance dur-

week at the Estee studios in
where Director Edwin L. Holproducing "The Rise of Roscoe

ing the past

There was a commotion in one
New York east side movie palaces

of the
a little
while ago. People down front got frightened and rose to push their way out, but

when an usher
announced: "It's all right. Keep your
There's nothing wrong only a
seats.

the excitement subsided

—

gentleman

Day"

Films.

hit

a

lady."

"Topics of the

New York
lywood

is

Paine," starring Irene Castle, for release

through Hodkinson.
This is the third Lincoln story that has
been produced on the screen, and Mr.
Lincoln himself is authority for the statement that it is being given better treatment than the preceding two.

—

—
December
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The Motion Picture
Man's Greatest Servant
By
(President,

THE
an

future of the motion picture as

institution of ever-increasing value

to the people of the world is assured.
It harnesses a force in nature and subjects it so completely to the will of man
as to literally revolutionize human thought
and action. The utility of the motion picture is yet in its primary stages. Its development makes it the handmaid of
science, travel, adventure, education, art,
discovery and every line of human endeavor which adds to the total of the
world's happiness or marks definite advancements in our progress.
No field of action, whether on land, in
the air, on or under the waters or in the
mined caverns of the earth will refuse the
service of the motion picture. It will
carry definitely stores of exact knowledge
on every element in the universe to which
the human gaze in any way might penetrate.

Every phase of study or research,

every"

science or near science, every condition
of every, form of life on this or other
planets, within the scope of the camera's
searching eye, will experience the great
influence of the motion picture.
The
school of the future will be an elaborate
series of motion pictures, synchronized
and systematized to meet every division
of study and comprehend to the utmost
every branch of knowledge.

COHEN

SYDNEY

S.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners

of

America)

which men will approach their God and
not at any time or place a means for
fomenting distrust of one's neighbors.
It will be at once the World's greatest
visualizing, publicity and development
agent.
*

*

what
NOW
owner

has the future for the
of the motion picture theatre?
the theatre owner most completely
comprehends the immensity of this great
instrument of progress and keeps pace
with its development and the extension of
its utility into all fields of human endeavor, so will he remain secure in his
place as the principal human element in
that great progressive march. If he fails
in this respect and permits commercial
influences to absorb his entire attention
and refuses to realize that he is the present custodian of this wonderful agency,
the motion picture, he will be forced of
necessity to relinquish it to more worthy
hands.
The future of the motion picture theatre owner is as completely enveloped in
this atmosphere of progress as is the
motion picture itself. But all must understand the universal character of this great
instrumentality.
Its necessary use for
the benefit of the community, and in
keeping with such "business features as
will be necessary", inve it full freedom as
a public service institution and make

As

future utility of
to mentally encompass the world, taking into account
every possible knid and condition of life,
and then permitting the unerring print
of each series of moves and activities to
be permanently shaped on the celluloid
film and made available for the use of the
millions of today and the countless millions yet to be.
This is but a feeble effort to trace the
It will
future of the motion picture.
It
prove to be man's greatest servant.
will set aside distance in space. 'in thought,
It will
in sentiment and in purpose.

World of one-half or more of
unnecessary, non-productive action, as

relieve the

by making

it

We

are

its

custodians

est educational

and progressive

force.

Motion picture theatre owners should
be and will be the most respected, the
most influential and the most powerful
personal factors in all communities, if
they but sense the real propositions of
their business and the immensity of their
opportunities. To be big, men and women
must be unselfish. That does not mean
great personal sacrifices. It means only
to give to the public what belongs to the
public, so that

it

in

turn

may

exalt

and

advantage the motion picture theatre
owner according to the measure of his
service to the people.
In this relation
the motoin picture theatre owner differs
from those in other lines of business.
*
«
*

\ ft OTIOX

1

picture

theatre

owners

should give serious thought to this
proposition. Stop for a brief while in the
midst of any box office consideration
which may concern you, and look to the
future of the business. It will stand for
you as you stand for it. The public will
pay but they want the service you are
able to give.
The American people are
always grateful. Theatre owners, study
i.

theatres.

mately more about one another, all
resentments based on ignorance or misunderstandings will disappear. This will

and holy
the instrument through

future.

Let us reach up to the full dignity
of that great position and become, with
the motion picture itself, an inseparable
part of what is surely the World's great-

to the demands of the public, and realize
of the time the potency, the power and
the prestige of the motior picture as the
same reaches the people through your

of the time.
habits, customs and conditions prevailing anywhere will be known everywhere and as men come to closer understandings of each other by knowing inti-

religion real

Motion picture theatre owners must
take the full measure of the motion

now

all

The

make

usefulness
of its pro-

local situations, give attention to the
suggestions presented by your national,
state and district officers, as they are on
the alert and watching affairs for you.
Become a great cohesive force, responsive

all

It will

its

first division

your

modify and remove resentments, national,
racial, religious, political, commercial and
social by bringing the actions of men and
women over all the world to the notice
of the people in every part of the world

tion.

the

now.

is

suspicions and distrusts now keep all of
us busy half of the time watching others.
This will serve to abolish wars, by removing the most prolific cause for war,
as mutual understandings of peoples
not merely the deals of political leaders
come more into concrete form.
The motion picture will open up the
treasure spots of the earth. It will lead
men into fields of development and enterprise which will elevate, dignify and ennoble the human race. By thus producing contentment it will destroy elements
which make for hate, malice and destruc-

in

moters.

picture's
*

the
TOthe comprehend
motion picture

its

themselves the directors of

and march

SYDNEY
Motion
America.

S.

COHEN,

Picture

President of the

Theatre

Owners

of

What is the future of the manufacturers
of the motion pictures?
Their situation is enveloped in precisely
the same atmosphere as surrounds the
exhibitor.
They are men of advanced
thought, men with comprehensive business minds and of great vision. Gentlemen, use it unselfishly. Let your energies
also be directed along lines of service to
the people. Let cooperation with the exhibitor and the public be your watchword and guiding principle and your position will also be rendered secure. But
keep perfect faith with the American people. Do not trespass upon the proprieties
which guide the advances of the people to
better things. Let this great agency, the
motion picture, be used by you and all
in the bounds of our industry to aid humanity, preserve free government, help
all progressive public programs and work
unitedly in making the motion picture
theatre the most honored central place
in all communities and the motion picture
theatre owner and others in the business
among the most respected of citizens.
This will insure the progress and advancement of producer and theatre owner.
The motion picture, as an institution,
is the world's agent and its future is definitely assured.
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"Why Girls Leave Home" Heralds Ince Picture
24,

I

Bookings on

Are Becoming International

in

As Big Achievement

Scope

Neilan Says
The showing

"Why

Girls Leave
Home" is assuming international aspects, according 4(5 a statement issued by

Warner

of

Not only

Brothers.

is it

booked

for all corners of the United States but
for other countries as well. S. L. Warner

personally handling the production in
and has placed the picture for
an indefinite run at the Garrick theatre,
Los Angeles.
is

California

Covers Wide Territory
Saenger Amusement Company and
Ruben and Finkclstein have booked the
circuits
their
entire
production
for
through the South and Northwest, which
will cover territory from the Gulf of
Mexico to Canada. The connecting link
in the East, where it is
is completed
showing for an additional run at the

Strand theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

English organiza-

that with proper exploitation the
picture will be a record-breaker for the
coming year.
Much of the success of the play is attributed to the universal interest of the
question propounded by the title as well
as the strong cast and plot of the story.
tion

New

Office

Every

Realart.

The

but later was transwhere he left Realart
to become manager of the RobertsonCole Omaha branch, later returning to

John N. MacMeekin, special representative of Realart, will- remain here until a
manager for the branch is appointed. He
then will go to Pittsburgh, where he will
have headquarters as a special representa-

Man

Manager

Held in Chicago
Alleged Leader of
Gang of Film Thieves

In the arrest of William Pearson, one
the proprietors of the Washington
Light Company, 18G West Lake street,
Chicago, police say they have the "brains"
of a gang of film thieves whose operations have assumed international scope.
It is alleged that films valued at more
than $1,000,000 have been stolen, smuggled to foreign countries and exhibited.

Pearson was arrested following an alconfession in Buffalo, N. Y., of
Morris Taitus, formerly connected with
exchanges in Chicago.
Others arrested in connection with the
case are: T. Shima of San Francisco,
who is charged with shipping the films to
Japan; Joe Kubey, who was arrested in
Honolulu as he was preparing to sail for
Japan with film.
leged

"The Rosary "Is
Going Through

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

G.

Kingsley has been appointed office manager of the Kansas City Realart branch.
He formerly was a special representative
for Realart in this territory.
He opened

policy

of

cooperative

criticism,

adopted on the West Coast by producers
whose pictures are distributed by Associated

First

National

Pictures,

Inc.,

brought from Marshall Neilan the decla-

Woman," Thomas

H. Ince's forthcoming special production,
"is indeed an achievement for the motion
picture world."

Presented

Beverly Hills

at

Mr. Neilan was among the group of
Los Angeles picture notables who attended the recent presentation of 'Hail,
the Wo man" at the Beverly Hills hotel.
Mr. Neilan's letter was one of many
received by Mr. Ince.

"No doubt

reads:

It

many

persons have told
you that this picture represents your
greatest achievement that in expressing
the

fact

so

that

this

is

my

belief

I

am

merely repeating the consensus of opinion of those who have been fortunate
e..ough to see an advance presentation of
this wonderful production.

Everybody Will Enjoy
"While

I

rejoice

in

the

It

thought that

wonderful photoplay is a great peraccomplishment for you, at the
same time I cannot help but say that the
production represents even more than
this to our industry in general, for it is
indeed an achievement for the motoin
this

sonal

picture world.

hirst National

CITY, MO., Dec. 13.— C.

Woman

a Photoplay
in Country

Should See

Is

For Realart Branch

It's

ration that "Hail, the

Realart in that district.

tive for

of

Other countries in which the picture is
A
showing are Canada and England.
wide expanse will be covered through its
in
Allen
theatres
the
showing at all
Canadian cities.
Campaign in England
In England an extensive exploitation
campaign for the production has been
It is the
started by Pearl Films. Ltd.
belief of officials of the

the Detroit office,
ferred to Omaha,

Selig and Rork's first big independent
production, "The Rosary," has been accepted by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for publication on January 16.
"The Rosary" has been acclaimed in
New York by First National executives
and other leading figures of the industry
who were present at a private showing of
this seven-reel production, as one of the
greatest pictures of film history. Among
those in the cast are Lewis .Stone, Jane
Novak, Wallace Beery, Robert Gordon
and Eugenie Besserer.

is a photoplay that every woman
the land should see and entertainment
that every man and youth will enjoy."

"It

in

Share of Proceeds on

"Urban Movie Chats"
To Revert

to States

from rentals on the "Official Urban Movie Chats" accruing to the
Theatre Owners of
Picture
Motion
America will revert to the individual state
All proceeds

after their quotas to the national
treasury have been paid in.
In making this announcement the headquarters of the national league stated that
the "Movie Chats" were booked for more
than 100 days on each issue at the Massachusetts convention of exhibitors. W. W.

units

Blackton Sells Rights

2

J. Stuart Blackton, the pioneer photoplay producer, announces that he has disposed of the United Kingdom rights to
his
initial
Rritish
production,
"The
Glorious Adventure," a screen play in
natural colors, presenting Lady Diana

l

r

Manners and an all star
Film Company, Ltd.

cast,

to

Hodkinson Corporation

is

distributing the

subjects.

Stoll

RAY MURRAY'S
Twelve Best Pictures
of the Year
J.

Now Managing
in Salt

/

t

Lake.

J ohn

C

manager

S^lle,
of the

f ° r mer
.R.voh
.

theatre
in
Portland,
Ore., has gone to Salt Lake City to take
charge of the Kinema theatre. It is reported that he will remain in Salt Lake
only a short time, going from there to
San Francisco to assume charge of all
Universal Film Company houses.

The Three Musketeers
The Sheik
Dangerous Curve Ahead
Tol'able David
Bits of Life

Molly

O

Conflict

The Old Nest

FRED STONE
and "Duke

starring in "Billy Jim"
of Chimney Butte," Andrew

Callaghan productions presented by
R-C. Pictures.

J.

Willie

Papa,

(reading
what does

mean? Papa

Hail the

— Your

Miss Lulu Bett

(drolly)

magazine)
"double exposure"

mother

will

demonstrate that when she's dressed for
the opera.

Woman

movie

IVayside Tales.

Over the Hill
The Four Horsemen

December
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Weiss Brothers Take
Reports 85 Per Cent of Larger
Over Producing Firm
Circuits Will Observe Fox Week
Acquire Clarion Photoplays
Company Celebrates Ninth Birthday During Week of
and Rights for Stories
of
Louis

and Artclass Pictures Corporation, announced that Weiss Brothers have taken
over control of a new producing unit
formed recently under the name of ClarGeorge Merrick
ion Photoplays, Inc.
and Max Cohen, formerly associated in
withdrawn,
and Clarion
have
the firm,

Reports from key centers throughout
the United States, Canada, Europe and
points in Mexico and South America
show that thousands of exhibitors will
observe Fox Anniversary Week, January
29 to February 4, by booking Fox productions solidly for that week.

Photoplays, Inc., now has as its officers
Max Weiss, president; Louis Weiss, vice
president, and Adolph Weiss, treasurer.
Harry G. Kosch, attorney for Weiss
Brothers' interests, has been appointed

Although the initial announcement concerning the ninth birthday celebration of
the organization headed by William Fox
was made less than a month ago, branch
managers report more than 85 per cent
of the large American circuits already
lined up with Fox features for the oc-

secretary.

casion.

Get Story Rights

Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Gretrude
Atherton, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Sir
Gilbert Parker, James Oliver Curwood
Plans are in course of conothers.
struction for the production of a star
author's series of pictures, four in number each year. It is understood that the
first four films will be made from stories
by Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Sir Gil-

and

bert Parker and "Jack London.
Produced in California

Production is contemplated in Califorand Louis Weiss will go to the Coast
shortly for the purpose of arranging
All star casts will be
studio facilities.
used in the new series of pictures, which,
due to the prominence of the authors involved, are expected to form an important addition to the big feature productions of next year.

Universal-Jewel Picture
to Man," Harry Carey's second
Universal-Jewel production, has been
completed at Universal City and will soon

"Man

by Stuart Paton, who
cilla
flict."

Dean
The

in

It

was

Paradise," "Thunderclap,"
"Shame." "Queen of Sheba," "Perjury,"
"Footfalls," and Zane Grey's "The Last
Trail." Reports show that these specials
have made records for long runs in hunVirgin

"Reputation" and

film

is

novel of the same

"Con-

a picturization of the

name by Jackson Greg-

ory.

Two

of the thrills in the picture are a

stampede and a range fire. Permission was obtained from the Forest
Ranger Service to burn a great tract of
sage brush in the San Francisquito ValNine hunley, California, for this scene.
dred head of cattle take part in the stampede. Others in the cast are: Lillian Rich,
Fontaine LaRue, Willis Robards, Charles
Lemovne, Otto Meyers, Harold Goodwin,
Harley Chambers, Alfred Allen and little
cattle

Mae

Stars in Productions

Chesters to Produce Two
Big Photoplays Each Year
George Randolph Chester and
Chester, authors of "Get Rich

Lillian

Quick

who recently organized
own producing company, George

Wallingford,"
their

other issues planned for Fox
Anniversary Week will be productions
starring Pearl White, William Farnum,
Dustin Farnum, William Russell, Tom
Mix, Charles Jones, Shirley Mason, John
Gilbert, Maurice Flynn, Barbara Bedford.
Eileen Percy and the Murphy- Walker
combination. A group of Sunshine comedies and Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons will be published. Fox News will
contain special efforts for the event.
Quantities of posters and other publicity
accessories are being provided for distribution at the exchanges to popularize
the anniversary.

Among

State Right Latest
Davis-Brandt Special
Michigan Territory is Sold to
Strand Features of
Detroit
"Life's

Greatest

the

new

special,

which

Question,"

George H. Davis-Joe Brandt

has been heralded as a successor to "The
Heart of the North," is being offered on
the state right market.

Mr. Brandt and Mr. Davis, who produced
picture, have personally started the
sales campaign, and have received, it is reported, inquiries from the majority of the
franchise holders on their "The Heart of
the

Giraci.

Randolph Chester Productions Company,
Inc., announce that they plan to produce two big features annually.

and says that

it

is

in his terri-

one of the biggest

box office attractions there.
Mr. Mundstock pronounced "Life's Greatest Question" an even bigger picture than
"The Heart of the North."

Another "Humoresque"

Made for
New Cosmopolitan Film

Is Prediction

"Another 'Humoresque,'
tion

made

for "Just

"

Around

is

the predic-

the Corner,"

by

Several factors are said to contribute
to the assurance of the producers and distributors that this picture will more than
equal the success of "Humoresque,"

which recently won the Photoplay Gold
Medal as the best photoplay of 1920.
The original story is by Fannie Hurst,
who wrote "Humoresque." The scenario
was written by Frances Marion, who did
the script of the first Fannie Hurst picture.
Miss Marion also directed "Just

A

Around the Corner."
third point is
that the locale of the story is again in
New York's East Side, the dramatic possibilities of which were first strikingly
demonstrated by the Gold Medal photoplay.

dreds of theatres.

directed

also directed Pris-

"The Heart of the North"

Paramount.

The progress thus far is taken as indication of the popularity of the plan, and
the belief that when the campaign is over
exhibitors will have joined unanimously
in the event.
Interest is attached to the current
year's productions of Fox features, all
of which either have had or will have preissue runs in New York City to demonAmong these spestrate their worth.
cials are "Over the Hill," "A Conecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court," "A

nia,

Carey Completes Second

to

tory,

a Cosmopolitan Production presented

Plan Is Popular

'Clarion Photoplays, Inc., is said to
control a considerable number of stories
from the pens of well known authors. It
is stated that this new organization holds
the photoplay rights to more than seventy-five stories written by Jack London,

Special

Publications for Event

Weiss, connected with Adven-

tures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporation

be ready for distribution.

4— Plan

January 29 to February

Popular Writers

the North."

Immediately upon the announcement of
the placing of this feature on the market,
Dave Mundstock, president of Strand Features of Detroit, made a special trip to
New York, where he purchased the picture
for

the

Michigan

Mr. Mundthe feature was occa-

territory.

interest in
sioned by the fact that he holds the rights

stock's

Torino Films Is Launched
To Make Big Productions
Committed

to a policy of not

more than

one production each year, Torino Films,
Inc., has been chartered by the State of
New York, with an authorized capital of
$1,000,000.
are:

The

officers of the

new com-

Harry Raver, president, Bert
Wheeler, vice president, and John DudAssociated
ley, secretary and treasurer.
with these men on the board of directors
are Robert H. Davis, editor-in-chief of
the Frank A. Munsey magazines, Larry
Giffen, author's and publisher's representative, Fred McClelland, showman, and
Dr. Charles Perilli. The new company
has absorbed the business of Harry Raver, Inc., and taken over d'Annunzio's
"Cabiria" and all the additional film con-

pany

of that company.
plans of Torino Films include the
production of not more than one picture
annually and the exploitation of such additional productions as the company may
decide to purchase in its own right, or
distribute as agent for other producers.

tracts

The

Cabanne Selects Big Cast
For "Beyond the Rainbow"
Two prize winners of national beauty
contests are included in the cast picked
by Director Christy Cabanne for his
latest R-C production, "Beyond the Rainbow." They are Virginia Lee and Clara
Bow. The cast also includes: Harry
Morey, Lillian Dove, Diana Allen, James
Harrison, Madley Harlam, Rose Coghlan,
Maurice Costello, Helen Ware, George
Marguerite Courtot, Walter
Fawcett,
Miller, Charles Craig, Edmund Breese

and Huntley Gordon.

The
making

New

picture is now in the process of
at the Sixty-first street studio,

York.
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TURNING BACK
the CLOCK
By

William Haddock

How

times have changed. Now the director has only to direct.
He has a
scenario department to furnish the story
and continuity; a technical staff to ar-

range his sets; a researcli department to
look up his periods; a location man to arrange for his locations; a property man

who knows where and how to get props;
cameraman who knows his camera; an

a

assistant to attend to his -detail

work and

an engagement department to furnish

his

people.

As

I

before

said

But,

direct.

have to do

all

Oh, Boy!

he has to do is
He sure does

that.

*

*

*

Improvements have come all along the
Undoubtedly ten years from now

line.

work

of today wil be considered as
we consider that of Edward
Muybridge, who in 1872, with the use of
glass plates, made the first moving picture ever made; or that of the gentleman
in England, Friese Greene, I think, who
produced a continuous picture on sensitized paper three inches wide. But where
will the improvement be?
I don't know,

the

crude as

"

do you?

Compare "The Great Train Robbery,"
Edwin S. Porter's masterpiece of twenty
years ago, with any of the late releases.
Story and continuity written on a scrap
of paper, people engaged and picture
made in less than a week I think about

Therefore, it is a Goldwyn rule that
every still offered the exhibitor shall be

legion.

an actual scene from the

rectors must
will take his
of the actors
Many of the

go and the actor of today
place.
It is from the ranks
that the best directors come.
directors and stars of today
worked their first picture for me at $5 a
day and were glad to get it. Offer them
$5 today and see what happens.
I have before me now a still with Priscilla Dean and Louise Huff, the first pic-

If

an actor wanted, or got more than

a day, he had to risk his life.
director's salary ranged from $40 a
to $100.
*

*

The
week

*

In the business end the General Film
the Patents Company had

Company and

the whole world by the tail and anyone
wishing to do business had to pay toll to

them.

Then Dave Horsley loomed up as an
independent pro-ducer, followed closely
by Kessel and Bauman and Fred Balshoffer with the Bison Brand of Westerns.
It is said that they got the name of the
company from the animal on the only
piece of money they had left after incorporating the New York Motion Pic-

—

Company a buffalo $10 bill. Then
Laemmle with the Imp, then Thanhauser,
Powers and Mark Dittenfass and then
Gaumont and Pathe started to manufacture in this country.
Then the Blaches
organized the Solax Company.
ture

In the early part of 1911 the Eclair
Company came from France, built a
studio in Fort Lee and showed the other
companies that good photography could
be turned out in this country. And few
are the pictures today that are better
photographically than those made by the
late John Vanden Brooke in those early

davs for Eclair.
*

*

*

There were many more independent
producers but they soon fell by the wayI
wonder how many people reside.
member the Pantograph Company with
a studio at Nepera Park, organized by
Paul Panzer, or the Pilot

Company

of

picture.
It is
further a requirement that there shall be
a reason for suggesting its use in the
merchant's window.
And rule three,
on which we have placed the burden of
the proper use of still displays, is to get
just as many windows and just as varied
displays as possible.
Such an opportunity is offered with

"Grand Larceny," the Albert Payson
Terhune story featuring Elliott Dexter
and Claire Windsor which will be re-

Lee Stewart, Mary Charlcson and BarNo,
bara Tennant. Some combination.
ladies, I won't say how many years ago
Another with Frances Ford
it was taken.
and Edith Storey; another with Bert
Bracken, now directing for Selig, another with Dustin Farnum, another with
Tally Marshall, William Riley Hatch and
George Irving and another with Charles

is

M. Seay and Frank McGlynn, the

latter

starring on the stage in "Abraham
Lincoln." But why go on? To enumer-

now
ate

them

Who

in

all

the

would be to copy "Who's
Films" and my space is

limited.

You

see

I

— rambled

do

have done what I set out to
I
all around in filmdom.

rich settings.
For a
his wares with those

merchant

shown

to

link

the stills
an asset that doesn't have to be diain

gramed.
*

*

For instance there

*

a ready link with
modistes or dealers in fashionable gowns.
There is a brilliant affair at a country
club in the opening scenes and Miss
Windsor wears through the picture, a
number of the most striking costumes,
ranging from house dresses to stunning
wraps.
Equally easy are the tie-ups with displays of men's evening wear.
There is
a special cooperative idea suggested in
stills Nos. 46 and 47 which show the two
principal male characters wearing smoking jackets. Here is a chance for a specialized

thank you.

As

is

window display.
made especially

for the purpose
of the candy dealer are three stills showing Claire Windsor and Elliott Dexter

Stills
(Concluded from

p<age 98)

How

$.">

it

leased in a short time.
This is a production of distinct "class." It is a story
of the fashionable society in extremely

a

at

is easy
to put something over
and that after an exhibitor has
bunked a merchant once he is going to
get a mighty chilly reception when he
goes back the next time.

that

once,

ture Louise ever worked in, although her
sister, Justina, had worked in several for
the Crystal Company, which was the
first to star Pearl White.
Another still has Anita Stewart, Lucille

—

— and

cost of around
$1,200.
In length it was 750 feet and it
netted a profit of more than $100,000.
many of today's pictures can equal
that record?
And by the way, the first
closeup ever made was in that wonderful
picture and the actor was George Barnes.
I wonder where he is today.

days

three

24, 1921

Vonkers, or the Bill Steiner's Yankee
Films, or the Defender Films made by
Ed. Porter and Bill Swanson, or the
Lux brand— yes, I know that is a soap
now, but once upon a time it was a film
or
Kleine's
importation
of
UrbanEclipse?
Independents, thy name is

The old trade marks go and others
come to take their place and so old di-

{Concluded from page 71)

December

many

as possible links with
the possible legitimate
reasons for window displays, instead of
being content with a single element.
For instance, take "The Old Nest."
Linking the picture with the Western
Union Telegraph Company, a piece of
exploitation that covered the whole country, was at once unique and the outstanding feature, yet the many other
opportunities were not overlooked, evidenced by the fact that one exhibitor
in a city that ranks well down in the
population standing was able to affect
tie-ups with fifty-six different merchants.
to suggest as

merchants and

all

"Dangerous Curve Ahead" has already
resulted in the greatest demand for stills
from the home office that probably has
ever been recorded in the history of motion pictures.
This was due to the fact
that various cooperative plans were suggested and the picture itself supplied so
many different opportunities.
*

*

*

well to observe here that the exHe
is in a permanent business.
not devoting all his efforts to a single

It is

hibitor
is

production and then retiring. And Goldwyn's department of advertising and publicity works on the principle that the exhibitor will continue to be showing more
and more Goldwyn pictures. We want
him to get every bit of publicity he can
get, but we do not tempt him to go after
displays that will in the end be to his
detriment.
In other words, we believe
that when the exhibitor goes to the merchants with the suggestion of a tie-up
he should have a legitimate reason for
so doing.
operation,
all

When we use the word cowe mean that it must benefit

concerned.
need not recall Lincoln's statement

We

if

with Miss Windsor feeding him candy
from a box she holds in her hand.
Still other scenes show the playing of
"In the Gloaming," stills which afford
either dealers in sheet music or in phonographs or any sort of musical instruments to benefit. It is suggested that
the phonograph record or the sheet music
dealer can arrange special display on
"the old songs."

There is another scene showing Miss
Windsor carrying one of the new style
traveling bags; others the convenience
of chafing dishes; several that afford the
basis for displays on light for the home;
in fact almost every element that goes to
make up the modern home, the exclusive bachelor apartment, and the fashionable country club.
*
It

*

*

would require much more space

to

deal with the different other uses of the
stills from "Grand Larceny" and other
Goldwyn pictures, but so far as our product is concerned there is a suggestion to
exhibitors who wish to get the fullest
possible results.
supply to each exchange a set of
stills selected with an eye to their suitability for both newspaper and exploitation uses.
In service books or through
any other formal media it is impossible
to make more than general suggestions.
The exhibitor who is watching the fine
points in his exploitation will do well to
carefully study these key sets and then to
arrange to obtain just the pictures he

We

wants.

He will soon find that when he offers
the merchant some basis for actually cooperative displays he will get results
that are worth the trouble.
Very often the 11x14 or 8x10 lobby
cards will do as well, but, of course,
these are selected for their dramatic effect and general audience pulling power
rather than with the idea of window displays or any other cooperative plans in
view.

December
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Uses Mechanical Aids
For Scenes in Serial
Selig Adopts Machinery
for Striking Effects in

Col.

Jungle Picture
Colonel William N. Selig, in making
"The Jungle Goddess." a fifteen reel animal serial for the Export and Import
Film Company, has brought into play on
an elaborate scale the use of numerous
mechanical
contrivances
tending
to
heighten the weirdness of the picture and
increase its gripping intensit}-.
Latest
discoveries of science have been employed by Col. Selig to place the production on a higher plane in point of realism
and action, than any previous picture he
has made.

Explains Purpose
In explaining his plans for the production Col. Selig said: "I have made a close
study of motion picture audiences and
have found that it is the unusual in settings and action which grips the interest.
believe I am going further than anyone
has gone before, in putting wild animals
into scenes hithertofore thought imposI

sible.

Introduces Mystery Figures

am

introducing in 'The Jungle Godsome mystery figures which will
and
interest the audience. In one
puzzle
"I
dess'

weird jungle city there will be a monster
figure of a God. By a carefully built up
mechanical contraption it is possible to
move the giant arms of this grotesque
form.
In one scene Elinor Field is
caught in his grasp. The huge fingers
sweep around her body and lift her high
into the air. This stunt, seemingly impossible, represents some of the features
that will keep an audience watching the

with awe."

serial

Gunning Obtains New
Picture by Max Graf
To

Distribute "White Hands,"

Gardner Sullivan Story
Starring Bosworth
Wid Gunning announces
over

taken

Hands,"

in

that

"Three Musketeers"

133

Is

Endorsed by

Scores of Ministers in Philadelphia
Douglas

Fairbanks'

film

version

"The Three Musketeers" was given

of
the

endorsement of the clergy of Philadelwho have gone on record as heartily approving wholesome motion pictures
as a logical medium for the moral eduphia,

cation of the public.

Scores of ministers

of every denomination, their wives, family

members and

friends, recently attended a

private showing of
at the

"The Three Musketeers"

picture." he added, "and I do not
know of a word that better described the
picture in its entirety than this one."
The Rev. John A. Goodfellow, for
nearly fifty years rector of the Church
of
the
Good Shepherd, Kensington,
praised the moral of the picture, as did
Richard Ormiston, who attended the
performance as representative of the
Church Home of Pennsylvania.
Mr.
Ormiston will submit a report to the

Church House.

Aldine theatre.

Can Accomplish Good
Prior to the screening, David Barton,
a Philadelphia lawyer, speaking against
the unfit in pictures, called attention to

the

the

fact

that

"The Three Musketeers"

presented a very convincing example of

whereby the intrigue of a French
court of the sixteenth century could be

art

in a manner that would not affect
the sensibilities of the most exacting.
"Pictures," he said, "such as this, based
upon character, truth, devotion and the
struggle for an ideal, epitomize what can
be produced on the screen for moral
good. It is, therefore, the desire of the
management of this theatre to let Philadelphia's clergymen see for themselves
the plane upon which pictures can be

shown

produced."
Ministers Give Views

During an informal discussion of the
picture following the showing, the ministers agreed that there was not an
objectionable feature. " 'The Three Musketeers' is a laudable example of the motion picture art," said Rev. Charles M.
Boswell. "I do not know of a detail of
this story as it is shown on the screen
that should be eliminated."
"Not only is the picture a graphic
description of the intrigue of those days,
but it is edifying throughout," was the
opinion of Rev. Francis M. Kirkman.
"The word 'marvelous' is used many
times on the screen during the course of

Irene Castle Working on

New Hodkinson

Feature

Work on

the second Holtre Production
"The Rise of Roscoe Payne," starring
Irene Castle, for distribution through
Hodkinson, has reached the half-way
mark at the Estee studios under the direction of Edwin L. Hollywood.
The
picture is from a Joseph C. Lincoln Cape

Cod

story.

The first of the series. "French Heels,"
has been cut and titled and will be distributed on January 8. With one exception the principals in "The Rise of Roscoe Payne" are the same as those in
"French Heels."

Woman Exhibitor to Visit
Producers in Los Angeles
Mrs. M. S. Ayers of the Exeter Street
theatre, Boston, Mass., one of the few
women in the United States to own and
operate a theatre, is soon going to Los
Angeles to visit the studios of producers
distributing
their
photoplays
through
First National.
Mrs. Ayers is the only
woman holding a franchise in First
Xational.
"I am going to Los Angeles in the near
future to meet other women engaged in
the business end of the motion picture industry and to see the producers," said
Mrs. Ayers. "Perhaps I can give them
a hint or two as to what things in pictures appeal to women."

he has

"White
distribution
for
which Hobart Bosworth is

featured.
The picture is the first one
made by Max Graf in the new San Mateo
C.

Gard-

ner Sullivan, and was directed by

Lam-

studios.

It is

from a story by

bert Hillyex.

In Role of Sea Captain
In "White Hands" Bosworth takes the
part of Hurrican Hardy, a hard fisted
sea captain adventuring into the Sahara
He comes
desert in search of goods.

upon

a helpless

American

girl

and carries

her back to a coast settlement with the
Here a
plan of seizing her for himself.
contest occurs between Hardy and a
divekeeper for possession of the girl, who
is finally rescued through the efforts of
a young American and a three year old
white waif. Hardy is regenerated by the
child.

McKim

in

Cast

The picture shows the killing of a man
by sharks. and a fight in which Bosworth
bests a band of Arabs.
The cast includes Robert McKim.
Freeman Wood, Muriel
Fair,
Frances Dana and Al Kauffman. One of
the first play dates will be at the CaliElinor

fornia theatre, San Francisco, the management of which saw the film in the
Elaborate
room.
studio
projection
preparations are being made by Gunning
for its exploitation.

First photo of a news photographer actually working from top of an airplane. It
shows L. C. Hutt, Pathe News cameraman, over San Francisco and gives a vivid
impression of the daring these men must possess to get material for the news
reels.
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Cosmopolitan Hails " Walling ford'
As "The Great American Picture
Officials of Cosmopolitan Productions
and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
announce that in the steady "stream of
bookings of "Get-Rick-Quick Walling-

ford," they find an indication that the
exhibitors are recognizing this comedydrama as "the great American picture."
Cosmopolitan Productions feels that

"Get-Rick-Quick Wallingford" is something more than a fine photoplay it is
an expression of American art and American manners, wit and ingenuity that will

—

ineradicably inscribe itself in the annals
of native achievements.

Plays Houses Simultaneously
Hugo Riesenfeld was one of the first
to recognize this quality in the producThis, in addition to the general extion.
cellence of the picture, it is said, induced
him to book it for two weeks' simultaneous showing in two of his theatres, the
Rialto and Rivoli, in which houses it
opened on Sunday, December 4. This
booking on Broadway is considered by
the producer and distributor as fine a
tribute to the picture as could be accorded it.
Lovers of literature, the stage and the
screen always hail with delight a novel,
a poem or motion picture that indicates

"native American art."
Picture Typically American
The claim is made for "Get-Rick-Quick
Wallingford" that it is essentially and
typically American, that it portrays types
found only within the confines of the
forty-eight states, and that its plot is so
bound up with the national temperament
that it is impossible to conceive of the
story taking place elsewhere than in an
American small town.
The country has grown so rapidly, its
marvelous resources have brought such
enormous wealth that it undoubtedly
more get-rich-quick
birth
to
gives
schemes than any other land. Nowhere
has money been earned so speedily and
It is
in such large quantities as with us.
natural, then, that Americans should be

growth

the

of

more

respect to financial
While they
large scale.
have seen such projects fail, they also
have seen them succeed, or have read of
fortunes made over night.
Battlesburg, the town in which "Getgullible

with

projects on a

Rich-Quick Wallingford" has

its

setting,

therefore, a typical American town.
It is the scene of frenzied finance of the
most modern variety. Its people "fall"
for J. Rufus Wallingford's grandiose
schemes to make them all fabulously
wealthy. In this they reveal the national
is,

character.

Urges Greater Interest
In Short Subjects Films
broadside exploitation sheet isTony Sarge, producer of Sarge's
Almanac, a more serious consideration
for the short subject and a great recognition of its part in the program is
The circular, which has been
urged.
sent to exhibitors all over the country,
appeals for greater publicity efforts in
connection with the short feature and ilcampaign in progress on
lustrates a
Sarge's Almanac productions to more
thoroughly establish their place as an inIn

a

sued by

tegral part of the program.

Latest Talmadge Picture
Talmadge

will

way Comedies, the new series
distributed by Arrow Film Corp.

Willat Directs

two

have

leading men in her next picture, "The
Harrison Ford and Kenneth
Divorce."
Harlan are both scheduled to play imBoth
portant roles in this production.
stars have appeared with Miss Talmadge
in previous pictures.
Sidney Franklin is directing her latest
play at the Brunton studios. Some of the
scenes will be made at a lake in the
(

mountains of California.

Xmas

Turkey

Pat Dowling Says Holiday Bill Needs a Dash of Comedy
To Bring Good Cheer

By Pat Dowling
{Advertising Director, Christie Film

If

you haven't a comedy
is

all

comedy on

feature, then

the more reason why the
the bill should not be over-

looked.

Any

theatre which puts on a holiday
without a comedy is losing one-third
or one-fourth of its chances to make
every audience happy. An elaborate program of music with a feature picture is
fine, but not enough.
Audiences will want to be amused, especially around Christmas time.
Theatre managers generally try to get
the best bills they can get at the holiday
season. This means comedies which will
correspond in class to the rest of the program.

bill

Company)

Holiday time is the best time to make
an especially strong effort to play up
the comedies out front and in the newspaper advertising.

An
gest

all-drama bill will not help to diA show
Christmas turkey.

the

which is all heavy
music would be
whole ham to top

—

Is

Tom Moore

With

and Edith Roberts

as the leading figures of an all star cast,
Irvin V. Willot as the director and Frank
L. Packard of "Miracle Man" fame as
Read, Jr., has
the author, J. Parker
launched his initial production, "Pawned,"
for Associated First National distribution.

More than two months were devoted
preparing the drama for production

before Mr. Read would permit the first
The story was
scene to be filmed.
adapted by Marc Robbins.

Completes Goldwyn Contract
Moore, who has just completed
a long starring contract with Goldwyn,

Tom

for the leading masculine
role in spite of many other attractive offers which he was considering at the
Miss Roberts has just
time, it is said.
completed the leading feminine role in

was obtained

Cecil B. dc Mille's latest production, prior
to which she has appeared as the star of
a number of pictures.

Christmas is coming. Also New Years.
Don't pass up comedies
especially during the holiday weeks.
The time of good cheer, when all
theatres should reflect the Christmas spirit should be the best of times
to put the patrons in a good humor with your all-comedy bills.
there

Film Which

Featuring Tom Moore and
Edith Roberts

to

Digesting the

being

Read's Next Pictured
Placed in Production

Harlan and Ford Both in
Constance

VERA REYNOLDS, appearing in Broad-

—

stuff
in pictures and
just like serving a
off the Christmas or

New Year's dinner.
When you have

settled on the
all
of your holiday bills, for
goodness sake, let everybody know about
Because your Christmas picture shopit.

comedy end

pers will want to know where the amusing bills are to be found.

James Barrows, widely known charac-

ter actor, is the only other member of the
although an
all star cast as yet selected,
announcement of the addition of at least

two prominent players is expected within
few days.
Producing at Ince Plant

a

be
Ince Studios,
made
has
Culver Citv, where Mr. Read
headquarters for the past several
his
Many of the exteriors, however,
years.
the
are to be filmed in San Francisco and

The

interior scenes of the story will

filmed at the

Thomas H.

vicinity.

Gerber Completing Film
Ben Wilson's star, Neva Gerber, is
completing work on the Coast in her latYouth, a
est production, "The Price of
this Arrow
title tentatively selected for
picture.

—

Rul e

or

Ruin

Is

Refo rmer pi an

ranatics Would Wreck G overnment to
Realize Aims in National Campaign to
Picture
ustry Lan
Oppress Public
Arouse People to Protest Movement

—

Unless the motion picture industry through

screens can encourage
more active and extensive participation in the movements against intolerance the time is not far distant when the country must acquiesce to the
dictates of the madcap reformers.
This statement may impress one as rash, but only so when the exact
status of the blue law situation is not fully comprehended.
The campaign of organized bigotry is startling in its comprehensiveness. Despite the fact that it reaches into every city and hamlet its menacing possibilities are little realized by the public.
Responsible for the impassive attitude
The opinion held by
of the public are:
many that "it can't be done"; the declara-

magnitude

tions of the press that the

the

movement

ceitful

is

of

over-rated, and the de-

methods of procedure adopted by

the professional reformer.

The "Mad Kings

of Intolerance"

—the

Bowlbys, the Crafts and the Coopers
are spending thousands of dollars in an
effort to thrust

upon the people another

period of religious persecution. Though
they may deny this charge, their denial
is nothing more than a wilful evasion of
facts to dupe an unsuspecting public.
*

*

*

smaller communities
where the sane Sunday has never been
tested are being recruited to reinforce
the ranks of the blue law cranks, who
gradually are closing in upon the cities
Citizens

of

the

where conditions demand

a

more

liberal

observance of the Sabbath.
This plan of campaigning in the past
has resulted in victories for the reformer
and unless drastic and immediate steps
are taken to counter the movement the
public cannot hope to maintain its free-

dom.
Exacting evidence of the true purpose
of the reform fanatics is offered in the

its

introduced in the Tennessee legisiature by Senator Xoah W. Cooper. Under the provisions of the measure, which
was not enacted, it would be unlawful
bill

to—
Play professional or like ball games on
Sunday.
.Operate freight or passenger trains on

Sunday.
Operate theatres on Sunday.
Print, publish, advertise in, sell or circulate newspapers or other publications

published on Sunday.

Operate soft drink or soda water stores
on Sunday.
*
* *

The

bill

provided

for

fines

ranging

from $50 to $1,000 for violation of the
The author of the measure was"
law.
"humanitarian" in making provision for
the alleviation of distress which "could
not be provided against before Sunday."
"But," reads the measure, "this exception
is not meant to allow any of the things

above specifically prohibited, nor shall it
permit any buying, selling or trading on
Sunday, nor shall this be taken to allow
drug stores or other stores to be kept
open or do business on Sunday, saving
only to supply such needed medicines as
above indicated."
Defeat of the measure in Tennessee
(.Concluded on Following Page)

The Public Rights

League
Since the launching of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
eight months ago some 3,000
exhibitors
and members of
other branches of the motion
picture industry have pledged
themselves to participate actively in this movement for a
free screen.

Hundreds of exhibitors have
taken advantage of the Herald's
offer to supply gratis a series
of slides bearing the screen
messages which are the substantial ground work
movement.

the

of

In a number
crystallization
ion in support
through the

propaganda

Each

of instances the
of public opinof the exhibitor
use of screen
has been effective.

week

PUBLIC

the

RIGHTS LEAGUE
ment reports on the

departactivities

of exhibitors in every section
of the country who are com-

bating

censorship

and

blue

law agitation.
In presenting comprehensive
reports of these activities the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
facilitated the
other theatre men.

has

plans

of

The LEAGUE'S plans for
1922 have been made. It will
endeavor to render thorough
service to the exhibitor whose
business is menaced by the reform agitation.
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The Reformers' Nemesis
Blue laws are meeting more than their match in Missouri.
In
those who would take the "sun" out of Sunday are finding the
Exhibitors, who are most interested in the cambattle a "tough" one.
paign to "swat the reformer," are unanimous in

J

fact,

assertions

that

the

victory

the theatre
owners is due to one man Lawrence E. Goldman
of Kansas City, counsel and secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri.
their

—

of

Mr. Goldman, owner of the Panama and Lincoln theatres in Kansas City, in addition to serving as counsel for the last two years, also accepted
the duties of secretary at the election of officers
last fall
and without any salary whatsoever. Although a clause in the constitution of the Missouri
organization provides for a salary to be paid a
counsel, Mr. Goldman has placed the welfare of
the industry above all else, declining any remunera-

—

December

past year.
Four general assemblies enacted censorship.
The Nebraska law,
however, was vetoed by the governor;
Massachusetts will hold a referendum on
the question in November, 1922; New
York censorship is in force, and Florida
basis its regulation on reports of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry.

Scanning a review of the year's news
you will find that agitation for blue laws
or censorship has prevailed at Chicago,
Waterloo, la.. Grand Rapids, Mich., Los
Angeles, Pomona, Cal., Rome, N. Y.,
Independence, la., Springfield, Mo., Anderson, Ind., Washington, D. C, Atlanta,
Ga..
Portland. Ind., Nashville, Tenn.,
Milford, Conn., Columbus, Ga., Tyler,
Tex., Galveston, Tex., Owosso, Mich.,
Riverside, Cal., Rockford, 111., Louisville,
Ky., and in many other towns. This list,

from complete, illustrates
comprehensiveness of the
movement and its menacing possibilities.
while

clearly

far

the

tion.

*

Lawrence Goldman

Since the last Missouri legislative session, the
battle against the blue laws has been carried on consistently without
In fact, every source or instrument that could be used
any let-up.
has been put to work. Through the personal efforts of Mr. Goldman,
many small town newspapers have been brought to the side of the
Editorials have been forwarded to these papers and every
theatres.
means of propaganda has been resorted to for the protection of the
rights of the people.

The small town theatre owner is Mr. Goldman's best friend. The
smaller the town the greater the faith of the exhibitor.
In Kansas
City, Mr. Goldman is scarcely ever seen out of his office. He is now
making a tour of the state, accompanied by Charles T. Sears, president
of the M. P. T. O. M., and Jack Truitt, treasurer. Thus far, two towns
have been visited, resulting in large turn outs, and in each the Sunday
closing laws were handed a "knockout" wallop.
At the Missouri-Kansas joint convention of exhibitors in Kansas
City last September, a resolution was adopted by a standing vote, expressing the appreciation of the exhibitors for Mr. Goldman's untiring
efforts in behalf of the theatre owner.
A graduate of Washington and
Lee university and a post-graduate of Northwestern university, Mr.
Goldman has received numerous flattering offers to serve as counsel
and attorney for private corporations, but he has remained with his
"first love," the motion picture industry.
F. C. T.

—

Rule or Ruin

Is

Reformer Plan

(Concluded from Preceding Page)
has not concluded the fight, for Senator
Cooper has announced his intentions to
enter the race for United States senator.
He plans to devote his life to this work

and

will offer his bill as a model for blue
laws in other states and eventually a

twentieth

amendment

to

the

constitu-

tion.

More

drastic than the Cooper bill is
sponsored by William Jennings
Bryan. This measure would make it a
misdemeanor for public service corporations to furnish light or gas on Sunday
for lighting or for power for anything
but hotels, street railways, depots, homes
and churches. Only religious music would
be tolerated on the Sabbath.

one

*

*

*

Agitators of the South are savage in
Publication in the newstheir intent.
papers of anti-blue law propaganda is almost an impossibility in Tennessee.
Those who still believe that there is
no danger lurking in the activities of the
reformer should read this statement by
the Rev. Harry L. Bowlby, secretary of
the Lord's Day Alliance:
"We are well financed. Our lobby at
Washington will be an effective and exshall work in every
perienced one.
shall agitate
congressional district.
and spread propaganda and cause voters
to write unceasingly to their representatives until no congressman who cares to

We

We

they were effective."
Stating that he does not propose to
pass blue laws as "there are no such
things," Bowlby then defines the aims of
his organization, which are to close on
Sunday the baseball parks, golf links, tennis courts, all theatres, concert halls,
amusement parks, bathing beaches and
to prohibit the sale of gasoline and other
measures which will stop Sunday automobiling and joy riding and to oppose
excursion steamer rides. These diversions,
according to Bowlby. are unnecessary to
the moral welfare of Christian America
*

The reformer's

*

*

One hundred measures

of this frenzied

type of legislation have been introduced
in congress since 1888. Some have passed
both houses but have failed of final enactment because of disagreements in joint
conferences.
Readers of the Herald know of the
aims of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts of the International Reform Bureau who is unrelenting in his efforts to obtain an absolute
dictatorship over the industry.
That these men are winning supporters
throughout the country is indicated in
the fact that more than 100 censorship
and blue law measures were before legislatures in thirty-nine states during the

*

*

of majority deso pronounced that he utterly
disregards all processes of government
to achieve his sinister
purposes.
He
seeks minority action and he is angered
when his efforts fail. Proof that this is
no exaggeration is found in Craft's recent effort to jam a reform measure
through congress without due consideration by the people's representatives. The
measure passed the house when only a
fifth of the membership was present. He
failed to impress the senate, however, and
the bill was held up in committee.
cisions

fear

is

The "Mad Kings of Intolerance" arc
hoping some day to place the world behind bars. They have been imbued with
the spirit of their persecuting predecessors and they will see their aims fulfilled
though they wreck the American govern-

ment to do so.
Bowlby states there are no such things
as blue laws. He probably has a purpose
for wishing to convey that thought to the
public.
Authentic records of the blue

laws of Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Virginia state that for "blasphemy, swearing,
etc.,"
a person "shall be bored
through the tongue" for the first 'offense,
"stigmatized in the forehead with the
letter B" for the second offense and he
"shall suffer death" for the third offense.
For absense from divine service a person

would

stay in congress will dare refuse to vote
for our measures. These were the methods used by the Anti-Saloon League, and

24, 1921

receive

"on

the

lashes, well laid on."
*
*

bare

back,

ten

*

People ridicule the idea that such laws
again could be imposed on them.
But
they do not consider the fiendish mind of
the professional fanatic.
Cooper of Tennessee, queried on how
he spent Sunday recently in Washington, stated that among other things he
went motoring, using gasoline purchased
on Saturday. In his maniacal desire to
deprive people of the theatre and other
forms of entertainment he religiously forgets, as do other reformers, that there
are millions in this country who have
not the wealth to purchase automobiles
in which to ride through the country on
Sunday with gasoline purchased during
the week days
The Bowlbys, the Crafts and the Coopers who infest the country will realize
their aims unless the American people
are cured of their impassiveness.
The
motion picture industry must be a leader
in the movement to arouse the public to
protest against oppression.
Among the organizations which are
actively combating the blue law movement are: The PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE, the Anti-Blue Law League of
America, Inc., the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry.

December
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Slides Free

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

slides, con-

sisting of twelve pointed

and forceful messages upholding the

freedom of the screen,

being rapidly exhausted.

is

you have not already obtained your

slides

— send

absolutely free to your theatre

These

slide

in

— which

are delivered

your order at once.

messages are now being exhibited

in

hundreds of the-

atres throughout the nation and are strengthening the for-

midable force of public opinion which will eventually safeguard
the industry

Do

not delay.

from the assaults

The

slides are free.

of fanatical reformers.

It

is

your duty

to

your

own

business and to the industry at large to run them.

Fill in the order blank,

published herewith,

HERALD.

and Mail

417 Sou:h Dearborn

realize the existence of a concerted inert- revet
1
radical reformers to establish a dictatorship over

Knowing

that immediate action

of

on tie part cf
motion picture
drastic and on- American laws.

mast be »»V»n

to

the free-

dom of the screen, I pledge myself to the cause of the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGL'E. my only obligation to be that I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the LEAGUE, and in this manner do my part in arousing public sentiment against this radical
and oppressive legislation.

*nd mail U
Herald
Smk
#9
Otmbmu
street,

_a
>MEe

ye* wish

Iheatre

tian

C

a

to

nmiff

,

if

he::-.!
rf the

LSA Z "£

aty

Chicago.

Slides

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
417

South Dearborn

street.

Chicago. III.
Send me. free of charge,
Herald s supplying to

the

;

RIGHTS LEAGL'E campaign

to

I wul run each slide at every
ditons permit of this arranged*

ISiffu

Exhibitors

EXHIBITORS

Order Your

Pledge
industry through the enactment

Street,

to

Write

City

leg-inly
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for
THE outlook
as big

we do

ductions

the

and twelve

not

reel

"AT THE STAGE DOOR" (R-C

coming year

productions

as far

is very propitious
concerned. By big pro-

is

mean merely

pictures,

the spectacular ten

which do not adapt them-

special cast

headed by

Ziegfeld's "Follies."

Billie

of a

small

many

with big themes, well acted and carefully directed,
features that will draw and will bear repeating. It isn't

vicissitudes in the chorus.

is

only contracting for those features he knows will

satisfy his patrons.

"HAIL THE

—

J.

M.

R.

WOMAN"

(First National)

is

about

Thomas H. Ince has ever done. Techand every other way it is one of the most pleas-

the biggest thing
nically

ing and complete productions offered

A

brilliant cast of players

in

recent months.

was assembled

to enact the
various roles and under the careful direction of John
Griffith

Wray

the

work

of each stands out.

It

is

in

eight reels.

"FOOL'S PARADISE"
DeMille's latest opus

is

(Paramount)

Cecil

B.

a story of the infatuation of

little French dancer and an
Mexican border town. In direction,
lighting, setting and story it is very complete and the
cast numbers such well known players as Dorothy
Dalton, Mildred Harris, Conrad Nagel and Theodore

a returned soldier for a

American

Kosloff

in

girl in a

the leading roles.

"LUCKY CARSON"
Williams,

is

an adaptation

(Vitagraph) starring Earle
of the novel "Salvage" and

serves as an ordinary vehicle for this star.
is

interesting but lacks dramatic

The

story

situations sufficient

above the average type of screen play. It was
directed by Wilfrid North and is five reels in length.
to

lift it

Two

a

girl

who

Dove, a new recruit from

concerns the

town

which appreciates and
will support the better, cleaner type of photodrama.
Public taste is a matter of culture, and the patronage
of the motion picture theatre in recent years indicates
a marked change in public taste.
The exhibitor's
problem, what to book? isn't nearly so hard to solve
as it was a few years agp when he was bound down
to one or two programs. Nowadays he can buy pretty
much what he pleases and the far-seeing theatreman

is

finds happiness in the city after

It

selves readily to the small theatre's needs, but stories

difficult to establish a clientele

Pictures)

William Christy Cabanne production presented with a

life

It is six reels long.

"A GUILTY CONSCIENCE" (Vitagraph)
story laid in India and contains many splendidly
tographed settings.
reproach.

The

especially

thrilling

The acting

story runs a

is

a

pho-

of the cast is without

too evenly to prove
although the picture manages to
entertain.
Directed by David Smith.
"THE JOLT" (Fox) is a story written around a
returned soldier and his efforts to obtain work. Johnnie Walker plays the role of the soldier and Fdna
little

Murphy that of a French war bride. There is a thrilling chase over house tops after a gang of crooks at
the finish and the picture will doubtless interest our
A. E. F. boys.

"OUR MUTUAL FRIEND" (Wid
An

Gunning, Incj

exceptionally well filmed picturization of Charles

Dickens last complete novel which will not only please
but properly exploited will prove a box-office attraction of unusual value. A foreign picture of real merit
in seven reels.

"JUST AROUND THE CORNER" (Cosmopolitan-Paramount) was written by Fannie Hurst, writer
of "Humoresque," and is a story of mother love. The
city is its setting and it depicts life as it is lived just
around the corner. Frances Marion directed a cast
of capable but not famous players, four of whom will
gain popularity through their appearance in this picture.
It is in seven reels but does not give the impression of lengthiness.

"CONCEIT"

(Selznick) Strong human appeal, exand good photography marks this
The
latest Burton George production for Selznick.
strongest scenes are laid in the Canadian Rockies, and
the scenic effects secured are remarkably interesting.
cellent

direction

scenes from "Conceit," the Selznick special feature directed by Burton George and featuring William D. Davidson, Mrs.
Charles Gerard, Betty Hilburn, Maurice Costello, Warren Cook and Patrick Hartigan.

De Wolf Hopper,

SPECIAL CAST IN

WOMAN
NATIONAL)

The Cast

HAIL THE
(.FIRST

Judith Beresford
David Beresford
Oliver Beresford
Mrs. Beresford

Nan Higgins
"Odd Jobs Man"
Hurd

great combination of talent in a great screen play.
The story was
written by C. Gardner Sullivan and was directed by John Griffith
Wray, under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince. with an all-star cast.
gripping drama of American life that will prove a big draw. Length
7,460 feet.

Joe

Wyndham Gray
Richard Stuart
Mrs. Stuart

A

"Hail the Woman."
Hail Thomas H. Ince! Hail C. Gardner Sullivan! Hail director Wray! Hail
Theodore Roberts and Florence Vidor,
Tully Marshall, Madge Bellamy, Lloyd
Hughes, Charles Meredith, Edward Martindel and that wonderful mother, Gertrude Claire.
This is undoubtedly Ince's greatest
play.
It shows painstaking care in production all along the line.
The actors
and actresses were chosen with extreme
care and there isn't an over-acted nor
overdrawn scene in the eight reels. There
isn't an exaggerated character in the picture either. Theodore Roberts has never
done a finer piece of work than his Oliver

the Woman," as exquisite screen entertainment.

The picture has unlimited possibilities
for exploitation.
It is timely, in that it
has a Christmas Eve celebration at a
Settlement House, where children gather
and sing and are given little gifts. The
song "Still Night. Holy Night" plays an
important part of this scene. Many suggestions for inexpensive prologues are
presented in the picture's unreeling.

The Baby
David,

There is a dramatic scene in
just prior to this when Mrs.
Beresford defies her iron-willed husband
when he again attempts to turn Judith
out of the house and declares "If she
goes, I go with her."
Throughout the latter part of the story
there is a very pleasing little love romance
between Judith and Richard Stuart, a
clean-cut New York youth.
his child.

the

home

—

—

ANTONIO MORENO

CONSCIENCE
(VITAGRAPH)

A

r
Theodore Roberts and Florence Vidor
the

in

"Hail

Woman"

story deals with Oliver Beresford,
a wealth}-, bigoted New England farmer,
whose creed is "Men and their sons first"
David Beresford, the son, is studying for
the ministry, much against his will. He
is secretly married to Nan Higgins, stepdaughter of a villainous and worthless
character about town. Nan is about to
become a mother when David returns
home for a short vacation. The elder
Beresford learns of her condition and of
his son's responsibility.
She, however,
in fear of David's father, does not anthey
married
and Beresnounce that
are
ford buys off Nan's stepfather with a
check for S1.000. She runs away and the
chird is born in a poorly-furnished room

New York

City.

David remains

silent

while she suffers through want and poverty trying to support her baby. Judith,
following a visit to a nearby cottage one
evening, is likewise driven from home.

While distributing Christmas gifts from a
Settlement House she accidentally comes
to Nan's room, finds out the truth and
cares for her baby after Nan dies. Judith
returns to her father's house and demands
that David clear Nan's name and recognize his child. It is on the day that David
to be ordained a missionary to foreign
lands. The baby toddles up to the pulpit

is

scene from "Hail the
(First National.)

Woman."

fairly pleasing picture in spite of
the monotone of the story. Well
photographed amid picturesque
settings and certainly well acted
by the cast.
The expected never happens in "A
Guilty Conscience." Probably this contributes more to its value as entertainment than if the conventional thing had

taken place.

The

in

A

IN

A GUILTY

alone.

•

Muriel

The screen can well accommodate more
pictures as big as "Hail the Woman."

Beresford, a grim, hard, uncharitable, old
who terrified his family with his
over-piousness and narrow-minded ideas.
Florence Vidor wins one's sympathy at
the start as Judith Beresford, the girl who
wonders "what God has against women."
who finally leaves her tyrannical father's
roof and makes her way in the world

keen understanding.
Tully Marshall also scores as an uncouth, greedy. "Odd jobs man," and the
step-father of little Nan, secretly married to David, but who is forced to keep
the knowledge to herself. This role was
very well played by Madge Bellamy. Her
Nan Higgins will long be remembered
because of the exquisite shading of a^difncult emotional role.
The balance of the cast, even down to
little four-year-old Muriel Dana, was exceptionally good and each contributed
no small part toward the success of "Hail

Eugene Hoffman
Frances Dana

Junior

bigot,

Gertrude Claire gives a splendid interpretation of Mrs. Beresford, the selfeffacing wife, and Lloyd Hughes as the
other member of the Beresford family.
David plays the role of the son with a

Florence Vidor
Lloyd Hughes
Theodore Roberts
Gertrude Claire
Madge Bellamy
Tully Marshall
Vernon Dent
Edward Martindei
Charles Meredith
Mathilde Brundage

and David, before the assembled congregation, confesses his sin and recognizes

The

story

is

developed so

easily that at no time does the picture
attain a stirring climax. All of which, in
the end, instead of detracting materially
from the value of the play, has made it a
though unexciting entertainpleasing,

ment
The
tonio
offices

story opens in India where AnMoreno, who is stationed in the
of the Commissioner of India Civil

who has come to
with him. The wealthy bachelor
Commissioner, on seeing her falls in love
with her and plots to get her husband out
of the way. He promotes him to MagisService, greets his wife

live

of Kajra, where several previous
magistrates have succumbed to fever. He
then showers attention on the wife left
behind who is grateful for the promotion
of her husband until she learns his motives and the fact that her husband is
dying with fever.
She accuses the commissioner and a
guilty conscience prompts him to make
amends by going to Kajra to get the
fever-stricken victim. He arrives in time
to see the magistrate subdue a native uprising by the simple expedient of a few
well chosen words. Everything ends happily when the sick man easily pulls
through his attack of fever, and on being
brought back to a more civilized post the
couple is blessed with an addition to the
trate

family.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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AT THE STAGE DOOR
(R-C PICTURES)

A

moving and interesting
story of a small town girl who
has to give up everything for her
more favored sister, and her adrapidly

ventures and misadventures after

becoming a chorus

girl.

An

ex-

and well
acted picture that should go big.
Directed by William Christy Cabanne and one of his best. Six

ceptionally

well

cast

rightful share of happiness as the wife
of her defender.
The picture breathes the atmosphere of
the stage, and there is a glamor and romance about it that cannot fail to hold
the
interest
of
patrons.
Mr.
Cabannc's direction keeps the interest from
lagging throughout his story. From the
time that little Miriam Battista appears
as the younger Mary Mathews until Lillian

("Billie") Dove, as this same child
to womanhood, smiles in the final

grown

wedding fadeout, there is enough of action and substained suspense to keep the
audience interested

The

sets

are

in the proceedings.
colorful and appropriate,

and

the .photography, while not
tinctive, is satisfactory throughout.

KAKLE WILLIAMS

dis-

December
SPECIAL CAST

JUST

24, 1921

IN

AROUND
THE CORNER

(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)
Another mother picture.
Not as
good as "Humoresque" but better
than many that have been offered.
A photoplay which permits of
effective advertising and is worthy
of

In seven reels but does not

it.

give impression of length. Frances

Marion directed and wrote the
scenario.

IX

LUCKY CARSON

reels.

(VITAGRAPH)

An

adaptation of the novel "Salvage" which makes but an ordinary program feature.
Story is
interesting at times but at other
times is unconvincing and has too
few dramatic incidents. Directed
by Wilfrid North. Five reels.

This

not one of Earle Williams best
In the early scenes it gives
promise of a good story, but as it progresses it taxes one's credulity and fails
to impress one deeply. Coincidence plays
too big a part in its development.
Williams, in the role of a London
is

pictures.

A

down-and-outer, David Carson,

scene from "At the Stage Door."
(R-C. Pictures.)

to

"At the Stage Door," a six-reel picture,
written and directed by William Christy
Cabanne, is the latest of the RobertsonCole productions. It is also the first starring production of Lillian (Billy) Dove,
a refreshingly beautiful young girl recently recruited from the Ziegfcld forces.
The story is an interesting one woven
about a subject more or less familiar both
on the screen and stage, but by reason of
its action, human appeal and satisfactory
cast, must be rated considerably above
the usual offering.

The work of Miss Dove is brilliant
throughout and gives promise of the future.
ture

Another valuable asset to the picis the work of little Miriam Battista

and one emotional scene of this talented
little artist will long be remembered.
Mr. Cabanne begins his story in a small
town and ends it in a Fifth avenue mansion, so there is plenty of variety, a display of fashionable gowns, and the allur-

ing atmosphere of Broadway and
life back of the curtain line.

its

stage

The widow Mathews has two daughHelen and Mary. Helen is the selfish
one and Mary gives up everything in
favor of her younger sister, even to allowing her to take her boyhood sweetheart and marry him. Mary leaves home
and joins the chorus of a Broadway show.
But the stage does not claim her for its

ters,

jump

into the

Thames

is

He

Rudolph Kluck, strikes
down, loads him into a
passing cab and changes clothes with
him. With money he finds on Kluck's
person he goes to America and while
passing through Madison Square accosts
a jockey out of work sitting on a bench.
The latter gives him a tip on the races
and they become fast friends.
Carson
also plunges into Wall street and corners
the cotton market. He saves Doris Bancroft from drowning at a summer resort,
and falls in love with her. Kluck again
crosses his path and Carson gives him
tips on the market to atone for robbing
him in London. Kluck has an affair with
a Russian writer and asks Carson to
shield him and also secure a. packet of
Doris misletters Mme. Maranoff holds.

altercation with
that gentleman

Mme.
Carson's interest in
Maranoff, but later learns the truth and
Betty
there is the usual happy ending.
Ross Clarke was a beautiful and convincing Doris; Earl Schenck a sufficiently disagreeable Kluck and Loyal Underwood a
typical follower of the ponies.
In theatres where Williams is popular
"Lucky Carson" will doubtless please.
Exhibitors who have played Earle Williams' pictures before should know best.

performance, and she begs off from the
wild celebrations to find contentment in
her comfortably furnished room at Mrs.
Reade's boarding house.
One evening
the stage manager attempts to compel
to join a party. Philip Pierce,

doubtless

You

the cast announcement at the end.
gain interest in the personnel.

Maybe you recall Lewis Sargent of
"Huckleberry Finn." He's a city messenger boy in this picture and his ailing
and widowed mother's loving support and
You'll remember him that
henceforth.
You'll remember, also,
Sigrid
Holmquest, as his sister, a
protector.

way

misguided

but

girl of the city.

well

intentioned

young

The mother role and that
young man whose atten-

of the insincere
tions to the sister gives the story weight
are but little less capably handled.
Frances Marion's direction satisfies and
the picture's technical side is wholly ex-

Despite the relationship to "Humoresque," it is probably advisable not to
advertise it by comparison. It is an excellent
evening's' entertainment in its

to the extent of -dragging her into
the gay parties that follow the evening's

Mary

producers of "Humorhad that success in
mind when "Just Around the Corner"
was made. Fannie Hurst, author of the
former, wrote the latter. The first scene,
showing the Ghetto, is a connecting link.
But this is not a story of the Ghetto,
nor of any race or religion. Neither is it
as powerful a story as the other.
The printed cast of characters does not
impress you.
If you know any of the
players, it is but slightly.
But when the
picture is over, you wish they had placed

Cosmopolitan,

esque,"

cellent.

own

sphere

and

should

when presented on

satisfy
its

own

thoroughly
merits.

In the story, an ailing mother's daughis wooed by a worthless young man
who will not come home to meet the
mother and brother. She dismisses him
definitely on a night when her mother,
unknown to her, is dying, then seeks to
recall him to satisfy her mother that she
will be well cared for.
A passing strangter

mem-

ber of a socially-prominent family, sees
the struggle and saves her from her predicament by landing a well-directed blow
to the nose of the stage manager. A few
nights later her friend sees her from a
front seat and sends a note back stage.
Thus begins a friendship that finds its
happy fruition at the altar, with Mary
enjoying for the first time in her life her

scene from "Just Around the Corner."
(Paramount.)

about

River, having

lost a fortune he made at the race track.
changes his minti, however, and in an

interprets

A

sympathy is aroused and he substitutes for the missing trifler. The mother
dies peacefully after she has seen him and
he subsequently marries the daughter.
er's

A

scene from "Lucky Carson"
(Vitagraph)

December
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CONCEIT
An

(WID GUNNING)

human

story told in an
entertaining manner.
Skilfully directed and with scenic
Love ineffects second to none.
terest not strikingly strong, but
intensely

unusually

Well cast
sufficient to entertain.
and exceptionally photographed.
Whether or not a conceited rich man
may be so pampered and flattered that it

Picturization of Charles Dickens'
story proves most delightfully interesting and entertaining.
The
picture is remarkable for the
characterization and individuality
given each of the well-known

Photography is good and
unusual excellence is shown in
direction.
Seven reels.

figures.

follows that he becomes so affected by

exaggerated ego that he

is

weak

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND

(SELZNICK)

also a liar and

That,
to argument.
however, is the angle taken in the story
production
which
has
latest
Selznick's
of
been named '"Conceit," and despite the
basis for argument, the story supplies an
intensely interesting and holding vehicle
for a picture that is away out of the ordi-

coward

a

nary.

The

rich

— has

is

open

man — named

W

illiam

SPECIAL CAST IN

Crom-

(PARAMOUNT)
In direction, lighting, settings and
continuity this is probably the
most magnificent production of
Cecil B. DeMille. Good heart interest in the story and many of
the scenes are dazzling and gorgeous.
Should prove a big at-

to the intense boredom of his guests, he
telling of his hunting exploits and
is
boasts of having killed a wounded bear

with his bare hands. This being doubted
he invites all his guests to a hunting trip,
and the scene shifts to his palatial "lodge"
in the Canadian Rockies.
There he proposes that each should
remain until he has killed a bear. It then
transpires that Crombie's old guide, who
had always killed the bears for Crombie,
was ill and had sent his son in his stead.
Finally all the guests had killed their
bears with the exception of Crombie, and
his guide became so disgusted that he
left him.
He becomes lost in the wilderness and
He is
fear drives him almost insane.
finally sheltered by a trapper and after
recovering from his fright, becomes infatuated with the trapper's ward, Jeannette. Promising her all the luxuries his
wealth can give her he almost persuades
her to go away with him. The trapper
discovers them together and suggests
that the
that he

He

shows
fight for the girl.
afraid, and the girl tells him

two
is

he is a coward and drives him from the
camp.
Returning to his city home he discovers that his wife, whom he has been too
weak to hold; is being made love to by
another man, and orders him from his

The other man, knowing Cromcowardice, laughs at him and Crom-

home.
bie's

hangs his head and slinks away.
Crombie is finally induced by his one
real friend to take boxing lessons, and
after being badly battered by a husky
bie

an unsuspected fighting spirit is
aroused and he knocks out the trainer.
Filled with the new spirit he goes to his
home, beats up the other man and throws
him out of the house. Then he goes to
the Canadian Rockies and after a series
of adventures, rescues the trapper and
Jeannette, after a desperate hand-to-hand
battle with a half-breed and an Indian.
The trapper tells him he has fairly won
Jeannette, but his better spirit rules and
he returns to his lodge, where he finds his
wife waiting, happy over his regeneration.
As the cowardly boaster and again as
the regenerated man William B. Davidson does excellent work. Hedda Hopper,
as the wife, is sweet and convincing, and
Betty Hilburn charming as the woods
trainer,

girl.

The

picture

is

exceptionally well

and the photography, especially
the scenes in the Canadian Rockies, are
directed,

A

scene from "Our Mutual Friend.'

(Wid Gunning.

traction.

I

DeMille has outdone himself in
Paradise," his latest and most

Cecil

One need not

be a lover of Dickens to
thoroughly enjoy "Our Mutual Friend,"
the clever picturization of the last complete novel written by the great English
writer, which is being distributed by Wid
Gunning, Inc. A knowledge and appreciation of Dickens lends added zest to
enjoyment, but there is a full measure of
entertainment in the seven reels even for
those to whom Dickens is but a name.
"Our Mutual Friend" was made in
Copenhagen, by the Nordisk Film Company, and to this Danish producing company should go a lot of credit for having
departed from the recognized formula of
a pretty girl, a dashing hero and an acceptable villain being sufficient basis

around which to build a

picture.

In this picture every character

is

given

distinctive individuality and the acting is
close to perfection. The spirit of Dickens

has

been

preserved throughout and it
for even the most critical

would be hard

to pick a flaw in the cast, costuming or
settings. Through it all the quaint humor
made immortal by the gifted pen of Dickens ,is retained to a remarkable degree,
and each of his lovable characters is portrayed in a manner intensely human.
Catherine Reese, as the fiery, impetuous
Bella Wilier, is one of the most refreshingly beautiful young actresses we have
yet been permitted to look upon, and her
work in this picture gives promise that
she will be better known to American
Later, after her roscreen followers.

mance with John Rokesmith has reached
culmination in marriage and motherhood, she has lost the impetuosity and
temper and is most sweet and lovable as
a young wife and mother: The part of
John Rokesmith is delightfully taken by
Peter Walton.
its

Silas

Wegg

and Mr.

Venus, two of

Dickens' never-to-be-forgotten characters,
have been given over to Bertram Cross
and Charles Wilkins, and their portrayal
of the whimsicalities of these two unique
figures

one

is

so

cleverly

feel that the

done as to make

screen shows too little
Riderhood, played by
not nearly the part in

little

them. Rogue
Evan Rostrup, is

box-office attraction.

the picture that Dickens made it in his
novel, but to time limitations is probably
due the shortening of the work of this
strong character.
Only Dickens could create lovable.

short of remarkable.
While palpably overdrawn in some respects the story is so delightfully told
and has so many true-to-life angles, that
it promises to be an exceptionally good

old "Pa" Wilier, father of the wilor equally lovable old "Pa"
and "Ma" Boffin, and it remained for a
Danish director to take these and all the
other cherished characters from printed
pages and re-create them into moving,
acting and almost living people of the
screen.
"Our Mutual Friend," originally twelve
reels in length, was cut down by the
Gunning people to seven reels to meet
the requirements of exhibitors, and so
cleverly was this work done that it would
be hard to believe that the picture has
lost anything from its original form. The
titling is exceptionally good, many of
them being taken verbatim from the book.
All in all "Our Mutual Friend" is a rare
treat and to miss it is to cheat yourself
of
something worthwhile.
It
should
prove a big box-office attraction.
Bella;

ful

FOOL'S PARADISE

always been able to purchase
what he wanted, a pretty wife included.
At a dinner party at his luxurious home,
bie

141

of

"Fool's

lavish production for

Paramount

distribu-

In the matter of variety of scenes
it sets a pace, ranging from the
squalid
surroundings of a boom oil town on the
Mexican border, to the deluxe settings of
a Siamese temple.
tion.

There are cowboys, border ruffians.
French dancers, Siamese princes and
princesses,
peacocks
and
crocodiles.
There is a Mexican cantina, a French
opera house, a Siamese palace, and a
fairyland.
And DeMille makes all this
fit in with a tense dramatic story of love
between a young returned soldier and an
American girl dancer in the Mexican cantina, interrupted for a time by the French
dancer, but ultimately working out to a

happy

en-ding.

The theme,

as developed by Beulah
Marie Dix and Sada Cowan, and suggested by Leonard Merrick's short story
"The Laurels and the Lady," opens in an
oil town when the young soldier, Arthur
Phelps, meets Poll Patchouli, a dancer.
Phelps has been injured in the war and
while in a hospital in France became
dazzled by the beauty of Rosa Duchene,
a French dancer. Poll Patchouli falls in
love with Phelps. Rosa Duchene and her

troupe are billed to show in the local theatre and while waiting at the stage door
to see his charmer, Phelps lights a cigar
given him by Poll. The cigar is one of
the trick sort and the explosion which
follows so injures Phelps eyes that he
becomes blind while sitting in the theatre
watching the French girl dance. Later
he wanders into the cantina in time to
hear Poll giving an imitation of the
Realizing that she has
French girl.
caused the blindness of the man she
loves. Poll passes herself off as the
French girl, imitating her voice and accent so perfectly that Phelps is deceived
Both arc
and later they are married.

happy

until Poll learns of the

coming of

eye specialist who can restore
She takes him to the
Phelps' sight.
physician who restores his sight and
Phelps leaves her and tarts in search of
the French girl, finally overtaking her in

a great

.
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Later Phelps realizes that it is
and he returns to the
Mexican border town in time to rescue
Poll from the proprietor of the cantina.
They are re-married and the happy ending is brought about.
As Poll Patchouli, Dorothy Dalton is
Her dramatic
piquant and charming.
work in this will rank with the best she
has done. To Mildred Harris is given
the part of Rosa Duchenc, the French
dancer, and in it she is more than good.
Conrad Nagcl and Theodore Kosloff
have respectively the parts of Arthur
Phelps and John Roderiguez, the contina
proprietor. Both are excellent.
Properly exploited, "Fool's Paradise"
can be made one of the big things of the
Siam.

Poll that he loves

season.

WALKER-MURPHY

IN

December

new Strand

Dittman, owner of the

fade-out.
Larry is a helper
final
around a lumber yard. Big trees fall

the

Freeport,

tre at

within an inch of him; he rides logs;
makes love to the mill owner's daughter
and throws the whole camp into an uproar when he incurs the enmity of one

24, 1921
thea-

111.

Mr. Dailey had just been informed that
the proprietor of the Freeport house contemplated the installation of a ventilation
system for his theatre. In less than five
minutes he had talked to Mr. Dittman,
burned up $11 worth of telephone "juice"
and clinched an order for two Monsoon

of the mill hands. Of course there is the
usual slap-stick finish, and a daring leap
from a tall tree into a mill pond.

blowers.
The time and money saved in eliminating the trip, Mr. Dailey claims, will buy
a new left hind tire for his flivver.

Makes Record Time Sale
To Theatre Man in Illinois
Via Phone from New York

Issues Eighteen Charters
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Eighteen amuse-

What probably stacks up as recordbreaking time in the closing of a business
transaction over telephone was made recently by J. F. Daily of the Monsoon
Cooling System, New York City, in a
long-distance conversation with J. F.

ment

enterprises, with an aggregate capitalization of $376,500, were issued charters here in one week by Secretary of

State John

J.

Lyons.

THE JOLT
(FOX)
interesting

Fairly

story

of

a

re-

turned soldier's struggle to make
both ends meet. Should interest
our A. E. F. boys. Slow moving
story with two Fox stars much
in evidence. Directed and written
by George Marshall. Five reels.
Every returned
ested

in

who

falls

soldier

will

be inter-

story of an overseas boy
in with a gang of crooks and is

this

only saved from jail by his faithful
"buddy." A dramatic climax lifts the
story from the slough of slow moving
action

in

the

early

part and

saves

the

whole.

Walker gives his usual forceful and
clean performance as Johnnie Stanton, an
Edna Murphy is supposed to
ex-soldier.
be a little French war bride, which requires quite a stretch of the imagination
Others in the cast are Rayto believe.
mond McKee, as Nolan, a wounded
"buddy" of Johnnie's; Albert Prisco, as
Limur, a crook; Anderson Smith, as Col.
Anderson; Wilson Hummell, as a French
father, and Lulu Warrenton, as a mother.

looks somewhat like Tom Moore,
but there the resemblance ceases, as he is

THE HOUSE

Johnnie Stanton, while sojourning in
France with the A. E. F., marries Georgette and together they return to a little
flat in New York, where a welcome party
is arranged by neighbors. Limur, a crook
and former acquaintance of Johnnie's,
appears at the party but states he is
"going straight" and will help Johnnie.
When Johnnie is unable to obtain work,
Limur tells Georgette he will give him
a job and forthwith Johnnie goes to see
Limur. In his absence Nolan, an overseas soldier, calls at the flat and informs
Georgette that his colonel has a job for
Johnnie. Limur hands Johnnie a roll of
bills and asks him to steal some valuable
papers from the Colonel's safe. He refuses but later, when reminded of Georgette's needs, consents. At the house he
is discovered by Nolan, who agrees to
hush he matter up, but the "lookout"
enters and shoots Nolan and gets away
with the papers. Johnnie is accused of
the shooting, but is vindicated by Nolan
and the thieves are caught after a bitter
chase over housetops.

THE SAW MILL

PLAYS THAT PAY

AN IDEA—
THAT GREW
Not So

Many

UP.

Ago

Years

Two men conceived the

idea that the secret
of success in the stock brokerage game
was SERVICE. They started out with

the motto: "Give 'Em Plays and Everything to Help Put Those Plays Over."
It

was good dope and today

60% OF

THE PLAYS SOLD TO STOCK
HOUSES

McKee

inclined to overact.

OF

are handled

by the—

rcwTiiDv
pi a v rn
LtlNlUKi rLAl
LU.,
1400

A STOCK

A SCREEN DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

Exploiting the work of recognized and still unheralded
writers.
In contact with all
of the big Film Producing
Concerns.

Handles a

catalogue that
containsOVER 500 ACTIVE
PLAYS and includes a large
number of the big BROAD-

WAY

Inc.

NEW YORK CITY

Broadway

HITS.

A PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
Is in touch with Broadway
producers and represents such
authors as WILSON COL-

LISON,

EDWARD

PEPLE,

GEO. SCARBOROUGH,

VINCENT
and

LAWRENCE

others.

AND THERE ITIS IN A NUT SHELL

(VITAGRAPH)
Larry

Semon's

latest

comedy,

"The

Saw-mill," contains more genuine humor
than one would think it was possible to
dig up around a lumber yard. There are
several real thrills in it as well, and the
action is kept up from the first foot to

THE HOUSE OF PLAYS THAT PAY
L

"
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for

you know public opinion

almost anything

1922
By Jay M. Shreck
(Concluded from page 65)

over-seated at present and this same condition extends to a majority of the smaller

There can be no prosperity while

cities.

these

conditions

advise

against

more theatres

at this

exist

the building of any

I

time and until the population can support

added playhouses."

Paul Brunet:

There

will

business in the

sway
mo-

if

confidence."

hand, the picture business

bounded.

is

not going to

collapse.
However, I insist that merely
talking about the coming of better times is
not going to bring them. The only way to
bring back prosperity is to make better
pictures and exhibit them."
Samuel Goldwyn: 'The future has no
limitations.
It is open to new players, to
new authors, to new producers, to new exhibitors to all who have faith in the glory
of the screen and the perseverance to turn
their dreams into reality."
Arihur S. Kane: "The aggregate rev;

distribution will be the basis of future success in our business. No matter how good

than

stick

a

photographs

of

set

in

the product
bution."

it

must have adequate

distri-

*

Charles Ray

tion picture business along with it. As for
'Why' because the American public is an
amusement-loving public, the motion pic:

is pre-eminent in the amusement field,
and the producer and theatre manager are
too wide awake to let it slip from this

ture

pre-eminence."
R. S. Cole
"Your whole question might
summed up in one answer of a few
words which could be drawn from the
:

be

answers,

In summing up their opinions, the
following comments were made:

demand for what is at once entertaining,
genuine and faithful to nature will survive,
and they will make of motion pictures an
ever more powerful force for good."
L. Frothingham
J.
bright yes, very bright

"The future is
for the exhibitor
and producer who keep abreast of the
times.
Personally I see naught but clear
sailing ahead for those in the industry who
'play the game.'
(Only excerpts from the articles contributed to this symposium have been
utilized in this forecast.
Beginning with
the next issue of the "Herald," however,
the individual articles will be publishas a part of a series on "What Does the
:

—

with the

simple

state-

that

the

cast

and Martin Faust have been given imThe company, under
the direction of Ralph Ince, is in the
neighborhood of Lake Placid at work on

portant male parts.

the picture.

Report on Industry's Coop oration in This Movement Is Presented to Educational Committee in Congress
report showing the activities of the motion picture industry in
fostering Americanism has been presented in Washington to Senator
William S. Kenyon and Congressman Simon D. Fess, chairmen of the
joint committee of education of the United States senate and house.

The presentation was made by Colonel
Arthur Woods, chairman of the Amer-

president of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry; J. HampMoore, mayor of Philadelphia;
ton

stantial success for all of the butchers,
bakers and candlestick makers of the past
who have raised themselves up to the high
plane of the present day and future methods of conducting a highly superior educa-

tion,

Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; Lewis J.
Selznick, president of Selznick Corpora-

and Harry M. Crandall, president of
H. M. Crandall Enterprises, Washington,
D. C.

tional business."

The

"The experimental

schools,
programs
for
picture
churches, colleges, welfare societies and

tion
in

*

We

instances,

outdoor parks and

"The motion picture industry in general has been making a definite effort
to comply with the request made by the
joint committee on Education," says the

:

:

many

playgrounds.

indeed"

"The trouble with
the motion picture business, to no little degree, is with the motion picture itself.
When we improve the general quality of
our product we will increase the popularity of the cinema.
The quality of the
films cannot be improved if the present
general scheme of production is allowed to
continue."
Aaron Jones
"We must quit crying
about bad business immediately and begin
a propaganda of success.
must tell
everybody we meet how good business is

report recites briefly the accom-

plishments of the industry in spreading
Americanism propaganda both by making and distributing Americanism pictures and in cooperating with patriotic
societies in the preparing of special mo-

stage has passed. The industry has lived
through its era of star gazing. Its head has
been withdrawn from the clouds and its
feet are now firmly upon the solid foundation of experience.
Its
commerce will
naturally be guided by the law of supply
and demand and there is every reason to
believe that the industry's future is bright
*

made

Norma Shearer has been cast in the leading feminine role, while Gladden James

Adolph

*

is

"Channing of the Northwest," Selznick production starring Eugene O'Brien,
has been selected by Myron Selznick.
for

Americanism Via Screen

:

Marshall Neilan

Why?"

Selznick Selects Cast
Announcement

E. V. Richards, general manager of
Saenger Amusement Company
"I would
consider that the future holds a very sub-

:

confidence is unthe popular

who heed

A

General
Analyzing the forecasts herewith
presented, one must be impressed
with the sincere optimism with
which these men view the future.

William A. Brady

"My

:

Producers

«

W. E. Atkinson: "To recapitulate;
'What Does the Future Hold,' a gradual
and healthy increase in prosperity in all
lines of industry which will carry the mo-

previous

handled along such lines one can look
forward to the future with a feeling of

Future Hold, and
*

his

lobby, and a few one sheets and three sheets
He
at the side of his theatre entrances.
must graduate from the class of the order
taker as must any successful salesman."
* * *

ment that the business has finally been put
on the basis of a commercial business, and

Adolph Zukor: "This business is not
out of the woods yet by a long way, any
more than other businesses. On the other

enue developed from a wide and thorough

that promises much for the future.
This is the healthy stimulus which the public has given to the production of short
subjects of quality. The really big and fine
feature of course always will possess powBut exhibitors are raperful attractions.
idly learning that in the absence of such a
feature they may rely with confidence on a
program made up wholly of a variety of
subjects none of which exceeds three reels
in length."
Arthur S. Kane: "In the belief of the
writer many frills of presentation must be
cut down to a business basis, introducing
rational economy and not a false economy
that will hurt the audience appeal, but remembering the picture itself is the backbone of the theatre."
W. E. Atkinson "But the burden does
not rest alone on the shoulders of the
maker of pictures. The exhibitor must improve his methods of appeal, his salesmanHe must do more
ship of amusement.

143

tion picture theatres."

an evolu-

exists

:

•

—even

tion in the character of picture theatre pro-

grams

•

1

Congressman Fess, Senator Kenyon and Col. Woods
Committee of the Motion Pic-

Left to Right:

icanism
ture Industry.

This committee came into

existence at the request of the late secretary of the interior,

Franklin K. Lane,

and the joint committee on education of
the senate and house in January, 1920.

Members
to Colonel

of the committee, in addition

Woods,

are William A. Brady,

report.

In conclusion,

it

states that the

Americanism committee "has the assurance of men representing all phases of
the motion picture industry that they intend to continue and develop the work of
making the screen a strong influence for
right things in America."
presentation of the report was arS. Connolly, Washington
representative of the National Associa-

The

ranged by Jack
tion.

K \
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Light, just below Miami, available for
motion picture companies

General view of the Lagoon, Miami Beach, showing the picturesque gondolas which ply the waters before the big hotels.
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Live Wire Producers Should Heed
Demand for Scenic Variety
Florida Offers Great Wealth of Natural Beauty as

Says
Admirers

American

of

made motion

pictures are constantly urging producers
"to impart more scenic variety to their out-

door settings.
Sometimes monotony and fao f
are

miliarity

scenes
complained

These
cisms

be

of.

criti-

should

heeded

by progressive
producers anxious to avoid
the rut.
In this connection
there

comes a call
from the South
which
should
be hard to resist.
Miami,

James Beecroft

the

Queen

City of Florida, is extending an invitation to motion picture producers to locate
there and avail themselves of the richness of her material and the great wealth
scenic
of
natural
beauty which she
possesses.
*
*
*

Miami is a town of about forty-two
thousand inhabitants but the tourists increase this population during certain
winter months by' many thousands. The
city is a wide awake, up-to-the-minute
town whose citizens take great pride in

and the Chamber of
composed of successbusiness men is always ready and

civic well-being,

its

Commerce, which
ful

is

Virgin Material for

the Spanish Main.
light in this part of Florida is so

powerful and uniform during the
day that pictures have been taken continuously from 5 a. m. to 5 p. m. and the
clear,

resulting negatives showed an equality
of density and illumination which was
marvelous for exterior exposures.

There

several
well
appointed
operating in Miami and
more in course of construction.
Charles Gramlich, who is president of
Charles Gramlich Features Plays, Inc.,
is
the pioneer motion picture man in
Miami. His studio is located within three
minutes' ride of the center of the city. It
is spacious and well lighted.
D. W. Griffith used the laboratories when he last
visited Florida and many others have
found the Gramlich studios and laboratories satisfactory in every particular.
Gramlich Feature Plays, Inc., produced
studios

are

now

facilities.
It can be reached from
in forty-two hours on trains
de luxe at a cost of $70.30 and when both
the cost and the time are compared with
that of other producing centers, the saving will be seen to be considerable.
Hotel and housing accommodations are
adequate and of the best. The food is
delectable and the markets offer delicacies all the year round which cannot be
had in any other locality in the world.
Scenically, the town and its environs
possess locations which are virgin material for the camera and are of unparalleled beauty. There are homely pastoral scenes which would pass for New
England settings and then in contrast,
the majestic homes and estates of the
wealthy for which the city is famous.

*

*

*

Miami's splendid beaches are washed
by the blue waters of the Gulf Stream.

machinery

of

every

Directly across the street from the
studios the Miami Canal passes through
Hialeah.
This canal runs from the Bay
of Biscay to Lake Okeechobee which is
centrally located between the Atlantic
and Gulf and passes directly through the
Everglades, the habitat of the Seminole
Indians, the only Indians in the United
States who never surrendered, a fact

Harold W. Rosenthal, former secretary
Motion Picture Exhibitors League, and
*Jiis son, Evan H.. have opened a Motion
Picture Service Bureau in Miami, in anticipation of the use of Miami and Southern Florida by many producers who have
already expressed their intention of going
there this winter.

of people, principals and extras, in any
number. They can also direct producers
to any desired locations and arrange for
the privilege of using them.

New York

agricultural
description.

of

commercially.

unusual

and

several series of comedies which were
well received and others are in prepara-

The Rosenthal service bureau is prepard to furnish producers with all kinds

offers

panies will find an almost inexhaustible
supply of material to work with.
The
Curtiss-Bright Ranch has an abundance
of cattle, deer, hogs, horses, poultry, and
in fact everything which a ranch location
could give and in addition to this there is
an aviation field, aeroplanes, automobiles

tion.

willing to co-operate to the fullest extent
with those who desire to extend Miami

For the picture producers, Miami

Camera,

JAMES BEECROFT

The bays and islands off the coast offer
material as alluring as the tropical atolls
of the South Sea Islands and the coast is
rich in the legend of the buccaneers of

The

the

going
to
contemplating
Producers
Florida should write Mr. Rosenthal who
will gladly forward any information desired.

'Artists,

directors

and cameramen

are invited to make the Rosenthal bureau
their personal Florida representative.
The Brush studio is now complete and

ready to accommodate visiting companies.

The Miami

of
Miami studio
the latest and
This corporation is building
projects.
studios and accessory building on a location immediately adjacent to the CurtissBright Ranch at Hialeah.

Studios, Inc.,
largest of the

is

the

title

Hialeah is about four
miles from the heart of Miami. The first
studio unit which is nearing completion is
very favorably situated, and renting com-

The

village

\

of

VIC

Typical scene in the Everglades of Florida adjacent to Miam..

which should be of great value to the
imaginative director.

The officers and directors of Miami
Studios, Inc., are Glenn H. Curtiss, president; John W. Claussen, vice-president;
E. G. Sewell, secretary and treasurer;
James H. Bright, Frank H. Shutts. John
B. Reilly, John P. Tarbox, B. B. Tatum,
and Frank

J.

Pepper.

Glenn H. Curtiss is a man of international prominence and commercially he
has never known a failure. E. G. Sewell
has been the president of the Chamber of
Commerce for many years and is often
spoken of as "The Father of Greater
Miami," having directed the work on the
first building in Miami twenty-five years
ago. All the other officers and directors
are well known business and professional

men
is

of high standing

"success."

whose watch-word

Of THt THOUSAND

IhlimSTWG

;

MAKE YOUR NEXT PICTURE

IN

THE

MIAMI STUDIOS
HE

first of the unit stages of the Miami Studios. Inc., will be ready for the production of motion pictures about the third week in January.

Here, with new equipment, wonderful climatic conditions, beautiful tropical scenery, an infinite
selection of backgrounds, none of which are shopworn, magnificent estates and homes, picturesque
islands and seascapes, and perfectly equipped studio, shop and laboratory, producers will be able to do fine pictures at low cost furthermore, the cooperation of the local citizens, the size and character of the city, are a
perfect foundation for the establishment of
;

MIAMI — the

coming motion picture producing center

Nearer New York;
Transportation less;
Accessible by telephone;
Telegraph tolls less;
Weather uniform;

Motor-boats;

Shops and taverns;

Picturesque rivers;
Engineering works;
Jungle scenes;

Palatial hotels;

Beautiful casinos;

Greater number shooting days;
Scenery of unusual variety;
All outdoor sports yachting, flying, fishing, polo, golf, motoring, tennis, surf

Woodland

Interesting business streets;

Little rain;

Perfect portraiture possible in exteriors
no hard or sharp high lights;
Ranch scenes;

—

—

bathing;

and color;

Dairies;

Plenty of

Deserts;
Tropical fruit groves;
Farms and gardens;

Interesting off-shore islands;

Wreckage;
Rocky bluffs;

Aeroplanes;

Artistic canals;

life

trails;

Seminole Indians;
The famous Everglades;
Steamships
Yachts;
Marine Gardens;
Innumerable fish and bit
Moorish Gardens;
Venetian bridges;

—

Excellent oiled- surface roads stretch in all directions. The nearness to the
all in or within twenty-five miles of Miami.
West Indies, to Cuba especially, makes it easy to secure mountainous scenery and Spanish or West Indian atmosphere.

Miami

Studios, Inc.

Miami, Florida
For the convenience of those producers who are in or near
York, we have opened an office with F. I_ Faurote, at
Fifth Avenue, where information may be obtained and
photographs of locations seen.

New

677
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ARTISTS

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH FEATURE PLAYS,
THE PIONEER PRODUCERS

Inc.

of Southern Florida

To Producers

of
Stage space to rent, with
laboratory to develop

and print—

office

and

dressing rooms.

you

come

Miami, Florida.
Sunshine and Palms.

Invites

to

to

main

Beautiful scenery

the

Wonderful homes
Splendid water, and
Bathing Beach scenes.

Offices, studio

street,

office

in

minutes ride from

City Hall and

all

big stores.

and laboratories at 3th
South, Miami Ave., Miami, Florida.
1

Street,

To Artists
Send us your photos and open

time.

Miami

Modern

land

The most complete studio and laboratories
the South, 48 hours from New York.
In the center of the City, three

Miami is located on
Ocean Bay and Canals.

The

an(

the

public buildings.

surrounded by
most wonder ful
is

tropical

scenery

in

the

world.

Miami is the winter play-

Distributors

ground of America.

The Chas. Gramlich
Feature Plays company
Miami

is

only 230 miles

is

from Cuba by boat
train and aeroplane.
Bimini,

nearest

island, only

45

making

tropical two-

comedies and big
features. We invite your

reel

corporation to distribute

British

our products.

miles.

Visiting companies

coming

to

Miami send

us your wants in advance.

Address

CHAS. GRAMLICH,

Pres.

THE CHAS. GRAMLICH FEATURE PLAYS,
Miami, Florida

Inc.

December

24, 1921
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Studio of

Brush Photoplay

Co., Inc.

Miami, Florida
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ONE OF THE REASONS YOU SHOULD PRODUCE

IN

MIAMI
IS

A

HOLT

BECAUSE

January

Day

PAGE

and

Will soon start construction on a Studio in Miami which will be the
three stages
word in studio architecture and equipment

—

last

Watch
1

for our announcements in February,
922, and learn the other reasons.

HOLT
Mill
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Miami

to

PRODUCERS!
Are you coming
If

you

are, let

Florida this winter?
us know in advance we will make
to

—

everything easy for you.

We are
of

prepared to furnish you with any number
extra people
men, women and children all

types,

—

—

nationalities

and

We

can direct you to
arrange for their use.

We

colors.

all

kinds of locations and

can aid your people in securing suitable
accommodations rooms, apartments and hotels.

—

We are

ready and willing to furnish you with any
information about Miami and Southern Florida.

We have a number of experienced
down here capable

of

men and women

playing important and minor

parts in your productions.

Let Us Serve You
—

—

Cameramen
Directors
Artists
Make us your Florida representative; it costs you

—

nothing absolutely no registration fees of any kind.
Just send in your photos, description and particulars.

Miami, the new motion picture producing center, where pictures can
be made all year round no rainy season no fogs.

There

will be plenty of

work

in

—

—

Make Our

H.

Office

Your Miami Headquarters

ROSENTHAL AND SON

W.

Motion Picture Service Bureau
119 N. E. 4th Street,
Smn

mill
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LETTERS
From Readers
Communications

on

topics

of

Writers are
confine themselves

current interest.

re-

quested to
to
500 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

Barber

man

in

(wielding scissors over head of
chair)
Shall I go over it again?

—

Victim (bored into semi-slumber)
heard every word the first time.

— No,

I

Mass.

Voo Doo.

Tech.

*

Fun

It's

to

became the father of a boy yesterday,"
remarked the barber gently hinting for a

Be Sick

"I

SALMON, IDAHO.—To

the Editor: I
bed for three weeks, but
two of these three weeks have given me
tlie time of my life.
I have collected the
Ukrald family about my beside and have
held a regular pow wow; talking over exploitation with Fred Meyer, Harold VVendt
and Charles Ryan; dolling up the theatre
with Jack Cairns; smiling like a Roosevelt with Mrs. Helfer; nodding with approval at Burton's plea for keeping up admission prices; pondering with a few over

have been sick

tip.

in

the riddle 'When is a franchise not a franchise?'
and roaring with laughter at

S Prague's and Jenkins' battle royal.
I
have chuckled over Dr. Child's

re-

ports written in the forty-nine vein
now
chatting contentedly over schemes with
Sudie I. Haney not forgetting to smoke
a few pipes with William Thatcher in

"Well, well," said the customer climbing
out of the chair, "here's a dime for the little shaver.
Portland. Me., Express.
*

A man

rushed into a barber's shop one
dav and said hastily, "Cut the whole three
short."

"What
"The
tion."

George Ade, noted author, now on the
Lasky lot, Los Angeles, where he is
cooperating

in

the

production of his

;

;

reviewing westerns and comedies
often
grinning understandingly with O. R. Nation and Jean Lightner on drawing a
Paramount lemon now and then gladly receiving sound advice from Commander

story, "Our Leading Citizen,"
Thomas Meighan stars.

Lieutenant Weaver and the
human, efficient Herald staff, and, in
short, 1 have had had a dandy old time
listening to what all the members of this
big entertaining family from Sax Sax, Oregon, to Live Wire, Florida, and from Ioka.
New Hampshire, to Giacoma, Ariz., have
had to say.
You Herald editors and brother exhibitors have certainly entertained me and
cheered me up and I am feeling mighty
grateful.
Philip Rand, manager, Rex theQuigley,
loyal,

Salmon, Idaho.

atre,

Tells

Mr. Neilan

"Why"

MILFORD, IA.— To the Editor Some
time ago, I saw an article from Mr. Xeilan
stating there should be more small town
exhibitors book and run big pictures di:

rectly after the big shows in the city. But
I find most producers ask such an exorbitant price that a small exhibitor cannot use
them while new. However, I find that
Paramount and Universal are willing to

give a small exhibitor a chance on these
big pictures at a fair rental. I booked and
ran "The Affairs of Anatol" three days
directly after the showing in the Des

Moines

theatre,

Des Moines,

la.,

and

this

ever booked three
town of 823 population
and showed it to S. R. O. every night and
feel confident I could have done a nice business on the fourth night. "The Affairs of
Anatol" pleased my people and got the
money. I personally think the story weak,
So what's the
but heard no complaints.
difference? A. M. Leitch, manager, Royal
theatre, Milford, la.
the only picture
days. I only have a
is

I

which

:

paper you are putting out and the good
editorials, as well as the department "What
the Picture Did for Me." I believe every
small town exhibitor should jump into it
and write up each week just what the pic-

—

to

collect.

—

Customer (with alarm) How about paying in advance? "Topics of the Day"

ture did for

them and the condition of the

picture.

think the suggestion of one exhibitor
week as to the class of people he
showed to is a good suggestion and should
be added, as I find what goes well one
place will not go another place, but we
can pretty generally tell by the average of
For
the reports as to a picture's merits.
I

this

have booked Frank Mayo's "The
Fighting Lover" and I have yet to find a
instance,

single

comment favorable

to

this

all

knock on

it

or objectionable scenes are not shown in
Kansas so we do not have to worry about
that, for we live in the state of strict censorship and do not get to show some parts
or even some pictures other exhibitors do.
Let's keep the good working going, fellows,
and boost the Herald. M. D. Foster, man-

—

ager,

Gem

theatre,

It,

who

shall see it first.
like a letter from

seems

to hear

as many brother exhibitors, and anyone interested in the motion picture industry cannot afford to be without it as I consider the Herald superior to all the others.

M. Leitch, manager, Royal

Milford,

Barber

— Your

hair

getting very gray,

is

Customer (waiting an hour already)
I'm

not

Get

surprised.

a

move

on.

Saskatoon Star.
*

Barber

— Your

hair

sir.

is

coming out on

top,

—

Sensitive Victim
Then for goodness
sake be quiet!
If you start talking to it,
it will probably crawl back again.
London

Answers.

theatre,

la.

Sells Interest

In Fine Art

Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.. Dec. 13— S. J.
Hankin, president and general manager
of Fine Art Pictures Corporation, 3314
Lindell boulevard, has disposed of his
stock in that company and retired from
its

home

from

—A.

much

sir.

Hankin

Too

Editor: I have
been a subscriber to the Herald since I
first began my career as an exhibitor and
I do not expect to be without it whether
When
I continue to be an exhibitor or not.
the Herald arrives in our house, Mrs.
Leitch and I both make a grab for it to
It

end and makes it ever so
Cranford Spark.
I"

Williamsburg, Kan.

The Wives Like
MILFORD, IA.— To the

see

up on

easier to cut

picture.

and now I will have
a chance to see for myself and will report
on it as soon as it shows.
Of course rough titles and bad language

They

"Why do you insist upon telling horrible
stories of ghosts and robbers while cutting
my hair?" said a long-suffering customer to
a talkative barber. "I'm sorry sir," replied
the barber, "but, you see, when I tell stories
like that to my customers their hair stands

I

—

Making Reports More Valuable
WILLIAMSBURG, KANS.—To the Editor
I want to commend you on the good

—

Customer to barber Can I get credit
here?
Barber Sure, I just cut a nick in the
nose of a credit customer so I don't forget

Films.

;

;

in

three?"
the beard and the conversaDaily American Tribune.
hair,

management.
Hankin states he

is considering a trip
study the latest European productions available for the independent market in this country. Should
he decide not to go abroad at this time
he will go to New York to look over
the independent offerings. Eventually he
intends to open an independent exchange

to

Germany

to

here.

Alleged Swindler Hits
Wisconsin Exhibitors
The Herald is in receipt of a letter
from a Wisconsin exhibitor stating that
a man, representing himself as a booker
for a troupe of Hawaiian players, has

*

*

*

To Rebuild After Fire
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SHIPMAN.

advance

ILL., Dec. 13.— Maurice
Skaggs, whose Opera House here was
destroyed recently by fire, announces that
His loss was covhe plans to rebuild.

the advance
money, says the letter, the players failed
to make their appearance.

The blaze also deered by insurance.
stroyed two restaurants, the total loss
being $30,000.

mulcted theatre
payments.
After

men

out

paying

of

—
December

—

——
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Did For Me"

the Picture

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to tkis department.
a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read in the
TELL US
It is

WHAT THE

HERALD

every

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For

Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417

Associated Exhibitors
Women Who Wait, with a special cast.

—Good

picture and enjoyed by all. Not
a very good turnout, however. No fault
of the picture.
Dr. Roy Hudson, Liberty theatre, Killeen, Tex.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The

—

with George Arliss. Picbut title kept them out.
Pleased about 60 per cent. L. B. (Treason, Palace theatre. Eukula. Okla.—
Small town patronage.
ture

Devil,

fair,

—

First

National

The Wonderful Thing, with Norma
Talmadge. Lighter than the "The Sign
On The Door, but it made a big hit with

—

my

patrons.

bad weather.

Drew very good

— Ralph

Lieber, Circle theInd. Transient pat-

Indianapolis,

atre,

in face of

—

—A

S.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago.

good spook picture. Played to full
R. M. Rector. Columbia theatre.
Anadarko, Okla. Neighborhood patronhouse.

—

—

age.

The Woman in His House, with Mildred Harris. A very good picture, but
very sad.
Did not do any business to
speak of. due to star, who is not popular,
but pleased everyone who saw it. W. H.
Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

King Vidor producone of the very best picYou
tures we ever had in our house.
It's better
can't go too strong on this.
than nine-tenths of the sermons you hear
nowadays. It's there and then some.
Will please 100 per cent. Comique theNeighborhood patatre, Jamesport, Mo.

The Sky

tion.

—This

Pilot, a
is

—

—

ronage.

The Last

of the Mohicans, a

Maurice

ronage.
Bits of Life, a Marshall Neilan production. The picture went over big, and
enjoyed big pleased patronage. William

—

—

Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma
Okla. General patronage.

City,

—

—

Serenade, with Miriam Cooper. No
box office value in either star or title. No
comments.— Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale
theatre, Hinsdale, III.
Neighborhood pat-

Knocks Are
His Guides
G.

F.

Ryegate,

REDISKE.

The child, Richard Headrick, a marvel.
Even a greater crowd the second night
than the first.
Book it. Get behind it

boosts
in

with exploitation and the public will do
the rest.
Harry Lee Wilber, Rialto the-

—

atre, Fullerton,

—

Ind.

Man— Woman — Marriage,

—Fine

Allen

I

Fair business on account of the
weather. Heal & Davison. Sterling theatre, Superior, Nebr.
Small town patronliked.

—

—

age.

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.

Some

Others did not. Don't
go too strong on this in your advertising,
and don't raise your price of admission.
liked this.

Our people

are stronger for Constance,
as strong dramatic action does not go as
good for us as comedy. The more fun
the better.
Comique theatre, Jamesport.
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Good References, with Constance Talmadge. Went over with a rush. A bully
good classy comedy. Giacoma Bros..
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

The Midnight

I

Well

Bell, with Charles

Ray.

that he finds this

findings

ofin

in

the

important work of
knowlbusiness
edge distribution
apparent
is
it

method

practical.

Picture Did for Me.'

Beauty Contest now in
between Jenkins. Rand,
Sprague and Meyer has been very
much enjoyed and we are anxiously
waiting to hear the outcome."

"The

—

The Jack-knife Man, a King Vidor
production.
i s e r a b 1 e
photography
ruined an otherwise meritorious production.
The Jack-knife Man is a lovable
character and the offering is clean and
wholesome and if they will overlook the

—M

—

dark photography it ought
with the average audience.

register
to
mar a good picture in this manner. J. C.
Auditorium theatre.
Jenkins,
Neilgh,
to

Too bad

—

—

Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.
Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Holds my house record and pleased my
patrons 100 per cent. A dandy picture
and will sure clean up for you. Stanley
& Son, Yaudette theatre. Hagerstown,
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Swimrnin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. Picture that was well received.
Did not draw as well as other Ray pic-

which had more promise of ac-

tures

— E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo,
Ariz. — Neighborhood patronage.
Back to God's Country, with Nell Shipan extra good picture. The
man.—This

tion.

is

little

cub bear

in picture

is

and
remarkable
at 11 and 25
Lyric theatre.
a real find

Shipman does some
work. Did a good business
Nell

cents.

— Thomas

Deacey.

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Not
one complaint on this picture. Hard for
us to grant that Chaplin is the star after

reporting

own box

Sending his photograph, he writes:
"I certainly enjoy the HERALD
and read it from cover to cover.
This is the only guide that the
small town exhibitor has in buying
pictures and I have sidestepped
many so-called 'specials' by keeping in mind the knocks and boosts
I have gathered from "What the

progress

—

Evart, Mich.

attrac-

ticipation

an

picture.

a Marshall Neilan proof the real pictures and it
will go over fine.
Two days to good
business.
Arthur Jackson. Martz theatre, Tyston, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
It,

favored

fice

ronage.

Holubar production.

depart-

order that others
may follow similar procedure. In
view of his long
and regular par-

pat-

Go and Get
— One

duction.

ment and books
his

—Neighborhood

published

this

tions,

Cal.

Peck's Bad Boy, with Jackie Coogan.
Just a fair picture, but from the audience
standpoint great.
Broke all house records.
E. W. Hoover, Alhambra theatre.

Knightstown,

theatre.

Star

weighs carefully
the knocks and

Mont.,

—

—
—

ronage.

The Child Thou Gavest Me, with a
special cast— Positively a great box office
attraction.
Stars perfect in their roles.

—

Tourneur production. Very good, but
the person that read the book is the one
who got the good of the story Kelly
& Roush, Rex theatre. Custer, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

Boosts and

—

week what the picture
Address "What The

—

seeing little Jackie with eyes full of the
Our patrons
verv essence of rascality.
looking forward to Peck's Bad Boy,

which we show soon.

— Horn

&

Morgan.

—

Star theatre. Hay Springs, Nebr. Small
town patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. Well made and well acted. The
only criticism that was unfavorable was
E. L.
that the storv was too tragic.
Franck. Oasis'theatre, Ajo. Ariz.— Neighborhood patronage.
Courage, with a special cast. A-l picture that will satisfy any audience. R. M.
Columbia theatre. Anadarko,
Rector,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. Tragedy
If vour patrons like this kind you
plav.
might get by.— Heal & Davison. Sterling
Small town pattheatre. Superior, Nebr.
ronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. Absolutely no kick coming
Good. Clarence W. Langacher,
here.
New Glarus theatre, New Glarus. Wise.
Transient paronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Human

Desire, with Anita Stew-

—

—

—A—
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picture that has ever shown this town for
seven days. Many good comments from
patrons.
Drew fairly well. Frank H.
Mackey, Alhambra theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Singing River, with William Russell.—
Good program picture but star does not
draw for me. He ought to, being as how
we got the same name. H. W. Russell,
Family theatre, Albion, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin.
Good picture of its kind. Pleased
about 80 per cent of my patrons. L. B.

—

—

Grccnhaw, Strand theatre,
Small town patronage.

Leslie, Ark.

The Blushing

Bride, with Eileen Percy.
patrons, enjoyed this one. Picture will please most
any audience. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Good

comedy-drama.

—

My

—

Own Heart, with Tom Mix.
Mix pictures I have
Patrons pleased 100 per cent.
Drew very good. Mrs. May, Pleasant
Hour theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. NeighAfter Your

— One

of the best

played.

—

—

borhood patronage.

art.

— This

a dandy picture, as arc

is

all

We

have
Anita Stewart's pictures.
Personally,
never yet run a bad one.
woman
star
favorite
Miss Stewart is our
on the screen today. She is a great actBook it.
It's fine.
ress in every respect.
Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

of

—

Marshall Neilan production.
The kind you are looking for.
Played two days. Business best last day.
Thomas Deacey, Lyric theatre, Evart,
Mich.
It,

—

a

—

Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo LinI have run both Tarzan pictures.
Tarzan of the Apes is better than The
Romance of Tarzan. Also ran In Old
Kentucky and Back to God's Country.
Made money on all. Kelly & Roush, Rex
theatre, Custer, Okla.
Small town pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

—

In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
A great picture; 100 per cent. One of

Anita's good ones.
She
best stars on the screen.

You

satisfaction.

can't

—

is

one of the

Always gives
get

many

too

pictures like this one. T. N. Magruder,
Elite theatre, Baster Springs, Kans.

Idol Dancer, a D. W. Griffith production.
Picture
very
good.
Good
theme. Well acted and pleased all. VV.
F. Pease, Centennial theatre, Lowell, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

The

—

—

—

Nomads
— One

cast.

of the

North, with a special
I ever

of the best Curvvoods

ran.
Wild animals are wonderfully
trained.
Everybody well pleased. Lyman B. Steenblock, Odell Opera House,

—

Nebr.

Odell,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.

— 100

per cent picture in nine reels.

—

R.

M. Rector, Columbia theatre, Anadarko,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Human

Desire, with Anita Stewart.
good picture. Anita Stewart's pictures are all good. The thing I like most
about her pictures they are clean and
moral. Admission 10 and 30c. P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

—A

—

Her Kingdom
Stewart.

— This

of Dreams, with Anita
was a good drama al-

though the plot is very much involved.
Drew a good house despite a very heavy
rain,

Ind.

N.

Strand

Biddle,

— Small

but seven reel features are too long.

Paoli,

theatre,

town patronage.

—

—

—

Kath-

Lisle, with

— C.

—

MacDonald. Very good.
Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart,
Small town patronage.

erine

F.

Fla.

fine.

— Adolph

A

Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

N. Y.

—

Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge. Pleased 100 per cent. She is a
winner for us. Britton & Lundgren,
Melba theatre, Alexis, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.
Good moral lesson.
Pleased all.
Adams & Angleton, Novelty theatre,
Lorgan, Okla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Straight From the Shoulder, with Chas.
Jones. This is the best Jones we have
had in a long time. Shown on Saturday
and pleased them all. As they passed out
they wanted to know when we had the
next one. Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Cyclone, with Tom Mix. Picture
not very good. Great deal missing. W.
F. Pease, Centennial theatre, Lowell,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

A

Riding Romeo, with

Bar

—

Nothing,

with

Charles Jones.
sit on the edge of their seats
a good many times when you screen this
one. The best I ever ran.
must take
our hats off to Jones. H. W. Russell,
Family theatre, Albion, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.

They

will

—

A

We

—

Wm.

good program

picture.
Russell
in this one.
P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
Neigh-

—

does good acting

—

borhood patronage.
The Face At Your Window, with a
special cast.
ture,

about

it,

— This

my

and

is

truly a great picstill talking

patrons are

shown over a week ago. Fox
had America at heart, as this

certainly
picture teaches true Americanism.
B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick, Okla.

— Wm.

Small town patronage.

Over the

Went

over

Hill, with
fine for one

Tom

Mix.

— We

love Tom.
Some have asked if I
couldn't have
here in person. Come
on over, Tom.
will givc"you the best
we have. G. N. Armstrong, Y. M. C. A.
theatre. Rose Lake, Idaho.
Straight From the Shoulder, with Chas.
Jones. The best Jones picture we had
so far.
It is Western and full of pep.
Just the kind my patrons like. It drew
well and it pleased.
W. E. Elkin, Temple
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
Neighborhood
all

Tom

We

—

—

—

—

patronage.

Own

Heart, with

Tom

Mix.

Held

up for three days, better the third than

with a special cast.

Played a week to a very good business.
A wonderful piece of work and a lasting
moral.
Billy Connors, Luna Lite theatre,
Marion, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

After Your

Hill,

—

— Went over good to good business.

Fox
Over the

—

—

In Old Kentucky, with Anita Scwart.
It's old, but new in a town where not yet
shown, and it's a real 100 per cent picture.
Will please everybody.
Exceptionally
Granville,
age.

—

ronage.

In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.
One of the best pictures seen here in a
long time. Pleased good audiences. F.
Reming, Star theatre. Brackcttville,
J.
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

The Notorious Miss

Go and Get

coln.

— E.

Get Your 'M#n, with Charles Jones.
This is a very interesting picture. Everyone pleased. A Eastwood, Strand theatre, Manlius, N. Y.
Neighborhood pat-

the

first.

—

J.

W.

Newcastle, Ind.
After Your

—A

Greer, Starette theatre,
patronage.

— Transient

Own

Heart, with

Western

cast.

week and the

first

Mix.

—

Small town patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. Typical
Mix picture and one that pleased his
patrons. Lots of action. Drew good.
P. Mailers, Royal theatre, Lima, O.
Transient patronage.
The Big Punch, with Charles Jones.
Fair.
J.
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

—

—

Breese,

111.

—

Evangeline, with a special cast.
very good one of the kind and pleased 50
per cent or more. Some very good acting in this, but not the kind that gets us
It pleased the women and
the money.

Have shown worse pictures.
Faulkner, Comique theatre,
Jamesport, Mo. Neighborhood patronthe kids.

McClure

&

—

age.

The Skywayman, with Ormer

a special

Tom

picture.
One of
Mix's best. Full of laughs. C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

dandy

— Some

good scenes

in this

by, but nothing of the

Locklear.

and

will get

special about

it.

—
December

—

price on this one. F.
theatre, Hazen, Ark.

Cozy

Clarke,

—This

L.

Romance, with Tom
and the many

Rough Riding
Mix.

a tine picture

is

stunts by the horse took fine with my
patrons. Everyone seemed to be pleased.

—Adolph

Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranNeighborhood patronage.

N. Y.

ville,

—

Own Heart,

After Your

Tom

with

—The

Mix.

Club theatre, Tuxedo, N. Y.
borhood patronage.
ters,

All's Fair in

A

smart

Love, with

comedy.

little

Humorous

raphy.

titles.

Transient patronage.

—Goldwyn

—

two.

As good

has

scored

with

special

these

as anybody's pictures.

&

Edwards, Palace theatre, AshNeighborhood patronage.
land, O.
Clark

From

—

the

Ground Up, with

—Picture

a special

pleased large business for
second half of the week. William Noble,
Empress theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Genera! patronage.
cast.

—

—

Nest, with a special cast.
This picture is a winner. Buy and then
I
I live in a town of 1400.
advertise.
have a mailing list and sent out 1.000

them what The Old Nest
was, then I played for two days and it
I would advise you
the
top.
went over
to play this picture two or three days
letters telling

Everyfirst day will advertise it.
one was well pleased except possibly a
few roughnecks. Thomas Deacey, Lyric
as the

—

Milestones, with a special cast.

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
a wonderful clean picture

go wrong

booking

you

can't

The

children raved over

in

it.

—

J.

and

this one.

W. Win-

lows

papers in its
latest issue folthe lead of this publication in

seeking from exhibitors lists of outstanding pictures.
Again, we acknowledge that our

—
—True-

contemporary is welcome to a good
idea which we trust they will strive
earnestly to help along, even in
their own small way.

picture.
Patrons liked it. Poor
business.— G._ Strasser, Emblem theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
to-life

—

Husbands

and Wives, with Vivian
Martin. Many like this one and the business would go on the bum. The Indian
character was the only good thing about
it but I don't know how the producer
ever figured him in. Not one favorable
comment, which is unusual, as our patrons say what they think. J. W. Joerger,
and H. M. Maloney. O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Jes' Call

My

Me

Jim, with Will Rogers.

second Rogers.
They are getting
better as they go. The "Holier than thou"
people certainly can't yelp about pictures
like these.
W. C. White, Home theatre,

—

Anderson,

— Small

Calif.

town patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
The only picture that ever played this
city seven days. Had it booked four days
and held

it

over for three days.

my

90 per cent of

theatre, Evart. Mich.

is

—

—

instance,

Straight
the Herald department
of the
graybeard of film

Wonderful picture and a real story.
Ray Wink, Sigma theatre, Lima, O.

Malice, with a speA good clean picture. Drawing power good if heavy exploitation is
used. But be sure to go the limit. The
picture will sure please any audience.
Cash box up in high C. Elbert I. Conroe,
Conroe Playhouse, Conroe, Tex. General patronage.

The Old

—This

For

the
From

The North Wind's

Dangerous Curve Ahead, with a
cast.

Imitation is the sincerest flattery
at the same time it enables
others to help those who can t help
themselves.

and

ness.

cial cast.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Splendid picture. Gave each lady patron
Used James O'Xeil
two carnations.
Whistler's etching of "Mother," old time
oil lamp on the stand with flowers, old
fashioned cradle in lobby, all draped.
They liked it. Clark & Edwards. Palace
theatre, Ashland, O.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

What! Again?

Collins.

Good photogGood family

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Playing second run and doing fine busi-

—

patronage.

— Neigh-

—

erstown, Ind

— Neighborhood
Goldwyn

May

155

picture.— Mrs. R. G. Jordan, Hinsdale
theatre.
Hinsdale,
111.
Neighborhood
patronage.

best subject of this star I have
played. Chuck full of action. Drew fair.
G. R. Davis, Pictureland theatre, Hag-

—

—
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Don't raise

—

patrons.

—

Pleased

Book

this

one and make some money. C. T. Coffin,
Meridian theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Transient patronage.
Officer 666, with Tom Moore.
Good
Tom Moore production. Plenty of acgave our annual Thanksgiving
tion.
Free Turkey which filled our house.
have never failed to increase attendance
from 20 to 40 per cent, on Turkev Night.
—Will F. Taddiken, Elite theatre, Morganville,
Kans. Neighborhood patron-

—

We

We

—

age..

—

Bonds of Love, with Pauline Frederick.
Good program picture. Admission 10-

25 .cents.

—P

G. Held. Sterling theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

Fairmont, Nebr.

—

age.

Bunty Pulls the

Strings, with a spepeople
Didn't get over.
cial cast.
kind
of a story. C. M.
don't like this
Carnegie,
theatre,
Liberty
Hartman,

—

My

—

—Small town patronage.
with Vivian
Fiancee,
His
picture that will
Martin. — A very
please any patron. — H. L. Liggett, National theatre, McRae, Ga. — Small town
Okla.

Official

Playhouse,

Conroe,

Tex.— General

pat-

ronage.

The Brand, with a special cast. — Old
The name of Rex Beach
that is needed to put it over.
W. C.

but very good.

—

is all

Home theatre, Anderson, Calif.
Small town patronage.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
Have not run many of Moore's but
with pictures like this one will soon build
up good following. Good program picture.
Business fair, owing to local conditions.
Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre,
Erick, Okla.
Small town patronage.
The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Biggest box office attraction I ever
played and gave 100 per cent satisfaction. A wonderful climax and a wonderWhitt,

—

—

—

—

ful
story.
W.
theatre,
Fort

C.

Quimby,

Jefferson

— Transient
Chaney. — Lon

Waj-ne,

Ind.

patronage.
The Penalty, with Lon
Chaney does splendid acting and I considered it a good picture.
Never heard
any remarks otherwise.
Picture has

good drawing power.

—

Cash box up

in

Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe Playhouse,
C.
Conroe, Tex. General patronage.
The Man Who Had Everything, with
Jack Pickford. My patrons liked this
one very much. A good picture and
drew well. A. Wirtenberg, Woodlawn
theatre, Schenectady, N.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.— The
acting of Lon Chaney is wonderful, but
the picture was spoiled with frame-ups.
James J. Christie, Third Avenue theatre, Watervliet, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.
Poor Relations, with Will Rogers.
Fine picture and business.
William
Noble, Empress theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.

—

—

—

Y—

—

—

—

—

fine

patronage.

The Old Nest, with a special cast.
Biggest business of the season and the
most unusual competition against us and
we did the least advertising, but we
packed them in. E. F. Galligan, Lyric
Transient patrontheatre, Marion. Ind.

—

—

age.

—

MABEL NORMAND

and her director.
Dick Jones, looking from a window of
the big navy blimp used in making
scenes for "Molly O," the Mack Sennett
comedy -drama now being distributed
by First National.

—

Snowblind, with a special cast. Fine.
Went over big. C. M. Hartman, Liberty
Small town pattheatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

ronage.

Great Life, with a special cast.
Crowd below the cleff.
Drawing power is very poor. Picture
pleasing.
Elbert
Conroe, Conroe
I.
It's a

Fair

picture.

—

Hodkinson
Down Home,

with a special cast.
Averagely appealing drama.
Leatrice
Joy is charming in the leading role and
the balance of the cast are very good.
Just fair business, largely on account of
small pox in the city. E. W. Werner,

—

Warwick

theatre,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Van Winkle,

with Thomas JefferJust a fair production. My patrons
son.
didn't care for it so stayed at home.
ran it two days and lost money. Children didn't even turn out.
made a
special
price to them.
W. E. Elldn,
Temple theatre. Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Desert Gold, with a special cast. Here
is a picture that you should be able to

Rip

—

We

—

We

—
—

—A

—

pack them

in

with.

It

has everything

in

and the story has been read by almost

You can recommend it to
everyone.
if they like this type of photoplay.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callay,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

them

—

—

Up With

with Enid
Bennett.
Pretty good, although as a
drawing card rather nil, as my patrons
Think
didn't seem able to see Bennett.
the title and author's name brought the
business. W. Ray Erne, Arcade theatre,
Small town patronage.
Charlotte, Mich.

Keeping

—

—

Lizzie,

—

The Breaking

Point, with Bessie BarisA. Baradel, Palace
Small town pattheatre, McGhee, Ark.
cale.

1
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it

—

— Fair

only.

— E.

—

ronage.
U. P. Trail, with a special cast.
A mighty good western entertainment,
but my patrons who had read the book
were disappointed in it. I enjoyed it as
VV. F. Haya picture that has action.
cock, Star theatre, Callay, Nebr.— Neighborhood patronage.

The

pelled

The Four Horsemen, with

special
account of
Business poor on
cast.
storms and high prices, but certainly not
the fault of the picture— W. C. Whitt.
theatre, Anderson, Calif.— Small

—

town patronage.
Mars, with Bert LytShowed this two days with entire
cll.
Two days later Ladies'
satisfaction.
Club discussed this picture and congratThe boy that knocked this
ulated us.
different
It's
one surely was wrong.
from other Lytells. Book and boost.
Wm. B. Stubbs, Liberty theatre, Erick,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

sort

of

—

unfinished

—

—

—

Home

with

Stuff,

Viola

Dana.

—

rather hard picture to criticize as it is
all right and it isn't.Docs not overly
please nor yet -displease.
Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

The

Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
here is a winner. Jewel Car-

men shows some good work.
and direction are very good.
boncll,

Monroe

Parlor,

Key West,

theatre,

story

CarFla.

patronage.

Bedroom and

— Just

The

— Juan

— Neighborhood
cial cast.

Bath, with a spe-

another of those that get

by from the fact that it was a stage
success.
Nothing to rave about. W. C.
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Silver Lining, with Jewel Carmen.
A very interesting and entertaining picture. Business very slow, and our patrons
are all in the mountains, and at the coast.
Sam DuBois, Dos Palos theatre, Dos

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Trumps, with a special
cast.
Made a good program picture to
big business. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patHearts

—

—

—

ronage.

Paramount

the way through. The
be a bright little fellow, will not do as a screen actor, and
it is a shame to kid him into appearing in
a picture, and any exhibitor who is com-

performance. H. W. Van Noy, Riviera
theatre. Anderson, Ind.
The Sheik, with Agnes Ayers and Rudolph
Valentino.
Played
to
pleased

poor handling
star, while he

all

may

arrangements

been

—

—

Experience, with Richard Barthelmess.
The best thing George Fitzmaurice has
done. Not quite as good as Everywoman
as a morality play but a very creditable
production nevertheless. Magnificent set-

—

—

H. Talbert, Legion theatre,
J.
Norwich, Kans. Small town patronage.
tings.

The

—

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B.

production.

— Not

bad

one

Decom-

ment.
Patrons all satisfied.
A really
wonderful picture. Played four days to
average business. Will stand a raise in
admission price. Tracy -.Bros., Arcade
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Ricks, with Thomas Meighan.
great picture. Played two days at advertising prices.
Patrons well pleased.
This picture is far ahead of Paramount's

Cappy

A

so-called specials and will draw better
the second day.
H. W. Russell, Family
theatre,
Albion, N. Y.
Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

—

107

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. A wonderful picture which
pleased all. A picture with a good moral.
E. Noah, Liberty theatre, Frankford,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Are

Garments of Truth, with Gareth
Another picture and also star
that it is a crime to force upon the picThe picture
ture going public as such.
does not work up to anything, and shows

—

had

week,

perfected in time to that end. William
Noble, Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.

-

In Again Out Again, with Douglas
Fairbanks
(Reissue).
The admission
charge was any article of food. The proceeds went to charity. 1100 kids attended
and 300 adults. A big success. Will pull
A total of
the same stunt Christmas.

Hughes.

another

Mille

— Say boys,

24, 1921

capacity business for an entire week, and
could have done as much business for

—

eral patronage.

I'alos, Calif.

A Message From

this

The Price of Redemption, with Bert
LytelL Good picture.
Bert Lytell sure
plays the part of a dope fiend fine.
P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

a

Home

show

—

—

Metro

to

product will lose business thereby. W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.
General patronage.

December

families

received

—

—

benefits

from the

—

The Education
Burke.

—A

really

way.

the
not

of Elizabeth, with Billie
good story well told all

Billie

Burke,

however,

does

get the

— Ben

many

cute parts over as well as
others who try that type of story.
L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bel-

laire,

O.

— General

patronage.

—

a special cast.
One
of the best foreign pictures.
Deserves a
good showing. Mrs. R. G. Jordan. Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, III.
Neighbor-

Deception, with

—

—

hood patronage.

The Prince Chap, with Thomas
Meighan. This is a good super-special
feature, and interesting story from start
to finish. Should please any audience, but
drew only a small crowd.
conI
sider it an extra good special.
Joseph F.
Spangler, Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.
General patronage.

—

—

The Home
Lean.

—A

Stretch, with

Douglas Mac-

really fine picture

and patrons

commented highly. Drew very good.
Mrs. A. M. Jones, Olympic theatre,
Nobelsvillc, Ind.

—Transient

patronage.

City of Silent Men, with Thomas
Meighan. More than an ordinary pro-

The

gram

—

This star is always popular with our patrons, but even more so
now. He gets them right at the start
and holds them to the end. Many confused this with The Valley of Silent Men
but were better pleased than if they had
picture.

—

seen it. J. W. Joerger and H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

A Wise Fool, with James Kirkwood.
Excellent, as are all of George Melford's
productions. The acting of Kirkwood is
remarkable. J. H. Talbert, Legion the-

—

atre,

Norwich, Kans.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.—
Very good. All of Reid's are good. Just

Too Much Speed, and it is also good.
Kelly
believe Reid will pull any place.
& Roush, Rex theatre, Custer, Okla.

ran

—

I

Small town patronage.
The Witching Hour, with Elliot DexThis one was a fooler. After seeter.
ing the picture I would have gambled on
100 per cent satisfaction, but found that

—

many were
appreciate

dissatisfied.

the

deep

They could not

stuff.

Should

go

—
December

—A

—

I
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over big to any high class audience. Ours
want comedy lines. J. W. Joerger and
H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Teeth
cast.

of the Tiger, with a special
your patrons like detective stoand crook dramas, I would advise

—

ries

If

you

to play this one.
If they don't like
that sort, then stay away from this.
I
wish I had. W. F. Haycock, Star the-

—

Callaway,
patronage.

Xebr.

atre,

— Neighborhood

The City Sparrow, with Ethel Clayton.
but failed to draw. No fault of
the picture.
Times too hard. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

— Good,

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Sand, with William S. Hart. A fine
western picture.
If your patrons like
Hart, you won't go wrong in buying this
one.
Nearly everyone was pleased. O.

—

Lamon, Auditorium theatre, Elmwood,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

Midsummer Madness, with

a special
in this and -all are good.
exquisite picture that starts like a
sex story, but isn't.
It is a high class,
finished
production. Ben
L.
Morris,
cast.

An

— Four stars

—

Temple

theatre,

Bellaire,

O.

— General

patronage.

The

Affairs of Anatol, a Cecil B. Deproduction.
Everybody pleased
and it went over three days to capacity
business.
Regular admission prices.—
G. J. Goreman, Why Not theatre, Greenfield," Ind.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

Mille

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production. Drew well two nights at
Best second night at15 and 30 cents.
tendance I have had on a Paramount special.
strong church picture that raps
the Sunday-only kind of religion and
churches that do not cater to the masses.
Get out your preachers and blue law
advocates. It will give them something
to think about besides closing theatres.

—

A

—A.

D. Brawner, Jewel theatre, Hooker,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

A

scene from "His Nibs" showing Charles (Chic) Sale as "Wally Crew," local
weather prophet, who likes motion pictures but hates "playin' and bellerin'."
(Exceptional Pictures Corp.)

theatre, Kiowa,
hood patronage.

land

—

The Dollar Mark, with Robert Warwick. This is only a fair feature.
Did
not please very many people as my audience prefers features that have plenty of
action, although this feature has a good

—

eral

A

—

—

Is the Way, with a special
Did not draw, but those that came
cast.
story of two burglars
were pleased.
who go from the city to a small country
town to ply their trade, and their regeneration from association with good people.
sprinkle of comedy holds interest
throughout, and a picture that is censorA. D. Brawner.
proof.
It will please.
Jewel theatre, Hooker, Okla. Small
town patronage.

Straight

—

A

A

—

—

ler.

—

and good story. Joseph F. SpangGlobe theatre, Beaver, Okla. Gen-

The Inside of the Cup, a Cosmopolitan
production.
More good comments from
patrons than on any picture I have ever
wonderful picture and drew
shown.
good. P. C. Chattin. Union Grand the-

—

—

atre.

A

Union

City,

Ind.

His House in Order, with Elsie FerA very good program picture.

—

guson.
Goforth

&

Son,

—

Dreamland

—
—

this should not please
Fairfield, Legion theatre.

—

—

much
much
very

Some were
like the usual plot.
dissatisfied.
Jack Holt usually
popular but this seemed to lose

—

J. W. Joerger and H. M.
Maloney. O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Wally Reid always good here, but this
Goforth & Son. Dreamis extra good.

favor for him.

—
—

—

theatre.

Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
23y2 Hours' Leave, with Douglas M^acLean and Doris May. Here is a dandy,
just the kind the people want to see. Let
us have more of them. E. E. Harman.
Opera House, Elgin, Ore.— Small town

Kiowa,

Small town patronage.
Little Miss Rebellion, with Dorothy
Gish. This one pleased 100 per cent and
sent them all home feeling good.
A
dandy picture. Drew good. L. G. Benefiel,
Mars theatre, Pendleton, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mask, with a special cast. Too

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

patronage.

—

—

patronage.

The Witching Hour, with Elliot Dexter.
Very good.
In fact, above the
average in program pictures. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark

—

—

sient patronage.

plot

plot that has a
trons like.
thing to it and a lot of laughs. The way
things are at present, I am trying to
give them as many laughs as I can. They
need them and so do 1. W. F. Haycock,
Star theatre, Callaway, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

—

and lots of clean fun. L. H. Cunningham, Faurot theatre, Lima. O. Tran-

some-

little

— Neighbor-

Passing Through, with Douglas MacLean. A nice little interesting comedy

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
The kind of a picture my pa-

— Fine.

Kans.

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. This
made them all laugh. I do not see why

—
anyone. — L.
Wakonda,

— Small town patronage.
Lady Rose's Daughter, with
guson. — My patrons do not

S.

D.
D.

Elsie Fer-

English
or foreign pictures, but the star and use
over.
one
of the word Paramount got this
like

— O.

H. Southworth. Opera House.
Adams. N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
Wonderful picture. A 100 per cent production, and patrons thought so too.
Drew fine for three days. Harry Gottshall. Royal theatre. New Castle, Ind

—

good program

picture.

cast.

—A

very
in

D.
Ark.

—

cock,

Star

theatre,

Callaway,

Nebr.

Neighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille

—

production. A very good picture and
patrons gave many good comments. This
will please any class of audience.
Drew
very well. Mrs. J. S. Hines, Princess
theatre, Portland, Ind.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

The Risky Road, with Enid Bennett.
think they have this star in the wrong
kind of stories. She is no crook.— Kellv
& Roush. Rex theatre, Custer, Okla.—
Small town patronage.
23 r 2 Hours' Leave, with Douglas MacLean and Doris May. About the funPleased
niest picture for some time.
them all. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam the-

—

—

atre, Oberlin,

Kans.

Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Hyde, with John
Barrymore. Mr. Barrymore does some
wonderful acting in this, but it is grotesque and not entertainment. B. L.
Hubbard. Hub theatre. Bishop. Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Valley of the Giants, with Wallace
Never did play Wallace in anyReid.
Paramount
thing but what was good.
can well feel proud of this star. G. N.
theatre.
Rose
A.
Armstrong, Y. M. C.

—

—

—

—

Lake, Idaho.

Wanted,

a Husband, with Billie Burke.
picture and she makes fun
enough to please most anyone. Ran this
with Blister Keaton's two-reel comedy
One Week, which made a fine program.
These comedies please better than any.
Britton & Lundgren. Melba theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Alexis. 111.
Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Excuse
Best Reid since The Roaring Road. Theodore Roberts is just as good as Wally in

— Clever

—

My

Good lesson

— N.

Neighborhood patronage.
What's Ycur Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
very good comedy drama. Not as'good
a? 23^4 Hours' Leave, but at that it's
good enough for the best of them. It
pleased everybody and when a picture
does that I'll say it's good.— W. F. Hay-

— —

—

Transient patronage.
The Cost, with a special

Pleased about 80 per cent.
Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln,

it.

—

—A
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pleased.
Attendance fair. Bad weather.
W. F. Pease, Centennial theatre, Low-

—

ell.

Wis.

— Neighborhood

The Heart
good

Line, with

A

patronage.

Leah

Baird.

—

picture.

—

little

—

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.
This is an extra good feature. Pleased

A

100 per cent.

story of the early days
the settlement of the
early comers.
Sure to please any audisplendid story and a good novel
ence.
in
seven reels. Joseph F. Spangler,
Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla. General
patronage.

Oklahoma and

in

A

—

—

The Heart Line, with Leah Baird.
Nothing extra. This type of picture does
not take here.

— C.

Buckeye,

theatre,

F. Noltc,
la.

— Small

Wonderland
town pat-

ronage.

portrait of

late

Richard Barthelmess,

starring vehicle made by
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., is "Tol'able
David," a First National production.
first

this one.— B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre,
Bishop, Tex.— Neighborhood patronage.
Terror Island, with Houdini.— Better

than half of the so-called specials. Pleased
about 90 per cent. The other 10 per cent
didn't know just what to say, but we
thought it was great.— G. N. Armstrong,
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Rose Lake, Idaho.

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
One of the best comedy-dramas for a
Give us more of this kind.
long time.
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

—
— Neighborhood

patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.
Fairly good feature.—Will F. Taddiken,
NeighElite theatre, Morganville, Kan.
borhood patronage.
Homer Comes Home, with Charles
Ray. It was snowing to beat the band,
but they came out to see Ray at his best.
This is some picture, boys. Book it and
go to it. It will stand the boost. E.
Noah, Liberty theatre, Frankford, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

1

—

—

Line, with Leah Baird.
a very good picture and seemed
J. E. Higto please most of my patrons.

The Heart

This

is

Majestic

gins,

theatre,

—
Cullom,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis production.

—This

Pleased

about

consider a fair program.
It would
80 per cent.
please a greater percentage if it were not
for several dark places in the scenes. The
feature shows a great sacrifice of a
mother for her child. Joseph F. Spangler. Globe theatre, Beaver, Okla.
I

—

That

Montana, with Blanche
knockout as some exhibitors claim, but a dandy good picture.
Good scenery, and the action in places is
snappy. W. F. Haycock, Star theatre,
Callaway, Neb. Neighborhood patronSweet.

Girl

— Not

—

a

—

The Killer, with a special cast. You
make no mistake in booking this pic-

will

My patrons went out praising it.
drew me the biggest crowd in four
months. L. B. Greenhaw, Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.
Small town patronage.
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis proture.'

duction.

—

—

— Excellent

and moral.

—

—

The Devil

to Pay, with a special cast.
picture with a very good moral and
not overdone.
Some of our high class
patrons who saw this one were well
pleased.
They were wild over the role

—A

picture.

Good

story
Could run as special. All

—

—

One Man

in a Million, with George
delightfully different that it
refreshing to witness a picture like

Beban.
is

— So

—

Beban is always good. W. C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Nobody's Kid, with Mac Marsh.
clever little comedy drama which shows
this.

—

worth-while star at her best. Mae Marsh
and her pictures are nice and my patrons
appreciate her.
Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak. General

—

—

patronage.

Moon Madness,
you have

with a special cast.

booked pay for it and
don't play it, and if you have not booked
it be sure you never do.
After I played
it I wished I
had paid for it and let it
If

this

It is claimed to be a six-reel spebut the only special thing about it
that it has one especially rotten subtitle
<hat certainly needs censoring. While I
am opposed to censorship, some pictures
certainly need it. J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
theatre, Swanton, Nebr.
Neighborhood
cial,

is

—

—

—

—

—

The Mistress

of Shenstone, with PaulFrederick. A fair picture.
Not as
good as Salvage, nor did it draw as well.

—

ine

— Charles
Pierre,

—

—
—

Pleased 90 per cent. Business fair. Bad
weather. W. F. Pease, Centennial theatre, Lowell, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Killer, with a special cast. This
is the kind of a picture that pleases my

—

—

—

One

of the best Westerns that
we have used this year. Advertise it
strong. J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre,

—

—

age.

think this

Personally I
by Roy Stewart.
is the best I have ever seen him
in.
J. W. Joerger and H. M. Maloney,
O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
Rio Grande, with a special cast. Very
Well acted and well gotten up.
good.

—

patronage.
Salvage, with Pauline Frederick. This
is truly a wonderful picture.
Pleased everyone. Give us more pictures like this
and business will soon get better. J. E.
Higgins, Majestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sting of the Lash, with Pauline
Frederick. We don't know yet why the
attendance fell below normal on this attraction; certainly not the picture's fault,
for it's a Frederick type, and she does
some fine acting. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patron-

played

S.

Lee
Dak.

Hyde,

— General

Grand

theatre,

patronage.
Luck, with Max

Seven Years' Bad
Lindcr. Good five reel comedy that will
please most of the patrons. Much better
than most five reel comedies. J. E. HigMajestic theatre, Cullom, 111.
gins,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Sham

of Society, with a special cast.

Theatres in the Ghetto or playing to a
Jewish trade will clean up on it; others
Fred S. Meyer, Palace
better lay off.
theatre, Hamilton, O.
General patron-

—

—

age.

—

Cullom, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
This picture caused more argument
arrfong my patrons that any picture I ever
showed. Some said it was the worst I
ever had and some thought it the best
they had ever seen.
To me it was a
K. O.— W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callay, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
That Girl Montana, with Blanche
Sweet. A fine picture, sure to please.
We got several good compliments on
this picture.
No complaints. In our
opinion it is worth about 95 per cent in
value.
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre,
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

age.

It

—

patrons.

Pathe

24, 1921

alone.

Across the Divide, with a special cast.
A good all around picture, although some
scenes were rather dark.
Nearly all
of Pathe pictures arc good.
O. Lamon,
Auditorium theatre, Elmwood, Wis.
Small town patronage.
One hour Before Dawn, with H. B.
Warner. Did not draw, but very good
production— Will F. Taddiken, Elite
theatre, Morganville, Kans.
Neighbor*
hood patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
A wonderful production. I took exhibitors' comments and published them
in local paper, and it sure brought out
the people. This is as good a picture as
they make. Will please 100 per cent.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

—

whose

December

turns at the box office. Fred S. Myer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. General
patronage.

—

confusing at the
beginning. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour theatre, Canton, 111.
General patronage.

A

—A

—
RC

Pictures

Cold Steel, with J. P. McGowan.—
Westerns like this one will bring the
people back again. Not a cowboy story,
but has lots of action and photography is

—

good. J. E. Higgins, Majestic theatre,
Cullom, 111. -Neighborhood patronage.
The Little 'Fraid Lady, with Mae
Marsh. Clean picture, without merit or
pep, that is of the ordinary program type
as to calibre, and will bring according re-

—

—

MAE

BUSH,

Universal player,

who

has

an important role in "Foolish Wives."

—
December

—
Breese,

W.

J.

Schmidt,

—
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Real art
The Furnace, with a

Good.

—A

special

159

cast.

Grand

theatre,

111.

The Case of Becky, with Constance
Binney. The greatest portrayal of dou-

—

ble character ever offered to the screen.
Constance Binney does the finest piece of
acting it has been
pleasure to see.
Production above standard of average
picture. Direction absolutely 100 per cent.
Not enough business to keep theatre

my

open, and this one flopped worse than
average. W. H. Brenner. Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

—

Morals, with May McAvoy. A picture
that my patrons did not rave over. Xot
good for small towns. Picture not true to
life.
Drew well and most of the patrons
went out smiling. Glad show was over.
However, may go good in city. Elbert
I.
Conroe, Conroe Playhouse, Conroe,
Tex. General patronage.

—

—
ney. —

Room
If

and Board, with Constance Binthey keep on at this rate Realart

have no trouble getting their pictures
on the market. Scenery, photography and
acting are all without fault, in my mind.
A very pretty story that does not need
to be censored.
J. W. Joerger and H. M.
Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
will

—
— Neighborhood patronage.

The Magic Cup, with Constance BinJust fair. Some were pleased and
some not. You might get by with it.

—

ney.

W.

E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Food
Good

for Scandal, with
picture.

—

theatre, Breese,

The Case

— No

of

T.

W.

Wanda Hawley.
Schmidt, Grand

111.

Becky, with

Constance

for small towns. Not
liked here. I believe Constance Binney
can make a good star if cast right. El-

Binney.

good

and Halvine Longfellow
a scene from the R-C Pictures production "Possession," adapted from Anthony Hope's book "Phroso" and produced by Louis Mercanton.

—

keeping up the business. J. W. Joerger
and H. M. Maloney, O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dawn of the East, with Alice Brady.
A very beautiful little play. Patrons well
pleased and cash box could jingle good.
Ran high. Elbert I. Conroe. Conroe
Playhouse, Conroe, Tex. General pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

—

bert
roe,

I. Conroe, Conroe Playhouse, ConTex. General patronage.

—

Rogues' Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter. Somewhat old, but a good
program picture at that. Miss Minter is
a very appealing little woman and is
liked.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre.
McGhee, Ark. Small town patronage.

Judy

of

—

—

—

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.

—

—Very

satisfactoryW. D. Patrick, Cozy theaNeighborhood patronFlorala, Ala.
age.

—

tre.

One Wild Week, with Bebe
This one hit

C#

two

Daniels.
octaves high for
patrons, and the

entertainment, to my
cash box was up in CS also. Bebe is my
favorite and will make you her pal if you
use her pictures. They are '"full of pep."
Try 'em. Elbert I. Conroe, Conroe Playhouse, Conroe, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

The March Hare, with Bebe Daniels.
One of the best comedies the star has
ever made.
Patrons were all pleased.
Will stand return date. Big business.
Bible Bros., Classic theatre,
Ind. Transient patronage.

—

Elwood,

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.

but very
short. There is just a little over four
reels to it. Patrons well pleased and reW. E. Elkin. Temple
ceipts fairly good.
Neighborhood
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
patronage.
is

a good clean

little

—

The Soul

— Good.—
Breese,

J.

picture,

—

of Youth, with a special cast.
W. Schmidt, Grand theatre,

111.

Her Winning Way, with Mary Miles
Minter. Minter can handle this about as
clever as possible. Sent them all out with
a smile. All of the new Realart stuff is
absolutely clean and does not need a censor. This should go a long way toward

—

—

Elaine Hammerstein.
Patrons spoke
highly of this one and all went home satisfied.
Drew fine. G. C. Hopkins. Idle

—

Hour

Shirley,

theatre,

Ind.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Last Door, with Eugene O'Brien.

— Did

draw but

not

—

was a good deHyde. Grand

it

tective story.
Charles Lee
theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

— General pat-

ronage.

Selznick
A

Man's Home, with a

special cast.

Best Select that has been put out in some
time.
Patrons well pleased and many
Drew good. Harry
good comments.
Lyric theatre, Lima, O.
Chakeres.
Transient patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Ham-

—

—

merstein. Very good program picture
worthy of advertising. Star is well liked
here.
Horn and Morgan Star theatre.
Hay Springs, Nebr. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

The

Girl

From Nowhere,

Hammerstein.

— No

with Elaine
outstanding features.

— E. L.
— NeighTearle. —

average program picture.
Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

Just

borhood patronage.

The

Conway

Fighter, with

The Code of the Yukon, with Mitchell
Lewis. A picture you can guarantee.
Kelly and Roush, Rex theatre, Custer,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—
—

When

Who

— Small

fair picture.

No

—

will come to see it
will they retuse to

one

but neither
Charles Lee
to see the next one.
Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

—

come

—General patronage.
Society Snobs, with

Conway

Tearle.

Rather liked this one and so did the people. Tearle is a little slow and sad-eyed
in the last part but he manages to convey
the idea all right Martha Mansreid is a
beauty.
tre.

—Ben.

Bellaire,

The Road
The
so far. Some

Tearle.

—

L. Morris.

— General

as a whole it is a good program offering.
E. L. Franck. Oasis theatre, Ajo, Ariz.

—
— Neighborhood
Poor

Dear

patronage.

Margaret

Minn.

—

to

it

&

A. theatre,
Neighborhood patronS.

Cares? with Constance Talmadge.
crowd.
One of Constance's

Opera

Harman,

—

Ore.

House

it.

theatre,

— E.

E.
Elgin,

General patronage.

April Folly, with Marion Davies.— An
Pleased everybody.
picture.
excellent
However, played to a small crowd. Come
W. F. Baker, Boone
on, cold weather.
Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. General
patronage.

—

—

Who

Cares? with Constance Talmadge.
was a fine picture. Pleased about
per cent. Agnes P. Calvert. Movie

—

theatre.

Tacoma, Wash.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Good
madge.

Night, Paul, with Constance Tal-

—Good

comedy-drama

that

will

any kind of audience.
Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.
The Miracle of Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein. Very satisfactory picture
that did a nice business and pleased
please

almost

—

—

Olympic thea-

patronage.
of Ambition, with Conway
best that Tearle has done
marked inconsistencies, but

O.

& Abraham,

with a spe-

Nothing

weakest pictures. Not much to

90

Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.

Went Dry,
poor.

age.

— This

—

— Very

Schonlau
Houston,

ronage.

—

Bearcat

cast.

cial

dandy picture and pleased every one.
Drew fair and will please any class of
audience. D. B. Simpkins, Arcade theaNeighborhood pattre. Gas City, Ind.

twice,

—This

m

LOUIS MONFILE

Kirby,

with

The Greaust Adornment
im Theatre Organ Building
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everyone.

— Charles

Lee

Hyde,

theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

Grand

— General

pat-

The Moth, with Norma Talmadge.
This was a dandy reissue and the patrons
pleased 100 per cent. Better than the
ones they are making of this star today.
Drew good. T. C. Lacey, Vaudelle theaTransient patronage.
tre, Muncie, Ind.

—

—

—

Norma

Talmadge.
While a good picture of its kind, would
not advise any small town to show it.
Do not approve of the kind of photography used in this picture and had many
kicks on it. J. L. Meyers, Liberty theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Ivesdale, 111.
Panthea,

with

— —

Her Great Chance, with
Good.

—

Very good. This makes up
Suds and The Love Light. Business

Pickford.
tor

best for some time.
In fact, this
picture, put on with only a prologue,
grossed one dollar more at 15 and 30,
than did Kismet, presented with special
orchestra and extensive prologuing, at
20 to 35, and conditions now are much
worse than then. W. Ray Erne, Arcadetheatre,
Charlotte, Mich.
Small town
patronage.

the

ronage.

good.

In fact,

— H.

W.

Alice Brady.
of Select pictures are
Jeffries, Majestic theatre,

—

Pollyana,

on

this

—A

We

best productions. Boost it and advance
Metcalf, Opera House,
prices.
C. T.
Small town patronage.
Greenfield, 111.

—

—

Lady's Name, with Constance Talmadge. A good one and pleased a lair
crowd. Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney. Kan*.

—

—
— Neighborhood

patronage.

ever.

fact, I

think

it

much

—

better than

Norma's 1921 pictures. Charles Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, So. Dakota.

— General patronage.
She Loves and Lies,
madge. — Fine picture,

with Norma Talbut why don't
they mention Conway Tearle in connection with this? He and Norma do sonic
stunts in this one. W. L. Beebe. Opera
House, Manito, 111. Small town patron-

—
—

— Had

Chautauqua

—

— Every

The Fox, with Harry Carey.

action with dramatic and humorous incidents.
advise all houses
catering to Western subjects to grab it.
Carey never was better in his life. Had
to call the police to keep them from
breaking down the doors. Lewis &
Brisco, Princess theatre, El wood, Ind.
foot

—

Transient patronage.

— This picbusiness as the star
Oklahoma City. — Wil-

The Fox, with Harry Carey.
very
liam

popular in
Noble, Rialto theatre, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
General patronage.

—

—

The Man Tamer,
Good story, well

with Gladys Walton.
acted and suited the
Star popular with our

audience.
C. Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

entire
fans.

— W.

Posted 1,500 sheets in a radius of 25 miles
with 10 sheet dates. One week engagement and did a fair business considering
industrial depression.
F.
E. Andrews.
Star and Columbia theatres, Muncie, Ind.
Transient patronage.

—

—

the

Back Door, with

M uv

—

Thunder Island, with Edith Roberts.
Wonderful picture and pleased 90 per

—

cent. Drew fair.
F. E. Millcs, Richmond
theatre,
Richmond,
Ind.
Transient

—

patronage.

—

Go Straight, with Frank Mayo.
"Cracker-Jack."
Best Mayo in many
months and pleased everyone.
Drew
good business. W. H. Crcal, Suburban
theatre,
Omaha, Nebr. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

The Man Trackers, with
good picture

of

a special cast.

More

kind.

its

lights

than in a history of Ireland.
Charles Lee Hyde, G rand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.
Small town patronage.
it

—

A

Nobody's Fool, with Marie Prevost.
pleasing comedy drama. Patrons liked

Can use more

one.

this

like

The Rage

Drew

it.

— Earle Coble, Lyric theatre,
Ind. — Neighborhood patronage.

fair.

Ridkey,

of Paris, with Miss Dul'ont.
good. C. M. Hartman, Libtheatre,
Carnegie,
Okla. Small
town patronage.

—

Went over

—

erty

is

—

—

Sure Fire, with Hoot Gibson. Another
hit from Hoot.
Big business and the
people liked it all the way. It is a breezy
western story with lots of comedy and

—

patronage.

Way Down East, a D. W. Griffith
production. — Two houses day and date.

prove disappointing. As entertainment, not up to Outside the Law Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

is

We

For those who want a
and pleasant characters this

plot

will

in

Universal
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prove enjoyable.

A

pleases kids and adults.
Ben L. Morris,
Olympic theatre. Bcllaire, O. General

United Artists

December

good

—

—

age.

Through

Pickford.

during

week.
Drew fair first night in face of
competition, but
condition killed our
business the second night.
Charles W.
Kennedy,
Casino
theatre,
Coaticook,
Quebec, Can. General patronage.

ture did excellent

Ghosts of Yesterday, with Norma Talmadge. Just as pleasing a picture as

—
In

Mary

with

all

Isle of Conquest, with Norma Talconsider
madge.
real attraction.
this picture and She Loves and Lies her

The

—

two days

Huntington, Ark.

A

—
—A

—

Once
Every
to
Woman,
with
Dorothy Philips. Drew us the third largest crowd of the year.
A real good picture.
J.
L.
Meyers, Liberty theatre,
Ivesdale, III.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Freeze Out,

with Harry Carey.
good western without a murder in it,
something unusual.
A picture that

A

— W. C. Allen, Casino theatre,
— General patronage.
The Devil's Passkey, with Eric Von
Stroheim. — Went big and certainly a
picture.
Charged 50 cents and played
capacity. — L. A. Guessaz, Palm theatre,
pleased

all.

Antwerp, N. Y.

fine

St.

Cloud, Fla.

The

Comparable to
fame in this picture.
Barrymore in Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde.

Rowdy, with Gladys Walton.
This star has made far better pictures.
It's pretty fair if your patrons like that
kind of a story. C. M. Hartman, Liberty
theatre,
Carnegie,
Okla. Small town

Strong support.

patronage.

—

Reputation, with 1'riscilla Dean Miss
Dean climbs to the upper reaches of

Story weak.

This melo-

—

drama

lacks the three cardinal requisites,
light comedy to offset tragedy, sympathetic role for heroine, absorbing story
viz:

For those
with strong dramatic climax.
who enjoy acting for itself alone, this will

Rich Girl Poor

—

with Gladys Wal-

Girl,

—A

nice evening's entertainment and
patrons pleased. Played to a good house.
The star is a worthy successor to Olive
Thomas. C. M. Miller, Nichels theatre,
Middletown, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
ton.

—

—

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Finished three day run to capacity business.
First picture that ever held up for
three consecutive days. Talk of the town
and for miles around as reported by railroad men who run between Boone and
Clinton.
Hundreds turned away first
two days of run. Give us more like it.
Brown & Anderson, Princess theatre.
Boone, la. Transient patronage.
Red Courage, with Hoot Gibson. Excellent production.
C. M. Hartman. Liberty
theatre,
Carnegie,
Okla. Small
town patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
picture that drew like a mustard plaster.
Big crowd and made the star for me.
Played a repeat on this one and they
came a second time. R. S. Wenger.
Victory theatre, Union City, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Vitagraph
Steel

This

good

Heart,

with

pleased and drew

Orpheum

JACK HOLT

in

the

big

moment from "The

Call

of

the

North" (Paramount).

William

a fine picture and
in his first feature.

is

theatre,

Duncan.

Duncan makes
Patrons well

—John Mehan.
Muncie, Ind. — Neigh-

fine.

J.

borhood patronage.
The Scarab Ring, with Alice Joyce.

—A
December

—
—

—
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of pep and absolutely clean, and
young lady starring was sure good
and her looks were very pleasing. She
full

is

the

should be a star on her own. Full of
thrills.
Patrons (some of the well to-do)
say they hate old westerns, but you put
one on and the very night that they come
of course you have a western.
It's sure
funny? They all like them. Elbert I.
Conroe. Conroe Playhouse. Conroe, Tex.
General patronage.

—

—

Man From Nowhere, (Arrow)

The
with

Jack

Hoxie.

— Great
—

Western stuff. A.
theatre. Newark. N. J.
lots of

Has

picture.
Pferfer,

Sun

J.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Barbarian. Pioneer.) with Monroe Salisbury. I consider it one of the
best Westerns I have ever run and the

—

comments on
a

were

it

satisfactory-

all

It

production that is really
Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre. Pierre, So. Dakota. General patronage.
is

special

above the average.

—

—

The Dempsey-Carpentier
ard.)

—

I

Fight, (Rick-

saw faces

at this one never seen
before.
Didn't know there

my house
were so many men

in

in the town.
Whitt. Home theatre, Anderson
Small town patronage.

—

J.

—

poster.

Good, keeps them guessing as to the outcome. C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre.
Carnegie, Okla. Small town patron-

—

—

—

age.

—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. Exploited this with Black Beauty drawing
contest in the schools and sure had them
talking about it.
Bad weather cut down

No

attendance.

&

Horn

Springs,

—

the

picture.
theatre,
Hay

of

fault

Morgan.
Nebr.

Star

Small town patronage.

The Fortune Hunter, with F.arle Williams.
Not a new one, by any means, but
it pleased our audience better than some

—

specials we had just finished playing
which cost more than twice as much.
Ivesdale.
J. L. Meyer, Liberty theatre,
111.

— Small

town patronage.

What's Your Reputation Worth? with
Corinne
afraid

Griffith.

from the

— Some

picture.
it

—

raw, but it
Liberty theatre, Carnegie,
town patronage.
little

Was

might be a
M. Hartman,

that
isn't.
C.

title

Okla.

— Sm;

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige,
trons all pleased and they got thd|r
mone3"'s worth. A very good productioi
Drew fine. A. Chiaransa, Grand theatre,

—

Cambridge

City,

Ind.

patronage.

— Neighborhood
Jean Paige. —

Black Beauty, with
good picture for women and children.
The men didn't seem to care much for

—

this class of picture.
P. G.
ling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.

Held, Ster-

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Wid
The

Girl

Gunning,
from God's

—

(

Inc.

Country,

with
used

Nell Shipman. -This is a peach.
I
one as the first of a special feature week, and I am glad I did. as it
pleased them all.
Miss Shipman very
good, while animal stuff was way above
the average. This one can safely be exploited as a special.
W. Ray Erne. Arcade theatre, Charlotte, Mich. Small
town patronage.
this

—

The

Blot, a Lois

Weber

—

for *'tie-ups" here.

I

Fickle Women, (D. N. Schwab), with
David Butler.— I was not very much enthused with this one at the start but it
improved with each reel and has a real
punch at the finish. Just enough rural
stuff to make it go over well.
J. W.
Joerger, and H. M. Maloney. O. K.
theatre. Enterprise, Ore.
Neighborhood

have still to play Quo Vadis and Homespun Folks on this week and I claim
they have had some real specials. W.
Ray Erne, Arcade theatre. Charlotte,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—

—

The
Nell

Girl

From

Shipman.

—

God"s Country, with

— Some

picture.

If

—

you

patronage.

want a real picture grab this. There are
no better pictures than this one. Jos. O.
Eagle theatre, Pana,

Rickli.

—— Neigh-

Bonnie May, Federated ', with Bessie
Love. Fair
program picture. E. A.
Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee, Ark
Small town patronage.

—

111.

borhood patronage.

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.
Consider this a very good picture that
will please at least 90 per cent.

A

great
picture for the teachers and preachers.
They like it. C. L. White. Arleta
theatre,
Portland. Ore. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

Quo Vadis, with a special cast. Drew
a few extra that only come once in three
years.
Has quite a fire scene about the
Also, when the lions are
fourth reel.
turned loose on the Christians, you
hang on to your seat. Pleased 95 per,
cent.;—-G. F. Rediske, Star theatre. Ryf
Small town patronage. /
gate, Mont.

—

The Blot, a Lois Weber production.
Here is a good picture with only fair oox
value due to the meaningless title.
Why do they tack such titles on good
H. Ryan, Garfield
pictures? Charles
theatre, Chicago, III.

office

—

—

Vadis, with a special cast. A remarkable production that is an education
in itself.
A picture that no student of the
Bible or of history can afford to miss. If
your church element is "for you" get their
help in putting it over. W. Ray Erne v
Arcade theatre. Charlotte, Mich. Smalf
town patronage.

Quo

—

—

i

—

—

The County

(Tourneur), with a
awful how we were
held up on this so called special.
It's
nothing but a very common program picture. We gave $35 for this tor our town
ind it's worth about S15. hardly that.
Struck one bad night and lost money on
this.
Never again for js. buying these
/high pictures for winter time and running the risk. Comique theatre. Jamesport, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
special

cast.

—

Fair,

It's

.

—

—

Eyes
special

of

the

cast.

World, (Clune). with a

—A

picture

Blot, a Lois Weber production.
Should go over
wonderful picture.
Lost money on it here.
anywhere.
Weather bad. Jos. O. Rickli, Eagle
Neighborhood pattheatre, Pana, 111.

pleased

that

everyone that saw it. A dandv picture
for an off night.
Drew good, in fact
broke all house records. W. C. Martin.
Limber Lost theatre. Geneva. Ind.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Mary Ander-

Bubbles, (Pioneer), with
son.

— Lay

off

of this one.

I

cer-

feel

tain any company would make money by
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i

at caan
rofe**ionai
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A

— —

AGENTS WANTED

ronage.

production.

This was second on my special
feature week, and although business was
slim it was due to its being Monday.

Good.

Wonderful chances

C.

Calif.

Bonnie May, (Federated), with Bessie
Love. A disappointment.
Bessie Love
has been much beeter than in this. Story
too silly.
Pleased only a few. Chas.
Kuchan. Idylhour theatre. Canton I1L
General patronage.

A. Knapp making a painting for a twenty-four sheet for Thomas H. Ince's
"Hail the Woman." Florence Vidor, feminine lead in the picture, posed for the

Artist

— W.

State Rights

A

(Pioneer)
Adventurer,
with William Fairbanks. A western that

Western

—

sions and exclusive nsrots in your Territory i
qualify. Write to-day for particulars-

TV Nns* Xaaadsraf C_

717 Srcssssre St

.

z-r.

0.

—
—

——
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USE THIS BLANK

junking such products as this rather than
foisting it on to the exhibitor and his
patrons.
H.
W. McCampbell, Auditorium
theatre,
Carpinteria,
Calif.
Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Bill, (Pioneer), with William
Fairbanks. This is a Western that will
please any audience that likes real action.
Fairbanks' are all good. Sam Nelson,
Strand theatre, Berlin, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Devil Dog Dawson,
(Arrow) with
Jack Hoxie. O. K. Good title.
Good

—

—

Box

Office

Reports Tell the Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service
Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit

—

—

—

Good

star.

—

business.
R. C. Stueve, Ortheatre,
Canton, O. Transient

—

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

phcum

Are Doing

Bonnie May, (Federated), with Bessie
Love. Good picture.
Pleased all. J.
C. Harlan, Pastime theatre, Humphrey,
Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
The Fall of Babylon, (Griffith,) with
Constance Talmadge. Put it on with the
high school as a benefit.
School kids
sold the tickets in advance.
Went over
fine.
A very elaborate' production. Had
people come to see it who are not regular
show goers. Pleased every one, This

for

patronage.

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Title

Star

—
—

—

—

—

some good picture. Comique theatre,
Mo. Neighborhood patron-

is

—

Jamcsport,
age.

Producer

December

Look
you.

24, 1921

out, Harold, or he will double cross
C. Allen, Casino theatre, Ant-

— W.

werp,

N.

The

Y.

— Neighborhood

Suitor,

—

(Vitagraph)

patronage.

Larry

with

Semon. There is none so good. Semon
pleases both the audience and the box office.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Tony

Sarg's Almanac, with a special
not very much enthused over
Just gave it a trial and if they
do not go over any better than the first
we do not want any more. J. W. Joerger, and H. W. Maloncy,
Enterprise,
Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

Am

cast.
this stuff.

—

—

Now

Never, (Asso. Ex.) with
Capacity business on a
short subject night. Patrons all pleased.
R. M. Kidd, Sourwinc theatre, Brazil,
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
or

Harold Lloyd.

—

—

—

Hungry

Tender

and

Lions

Hearts,

—

special cast.
Here is a
comedy that has action from beginning to
end. The audience liked to have shaken
had to cut it off
the house down.
two or three times in order to let the
laughing.
people stop
W. E. Elkin,
Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neigh-

(Fox)

with

a

We

—

—

borhood patronage.

Serials
Remarks

Winners

Acord.

—

West, (Universal), with

of the

— Playing

the third episode
Historia different serial.
cal, and the patrons both old and young
Drawing fine. P. H.
are interested.
Oland, Royal theatre, Muncie Ind.

Art

and

sure

it

is

—

Transient patronage.

Winners

of the West, (Universal), with
Running tenth
episode.
Holding up well. R. M. Rector, ColumNeighborbia theatre, Anadarko, Okla.

Art

Acord.

—

—

—

hood patronage.

Winners

Title

West,

Universal) with
docs an awful lot
one, and the critics

of the

— Universal

Art Acord.

(

of talking about this
praise it, but they take it too seriously.
Acord is
It lacks dash and go and fun.
so much better in a "Buck Parvin" part.
Not as good as his White Horseman. On
Ben. L. Morris, Olympic
7th chapter.
General patronage.
theatre, Bellaire, O.

...

—

Star

—

Honest Hutch, (Pathe), with Charles
Hutchison. The laziest man in the world
was picked out to play this role I believe.
When he was in action my
machines seemed to run better. A good

—

Producer

Remarks

tonic

for

any show and

my women

pa-

"Hutch."
Conroe, Conroe Playhouse,
Conroe, Tex. General patronage.
The Son of Tarzan. (National"), with
Biggest subject in the
a special cast.
serial line I ever had.
On the 10th epiHeld steady all
sode and going great.
the way through. R. L. Hudson, Palace
Transient pattheatre, Richmond. Ind.

trons

left

— Elbert

calling their husbands.
I.

—
—

—

—

ronage.

The Sky Ranger, (Pathe) with Geo. R.
This did not draw for us. The
ones who stayed it out said it was good.
Seitz.

But

Name

I

could not see any drawing power

—

Palace theatre, McGhee, Ark.
town patronage.

del,

— Small

Never
with
Weaken, .(Asso-Ex)
Harold Lloyd. The title of this one
should have been "Getting Weaker."
These so called features do not compare
.

—

with the single rcelcrs.

— P.

Union Grand theatre. Union
Neighborhood patronage.

C. Chathin,
City, Ind.

High and Dizzy, (Pathe) with Harold
If your patrons want thrills give
them this one. If they don't get a real
Lloyd.

—

This is the
call an undertaker.
kind of a comedy that sends them out
with the smile that won't come off. J.
W. Joerger, and H. M. Maloncy, O. K.
Enterprise,
Oreg. Neighbortheatre,
hood patronage.

one better

—

—

The Bakery, (Vitagraph) with Larry

kept the
— Absolutely great.
an uproar. Larry never
to please. — W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. — Neighborhood patron-

Semon.

It

audience

fails

in

age.

Harold Lloyd Reissues, (Pathe) with
Harold Lloyd. These are mighty good
single reel comedies and I find they get
more laughs than a lot of two reel
comedies that are supposed to be good.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callay,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Vanity Fair Comedies (Pathe).— Why
not Vanity Fair tragedies? They don't
get me a laugh, and Pathe continues to
book me with them when they have
I

it?

or

Neighborhood

off

serial

Pat-

if

it

all

cast.

this

like

City

my

it.

like

ronage

show

However, don't
the screen.
receipts swelling any when I
him. Good comedy. E. A. Bara-

on

ter,

of Theatre

Transient

man
notice

of one reel comedies that
— Kelly & Roush, Rex theatre, Cus- hundreds
have not played. Why do they do
Okla. — Small town patronage.
A. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre, Hooker,
Hurricane Hutch, (Pathe) with Charles
Okla. — Small town patronage.
good.
starts
Hutchison. — This
holds up — A.
Looks
a winner
Snub Pollard Comedies, (Pathe).—
Eastwood, Strand theatre, Manlius, N. Y.
Good one-reel comedies. Those with
— Neighborhood patronage.
good. — Adolph
Sambo, the darky, are
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Miracles of the Jungle, (Federated)
— Got away big and — General patronage.
with a special
type
the best thing of
looks
Mack Sennett Comedies, (F. N.)
since The Lost City. — Ben L. Morris.
When say that can not get over two
to

Exhibitor

—

The Guide, (Fox) with Clyde Cook
Personally I consider Cook the funniest

Olympic

theatre.

Bellaire,

O.

— General

patronage.
State

Short Subjects
A

Zero Hero, (Pathe) with Gaylord
comedy.
slapstick
Lloyd. Very good

—

I

I

or three "Ha-Ha's" out of my patrons on
these two reelers, I am speaking the
truth.
Is it the climate around here or
why do some exhibitors boost these?
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callay,
Neighborhood patronage.
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Extend Film Course
At Columbia College
Every Phase

of

Industiy

Is

Taught Under Rogers'
So successful has been the course in
motion picture production at Columbia
university that it has been decided to extend it for another term, with the possiof

becoming

it

a fixed institution

at the school.

Rogers

Is

Dean

Rowland Rogers, former production
manager at the Bray Studios, is dean of
the motion picture school.
When the
course was established there were thirtythree students enrolled.
The students are taught everything in
the technical line of production, from
lights to camera and -direction.
Eventually they will have a studio or their own
and make their own pictures, but in the

interim Professor Rogers has been using
the William Fox Studio in New York,
and showing by motion pictures made
there the practical background of the

work
Selects

"The Fox

was

selected,"

With News Syndicate
favorable publicity recently was
given Exceptional Pictures Corporation's
five-reel comedy, "His Nibs," starring
Charles (Chic) Sale, through a tie-up with
the Newspaper Enterprise Association,
which syndicates a cartoon entitled "The

Home Town."

According to James

staff writer, Sale, in his

por-

and small town types,
represents one of the best examples of
trayal

of

I have the honor to serve as
President,
took up with the selling organization to

name

the

rural

these characters.
After seeing "His Nibs" on the screen
Mr. Dean commented at length on the
portrayals of Mr. Sale with photographs
from the picture illustrating his story.
As the news syndicate has a clientele
of nearly 900 papers throughout the country the' stoo* and photographs proved
exceptionally valuable exploitation for
"His Nibs."

Artclass Bible Feature
Delayed Until Next Year
Louis Weiss, of Artclass Pictures Corporation announces that the production
of the Old Testament which was scheduled as a feature entertainment for New
York theatres during the Christmas holidays will not be ready until next year. It
has been found impossible to whip the
several thousand feet of negative into
feature length in sufficient time to allow

due exploitation of the picture.
It is understood that the film version of
the Old Testament will be presented in
conjunction with a chorus of fifty voices,
a soloist and an augmented orchestra.

New

month

of

November

as "R. S.
Cole Month." After all of the details
had been arranged and the instructions
given, the idea was then presented to me
in the form of a surprise.
"By this act on their part they have
proved to me not only their loyalty and
enthusiasm for the corporation they are
serving, but I believe their affection and
esteem for me personally.

"It has been a rule of this business to
name such periods by different organizations when by concerted effort and by the
co-operation of exhibitors more satisfactory results have been obtained during
that stated period, but in viewing the results which were obtained by this organization during the month of November
they have given concrete evidence that
R. S. Cole Month was more than an
empty phrase, for the results which were
obtained have been exceedingly gratifying,
will

Much

Dean, a

R. S. Cole, president of R-C Pictures,
has addressed the* following message to
the exhibitors of the country:
"A few weeks ago the General Manager
for the Distributing Corporation, which

Results Are Gratifying
said

Publicity Tie -Up for
"His Nibs" Effected

Old

Company in Message to Theatre Men
Expresses Wish That New Year May Bring
Happiness to Every One

Fox Studio

studio

Professor Rogers, "because it is the last
word in completeness. I have been in
all of them and worked in many, but I
find the Fox organization the most complete in the world."
Herbert Brenon, Fox director, has been
invited to deliver a lecture before the Columbia class, and has accepted. William
Farnum also will talk to the students in
the near future.

W.

Producer Grateful for Support of
Exhibitors During R. S. Cole Month
President of

Instruction

bility

163

York will be
Musical authorities of
called in to arrange the musical setting
and to select voices for the choir.

and

it

has become a

month which

always stand out in the history of the
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.
"It has been endeavored at all times
to have our organization realize t he
ethics of business under which they would
operate :n coming in contact with the
various exhibitors of America, and I
cannot help but feel that the extraordinary co-operation and support which our
exhibitor, friends have given us has to a
certain extent shown that they appreciate

the efforts

we

up to the

live

are putting forth to try and
ideals

which we hold.

Expresses Personal Thanks
"I cannot help but express to you permy thanks and sincere appreciation for whatever part you did in making

sonally

month

of

one for

us,

the

November such

a success-

and forgetting entirely the
fact that it may have encouraged us for
bigger things in the future due to the
manner in which the exhibitors have reful

sponded,

me

for

it

is

particularly gratifying to
First. I cannot help

two reasons.

but feel that it is an indication of» your
friendship and good will toward me and
to the R-C organization; and, second, it
would seem to indicate that R-C Pictures
and R-C Service have the endorsement of

you gentlemen.

Announces Future Plans

"We

have a definite purpose in view
for the future, which is to try and offer
a class of product which will deserve your
continued support, and an indication such
as was given to me during the past month
makes me feel that our efforts in the past,
and our plans for the future, are not in
vain.
While it is perhaps a little early
for holiday felicitations, may I take this
opportunity to again express my appreciation of your endorsement of this corporation, and the sincere wish that each
day of the New Year may bring to you
the happiness that is mine at the present
time in view of the loyalty shown me by
my fellow workers, and the co-operation
which we have received from you."

Newburgh, N. Y.
atre,

—The

Broadway

seating 1,400. has been opened

Louis F. Hanmore.

the-

by
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POWER'S
PROJECTORS
ARE USED BY

OUT OF 12
THEATRES ON BROADWAY
11

LOS ANGELES
HEART OF THE
WORLD'S FILM
INDUSTRY

POWER'S PROJECTORS
HAVE THE SAME TREMENDOUS LEAD
ALL THE THEATRES, STUDIOS, LABORATORIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF
IN

LOS

AND

ANGELES
"NICHOLAS

POWER COMPANY^!

Ninety Gold

St.

NewYorjcN.Y.

VICINITY

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
One

of Middle West's Finest
Houses Opens in Kansas City

Equipment

New Main

Street Theatre Represents Expenditure
of 82,000,000
Rapp Brotheis of Chicago

—

Design Combination Playhouse

Progress

The Main

Street

theatre,

largest houses in the

The year

of 1921 just closing

been a remarkable one,
remarkable for one of the hottest summers on record and
remarkable for an industrial
upheaval, the results of which
have been keenly felt in all

has

lines of endeavor.

While other
retrenched

way,

in

reduced

minimum and

every

possible

expenses

to

a

practically aban-

ated by a faith in the future
has characterized its

forward,

pended

has exapproximately $100,-

000,000

in

constructing

new

As an

industry

it

stands

practically alone in this con-

tinued course of advancement.

Had

other industries answered
President Harding's plea for

cost of

investment of §2,000,000, the house stands
in a class

manner the status of commercial America today might
have been

different.

the motion picture
industry points with pride to

000

is

building record of the past

year—of

the nearly S100,000,-

expended

many

added

to

the

millions of the past and

offers this as indisputable evi-

dence that the motion picture
the entertainment of Amer-

is

ica.

itself in

many

respects.

Simplex Machines

The

projection room, containing two
type S. Simplex machines, is one of the
most modern in the Middle West, and
will be in charge of Jack Herring and C.
Cessia, operators.
The new house, which is affiliated with
Orpheum circuit, is conthe Junior
structed of marble, concrete and terra
cotta. Great attention has been given by
the management to the care of its pa-

Each

equipped with
drinking fountains and telephone booths,
while elevators are operated between the
first floor and the balcony and upper
trons.

The

floor

is

color

scheme of the theatre

is

blue,

gold and tan, and no expense has been
spared in the provision of rugs, draperies

and equipment from Capital Merchandise

Company, Chicago,

carpet for the
Barrel back
chairs were supplied by American Seating Company, Chicago.
the

floors alone costing S9.000.

Buy on Open Market

"We

intend

to

obtain

our

pictures

from the open market," Cliff Work, manager, said. "The best pictures in the field
will not be too good for our patrons."
A. Wittenmair refrigerating system,
costing S100.000, is capable of lowering
the temperature 20 degrees in the summer time. Spacious lobbies, so that patrons may not be exposed to the
weather, is another of the many features
of the Main Street, which is located at

Fourteenth and Main streets.
Rest rooms seem everywhere, and
there is a nursery for children equipped
with cribs, etc. A competent nurse is in
A modern hospital room, with
charge.
first aid appliances, also is under the direction of a trained nurse, as well as an

One
adjoining playroom for children.
hundred and fifty persons are employed
the theatre, which requires 13,200
volts of electricity for lighting purposes,
enough to light a town of 3,000 populaThe building has a 190-foot depth
tion.
in

from Fourteenth street, and the auditorium is more than 100 feet wide.
Furnished by Chicago Company

The dictagraph telephone system is used
'throughout the house, which also is
equipped with a Major remote-control
switchboard.
In the projection room, McCally arc
controls, Keno-lite lenses and spotlights,
furnished by Chicago Stage Lighting
Company,

are

among

the features.

Martin Beck, president of the

Orpheum

and Mort Singer, general manager, attended the informal opening of
circuit,

the house.

Install

ilar

its

by

policy of the new house, which has
a seating capacity of 3,200, will be four
shows daily. Prices range from 25 cents
for any seat in the afternoon to 45 cents
for downstairs and 27 cents for balcony

The

a return to normalcy in a sim-

it

and vaudeville, has been
Kansas City. Erected at a
SI, 500,000, and representing a total
in

boxes.

theatres.

As

first

at night.

which

step

one of the

featuring

pictures

opened

industries have

doned building programs, the
motion picture industry, actu-

every

run

West

"Kansas City was the first city west of
Chicago considered for a popular-priced
house of this kind in the scheme of the
Junior Orpheum circuit," Mr. Beck said.
"Factors in that choice were the prospects for a bright future in this center.
In a measure, the Main street theatre is
a reinvestment, a total investment of
more than §2,000.000 on our faith in the
have given our best
city's future.

We

in this theatre.

It

has space and every

feature of modern architecture
safety and comfort of patrons."

Rapp

for the

Brothers, Architects

decorations, which rival the work
in any theatre in this section, were contracted for with Mandell Brothers, ChiThe architectural contract was
cago.
awarded to Rapp Brothers, Chicago.
ten-piece orchestra and a $35,000 Kimball
pipe organ will furnish the musical end
of the programs.
The theatre virtually has a dual character, in that it has a two-story tier of
shops and offices constructed to carry
four additional floors, so that a six-story
building is a future possibility for that
In addition to 7,000 square
frontage.
feet of space on the second floor, the
third floor of the tower affords 1,150
square feet of additional space.

The

A

Ma and Pa
Opened

Theatre

Is

at Cobden,

III.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO.. Dec. 13.—The new
Orpheum theatre. Jerseyville, 111., has
been opened by S. E. Pertle, who controls

a string of showhouses in Central
The Orpheum seats 800 persons.

Illinois.

The Ma and Pa

theatre, Cobden, 111.,
been opened. Theodore Kaufman is the owner and proprietor. This
house seats 300. It is equipped with two
Powers machines. The Orpheum has
Simplex and G. E. Argus Mazda equipment.

also has
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for the gathering.

Following

this

was shown "Judge Not,"

made by Swedish

Biograph

Company

with the use of Sun-Light Arcs, and the
lighting and photographic effects produced a rare contrast with those of the
old Edison product. A reel taken at the
recent T. O. C. C. meeting also was shown,
much to the merriment of those present.
Harmer, president of SunJ. Justice
Light Arc, in a brief address welcomed
the guests and was followed by George
S. Sargent of the Motion Picture Directors' Association.
Mr. Sargent talked of
the need of unity throughout the industry against censorship. Among the other
speakers were Nils Bouveng of Swedish
Biograph Company, Lesley Mason of
First
National, S. L. Rothafel and J.
Searle Dawley.

Many

Among

in

Attendance

those present were:

George Archainbaud. C. Anderson, William F.
Ashley, Jr., Clarence S. Ashley, J. Auer, Charles
H. Banning, Preston R. Bassett, F. M. Beckett,
David Belaise, Nils Bouveng, S. E. Bowles, William C. Brandt. A. H. Carlisle, H. P. Carver, E.
Cohen, Jack Cohn, J. Connolly, Robert J. Cooke,
Charles S. Doran. E. V. Durling, Thomas W.
Dynan, J. Searle Dawley, Thomas C. Fry, V. E.
B. Fuller, Charles Giblyn. W. R. Goodman, William E. Haddock, J. Justice Harmer, T. J.
Hardy, Dr. John A. Harris. Hiram F. Harris,
E.
B. Hattrick, Victor Heerman, Dr. James
Heman, Herman Holland, Earl Hopkins, George
Irving, L. C. Jacobson, William Travers Jerome,
Walter Johnson, Joseph Jordan, E. T. Keyser,
T. E. Lahay, Russell Law. L. Leibling, Jack G.
Leo. Robert Z. Leonard. Dr. A. Lucey, Oscar
A. C. Lund, Hon.
S. Ligan, E. A. Manix, Les-

R

Main projection room

of the
projectors, seven of which
Company of Chicago.

lie
Mason, Henry J. Mayer, L. G. Meldram,
George Miller. Reed Miller, Ashley Miller, Thos.
A. Morgan, Carl G. Nesbitt, J. S. Northrup, Sidney Olcott. Hon. Herbert C. Pell. E. S. Porter,
E. M. Porter, Dr. Styles E. Potter, Dr. C. G.
I'saki, Alexander Psaki, H. F. Rendall, Dr. B.
F. Roller, S. L. Sargent, John G. Scattergood,
W. Sistrom, Art Smith, A. A. Soranson, Max
Spiegel, Morris Simons, E. M. Simpson, Elmer
A. Sperry, Edwin Sperry, William J. Scully,
Lawrence M. Symnes, S. E. V. Taylor, Copeland
Townsend, Tom Terriss, Charles Urban, Travers
Vale, Robert G. Bignola, James Vincent, P. K.
Westcott. Theo. S. Weeks. George K. Wendall,
Kenneth Webb, C J. Williams.

new Chicago Theatre showing
were

installed in the thtatre

Picture of Pioneer

three type S Simplex
by the Exhibitors Supply

Days Exhibited

Quality plus Service

Sun-Light Arc Banquet in N. Y.

at

DEVELOPING PRINTING
TITLES
Art and Announcement Tides, Cartoons
Camera Man Furnished on Short Notice

Prominent Members of Industry Attend— President
Harmer, Nils Bouveng, Lesley Mason and
Others Address Assemblage
Sun-Light Arc Corporation was host
last

week

in

New York

to a large

number

of prominent members of the industry,
many of whom were directors. An elaborate dinner was served at the Sun-Light
headquarters, at 1600 Broadway, after
which the party adjourned to the projection

room

of

International

Cinema

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE
1MS-I006 Miltrt

Equipment Centre, 729 Seventh avenue,
where an interesting program of pictures
was shown for the edification of the

Sp.ni.h Title Work

picture

Specialty

Office and Laboratory, 416 Cbartres St,

West 216th

St.,

Pleased Customers Our Best Ad.

New York

City

—Developing—Printing

Lowest Laboratory Insurance Rate

in

New

Cable Address: VVUlemBlm

EVANS LABORATORY
416-24

CO.

Oktf,

Exporters of Film

was "The Great Train
Robbery," made by the Edison Company
in 1903, and many of the crudities of early
dav picture making furnished amusement
first

Tdesbsae Cutrai 2347

WILLEMSEN & CO.

guests.

The

Wif

New York

Titles

Orleans

HL

December
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Barton Organ. Crvstal Theatre, Chicago,

167

111.

Schaefer Brothers, Owners, Crystal Theatre, Chicago, Say:

We

have heard them

all

—

—we have had thousands
the

tone

beautiful

combinations

of the

This

give us the Barton

of honest

quality and

compliments on

the

new

musical

divided manual.

Means Something

to

You

Bartolo Musical Instrument Co.
5 So.

Wabash Ave.

Organ

Chicago.

111.
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Theatre

Progressive

Organist

December

cially the prelude and opening choruses,
and march of the "Caravan"; also in

Kroeger's "Lalla Rookh"
*

And

His Opportunities

By

FRANK STEWART ADAMS

(Organist at the Rialto Theatre,

When

the

New York

Philharmonic

played some pieces by Liadoff, recently,
H. E. Krehbiel, the Tribune's eminent
critic, said they would be more effective if
played with moving pictures showing
what the composer was describing in
tones.
He also admits that moving pictures are now worthy of serious consideration as an art form.
The musical purist thinks that instrumental works should be regarded as absolute music for its own sake, apart

—

from any story or program.

But prodates back to the

gram music, so called,
beginning of modern music.

Even Bach,

"Coffee Cantatas," wrote comic as
program music Also Beethoven,
as in the "Search for the Lost Penny,"
and the "Pastoral Symphony."
in the

well as

*

*

»

To the picture player, it is significant
that such ideas should come from apostles
of highbrow musical taste. To the nonmusician, musical tones, however beautimean nothing by themselves.
If
ful,
instrumental music appeals to the masses,
some mental image

of

For

reason,
pictures
are the
greatest factor today in music appreciation.
Since instrumental music, to be
interesting, must be conceived as interpreting some emotional situation, or some
kind of action-terpsichorcan, educational,
comic, moving pictures have the greatest
this

possibilities in
realistic to the

making music

A

•

music to

was shown

and

*

good deal has been

ting

vivid

layman.
*

pictures.

what

is

it

all

about must be presented simultaneously,
either verbally, as in vocal music, or to

said about

fit-

When Tosca

Rialto with Puccini's
music, we had a picture fitted to music.
This is the ideal picture score, fitting the
action much closer than the ordinary
score.
If a picture could be shown with
Strauss' "Till Eulcnspiegel," it would be
effective, for the story is really slap-stick
at the

the eye, as in the dance, pageant, various
forms of opera, and pictures.

The

organist can adapt for pictures a
great deal of music which would be difficult to arrange for an orchestra.
For
example, the prelude to scene III of
"Elgar's cantata Caractacus" is excellent
for^uiet out-door scenes. There is other
dramatic music elsewhere in the work,
and a pompous 4/4 march in scene IV.
The prelude to the "Dream of Jubal,"
MacKenzie is beautiful for a scenic or
sober,

for

of

situations,
Elgar's "Organ

reflective

the
Sonata."

also

from
good Oriental music in Part I
Bantock's "Omar Khayam," espe-

Andante
There

*

suite.

»

Of the symphonic slow movements,
the one from Schumann's "First Symphony" is not often played. The one from
Sibelius "First Symphony" is of marked
beauty, and passages in the first movement have great dramatic power. And
many unfamiliar orchestral numbers yield
incidental
music "Overture," "Cinderella,"
"Rossini," "Le Las des Fees,"

—

York City)

comedy.

H. T. Finch of the Evening Post stated
the same opinion regarding the Venusbcrg music from Tannhauser.

4

New

24, 1921

is

"Auberf'- "Das

many

Modell,"

"Suppe"

Dame."

—

Also parts of concerts Beethoven's
"Violin Concerto," "Emperor Concerto"
(with its exquisite Adagio), Saint Saen's
Cello concerto and Siciliano from Violin
Concerto in B minor.
Study of the
score and performance of such works will

many
As in

suggest

striking effects in registrathe trio from Pizzicato,
clarinet and piccolo two
Sylvia, Delibes
octaves apart. These effects are not always revealed in the arrangements for
small orchestra.

tion.

—

Exhibits Two Styles of
Fotoplayers at Conclave
On exhibition at the Southern Motion
Picture Exposition, held recently at CharN. C., were styles 15 and 40 of
the Fotoplayer, manufactured by the
lotte,

American Photo Player Company. The
F. H. Andrews Piano Company, which
the Fotoplayer
demonstrated the organs.

handles
sccker,

in

Charlotte,

F.

ington, D.

C, attended the convention.

equivalent to

The

the instrument.

You need

but one operator and long term payments will
enable you to make your music a drawing card.

Make your Motion

Picture

town

will

House the most popular one in
bring the crowds. Make the Fotoplayer your bond with the public for finer entertainment.

—better music

—

Nothing is too difficult to be rendered on the Fotoplayer your repertoire of music is unlimited.
You can play
instantly the kind of music that will interLYON & HEALY, Chicago
Please send me full details about
pret the scene on the screen.

your

"Play as you pay" plan.

Mail this coupon now for our "Play as you
pay plan" and full information on the

Street

FOTOPLAYER.

City

LYON & HEALY

Rick-

organ and Fotoplayer department of the
Arthur Tordon Piano Company of Wash-

a Symphony Orchestra in your
Fotoplayer will provide you with a three to
ten piece orchestral reproduction according to the size of
the

theatre.

K.

manager of the Robert-Morton

CAPITALIZE YOUR MUSIC!
Have

and

Massenet's
"Herodiade" and Tschaikowski's "Pique
less familiar operas, like

Name
State

CHICAGO

December
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Appealing Music

Is

Necessary Today
^fpAITHFUL

reproduction of
— " the masterpieces of music appropriately dignify presentation
of the silent drama.
The Cremona Orchestra-Organ,

recognized
as the last word in theatre instruments,
provides not only tonal qualities of the best
but variation unequaled by any other organ.

It is unexcelled as a hand-played organ.
In
addition a double roll system permits playing with standard player roll, or by solo
roll with instant changes.

These features, some exclusive, place the
in a class by itself for appropriate
accompaniment combinations so vital to put
your films across.

CAPITOL
THEATRE
WW TWEAM

THE
LA^Gt SI
EDWARD BOWE? 'V abasing dikctob
pkescntation; w£t. L ROTWAFEL
EQUIPPED

A

S

attractive selling plan is of interest to
every exhibitor seeking leadership in his
town, regardless of its size.
For there is a
Cremona for every size of house.

The Marquette Piano Co.

CTkt

Chicago, U. S. A.

P

Two

of the

World's Largest

Motion Picture
Theatres

WITH

Adopt

,RA>Ren ,
HAF3T0NE
C RE EN

The Raven
"Haftone"
Screen

THE

Cremona

Our

169

BALABAN & KATZ
CHICAGO THEATRE
OPENED WITH THE

|

Cxemoua
QAeaire Orchestra'Orjar

RAVEN "HAFTONE" SCREEN
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One Hundred

Sixty-Five

Broadway New York

THE PEERLESS
Automatic

Arc

RadiO-VW-Mat
PATENTED

Control

TALK from your screen
ESSENTIAL TO GOOD PROJECTION
Manufactured by THE J. E. McAULEY MFG. CO.

WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES.

CHICAGO

32 N. Jefferson Street

50 RADIO-MATS $2.
WHITE, AMBER or GREEN.

Accept no substitute.

Let the theatre
ventilation
j

HEATING

specialists

v/entilatins

i

i

tell

you how

—

"WATCH FOR OUR
INSTALLATIONS IN MIAMI"

i
B

^PPUNS SYSTEM
14 7" 6

BRCAowAy

Mew

in c
ypRit,N.y.

—
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Painesville,
O.— Clyde and Harley
Goodrich have purchased property which
will be remodeled and fitted up into a
motion picture house.

Th eatres
Only the Latest Equipment Is Being Installed

Openings

Amusement

New

Brunswick, N. J.— The New State
which is just about completed,
will open during the holidays. The house
has- a seating capacity of 2,700 and is
modern in every respect.
*

Projects
Y.—The Ninth Avenue

Greensboro, S. C. National Amusement
Company has opened the National theatre here. Claude Kiser, mayor of Greensboro, and other prominent city officials
were present at the dedicatory exercises.
*

Company

has leased the
northwest corner of 55th street and 9th
avenue and plans to build a theatre to seat
2,000.

installed,

including a

new

pipe or-

—

Valparaiso, Ind. The Premier theatre,
a 1,000 capacity motion picture house,
has been opened here by G. G. Shaur &

— Charles

E. Bowles has sold
Lyric theatre to Harry F. and
George F. Stout. Mr. Bowles still retains an interest and will continue as
manager.
111.

New

*

Alva Okla.— C. O. Cradell of Little
River, Kan., who is interested in several
motion picture houses, has purchased
the Liberty theatre here.

—

Baltimore, Md. Charles Chauhas, former proprietor of the Washington hotel,
has purchased the Empire theatre from

Thomas H.

Burke.

Sons Company.

*

Cedarhurst,
L.
I.— Far
Rockaway
Strand Corporation is erecting a new
theatre at Central and Washington avenue to have a seating capacity of 2,000.
*

—

Elgin, 111. Jacob Samson has purchased the site of the old Masonic Temple, destroyed by fire a year ago, and is
considering the erection of a modern motion picture house.
•

Portland,

opened

his

—

Ore.— John Hamrick has
new house, the Blue Mouse.

Phoenix, N. Y. A. R. Simpier has
taken over the local motion picture house.

More than 200 individuals and societies
were present at the opening at the invitation of Mr. Hamrick.

CLASSIFIED

*

—

Cleveland, O. Another link in the
chain of theatres on the B. F. Keith circuit was added with the opening here of
the 105th Street theatre.

—

Batavia, 111.
Plans have been approved
by Neyman L. Hawks and work will be
started on a $200,000 theatre at 206 East
Main street.

*

York, N. Y. Announcement is
made that S. B. Steinmetz is ready to
proceed with his two-story theatre and
office building at Webster avenue
and
169th street.

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

$1.00

Ownership Changes

—

Baltimore,
Md. Oscar M. Scherr.
of the Gilmor theatre, has taken
over the Sunset motion picture house

Position

owner

—

New

ment
gan.

the

—

New

chased the Plaza theatre. The house will
be thoroughly remodeled and new equip-

Casey,

theatre,

This. Palaces Are Going Up.

York, N.

24, 1921

*

Providing Comfort for Fans Is
an Asset. Exhibitors Know

New

December

here.

*

Waterloo, la.— C. W. Davis and
both of Waterloo, have

Schultz,

J.

M.

pur-

WANTED— Successful

Wanted

middle aged man capapicture or vaudeble of managing any theatre
ville—desires a location after January 1st on
salary or commission.
If you need a manager
write T. L. Wolf, 1002 Oak street, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

—

LOCAL FEATURE
PRODUCTIONS
MADE THE TISDALE WAY
PLEASE YOUR PATRONS AND BRING THEM FLOCKING TO YOUR THEATER
NO GUESS WORK—
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Our

Mammoth

Fleet of striking-

ly

decorated

camera

cars

provide

most

powerful exploitation.
Creates an event
in your town
and puts the

picture over
with a wallop.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

No Worry About the Box

Assured by an Efficient Organization of Experts

Office Results

DUZTRIAL
L M CORP.
SO.

WABASH

AVE.

CHICAGO

S
Li
t|

^
$
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TOURING
A

new

house has been opened
by John McLean. The

$40,000

at Kingston, X. Y.,

policy of the Colonial will be three shows
The projection equipment is of the
daily.
very best and with a 5-piece orchestra Explaying to capacityhibitor McLean is
business.
* * *

John Moran is one of those enterprising
showmen who will soon see the fulfillment
The Coxsackie
of a cherished ambition.
Opera House at Coxsackie, X. Y., is to be
Spring, some
entirely made over next
$15,000 or more is to be spent in improvements.
*

*

From
news

Highland,

that

*

*

X. Y.,

Walter Seaman"

we

gather the
soon build
Walter has

will

an uptodate cinema palace.

installed a new Powers 6B in his
Highland Theatre and redecorated. That
must have been a "Son of a Gun" of a picture that Brother Seaman lost so much
money on the other night.

just

*

*

*

Walter Hill and William Gallagher
have purchased the Empire at Marlboro,
N. Y. Plans have been drawn for a new
house and construction of same, it is rumored, will start next Spring.
*

*

*

"Winners of the West"

WTth
E_

will

have

its first

E

Publicizes Picture
In a town of a few thousand
population, where the editor of the
only daily has been prejudiced for
years against motion pictures, and
has excluded all picture news, and
even advertisements, from his columns on all days except Monday
Manager M. Levitt of the Arc
theatre, Lafayette, Ind., has found
the obtaining of newspaper publicity practically impossible.
But when Manager Levitt decided to run "Over the Hill," he,
with the assistance of a William
Fox exploitation representative,
rammed his way into several columns of free space in the very
newspaper which for years had
refused to open its columns to such
matter.
The seeming miracle was accomplished in this way: A few days
prior to the initial showing, invi-

:^:

in Monroe, X. Y., on Dec 1 at
Boltox's popular opera house. A
new Miroid screen has been hung and
Frank will give the natives something to

showing

Frank

talk about.

*

*

*

Extensive improvements are planned for
the popular theatre run by R. J. Hock at
Goshen, X. Y. Exhibitor Hock informs us
that he will enlarge and install
new
machines.
*

*

*

The very

best of music is now enjoyed
by the patrons of the Oakland Theatre at

Warwick, X. Y.

*

Exhibitor B. S. Thornton will keep pace
with his brother exhibitors on the west
side of the Hudson as his Orpheum Theatre at Saugerties, X. Y.. will be remodThe roof is to be raised, the audieled.
torium enlarged and reseated and other
extensive improvements are planned. It is
quoted unofficially that Mr. Thornton operWe
ated one of the first gas machines.
never knew that B. S. was a dentist.
*

Editor Relents and

EAST

The

Thomas W. Wisner

has

just installed a $2,200 Wurlitzer organ. Xew
machines have also been added and Thomas
has opened the Playhouse at Greenwood

were extended to all the
ministers in Lafayette, to the faculty of Purdue university, and
to
the newspaper editor in question
to attend a private review of
the
picture.
Every minister, a large
number of the Purdue professors
and the newspaper publisher attended.
The result was that several in the audience volunteered
to
write letters to the management on
the high moral value of the picture.
tations

Lake, X. Y.
*

*

*

Four new Graphiscope machines have
been sold to Arthur Knapp, who operates
the Lyceum at Florida, X. Y., and the
Lyceum at Sparkill, X. Y. Arthur is doing
a nice business and will continue to run his
Sparkill house two nights a week.
*

Joe Smith

grams
X. Y.

A

is

Xew

just been installed.
*

Work

*

*

putting over

Theatre

The matter having assumed

some

fine

this
aspect, the editor of the daily was
compelled to devote several columns in his paper to the review

pro-

Port Jervis,
Monsoon ventilation system has

at the

at

and the favorable discussion which
*

*

it

start this Spring on a new
600-seat house at Livingston Manor, X. Y.
Anthony F. Fontana states he wants a
real theatre, that his Opera House is be-

coming antiquated.
*

*

*

The Broadway Theatre at Xewburgh,
X. Y., has been reopened and is playing to
It is said $100,000

was spent

aroused

among

the city's

not-

ables.

will

big business.

171

on

this

house

this

summer

to

make

it

one

of the finest houses on the Hudson.
The
seating capacity has been enlarged
to 1,358
seats and two Proctors automatic
machines
installed,
also
a
Typhoon ventilating
svstem.

False Faces for Kiddies
Exploit "Tarzan" Serial
Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia, which controls the distribution
of
the serial, "The Adventures of Tarzan,"
n eastern Pennsylvania and southern

Xew Jersey has devised a false face in
the shape of a lion's head which is being
distributed by exhibitors to their juvenile
patrons at the initial showing of the
serial.
The mask, which is in varied colors is imprinted with the name of the
picture and the star character.
The no%-e!ty will also be given to thousands of school children in Pennsylvania
and Xew Jersey to exploit the production.

Goldwyn Picture
From Story by Terhune

Latest

A

"Grand Larceny," the Goldwvn picture
starring Elliott Dexter and Claire Windsor, and scheduled for distribution early
next year, is from a story by Albert Payson Terhune. It deals with the disillusionment of a husband who claims his
friend had committed "grand larceny" in
stealing the love of his wife.
Wallace Worsley directed the picture
and the cast includes Roy Atwell. Tom
Gallery, Richard Tucker and John Cosscene from "Turn to the R'ght," Metro's adaptation of the successful stage play.

sars.
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Follow the Crowd
Book the
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DEMPSEY-CARPENTIER
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PICTURES
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SENSATIONAL REELS
20 PRINTS

I

NOW

BRINGING

ADVANCE
XMAS JOY
TO HUNDREDS
OF

ILLINOIS
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
De Luxe

Industrials

New

Methods Adopted
by Company Mean Money

Exploitation

to Theatres
The
tures

success of the local feature picas produced by Tisdale Indus-

Film

Corporation is assured by
and effective exploiting and
presentation.
According to the many
letters received from key town theatres
throughout the country, this coupled with
trial

their novel

$3,000,000

House

Seating 4,500 Will be
Erected on North Side

Offered by Tisdale
A

theatre building, to contain a motion
picture house that will rate one of the
largest in the city, will be erected at the

northwest corner of Howard street and
Marshfield avenue.
Plans have been
drawn and actual work will be started by
the middle of next month. The theatre
when completed will cost approximately
$3,000,000 and will have a seating capacity of 4,500.

Whitney and Williams are the

archi-

to adopt
putting their

According to the plans of William
P. Whitney, the building will have a fourstory arcade leading from Howard street
to the auditorium in the rear and also to
Marshfield avenue.
This section will
have a dance hall and a large restaurant,
gallery
connected by an art
at one end
and a musicians' gallery at the other. The
playhouse will have one of the largest

propositions over.
Their large fleet of
highly decorated camera cars create that
interest and excitement necessary to the
success of the project.

stages in the city.
syndicate represented by M. F. Schiavone and the General Realty Company
is back of the project, which it is ex-

community exploitation movement
fostered by the various civic organizations, makes a box office attraction that
seldom fails to get the money.
The Tisdale concern has specialized in
these civic exploitation pictures tor some
the

time and are

among

the

showmanship methods

in

first

Theatre Is Exploited

They not only provide most powerful
exploitation for the pictures being made,
but for the theatre, which is made the
center of the entire activities.
The pictures are made in the form of a
travelogue and topical review, and are
built with the idea of getting every place
and person of importance in the town in
the picture. The citizens of the town are
shown at work and at play or performing
the daily tasks that have made them important, while the various advantages of
the city are brought out in an interesting:

way.
Offer

De Luxe

Edition

Plans have been completed for making
a special de luxe production
for
the
larger cities.
This, according to F. M.
Tisdale, president, will be an elaborated
edition bringing out the educational features,
important facts that everyone
should know about his own town.
A
series of pictures along these lines are
already being produced in Chicago, where
the larger suburban communities are being filmed.
Among the larger suburban theatres of
Chicago which have contracted for the
de luxe edition are the Plaisance and
Park of Austin and Oak Park, under the
management of Jack Miller. The Parthenon of Hammond, Ind., also has contracted for the special edition.

—

It's been fathomed at last
the brief absence of Al Gallas, manager of the local
R-C Pictures exchange we refer to. Yep

Al went and did

it

— last

Thursday, Decem-

ber 8, with the charming Miss Anne Nelson of this city becoming Mrs. Al Gallas,
the happy couple being
to their

AT HOME

many

friends at the
new Huntington
apartments, 4526 Sheridan road. Congratulations are in order.
You have ours, Al,
old chap!

tects.

Cohen Scheduled

Big Attendance Expected at
Peoria Meeting of

League
The

will be completed by October,
1922.
It is predicted that one of the big
locai exhibitors will operate the theatre.

Council Minus Power
To Levy Heavier Tax
Counsel States
That Law Does Not

this

Alderman Kostner has

hit a

stone wall

impose a 3 per cent tax
on gross receipts on the motion picture
in his effort to

theatres of the city.

Has No Application
ruling has been handed down by
Corporation Counsel DerbyAssistant
stating that '"the new law passed by the
last legislature which enables the city to
coliect a percentage of gross receipts does
not apply to theatres.
•'The enabling law," says the corporation counsel, "is specific in mentioning
only baseball, wrestling, boxing, football
and other athletic shows or exhibitions.
Therefore, the city council would not
have power to remove theatre licenses
and substitute a percentage scheme
against theatres."

A

is

week.

The

gathering

local

is

scheduled

for

Wednesday, December 14, when PresiS. Cohen and General Counsel James J. Walker of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will
dent Sydney

address the exhibitors.

Meet

The

Sherman

at

convene at 12:30
Hotel Sherman.
Following the local gathering the exexhibitors

will

at the

hibitors and their national officers will
entrain for Peoria to attend the state
convention, the first since the national
conclave in Minneapolis last July.

Important Business

Up

While the Cohen and Walker addresses
feature the Peoria session there is
considerable business of vital concern to
the state to be transacted.
No action thus far has been taken on
the department of public service of the
national league.
This undoubtedly will
will

be brought up for action. Officers will
not be elected at this meeting.

Corporation

Hit Theatres

stage

all set for the two exhibitor meetings to be held in this state

A

pected

to

Address Convention

During the present

in

"lull"

chaxgeman Jack Hayes

is

films,

Exhis

killing

spare time unloading a shipment of talking
machines recently acquired. Might try' installing a few of them in the Palais Cinema
Make a nifty
eat shop along the Row.
accompaniment on the days supported "the
soup quartet" are playing a date there, or
the "coffee soloists."
*

*

*

listening in on Willie Hershberg's recent sales argument with Exhibitor Applebaum, we can't quite figure out,
as how the "Catlic" coupe is annoying Bill
not
with a lack of "air pressure."
utilize a fragment of thy sales gas?

After

Why

WILLIS O
a
a
FiLft CRAFT a
—
E

zz

ZZ

J. E.

zz

Would Be

Confiscatory

This ruling was received enthusiastic-

by the exhibitors of the city. If the
ordinance had been enacted the thousands
ally

dollars paid to the city
a hardship upon them.
Many exhibitors held that imposition
of the 3 per cent tax on the theatre!
would have amounted to virtual confis-

additional

of

would have worked

cation.

*

*

for

the

is

now
R-C exchange,
hitting the

local

initial trip

December

12.

—

Illinois

taking

trail

the

TRAILERS

o

ONLY -ORIGINAL-FILM-TRAILERS

a

DONT BE FOOLED BY CHEAP IMITATORS.

zz

QUICK SERVICE - OUR MOTTO
\VE MAKE EM WHILE YOU WAIT—
ON EVERY PICTURE RELEASED.

a

zz

WRITE -WIRE -OR PHONE.

zz

zz

TELEPHONE HARRISON 2278

CD

a

*

Charles DrNGMAX, former Fox representative,

a

c
zz_

—

34 EAST EIGHTH ST.

CHICAGO

zz

o
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WE

PROGRESS
WITH OUR FRIENDS'
progress
ours. So

— your
as

we

prosperity is
advance along

the road to success,

hope

may

that this

we heartily

CHRISTMAS

you the BEST of
CHEER and the coming

bring

GOOD

NEW YEAR
GOOD

the

BEST

LUCK.

PROGRESS PICTURES
808

So.

of

Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CO.

144 W. Vermont St.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

FRANK ZAMBRENO
TOM MITCHELL
H. D.
R. K.

CHARNAS
SHALLENBERGER

PAUL BUSH
E. S.
J. P.

BARBOUR
GRUWELL
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IN

UNITY
IS
and with
is

STRENGTH
all

in unity,

the strength that

we

extend to our

Patrons and Friends the heartfelt wish that you may enjoy
the Merriest of all Yuletides
and the Happiest of all New
Years.

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS CO.
808

So.

Wabash

Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

144 W. Vermont St.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

FRANK ZAMBRENO,

Pres.

JAMES MURTAUGH
B.

THORNTON PHELPS
GEORGE LEVY
MAX SCHWARTZ
J. G. FRACKMAN
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ft. Oil.

Sampson

Jfunk
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C. llcserman

lllm. (Lilenbcll

D. Rosenthal
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S>aless

promotion

HI. II. ©til, ^ufaltcitp fflanagcr
<L2i.

©planb,

£l>erbtcc

Manager

31.

$lock, Manager, poster Dept.

21.
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Jg. Cisfenberg,
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3. 3le£erman
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PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc.

AND

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
CHICAGO BRANCHES
JOIN IN

EXTENDING ALL EXHIBITORS
IN THIS TERRITORY

Jfflerr|>

Cljrtsftmas
anb

i?eb3
CHICAGO CITY BRANCH
H. O. MARTIN, Manager
T. G. MEYERS, Asst. Manager
O. E.

KEPPLER
FLORINE

R. V.

NOLAN

C. N.

§ear
ILLINOIS and INDIANA
J. S.

GILLICK, Manager

C. L.

FILKINS

H. W.

RICKER

EDW.

P.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
G. P.

SMITH, Manager

M.
W.

P.

FITZPATRICK

S.

ALTLAND
AND

C. E.

MARSHALL,

Cashier

G. W. BUSCH, Booker

BRANCH

CASANAVE
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To Our Many friends
WE

9

JOIN IN WISHING

jfflerrp

YOU ALL

Xmax

AND

W.

F.

SEYMOUR
Supervisor

RALPH SIMMONS

F. L.

Branch Sales Manager

DRUMM

Office

Manager

THOMAS GREENWOOD

JIM SALTER

City

City

H.

E.

TERRY

"RED" JOHNSON

J.
Wisconsin

Northern

&

Western

Illinois

CHARLES LUNDGREN

W. GAVIN
Wisconsin

Southern

& Eastern
& Indiana

Illinois

HARRY JAMES
Booker

W. AVENUE
HODKINSON CORP.
W. WABASH

730 SO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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WISHING YOU YOUR MOST

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Compliments
of

tJje

SIDNEY

Sbeaston

J.

GOLDMAN
Clyde

E.

Elliott

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES
CHICAGO

PIONEER FILM CORP. OF ILLINOIS
extends

i^eagon^ Pes* (greetings
CHARLES LEI ST. Manager
JACK BARRY, Sales Manager

MAY THE NEW YEAR BRING
PROSPERITY AND HAPPINESS

Watch for Coming Announcement

1922 Will Reward Square Shooters
Says Frank Zambreno of Progress
Following

the

recent

announcement

exchange had been orLouis to handle the Arrow

that an exhibitors'

ganized in St.
product which is distributed in the Illinois-Indiana territory by Progress Pictures Company of Chicago and Indianapolis, Frank Zambreno, head of Prog-

was asked what he thought
movement.
ress,

"Naturally

it

gives

me

satisfaction," he said, "to

of the

considerable

know

that

my

opinion of this product has been so
strongly confirmed by the exhibitors
themselves. When I made my original
purchase of a quarter of a million dollars'
worth of product last summer, I believed I had secured the greatest program
of features, short subjects and serials
ever offered on the independent market.

own

Increases His Buy
"As the pictures began to come in and
we saw them on the screen, I found that
in the main they were even better than
we had hoped and I increased my buy by

many thousands of dollars in spite of the
adverse conditions, for I have all the confidence in the world that this very condition will eliminate the unworthy product
and thereby improve the market on really
worthy pictures. This action on the part
of the St. Louis exhibitors is a most
gratifying confirmation of my judgment.
"With our 'Golden Rule Service' our
exhibitor customers receive even better
treatment than they could from an organization of their own because of our
superior facilities and greater distributing

experience, and the appreciation of this
interesting fact is already spreading rapidly over the territory, together with a
realization that our published claims for
our product were in nowise overstated.

Offers Quality and Variety

—

Fighters' and we
have proved that it has we believe that
will
1922
reward 'square shooters,' and it
is our sincere purpose to so completely
satisfy our customers that they will voluntarily continue as our customers so
long as they and we remain in business.
"Look at what we have to offer exhibiquality, box
tors for the coming year
From every standoffice draft, variety.
point our offerings are noteworthy. Take
for example our James Oliver Curwood
The first one, 'God's
super-features.
Country and the Law' was splendidly received by press and public alike, and the
published comment already received on
'The Girl from Porcupine' are unanimous
in their praise of this delightful North
woods picture, which we will releast

Rewards

'1921

"If

—

—

next month.

tures

Wins Instantaneous Approval
B. Kyne series of four feawith Roy Stewart and Marjorie

Daw

are

"The Peter

still another instance of unique
'A Motion to Adjourn' is winning
instantaneous approval. The Grace Da
vison society dramas, the Jack Hoxie

value.

Western features and
adventure
nitches

tales

all

the Neva Gerber
their particular

fill

of usefulness,

while our excep-

tional one and two-reel comedy and novsubject service is already being
elty
widely used by a large proportion of the

high-class exhibitors in the territory.
"As for our serials, the constant stream
of contracts on 'The Blue Fox,' the first
of our current chapterplays, bespeaks its
value at the box office. Yes, I may say
that I consider the exhibitors of St.
Louis very fortunate in their choice of a
product to distribute cooperatively in the
territory just to the south of us."

Fire Rules Are Observed
WATERBURY, CONN.— Laws and
regulation governing

fire

hazards

in thea-

tres are being strictly complied with, according to a statement of Superintendent

of Police

George M. Beach.
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Message

The Merriest
of Yuletide and
a

Bountiful,

Prosperous 1922
R. T. Smith

Lee Woodyatt

Edwin Silverman
M.M.Kruegfer Julius A. Alcock

5TA

Select Pictures

CHICAGO

BRANCH
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
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Sputtering* from
By

0V

tfje

hang

old '21 soon to be a matter of hisget the stockings mended and
'em up for Kris Kringle, for one

lets

what

will drop into them
generous hands. The
general wish along the Row is for a rousing big peppy 1922.
We are with you

can never

from

tell

this jolly chap's

evervone.
*

*

*
,

A

*

*

*

Ralph Simmons, the recently appointed
manager of Hodkinson, tells us "on the
that his transfer to dear oV Chi
real Yuletide for him.
Them's
nice words, Ralph
BUT, be charitable and
give us the "grape-nuts."
Surely, Tom
Greenwood is not easing the golf lure thy
direction
*
* *

quiet"

means a

—

Talking about fillum progress, didya get
a slant at the .oldtime tintypes of the two
handsome magnates that control the Dempsey-Carpentier fight pictures in these parts?
The "Bill and Ben duo" deserve heaps of
credit the way nature aided up to the
present time, for only a mother's fond love
could ever treasure those starting camera
records.
At that one can never tell until
they start to

grow what
*

You know

Row

between Eighth and Ninth
*

*

*

it's

all

about!

streets.

*

Have been informed
manager of the

sales

exchange,

has

ANY

that C. E. Bond.
local First National

never

trade paper.
with another "beat."

been publicised in
As usual we get away

*

As we go to press H. O. Martin1 manager of Pathe, is all smiles.
de luxe
trade showing was held at the Aryan
Grotto, Dec. 12, to a large and enthusiastic gathering of local and many out-oftown theatre owners. Judging from the
many jovial personalities upon leaving the
show, we might murmur that Harold
Lloyd's latest. "A Sailor-Made Man" had
'em all belching gobs of the laugh stuff.

gule log

MacHENRY

J. S.

With
tory

183

*

*

Max

Levey has severed his affiliation with
the Greiver Productions and we understand
Max has a real one under way, which he
will announce in the near future.
All
right, Max, when ready let's have it.
*

*

*

That was quite a thrilling array of visitors Clyde Eckhardt of the Fox exchange
entertained Dec. 8 with the charming Shirley Mason and Charles Jones stopping over
between trains eastward bound for the holidays. By the way, Ernie Grohe was being
ably assisted by Joe Lyon, arranging tons
of advertising matter about the office.
Looked like Joe was trying to find available space. Still every little effort helps.
* * *
Just to illustrate, there are a few exhibitors that should give their trade papers
considerably
more attention. It seems
Archie Spencer of the Robertson-Cole office was the dashing escort to considerable
feminine beauty a certain evening last week
and had occasion to visit Henry Newell
and Lester Patches of the Howard theatre, introducing the charming little lady,
using her name in private life, with the
result that she was not recognized.
forgot, Lester was not there shame, Henry,

We

—

shame!
*

*

*

the bell-hops have not reduced
the paging charges here, as yet, besides we
always like to gather a flock of info from
these nomadic film executives.
*

metropolis with a heap of exciting acts.
On the square. Nat, how would you all
like to be here for New Year's eve, eh ?
*

features. "Western Thoroughbred," "New
Minister," and two National Exchange

"Lotus Blossoms" and "Shadows
of the West." Besides they are now releasing the initial King Cole and National
offerings.

Comedies

subjects.
*

Harold Gollos, of Gollos and Gollos.
accompanied by Irving Biba, manager of
the Springfield and Clifford theatres, left
Dec. 11 for St. Louis to prepare for the big
run of their feature production, "The Wandering Jew," to open Dec. 26 at the Ogden
theatre, for an extended run.
*

*

*

Will Ed Moore of the
anchor momentarily

tions
*

Griffith producat his hostelrv?

*

With Cecil Maberry, manager of the
Goldwyn exchange, "Reggie" Alberts
and "Poisey" Barr, fellow members of the

—

*

*

—

!

A Happy

Yuletide
and

*

Chatting about deah ol' Harvard, observant optics have espied two rather startling
changes taken place along the Row. Jimmie
Muktagh, fashion plate of the Unity
Photoplay Co., is now disporting an impressive assortment of shirtwear all fussed
up with "piping trim about the cuffs" and
Henri (Noiseless) Ellman, the quiet Reelcraft representative, has been caught supping his afternoon tea and biscuits at the

film

lights

seen at the Staley-Canton football struggle, played last Sunday, this must be a new
method of swelling the Christmas bankroll.
Up to now we have been unable to
ascertain who picked the winner.
* » *

Cress Smith, manager of the United
Artists exchange, received a request for a
special screening of their wonder production, "Way Down East." for Archbishop
Mundelein of Chicago, to be shown at the
prelate's private residence.
* * «

From the way the boys are all fussed up
along the Row, looks like a big night at
this week, when Buff and Moore
clash for a ten-round maul.
Understand
that the Tisdale Film talent will be on the

Milwaukee

spot clicking off reels of celluloid of the
f ray.

*

belated

"Why

»

communique

arrives for solu-

Gradwell Sears of the
local First National not celebrate Armistice day?"
Can't even guess. Why?
did

*

*

•

Seems rather lonesome without Rodemc
Ross skipping about Rue Cinema this year,
but a fellow Hamiltoi.ian informs us that
"Rory" and family have left for the balmy
clime of Florida to hibernate at Daytona
for an indefinite stay.
*

*

»

the local United Artists playing an occasional sales duet, looks like Manager Smith
with have an easy task of it closing the
Marks and Goodman theatre link.
« * «

one might be lead to infer we have
our midst, a rawther rare ol' trio sort
of a Harvard atmosphere doncherknow
in

*

With Sam Marks and Del Goodman of

local

staff,

»

Judging from the gang of

tion.

Fred Aitken of the Superior Screen
Service tell us, they are now offering their
six recent feature acquisitions, comprising
two David Butler features, two Horizon

»

cotton, oil and cactus, Billy Mayfield and
the K. K. K. are furnishing this southwest

A

*

»

received a flash from the sunny
South with a Dallas date line. Nat Wolp
of the Educational Films murmurs that he
and Calloway, the southern nightingale, are
still
running about in real shirt sleeve
weather, and aside from mingling with the

Just

Prosperous

New

Year

a funny thing what a college educado for a chap. Take for instance
Dave Dcbin of the Educational Exchange.
What a wonderful dancer he MIGHT have
turned out to be?
It's

tion can

»

SPECIAL MESSENGER SERVICE

Max
506 So.

Mgr.
Chicago
Ave.,

Heller,

Wabash

'Phone Wab. 6339

A MERRIE

OL'

»

»

That was a neat little act of larceny put
over on Tom Mitchell of Progress fame,

Tom should worry. He
the other night
is now on the Lake Mich diet for a gallon
(Concluded an pagt 7*7)

CHRISTMASTIDE

AND WISHING YOU ALL THE SAME MEASURE OF GOOD THINGS YOU HAVE
HANDED ME DURING THE YEAR.
Elgin's Popular Exhibitor— RALPH W.

W ^i

CROCKER %
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MABERRY

D

Resident Manager

PTH
TONY

V.

Assistant

T

M
BEN

PHILBIN
Manager
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M.
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H

F.

REINGOLD
Manager
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City Representatives
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E

Traveling Representatives

:
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:
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H. E.
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greeting*!
We

extend

Fellowship and

—and

the

to

TRADE

Good Cheer

—

the

warm Hand-Clasp

the Season's Best Greetings

our very best wishes for

8

jflerrp Cijrtstmas

R. E. Bradford

R. C. Smith

Jack Grauman

Wm.

L Natkin

D. O. Reese

John Mednikow

Phil Dunas

Sydney Schwartz

Geo. Weinberg

J.

V.

F.

of

Hershberg

DeLorenzo

N. A. Weinbaum

M.

Jacobs

Geo. Hueth

F. B. Fredette

W.

A. M. Silverman

E. E.

L.

McCloud
Hemmings

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

FILM
CORP.

MEMBER

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

WISCONSIN
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COMES ONCE A YEAR

BUT A SERIAL WITH THE
PUNCH-PEP-CLIMAX & ACTION
OF

ADVENTURES
OF TARZAN
15

STARRING

BOOKED

ELMO LINCOLN

ASCHER

EPISODES

JAMMED
FULL OF
SNARLING

BY

BROS,

AND

LUBLINER

FEROCIOUS

& TRINZ

WILD

AND

BEASTS
OF THE
JUNGLE

COMES BUT ONCE IN A

ALL BIG
CIRCUITS

LIFE TIME!
RELEASED NOW,

ILLINOIS,

INDIANA AND WISCONSIN BY

REELCRAFT

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
CHICAGO

MILWAUKEE
TOY BUILDING

804

S.

WABASH

AVE.

INDIANAPOLIS
109 W. MARYLAND ST.
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Maplewood Theatre Books
Realart Films for

g?puttenncjs from Oft

0Y
By

J.

Jhile
S.

Hog

MacHenry

(Concluded from page

1S3)

a day by the cup full. There are thirtynine cups of it to the gallon, so be careful
of "Tarzan," and don't miscalculate.

With golf gone and football almost,
"Champ" Rowley of the Realart office is
searching for some more bowling excitement Jim Salter of the Hodkinson exchange, please not. The "Champ" modestly
admits, he's open for

comers in any sort
Bravo. Rowley, let's

all

of an arrangement.

Month

Not to be outdone by the New York
organization the Chicago office of Realart Pictures Corporation, Harry Willard,
manager, announces a Realart month in
the city. Several weeks ago the New
York office boasted of such a booking but
honors have been evened up with the
placing of a complete month of Realart
features at the Maplewood theatre.
The pictures, which will run daring
January are: "Dawn of the East" with
Alice Brady; "The Speed Girl," Bebe

"Her Face Value," Wanda Haw"Hush Money," Alice Brady; "MorMay McAvoy; "The Love Charm,"

Daniels;
ley;
als,"

Wanda Hawley: "First
Binney: "A Virginia

Love," Constance

May

Courtship,"

McAvoy: and "Nance from Nowhere,"
starring

Bebe Daniels.

go
*

«

*

That was too bad about R. C. Seery being
It seems
called too early the other morn.
Ray had just completed perfect Scotch tee
and had the driver about finishing the back
swing for an exquisite three hundred and
some odd drive, when awakened by a

summons

breakfast
Might have been another sixtv-eight

thoughtless
table.

eh,

R C?

»

«

to

the

*

The way

that aggregation of film sellers
are gathering about Sales Director L. W.
Alexander of the local Universal office,
reminds one of the N. Y. Stock Exchange
in busy session.
Seems to indicate "The
Conflict" is stirring affairs about this busy
film hive.
* * *

A

certain rising young film salesman, who
recently inherited a considerable fortune
from his uncle out West ,was queried as to

whether he would new settle up his many
outstanding debts. After the meager percentage of a moment's intense thought he
readily replied, "At first I thought I would,
but I've concluded that I shall not alter my
present mode of living. I don't want to be
accused of
display."
Another
blow to the sterling, francs and marks exchange markets.

VULGAR

New

Screen Version of
"That Lass o' Lowrie"

Frances
Hodgson Burnett's novel.
"That Lass o' Lowrie," will be seen on
the screen again, this time with Priscflla
Dean, the Universal-Jewel star, as the
featured player. The story" originally was
adapted for the screen by Universal about
seven years ago with Harry Carey and
Helen Ware in the leading roles.
Elaborate production on a large scale
will be given the new picture it is announced. Elliott J. Clawson is writing
a continuity of the book which will embodv the essential plot and theme.

Elinor Glyn in Chicago

On Way

to

Lasky Studio

Glyn passed through Chicago
week en route to California where

187

Always Play Square
Is Kettering's Motto
Puts Over More Weekly Than
Other Press Agents Do

Monthly
AU

of the exploitation experts and picture boosters extraordinary commonly
known as press agents are not housed
on Manhattan Isle. No sir, not by a jug
fnlL
have a few out here in the
West and not the least of these is Ralph
Kettering, who puts over more stuff in
a week in the daily papers, for Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, than a great many
others do in a month or six weeks.
Kettering, besides writing plays, monologues and sketches for legitimate actors,
often is called upon to prepare on short
notice vaudeville acts for motion picture
stars making personal appearances at the
Jones, Linick & Schaefer houses.
Introduces 'em for Stage

—

—

We

Among the picture stars he has introduced to Chicago audiences and started
on the road to vaudeville success are Lillian Walker, Lew
Cody, Fay Tincher,
Zena Keefe, Benny Alexander, Baby
Marie Osborne, Ben Turpin. Billy Mason,
Kathlyn Williams, George Walsh and
Rath Stonehouse.
Besides exploiting stars, however, he
finds time to put over some big publicity
campaigns in Chicago, among these be-

ing "The Adventures of Kathlyn," "The
Spoilers." "The Drug Terror." "Joan the
Woman," "The Crisis." "The City of
Silent Men." "Too Much Speed." "What's
Your Hurry," "The Kid," "The Three
Musketeers," "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"

and "Way Down East"
Play Square With Press

Elinor
last

she will assist in the production of Gloria

"Be-

Swanson's latest Paramount
yond the Rock," adapted to the screen by
jack Cunningham from a story by Mrs.
picture,

Glyn. The author has just returned to
this country from England
Rudolph Valentino has been engaged
to play opposite Gloria Swanson in this
production which Sam Wood is directing.

unique lobby displays and there is always
a gang of photographers and reporters at
his heels. And the secret of
in these few words:

it

all is

told

"I play square with the newspapers,
never put over anything on them without
being frank and above-board, make it a
point to leave them smiling when I say
goodbye and I try to treat the opposition

square, too."

Anyway he gets the stuff that brings
the business and that's what counts in the
long run. J. R. M.

Understand that "Chick" Kepfler of the
local Pathe office was in a terrific state of

—

excitement the other day. Upon questioning the "ex-leather neck" he informed us
he had just seen a marine romping down
the Row without a sharpshooter's medaL
Modest gang, those World War winners,

Denny Boxes

to

Keep

Fit

For Bouts in Ring Film

at that

Screen Rex Beach Story
Betty Blythe has been engaged to play
leading feminine role in the latest
Rex Beach picture adapted from the
story "The Net." according to announcement by Whitman Bennett of Bennett
Pictures
Corporation through United
This is the second Rex Beach
Artists.
the

on United Artists' program.
"Vengeance" may be chosen as the title

feature

under which the picture

will

be distrib-

TRAILERS
FEATURES

H.

wth or mtftout scenes

method of keeping in physical trim. In
"The Leather Pushers," where he portrays the role of a young professional
on the trail of the championship, his
knowledge of ring craftsmanship is prov-

C. Witwer's story. "The Leather
Pushers," being screened by Knickerbocker Photoplays for distribution by

Universal, believes that boxing

can be obtained from

IRVING HACK CO
Good
work

Quick
Service

is

ing invaluable.
Harry A. Pollard is directing the production and also writing continuities for
The series comprises twelve twoit
reel pictures.

uted.
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BRIMMER
Manager

G. W.
Assistant

R. C.

TAIF
Manager

FLORINE

H. R.

North Side

PHIL SOLOMON

W.

West Side

W.

P.

T. H.

VAN GELDER
Northern Indiana

CALLAHAN

Northern

SMITH

South Side

PHELPS

E. A.

Southern Indiana

Illinois

GIBBS

E. G.

LOUTHAIN
Wisconsin

Central Illinois

F. E.

WILLIAMS
Booker

;
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Service
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shadow and a highbetween that give the

quality.

EASTMAN POSITIVE
FILM
Has the long

scale of gradation— the repro-

ductive quality that registers

all

halftones of the softest or the
lightings.

It carries

the delicate

most

brilliant

quality through to the

screen,

Eastman Film,
identifiable

words

both regular

throughout

its

and

length

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

tinted base,

by

is

the

stenciled in the

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. V.

GUIDE taCURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
From the West, five reels, with William Russell
The Virtuous Outcast, five reels, with Mary Miles

2—

ham).

—The Great Impersonation,
Melford Prod.)
16—Three Word Brand, seven
liam
Hart.)

Oct. 9

Minter.

The Man from Medicine Hat,

reels,

five

Helen

five reels, with William Russell.
five reels, Mary Miles Min-

Shows the Way,

reels.

(Wil-

— Experience,

(George Fitzmaurice

7 reels.

Prod.)

The Moonshine Menace,

five

Helen

with

reels,

Holmes.
High-Gear Jeffrey, five reels, with William Russell.
Youth's Melting Pot, with Mary Miles Minter.
A Crook's Romance, five reela, with Helen Houses.
A Rough-Shod Fighter, five reela, with William
Russell.

The

Marriage

Bargain,

Mary

reels.

five

Miles

Minter.

The Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain,

five reels,

Helen Holmes.

Frank Borzage.

Silent Shelby, five reels, with

ARROW FILM
Way Women

Love,

CORP.

five reels,

with Rubye

De

Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before tbe White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

Oct.

80— After

Binney.
Devil-Dog Dawson,

A

reels,

The Married Virgin,
Frivolous Wives,

rar.

six

reels,

with

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

INC.

Girl, five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

five reels,

INC.

with Art Staunton and

The Wolverine,

five reels, with Helen Gibson.
Crossing Trails, five reels, with Pete Morrison.
Ghost City, five reels, with Helen Holmes.
Too Much Married, five reels, with Mary Ander-

son.

C. B. C. FILM
The Victim, six reels.

SALES

Dangerous Love, five reels.
Captivating Mary Carstairs,

five

CREATION FILMS,

reel

(Norma

GEORGE

Marriage, six reels, Holubar-Phillipe.
reels, with Charles Ray.
Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-

Tbe Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

Hampton

five reels,
five reels,

with Anita Stewart.
with Constance Tal-

H.

INC.

with Clara Kimball Young.
Paris, five reels, with Clara Kim-

(Wallace Reid),

FOX SPECIALS
Over the

Hill, eleven reels.
Virgin Paradise, nine reels.
Conn. Yankee in King Arthur's Court, eight

A
A

reels.

Thunderclap, seven
2 00 feet.
Perjury, 7,«00 feet.

Footfalls, eight reels.

(Gloria Swanson).

—

Prod.), six reels.
(Special), six reels.

Perfect Crime, five reels, with
Jacqueline Logan.
Doll, five reels, with

Kirk-

Monte

Beyond

six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Home

Town

six

reels.

Price, seven

reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
Romeo,

Ridin'

five reels.
Big
Round-up, five reels.
After Your
Heart, five reels.
Tbe Night Horseman, five reels.

Town

Own

Trailin'.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Singing River,

five

reels.

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

reels.

five

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
The Mother Heart,
Lovetime, five reels.
Ever Since Eve, five
Queenie, five reels.
Jackie.

five

reels.

reels.

DUSTIN PARNUM SERIES

The Primal Law,

five reels.

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To

a Finish, five reels.

Bar Nothin',

five

reels.

Riding with Death.

2«TII

CENTURY BRAND

Get Your Man (Charles Jones), five reela.
Play Square (Walker-Murphy), five reels.
Hickville to Broadway (Eileen Percy), five reela.
What Love Will Do (Walker-Murphy), five reels
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy), five reels.
Cinderella of the Hills.
(Barbara Bedford).
Bucking the Line. ( Maurice Flynn).
The Jolt (Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants. (Eileen Percy).

CORP.

All's Fair in Love, five reela.

Beating the Game, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Ace of Hearts, six reels.
For Those We Love, six reels.
Invisible Power, seven reels.
Dangerous Curve Ahead, six reels.
eight reels.
Pardon
French, six reels. Vivian Martin.
The Grim Comedian, six reels. (Rita Weiman.)
Poverty of Riches, six reel*. (Reroy Scott.)
Man from Lost River. (Katherine N. Burt.)
Poor Relation, five reels. Will Rogers.

The Old Nest

My

From Ground Up, five reels. Tom Moore.
The Night Rose, six reels. (Leroy Scott.)
Be My Wife, five reels. Max Linder.

HODKINSON CORP.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.

W. W.

Blue.

Bedford.

Small

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

Monte Blue and

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

The Foolish Matrons,
A.

six reels.
six reels.

Scuttlers,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

A

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

The Last

ten reels.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

reels.

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James
wood and Helen Jerome Eddy.

A

reels.

Shame, 8

PRODUCTIONS

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
fire

Sept. 11— At the End of the World (Betty Compson), six reels.
Sept. 18
Dangerous Lies (Paul Powell British

18—The Golem

1.

The Broken

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Moment

\<

I

DIST.

reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

(Marshall

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I

Young.

Great

reels

READ, JR.. PRODUCTIONS
J.
The Leopard Woman, seven reels, with Louise
Glaum.
A Thousand to One, six reels, with Hobart Bos-

Am

five reels,

Diggers

six

PARKER

DAVIS

EQUITY PICTURES

Hell

H.

Lying
Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

five reels.

Jungle Adventures, Martin Johnson.
His Nibs, with Charles (Chic) Sale.

4—The

Placer,

Peck's Bad Boy, seven reels, with Jackie Coogan
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.
Salvation Nell, five reels, with Pauline Starke.
Nobody, with Jewel Carmen. (R. West Prod.)
(John M. Stahl
The Child Thou Gavest Me.
Prod.)
Tbe Sign on the Door, with Norma Talmadge.
A Midnight Bell, with Charles Ray.
Serenade, seven reels (R. A. Walsh prod.).
Wife Against Wife, six reels (Whitman Bennett
Prod.)
One Arabian Night, eight reels. Pola Negri.
Bits of Life, eight reels (Marshall Neilan Prod.)

THOMAS

five

The Lady from Longacre,
of

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.

reels.
Sept. A The
six reels.

Youth's Desire,

five

Love,

with all-star oast.

reels,

FORWARD FILM

The Tiber's Cub,

Homespun

of the North, six reels.

From

star cast.

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reel
Know Your Man. six reels.

Man-Woman

re-isue.)

For the Freedom of Ireland,

Sept.

reels.
reels.

FIRST NATIONAL

Lessons in
madge.

five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-etar cast.
House, five reels, with all

the

Dangerous Toys, seven

madge.

Josie Sedgwick.

—

six

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.
Destiny, six reels, with Anita
Playthings of
Stewart.
Courage. (Sidney Franklin Prod.)
The Sky Pilot, six reels. (Catherine Curtis Prod.)
Scrap Iron, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Wedding Bells, six reels, with Constance Tal

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS,

Sect.

with

to

— The Butterfly
July 10— Women Who Wait,
Aug. 17 — They Shall Pay.
Sept. 11 — Home Keeping Hearts,
Sept. 18— The Family Closet,
Sept. 26— Discontented Wives,

ball

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

The

reels,

Bob

King Log (Special Prod.).
London, with Bryant Washburn.

PLAYGOERS PICTURES,

Straight

INC.
seven

of the

June 12

Hush,

Children,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Sowing the Wind,

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do,

Talmadge

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE!
The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Betsis

Drag Harlan,

FILM MARKET,
The House Without

Raise, five reels.

WILLIAM PARNUM SERIES

six reels.
reels.

six

PROTHI.NGHAM

I

The Last Trail.
Queen of Sheba,

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

madge.

through Pathe Exchanges
Tbe Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far-

Western Hearts,

J.

Tbe Ten Dollar

—

The

Distributed

The Heart

Mille

—

Scrap Iron,

Neva Gerber.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

The Rider
The Road

(Wm. de

reels

Love's Outcast, two reels, with Ben Turpin:
reels, with Mabel Normand.

Molly O, eight

Ricbard Travers.

five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Star Reporter, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
God's Country and the Law. 6 reels, Gladys Leslie.
Love, Hate and a Woman, 6 reels, Grace Davison.
Yankee Go Getter, 6 reels, Neva Gerber and

James Morrison.
Dangerous Paths, 6

Show, 8

the

Prod.)
80 Beyond, six reels.
Ethel Clayton.
Ladies Must Live, eight reel, Betty Compson.
The Bonnie Briar Bush, five reel. (Donald Crisp
Prod.)
The Sheik, seven reels. (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Call of North, five reels. Jack Holt.
Enchantment, seven reels. Marion Davies.
Exit the Vamp, five reels. Ethel Clayton.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, eight reels.
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything, five reels. All-star.
Just Around the Corner, seven reels.
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
White Oak. six reels. Wm. S. Hart.
Under the Lash, six reels. Gloria Swanson.
Tbe Little Minister. Betty Compson.
Oct.

cast.

Dangerous Paths, five reels, with Neva Gerber.
Girl from Porcupine, five reels, with Faire

Tbe

The

(George

S.

Oct. 28

ter.

The

reels,

7

Oct.

Holmes.
Quick Action,
Sally

Sept. 26— The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil B. DeMille
Prod.), nine reels.
2
Oct.
Footlights. 7 reels, with Elsie Ferguson.
Oct.
Cappy Ricks, 6 reels.
(Thomas Meig-

—

State Rights Productions

The

U

P. Trail, six reels.
of the Forest, six reels.

The Man

BENJAMIN

B.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Dwelling Place of Light, bv Winston Churchill.
The Spenders (Harry Leon Wilson).
The Westerners, six reels. All Star.
READ, Jit, PRODUCTIONS
J.
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
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DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

INC.

six reels, with Doris

Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The

Stedman and Law-

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

with

reels,

Warren

J.

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky
Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
reels,

Indiscretion, six reels, Florence Reed.
There was, six reels, Victor Seastrom.
Beyond the Crossroads, six reels, Ora Carew.
Liquid Gold, six reels, Guy Empey.
Western Adventurer, 6 reels, William Fairbanks.
Oh Mary Be Careful. Madge Kennedy.
The Forgotten Woman, Pauline Stark.
Millionaire for a Day, Arthur Guy Empey.
In Society, Edith Roberts.
Wise Husbands, six reels. Gail Kane.
The Leech, six reels, Claire Whitney.
His Brother's Keeper, Martha Mansfield.

A

with Special Cast.

A

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.
Face of the World, Barbara Bedford and Edward Hearn.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
with Bessie Barris-

reels,

cale.

The Breaking

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

Cut

six reels, with All Star

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband, five reels, with All Star
Keeping Up With Lizzie, Enid Bennett.

Cast.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

—God's

Mar. 16

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

Came, six
Diane of Star Hollow,

reels.
six reels.
The Right Way, eight reels.
The Soul of Man, seven reels.
Squire Phinn. five reels.
Welcome to Our City, five reels.
Mr. Bingle, five reels.
Mr. Potter of Texas, six reels.
Trail of the Law, five reels.
The
Paid, five reels.
Irving Cummings Series, two reels.
Cissy Fitzgerald Series, 2 reels.

reels.
Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.
and
five reels, with Diana Allen.
The Amazing Lovers, five reels, with Diana Allen.

A

Man

Woman,

reels.

VICTOR KREMER,
The Stampede,

Am

I

five reels, with
five reels,

Woman,

the

INC.

Texas Guinan.
with Texas Guinan.

Handicap, six reel horse race feature.
When Love Is Young, five reels, with Zena Keefe.
Winding Trail, five reels, with Buck Manning.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Aug. 1 — Life's Darn Funny, six
with Viola
reels,

Dana.

Aug. It— Big Game, five reels, with May Allison.
Sept 6 A Trip to Paradise, six reels, with Bert

—

Breaker,

six

Viola Dana.

Oct

3

Garments
—Hughes.

Truth,

of

six

Gareth

reels,

—ThewithInfamous
Miss Revell,
Alice Lake.
Ladyfingers,
with Bert
with
Nov. 14— There Are No
Viola Dana.
Nov. 21 — The Conquering Power,
Nov. 28—The Hunch,
Gareth Hughes.
the Wall,
Dec. 12 —The Hole
Alice
Lake.
Bert
Dec. 26—The Idle Rich,
Oet

17

Oct

81

six

—

six reels,
Villains,

six

reels,

six reels, special.

six reels,
in

six

reels,

six reels,

Lytell.

NAZIMOYA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
Camille, six reels, with Nazimova.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Welcome Children, five reels, Elsie Albert.
Shadows of the West, five reels, Hedda Nova.
The Lotus Blossom, six reels, Tully Marshall.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

JESSE

D.

reels,

reels,

with Bruce

with Bruce

Gordon

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Half a Chance, seven

reels,
five

with

Mahlon Hamil-

reels,

with Blanche

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Devil
and Roy

to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette

Stewart.

FERRET PICTURES.

INC.

The Empire of Diamonds, six reels.
The Money Maniac, five reels.

GEORGE

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

B.

with

Mary

Board,

five reels, Constance Binney.
five reels, Mary Miles Minter.
five reels.
McAvoy.

Cold Steel, six

May

reels, special cast.

Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
Where Lights Are Low, six reels, with Sestue

Hayakawa.
of

Society,

six

(Walsh-Fielding

reels.

SEITZ, INC.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitt

9

Wife's Awakening, six reels.
(L. J. Gasnier
Prod.)
Sting of the Lash, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.

The Foolish Age, five reels, Doris May.
The Barricade, six reels (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp, six reels. Sessue Hayakawa.
The Lure of Jade, six reels. Pauline Frederick.
Possession, seven reels. (Mercanton Prod.)
Duke of Chimney Butte, six reels. Fred Stone.
Silent Years, six reels.
(Gasnier Productinos.)
At the Stage Door, six reels. (Cabanne Prod.)

Doris May.

reels.

and Ed Coxen.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows

of Conscience, seven reels, Russell Simp-

son.

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,
S.
It

Might Happen
Mason.
Jass, two

Cowboy

You,

to

five

reels,

with

J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
RLAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES

Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

The

Girl

From Nowhere,

five reels.

five reels.

EUUENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Worlds Apart,

six reels.

five

A

SERIES

in the Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

five

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
The Fiehter. five reels.

After Midnight.
of Stone,

The Man

Pass

Devil's

Key, seven

with special

reels,

cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.
No Woman Knows, seven reels, Mabel Julian Scott
The Fox, seven reels, Harry Carey.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Prey,

six reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six reels.
The Scarab Ring, six reels.
The Inner Chamber, six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.
The Silver Car, six reels.
Bring

Him

In,

Lucky Carson,

six reels.
five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five
Moral Fibre,

The

reels.

five reels.

Single Track, five reels.

Payment,

five

reels.

The Charming Deceiver,

five reels.

Closed Doors, five reels.
Peggy Puts It Over, five reels.
The Matrimonial Web, five reels.

The Rainbow,

five reels.

Three Sevens,

five

reels.

Secret of the Hills, five reels.

WILLIAM DUNCAN
Where Men Are Men,

No

Defense,

five

five reels.

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrist
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (To»
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Catherine Calvert
The Son of Wallingford, eight reels.
Flower of the North, seven reels.

Dead Men

WARNER PICTURES

reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR

The Chicken

Hoot Gibson.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS

The

The Last Door, five reels.
Is Life Worth Living.
Clay Dollars.
Chivalrous Charlie,

Pick-

five reels, with Gladys Walton.
five reels, with Marie Prevost
reels, with Hoot Gibson.
The Rage of Paris, five reels, with Miss du Pant
Go Straight, five reels, Frank Mayo.
High Heels, five reels, Gladys Walton.
Nobody's Fool, five reels, Marie Prevost.
Sure Fire, five reels, Hoot Gibson.
False Kisses, five reels, Miss du Pont.
Dr. Jim, five reels, Frank Mayo.
Pari sian Scandal, five reels. Marie Prevost.
The Fire Eaters, five reels. Hoot Gibson.

Billy

LEWIS

Remorseless Love.
Handcuffs or Kisses.
The Way of a Maid,

Mary

Three Musketeers, twelve reels. Douglas Fairbanks.
Disraeli, six reels, George Arlisa.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, ten reels, Mary Pickford.

The

stunt novelty.

reels,

reels,

ANTONIO HORENO PRODUCTIONS

ENTERPRISES

E.

Man

Douglas Fair-

Carnival, seven reels, Matheson Lang.

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

six reels, with

&

with

reels,

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

Decision, five reels, with Helen Gibson

Girl's

Nut, six

Street, ten reels.

Received

RAINBOW FILM CORP.
A

with

reels,

II— The

with

reels,

Pickford.

Mar.

Prod.)

A

Eden and Return, six

W.

D.

reels,

Griffith production.

PRODUCTIONS

R-C PICTURES

Gilded Lies, five reels.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

—The Love Flower, seven
—The Mark of Zorro, eight
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan.
— The Love Light, eight
Sept. 6

Dec. 4

A

STAR PRODUCTIONS

Everything for Sale,

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,
Sweet

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

Heart

INC.

A

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Moonlight Follies,
Red Courage, five

Her Winning Way,

reel*,

Lytell.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

D. N.

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
Fickle

Miles Minter.

Room and

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

The Rowdy,

Wm.

five reels,

William

Faversham.

Red Foam,

Action, five reels, with

to Let, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
Private Scandal, five reels, with May McAvoy.
The March Hare, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Little Italy, five reels, with Alice Brady.
Her Sturdy Oak, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
One Wild Week, five reels. Bebe Daniels.

with

reels,

six reels, a
reels, a

Moonlight and Honeysuckle,

Shams

Lytell.

19—The Match

Sept

duction.

A
A

KINETO COMPANY
The Four Seasons, four

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

Conway

with

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

SPECIAL FEATURES

six reels.

with

reels,

ford.

REALART PICTURES

Love Without Question, seven

reels,

six

banks.

When Dawn

JANS PICTURES, INC.

six

Through the Back Door, seven

Man Who

Psgan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast
All Star Cast

His,

Who Am If (Ail Star Cast)
Conceit (All Star Cast)
A Man's Home. (All Star Cast)

Dream

Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives

II»r

The Journey's End,

Madonnas and Men,

INC.

NEAL HART SERIES

Down Home, an

L.
The Broken Gate, seven

The Sin That Was

A Man

Tfce

J.

(Achievement

reels.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

IRVIN V.

Beck

I

Colonel, six reels, with Joseph J.

His Temporary Wife, six

six

Ambition,

of

Tearle.

Films.)

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
five

special cast.
(Arthur F.

Prod.)

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

The Green Flame,

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

INC.
The Road

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six reels,
The Heart Line, six reels.

The Power Within,

lOriS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

193

five reels.

Jungle Princess, seven reels. Juanita Hansen.
Why Girls Leave Home, seven reels, Anna Q.
Nilsson.

Parted Curtains, six

reels,

Henry

Walthall.

WESTERN PICTURES
Honeymoon Ranch,

five

reels,

CORP.

AUene Ray.

West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.
Partners of the Sunset, five reels, Alleae Ray.
Lady Luck, five reels. Aller: Ray.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?

two

SCENICS

reels.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

Nothing to Think About.

Take

It

NEIGHBORS,

reel

PATHE EXCHANGE.

Lloyd.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
DOMINANT PICTURES.

INC.

two

SUN-LITE COMEDIES,

SUPREME COMEDIES,

Fanny.

STAR COMEDIES,

two

reel*.

two

reels

one reel.
one reel

one

reels.

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

C. B. C.

two

DOMINANT PICTURES.

two

two

INC.
reels.

reeL

two

festher,

one

Dsrk-

REELCRAFT PICTURES
two

reels.

reel Westerns.

reels.

Stuff.

The Happy Poet
The Indian.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

with Flowers.
The Book Agent.
Singer Midget's Side Show.
it

One Moment

Please.

Perfect Villain.

Lore and War.

SELZNICK— The Whirlwind.
The Branded Four.
UNIVERSAL—The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
UN VERSAL— Winners of the West (Art Acord).
V1TAGKAPH— The Silent Avenger (WiUasss
Duncan).
VITAGRAPH — The Purple Riders (Joe Kysn sad
Elinor Fair).
VITAGRAPH— Fighting Fate (William Duncsa
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan ass)
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH— The Veiled Mystery (An tools

FEDERATED (once a week) Ford Weekly.
FOX NEWS (twice s week) st Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondsys and Thursdays) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice s week) st Educational exchanges.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Pathe Exchange.

SELZNICK NEWS

reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series, two reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
RED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman), two
reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS, two
reels.

(twice a week)

at

Select

•»

changes.

RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
two

II.

NEWS REELS

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,
in

Bride

FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seits sad
June Caprice).
PATHE— Hurricane Hutch (Charles Hutchinson).
PATHE—The Yellow Arm (Ruth Roland)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES—The Great Reward.

Lost City.
Miracles of Jungle.

reel.

FRANK BRAIDWOOD,

(Jack Hone).

MorenoV

reels.

C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mons

INDIAN

Jack

WARNER—The

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reel*.
FOX FILM CORP.
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES, two reels.

bi-

reels,

monthly.

reels.

THE PLAYHOUSE, BUSTER KEATON,

The Jockey.
The Sailor.
The Toreador.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES, two

POX — Fantomas;

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

two

two reds

The Blue Fox (Ann Little).
Nan of the North (Ann Little).

ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB, one
TOM SANTSCHI WESTERNS, two reels.
HOLMAN DAY SERIES, two reels.
MAJ. JACK ALLEN SERIES, one reel.

six reels.
Class, two reels.

Jsxs.

Adventures of Tsrzan (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW— Thunderbolt

PATHE

A

Nstnre.
Masterpieces

E ENTERPRISES—Cowboy
SERIALS

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN SERIAL SALES—

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

ft

reels

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, on* every
other week, two reels.
ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES, two
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES, two
reels.
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

one red

KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Dsy.
PATH E— Psthe Review, one red
PATHE— Aesop's Fsbles Cartoons, two- thirds red
PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's Film-Ossphy.

ARROW FILM

reel.

Pictogrsphs.

—

reels.

reels.

DRAMAS

reels.

snapshots.

GREIVER —Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews, one reeL
K1NETO Charles Urban Movie Chats,

S.

two

Muscine osm

(weekly).

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Brsy

Clean and dry.

SELIG-RORK, PHOTOPLAYS

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

reel

FEDERATED— Screen

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

reels.

reel.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

CO.

WARNER PICTURES

CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Stork's Mistake, two reels.

one

RADIN — B nnd'» Wonders of
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman

AUBREY COMEDIES,

reel.

Golf, slow motion.

reel.

two

one

Annette Kellerman in high diving.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.

The Blixzard.
The Tourist.
The Riot.
The Applicant.

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

A

one

Pictorials,

C. B. C. SALES— Screen snapshots, one red
COMMONWEALTH— Spsnuth's Origins! Vod-S
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spsnuth's Sermsnettes.

The Bakery.
The Fsll Guy.
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.

JIM

Nick-of-Time Hero, two

Say

MISCELLANEOUS

reel.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

Skipper's Last Resort, two reels.

The White Mouse, two

one

issued weekly.

EDUCATIONAL,

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY SERIES
VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Town

PICTURES— Sunset Burrud Scents
Stories
NATIONAL EXCHANGES-Kineto Review, one

ARROW— Sport

VI-TAGRAPH

Sunless Sunday.
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.
The Vagrant.
For Land's Sake.
Free and Easy.

Small

Max

reels.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

MERMAID COMEDIES,

The Kid,
The Idle

two

oas

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE

Torchy's Promotion.
Doggone Torchy.
Torchy a la Cart.
Torchy Takes a Chance.

two

with

Scenics.

SPECIAL

It.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

A

reels.

on*

reel.

reel

Parking.

The

two
reels,

Fairy Foreland.

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

ALADDIN COMEDIES, one reel.
MIRTH COMEDIES, two reels

reels

Saving Sister Susie.
Kiss and Make Up.

The

A

REELCRAFT PICTURES

reels.

oas

(every week).

reel

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one red
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson Series,

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

Exit Quietly.
A Pair of Sexes.
Pare and Simple.

No

two

Scenics,

(every week).

Rural Java.
Sante Fe— the City Different.
Seeing San Marino.
Watching the Wayands.
In Old Granada.

reel

Roberts.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CAMPBELL COMEDIES.

for

one

one reel

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES,

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

Outing

At the Wailing Wall.

I'l.VNACLE PRODUCTIONS. INC.

reel*.

Bruce Scenics Bess

C.

(every two weeks).

Seville in Fair Time.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.

Falling

one

GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES, one reel
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

JOY COMEDIES.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Buster

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reels.
HAL ROACH COMEDIES, one reel.

DO, with Harold Lloyd.

Nothing Like
Oh, Buddy.
In for Life

reels.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES

NEVER WEAKEN, with Harold Lloyd.
NOW OR NEVER, with Harold Lloyd.
AMONG THOSE PRESENT, with Harold
AYWON FILM CORP.

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every two
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchogrsfs, one reeL
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one red.
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holmes Travel Pictures.

KING COLE COMEDIES, two reels.
RAINBOW COMEDIES, two reels.

reel.

Assorted Heroes, two

two

Keaton.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
I

Buster Keaton.

reels.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

BROADWAY, with Eddie Barry.
CRUELLYWED, Lilie Leslie.
SPEED, Charlotte Merriam.
MIRTHQUAKES, Bobby Dudd.
SPOTLIGHT, one

two

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Easy.

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

24, 1921

ANIMATED CARTOONS
AESOP'S FABLES

(Psthe).

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
VTTTT AND TEFF (Fox).
EDUCATIONAL— Sketchografs, one

reel.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Babe Ruth
Art

of

— How

He Knocks His Home

Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
*f the Age (Man o' War).

The Race

Reus.

%

Seasons kipdesFthoojhtr

(V)AE

MURRAY

R08ERT7XEQNARD
WATCH FOR METROS ANNOUNCEMENT

OF RELEASE DATE OF

PEACOCK ALLEV*
TIFFANY PPODUCT/OM /*o, N.y.

M.H HOFFMAN
VlCEPftES.c GEM. MGR.

Vix

Distributors >

Ls

Hal Roach
•presents

Sunshine Sammy
the Pickaninny
Hot Dawg!
Who doesn't know
the

funny

little

I'se

"Sunshine Sammy,"

darkie of the Hal Roach

Comedies?
Millions have laughed at him, exhibitors have commented upon his popularity with their audiences, though he
wasn't starred,— just a wide-grinning
little coon, loose jointed, full of pep, a

Heah, Gemmens!
"pip" of a "feeder" to the

comedy

stars

he supported

Now

he

is

starred in one two-reel com-

made the way Hal Roach knows
how to make 'em

edy,

Hot Dog!

This one

just sure to please!

isn't a

gamble,

it's

